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The Bones of Plants.

Do |i!:iuts have bones? No, not exactly such
holies as you and 1 and oilier individuals of Uie

.animal kingdom, and yet they have a solid frame
. work, which in many particulars is analogous to

the hone of the animal system. To make this

frame work, which we call wood, and which, in

cuillru-di.-ltucttol] to the animal, is called vegeta-

ble, it is ULCi'ssary that it have some material.

Well, this material is much of it the same as

much of the material that enters into the hones
. of animals, viz : mineral matter, such as lime
and potash and some other of the earths and al-

kalies. Where do they get these ? They must
I'lump it up, in a dissolved state, from the soil,

is very evident that they cannot take it into

the minute and delicate pores of the roots and
stems and leaves ill a solid state. It is necessa-
ry, therefore, that these mineral matters should
lie dissolved by the moisture or water which is

in the soil. A good soil-contains them in the

right state to be dissolved up. But a tree or a

crop will in time pump up all that there is in

that s"pm, and as plants cannot move abbot from
place to place, in order to supply themselves
when the food suitable for them has become ex-

hausted, they must either languish or it must be
supplied to the in by the hands of man.
The manure of domestic animals contains

more or less of these materials, for they eat this

vegetable matter, and of course this matter is

not annihilated but changed by the operation,

and what is not converted to the animal body is

thrown Dirt in a condition in which it can be
;gain dissolved and passed into the system of
plants, by which it can again become Ibod for

animals, and thus go the rounds—from the mine-
ral kingdom into the vegetable, and from the

vegetable into the animal, and from the animal
again to the mineral,

Vegetables fir plants are the medium through
which animals receive mineral matter in a form
ami condition to he assimilated to their own bo-
dies. Heme one reason why animal manures
are of such universal application, and good for

every crop. They are, iu (art, the necessary in-

gredients of plants, chopped into minced meat, al-

ready to he taken into the mouths of plains and
be eaten by them. We cannot always obtain
animal manures, but this need not hinder us from
manuring our lauds, crops, trees, &c, with other
matters made up of some of tbe materials re-

qtired. It may be asked, however, here, how do
we know that plants—a tree— for instance, con-
tains these mineral matters, and therefore re-

quires any supply of the kind ? It has been as-
certained by chemical analysis. This has been
done repeatedly by different chemists in their
laboratories, with instruments and tesls and re-
agents nicely calculated to obtain the most accu-
rate results, and to separate, weigh and measure
each ingredient, even lo the fifteen-hundredth

pari ofa grain. But many a farmer has analysed

them in part, although in rather a rough man-
ner. The man who makes potash and pearlash.

analyses the wood of the forest, and ascertains

the results. He seeks, it is true, but for one of

the ingredients, but as far as he goes, it is, to all

intents and purposes, a thorough analysis, and

he can tell you, from experience, that the boms
of some plains or trees contain much more pot-

ash than others. If it were an object lo him. he

would, in a similar manner, learn how to sepa-

rate lime from the ashes of trees, and clay or

alumirre from the ashes of trees and other mine-

ral matters, and would tell you that these all va-

ried in quantity according to the kind of tree or

the circumstances under which it nvcw. In the

application of this knowledge to the culture of

trees and plants, consists the great art of sneer ?g-

ful tanning. Perhaps no man has gone more
carefully and thoroughly into an exact analysis

to ascertain the mineral and other matters con-

tained in trees, than Dr. Emmons of Albany.

Dr. E. is employed in the survey of the State of

New York, and has published a volume or re-

port on agriculture of that State. His analysis

of the pear and apple trees, is valuable, to all who
wish to cultivate those fruits, and show what
minerals most predominate in each, and of
course which should be most abundantly sup-

plied in manuring them.

From 100 parts of the ashes of the pear tree,

he obtained the following substances, viz :

Sap-wood. Bark.
Potash 22.2S 6.20

Soda, 1.84

Chlorine, .... 0.31 1.711

Sulphuric acid .50 I .SO

Phosphate of lime. . . . 27. '22 6.50

Phosphate of peroxide of iron, 0.31

Carbonic acid, . . . 27.69 37.29

Lame, .... 12.64. 30.36
Ala^nesia, .... 3.00 9.10
Siler. 0.30 40
Coal 0.17 0.65
Organic matter, . . . 4.02 4.20

100.25 98.30

From the apple tree he obtained the same and
other materials in very different proportions, as

follows :
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Age of Cattle and Sheep.

It is generally supposed that the age of cattle

and sheep can lie accurately determined by tlie

teeth, till they are alter five years old. These
animals, as nearly every farmer knows, have, at

their birth or shortly afterwards, eight incisor or

front teeth in the lower jaw, called milk teeth,

which at various periods fall out and are replaced

by others called permanent teeth. The common
theory in relation to this change is that the two
centre teeth are dropped soon after the animal is

a year old, and are followed by two permanent
teeth which reach their lull size about the time
the animal is two years old ; that two other milk
teeth, one on eacli side of the two permanent
teeth which first appear, are dropped each suc-

ceeding year, and are followed by permanent
ones, till all the milk teeth are gone, and the an-

imal becomes " full mouthed," as it is called, at

five years old.

Observation long since convinced us that this

rule does not afford a sure criterion of the age of

these animals. We have known several instan-

ces where cattle and sheep were, from their teeth,

supposed to be from one to two years older than

they really were. The circumstance has fre-

quently led to difficulty, especially in awarding
premiums, the idea being entertained that there

was some mistake or intended deception in re-

gard to the age.

A few years ago, an individual in the State of

Ohio purchased, of a highly respectable breeder
in New York, a fine three-year-old Durham bull.

On his arrival in Ohio, lit was exhibited at a cattle

show where he was examined by many persons,

several of whom, in looking at his teeth, declar-

ed him to be. five years old. It was in vain that

a certificate, in the hand-writing of the breeder,
was shown, stating him to he but three years old

—it would not satisfy the critics, who insisted

that there either had been collusion in regard to

the hull's age, or the purchaser bad "got Yan-
keed." Yet the testimony of the breeder, we pre-
sume, would have been regarded as sufficient in

a court of law to establish the fact of the animal
being but three years old : and there was nothing,

except the appearance of the teeth, to indicate
that he was older.

Cases of the same kind might be cited in re-

gard to sheep; and several farmers and breeders
have assured us that good or bad feeding will

frequently caKse a variation of a year in the ap-
pearance of their teeth.

A French veterinary journal has lately brought
out some valuable facts in relation to this sub-

ject. It appears that on the loth of April, 1846,
an agent of the government purchased a two-
year-old Durham bull, at the dairy of the Royal
Stud, at Pin. Shortly after the purchase, the

bull was exhibited for a premium, hut the judges
refused to award him the prize, it having been
specified that the animal should be but two years
old, and they believing this one to be four years
old and upwards, as he had all his permanent
teeth. The decision, as may well be supposed,
created some stir, and to settle the point in dis-

pute, letters were addressed respectively to the

directors of the Royal Dairy at I'in and Pousse-
ry, containing the following questions:

"1. Are there, in the dairy over which you
preside, cows or bulls which have cut the whole
of their permanent teeth prior to their fifth year,

and how many ?

"2. Are there any which have cut all prior to

their fourth year ?

"3. Are there any which have cut their teeth
earlier ?

"4. At what medium age, according to your
personal observation, do Durham oxen, hulls es-

pecially, >bed the whole of their milk-teeth?"
The aoHwers to these questions, by each of the

directors, showed that in each of the royal dai-

ries there were ten animals, viz: at Pin, one bull

anil nine cows, and at Poussery, two bulls and
eiL'ht cows, which had cut the whole of their

permanent teeth prior to their fifth year; that in

the latter case all the animals had their perma-
nent teeth prior to their fourth year; and that in

the royal dairy at Pin there were seven animals
—one hull and six cows— in tin; same case;
that at Pin there were four cows and at Pousse-
ry one bull which bad cut all their permanent
teeth before they were three years old. A case
ol'a cow at Poussery is mentioned, which, at two
years and seven months old, bad six permanent

teeth, and two months after, that is, at two years
and nine months, had put out her corner teeth,

making the full number of permanent ones. The
date of the birth of most of these animals is

given, copied from the registers kept at the es-

tablishments, so that there is hardly a possibility

that there could he any mistake. The directors

further state that the cattle of the Durham breed,

kept at the dairies under their charge, usually

shed the whole of their milk-teeth between their

third and fourth years.

The variation in the time at which cattle and
sheep shed their first teeth, is attributable to two
causes—the natural constitution of the animal,
and the manner in which it has been fed and
reared. Some animals, from these causes, reach
maturity much sooner than others, and their den-
tal organs, sharing equally in the precocity of the

system, exhibit the condition which belongs to

those of older animals, w Inch are longer in ar-

riving at their full growth.
We respectfully commend the above remarks

to the attention of breeders of animals, confident
that observation will fully confirm the correct-

ness of the conclusions put forth.

—

Mb. Cult.

To Cook Bacon, Ham, and Tongues.
First, well wash, and scrape clean. If very

salt, it may soak in cold water a few hours; al-

low plenty of water, fresh rain or river water is

best: put it in when the chill is off, and let it be
a good while coining to the boil, and keep it very
gently simmering. If time allows, throw away
nearly or quite all the liquor of bacon as soon as

it boils up, mid renew it with fresh cold water:
reckon the time from the second lioiling. A
pound of streaky bacon will require three-quar-
ters of an hour to boil: a quarter of an hour for

every additional pound. If good bacon it will

swell in boiling, and when done the rind will pull

off easily. Take it up on a common dish to re-

move the rind, and sprinkle it over with bread

raspings, sifted through a flour dredge, or grater.

A ham of twelve or fourteen pounds will require

four of five hours simmering, or four hours bak-
ing in a moderate oven. When done remove
the skin as whole as possible, and preserve it to

cover over the bam and keep it moist. If to be
served hot, strew raspings as above; hut if in-

tended for eating cold, omit the raspings. It will

be much the more juicy for not cutting hot. Set
it on a baking stand, or some other contrivance,

to keep it from touching the dish ; this preserves
it from swamping in the fat that drips from it,

keeps the fat nice and white for use, and also

makes the ham keen the longer from becoming
mouldy, by the outside being perfectly dry.

—

Whether hot or cold, garnish with parsley. A
neat's tongue, according to its size, age, and
freshness, will require from two hours and a hall

to four hours slow boiling. When done, it will

stick tender, and the skin will peel off easily.

—

Sanderson.
«

Shrinking of Pork.—Our esteemed corres-

pondent " II.," n| Fail port, asks for information

in the December number in regard to the causes

which make pork shrink when cooked. This is

a curious and interesting subject of inquiry. If

there is any material difterence in the shrinkage

in the weight of the flesh of swine, equally fat,

when boiled a given lime, the cause must be

sought in the greater quantity of soluble gelatin

(glue) in the tissues of one animal than in an-

other. It is very possible that, if one was to

evaporate the water in which corresponding pie-

ces of pork from different hogs equal in weight

had been boiled, the liquid in which shrunken
meat had been rooked, would give the larger

quantity of jelly. It is not water that the meat
loses in boiling ; but soluble organized matter.

Hence, salt meat, whether pork, beef, or mutton,

should have its excess of salt, il any, soaked out

in pure cold water, that all the dissolved jelly or

flesh may be eaten as well as chicken, veal, or

beef soup.

The science of dietetics is very little under-

stood, as we took occasion to point out a few

mouths since. It is a curious fact, that we neither

know how to raise and improve pigs, nor how to

fatten, cure, and cook their flesh, nor bow to eat

it in the way to impart to our systems the largest

amount of nourishment. After a great deal of

study, the wisest just make out to learn that they

know next to nothing. Experience teaches us

that a pig led on mast, or still slops, will make
more oily pork—meal more melting in boiling
waler— than one laid lied on sound corn. This
is generally understood. But the causes which
change the quality and solubility ol lean meat, as
well as fat, are not so apparent. We must search
into the legumin in peas, and ibe muscle and tis-

sue forming elements in the vegetables.pot-liquor,
butter-milk, and other food of swine, lor a solu-
tion of the problem.

In a hen's egg we see all the constituents of a
perfect bird in a semi-liquid state ; while hot wa-
ter solidifies the whole contents of the shell.

Albumen in meat and flour, as well as in the
white of eggs, coagulates in hot water. But even
this will come out of meat, as it separates from
its solution in old brine on scalding it. Some say
that such brine should not be scalded ; lor the
reason that, after its capacity for dissolving albu-
men and jelly exhausted, it is better to apply to

fresh meat, (after it is also saturated with salt,)

than new brine. It is possible that the character
of the brine may have a decided influence on the
shrinkage of pork and beef in boiling them. If
all I he nutritive mailer which is dissolved out of
meat in brine, and boiled out in dinner pots and
wasted,. were saven, il would be worth several

millions a year to the people of the United States.

It is only honest to own the truth and admit that,

old as civilized society is, we, the men and wo-
men of forty and upward, have yet to lean: our
ABC in domestic economy. In the first place,

we waste ahout half of our labor by its misappli-
cation in unwise tillage, and then waste nearly

half of what we pretend to save, by some ''slip

between the cup and lip."

From the best investigation of the causes which
make meat shrink in boiling, we long since came
to the conclusion, (whether wise, or other-ttn'se,)

that it is better to bake and roast than to l»'il u,

unless for soups, slews, anil ihe like. Much
might be said on the degree of cooking which
flesh ought to receive, in order to render it most
easy of digestion. "The upper ten thousand"
run into the extreme of rawness ; while the mil-

lion often Kink meal so much that no human sys-

tein can form living flesh out of it. The daily

loss from the latter cause is immense— incalcu-

lable.

—

New Genesee Furmi r.

A Henological Fact.—The importance of

the use of lime to some animals, is very pleas-

antly illustrated in the following manner, by a

correspondent in the Boston Medical Journal,

A. C. Castle, M. D., of New York :

The most amusing illustration, says he, of the

want of lime, and the effects of its presence,

came under my notice on my voyage from South
America to "sunny France." We had omitted

to procure gravel for our poultry, and in a lew
davs after we were at sea the poultry began to

droop, and wound up their afflictions with the
'• pip," or as the sailors term it, the "scurvy."

—

Their feathers fell from their bodies, and il was
perfectly ludicrous to see the numerous wt-

leaihery tribe in the most profound misery,

moping away their lime in an utter slate of nu-

ditv. Amusing myself one day, by fishing up

"iiulph weed," which floated ill immense "fields"

upon the surface of the ocean, I shook from it

numerous small crabs, about the size of a pea.

The poultry, with one accord, aroused them-

selves from their torpor, and seemingly, as if by

instinct aware of the therapeutic qualities of

these interesting animals, they partook of them

wiih greater avidity than any invalid ever swal-

lowed the " waters" of the ''springs." After a

few hours the excellence of the remedy was ap-

parent ; ihe "roosters" began lo crow, the hens

to strut and look saucy, and in a few days all

appeared in quite a holiday suit of feathers, de-

rived from the lime, the constituent part of the

crab shells.

Western Commerce.—In the commerce of

the Mississippi valley there are 1,200 steamboats ;

the annual expense of running iliem, 32 millions

dollars; persons employed on them, 40,000.—

The annual commerce of the Mississippi valley

is estimated at 430 millions of dollars. How im-

portant is ;he dissemination of agricultural knowl-

edge, that ihe business, for which all ibis gnat

machinery is but the servant, may be conducted

to as much profit and advantage as possible.
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Horses of Speed and Bottom.

The National Intelligencer furnishes mi ac-

count of the extraordinary performances of some
California!) horses used by Col. Preniow in trav-

ersing a section of Upiier California. It is stated

that Col. F., with two attendants, performed a

journey of eight hundred miles in eight days, in

eluding all stoppages and nearly two days' de
tention. Each of the party had three horses,

nine in all, which took their turns tinder the- Bud-

die. The six loose horses ran ahead without

bridle or halter, .and were kept to the track hy
tin: riders. When n horse was wanted tor a

change, he was etMJghk with the lasso thrown hy

one of the men, the saddle and bridle transferred

to him. and the other horse turned loose. This
change was made at a distance of about twenty
miles. The usual gait was a sweeping gallop.

The way was over a mountainous country, much
of it uninhabited, and many defiles to pass.

Tiny travelled at the rale of one hundred to one
hundred ami twenty miles a day, until they

reached a city, San Luis Obispo, about half way
to their place of destination, which was Monte-
rey, on the Pacific ocean. At San Luis Ohispo
the nine horses were left and eight others taken

in their places. With the fresh horses the party

pursued their journey to Monterey, and returned
lo San Luis Obispo. Two of the latter horse's

had been presented to Col. Fremont hy a Cali-

fornia!), (Dou Jesus Pico) and were considered

as specimens ofa famous breed called "loscana-
los" or the cinnamons, from their being of a

cinnamon color. These two horses were broth-

ers, one a year younger than the other. To test

iheir powers, they were at the reiptest of the

California!), who had presented them to Col. F.,

put to a severe trial. On leaving Monterey, late

in the afternoon, the elder horse was first put

under the saddle, and ridden thirty miles, when
the party stopped for the night. The next morn-
ing the same horses was again taken hy Col. F.,

"and for ninety miles he carried him without

apparent fatigue." It was still thirty miles to the

place which was to he the end of their day's

ride, and the California!) insisted that the horse
could easily accomplish it; but Col. F. would
not put him to the trial! The saddle Was there-

lore shifted to the younger horse, and the other
allowed to run loose lor the remaining thirty

miles. "He did so," says the writer of the ac-
count, "immediately taking the lead and keeping
it all the way, and entering San Luis in a sweep-
ing gallop, nostrils distended, snuffing the air

anil neighing with exultation at his return to his

native pastures, his younger brother all the while
limning at the head of the horses under the sad-

dle, bearing on his bit, and held in by his rider."

The eieht horses made a hundred and twenty
miles a day till their return to San Luis Obispo,
when the nine horses that were first taken were
again brought out, and the remainder of the

journey performed with them at the rate of a

hundred and twenty-five miles a day. It is Staled

that the grass along ihe road was the food for ilie

horses during the journey. They are said to be
trained with great rare, and exhibit remarkable
sagacity and spirit. Could not Col. Fremont
procure a few of the best of these horses and
semi them into the Stales? If they are what
the account to which we lane refilled repre-
sents, they would he the most valuable trophy
which the conquest of California has yielded
us.

—

.llbany Cultivator.

A specimen of Industry.—A correspondent
of the Albany Atlas says he became acquainted
twelve years agd with a man who owned and oc-
cupied a fifty acre farm, kept in the best stale of

cultivation hy his own labor. When asked how
he managed to do so much, without ever appear-
ing in a hurt y, and never behind hand in his

work, lie said, "I always rise at 4 o'clock in the

morning, summer and winter, and frequently

get half through a day's work before my neigh-
lifis get fairly to work in Ihe morning, ami have
plenty of time to read ihe Cultivator, anil two or
three newspapers." lie now owns another and
large farm, occupies both, and superintends the

manufacture of over half a million bushels of
salt yearly, in doing which he travels six miles
every morning, and frequently gets to his office

before his deputies ; and has apparently as much
leisure to read and converse as when he culti-

vated the small farm.

From the Union Magazine for January.

The Thriving Eamily.— -A Song.

BY MRS. L. II. S1GOUKN KY.

Our lathi r lives in Washington,
And has a world of cures,

But gives his children each a farm,
Km'U'^Ii lor Ihein and Iheirs,

—

Full thirty well-grown sons has he,

\ numerous race indeed.
Married and settled, all, d'ye see,

With boys and girls to feed.

And if we wisely nil our lauds,

We're sure to earn a jiving,

And have a penny, too, to spare,

For spending, or tor giving.

A thriving launly are we,
INo lordling need deride us,

For we know how to use our hands,
And in our wits wo pride us

j

Had, hrothers, hail,

—

Let nought on earth divide us.

Some of us dare the sharp north-east,

Some, clover fields are mowing
;

And others tend the cotton plants

That keep ihe looms agoing;
Some hiuld and steer the white-winged ships,

And lew in speed can mate them
;

While others rear the corn and wheat,
Or grind the Hour to Ireight them.

And it our neighbors o'er the sea
Have e'er an empty larder,

To send a loaf their babes to cheer,

We'll work a little harder.

.No old nubility have we,
JNo tyrant king to ride us

;

Our Sages in the Capitol

Enact the laws thai guide us.

Hail, brothers, hail,

—

Let nought on earth divide us.

Some faults we have,—we can't deny
A foible, here and there

;

But other households have the same,
And so, we'll not despair.

'Twill do no good to fume and frown,
And call hard names, you see,

And 'twere a burning shame to part

So fine u family.

'Tls but a waste of" time, to fret,

Since Nature made us one,
For every ijuarrel cuts a thread
That healthful love has spun.

So draw the cords of union last.

Whatever may betide us,

And closer cling through every blast,

For many a storm has tried us.

Hail, brothers, hail,

—

Let nought on earth divide us !

A Veuerable Tree.

We received, a few days since, frnm our wor-
thy friend and correspondent at Deny, a howl of

apples— pleasant to the eye and pleasant to the

taste—hut still more pleasant was the letter that

accompanied then). Our friend will pardon us
tor giving a portion of it to the public.

"The most interesting fact in relation to the

fruit is, that they are the production of a nee
planted hy my great grandfather, soon after the

first settlement of the town, on the original farm,

ami now in possession of my brother. It was no
doubt planted as early, if not earlier, than Ihe

year 1722, as we now calculate from facts and
tradition. The town was settled in the year 1719,

and llie stone house in which I was horn was
built in 1725, as was indisputably recorded in

figures on the cap-stone over the front door, and
now constitutes one piece of the underpinning
of my brother's present dwelling. Improve-
ments were made on ihe farm, fields planted, &c,
before the stone house was built. My brother,

who is now in his 69th year, says ihat the pres-

ent top of the tree is the third since his recollec-

tion— it having been the practice of my father

and himselfj when the old top became decayed
and fruitless, to cut it all away, leaving the sprouts

to glow and form a new lop. 1 do not exactly

know the number of bushels or barrels the tree

bore the last year— hut within a very few years

past it has borne large quantities. The trunk is

large, measuring near 2A feet in diameter. Dur-

ing the last season, while the apples were the

size of a large, crab apple, a gust of wind blew

down about one third of the tree, splitting the

trunk nearly to the ground. And what is rather

remarkable, the apples growing upon the rent and
prostrate portion were much the largest in size—
a great portion of them being within eighteen
inches of the ground. Was this extra growth the

last struggle of the expiring portion of the tree ?

—or did the apples receive nourishment from its

proximity to the ground ?—questions for orchanl-

ists and proinologists to answer. You will ap-

preciate the value which the descendants of my
great grandfather set upon the tree; and, for my-
self] 1 miis! say iis remembrance is among the
earliest and happiest of my childish days— not
so »uch on account of the tree and its fruit, as
from circumstances and associations. Within a
half rod of its root, runs, during a portion of the
year, a little brook, on which were established my
juvenile machinery, and "factories," from which
1 realized 30, 40 and 50 per cent, of—pleasure—
being as great ill reality as is now received hy
many of our modern establishments in money.
On this stream we erected sawmills, gristmills,

triphammers, and all that important sort of ma-
chinery which the ingenuity of that age had
brought to the greatest perfection. Such corpo-
rations were sole not soulless, and created no po-
litical opposition—the opposition to them, when
manifested, was parental— not so much on ac-
count of the rights of the many being stolen by
one—but on account of the time and attention of
that one being stolen from moie valuable pur-
suits.

Few of your brother editors can boast of rais-
ing apples from a tree planted 125 years ago, by
an Irishman .' Where the seed or the seedling
tree was obtained, is more than I can tell; hut I

do not believe that it has any relationship to tliat

which bore the apples presented by our firsi

mother in her fi nil dish to her spouse— because
that was hard and choaky—unil this is pleasant,
and passes down the ttsophasrus without sticking
hy the way."

—

Exeter News Letter.

HoRTiccLTURE.—We are rejoiced at the mul-
tiplied and extraordinary evidences almost daily
afforded of the zeal with which the people of
this country have entered into the prosecution
and advancement of horticulture. For a long
time no publication of greater interest and beau-
ty has met our eye than the first number of the
"Transactions of the Massachusetts Horticultu-
ral Society." Its teller press is as nearly perfect
as any that has appeared, and its plates are ad-
mirably executed and colored. It does not seem,
however, that the society is entirely satisfied w ith

them, beautiful exceedingly as they are, for it an-
nounces that the process of chromolylhing is not
adapted for a work of this character, and that not
only will the future plates he far superior, hut
that the present ones will he reproduced. These
represent two seedling camciias raised hy Col.
Wilder, President of the Society, and the Van
Mons Leon le Clere pear and the li'illium's Favor-
ite and Baldwin jSppks. The contents of this

number are exceedingly rich; but we should
wander from the legitimate path of a daily jour-
nal should we venture any detailed comment up-
on them. Those of our readers—anil we know
that there are many in this city of gardens ami
elsewhere—who take an interest in the subject,
will procure the number. The Massachusetts
Society is distinguished tor its energy, enterprise
and success. Its President, M. P. Wilrtep, Esq

,

is an active merchant of Boston, who devotes ihe
leisure which industry can win ftoMi the most
absorbing business, and the- wealth- which that
business supplies, to ihe improvement of that
first, best and greatest of sciences— ihe science
of the soil. Solomon, we leas'ii, -made or-
chards" and "delighted lo dwell in gardens :"

and w ith a kindred wisdom and taste, Col. Wilder
devotes himself, at his farm in ihe vicinity of
Boston, to the improvement of plants. There
are illustrious names, ancient and modern, to
sanction his course; those most celebrated for
wisdom, patriotism and virtue have delighted in
that, most profitable of all spheres of ambition.
Xenophon and .-Elian, Calo and Pliny, Descarles
and Bacon, and in later days many of il, e illus-
trious of all countries have been found devoting
their energies to this most innocent and elevating
pursuit. Col. Wilder has already done much lo
improve the horticulture of the United States;
and continues lo devote himself with unabated
zeal ami liberality to the subject.

The first see.l that was planted was the first

effort of civilization
; am! the highest physical

triumph of civilization must he that perfection isj

the cultivation of ihe earth which will give bIhiu-
dant sustenance to the largest possible papula,
tion. That result would effect much 19 lemon-
Ihe motives for the crimes and WMfS lhal lave
desolated ihe world, and the interest is one which
involves religion and all the diui«a of humanity.
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Yet its improvement, until of l..te, seems never
to have been rapid, nor, even among the ancients

—gorgeous as were their gardens—extended. In

Europe its advance, especially in horticulture,

was reluctant and slow, and it is said that in

England kitchen vegetables were almost un-
known even in the reign of Henry VIII.

Front) its start, however, in the beginning of
the seventeenth century, rapid improvements
were made; and the application of modern sci-

ences as auxiliary, have given to it an impulse
that promises results the most extraordinary.

Tl»d establishment of Horticultural Societies has

greatly urged this impulse ; and that of London
especially has worked wonders. In this country,

such societies have been constituted in almost
every considerable city; the most affluent and
scientific citizens have taken an ardent interest

in them, and the results are to be discovered in

most of the gardens in llif vicinity of their opera-
tions. The Society in Philadelphia is second 10

no one in the country in zeal or success; and its

splendid annual exhibitions, crowded by the elite

ot the town and its vicinity, prove how deep and
general an interest is cherished on the subject.

In our city almost every dwelling has its garden
anil its vines, and the produce of the latter is, in

the aggregate, enormous.—Philadelphia American
and Gazette.

ori)c bisitor.

CONCORD, N. H., JANUARY 31, 1848.

Smuggling.—Among all the capitals of Switz-
erland, Geneva represents the aristocracy of

money ; it is the city of luxury, gold chains,
watches, carriages and horses. Its three thou-
sand workmen supply all Europe with jewelry;
seventy-five thousand ounces of gold and fifty

thousand marks of silver every year are trans-

formed in their hands, and their bare salary
amounts to two millions five hundred thousand
francs.

Beautte's is indisputably the most fashionable
jewelry store in Geneva; it is difficult to imagine
a collection more rich in those thousand won-
ders which captivate the female mind. They
are enough to turn the head of a Parisian lady,

and to make a Cleopatra quiver with longing in

her tomb.
These jewels pay a tax on entering France,

but in consideration of a discount of five per
cent., M. Beautte undertakes to smuggle them
in; and upon this condition the affair is transact-
ed between the purchaser and the seller, quite

openly and publicly, as if there were no excise
gatherers in the world. i\l. Beautte, it is true,

possesses wonderful address in baffling them
;

the truth of which compliment we will prove by
one anecdote out of a thousand.
When the Count de Saint Cricq was Director

General of the custom-houses, he heard so fre-

quently of the grace and adroitness with which
the vigilance of his agents was cheated, that he
determined to ascertain for himself whether all

that was told was true. Accordingly he went to

Geneva, visited i\I. Beautte's store, and purchased
jewels to the amount of three thousand francs,

on condition that they should be conveyed to his

hotel in Paris duty-free. M. Beautte accepted
the condition like one used to bargains of that

sort, presenting only to the purchaser for signa-

ture a kind of private obligation, by which he
bound himself to pay the customary five per
cent, in addition to the three thousand francs.

The latter smiled, took a pen and subscribed
himself " Saint-Cricq, Director General of the
French customs," giving back the paper to

Beautte, who looked at the signature and con-
tented himself with replying, as he bowed,
" Monsieur Director of tht customs, the articles

which you have done me the honor to purchase,
will arrive in Paris as soon as yourself"

M. ile Saint-Cricq thus defied, scarcely allow-

ed himself time to dine, but sent for post-horses
and departed an hour after the conclusion of the

bargain.

Os passing the frontier, M. de Saint-Cricq
made himself known to the officers us they drew
near to examine his carriage, related to the chief
of the customs what had just taken place, re-

commended the most active watchfulness along

the whole line, and promised a reward of fifty

lonis to the officer who should succeed in cap-
turing the contraband jewelry; for three days
not an excise man slumbered.
During this time, M. de Saint-Cricq arrives in

Paris, alights at his hotel, embraces his wife and
children, and goes up to bis chamber to disen-
cumber himself of his traveling dress.
The first thing he noticed on the mantel-piece

was an elegant box, with the form of which he
was not familiar. He approached and read on
the silver plate which decorated it, "M. Count de
Saint-Cricq, Director General of the customs,"
he opened it and found the jewels which he had
bought at Geneva.
Beautie was in league with one of the waiters

at the inn, who, while helping M. de Saint-
Cricq's people in packing for their master, con-
trived to slip In the forbidden box. When ar-
rived at Paris, the valet seeing the elegance of
the case, and the particular inscription engraved
on it, had hastened to deposit it on his master's
mantel-piece. So the Director of the customs
became the first smuggler in the kingdom.—Brit-
ish paper.

A Chapter on Smugglers.

The demoralizing effect of the smuggler's
trade has for many years been strongly impressed
upon the mind of the editor of this paper. The
smuggling of forty years ago, during the exist-

ence of embargo and non-intercourse, preceding
the war of 1819— the illicit trade kept up during
the war itself—defeating the intent of those san-

itary regulations intended for the protection of

the great interests of the country— left us with
an impression of criminality in every evasion of
the revenue laws, such as time has not yet

effaced.

The effect of high duties in the intercourse

between different countries, must be the encour-
agement of smuggling. It has become no im-
peachment of mercantile morality to invent al-

most any expedient to be rid of an onerous duty.

Accordingly we have often seen a tax on wool-
ens avoided by the admixture of cotton or silk—
the duties upon metals evaded by importing ar-

ticles of which the metal was made, charged
with less duty—ad valorem duties lessened by
falseinvoic.es; and all the arts of the money-
maker practised to add to the natural regular
honest profits. So common has become the
fashion to avoid the exactions of the custom-
house, that we have even wondered that high
duties were any where of value as measures
either ot' protection or revenue.

The first of our travel upon the Canada front-

ier was in 1826, several years after embargo,
non intercourse and war had brought up men
on both sides the line to the trade of smuggling.
That day was before we had extensive sugar re-

fineries in the United States: for several miles

within the line of the United Stales we then met
upon the tables of most of the hotels, double-
refined British loat; which, on inquiry, we found
to be sold here as cheap, if not cheaper than the

most common honey-comb Philadelphia inferior

loaf of that time : the best London porter and
the purest Jamaica spirits were then common
and cheap: the cloths of common wear, evident-

ly of foreign origin, showed that the inhabitants

there enjoyed opportunities of genteel clothing

as well as genteel eating and drinking, to which
the people farther from the frontier were
strangers.

Time passed on till 1833, when we travelled

over and along the line from Connecticut river

to Buffalo. We found then that any man dis-

posed to cheat the revenue might, if he had the

conscience to do it, fill his trunks with sufficient

wearing apparel at the lessened prices, equal to

defraying the expenses of his journey of pleas-
ure

;
and we further witnessed at the places of

ingress and egress in the very face of the custom-
house officers stores on the British side of the
line where there appeared no British population
to support them, filled with splendid fancy goods,
with all the appearance of freshness, which in-

dicated the articles there to be of quick trade.

Crossing the Niagara river below the falls, and
proceeding to the Chippewa battle-ground, a few
miles above, bars of iron lay along the bank of
the river in piles, evidently with the intent to be
carried over where a lax of fifty and a hundred
per cent, might be avoided.

In a succession of years afterwards it had been
a matter of wonder how few were the seizures
of goods where a cordon of custom-house offi-

cers were placed along the line for the purpose
of arresting smuggling. When seizures were
made, the matter seemed to be of so small an
amount as that their forfeiture would pay only a
small part of the expenses of prosecution. It

was reported of the trade will) Montreal that not
so high a per cent, was charged for a warranty
of safe delivery as the Geneva jewellers exacted
for the delivery of their wares, for which, from
their greater compactness, a much better securi-
ty might be expected. When the duties on salt

amounted to at least half its value, Montreal
traders would guarantee its delivery at the ports
upon lake Champlain within the American lines,

for a premium of one or two per cent., and fur-

nish it in exchange for American produce,
which in its turn might be smuggled in the other
way. The severe tariff has been in a good de-
gree superseded in the law of 1846, and the
change of the British policy to encourage free
trade. There is now comparatively little temp-
tation to smuggle cloths or iron out of Canada.
The smuggling into Canada is at this lime much
the more active business. What is now done at

that business, when the temptations for profit

can present no inducement to compensate for

the smallest risque of seizure, is surely an ear-

nest of the very extensive illicit traffic in goods
that under the high tariffs of the last forty years
have been carried on.

Unlil a short excursion which we made into

the lower townships over the Canada line dur-
ing the past summer, we had formed no compe-
tent idea of the almost (earful impunity with
which an extensive smuggling trade was carried
on. The smuggling trade with the low duties,

on either side could now be but a small object
of pecuniary gain. Yet habit has become so
strong with these people that they must continue
to smuggle. At the line between Derby and
Stanstead we found several well filled trading

stores
: in them were a plenty of wooden wares

and the various agricultural implements, evi-

dently made in the States. Inquiring if these

wares and implements were made in Canada, an
affirmative answer was responded without hesi-

tation : the printed bill upon the New London
scythes was scarcely effaced. Taking the course

from Lamoille river to the Mississque, and thence
over a point of the Memphremagog lake to

Stanstead, we wished to find some convenient

access to the head waters of the Connecticut

river. The engineers were at Derby looking out

a route in the direction of Sherbrooke, for a rail-

road connecting with the Passumpsic road in

Vermont. Memphremagog is a beautiful sheet

of water, partly iu Vermont and partly in Cana-

da, upon the line of the 45th degree of north

latitude, and fed by waters running down from
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Orleans county. Below Magog is the Cuaticook

lake, which discharges itself through the Mas-

sawhippe river and lake into the St. Francis,

coming in farther to the north-east and running

down circuitously until it unites with the St.

Lawrence half way between Montreal and

Quebec.

The course of the Portland and Montreal rail-

road is across the highland westerly from Con-

necticut river, through Hereford and Barford, by

Compton toSherbrooke, and thence to Montreal.

The actual survey over a distance of some thirty-

five miles above Canaan, shows a rise not to ex-

ceed six hundred feet to be encountered by no

very difficult grade. The Canada survey for this

part of the road has been made. The road com-

mences in Canada one and a half miles below

the mouth of Hall's stream, and takes its way

up another stream called little Leach river.

Such is the regularity of the ground, in com-
ing up the valley to the summit dividing the

Connecticut river waters from the St. Francis,

that no more than two considerable fillings are

to be made, and those not large. The ridges

and the vallies of the lower Canada townships

all seem to be favorable for the easy and cheap

construction of the railroad in this direction.

As our object was to gain a way home some-

where through the woods to near the sources of

the Connecticut, we took the stage from Stan

stead to Sherbrooke, a two-horse vehicle with

several passengers. The driver, an intelligent

man, pointed out in answer to inquiries whatever

might be interesting on the way. The Canada
townships, each ten miles square, are nearly

three times the size of the common six mile

American townships. Their soil for luxuriant

crops, especially for grass and the feed for graz-

ing of cattle, is very similar to the best Vermont
lands, and much better than the lands in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts down farther to

the north-east. Yet for good cause some of the

first cleared laud in the townships has been

abandoned. Such was the place of first resi-

dence of the noted Stephen Burroughs, who once

had a farm and buildings at a point north-east,

about twelve miles from Derby line at the corn-

ers of Stanstead. Hatley and Hereford : the cel-

lars of the buildings only remained here to show

that it was once a flourishing habitation. Before

the arrangement between the two governments

authorized the arrest of fugitives, this was a fa-

mous place for the first resting of culprits flee-

ing from the States: Burroughs at one time had

his counterfeiting establishment in the caves of

a mountain, supposed to be the Jay mountain

situated to the west of the Magog lake, looking

upon the valley of the Mississque, which turns

round from the north-east towards the south-

west, running into and out of Canada, before it

unites with the waters of Champlain. Later in

life, he moved down to Shipton, seventy-five

miles from the line in the direction of Quebec.

Approaching another town while sealed on

the out side with the driver, he was met and

hailed by a Hush-faced gentleman in a gig, with

the inquiry if he had brought on the scythes ex-

pected, for which it was said the farmers were

all wailing to do their haying. He was answered

that the number of passengers and heavy bag-

gaga prevented. The inquirer halting behind,

the driver says, " I suppose you know the scythes

expected were smuggled from your side: but

this lot and this route is a mere decoy. The
smuggled articles of value at this time are com-

ing in a different manner and from a different

direction. All the people here know how to

blind the custom-house officers: in fact, after a

little training in, the officer himself knows how

innocently to be blinded." The highest amount

of duty of articles from the American side, on

inquiry, we found not to exceed fifteen per cent.

Passing on some ten or fifteen miles beyond

the old Burroughs stand, we came to a very

handsome village, being the centre of Compton.

Here we made it our business to inquire if we

could of a Saturday afternoon procure a private

conveyance through the woods to Canada. The
authorities of the town were collected here;

and very soon we found that it was not possible

to pass without a discovery of our face and resi-

dence. Esq, S was of the town magis-

trates, who had lived in New Hampshire many
years ago, by whose splendid farm of 370 acres,

turning out sixty or seventy head of cattle for the

market in a year, we passed further on. The
British officer of the customs was also here of

the public men collected for the occasion. We
had not a suspicion how many were keeping an

eye upon him until he should turn his course

homeward some two or three miles before the

loads of smuggled goods should make their way

into the village. We found politicians in the

Canada townships at the village inn as we had

found them within our own lines.

A man somewhat of a forest exterior spoke in

the hearing of the landlord that he had come up

to carry home his carded wool to Barford, and

that his house was half the way over to the line

on the Connecticut liver. We asked him if he

could not take a passenger, and take us to the

line that night. He would accommodate us;

but he must wait to have a wheel of his wagon

tired by the blacksmith, which would occupy

some half hour. Waiting for the welcome

chance, soon the inquiry was made for news of

the Mexican war. The custom-house officer

asked if we had any confirmation of the defeat

and rout of Gen, Scott and bis army on the way

to Mexico, which was but then received through

the New York papers by way of Montreal.

Coming with the mail stage that left Burlington

the day previous, we had heard no such report

—

we expressed our doubts of the truth of the

news; hut the officer seemed to be evidently

disappointed that we did not give him credit,

and took apparent gratification in the anticipa-

tion that the American army would he, if it had

not been, cut up and defeated by the Mexicans.

He continued still further his resentment by

charging that the war was waged only for the

purpose of feeding President Polk's desire for

aggrandizement and an increase of territory.

We could scarcely help telling him our own be-

lief that President Polk and a majority of the

American people would gladly have avoided this

war; that least of all did the Americans want

new territory so much as to make that alone the

cause of war; and we reminded the gentleman

that the same charge was made against the

American government of a desire to conquer

Canada ad the prevailing motive for a war into

which our country was reluctantly drawn with

his country more than thirty years ago. We
asked the gentleman how much he thought we
wanted Canada now, and whether he believed

the American government was ready to pick a

quarrel with queen Victoria to procure its an-

nexation to the United Stales?

The afternoon was well nigh expended before

our forest friend with the slouched white hat had

his wagon wheel attired. He came up to the

door for us about six in the afternoon of a long

summer day : with the wool rolls wrapped up

and our travelling leather trunk loaded in, we
found the wagon without springs; and starting

off the spavined animal half-hipped from long

service and hard drawing, it seemed as if we

might not gain a mile before dark. Our friend

assured us that tho horse was much better than

he looked, and that he would not fail in the per-

formance. Presently, after a warm and sultry

day, a black cloud in the west denoted the ap-

proach of rain. We passed on over a beautiful

ridge of land on which lay the farm we have

just noted : farther on was another fine farm,

first settled by the late Peaslee Badger from Gil-

manton, N. II., and still further on, another by a

son of that gentleman. For the first four miles

out we found the first settlers from the Granite

State; and the man himself who was giving us

the accommodation came there with his father

from Plymouth, some twenty or more years ago

as one of the settlers and owners of Compton,

not being able to stand civilization, but removing

farther into the woods as it approached1

.

As we understand this country, far to the

north-east is an extended forest uninterrupted

only by sparse settlements : this is in the direc-

tion of Quebec and the St. Lawrence. Barford,

the next town east of Compton, has very

tew settlements on the road cut out by the Cana-

dian land company. In a valley south of the

ridge there is a road going up as far as the set-

tlements have opened, and ending with them.

The road we were travelling found its way diag-

onally through Barford and Hereford, coming

out at Canaan, opposite the falls of Connecticut

river at Stewartstown in New Hampshire.

The storm approached, and just as we were

leaving the settlements upon the ridge, our

mountain friend insisted that for our protection

against the rain he would stop and borrow for

our*use an additional outer garment. The Cana-

dian cloth was made to shed the rain complete-

ly: under its cover we encountered the '-'pelting

of the pitiless storm," dry in all of our accus-

tomed outward exterior. The lightnings flashed

light as the darkness approached, and the thun-

ders littered their voice. With these we were

even less moved than by the conversation of our

companion driver. We had settled the matter,

that, deficient as were his accommodations, we
were to tarry in his log-house for the night when

we arrived half way.

Then commenced an interesting conversation

of the customs, the pursuits, the habits and the

manner of living in this larger wilderness suffi-

cient to conceal the purposes, the ends and aims

of those who had Occupied the pass-way for

years. As true and faithful to their calling was

every man in his business as the clan M'Greg-or

or any other clan in the highland fastnesses of

Scotland ; and we cotdd scarcely for the mo-

ment fancy ourself any other than Bail lie Jervie

on bis journey into the highlands.

The story of continued smuggling carried on

for years without a single loss or interruption

was very well; but we will confess that when
our forest friend in bis dialect began to open the

matter of Cogni traffie^-a contraction of the

old Burroughs dialect of the "Cogniac Den,"

(Cogniac being the term to designate counterfeit-

ers) we was truly staggered. "You are among
the Romans," said our conductor, "and you must

do as the Romans do. The most of the people

coming here come to trade. 1 expected it of

you. I have, you know, nothing to do with this
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business. I nil) lintetl of my neighbor on the

way, because I have broken up two of bis estab-

lishments far in the woods, where the dies were

made and the bills printed. Some informed

against him—his goods were seized, and he was

obliged to move Ins establishment farther into

the woods. I have pursued the Cogni trade in

old times, hut I have done nothing at it for years.

Running goods is a fair business; and in that I

have no seciels. Do you know I was watching

that custom-house officer at Compton ? he went

home before we left the tavern. We will meet

the load of goods very likely before I get home.

'Tis on the way; and I went up to see that the

coast was clear." As the darkness of the eve-

ning shut in, the romance of our conductor's

story increased in interest, lie had moved out

of Compton thirteen years before to a lot of three

hundred acres of land upon the highest point of

Barford. It was heavy wooded, excellent land
;

but he obtained a better living by driving his

worn-out horse over the road with goods in the

night than by improving his land. He had a

good and kind wife, born in New Hampshire,

the mother of ten children : the three eldest, a

son and two daughters, were all in New Hamp-
shire, the son at work for the corporation, and

the daughters engaged in the factory at Manches-

ter. In a strange country, upon the territory of

a foreign queen to whom we owed no allegiance,

for the moment we were reconciled to the idea

of laying down in the woods of a Saturday night,

in a legion of smugglers ami counterfeiters, as

best we might. Our breathing had been grow-

ing shorter from the return of the spasmodic

asthma, which at times had made us almost en-

tirely helpless; it might become still shorter,

should we fall into bands who could feel an in-

terest in disposing for their own benefit that re-

maining breath which would benefit lis little,

and might render them material assistance. Ar-

riving at the rude log-house, on the floor of

which a trap-door was suddenly raised to put

away the milk brought in from the only cow,

ami a ladder was raised to a story above for

steps to bring down some tea to be steeped for

supper, we will confess it was with some reluct-

ance that, on inquiry for the lime, we pulled out

the gold repealer, tor which, as an extravagance

we never allowed ourselves, our better half liar-

gained and paid for us about twenty years ago,

one hundred and twenty dollars.

It was dark and rained after our entrance.

Our conductor was busy in disposing of the

horse, after taking in his arms and kissing the

youngest darling child, who called upon the pa-

rent for the expected cake or plums. The

mother, expecting as a matter of course our

cognizance and coufidance, at once opened to

!ier husband that the Irishman informer from

Hereford had passed there an hour or two be-

fore, and had turned over to the other road

where a. brother Irishman, deputy to the collector

at Compton lived, with the sure intention, as she

believed, of procuring the arrest and seizure of

lite load of goods then passing over the road.

Well, I knuw, says the husband, that Looney

will gain nothing by that; lor if Mr. does

not skin biui alive after such a piece of work,

he will never be suffered to live a week on this

road. While this conversation was going on, as

we sat by the low opening for a window to-

wards the pathway on the outside, resting the

arm upon the excoriated piece of timber serving

for a window seat, a huge mastitV or bull dog

laid his head and jowls directly oyer our ami ;

MB

and, looking out of doors, darkened by the shin-

ing of a burning tallow candle within, we saw

the team of two horses heavily laden with boxes

and rolls of leather, with its driver under an um-
brella, listening in the rain to suggestions with

persons upon the outside with whom he was

consulting.

He drove away: supper, flour cakes hastily

mixed and raised with saleratus, some fried pork,

and tea without sugar, was in due time served

up. To show our perfect confidence, the old

travelling leather trunk, unlocked, was left for

the night with the key in, and our customary

medicine abstracted; while the lady conducted

us to another part of the house, over beyond the

outside entrance, being a sort of an apology for

a room, from a parting of open rough boards.

Here in a warm night of July we laid down with

the children not far off, under the sound of mos-

quitoes in a continued buzz, and the biting of

that and other vermin of higher flavor, if less

pointed sting, until day-light enabled us to retreat

from a reclining to a more rectangular position.

Sabbath morning dawned upon us in her Ma-
jesty Victoria's dominions. Breakfast was pre-

pared of the same material as the supper of the

previous night. The children came around;

and the elder boys who had not yet left home,

dressed and appeared as if preparing to return

to that civilization within the States from which

the parents had emerged. Old spavin was

again put in harness, and the twelve miles of

remaining woods made up for the travel for that

Sabbath day's journey. Very little opening was
there in all the long wooded way. No road

leading to any settlement turned off. Our forest

conductor told us of lakes abounding in fish, not

many miles off on either hand: the trout and

muskalunge were taken from these in abund-

ance; but there was no carriage road to bring

oft" more fruits of the fisherman's sport than be

could carry off upon his back. Judging from

the great size and beauty of the growing wood
and timber, as well as from the black richness

of the soil over which the track of the road

passed, the country of these yet uncleared town-

ships is as fine as could be imagined. Where a

clearing was opened the grass appeared in iis

most luxuriant foliage: the white honeysuckle,

springing up spontaneously, matted the ground.

The wilderness extends at least half a hundred

miles down south into Vermont—tw ice and

thrice that distance northerly towards Quebec,

and still farther along down the north line of

New Hampshire and Maine, more towards the

east. The Maine and northern New Hamp-
shire railroads are destined to open to the

Atlantic .market a country of heavy, valuable

timber, a soil luxuriant in agricultural products,

about as near as western Massachusetts to her

seaboard, whose value lew men have ever yet

appreciated.

The view of such a country paid us well for

the labor and latigue of the journey. But the

Saturday night's incidents had not closed all the

interest of this Canada expedition. Our con-

ductor had a neighbor in the woods whose fami-

ly of higher polish looked down upon him, and

whose trade being somewhat the same could not

continue both ill agreement. Although there

seemed to be no longer an object in pursuing

the calling since the duties were too light to

compensate for the risque of their seizure, yet

the confirmed and inveterate habit of smuggling

is still kept up. The old horse that had travelled

so ofteu over the road with goods, must travel till

he dies : the woodman who has backed broad-

cloths over the deep snow on rackets might pine

away if obliged to give up his accustomed oc-

cupation.

Trade is here stimulated by the Cogniac man-
ufacture in the woods: a great portion of the

counterfeit paper and metal currency that has at

times been rife in New England has been made
in Canada. Since international arrangement has

provided for the arrest of criminals, the counter-

feiting business has sought concealment in the

density of the forest. Our informant declared,

that he had discovered and broken up more than

one establishment, and that he still knew of

others as existing where engraving, printing and

imitation singatures were executed. Handicraft

workmen came there and tarried days and weeks
in the woods beyond the ken and observation of

the world. The traffic in the spurious bills was a

more open business. Men conversant in this

trade brought the goods there and exchanged
them upon the road, cheating the government of
the duties, for the simulated paper, at ten and
twenty cents to the dollar. In various parts of
New England has the trade been carried on :

men of good reputation have sometimes been

detected and punished in this traffic as their first

criminal act passing off the Cogniac Canada
counterfeits.

The road along which this work has been done
and trade carried on, has long existed nearly un

known to all but a few of the country who have

participated in the traffic. Passing the thick woods
and coming to a turn in the road, three or four

large dogs suddenly made their appearance

on Sunday morning. Where could these come
from ? was our natural question. O they belong

to Mr. : the boys are near by. In another

minute four stout young men bolted into the

road from the thick woods at the north. • What
luck a fishing yesterday ? you lay in the woods
last uight ?" The boys bad guns, with shot

pouch and powder horns swung over the shoul-

ders; but the empty bags showed that if they

had toiled all night, they bad caught few fish.

We were half inclined to believe that the yqillig

men had been into the forest with the day's food

for the workmen at the Cogni trade, and were at

this time returning.

Travelling on that Sunday morning the con-

versation was kept up. We asked fur no disclo-

sure of secrets—of course we are guilty of un
breach of confidence if this article should ever

come to the knowledge of any of the parties in-

terested. All the information coming to us, was

brought without our leading off in the inquiry.

Our greatest apprehension was that our presence

there might induce the supposition that we were

one of the craft.

You must know, said our conductor, growing

more familiar, that no man ever could long live

in this region who was in the habit of betraying

his neighbors to the custom-house officers. The
first officer within the lines is twenty-five miles

off: when worse comes to worst, the load of

goods may be saved by entering them and pav-

ing the duties. Our mode is to lead the officer

in another direction by false appearances; and

when he is out of the way every body considers

it a duty lo lend a hand in assisting his neighbor

to keep his property out of the clutches of lite

law. We have one man who has made his hun-

dred thousand dollars by smuggling : that man
is generous, and would spend any sum to pyniali

an informer.

From all the information we have gained
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there N not a do .lit on our mind that the smug-

gling trad- with Canada, under the high duties,

has heen of enormous amount. Reaching back

to il»! war of \Sl'l, our recollection turns to the

many droves of cattle that went through the

woods for the British nnnv in Canada: the tragic

death of a person by the name of Beach, shot by

one of his neighbors, a custom-house officer, in

the performance of his duty, while driving eatite

over the line, is not forgotten by many persons

still living near the village of Canaan.

Our conductor completed his engagement by

bringing ns over to Canaan, where we arrived

on Sunday before dinner. We called for refresh-

ment, and invited him to participate. He left

the compensation entirely to our generosity, and

seemed to be pleased that be had done so well

with the sum paid him. In the course of the af-

ternoon he came to usk of us pardon for taking

back with him a load of boxes of tea and bundles

of leather, with which he opeidy paraded on Ca-

naan common, of a bright sunny Sunday, as con-

fident ami sale as if there was no custom-house

or let or hindrance in the open trade between

Canada and the United States.

A Chapter oil the Boundary, and the Maine
aud Montreal Railroad.

As a sequel to the "chapter on smugglers" we

may present our further progress in one of the

interesting excursions of the last summer. Our

people have but begun to appreciate the value of

the interior country: much of that interior lying

near to us has hitherto been without value from

the difficulty in a short distance of transporting

earth's productions, the fruits of labor, to a mar-

ket. It is now distinctly seen that for New Eng-

land the railroads annihilate distances.

With an eye to this state of the case, did we
come round in our last July excursion to the

sources of the Connecticut, to that country which

belongs to the "Coos above the Upper Coos."

The Canada forest carrier for the smugglers

brought us down through the woods from the

height to be surmounted by the Maine and Mon-

treal railroai 1 beyond the line, after leaving the

Connecticut river at the monument executed by

the commissioners of the two governments, un-

der the recent boundary treaty negociated by Mr.

Webster during the Tyler administration. So
much was done in cutting out the line to the

north of the 45th degree around the westerly and

northerly point of New Hampshire—so long were

the engineers and axe-men employed in that ser-

vice—that we wondered nobody in that country

could give us any particular account of the line.

The intelligent landlord of Canaan with whom
we stopped, hail much to say of the American

commissioner (our old acquaintance in times of

sharp political contest) and his troop of em-
ployees backing their provisions many miles into

the woods, beyond all travelled paths, around the

upper of the Connecticut lakes; but he did not

know, as he had never been over, the extent of

the travelled line. All the way the trees were

cut down in a pathway depth of twenty-eight

feet, and permanent monuments at suitable dis-

tances were erected. As relates to New Hamp-
shire, the new boundary line coming down to the

mouth of Hall's stream as the most northwesterly

source of the Connecticut river, gives that State

all she ev»r askeil : it fully confirms her right to

remuneration from the General Government for

a trifling expenditure rendered necessary to de-

fend us from invasion by the armed men of a for-

eign government. The last act done as a sena-

tor at Washington, at the instance of President

Jackson, was to seek an interview with Mr. Fox.

the British minister, in the adjustment of an un-

derstanding as between the Canada authorities

and the State of New Hampshire, that possession

and jurisdiction should remain as they had been

until a treaty arrangement of boundary should

he made by the two governments. This informal,

verbal, arrangement (our sole and only act of

diplomacy n lib the representative of any foreign

government) at once superseded the necessity of

keeping up an armed force at the expense of the

State: it saved such a collision as in the State of

Maine cost the government afterwards some hun-

dred thousands of dollars. The six thousand

dollars expended by our State at that time saved

and protected our frontier, and the general gov-

ernment from collision which might have been

as disastrous in its consequences as the war
brought into existence on the Rio Grande: yet,

as sometimes happens, the hardiest, homespun
efforts of patriotism may call in vain for remun-
eration, while the extravagance which riots in

unnecessary prolonged contests has its never-

satiated maw supplied at any sacrifice.

The line of boundary of New Hampshire has
been so made that it can no longer be a matter
of doubt. It surrounds a tract of land much
larger and of much more intrinsic value than has
been generally supposed. This line is marked
by the ridge which divides the waters running
into the Connecticut from those which run to the

St. Lawrence. The course of the line is devious

observing the exact point, frequently crooking

some amphitheatre valley for a distance, and
coming hack to near the same point. The plans

of this boundary had not been completed in the

winter of 1847: the engineer officers engaged
upon them at Washington have since been called

to Mexico. They will probably be printed by the

government when completed.

Before crossing it aud near the line within the

limits of Hereford, the one-story house and resi-

dence of the Scotchman, Alexander Rea, was
pointed out to us. This was the man who figured

conspicuously as a magistrate with both civil and
military powers, coming over into our territory

and claiming the Indian stream settlements as

part and parcel of his own British township of

Hereford, independent of the survey and entirely

beyond the limits of the ten mile square town-
ships into which this part of Lower Canada is

laid off. Rea was backed up by misrepresenting

the matter lo his government; and he in turn

backed up the fugitives from the Stales, who
found that a convenient place of retreat from the

execution of any civil process for their responsi-

bilities. It is remarkable that the territory and
settlements claimed to be British bad no means
of access to the settlements in Hereford by any
practicable road that did not pass through Ver-

mont at the 45th degree north.

he tarried for the regular stage conveyance over

to Tuesday ; and the landlord kindly offered to

accompany him as far out and back as carriages

had travelled, which all might be done in a day.

The present town of Pittsburg embraces all

that part of New Hampshire beyond the 45th de-

gree north, lying westerly of the stream which

communicates directly with ihe three lakes at the

bead of the Connecticut river. The settlements

upon the river in Pittsburg extend nearly twenty

miles above Canaan village at the north-east cor-

ner of Vermont. Slewartstown village in New
Hampshire is opposite Canaan : here are mills,

and the largest rapids in the river found in its

whole first extent, below the lake, of sixty miles.

The land bine all the way is much less moun-
tainous and broken than it is down further south.

To the north of Slewartstown, on the east side

of the stream, lies the first Dartmouth college

grant, lately incorporated by the name of Clarks-

burg. We travelled up the river on the east side

fifteen miles; but our intention to visit the first

lake four miles further was frustrated by the ex-

treme heat sweating the horse and a threatened

thunder shower.

Much of the road running higher than the

river bank at no very ereat distance leaves the

valley pn either side of the stream to be over-

looked by the traveller. Lower down on the way
some of the farms and open clear ngs seem to

have been abandoned: the fences have rotted

away and the fields lay open, leaving grass un-

fed in good condition for mowing. At other

points new buildings indicated that clearings

sometime abandoned had been recently resumed.

The better looking farms in most cases were
those which appeared to he most recently clear-

ed. The friend where we made our haltinform-

ed us that some who bad gone far west after their

better ease, had returned back with the surer

prospect of health and sound enjoyment which
they found in these wilds.

In three instances upon this Pittsburg road we
passed clusters of some dozen or more men each
engaged in framing barns for raising. All the

wtiy was a better road than we had expected—

a

turnpike road of far more easy travel ihan the

best roads down in .Massachusetts fifty miles from
Boston, within our youthful memory. Encoun-
tering the sharp hills, we found that our Pittsburg

friends had not yet realized the value of a new
and useful principle in road making. The rains

had made a deep gully and broken up the track

of the old road over quite a steep rise : instead

of taking the path lower down, which would pre-

vent the rise upon both sides, an exceedingly well

made road higher Up had been worked, making
the steep greater than in the original path.

We stopped at a neat two story house painted

white, upon a side-hill overlooking the upper val-

ey of the Connecticut and the country at a long
For the first time brought into thai part of the

|
distance lo the north-east and east : surrounding

country which had been the scene of interesting

occurrences through the war of J812, by the

events connected with our boundary negotiations

down lo the treaty tiegociated by Mr. Webster,

which left New Hampshire no longer anxious as

to the extent of her limits, our travelled editor

would have gone on foot over the whole extend-

ed boundary between Canada and I, is State, and

between that and the Slate of Maine, had not the

matter, in his condition of wind aud limb, ren-

dered the expedition a physical impossibility.

As it was, he determined that the 45th degree,

the line of Vermont, should not be the northern-

the house were well-constructed barns and other

outbuildings such as we find appertaining to the

wealthy farmers of the old settled towns. It was
the residence and farm of Clark J. Haines, Esq.,

who bad represented the town of Pitishurg in

Ihe Slate legislature. He was at a distance from
home over in Clarksburg, one in a gaog-of neigh-
bors helping a new settler to build him a barn as

a cover to the hay which he contemplated gath-

ering. The lady of the house, in feeble health,

made a quick acquaintance as the daughter of our

deceased friend, the late Col. Moody Bedel of
Haverhill, who settled at the Indian stream soon

most limits of this summer jaunt in the Slates:' after the close of the war of 1812, in which he
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was an officer. The father of Mr. Haines is one

of the few men living who was a magistrate and

memlier of our State legislature as far back as

the year 1803. John Haines in that and we believe

the two following years was the representative

of Concord, (now Lisbon.) He is of the very few-

left who were friends and contemporaries of John

Langdun : it was almost a wonder for ns to find

such a matt so far in the woods. He went to the

Indian stream thirty-five years ago, and was sev-

enty-eight years of age last April : far removed

as he has been, he has not forgotten either the

manners of the dress of the gentlemen of olden

times: he ceremoniously entered in a black

broadcloth suit with a white cravat, and a golden

chain to the watch suspended from his neck.

The titles to the lands of these far interior set-

tlers were first derived from the Indians: the

three families who first went in, were Messrs.

Plumley and Goodwin, with Col. Haines.

There are three farms laying along the west

bank of the river and nearly reaching north to

the lake which belong to three sons of Colonel

Haines: that of Clark J. Haines consists of four

bundled acres, beautifully sloping from his house

to the river. The soil of this land by nature is

highly fertile: Indian corn and other crops usu-

ally raised two hundred miles south grow here.

The he.rdsgrass and clover crops were growing

about his premises: he assured us that he now

cut crops of between one and two tons of hay

upon mowing ground having no advantages of

wash, which had neither been manured or plough-

ed for twenty-five years. Besides his large stock

of cattle, Mr. H. had this year in keeping 175

sheep of the finer wool.

Further up the stream above Mr. Haines' resi-

dence is a hollow extending westerly, and beyond

that a hill cleared into farms: the hill strikes

down in a point to the east, making the main

stream take a circuitous course. The first Eng-

lish travel up and down was upon the stream ;

but old Mr. Haines informed us that the Indians

soon told him of a more direct path over the hill

where the distance to the lake was shortened

- some miles.

The lowerofthe three Connecticut lakes is six

by three miles in extent— it is beautiful all around

its shores, the land being of the best quality. At

the rise of ground near Mr. Haines' residence

we look over the undulating woods as seeming

at a long distance. There are no mountains or

rocks here to interrupt an acre of the cultivation ;

and the evenness of the well sized timber be-

speaks the soil of the first quality. As far as yet

settled there is none hut good land there found.

Below upon the river longtime ago the intervale

ground was taken up by the first farmers: better

than the intervales have since been found the

high lands back from the river in Stewartstown

and Colebrook.

Of the country to the north-east of lake Con-

necticut is the Carlisle grant, a tract said to con-

tain eighty thousand acres, for whose disposition

the Legislature of 1840 was made to believe there

was a pressing necessity from the burden of its

absolute worthlessness ! Every acre of that grant

we believe now to be worth at least one dollar:

. anil when ten years more shall complete a rail-

road all the way up the Connecticut river to its

sources, ten times the amount may not be made

to cover its value.

The rich intervales far up the Connecticut

river on both sides were occupied almost as long

ago as those above Concord on the Merrimack :

the settlements oft* the river have made slow

progress. There was more snow and a longer

winter farther going north, and little of the pro-

duce would pay for carrying it to market the long

distance. As high up as Northumberland, Caleb

Marshall settled prior to the revolution. He was

of that Marshall family remarkable for indepen-

dence and talent which we have long known in

Hampstead, N. H. : Capt. William Marshall, the

patriarch of Hampstead, for nearly the last twenty

years of his life, was continuously the agent for

distributing through his neighborhood some
twenty numbers of the weekly newspaper of our

publication, always paying in advance for the

paper, and charging nothing for his services. His

descendants through their mother are the Dyer

family at Enfield, the eldest of whom is now the

well-known financier and manager of the Shaker

fraternity of that town. This family left a farm

in Stewartstown, when the elder Caleb Dyer at

the instance of his wife united with the brethren

at Enfield : her talents and obstinate persever-

ance have been proved by the trouble she has

given the Shakers in the last thirty years: all the

children, we believe, have proved in their works

their constant devotion to the fraternity with

which their parents both united. The lather is

yet a hard working veteran at near the age of

eighty years.—Alarmed for the fear of the Indians

on the breaking out of the war of 1775, Zeruiah

Harritnan, the wife of Caleb Marshall, at North?

umberland, the outside settlement up the Con-

necticut, mounted on horseback with her infant

in her arms, and rode all the way over the by-

paths of the continued woods about one hundred

and fifty miles, to her original home in Hamp-
stead.

From the view of the first forty miles out of

Canada down Connecticut river, we should judge

it to be a most favorable route for the construc-

tion of the contemplated railroad fram Portland

to Montreal. The second shelf from the river

has fewer interruptions and the breaks are much
less abrupt than the general character of the river

bank lower down, nearly all the way of New
Hampshire and across Massachusetts.

The Maine interest has done well early to start

the idea of their Montreal road in its whole dis-

tance. They were in advance, in securing the

favor of the British capitalists, of any other road.

Coming down from Montreal to Sherbrooke, the

route will be as near to Boston by Canaan as the

Passumpsir. route branching from Stanstead to

Sherbrooke. The policy of the Passumpsic road

should he to cut off the distance and reach Mon-

treal by passing further west, in the valleys of

Orleans county, leading down to Memphemagog
at its south-west point, and pursuing a track as

near as may he to that of Gen. Hazen's road from

Connecticut river to Montreal. The route of the

Hazen road directly will be impracticable be-

cause it passes over steep mountain acclivities;

but it is said that the avoidance of Stanstead will

shorten the distance to Montreal some forty miles,

and encounter a less rise and fall : Stanstead vil-

lage at the line stands several hundred feet higher

than the level of 'Magog lake.

We have said that the ground in Canada be-

yond Canaan was very favorable over the Maine

and Montreal route : that part of the road will as

soon be made by British capital as it can be made

through .Maine and New Hampshire. The con-

templated road is a long way; but the native re-

sources of the country through which it will pass

are not to be exceeded in any other part of the

northern States. When this country shall be

opened, it will be found that the severity of the

climate and the long winters are not so much to

its disadvantage. The deep snow laying steadily

upon the ground is favorable rather than injuri-

ous in this region to agriculture. Decidedly bet-

ter is the soil than in that portion of New Eng-
land along the seaboard further south.

The Portland and Maine road in northern New
Hampshire has but recently been called to a par-

ticular survey. It is fountl on examination that

the road cannot pass the Dixville notch or any
point higher up ; but must come down forty miles

from the line on the Connecticut river bank to

the mouth of the Upper Ammonoosuck ; and it

is even thought it maybe brought seven miles

farther, to the Israel's river at Lancaster. It is

remarkable that these rivers coining in from the

east preserve very nearly a level for twenty miles

across the distance of the width of New Hamp-
shire. Most magnificent white pines, the timber

of which has been little better than wasted, were

the original growth of the lower vallies near the

river: a good deal of this timber is yet left : both

rivers interlock with the waters of the Andros-

coggin, down which the railway is to pursue its

course.

At Lancaster or Northumberland, in no great

length of time, will the Maine and Montreal road

be tapped by the roads running up near the Con-

necticut river the whole distance south. It is

our impression that the Northern and Montreal

railroad from Concord must have its course this

way. The fifteen miles falls upon the Connecti-

cut river bank will be best surmounted by pur-

suing the valley of the lower Ammonoosuck
above Haverhill through the flourishing business

villages of Bath, Lisbon, Littleton, through White-

field and Dalton. It seems to us that nature here

has left for this purpose a valley shutting down
the mountain ridge to the bend of the Connecti-

cut along the fifteen miles falls, for the more easy

construction of a railroad upon the shorter route.

The value of the Maine anil Montreal railroad in

more than half its distance would he greatly en-

hanced by such an addition as this branch in the

direction of the Merrimack.

Expensive mills for the manufacture of lumber

have been erected at Dalton, at the head of the

fifteen mile falls, by Mr. Sumner, who owns large

quantities of standing timber on the vallies of

Vermont and New Hampshire above. The clear

boards at his mills are worth eighteen dollars the

thousand. A great lumber business down the

Connecticut river to Hartford has been done in

past years; but a great part of the amount of

sales has been swallowed up in the tolls and other

expenses. The lumber prepared at the Sumner

mills is carried in wagons over a hilly road down

to the foot of the falls, at an expense of three

dollars for a measured thousand feet of boards

and fifty cents for a thousand shingles.

Four or five miles from the Connecticut is the

village of Littleton, at which there are several

mills for the manufacture of lumber. Since the

railroad reached Concord the lumber made upon

the Ammonoosuck has been carried over land by

heavy teams; and the market that way for the

use of the new towns growing up along the

MerrimaCk, has had quite a sensible effect upon

the price of limber lands. Littleton village is

distant only about twenty miles from the White

mountain notch in the nearest direct line from

take Champltiin, through Vermont centre to the

State of Maine.

Horseradish is an excellent remedy for

hoarseness, cough, sore throat, and diseases of
the lungs.
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Agriculture in Vermont.

Tlie largest collection of people that has ever

taken place at Montpelier, is said to have come

together on the occasion of the meeting at the

revival of the Washington County Agricultural

Society, on the first day of October last. An ad-

dress, replete with practical good sense, was de-

livered by 'Roderick Richardson, Esq., a farmer

of Waitsfield. From the great number of pre-

miums awarded as furnished in the two Montpe-

lier papers, we may well imagine the scene was

truly animating to the enterprising and indus-

trious sons and daughters who "labor in the

earth" of the fruitful Green Mountains. It was

a grand sight in that tine country of the dairy, to

see three farmers, to wit—A. K. Warren, of

Berlin, S. Denny, of Northfield, and John Nich-

ols, of Barre, coming up, with each his live

hundred pounds of butter In competition. Then

gnifl the cheese—seldom does any had cheese

coine from the Green Mountains—Jesse Scott of

Birre, N. D.ivis of Montpelier, and Philip Sliote

of Calais, take oft' the three premiums. Three

persons take premiums each, for the largest

quantity of Maple sugar, viz. K. Wheaton of

Barre, Martin Davis of Moutpelier, and R. Stod-

dard* ofWaitsfield ; for the best 500 lbs. sugar,

Lyman Gale of Barre, F. Dngget arid A. D. Ames
of Montpelier, each takes a premium Ibr the

best refined sugar. Mrs. G. W. Collamer of Barre,

H. Allen ol Berlin, and T. C. Kelinu of Mont-

pelier. each has an award'. To the town of Barre.

the first, Calais, second, and Middlesex, third pre-

miums for the five best yoke of oxen from any

town. O. Wood, and J. fwing of Barre, and II.

P. Wilson of Calais, premiums for best pair of

single working nvn. J. Howes of Montpelier

was awarded the highest premium for his beauti-

ful full-blood Ayrshire. Gov. Charles Paine, took

premiums for each, a full blood and a half blood

Durham hull—also for the best calf, and like-

wise for the best cow. Jacob Scott of Barre,

Ibr best fat oxen. Of the fruits and vegetables,

Mr. Cottrell of Montpelier,took premiums for each

the best table beets, tomatoes,beans anil squashes:

Mrs. Cottrell, for a braided rug. gentleman's feet-

ings and for six pairs gentleman's shirt collars.

For the production of farm implements, J. W.
Howes of Montpelier, took three premiums on

ploughs, one for a cultivator, one fur harrows,

and one for a fan mid. The two first and the

fourth premiums for ploughing, fell 10 ploughs

manufactured by Ruggles, Nourse and Mason ;

the third to Prontv and Co. and the third best

with oxen to Robinson's improved plough, of

Concord, X. H.

Tin; farmers of Central Vermont are awaken-

ing up to their true interest. The new railroad

passing by them, will add fifty to an hundred per

cent, at once to the productive value of labor to

all those within twenty miles of its reach. Ver-

mont will become the best and the richest a»ri-

cultual State perhaps in \'ew England.

Gardeuing at Xaliaiit.

The following article we take from the August
minder of the Horticulturist. The success of
Mr. Tudor's experiments in gardening, ou the
bleak promontory of Nahant, shows what may
be done, in spin? of unfavorable circumstance*,
by intelligent energy and perseverance. We
hope his example will be imitated:

A few miles east of Boston, boldly jutting into
the Atlantic, lies the celebrated promontory ol

Nahant. Nature has made it remarkable Ibr'the
.'jrandeui- and bleakness of its position. It is a

headland—of a hundred acres, more or less

—

sprinkled with a light turf, and girded about with
bold cliffs of rock, against which the sea dashes

with infinite grandeurand majesty. No tree an-

ciently deigned to raise its head against the iaide

breezes that blow here in the winter, as if tern-

pest-driven by Boreas himself; and that, even in

summer, make ofNahunt, with its many cottages

and hotels, a refrigerator, for the preservation of
the dissolving souls and bodies of the exhausted

population ol' Boston, in the mouths of July and
August.

At the present moment, the interesting fea-

ture at Nahant, after the Ocean itself, is, strange

to say, one ol the most remarkable gardens in

existence. We mean the grounds of the private

residence of Frederic Tudor, Esq., a gentleman
Well known, in the four quarters of the world,

as the originator of the present successful mode
of shipping ice to the most distant tropical coun-
tries ; and, we may here add, for the remarkable
manner in which he has again triumphed over
Nature, by transforming some acres of her bleak-

est and most sterile soil into a spot of luxuriant

verdure, friiiifulness and beauty.

To appreciate the difficulties with which this

gentleman had to contend— or, as we might
more properly say, which stimulated all his ef-

forts— we must recall to mind that frequently, in

high winds, the salt spray drives over the whole
of Nahant; that, until Mr. Tudor began his im-
provements, not even a bush grew naturally on
the whole of its area; and that the east winds,
which blow from the Atlantic in the spring, are

sufficient to render all gardening possibilities, in

the usual way, nearly as chimerical its cultivating

the volcanoes of the moon.
Mr. Tudor's residence there now, is a curious

and striking illustration of the triumph of art

over nature, and as it involves some points that
we think most instructive to horticulturists, we
trust he will pardon us for drawing the attention

of our readers to it at the present time. Our
first visit to his grounds was made in July, 1845,
one of the dryest and most unfavorable seasons
lor the growth of trees and plants that we re-

member. But at that time, perhaps the best

possible one to test the merits of the mode of
cultivation adopted, we found Mr. Tudor's gar-
den in a more flourishing condition than any
one of the celebrated [daces about Boston. The
average growth of the thriftiest standard fruit

trees about Boston, at that time, was little more
than six inches to a foot. In this Nahant garden it

was two feet, and we measured shoots on some
of the standard trees, three feet in length. By far

the largest and finest cherries we tasted that

season, were from trees growing there, and there
was an apparent health and vigor about every
species within its boundary, which would have
been creditable anywhere, but which at Nahant,
and in a season so unfavorable, quite astonished
us.

The two strong points in this gentleman's
gardening operations at Nahant, appear to us to

he the following': first, the employment of
screens to break the force of the wind, producing
thereby an artificial climate; and second, the
thorough preparation of the soil, by trenching
and manuring.
Of course, even the idea of a place worthy of

the name of a garden in this bald, sea-girl cape,
was out of the question, unless some mode ol

overcoming the violence of the gales and the
bad effects of the salt spray, could be devised.
The plan Mr. Tudor has adopted is, we believe,

original with him, and is at once extremely sim-
ple, and perfectly effective,

It consists merely of two, or, at most, three
parallel nuts of high open fences, made of rough
slats or palings, nailed in the common vertical

manner, about three inches wide, and a spare of
a couple of inches left between them. These
paling fences are about sixteen feel high, and
usually form a double row, (on the most exposed
side a triple row,) round the whole garden, The
distance between that on the outer boundary and
the next interior one, is about four feet, The
garden is also intersected here and there by tall

trellis leiices of the same kind, all of which help
to increase the shelter, while some of those in

the interior serve as frames for training trees.

The effect of this double or triple barrier of
high p.ding is marvellous. Although, like a com-
mon pafuiir, apparently open and perinillipg the
wind free passage, yet in practice it is found en-
tirely to rob the gales of their violence, and then
saltness. To use .Mr. Tudor's words, « it com-

pletely sifts the air." After great storms, when
the outer harrier will be found coveted with a
coating of salt, the foliage in the garden is en-
tirely uninjured. It acts, in short, like a rustic
veil, that admits just so much of the air, and in

such a manner as most to promote the growth
of the trees, while it breaks and wards off all

the deleterious influences of a genuine ocean
breeze—so pernicious to tender leaves and
shoots.

Again, regarding the luxuriant growth, which
surprised us in a place' naturally a sterile gravel,
we were greatly Struck with the additional argu-
ment which it furnished us with in support of
our favorite theory of the value of trenching in

this climate. Mr. Tudor has, at incredible labor,

trenched and manured the soil of his garden
three feet deep. The consequence of this is,

that, although it is mainly of a light porous tex-
ture, yet the depth to which it has been stirred

and cultivated, renders it proof against the effects
of drouth. In the hottest and driest season.", '.he

growth here is luxuriant, and no better proof can
be desired of the great value of thoroughly
trenching, as the first and indispensable founda-
tion of all good culture, even in thin and poor
soils.

It is worthy of record, among the results of
Mr. Tudor's culture, that, two years after the
principal plantation of his fruit trees was made,
he carried off the second prize for pears, at the
annual exhibition of the Massachusetts Horticul-
tural Society, among dozens of zealous competi-
tors, and with the fruit most carefully grown in

that vicinity.

We have observed also, and noted as indicative

of no small degree of practical skill, that in va-
rious quarters of the garden are standard trees,

apples and pears especially, that have been trans-
planted from Boston, wish large heads and
trunks, six or eight inches in diameter, and are
now in a stale of complete luxuriance and fruit-

fulness.

There are, of course, hut few individuals who
have the desire and the means thus to weave a
spell of freshness and beauty over a spot which
nature has created so sterile and bald; perhaps
there are still fewer who would have '.he courage
lo plan and carry out improvements of this kind,
to the attainment of so beautiful a result, in the
very teeth of the elements. But there are many
who may learn something valuable from Mr.
Tudor's labor in the cause of Horticulture.

—

There are, for example, hundreds along the sea-
coast, to w horn gardening of any sort is nearly
impossible, from the injir/ious effects of breezes
loaded with salt water.' There, are, again, ir*ny
beautiful sites that we could name ou the shores
of some of our great inland lakes, and the num-
ber is every daj increasing, sites where the soil

is deep and excellent, an.! the skies warm and
bright, hut the violence of the vernal and au-
tumnal winds is such, that the better culture of
the orchard ami garden makes little progress.

In all such .-lies, .Mr. Tudor's Nahant screens
for sifting the air, wiil at once obviate all the

difficulty, temper the wind to the lender buds,
and make lor the spot a soli climate in a natural-
ly harsh and bleak aspect.

The nature of the sod of Nahant is like that

of much of what is considered barren, rock-

bound coast near the sea which to look upon in

its natural slate would seem little heller than

Hint rock for cultivation. Nut many years since

our attention was called to a statement id' what
some gentleman connected with the hotel upon

Nahant had done in raising rula haga anil oilier

vegetables, after having dug to the depth of fif-

teen or twenty inches into the face ol' the hard

soil, extracting die rocks, w ith the due applica-

tion of manures, From the foregoing statement
it would appear lhal exposure to the winds of
the ocean was an obstacle to be overcome not

less than the hardness of the ground. When
not too much exposed we had supposed that the

spray of the ocean would generally he favorable

io the growth of vegetation : we are quite sure
that the grass stands longer in hearing, and the

bay is more abundant, where the saltness ol the

ocean is felt.
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But we notice this improvement of Mr. Tudor

to show that deep trenching and digging into the

soil is always favorable to cultivation. Here we

see that where from the hardness of the surface

there can be none or very little depth of soil, the

vegetable mould is made by the deeper excava-

tion. Every new experiment confirms us in the

belief that much is gained in the deep stirring

of the earth, whether the ground be hard or po-

rous. Our very best and strongest lands will be

those where the. subsoil is hardest. Almost eve-

ry species of rock decomposed becomes the ba-

sis for the highest bearing soil : the loosest

gravel sands also will perform their part, after

the proper stirring and admixture in working

the earth into a luxuriant c rop.

To Prevent Wood Decaying.
Take twelve ounces of rosin and eight ounces

roll brimstone, each coarsely powdered, and

three gallons of train oil. Heat them slowly,

gradually adding four ounces of bees-wax, cut

in small bits. Frequently stir the liquor, which

as soon as the solid ingredients are dissolved,

will be fit for use. What remains unused will

become solid on cooling, and may be re-melted

on subsequent occasions. When it is fit for use,

add as much Spanish brown, or red or yellow

ochre, or any color you want, first ground in

some of the oil, as will give the shade you want

;

then lay it on w'uh a brush as hot and thick as

you can ; some days after the first coat is dried

give it a second. It will preserve plank for ages,

and prevent the weather from driving through

brick work. Common white paint may be used

on the top of it, if required for the sake of ap-

pearance. Two coats should always be given

and in compound machinery, the separate parts

should be varnished before they are put together,

after which it will he prudent to give a third

coaling to the joint.-, or any other part which is

peculiarly exposed to the action of moisture,

such as water-shoots, flood-gate", the beds of

carts, the tops of posts, and all the timber which

is near or within the ground. Each coat should

dry before the parts are joined, or the lasl coat

applied. The composition should he applied

when the wood is perfectly dry. It is necessary

to mention that compositions made of hot oil,

should, for the sake of security, be heated in

metalic vessel--, in the open air; for when the

oil is brought to the boiling point, or six hundred

of Fahrenheit, the vapor catches fire, and though

n lower degree of temperature should be used in

the process, it is not always possible to regulate

the heal, or to prevent the overflowing of the

materials: in either of which cases, where the

melting is performed in a house, fatal accidents

might happen.

—

Archives of Useful Knowledge.

A less artificial method of preserving wood

exposed to the atmosphere than that in die fore-

going extract has recently been mentioned to the

editor, of which be was not before aware In

s.itting posts and slakes and other timber ill the

ground, it had always seemed to us natural to

place the butt or largest end down. Mr. Web-

ber, of Honkinton, a practical man on this sub-

ject, assures us be has ascertained from actual

experiment, that I he wood of posts or stakes set

in the ground with the upper or smaller end

down, or reversed in the natural state of the

growth of the tree, will last inure than double

lb.- unrulier of years without decay of the same

article set in the ground as we would naturally

place them. Mr. Webber's statement is con-

firmed by others id' whom we bad inquired. In

.selling wooden fences we consider ibis a very

important matter to lie observed.—J$d. Visitor.

Herod Chase, E*q., of Deering, has raised ihe

past year, on seven and one-ball' square rods,

nixty-seven bushels of Carrots, with four anil

one-hair days' labor, after the ground was plough-

ed, lie thinks if our brother farmers would

pay more attention to raising roots they would

reap the benefit.

Illinois as it was Twenty Vears ago.

Emigration from Western JVeifl York lo the Soldiers'

Bounty hands.

Within the recollection of the editor of the

Visitor nearly the whole of the country west of

the Alleghany ridge was a wildei ness. Even the

State of Ohio was sparsely settled down to the

war of 1312: the laying of the soldiers' bounty

lauds in Illinois, after the war, seemed to be a re-

moval almost beyond the limits of civilization.

Western New York was all unsettled within our

memory: Ulica on the Mohawk, even Troy on

the Hudson, were in their infancy down to the

year 1798. Settlement and population increased

to nearly a mill ion in the subsequent twenty

years, so that the wilderness of western New
York then furnished the population which has

since spread itself over the " far west."

Coming down to the latter period, (1826, 7 and

8,) the following correspondence, written in the

homely language of the early farmer laborer, but

with the graphic fidelity of the uncorrupted hon-

est farmer heart, presents an interesting minia-

ture picture of Illinois before it became a State,

and of the pioneer emigrants who have moulded

society there into its present shape.

The letters are but now communicated from

New York State by the gentleman to whom they

were addressed, a subscriber to the Visitor, as

"giving some history, and showing the spirit and

leclings of past and by-gone days."

LETTER t.

Dear Sirs :— I have been in this country more
than one year, and according to promise, and the

many obligations that lam indebted to yon, 1 will

give you a short description of the country, in the

vicinity where I live, and up the Mississippi and
Illinois Rivers— not being able lo give any further

information only by hearsay, except the loute that

I came into this country, which would take more
than this letter can describe.

The river bottoms are in general very wide,and
subject to inundations. The Ohio, where it emp-
ties itself into the Mississippi, is nearly as wide

us the Mississippi itself, (I judge nearly one mile

in width.) although it is much wider between its

mouth and ibe Tennessee. The Ohio is a beau-

tiful river, and when 1 came down it, it was liter-

ally tilled w'uh steamboats, arks and keels, some
laden with tobacco, others w'uh cotton, and some
with fowls, bound for the Natchez, Orleans, anil

other places. When you come near to the mouth
of the Ohio, then you can begin lo discover the

grandeur o( the great water, the Mississippi.

There the skilful pilot soon turns short lo [he

right, lo ascend the stiff flood, hauling his oft

passing steamboat close to bank, often touching

the shading boughs of the cottnn-wootl, which is

the common timber immediately on ils bank.

Altera lew passing hours you come ill sight of

the citv St. Louis. Soon then, by the crack of a

gun on board, its inhabitants are apprised, and
fiock at the landing in crowds, often lo receive

long-wished for friends.

Between thirty and forty miles above St. Louis

von come lo the mouth of the Illinois. As you

enter ii, yon immediately perceive the difference

in the current. It is ii gentle stream and very

beautiful for navigation. The bottom in some
places is eight miles wide : anil in the bottom

prairies the grass and weeds grow as high as a

man's eyes when be sils on his horse, in some
places. The timber on the bottom is cottonwood,
pec. in. blue ash, rose elder, sycamore, buckeye
liackbuiy, black walnut; also white walnut or

Inn!, run'., while maple, mulberry, persimmon.
pawpaw, and other kinds of limber. Some pla-

ces, high banks. These rivers abound in fish. I

have seen cat fish that would weigh more than

one. hundred pounds apiece.

No more of your large fish and rivers, (says

uncle Luther); I want to know about the land,

timber and water. 1 will with all frankness in-

form you, and also the rest of those kind neigh-

bors, thai I spy with distant thought. After ris-

ing up the bill, or bluff as We call them here,

which is as barriers to all the rivers and streams
in this country, you can see by travelling through
the country, that it is interspersed with prairies

in every direction—and many of them extending
a great distance, being very beautiful and rich.

The higher face of ibe ground is what may he
called a handsome level, or gently rolling, as if

by a Noah's flood the waters assuaged by a gentle

rock oft the lap of the earth (or prairie); and as

you advance towards the points of limber, they
become still more rolling, and form many beauti-

ful small streams, or springs, and also handsome
places for buildings. The prairies are generally

very rich, and covered with grass an. i weeds,

—

an excellent country in prairie, and wood, for cat-

tle, horses, and hogs.

The prairie grass will yield from 14 to 2 tons

of hay to acre, where it is high and dry, and much
better than the marsh grass in Ellisburgh. Tra-
vellers are not at expense here for grass or pas-

ture ; it is a pasture everywhere ; and it is a gen-
eral thing for a traveller to go free of expense,

for a meal of victuals, in this country, except at

a public house or inn. The timber of this coun-

try is of the best, such as white, black, yellow,

Spanish, pinn or jack, burr and chesuut oaks ;

Lynn or bass, white walnut or butternut, black

walnut, hickory, white, bitter and shell liark, red

elm, sugar maple, blue ash, cherry, hackbury,

honey-locust, mulberry, and other kinds, loo nu-

merous to mention. The timber land is the most
uneven ; the prairies lying generally on the high-

est ground. The waters breaking out generally

at or near timber, and the further it runs the more
it accumulates, and the larger the break or bluff.

Every country has ils inconveniences, (says

uncle Amos,) and 1 would like to know what they

are. 1 will tell you as freely as 1 have told you
the rest. One great disadvantage is, the want of
good mills. The large rivers overflowing such

rich bottoms, hindering people from settling them,

is another. The want of schools where the peo-

ple are settled scattering, is another. The want
of money in pocket, is another. What will rem-
edy these difficulties? (asks Esq. Wood.) Some
such silver lined pocket men as could he hunted

out in Woodsville, to come here among us and
build us flouring, and sawmills, which would

make the country settled around them, by indus-

trious farmers,—also to build boats to carry on
trade.

We have market enough at present here, but

people thai move in are generally poor, and not

able to pay cash, as is often the case in new coun-

tries. 1 have not raised any thing to spare yet,

but expect lo if I live long enough. I moved last

winter on my land, and what has been done on

it, has been done since. (Says uncle George,) Are
there no mill seals in that country, the reason

you want mills? Yes, sir, there are mill seats ;

but not so plenty as in Ellisburgh, which will

make it heller for ihe owner, and an encourage-

ment lo build gooil mills: we have some four-

penee-happeny mills.

What is the price of sail, tobacco, and iron, in

that country ? (asks Mr. Buriiam.) Well, sir, there

is but one store in this country,—that belongs lo

Mr. Phelps, formerly from Palmyra of the State

of New York. He sells sail at $1.50 per bushel,

tobacco 25 cents, and iron 124 cents per pound ;

but at St. Louis, salt is 50 cents per bushel by

the barrel, (a bushel of salt in this State only

weighs fifty pounds.) tobacco 15.J cenls, and iron

$6 per hundred.

(Are there any blacksmiths there ?) asks Mr.

Bachellor.) Yes, sir, there is, but not such axe

and hoe makers as in Ellisburgh. 1 have met
with chances to sell the axes that I had of yon

for live dollars apiece.

(Says Mr. A. Jenkins,) you have not described

ihe country to my satisfaction in full yet. Are
there any slone coal, or salt springs in that coun-

try ? Yes, sir, ihere is a great deal of stone coal,

in almost every section of the country ; and there

are salt springs up the Illinois at ihe Rapids,

which the inhabitants think can be worked lo

advantage ; ihe place is settling. There are salt

springs in other pans of the State.

Are there any stones ? Very scarce, excepting

quarries in the bluffs qf streams in several places,

generally of sandstone. Some of them are hard

enough for grindstones. Also there are some
appearances of limestone; some rocks heie and

there to be lound in the small runs or brooks,

that are grilled for the millstones.
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Uncle Ephraim asks, what is the vegetation of

that country ? Dear sir, 1 would be willing to

talk twenty-four hours with you if I could. The
different kinds of herbage or weeds are very nu-

morons, and a great many I am an entire stranger

to ; hut such us 1 am acquainted with are, nettles,

brakes, spignard, geusang, solomon seal, two spe-

cies of the dragon turnip, row-cabbage, cohusli,

some thorotighwort, yellow and red percan, colts-

foot, angelica, maidenhair, &C. iScc. Hop vines

are to tie met with everywhere, and the woods
are also full of pea vines,—excellent for horses

and cattle. Here is also the bramble or green

briar, the black raspberry, and blackberry, the

Strawberry, plums, and crab apples. In the prai-

ries they are also numerous, abounding ill flowers

the summer through. There are live species of
weeds growing ill the prairies, possessing the

qualities of the pine, called here rosin weeds.

Says Mr. Watson, 1 would like to know how
long uncle Eli was on his journey to that hand-
some country he has been telling us about, and
how much money it cost him on the way for bis

expenses 1 am very glad, uncle Joseph, that you
have mentioned that, for the cost scares many
from coming, and it being so far, it would take

the remaining part of their days to get there, as

they suppose. I would be glad in answering this,

to send a copy of a sort of a journal I made on
the rout.

I started from Ellishurgh Feb. 14, 1825. I was
at Olean about one week, waiting to have my
boat built, which was eight feet wide and thirty

feet long, covered twenty leet in length, with a

fire place in one corner of the room. Washed,
brewed and baked all the way down in it; was
at home night and day. 1 started from Olean the

6th of March; arrived at St. Louis the 7th of

April ; was there about three weeks waiting fu-

my brother to come down with a boat, the letter

being detained by some means. You may guess

1 felt uneasy on expense in the city, being noted

for its unhealtbiness; hut since the French are

losing ground, it becomes clean and handsome,
and will become great. I landed at Lewislown
ihe 12th of May, not hardly three months on the

way, being detained three weeks. It cost me
somewhere about seventy-live dollars including

the mice of my boat, which was fifteen dollars

and fifty cents, fifty cents being extra work pitch-

ing the gunnels, and twenty dollars paid for pas-

sage in the steamboat Congress, from Trinity,

five or six miles from the mouth of the Ohio
river, to St. Louis ; hut 1 would advise families

to take steam at Shippingport at the falls of Ohio,

because it is sooner run, and the cost is no more,

as I afterwards found. I had excellent luck in

getting along ; ii seemed as if Providence was in

my favor, and 1 had ought to be thankful for the

many favors in my journey anil since my arrival,

by the Great Parent of the Universe. It' any of

you takes a ir.iud to try the western world, you
may calculate it will cost you one hundred dol-

lars, and 1 don't care bow much more ; and if

you savesome when you reach here.so much the

better for you.

Says uncle Alvin, you have told the greatest

part you are able to tell us, I think, by this time :

lint there is one thing that I think of, and you
must be able by this time to inform us, and that

1 believe must be all you can tell ; is it unhealthy
in that country? for some of us begin to I limit

about coming then', and 1 want to know the

truth. Dear sir, 1 would not deceive you for any
sum. and not tell you the truth. I believe it is

healthy in this purl of the .-'uie, away from the

river bottoms: it is generally, so called, near the

large rivers. Doet. "Woman asks, what is the |

dominant complaints in tltOse plan-. Agnes
and levers, the intermittent and bilious, Rheuma-
tism, &c.

Hays ('apt. Doan,you have described the coun-

try as a handsome and a good country, hut i am
a little afraid you have exaggerated, in being taken

up so much with it yourself I think, sir, tins

you would be taken with it too, if you cool,
I see

it. The land is as rich in ilie pruiriesasthe best

gardens or the barnyard* al the eastward, and is

good for grain and all vegetables that are applied

to the, ground. A great plane for melons,—some
of the largest will weigh Ibrty pounds apiece.

Well, says the women, you have been telling

the men line stories to net them era/\ -brained to

move, and we never will s" where there are nil

tlesnakes and Indians. You can't come this sum

mer, then, for there are enough of both Indians
and rattlesnakes yet; but we hope they will soon
be scarce: the red folks will soon have to go, and
the snakes begin to feel their heads bruised.

You can then come, and raise your indigo and
cotton, swi et potatoes and melons, peaches, pom-
egranates ami coffee-corn. That, says one, makes
me think about tea, and 1 am afraid there is none
there. Yes, madam, those that have money can
drink tea, by giving 81.50 per lb., (at St. Louis
§1.00); imperial tea $1.50 at St. Louis.

Well, says Elder Averill, the country you have
been describing appears to me to be a place for
folks to live in if they are united ; and to live

united, is to have morality and religion in socie-
ty, and also good schools; and I would be glad
if you will inform me how it is in that respect.

The majority of the inhabitants of this country
may be called moral, and almost all friendly; hut
too many are like those of the eastern people
culled' vulgar; and amongst the people of this

newly settled country there are some professors
of Christianity, of different denominations; the
Methodists, I think, are the most numerous : there
are Presbyterians, Baptists and Christians: three
or four Methodist speakers; one Baptist preach-
er, by the name of Strickland,— he was ordained
lately; and one speaker of the Christian order.

The Methodists have a circuit peacher going his

round once in lour weeks. We have now a dis-

trict for a school formed agreeable to law, and
have hopes to soon have a school. In this neigh-
borhood about a year and a half ago there were
but two families, and now there are seventeen or
eighteen.

Says one, you don't tell how you have been as
to health, and how you all are now.—My oldest
daughter had the typhus fever last summer, and
got very low. We have been very hearty gen-
erally, and are now.

J think by this time you will wish me to close,

and I think it best myself; and if any of you
want information and cannot get it in tiny better
way, than by me, concerning this country, please
direct your letters to Levvistown, Fulton County,
State of Illinois, to your well-wishing friend and
servant, ELICHASE.
Township 7, N. 4, E. Fultnn Co..

llluiuis. S. W. qua. Sec. 22, July 3d, 182G.

LETTER II.

Dear Sir:— 1 received your letter of the 27th
of August last, and unclosing the same I found
a one dollar hill; and in perusing the letter I

found that it was sent to me as a token of friend-

ship from your hand. Dear and kind sir, I re-

ceived it as such, not doubting your friendship;
but this token still confirms it, and for this token
of friendship I give yon thanks, and likewise my
acknowledgment.
When I ponder over the social hours wild von

and me. as well as the rest of my friends, il

brings a degn I' feeling in nn breast not easily
expressed or eradicated. A friendly neighbor-
hood is what I wish for, and such an one is form-
ing here, if I am not deceived: it is easier 10

make friends than enemies,and much more agree-
able.

You perhaps have wondered the delay of my
writing to you ; hut at the time I r hired vour
letter Setll and niyse'f were sick with lie' :>Lr ue
and fever, and after I got well my business was
urgent ibat caused the delay ; ami die mail onlv
opens once in iwo weeks nt Canton, ('.niton

post-office is one mile and a quarter from ipy
place of abode. You will therefore please to di

rect your letters to that place, and not lid I to w rile.

Ii is still Fulton county, and sixteen miles from
Lewislown.

Please give my compliments and also that of
Mrs. Chase m all of our neighbors, especially to

your honored father anil mother, and tell uncle
Luther I have 11.1t forgotten him ami never shall,

and that I want he should not forgot to write to

me. Any one that wauls to know any thing con-
cerning this country or lands in this military
tract, forward their letters to me, and I will give
ihfein all the information thai is in my power. 1

-loo't impute our sickness to the unheallhiness of
this country. I was exposed in warm weather
ifOssing rivers ami streams without bridges, and
came lii<*h to losing my life in one. The rest of
my family have been well the season thrnhgh.
airs. Chase has been more Well and hearty sine

we came to ihie country.

I could write many things, but you might think,
and with propriety, that I meant to Write once for
all, but I shall forbear and keep something for the
next, if requested.

I think it not best for me to retaliate on you by
paying the postage on this. Taking this conclu-
sion, I shall venture to close by saying.

1 am your friend and well-wisher,

ELI CHASE.
Mr. A. E. Wood,

Ellisburgh, Ji-ffirson Co., Stale o/Xew York.

LETTER III.

^
Fulton County, Illinois, 1828.

( _
Canton, April [7th.

Dear Sir:— I feel myself bound in dutv to
write to you, and with great willingness, giving
my acknowledgment for not writing sooner; but
1 think you will excuse me: my business has
been somewhat complicated, ami the mail does
not arrive only once in two weeks as yet.
We remain in good health and are not disap-

pointed with the goodness of the country. Some
wheat turned forty and fifty bushels to the acre
last season. I had corn eighty bushels per acre,
and 200 lbs. of flax from half a bushel of seed,
sowed on half an acre of ground.—Weight of
four pumpkins on one vine: the first 50 lbs., sec-
ond 48 lbs. 12 oz., third 48 lbs., fourth 33 lbs. 12
oz., making in all)80 lbs. 8 oz. ;—they growed
iu my garden. Wheat looks well this spring, al-

though the weather is backward, as we com II
-

ly call it. Selh has been two winters trading
with the Indians, with Stephen S. Phelps, now
husband to Phehe. His father and brother trade
at Lewistown : they were formerly from Palmyra,
N. Y. We have a Bible Society, Tract Society,
a Juvenile Tract Society and Sunday schools in

this county.

I will here propose to you or some other to

change a newspaper, if it meets your mind to
commence next fall: I think our mail will come
in every week by that lime. 1 can send the Illi-

nois Intelligencer, a paper edited at Vandalia, or
the St. Louis Republican, or the Western Lumi-
nary, a religious paper edited at Lexington, Ken-
tucky. The postage will be one and a half cent
per paper, and we can read both: ami if Elder
Averill should lake a mind to change, the postage
would come free without he is now taking what
the law allows him. Our Legislature will sit

next winter; it only sits once in two years, ex-
cept a special session.

I was glad 10 hear of the improvements mak-
ing in Ellishurgh: hut lell unhappy to hear of
the deaths of our friends. We must ail die sooner
or later.

I expect to start to-inorrnw for Galena or the
lead mines, a distance of one hundred and filiv

miles to tin: north of Ibis place.

A neighbor of mine fenced almost two quarter
sections in one Meld and broke up about one quar-
ter last season, ibis spring making subdivisions.
The way they make lie' fences is. lie? rails ten
feet ill length, eighl rails high, slaked and double
ridered ; thai is the common way wiih all. Corn
is worth 25 cents, wheat ."ill cents, prime pork sal

per barrel. Cows ('mm $6 In $J0 ; working ent-

ile from $90 10 $40 : sheep $2 ami s:S, scarce.
We have pot so ns to live tolerable comfortable

through Cod's blessing, although we have seen
some difficulties' Setb and myself being sick a
year ago last fill put us back about one year ; hut
we are in a ben, a- way 10 11 gain it. Selh and I

have been lately hunting for bee trees without
lining them : we have foil ml nine trees in a short
time, and have cut six and saved four out of PlJt

for stands to get n stock from. One of our neigh
bo'rs has found twenty-five bee irees ihis spring.
Honey is fifty cents per gallon, wax 25eenlK per
pound. I think this counlrv is the next 10 ihe
one that flowed wild milk ami honey. I should
be happy 10 have uncle Amos and his wife here
to nil some of our honey, crab apple preserve
and roasted turkey lie it I , .

. >i| imied w iih

your father and mother, if possible: fur I think
the turkeys will not he gone: 1 oiien see forty or
fifty in II gang, ami it is no 111 minon lliing 10

see ten or twelve :. r wiin llieir flags hoisted,

inarching in Indian tile across the prairie like

cavalry in full pursuit ; ami also swans flying
over in the spring, sounding llieir htigles.

The Indians hum altogether nr always on horse-
back in this country, being id! gujijuied il.ey
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often buy horses of the whites : Judge Phelps

has sold as many as a dozen since I have lived in

this country to them. It is a common thing to

see ladies cooling themselves in hot weather with

turkeys' tails, a good substitute, better than paper,

for fans. Some of the western women make
their own dresses from cotton of their own rais-

ing lit to he seen in a parlor.

I must forbear writing more at present, and not

write all in this, and hope you will not procrasti-

nate writing to your friend and servant,

ELI CHASE.
Mr. Amos E. Wood.

letter IV.

Lewisiown, July 19lh, 1828.

Dear Sir:— I received your letter directed to

my brother, bearing date June 12th, on the 14th

inst., and I am always glad to hear from my old

friends and neighbors, although we may have

some disagreeable intelligence.

A few days previous to receiving your lines

we had the melancholy intelligence of my brother

Eli's death : he departed this life the 21st day of

June last. He was at the lead mines on Fever river,

about one hundred and fifty miles from home,

where lie went last April in order to make some
money more readily than he could at home, and

was taken sick soon after he got there. II is sick-

ness, as we bear, terminated in dropsy. He
wrote a letter home to his fiimily a few days be-

fore his death, although we did not receive it

until after we heard of his death, with the pleas-

ing account that he had found the pearl of great

price, and with an "exhortation" to his family,

which is truly affecting. We have received a

letter from Sumner Phelps, his daughter Phebe's

husband, which gives us intelligence of his dying

in the triumphs of faith— praying and singing

until his last; for which reason wo readily give

him up, accounting our loss his gain.

Dear Sir, the correspondence which you have

had with my brother has always been pleasing to

me as it was gratifying to him, for my brother

always would forward the lines to me fur perusal

;

and if you feel a freedom I would he glad to keep

up a correspondence, although 1 do not think that

1 can fill my brother's place.

The account of Asa Averill in yours is truly

sin prising. May the good Lord have mercy on

him. As it respects the account you gave of

William Morgan, it was no new thing to us in

this part : and I fully believe with you that it is

to answer electioneering purposes: hut all in

vain. The Presidency is the topic of the day as

election draws on : there is quite a division here.

; -unity—(he Methodists are the most nu-

merous ami appear to have lively meetings: there

are Baptists, Presbyterians, Christians, and Cum-
berland societies iiere. As for my own princi-

ple, it is the s;;me at! when I left you. 1 feel to

unite ami can worship with all that worship in

spirit aik-l in truth. The New Church doe-

trines whir!: you mention in yours 1 am unac-

cpiahued with. I should he glad to learn the

principles and belief of that society. I agree

with you in respect to ll«« fulfilment of the scrip-

tures wl+e« I nuti.ee the perilous times and eom-

MMtieuti in the earth. 1 look forward with pleas-

ing hope that soon the last enemy will be de-

stroyed, and the peaceable kingdom of our Lord

will <•<«««.

Crops ul" wheat are it-rv goad, and com looks

%n-oniisiug, although it is vtry dry for the want ol

cain.

B\ '.!k> Messing of i leaven my family unjoys a

tolerable Male of health. Bernini Haekiifs and

•ins faiuil),' are well and request me tn pass their

1: ie ;:• i u ai«l it is his request, if you

please and do know anything «Oucer g Ins pa-

rents, broil iw, or child, whir h lie left With Mr.

i ii us be tons Ibrgotien his

ren name, an.' has u i f.i.'i: t.j his connexions

ami .gel* !:> :ii*w r. i' ,'d inform him
', [in. Plea** give my compliment*

-i, \ .i lii ;ncle iacu\t,su*d Ehenezer, Na-

thaniel, ftr. Wibh.wL Mr. /rutins, your brother

. itud uM in |'i:iri-:. i wo:il<! Im ul.nl lu hear

}'i-f in -iii the »W neiglihora. Mywwh is for the

,-ikig welfitreof -.1'.

} (.t:l>- i.r-A' a'.Te tir«t'.i ''-.

arv.tiiKK CHASE.
f;Jr. Amoc E, Wood.
X. 6. Please to direct yo:n>. M Lewi-lev. p,

.Fulton Co., Minots.

THE EXHORTATION.
The advice and counsel of a father to his chil-

dren on the settlement of his estate on them and
the closing up of his domestic business:

My Dear Children:—Having a strong desire

not only for your present but future and eternal

welfare, I would hereby recommend to you to

embrace religion—not a religion of mere words
and sounds, but a religion in use and practice;

loving God your Creator, Redeemer and Saviour

supremely, and your neighbor as yourselves; do-

ing unto him as you would he should do unto

you : strive to divest your minds of the love of

self, and the world as of a mere selfish nature.

I would therefore recommend the New-Church
doctrines for your perusal and reception, as the

most in accordance with Scripture and reason.

And in regard to your ordinary business in life, I

would also recommend and exhort you to be in-

dustrious, economical and prudent: in all your
business transactions be upright and just: in all

your dealings with all men always possessing a

free, generous, liberal spirit, as prudence may
dictate. Keep clear from debt, never violate

your words, or tell an untruth.

Always cultivate and cherish kind and friendly

feelings with each other; and may true love pre-

vail between yuu all at all times. Neither would
I wish for those friendly feelings to be wholly
confined to and within yourselves, but let them
extend to all around you. Never injure any one.

Avoid jealousy as you would a venomous ser-

pent.

I would further recommend and advise that if

you should be fortunate and accumulate some
money that you can spare, to loan it for good se-

curity, having your lawful interest annually; but

never take up nor go into the practice of what is

called shaving—of buying obligations at a dis-

count. If you buy obligations, buy such as are

good, and then pay their just value. And final-

ly, let not a mere selfish and worldly spirit gov-

ern yon ; but let all your acts and dealings be

done from a spirit or principle or benevolence

and use, having a direct view to God your Crea-

tor, Redeemer and Saviour therein.

1 wish all my children to have free access to

my Library while and so long as they are so sit-

uated as to he convenient. Often settlements on

all accounts, by attention to it, you will find pref-

erable. And finally you will ever bear in mind
that those small presents you receive at my hands

were to remind yon of all your father's counsel

and instruction, whether verbal or written, that

is woithy of your reception. Also, his example,

as fir as the. same has been worthy of imitation.

Is Snow useful to Farmers 1

Numerous farmers are strongly impressed

with the idea that lands are injured by lying bare

through the winter, and that a good covering of

snow is a fore-runner of a fruitlul season. It is

probable that this impression or notion has its

foundation in long experience ; though it is not

very obvious to all that snow is of much service

before it melts, unless it is wanted in the high-

wavs to save the use of wheels.

We may be permitted therefore to speculate

and theorize a little on this subject without fear

of being opposed by any known facts, or con-

clusive experiments. Snows in the mouths of

April and May are called the poor man's ma-
nure. They fill gently on the earth compared
with showers of rain, and they are not in such

haste to run away into hollow.; and gutters as

rain from a sudden thunder cloud.

Here we may conclude without a great stretch

of the imagination, that snows are belter than

rains. For showe/s of rain beat the ploughed

ground down and leave it heavy and then hasten

into goiters and leave the high knolls without

enough to slake their thirst ; we have now two

arguments for snow in preference to rain.

A third argument is, that as we shall probably

have much rain in winter when there is but lit-

tle snow, and rain too on ground that is not

much frozen Oil the surface at the time of its

coming, the soil is washed down from the high-

lands into vallies and into slreams, where it is

often useless to the owner, and the loss of which

is a serious detrimont to his farm.

When the ground is covered wilh deep snows

in winter, all the rich particles of the farm re-

main as tin".' were before winter; and on the

inciting of the snow in spring the earth be-

comes saturated with sufficient water though
none may fall from the clouds.

It is often suggested by farmers that the soil

is injured by hard freezing, and that this is a

reason for wishing it to be covered well with
snow, as snow is known to protect it aud to pre-
vent its being frozen very hard.
But we cannot assent to this theory; we have

never seen any evidence to prove that soil which
escapes freezing is better than soil that has been
frozen deep through the winter.

On the contrary, we incline to think that hard
freezing is quite useful to grass fields, if to no
others. All know that grass fields need to be
stirred up once in a few years, or they become
tight bound and yield but half a crop. In the

operations of freezing and thawing every parti-

cle may be supposed to be loosened and to

change position. Thus we see the grass more
ready to start in the spring of the year than in

the fall, when the temperature is the same: a

subterranean harrowing has taken place, and
new life is imparted by a change of the particles.

Those of our readers who are better pleased

with facts than wilh theories, are invited to in-

quire whether lands that are annually frozen are

not better for grass than lands that never feel the

winter frost —whether the New England States

do not produce more hay, acre for acre, than the

Carolinas and other countries as warm as they.

Hay has been shipped the last year from Maine
to Mexico—from Bangor to Vera Cruz. And it

is annually carried from our most northern States

to those farthest south. The great Mississippi

cannot bear enough on her waters to supply

New Orleans, and States that have the longest

winters and need the most hay, have to furnish

that article annually to our southern cities.

Thus we may see how Providence takes care

of all. Cold weather and frost are mode use of
to render more productive those climes that have
most need of great supplies of fodder through

our long winters. These, in addition to the

hardiness which labor imparts, enables us to

spare of our abundance to those who would
seem to need nothing of this kind from our
stores.

—

Muss. Ploughman.

Urine.—Sir John Sinclair, speaking of the

value of urine as a fertilizing agent remarks:

—

" Every sort of urine contains the essential el-

ements of vegetables in a state of solution.

—

The urine of a horse being so much lighter,

would be more valuable than its dung, if both

must be conveyed to any distance. The urine

of six cows, or horses, will enrich a quantity of
earth sufficient to top-dress one Enlish acre of

grass-land ; and as it would require 4/. worlh of
dung to perform the same operation, the urine

of a cow, or horse, is worth about 12 shillings

per annum, allowing eight shillings per acre, as

the expense of preparing the compost. The ad-

vantages of irrigating grass lands with cow urine

almost exceeds belief. Mr. Hurley, of Glasgow,
who keeps a large dairy in that town, by using

cow urine, cuts some small fields of grass six

times; and the average of each cutting is 15

inches in length.''

Farmers should exert their utmost efforts to

economise this substance, and apply it to their

crops of hay, corn, rye, bailey, oats, potatoes,

&c. It is a most efficient fertilizer, and amply
worth all the care requisite for its preservation.

—HallowM Gnzelte.

Audubon.

It is said that when this distinguished natura-

list arrived ill the city of Cincinnati, his poverty

was so extreme that he humbly requested permis-

sion of a drayman to pull a few hairs from his

horse's tail. The novel request was granted, and

these hairs Audabon manufactured into rings,

which he disposed of for a few cents, and thus

laid the foundation of fortune and success in life.

Lord Bacon has beautifully remarked in some of

his works that " if a man be courteous to strang-

ers, it shows he is a citizen of the world—that

his heart is no island cut off from the rest of

mankind, but, on the contrary, a continent that

joins them." By small acts of kindness, great

good is sometimes effected, as in the case of the

drayman, » ho gave graciously, and with the true

kindness of •' Nature's Nobleman," that which,

while it did not impoverish him, was the means
I of making the recipient rich indeed.

—

Hall. Gaz.
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We have received during tlie month numerous

fetters from corespondents, a portion of which

will lie found ill the columns of our present num-

ber. We regret that the absence of the Editor

precludes the comment which communications

for the Visitor generally receive.

Reclaimed Bog Meadow.

Exeter, JV. H.,Jan. 18, 1848.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir; I send you the

names often new subscribers for the Visitor, and

payment of their subscription for the year 1S48.

It is disgraceful to Rockingham County tbttt

we have in it neither an agricultural society or

paper, and I hope we shall lie enabled to send

you a handsome addition to your list, to encour-

age the continuance of the Visitor. 1 shall re-

gard its discontinuance as a public misfortune,

and hope before long to see it twice a month, or

weekly. I have no doubt its circulation would

be much increased in this quarter, were it pub-

lished oftetier, at an increased price.

In an article in your last December number,

which 1 wrote nearly a year ago, I gave you a

statement of my operations on my meadow in

this town. My predictions have been fully veri-

fied, in regard to its productiveness. I cut last

8 tier on the whole field thirteen tons of hay,

by estimation, and as I sold five tors of it by

weight, I xui able to judge accurately, I think, of

the. rest.

I mowed over about six and a half acres of

land, but one acre of it was bound out and pro-

duced not more than half a ton. To that acre,

after haying, after sowing it with herdsgrass and

red-top, 1 applied a top-dressing of about seven

cords of compost, and then harrowed it. The
soil is a clay loam. I have not perfect feith that

the experiment will prove successful.

1 practice and approve of top-dressing for wet

and heavy soils, but think it should he applied be-

fore the land is exhausted, while the grass roots

are strong and vigorous, and then I see no reason

why a full crop may not be obtained without

ploughing, for any number of years.

Upon the acre of bog meadow mentioned in

my former letter, I cut as I anticipated a very

large crop of hay last summer. I did not weigh

the whole product, but one load, which came
from one quarter of an acre by measure, which
was not much above the average of the acre,

weighed 1570 lbs., which is at the rate of more
than three and a third tons to the acre. The hay

was of good quality, and sold at ten dollars per

ton, the highest market price. As you well

know, the stalks do not grow so large or hard

upon such soil, as where there is a large supply

of silex. It is more likely to lodge, hut is I think

more readily eaten by cattle than coarse hay from

higher land. Upon this quarter acre, nearly two

thirds of the crop grew on one half the tract, one

end being comparatively light. These facts show
the capacity for production of such lands, under

proper treatment. 1 am satisfied of what I never

before believed, that four tons of hay may be pro-

duced t'roin one acre of land at one cutting. It

would perhaps not be profitable, if practicable,

for farmers to cultivate their grass lands to that

extent ; but there is great error in mowing over

so much land as most of us do.

The average crop of hay to the acre in this

county is probably less than one ton. Now none

of lis should be satisfied with less than two tons

to the acre, which I am inclined to think is as

profitable on common soils as a large crop. That

however must depend on the quality of the soil,

its adaptation to other crops, the facility of pro-

curing manure, and other considerations. 1 have

always had a passion for reclaiming wet mea-
dows, and still think them our most valuable

lands for grass.

Led away, however, of late, by the editor of

the Visitor, and other respectable authorities, w ho

have sounded the praises of lighter soils, I have

recently purchased a tract of pine plain land, and
commenced experiments upon it. My only crop,

as yet, has been of blasted hopes and diseased

potatoes, I have winter rye now exposed to this

singularly variable winter, in which I shall noi

be disappointed, unless 1 should net a good crop

!

My present belief is that my seven acre field ol

ty acres of light soil in the township. The crops

of corn here are however very fine on the plains,

and if ever I do raise any thing worth while on my
new purchase, I will make a handsome apology

to pine plains in general.

Willi BlUch respect,

HENRY F. FRENCH.

Fish as Manure.

Say Brook, Conn., Dec. 27(A, 1847.

Dear Sir:— 1 have been a recipi nt of your

agricultural work for a number of years—as also

of one or two other publications of a similar

character, besides a daily paper—all of which

gives me as much reading matter as I can well

digest, and at the same time attend to a multi-

plicity of private affairs. 1 wish simply to state

to you, that 1 am pleased to receive the Visitor

in its regular course, as it makes me acquainted

with my brother farmers in your vicinity by a

sort of fraternal monthly visit from them. 1 will

farther observe that 1 have lost entirely the run

of my account with you, but believe I am de-

linquent one or two years, which ought not to

be the case—and in order to rectify all disorder

of the kind, enclosed, I hand you two dollars, for

which you will send me a receipt by mail, with

the account written up, that I may know when
the money will be exhausted by the continuance

of the paper.

1 am living on the same spot of ground on

which my father's great-grand-father settled in

ItjIJO. He was one of Fenwick's men who lir.-t

took possession of the mouth of Connecticut

river, in 1G36\ My ancestors, as you may sup-

pose, were men of steady habits ; or they would
not have continued their species of lineal descent

so long on the same spot of earth. 1 am, how-
ever, the only one of the family living near the

ancient domicil, about seventy or eighty acres of

which I own, partly by inheritance, and partly

by purchase, and to which I have returned, after

spending most of my lile abroad, and am pur-

posing to make it my resting place for the re-

mainder of my days. Since settling myself in

the farming way (five years ago,) 1 have studied

much the relative value of manures— have tried

guano—nitrate of soda—hone dust— lime— pot-

ash— potuli ette— plaster ofParis— Bonimer's me-
thod and various other methods, both old and
new, and find them all insignificant in their re-

sults, compared to what 1 find thrown upon my
shores in abundance, viz., while fish— or as ihey

are variously called — Muilhaden, bony fish,

moss hunkers, and other local appellations. Our
standard pi ice for these fish at the fishing places

all along shore, is one dollar per thousand.

When they are scarce and the demand raises

them above this price, we call them dear; when
they are excessively plenty, the price frequently

falls to 75 cents or less per thousand— we then

call them cheap. There is no way that lliese

fish can he applied to our sea shore lands but

the application is attended with most marked re-

sults, provided they are not spread on too plenty,

or too uneven— in either of which cases, crops

of grain with the succeeding crops of grass may
be ruined, wholly or in part, by an over-growth.

Our most economical way of using the fish, if

the ground intended for cultivation be in readi-

ness, is to cart them from the fisheries directly

to the land and spread them even as possible,

not to exceed eight thousand to the acre for

grain alone, or ten thousand for potatoes and
grain succeeding them ; or ten to twelve thou-

sand for corn, to be succeeded by potatoes, and

a slight addition of from ihree to four thousand,

composted, for the succeeding crop of grain.

This latter course of cropping is the host way to

prepare the land for laying down to grass, at-

tended at the same lime by such dressing as our

yards afford— the joint effect of, say ten thou-

sand fish and twenty cart-loads of good manure
for curn the first year, succeeded by potatoes the

second year, and grain the third year, with five

thousand lish, composted, and spread on with

ihe planting of potatoes, and ihen a slight com-
posting fur the grain, say a few loads of well

rotted hog-pen manure (or I.one dust and ashes,

mixed for a few months previous,) iviih perhaps
u thousand or two of fish with common sod,

mixed with the hone and ashes, lo ihe acre.

This course of dressing will prepare our grounds

of a much improved quality. So much is the

quality of hay improved by this mode of dress-

ing our grounds with the joint operation offish,

ami what can be husbanded from our farmyards
and hog pens. &c, that a regular trade has

Sprung up between ihe uea-shore region of this

ancient town and Providence, employing a num-
ber of vessels through the winter mouths, carry-

ing ihe article hence to that market, where it

competes fully in point of quality, with the

choicest loads m the hay market of that city,

from their adjacent fields. These fish, either

composted with common lurf or muck from the

swamps or pond-holes, or applied direct, are
valuable for any crop of roots, grain, or grass,

and in combination with ihe muck and tint fi'oin

other soils, and the produce of cow yards and
stables, furnish all the materials and elements
that are to be found in gypsum, lime, nitrate,

guano, pondrelle, &c. Sir., and their extensive use
is ihe reason why the separate use of those arti-

cles have so litlle effect in proportion lo their

cost. This, however, is only my opinion, lis f

, have never seem a dissertation on the siihjert of
lish manure, and should be glad to see ihe sub-
ject treated of by some one professing chemical
knowledge.
You will see that I have enclosed you two cir-

culars. Will you please address them to any
gentleman by the name of 'Chapman in your
Slate with whom you may happen lo he ac-

quainted. A few descendants of our common
ancestor of 1636, whose first house 1 have the

honor of owning, where he huili it, and where
my grand-father re-built it 107 years ago, and
which 1 use as a farm-bowse at ihe present time,

have been laboring fur some time past to trace

the family in all its branches, ill all States and
Territories in the Union, and for that purpose
have addressed their circulars to every body they
can hear of by that name in the country.

Verv respectfully, your friend,

GEO. H. CHAPMAN.
Euitor Monthly Visitor, Concord.

Potato Rot and Remedy.

Hubbardston, Mass., Dec. 27, 1847.

Hox Isaac Hill—Dear Sir: Until lately, I

hail never met wilh jour Monthly Visitor—hut
had seen extracts from it which deeply interest-

ed me. Returning from a late excursion—on
opening the Northern Railroad to Lebanon, and
on which 1 came near being used up emirely—

I

spent a few hours in your beautiful village of
Concord, where 1 had not been for 44 years, and
where I found great alterations and improve-
ments! While there wailing for ihe railroad train,

1 became a subscriber for your Visitor, and look
some hack numbers, with which I Nave been
well pleased. I think it is well calculated lo
promote a love of useful knowledge in families,
—anil having a number of nephews and nieces
anil friends—(no children of my own) who are
raising up young families— it occurred lo me,
lhal 1 could not, at so small expense, render so
great a service to them, as to distribute your
Monthly Visitor among lliem, as a New Tear's
offering, which will continue lo come lo them
every month in ihe year—and they always ex-
pect snnieihing from '-Old Uncle Elhan "'about
that time;—so I have herewith enclosed a V,
and request yon to send me as many Visitors us
it will amount lo for one year.

I noticed your account of raising potatoes on
pine plains or tight soil sandy land, because
your method so exactly accord's with my own
views. (I know nottlina of the use of guano.)
This potato disease seems lo baffle the skill nt'

our most scientific men. They can heiiher ae-
count for it or point out a remedy. 1 have
watched it from ils firsl appearance— anil my
experience goes lo show ih.it small crops of verv
good so I pohfWs may he raised on very light
soiled or sandy laud, without much, or even any
manure, by ihe application of plaster, Or leached
or unleached ashes. In 1844. when ihe rot first

appealed here, I had fourteen acres as splendid
looking potatoes as I ever saw : Ihey were jiliilii-

oti moist rich ground, about t'Oih of June-

low land is worth more for grass than any twen- 1 for seven successive crops of English grass, and

ed

ami highly manured— for it » a s not ihen known
that puiaioes could be loo highly maoiued. In
August, the ground was wholly and very evenly
covered wilh tops—and in hdier part' of I hilt

month, some hills were drawn, and a large croii,
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clean ami beautiful, was found. Soon after, the

plague struck them: in forty-eight hours the

whole tops were black-the hue ami cry of rot,

foe the firsl time, went through the land. It was

not customary to dig so early ; and, believing, as

the weather was then hot, it was saler to let them

remain, they were not dug till quite late-when

there was scarcely sound ones enough to pay for

,lj„„i„..— uimJ same were not dug at all or that

reason! On another farm about two miles dis-

tent 1 had some on rich soil, well manured, ami

some on light gravelly land, also manured. On

the rich .lark soiled land, the potatoes were much

injured by the rot: mi the poorer land, very lit-

tle Every year since, 1 have tried experiments,

the result of which is, that I have each year had

.rood sound potatoes on light soil, with little or

no manure-on better and richer laml, much

damaged by rot. I have this year, 184/, very

tine, large sized potatoes on light gravelly soil :

lne |., ni l was ploughed once, harrowed, and lur-

rowed one way; the seed dropped at about 2i feet,

„nd a table-spoonful of plaster put upon it—then

covered-hoed once, about 1st .July, ami another

spoonful of plaster applied to each hill. the

crop, as such, was not hu-e-bul the quality was

first-rate-size large, and no rot. Ashes were

applied to a small part at hoeing with good effect.

1 have therefore come to the conclusion that

s nail crops of very good potatoes, five from rot,

,„av be raised on poor land, without manure, by

the'use of ashes or plaster. As to raising large

crops on rich land, we must wait till the pesti-

lence has gone by.

Respectfully yours,

ETHAN A. GREENWOOD.

Massachusetts Farming.

Bedford, JY.H., Jan. 24IA, 1848.

Mr. Hill—Dear Sir: i have been thinking

that some facts which 1 obtained when at Cam-

bridge last fall, mini. I not be iiuiutereslmg to

you" Taking the ears at Manchester, we soon

found ourselves at Mcdford depot. Bending our

wav towards Capt. Pence's farm, brought us

through Hon. P. C. Brooks' premises. His large

sn ,h mow-fields, surrounded with heavy stone

wall with split granite caps—his beautiful groves

and walks, and above all, his nioimlaiii-like heaps

of manure (composted, from .lock-mud and sta-

ble} which his men were drawing out on to a

field designed to be ploughed this last (all, spoke

well for the millionaire. Crossing oyer u stream,

upon the opposite side we noticed a large num-

ber of men at work-some digging, some plan-

ning and putting up buildings— all presenting*!!

appearance something like what 1 was out to see

at Lowell, when breaking ground lor a new cor-

poration: on inquiry, 1 was informed that the

laud [some thirty acres) had recently been bought

l,v Mr. Bigefow, the paientee ol the celebrated

Carpel power loom, where he is reported as hold-

in" a splendid mansion country site. After ram

-

|,|fn° „yer his farm in embryo, seeing his plum,

cherry, peach trees, and learning that he had ap-

plied or bought fifteen hundred dollars' worth ot

manure for his farm the last season, ue conclud-

ed that he was in a fair way to compete with his

neighbor on ihe other side.

Leavill" here, we soon found ourselves at Mr.

Pence's; and not finding him al hume, we con-

clttried to wail for liis rerun), which was soon.

\ s luck would h..ve it, we bad left your kind m-

lioilu.'tion al home : however, we found in the

gentleman all we could desire— he offering to

accompany us over his farm of 30 acres, and

give os all the information he could.

In regard to. trimming I'each trees, or lopping

down, as it is some es called, Mr. Pence's

ihod i- this: on rhe fkst of Au.-usi he cuts

oul all or nearly all the hr 'lies except such as

are intended for the lop. Cue should be lakeu

to cut ihe branches oft close lo the limbs or body

of the tree will, a sharp ii.slrmnei.l. Ill this

method he thinks two o I. jeols are obtained—first,

in culling out the surplus branchesat ibis season

of the year, the light and air being lei in on ihe

remaining lirnwhes, they gradually harden into

wood, so thai by ihe lime cold weather sets in,

they are clothed with a tejfiure with which to

(stand the frosts and snows of winter] second, a

wound made at this lime Oil a treef soonerre-

covers lhan when made al any other time of ihe

year. We were shown some heauliful pea'

h

trees trimmed the third week in August—now,

(24th October) considerably headed over.

I had intended to have given you some other

facts in relation to the cultivation of the peach,

which were new to me and may be to yourself

Before closing, 1 want to say a word ill regard

to our infantile County Society: you are al-

ready apprised of our meeting at Amherst, as it

has been published in the Cabinet and Manches-

ter American. We find a backwardness among

the farmers in the county, as in our town. Mr.

Hill, we want you here, to pioneer us along in

this up-hill work : but as that may not be conve-

nient for you, we want to enlist your able pen in

its behalf. Your next No. will be out before our

next meeting, (Feb. 8.) You gave a flattering

notice in your last Visitor of our meeting on the

J Sill—we want a little more of the same. The

generality of farmers want " line upon line," &c.

1 will give you a few statistics which I obtain-

ed the other day at Manchester: there are in-

vested five millions of dollars, including Hook-

sett and the old Amoskeag mills, paying out an-

nually over 81,300,000. The estimated amount

of all others in ihe county, is four hundred thou-

sand dollars, making a total of the snug little

sum of one million seven hundred thousand dol-

lars. It is thought by those with whom I have

conversed on the subject, that about five-eighths

or one-half goes direct for the productions of

our own farms. The population which all those

mills draw around them, tire to be fed by ihe far-

mer, as well as the operatives. It seems to me that

here is an inducement for the farmer.

In closing. 1 will just say to you, that I got

eleven hundred dollars the last season off my
farm, and if Providence smiles, 1 intend lo have

more the next season.

Yours, respectfully,

B.'SHATTUCK.

Worn-out Farms.

Mr. Editor:—I would like lo say a few words,

through the medium of your paper, to a class ot

our farmers whose farms are naturally good, but,

be'u.g badly worn, do not produce a third part as

much as ihey might be made to do, in a few

years. This 'may be done, too, without buying

manure i»r lessening ihe crops while doing it.

In the first place, keep a goodteam and a good

plough. Commence early enough before haj ing

to plough a considerable quantity of your light-

est grass under; then roll itwiih a common roll-

er, sow on oat.-' .and harrow them in. These,

when sufficiently grown, and before the frost

comes, are also ,*o be turned under with the

plough, alter first i offing them down.

The second yeyr, sow with wheat a plenty of

clover seed ; also planter, if ii soils the soil. The

next year, about the ti.Tie the beads begin lo ap-

pear, plough die clover in, sowing on more oats

and turning them under as before. The ensuing

spring,-(which, you will observe, is ihe fourth

from the commencement,) Sow wheat and grass

seed -also plaster and lime if you like. Ibis

piece of land is now prepared for grass. It

would be well to have a heap of i: post ma-

nure to spread on before sowing jour first crop

of wheal. If your land is not suitable lor the

growth of wheat, sow such grab; an suits the sod

best. .

So far as mv observation extends, spruce and

hemlock land," which has been cultivated a great

number of years, is generally so much worn that

ii may be said scarcely to produce any thing.

Occasionally, however, a light crop of ."-orn or

rye is obtained. When land is thus worn down,

so that it will not grow clover, it may be nii.de to

produce it ill the following manner. Sow rye in

August ; the next June roll it down, and plough

it under. Pass the roller over again,— which

must always lie done after ploughing in a green

crop. Now sow oats, ploughing them in, in the

fall. If you have straw to spare, draw u out and

throw it along where it can conveniently he put

in the furrows, by boys following after the plough.

The green oals will soon decompose the straw.

The next spring sow rye again, with cloverseed,

and sow early, that the' clover may have ihe bet

ter chance to catch. The ensuing year, when the

clnver is grown, turn it under. This land is now

prepared for a crop of grain one year, and a crop

of clover lo plough ill, the next year, and so on.

A man owning thirty acres of the above kind,

of laud, may grow a crop on one half to harvest,

having a crop of clover to plough in on the other

half. At the same time he would raise more

grain than he would from the whole by his com-

mon management.
If there is clay in the vicinity, so that the sod

can be taken off, to let the clay freeze through

one winter, it can then he ploughed and shovel-

led, and 1 would advise hauling it on freely an-i

mixing with the soil.

A SUBSCRIBER,
J\

rew London, Jan., 1648.

A good yield of Corn.

At the annual meeting of the Windsor County

Agricultural Society held at Woodstock, Vt., on

the 12th inst., the first and second premiums for

the two best fields of corn of four acres or more,

were awarded to J. W. Colhurn, of Springfield.

The first, a field of* 5J acres,—87 bushels and V2

quays to the acre: the second, a field of 75

acres,—72i bushels to the acre, weighing 59 lbs.

to the bushel. Both fields were measured by a

surveyor, and the corn accurately weighed and

measured.
Mr. Colburn's firm is of the alluvion fiats on

the bank of the Connecticut river ; but when he

became the proprietor of it, about ten years ago,

it was so reduced that 30 bushels corn to the

acre was all that could be obtained. He aiiri-

butes much of bis success ill improving ihe soil

to deep ploughing, and acknow ledges that his at-

tention was" first called lo this, by ihe editorial

and other articles which appeared in the Monthly

Visitor upon deep ploughing, subsoilingj &c.
I r w

Jan'y 15, 1818. ^
The Visitor in Hopkinton, N. H.

Hopkinlon, Jan;/ 8, 1848.

Mr. Hill:—The day after receiving* your cir-

cular I took my staff and have travelled into

every district, and have been into most of the

houses in town to obtain subscribers for the Vis-

itor, and have been fortunate in procuring about

ninety new names, which I shall copy and send

or carry lo Mr. Brown.

My Dear Sir— I was pleased with an opportu-

nity 'to do good to my reading friends here, and

lo do j on a service, for which service] make yoii

wclc. one, but must ask of you lo place us all

here on equal terms, and lo send the whole free

from any increased charge. *

Vour friend and fellow of the plough,

STEPHEN SIBLEY;

Complimentary Letter.

Eos', Cambridge, Jnriy 13, 1818.

My Dear Sir:—The public, and myself in

particular, are greatly indebted to you for your

zealous efforts in promoting the interests of

Agriculture. The price of your Monthly Visitor

IS loo low. for the matter it contains. Seveil-

eMilhs of those wdio lake the paper, I have no

doubt, would willingly pay one dollar per year.

Hope to have the pleasure of seeing you, when

your business or pleasure shall bring you to this

part of the country. VVishuig you health ami

success in the good cause in which your are eu-

"aued, 1 remain, dear Sir, always,

truly ami sincerely yours,

El I'HINNEY.

The above was received, covering a handsome

list of subscribers.^
To cut glass with a piece of iron.—Draw

with a pencil on paper, any patten) to which you

would have the glass conform; place the patlern

nmler the glass, holding both together in ihe left

hand, (for the glass must not rest on any plane

surface;] then lake a common spike or some

similar piece ol hop. heal ihe point of it to red-

ness, and apply it to the edge of ihe glassy

draw the iron slowly forward, and the edge ol

i lie glass will immediately crack ; continue mov-

ing "ihe iron slowly over the glass, tracing the

pattern, and the chink in the glass will follow at

the distance of about half all inch, ill every di-

rection according to the motion of the iron. It

,,,-iv sometimes be found requisite, however, es-

neriallv in forming corners, to apply a wet linger

to the ooposite side of the glass. Tumblers and

other ul.sses mav be cut or divided very fanci-

fully by similar means. The iron must be re-

heated as often as the crevice in the glass ceases

lo t\,\\ow— Scientific Median!::
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The First Prayer ill Congress.

The sii yuiiieii exiiMciot'a characteristic letter

hii J.ihn Adams, describing a scene in the first

ingress in Puihulelpliia, in September, J774,

,i«s very clearly on what power the mighty

en of ohl rested llie-ir cause. Air. Adams thus

riles to a friend at lite time:—
" When the Congress wet, Mr. dishing made

motion that it should be opened with prayer.

was opposed by Mr, Jay, of New York, and

r. Riitledge, of South Carolina, because we

ere so divided in religious sentiments—some

piscopaliaus, some Quakers, some Anabaptists,

h'asin;

ue Presbyterians, am) some Congregational

ts—that we could not join in the same act ol

orship. Mr. Samuel Adams rose, and said,

hat he was *io bigot, and could hear a prayer

om any gentleman of piety and virtue, who was

: the same time a friend to his country. He was

stronger in Philadelphia, but had heard that

Ir. Duche (Dushay they pronounced it) deserv-

I thai character, and therefore he moved that

Ir. Duche, an Episcopal clergyman, might be

esired to read prayers before the Congress, to-

lorrow morning.' The motion was seconded,

nd passed in the affirmative. Mr. Randdph,
in- president, wailed on Mr. Duche, and receiv-

d for answer, that if his health would permit,

e certainly would. Accordingly, next morning,

e appeared with his clerk, and in pontificals,

nd read several prayers, in the established form,

ml then read the Psalter lor the seventh day of

leptemher, a part of which was the 35th Psalm,

'on must remember this was the next morning

fler we hail heard the rumor of the horrible

annnnade of Boston. It seemed as if heaven had

rdained thai Psalm to be read on that morning.

"Alter this, Mr. Duche, unexpectedly to every

iody, struck out into an extemporary prayer,

vhich tilled the bosom of every man present.

must confess, I never heard a better prayer, or

me so well pronounced. Episcopalian as he is,

Jr. Cooper himself never prayed with such fer-

ror, such ardor, such correctness and pathos,

t id in language so elegant and sublime, for

Congress, for the Province of the Massachusetts

Bay, especially the town of Boston. It had an

iXCellent effect upon eveiy body here. I must

leg you to read that Psalm. If there is any

aith in lhe Sorles Virgilianae, or Sortes Horneri-

•a.-, or especially the Sorles Biblic&e, it would

ic thought providential."

Here Was a scene worthy of the painter's art.

It was in Carpenter's hall, in Philadelphia, a

liiiihliug which (we learn by a recent article) still

airvives in its original condition, though now
sacrilegiously converted, we believe, into an auc-

tion mart for lhe sale of chairs and tables— that

[he forty-four individuals met before whom this

service was read.

Washington was kneeling there, and Henry,

and Randolph, and ftlltledge, and Lee, and Jay ;

and by their side [here stood, bowed in rever-

ence, ihe Puritan patriots ol New England, who
at that moment had reason to believe that all

armed soldiery was wasting their humble house-

holds. It was believed that Boston had been

bombarded and destroyed. They prayed fer-

vently "for America, for Congress, for the Prov-

ince of Massachusetts Bay, and especially for

the [own of Boston;" and who can realize the

emotions with which they turned imploringly to

heaven for divine interposition and aid! "It

was enough," said Mr. Adams, " to meli a heart

of stone. I saw the tears gush into lhe eyes of

the old, grave, pacific Quakers of Phila-

delphia."

—

jYewark Daily Advrrtistr.

Western Agriculture—Corn Cobs.

I made a flying visit In our old friend, Henry
L. Ellswon h, of Patent Office memory, one day
last month. He is now a resident of Lafayette,

Indiana, where he is farming pretty largely on the

Wea Prairie, about seven miles out, on which he

has a thousand acres of Indian corn ill one field.

The uncommon high price of corn ibis summer
has been lhe moving cause of growing many an
extra acre of it in the Wabish Valley, when', ii

it ripens well, it will tell a pleasing tale, not only

to the cultivators, hut to the starving millions ol

Europe.
Mr. Ellsworth is as full of enthusiasm as ever

anil no less busy than he was in Ins office ai

Washington. He is an owner and manager of a

vast amount of land, which he is selling,

ami improving, and which, together with all the

business operations that he is carrying on, keeps

Ins office crowded with the multitudes who deal

With him. Yd he Buds lime to he continually

trying sou xperimetit, or studying out some

improvement for the benefit of the agricultural

community.
I saw six pigs in as many pens, just big enough

to hold each occupant without exercise, which

he was feeding on corn in the ear, corn ground,

hut fed raw, and cornmeal made into mush—two
upon each\ind. The pigs were all alike in age,

breed, size, and weight, when commenced n ill),

and after being led a certain lime with carefully

weighed quantities of food, they are re-weighed

and weights noted, and then those which had

been fed upon one kind are changed to another,

and so on; and when the experiment is finished,

he assured me he would publish the table. The

experiment thus far is very much in favor of the

mush bidding fair to produce enough lo pay toll

and trouble lor grinding, as well as for cooking,

and leave a profit. The number of pounds of

good thick mush that one hundred pounds ol

meal, well worked, will make, is astonishing to

any one who never thought much upon the sub-

ject. It will not fall much if any short of six

hundred pounds. Mr. Ellsworth's kettle holds

just fourteen pounds of meal at a charge, and

several accurate weighings give over eighty

pounds when well cooked, and 1 saw myself that

no more water was used than the meal would

absord. But it must be cooked, not merely scald-

ed. A litile salt is added, and occasionally a lit-

tle sulphur.

Mr. Ellsworth assured me that he bad proved

the mooted point of nutritive food in corn-cobs.

He says: "Hogs will live and thrive upon well-

ground cob-meal alone! At first they did not

take bold. 1 then added a small quantity ol" meal

of the grain, principally to make the mass fer-

ment quicker, and then they ate the whole, and

did well. I had great difficulty in gelling the

eotis ground. Millersaresowe.il satisfied in their

own minds ihat cohs are good for nothing, that

they are not willing to let the experiment be tried,

whether they are nourishing or not. 1 am satis-

fied that twenty-five pounds of corn meal, added

to one hundred pounds of cob meal, is more val-

uable for feed for growing slock, than seventy-

five pounds of corn meal alone." Such is lhe

je of Mr. Ellsworth. Experiments of this

tomatoes, peppers, and similar plants, In oi.r

northern climate, it possesses high value. It is

well north being saved uilh care by fanners

and gardeners lor every purpose of Cultivation.

Care should be used, however, in its application,

lor if' given in too large quantities and placed iii

too close proximity to the roots of the plant, iis

effects are fatal. lis value for all purposes is

greatly increased by being mixed with charcoal,

or when ibis is imi at hand, with plaster. Every

man who keeps hens, should have his hen-house

so constructed as to save all the manure, ami

save it dry as may be, anil he will find it no in-

considerable item in his mailers of rural econo-

my.

—

American Agriculturalist.

A.ntidote to Poisons.—As a general rule all

antidotes for poisons should he taken as soon as

possible after the poisonous matters have been

taken into the system.

Alcohol or strong grog has been known to

cure the bite of a rattle snake. This was first

discovered by a man who was thoroughly intox-

icated, being bitten by a rattle snake, without

being poisoned. The poison that waa already in

him was loo strong for any that a raiile snake:

could put in. Olive oil. in large quantities, has

been given successfully in cases of biles iiom

this venomous reptile. Some chemists have

pronounced the poisonous matter winch the rai-

ile snake injects to be an alkali, and the shi p-

herds of the western prairies generally succeed

in curing those sheep that have been bitten by

the little prairie raiile snake, by giving them a

quantity of saleratus water in season.

For poisons of the vegetable kingdom, such

as strychnia, &C, charcoal has been recommen-
ded. It is said if strychnia or mix vomica he

mixed with ivory black and taken, their poison-

ous qualities are neutralized and rendered harm-
less. The fresh oxide of iron is .-aid to he an

antidote for arsenic. While of eggs, milk or su-

gar, for corrosive sublimate.

—

.Maine Farmer.

la

kind should be further tried. One fourth of lhe

weight ol a bushel ears of corn nature never in-

tended should be thrown away, and cobs uponcoll

re lib-rally thrownlarge corn farms in lhe West
away. They are neither used for food, fuel, feed,

nor manure ; for lhe latter is considered a nuis-

ance. SOLON ROBLNSON.
Crown Point, Indiana, July, 1847.

Kiso Bird.— His principal food consists of

beetles, crickets, grasshoppers and canker worms.

He is charged with catching bees. I have seen

him fly among thepi and appear to catch some-

thing ; and have thereupon shot him. But on

examining his crop, 1 have never found any bees

in it. 1 think this charge against him is not sub-

stantiated. He is the most insulting thief in a

mulberry tree, that I am acquainted wiih. But

he is a noble spirited bird, as the hanks anil

crows can testify. 1 believe we ought lo let him

live.— Farmers' Gazette.

Value of lieu-Manure.

The complaint of the fly on turnips, ami bugs

on cucumbers, and olher similar vines, is one of

yearly, and someiimes of long continuance.

—

The mischief done by ihese bale pests is very

provoking, ami frequently results in losses ol la-

bor and good crops, which are very discouraging

to cultivators. I have lately been informed, by

On intelligent and skilful cultivator, that lhe fol-

lowing preparation affords an ample ami com-
plete remedy

:

Take ben-manure, orin pari, reduce ii as well

as you can lo ponder; then, with an equal pari

of plaster of Paris, incorporate well together,

and sprinkle lhe mixture over the vines, or son

it over the drills Of your turnips.

Hen-manure is bee from lhe seeds of fool

weeds, and ill consequence ol ihr great ulitinil

ance of ammonia it contains, it possesses a great

effect in pushing plants forward. Hence, for

Improve Wet Lands.—The winter is a con-

venient time for removing wood, trees and bush-

es from wet lauds, anil for hauling sand, gravel,

loam, and manure on to them. Where there is

a large quantity of peat or mud, gravel is prefer-

able lo sand or loam, ami sand is the next best

ingredient. Gravid and sand contain a large

portion of silex, which is necessary to yive firm-

ness to the stem of grass or grain ; ihey are ne-

cessary even if there is an abundance of vegeta-

ble mould and manure. Without gravel, sand,

or loam containing a large portion of sand, grass

and grain will not have sufficient firmness to

stand upright, but will fall to lhe ground.
>If a meadow is rather dry from iis soil or situ-

ation, loam may be applied n'uh profit, and if

very dry, clay is preferable. In some cases clay

has been used with great advantage. In many
cases wet lands will not admit of access except-

ing when frozen ; therefore farmers should em-
brace the favorable opportunity to attend to this

business during winter.

Salt a good Manure for Celery.—A root

anil a stalk of celery weighing lourleen pounds
will I the leaves, and measuring lourleen
inches in circumference, was exhibited at a re-

cent meeting of the Cincinnati Horticultural So-
ciety. Il was exhibited lo show the value ol salt

as a manure for Ibis plant, lhe gentleman nho
raised the article having made lhe expel imenl of
treating a portion of his plants in the ordinary
way, and manuring a part of them with sail.

The former were of ordinary size and quality,

the latter being both larger and ol finer flavor, of
which ihe specimen exhibited was an exemplifi-
cation.

i Rattle-snake.— Dr. Lee. of Harl-
o if has practised extensively at ihe

Bite or
ford, Conn..

South, slates ihat he has treated five cases of rat-

tle-snake bin-, I all of i be m successfully. His
remedy is alcoholic liquor— either rum, gin or

brandy — given in large doses. A hall pintevery
fifteen minutes, making a quart in an hour, is

not loi ich, lo be given as soon as possible al-

ter the bile. This remedy has been used at lhe
South lo a -leal extent, iintl has never been
known io hut ol' a cine. The liquor .absorbs or
deadens the filial virus, and never iiiioxican s so

long as the virus of ihe reptile is in ihe system.
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The WnoDPECKF.r,.— In more tli.-m fifty or-

clunds, wliicli I have myself carefully examined,

these trees which were marked by the wood-

|>ecker (for some trees they never much, perha|is

because not penetrated by insects) were uniform-

ly the most thriving, and pee'minglythe most pro-

ductive ; many of tbgie "ere upwards of sixty

years old, their trunks completely covered with

holes, while the branches were broad, luxuriant,

and loaded with fruit. Of decayed trees, more

than three-fourths were untouched by the wood-

pecker. Several intelligent farmers with whom
1 have conversed, candidly acknowledged the

truth of these observations, and with justice look

upon these birds as beneficial ; but the most com-

mon opinion is, that they bore the trees to suck

the sap, and so destroy the vegetation ;
though

pine and other resinous trees, on the juices of

which it is not pretended they feed, are often

found equally perforated. Were the sap of the

trees their object, t he saccharine juice of the birch,

the sugar maple, and several others, would be

much more inviting, because much more sweet

and flourishing than that of cither the pear or

apple tree; but I have not observed one mark on

the former, for ten thousand that may be seen on

the latter. Besides, the early part of spring is

tlie season when the sap flows most abundantly

;

whereas, it is only during the months of Septem-

ber, October and November that woodpeckers

are seen so indefaligahly cntraged in orchards,

probing every crack and crevice, borin:; through

the bark, and, what is worth remarking, chiefly

on the south and southwestern sides of the tree,

for the eggs and larva3 deposited there by the

countless swarms of summer insects. These, if

suffered to remain, would prey upon the very

vitals, if ! iii-iV so express it, of the trees, and in

the succeeding summer give birth to myriads

more of their i.e.
,
etjually destructive.

Here, then, is a whole species, I may say,

genua of birds, which Providence seems to have

formed for the protection of our fruit and forest

trees from the ravages of vermin, which every

day destroy millions of those noxious insects that

Would otherwise blast the hopes of the husband-

man, am! which even promote the fertility of the

trees; and, in return, are proscribed by those who
oUilht to have been their protectors, and incite-

ments and rewards held out for their destruction !

Let us examine better into the operation of na-

ture: very many of our mistaken opinions and

groundless prejudices will be abandoned for the

more just, enlarged, and humane modes of think-

ing.— Wilson's Ornithology.

Shifti.ng the bearing year of Trees.—It i;

well known to orchard ists that there are two

classes of trees in regard to bearing. One class

will bear profusely one year, ami during the next

hear but little, seeming to require time to recruit

their exhausted energies. Another class will

bear a pretty fair crop every year. It is some-

tunes desirable to have, some of those that bear

in alternate yeats from some others of the same

class, !u older to have that variety of fruit every

year. It has been often proposed to bring this

"about bv stripping a tree of us fruit early in the

summer of one of its prolific years, so as to have

it in good condition at the commencement of

the next spring, and thereby lie enabled to put

forth limit mid bear as ii would the year previ-

ously, if it had not been robbed. We have

never known this to be actually tried until ie-

ceiitly. We see by the last number of Hovey's

Magazine uf Horticulture, that Mr. Manning, of

Salem, has actually tried the experiment with

complete success. In describing it, Mr. Hovey,

who pain a v i
-

1 1 to Mr. .M. and his garden, says:

"Pawing a Baldwin apple tree, in full bearing.

Mr, Al. slated thai it was one on which lie tried

the experiment of changing tie- bearing year. Ii

is well known that the Baldwin oWy bears every

other year. To obviate ibis, was the object of

.Mr. .Manning: and in the spring of It4l3, be

spent nearly two days ill cutting off all the

blossoms. It bad the desired effect; this year,

the tree i< completely loaded with fruit. This

experiment is valuable, lor it shows that ill a

I artfe uichard, when the tiers, nearly all hear

(Vuil the same year, h\ change, an) number ol

them can be made to bear fruit in the alternate

year, simply by the labor of destroying all the

blossoms."

Recipes.

To re-navc grease-spots from woolen clothes.—
Make a thin paste of flour and water, and lay it

on the tarnished places. It should remain suffi-

ciently long to become perfectly dry, when, upon
brushing it off with a stiff brush', the spot will

have disappeared. If any remains of it are ob-

servable, the operation should be repeated. This
is a very cheap and efficacious method of re-

moving blemishes from clothes that have become
soiled. The oily substance winch accumulates,

so abundantly on the collars of coats atid other

garments, in consequence of the oleaginous
quality of the hair, may be removed by this

means, and the cloth re-indowed with all its

primitive brilliancy and gloss. We have tried

many experiments for removing grease-spots

from woolens, but none so expeditious and suc-

cessful as the above.

Food for Hogs.—No economical farmer will

ever so far disregard his own interests as to \'c,m\

ungroimd grain to his bogs, while under the pro-

cess of fattening. The cost of grinding is a

mere trifle, compared with its advantages: By
grinding corn, oats, barley and peas, (in equal

quantities,) and permitting the mixture to ferment,

(after being properly moistened,) a most excel-

lent diet is obtained. We advise every one
who keeps swine to try this.

JYesl Eggs.—To those who keep hens, and de-

sire eggs in winter, a good nest is important.
The qualities of a good nest are, a tolerable re-

semblance of a real pgg— for a close resemblance
is not important; hens having adopted an old

law maxim, da minimis lex not carat— or, about

minute mailers the law don't care—and weight
equal to or greater than that of a real egg. A
hen will not lay to an egg shell, however perfect

it may be, for she knows by its want of weight
that it is conterfeit.

A good nest egg is made of solid hickory

wood, tin ned to the right shape. But every one
has not a lathe, and such eggs are not always to

be had. Another nest egg which may he made
by any body, any where, was lately described to

us by Mr. D. L ithrop, of Lasalle, a gentleman
who keeps one hundred hens, and is very apt to

find out the best mode of doing any particular

thing.

The eggs are made of clay, formed to the right

shape, in the hands. After being dried, they are

whitewashed ; when they are ready lor use.

The matter is so simple, that it only requires to

be thought of, to be available. These eirgs ans-

wer the. purpose perfectly— the hens accepting

them as fully as those of their own make.

—

Prai-

rie Farmer.

Compost. — The American Fanner recom-
mends a compost prepared in the following man-
ner: Take 40 bushels of mould from the woods,
5 bushels of ashes, leached or unleached, 5 bush-
els of bone dust, 1 bushel of plaster; the whole
to be incorporatetl together by shoveling over,

and the heap to be thoroughly moistened by 30
gallons of human urine, and again shoveled
over. The compost is recommended for one
acre of wheat.

a ,

Composition for Shoes.—Two parts of tar,

two of beef's tallow, and one of bees-wax, make
a good composition for boots and shoes. Apply
it quite warm, and warm the leather that it may
penetrate. As farmers, are frequently exposed
to wet, they should be careful to keep their feet

dry and warm, for on this their health and com-
fort in a great measure depend. There are vari-

ous compositions that are good to resist water

and preserve leather, and the proportion of the

above may he varied. Tar and tallow will ans-

wer alone; so will tallow and bees-wax.

—

Mulli-

gan Farmer.

To extinguish Chhnneys on fire.— First shut

the doois and windows of the room containing

the fire ; stop up the flue of the chimney with a

piece of wet carpet or blanket; and then throw

a little water or common salt on the fire. By
this means the draught of the chimney will be

checked, and the burning soot will soon be ex-

tinguished for want of air. Let this be remem-
bered by the reader.

Curing Beef.— By most of the modes now in

use, the beef becomes too much impregnated
with salt, and is not as a consequence so fine for

eating. By the following process this dilficulty

is prevented, and the beef will keep till the fol-

lowing summer : To 8 gallons of water, add 2

lbs. of brown sugar, 1 quart of molasses, 4 oz. of

nitre, and tine salt till it will float an egg. This

is enough for two common quarters of beef. It

has been repeatedly tried and found very fine :

a famous beef-eater says it is the only good
way.

—

Albany Cull i valor.

Sausage .Meal.—Take the piece of pork de-

signed for sausages, and chop it up, and, if it is

too fat, add a little lean beef; season with sage

or summer-savory, sail and pepper; then fry a

small piece to see if it is seasoned right. Ifyou
prefer not to stuff them into skins, you may lake

pieces of cotton cloth, eight or nine inches wide,

and two or three feet long, and sew the sides to-

gether, and one end ; then wet it, stuff your meal

in as solid as von call, and hang them up in cool

dry place. It will keep as well, or better than

in skins; when used, peel the cloth down no
farther than you slice oft".

New Dish.— It is not perhaps generally known
that common beets, roasted in embers or baked
in a stove, in the same manner you would cook
potatoes, are much sweeter and dryer than when
prepared for the table in the ordinary way by
boiling. Such, nevertheless, is the fact. When
they are perfectly done, peel and serve them in

the ordinary way. It is better when beets are

required for this purpose, to select such as are of

medium si/.e, smooth, and perfectly round, as

large roots do not cook so readily or so well, on
account of their size.

—

Maine Farmer.

New more of MAKtrfe coffee.—Take one
pint of Orleans molasses, boil it in an iron pot

until it becomes quite thick and the sweet laste

burnt: then take it off the fire and pour in wa-
ter gradually, and stir it till it becomes a little

thinner than the molasses was at first; then to

one spoonlul of this burnt molasses add two
spoon.-ful of ground coffee, boil as usual and
clarify with the while of an egg.

—

Correspondent

C)'\io Cultivator.

Corn Meal Cakes. — Excellent breakfast

cakes can be made in the following manner:

—

Mix two quarts of corn meal, at night, wiih wa-

ter, and a little yeast and salt, and make it just

thin enough to stir easy. In ihe morning stir in

three ur four eggs, a little saleratus, and a cup of

sour niiilt, so as to leave it thin enough to pour
out of a pan ; bake three-quarters of an hour,

and you will have light, rich honey-comb cakes.

A swarm of bees contains from ten thousand
to twenty thousand in a natural state, and from
twenty thousand to forty thousand in a hive.

T

PLANT YOUR TREES
IN THE AUTUMX.

HE subscriber would call the attention
of the public to the extensive stock ol Fruit Trees

grown at his Nurseries in Brighton, and in addition to

many thousand of new and rare kinds selected in Eu-
rope, which have nude a year? growth and arc now con-

sidered I'ully established and Ht lor removal.

Fine PEAR. TREES, on Quiufte Stocks; standard, lial-

standard and Espalier.

The stock of CHERRIES and PLUMS is large and
in line order.

PEAR, PLUM', APRICOT and NECTARINES, fine-

ly trained lor walls.

Beautiful 1HVARF APPLES for ornamenting gardens.

APPLE TUFFS, of choice kinds and very EXTRA
sizes.

ORN AMENTAL TREES, ol'beautiful growth and form,

and of every description.

New OR,S VMENTAL EVERGREENS. Irish Yew,
Jumper, Deodora : also, Holly, Gold and Silver Leaveii

and Evergreen ; new and supenor varieties of Grapes,

suitable lor the grapery, selected by the subscriber when
in Europe ; also,, Feel's new •• Beauty of the Prairies"

Rose, a most desirable climbing variety.

Fine hardy Rhododendron and Azalias, for ornamenting
grounds.

The present h the best opportunity for sending Trees
SoUthand West. The subscriber has facilities for for-

warding by Packet and Canal, Railroad and Lake Boats

to any pi r i. ol the South and West, which will be done to

order and promptly. Orders lor the IN. England States

will be executed with promptness and despatch.
All orders must be ill. :n:i inicd with the cash or Bos-

ton reference, ns fhey cannot be executed without the

one or the other. J. L. L. F. WARREN.
Nonnntnm Vale Gardens, Brighton.

Nov. 30j lb' 17. iNos. 1 & 2 Treinoat Temple. Boston.
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knothcr mode of stopping the Canker Worms.

Mr. Editor:— Having noticed lately several

otnmunications in your valuable paper in re-

anl to tin; ranker worm, ami having closely

tratclied ami observed them I'm' two years past, 1

mve every reason for believing they will lie very

lurrrerous ilie coining season, unless something
s done in prevent. The method that 1 have pre-

iously taken, was to take a strip of pain led floor

isrpeitng or leather, four to six inches wide,

ilare it round the tree and tie it on with a rope

arn, above and below ; then, with a paint brush,

[ give it two or three dressings ove.r with India

libber arid cod fish or whale oil melted together

m;- the fire, until the rubber is all dissolved
;

tfter being exposed a few frosty nights, it will

lecome very sii.-ky, ami thus catch all the grubs

that get nn to il and destroys them ; one tin suing

iver after the first year, will usually answer for

:he season, and can be taken off" and re-placed

is may be needed.
Bui I have tried the last fall, before the grubs

began to rim, one or two other modes to keep them
i If my trees ; the one best, cheapest and attend-

ed with the least trouble is as follows, viz: take

a one inch board, sufficiently wide, according to

the size of the tree, saw a Collar in two half cir-

cles, two or three inches wide, then attach a

small honk and staples on the tipper side of each

end, so its to bring the ends close together; then,

line the outer edge with a ship of zinc sufficient-

ly wide-, so as to drop l» inches below the collar,

give the zinc one or two dressings over with

gum shellac, in order to have it slippery as pos-

sible' and to keep the weather from acting on it
;

then place three or four rests on the tree, takin

care to have the collar sufficiently large to leave

a spare, one inch or more, for the growth of the

Tree; fill this space up with soft rags ami the

like, so the grubs will not lie .able to get through.

Painting i he collars would be well on account of
preserving and preventing them from cracking

;

these collars will last many years, and can be put

on and taken olf with less trouble than anything
else.

I have likewise lined these collars on the under
side with strips of glass, one inch wide, secured
by tacks, and as the grub cannot travel over glass,

it is sure when properly put on, to keep the grubs
from doing harm to the trees; but I am fully

convinced that those prepared with zinc, are far

preferable and more durable, and not so apt to

get om of order. Yours, respectfully, &c.,

FRANCIS DANA.
Robury, Jun'i/ 14, 1848.

We are informed that canker worm* have fast

increased the past season, and we advise fanners
to prepare lor them. Tin; above mode is practi-

cable without doubt, nnd we advise a trial of it.

Extract of an Essay read before the Concord Socie-

ty of Natural History, June 17th, 1847, by Wil-

liam Prescott, JM. D., President of the Society.

To no class of people is the study of nature

of more importance than to the farmer and the

horticulttiralist. As his intellectual faculties be-

come aroused to a closer contemplation of the

works of nature, and to a deeper inspection of

her phenomena, wonders upon wonders develop

themselves, until the mind is absorbed in the

magnificence and beauly of the scene, which

evolves in the course of deeper antl more pro-

found investigations, a sincere and becoming

reverence lor the Author of nature and all His

works.
To trace the mysterious operations of nature in

all her wonderful diversities of forms, textures,

colors and localities, as displayed even in ihe

vegetable kingdom, would be a task for .which

the longest liie, aided by the most active mind,

would be totally inadequate.

No branch of nature supplies man with so

many of the necessaries of life as the vegetable.

Ju the feeble tribe of grasses he has found bread,

the " staff' of life." It is hence he culls the most

valuable means to soothe his pains— here he

gathers the substantial embellishments of his la-

Lie to supply the unceasing decay of his sys-

tem—and here he collects the food and suste-

nance for the different races of domestic ani-

mals.

Everything, therefore, which relates to the

natural history, growth and culture of vegetables

should especially engage his attention.

The difference in the lime required for the

germination of the seed, the growth of the plant,

and the maturity of lUe fruit of different species,

has deservedly engaged the attention of natural-

ists in all ages, and opens a field worthy the at-

tention and investigation of the greatest and

must powerful minds.

It is worthy of remark that, while the seeds of

some plants when placed in a favorable situation,

will germinate in it few hours, those of others re-

quire years. For instance, certain cresses ger-

minate in two days ; ihe turnip and beau in three

days; the mellou in five; the grasses (which in-

clude corn and grain) in six or seven ; the peach

and kindred trees in one year; the rose tree in

two years; ami the Sea Coco requires twenty

years.

There are some seeds that retain the faculty of

germination for a very long period of time:

wheat and beans are said to possess this properly

for sixty to one hundred years, while coffee on

the contrary, loses it in a very short time.

While the fruit of some plants is brought to

perfection in a few days, that of others requires

months; while that of others, requires years to

bring it to maturity. Tin: seeds of some plants

are matured, vegetate and spring up the same
season in which the blossoms appear. The majes-

tic elm puts forth its blossoms early in ihe spring,

even before the appearance of the leaves ;
the

seeds are matured and sown broadcast in great

profusion early in June, which immediately vege-

tate, spring up, and prove extremely annoying to

the gardeners in the vicinity, growing from six to

ten inches in height the firsts ason. Most trees,

on. the contrary, tlo not mature thi ir seed suffi-

ciently early lo vegetate Ihe same. year. Some
seeds actually require lo be put into the earth in

autumn or they will i lot vegetate, i. e. if put into

the grcund in ihe spring, they will net vegetate

until ihe next spring; while others require

two or more seasons to arouse into action the

germinating principle. It may not be generally

known that many species of oaks do not com-

plete the perfection of their fruit until the second

autumn alter the appearance of the blossoms in

the spring, while others mature their fruit in the

fall or autumn of the same year in which the

blossoms appear. Of the latter, the white oak,

the swamp white oak, the yellow oak, and many

others might be mentioned ; while of the former,

i e. those that do not mature their fruit until the

autumn of the second year, are the red oak, the

black oak and many others. The former are

called annual, the latter biennial in their fructi-

fication.

Here permit me to remark that, the tree com-

monly known here under the name of yellow

oak, is not the true yellow oak, but the Waft oak.

The yellow oak is annual in its fructification and

is not of New England growth, although it is

said it few specimens have been found in the

southern parts of it. The black oak, (the Quercus

tinctorin,) on the contrary, is biennial in its

fructification, and is a verv common tree here.

—

The interior hark of this tree being very yellow

and imparting that color to other substances, is

probably the cause of its having received the

name of yellow oak, while the exterior bark be-

ing of a dark or blackish color, gave to the tree

the name of black oak, by which name it is

known by all writers on Botany. The bark of

this oak furnishes the Quercitron used in dyeing.

It is also one of the best species used in the tan-

ning of leather.

There is another peculiar mark of distinction

between the annual and biennial oaks. The

leaves of all the species of oaks are either lobed

or deeply serrated, and it is a singular fact, that

the biennial oaks, or all those species which do

not mature the fruit the first year, have the points

of their lobes and teeib mucronated, i. e. termi-

nated with a sharp point or bristle, while the an-

nuals, or those species which ripen their fruit the

first year, or the autumn succeeding the appear-

ance of the blossoms, have no bristly points, but

ihe lobes of the leaves are smooth and rounded.

So that when not in blossom, we may designate

by ihe leaves, whether any given species belong

to the family of annuals or biennials. If we
examine the branches of fruit-bearing black or

red oak in the spring while in blossom, we ob-

serve the germs from the blossoms of the pre-

ceding year, still in embryo, just ready lo expand

as the a'onial warmth of ihe vernal sun shall set

in motion those juices of the parent tree neces-

sary for their development nnd perfection.—

Again, if these or similar branches be examined

ill the succeeding August, we can discover the

germs of those blossoms which appeared at our

first visit, and which will remain without any

material enlargement or alteration until the next

spring; while the germs of the preceding year,

which were not larger than a " barley corn " in

the spring, have attained to the size of nearly

full grown acorns.

The fruit of ihe Lodoicea Sechellariiin or sea

coco (hereafter lo be described,) does not mature

its fruit within the period of seven or eight years.

Among the mysterious operations of nature

the geographical distribution of plants and ani-

mals (some being confined within narrow linints,

while others are widely diffused,) is calculated to

excile our admiration, and should engage our at-

tention. That certain animals and plants should

be endowed with an organization adapted to cer-

tain climates—some flourishing best in the tm rid,

others in the temperate, while others again, are

found exclusively in the frigid zone—does not so

much surprise us; but that some species should

be collfined .within so narrow limits as we some-

times find them, while others are distributed

over extensive regions, embracing great diversi-

ties of climate, soil and humidity ;
that, while

some are confined to swamps and morasses.
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others to dry land, and others still, to lofty eleva-

tions, there" are others that flourish in all situa-

tions, is truly surprising, and forms n problem

inexplicable to the human understanding.

It is a fact that, of the 220 species of marine

shells which inhabit the seacoast of Massachu-

setts, no less than 88 species are never found

south of Cape Cod, and that 46 species are never

found on the north of it, while tlie remaining 80

species occupy a larger field, being found all

along the coast, both north and south of the

Cape—many species existing from Nova Scotia

on the north to Florida on the south.

We may trace the same phenomenon among
the higher grades of animal existence,—some
species of quadrupeds, birds, fishes and reptiles

are found to occupy very narrow geographical

districts. The hydrochoerus capybara, or river

hog, a quadruped belonging to the order of Ro-

dentia and family of Lepus, is a native of Cay-
enne in South America, and nowhere else on the

globe. So in the vegetable kingdom, we see the

tea plant confined to China, and many others to

still narrower limits. But one of the most sin-

gular and interesting instances of geographical

limitation is exhibited in the plant or tree, scien-

tifically known as the Lodoicea Sechellarum, or

Sta Coco ; the cocos de met" of the French.

FRUIT OF THE SEA COCO.

There are few objects in the vegetable king-

dom more remarkable, more curious and interest-

ing or more grand and imposing than the plant

or tree denominated the Liodoicca Sechellarum, or

Sea Coco, which is a species of palm, and pecu-
liar to the Seclielles islands.

The above wood cut represents its curious and
remarkable two-lobed fruit, its length is eleven
inches; its lateral diameter through both lobes,

is ten and one-ball inches, ami its depth or

smallest diameter, is six and one-half inches.

For many of the leading facts concerning this

trulv wonderful plant, i am indebted to H.
Wheatland, M. D., of Salem, Mass.
This singular plant belongs to the class Dioe-

cia. an I order Ilexandria, in the system of Lin
naeus, (the barren and fertile flowers existing on
separate plain.-) and in the natural system, rank-
ing under the order of Palinaceas.

As before observed, this plant or tree is pecu-
liar to the Seclielles Archipelago, a group of
islands situated in the Indian ocean, north-east

of Madagascar, in latitude 4 degrees 20 minutes
south, and longitude 55 degrees 40 minutes east

of Greenwich. Even there it is confined to two
of the islands— Praslin and Curiease— where it

grows naturally in great beauty and 'luxuriance.

It will not flourish on the surrounding islands,

the experiment of planting it there having been
repeatedly tried and as often failed. Ii mere

1

J

Vegetates, but does not come to maturity, and is

widely different in appearance from the splendid
plants of Praslin and Curiease.

Many years before the discovery of the above
mentioned group of islands, its drupes (or fruit,)

Were occasionally found floating at sea, or walled
bv the waves to the Co, omandel coast, and the
Maldive islands. But these oocurrences were so
rare, that the fruit then found was estimated at

mi incredible price. No less than $2000 has
been |iaid for a single specimen. It was then
considered a submarine production, and many
virtues, but imaginary, were ascribed to the fruit.

Nor has the discovery of its habitat, nor the
comparative facility of its acquisition been suffi-

cient entirely to remove this belief; for its fruit
is slid considered as a remedy in many diseases,
both by the natives of the Coromandel coast and
those on the shores of the Persian Gulf, whither

large numbers of the ripe fruit are sent to be

administered as a medicine.

The early fabulous history of the Lodoicea
prior to its final discovery at these islands in

1743, the specific virtues that have been ascribed

to its nut for curing all so:'ts of maladies, the

great price that has been paid for the purchase

of a single specimen, the singular formation of

its fruit, and its circumscribed geographical lim-

its have excited u great degree of interest in its

natural history.

The Lodoicea has a trunk or stem, which is

straight and grows to the height of 90 or 100

feet, terminated by a splendid crown of leaves.

Its diameter being only twelve or fifteen inches,

renders it so flexible that it waves to the slight-

est breeze. The leaves are precisely similar in

form to those of the Fan Palm, but of such a

size that one will cover an area of twelve or

fifieen square feet. This plant is of slow growth.

The unanimous testimony of the inhabitants of

Praslin proves that each tree produces only one
leaf in a year, and as three leaves occupy about

eight inches of ihe trunk, and twenty years ex-

pire before that appears above the surface, a tree

90 feet in height must be about 425 years old.

As in the Date Palm, the sterile and fertile

flowers are not found on the same plant, and the

trees bearing the sterile flowers are considerably

higher than those hearing the fertile. The ster-

ile flowers are attached to a stem two or three

feet long, forming a sort of calkin, which possess

and diffuse a strong and offensive odor. -The
fertile flowers nearly resemble those of the ordi-

nary coco. Only one flowering stem is put forth

in a year, and the number of fruit varies from
one to six in each cluster. The nuts are two-
lobed. Three lobes are very rare, but some are

met with, and it is said specimens of five lobes

have been found. Sometimes two nuts are en-

closed in one husk. Two highly remarkable
circumstances in the natural history of the Lo-
doicea, are the duration of its blossom and the

period necessary for maturing its fruit; for the

latter no less than seven or eight years are re-

quired, as before observed.

The fruit in the first year consists of a trans-

parent jelly, of a sweet insipid taste, and is used
as an article of food. When ripe it yields an
oil. The ripe kernel is as hard as beech wood,
perfectly white and tasteless. It is considered
poisonous. An instance is related, that a per-

son who ate of it, died in 24 hours, idler suffer-

ing great distress in the stomach.
The Lodoicea grows in every variety of soil,

but flourishes most luxuriantly in the vegetable
mould of the deep gorges of the mountains. It

is nevertheless found on the bare mountain tops,

and forms a very conspicuous, majestic and iin

posing object in such situations.

Another singular fact in relation to the Lodoi
cea is, that the vegetation or germination of the

nut is prevented by burying it in the earil

whereas ifsuff'ered simply lo rest on die surface,

in a situation not too much exposed to Ihe sun
germination readily takes place.

The shells are very strong and light, and are
applied to various useful purposes. Simply
bored at the end, they serve as convenient buck-
ets and kegs, which are in general use among all

the inhabitants of these islands: many of them
hold upward of three gallons. Many thousands
of these shells, sawed in two, are sent to Mauri-
tias and Bourbon, where they are universally

employed by the blacks for holding food and
Water. They also form the best and most con-
venient vessels that have hitherto been devised
by ihe inhabitants for baling out boats.

The leaves make a good substitute for shingle
for the covering of houses: a roof well thatched
with them lasts ten years without any repair.

They are also used when young and while, lor a

great many purposes: bonnets, hats, finis, and a

great variety of fancy articles, some of which
are of considerable beauty, being manufactured
from them.

Like many other families of Palms that abound
throughout the Indies, and whose towering stems,
crowned with gigantic foliage, impress a charac-
ter of grandeur upon the landscape of those

countries they inhabit, the Lodoicea furnishes
food, raiment, covering lor their houses, and nu-
merous oilier objects, both for convenience and
luxury to the inhabitants of those islands where
this singular but magnificent plant is found grow-

ing iu its native luxuriance, grandeur and
beauty.

Winter Management of Sheep.
Rheep suffer in our long winters for want of

green food. Give them roots of various kinds,

such as potatoes, carrots, beets, parsnips, and
turnips. For a month or so before yeating, they
should not have roots, or only a few, as they will

produce a premature flow of milk, and cause it

to cake in the bag. At this time, they may have
a very few roots, to keep the bowels open, and
uevent their faltering for want of access to the
ground. Carrots are best, as they do not pro-
duce so large a flow of milk as oilier roots, but
tend in part to keep up the condition. Do not
feed too high before the yearing season.

Give sheep in winter, as condiments, salt,

wood ashes, clay, and pure earth. Give them
also as salutary or medicinal food, cedar, pine,
spruce, hemlock, fir, and other boughs. And by
all means give them a good supply of pure wa-
ter. As they eat dry fodder they will drink often
mid freely. They cannot satisfy their thirst by
ealing snow, any more than a man can by de-
vouring snow, or sucking an icicle. We have
kept sheep and cattle at about Ihe same distance
from water, say seven rods, and the sheep would
go and drink twice as often as the cattle. They
would not eat more than an hour in the morning,
before they would run and drink. They will go
a considerable distance for this purpose, if kindly
invited at first, by a lock of hay, or something
else to entice them, instead of frightening them
wilh dogs and noisy boys, in the vain attempt to

drive them.
When sheep have been long from the ground,

they will often do as well to let them out in spring
as soon as the ground is bare, feeding them also
with the best of hay, and with roots and proven-
der.

Clover hay is the best for sheep; we have
known flocks to do well and raise fine early
lambs, when their feed during winter has been
nothing but excellent clover hay, and pure wa-
ter, to which they had access iu the yard.

—

Cote's

Vttenarian.

From the Genesee Farmer.

Butter.—Experiments, Arc.

Butter is one of the staple productions of our
State, and every hint that serves lo improve its

quality or increase its quantity, must be useful.

According to the returns of the late census in

1845, the amount of butter made the same year,

was 79,501,733 lbs., which at 124 cents per lb.,

and Which is a fair average price, yields $9,937,-
71(3—only $2,144,877 less than the produce of the

wheat crop of that year. This amount might he
greatly increased, il more attention was paid to

the manufacture, and a heller article sent to

market. As it now conies, not more than one
half of ihe quantity is fit for the table, and some
of it entirely unfit for any culinary purpose
whatever. This should not he.

There are various methods ofmaking butletyind

there is certainly a vast difference in its quality.

One cause of this difference may be ascribed to

the herbage or food upon which the cows are

fed, the breed of cows, or the season ; but more
generally in the management. Every one ima-
gines their method best, and are too wise to

learn.

Being very fond of good butler ourselves,

many experiments were tried while residing on
the farm, and the following rules were finally

settled on :

First— Cleanliness must be sti icily observed

in everything appertaining thereto, from ihe

milking of the cow to the packing of the butter.

All the utensils must be sweet and free from any
taint or smell.

Second—The milk must be immediately strain-

ed, on coming from the cow, into pans, and set

for the cream to rise, as with some cows a sepa-

ration commences even during the process of

milking.

Third—The cream should be freed from milk

and frequently stirred, particularly when addi-

tions are made, and a little sail added to keep it

from curdlihg. In summer ihe cream must be

churned as often as every other day. In winter

it may stand for several days, if kept in a low

temperature, say from 45 to 50 deg. Fahrenheit.

To make the cream rise more perfectly, the
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iture should be at HO degrees. A tempe-

•ature belovv 35 deg.'will prevent the cream from

ting or ri ing in any considerable quantity,

rhe elevation of the temperature lo 50 deg. will

•aiise the cream to rise in thirty hours; at 00

leg., in twenty-four hours; at HO deg., in twelve

ji- fifteen hours.

Much depends upon the temperature of the

reani when the churning is commenced. We
bund, from repeated experiments, thai the

i' am, when churning is commenced, should not

x- under 55 deg. It will ri.se in churning from 5

o 10 degrees. In winter this temperature can

sasilj he attained. In summer it cannot lie at-

tuned without lha aid of ice, or very cold well

water. In Pennsylvania, spring-houses are much
ised, where a constant stream of cool spring

water passes through for the purpose of regulat-

ni.' the temperature.

For milk-pans we preferred tin, of the ordina-
ry

size, holding about six quarts, which were
ihout three-fourths filled, which gave a depth of

iliont linr iui lies of milk. We tried bread slial-

ow pans, with the milk only about an inch deep,

supposii g the greater the surface exposed the

;reater the quantity of cream would rise, but
aich was ii"i the fact.

The greatest quantity of cream from the least

pi.-miitv of milk we ever obtained, was by the

neans of a Water-bath, or double pans, as fel-

ons:—The pan into which the milk was strain-

id, was four inches deep, mid flaring. Another
nade six inches deep, ami nearly straight in the

dries, and just large enough at the top to receive

uid embrace the upper pan, within half an inch
if th" top. and it should tit tight, so that little if

inj of the steam will escape. A small tube was
soldered near the top of the under pan lor the

id mission of hot waiter, and a small bole was
made on the opposite side for the escape of air

while pouring in the hot water. The first I had
'.wis soldered together at the top, but we

found it difficult to wash and dry ; being sepa-

ral . they can be washed and dried without dif-

ficulty.

The mill; was strained into the upper pan and
left at rest for twelve hours; then the same
piautily of boiling water was introduced into

the under pan and suffered to stand twelve hours
longer, when the cream was found perfectly

separated and of such consistence that the whole
might he lifted off, by lie: linger and thumb.
The cream was churned immediately after

-kimuiiug at a temperature of 58 degrees. In

[his manner first quality of rich yellow butter

was obtained in the month of March. Under
he oi Unary treatment, much b'ss butter would
have been obtained, and of a white color, insipid,

i!t flavor and unlit for the table. Besides it

is a long and tedious operation to convert the

[ream into butter, while In I lie- former process it

ipics but a few moments.
Churning tie.' milk is a much more laborious

method, from the difficulty of keeping in motion
-uih large quantities of fluid ; but in this way it

is .-aid that a larger quantity of butter is obtained,
nftd of : more d ilicate flavor.

The rising of the cream and the churning is

but a portion of the process for making good
butter. There is some skill or art required in

working it which cannot be described; hut suf-

fice to say, it is best done with a bowl and ladle,

in a peculiar manner, to press out the milk— for

unless the milk is thoroughly separated it is

less lo expect good butler that will keep
sweet any length of time. If not properly work-
ed, and the miik thoroughly extracted, it is apt to

he soft, spongy, or oily. In some dairies the
baud is used instead of the ladle, hut we protest

RgHlllsl that, as the heat of the haul! is injurious.

In others the butter is washed with pure cold
water as long as the water is rendered milky.

—

\\ e preferred not lo wash it, believing that much
or big I

of the aroma
the water.

Albany, Dec. 1847.

flavor was carried off by

C. N. BEMENT.

Tin: Vise in France.— It is estimated that, in

France, not less than five millions of acres are

devoted to the cultivation of the vine. The an-
nual value of the products of this branch of her

agriculture, wine and fruit, is five hundred mil-

lions of francs.

From the Genesee Farmer.

The Farmer.—His Position, Responsibilities
and Dn:

The district school system is one of the distin-

guished features of the world, lis adaptation

and fitness liu- the country, ami ihc almost im-

perative necessity in view of our political insti-

tutions, and their perpetuity, renders everything

connected with ii of decided interest and im-

portance. It is said that the ancient Egyptians
inscribed on their libraries " Remedies for the

diseases of the Soul," and so might we write

over the door-posts of our school houses, reme-
dies for, and preventives of diseases in the body
politic, and promoter ol the morality, good order
and safety of society. As New Yorkers, we just-

ly feel proud of our educational advantages, and,

as patriots and philanthropists, we are bound to

cheerish and labor to improve and elevate them.
Education is one of those indefinite terms

which admit of almost any latitude. In its real

and true signification, it is a progressive and
never-ending work. The whole life-time of men
is but a movement onward, and it is perhaps
'safest to believe the elevated and beautiful idea

that, throughout all eternity, man w ill continue
to increase in knowledge and advance in wis
dom. Hut it is not in this broad view that 1 now
propose to regard the term education. 1 define

it for present purposes as a disciplinary process,

fitting the mind for the business of life; not only

the accumulation of knowledge- and intelligence,

but the acquisition of habits of order, industry

and economy in proportion for the active duties

ami responsibilities of life. This work belongs
to the school-room; there the boy is to be pre-

pared for manhood. In process of time nature
will develop the full Capacity of the physical
system, but the mind is not made of the same
material, and cannot alone come to its full

strength and capacity. lis food and nourishment
is made of different matter than that which feeds

and invigorates the body; it must have the aid

of other minds—must have facts and figures, ar

bitrary rules and distinct principles, and obtain

them not by instinct, but by hard study, severe
thinking, and the rigid application of the mental

faculties.

The school-book, the school-house, and the

school-master are these important requisites in

training the mind and bringing om its power and
energy. Mind, like the body, is the work of the

great Architect, it is the gift of God, and may
and does exist in all its glory and majesty in the

poor man as in the rich : it knows no distinction,

only in its means of development and in its edu-
cational polish. Then how glorious to educate

all the people— how high and solemn the duty lo

give to till the advantages of mental culture.

The district school belongs emphatically lo

the masses; they are the people's school; they

know no caste, nor recognize any distinction, but

broadly unfold their beautiful panoply ami cover

all alike, and say, without respect to person or

condition, •'come and partake of my benefits."

God has given the mind ; ours is the duty to un-
fold the power and prepare for systematic and
useful action, this richest and mightiest of God's
gifts.

It is the highest glory and proudest boast of

the Empire Slate that she has thus provided a

system lor the education of her children. Right-

ly does she judge, and wisely act, when she thus

provides for the safety of herself and the eleva-

tion of her people. And have the farmers no
interest in this mailer;-' Yes, they have most of
all ; for they are more numerous than all other

classes. The district school is truly almost ex-

clusively their own ; it is to most of then) their

only school, and it behooves them to look well

to these seminaries, so peculiarly tin ir own.

Their children, nine out of ten if not ninety-nine

out of every hundred, wiil be educated in litem,

for they have nowhere else to go. Then let the

district school be elevated, improved and made
what il should and may be. And as one improve-

ment, almost indispensably necessary to the

farmers, there should be, and must he, a depart-

ment devoted to agriculture, lean discover no
reason why it should not form a regular branch

o( common school education; nor why ever}

college and academy in the State should not

have their professorship department devoted to

agriculture as a distinct branch of study and ed-

ucation. Is there anything in the subject which

precludes this? Is there any difficulty in re-

ducing to a regular science, ami of so arranging
and classifying its different branches, as to per-

mit it being made a part of the educational pro-

cess of the young .- I think not; hut on the con-
trary, agriculture is a science, possessing, in all

its ramifications, distinctive features; is governed
by fixed facts and unerring principles, which the

young farmer should learn by study and close

application of his mental faculties. They should
be engraven on bis mind when it is young and
plastic and capable of receiving and retaining

impressions, and this subject may, I imagine, he

introduced in every district school ill the Slate,

without any detriment to the branches now
taught in those schools and w ilhout interfering

with the regular course of common school edu-
cation.

Much reflection has satisfied my own mind of
the great importance of the subject. 1 regard it

as an essential step towards the elevation of the

farming interests— a necessary ingredient in lift-

ing up to their real position the farmer of this

country. The Stale lias been beneficent in her
school funds ; but the farmer has not as yet bad
his full share of the benefits accruing from tlieui.

He has been content to look on listlessly, anil let

other classes reap the harvest which his own in-

dustry had provided. Let him now arise from
bis lethargy, and begin to cast about and see if

there be no place where his sons can go and
learn to become farmers, as .veil as doctors, law-
yers and divines. It seems to me that the farmers
have a right to use a portion of the money which
belongs to them to advance their own calling—
not, indeed to tear clow n, or prejudice others, but

to elevate their own business to the dignity of a
science, to be taught and learned in the schools
of the State.

First of all, we want agricultural school-books
and agricultural teachers, or persons qualified to

teach agriculture. Thevery initiator] step, then,

is to find men lo prepare books adapted to the

instruction of children, and then to find compe-
tent teachers who can use them. I would then
reverse the usual rule ; begin at the top and
work down. Begin by establishing and endow-
ing an agricultural school or schools, by the Le-
gislature of the State, and with that, or them, as
a nucleus, I would begin the work of making
agriculture a regular science—a branch of edu-
cation for the older scholars in every school
district, just as much as arithmetic is now. The
thing is in the highest degree practicable. It

may and should be begun at the present session
of the Legislature. That bod) should be called
upon and (breed to appropriate a portion of the
literary or other fund fortius purpose ; and then,
ere five years shall pass away, the great work
will have been accomplished. To me it appears
plain and clear, and I ask the farmers of the.

State to come up to the work and insist on their
rights—demand for their children agricultural
schools, aided by a (air portion of the literary

fund

—

insist that Daniel Lee and bis school, or
those of a similar character, be sustained by the
funds of the State, as well as Geneva College.
Stand up for your rights and you will obtain

them ; but never until vou do.

D. A. OGDE.V

Domestic Kducation of Females.

The greatest danger to females, at the present
time, is the neglect of domestic education. Not
only to themselves, but to husbands, families and
the community at large, jlocs this danger im-
pend. By far the greatest amount of happiness
in civilized life is found in the domestic relations,

and most of this depends on the domestic cul-

ture and habits of the wife and mother. Let her
bo intellectually educated as highly as possible

;

let her moral and social nature receive the high-

est graces of vigor and refinement ; but along
with these let the domestic virtues find ample
place.

We cannot say much to our daughters about
their being hereafter wives and mothers, but we
ought to Ihink much of it, and to give the thought
prominence in our plans for their education.

Good wives they cannot he, at least for men of
intelligence without mental culture; good moth-
ers they certainly cannot be without it; and
more than this, they cannot be such wives as

men need, unless tbev are good house-keepers :
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ami they cannot he good house-keepers without

a trrorungh mid practical teaching to that end.

Our daughters should he practically taught to

bake, wash, sweep, cook, set table, make lip beds,

sew, knit, darn stockings, take care ot children,

nurse, and do everything pertaining to the order,

neatness, economy and happiness of the house-
hold. All this they can learn as well as not, and
better than not. It need not interfere in the

least with their intellectual education, nor with

the highest style of refinement. On the contrary,

it shall greatly contribute thereto. Only let that

time, or even a portion of it, which is worse than
wasted in idleness, sauntering, gossip, frivolous

reading, and the various modern female dissipa-

tions which kill time and health, he devoted to

domestic duties and domestic education, and our
daughters would soon be all that can be desired.

A benign, regenerating influence would go forth

through all the families of the land. Health and
joy would sparkle in many a now lustreless eye;
the bloom woidd turn to grace many a failed

cheek; and doctor's hills would fast give way to

bills of wholesome fare.

—

Rev. E. H. Winslow.

©I)c lltsitor.

CONCORD, N. H., FEBRUARY 29, 1848.

lintish America.

The British possessions in North America ex-

tend over the continent from the Atlantic on the

east to the Pacific ocean on the west, nearly half

round the globe: by an arbitrary line east of the

bay of Fundy, along the north side of Maine and

the tip end of New Hampshire, the division is

further north ; but along the line of Vermont
across Champlain to lake Ontario, the British

territory comes down south to the latitude of

45 degrees—thence westward to Superior, the

centre of the lakes, and connecting river waters?

is the boundary. Westward from Superior to

the Pacific, the latitude of 49 degrees is presum-

ed to be the inlet on the Pacific, near the mouth
of the Columbia river.

Canada West, embracing the territory north-

east of Ontario and Erie to the shores of lake

Huron, is at present) in the course of rapid set-

tlement. It is probably the most valuable coun-

try for cultivation in British North America.

There are said to be four hundred townships

here; laid off, we believe, of the extent often

miles on each side of a square. This generally

is a wheat and grain-growing country equal to

the best lands of western New York and Michi-

gan. The British American Cultivator, printed

at Toronto, informs us that there are one hun-

dred agricultural societies in the townships of

Canada West : these societies are extensively

patronized by the British Land Company, who
have an interest to extend the cultivation. Some
fifteen thousand pounds sterling are annually of-

fered to be paid out in premiums for the best

productions in agriculture. Introducing at once

the best improvements of the mother country

—

the thorough cultivation by which the crops ol

wheat are raised from twelve and fifteen bushels

to forty and fifty bushels to the acre— the mag-

nificent townships of Canada West, lying be-

tween the lakes, are destined to become the gar-

den of North America nearest the seaboard.

Within the next five years, the completion of

the railroads through New Hampshire and Ver-

mont, over New York to Ontario, will open tin

immense trade directly with Boston, Portsmouth

and Portland, as the nearest eligible points of the

Atlantic. Through this avenue, is it highly prob-

able, will the trade of Canada West, with the

mother country, take its course. Besides this

great trade, that of the entire north-west of the

United States would naturally come as the near-

est in distance. Hereafter, it will be the policy of

the two countries to encourage and keep up an

open and free transit each over the territory of

the other, and all for the benefit of both. Such

a policy will be in consonance with that which

has already been opened in the free interchange

of commodities recently growing into the prac-

tice of both nations—a policy which admits our

agricultural products freely into Great Britain

under a low duty, and which cannot fail to call

for reciprocal exchange—opening to an extended

market for every kind of production, the work of

human hands.

The Upper Canada agricultural newspaper

which we have in band, presents us evidence

that a restriction on the transit of wheat intended

for the protection of the Canada grower at the

harvest of the very last season, created a differ-

ence of from one-fourth to three-eighths of a

dollar in every bushel of wheat to the disadvan-

tage of the same Canadian grower: the Canadian

monopolized his own marker by the protection

of a higher duty on American wheat. The
United States responded the same duty. The
demand for flour was greater at New York and

Boston for consumption in the United Stales,

than at Montreal for consumption in England.

The consequence was, that the British wheat on

the north shores of the lakes was not worth as

much into twenty-five to fifty cents in the bushel,

as the American wheat upon the other shore of

the same lakes. The Canada wheat-growers

were pressing for the better protection which

a more free and open trade would give them.

There is a marked difference in the intercourse

now between the States and Canada, to that ex-

isting twenty years ago. We first visited the

Niagara frontier in 183G: at that time the gov-

ernment of the two Canadas was separate. Sir

Penegrine Maitland, a military chiel of renown
in the wars with Bonaparte in Spain, resided at

a beautiful villa three or four ::>iles below the

falls. He was too distant to be approached by

any American from the States: the members ot

his own provincial council, residents and natives

of Canada, one of whom travelled with us and
gave the information, could only he allowed to

visit him on official business.

A change seems to have come over the dreams
of this British nobility in Canada since that time.

Thi: office of governor general of the Canadas,

now next lo the crown of Great Britain itself,

with only the exception of that ol' the lord-lieu-

tenant oflreland, is held by a nobleman, resident

we believe, in Toronto: the style and title of

this functionary is Earl of Elgin and Kincardine.

He was governor of the island of Jamaica at the

time of the negro emancipation of that island,

and has lately been advanced to his present

place: at home in Scotland, ho was "James
Bruce of Kiuloss and Torry," a descendant from
that Bruce immortalized by Burns as having
" often led " his highland followers to their " gory
bed, or to victory." To such a nobleman, bring-

ing himself down to the level of the hard culti-

vators of the soil, at a meeting of the Provincial

Agricultural Association of Upper Canada, on
the 17th October, 1847, in the city of Hamilton,
we introduce the American farmers, in the publi-

cation of the following address.

After the toast had been proposed—"Our no-
ble patron of the Agricultural Association of
Upper Canada, his excellency the Governor Gen-
eral," that gentleman rose, and in a clear and
audible style, said—

I sincerely thank you for this welcome.—The
cheers with which it has been accompanied, a-

waken a response here, (the Governor laying his
hand on his breast) which assures me that they
cnme from the heart, (Cheers.) Gentlemen,
from the day on which your President, Mr.
Thomson, announced to me that a meeting of
the Provincial Agricultural Society of Upper
Canada, would take place during the autumn, I

resolved that no obstacles which were surmount-
able, should prevent me from attending it.

(Cheers.) I felt confident, that the occasion
could not fail to be full of interest and gratifica-

tion to me, and 1 have not been disappointed in

my expectations. (Cheers.) 1 certainly regret
that we should have had such a rainy day, for
though we agriculturalists appreciate a good
shower at a proper season, we are, I believe, all

agreed, that on a show day, it is better to have
fine weather.

I have been much gratified, however, by what
1 have seen to-day. To tell you the truth, I ex-
pected to find great ingenuity displayed in the
implements of husbandry, but, my expectations
have been surpassed, in the exhibition of cattle

and sheep. I was also much gratified to find

that your exhibition was not confined to the pro-
duce of agriculture, hut that it also included spe-
cimens of native talent, in the arts and manufac-
tures. But, gentlemen, I must.confess to you,
that there is one circumstance connected with
this meeting, which gives me still higher gratifi-

cation than all these— it is, that I find myself this

evening, for the first time since my arrival in

Canada, surrounded by some hundreds of the
enterprising and intelligent men, to whose skill

and industry, we owe the progress which Canada
has already made, in the cultivation of the useful
arts, and to whom we must look for the further
development ofher almost unparalleled resources.
(Great applause.)

I repeat it, of all the incidents of this interest-

ing meeting, that which is mo>t gratifying to me
is, to find myself among you, sharing your inter-

ests, abetting your endeavors, putting, if you
will allow the expression, my shoulder to the
wheel along with you. ( Tremendous cheering.)
For gentlemen, you must permit me this oppor-
tunity of observing, (and in making this observa-
tion I shall take care, Mr. President, not to in-

fringe upon that admirable rule of your society,

which precludes the introduction of political

topics at your meetings) ihat while no one ever
filled the situation of Governor General, who
held in more sincere respect than I do, the rights

and privileges of a free people ; while no one
was ever more profoundly impressed with the
conviction that, in order to the harmonious work-
ing of eveiy political system, it is indispensable
that the co-ordinate powers should, each of them,
confine itself within the limits prescribed by the

constitution ; yet, on the other hand, 1 must with
equal sincerity affirm, that no one was ever less

disposed to suffer the high office with which his

Sovereign had intrusted him, to degenerate into

a pageant, (cheers) or to forfeit the honorable
hope of identifying his name wiih the advance-
ment of a great Province, and its enterprising
inhabitants, in order to pass tin- time of iiis so-

journ among you, in the enjoyment of inglorious
repose, or in the performance of empty ceremo-
ny. (Tremendiuis and long continued cheers.)

Therefore, gentlemen, you Can understand with
what perfect sincerity I speak when I assure
you, that it gives me the highest gratification to

find myself among you this evening, lending
whatever influence attaches to my position, to

the promotion of those great and worthy objects,

on behalf of which you are assembled together.

And, gentlemen, what are those objects? What
dues the promotion of agricultural improvements
in Canada involve? I need not remind you that

in all countries, and in all conditions of society,

agriculture ranks high as an honorable and use-

ful pursuit; agriculture is the art upon which
man depends, not only for his daily bread, hut

also mainly for the comfort and luxuries of lile.

For, if we look deeply into the matter, we shall

find that the most elaborate processes of manu-
facture are, for the most pari, manipulations of
agricultural products. Look, for instance, lo that

greatest of all manufacturing interests, the cotton
manufacturing interest of Great Britain— see
how dependent thai interest is upon agriculture,

which furnishes it with the raw material. Look,
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dso ;it the woolen manufactures (and il gave trie

nucli gratification to see some excellent speci-

nens of native in.lu.~tiy in lhat department,

which were exhibited at the show to-day,) see

iow (le|ieinlent that interest also is upon agricul-

ture, which rears tlie sheep and improves his

condition so as to secure a fine and valuable

9eere. Or, to take a higher view of this subject,

agriculture is the art, by the cultivation of which,

it gracious and merciful God, enables his fallen

creatures lo extract ti blessing out of the primeval

curse. (Great applause.)

But let me ask again, what in a more special

and peculiar sense, is involved in the promotion

of agricultural improvement here in Canada?
What has agriculture already done for Canada?

and what may it still be expected to do for Cana-

da ? (Some person at the table culled out " every

thing"—and his excellency replied " quite right

sir.") Let us look back a little to the past. But

a few years ago this territory, which now sus-

tains gome hundreds of thousands of inhabitants

in comfort and plenty, and enables them out of

their surplus produce, to remit large supplies to

other countries— but a few years ago, I say, this

great territory was traversed by a lew wandering

tribes, who could with difficulty procure through-

out its vast extent, the means of a scanty and

precarious subsistence. And, gentlemen, this

change so sudden, so marvellous in its results,

that it appears more like fable than reality, is

mainly to be ascribed to the introduction of ag-

riculture. I hardly presume to lift even a corner

of that veil, which hides the future from our

gaze, lor the prospect beyond that veil is almost

too dazzling to contemplate. But who, I ask,

will venture to assign limits lo the prosperity

which Canada will yet attain, if she continues to

advance at the same constantly accelerating rate,

at which she has of late years progressed. (Ap-

plause.) Well, gentlemen, the question forces

itself upon every reflecting mind, how does it

come to pass, that the introduction of agriculture

and of the arts of civilized life, into this and

other parts of the American continent, has been

followed by such astonishing results? It may be

said, that these results are due to the qualities of

the hardy and enterprising race by which these

regions have been settled, ami the answer is un-

doubtedly a true one; but it does not appear to

nie lo contain the whole truth— it does not ap-

pear lo account for all the phenomena. Why,
gentlemen, our ancestors had hearts as brave,

and arms as sturdy as our own, but it took them

many years, aye, even centuries, before they were

enabled to convert the forests of the Druids, and

the wild fastnesses of the Highland Cbieftians,

into the green pastures of England, and the wav-

ing corn-fields of Scotland'. (Great applause.)

Hon then does it come lo pass, that the labors

of their descendants here have been rewarded by

a return so much more immediate and abund-

ant? I believe that the true solution of this

problem is to he found in the fact, that hero for

the first time the appliances of an age, which has

been prolific beyond all preceding ages, in valu-

able discoveries, more particularly in chemistry

and mechatiics, have been brought to hear, under
circumstances particularly favorable; upon the

productiveness of a new country. When the

nations of Europe were young, science was in

its infancy; the art of civil government was im-

perfectly understood; property was inadequately

protected ; the laborer knew not who would reap

what he had sown, and the teeming earth yielded

her produce grudgingly to the solicitations of an

ill-directed anil desultory cultivation. It was not

till long and painful experience had taught the

nations the superiority of the arts of peace over

those of war; it was not until the pressure of

numbers upon the means of subsistence had

been sorely felt that the ingenuity of man was

taxed, to provide substitutes for those infective

and wasteful methods, under which the fertility

of the virgin soils had been well nigh exhausted

(Applause.) Rut with you, gentlemen, it is far

otherwise. Canada springs at once from the

cradle into the full possession of the privileges

of manhood. Canada, with the bloom of youth

yet upon her cheek, and with youth's elasticity

in her tread, has the advantage of all the experi-

ence of age. She may avail herself, not only ot

the capital accumulated in older countries, but

also of those treasures of knowledge, which have

been gathered up, by the labor and research of

earnest and thoughtful men throughout a series

of generations. (Gieat applause.)

Now, gentlemen, what is the inference that I

would draw from all this? What is the moral

that I would endeavor to impress upon you ? Il

is this. That it is your interest and your duty to

avail yourselves lo the Utmost, ot' all these un-

paralleled advantages; to bring to hear upon this

soil, so richly endowed by nature, all the appli-

ances of modern art ; to refuse, if 1 may so ex-

press myselfj to convert your one talent into two,

il, by a more skilful application of the true prin-

ciples of husbandry, or by the greater economy
of management you can convert it into ien.

(Cheers.) And, it is because I believe that soci-

eties like these, when well directed, are calcula-

ted to aid you in your endeavors to effect these

important objects, that I am disposed to give

them all the protection and countenance, which
it is in my power to afford. They have certainly

been very useful in oilier countries, and I cannot

see why they should be less serviceable ill Cana-

da. The Highland Society of Scotland was the

first instituted, and the proud position which
Scotland enjoys as an agricultural country,

speaks volumes of the services rendered by that

society. The Royal Agricultural Society of lie-

laud, followed in its wake, and with similarly

beneficial results. I myself was instrumental in

establishing an agricultural society in the West
Indies, (cheers) which lias already done much to

revive the spirits of the planters; and I shall be

very much disappointed indeed it' that society

does not prove the means, before many years are

past, of establishing the truth so important to

humanity, that even in tropical countries, free

labor, properly applied, under a good system of
husbandry, is more economical than the labor of
slaves. (Great cheering.)

And, gentlemen, I repeat it, I do not see why
results equally beneficial should not follow, from

the establishment of the Provincial Agricultural

Society in Canada. But in order that it may be

rendered so useful, it must be supported— it must
be supported not only by pecuniary contributions,

hut also by contributions of information. These
societies, as it appears to me, have two very im-

portant functions to discharge. On the. one hand
they may lie made the means of diffusing sound
views upon the general principles of agriculture,

among the lower population, and on the other

hand they may be made useful to the country, by

collecting together the local experience of prac-

tical men, digesting them and [Milling them into

a shape in which they may be made generally

available. I persuaded the general Agricultural

Society of Jamaica wiih ibis view, to cause forms

to be printed, on which the results of experi-

ments made by practical agriculturists could be

easily and succinctly described. These forms

were transmitted to the local societies, and by

them distributed among farmers in their respec-

tive districts. Any farmer interested in this art,

(and when I look at the intelligent countenances
around me, I feel how many there must be here,

who are sensible of the dignity which attaches to

the. pursuit in which they are engaged, and who
do not follow it as a mere drudgery)—any farmer
1 say, who is interested in his art, hail, through
these forms an easy and simple method of de-

scribing tin; results of any experiment in cultiva-

tion which he might have made. These docu-
ments, when filled up, were transmitted to the

local societies, who appointed committees to re-

port upon them, and the reports, with the data

on which they were founded, were finally trans-

mitted lo the central society, who were enabled

to state the results of general information. I

think this plan a good one and worthy of imita-

tion; but, gentlemen, I feel dial I am gelling into

details, and that there are many persons here

present who are better able to handle them than

myself: (No, no, and cheers.)

! think that I have assigned ample reasons to

justify me in hoping that you will join with me
in drinking success to the Provincial Agricultural

Association of Upper Canada. (Cheers.) This,

gentlemen, is the first time, on which I have had
an opportunity of being present at the Agricul-
tural meeting in Canada, but I trust it may not be

the last; and if we should ever again have the

good fortune lo meet together, I trust that our re-

union may be characterized hy the same zeal, the

Knrrte nnarmnifv and kinrtlv fpplin** which has

marked this ; and that there may be such addi-

tions to the number of the articles exhibited, and
such improvements in their qualities, as will

shew that the Provincial Agricultural Association

has not existed in vain. (His excellency resumed
his seat amidst the most enthusiastic and long

continued cheei ing.)

(By his excellency the Governor General.)

—

Prosperity to the Agricultural Association of
Upper Canada.
This toast was responded to by the Vice Presi-

dent, The Hon. Adam Ferguson, in a felicitous

speech, during the delivery of which the honor-
able gentleman was repeatedly cheered. He ob-

served that the i'ew words he would say, catno

from his heart. After the most eloquent and
highly patriotic address of bis excellency, any
thing he could say must fail to interest the com-
pany. Alluding lo the unfortunate state of the

weather, he would take the liberty of stating lo

his excellency a fact of which his excellency

had no personal experience, that there was such

a thing as "sun-shine in Upper Canada.'" Al-

though his excellency had seen much at the ex-

hibition, that was well worthy of attention, \et

he could as yet form no estimate ot the vast re-

sources of the Province. He could direct his

excellency to farmers who had recently sown
from 200 to 300 acres of wheat, from which they

expected to reap thirty bushels per acre. He
alluded to one farmer who had pocketed 25,000

pounds from his hog-pen, during the past year.

—

It afforded him sincere pleasure to witness a

nobleman, entrusted with the government of this

Colony, (second only to the Vice Royally of lie-

land,) who made such praisworthy exertions to

become thoroughly acquainted with the position,

the feelings, and interests of those over whom he

was appointed by the favor of our Sovereign to

rule; and he sincerely hoped the present meet-
ing would prove as gratifying to his excellency,

as it was flattering to this large and intelligent

assembly.

near the

few days

Early Potatoes.—Persons living

market towns must be aware that a

difference in early vegetables will make a great

difference in price. Thus it is with green peas,

the first will sell at $2 per bushel, changing per-

haps in a fortnight in a reduction of one-half:

the same rule will apply to early potatoes. The
farmers, our friends a few miles out of Boston,

have the art of stimulating their richest lands to

early production: they have peas and potatoes in

market almost as soon as the wide-awake farm-

ers in the country can get theirs out of the

ground. We have a West Cambridge fanner,

moved several years since into the west parish of

Concord : he always comes in with peas and po-

tatoes in season to get a double price. These

market farmers, upon lands cultivated two hun-

dred years in succession without deterioration,

know how to sprout and advance potatoes a full

three weeks in advance of their natural growth

in the sun ; hut we have despaired of learning

their art. We will, however, state how the po-

tato crop in the country, by a simple process, was

forwarded a full fortnight, enabling the cultivator

to realize a double price. Mr. Orcutt keeps a

tavern in Chester street, fifteen miles from Man-

chester, N. II. He now goes into the country

instead of going to the seaboard for a market.

The last year he forwarded his seed potatoes by

setting them in barrels in a room kept warm by

a stove: they remained here about a week, until

the sprouts were started for a healthy growth,

not large enough to break off when dropped and

covered in the ground. The potatoes started

from the ground and grew at once, being a full

fortnight it) advance of those not thus prepared.

This early prnducton was an item which enabled

Mr. O. to obtain in the market at Manchester,

about one hundred and fifty dollars in cash, for

the production of three-fourths of an acre of

croon d.
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(jy To the unforgetting attention of the Hon-

1). P. Ki.ng, member of Congress from Essex

county, Massachusetts; is the editor of the Visitor

indebted for an early ropy of the always-welcome

" Transactions of the Essex Agricultural Soci-

ety " for the year 1847. These transactions are

annually issued in the shape of a well-printed

pamphlet, of uniform type and page, executed in

a style of durability which will preserve them

for reading a hundred years hence, and showing

hy what gradual and slow progress Agriculture

began its advances. Mr. King, although educated

for the learned professions, has settled down to

the conviction that the best and most useful pro-

fession of all is that of the farmer : he is so much

encouraged with the profits on a single article

which brings many thousand dollars to his own

town, that he intends to increase his onion crop

from between one and two acres in the last year

to a dozen acres for the next year.

From the multitude of interesting topics and

practical results of the Essex Transactions of

1847, we have taken extracts for the Visitor re-

lating to these matters, to wit : Sub-soil Plough-

ing— the cultivation of the Onion—and the

growth of forest trees—-which we will notice in

their order.

SUB-SOIL PLOUGHING.

Among the still-active caterers for the benefit

of an improving farming interest, we are happy

to continue the acquaintance, in the present num-
ber of the Essex Transactions, of our old friend,

J. VV. Proctor, Esq. of Danvers: this gentleman

at first gave a taste for Essex Agriculture, some
eight years ago, by sending us the series of an-

ual pamphlets as far as they were then publish-

ed. He, as chairman of the committee on sub-

soil ploughing, this year remarks:

—

We could readily select from English publi-
cations what is there said in relation to subsoil
ploughing, where it seems to be deemed almost
indispensable to improved cultivation ; hut this

is not the kind of information sought in our re-

ports. We want the actual results on our own
soil. We want our practical farmers, so far to

try the experiment themselves, as to determine
whether or not it will be for their advantage to

continue the use of this instrument. This has
not yet been done by the farmers of Essex.—
Their sub-soil, ploughs, like their go-to-meetina-

clothes, are kept fur special occasions. They are
not yet naturalized. They have not yet secured
the entire confidence of their owners. There is

a jealousy respecting them. There is an appre-
hension, that the material which is started by the
deep penetration, is not altogether well adapted to

the growth of plants.

"We have solicited and urged experiments on
this subject; but with nieagr; practical results.
We scarcely know the individual in the county,
who has sub-soiled half a dozen acres in a year.
We have many farmers who have hundreds of
acres well adapted to this operation, but they are
slow to apply it. And even ihose who have done
something at it, have not so matured their labors,
as to be ready and willing to speak of them."

Mr. Proctor mentions as "among those who
have proved their faith by their works " in this

matter, none are more conspicuous than E. Phin-
ney, Esq., of Lexington, whose views in relation

to it were given in the Transactions of 1841.

Mr. Proctor is entitled to our thanks for bringing
out Mr. Phinney again upon this subject in the

following letter:

Lowell, Sept. 24, 1847.

Dear Sir:—The opinions which I expressed
to you some years ago on the effect of sub-
soiling, 1 have had no reasons to change. Every
experiment 1 have made has invariably strength-
ened my convictions of the great utility of"ihe

years since the first introduction of this impor-
tant implement in English husbandry, and I now
recollect no instance of the expression of a doubt
of the advantages to be derived from its use ; so
far from this, it is not uncommon at this time, in

that country, for landlords to expend six or seven
thousand dollars in sub-soiling a single farm

;

and tenants are not unwilling to pay an increased
rent, equal to the interest on the outlay. In that
country not only soils too dry, but those too wet
are considered as benefitted by this process.
When there is a deficiency of moisture, it gives
the roots of the plant the means of penetrating
deeper in search of moisture: when there is a

redundancy, it is believed to furnish a means of
absorbing or drawing off the excess of moisture,

j

1 readily grant that tiie effect produced hy the
use of the sub-soil plough on soils of different'
textures, may vary. On a stiff clay, and particu- !

larly one that is very moist, the effect is less per- I

manent. The tendency of the several parts in a
soil of this character to re-unite, is so strong, and
the effect of sub-soiling of so short duration, I

will allow it may be of doubtful expediency.
I>ut in our hard Xew England soils, with our

hot New England summers, so subject to severe
droughts, at a season when our crops, particular-
ly what are called our root crops, require the
greatest supply of moisture, there cannot be, it

would seem to me, a doubt, among farmers of a
reflecting mind, as to the great benefits to their
crops of the use of the sub-soil plough. It fur-
nishes in my opinion an almost sure and certain
means of counteracting the injurious effects of
our sometimes severe droughts. The reasons
would seem too obvious to need recital. The
deep trench opened by the sub-soil plough forms
a receptacle for the surplus water that foils upon
the surface at one season of the year, when it is

retained to supply the deficiency at another. The
"under crust" which is formed in long cultiva-
ted fields, at the depth from the surface at which
it has usually been ploughed, has in most soils
become as impenetrable by roots or plants, as the
highway which has been travelled over, for a like
number of years. The increase of crops in con-
sequence of sub-soiling has never with me been
less than twenty-five per cent. The supply of
rains for the present season has been so abun-
dant that the difference in the yield upon lands
sub-soiled and those not sub-soiled, could not be
supposed to be so great on grounds naturally
dry, as in some of the past dry seasons: and yet
on a dry loomy soil, with a hard gravelly sub-
soil, one part of which was suhsoiled and the
other not, planted with the chenango potato, 1

have recently gathered four bushels from each of
the sub-soiled rows, while from the rows not
sub-soiled, planted side by side, and cultured and
inanuered, in other respects, precisely similar to

the sub-soiled rows, 1 have taken but three bush-
els. There is a difference of twenty-five per
cent, in quantity, and such was the improved
quality and appearance of those on the sub-
soiled part of the field, that they actually sold in

tiie market for twenty-five per cent, more than
the others.

I could adduce numerous instances, in this and
other countries, to show the unquestionable re-

sult of sub-soiling, but I consider the question
too well settled to admit of doubt. I should as
soon think of producing evidence that the light

of the sun was necessary to bring forward and
Hint ure the fruits of the earth.

With great respect, J am dear sir,

Your obedient servant.

E. PHINNEY.
To J. W. Proctor, Esq.

Besides the letter of Mr. Phinney, Mr. Proctor

presents the following letter from a new experi-

menter, like ourselves, which goes to confirm

our experience thus far:

IVesl .Yewbury. ,\'ov. lG/7i, 1847.

Mr Dear Sir:—You inquire for aiy experi-
ence in sub-soil ploughing, which is but small,
and the little 1 have is without those nice and
accurate observations necessary to speak with
entire confidence on the subject. Some of the
land on Pipe Stave Hill, has a very hard sub-
soil, composed of clay, gravel and small stones.

1 purchased a plough of Buggies, Nourso it Ma-
son I LVri vnai-fl mm .iti.t 1, ..-.:> ncad it .. -.11 inv

follow the sward plough with the sub-soil, both
of which stirs the earth twenty incites, leaving
the land much lighter, and much easier worked
and cultivated alter tin: ploughing. The labor of
ploughing I consider double. One fact is settled

with me from my small experience, which is,

that I have a full compensation for the extra la-

bor of ploughing, in the saving of labor in after

cultivation, if planted with corn or potatoes, the
land being much lighter for sub-soiling, barrows
better, and the planting and of course the hoeing
is much easier. I appropriated this season an
acre of land for a more careful experiment : sub-
soiled one-half, manured and otherwise cultiva-

ted alike, 1 was fully satisfied of the fact above
stated. The crop of potatoes was a failure from
disease, therefore I could not judge of the pro-
duce, whether increased by sub soiling, or nor.

I shall continue to use my sub-soil plough on
this hard pan, notwithstanding the opinion of
some, that the earth soon becomes more com-
pact from being stirred. I judge it will be lighter

for one season at least, and of course give the
roots a better chance to extend. On light land

1 have tried sub-soiling but do not see much
benefit in any way. I use my plough with great
saving of labor in my garden, and in laud de-
signed for tap roots. • i shall endeavor to make
more careful observations in future cultivation

and may soon have an opportunity to judge of its

effects on the grass crop, as some of my land
sub-soiled is now sowed down to grass.

Yours, very truly,

DEAN BOBINSOX.
To J. W. Proctor, Esq.

The early readers of the Visitor will not have

lost their recollection of the gentleman who has

presented his testimony in favor of sub-soil

ploughing. We once, from hasty memory, after

rapidly passing over his farm at Lexington, de-

scribed bis improvements. That visit was about

seven years ago. Col. Phinney, although actively

engaged in a laborious office which calls him
nearly every day at a distance from his home and

his family, is not less enthusiastic and confident

in his agricultural experiments titan lie was years

gone by. From bis position it has not been pos-

sible that, like other gentlemen of easy life, he

should overlook his work daily in person: he

has not even had the privilige of the common
farmer—laboring with his own hands—of con-

fining his cares to the business before him at

home. Called off after breakfast to ride ten

miles and more to his office at East Cambridge,

or to courts in the county still farther distant, he

has been obliged to plan his work before light in

the morning, and go over bis ground with a lan-

tern after night fill. In a good old age, his ex-

ertion and labor front the additional exercise up-

on his farm, give him an activity of limbs and a

healthiness of face enjoyed by few public men
of his age.

In company with a friend, we visited Colonel

Phinney upon the morning of an open day last

fall, when we might chance to meet him at home.

His farm, long the residence of the very aged

father who had deceased since we had paid the

former visit, is principally made up id' that ridge

of originally rock-bound knolls, surrounding

sometimes peat meadows and low rocky grounds,

which is to he found seven and ten miles out of

Boston. Patience and perseverance, with the

application of what the hard-workers used to call

"elbow grease," were indi.~pens.ibh; to prepare

such a soil for the reception of the plough.

The underground labor which Col. Phinney

has caused lo be done upon this farm can be re-

alized only by those who knew what it was.

Since our former visit, the cultivation of a hard-

faced hill side had been extended to its top in the

addition of about ten acres: and these ten new
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very rock, \v;is rile \\ itli flourishing voting pencil

trees, and with the remnants of cantelopes, mel-

ons and squashes from which, each market day

had already carried away cart-loads. Tlie apple

orchard producing its hundreds ami even its

thousand barrels in a year, had expanded almost

to a forest covering, hut yet not so shutting out

sun and heat ns to prevent the annual crops of

grass, grain or vegetables. Both the ledgy or

pebbled bill on the one band, ami the peat mo-

rass on the other, bad been made to turn out

each its wonderful production. The muck was

taken from the low meadow in opening ditches,

and its place was filled with the thousands of

loads of stones, which were covered below the

reach of the plough. In ibis way, the one bad

been converted into deep soil by a lower reach

of the plough at every new attempt, and the

other was better prepared for another crop by

the lightening surface produced from every new
drainage. With the rank crops upon the one,

and the. deep vegetable mould upon the other, a

new visitor would scarcely dream what this land

had been. This farm of Col. Pbinney not only

furnishes its almost daily tons for the market,

but its hay, grain and roots raised for consump-

tion at home are immense. Where the land

does not already produce, steps are taken even

in an extended perspective, to make the earth

yield all it is capable. lie has made extensive

under-drains in those parts of bis mowing
grounds where the standing water had injured

or destroyed the crop ; and his increased crops

of bay have already refunded the out-lay.

The old mansion where he and his fathers re-

sided for many years, one day near haying time,

last summer, (the fire catching from the wind in

the back part, where bis men bad been won I to

cook food for swine,) had been burnt to the

ground: with great difficulty was the fire kept

under so as to prevent the conflagration of his

main barn and extensive out-houses. The family

was thus deprived of their usual place of shelter

and rest; and we found them occupying the

one-half of the nearest common farm house,

whose owner bad generously divided with him

the only convenient place, enabling him to carry

forward the business of the farm in the most

busy season. Col. P. had staked out the ground

for the erection of n new house ; and this upon

an eminence looking sixty and eighty miles into

the country, to the mountains of our own Granite

State, the Monadnock and the Kearsarge.

Col. Pbinney has had under charge the Ayr-

shire breeders, imported a few years since by

the Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society, for the benefit of the people of the old

commonwealth. The progeny did credit to both

the male and female parents of the family. The
Ayrshires are of the most handsome and splen-

did cattle, not so much for their size as for their

remarkably beautiful coler and proportions. The
calves of the present season wer . valued and

selling at the price of one hundred dollars each.

From the benevolent wish of seeing improve-

ment go on does this gentleman pursue with

zeal the calling which must put him to great

personal labor and inconvenience. A distin-

guished cotemporary of Col. P. (Cen. H. A. S.

Dearborn, of Roxbury, himself an amateur,) said

of him in a letter which we have seen—"There

is no man in the commonwealth whom I hold in

higher estimation from the great services he hn

s

rendered to all the departments of rural indus-

try."

Col. Pbinney was the first practical man of

our acquaintance to try the benefit of sub-soiling.

The hardness of his grounds prevented the use

of the first constructed cast iron sub-soil plough :

he constructed one with three iron pins or bolts,

running into the ground like the tooth of a har-

row. This stirred the hard pan, bringing up

rocks and pebbles. He was satisfied at once

with the principle ; and we are glad to see him,

up to this lime, ready to reiterate his first con-

victions of the great utility of the sub-soil

plough.

In this country, it may he affirmed, that sub-

soil ploughing has yet been only superficially

tried. The expenditures in England for this

method of improving land are often much great-

er than the original value of the land itself: no

capital was or can be better invested than in

these great out-lays. Under-draining is consid-

ered an indispensable prerequisite to the general

use of the sub-soil plough. Tenacious and hard

and heavy soils, by deep under-drains, are

brought into permanent lively action by the use

of the sub-soil plough. The drains are covered

and so constructed as to convey away the super-

abundant water which drowns out the ground

where it is only stirred upon a superficial sur-

face. Not only are drains made at suitable dis-

tances, but the sub-soil as well as surface is

cleared of rocks to a considerable depth: wet

lands are made dry by this process. The work
of a hundred years is done by the perfect con-

struction of the drains. Manures upon land

thus prepared have all their effect. Col. Pbin-

ney, in pursuing a similar principle in his low

peat meadows, has made land which be values

at the rate of five hundred dollars to the acre.

Instead of the tile draining in a hard sub-soil,

his drainage of the meadow has been the dispo-

sition under the surf ice of thousands of loads of

rocks gathered from the adjacent highlands as

they are brought up by the deeper ploughing.

This mode of under-draining swamp lands is

becoming more frequent in many of the interior

towns of New England : the improvement

should always commence by cutting off the cold

springs where the low meadows connect with

the upland. We cannot doubt that the time is

not distant when farmers will make it their busi-

ness to improve their heavy clay and bard pan

lands by conducting away the water under

ground, and afterwards' cultivating with the

plough, at least double the depth of the former

practiee.

Our land under the plough is all of the kind

that needs no under-draining: ivc are using the

subsoil plough, and stirring our plough-lands to

the depth offull sixteen inches where the bottom is

gravel or sand. The effect of sub-soil ploughing,

thus far, on our lightest grounds, has been gene-

rally to increase their strength and capacity.

Corn and potatoes stand well against drought

after such deep stirring.

CULTIVATION OF THE OtflOiV.

The Essex Transactions this year contain in-

teresting matter in relation to the. cultivation of the

Onion in the town of Danvers. That vegetable,

the most healthy of the common kinds for table

use, may he made an article of export from the

New England States to almost an unlimited ex-

tent. The demand for it will be increased by

the increase of production. At the price of one
dollar per barrel, of two and a half bushels, it is

confidently slated by practical men, that one

acre of onions may be made to produce a clear

profit of one hundred dollars. Mr. John Peaslee

avers that his new machine will hoe an acre a

day with a single hand. The ground carefully

prepared, the weeds may he kept under, and
onions in quantities may be raised cheaper than
so ninny bushels of potatoes. The produce per

acre of well prepared land, is four and five hun-

dred bushels: J\lr. Daniel Oshorn, of Danvers,
raised from one acre and thirty-two rods of land,

eight hundred and twenty bushels !

We do not doubt that further in the country

and to the noi th of Danvers, the same kind of

land with the same stimulated manures, will

produce great crops of onions. Farmers and
gardeners lose much of their labor for the want
of the necessary stimulants in their due propor-

tion. Stable manure, the best of stimulants, is

good for every kind of land ; hut there are other

stimulants acting in union that will give stable

manure much greater and more durable effect.

The mineral manures brought into action by

deeper ploughing and continued stirring and
mixing of the lower and upper surface, contri-

bute grently to the life of the crop : they prevent

blight and mildews. Perhaps this process is more
necessary for other than onion crops. They re-

ceive their aliment near the surface ; but deep

ploughing for a first preparation cannot injure

even the onion crop.

As a practical observer in the growing of the

onion crop, Mr. Proctor is well qualified to give

instruction ; and we copy with great gratifica-

tion from the Essex Transactions, the entire es-

say, for which he received the Society's premium
of ten dollars:

An Essay on the Cultivation of the Onion, by John

W. Proctor— October, 1847.

The culture of onions has increased so much,
within a few years, in this vicinity, that it has
become one of the staple products of the county.
In the town of Danvers, more money is realized
from the sale of the onion, than any other pro-
duct of the soil. Products of so much value,

and commanding so much attention, are fit sub-
jects of inquiry ; and if there he any facts relat-

ing to their cultivation not generally known, it

may be useful to have them brought forward.
In making these inquiries, our attention has

been directed almost entirely to practical culti-

vators, without reference to scientific treatises.

Our intention being to tell their story, as near as
possible, in their own way.
We shall treat of the subject in the following

order.
1. The preparation of the land.

2. The manure best adapted to promote the
growth.

3. The raising and planting of the seed.

4. The care necessary to he applied while
growing.

5. The blights and injuries to which the crop
may he liable.

(i. The time and manner of harvesting.

1. As to the preparation of the land.

Differing from most other crops, the onion
grows well, on the same land for an indefinite

number of years. Instances of continued ap-
propriation of the same pieces of land to the
growing of onions, for ten, fifteen, twenty, and
even thirty years have come to our knowledge.
It is the opinion of many that the crop is better,

after the land has been thus used a few years,

than at first. Whether this arises from any in-

fluence of the crop upon the soil, or is the effect

of continued dressing of manures, we have no
menus of determining. This is certain—that the

qualities of the soil necessary for the production

of good crops are not exhausted by continued
cultivation.

Rarely, if ever, have we known the onion
sowed upon the turf when first turned over. It

is usual to subdue and pulverize the soil, l>_\ the

cultivation of corn, or some other crop. Not
unbequently the first year with corn, the second
with carrots, and afterwards with onions. It is

important, before the seed is sown, that the sur-
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face be mellow, finely pulverized, and clear of

stones or oilier impediments, to tlie free and un-

obstructed use of the machine for this purpose.

The finer and more uniformly mellow the surface

is made, the better. Shallow ploughing, say

from four to six inches deep, is usually practised.

Once ploughing only in the spring, and frequent

hanrowings, are practised. Before the ploughing,

the dressing is usually spread upon the surlace

of the field, so as to be covered, or intermixed

in the furrow. The mingling and subdivision of

it, is* effected by the use of the harrow.

Whether it would not be advantageous occa-

sionally to stir the land to the full depth of the

soil, is a point on which there is a difference of

opinion ; most of the cultivators inclining to the

use of shallow ploughing only. There are some

facts tending to show, that occasional deep stir-

ring of the soil, does no barm to the onion crop,

but on the contrary is decidedly beneficial. As
for instance, onions do better where carrots have

grown the year preceding, than after any other

crop. The carrot necessarily starts the soil to

the depth of ten or twelve inches. Possibly

there may be some other influence upon the soil

from the plant itself. Our belief is, that the

thorough and deep stirring of it, is the principal

preparatory benefit.

2. The manure best adapted to promote the

growth.
Any strong manure, well rotted and finely

subdivided will answer. But the general im-

pression seems to be, that manure from stables,

where the horses are freely fed with grain, is the

best; and that it should be at least one year old,

because it will not be sufficiently rotten in a less

time. All agree that the dressing for the land

should be kept near the surface, well mixed, and

as fine as possible. Though we have seen the

present year, a very superior growth of onions,

where green manure from the barn-yard was ap-

plied in the spring; but particular pains were
taken to subdivide and intermingle it with the

soil ; and to bush-harrow the land so thoroughly,

that very little of the manure was exposed upon
the surface.

Muscle-bed is frequently used upon onion

land. A portion of this is deemed by some al-

most indispensable, We have known the con-

tinued use for half a dozen years in succession,

even without other manures, with a continuation

of fair crops; but the general impression is, that

it'will not do to repeat the application of muscle-

bed many years in succession. The effect being

to harden the land, and make too much ot'a crust

about the surface. Without question the effect

of the muscle-bed is congenial to the growth of

the onion, giving those who live in the vicinity

of rivers where it is found, a special advantage

over those who are remote from it.

Leached ashes are also a valuable manure in

the cultivation of the onion ; more so when
leached than before. All kinds of ashes are ad-

vantageously applied on onion laud.

Compost manure made of meadow mud and

droppings from the cattle, we have known ad-

vantageously applied on onion fields; but we
have many doubts as to this being the best ap-

plication of this kind of manure. A more lively

ami quickly operating manure is.better for the

onion ; one that will give them all early start,

and advance them as fast at possible, in the first

part of the season. The utmost vigilance»ayd

activity is used by our cultivators in getting their

land ready, at an early period of the season, for

the reception of the seed. It is the first field la-

bor of the spring. The use of compost manure
will depend much upon the constituents of the

soil with which it is mixed. If the soil be a

sandy loam, with a porous sub-soil, the compost
will do tolerably well; but if it be a black soil,

with a clayey subsoil, such as are most of the

lands where onions are raised in this vicinity,

stable manure, or muscle-bed, or leached ashes,

or a mixture of these, will be a better applica-

tion. The quantity ordinarily applied annually,

is from four to five cords to the acre. Whatever
is applied, should be generously applied. It will

be vain to expect full crops of onions, without

full manuring'. When the manure is collected.

it is benefitted much by a free application of
elbow grease in its preparation. The cultivator

of the onion must work early and late, and in

good earnest. Nothing short of forcible and

yhopersevering labor will answer, INo man w
afraid of soiling his hands or the knees of his

trowsers will do to engage in this business.

Close work at the proper time, is the only sure

guarantee of a good crop.

3. The raising and planting of the seed.

In relation to the onion, as well as all other

vegetables, much care is necessary in the selec-

tion of the plants for seed, and the cultivation of

the seed. By the application of this care, the

character of the article raised may be modified,

almost at pleasure; Until within a few years,

the flat onion, hollow about the stem, has been

preferred. The thinner the handsomer. But it

is now understood that the round, thick, plump
onion is preferable in many respects. It is

thought to yield better, and weigh heavier. It is

found to have ti decided preference in the mar-

ket, commanding ten per cent, more in price.—
By selecting those of most desirable form, which

ripen the earliest, and carefully setting them for

seed, where they will not be exposed to the im-

pregnation of the baser sorts, the quality has been

materially changed and improved. These pecu-

liarities in the onion were first noticed in this

vicinity by Mr. Daniel Buxton, lie was careful

to select in the field before the crop was gather-

ed, such onions as he preferred, and lo preserve

them for seed.

By so doing, the seed which he raised soon

acquired a character superior to any other.

—

Many of those who had been accustomed to

raise their own seed in the ordinary way, laid it

aside, and purchased seed raised by Mr. Buxton,

and found their account in so doing. There are

three varieties of the onion raised in this vicini-

ty. The Silver-skin, the Red, and the White

onion. The Silver-skin is the predominant spe-

cies, and more cultivated than all others. The Red
is preferred by some,—sells better in some foreign

markets, but "does not yield so abundantly. The
White onion yields as well as either of the oth-

ers, is milder and preferable for immediate use
;

it will not keep as well, and is not fit for expor-

tation ; which is the principal use made of our

onions.

The common drill machine is used for the

distribution of the seed. This admits of regu-

lation, so as to scatter it more or less thick ; and

in this there is room for the application of sound
judgment. The usual quantity sown is about

three pounds to an acre. As a general rule, we
should say, one pound of good seed was the

proper quantity for a quarter of ;m acre of land

of goorl quality well prepared. It is desirable to

have the seed planted as thick as they will grow
fairly, both to secure a full crop, and prevent the

onion growing too large. Onions from one to

two inches in diameter being preferred to those

of a larger size. The skilful cultivator carefully

looks after all these little incidents relating to his

crop.

4. died uhiltThe cure necessary to be

growing.
flinch of the success of the crop depends on

this caie. At first the plant is extremely tender,

and requires to be handled with much caution.

Any derangement of the fibres or roots of the

young plant, is attended with prejudicial conse-

quences'", flinch attention is necessary lo prevent

weeds gaining the ascendancy ; and in eradicat-

ing the weeds. Want of due care in this is often

the cause of failure of a crop. We have known
the present season, a highly promising crop to be

injured twenty per cent, at least, by permitting

the weeds to remain unnoticed one week too

long. This is especially true when there has

been a want of clue rare in preventing the scat-

tering of the seeds of the weeds on the land in

the years preceding. Care should be taken, both

that no weeds shall ripen their seed upon the

land, and that no weed mivti shall be found in the

manure. In this respect warm stable manure,
muscle-bed and ashes have a <\<i\d<;t] superiority

over all oilier manures. Perhaps there is no

plant more liable lo be injured by weeds than

the onion. The fibres it sends out are very nu-

merous, minute, and tender; any fracture of any

of these necessarily impairs ihe perfection of the

plant. When the land is in proper condition,

two careful weedings are all that may be neces-

sary. The rest of the stirring of the ground that

may be required lo promote the growth, can he

done with the onion hoe ; an instrument special-

ly constructed for the purpose, moving on

wheels, and adapted to the width of the rows
This hoe was invented by Mr. Joseph Bushhy of
Danvers, an intelligent and successful cultivator

of garden vegetables, about twenty-five years
ince; and was used by himself and neighbors

only for about ten years. It has now come into

general use, and saves much of back-aching
labor. The usual distance between the rows is

fourteen inches. This can be varied according
to the quality and condition of the soil. Keep-
ing the ground well stirred, loose anil free of
weeds, greatly facilitates the bottoming of the

onion. There is no plant that will better reward
diligent care in the cultivation. The entire dif-

ference between a bountiful crop, and no crop at

all, often depends on this. The old maxim, " a

stitch in time saves nine "applies with great
force in raising onions.

5. The blights and injuries to which the crop
may be subject.

"^

So Kir as we have observed, ihis crop is ascer-
tain as any other that is cultivated. We know
that onions will not grow without a reasonable
proportion of heat and moisture ; but we have
rarely, if ever known, an entire failure of the

crop, where due diligence has been used. There
are occasionally blights, the causes of which we
have not learned. The more prominent will be
noticed.

Sometimes we have seen the plant covered
with a small insect or louse, that gives the top a

white or light colored aspect, and stops and stints

the growth. These make their appearance about
the lime the bottoming commences. We have
heard their appearance charged to the use of
muscle-bed,— but whether they are limited to

laud on which muscle-bed has been used, we
cannot say. We think not. We think they are

natural associates of the plant. The effect of them
is lo diminish the quantity, but not to materially

injure the quality of the vegetable.

The crop is sometimes injured by a blue

mould that gathers on the tops, occasioned by
fogs, or an excess of moisture from frequent and
long continued rains.

There is a worm or maggot, occasionally found
upon the onion plant, in the early stages of its

growth, causing it to turn yellow and die. This
insect will be found in the bulb, originating from
eggs laid upon the leaves, by a small ash colored

fly, the scientific name of which is said to be

Anlhomtjin ceparum. It comes to maturity in less

than a month ; so that there may be several gen-
erations in the course of the season. Their ap-
pearance in this vicinity is rare. Pulverized
charcoal and fire have been found the most ef-

fectual remedies against the ravages of this class

of depredators.

The most annoying enemy of the onion is the

cut-worm, or grub-worm. It probably is the

same described by Dr. Harris, in his Report on
the Insects of Massachusetts, injurious to vege-

tation, page 324, there called ",/groiis devastator."

And in the 1st vol. of Silliman's Journal of Sci-

ence, " PhrtlaiHt noclua devastator;'' though Dr.

Harris does not mention ihe onion as among the

plants upon which it feeds; probably consider-

ing it, like tobacco, as ioo noisome lo be used by
any decently civilized being. They are said " to

seek their food in the night, or in cloudy weather,

and retire before sunrise into ihe ground, or be-

neath stones or any substance which can shelter

them from the rays of [lie sun ; here they re-

main coiled up during the day, except while de-

vouring their food, which they drag into their

places of concealment.'' The remedy for these

worms, suggested by our cultivators, corresponds
nearly with that proposed by Mr. Foote of Berk-
shire, "to catch them and pull their teeth out."

This being effectually done to all, their opera-

lions will be of a limited character. When this

is omitted, we have sometimes known whole
fields almost entirely cut down by these rapacious

devourers. They sweep clean where they go,

not suffering even the weeds or .any other herb-

age to flourish. They are more frequently found

on old ground than on new; and particularly

where the ground has been covered during the

winter with chick-weed or other vegetable sub-

stance, on which the eggs from which they origi-

nate may have been deposited. Hence a benefit

of clearing the ground of all vegetable matter or

other obstructions, in the autumn after the crop

is gathered. This clearing also facilitates the

early planting in the spring. Autumnal plough-
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;, as it exposes the soil more fullv to the notion

the frost, and disarranges all abodes for the

titer made by insects, may have a tendency to

ninish their number.
fi. The time ami manner of barvesting.

When the tops begin to wither and fall, then

is usual to start the onions from their bed and

row them together in rows, say eight or ten

awing iows into one. After they have lain

js about one week, they are stirred and turned

th a rake, and in about one week more, when
ground is dry and the weather fair, I hey are

thered up by carl-loads and taken to the barn.

ire they are sorted and cleared of refuse leaves,

d then they are in a condition to be bunched
barreled.

It should be remarked, that a large part of the

lor of weeding, gathering and sorting the

ion can lie performed by children from ten to

[teen years of age. Boys of ibis age, when
operly instructed, will do about as much as

3ii. They are more uiinlile and call come at

b work with greater facility. The sorting of

s onion is frequently done by girls as well as

boys. From three to live dollars a week, at

". cent a basket, are usually earned by them
ring the period of harvesting—which includes

e months of September and October. After

B crop is taken o(F, if the surface is sloping, it

useful to plough furrows about one rod apart,

keep the surface from washing. Unless this

done, all the herbage being gone, much of the

il will he likely to he misplaced, by the melt-
'• snows and running of water in the spring.

The inquiry arises, whether the growth of the

ion is limited to soils of particular character,

whether it can be cultivated upon any good
il, with proper attention. We know that there

a popular impression, that there are but few

aces in which the onion can be cultivated ad-

utageously. So far as our own observation

is extended, this impression is in a great mea-
re erroneous. Like every other plant, the

lion grows best on very good soils, in very

iod condition. But we have known very fair

ops on plain, light land, after the same was
ell saturated with manure, uiuscle-hed or ashes,

good substratum must be laid before a good
op can be expected; and this being done, a

op may be expected on almost any soil that

ill support other vegetables.

If we were asked what course is best to be

irsued with land on which onions have never
•en raised, to bring il into a condition for a sue

ssful cultivation of the crop, we should say

—

gin by ploughing to the full depth of the nti-

itive soil, and during the first and second years,

oroughly subdue ami mellow the soil by the

iltivalion of crops of corn and carrots, and Wi-

lli dressings of manure; then thoroughly in-

irporate. with the soil a dressing of strong uia-

ire, and muscle-bed, just covering this dress-

g; then harrow the surface thoroughly, and
ear it of all roots, weed- or other obstructions;

en apply a coaling of lively, well rotted ma-
in; to [he surface and hush-harrow it; and
en it will he in a condition to receive the seed,

bich is to he inserted us soon as the opening
the spring will admit of its being done.

We are aware that we make the raising of the

lion dependant upon severe labor and vigilant

lenliou. We know that it cannot be success-

lly done without these. But it is not labor

st. No cultivation, within our observation,

stter re-pays for the labor and incidental e\-

•nses. We have known, tin; present season,

•res I ! i 1 1 hava; yielded their owners a net in-

line of more than two hundred dollars: and
e know that a man with two boys, can well at-

iid to halt' a dozen acres of such cultivation.

H rely, when as at present, there is no limit to

ie demand for the article, and a ready cash

larket, those who have acres and are willing to

hor, need not be in want of a fair compensa
on for their labor.

As samples of the present year's produce in

ie town of Danvers, «ve state the following that

live come under our notice:

John Peaslee, 3 acres. 1DS0 bushels.

Daniel Oaliorn & Son, 115 " 870 "

James P. King, 1 1-3 " < if JO "

Aaron C. Proctor, 1 1-4 " <!00 "

E. & D Buxton, (I l-'2 " 2750
Henry Bnshhy, 4 " 2000
Joseph Bushbv, :i

li 1500 "

Yielding an average of more than 500 bushels to

the acre.

CULTIVATION OK FOREST TREES.

By the revised statutes of Massachusetts, it is

provided, that " Every agricultural society which
shall receive the bounty of the State, shall oiler,

annually, such premiums mid encouragement, for

the raising and preserving of oaks, and other
forest trees, as to them shall seem proper, and
best adapted to perpetuate, within the State, an
adequate supply of ship timber."

Prompted by this statute provision, as well as

by the generous donation of Richard S. Kay, Esq.,
on the same subject, herewith published, we wish
re liewed ly to call the attention of the farmers of
the county, to this interesting subject. In some
of the early numbers of the Society's publica-

tions, will be found useful instruction on this

subject, from the pen of Mr. Pickering, who was
always full to overflowing wiih all kinds of use-

ful instruction. But as these numbers may not
be readily at command, we have solicited from
several gentlemen best able to instruct, such re-

marks as seemed to them most appropriate ; and
have been favored with full and interesting re-

plies :

Linmcre, Sept. 25M, 1847.

Dear Sir :— I regret that my engagements
elsewhere, prevents my attending the Agricul-
tural Fair on the twenty-ninth at Lynn. I wish
through you to propose a prize, to be offered by
the association under their rules, of one hundred
dollars, the money to be furnished bv me, for the
best plantation of oaks of not less than one acre;
the prevailing species lo consist of the white and
the black or yellow oak, to be grown from the
acorn planted this autumn or in the spring, on
land not now under tillage or in mowing.

—

The prize to be awarded in 1852, and the money
in the meantime to be placed at interest for the

benefit of the successful competitor. Notice to

he given by each person intending to compete
for the prize, stating the locality of the land, I hat

it may be viewed and registered.

I name a small sum, and a small piece, of land,

in order lo bring it within reach of every farm-
er's son whose lather has—and what farmer has
not?— an acre of idle and unprofitable land. It

will require no great expenditure of time, and no
money to enable any person to plant out an acre,

and the advantage to the person so doing, would
far exceeil ihe labor bestowed, even if an unsuc-
cessful competitor. Should there he ten or more
entries for this year, I pledge myself to renew the

prize for the next ten years, upon the same terms.
With much regard,

Very truly \onrs,

RICHARD S. FAY.
P. S. I had intended to furnish some rules to

be observed in making oak plantations, but they

are so conflicting as laid down by different plant-

ers, that I have concluded it will be best for eve-

ry one to follow out their own ideas upon the

subject, referring them however lo Emerson on
Trees, Shrubs, &.<;., for some rules extracted from
London's great work. I cannot help cautioning
against planting the aeorn too deep; an inch in

depth is enough for any of our native acorns.

R. S. F.

To B. T. Reed, Esq.

Boslon, Nov. 0/h, 1847.

Dear Sir:—It gives me great pleasure to learn,

from your favor of the third, that an interest has
begun to be felt in the cultivation of the best of

our forest trees. Mr. Fay is taking the right

course to foster and stimulate a taste for cultiva-

tion. Many persons would he glad to attempt
cultivation if they could afford the expense ;

and the prospect of gaining the premium, will

he sufficient to induce them to make the attempt.

He has also, I think wisely, proposed the premi-
ums in terms so general as to leave the shaping
the particular conditions to practical agricultur-

ists.

I am sorry that my want of experience in ag-

riculture will prevent me from giving any sug-

gestions of practical value.

There are two distinct objects to lie regarded
in the cultivation of forest trees

—

their pecuniary
value as fuel and timber, and their use as orna-

ments, screens and shades. The cultivation in
the two cases must be quite different. Yet I

suppose the fust steps must ill all eases be the
same. In our hard and barren. soil, the land on
which the seed was sown, or the young trees
planted, must, for many years, be cultivated,
while the plants are growing, in order that they
may make any show at all even in twenty years.
They will douhtless grow without cultivation, but
very slowly. If an open pasture or newly clear-
ed land should he taken, the process must be
very different in the two cages. In an old, open,
uncultivated pasture, the soil anil sub-soil are
usually very hard, presenting great obstacles to

the penetration of the roots. In this case, the
ground must be ploughed and sub-soil ploughed,
that it may be opened and loosened, to the depth
of two feet. After the acorns are sown, or the
trees planted, the plough can go only between
the rows, leaving Ihe sub-soil beneath the rows
unmoved. This shows the necessity of getting
the ground in proper condition before the opera-
tion of sowing or planting begins.
The best kin. Is of oak are those of the white

oak group, viz: the common white oak, the
swamp white oak— hoth of them common in Es-
sex county—the over-rnp oak anil the mossy-cup,
the latter to be found in Berkshire ; the stem-
fruited, and the vessile-fruited which grow read-
ily in our climate, and the chesnut oak, found
north and south of us, and the rocky mountain
oak, found in rocky hills, in several pans of Ihe
State. The wood of all these eight is of great
value, as fuel and for timber uses. The next
group is the red oak group, containing the black
or yellow-barked oak, the scarlet oak, ihe pin
oak, ami the two varieties of ihe red, called the
red and the grey. The black and the scarlet are
common in Essex county, and are valuable and
very beautiful. The pin oak is found farther
south, hut would I think, grow readily here. The
red oak is a rapid grower, and a beautiful liee,

but the least valuable of the oaks for fuel or tim-
h-r. There is one species of ihe live oak group,
I mean the willow oak, which grows so luxuri-
antly in the Slates but little south of this, that I

have no doubt that it would grow here.
The time for sowing the acorns is in the au-

tumn, immediately after they have fallen from the
tree. Il is vnry difliult to keep the acorns through
ihe winter, and il is necessary only, when they
are to he transporte I lo a distance.

' They should
be placed just below the surface. The plants
must for some years be kept free from weeds. I

suppose the most profitable way of doing this is

that practised in the peach-orchards in New
Jersey, which are for .-ome years covered wilb
crops of beans, potatoes, or something else suit-
able lo the soil.

The first acre, sown or planted as a nursery,
will hear plants enough for many acres of forest.

As they grow larger they may he* thinned out and
transplanted ; and when too large for that, inav
he gradually thinned for poles or for fuel. 1

suppose that either for ornament or for timber
forest, il would he a great advantage to continue
lo cultivate between the trees until thev cast so
deep a shade that nothing would profitably
grow.

If recently cleared forest land is to he restored
to forest, ploughing may be necessary, but proba-
bly not subsoil ploughing, as the roots will have
kept the ground open and porous by their own
penetration. The thing to he principally regard-
ed is the character of the prei ions growth. Land
ought not to he chosen which has already been
covered with oaks, unless tin' cultivator is will-
ing to f_<o to the expense of trenching to the
depth ol two or three feet, to bring lo the surface
unused, virgin soil.

It would he well to cultivate all the different
species, as different species are adapted to diffei -

eut situations: the swamp oak and Ssy-etlj) to
moist laud, the rock chesnut to dry, rooky bills,

the red to sandy, the white to clayey, the black
and the scarlet to hard and hungry .-oils.

Perhaps it would he well to interpret "oaks"
as including the oak family, and thus taking in

ihe heeeh and chesnut: the former for its beauty
as a tree near dwelling houses, the latter for its

great rapidity ol' growth, anil for its valule as
fencing and building stuff.

As the terms of the trrisi to the Agricultural
Society are so general, perhaps it would be well

to give an opportunity to those who wished to
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save time by forming plantations of trees already

pretty well crown. This seems to be desirable ;

as the growth of all forest trees, for tlie first few

years, is excessively slow, and as, with tlie same
expenditure, many times as many trees may be

raised in the nursery, as will be left to cover the

ground in a productive forest or for ornament.
It would seem very desirable to make experi-

ments upon creating forests in situations not sus-

ceptible of cultivation, as on the bills in Lynn
and in some other parts of Essex county. With
this purpose, the acorns may be deposited a-

mongst the bushes, or amongst the stones, slight-

ly covered, and in quantities sufficient to allow

for the depredations of squirrels and mice. The
principal item of expense in this case, would be

the fencing of the lot until the young trees should

have risen out of the reach of cattle and slieep.

1 have no doubt that many acres now worth very

little for pasture, and nothing for any other pur-

pose, might, in a few years, be restored to forest,

to the great increase of the value of the land and
to the shelter and ornament of the surrounding
country. The oaks best suited to this object are

those of the chesnut-oak division, particularly

the rock-chesnut oak, the white oak, and the

black and scarlet, the beech and the chesunt
would grow in this way, and, still better, the

birches. Pine and larches might be introduced

on the same ground which would have the effect

of protecting the oaks while young ; and, if the

oak-forest promise well, might, as it came on, be

cut down.
I know not that you will find these desultory

suggestions of any value. If they should he

thought so, it will give me pleasure to have con-
tributed, however humbly, to so excellent an
object. Respectfully yours,

GEORGE B. EMERSON.
To J. W. Proctor, Esq.

Pembroke, Dec. 2d, 1847.

Dear Sir :—On the subject of your inquiry, it

is not in my power to give so full information as

may be desired. My experience in the propaga-
tion of forest trees has been confined chiefly to

the pine and birch families, which are best

adapted to our soils. The oaks have been plant-

ed to a much more limited extent. Acorns
should be gathered about the middle of October,
and planted immediately—a few days drying will

often prevent them from ever vegetating. In

planting there should be a very light covering
with earth. It is believed to be best to plant on
hind recently ploughed, and some cultivation

among the young trees wdl greatly promote the

growth of them. A man in Bristol county, about
fifty years ago planted a field somewhat exhaust-

ed, with acorns; when the young trees were two
or three inches high, he ploughed and hoed as in

a field of Indian corn; the trees grew to the as-

tonishment of the whole neighborhood, and in

less than forty years were ripe for the axe.

—

About a century since there was an experiment
in this town in planting the white oak for ship

timber, the success of which ought to have en-

couraged frequent repetition. The grove "as in

cutting for timber thirty years since, and a man
between seventy and eighty years old, mid rue,

that in his boyhood he assisted ill planting those

trees. It is not to the existing generation, so

hopeless an undertaking, as some would repre-

sent it, to plant forest trees even those of slow
growth. I recollect measuring the circumference
of an oak tree in West Newbury, the acorn of
which was planted by Benjamin Poore, who is

yet comparatively a young man, and 1 think it

measured twenty-seven inches; it was a well
proportioned handsome tree ; had he planted at

the same time fifteen acres of similar soil, it

would have become before now an inexhaustible
wood-lot for the use of one family. The gentle-
man who has made the donation to your society,

possiblj may be regarded by some as an air-castle

builder, but if the association are faithful in car-

rying out hi-< virus, of which there is no doubt,
it will in less than thirty years appear that he has
hi en the efficient instrument in raising into the
air multitudes of beautiful and useful trees, anil

thus meeting what will ere long become a press-
ing want in the community.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

MORRILL ALLEN.

The Rev. Mr. Allen, in some former publica-

tion, had noticed the great gain ami addition he

had made to the value of his estate from the

growth of wood on partially unimproved lands.

The premium offered by Mr. Fay for cultivating

forest oaks, is commendable, and will have a sal-

utary effect upon the old county of Essex, to

whose limits the offer is confined, because the

oak is wanted in that locality especially for ship-

building. But further in the interior, and espe-

cially in New Hampshire, there is much land

where the growth of wood and timber is spon-

taneous—where trees come up and grow without

artificial planting and culture. The young trees

need only fencing to give them a rapid growth—
a growth nearly as great as under careful plant-

ing and cultivation. It happens too, in almost

every case, that the spontaneous trees are of the

valuable kinds. It would seem almost incredible,

that the white birch— the least valued wood in

former times—has become a most profitable

wood, because of the quicker growth. It is found

that this wood, with the proper precautions of

covering and drying, is highly valued for fuel,

especially to be used in stoves. Then we have

the white pine, grown into timber, to the value

of one hundred dollars the acre, in a term not ex-

ceeding forty years. The trees of the white

pines covering a plain in Concord, of no very

deep soil, grow to a tall height, straight and
clear as a mould candle, rising many feet in the

air: the sprouts coming from the ground, if un-

molested, are soon under way. Then again, we
have the hard pine, so much valued above all the

woods, for fuel to railway engines. The demand
for this kind of fuel sweeps off the growth of

hundreds of acres annually from the extended

plains along the rivers ; but the young trees

spring up again speedily: twenty years will give

upon the Concord pine plains a growth of twen-

ty-five to thirty cords of this hard pine wood to

the acre. The editor was this winter surprised

at the growth upon and near his own premises.

He wished to add to a valued clover pasture to

which he had converted pine plain lands, where
the wood hail been cut off, some ten acres scan-

tily covered with trees which had been left, too

small for wood, only three or four years since.

—

The scarcity and value of wood leads to econo-

mizing the wood even of small trees: he found

upon his ground 150 to 200 cords of wood where
be scarcely expected to gather twenty cords. A
neighbor cutting off about five*years since all the

good wood of a lot of some twenty acres, offered

the naked land then and since, at the price often

dollars an acre : it was better than common plain

laud clearer], because it was hardly half a mile

from the Concord free bridge. The owner found

no buyer at his price ; but he has again cut over

and found upon his laud two hundred cords of

pine wood, worth as many dollars standing-
worth nearly the price which, four years since,

he asked for the land.

With wood and timber at the present prices

and the prospect of increase, what has been

deemed refuse lands all along the interior of

New Hampshire, have become and are becoming
highly valuable. We have known lots purchased
and cleared, for their timber alone as of any
value, twenty-live and thirty years ago, growing
anew wood for both fuel and timber, now worth,

standing,from fifty to a hundred dollars to the acre.

Sad is the work which the demand for fuel and
timber is making with many acres of our forests;

but after all, we are inclined to the belief that

as they had thirty years ago. The destruction

has been great; but the growth of young trees

is much more rapid than every-day observers are

prepared to believe.

We will suppose a man has twenty-five acres

of forest to furnish his fuel, with a growth al-

ready standing of twenty-five cords to the acre'

increasing at the rate of one cord per acre annu-

ally. He supplies himself the first year with

twenty-five cords of wood, increasing upon

every succeeding acre one cord, until at last he

takes fifty cords from the last acre. When this

course is through, he is prepared to go again over

the ground, supplying himself forever with

twenty-five cords annually, and preserving his lot

as good as it was after the first course had been

completed. From experience, we find that cut-

ting over the ground clean is much better than to

select only the larger or less thrifty trees : you

may go over the whole ground, thinning out and

taking off the same quantity of wood, leaving the

lot much less valuable than the clearing of acres

entirely for the same quantity of wood.

Eight years ago, the town of Concord, contain-

ing fifty thousand acres, presented a growth of

wood and timber larger probably, than any other

town in New Hampshire: its extensive plains on

both sides of the Merrimack, which nearly di-

vides it running north and south, favored the

pine growth, while the ridgy grounds further

from the river, quickly promoting the growth of

hard wood in its natural state, made abundance

of that kind of fuel. For thirty years, although

the heaviest timber was taken away, the growth

had not much lessened. Since the railroad com-
municated with the towns below, the demand for

wood and timber has required a supply of at least

four for one, and has sensibly diminished our

forest growth. The dark plain on the east side

has been almost entirely denuded : old Rattle-

snake, with its appendages, is made bare at more
than one point: Oak Hill,on the east,looks towards

us with an enlarged margin to her face. If the

rage for cutting down continues, soon will we be

obliged to look elswhere for supplies of wood lot-

fuel, and limber for building purposes. Well
will it be for us to commence the planting of* the

oak, the maple and the ash: if let alone, the

plains will grow spontaneously the white and

hard pines, and these will arrive at the size (in-

most profitable use within the common age of

man.

Corn.
The Mississippi valley, which is capable of

producing such a great variety of" staples, also
yields an immense surplus of bread-stuffs, and
the increase each year is truly astonishing. No
climate or soil is better adapted to its culture
than that of the vast tract of country west of the
Alleghanies, and between the. 36th and 43d par-
allels of north latitude. The resources of this

region are as yet but partially known, as only a
fractional part has been cultivated. Thousands
upon thousands of acres of the richest land, in-

exhaustible in productiveness, have never known
the plough. Who can form an estimate of the
quantity of produce that will ere long be raised,

or the immense wealth that will flow into the
country, the result of its traffic with foreign na-
tions ? a
To demonstrate the great increase in the In-

dian corn trade of this city, we present the fol-

lowing table of the number of bushels received
by river at this point, for the past four years:

In 1^44, - - - 56.800
" 1845, - - - - 107,940
" 184(1, - - - 688,650
" 1847, - - - 1,083,646

Total, 1,937,036
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of the three previous years combined. Nothing

of ini| ortance has been dune in this article since

the month of October; Bales hemp in a small

w.-iv 19 millers and distiller*, at prices ranging

from 25 to 40c per bushel. We lave good rea-

son to believe that corn, .-is well as other articles

ui' breadstuffs, will not benr so high a price as

they did last year, and corn especially labors un-

der difficulties vv liieh others do not. '1'be ex-

treme high prices of last year, lias induced farm-

ers io enter largely into iis cultivation. Large

tracts of prairie land in Missouri, Iowa and Illi-

nois, which have previously been uncultivated,

and whole fields of winter-killed wheal have

been ploughed, and planted in corn, so that the

crop of this season will far exceed that of any

previous one. The foreign demand will, no

doubt, be only moderate, and prices must rule

low. As yet scarcely anything lias been done by

shippers. A lot of from 7 to 8000 bushels sold a

few days since, deliverable at a point below, at

22c, the purchaser to furnish sacks.— ,SV. Louis

Union.

The Mississippi valley, although capable of

yielding a supply of Indian corn sufficient to feed

the whole commercial world, need not of neces-

sity come into ruinous competition with corn-

growers even in New England. Surely we can

afford the greater expense of tillage and prepara-

tion, when the price of corn at our doors is three

and four limes as much as at the West. We
have every inducement to re-double our exertions

to raise not only all the grains for bread, but es-

pecially the vegetable growth, including the va-

rious roots, where we have a sure market near

us. The increased abundance growing out of

new cultivation at the West, indirectly encoura-

ges the agricultural production here. With the

proceeds of western agriculture sent abroad, are

the people of the Mississippi valley enabled to

take and consume, and pay for the manufactures

o! Xew England, whose operatives are fed from

the farms near their own doors: so that si shaie

of the money which goes to the West for her

agriculture, rinds its way in the end, to the

pockets of tie farmers of New England, as pay

for their surplus.

An Eminent Literary and Political Writer,
whose Biography has not yet been written.

To most of the actors upon the stage, the men

and the events of forty years ago, look back as

through n long vista: those who have passed

down in its whole length without scathe, may be

I as ancient, if not all honorable. More

fresh than the events of yesterday or of the laS(

year, are yet the impressions imprinted on the

voting experience of youthful adolescent e.

The position seven years in the office of the

only village newspaper printed in old Hillsbo-

rough, at the principal shire town in the county,

made the editor of the Visitor acquainted with as

many of the farmer population of that county as

any other person in the county ; and a stihse juent

residence of more than twenty years as editor of

another newspaper at the capital of the State,

near the borders of the same county, continued

there and made new acquaintance in other coun-

ties With most of the men living the better part

of their lives upon the soil which they had made

free by lighting the battles of the revolution.

Never was there a more estimable and excellent

population than New Hampshire has presented

in the time of our active life— no part of the

world has exhibited men of more intelligence,

purer or more high-minded patriots. As time

recedes towards our own "scar and yellovv leal,"

more grateful to us is the memory, more highly

do we prize the value of the men who lived for

their country in the "times that tried men's

souls."

Of the professional men—clergymen, lawyers

and physicians—who lived forty years ago in

Hillsborough, few only now remain : the most of

all their faces are familiar yet to our memory

—

not better could we mark in the mind's eye the

faces of John Stark, Moses Kelloy, Francis

Blood, Philip Putnam, Benjamin Pierce and

Robert Alcock, than we can those of Ebenezer

Chainpney, Thomas W. Thompson, J. K. Smith,

James Wilson the elder, Barucli Chase, John

Harris and David Everett, men of the bar in

Hillsborough, all now numbered with the dead.

William Gordon the elder, had died a few

months before Amherst opened to our youthful

acquaintance a new world in the Granite State
;

and to supply his place in a law business then done

in that country village, more extensive than any

town in the county can now boast, David Everett

came into Amherst in the winter of 1803: along

with him, as a student, then just graduated, came

Lemuel Shaw, the present Chief Justice of the

supreme court of Massachusetts. Mr. Everett

never bad other family than a wife, and she the

sister and relative of that family in New Ipswich,

three of whom have each accummulated from

small beginnings, probably more than his million

of dollars. Mrs. E, lias remained a widow thirty-

eight years since the death of her husband, and

still resides in her native town.

Mr. Everett graduated at Dartmouth College,

having fitted by the preparatory studies after he

was twenty-one years of age. While a student

he wrote for the newspapers: he was the accep-

table and popular correspondent of the celebrated

Joseph Dennie, while the latter conducted the

Farmer's Museum, at Walpole, N. II. A volume

of his contributions was afterwards re-published

under the title of "Common Sense in Dishabille."

Mr. Everett came into Amherst with the wife to

whom be hail been married several years : she

was then a lady always plain in dress, with fea-

tures of face not handsome, indicating a reliance

on the inward mind rather than upon a gaudy

outside attraction. As for Mr. E. himself, about

six feet tall, homely of face and awkward in

limb and gait, he made his w ay in decided strides

to and from his office and business with his right

side and shoulder foremost. The rather homely

couple made amends in the beauty of the ser-

vant-girl who accompanied them —whose attrac-

tions over the master and mistress at the village

church, were even more bewitching to the young

men of twenty-one than to the hoy of fourteen.

The living human figure with the face and form

divine, more enchanting to the life of love limn

even the carved Venus de Medici of Canova, was

soon caught in the bands of wedlock by the son

of one of the more polished and belter educated

families of the village aristocracy, which, more

than any other town of the State saving the town

of the residence of the royal governors, here

marked the lines between the patrician and ple-

beian extraction : that beauty soon laded us the

flower that, is born and cut down in a day, and

found tut early grave.

A scholar late in life, Mr. Everett often mis-

spell bis words and mis-printed or omitted points

to bis sentences. He wrote much for our paper.the

Farmer's Cabinet, which in a democratic county

was intended to preserve a neutral position as

between the two political parlies. .Mr. Everett

as well as Mr. Ciishing, the master and publish-

er, were both federalists of that time. The ob-

ject of Mr. Everett as a writer on politics, seem-

ed to be to correct the faults anil excesses on both

sides, He published a long series of numbers with

the title of" The Eagle." With the bird courlmnl,

he discoursed plain, ever-day advice

—

wlant he

sailed along the air with no uneasy Happing of

wings or sudden changes from slow to rapid

Sight ; but rampant the noble bird mounted in

high air, plunged with whetted beak into the po-

litical errors and defalcations which he held up

as a mark for

'• Scorn to [mint his slow, unmoving ti tiger at."

David Everett was a poet who might boast not a

slight touch of a Promethean fire of iambic

verse not less than the inspiration of genius

which throws a charm or a dagger into plain

prose. On occasion of the total eclipse of the

sun in the summer of 180(i, he wrote an ode for

the Cabinet, commencing with the following

verse

:

" Why veil'd.O Sun-
Where tied thy light,

Thy day absorbed
In gloom of night ?

lias thy Crefitor quenched thy fires,

Or dost thou mourn while he expiree ?

\a heathen sage,

Thy worshipped sun,
Nor moon nnr stars

That round him run.

Nor science, lucid as their spheres,
Can solve Ihydouhts or calm thy fears.

We cannot remember to repeat the whole of

this poem. In the town of Milford (the town in

which the Hutchinson singers were nil since

born) there lived a man of great musical talent,

by the name of Herrick : he not only discoursed

upon all sorts of instruments and in high vocal

strains martial music, including patriotic march-

es for every chieftain, but music for either sacred

or profane song. Derrick's music set to Ever-

ett's poem of the " Veiled Sun," sung and played

in full choir with viol, violin, flute, hautboy,

clarionet and bassoon, forty-two years ago, is vet

sounding in our ears ; and this reminds us that

old Hugh Moore, hardly excelled by Paginini

himself for line touches upon the violin, still

[days the viol at Amherst with no diminished

gusto at the age of more than eighty years.

Poor Merrick's vocal [lowers were stopped by

drowning in the Souhegan river, at the height of

a breaking up spring freshet. The bridge at

Milford village was carried away: attempting to

pass the river in a boat, he was precipitated by

the current over the falls and his body carried

down several miles, remaining several davs be-

fore it was discovered.

In 1805, Mr. Everett furnished us, as the

youngest printer's hoy limping round the village

as paper carrier, with a new-year's poetical ad-

dress : it uas long and full of the fire of the man
of true poelic genius. Read at this late day,

when we have writers of poetry refined bv all

the discipline of severe European criticism, tem-

peied by the polish of accumulated American

and English taste, wo are free to say that Mr
Everett's new-year'.- address would be regarded

as poetry. Hut it presented the carrier-boy as

speaking in the first person singular. The Ri v.

Jeremiah Barnard was the minister of the par-

ish: like all or most of the regular ministers of

thai day, he was fitted through a college educa-

tion. He was an excellent farmer— better at the

plough than in the pulpit; hut he was, as may

be supposed, no very good judge of poetry. A
day or two alter Mr. Everett's address had been

carried about town and been the subject of con-

versation, Mr. Barnard came into the printing

office with a well dressed gentleman stranger,

and pointing al our composition case, shamed the

lily-livered face of the boy of sixteen years, by

the proposition : "this is the young ntnn who is
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the author of die new-year's poetry." A morlest

denial of the authorship only confirmed our rev-

ered friend the better in his declaration and as-

surance, who urged as a compliment to our

blushes that we would he willing to own and

confess letter the truth when we should have

more experience. The quaintness of the first

lines of this poetry, without douht, deceived the

parson in his opinion : the two first lines were

—

' Though in my teens, unskilled in learned lore,

I claim sume sense, and humbly strive lor more."

Years before this, while an instructor in one of

the Boston schools, Mr. Everett had written the

poetry published in Caleb Bingham's American

Preceptor, which has since been spoken in school

by thousands, embracing the lines

—

11 And where's the boy but three leet high,

Has made improvement more than 1 ?

* * # * * *

These thoughts inspire my youthful mind
To be the greatest of mankind."

From Amherst about the year 1808, Mr. Everett

returned to the practice of the law in Iloston : at

the time of his shooting young Austin in State-

street, Thomas O. Selfiidge was Mr. Everett's

law partner: afterwards we find by advertise-

ment in the Boston papers, David Everett and

Lemuel Shaw were partners in the practice.

About the year 1808, Mr. Everett changed from

his neutral political ground. He look the Amer-

ican side in a controversy with Stephens, the

author of a British pamphlet entitled " War in

Disguise," in which the seizure of American

ships on the ocean, trading with France and its

allies was justified as lawful capture. The ans-

wer of Mr. Everett, containing a perfect refuta-

tion of the British pretension, blowing iis author

and his argument sky-high, and proving the

practice to be only privileged piracy {bunded in

the deepest injustice and violation of human
rights, attracted at the lime the attention and

commendation of patriots and civilians on both

sides of the Atlantic. The justification of British

aggressions by the federalists of New England

threw Mr. Everett on the side of Jefferson and

Madison in the lime of the embargo, when parly

spirit run as high in the country as it ever has

since. Mr. Everett, zealous to defend the ground

be had taken, established the Boston Patriot

within a few weeks of the time, when the age

of twenty-one years carried the editor from Am-
herst to Concord, anil placed him there at the

head of the New Hampshire Patriot, which has

been continued from that day lo this.

In the library of Congress, as preserved and

filed with his own hand, is ilie first volume of

the Boston Patriot, directed to Mr. Jefferson.

—

Recollecting that Mr. Everett, who knew n<- only

as a hoy before eighteen, had said something

favorable at the first start, we looked into the

volume ami found the article, the vanity of re-

publishing which, when an old man of nearly

sixty, our readers will excuse. It is as follows:

From the Boston Patriot. May 18, 1809,

(in Library of Congress directed "Hon. Thos. Jefferson. ")

" Foil many a zem of purest ray sirtnr
The deep unfa homed cave* of ocean bear:
Full mmy aflower i» doomed to blush unseen,
And vouete iU fragrance on the desert air

''

From the great number of mushroom paper!!
nourished by the tilth of passion, in the hot-bed
of party, our metropolitan editors(not always tin-

most cool and discriminating of mortals] Bre apl
to overlook and fling aside, with the general
mass, many valuable productions from the coun-
try. We have, in some instances, (alien, unin-
tentionally, into the same error.

We observe, with pleasure, the phoenix of the

the late American Patriot at Concord, in the cen-

tre of our sister State. This paper is now owned
and edited by Mr. Isaac Hill, a young gentle-

man of prime talents and inflexible principles,

whose persevering industry, while an apprentice

with Air. dishing, in the office of the Farmer's

Cabinet, added to a good common education,

those higher qualifications, which enable him, at

this early period of life, to enter at once into an
honorable competition as an editor, with his in-

telligent and independent preceptor. The ability

with which these papers are conducted, and their

corresponding influence in the Stale, leaves us at

a loss whether Amherst, or Concord, is best en-

titled to the appellation of the ' head -quarters of

good principles " in New Hampshire. In every
sense republican, they have some shades of dif-

ference in their political complexion ; but they

both exhibit the strong masculine features of
good sense, independence, and patriotism.

David Everett was too sanguine, if not too ec-

centric and too erratic long to continue in a di-

rect track. When he became a partisan he went

into an election contest with the zeal bordering

on ferocity: like a desperate gambler, his fame

and his fortune were up to any stake. He lost

hundreds, and perhaps thousands, in reckless

bets when Gerry failed agaist Strong for Gover-

nor in 1809 and 1810. In 1812, he changed his

ground and ruined all his prospects for business

by sacrificing more than he was worth in a news-

paper called the Pilot, advocating DeWitt Clinton

for the Presidency. Under the high excitement

of disappointed hopes, he left his native New
England, and beyond the mountains, died at

Marietta, Ohio, at which place be had not even

the solace of his chosen partner for life to soothe

his dying hour.

The editor of the "Genesee Farmer," (pub-

lished at Rochester, N. Y.,) while on a visit to

Augusta, (Georgia) writes under date of Jan.

1848, as follows:

Southern Agriculture and Customs.
Our readers will hardly credit the story that

potatoes are now brought to market which have
grown in Georgia within the lost three months,
in open air. Yet such is said to be the fact, and
a matter of no uncommon occurrence. Farmers
plough, plant, sow, and harvest, more or less

every month in the year. Barley, oats, peas, and
young clover are now growing in the middle of
January. How they contrive to escape death by
bard freezing, 1 do not understand. Every day
brings out some strange novelty. At first it

seemed very odd to see men driving oxen with
bridle bits, head-stalls and lines, precisely as
horses are driven at the north. In some cases
ropes are tied lo the horns of either ox to pull

him to the right or left. At Columbia, the capi-
tal of South Carolina, 1 was amused to witness
several very small oxen harnessed each single in

a cart, and driven with bits in mouth 20 miles lo

market, with two or three hundred pounds of

corn stalks and a few eggs. One need not go
out of ihe Union to find a people quite as primi-
tive in Ihe management of cattle as old Jacob,
who contrived lo breed so many that were "ring-
streaked and speckled." These animals fire so

hard at the South that they are mere dwafs, and
generally very poor at that. Sheep have long
legs and tails, long necks anil precious little

wool. To prevent its total loss in the thorny
hush wood, sheep are sheared or shorn twice a

year and never washed. Their fleeces are mat-
ted with burns, and worth next lo nothing. In-

deed tlicy are kept for mutton, not for their
wool.

There are, I believe, more goats than sheep in

Georgia, and more dogs than goats and sheep
put together. Every negro is ambitious of being
the master of a doif, as he cannot be of himself.
1 have visited a good many plantations, ft-fu wo-
men plough, '-hop, grub trees, and how field la-

borers eat, drink and sleep in their huts. This i-

a branch of domestic economy, however, which
ran no more be discussed than my " Laconics,"
or the rights of labor in the free' Slates. The
re'/ulal" l.ihoi- Mini whnlpsooiM thiol ftf alnona -m-l

selves and offspring, cause this class to multiply
with greater rapidity than any other in the world.
They will soon number ten millions in the Uni-
ted States. Nor can you prevent their rapid in-

crease, except by the most inhuman mutilation.
It is the whites, the physically inferior race, not
the blacks, who are the sufferers by the impor-
tation of so many wild people from Africa, by
the commercial traders of Old and New England,
previous to the year 1808, when the slave trade
was abolished.

Compare the condition of the natives now in

Africa with the negroes of the South, and every
one must see that the latter have gained immeas-
urably by being transplanted from a land where
civilization has not advanced one inch in four

thousand years, to the heart of a christian nation.

The great truth is not to be denied that no other
people have advanced so much in an equally
short period as have the children of the men
and women who were stolen from Africa, many
of whom are still living to teach their masters
and the children of the lalter, an African dialect.

In a rural population where there are seven ne-
groes to one white person, and the blacks nurse
the whites as well as their own offspring, what
language, think you, the child will learn from its

nurse and playmates?
It is the European, not the African race that

have, and must long" continue to suffer by the

presence of 3,000,000 of negroes, who, being at

the bottom in the scale of humanity, must una-
voidably pull down to their level the smaller

number with whom they associate, unless the

latter draw them up to a common platform.

The great and crowning evil in all so-called

christian nations is "the love of money." In

that regard there is not a particle of difference

between slaveholders and non-slaveholders which
I can discover. All are alike willing to chew
and smoke slave-grown tobacco, eat slave-grown
rice and sugar, and wear slave-grown cotton, if

these things are only sold a little cheaper, so that

the consumer divides with the planter the profits

of unrewarded labor! The constant cheapening
of productive toil in the \'vee. States, in Europe,
and the slave States, I regard as a wrong which
a just God will not fail lo punish. But those that

think they profit by gelling from their fellow-

beings more than they give in excfiange, will not

tolerate a discussion of the lights of labor in any
country, so I dismiss the subject.

It is much to be regretted that agriculturists

do not navel more anil see how their brother
farmers manage things in distant quarters of this

nation of thirty States. Travel will cure a thou-

sand prejudices and eirors which every man un-
consciously falls into. It will enable the best in-

formed to impart most valuable information to

ihose who are fanning precisely as their great

grandfathers did a century ago. Some of the

implements used by this class of cultivators are

truly curiosities. Railroads and steamboats
ought to mingle the citizens of every Stale with

ihose of all ihe others.

This is a good country for poor northern men,
if they tire only steady and industrious. Labor
is not looked upon as disreputable. On the con-
trary, white laboring men are more esteemed
here than at the North. Mechanics are scarce,

and command high wages. I have heard more
said in favor of home manufactures at the South
than 1 ever did in Rochester and Buffalo. The
spirit of improvement has taken a strong hold of
the public mind, and great and salutary changes
will soon be witnessed. Any people can achieve

almost any amount of good, if they will. All

should aim to improve their system of farming a

little every year. The planters of the South
heal the fanners of the North in ditching side-

hills. These ditches go around Ihe hill at a

small inclination, (six inches in a rod) by which
all surface water alter rains is carried off genily

so as not to wash ploughed land. On pretty

steep bills the ditches are more than 40 or 50
feet apart. They are not crossed in ploughing.

Considering their long life, and their powers
of endurance, mules are far more economical
for farm work than horses. Here, too, northern

fanners might lake a useful lesson in this region.

Potato Disease. — This disease has been
known for several years tit Bogota, in South
\ ti i/mii'-i I \, hoi*., tin. r . I -. i . 1 !ta i n .
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The Visitor in .New Boston.

.Yew Bosto7t, Jan';) 2!4, 1848.

Dear Sir:— Having received a circular for

uI.m-i ibei s in your valuable pnper, (the Fanner's
Monthly Visitor) and being desirous to encourage
poll iii the noble work in which yoti are engaged,
— Unit of benefiting the fanner— 1 have taken

he pains to circulate it through my neighbor-
hood, and have obtained ihe number of subserib-

-rs (45) whose names 1 send you. This number
TOghl to lie doubled in New Boston and still sus-

lin ihe agricultural papers which are taken from
Massachusetts, numbering seventeen, i have
leen a subscriber for a Massachusetts agricul-

tural paper for fifteen years, (the New England
Partner until its death, and tbe Massachusetts
Ploughman since,) it being ever since I com-
nenced farming on my "own book." Although
lot much of a farmer, I have never felt that 1

sould do without it, which has cost me not less

than >'<>.52 a year; and it is due to you to state

bat I prize your paper as highly as any other
igriculturnl paper with which 1 am acquainted,
uul would not now part with my last year's

lumbers which I have bound together, for twice
what they cost me, and do hope tbe time is near
ivhen, instead of a monthly it shall be a weekly
visitor, and then we can better dispense with our
Massachusetts papers.

Yours, respectfully, S. D., Jr.

The Planting of Apple Orchards.

Mr. Editor:—In view of tbe prospect of rail-

road conveyance from this section of our coun-
ry, connected with other modes, to all parts of
bis continent and the civilized world, in my
ipinion, the time lias arrived, when many farm-
;rs in this region may use their capital ami lime
:o great profit in transplanting apple orchards
jf extra fruit, I venture to offer a lew suggestions
in relation to them. It is well known that our
:Ht tiers were so anxious to raise apples without
oss of time, that they set apple trees on the first

spot cleared, which in most cases was the best
ploughing on the farm ; and many of these trees
yet remain, in a state of decay ; others having
tieen cut down as a cumhrance to the ground.
Mow there are many farms in New England
scant of tillage land, and on such farms, 1 be-
ieve it wise to plant orchards on warm and
•ocky pans, if the soil be rich and dry enough

;

nit in my view, orchards should in all cases, be
set where they will be least exposed to tbe wind,
•specially tbe north-west. I have noticed the
product of orchards in ibis vicinity for ihe last

twenty years, and have found those much expo-
sed to the raking north-west blasts to produce
tint a small quantity of small, knurly fruit »pne-
rally; while those not so exposed have produced
i larger quantity of much larger and fairer fruit,

I know the apples are sometimes saved from de-
struction by spring frost on trees much exposed
to the cold winds; hut this, in my opinion, is no
adequate effect to the general disadvantage of
placing orchards on bleak anil cold locations.

With much respect, vours,

\VM. FELCII.
Rending, Ft., FcVy I, 1848.

The Potato Rot in Maine the past season.

Exlritcl of a letter dated Cooper, .17c, Oct. 14, 1S47

1 will state to you that the potato rot has again

visited this vicinity. It is indeed a sorrowful

visitation upon us. I planted more than three

acres of blue-noses, and we shall lose more than

one half of our crop. There are farmers in Per-

ry, Calais. Baring and Dennysville, who will un-

doubtedly lose from $600 to >'1000. Every
farmer within my knowledge will meet with quite

a loss. A large (proportion of this part of the

county depend altogether on their blue-nose po-

tatoes for the main sustenance for their families

the whole year: on this class it. fulls very severe,

Some of our other kinds of potatoes have not

rotted but slightly : the white, red and blue Huck-

sters have done very well this fall ; there are but

few planted in proportion to the blue-nose. If

the potato rot continues to visit this part of

Maine it will cause hundreds of our farmers to

look for their bread and meal in the Western
States, where they can raise it cheaper than they

can in this part of the country.

If anything like a preventative should come lo

your knowledge, you will confer a lavor on your
subscribers in this vicinity by publishing it.

Very respcctlnlly,

Vuur obedient servant, A. S.

Another Complimentary Letter.

Extract from a letter dated .X'ora'ich, Connecticut,

January 31, 1848.

A few years previous lo this, the ''Albany Cul-
tivator" and other agricultural papers have oc-

cupied the ground in ibis vicinity, from the- con-
sideration, as was believed, that they belter un-

derstood the system calculated to advance the

farming interest in this neighborhood ; but I

have heard it frequently expressed within the

last year, that the •' Monthly Visitor," edited by
Hill ol New Hampshire', was now the best agricul-

tural paper that was to be met with; and I can
most cheerfully say that I consider it the very
best I have ever seen. Long life to the Editor.

If 1 can possibly spare ihe lime, I shall do my-
self tbe pleasure of visiting some of his fine

fields in the course of the ensuing summer.
With much respect,

I remain yours truly, S. S.

Nest Eggs.
Hon. Isaac Hill— Sir: 1 notice in your wel-

come Visitor, and in that excellent family news-
paper, t lie Saturday Evening Post, an article

from the " Prairie Farmer" concerning nest-

eggs, recommending wood or clay for that pur-
pose. Allow me lo recommend a cheaper and
more perfect shaped article for the purpose—
simply an egg boiled very hard, say fifteen min-
utes, lhey will not then suffer from the embraces
of "Jack Frost," even in Franconia. Having
used them on a prairie farm ill Iowa, I would
advise the " Prairie Fanner" to iry it.

Yours truly,

C. S. HUBBARD.
Deep River, Conn., Feb. 14, 1848.

Increase of Beet-root Sugar in France.—
Notwithstanding the tax which the Chambers
established ill order to check the production of
heel-root sugar, the production continues to in-

crease. In the month of November last there

were, according to an official return in the Mutii-

teur, leu manufactories more i-n operation than
in tbe same month of 1846, and the production
of sugar in that month exceeded that ol Novem-
ber 1846, by 5,310,700 kilogrammes.

The " tax" mentioned in this extract is pre-

sumed lo allude to the reduction of duty in

France on the West India cane sugar, which the

growers of the beet sugar in that country earn-

estly Contended was necessary for the protection

of their cultivation. Shut out from the sea for

several years by the complete ascendency of the

British army, Napoleon sought for a substitute of

the beet sugar for that of the cane of the Indias:

his plan, as did most of his plans for the further-

ance of the interests of France, succeeded—al-

though it was treated as chimerical by his ene-

mies, the English. Protected by high duties, the

beet sugar cultivation continued lo flourish

through the old Bourbons, and the new, down to

the time when llie free trade policy of France

took oft' those duties on imported sugars that had

been considered necessary for its protection. A
stronger instance of the mistaken policy ol

stringency as protection to any industrial calling,

cannot perhaps be presented, than this last tri-

umph of ihe beet sugar cultivation in France.

A fanner in llenniker, in the cold State of

New Hampshire, raised one hundred and lifiy

bushels of choice peaches, [he past season.

—

Ex.

Another farmer of ihe same town, has pro-

duced melons of the weight of thirty pounds,

equal to those raised in Carolina and Virginia.

Our soil, deeply stirred and iis mineral soils pro-

perly stimulated, will yield ihe greatest amount

of fruits, roots and vegetables that are most in use.

American Fresh .Heats iu £nglaud.

Considerable quantities of fresh carcase pork
were carried to Liverpool in nxiv packet ships
during the past winter, and .-old at a large profit

in the fresh meat markets ol that city. Why
could not this be made a good winter business

with our city butchers, and such graziers as live

in the vicinity of ihe railroads. The only ob-
jection to all extensive business of this kind— ice

Blld cold weather permitting— is the absence of
tbi right kind of animals to send to English
markets. Such meats as pork, beef; and mutton,
saying nothing of poultry of which we could al-

so send hundreds of tons, are worth in the Lon-
don markets 12 lo 18 cents per pound, at all

limes. And now, duties off, the expense of
freigh' js a mere trifle— a hare per cintage of
their value. But such meats to he profitable

must be good— better in the beef and mutton
line than we are accustomed to see generally in

our city market. We may, however, readily get

into them, and it only requires that the fanners
adopt the best breeds of foreign cattle and sheep
now plentifully scattered throughout our country,
lo produce as line and desirable meats as the

English themselves can do.
In cattle, the Short-Horns, the Herefords and

the Devons possess all the fine qnaliles for falling

purposes, being the best seen in the English
markets; while in sheep, the Southdowns yield

the tno-i desirable mutton. They are compara-
tively plenty in the United States, and nf excel-

lent quality, and altogether cheaper here than in

England. Indeed we do not know of better in-

vestments for our farmers in the extensive graz-

ing districts bordering on railroads and canals,

than to obtain animals of these valuable breed,

and goat once into breeding and preparing them
for the English markets. A;i lean stock, if of the

right kind, they may be transported to the graz-
iers in the neighborhood of our cities during the

fall of the year, anil then led oft" for winter mar-
ket; or if equally convenient, better fed and fat-

tened at home, and in winter slaughtered and
sent by railroad to the cities for exportation.

The experiment of exportation has been tried

and found successful; and there will be plenty

of buyers who will embark the necessary capital

and go permanently into the business. But it

will he useless to send poor hall-fed meats to

England. The carcases must be fat, and to be

profitably fed, they must he of such kind as will

take on flesh kindly, fatten rapidly, and show
well in market. Such animals will always sell

at a round profit ; but such too, we are sorry lo

say, do not exist either in our commun American
cattle or sheep. We must resort to the best for-

eign blood, and their crosses on our native stock",

to a high degree for that purpose. We hope to

see this branch of husbandry become extensive-
ly pursued.

—

American Agriculturist.

Atmosphere of The Moon.—Astronomers
for a long period have not admitted that the

moon possessed an atmosphere, but from late

improvements in astronomical instruments, it

seems to be settled that, that luminary has a
slight and very rare atmosphere, of about one
quarter of a mile in height, capable of support-
ing (according to the calculations of Prof. Loomis,
of the Cincinnati observatory,) about the 45th
part of an inch nf mercury— while our atmos-
phere supports 30 inches. It is so rare that it

exceeds the most perfect vacuum that can he pro-

duced by the air pump. An European astrono-

mer maintains, that iis reflected light contains an
appreciable quantity of beat; lor he was able, by
concentrating the rays through a three foot con-
cave lens, to effect a mosl delicate and sensible

thermometer.

Electricity applied to Plants.— It seems
by a carefully conducted set of experiments, that

artificial or increased electricity, or ihe electro-

magnetic fluid, has not ihe remotest effect on the

vegetable tissue, neither increasing or retarding
growth, and that the reports on the subject are

one ol' the humbugs of tbe day.

The London papers announce the arrival of

large quantities of American apples and oilier

fruit, among which arc several thousand boxes

of the Newtown Pippins.
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A New Agricultural Society in old Hillsboio'.

The following communication, intended for

the Visitor for January, came too late for inser-

tion in that number. We give place to it now,

cheerfully seconding the views of the writer re-

garding the objects of the proposed Association,

and hoping that the committee which has been

raised for the purpose of drafting the constitu-

tion and general regulations of the Society, may

have already anticipated the wishes of our cor-

respondent :

Mr. Editor:—Agreeably to a notice in the

last Visitor, [he fanners of old Hillsboro' county
met at E. Hardy's in Amherst, on Tuesday the

18th inst., to take into consideration the expedi-

ency of forming a new Agricultural Society in

the county; and although there were hut few
present, yet there was much good feeling on the

subject, and after several remarks from some of

the good fanners of Bedford, and others, they

came to the conclusion that it was expedient to

form such a Society, anil chose a committee to

draft a constitution and by-laws for said Society,

and then adjourned to meet at the same place in

three weeks from that day.

Now that such a Society is needed, no one
will deny; but sir, that this Society he formed
on the hest plan, appears to me to he of the

greatest importance, 1 have thought that the old

society was not of this description, hut was
based on the mere surface of the soil, therefore

did not take root deep enough, ami that the

farmers did not dig deep enough into their soil

to know what it contains. Now sir, it appears
to me that it should not be the object of this so-

ciety to see who can raise the largest call' or

the largest pair of oxen, hut to ascertain who
best understands the nature and the qualities of

the soil which he cultivates, that he may be able

to apply the hest manures, and that crop to which
the soil is peculiarly adapted to produce. Now
this is the kind of emulation we want to send
among our fanners.

Having been a reader of the Visitor for some
years, it would be very pleasing to me to have
your views on the subject in the Visitor.

Yours trill v, J. II.

Ahiherst, Jan'y 25, 1848.

Best Varieties of Apples for Export.

The Newlown Pippin has long stood at the

bead of the list—the fruit being of good size,

fine flavor, and keeps till spring, retaining its

fine flavor, it has, however, two drawbacks

—

the tree is a poor grower ami shy bearer.

The Lady Jlpph is a great favorite in England
—the fruit beautiful— the flavor :in<;— it keeps
well and the tree is an enormous bearer.

The Baldwin Iris long been the pride of the

Boston market, and although not so solid an ap-

ple as the Pippin, yet it keeps •.veil— it is a rich

juicy crisp fruit— bears slopping well,—ami the
tree is an abundant bearer;

The Tcwksbvry Winter Bhtsh is the longest

keeping apple in this country. Willi a little ex-

tra trouble they can be kept sound till August.
The fruit is small, but little larger than the Lady
Apple; the flavor fine, and tin.' tree a prodigious
bearer.—A*. 1". Mechanic

Salting Horses.—A curious feet is mentioned
in Parker's Treatise on Salt: "A person, who
kept sixteen farming horses, made the following
experiment with seven of them which had been
accustomed to take salt with their food. Lumps
of rock salt were laid in the mangers ami these
lumps previously weighed, were examined week-
ly to ascertain what quantity had been consum-
ed, and it was repeatedly found that whenever
these horses were fed on old hay ami corn, they
consumed only from 24 to 3 oz. per day, hoi

when they were fed with lie v\ hay, they took ti

oz. per day. This should convince us of the
expediency of permitting our cattle the (he use
of sdt at ail times, and it cannot he given in so

convenient a form as rock sail, it being much
more palatable than the article in a refined slate,

and by tar cheaper. A good lump should al-

ways be kept in a box by the side of every ani-
mal, without fear that it will be taken in excess.— Fanner's Cabinet.

From the Prairie tanner.

How much Porl; will a bushel of Corn make 1

BY Ii. S1IAW.

Messrs. Editors : At page 854 of the Prairie Far-
mer, you will see that Air. Pettis makes rather light

work of what he calls my " suppositious experi-

mcnts,"which were made for the purpose ofascer-

taining how much pork a bushel of corn will make
in the common manner of feeding. The expe-
riment to which 1 referred more particularly at

that time, was this— Twelve hogs were weighed
and pot into a pen, part of which was covered,

for their shelter in stormy weather; another part

had a plank floor for them to eat upon ; they
svere waiered daily, and fed with three bushels

of corn each day. Each hog gained on an aver-

age one pound per day. That is one of the ex-

periments which he wishes to consign to oblivion

in such a summary manner. I admit, that all

circumstances being favorable, ten or even
twelve pounds of pork may be made from a

bushel; but things will not be favorable while
labor is as dear as it is at present. My article

was intended to publish the tact that in the com-
mon way of doing things, a bushel of corn will

not make more than live pounds of pork. Let
the gentleman try it ; let him record facts, and
not oppose truths with jokes ;

" a joke is no ar-

gument." Mr. P. discourses very pathetically

about the pleasure of being elevated on a Vir-

ginia fence and surveying the interesting pro-

spect of a parcel of hogs devouring the corn. 1

can't exactly appreciate such an exalted enjoy-

ment, but suppose that " tastes differ." I would
much rather see the grain neatly sacked op and
ta route for the " Wild Irish." This question

—

(how much pork a bushel of corn will make)— is

worthy of being decided by actual experiment

;

and something of this sort I hope to hear from
Mr. Pettis. 1 do believe that some hogs eat sixty

bushels of corn, however astounded the assertion

may appear to Mr. P. at first sight, and that actu-

al experiment is the best argument in this case.

''Facts are stubborn things."

Trcnont. III. Dec. 1847.

Rules for milking.—A writer in the Maine
Farmer gives the following rules for milking
cows : Having milked more or less every season
since I was a boy, and having seen it done so

poorly as to injure the cow, I purpose to give a

few rules for it which I have learned from my
own and other's experience. They are as follows:

1. Have a good stool to sit on.

2. Have all your finger nails pared short and
smooth.

3. Sit down and clean the hag, and wet the
teal-- with the first stream of milk.

4. Then set your pail under, and milk as last

as you can conveniently, the faster the better. A
cow will give more milk when milked fast than
when milked slow.

."•. Milk as though the teats were full to the

last, otherwise it makes them long to "strip in a

little while."

G. Never scold or strike a cow lor running
about the yard or kicking. It generally does
more harm than good.

7. If she runs about, have patience, talk kind-
ly to her, and tie her up as a last resort till she is

not afraid.

8. If she kicks, sit forward far enough lor

your knee to come forward of her leg, and she
cannot easily hurt you or spill the milk.

'<. If she switches you with her tail, in "fly

time," lasien it by parting her hair and tying ii

round her leg. Use a string il the hair is not

long enough.
10. If she holds up her milk, butt with your

hands. What else does a calf butt for, but to

make the mother give milk down ?

Fraai the New Genesee Farmer.

Curing liacon.

In order to have good bacon, the hair should
be burnt offj'ffbt seaIded; the flesh Will he more
solid and firm, and it will keep better.

A bacon trough, or tray, should have a deep
indenture round its edges, to drain off the brine
which would otherwise soak in, and spoil the
meal. The inside (or flesh side) of each flitch,

must be well rubbed with salt, and placed above
each other in the tray; once in four or five days

the salt should be changed. It should he suffer-
ed to mcii and sink, but not to lie too long ; and
the flitches removed, the lower flitch brought to

the top, at least once a week. One-quarter of a
pound of hay salt, and half a pound of saltpetre,

with one pound of very coarse sugar, should bo
rubbed into every two flitches the first week.
As for the time of curing the hog, it depends

upon the state of the weather, size of the ani-
mal, &c. One month in moderate weather, will

he sufficient for a hog of twelve score. The
place lor salting should be cool and very airy;

if in the midst of winter, it should be in the cel-

lar, to be kept secure from frost. Smoking ba-
con is much better than merely drying it. In

order to do this completely, after draining the
brine from the trough in which the.flitches are
placed, they are, at ihe end of a week, to be rub-
bed well on the flesh side with bran or saw dust,

mixed with a little unslaked lime; then hang
them in a smoke-house, out of the way of rain,

and not near enough to the fire to melt or burn. A
month's smoking will do. The flitches should
hang until quite dry, but not long enough to he
hard. To preserve them from hoppers, place
some clean dry ashes at the bottom of a chest,

or box, long enough to hold the flitches; lay in

one flitch, cover with six or eight inches of the

ashes, then another in the same way, until the

box is nearly filled. A little straw at the top

will complete the process, and the bacon thus
run d and secured, will keep fresh and sweet for

two years.

AN ENGLISH FARMER'S WIFE.
Ogden, A'. Y.,M>v. 1847.

Plain Diet.—Children should be early habit

ualed to plain diet. Sweetmeats and highly
seasoned dishes are especially to be avoided, as

they tend not only to engender a morbid appe-
tite, hut to lay the foundation of many diseases
by which life will he embittered or cut short.

We have recently been much edified by the pe-

rusal of some remarks by Dr. Humphrey upon
the subject. " If you make it a point," observes
Dr. II. " to give children the best of everything;
to pamper them with rich cakes, sweetmeats and
sugar plums,— if you allow them to say with a

scowl, ' I don't want this,' or 'I can't eat that,'

and then go away and make them a little toast,

or kill a chicken for their dainty palates, depend
upon it you are doing them a great injury, not

only on the score of denying them a full muscle
and rosy cheek, but of forming one of he most
inconvenient habits that they can carry along
with them into after life.

" When they come to leave you, they will not

half the time, find anything they can eat ; and
thus you will prepare them to go chafing and
grumbling along ibis life, the veriest slaves al-

most in the w oriel."

It has been frequently remarked that while the

children of our wealthy citizens are pale and
cadaverous, those of our backwoods men and
farmers are generally robust and healthy. Plenty
of exercise, pure air, and a plain diet, tend to

render the constitution hardy and vigorous, and
to beget n cheerfulness of disposition which the

pampered children of wealth are rarely found to

possess.

Antidote to Poisons. — Animal charcoal
(freshly prepared ivory black) is an antidote to

poisons, especially those belonging to the vege-
table kingdom. Thus strychnia and mix vomica
and other poisons of this class, when taken mix-
ed with charcoal are perfectly harmless provided
the charcoal is administered ill doses proportion-

ed to the quantity of poison. Three or four

grains of strychnia are neutralized by ].i to 2 oz.

of charcoal. Even the effects of arsenic are

greatly diminished by a speedy administration of
charcoal. Corrosive sublimate is more surely

rendered inert by the white of eggs. Dogs that

have been poisoned by mix vomica, may possibly

be cured by charcoal, though it is quite impor-
tant ihat il should be administered early and in

large doses, not less than 1£. or 2 oz. In the ah-

seuce of animal charcoal administer freely line

fresh charcoal from the fire-place.

Mexico.— It is said that when the road to the

city of Mexico is opened, upwards of twenty
millions of dollars worth of merchandise will bo
thrown into the interior of Mexico.
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From Ihe St. Louis Union.

Ammunition, &c, Manufactured nnd Issued
from the St. Louis Arsenal.

The following are a few of the principal arti-

cles of ordnance Btores manufactured and issued

to the army, at the St. Louis Arsenal, Mo., since

the commencement of (he war with Mexico, up
to December 31st, 1847 :

Manufactured and issued to the Army.

Rounds of field ammunition, of every

description of shells, and rounds of

shot, .... 18,547

Rounds of Siege Artillery ammu-
nition, .... 1,000

19,547

Musket; and other cartridges, for small

arms of every description, 8,443,935

Musket balls, pressed and cast, 11,409,397

Rifle halls, pressed and cast, 4,379,456

Charges of Carbine and Musket buck-
shot, 5,419,200

Fusees for 8 and 10-inch shells, 25,281

Fusees for 6, 12 and 24-pounder shells, 30.901

Fusees, various calibres, made ami ready

for issue, -

Priming tubes, -

Fight and 10-inch shell fabs, at St. Louis,

Boxes, for arms and ammunition,

Issued to the Army.

Muskets, rifles, carbines and pistols, im-

plements, equipments and accoutre-

ments, complete, - '

Swords and sabres, do - do -

Field cannon, with carriages, harness,

implements and equipments; complete,

Caissons, travelling forges, and battery

wagons, with harness, implements,
equipments, complete,

'Casting back no longer than the year 1812, the

impossibility then in any part of the old settled

States, to furnish the materials without a resort

to foreign countries for the ammunition and mu-

nitions of war, furnished in little more than one

year, from the resources of the West—mainly

from the wilderness part of Mr. Jefferson's Lou-

isiana purchase—how does the reflection force

itself upon us of what this great republic is des-

tined to become !

25,560

45,310

8,922

12,158

15,77<3

4,C12

17
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The Capacity of the West.—From the Al-

leghanies to the Rocky mountains, from the fro-

zen lakes of the north to the tepid waters of the

Gulf of Mexico! Every soil, every climate, eve-

ry variety of surface. Of all the great products

of the world, coffee is the only one which does

not, or may not, grow there. Take the people of

Britain, Ireland, France, Holland, Germany, Italy

and Spain, and place the whole in the valley be-

yond the Appalachians, and it would continue to

ask for " more." Ohio alone, without sinking a

pit below the level of her valleys, could supply

coal equal to the amount dug from the mines of

England and Wales for twenty-five hundred

years; and Ohio is hut a pigmy, in the way of

bitumen, compared with Western Pennsylvania

nnd Virginia. Iron abounds from Tennessee to

Lake Erie, and forms the very mountains of Mis-

souri and Arkansas. Salt wells up from secret

store-houses in every north-western State. Lead
enough to shoot the human race extinct, is raised

from the great metallic dykes of Illinois and Wis-
consin. Copper and silver beckon all trusting

capitalists to the shores of Lake Superior. And
mark the water-courses, the chain of lakes, the

immense plains graded for railroads by Naluie's

own hand, the reservoirs of water waiting for

canals to use them. Already, the farmer far in

the interior woods of Ohio or Indiana may ship

his produce at his own door to reach Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, or New Or-

leans, and every mile of its transit shall be by

canal, steam-boat, rail-ear.

—

North Amer. Review.

Messrs. Rae and Deese, two officers of the

Hudson Bay Company, have fully settled the

question of a north-west passage, and also ol the

improbability of its ever being navigated.

w
The interest on the national debt of England

amounts to one hundred and sixty millions of

dollars per annum. The deficiency of the crops

last year is estimated at »250,000,000.

Recipes.

UiHous Colic.—The following recipe we are

assured is a certain remedy for thai distressing

disease, as it has n iver been known to fail in a

single instance : "Take, say a fourth of a pound

of chewing tobacco, tear it well to pieces, ami

put it into a vessel and pour on to it a sufficiency

of boiling water to moisten and swell the leaves,

then lay it on a cloth and apply it to the seat of

the pain." Relief >vill be obtained in less than

fifteen minutes.

—

Maine Farmer.

Our friend, Dr. Holmes, should be cautious

how he encourages the application of tobacco

juice to the bowels, or other parts of the human
system. We have used it to aid in the reduction

of a strangulated hernia, when the absorption of

the poison through the skin over the abdomen
produced bad symptoms. Medical books abound

in cases where persons have suffered severely by

the absorption of a decoction of "chewing to-

bacco." It is a powerful anodyne—allayer of

pain— but should be used with caution.— Genesee

Farmer.
Note.—We think it very likely that our friend

Dr. Lee found the above "estray " in the Maine
Farmer, but we never put it there. We use to-

bacco in no way, shape or manner, except for

smoking licks on sheep and lice on cattle. We
edit the Maine Farmer, it is true, hut if we are

answerable for all the scraps and recipes thai

creep into it by way of "filling," may the Lord
have mercy on us.

—

Maine Farmer.

To drive Rats—Mr. Charles Pierce, of Milon,

Mass., recommends potash for this purpose.

The rats troubled him very much, having eaten

through the chamber floor; they appeared in

great numbers, and were very impudent and

troublesome, so that he felt justified in resorting

to stratagem and severe treatment for their ex-

pulsion from bis premises. He pounded up pot-

ash and strewed around their holes, threw some
under the holes, and rubbed some on the sides

of the boards and under part, where they came
through. The next night he heard a squealing

among them, which he supposed was from the

caustic nature of the potash that had got among
their hair, or on their hare feet. They disap-

peared, and he has never been troubled with

them since that time, which was nearly a year ago.

Greasing carriage-wheels.—The best composi-

tion that can be prepared to relieve carriage

wheels and machinery from friction, is composed
of hog's lard, wheat floor, and black lead (plum-

bago.) The lard is to he melted over a gentle

fire, and the other ingredients—equal in weight

—may he added, till the composition is brought

to a consistence of common paste, without rais-

ing the heat near boiling point. One trial of the

paste will satisfy any one of its superior quality.

Starching Linen.—In starching linen, the effect

will be the same, 'whether the starch be hot or

cold, provided the irons used be properly heated.

It is sufficient to mix the .March with a little

water, to dip the linen in it, clapping it with the

hands, nnd then apply the hot iron while the

linen is still moist. By this means, the grains

of starch will burst from the action of the bent

of the iron, its membranes will expand as they

combine with a portion of the water that is pre-

ent, its soluble matter will be partly dissolved

i n the rest of the water, and the linen will be

starched and dried by one process.

—

American

Agriculturist.

Oregon.—The Spectator of .May estimates the

crop of wheat in the eight counties of the terri

lory to have been 150,000 bushels for the year,

and a surplus of 10,000 barrels of flour for ex-

port. Oals are an abundant and sure crop ; to-

bacco doubtful ; hemp has been fairly tested, and

will be a great staple ; lumber mills do a great

business. There are few opportunities now for

export, but "give Oregon a fair chance, and her

sails will whiten the Pacific and Indian oceans."

Three million pairs of boots and shoes per

annum are manufactured in Lynn, Mass., by

7,GG0 persons, male and female. \\ hole popula-

tion, 11.000.

We never knew a scolding person that was

able to govern a family. What makes people

scold ? Because they cannot govern themselves.

How, then, can they govern others?

Timber uuti Wood Land
The following observations of the Newhury-

port Herald, should be carefully studied by all

our readers, as there is much truth and force of
reasoning contained in them :

Sufficient attention is not paid to the preserva-

tion of the forests of the United States, and it is

highly probable that the next generation will

suddenly find timber very scarce anil high. The
waste of timber is very great in all the wooded
regions, and the demand promises before many
years to exceed the supply. In England for cen-

turies past, some of the largest fortunes have
been deiived from timber plantations, and the

surest fortune which a man could leave to his

children, has been by preparing an extensive

timber plantation, which, though returning him
nothing during his lite, has been in many in-

stances a mine of wealth to his children. Many
of the distinguished nobility of that country have
practised thai system for many successive gene-
rations. And lo great advantage. We believe

many of our citizens could in no way more sure-

ly leave a valuable inheritance to their children,

than by purchasing some of the cheap lands in

the country, accessible to railways and rivers,

and making thereon a plantation ol' timber trees

which would be attended with but trifling ex-

pense.

The waste of pine in lbs forests of Maine, the

scarcity and high price of hard wood timber in .

many parts of the country is well known. In

other parts of the country less bountifully sup-

plied, the destruction is also going on. Great

Britain is cutting off' all the forests in Canada
and New Brunswick; most of our Western
States are thinly wooded, and even Western
New York now depends upon Canada for a sup-

ply of building lumber. In the peninsula of
Michigan, the best pine region in t lie whole
West, the Buffalo papers inform us that the waste

is almost incredible.

A dozen or more saw-mills nre there erected

in the midst of the government lands, and are

there unmolested, using up the government tim-

ber astonishingly last. They saw nothing but

the best logs, leaving all others which maybe
felled out to rot on the ground, and they work
night and day in order to make' as much as pos-
sible before any demand is made upon them by
the government for the stumpage. In addition

to all oilier uses, the demand for fuel for the

steamers of the West, is making sad havoc with

the forests along the rivers. A careful calcula-

tion of a skilful engineer has made this demand
equal to 10,220,000 cords per annum.

—

Scientific

American.

Southward from the Chesapeake near to the

coast through Virginia, the Carolines, ever the

Florida peninsula, by Alabama, lower Missis-

sippi and along the lakes between Mobile and
New Orleans, are confined pine forests. The
pine producing the staple for the trade of North

Carolina, turpentine ami tar, is richer iu that ma-

terial than the pines of the north : hitherto the

southern pines hail not been much used fop tim-

ber. The white pine further north has been

brought down the rivers to he carried soulli.

Lately, however, the course is changing: pine

lumber, sawed lo patterns for the various uses, is

manufactured and brought from south to north.

Where we' have seen it, it has seemed lo be more

durable for exterior exposure than the northern

pine: it has that peculiar fatness which renders

u less destructible from often repealed wet nnd

drying.

We have no fears that the wood of our coun-

try will become soon exhausted: nature, in re-

spect to ihe growth of trees, is constantly repair-

ing and restoring what man destroys. The

scarcity of ihe best limber lor beams— the impos-

sibility to find those stately forest trees which

were marked with the broad l{ of the King of

England previous to the revolution, because re-

quired by ihe British government for ship build-

ing, makes it morally certain that ihe pluming

and culture of forests will lie a most valued lega-
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cy ro posterity. The affltfent shftuld not disre-

gai'H this inatif-i -, for the |.resent expense; grow-

ing fields, planted for limber, will he a better

legacy than money to posterity.

Covering for Roofs—The Albany Evening

Journal says that immense quantities of straw

paste-board are manufactured in this country,

anil sent to England to be used, after preparation,

as a substitute for tiles and shingles. It is laid

on the roof, then saturated with tar and coated

with sand. This forms a perfect roofing, and is

more enduring than any other article used.

—

Me-
chanic and Farmer.

By an easy chemical process straw is converted

into a pulp which is readily manufactured into

strong paper, valuable for many uses. We do

not doubt it may he made a highly incombustible

article, not easily penetrable by water, as a sub-

stitute for tiles and shingles. In our journey

through New Hampshire last summer, vie found

a Holderness paper-mill establishment uas doing

sufficient business to employ several teams in

transporting straw paper from that place to the

railroad at Franklin on its way to the Boston

market. That null had created such a demand

for straw as to raise the price at the village, forty

miles above us, on the "branch of the Squam
river near its mouth, connecting with the Merri-

mack, from four dollars to fifteen dollars the ton !

Every particle of the rye, wheat, bailey and oat

straw now thrown away or wasted by the farm-

ers, may be made a most valuable material for

the manufacture of paper.
tern

Steam Plough.—A French paper, La Se-

maine, announces the invention of a steam
plough, or rather the mode of digging by means
of steam, from which wonderful results are an-

ticipated. The inventor is a young medical man.
named Barat. The journal states that one of

two-horse power u is in operation at the resi-

dence of tin; maker, who was constructing an-

other double the power. Tin- mnchine proceeds

along the field, and digs the ground with tin-

greatest precision. Two beams furnished with

five mattocks each, act successively upon the

soil, loosening it to the depth of Vi or 15 inches,

and poundiiiL' it as small as compost. By using

only one of the beams, a tillage of the usual

depth can he effecte I.

—

Mechanic and Fanner.

Who can doubt, after we have seen the various

uses to which the power of steam has been ap-

plied, that much of the work of man and cattle

ill the field is destined soon to be done at a much

cheaper and more rapid process by steam ? How
easily, by a simple process, might our fields be

ploughed to any depth ? how conveniently could

manure be carried over and evenly spread ? with

what facility might fields of grain he cut down

and gathered, or fields of hay mown down, gath-

red and loaded ? Is not Vankee invention equal

> all the improvements, when the proper time

ill arrive ?

Colony of 20,0U'J Blacks in Canada.—This
colony, settled in the tortile country between
lakes Huron and Erie, seems to be flourishing.

They have a Manual Labor School— the British

American Institute, at Dawn Mills, the head ol

navigation on the Sydenham river, 80 miles from

Detroit, wiih a tract ol 300 acres attached, and 7

buildings. Among the new secular enterprises

in progress is a large steam mill.

—

Mec. and Farm.

The benevolent philanthropists ofGreat Britain

may as well forego their labor of hive in enticing

the slaves of the southern United States from

their musters. They will only lead their victims

into great personal suffering and ultimate de-

struction. The negro race, bondmen rtr free, can

never flouii.-h north of Mason and Dixon's line

in the United Stairs. In Canada, the whole ol

them set free, will starve out, freeze out, and be-

come extinct. As well may the generous Britons,

interfering in their mawkish pretensions to hu-

manity, with American institutions existing by

the force of things, attempt to colonize the in-

habitable coasts of the Esquimaux with monkeys

from the torrid sun of Africa, as find a permanent

home in Canada for the colored race, who are

enslaved, to leave the comfortable roofs prepared

by their masters, for a better enjoyment of free-

dom at the north.

The editor of the British American Cultivator,

at Toronto, says—" Hundreds of farmers in Can-

ada have tested deep ploughing upon suggestions

made by ourselves, and have reaped a golden

harvest, ranging from twenty to twenty-five per

cent, of an increase greater than they would

have done, had they simply ploughed the ordina-

ry depth."

Production, Consumption and Trade.
The immensity of foreign and domestic pro-

duce received at the single port of Boston, for

consumption and use mainly in New England

—

the rapid increase of manufacture, consumption

and trade—may be calculated from the following

tables, which we have taken from the Boston

Daily Advorliser:

The Importation of Sperm and Whale Oil into the

United States, for 1817, has been as follows:

Ships and
At Barks.

New Bedford,
Fairhaven,
Nantucket,
VVestport,

Provincetnwn,
Mattapoiselt,
Kail Kiver,
F.dgartown,
Boston,
Holmes1 Hole,

Sippifean,

Bariwuible,
Providence,
Bristol,

Warren,
Newport.
New London,
Mystic,
Slonington,
Bridgport,

Sagharbor,
(ireeiiport,

New York,
Cold Spring,

Baltimore,

7G
14

15

3
4
1

i

4

3

7
9
1

26
4
3
1

Brigs.

9

2
4
3
1

1

3
1

1

I

1

1

Schs.

2

6

(J

2

u

Bbls. Bbls.

Sperm. Whale.
56,606 99,931
12,853

23,763
1.583

2.082
1,468
200

2,520

3,960
631
470
250
610
-100

1 ,420

1,708

5,016
877
695
400

3,606
320
170
200

13,464

1,719

IS

551

30
4,400

1 ,870

2,90
100

30

8,950

5,080
1,135

70 ,bl lo-

ll.950
19.150

1 ,400

53.029

7,230
4,800

2,900
400

214 23 11 121.410 320,645
fn 1816, 15§ 30 11 95,217 207,493

1815, 207 19 6 157.919 272 730
181 1, — — 139 594 262.047
1818. 104 23 13 166 985 200,727

Whalebone.—The importation into the United Slates
has been—

In 1847 - 3450,124 pounds.
1840 - 2,276 939 do
18)5 ^ 3 167 142 do
1344 .... ;; 582.445 do

The importation of Saltpetre from Calcutta into the

United Stales has been as follows

:

Al Boston. Other places

1847 63,458 bags. 13,170 bays.

18 IG 58 665 do 2,915 do
1815 41,411 do 9,063 do
1814 37 557 do 2.418 do
1813 20 510 do 1 ,429 do

The importation of Molasses in 1817, al Button, lias

been

—

Hhds. Tierces. Barrels.

Foreign 62,364 4 851 1488
Coastwise 15 911 123 1387

Total
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Interesting from Ireland.

Cork, (Ireland) Dec. 30, 1817.

Aoies from Abroad, hj John H. Sherburne, .luthor

of" The lourisl's Guide in Europe," o/c.

In coining from Dublin, I took tlie railway into

Tipperary county, so noted for ilie murders,
house-breaking and continued robberies, and
stood upon t lit- spot where a murder was commit-
ted the ilny before my arrival. Tbe whole coun-
ty is in a siuie of complete revolution, and the

adjacent counties are beginning to join in tbe

unholy league against Ibe wealthy land-holders,

many of uhum have offered high premiums to

have their lives insured, rather than leave their

splendid residences, to the mercy of the midnight
incendiary. 1 was informed by Judge P. of the

Insolvent Court, with whom I passed an evening,

thai ii was not altogether, the failure of the pott-

le crop thai caused ibe present prevailing dis-

tress, for that the turnip crop was very great, so

much so, that ihe article was then selling at ibe

low price of twelve shillings a ton, and this food,

tnixi d with corn-meal, was more cheap and nu-

tritive than the boiled potato; and from what I

saw, in passing through the country, of the turnip

crop. I was convinced of the truth of the remark
from Judge P.

It appears for a few years past', that the farmers

and others have been in the habit of borrowing
small sums of money of small brokers and shav-

ers, to do which, they were required lo have
many endorsers on the note, if only for a lew
pounds; these endorsers, I > v treating them, as is

termed here, freely wrote their names, not think-

ing ever to be called upon to meet the obligation.

As these notes tell due, they were renewed from
time to time at an exorbitant and ruinous inter-

egt, and tins state of things continued Until the

failure of the potato crop; the principals on the

notes, who were mere tenants at will, had no
means wherewith lo pay, and then suits against

the endorsers commenced, who, to save their lit-

tle personal properly from the sheriff, would
mortgage part of their property to have a renew-
al of the bond until a potato crop (on which they

relied,) should be housed for market. Again the

crops failed, and a general sweep by the sheriff'

commenced this fall. The debtors, to save them-
selves, disposed of all their live stock and other
moveables, and their rents falling dun at the same
time, and not having the means to meet them,
the land-holders commenced to oust them from
Iheir miserable abodes, and hence the marauding
sysiem as at llns moment exists. Tbe Judge
stated, that he had released, the day previous,
one hundred and sixly by the insolvent act out
of three hundred who had made application,
and presumed each debtor owed some ten to

twenty persons, who were unable to lose the

tamsmamm

amount; and they, in turn, to save themselves,

would SOOII apply on the very same account, and

thus go on : and as a last resource, lake to the

highway, with a determination and rashness to

make the property-holder support them. In

gOoie counties there is an average of ten able

bodied men lo the acre of ground, so populous

have Ihey become, and not £10 in cash ill the

whole county among them, 'therefore, if times

were good, not more than three of these men
could he employed to advantage on an acre.

—

This is the wretched slate in which half Ireland

is now plunged, which causes dismay throughout

the island ; for men to starve, and see their wives

and children starve, when the neb land-holders'

granaries are full, and iheir numerous Hocks and

herds in the lield, within sight of their inud-

cabin, ihey will not; but war to the knife when
in such a desperate situation.

All kinds of provisions and breadstuff's are

plenty in tbe market, and not much in demand
at present. The merchants are continuing to

receive large consignments of Indian corn,

wheat, &c, from the Danube and Black Sea, at a

less price than from the United States; but sales

are quite dull, and the merchants in Cork at this

time are doing next to nothing in the provision

and corn line, and money scarce ; but the con-

stant arrival of specie from the United States

causes much pleasing sensation, and cunliilence

remains unshaken while the precious metal flows

into the country from the land cf Canaan.

The Earl of Mountcashel arrived here last

Monday from London with his family, by the

steamer, and stopped at tbe Imperial Hotel, in

which I have a room. He was extremely com-
municative, and gave me much information as

regards Ireland, in return for information 1 gave

him relative to the United Slates. The Carl has

no difficulty vvith bis tenants, nor will he allow

bis overseer to oppress them at this time. His

beautiful residence is called Mone Park, sixteen

miles from Cork, and is in sight from the main
read. He says America is now the pole star oil

which not only half of Ireland is gazing with

longing eyes, hut he believes half the world also.

"A great, very great country indeed, and a

mighty people," continued his lordship, with a

smile, and then asked if I thought the Union
would last, as we continued to advance south. I

replied that so long as lightning by telegraph,

and steam continued, link alter link could be ad-

ded to the chain without causing a break, and
the addition probably would eoininue until the

chain embraced the whole American continent.

While at Dublin, I made a pilgrimage to the

cemetery where the remains of O'Connell lie

entombed in state. His body is encased in three

coffins, and bis face is visible through a glass

made for the purpose. Willi him dieil the influ-

ence of Ibe O'Connell family in Ireland, and
with him the rent money look to itself wings
amid tbe curses of thousands of poor, destitute

women, who were promised lo have it .all re-

turned with four-fold interest at his death. The
rent money ami repeal were humbug upon hum-
bug, and many is the laugh here among the

knowing ones of the watchful Americans being

so deluded .and taken in while these humbugs
were the order of the day. The mantle of the

father has not, in this instance, fallen on tbe son

in regard to influence among the ignorant

Cork is now more a city of commerce and
business than Dublin. The forks of the river

Lee, running through the city, and its wide
quays, crowded with the arrival of sieamers and
foreign shipping, make the beautiful city have
the appearance of much busile and business;

and the beggars are not one-third so numerous
as ihey are at Dublin. The cove of Cork is not

surpassed in Europe for iis magnitude and con-

venience for shipping, in whirl) nil the navies of

i S . .
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the world, I should suppose, could be safely an-

chored, and room to spare.

The emigration from here the coming spring

to the United States, will be immense ; all who
intend going are making arrangements in dispo-

sing of what they possess, and contracts have

been made to lessen the passage money. The
cry is, "To the United States—to New York,"

and a majority are females, who have been sent

for by their friends ; therefore you may look nut

in ihe spring and summer for an inundation from

the Emerald Isle. I enclose you a few columns
taken from die Cork Constitution of yesterday,

proving in a measure my statement of tbe Cause

of the great distress now sweeping this island—
insolvency and the worst means lo meet engage-

ments, &c, among the farmers and tenants.

—

Temperance, notwithstanding the pressure and

starvation, continues to advance steadily on its

iindeviating course.

The day after my arrival at Cork, I had the

honor of a call from Father Mathew, tbe great

apostle of temperance, and walked with him to

his residence, where 1 passed a pleasant hour;

he slowed tne his books of registry of the names
of those who had received the pledge, which
amounts to five millions seven hundred and live

thousand three hundred and ninety-four,to Christ-

mas day, and many were wailing to add their

names. The lower room of his bouse is over-

flowing from day to day, and many round the

doors day and night to gain admittance or their

turn. The reverend father informed me be

should leave Ireland for the United Stales early

in the spring, in the packet ship Ocean, (New
World ?) Captain Knight, and land at New York

;

says he counts each day as it passes, which will

take him to the land of liberty, the land of milk

and honey, where in person be can thank the

people for their great charitable donations to

Ireland. The father invited me to dinner the

following day, where I met the Lord Mayor and
corporation of the city of Cork, with a few of
the clergy, and bad a most sumptuous dinner,

and drank America and Ireland in a bumper of
pure spring water. Father Mathew is forty-five

years of age, and in figure and race the most
splendid specimen of Cod's work I ever beheld;

well may he lie termed one of nature's noble-

men ; he is a gentleman of the old school, full of

anecdote, and is, it seems, adored by till rinses;

his charity has no bounds and I am confident be

will be received in America as her guest, while

he sojourns in that land of promise, nut for his

religion', hut for the great cause in which he ig

engaged for the good of a whole people, ami in

doing so expended a small fortune.

American FARMEas.—Many thousand farmers

in New England rear large families, pay all their

debts and taxes promptly, live independently,

well clothed and comfortably housed and provid-

ed fur, and lay up money on farms of fifty acres.

The idea is, that these people labor severely.

This is a great mistake. They have much, be-

cause they waste no time. Willi them there is

"a place for everything, and everything in its

place." Their horses and cattle, tools and im-

plements, are attended to with clock-like regu-

larity. Nothing is put off till to-morrow that,

can be done to-day. Economy is wealth, and
system affords ease. These men are seldom in

a hurry, except in harvest time. And in long

winter evenings, or severe weather, which for-

bids employment out doors, one makes corn

brooms, another shoes, a third is a carpenter,

cooper or tailor; and one woman spins, another
weaves, and a third plaits " Leghorn bonnets."

And the families thus occupied are among ihe

most healthy and cheerful in the world. It is

easy with them to reduce their wishes to their

means, if inconvenient or imprudent ; and to

extend their means to their wishes.
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A Garden in Mourning—or, the way 'Squire

Easysoul was reformed.

Captain Jabez Novveed is one of the very best

gardeners in all the regions bordering on the

Kennebec ; and it puts this "fine old gentleman"

in as much pain to merely cast a look at some

gardens, as those buzzing little millers exhibit on

a summer's eve when they lose their wings in

battling with the tapers.

'S luire Jason Easysoul lives in Jabez's neigh-

borhood ; but, so far as gardening operations are

concerned, it would seem that he did not profit

much by his neighbor's good example, as his

most prominent garden crop has usually been

weeds.
Many and many is the time, the Captain has

taken the 'Squire to do relative to bis slovenly

gardening operations, with a view and a sincere

hope of bringing about a salutary reformation,

but his efforts have been crowned with ill suc-

cess.

Last summer, the 'Squire's garden was un-

commonly neglected ; and when the weeds had

attained such a growth as to almost completely

conceal from view the sickly-looking vegetables,

the Captain could not contain himself any long-

er, and resolved upon a desperate effort to bring

his neighbor to his senses, affirming, if this last

scheme didn't work, the 'Squire and his garden

might both "go to gross."

One day the Captain was slowly marching

home from this unpleasant and to him wretched

looking scene, with his eyes cast on the ground

and his hands clasped behind him, musing, and

looking for all the world as though something

very uncommon and afflictive had happened,

when Aunt Squiggles, attracted by his unusual

appearance, came to the door and inquired :

" What's happened, Cap'n ?"

"Some one is dead at 'Squire Easysoul's, I

suspect."

"Do tell—who can it be— never beard any on

'em was sick— it can't be—who told you so?"

"No one told me so, hut then I suspect such

must be the case."
" Oh, lor—mortals all we he, droppin' down

like the grass—who knows whose turn'll come
next— I must go right over to the 'Squire's and

console 'em."
" I didn't say, Aunt, that some one loas dead at

the 'Squire's, but 1 suspect that is the case."

" I know it, 1 know it—the Lord comfon'em

—

but what makes you suspect some on 'em is

dead ?"

" I saw deep mourning there as I passed."

"It must be— it must be," exclaimed the good

lady as she turned and entered the house.

The Captain went home, and Mrs. Squiggles

soon spread the melancholy news all over the

neighborhood. Great was the grief, rendered

doubly so by the suddenness of the event, no one

having heard that any of the 'Squire's family had

been indisposed.

In a few minutes several good ladies, led by

Aunt Squiggles, were seen wending their way
towards the 'Squire's, often making use of their

linen 'kerchiefs to wipe away the tears. They
entered the front yard with trembling steps,

beating hearts and moistened eyes. One of the

'Squire's daughters, seeing the sorrow-stricken

troop approaching, and fearing that something

dreadful must have happened in the neighbor-

hood, ran and apprised her father, mother and

sisters, who immediately rushed to the door.

Aunt Squiggles was surprised at meeting them

thus, and "thunderstruck when they spoke, with

one voice, and inquired what had happened ?

"Oh, dear—aint it so?" exclaimed Aunt.
" Why, what do you mean ? explain yourself,1

said the 'Squire, his feeling wrought up to a high

pitch, for him.
" Why, aint any one of your folks dead?" ea\

Aunt wilh a heavy sigh.
« Dead—dead!" repeated the 'Squire. " Why,

who told you such a story ?"

" Cap'n Noweed said he suspected some one

on yer was dead."

"Cap'n Noweed told you he suspected some
one of us was dead ! Can it he possible !"

" He said so—and when I asked him what

made him suspect so, he said he saw deep

mourning here when he passed."

"Saw deep mourning here! What can my
good neighbor mean ? Sit you down, while I go

for the Captain for an explanation," said the

'Squire, as he put on his hat.

Just as he stepped from the threshhold he

espied the Captain approaching, lie beckoned
to him—invited htm into the house, and, in the

presence of the anxious listeners, asked for an
explanation.

" I told her I suspected' some one was dead

here, and the reason for my suspicion, and that

was, that 1 saw deep mourning here .'"

"Deep mourning?" said the 'Squire, puzzled.
" What do you mean ?"

" I mean just what I said," replied the Captain

firmly.

"You haven't seen any mourning, about my
premises, certainly."

" 1 have, and deep moilrning, too, and if you will

come to the door I will show it to you now."
"There," said the Captain, pointing to the

garden, "don't you see deep mourning there ?"

All eyes were strained to their utmost capaci-

ty, but they couldn't see anything that looked

like mourning.
"Can't see it?" said the Captain, " why you

must all be blind! Can't see the numerous
heavu u'eeds! always indicative of deep mourn-

ing ?"'

" Yes," said the 'Squire, " I can see them ; hut

they won't be seen long enough to get up another

such excitement as this, now 1 tell you," and the

way the 'Squire (hoe in hand) pitched into the

deep mourning vegetables was truly delightful to

the Captain.

This last scheme of the Captain's had its de-

sired effect. The 'Squire raised a pretty good
crop of vegetables last season, though it was late

before he set about it ; and the coming season

he says his tutor will have to rise early if he

beats him.

—

.Maine Farmer.

Cotton as Manure.—Some recent experi-

ments have been made in France to quicken the

growth of pot-herbs and other vegetables, by the
application of cotton. The refuse cotton from
a spinner's room was applied by him to the use
of a hot-bed, in place of ordinary manure. The
idea was naturally suggested from seeing the

heap, like manure, in a state of fermentation.

—

Accordingly, on the 5th of December, 1845, he
planted on a bed of sweepings; and twenty-six
days after, on the 1st of January, 184(5, it brought
him a small bunch of asparagus. The bed was
made in an open kitchen garden; but the gar-

dener had taken the precaution to cover it with
coarse straw, thinly spread. He succeeded in

raising other asparagus from the same bed until

the end of May, when there was no use to force

it. In December, 1846, he resumed the experi-

ment on a seed plot of one year, with the same
success. From another bed he plucked on the

8th of May, 1846, his first melon, which was a-

bundantly ripe and mellow, and very good. The
seed was planted Feb. 10th. The beds are made
in the open kitchen garden. A ditch is excava-
ted, a yard or more wide, of convenient size for

a bed. The sweepings are deposited in this, in

a state of fermentation, and packed down with
the feet. This is abundantly watered, and on
the top a thin layer of manure is deposited.

Clearing of Woodlands.
There are few evils more to he lamented than

the wanton destruction of young growing wood,
Notwithstanding the consumption of timber and
fuel is so great in almost every settled part of our
vast territory, and the demand promises before

many years to exceed the supply, it is painful to

behold the useless and reckless warfare which is

so frequently waged against our forests.

—

"France," observed an eminent statesman, "will

decline, as many flourishing countries have, if

she does not follow the example of Cyrus, who
planted forests in Asia Minor. It is only the

abundance of forests and water, that enables

China to support her 300,000,000 of people ; be-

cause, in that empire, there are planted more
trees than destroyed. Spain, so highly cultiva-

ted, and so densely populated, in the time of the

Romans, the Moors, and even Charles V., owes
her desolate aspect at present, to this waste of
wood." The same is the case with several parts

of Asia, as well as of South America, Mexico,
and California, and the same will inevitably be

the result in this country, unless efficient and
frugal means are speedily adopted to prevent iis

waste.

With many of our farmers, it is customary to

pursue a very injudicious course in regard to their

woodlands, selecting the older and larger trees,

or those which are decayed or dead, with the

view of leaving the younger or more vigorous

ones to grow. By this method it is next to an
impossibility to fell large trees, without serious

injury to the smaller ones, which must inevitably

be more or less mutilated or crushed to the

ground. Hence, if the growth be thick, nume-
rous openings will be made, and roads, or path-

ways, must he cleared, in order to haul out the

wood after it is cut.

In France, the most economical plan of man-
aging woodlands is, to cut clean and smooth as

you go. The clearing thus made, if intended for

future growth, is not burnt over as wilh us, but

is immediately enclosed and carefully protected

from the depredations of cattle, sheep, &.C., al-

lowing the youn™ sprouts, which start with vigor,

to pursue their growth unmolested, until they are

beyond the reach of harm. In felting a tree, the

closer it is cut to the ground, the more will be
gained in vvood, and often it will well pay the

tinnier to grub it up by the roots; for, the nearer
the ground, the larger and stronger the trunk,

and even the roots of some kinds of trees are
highly valued for numerous purposes in con-
struction, as well as in the arts.—JV. Y. Agricult.

Bread-making.—Dr. H. B. Lewis, of this city,

has published a small tract upon bread-making,
a copy of which is before us. We heartily re-

commend it to the attention id' all families. Dr.

Lewis says that in one barrel of flour, by the

process of effervescence, in comparison with
fermentation, that there is a savinjr of thirty-three

pounds. Of this we have no doubt, although wo
believe, from experiments which we have seen
made, that the fermented bread is, what is tech-

nically called, lighter, more spongy. The gas
developed by fermentation is carbonic, therefore

it is recommended that bi-carbonate of soda and
muriatic acid be used tn develop this gas in the

making of bread, by the mixing of these sub-

stances together. The following are the recom-
mended proportions: For 3 lbs. fine flour 9
drachms of bi-carbonate of soda mixed with the

flour in cold water, the soda to be dissolved first

in a little milk-warm water, muriatic acid 114

drachms, and water in proper kneading quantity,

about 1| lbs. There is no use in adding salt in

making bread in this manner, as the combination
of muriatic acid with soda forms common salt

—

the muriate of soda. The little pamphlet of Dr.

Lewis should be in the hands of every house-

wife, as it reveals much domestic chemical

knowledge, and Sir Humphrey Davy once said

"every good wife that boils a kettle or a pan,

would be all the better of drinking at the foun-

tain of chemical knowledge."

—

Scientific American.

A friend of ours, who began life with less than

one thousand dollars, and who has brought up

reputably and well-educated, a large family, and

has now become rich from the profits of farming

alone, informed us that one season he expended

$900 for city manure, all of which he put on

twenty acres of land ; that he had not a doubt

but this manure increased the hay product of

that field at least one and a half tons per acre,

but he would only calculate it at one ton. Hay
was then worth for a series of six years the ave-

rage price of $15 per ton ; he thus realized

8L800 more within that six years than he other-

wise would have done, had he not purchased the

manure. He calculated that the grass this field

produced, which he fed off after mowing, was

an equivalent for the extra expense of cutting

and marketing this extra ton per acre ; and the

land at the end of the six years was in much bet-

ter condition than it was before he put on the

S900 worth of manure.

—

Agriculturist.

Buckwheat.—Howitt, in his late work on

Germany, remarks that this corn affords a curi-

ous instance of how we sometimes translate the

names of things. In Germany, be says, it is

called buch-w'eizen, which means beech-vvheai,

because the grains are three-cornered, or shaped

exactly like the nuts of the beech. We have re-

tained' the name buck, which in English gives no

meaning, or a wrong one as though it were call-

ed nfterthe buck or male iallow-dcer.
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The Journal of Commerce has a comparative

vie~« of tin.' growth ofNew York and Boston for

the sixteen years from 1832 to 1847, inclusive,

the drift of which appwarS to he, that there is no

danger of Boston overshadowing New York anil

absorbing all our business—just yet. The fol-

lowing tallies present the principal points of

comparison
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prize in class 7i!i ; the second in class 2d. The
Devons took the first prize in classes 4th and

5th ; the second prize in classes 3d and 4th. The

first prize in class 3d was a cross of the Short

Horn and Devon. The first prize in class 6th

was a Highland ox. The first prize in class 7th

was a cross of a Long Horn and Hereford. The

first prize of class 9th was a Long Horn. The
Short Horn prize steer which took the gold medal

us the best of their show, it is said, " possessed

a greater number of good points than perhaps any

other beasl that ever appeared in Smithfield."

Among the most distinguished exhibitors, we
notice Prince Albert; the Dukes of Rutland and

Richmond ; Earls Radnor and Leicester—the

latter quite a young man, and son of the cele-

brated Earl Leicester (Mr. Coke of Norfolk);

Lord Portman, &e. &c. We only mention these

titled personages to show such of our readers as

were not define aware of the fact, that the most

distinguished men in England take great pride

and pleasure in obtaining prizes by a show of fat

animals reared and fed on their own farms.

&I)c bisitov.

CONCOUD, N. H., MARCH 31, 1848.

Farming upon Long Island.

The" Agriculturist" presents, as the result of

personal examination of the editor, the spirited

improvements of the farmers upon Long Island.

The soil of that island, extending one hundred

miles along eastward from the city and harbor of

New York, nearly level with the sea, is light and

porous, alternating with swamps, the former pro-

ducts of which were nothing better than frogs

and alder bushes. Under the former system the

light lands were ploughed, and produced without

manure, from twelve to fifteen bushels of corn to

the acre, followed by a crop of nine or ten bush-

els of winter rye: this was pastured afterwards

five or six years, again to be followed by plough-

ing and a diminished crop of corn. The drained

swamps latterly have turned out rich black muck

to be used as manure; fish have been caught in

great numbers and applied to the land ; sea-weed

has been gathered for a like purpose; thousands

of bushels of ashes and ship-loads of manure

have been brought from the city of New York,

and recently guano to some extent. And what is

the result? Why, the same land that formerly

averaged only half a ton of hay to the acre, now

cuts two or three tons ; corn which produced not

over ten to fifteen bushels per acre, now yields

from thirty-five to sixty—and*the smaller grains

and roots have increased in like proportion. But

much larger isolated crops have been raised than

these. For example, Mr. Daniel K. Youngs has

raised 80 bushels of oais and 100 bushels of corn

per acre, and 550 bushels of carrots on half an

acre. Mr. Thomas F. Youngs raised on one

ante of drained swamp, 123£ bushels of corn.

Mr. Jacob Smith, of Centre Island, raised 400

bush-tit of wheat un ten acres, and a single acre

produced him 50 bushels.

Of a family by the name of Youngs, residing

at Oyster Bay, L. I., (he editor of the Agricultur-

ist speaks in one account of his visit last sum-

mer. The father of the family, Mr. Daniel

Votings, has a farm of 300 acres, "generally of

a light, loamy, or gravelly soil, though some fields

are of heavy loam, abounding with stones." His

son, Mr. Thomas F. Youngs, has another farm

near by, comprising about 400 acres. Mr. Y. has

been uncommonly spirited in his improvements,

lie has drained a large swamp, which previous

u, his possession of the farm, had never produced

. iiylhing of value. It was here where he grew

I ii second year after draining it, I23J bushels ot

corn per acre. It is now one of the richest and

most productive fields on the island.

The editor of the Agriculturist says—" We
have known instances of locust groves on Long

Island growing up to the worth of $300 per acre

within forty years." These groves, on poor soil,

may there be made to grow in value from four to

seven dollars worth of timber per annum, and at

the same time yield considerable grass for sheep

pasturage. On light sandy soil, the trees keep

the ground cool and moist, and the grass contin-

ues growing all summer.

The Ice Trade forty-two years since.

The Windsor, Vt. Post Boy, of June 24, 1806,

contains the following;

" The brig Favorite, of Boston, loaded with a

cargo of Ice, went to Martinique, where the car-

go was sold for 5 cents per lb., which amounted
to 4000 dollars."

So little progress was made in the ice trade,

that it was not until more than twenty years

after this, that Mr. Tudor of Boston, applied for

and obtained the exclusive right of supplying

with ice for a term of years, of one or more of

the West India islands. The first ice sent to

New Orleans from Boston, perhaps fifteen years

ago, retailed in that city from four to six cents a

pound: but little profit to the shipper was made

at that high price.

The ice trade of New England, not only to the

warm climates of the southern States and the

West Indies, but also to the East Indies and the

colder European climates, to the islands of Britain

herself, has become already a business of magni-

tude, constantly increasing. With the ice car-

goes, are sent abroad, in a state of freshness and

preservation, perishable meats, fish and vegeta-

bles, with the prospect of inexhaustible demand.

The ice is now furnished at distant parts of

the Union, and in foreign ports, thousands of

miles distant, at as little expense as the cost for-

merly of delivering it on board the ship: for two

dollars a ton, or one mill a pound, it is delivered

on board the ship at the wharves in Boston and

Charlestown : at half a cent a pound, retailed in

New Orleans, it would give a clear profit of more

than half the price. The reduction of price re-

sults mainly from the inventions of the process

of cutting and taking the ice from the ponds

—

the surer and simpler methods of housing and

keeping over the season, and the lessened ex-

pense of entire railway transport from the inte-

rior lakes or ponds to the hold of the ships re-

ceiving it. The latest suggestion is, that steam-

power will be exclusively used, as well in cut-

ting and drawing the jce from its bed as it) its

subsequent land transport. As cold weather al

ways gives ice in abundance upon the New Eng-

land lakes and streams— better ice than can lie

found in the Middle States, or upon the British

islands—so we may suppose that there will be

for years no diminution of our ice trade.

It has been found that saw-dust is the best ar-

ticle for the preservation of ice: in the extensive

saw-mills in the timber regions of Maine, the

saw-dust had been a matter of annoyance about

the mills. Latterly, cargoes of saw-dust are

shipped to .Massachusetts bay, to be used in the

great ice-house preservers at Fresh pond, and

other ponds furnishing ice in the vicinity of Bos-

ton. Besides this, it has been found in steam

engine saw -mills, many of which are e'ri cud and

erecting near the railways, where timber forests

abound all over New England, that the saw-dust

furnishes no inconsiderable portion of fuel ne-

cessary for the steam-power.

The "Brown Corn."

From the N. Y. Agriculturist for January.

IMPROVED VARIETIES OF INDIAN CORN.

Having noticed in the November (1847) num-
ber of the Agriculturist an account of the suc-

cessful cultivation of Brown corn by Dr. Field, I

have been led to forward you a statement of my
own crop of the past season, which was raised

from the same kind of seed.

The ground was prepared in my usual way
and planted on the 29th of May, three feet be-

tween the rows and about two feet in the other

direction. The growth of the corn was very

luxuriant, the height of the stalks being, upon an
average, about seven feet, and the ears from two
to three feet above the ground, generally of uni-

form size and well filled. By the 1st of October,

the crop was in a fit condition to be harvested,

and was accordingly cut up in fine weather,

husked and properly stored away in the corn

loft, from which is selected a fine parcel for seed.

Previous to harvesting, 1 measured off an acre of

the field, the product of which, on being weighed,

after the husks were removed, was 7,104 pounds.

This, according to previous estimates, would
ve upwards of one hundred bushels of shelled

corn to the acre.

I will also give you an account of another va-

riety of corn, which I have experimented upon,

by my peculiar method, although at a somewhat
limited event. About five years ago, I obtained

a small ear of rice corn, with tiny grains and a

cob "almost nothing," which 1 planted in my
garden, where it had no chance to mix with the

pollen of any oth=.r kind. For three or four

years in succession, I planted a small patch, dur-

ing which time, 1 found that the ear and kernel

both increased in size, while the cob continued

to be quite small. About the end ofMay last, in

order to know what it would yield, I planted ten

square rods of ground. The stalks grew stout

and contained from two to four ears each ; and,

according to a fair estimate, the yield was at the

rate of one hundred and twelve bushels of shelled

corn per acre. Thus, in five years, from the most

diminutive sort in the world, I have obtained it

variety which, in time, bids fair to give as abun-

dant yield as my other corn.

JOHN BROWN, 2d.

Long Island,
I

Lake Winnipisiogee. $

85
s7 We are glad to learn from the foregoing

article, copied from Mr. Allen's excellent paper,

the Agriculturist, published in the city of New
York, that our old friend, "John Brown, 2d,"

keeps up his taste and spirit for improving the

cultivation of Indian corn, for which the fine

islands upon our largest interior lake of New
Hampshire and the shores about it are so well

adapted.

The editor had been written to on the subject

of the Brown corn, by the Commissioner of Pa-

tents at Washington city, and had engaged to

procure some seed to be distributed in various

parts of the United States: carrying out the de-

sign, we have requested Mr. Brown to forward to

the Commissioner by express from Concord, one

bushel of this corn, with the intent that it may

be used in different parts of the country.

It should be understood beforehand, that the

corn growing at any given point is not at once

adapted to the climate north or south, say to the

distance of a hundred miles, or a single degree

of latitude. Further north in the more frosty

regions, the more diminutive corn is raised. The

small Canada corn brought down to the distance

of two hundred miles south, will mature and ri-

pen full four weeks sooner than the Duttou ten

and twelve rowed corn that is common on the

lower intervals and highlands upon the Merri-

mack river, a degree of latitude north of Boston

The large eight-rowed corn raised in the towns

of Massachusetts near the sea will not find time

to grow and ripen upon the elevated range of

hills forty and fifty miles westerly towards Con-

necticut river: an elevation of three hundred
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feet is said to be equal to a remove of a full de-

gree of latitude towards a colder climate.

The whole valley of the Connecticut, from

Long Island Sound on the south, to the Con-

necticut lake beyond the 45th degree of north

latitude—a distance of about four hundred miles

in all the river windings— is natural lo the growth

nf corn. Down south in Connecticut and Mas-

sachusetts, a taller corn, with the ears standing

as high or above a man's middle, is raised: the

corn-fields are perceptibly smaller at the remove

of every hundred miles north. Corn grows re-

markably well as high up as the Coos meadows,

ranging along both in New Hampshire and Ver-

mont, about Haverhill and Newbury. Above

this begin the fifteen miles falls of the Connecti-

cut, so that when we get as far north as Lancas-

ter and Guildhall, into the "Coos above the Up-

per Coos,"' the corn is almost of the diminutive

Canada size. At Compton, of the lower Canada

townships, on the 17ih of July, last summer, the

corn was spindled, and the ears set and silked,

which had been planted on the previous first of

.lune. This corn was probably ripened out of

the way of frost from the middle to the 20th of

Aucust following. The stalks of ibis Canada

corn, reaching scarcely three feet above ground,

would hardly be set down as a grain of the same

species with that of the tall corn upon the bot-

toms of the Ohio and Wabash, whose lops mount

twelve and fifteen feet into the air.

It was, we believe, in the first volume of the

Visitor, about nine years ago, that attention was

turned lo the extraordinary crop of corn raised

by Mr. Brown upon the Long Island of Winni-

pisiogee lake. It should be premised that the

islands and shores of the numerous beautiful

lakes and ponds that abound in the centre and

interior of New Hampshire, are betler adapted

fur tiie raising of Indian corn, because the pre-

sence of near living water holds off the killing

black frost, which is so apt to cut down the corn

in early June, or at the close of the season in

September. If the green leaf of the corn blade

is touched ever so slightly by the frost, its further

growth and its ripening ate ruined. In prospect

of a frost, if the corn has passed from the milk,

the safer method is at once to cut it up and stand

it up in bundles in the field, giving the interior

of the stack the benefit of the circulation of air,

and placing it in a position to shed the rain. The
ears of the corn thus cut up receive the alter

benefit of the saccharine juices in the blade at

the time of cutting.

Mr. Brown, of Long Island, has attracted the

public attention from the great crops of corn he

has raised : if we do not mistake, some of his

former crops have reached higher than one hun-

dred and twenty bushels of shelled corn to the

acre. So great an amount astonished even those

w ho raised just as large corn as could grow upon

the rich bottom lands of the south and west.

The general impression was, that there was a

great value in the peculiar kind of corn raised

by Mr. Brown ; and this circumstance induced

applications for the Brown sued corn from all

parts of the country. The result was, when this

corn Wits carried to a distance, an almost invari-

able disappointment in the supposition that it

was any better, if as good, as the corn common
lo ilie location.

The first Brown seed corn in almost every in-

stance, disappointed farmers who prepared their

ground in the old common method, especially

those who manured their hind but slightly. The
ears did not come off as favorable as other kinds.

The reason was, Mr. Brown had perfected his

seed for the higher manuring and more careful

cultivation, which had given him the great crops.

He had selected from intermixed kinds of com-

mon corn long used, until be combined the color

of yellow and red into a beautiful blaze, some-

times almost yellow, then of a deeper red tinge

:

upon the smallest body of cob he had incorpora-

ted generally eight rows of corn, filling out the

ear at the two extremes with well-set and well-

shaped kernels, and those kernels upon the body

of the ear of nearly double the size of the com-

mon small kind. Shelling this.eorn in a paper

case covering both corn and col) in the ear, the

corn alone would measure more shelled than

both the corn and the. cob unshelled.

In the course of practice with this Brown seed,

it was complained to us after the first year that

the ears grew shorter so as to become mere

nubbins, and that in the lighter grounds there

were more false blades than there had been in

the corn before used. Mainly, as we believe, for

this reason, the kind of corn called Brown corn,

has not become popular in New Hampshire.

That it should have entirely disappointed those

who have tried it in the southern States, growing

a corn altogether different from that of New
England, should surprise no one who knows how

to calculate the difference.

Mr. Brown has been indefatigable in raising

his corn crops. We believe he seldom plants

not to exceed two acres in any one. year: his

ground is prepared with a care and expense for

this crop, exceeding perhaps, what is usual in

the best cultivated gardens. He takes ground,

if we recollect aright, that has been one year pre-

viously manured and cultivated with potatoes

—

he ploughs in a first coating of spread manure:

he puts on more manure perhaps, and again

[doughs or harrows, so that manure is incorpo-

rated into every part of the soil. Then, as a

Stimulant, he pots fine manure into each bill.

His work is so thoroughly done that no hill es-

capes coming op without the requisite number

of blades ; and, watching " instant in season and

out of season," every hill is preserved with the

number of blades necessary to contribute its

share of the crop. No grub or insect is suffered

to remain a time sufficient unarrested to destroy

all the blades of any bill. For ground thus care-

fully prepared and attended by Mr. Brown, the

Brown corn is proably better adapted in the land

and peculiar climate where he lives than any

other corn can be.

Again, we see what patience, ingenuity and

industry can accomplish, by Mr. Brown's success

in perfecting the "rice corn," which, as he truly

says, was when he begun with it, "the most di-

minutive sort in the world," but, according to our

experience on a small scale, the most impracti-

cable of all kinds to be planted for any useful

purpose. By his high cultivation, in five years,

he has brought this rice corn to grow stout stalks

with two to four ears each. The seed of this

improved rice corn, we suspect, will fall back lo

a like quantity from twenty-five acres, which

would be larger than the average crop of the bet-

ter kind of farmers. As much manure upon the

ten, well and carefully applied, would probably

do its part in making the thousand bushels as

if applied to the twenty-five acres. The labor

of the careful cultivation of the smaller quantity

would not much exceed the necessary less care-

ful labor upon the twenty-five acres : the subse-

quent crops, without manure, in gram or grass,

must far exceed in the profits of a larger produce

from the less quantity of ground. With his sin-

gle acre of corn we are inclined to the opinion

that Mr. Brown, of Long Island, does better than

most farmers who apply an expense and tabor

equal to his, upon double and four times his

number of acres.

Strong stimulants in the hill are almost indis-

pensable for a good corn crop in the northerly

and elevated lands of New England. Fine yard

manure is perhaps the best stimulant for corn

ground: plaster is very good at planting : ashes

and plaster laid around the corn at the time of

first hoeing.

A pretty large kind of corn may be safely

planted from seed ripening the previous year at

any considerable distance further north. Seed

corn may be annually improved by a selection of

the first ripened ears, and the number of ears be

increased by taking that having two or more ears

upon the stalk.

its original inferiority when it shall come to the

common corn-field treatment.

As Mr. Brown has raised his large crops of

corn we cannot doubt he has been the gainer

from the mine thorough cultivation. His corn

field receives his particular personal attention

If he should undertake a field of ten acres only,

this personal careful attention must he lessened,

Alier all, we do not know hut the better and

more profitable cultivation might not be a thou-

sand bushels of corn from ten acres, rather than

From the Agriculturist.

Mode of Improving Sand Wastes in the vicinity
•f the Sea.

During a residence of several months on that

extensive and beautiful estate of the late Mr. Van
Eys, Mayor of the city of Amsterdam, situated

between the city of Haarlem and the North Sea,

I enjoyed a fine opportunity to observe the man-
ner in which the farmers of Holland reclaim the

Downs (Dumts in Low Dutch.) Intelligent and
able land-holders, in the vicinity of the Downs,
mark off, say one, two, or more acres of these

sand wastes, contiguous to their farms. These
spots they closely plant, in parallel rows, with

the down grass, which casts a pretty deep root

into the moist parts of these beds of sand. AC-/

terwards they enclose them with a hedge of
hawthorn, or a elose bush fence, as an additional

protection against the incursions of the winds.

In a couple of years more, they sow them with

buck-wheat, or turnip seed, which, when sufii-

cientlv grown, is ploughed under and sowed with

winter rye. In the succeeding spring, this land

is well manured, and planted with potatoes. Af-

ter this, rye is again sowed. Thus hundreds of
acres in this manner are reclaimed from useless

wastes and rendered available for agricultural

and other purposes. Some of these reclaimed

lands, I have seen covered with thrifty planta-

tions of oaks, which, hy the intelligence and in-

dustry of man, have amply rewarded him for his

labor.

Mr. Van Eys, who was a truly practical as well

as scientific agriculturist, was in the habit of
adding, from year to year, lands taken from these-

Downs, to his cultivated fields, and rendering
them equally productive. I have walked along
fields of rye, at his place, which might have af-

forded me a convenient hiding place.

AUGUSTUS UACKERIIAGEN.
Clermont, N. Y., Jan. 18-JS.

We extract the above from the Agriculturist

as confirming our theory that the term " poor

land," should be taken and considered obsolete,

if it means that such laud may not be made as

good as the best. Of all poor lands, where

would we find that, which in the common esti-

mation, can be more sterile than the flowing

white sand along the sea-shore ? The most pro-

ductive lands in Holland, are those formed and

brought into cultivation by the dyking out the

waters of the sea: what obstacles will not that
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industrious peo|ile overcome ? The sea dyked

and kept oft', liesides the land of rich vegetable

mould, leaves extensive "sand wastes": these,

lying along side of cultivated farms, are brought

into profitable cultivation in the manner de-

scribed by Mr. VVackerhagen.

Not only sand wastes upon the sea-shore, but

flowing sand wastes in the interior, containing

many acres of apparently remediless sterility,

may be reclaimed. How is the beauty of nature

marred by travelling along sandy districts where

there is a flow from every wind as that which

accumulates blocking snow banks in narrow-

fenced roads? All these wastes may be easily

converted into bearing land which, in a quick

rotation, will generally be made as profitable for

cultivation as the best and most tenacious black-

soiled lands. We speak with great confidence,

when we aver the belief, that stimulants may be

applied to such "poor lands" with as good a

profit as if applied to what are considered the

better lands. It is all a mistake that the manure

leaches and passes into the earth through a light

porous soil. In such a soil, it needs only to be

covered under or incorporated with the earth

near the surface, to give its quickest and most

effective advantage to an expected crop. The
ammonia of manure passes perhaps more readily

off in the air, if exposed directly upon the sur-

face, upon the light sandy lands than upon the

hea\ier lands: the sun and other warming at-

mospheric influences are of more force upon the

sand than upon the clay—upon the light than

upon the heavy land, while under cultivation.

For this reason, there is a general belief that the

manure is of less benefit, that much of its effect

is lost, upon light sandy porous land.

Most valuable of all is sand as a composition

of the soil : the very best lands contain, it is said,

full twenty-five per cent. Very good soil for

many purposes, may be made to reach as high

as ninety per cent. With care the benefits of

stimulating manures will be gained on such

sandy lands, perhaps of equal amount, that

would spread over double the time in a more te-

nacious soil. So that the fanner, rightly manag-
ing it, need not fear the loss of his manures ap-

plied to the lighter lands. These light lands

want in all cases, what all heavy lands eminently
want, deep trenching or ploughing. Generally

the vegetable mould of all lands forms to the

whole depth of the ploughing, after the due at-

mospheric action upon the ground stirred. The
deep heavy ground, to derive the benefits of
deep ploughing, must be effectually drained:

heavy, dead land will be made light by thorough
drainage. The lightest sandy land, needing no
drainage, will better stand the drought from
deeper ploughing. Capillary attraction best does
its work in extreme drought from the deeper
stirring of the earth : a porous light under soil-
even the lightest coarse gravel— should be no
discouragement to deep stirring of the ground.
The most sterile barrens of Cape Cod, where the

sand has flowed long in heaps, when a barrier to

the windward has prevented the continued drift,

have been made, with comparatively little ex-

pense of manure, fine bearing grounds for fruits

and vegetables.

Reduction of Duties in Austria.—On the
1st of January a reduction was to he announced
by the Austrian Government, on the duties upon
raw cotton, sugar, and other colonial produce.

[Every new opening of trade in other coun-
tries, and reduction of duties, is favorable to the
farmers and producers of the United States.!

?few England Wealth and Enterprise forty-
seven years ago.

The Salem Register of July 21, 1801, announ-

ces the following:

Pleasing Spectacle.—Among the number of rich

and valuable vessels from various parts of the
world that have enlivened our harbor for these
few days past, we are happy to announce the
safe arrival of four rich Indiamen: their cargoes
are estimated to be worth about 900,000 dollars:

the government will receive about 80,000 dollars

reveune.—Independent Chronicle, July 23, 1801.

It should be understood that much the larger

share of the wealth returned by the Salem mer-

chant Indiamen, was property made in the course

of an extended voyage. The ship would leave

the port with a cargo for trade (costing only a

few hundred dollars) with the natives of distant

islands in the Pacific ocean. One article of pur-

chase at the islands, was sandal wood, a material

carried thence to be used by the Chinese and

other eastern nations, for making rings for their

idol worship : that cargo disposed of would be

exchanged for another, and a voyage undertaken

to other seas and islands. In these courses of

trade and exchanges, at length the rich cargo

would be procured, with which to return to the

United States, making an addition to the capital

of the country which a State might feci in its

whole extent from the enterprise of a single

ship.

William Gray, jun., of old Salem, was the most
enterprising, bold and successful merchant of

New England fifty years ago. Hi.- accumulations

gave him so many ships, that he saved by becom-
ing his own under-writer for insurance: his

argosies were freighted for trade to all the distant

climes, oceans and seas. A great portion, indeed

possibly the whole of his adventures were under
bis personal direction—done perhaps in bis own
counting-room, with as few clerks as would now
be employed in a common country store. The
work of his own head and hands performed the

tasks usual to several persons: plain in dress and
familiar in intercourse, he was hardly to be dis-

tinguished as one of authority over the servants

of his establishment. Accumulating to the a-

mount, perhaps of millions, as the minor natur-

ally gives way to the major, his capital and busi-

ness with himself, removed from Salem to Bos-
ton in the first ten years of the present century.

The anecdote is told of his offering to carry the

market-basket from Fancuil Hall to the young
merchant's iiouse for the compensation, some
twelve and a half cents, which the latter was of-

fering for the accommodation, at the same time
he was on the way to carry home his own. At
one time it was estimated that " Billy Gray " (as

he was familiarly called every where,) was won h

at least five millions of dollars. The most ex-

tensive merchant ship-owner in the United States,

bis ships became the prey of billigerent avarice

of Great Britain and France. With so much
property arrested by the stringent measures of
embargo on ships, and non-intercourse with

France and England during the existence of the

Berlin and Milan decrees of Napoleon, and the

orders in Canada of George the Third— measures
proposed by Mr. Jefferson, as a substitute for war,

to force the billigeients to acknowledge our
rights—Mr. Gray came forth as the supporter of
our national administration. The mighty sea-

robbers in the time made such depredations on his

ships and property, that his estate was reduced
from millions to as many hundred thousands of
dollars in value, lie died, leaving property it is

supposed, not much to exceed half a million ol

dollars, having greatly contributed to the wealth

and prosperity of his country in the accumula-
tion of that of which he was robbed.

Several years after Mr. Gray, Mr. Peabody, an-

other of the merchant princes of Salem, accumu-
lating his wealth by trade in distant seas, was
considered as one of the richest men in the

United Slates.

The business of the country has now so much
accumulated, that numbers of men make their

millions of dollars at home : some have done it

in successful manufacturing operations—others
i

'

in the rise of land and other properties—and
others, in the natural accumulation of money
capital. After all, we think that clear gains, with

the greatest good to the greatest number, are no

where so distinguishable as in the long trade

abroad of our merchant ships, and in the whale

voyages to the other side of the globe, where our

ships and seamen are absent for years.- The im-

ports here may be accounted as the wealth of the

nation, earned by the enterprise of our own
countrymen.

Revival of an old acquaiutance---The Eosjes-
man—Trade with South Africa—-Cultiva-
tion—Introduction of the New England
Plough. •

After the lapse of about fifteen years, the edi-

tor of the Visitor was grateful to meet in the city

of Washington, in one of the first days of the

last month, Isaac Chase, Esq., who had been ab-

sent from the country, in the capacity of Consul

of the United Slates at the Cape of Good Hope,

nearly the whole of that time. Our acquaintance

with Mr. Chase had been sudden and of short

duration. He is a native of Plaistow, N. H , hut

up to the time of going to South Africa, was do-

ing business in Boston. With a brother, and

perhaps some others, as owners of two small

whale ships, visiting distant seas on long voyages

to the southern Atlantic ocean, Mr. G, on the ex-

pediting of the sale of oil, had gone out to meet

the returning ships to the Brazils. One of the

ships coming into Rio, a profitable mercantile

arrangement was made at one of the minor ports

of Brazil : the other ship was not heard of, and

he took passage home to the United States.

Soon after his arrival at New York, the missing

ship came in, having touched at the Cape of

Good Hope on account cf the sickness of the

captain, and remained until his recovery. At
this time there was very little intercourse of the

Americans with this Anglo-Dutch colony; but

the representations of his captain determined

Mr. C, almost against the advice of his friends, to

make this distant point his future place of resi-

dence. There was then no consular agent of the

United States at the Cape: Mr. C. determined to

apply for the situation which is without salary,

other than fees. lie went to Washington with

letters to the President, and first called on the

editor, then of the Senate, who introduced him
to the. Secretary of State and Gen. Jackson.

There was not a moment's hesitation in granting

the request, when the object was once under-

stood ; and the only fear expressed, both by the

President and the Secretary was, that the busi-

ness could not be made an object for remaining

in that position. The Consul has remained in

that distant country for the fifteen years, having

rarely left his place for a day, and from his own
resources, aided by the countenance of authority

from our government, has been of essential bene-

fit in sustaining the credit and promoting the

trade of the Americans in a distant land.

With an accomplished family, reared almost

from infancy, in that distant clime, he is now on
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n visit to this country : lie has brought along

wiih liini, a lusus natiirai of the human species,

an individual of the African rage, of the tribe

called Bosejesman or Bushman, which Mr. C.

represents as almost as great a euriosiiy at the

Cape as in this country. This tribe exists some

thousand miles distant from Cape Town, to the

north-east, towards the equatorial line: they live

without either houses or clothing.io cover them.

The tallest of them, when full grown, do not ex-

ceed four feet and two inches : Henry, (or Onto,

his forest name,) has lived as a pet in the family

Of Mr. Chase for five years, in which time he has

h en taught lo speak English words and express

short sentences. The most sensible answer he

made while in our hearing, was the answer to a

question put by the venerable Madam Hamilton

at the President's—whether he liked this country

:

shivering, he said, " too cold." lie is three feet

six inches tall, having grown only an inch ortwo

in five years. Mr. Chase supposes him to be

seventeen years old: he has the playful simplici-

ty of a child of six or seven years. His cotn-

pli xion is swarthy, one remove beyond that of

the Italian. The features of his face seem to be

the reversesof Ours : it is like the mould in which

vie might suppose an English face to be cast, the

nose being a hallow instead of a prominent

ridge. The head is of a most singular conform-

ation, contracted in width in the forehead, and

the skull widened out much on each side of the

crown over to the ears. This specimen of hu-

manity, under the training of Mr. Chase, has not

the intelligence to carry out an order: he begins

as directed, but soon leaves off Directed to

watch two cows feeding upon the commons of

Cape Town, with no conscious or vicious diso-

bedience, the uoy soon leaves them to be arrested

by the pound-keepers. Many give in to the

opinion that the Bushman tribe is cf the brute

species, between the man and the ape. We in-

cline to the belief that the Bushman is to be ra-

ted on the side of the "man immortal, whose

soul shall never die": if much inferior lo our

own race, the divine impress, not to he found

upon the monkey or ape—not at all disagreeable,

when it becomes familiar— is upon the face of

the Bushman.

The Bushman, while in the drawing-room of

the President's mansion, was much and steadily

engaged in gazing around, and touching the faces

upon the white marble mantle, and feeling the

damask curtains and other matters of attraction,

not peculiar to ordinary rooms. He had been

fold in ue ! i about the character of Washington, as

the first great and good man of the country:

when pointed to the full length portrait, by

Stewart, which adorns this room, he gazed some-

time with animation and apparent wonder. To
fhe lady Hamilton, who, coming in to visit Mrs.

Folk with her son and daughter, sought after

him to take bis hand, he turned away, not as of

fear or disgust, hut as if desirous to avoid

without offending. His singular shaped head is

the more curious from having the skin of the

scalp under the hair, for the most part, purely

white. It is said, his hair, viewed through a mi-

croscope, is flat as a ribbon : it i.; elastic as india

rubber, but cannot bo said to be curly like the

wool of the pure negro: it is entirely black.

Turning to other subjects in relation to the

Consulate at Cape Town of Africa, Mr. Chase

describes the place as a city of twenty-five thou-

sand inhabitants. In the arrangement of the

European crowned heads, this ancient Dutch

colony was turned over to the English about

thirty years ago: the British army officers of the

Bast Indies, as half-way between Europe and

the immense countries dependent on Britain in

the East, make the Cape their pleasant residence

while on furlough after long duty. The society

at the Cape has the polish of London and other

British cities : the Governor and bis court are of

the home nobility—the officers of the native

troops of the East, are generally the younger

sons of peers and lords at home. Mr. Chase

mentions one English public library at Cape

Town, numbering thirty thousand volumes.

In the rear of the Cape the country is moun-

tainous: the Cape itself, seems to have been

formerly an island, from which the waters have

receeded, narrowing down as the main hind is

approached, in a plain of lower elevation be-

tween Table bay on one side and False bay on

the other. Over this plain the road communi-

cates off the island of higher elevation and in-

creased width, being some ten or twenty miles

broad, and more than thirty miles in length.

The main laid or continent itself, is elevated

and mountainous, as well on the Atlantic side as

along down the coast north-east many miles, to

the island of Mozambique and the African moun-
tains of the main land, bearing the same name.

Mr. Chase, in virtue of his office of Consul,

stands as the representative of the United States

not only at the port of the Cape, but at several

harbors further east, on the African coast of the

Indian ocean, to which our trading ships some-

times find access. Stretching down still further

south, between Africa and Asia, to the Arabian

sea, there has been a small coasting trade for

many years of a few American ships, principally

from the port of Salem, in Massachusetts. As

the western coast of Africa has had its gold dust

and ivory, so the eastern has been fumed for its

coffee and its spices, which are brought off by

the natives, with whom little interior intercourse

can he had. Ever since the revolutionary war,

Yankee ships have visited and explored every

known island and continent of the distant seas.

Not more enterprising under government aid,

have been the British marine, than the American

merchant sailors carrying on and keeping up trade

without government patronage in distant coun-

tries and seas. The difference has been marked

with the British owning every uncivilized island

and country, where they have first touched and

traded : the Americans have claimed nothing of

ownership or sovereignty, even where they have

made the first discovery. The policy of free and

open trade to all parts of the world, now con-

ceded by the most enlightened British statesmen

themselves to be for the advantage of their gov-

ernment, will he of eminent advantage to Amer-

ican trade: as it progresses, this extension of

trade will open a market to any desirable e:-:tent,

of manufactures, as well as of agricultural pro-

ductions, not often leaving such a surplus as in

time of money-scarcity sacrifices in a few months,

the gains of the hard labor of years.

The American trade with tin- Cape of Cood

Hope has mainly, if not altogether grown up

viiice Air. Chase settled down there in the con-

sulate : the African productions imported to

America are not of great value, but are mode-

rately increasing: goat skins, wool, and some

wine come to America from that country. Mr.

Chase, communicating through the British au-

thorities at the Capo, after several years of perse-

verance, was uble to procure, an order in council

of the home government, admitting the introduc-

tion at. the Cape of American beef and per!;, and

train oil. This regulation enables the American
South sea whalers to renew at the Cape their

supplies of provisions from the United States,

and at the same time land and dispose of their

cargoes of oil, saving in some instances, a voy-

age of five months out and home, refitting for a

protracted voyage.

The land cultivation beyond the peninsula

which forms the Cape Town, is mostly in a rude

state. Mr. C. represents the country as moun-
tainous and naked of wood : the rocks are in

some instances, of the primitive granite, partici-

pating less than many of the islands in evidences

of recent volcanic origin. The vallies are fer-

tile : there are plantations here for the produc-

tion of the grape. Slavery existed here in form

prior to the act of British emancipation by the

Parliament: between one and two millions of

pounds sterling were advanced to the colon;, for

its ownership in slaves. These slaves were not

Africans, but Malays, from the Asiatic countries

eastward of the Cape: they were of the swarthy,

but not black eomplexiou. Employed upon the

plantations, their work was badly done. The
grape vines run not upon trellises or other sup-

ports, falling over when risen a little out of the

ground, leaving the fruit to be dirtied: the wine

was of very ordinary quality, having a ground

taste. Recently, in some instances, the growth

has been improved by a more careful attention.

Mr. C. 3ays they have a wine made there called

Cape Madeira, equal to the best of that celebra-

ted wine of the island : there are three planta-

tions only which produce the ConstantiH wine,

or ladies' cordial : this is made from grapes

ripened half way to become raisins— it is sold

upon the plantations for five dollars the gallon.

Until within a few years, the cultivation of land

in this part of South Africa was generally by

hand. They had a plough or machine for break-

ing up ground, some fifteen or twenty feet long,

requiring a dozen or more yokes of their cattle

to draw it. In a consignment of articles to his

house from Boston, came half a dozen of the

Ruggles ploughs. Mr. C. kept them' on hand

many months, as being in no demand, or of any-

possible use, until trading with an up-country

planter, he asked him to take the smallest plough

of the lot, and showed' him how with a single

mule or horse, it might be used between the

rows of grapes instead of the baud-digging that

had been used. The trial was made with the

understanding that nothing would he asked for

the plough if it did not succeed. It succeeded

so completely, that the man returned and paid

the price for it, and bought up for his own use

and that of bis neighbors, the remaining five: he

said he had better pay. the price of five hundred

dollars for such a plough than not have one. Mr.

C, by the first ship afterwards, ordered out a

hundred ploughs, all of which were bespoken

before they arrived. Since then the market had

extended to the, sale of thousands at the Cape-

This curious incident is among the facts going to

prove the decided superiority of that most im-

portant farmer's implement, the New England

American plough. This is among those wooden

wares of the Yankees which are finding their

way, as cheapest and best for use, into the distant

corners of the earth.

Mr. Burke, the Commissioner of Patents, esti-

mates the corn crop in the United States, for the

last year, at 540,000,000 bushels—equal, at fifty

cents per bushel, to 270,000,000 dollars—or about

four times the value of fhe whole production of
cotton.
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Tlie following article of items, shipped from

the port of Boston to two West India islands in

one week of February, is selected from the sta-

tistical reports constantly appearing in the papers.

It shows that the railroads from the interior carry

out, as the product of our lands in the interior

and of the working hands of New England,

much that contribute constantly to the increase

of our wealth. What can the farmer raise that

will not find a market—that will not contribute

to the increase of his capital and means? Can

lie better invest his surplus means than to build

the railway that shall make the heavy article one

hundred miles in the interior almost as available

as that which is only ten miles from the wharf

which lades it to the ship for some foreign

country ?

To Cuba.— Ice, 409 tons ;
railroad sleepers, 144

tons; brooms, 200; wedges, hon, 200; linseed

oil, 476 galls; plaster, 30 tons ; beans, 118 bush
;

empty hhils, 074; hams, 11,898 lbs ; cheese, 4775

lbs; rice, 6170 Ihs ; chairs, 170 bdls; beef, 20,528

lbs; beef, 10 casks; beef, 10 drums; beef, 55

bbls; codfish, 237 drums; hakefisb, 50 drums;

cider, 35 bhls ; cider. 100 dozen; candles, 514

boxes.; candles, 11,135 lbs; hoops, 27,800 feet;

hoops, 085 bdls; lard, 17,504 lbs; butter, 501

lbs; onions, 204 bbls; wickiug, 30 bales; shin-

gles, 28,000; herring, 200 boxes; chairs, 540

bdls; box shocks, 15,259; hhd. do, 1629; oil,

2889 <;alls ; casks, 352 nests ; casks, empty, ISO
;

hoards. 180,081 feet.

To HaytL—T>ry goods, 7200 yds ; coffee hags,

3000; oil, 300 galls • potatoes, 10 bhls
;

pails, 10

doz ; tin plates, 10 cases; alevvives, 224 bhls;

fish, 00 hhls; codfish, 941 qils ; herring, 350 bbls
;

flour, 350 bhls; boards, 8000 feet; candles, 330

boxes; tobacco, 17,100 lbs; cheese, 3000 lbs;

butter, 1000 lbs; onions, 40 bbls ; hams, 2073 lbs ;

lard, 3150 lbs; sugar, refined, 4000 lbs; soap,

1500 boxes; soap, 300 half boxes; mackerel, 307

bbls; pork, 75 bhls; shingles, 10 M.

m
An Example for Woman !

The venerable widow of Alexander Hamilton

is spending the winter at Washington city, asking

the consideration of Congress to a proposition

for the sale to the United States, of her late hus-

band's papers. She is now ninety-one years of

age. Gen. Hamilton, killed ill the duel with Aa-

ron Burr, in the year 1804, was forty-eight years

old at the time of his death. If living, this would

make him now ninety-two years of age: he was

more than twenty years the junior of Washing-

ton and the elder John Adams.

Madam Hamilton is so active ibis winter as to

walk readily all over the " city of great distances."

She dresses in plain black— fully as plain as any

country farmer lady of her age who attends the

village church on Sunday. We remember our

own grandmother, (whose maiden name was

Hannah Adams, the sister, and two years older

than the patriarch John Adams, who is still living,

and was 103 years old on the 26th January

last)—we remember her some fourteen years

ago at Ashburnham, Mass., as very much resem-

bling in plain dress and sprightly activity, the

present lady Hamilton : she died at the age of

ninety-four years. On the 22d February we

passed Mrs. II. in front of Fuller's, on the Penn-

sylvania avenue, chaffering with the hackman to

reduce bis price from a dollar to ninety-five cents

the hour for bis services to enable her to make

calls that day upon her friends. This economy,

with her, has been a matter of" necessity ; for, re-

stricted in her means at the time of the death of

her husband, she has reared, as the prudent and

careful mother, a large family of sons and daugh-

ters: a grandson and officer in Mexico, as will be

seen by a reference to bis dating personal ex-

ploit in the first number of the N. Y. l
Tnion La-

dies' Magazine of the present year, has done bis

name and country great honor.

A few days since, we. accidentally met the ven-

erable matron at the President's, where she was

introduced to Mr. Consul Chase and bis daugh-

ter, with the lilliputian Bosjesman from Africa:

this being, of the human species, was of the size

and bearing of a young boy of ten or a dozen

years in an orphan establishment, leading her

probably to express a strong interest in the

strange being, and to follow him up to the taking

him by the hand, and holding him to answer

questions. Retreating from her,she introduced the

subject of orphan children in the city of New
Yoi k, with whom, as appeared, she hail long

been familiar. Forty-two years ago, she said,

herself and a few other ladies, had established

the Ladies' Orphan Asylum of New York, of

which she had been every year since that time,

one of the managers and directresses. Said she,

"the Almighty prospers when we do good

things; for we have taken in and educated four-

teen hundred destitute orphan children, until

they were of the age to maintain themselves in

the pursuit of some useful trade or calling. Our

contributions, at first small, have been enlarged

by generous donations from the humane ; and I

am happy to have lived to see much good grow-

ing out of these woman efforts." It should be

recollected, that at the time of laying the founda-

tion, and ever since, the daughter of Gen. Schuy-

ler was the mother of orphans, who, by her ef-

forts only, were prevented the necessity of ap-

plying to some asylum as mendicants, with no

wealthy relations to help them.

Improved Cultivation fifty years ago.

The "Constitutional Telegraphe " of July 22,

1801, published at Boston, contains the following :

THE JERSEY FARMER.

I have spent nearly fifty years in improving
land, and as I ride about my business through
Ihe country, and converse with our most intelli-

gent farmers, have made some remarks, which
may be worth your attention.

Some gentlemen let out their lands on short
leases to the man who will give the highest rent,

whereby their plantations in a short time become
of little value. This practice is of so longstand-
ing, that some are ready to say, there is no reme-
dy for it. As 1 do not like to find fault without
pointing out a remedy which is practical, I shall

say I have the pleasure to he acquainted with
one gentleman who has lately adopted a plan

very profitable to himself and as profitable to

his tenants.

This gentleman lets a farm for a certain share
of the crop. He has chosen an industrious man,
and directs the course of his crops himself He
first plants corn ; after corn, oats, barley or flax,

with the large red clover, which is well adapted
to poor lands. On the young clover in the win-

ler, during the frost, all the dung and rich earth
which may he prepared should he placed, and
then it woidd he ready lo spread, equally, when
ihe frost breaks up.

To improve the land the clover should he fe<\

two years— then sown with wheat: by these

means a vast stock of hogs, sheep and cattle

might he well fed. For the waul of this method
on Ihe lands leased out in Salem county (New
Jersey) alone, I estimate the loss at ten thousand
pounds per annum. You will say, how does this

appear? I answer— laud if leased out as is mosi
commonly done, for one, two or three years, in

some product is not worth one dollar the acre
;

but, if matured as I have proposed, would be

wortli ten dollars the acre, in addition to ihe ma-
nure arising from ihe hogs, &e. feeding thereon.

It may he worth notice, that in May and June
it is common for many to have land prepared for

buck-wheat; and as some may wish to add to

ihe quality ef their clover, I would recommend
to them to sow red clover with buck-wheat: h
will amply reimburse the additional expense and

trouble. To encourage his tenants to grow
clover, the gentleman lo whom I have alluded •

has allotted five pounds a year of the rent of one
of his tenants to be laid out in clover, and sown
on his land. I will add that 1 have seen one
field of clover of about twenty-five acres, for

which the owner has been offered nine dollars

an acre. The crop before would not have sold

for one dollar an acre.

My method of managing is to oblige my ten-

ants to have five distinctions of land, viz—lo

sow one with corn, one with oats or barley, one
with clover, letting it lie two years—then sow
wheat after wheat, corn, &r. By these means I

have restored my worn-out lands to such a de-
gree as lo yield me three limes its former pro-

duce : but I shall add, we take care to make all

the dung we possibly can.

After the death of the late President Jefferson,

his library was purchased by the government of

his legal representatives for the sum of $50,000,

and now constitutes a part of the library of Con-

gress in the capitol at Washington, Ihe place of

resort for subjects new and interesting to stran-

gers, besides furnishing books, always for mem-
bers of Congress and their families, to he taken

out: there is attached to it an extensive law lib-

rary for the use of the judges of ihe supreme

court when in session. The uewsu>ipers of by-

gone days and years furnish perhaps, the best

history of Ihe times: more than all are these

newspapers interesting now lo he reviewed by

one whose first reading of newspapers began

more than fifty years ago. The careful manner

in which the papers, then received by Mr. J. from

various parts of the country, were preserved and

bound up, shows how the great man, horn in a

Slate where the white people of his class had

not been accustomed to labor, could make him-

self habitually industrious in every thing con-

nected wilh the improvement of the mind. This

preservation of newspapers of the passing time

by that great and good man, is worthy of imita-

tion at the present day. How interesting at this

time is every original scrap of his pen while liv-

ing, and even the newspapers which he preserv-

ed. Our first recollection of a newspaper was as

far hack as the year 1794: the "Independent

Chronicle," of Boston, then taking iis ground

against Jay's British treaty, was the sole newspa-

per from which we gathered in the wonder of

our early reading at six and seven years of age,

news and events taking place all over the world.

The Independent Chronicle, with the engraved

Indian and bow and arrows, as the coat of arms

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is one

of the papers preserved by Mr. Jefferson : the

" Constitutional Telegraphe," also published in

Boston from 1798 to 1801, is among the papers

preserved and bound up wilh the Chronicle by Mr.

Jefferson. From a number of this paper have we

copied out the experience of the Jersey Farmer

which is given above. That farmer, we believe

to be, Joseph Cooper, who gave us much of his

agricultural experience in the papers of that day:

we find in this article practical information upon

farming written nearly fifty years ago, Ihe result

of a wise observation of what had been taking

place during an experience of fifty previous years.

How remarkable is it, lhat the successful mode

of cultivation of that man so long ago, has been

so billed followed! Why has it been so ? Why
have hundreds and thousands suffered their acres

to degenerate into land not yielding a green thing

to the value of a dollar an acre, that with compara-

tively little expense and labor might have given

ihe annual income of ten dollars an acre? The

reason is probably to be foui.d in the fact lhat

this country in all that time has been opening
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new lands of belter fertility to tempt the farmer

away from his old lands so soon as their first

great production Sagged! The lighter lands

were tlie soonest to wear out and the first to lie

given over to sterility. A dozen or twenty years

of exhausting cultivation would he pretty sure to

make some farms incapable of producing grasp,

grain or vegetables sufficient to pay the labor of

cultivation and harvesting.

It is now well understood that most light lands

in the interior may be resuscitated by the use of

plaster anil clover under a rotation or change of

Clops. That matter was also understood by the

Jersey farmer fifty years ago; yet in all that

time a great part of the light lands in West Jer-

sey that could not have direct aeeess to city, vil-

lage or sea manures, has been suffered to lay un-

improved. Within the last five years, we are

told, large tracts of these New Jersey light lands

have been brought into cultivation by the use of

the mineral manures, marl, plaster and quick

lime, in addition to the vegetable sliuiulaiiis.such

as stable and sea manures. It is in the lightest

lands that thousands of bushels of peaches are

raised for the New York and Philadelphia mar-

kets: the same lands produce corn and other

grains, with all the common useful root vegeta-

bles. Jersey is now an exporting Slate of bread-

stuffs: these bread-stuffs are raised on lands

which used to ship small wood to the sea-ports

of other Sfates, and with the avails purchase

flour and meal for home consumption.

Most of the pine plain lands, extensive in the

New England States, may he brought into profit-

able cultivation; and these, which have been ac-

counted our poorest, may be made equal lo the

best lauds for production and profit. A light soil

is always easier alul less expensive of cultivation :

a poor light soil will be greatly sireugthed and

assisted with clover seed and plaster—the latter

ploughed iu aftei' a first crop. Deep ploughing

—

when first broken up anew a liltle deeper than

ever before— will most assuredly aid the crops of

light land. The vegetable mould will grow

deeper and blacker for the deep ploughing : after

the sub-soil shall receive the due thawing and

freezing and atmospheric action, there can be no

danger of using it upon the surface.

Let the advice of the thriving Jersey fanner of

years gone by be remembered 10 be practised.

Guano.

The farmers of Maryland and Virginia, upon

the worn-out soil of that country, have found in

the Peruvian guano a manure more directly pro-

duclive than any other. The supply of guano in

the country by no means equals the demand:

the retail price of Peruvian guano at Washing-

ton city lias been raised from forty dollars lasl

year to fifty-five dollars ibis year the ton. In the

use of this manure all the writers in Eng-

land and this country agree upon several essen-

tial points, among which are ihe following:

To keep the guano from direct contact with

the seeds and roots of plains :

To use it shortly before or after a rain:

To cover or mix it with the soil immediately

when not used as a top dressing :

When used as a lop dressing to mix it with

three or four limes its bulk of earlh, or some less

pungent manure, that its strength may be diluted

and not burn the plants.

Guano should never be given in contact with

seeds, as it kills the embryo in germination : for

the same reason it may be doubtful whether it

may not by being laid too near the ruots of plants

force them if not burn them up, especially in a

dry season. Jt should be carefully covered and

mixed with the soil as much as practicable. As
the lumps are too strong, they should be broken

up and all put through a seive.

The mixing guano with an equal volume of

plaster serves to fix the ammonia : mixed with

four or six parts of pure soil, its volatile products

are absorbed, and its disagreeable smell is avoid-

ed—the warmer the soil, the less quantity of

moisture is needed. Brown colored earlh, peaty

matter, saw-dust, slightly burnt clay, charred

turf, coal or peat ashes, are all good lo be mixed

with guano.

We have two tons of African guano (being

unable to procure Peruvian guano in Boston)

which is intended to be used on about twenty

acres of sub-soiled light land prepared last fall :

this with our own fashioned compost of twenty

loads of fifty bushels measure each to the acre,

at the rate of two hundred pounds, is intended

for our crop of corn and potatoes—the latter to

he planted first as soon as the earlh is fit for its

reception. — . .rr^—

Long Island Peaches.
The Agriculturist describes the peach orchards

of Mr. John I. Stoothoff, situated near Jamaica,

Long Island, six miles from the ocean, where

they receive the uninterrupted effects of sail air

and ocean winds: one orchard contains 2500

trees, five years from the seed—another 1050

trees, four years from ihe bud.

At the time of planting the trees, Mr. Stooihoff
cuts off the tap root, if there be any, in order
that the other roots may take a horizontal direc-

lion near the surface of the ground, and receive

the full benefit of the manure and the vivifying

influences of rains and dews. The first year af-

ter he plants Ins trees, he cuts off the trunks or

stems from two ami a half to three feet above ihe

ground, in order to allow the future branches lo

start low and form a bushy head. In winter, he
prunes bis trees by culling away all dead wood,
and in summer he thins out the superfluous
branches, in order to admit the sun and air. In

the month of June, and again in September, the

earth is drawn from each tree, the roots careful-

ly scraped, all borers cut out with a knife, aud the

earth properly put back in its place.

Mr. Stoothoff for Ivvo or three years past, has

been iu the practice of planting asparagus ami
peas in bis orchards, manuring them with wood
ashes and slable or barn yard dung. The culti-

vation of garden vegetables among fruit trees,

however, he does not fully approve. He thinks

it preferable to keep his orchards clear of weeds
by frequently scratching over the surface with a

cultivator, aud manuring each tree, within a fool

or two of the trunk, with six to Ten fish, (moss
bunkers) covering them over with three or lour

inches of earth. To the last-named circumstan-
ces anil ihe great care observed in removing the

tap root and extracting the borer, il is probable

ihe success of bis peach culture mainly depends.

Mr. Smoihntf has kept an exact account of the

products of his two orchards the season past,

from which we copy the following, including ihe

amount of sales :

—

2,780 bunches of asparagus, $418.10
431 bushels of early peas, i'i.")..

r
.O

261 « late " 185.75

41 " Sickle " 17.25

2.G37 baskets of peaches, 2,G00.18

$3,646.78

These orchards contain about 28 acres, and
constitute a part of ihe farm recently owned bj

James Campbell, Esq., late Surrogate of the cily

of New York.

Mr. Walker, Secretary of the Treasury, re-

commends in his report that laborers for wages
in all industrial enterprise and pursuits should
get a share in the profits realized therefrom in

addition lo their own stipulated weekly wages.

In enthusiastic calculations of the benefits of
railroads, the editor of Visitor iu bis struggles

for ten years to start the road from Nashua to

Concord, believes he was ahead of every oilier

man. The Concord railroad since its comple-
tion has gone far beyond him. And now that a
railroad "over ihe ridge and through the ledges"
has been completed sevi-ni y-five miles further

into the region of the Connecticut river valley

in the incredible short space of eighteen months,
what gratification does iis early success not af-

ford ? The fact stated in ihe Congregational
Journal of a winter train of ninety -five cars,

bearing forward with a single engine1, three hun-
dred and forty tons of logs, hoop-poles, wood
brick, bark, boards, limber, soap-stone, fee.—ar-

ticles which without the railroad were nearly

worthless— puis all previous calculation at defi-

ance. Railroads in New Hampshire wiinin ten

years will double the intrinsic value of every

acre of land within its limits.

Granite Mountain Ice.

A friend from Massachusetts informs us i hnt

the deficiency in ice the present winter from ihe

Fresh and Spy ponds, near Boston, have been

supplied from ihe Granite Slate, near the tower-

ing Monadnock, which is si en in a direct line of

more than sixty miles north -west from ihe lop of

Bunker Hill Monument. This ice is taken from

ponds in Troy, N. II., and is carried over the

windings of ihe Cheshire and Fitcbburg railroads

very nearly one hundred miles to the wharves at

Charlestown. .Ms., at the expense of one dollar

and filiy cents per Ion. The ice from the Gran-
ite Slate is represented to be very pure and beau-

tiful, coming down so many feet to the level of

the sea, and formed from mountain springs of
silver water. It is believed the ice will not

break up in the ponds lo prevent its gathering

and preparation before the first of April. The
price of freight to New Orleans being three dol-

lars less the ton than iu 1847, the saving per ton

will be one and a half dollars after adding the

railroad transport.

Relief to the Destitute.

In visiting the churches and worship of several

of our cities, there is no spectacle more grateful

to ihe best sympathies of human nature, than the

passing in and out of groupes of orphan children,

male and female. In two of ihe churches of

Washington city we have noticed these, all near-

ly of a size, each sex in its uniform neat Sunday

attire, each litile face attentive to ihe services

and worship in a silling, standing or kneeling

posture. Of all the clerical or lay gentlemen

willlin our personal knowledge, lliere are none

more excellent in morals, more talented in mind,

than the Catholic clergymen iu ihe District of

Columbia who have fallen casually into our ac-

quaintance during the last twenty years. By ihe

Rev. Mr. Barber, formerly a Protestant Episcopal

minister at Clareiriont, N. H., afterwards taking

orders as a clergyman of the Roman order, was

the editor firsl introduced to the Rev. Father

Matthews of ihe same order in the city of Wash-

ington. Without understanding ihe Catholic

service, we have scleral times attended the reli-

gious services at Mr. Matthews' church. Later

in life, we grow into the conviction that there is

the "still small voice" of religion, tiot nunc in

sacred poetry than in ihe music in which il is

chained. The solium mush? at the Capitol on

the late occasion of Air. Adams' funeral eereuio-

nv, tor ihe first lime used on the many funerals
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attended of the deceased membena of Congress

at Washington— its sound' alone in the represen-

r talives' hall, darkened by deep mourning—evoked

the whisper to ore seated by our side at its close,

that there is more religion in music than in the

high eulogies by the ablest man pronounced over

the bier of the dead. If for nothing else than

the music in the Catholic church service, our at-

tendance is not set down as loss on the debit

side. Mr. Matthews is now very aged, nearly

eighty years of age: for the last twenty years he

has seldom officiated as the leading clergyman

at his own church in the morning and evening

service. Often does he preach a sermon, and

these are distinguished not for eloquence, but for

plain good sense and sound moral advice. This

gentleman is understood 10 be very wealthy, and

the use be makes of his property and income is

highly creditable to him. From sixty to seventy

orphans, under the instruction mainly, we be-

lieve, of some of those sisters of charily, whose

lives, under the Catholic faith, are spent in re-

lieving ihe wanrs of the helpless, in ministering

to the comforts of the destitute and distressed, in

smoothing the pillows of the dying, are educated

and supported at the Orphan Asylum, connected

with Mr, Matthews' church at Washington : they

are the destitute and helpless offspring of parents,

one or both of whom are dead ; and they are pre-

pared at this Asylum to go forth as soon as they

are able, to some useful and honest occupation

and calling in after-life, under such teaching as

shall lead them ill the path where they should

go. Knowing that the support of so many child-

ren, the clothing and feeding merely, must be of

great expense to somebody, our inquiry for the

foundation of so great a charity, was answered

by the fact that no inconsiderable part was de-

rived from the free generosity of the aged pastor

alone.

In the city of Washington, from a variety of

causes, but mainly from the fact that men desti-

tute of property, seeking public employment, die

there— officers of the army and navy, as well as

clerks and others in public offices—also that wi-

dows, who are obliged in the cities to open and

keep boaaruing-houses, or seek some other em-

ployment w'uh limited means, die sometimes after

their husbands, leaving young families—there

seems to be a more than common share of or-

phans. It is to the credit of the benevolent peo-

ple there, that other denominations than the Ro-

man Catholic, make »a generous provision for

these orphans. The late Mrs. John P. Van Ness,

whose fathc r was the original owner of much of

the laud now embracing the settled part of the

city, made provision in her life-time for the erec-

tion of a brick edifice intended as an asylum for

orphans. This building stands near the mauso-

leum, in which repose the remains of the family

of Van Ness. Close by this Asylum, has lately

been erected, a brick edifice for the service ol

the Protestant Episcopal church, of which the

Rev. Mr. Gillis is pastor. At this church, on the

first Sabbath in March, was in attendance that

part of the orphans supported at the Van Ness

Asylum, attached to the Episcopal service. These

children, in a group occupying a separate place

in the church, with countenances of animation,

speaking innocence and intelligence—taken up

and nourished and cherished on the principle of

benign Christian charily—were a most beautiful

ninent of the holy place of worship on the

Christian Sabbath.

A mosi deep and poignant evil of war is that

which, in the inevitable sacrifice of life, leaves

widows and orphans to tears and suffering. In

whatever attitude it may be considered, the con-

sequences of loss of life from war are tremend-

ous: well may the Christian pray that war may

be averted. In the constitution of man, in his

imperfect state, war is sometimes unavoidable.

In this country, more than once has war been a

portion of its destiny—whether, ou the whole,

for good or for evil, will be wisely determined by

an over-ruling Providence. The war which we

may hope to be now terminated, must add its full

share of orphans, deprived, by the hand of man

against man, of their natural protectors. And
now that the bright morning of peace is again

breaking in the east as the harbinger of a longer

day of repose than the nation has yet seen, may

we not hope that a generous country will take

care of the widows and orphans which the war

has made ?

Particularly applicable to this occasion, is the

piece of poetry which, after a lapse of many years

hack to childhood, now breaks upon us while

turning over the leaves of a newspaper printed

nearly fifty years ago.

[Copied from the Lancaster (Penn.) Intelligencer, Sep-

tember 3, 1G00, in the Jibrary o!" Congress
]

THE ORPHAN BOYS TALE.

BY MRS. A. OPIE.

Slav, Lady—stay, for Mercy's Bake,

And hear a helpless Orphan's tale :

Ah sure my looUs must pity wake

—

'Tis want that makes my cheek so pale !

Yet I was once a mother's pride,

And my brave father's hope and joy:

But in the .Nile's proud tight he died,

And I am now an Orpha:; boy !

Poor foolish child, how pleased was I,

When news of Nelson's victory came,
Along the crowded streets to fly

And see the lighted windows' flame !

To force me home my mother sought

—

She could not bear to see my joy
5

For with my father's life 'twas bought,

And made me a poor Orphan boy 1

The people's shouts were long and loud—
My mother, shuddering, clos'd her ears :

" Kejoice, rejoice," still cried the crowd

—

My mother answer'd with her tears 1

"O why do tears start down your cheek."
Cried I, " while otiiers shout for joy :'"

She kiss'd me ; and in accents sweet
She call'd me her poor Orphan boy 1

" What is an Orphan boy 7" I said
j

When suddenly she gasped for breath,

And her eyes clos'd ! 1 shriek'd for aid
;

But, ah. her eyes were clos'd in deatlt !

My hardships since 1 will not tell

:

But now, no more a parent's joy.

Ah, lady, 1 have learned too well

What 'lis to be an Orphan boy !

Oh, were i by your bounty fed!

Nay, gentle lady, do not chide
;

Trim me. t mean to earn my bread

—

The sailor's Orphan boy has pride.

Lady, you weep ;—what is't you say ?

You'll givo me clothing, food, employ !

Look flown, dear parents ; look, and see

Your happy, happy Orphan bu_\ 1

We are pleased to perceive that the Concord

and Portsmouth railroad has been begun near

its western terminus. That railroad connecting

the ancient commercial capital with the central

political capit. I ol the State— tapping also the

great northern avenue to the panadas and west-

ern States, as nearest to the Atlantic seaboard —
is destined to make the one a receptacle for un-

told amounts ol merchandize in its transit to and

from the country, find the other a great depot for

its deposite and sale: it will make both Ports-

mouth and Concord places of active business

equal to almost any other two towns of the

nation.

The absence of the editor of the Visitor at the

South, where he has had the good fortune to

find in a milder and more elastic atmosphere a

relief that has repaid every other inconvenience,

leaves the manuscript part of the paper which

he furnishes without the usual supervision. He
is happy to find the composition in the hands of

some of that large number of young men who
have learned in the last forty years to read his

hand-writing like a well-printed book, and to

make but few errors either in words or puncta-

tion.

An apology is however due to cur friend the

Lexington farmer, for representing him as of a

" good old age." That epithet might have well

applied to his venerable father who recently went

down to the grave with a full measure of years

and of honor. We wrote of Col. Phinney as we

would write of ourselves, that he was in a

"green old age "; and in making the correction

we are happy to say that ibis gentleman is likely

better and longer to enjoy the munificent volun-

teer donation of some four or five thousand dol-

lars to aid him in the present purpose of supply-

ing the dwelling of which he was deprived last

summer by fire.

Prospects of the United States in February '48.

We are full of all the elements of wealth, and
we have an abundance of everything necessary

to secure it. Our produce will be wanted in

Europe, as soon as they are able on the other

side to pay for it ; the raw material for Ihe cotton

Manufactures of Great Britain will be wanted in

great quantities, before they can commence full

work ; our State stocks have been returned to us,

and we have bought and paid for them in gold

and silver; they are now in demand again in

Europe, and large orders have already been ful-

filled on German account. The Dutch are the

shrewdest financiers in the old world, and they

have shown their wisdom in investing in our
State securities. The principal purchases thus

far on foreign account have been confined to

Pennsylvania fives, and the prices paid have been

a handsome advance on those realized upon the

sales here during the panic, when holders on the

other side were forced to sell at the rates then

current. The recent sales of State stocks to

European capitalists are but a beginning of the

movement, and the amount already sold is but a

trifle of that which will be taken in the course

of the next two or three years. The views of
foreign capitalists have become completely revo-

lutionized in regard to our State stocks, and we
have no doubt they will be more sought after for

investment than any government securities in the

world. They pay better dividends, and are, in

fact, safer investments, than those of any Euro-
pean government: and what is more and per-

haps better, they will be paid in full tit maturity,

which cannot be said with any degree of truth

of the loans of any other nation in creation. We
allude, of course, to the regular dividend [laying

stocks of the Slates and of the general govern-
ment. The change which litis taken place in the

opinions of foreign capitalists relative to the

value and safety of investments in American se-

curities is the result of a variety of causes.

When the harvest in Great Britain proved de-

ficient, and ihe attention of Europe generally

was directed to the most important sources of
supply, considerable anxiety was experienced
relative to the ability of the UniMd Slates to

meet the demand likely to arise. This produced
a great deal of inquiry regarding our agricultural

resources, and more information was gathered of
our position than would have been obtained
under other circumstances in several years.

—

Wiien it was slated that we could alone supply
the deficiencj in the harvests of the United King-
dom, no one ou the other side believed it ; but

when we filled their markets with provisions and
breadstuff's, there was no lunger any doubt. The
facts which then transpired) showing the im-
mense crops of the country, and the annual sur-

plus on hand, astonished even those who had
made it their business for years to examine these
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things; and when the statements sent to Eng-
land were so soon followed by such immense
quantities of ilie real article, all ilnuhis disap-

peared, and all fears relative to sufficient supplies
vanished at onee. Our agricultural resources
were comparatively unknown abroad, before the

recent short harvsts in Europe; but they are
now well understood, and it is this knowledge
that has operated so favorably upon the munis of
capitalists), and turned their attention tn our finan-

ces. It is well known that the agricultural pro-
ducts of a country constitute its most important
element of wealth ; and a country rich in these

must soon he so in every thing else. There is

no other country on the lace of the earth, the

natural resources of which are so great as this,

ami our people possess an energy sufficient to

develop them with the greatest rapidity. Every
thing that constitutes wealth, we possess to an
unlimited extent, and the seeds of revolutions, or
of social discord, cannot take root upon our soil.

We have nothing to fear from internal difficul-

ties, while there is not a nation in Europe but
that is in danger of destruction from some inter-

nal troubles—some revolution growing out of op-
pression and starvation. Our public debts are,

therefore, upon a solid basis ; while those ofevery
government in Europe may he swept away in a

day. The public debt of Great Britain must ul-

timately he repudiated ; the people cannot, even
if they would, hear its burden much longer; and
a movement will, before the lapse of many years,
be made, which will make those who depend
upon incomes from their investments in that

debt, tremble.

The manner in which the commercial classes
of this country sustained themselves while the
revulsion in Europe was sweeping away the old-

est anil largest houses by the score, must have
created an impression upon the minds of Euro-
pean capitalists highly favorable to this country.

Losses amounting to millions have been borne
\\ ithout causing many suspensions, and ihe credit

of our merchants has, no doubt, been improved
in every section of the world, by the compara-
tive prosperity they enjoyed amidst the crash and
destruction going on in almost every other conn-
try. Whatever prejudice may yet remain in the
minds of many relative to the solvency of our
Sue-, and the safety of such investments, there
has not for years beet) but one opinion relative to

the credit and character of the commercial
classes of this country.

—

New York Herald.

The Potato Rot.

II o.n. Isaac Hill— Sir: The potato rot has

been called a mysterious disease, and so it is
;

and whoever may be so fortunate as to discover

an effectual remedy to prevent it, will be better

entitled to a medal of gratitude from the commu-
nity, than a victorious general would be to re-

ceive a sword from government, because he had

been instrumental in destroying the lives of thou-

sands of his fellow beings. From the fact that,

within four or five years, potatoes have decayed

and rotted in an unusual manner, both before

digging and afterwards, it appears that either the

potatoes themselves have lost a part of their

natural power to resist common influences un-

friendly to their growth, or that some new influ-

ence fatal to them has somewhere and somehow
been generated and produced, and is now visit-

ing the earth. For though sometimes the rot

supposed to be the "potato plagne," may be no-

thing mordfchan the common rot, caused by very

warm and wet weather, before ami during har-

vest-time, still there can be no doubt but thai

there has been for several years, some extraordi-

nary, active, and subtle agent operating, which is

destructive to the potato crop, ami whatever may

be the cause, it is a " pestilence that walks in

darkness," and we have reason to be grateful that

it did not fall upon ourselves, instead of our po-

tatoes.

Many theories have been proposed to ac-

count for the potato disease, but whether either

is the right one, has not been satisfactorily prov-

ed. I shall now add a item theory to the number

already offered for consideration, namely : 1 think

it is possible, and even probable, that the extra-

ordinary comet which appeared in the month ol

February, 1843, with such brightness and splen-

dor as to be seen with the naked eye very near

the sun, and about noon-day, imparted something

to the earth, directly or indirectly, which was

deleterious to the potato plant. Now I don't be-

lieve the antirpie doctrine that comets, like Job's

messengers, are sent to warn us of some ap-

proaching calamity, or to inform us of any un-

welcome news, but I do believe it not unreason-

able to suppose that the atmosphere of comets

may sometimes mingle with the atmosphere of

the earth, and communicate to it some quality

either of a friendly or unfriendly nature. It will

be remembered that the potato rot first made its

appearance about the year 1843. Comets, how-

ever, need not be regarded as objects of terror.

Their influence, if any, whether good or bad, is

only temporary, and gradually diminishes until it

finally disappears.

As the season for planting is approaching, and

as the potato is one of the most useful and ne-

cessary productions of the earth, it is important

that farmers should avail themselves of the best

means in their power, for the preservation and

improvement of that valuable root. Wherever
we see a vegetable grow spontaneously and flour-

ish without cultivation, we know that nature has

furnished the soil of that place with qualities ex-

actly suited to the growth of the plant or tree it

produces. It is asserted as a fact that potatoes

are indigenous in South America, and that they

"grow wild," and flourish without culture in the

vicinity of the Andes—the region of volcanoes,

sulphureous and nitrous gases, and volcanic salts.

This shows that sulphur and nitre are natural

manures for potatoes, and the opinion, Mr. Edi-

tor, is corroborated by the good effects experi-

enced by yourself on your own farm, and by Dr.

McFarland on the Hospital farm in Coneord,

from using plaster as a manure for potatoes; and

by siini'ar experiments and results in Yorkshire,

(England) and other places. Gypsum or. plaster

of Paris, consists of lime and sulphuric acid, and

the latter is produced by burning sulphur with

nine.

It is stated in a scientific work, that the dry rot

in timber has been cured by soaking the wood in

lime-water, and when dry, washing it in a strong

solution of potash. Would it not have a good

effect to wash potatoes in lime-water or water

in which ashes has been steeped or soaked, be-

fore planting them ? Both before and since the

potato rot prevailed, the same kinds of potatoes

have sometimes grown and produced well, and

sometimes not, whether the seed was planted on

moist land or dry—early or late— with and with-

out barn-yard manure— cut or whole— plared

three or four inches apart in the hill, or dropped

together— large, ones or small

—

^cci\ changed or

not—hoed once, or twice— hills high or low.

—

With us, the white potato has been most subject

to rust, and I should think the reds and Rohans

have rolled most. Cut potatoes come up quick-

er, anil produce earlier than whole ones, but are

not always as thrifty and vigorous. Small seed

potatoes have been thought to produce about as

good a crop the first year, as large ones, but

small seed from small, not quite so good.

For myself, all circumstances considered at

present, I should plant mostly Whole small white

potatoes, about the first of May
;
put plaster in

the lull, but no barn manure; wash the seed lie-

fore planting it
;
plant some on dry land, and

some on moist, so as to be prepared for either a

dry or wet season ; hoe them twice, first as soon

as they could fairly be seen above the ground,

and if they happened to he covered lightly again,

with loam, just as well or better; hoe them well

the second time, a little before they blossom. If

convenient, I would prefer to plant on land which

had never before been planted with potatoes, or

at least not for many years.

DUDLEY LEAVITT.
Meredith, March. IS10.

Planting and Cultivation ol Trees.

For the following article, a beautiful parterre,

sparkling and shining as "apples of gold set in

pictures of silver," we thank the author. It will

be read with pleasure and profit by all lovers of

nature in her best attire', whether male or

female :—

To the Editor of the Visitor.—
Mr Dear Sir. :—Once again the "Spring time

o' year is coining " Stern winter once more is

relaxing his ice-cold grasp upon the lake and
mountain stream. "The time of the singing of
the birds " has come, and the snowdrops ami the
May-flower are telling us that something of grace
and loveliness may be hoped for in any bosom
that is not colder than New England snows.
If I here be any season when you may hope to

find the heart of man turning for a time from
the love of money and the love of power, those
idols of so many souls, when you may hope the
man of the world may be made to see what
Cooper says such men seldom see, " something
very lovely that is not at the same lime very lu-

crative," it is in the opening days of Spring; for
then he finds no sympathy for a dark and selfish

spirit. Merrily the birds are singing,and bright-
ly beams the rising sun.

Hopefully and confidingly, the husbandman
easts the seed upon ihe earth. It is no time for

money-getting— for trade— for politics— for strife.

Let us out over the fields together and on the
warm hill side, and by the waterfall, and in the
green pastures, melt off the icebergs that have
gathered about our hearts.

But I sat down tn write a matter of fact article
on transplanting trees, and the first question I

seem to hear its—"Why should I plant trees :"'

Well, I can answer that question, to one and all.

Are you the owner of a house and garden, a field

or farm, and have you children growing up
around you ?

Then if you would have their childhood and
youth pass happily, and their latter years blessed
with pleasant II emnries, and sweet influences,
cherish within their breasts, a tasie for nature's
works— for birds, and flowers-, and plains, and
trees—and make for them a pleasant home. Eve-
ry tree which your child aids you in rearing, is a
new bond of sympathy between you and him—

a

new and mutual object of interest— a new link

that binds your spirits together, and both to
Cod.

Plant trees that your child may rest in their
shadows, or eat of their fruits, so shall you up-
'oot selfishness from your ow n heart, and find a

esponse of gratitude in his bosom. A house to

shelter, and clothes to protect the person, and
education ill the sciences and arts, are essential

to the welfare pf your' child, hut not less so, is

the culture of his spirit, his tastes, his sj inpathies,
and in no nay are the better feelings of our na-
ture so readily developed— in noway is the heart
of a child, so effectually prelected againsi temp-
tation, as when it is filled with worthy objects of
interest, at home. Cherish in him therefore a
laste tor nature—that he may not see merely "in
the bird a flying animal, and in the flower the
covering of a cloud, but grace and beamy and
cause for gratitude in the bird and the fiower

id the running brook, and ' good in everything.' "

ant trees, you innney-hn ing men, ami so add
value to your worldy possessions; and you, un-
fortunates, who have no wife or child, plant trees,

that your affections may not wholly "run to

waste," that you may have something to love and
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not be all alone in the cold wide world, and that

when yon liave pnssi il from earth it may he said

ofyoiij "He left the earth more beautiful than he

found it."

But I promised some remarks of a more prac-

tical nature. Having had considerable practice

in planting trees, 1 will give yon the results of so

much of my experience, as I deem may be useful

to your subscribers—and especially upon those

points, in which the opinions of men have dif-

fered.

Cultivation of Trees.

Few persons have any correct idea of the ra-

pidity of ihe growth of well cultivated trees, and

many are deterred from planting them, by the

consideration, .selfish at the best, that they shall

not live to reap the fruit of their labors. Such
persons may derive encouragement from the

statement of a few facts. In the Spring of 183(3,

I set out in front of my office at Chester, two elm

trees. They were then so small that I could

easily carry eilher of them with the full top, upon

my shoulder, and were perhaps two or three

inches in diameter. I measured them carefully

in the fall of 1847, and found them of equal size,

and each measuring 45 inches in circumference

They stand about eighteen feet apart, and some
twelve feet from the building, for which they form

a perfect protection from the summer's sun, their

branches already being thickly imerladed. The
elm is in that neighborhood, of more rapid

growth than the rock-maple, or indeed than any

other forest tree. An apple orchard may he

brought to commence hearing in four years from

transplanting from the nursery, which should he

the second or third year from the time of bud-

ding. By the eighth or tenth year, your orchard,

well managed, will pay you annually for all your

trouble and expense in plaining it, and will con-

tinue productiVe as long as you have any right to

expect to live.

Peach trees usually bear the third year from

the stone, and the second from the bud.

Productiveness of .'Ipple- orchards.

I have already seen in I he Visitor notices of

the produce of several orchards in Chester. Mr.

Robinson's welf-known orchard of about two
acres, produces annually a clear income of from

five to ten hundred dollars. The net value of

the product of the year 1847, was estimated at

one thousand dollars.

I sold the apples on Hie trees in the small or-

chard on my lather's homestead in Chester, last

year, for one hundred dollars, after selecting

eight barrels of the best fruit for home consump-
tion. The trees are all upon about one-hall' acre

of land, and the crop was not unusually large or

valuable last year. I am convinced that there is

mi oilier source of so great profit open to New
Hampshire farmers, as the raising of good grafted

w inter apples. The Baldwin apple is at Chester,

the most profitable, for the market, being ji far

greater hearer than any other, and being the fav-

orite apple in the markets at Manchester, Low-
ell, and 1 think Boston also. It hears only every

second year, hut frequently produces upon a sin-

gle tree, six or eight barrels of fruit. Mr. Rob-

inson's orchard is principally of Russets, ami bears

every year. The Russet is thought to require

higher culture and a di \cr soil than ihe Baldwin.

It ran he kept throughout the year, and conse-

qifently I.ears a higher price than any other spe-

cies raised among US. The various species of

Greening are not much raised in this county, at

leasi ill the wcslei n part of it, being found less

productive in quantity, than ihe other varieties

named.
Manner of Planting .Ipp'.e-lrees.

I will give you the details of my mode of plant-

ing apple trees, which I have sufficiently tested

In feel confidence in offering to your subscribers.

The soil should be ploughed as deep as possible,

and if trench-ploughed to the depth of a font and
a half, it would be better. A fruit tree should

7ifffr be set in sward laud, and if ihe soil has

been well cultivated a year or two before Ihe

trees are set, it is in its hot condition. The
trees may be set from 25 to ,'J5 feet apart. There
is much difference of opinion oh ibis poinl. I

know rif orchards where the trees aie only about
20 feet apart, and shade the w hole ground, and
yet are very productive. 1 believe it is a sellled

laci | luii apple trees do not grow so large upon

the old fields in Rockingham county as they did

in former years when the land was newly clear-

ed; and lam inclined to think that budded or

grafted trees brought into bearing by careful

culture at an early age, and kept productive by

high cultivation, are smaller in size, and shorter-

lived than the natural stock on a harder soil.

Having prepared and carefully staked out your

plot of ground, draw an accurate plan of it, and

number the place of every tree, and enter the

name of it when planted, for an apple without a

name will never find a market at its value, and
besides, you will never know what varieties to

adrl to your orchard, without a memorandum of

this kind.

Have the hole for each tree made six feel in

diameter and eighteen inches deep—re-place the

lower stratum of excavated earth with rich

mould, and fill the hole around the tree with soil

made very rich, by mixing with the soil thrown
out, a sufficient quantity of well-rotted manure.

In plaining an orchard at Exeter recently, on a

soil sandy and rather poor, I used about eight

bushels of compost manure to each tree, having

thoroughly mixed it with the soil from the holes

about a week before procuring the trees. This

quantity will not appear too large when we con-

sider that an excavation of the dimensions given

will contain a pretty good cart-load.

Set the ireo no deeper Ilian it grew in the

nurserv, and be careful to separate the roots and hut little, as it is hard work, in a hot and busy-

away its top—protecting it against this common
cause of injury.

Having carefully pared off the broken ends of
the roots—and filled the hole about half full of
good soil, place your tree in its position, and if

you intend to set posts or slakes by it, do it be-

fore covering the routs, that you may not muti-

late them. Carefully cover the roots with fine

loam, nearly to the surface level. Then spread

over the whole surface of the hole, a half bun-
dle of straw, or as much hay, which is to he cov-

ered with earth three or four inches deep. The
straw should never be omitted in planting a for-

est tree of the size named above. The effect of
it is, to prevent the evaporation of the moisture

about the roots. Examine in your barn-yards or

anywhere else where the ground is covered with

hay or straw, and in the time of severest drought,

you will find moisture. It will also keep the soil

about the tree light for several years, and admit
ihe free passage of the water. Fruit trees from
the nurseries, being small, and their roots being

more carefully preserved, do not require so much
care, as large trees from the forests. If your
trees are by the way-side, box them up, so that

cattle may not break them down, nor your friend's

horse devour them, while he is making you a

morning call. It is worse than useless— it is

sheer lolly— to set a tree unprotected in the

street. As to watering trees, I have practised it

fibres from each other, placing no manure in

contact with them, and leaving no holes under
the roots. Use your own hands in ibis opera-

tion, unless you have a very careful man to help

you, and see that every root is extended to its

natural position, and that none are matted to-

gether, or crossed, or curled up. Before setting,

the ends of the broken roots should be smoothly
cut off with a sharp knile, and the sun should

never shine upon the roois, nor should they be

suffered to dry more than is unavoidable. Hav-
ing filled up so as to leave the ground a litlle

higher about ihe tree than elsewhere, your work
is done. The trees should not be. pruned much,
if any until the next year, when they will be
growing rapidly, and will more readily heal. If

you set them ill the fall, heap about the tools

sand, if convenient—if not, soil— lo the height of
about a foot, to protect the tree from the cold and
the racking of the wind, while the ground is soft,

until the next April. Keep the whole ground
under cultivation, and suffer no weeds gr grass

lo grow about ihe trunks: prune the trees into

proper shape as early in A ; nil, May or June, as

is convenient, and hold the plough yourself, that

they may not he ruined by carelessness in tilling

the land. If you have enriched ihe land about
the trees, as directed, no manure will lie necessa-

ry, except in the ordinary course of high cultiva-

tion of hard crops, for four or five years.

Planting Ornamental trees.

In transplanting our hard-wood forest trees, the

holes should he made at least six feet in diame-
ter, and eighteen inches deep.

Of the elm, rock-maple, and ash, which are

our finest shade trees. I have usually transplanted
trees of about three inches diameter, selecting

those frt.llj open fields rather than the thick

woods, and from such soil as would allow their

removal with least injury to the roots. I have
repeatedly taken elms from wet swamps and
planted them on hills and in sandy soil, and found
them lo flourish apparently as well as those pla-

ced in locutions similar to that of the original

growth. My practice has been, to cut away one
half at hasl of Ihe top, either by shortening the

branches or removing the lower ones, according
lo the shape I desire to give the tree. I know
there is much difference of opinion on this

point, ninny persons objecting to pruning ihe lop

at all. I can point out to such persons living in-

stances of elms and maples w hii-ll were set out

without a single branch or bud upon them— mere
bare poles— twelve feet high, cut down from tr^es

which were twice that height, which have in ten

years formed as handsome lops as any that can
he found. One reason why ii is necessary to

lesson ihe top is, that otherwise the winds are

likely to rack ihe tree, ami break off ihe small
roots, as fast as they are formed. No skill in

transplanting a forest tree can prevent ils death,

without in some way—eilher by slakes, or large

stones upon its roots on the surface, or by cutting

season, and not usually necessary. If trees are

set as I have directed, a copious watering two or

tbree limes in the season will be enough. I have
no doubt that it is a positive injury to any forest

tree to water it daily, or even two or three times

a week. .

Transplanting Evergreens.

There are no trees more beautiful than the

white pine—the hemlock and the fir—trees of
our own hill-sides, and yet comparative few of
them are seen about our dwellings. The reason

is to be found partly in the want of a just appre-
ciation of what is so common, and partly in the

idea that this class of trees cannot be successful-

ly transplanted. Mr. Emerson, in his valuable

report to the Legislature of Massachusetts on
their forest trees, has adopted ihis erroneous im-

pression, and therefore recommends sowing ihe

seeds of the pine, rather than attempting lo re-

move the tree itself.

In the month of April 1847, at Exeter, with

the aid of two men and one horse and a long

wagon, 1 transplanted one hundred and forty

while pines from a distance of nearly a mile, and
they are all now alive, and apparently likely to

thrive, except one. They were removed before

they had made any growth for Ihe season, but

just as the buds were bursting, which 1 think is

a safe season for moving any tree, although apjde
trees, and the hardy forest trees and even the

pine and hemlock may he planted in autumn if

more convenient. The method adopted in plant-

ing my pines may he given in few words. I se-

lected trees on Ihe open pine plain, from five to

eight feet high, then with a spade cut down
round them, leaving a circle of turf nearly two
e et in dianier about each tree—then lift the tree

up, which two men could readily do, and set it

upright ill the wagon. About twenty' would
make a load for a horse. At the place of plant-

ing, a hob: lo correspond with the ball of earth

about the rools, was made, and the soil at the

hoiloni of it, made light and ihe tree set in and
trodden down, and a little earth spread over to

make a gootl joint, and the work was done. No
manure, or water, or slakes were used, and no
knife applied to the lops.

Evergreens should be planted in groups or

masses, or should be in someway shaded, to thrive

well. My trees made a growth of about a foot

last seuson, nearly equal to that of those which
bad not been moved. I have transplanted ever-

greens in .May and June, and with care, many of

them survived ; but an earlier month is better.

In those parts of New Jersey and Maryland,
where the while pine does not grow naturally, it

is seen beautifully mingled with the native trees

about their mansions, sought lor and transplanted

with cure, and ils light and graceful foliage, and
ils stalely form appreciated, because it is not com-
mon. In no way can ihe bare walls be so readily

shaded, or the starched and blank landscapes so

readily and beautifully variegated, as by planting
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here and there little oases of the white pine and
hemlock.

But 1 have already extended my letter beyond
my original intention. I hope some persons ma]
he induced by what I have said, this Spring, by
planting trees, to add some beauty to the earth,

and gain some honor to their memories.
HENRY F. FRENCH.

Exeter. N. H.. March. 1SJS.

Care of Sheep.

In the February number of the Visitor is an

article on the " Winter management of Sheep,"

taken from " Cole's Veterinarian." This is, in my
opinion, the most important subject for the con-

sideration of the farmers of New Hampshire and

Vermont, of any subject connected with farm-

ing. The value of sheep in Vermont is greater

than that of any other kind of stock
; yet it is

evident there is less attention paid to make them

comfortable in winter, or profitable, than to any

other kind of stock. My experience does not

confirm the views expressed by Mr. Cole: many
articles there recommended as "condiments," are

'iseless, causing much trouble and expense with-

out any benefit to the sheep. I have been en-

gaged for more than thirty years in wool-grow-

ing. My number of sheep wintered annually

will average about 350, full-blooded Meriuoes.

It is unnecssary to relate the experience of past

years—such as digging sheep out of snow-drifts

in winter, pulling them out of ditches in spring

—

doctoring for the grub in the head—putting lambs

into a warm bath by the dozen, or that diseases

which generally carried off one-fourth of the Hock

annually, have of late disappeared from my flock

—I have now no doubt all this loss was for the

want of good sheds in winter. I will now give

the result of my experience for the last year

which is the same as that of the two preceding

years: I have had comfortable sheds for most of

my sheep for twelve or fifteen years past ; I have

for the three past years kept my sheep closely

confined during the winter. 1 have a lot of 200

at a barn about one mile from my house— 100

of them lambs—the other 100 yearling ewes, ex-

cept a few wethers: I have a shed fourteen feet

wide, extending one hundred and si\ feet along

one side, one end, and part way on the other side

of the barn. These sheep are fed on intervale

or low-land hay: this flock was put into the shed

on the 2Glh of November; they have not been

out since they were put in—have been fed

with hay but twice a day, and no more— have

had access to water and salt at all times—have no

grain of any kind, or condiments of any de-

scription: they are now in as good order as

when first put up. Limbs are apt to scour in

the winter, and 1 could never entirely prevent

that complaint until I adopted close keeping in

winter. My breeding ewes I keep in the same

way, except I let them out once a day to eat

grain— giving to 100 ewes, eight quarts of corn

per day: I give them no other kind of grain.

My barns are so located that water, which never

IVeezeS) can easily he taken into thetn. I have

raised annually for the last ten years as an aver-

age, 97 lambs from 100 ewes. Last year, out of

120 lambs, I lost but two.

I consider it of little consequence what kind of

grain is given to sheep: I find corn the most

profitable crop to raise, therefore I feed corn.

—

Others who have adopted the method of close

keeping, and feeding on potatoes, carrots, or oats

and beans, do equally well. I am confident sheep

will yield much more and better wool when kept

housed than when they run at large : my flock for

the hist ten years, has averaged over 4 pounds of

woo! per head, and for the same time the average

price has been 48 cents per pound. There is no

difficulty in having a flock of Merino sheep of
400 produce annually 8J or 4 pounds of clean

fleece wool per bead; and of the black gummed
kind, 5 pounds,— but this kind of wool will not

with us demand a high price.

JOHN S. PETTIBONE.
Manchester, Vermont, March 7, 1848.

The Forest Trees.

Up with your heads, ye sylvan lords

!

Wave proudly in the breeze ;

I''or our cradle bands and coffin boards,
Must come from the forest trees.

We bless ye for your shade,
When our weak limbs fail and tire

;

Our thanks are due for your winter aid,

When we pile the bright log (ire.

Oh ! where would be our rule on the sea,
And the tame of the sailor bind,

Were it not lor the oak and nloud-crowo'd pine
That spring on the quiet land ?

When the ribs and masts of the good ship live,
And weather the gale with ease,

Take his glass from the tar who will not give
A health to the lorest trees.

Then, up with your heads, ye sylvan lords !

Wave proudly in the breeze
;

From our cradle bands to our coffin bosrds,
We're in debt to the forest trees.

The Victoria (Texas) Advocate, in a notice of
the salt lakes of Nueces county, says :

Of the remarkable excellence of the salt itself,

for curing meat, we ourselves can bear witness,
having lately used it with the most satisfactory
results. So efficient is it for this purpose, that
the u^f. of saltpetre as an auxiliary is entirely dis-
pensed witli. Indeed, we confess our surprise
that the whole of western Texas is not supplied
with this indispensable necessary, from the
source above referred to, since our information
leads us to believe that these tidies furnish it in

almost inexhaustible quantities. We have no
doubt, however, that enterprise will very soon
bring these salt lakes into notice, and that they
will not only open up a new branch of industrial

employment to our citizens, but become a source
of wealth to the State.

English Taxation.—'['he English government
is about to propose an increase of expenditures,
and, of course, an increase on the already enor-
mous amount of taxation. The sum now levied
upon the people, in one form or another, more or
less direct, is, in round numbers, 4,000,000,000
dollars. Of this vast amount, about threc-qunr-
ers is raised by customs and excise duties,

stamps, crown lauds, &c; 60,000,000 is obtain-
ed by local taxation, such as poor-ratts, borough-
rates, church-rates, &c; and say 40,000,000 by
the tithe rent-charge, including the whole reve-
nue of the church and the universities not de-
rived from hies. In ill is way, it 's calculated, the
government appropriates one-fifth part of the
property of every industrious man in the com-
munity— that is, every individual pays, in taxes to

support the extravagance of the government,
twenty dollars out of every hundred which his
labor produces. No wonder an Englishman's
idea of the United States is a " land free from
taxes."

Distribution of Wealth—The total value
of property in Great Britain is estimated at

S2o,000,000,000, and the annual value of the pro-
duct at .§2,500,000 000. The total value of the
property in the United States of America does
not exceed *i;,000,000,000, and the total annual
value of our products is estimated at about
SI,200,000,000, If the property of Great Britain
were equally divided among the population, it

would give nearly $5,000 to every family of five

persons; and if the annual income were thus
divided, each fiimily would have $500. The
same division in the United States would give
each family Sl,500 of property, and for an annu-
al share of the products, $300.

For the Fanner's Monthly Visitor.

Agricultural Improvement.
Mr. Editor :—Among all the various improve-

ments which are going on at the present day for
the amelioration of mankind, there is not one
which justly demands so much, and comparatively
receives so little attention, as Joes the improve-
ment of agriculture. As much as bus been said,
and as many eulogies as have been pronounced
by orators, upon the benefits and blessings of a
farmer's life, yet very little, personal effort has
been made to elevate, his condition as an intel-

lectual man. We are led to believe, that very
many, in speaking and talking of agricultural

improvement, think only or the improvement of
the soil, while the mind and the intellect, or that

part of man which raises him above the brutes,

or a machine, is left to stand or take care of it-

self as best it can. In the course of the last ten
years, from our own reading and observation, we
are satisfied that a great deal more has been
written upon the best manner of cultivating

crops, and going in for an immediate improve-
ment of the farm, than there has been for the
improvement of the farmer's mind. But at the

same time, we are not, by any means, one of
those who believe that the improvement of the
soil and the intellect should he separated ; on the
other hand, we know that, by judicious men, the

two will always he connected together. But we
are aware that improvements in the soil and
farming, can be made with very little if any im-
provement of the mind, in connection ; and of
this latter class we have reason to fear, from
personal observation, that the great mass of U3
(farmers) would come under. All we ask on this

point is, fair means ; but let any one that feels

interested in this matter go through some of the

best farming districts in the Slate, and talk with
the fanners personally on this subject, and then
if he does not arrive at the same conclusion, vve

shall be mistaken. Now agricultural improve-

ment as we. understand it, does not consist in

raising large beeves, or fit wethers, or even larded

porkers, or in one hundred bushels of corn on
an acre, nor in getting the first premium at "cat-

tle shows"; fin- all this has been done and more
too, forty years ago, and yet the principles id' ag-

riculture were not half as well understood then
by the masses as they now are, and even more,

they are not half understood by us.

Strange as it may seem, vve know that there

are hundreds and thousands of dollars paid out

every year for extra breeds of cattle, sheep,

swine, fee., to where there is three, or five dollars

given for agricultural reading to feast the mind,
.lust as though it v. is so much more important

for the firmer to have extra stock, than it is to

try to improve his oho condition in life. We
are aware, however, that in the last few years

]xtst. agricultural papers have circulated very ex-

tensively among the farmers, and have been the

means of exalting their condition, and doing a

great deal of good. And yet we are led to believe

that a majority of our farmers, even now, are ig-

norant of agricultural reading, while many of

those who do read, read them for what they are,

and then like any newspaper, stow them away
for waste paper. But after all, take any one ag-

ricultural paper, however large the circulation,

that is devoted exclusively to the farmers' inter-

est, and yet we think that we are not much out

of the way when we say, that it does not receive

one half the patronage it ought to among farm-

ers themselves. Of all the different classes of

men under the sun, we do not know of any, with-
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out it is the fanner, who think that all the knowl-

edge necessary tor a man to have ahont his busi-

ness will come to him by " Nature." This seems

to he the disposition of* the great mass of farm-

ers, by tlu-it inefficient feeling and spirit which

they manifest on all suhjects calculated to elevate

their condition. And why is this so? Simply,

because that fanners must go on the principle of

"every man for himself," and that there is noth-

ing worth striving for in this world but the "al-

mighty dollar.''

I know that a great many farmers complain

that they have no time to study and read ; hut if

they would say that it was for the want of a dis-

position and mind to do, they would probably hit

the nail on the head. No ; this want of time is all

"gammon''—you have more time for self-im-

provement, and should he the best educated of

any class of men under heaven. If a political

" caucus " is called to be held at the " tavern
"

stand, of a winter evening, how eagarly do they

all gather in, to talk of Congress, Legislatures,

&c. ; and boldly, before adjournment, count

"noses" to see how they are coming out at elec-

tion. Then just give a " call " fi*r a meeting and

organization of a " Fai mer'sCluh" in the district

school-house, and then you will see how many of

these " patriotic " farmers will attend. Now this

is no fancy sketch, but it only shows how much

more eager fanners are to run after "demagogues"

and office, than they are to seek after cultivation

and improvement in their condition as fanners.

We do not pretend to any spirit of prophecy,

and _\et we are well satisfied from personal ob-

servation, that there is a great neglect and want

of stimulus in the mind of the farmer, for his

improvement in agricultural science. In fact we
believe that the time has come, when more must

be said and written on the improvement of the

mind than the soil. Practical agriculture we al-

ways have had, and always shall have at some
rate or other, though of the kind and quality it

will depend on the character of the farmer, of

course. But practical farming, does not as a

matter of course, bring with it a corresponding

improvement of the mind. But alas, " tell it not

in ('alb," &c, that the improvement of the mind
takes too much time, and does not bring along

with it quite so much hard "chink" as the other

system, and of course must be dispensed with.

As for ourselves, we make no pretensions to sci-

ifi • or literary acquirements, more than other

young men who have been accustomed 10 labor

daily on the farm fur a livelihood: that we feel

interested in this matter is very true; but it is

only so, because we have for the last ten years,

seen the farmer's interest so greatly neglected by

himself and other people : jet we do not feel any
more so than hundreds of other men, who are

now engaged in behalf of the farmer's interest.

But alter all that is done and is doing, in behalf

of the farmer, it will depend entirely on his own
efforts, whether he seek after emulation in his

business, or whether he will continue to love

money better than anything else. We however
hope for the better,- knowing that it is ahvays
better to look on the bright side of the picture

than on the other. Yours truly,

L. DURAND.
Derby, Conn., Ward) 7, 1848.

A Productive Apple-tree.—It is stated that
a" apple-tree in Diixbu'ry, Massachusetts, has
yielded one hundred and twenly-une bushels of
fruit in a single season, a quantity sufficient to
make fifteen barrels of cider.

Welsh Sayings.—Three things that can never

become rusty—the money of the benevolent, the

shoes of the butcher's horse, and a woman's
tongue. Three things not easily done—to allay

thirst with fire, to dry wet with water, to please

all in everything that is done. Three things that

are as good as the best—brown bread in famine,

well-water in thirst, and a gray coat in cold.

Three things as good as their better—dirty water
to extinguish the fire, an ugly wife to a blind

man, and a wooden sword to a coward. Three
warnings from the grave—thou knowest what 1

was, thou seest what I am, remember what thou
art to be. Three things of short continuance—

a

lady's love, a chip fire, and a brook's flood.

Three things that ought never to be from home
— the cat, the chimney, and the housewife.

Three essentials to a false story-teller—a good
memory, a bold face, and fools for an audience.
Three things seen in the peacock— the garb of an
angel, the walk of a thief, and the voice of the

devil. Threethings.it is unwise to boast of—the

flavor of ale, the beauty of thy wife, and the con-
tents of thy purse. Three miseries of a man's
house—a smokey chimney, a dripping roof, and
a scolding wife.

LINES
ON THE ARRIVAL OF THE REMAINS OF COL. RANSOM IN

NEW ENGLAND.

BY MRS. D. B. ELLIS.

Ye have borne him back—to his native land
The toil-spent warrior comes;

But ye seem not the same fresh joyous band
He led from their cherished homes.

Ye have borne him back, and that form lies low,
Which was first in the fearful charge

—

But the laurel rests on his clay-cold brow,
And a nation chants his dirge.

Ye have borne him back with glory's wreath
Fresh twined about his bier;

But oh ! will it soften the widow's grief,

Or sweeten the orphan's tear ?

Will it gladen the eye of the lonely one,
As it turns to the vacant chair.

To know New England mourns her son
With a proud but bitter tear 7

Ye have borne him back, and your task is done,
For the loved and honor'd dead

;

But neglect not the brave still toiling on,
Alar where the gallant bled.

But cfieer ye ! oh. cheer ye those fearless ones,
And mock not their battle-cry

—

To yield not the lights of Columbia's sons,
But nobly confirm them or die I

Vernon, Conn., Feb. II, 1818.

At the Farmer's Chib of the American Insti-

tute in the city of New York, Feb. 15, a paper
was read from Air. .1. P. Downey, furnishing Ins

views and experience on the disputed point of
the ascension or descension of the gases of ma-
nures. His experiment appears simple in the
process ami successful in the issue: he ploughed
a small patch of ground from eight to nine inches
deep, and spread bis manure ill the furrows as
he ploughed ; he then took another piece of

ground adjoining, ploughed it and spread the
manure on the top, harrowing it in thoroughly,
the soil being of the same quality. He found the
former lo Jfleld twenty per cent, over the other,
although on the first start the corn on the first

piece did not thrive so rapidly as the latter : mi,
in two or tluee weeks after it came up, it began
lo gain, and so increased until the time of gath-
ering, confirming his belief, that the gases of
manure "will not (in bis own language) descend,
but ascend,,"

A Fact.—The following is the net product of
a single grain of rye, raised at Stanton, a few
miles from Ihis place: 113 stalks, 107 heads,
6327 grains; in quantity, two gills. Match this,

New England, if you can.— Wilmington (Del.)
Mirror. From the Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer,
Aug. 13, 1800.

We tak^ the foregoing from a newspaper
printed in our younger days : if its equal can be

produced any where else, v\e will he glad to

communicate the fact through the columns of

the Visitor.

The Crops on the Rio Gkande.—From up
and down the river we have the most Haltering
accounts of the prusp'j et lor abundant crops the
present season. The high price which corn has
commanded at all our military posts during the

past year, (averaging §3 per bushel,) has stirred

up the hitherto indolent rancheros,aud they have
entered with something like spirit into the culti-

vation of the land. Active farming operations
greet the eye at almost every turn on the river

—

old farms have been enlarged and improved, and
hundreds of new ones opened. The corn on
many plantations already covers the fields with a
mantle of green, the late rains having caused a
luxuriant growth to early plantings. Such as

were backward in planting, have now lo repent
of their delay, the present dry weather being
against germination ; but as this is the season lor

rain, it can hardly be doubled that all who are

employing the present time in sowing, will reap
abundant harvests from their labors. Several
new sugar, cotton, and tobacco plantations have
been opened on the river, ami the number of
hands engaged in the fields indicate that the

spirit of agriculture has been aroused in the

Mexicans, and they are determined to see if it is -

really the indolence that has been charged upon
them that has kept them dependent upon other

countries for what they could as well produce in

their own. We are satisfied they will find the

charge has been just, and that it needs only pro-

per cultivation to make the Rio Grande produce
sugar, cotton, and tobacco equal to the best lands

in Louisiana or Texas. We know that many dif-

fer with us in opinion ; hut we shall adhere to

our belief until otherwise convinced by fair ex-
periment. We have been experimenting in a
small way ourselves, and might point lo our gar-

den in support of our belief. Fifteen days after

planting the seed, our garden produced radishes

lit for the table, and in a few days we shall have
a mess of peas from seed not a month ill the
ground. Lettuce, cabbages, cauliflowers, beets, .

turnips, artichokes, tomatoes, beans of different

kinds, squashes, melons, and different other vege-
tables, are all growing luxuriantly. In due time,

*

we shan't care if" corn is $40 a bushel," for we.

shall have plenty of it, and "praties" too, or we
mistake. How independent we shall be, if the

thieves only keep away from us; and they'd bet-

ter, for we have loaded and capped old " Sacra-
mento." for their especial benefit.

—

.American

Flag, of .March.

,\ Giaht Ship.—The largest ship ever built in

the United States, has been recently finished at

Portsmouth, N. H., at a cost of 8100,000, for

.Messrs. !_). & A. Kingsland, of this city, and in-

tended to run as a packet between here and Liv-
erpool. She is a three-decker, 1800 tons capact- <

ty, carpenter's measurement— that is about 300
tons more than any merchant vessel heretofore

built in the United Slates. Her length on deck
is 18U feet, with 41 feet beam, and 34 feet 6
inches hold. The knees between decks, are of
white oak, and mould 32 inches in the throat,

and 1 1 A inches in the side. She is named the
Columbus.

—

.Y. Y. paper.

The Delaware Peach Crop.—We gather the

following facts from Mr. Burke's report from the

Patent Office :

The peach crop of Delaware, the most impor-
tant peach-raising State, is 300,000 baskets

—

value, $120,000. In 20 days, 4,572 bushels straw-
berries sold in New York—514 in one day.

80,000 baskets, equal to 833 bushels, weighing 25
tons, were brought in one day over the Erie rail-

road. Whole number of bushels sold in New
York, equal to 602,1140, being an increase of
212,000, or 24 per cent, over last year—value,

•520,000 in a season! Cincinnati is next to New
York, tin- gnat strawberry market of the (Jniied

Slates. The grape-vine flourishes beautifully in

Cincinnati, but it would appear that Texas is the
true wine country of the Union ; and that, before
long, we shall he furnished with the best table

wine, not from France or Germany, but from
the western part of Texas.

Great Yield of Cane.—74,400 lbs. of sugar
from 50 acres of cane were produced upon the
plantation of J. II. Madison, in Marion county,
Florida, last season.
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Important Facts.

The New York Courier gathers the following

nets from the report of the Commissioner of

Patents ;it Washington

:

Immigration.—The number of persons arriv-

ing in five principal ports, from Europe, in [he

year ending September 30, 1847, is stated to he

233,798—an increase of not less than 82,134 in u

year. Add to this, the immigrants from other

ports, nml ihe immigration was probably not less

than 300,000.

The following table presents the comparison

in this respect of the last two years:

1846. 1847. Increase.

New York, 98,843 145,890 46,967

Huston, 14,079 20,745 0,006

Philadelphia, 7,237 14,763 7,526

Baltimore, 9,327 12,018 2,081

New Orleans, 22,148 40,412 18,294

151,664 333^98 82,134

The sales of public lands, principally in Illi-

nois, Indiana, Missouri, Alabama, Louisiana,

Arkansas, Iowa, and Wisconsin, amounted to

2,520,000 acres.

As a proof of the increase of population in the

n.'w established Territories, the increase of the

population of Wisconsin is given, which is as

follows:

1830 3,245 1842 46,648

1836 - - 11,686 1845 - - 117,000

1838 - - 18,149 1846 - - 155,277

1840 - - 30,945 1847 - - 215,000

This, of course, is the result of increase of

population.

The commerce of the port of Philadelphia, for

1847, exhibits the same prosperous characteristics

which have marked ihe business and interests of

the Union generally. The following compara-

tive table presents a summary of ihe principal

items for the last few years:

1845. 1846.

Value of imports, §7,494,497 00 .$7,808,615,000

Duties received, 2,370,517 71 2,420,01178

1847.

Value of imports, $12,145,937 00
Duties received, 2,904,748 97

Value of exports lo foreign ports during the. years

1843, 1844 and 1845.

1843. 1844. 1845.

Domestic articles, $2,837,646 3.320,1173 3,418,928

Foreign " 221,525 338,023 502,905

Total .... £3,059,171 3,694,090 3,196,833

Value of exports to foreign ports during the years

1840 and 1847.

1846. 1847.

Domestic articles, 84,590,744 7,038,087

Foreign " 521,310 643,178

Total $5,118,054 8.579,265

Tonnage entered from foreign ports.

American vessels,

Foreign '•

1845.

73,705

10,794

Total tons . . . 84,489

Arrivals from for. ports, 387
Arrivals coastwise, 8,929

Total tons . . . 84,100

Clearances for for. ports,400

1840.

37,146
12,483

99,029

450
6,008

9,477

458

1847.

117,927

40,144

148,071

657
17,083

17,840

598

Arkansas Lead Ore.—Mines of lead have
been discovered in Arkansas, and the ore on be-

ing analyzed was found to be worth §70 per ion,

for the silver alone which it contains. It may
therefore be regarded as the Argentine ore of"

lead. The ore, then, instead of being smelted
in the ordinary way, should undergo the prnces.-

of cupellatiou to extract first ihe silver, and the

residuum would he nearly as valuable as if had
undergone the process of smelting.

Every dairy should have a vessel of lime-water
sitting in it, say half a gallon of lime to ten or
twelve of water, simply to rinse every thing in.

The vessel can be filled up as often as you
please. It will remove acidity or had ordor.

A Profitable Cow.
Boston, February 23, 1848.

Mr. Editor:—Allow me to make the follow-

ing statement of the quantity of milk given by a

cow kept some years since by my father in

Boston.
The cow was kepi for the convenience of the

family, hut we always had more milk than we
wauled, which was readily taken by the neigh-
bors.

The quantity sold in one year amounted, at 6J
cents per quart, to ... $13037
Being equal to * - - 2086 quarts.

The quantity used in the family,

at the very moderate allowance of
three quarts per day, - - 1095

Total, 3181 quarts.

This is an average of over 8k quarts per day for

the whole year; and I am confident that the

quantity exceeded this, for we often had milk to

spare for days together, and I have made no ac-

count of the milk consumed by the calf.

The cow was of native, breed, and during the

summer was pastured in a poor pasture at South
Boston, distant at least a mile. At home she had
hay in abundance, and daily four quarts of meal
and bran—say half each mixed. The milk was
always of the best quality.

This is not a remarkable yield by any means,
hut I think it exceeds that of the average of the

cows in our State, and shows that our native

cows, when well fed, will do themselves credit.

F.

Fur Hie Farmer^ Monthly Visitor.

" What are you doius'!''

Mr. Editor: This plain sharp-pointed ques-

tion was directed to me by a friend in Pennsyl-

vania, whose kind wishes for my welfare, promp-

ted him to know something of my doings, in this'

my native State. To give a satisfactory answer

to this inquiry, embraces a wider range, than the

first thought would seem to suggest. In claim-

ing your indulgence to speak through the Visitor,

it shall be my object to add something to the

common stock of practical knowledge, in Farm-

ing.

Having been a resident of the State of Pennsyl-

vania for ten years, it will he readily conceded that

I may know something of the true character of

her citizens, having received some impressions,

which time and climate may not have thus far,

obliterated— I have ever fell a:i interest in what-

ever was calculated to promote her general good,

or preserve her honor, untarnished, hut the sen-

sitive chord was most forcibly touched, while

reading the able and spirited report of our Sec-

retary of the Treasury, submitted at the opening

of the present session of Congress—In giving

the round of pecuniary bearing of his sciieme

upon the commercial world, he hauls up, and

pays his respects in gallant style to the Old Key-

stone; thus 1 was almost forced by impulse, to

stand up, make my low bow, and thank Mr.

Walker for ihe just compliment which he be-

stows upon our glorious commonwealth, em-

phatically the Key-Stone of the Federal Arch.

In proceeding to answer ihe important inquiry,

at the head of this article, you will plea.e allow

me to go back in order to gain a little force, and

I will start from the year 1831, about the time 1

become my own man. An adventurous spirit be-

ing prevalent in our State, I made up my mind to

try my hand, with many others, at fortune-making,

in the Far West. My father having died two

years previous, left us (myself and a younger

brother) in possession of a good farm, situated in

Xorthfield, upon the eastern bank of the Merri-

mack river—but this was a small matter compar-

ed wilh the golden harvest 1 had in view. I left

forthwith, and " did not let my courage tire " till

falling in wilh an acquaintance in the interior ol

Pennsylvania, and making a halt, finally settled

down in the mining region, at Poitsville, Schuyl-

kill county. Here we find a population gatln nil

from all quarters of the globe, each pursuing his

favorite calling, and I may say a more happy, in-

dependent, carc-for-nought sort of people no
where exists. Eew, however, could hail this as

the pUice of their birth, it being of magic growth.
Many had left the learned professions, finding

more ample scope, in the application of practical

science to Nature's laws, which should teach them
"to pierce the bowels of Ihe earth and bring

forth from the caverns of the mountains, metals,

which will give strength to our hands, and sub-

ject all nature to our use and pleasure." No
aristocracy prevails here; fortunes are won or

lost, alternately, as the diamonds glitter or the

"vein is in fault." 1 shall not attempt a descrip-

tion of the mining operations, as it would occupy
too great space. Suffice it to say, she abounds
in mineral wealth. Wilh an excellent soil in her

rich and extensive vallies, with her noble rivers,

her magnificent scale of internal improvements
;

with all these advantages, there is one fact which
we cannot conceal. Her state debt was a bur-

den to her inhabitants, anil in vain she looked lo

various sources for relief—she changed her civil

rulers; we pressed to the ballot-box with an ardor

as though her whole fate hung upon the safe de-

posite of our single vote. Her case grew worse,

the prescriptions of Whig and Democrat proved,

both alike, quack medicine. At length, however,

the remedy began to develop itself in the pro-

gress of the disease—an evident connection be-

tween cause and eject—the United States Dank,

having obtained its charter under a heavy bonus

lo the State, had wasted its capital in fruitless

endeavors to sustain other sinking corporations.

The " monster" was forced to yield with all its

appendages, in the shape of coal and iron cor-

porations'. In this general convulsion, our State

threw off chartered monopolies to the amount of

seventy millions of dollars—she arose, after her

nap, and "shaking the dew-drop from her mane,"
resumed her seat with proud determination a-

mong her sister States. Thus depending upon
the individual enterprize of her citizens, she has

progressed with unexampled prosperity.

You will imagine, by this time, I have tasted

some of the varieties of life. It was now 1841

and business being in an unsettled stale, 1 began

to reflect upon the happiness I might enjoy in

the life of" a quiet and peaceful New England
farmer. My wife having been brought up in the

old school of farmers' principles, knew how to

use ihe butler ladle as well as finger the keys of

a piano. She thought it would lie a happy
change to become the wife of a farmer. We
accordingly arranged our effects, and with our

four representatives,* made good our retreat to my
native home, and planted my column securely

upon ihe banks of the Merrimack. Here I made
my stand as a right rather than a favor, not

having disposed of my share in the paternal es-

tate. But the farm I must say presented rather

a sorry picture ; stone-walls broken down, gate-

posts leaning this way and that, hay-mow at half-

mast, &c. ; but I had proved tuy armour, howev-
er, and was not discouraged. My brother, in tho

mean time, having imbibed some of the popular

delusions of the day, it seems, thought posterity

might be under greater obligation to him from

his endeavors to reform the world, than for his ex-

ample in farming; thus he did not render an

account most to his advantage, as he otherwise

* We have added three since.
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might. Having purchased Ma share, I had a

clear field; and after pulling off my gloves and

fine coat, went 10 work. Being now surrounded

l,y my old neighbors, whose worthy example de-

monstrates the important fact, that a man corn

make an honest living, and have something laid

up lor his comfort in old age, even upon the

hard and rugged hills of New Hampshire, I have

no fears for the result.

I shall noi weary the patience of the reader by

giving a detailed account of my proceedings for

the ent'ie seven years,' hut will confine my re-

marks to the operations of the last. Shortly af-

ter our Agricultural Fair in October, I called up-

on my old friend and neighbor, Abram Brown,

Esq., who gave me an account of its progress,

and of his own success, in bearing off a goodly

share of the premiums: I said tn him by way of

an offset, that I rather thought, the man who bad

the best cornfield, the strongest yoke of oxen,

the, heaviest hogs, and the tallest wood-pile, was

not thtre. His answer, however, seemed to im-

ply—" perhaps so-r-peihaps not ;" and now to the

point: my principal corn-field was forty by fifty

,-oils—an oblong square—secured on all sides by

stone-wall, enclosing about twelve acres. This

was a worn-out field, occupied for three past

years as sheep-pasture ; ten acres of this was

ploughed the autumn previous' the soil being of

light sandy loam. The ploughing was performed

by one of Prouty's best, No. 26,and guided by my

own hands, drawn by four oxen—my oldest son

''Joe," eleven years of age, acting as teamster.—

It was laid over tlat, and two inches deeper than

it had ever before been ploughed. This was

planted three by three and a half feet apart, and

no manure, except plaster in the hill—and yield-

ed thirty bushels to the acre.

My nexlfiejd was more moist, sour, and heavy,

covered with scrub bushes, and filled with roots.

It was plastered and treated sirfilar to the first

—

yield about sixty-five hu>hels upon three acres.

My third was mowing sod : manure direct from

the barn-cellar was applied and ploughed under;

compost from the hog-yard in the hill, and plas-

ter was added. The field was planted on the

third day of June -and yielded seventy bushels

per acre—two acres in the piece.

I commenced planting May 17, the ground

then being in liee condition; but heavy rains

soon followed, and was obliged to plant in mud,

or not at all— did not finish till June 3d. The
corn grew finely, the first-time hoeing being well

done; hut tie- second hoeing was necessarily im-

perfect, on account of a heavy shower on the 6lh

of July, attended with such a violent wind as to

completely prostrate the corn, and the leaves or

lops being covered with mud, was consequently

held in that position tiil relieved by hand. This

was back-aching work.

The manured piece was hoed three times, and

kept free from weeds. We commenced cutting

and shooking September 18, and completed the

whole \i\ October 1st—myself and boy, (12 years

old.) having done the entire work, with the ex-

ception of one das's work which we accepted as

a favor to a man in payment for a day's ox-work.

The husking occupied Dearly two months, some

of the shooks standing out till November lOlh—
the whole yield being upwards of four hundred

bushel-- sound corn. This is not equal to Mr.

Ellsworth, but we will venture to say that we

performed more hud days' labor with with our

on n hinds, than that gentleman did to raise his

forty thousand bushels upon the rich alluvial hol-

loms iii Indiana.

My hogs (two in number,') when one month

old, I bought of my neighbor Brown, who is not

easily beat in anything in the way of farming.

—

He reserved three of the best for himself—two

others having thought they had got the better of

me by getting the first grab. They were not

Berkshire's, but I consider them superior to any

of that breed I have seen, having tried the Berk-

shires, but 1 never could make them come up to

the chalk. They were of native breed—white,

with small bone, deep quarters and chest, broad

hack, small ears, fine hair and thin rind. Not

one of my competitors came within fifty pounds

of me: one of my hogs, at eighteen months of

age, weighed 593 pounds on December 24—the

other was slaughtered early in the season, and

not weighed; but the butcher and others judged

the fust equal in every respect to the latter, who

was truly a monster of the trough.

Mr. Ezra Austin, at the village, (Franklin)

slaughtered one of the same age and breed with

mine, equal in form, (not of the same litter)

weighing 5524 pounds. Now 1 hear of monstrous

pigs mentioned in the Visitor the past season,

and I hear of one "old one" being three years

old this spring, which is raised in Andover, N.

H., estimated to weigh 000 pounds, hut is a

coarse-grained, lop-eared, big-boned animal ;

—

with such a monster J have nothing to do.

My wood-pile, to be sure, is no great wonder,

hut as my text implies to treat of my " doings,"

rather than what 1 have, I will proceed to tell

how it ivas done. In the early part of last winter

I sold my oxen : I had then four 2 year old steers,

of which I felt somewhat, proud. They had run

in a pasture adjoining Mr. Webster's the sum-

mer previous, and drew the attention of tie-

statesman farmer, wdio sent an express request-

ing my presence; being thus unusually honored,

I availed myself of the opportunity, not howev-

er, to dispose of my steers, but I had never had

hold of the gentleman's hand, although had I been

raised within sight of the spot where rests the

"ashes of the ancestors of our Haddocks ami

Wehsters." After telling him 1 had been to some

trouble to get them well matched and did not

wish to part with them, he changed the subject

by a joke upon Mr. Taylor—saying, " Well, sir,

you can look down from your place and witness

all our operations, and if you can see nothing

else to interest yon, you cannot fail to distinguish

my nun, John Taylor, here."

In this, however, he was right, as Mr. Taylor is

by ne means a small mark to look at, even at the

distance of a mile. lint 1 was tempted, and sold

one yoke to Warren L. Hills, Esq., for sixty dol-

lars. With the other pair 1 hauled up my wood-

pile—upwards of forty cords—(having that quan-

tity on band at the time I named to Mr. Brown,)

and drew fifty small logs to a saw-mill two and

a half miles distant. My steers were six feet in

girth, but not well inured to the yoke; hut an-

other year has added considerably to their size.

So much for the wood-pile.

My strong oxen 1 bought last spring, weighed

December 31st, nut much above 3G0O lbs, have

performed well their part in building the North-

ern and Montreal rail roads. They claim no

high blood, one being a "colored gentleman,"

and raised upon the premises; having used up

his male, we got one at Loudon. I sold them

and bought them again. There is doubtless,

however, oxen, and perhaps stronger, in the

county.

Now, in conclusion, if I have answered my

friend Pollock of Pennsylvania as to "what 1 am
doing," if I have in any way contributed to the

honor of the agricultural cause my object is ac-

complished—I wish only to state plain, simple

facts ; if I have not, my fiends, who are readers

of the Visitor, will please stt me straight. I have

written this not in a spirit of " brag,"—as a man

of moderate means and pretentions would not

seem to have whereof to boast, but with the hope

that I might strengthen the hearts and hands of

my fellow-laborers upon the soil ; and that we

might honor our calling, and rejoice together, in

that "our lines had fallen to us in pleasant

places," and secure to ourselves a " goodly

heritage."

ALFRED H. G1LE.
March 10th, IMS.

The Whale Fishery.—The Whalman's Ship-

pins List of to-day contains the annual statement

of the importations of oil and whale-fishery for

the past year. The importation of sperm oil in

212 ships and 27 brigs, &c., has amounted to

120,753 barrels sperm, 313,180 barrels whale oil,

and 3,341,680 pounds of whalebone. The price

of sperm oil has ranged from 93 to 107 cents per

gallon, whale oil from 34 to 40 cents, and w hale-

bone from 20 to 35 cents per pound. The whole

tonnagjg employed in the whale-fishery January

1, 1848, was 210,541 tons, showing a diminuation

of 19,077 tons the past year. The details, as fur-

nished in the Whaleman's List, will he of general

interest to all who are engaged in the fishery.

—

New Bedford Mercury,

Best time for killing animals.— It has late-

ly been discovered that the flesh of animals w Inch

are killed In the middle of the night will keep

much longer than it will when they are killed in

the day time ; and it is, for this reason, preferred

by those who prepare potted meats. This cir-

cumstance is verj singular, for it proves that the

flesh is fittest for keeping when taken from the

animals at the time when the respiration is slow-

est and the temperature of the animal lowest. It

is well known that ihe llesh of animals which
have have been bard driven will not keep at all.

Alter what lias been stated, we need not be sur-

prised, as this quickens the respiration and
heightens the temperature.

All fruit trees are much benefited by the phos-

phate of lime, (i. e. bone-dust,) but the pear espe-

cially. Where bone-dust cannot be had, bones
themselves may be dug in about the roots, and
allowed in decompose gradually. Four-filths of
all the bones from the kitchen are thrown away
in the country. If these were saved and put at

the bottom of the holes, when planting pear trees,

ihey would furnish a most enduring supply of
phosphate lo the roots.

—

Horticulturist.

Composts for Wheat and Carrots.—One
of tin- best crops of wheat 1 ever grew (48 bush-
els to the acre) was manured with 10 bushels of
salt to 20 of lime to the acre, mixed three

months, and kept dry before its application. My
carrot crop Ibis year was manured with 20 bush-
els of- soot and or 8 of salt to the acre, mixed
also 3 or 4 months previously.

In Bangor, Maine, dining the last season, the

amount of lumber surveyed was, 191,136,272

feet. This exceeds [he amount surveyed in any
previous year by 19,022,218 feel.

Water proof Glue.—Render glue perfectly soft,

but not liquid, in cold water; then dissolve il by
gentle heat, in linseed oil. It dries almost im-
mediately, ami water will not affect it.

The town of Sandisfield, Mass., produces an-
nually 1110,000 pounds of maple sugar.

One gentleman in Licking county, Ohio, k is

staled, makes annually 8100,000 worth of cheese.

The total population of Paris is 1,100,000.
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Those ulio preserve the numbers of [he \ isi-

tor will inii regret that in place ot* some story of

the imagination to beguile the attention from

" line upon line and precept upon precept'' on

Matters merely agricultural, tipt to grow .stale

from repetition, we give them a new lesson fr

Peter Parley, who " came ami saw " if he did not

in propria? personaa as>ist in the

Overthrow of the French Monarchy.

From the Boston Courier.

We this day present to our leaders a full and
connecter! narrative of the recent events in

Fiance, by a very ahle and intelligent eye-wit-

ness. It forms the substance of a letter from our
townsman, S. G. Goodrich, Esq., (Peter Parley)

to a friend in Boston. As a history of this great

revolution, from an impartial observer, it possess-

es the highest permanent interest, and we have

no doubt will he duly appreciated by the public:

Paris, March 4th, 1848.

Dear Sir:— As it has been my fortune to he

in Paris, anil a witness to many of the most stir-

ring and striking occurrences during the late

revolution, 1 propose to give you a brief con-

secutive narrative of wdiat 1 saw and heard, em-
bracing a sketch of other leading events. My
purpose will he to take you with me, and make
you a participator, as far as possible, in the

scenes and emotions experienced by one who
was on the spot.

Before I begin, it may be well to state a few

particulars as to the political condition of Fiance

at the moment of the revolt. It is well known
that Louis Philippe accepted the crown at the

hands of Lafayette, after the struggle id' July,

1630, the latter saying, as he presented the king

and charter to the people— "We give you the best

of monarchies—the best of republics." The cir-

cumstances, all considered, pledged Louis Phi-

lippe to a liberal government, in which (he good
of the people should be the supreme object, mid
the popular will ihe predominating element.

He commenced his career under fair auspices,

and for a time everything promised a happy ful-

filment of what seemed his ilinv and his destiny.

1 chanced to be in Paris in 1 83'i, and witnessed

a celebration of the "Three Glorious Days."

—

The king then reviewed 80,000 troops, i hielly

National Guards. Ho was ail day on horseback,

and of course before the people. I saw hundreds
of ihe common people step up to him and shake

him by the hand. He was enthusiastically cheer-

ed every where, and seemed indeed the idol ol

the people. On visiting Paris in 1847, after a

lapse of fifteen years, I was amazed at the change.

Shut up in his palace, like the veiled prophet of

rassan, ami entrenched ill military power,

with a haughty ministry, pursuing an unbending
course of policy, he seemed rather a despot ol the

old school— a Bourbon of the last century— than

a citizen kill"., crowned at the barricades. A
Ureal change hail indeed come over the monarch ;

the possession of power had seduced his heart

and turned his head ; and forgclling his pledges,

ami blind to his true interest, he was busy in

building up a dynasty that should hand down his

name and fame to posterity.

Ii seemed, al a superficial glance, that he might

realize his dream. He had acquired the reputa-

tion of being Ihe most sagacious monarch of his

time, lie had improved and embellished the

capital; on all 3ides his • image and superscrip-

tion" were seen in connection with statues,

fountains, edifices, and works of beauty and nti-

lity. France was happier than the adjacent coun-

tries; the famine and the pestilence that bad re-

cently desolated neighboring Stales, bad trod

more lightly here. The king was blessed with a

large faintly; these had all reached maturity, and
were allied to kings and queens, princes and
princesses. The upholders of the crown in the

parliament were u tower of strength. Peace

reigned al home, and llie army abroad had just

succeeded in achieving a triumph over an enemy
that had baffled them for seventeen years.

Such was ihe outward seeming of affaire; but

there were threatening fires within, which might

at any time produce an earthquake. The think-

ing people were profoundly disgusted with the

retiogade tendency of ihe government ;
with

the corruption of iis officers; the gradual subsi-

dizing of the legislature by ihe crown, and the

concentration of all the powers of the State ill

the hands of one man, who was now using them
for family aggrandizement. Although the march
of despotism had been cautious anil stealthy,

the plainest mind could see, and, indeed, the

people generally began to feel, many galling evi-

dences of the tj runny to which they had beci

actually subjected.

Among these grievances were the constant in-

crease ol' ihe national debt, and consequent in-

crease of taxation, and the restraints put upon

the liberty of speech. By a law of some years

standing, the people were prohibited from hold-

ing stated i 'iiiii;s of more than twenty per-

sons; and reform banquets, of which about

seventy had been held, in different parts of the

kingdom, within the last year, were now pro-

nounced illegal by the ministry, and a determina-

tion lo suppress one about to be held in the

twelfth arrondissemeiit of Paris was solemnly

announced by iheui in the Chamber of Deputies.

It is material to hear in mind that there are al-

ways in this metropolis at least 100,000 work-

men, who live from day to day upon their labor,

and who, upon the slightest check to trade, are

plunged into poverty, if not starvation. At tin'

1 1 io nt of which we are speaking, this immense
body of men, with llieir families, ware Suffering

sorely from the stagnation of business in the

capital. There were not less ihan 200,000 per-

sons, wdm, for the space of three months, bad

not been able to obtain sufficient food to appease

ihe cravings of hunger. How easy to Btir up

these people to rebellion!—how natural for them
io 1 1 iii their indignation against ihe king and

his government ! The opposition members seized

the occasion now afforded them, lo e\cile these

discontented masses against the ministry; and it

may be added that the latter did more than their

enemies to prepare the mine, and set the match,

to the train.

The crisis was now at hand. The opposition

deputies declared their intention to attend the

proposed celebration, and in spile of the threats

of the ministry, the preparations for the. banquet

went vigorously on. A place was selected in the

Champs Elyseea, and a building was in progress

of erection for the feast. The programme of the

same was announced— the toasts for the occasion

were published—the orator (O. Barrot) selected.

The day was lived—an ominous day for tyranny

— an auspicious one for liberty. It was the 22d
of February, the birth-day of Washington !

—

Whether it has received a new title to its place

in the calendar of liberty, muft be left for the

decision of time.

The evening of the 21st came, and then pro-

clamations were issued by the joint action of the

ministry and the police prohibiting the banquet.

This act, though it had been threatened, still fell

like a thunderbolt upon the people. Jt was
known that an immense military force bad been

quietly assembled in Paris and the vicinity,

(80,000 troops with artillery and ample muni-
tions) and that the garrisons around the Tuileries

had been victualled as if for a siege. But it had
not been believed that au attempt to stifle the

voice of the people, so bold as ibis would really

be made. Yet such was the lart. The leaders

of ihe opposition receded from their ground, and
it was announced in the morning papers of the

22d (bat the banquet, being forbidden by the

government, would not take
|
lace!

The morning of Ihe 22d was dark and drizly.

I had anticipated some manifestation of uneasi-

ness, and at 1M o'clock went forth. Groups of
people were reading the proclamations posted

up at the corners of the streets, but all was tran-

quil, 1 walked along the Boulevards for a mile,

yet saw no symptoms of the coming storm.

The place of meeting for the banquet had been

fixed in the square of the Madeleine. This is at

the western extremity of the Boulevards, and
near the great central square, called the Place de

la Concorde—a point communicating directly

with the Chamber of Deputies, the Champs Ely-
sees, the garden of ihe Tuileries, &.c. At 11

o'clock, A. M., a dark mass was seen moving
along the Boulevards towards the proposed place

of meeting. These consisted of thousands of
workmen from the faubourgs. In a few mo-
ments the entire square of the Madeleine was
filled with these persons, dressed almost exclu-

sively in their characteristic costume, which con-
sisis of a blue tunic, called blouse, a garment
which is made very much in the fashion of our

farmers' frocks.

The opening scene of the drama bad now be-

gun. The mass rushed and eddied around the

Madeleine, which, by the way, is the finest church

and finest edifice in Paris: such was the threat-

ening aspect of the scene that the shops were all

suddenly shut and the people around began to

supply themselves with bread and other food ./or

three days. In a few moments Ihe avalanche took

its course down the Rue Royale, swept across the

Place de la Concorde, traversed the bridge over

the Seine, and collected in swelling and heaving

masses in the Place or square before the Cham-
ber ol Deputies. This building is defended in

front by a high iron railing. The gate of Ibis

was soon forced, and some hundreds of the peo-

ple rushed up the long flight of steps, and paus-

ing beneath the portico, struck up the song of the

Marsettaise. The ciowd continually increased

—

shouts, songs, cries, filled the air. East and west,

along the quays and through ihe streets behind

the Chambers, came long lines of students from

the various schools. Standing upon one of the

pillars of the bridge, I commanded a view of the,

whole scene. Jt was one to fill the heart with

the liveliest emotions. A hundred thousand peo-

ple were now collected, seeming like an agitated

sea, and sending forth a murmur like the voice

of many waters. From the southern gate of the

Tuileries issued two bodies of troops—one on

horseback, came along the northern i:ate. They

were the Municipal Guard, a magnificent corps,

richly caparisoned, and nobly mounted. Being

picked and well paid they were the chief reli-
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ance of the government, and for that very reasoi

they are hateil by the people, the other hotly of

troops were infantry of the line, and crossing the

Pont Royale, they came along the southern side

of the river. Colli detachments approached the

multitude; and crowding upon them, succeeded

at last in clearing the space before the Cham-
bers.

The greater part of the throng crossed the

bridge, and spread tlipmselves over the Place de

la Concorde. This square, perhaps the most
beautiful in the world, is about eight acres in ex-

tent. In the centre is the famed ohelisk of Lux-
or ; on either side of this is a splendid fountain,

which was in lull action during the scenes we
describe. To the east is the garden of the Tuil-

eries—to the west aie the Champ Elysees. This
vast area, so associated with air, and luxury, and
beauty, was now crowded with an irritated pop-

ulace, mainly of the working classes. Their
number constantly increased, and bodies of

troops, foot and horse, arrived from various quar-

ters, till the square was literally covered. The
number of persons here collected in one mass
was over 100,000.

At the commencement, the mob amused them-
selves with songs, shouts, and pasquinades; but

in clearing the space before the Deputies, and
driving the people across the bridge, the guards
had displayed great rudeness. They pressed

upon the masses, and one woman was crushed to

death beneath the hoofs of the horses. Pebbles
now began to be hurled at the troops from the

square. Dashing in among the people, sword in

hand, the cavalry drove them away; but as they
cleared one space, another was immediately fill-

ed. The effect of this was to chafe and irritate

the mob, who now began to seize sticks and
stones, and hurl them in good earnest at their

assailants.

While this petty war was going on, some
thousands of the rioters dispersed themselves
through the Champs Elysees, and began to build

barricades across the main avenue. The chairs,

amounting to many hundreds, were immediately
disposed in three lines across the street. Bench-
es, trellises, boxes, lences

—

every moveable tiling

within reach, was soon added to the barricades.

An omnibus passing by was captured, detached
from the horses, and tumbled into one of the

lilies. The flag was taken from the Panorama
near by, and avast procession paraded through
the grounds, singing the Marseillaise, the Parris-

sirie, and other patriotic airs.

Meanwhile, a small detachment of foot guards
advanced to the scene of action, but they were
pelted with stones, and look shelter in their

guard-house. This was assailed with a shower
of missiles, which rattled like hail upon its roof.

The windows were dashed in, and a heap of
brush near by was laid to the wall and set on
fire. A body of horse guards soon arrived, and
dispersed the rioters; but the latter crossed to

the northern side of the Champs Elysees, at-

tacked another guard-house, and set it on fire.

—

A company of the line came to the spot, bill the
mob cheered them, and they remained inactive.

The riot proceeded, and, in face of the soldiers,

the people fed the fire with fuel from the sur-
rounding trees and fences, sung their songs,
cracked their jokes, and cried "Down with Gui-
zot T "Vive la Reformer &c. &c In these
scenes the boys took the lead, performing the
most desperate feats, and inspiring the rest l>\

their intrepidity. A remarkable air of fun and
frolic characterised the mob— wit flew as freely
on all sides as stones and sticks ; every missile
seemed winged with a joke.

Such was the course of events the first day, so
far as they fell under my own observation! it

appears from the papers that similar proceed-
ings—though in some cases of a more serious
character— took place elsewhere. Great masses
of people gathered at various points. They
made hostile demonstrations before the office of
Foreign Affairs, crying out " Down with Guizot!"
Some person called for the Minister. " He is not
here," said one; "he is with the Countess Le-
vel)"—a remark which the habitue's of Paris will
understand as conveying a keen satire. At other
points, a spirit of insubordination was manifest-
ed. Bakers' .-hops were broken open, armories
forced, and barricades begun. Every where the
hymn of the Marseillaise and Dumas' touching

death-song of the Girondins were sung, often by
hundreds of voices, and with thrilling effect.—
The rappel, for calling out the National Guard,
was beaten in several arrondissements. As night
closed in, heavy masses of soldiery, horse and
foot, with trains of artillery, were seen at vari-
ous points. The Place du Carrousel was full of
troops, and at evening they were reviewed by the
King and the Dukes of Nemours and Alontpen-
sier. Six thousand soldiers were disposed along
the Boulevards, from the Madeleine to the Porte
St. Man in. Patrols were seen in different quar-
ters during the whole night. About 12, tranquil-
ity reigned over the city, disturbed only in a few
remote and obscure places by the building of
barricades, the arrest of rioters, and one or two
combats, in which several persons were killed.

Such was the first day's work—the prelude lo

the mighty drama about to follow.

Wednesday, the 23d, was fair, with dashes of
rain at intervals, as in our April. 1 was early
abroad, and soon noticed that companies of Na-
tional Guards were on duty. Only regular troops
had been culler! out the day before—a fact which
showed the distrust entertained by the king, of
the National Guards. This was noticed by the
latter, and was doubtless one of the causes which
hastened the destruction of the government.

At nine o'clock, I passed up the Boulevards.
Most of the shops were shut, and an air of un-
easiness prevailed among the people. At the
Porte St. Denis, there was a great throng, and a
considerable mass of troops. Barricades were
soon after erected in the streets of St. Denis,
Clery, Rue Saint Eustaehe, Cad ran, &c. Several
fltsilades took place between the people and the
soldiers, and a number of persons were killed.

Some contests took place in other quarters, dur-
ing the morning. At two o'clock, the Boule-
vards, Rue St. Denis, Rue St. Martin, Monlmar-
tre, St. Honore— in short, all the great thorough-
fires—were literally crammed with people. Bo-
dies of horse and foot, either stationary or pa-
trolling, were every where to be seen.

It was about this time that some officers of the
National Guards ordered their men to fire ; hut
they refused. In one instance, 400 National
Guards were seen inarching, in uniform, but
withoul arms. It became evident that the sol-
diers generally were taking part with the people.
This news was carried to the palace, and Count
Mole was called in to form a new ministry. He
undertook the task, and orders were immediately
given to spread the intelligence of this through
the city.

Meanwhile the riot and revel went on in vari-
ous quarters. The police were active, and hun-
dreds of persons were arrested and lodged in
prison. Skirmishes took place between the sol-
diers and the people— long processions were
seen, attended by persons who sang choruses
and shouted " Down with Guizot "—" Long live
reform !"

About four o'clock, the news of the downfall
of the Guizot ministry was spread along the
Boulevards. The joyful intelligence ran over
the city with the spread" of light, li was every
where received with acclamation. The people
and the troops, a short time before, looking at
each other in deadly hostility, were seen shaking
hands, and expressing congratulations. An im-
mense population—men, women and children-
poured into the Boulevards, to share in the jubi-
lation. Large parlies of tde National Guard pa-
raded the streets, the officers and men shouting,
" Five la Rtformr," and the crowd cheering loud-
ly. Bands of 500 to 1500 men and hoys went
about making noisy demonstrations of joy. On
being met by the troops, they divided to let them
pass, and immediately resumed their cries and
their songs.

Towards half-past six o'clock, in the evening,
an illumination was spoken of, and many per-
sons lighted up spontaneously. The illumina-
tion soon became more general, and the populace
in large numbers went through the streets, call-
ing " Light up!" Numerous ban. Is, alone, or
following detachments of the National Guards
went about shouting " Fipe le Roi .'" " Vivela Re
forme?' and singing the " Marseillaise" At ma-
n\ points where barricades had been erected,
and the people were resisting the troops, they
ceased when they heard the news of the resigna-
tions, and the troops retired. "It is all over,"

was the general cry, and a feeling of relief seem-
ed to pervade every bosom.
There can be no doubl that, but for a fatal oc-

currence which soon after took place, the farther
progress of the revolt would have been stayed.
Many wise people now say, that the revolution
was all planned beforehand; they had foreseen
and predicted it; and from the beginning of the
outbreak, everything tended lo this point.

The fact is unquestionably otherwise. The
opposition, with their various clubs and societies

distributed through all classes in Paris, and hold-
ing constant communication with the ouvriers or
btovsemen, no doubt stood ready to take advan-
tage of any violence on the part of the govern-
ment which might justify resistance; hut they
had not anticipated such a contingency on the
present occasion. It is not probable that the
Mole ministry would have satisfied the people

;

but the king had yielded ; Guizot, the special ob-
ject of hatred, had fallen, and it was supposed
that farther concessions would he made, as con-
cession had been begun. But accident, which
often rules the fate of dynasties and empires, now
stepped in to govern the course of events, and
give them a character which should astonish the
world.

In the course of the evening, a large mass of
people had collected in the Boulevards, in the
region of Guizot's office— [he Hotel des Affaires
Etrangers. The troops here had unfortunately
threatened the people, by rushing at them with
fixed bayonets, after the announcement of the
resignation of the ministry, and when a good
feeling prevailed among all classes. This irrita-

ted the mob, and was partly, no doubt, the occa-
sion of the large gathering in this quarter. For
some reason, not well explained, a great many
troops had also assembled here, and in the vicin-

ity. At ten o'clock, the street from the Madeleine
to the Rue de la Paiv, was thronged with sol-

diers and people. There was, however, no riot,

and no symptom of disorder.

At this moment, a number of young men,
about sixty in number, came along the Boule-
vard, on the side opposite to the soldiers, and the
Foreign office. It is said that the colonel antici-

pated some attack, though nothing of the kind
was threatened. It appears that the soldiers

stood ready to fire, when one of their guns went
off and wounded the commandant's horse in the
leg. He mistook this for a shot from the crowd,
and gave instant orders to fire. A filsilade im-
mediately followed. Twenty persons fell dead,
and forty were wounded. The scene which en-
sued baffled description. The immense masses
dispersed in terror, and carried panic in all di-

rections. The groans of the dying and the
screaming of the wounded filled the air. Shops
and houses around were turned into a hospital.

"We are betrayed—we are betrayed!" "Re-
venge!" "Revenge!" was the cry of the masses.

From this moment the doom of the monarchy
was sealed. The leaders of the clubs, no doubt,
took their measures for revolution. An immense
wagon was soon brought to the scene of the
massacre ; the dead bodies were laid on it, and
flaring torches were lighted over it. The ghastly
spectacle was paraded through the streets, and
the mute lips of the corpses doubtless spoke
more effectively than those of I he living. Large
masses of people, pale with excitement, and ut-

tering execrations upon the murderers, followed
in the train of the wagon, as it passed through
the more populous streets of the city, and espe-
cially in those quarters inhabited by the lower
classes. The effect was such as might have been
anticipated. At midnight the barricades were
begun, and at sunrise the streets of Paris formed
a net-work of fortifications, which set the troops
at defiance. More than two thousand barricades,

some of them ten feet in height, were thrown up
during that memorable night; yet such was the
suddenness and silence of the operations, that

most of the inhabitants of the city slept secure
ly, fondly dreaming that the tempest had passed,

ami that the morning would greet them in peace.

On Thursday, the decisive day, the weather
was still mild and without rain, though the sky
was dimmed with clouds. At eleven o'clock in

Che morning I sallied forth. I cannot express
my astonishment at the scene. The whole
Boulevard was a scene of desolation. From the
Rue de la Paix to Rue Montmartre— the finest
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pari of Paris, the glorj of the city—every tree

was cut flow n, all (lie public inonunients reduced
to heaps of ruins, the pavements torn up, and the

entire wreck tumbled into a succession of barri-

cades. Every street leading into this portion of

the Boulevards was strongly burriended. Such
giant operations seemed like ilie work of en-

chantment.
But m\ wonder hnd only begun. At the point

where the Hue Muntmartre crosses the Boule-
vard, tlic whole pavement was torn up, and
something like a square breastwork was formed,
in which a cannon was planted. The whole
space around was crowded with the populace.
As I stood lor a moment, surveying the scene, a

young man about twenty, pressed through the

orowd, and, stepping upon the carriage of the

carmen, cried out—" Down with Louis Philippe!"

The energy with which this was spoken, seemed
to arrest general attention, and the remarkable
appearance of the youth gave effect to his words.
He seemed the very personification of revolu-

tion, lie was short, broad-shouldered, and full

chested. His face was pale, his cheek spotted
with blood, and his head, without hat or cap, was
hound with a handkerchief His features were
keen, and his deep-set grey eye was lit with a

spark that seemed borrowed from the tiger. As
he left the throng, he came near me, anil I said,

inquiringly

—

"Down with Louis Philippe?"—
"Yes!" was his reply. "And what ihen ?" said

I. "A republic!" was his answer; ami he pass-

ed on, giving the watchword of " Down with
Louis Philippe," to the masses he encountered.
This was first instance in which i heard tin'

overthrow of the king, and the adoption of u re-

public, proposed.
In pursuing my walk, 1 noticed that the popu-

lation were more abundantly supplied with wea-
pons. On the two first days they were unarmed

;

but after the slaughter at the Foreign office,

lliey went to all the bouses and demanded wea-
pons. These were given, for refusal would have

been vain. An evidence of the consideration of
the mob, even in their hour of wrath, is furnish-

ed by the fact, that in all cases where the arms
had been surrendered, they wrote on the doors,

in chalk, " Armes donnees," (arms given up) so as
to prevent the annoyance of a second call.

It might seem a fearful thing to behold a mob,
such as that of Paris, brandishing guns, fowling
pieces, swords, cutlasses, hatchets and .axes; but

I must say that I felt not the slightest tear in

passing among their thickest masses. Some of
them, who had doubtless never handled arms
before, seemed a little j unity and jubilant. The
Gamins, a peculiar race of enterprising, daring,

desperate hoys— the leaders in riots, rows ami
rebellions— were swarming on all sides, and
seemed to feel a head taller, in the possession ol

their weapons. I saw several of these unwashed
imps strutting about with red sashes around the

waist, supporting pistols, dirks, cutlasses, &.r.

Yel I must slate, that over the whole scene there

was an air of good breeding, which seemed a

guaranty against instill or violence. I may as

well 8BJ here, that (luring the whole three days]
(lid not see a scuffle, or wrangle among the peo-

ple ; 1 did not bear an insulting word, nor did I

see a menace offered, hot in conflicts between
the soldiers and the populace. 1 may add that 1

did not see a drunken person during the whole
period, with the single exception which I shall

hereafter mention.
I took a wide circuit in the region of the Rue

Montmartre, the lionise, the Hue Vivienne, St.

Honore, and Palais Royal. Every where there

were enormous barricades and crowds of armed
people. Soon after I passed— thai is about 12

o'clock — the southern quadrangle of the Palais

Royal, which had lately been the residence of

the brothers of the King of Naples, was attack-

ed and taken by the populace. The beautiful

suite of rooms were richly furnished, and deco
rated with costly pictures, statues, bronzes, and
other specimens of art. These were unsparing-
ly tumbled into the square and the street, and
consigned to the flame-.

At the distance of 150 feet from the front of

the Palais Royal, is the Chateau d'Eau— a mass-
ive stone building, occupied at the time as a bar-

rack, and at this moment garrisoned by 180 mu-
nicipal guards. In most parts of the city, see-

ing that the troops fraternized with the people,

the government had given them orders not to

fire. These guards, however, attacked the in-

surgents in and about the Palais Royal. Their
tire was returned, and a desperate conflict en-
sued. The battle lasted for more than an hour

—

the people rushing in the very lace of the mus-
kets ol the guards, as they blazed from the grated
windows. At last the barrack was set on fire,

and the guard yielded, though not till many ol

their number had fallen, and the rest were near-

ly (lead with surliocation. The Chateau d'Eau is

now a mere ruin, its mottled walls giving evi-

dence of the shower of bullets that bad been
poured upon it.

No sooner had the Chateau d'Eau surrendered,
than the flushed victors look their course toward
the Tuileries, which was near at band ; shout-

ing, singing, roaring, they came like a surge,

bearing all before them. The Place du Carrou-
sal was filled with troops, but nut u sword was
unsheathed— not a bayonet pointed— not a mus-
ket or a cannon fired. There stood, idle and
motionless, the mighty armanent which the king
had appointed for his defence. How vain had his

calculations proved— for alas, they were founded
in a radical error. The soldiers would not mas-
sacre their brothers, to sustain a worthless thing
— though it wore the title of a crown. How
pregnant is the fact, us to the future liite of mo-
narchies!

But we must now enter the Tuileries. For
several days iirevioua to the events we have de-

scribed, some anxiety had been entertained by
persons in and about the palace. The king,

however, had no fears, lie appeared in unusual
spirits, and if any intimation of danger was giv-

en, he turned it aside with a sneer or joke. Even
so late as Wednesday, after be had called upon
Count .Mole to form a ministry, be remarked that

he was so firmly sealed in the saddle, that no-
thing could throw him off.

Mole soon found it impossible, with the mate-
rials at hand, to construct a ministry. Thiers
was then called in, and after a long course of
higgling and chaffering on the part of the king,

it was agreed that he and Barrel should under-
take to carry on the government. This was an-
nounced by them in person, as they rode through

the streets early on Thursday morning. These
concessions, however, came too late. The cry

of a republic was bursting from the lips of the

million. The abdication of the king was decreed,

and a raging multitude were demanding this at

the very gates of the palace. Overborne by the

crisis, the king agreed lo abdicate in favor of the

Duke de Nemours. Some better tidings were
brought him, and he retracted what he had just

done. A moment after, it became certain that

the insurgents would shortly burst into the pa-

lace. In great trepidation, the king agreed to re-

sign the crown in favor of bis grandson, the

young Count de Paris—yet still clinging to hope,

be shuffled and hesitated before he would put his

name to the act of abdication. This, however,
was at last done, and the king and queen, escor-

ted by a small body of horse, walked down I tie

central avenue of the Tuileries, passed through

the gate, and entering a small one-horse vehicle,

began their flight.

Meanwhile, the mob bad seized the royal car-

riages, fourteen in number, and made a bonfire

of them, near the celebrated arch in the Place

du Carrnusal. Soon after they forced the railing

at several points, and came rushing across the

square towards the palace. Scarcely had the va-

rious members of the royal family lime to escape

on one side of the building, when the mob broke

in at the other.

1 have no time to follow the adventures of

these several individuals. We cannot but svtn-

pathize with them in their misfortunes ; hut we
may remark that the fall of the Orleans dynasty

was not broken by a single act of courage, dig-

nity, or genius, on the pari of any one of the

family. Their flight seemed a vulgar scramble
for mere life. Even the King was reduced to the

most common-place disguises; the shaving ol

his whiskers, the change of his dress, the adop-

tion of an ''abas." I may add here that they

have all escaped; and while every body seems
glad of this, there is no one behind who mourns
their loss. None are more loud in denouncing
the besotted confidence of the king, than his 225
purchased deputies, who were so loyal in the

days of prosperity.

We must now turn our attention towards an-

other scene—the Chamber of Deputies. This
body met at the usual hour on Tuesday, at 12
o'clock. While the riotous scenes we have de-
scribed were taking place during that day, in full

view of the place where they bad assembled, the
Deputies, as if in mockery of the agitation with-
out, were occupied in a languid discussion upon
the affairs of a broken country bank. Towards
the close of the sitting, Odillon Barrot read from
the tribune a solemn BCI of impeachment of the
Ministers. The next day (Wednesday) the Cham-
bers again met, and Guizot in ihe afternoon an-
nounced thin Count Mole whs attempting to
form a new Ministry. It does not appear that
Guizot, or his colleagues, were afterwards seen
ill the Chambers. It is said that they met at the
house of Duchatel on Thursday morning, and
after consultation, adopted the significant motto
of Napoleon after the battle of Waterloo : "Hauve
qui petit!" (Save himself who can)—lam happy
to add that the fugitives seem to have made good
their escape. It is said that Soult. disdaining to

fly, remains at his house. I need not say that he
will not be molested, for there is no sanguinary
feeling toward any one, and Napoleon's old fa-

vorite, the victor in so many battles, would more
readily find a Parisian populace to protect than
injure him.
The moment after the king and queen had

passed the Place de la Concorde, I chanced to
be there. In a few moments Odillon Barrot ap-
peared from the gate of the Tuileries, and fol-

lowed by a long train of persons, proceeded to

the Chamber of Deputies. It was now under-
stood that ihe king had abdicated, and that

Thiers and Barrot were to propose the Count de
Paris as kin ir, under the regency of his mother,
the Duchess of Orleans. The most profound
emotion seemed to occupy the immense multi-
tude. All were bushed inlo silence by the rapid
succession of astonishing events. After a short
space the Duchess of Orleans, with her two
sons, the Count de Paris and the Due de Char-
ties, were seen on foot coining toward the
Chamber. She was dressed in deep mourning,
her face bent to the ground, encircled by a strong
escort. She moved across the bridge, and pass-
ing to the rear of the building," entered the
Chamber through the gardens. Shortly after

this, the Due de Nemours, attended by several
gentlemen on horseback, rode up, and also en-
tered the building.

The scene that ensued within is said to have
presented an extraordinary mixture of the solemn
and the ludicrous. The Duchess being present,
O. Barrot proceeded to state the abdication of
the king, and to propose the regency. It was
then that Latnartine seemed to shake off the
poet and the philosopher, and suddenly to be-
come a man of action. Seizing the critical mo-
ment, he declared his conviction that the days of
monarchy were numbered, that the proposed re-

gency was not suited to the crisis, and that a re-

public alone would meet the emergency and the
wishes ol Fiance. These opinions, happily ex-
pressed and strenuously enforced, became deci-
sive in their effect.

Several other speeches were made, and a scene
of great confusion followed. A considerable
number of the mob bad broken inlo the room
and occupied the galleries and the floor. Ono
of them brought his firelock to his shoulder and
took aim at M. Sauzct, ihe President. He
abdicated with great speed, and disappeared. In
the midst of the hubbub, a provisional govern-
ment was announced, and the leading members
named. Some of the more obnoxious Deputies
were aimed at by Ihe mob, and skulking behind
benches and pillars, oozed out at the back door.
A blouse-man came up to the Duke of Nemours,
who drew his sword. The ouvrier took it from
him, broke it over bis knee, and counselled bis
highness lo depart. This he did forthwith, hav-
ing borrowed a coat and bat for the purpose of
disguise. A call was made for the members
of ihe provisional government to proceed to ihe
Hotel de Ville. The assembly broke up. The
last sitting of the Chamber of Deputies had
closed.

Il was about three o'clock in the afternoon that

I retraced my steps towards the Tuileries. The
Place de la Concorde was crowded with soldiers,

and fifty cannon were ranged in front of the gar-

dens. Yet this mighty force seemed struck with
paralysis. Long lines of infantry stood nitita
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and motionless, and heavy masses of cavalry

seemed converted into so many statues. Imme-
diately before the eye's of these soldiers was the

palace of the Tuileries in full possession of the

mob; but not a muscle moved for their expul-

sion.

Passing into the gardens, 1 perceived that

thousands of persons were spread over their sur-

face, and a rattling discharge of fire-arms was
heard on all sides. Looking about for the cause of

this, I perceived that hundreds of men and boys

were amusing themselves with shooting spar-

rows and pigeons, which had hitherto found a

secure resting place in this favorite resort of

leisure and luxury. Others were discharging

their muskets for the mere fun of making a

noise. Proceeding through the gardens, I came
at last to the palace. It had now been, lor more
than an hour, in full possession of the insurgents.

All description fails to depict a scene like this.

The whole front of the Tuileries, one-tenth of a

mile in length, seemed gushing, at doors, win-

dows, balconies, and galleries, with living multi-

tudes—a mighty bee-hive of men, in the very an
of swarming. A confused hubbub filled the air,

and bewildered the senses by its chaotic sounds.

At the moment I arrived, the throne of the

king was borne away by a jubilant band of revel-

lers ; and after being paraded through the streets,

was burned at the Place de la Bastile—a signifi-

cant episode in this tale of wonders. The co-

lossal statue of Spartacus, which faces the main
door of the palace, toward the gardens, was now
decorated with a piece of gill cloth, torn from
the throne, and wreathed like a turban around
his head. In his hand was a gorgeous bouquet
of artificial flowers. It seemed as if the frown-
ing gladiator had suddenly caught the spirit of
the revel, and was about to descend from his pe-

destal and mingle in the masquerade.
I entered the palace, and passed through t lie

long suite of apartments devoted to occasions of
ceremony. A year before I had seen these gor-

geous halls filled with the great and the fur— the

favored and the noble, gathered to this focal

point of luxury, refinement and taste, from every
quarter of the world. Mow litlle did Louis Phi-

lippe, at that moment, dream of "coming events!"

How litlle did the stately, queen—a proud obelisk

of silk and lace, and diamonds—foresee the

change that was at hand! I recollect well the

effect of this scene upon my own mind, ami felt

the full force of the contrast which the present
moment presented. In the very room where I

bad seen the pensive and pensile Princess de
Joinville and the Duchess of Montpensier—then

fresh from the hymeniul altar— her raven hair

sudded with a few diamonds, like stars of the

first magnitude

—

whirling in the mazy dance—

I

now beheld four creatures, like Caliban, gambol-
ing to the song of the Marseillaise.

On every side my eye fell upon scenes of de-

struction. Passing to the other end of the pa-

lace, I beheld a mob in the chambers of the
princesses. Some rolled themselves in the lus-

cious beds; others anointed their heads with
choice pomade, exclaiming, •' Dieu, how sweel
it smells!" One of the Gamins, gi immed with
gunpowder, blood and dirt, seized a tooth-brush,
and placing himself before a mirror, seemed de-
lighted at the manifest improvement which hn
produced upon his ivory.

In leaving the palace, I saw numbers of the
men drinking wine from the bottles found In the

cellars. None of ihem were positively drunk
;

to use the words of Tarn O'Shanter, " they were
na' foil, but just had plenty," perhaps a litlle

more. They flourished their guns and pistols,

brandished their swords, and performed various
antics; but they offered no insult to any one.
They seemed in excellent humor, and made more
than an ordinary display of French politeness.
They complimented the women, of which there
was no lack, and one of lliem.seeming like a figure
of Pan, seized a maiden by the waist, and both
rigadooned merrily over the floor.

Leaving the scene of waste, confusion and up-
roar, I proceeded towards the gate of the gar-
dens leading into the Rue Rivnli. 1 was surprised
to find here a couple of ruthless looking hlouse-
men, armed with pistols, keeping guard. On
inquiry, 1 found that the mob themselves had in-
stituted a sort of government. One fellow, in

the midst of the devastation in the palace, seeing
a man put something into his pocket, wrote on

the wall, "Death to the thief!" The Draconian
code was immediately adopted by the mob, ami

became the law of Paris. Five persons, taken

in acts of robbery, were shot down by the peo-

ple, and their bodies exposed in the streets, with

the label of "Thieves," on their breasts. Thus
order and law seem to spring up from the in-

stincts of society, in the midst of confusion, like

crystals startling from the chaos of the elements.

Three days had now passed, and the revolu-

tion was accomplished. The people soon re-

turned to their wonted habits— the provisional

government proceeded in lis duties— the barri-

cades disappeared, and in a single week the

more obtrusive traces of the storm that hail pass-

ed, had vanished from the streets and squares of

Paris. A mighty shock has, however, been given

to society, which still swells and undulates like

the sea after a storm. The adjacent countries

seem to feel the movement, and all Europe is in

a state of agitation. What must he the final re-

sult, cannot now he foreseen ; but I fear that ere

the sky he cleared, still further tempests must
sweep over France, as well as other nations.

I beg you lo excuse the haste with which 1

write, and believe me vours, truly,

S. G. GOODRICH.

&l)c Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., APRIL 30, 1848.

The Theory of Cultivation for which the Visi-

tor asks to be considered the American dis-

coverer first broaching it before the public,

aud its utility.

Of those who write in this country on the sub-

ject of agriculture, it is to be regretted that nine

out of ten are the merest sciolists, skimming the

surface and adopting theories which only have a

partial foundation in truth. We acknowledge

ourselves to he of the number; and we are free

to confess that the more we find out, the stronger

grows the conviction that all our best knowledge

is but imperfect.

Correcting ourselves step by step, we may be-

lieve, that the knowledge of to-day is better than

that of yesterday : experimental knowledge, or

that derived from our own practice, is better than

any oilier. We have a right to feel and express

some enthusiasm when we find out some new
principle, the application of which will either

lessen the expense of labor or increase lhe pro-

duction of our mother earth.

We have been taught by observation from

youth that those men who for love of the occu-

pation, retiring or turning their attention from

some other calling, have taken up the business

of farming, have, nine cases out of leu, failed to

make the two ends meet. Their change of oc-

cupation has been a losing business, from which,

after a while, they retire in discouragement, if

not in disgust. There are several reasons why
this should be so. In the first place the gentle-

man farmer goes in extensively for ornament and

the gratification of fancy, all of which lakes from,

hut carries lilile hack loihe purse. In lhe second

place, lhe nature of the new occupation is such,

that the unpractised economist can proceed with

no regular system upon the farm such as is pur-

sued by the merchant in marking up and realiz-

ing his calculated profits, or the artisan or me-

chanic who turns off his work of a specified

quality and price, or of the mariner who makes

it a rule at every place and port he visits to effect

neither sales or exchanges without profits. The
new farmer must conform to the habits of his

neighbors, who work not as those who make

money out of every thing, hut who do all of

themselves necessary for their own family con-

venience, saving and making sure profits out of

what they sell, because they have lo pay hack

nothing for the hire of labor or expensive pur-

chases. In this operation hundreds of farmers

actually become wealthy and independent, who
must grow poor under the system of hiring

any considerable portion of their labor. A i

third reason for lhe failure of the mere ama-

teur farmer is, that the system of farming gen-

erally, after the opening of new lands, lends to

make the product of lhe land less aud less.

Now if ihere he any individual credit due to

our own efforts during the last ten years, it will

lie in the discovery of that principle ol our mo-

ther earth of which, as yet, we have found no

other individual who goes with us the whole

length : it is the proposition, that all soils and in-

deed all portions of the earth below that point where

the plough or spade has yet reached are belter for

vegetable production than that now used. From lhe

existence of this living principle, bestowed by lhe

Deity for the hem til ami sustenance of lhe w hole

animal creation, we deduce the fact that the un-

practised farmer, the man who pursues this call-

ing wiili the want either of inclination or physi-

cal ability to labor with his own hands, may do

it with an equal and perhaps heller chance of

success than in most other callings.

Men of larger capacity ami heller pecuniary

ability than ourselves— men who have served ill

high public offices reining ami rejoiced lo see

the face of nature flourishing and invigorated

—

enler with zeal, "green horns" like ourselves, in

the occupation of farmers. Such men could not

well get on without making an outlay before re-

alizing any thing equal to what the common
farmer of lhe interior would consider property

enough to enable him to subsist without labor.

—

.Several of these gentlemen have been pleased to

express their sympathy, if not their approbation

of the manner in which we have treated the

subject of agriculture in the Visitor.

A highly distinguished statesman of New York

now retired to the walks of private life, whose

amateur zeal for improvement we may believe

equals our own, expressing how " interesting "

had been the matter contained in our columns

—

wrote us last winter as follows :

"The subject in the last Visitor which has

most attracted my attention, is thai of subsoil

ploughing. It is brought to my notice at the very

moment when 1 was considering the pro; riely

of deciding ill favor of applying I Ik: subsoil

plough lo my gravel and sand uplands against

the remonstrance of all my neighbor tanners,

save one only who says he has found it useful

in the cultivation of roots upon a similar soil-

All lhe others are tooth and nail against it. They
were, however, il must be said, nearly as decided

against its expediency on my low lands, where 1

have used it with a success which has silenced

my Dutch farmer; and he is now convinced, by

seeing with his own eves, that in such a soil—

a

good sand-loam, with a pretty strong clay sub-

soil, abused in limes past by over-tillage, il does

much good. He is still however peremptory in

respect to lhe folly of applying il lo the gravelly

uplands, which have, il should he staled, consid-

erable sand also ; ami I must say thai 1 have hith-

erto been of the same opinion.

"The advantages of the subsoil plough, in

lands which have a stiffened clay subsoil 1 un-

derstand lo consist, 1st, in making more room for

lhe too! of lhe plant to spread or seek its lood

or its pleasure : 2d, in opening passages for an

excess of water in rainy seasons; and, 3d, in

the moisture which the earth, below the track of

the surface plough, is enabled to afford for the

use of the plant m drj seasons. Now in a grav-

elly porous sod the first and second qualifications

do not appear to he necessary ; and my appre-

hension has been '.hat lhe disadvantage that

would arise from the escape of the manure on
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account of the increased leakiness of the soil,

would more than counterbalance the advantage
which is received from the increased moisture
tliiti may lie derivi >l from the lower earth.

" When at perfect I isure, have the goodness
to give me your views in regard to lliis aspect of
the matter."

In anticipation of facts and reasoning upon

our position, we give it ;is the opinion that all

soils in nil seasons, wet or dry, will derive advantage

in cultivation from deeper ploughing or stirring of

the earth. Our principal reason for this opinion

is not embraced in the abstract from either of the

three points na 'I by our old friend— it is not

either the. looseness of the earth or its aptitude

t>> receive and retain or reject moisture, that

give to the suhsoil its advantage— it is the min-

eral qualities, which acting both us nutriment and

stimulant to the growing plant by thesnbsoiling,

renders this the least expensive and indeed only

effectual method of renovating worn-out lands.

How is it, thai lands a long time ago tired, worn

out ami abandoned, after a series ofyears spring-

ing into a growth first of saplings, then of trees,

when afterwards cleared and burned, become

renovated? The secret of the matter probably

is this: the trees coming up take deeper root in

the ground below the common vegetable pro-

duction ; the roots extract by a chymieal process

the mineral manures from the rocks and the

gravel or sand or directly convert these substan-

ces into manures—they work into rich black

mould sometimes the surface and crevices ofthe

hard rock of which they seize hold— they con-

trive, by some wonderful process, not only to

convert the potass and other mineral matters of

the earth into the substance of growing wood

afterwards round in its ashes, at the same time

they throw out these mineral manures into the

leaves which, falling annually upon the ground,

in a i'rw years when the land is again opened

leave the barren sterile forest converted into a

field of fertility. It is thus that nature is contin-

ually restoring what man destroys upon the sur-

face.

Again, our respected correspondent will ex-

cuse us for our incredulity in the belief that any

thing below the surface of the strength of stimu-

lating manures is carried off by leakage, except

it shall be washed away upon an under surface.

The light lands, it is true, seem not to retain the

effects of stimulating manures so long as the

more tenacious clayey soil : the reason, as we
view it, is not that the soil leaches downward,

but that the sun and heat having a greater effect

upon it sooner lake into the atmosphere t lie

at onia necessary for the action of that soil.

Our opinion that the lightest soil does not leach

downward to any injurious extent was formed

some five years ago. A considerable portion of

that land now embracing a village of valuable

edifices and buildings at the Concord railroad

depot was a hill mainly consisting of a bed of

dry and loose, but generally line yellow sand.

Some of it bad been cultivated by the plough for

perhaps a hundred years: it was generally well

manured, but had never been ploughed much to

exceed the depth of live or six inches. In the

course of a rotation of crops when Indian corn

was planted on this ground we always observed

that the blades came out of the ground quick

and looked remarkably well—there seemed to be

enough strength of soil, but the beat and drought

of a few days in July or August would soon

cause the leaves to curl, so that in no very long

time the prospect of making ears seemed to be

out of the question. When this field came to be

excavated, just so deep as the ploughshare had

been accustomed to go— not to turn up, (that for-

sooth would he poisonous) the pure yellow sand

below— the black vegetable mould of this earth

had formed: below it in horizontal strata, as

perfect as any tenacious clay bed was laid the

pure sand as easily to be moved from its com-
pactness as any softest sand bank: not a particle

of the manures often laid upon the surface, on

the must critical examination, could be seen as

having made its way below where tin; superficial

plough had reached. Now our belief and honest

conviction is that in any soil, light or heavy, above

where, the water habitually remains will be ben-

efitted by stirring and atmospheric action with

frost and wet to the depth of at least twenty

inches, and that the loosest gravel or sand alter

it has had the benefit of exposure for one year

or more may be safely intermixed as au ingre-

dient of increased fertility with the surface

mould.

A field upon a hill of sand may be rescued

from sterility by deep ploughing ami the appli-

cation of stimulants: we are not certain that the

action of clover roots alone upon a deep plough-

ed sterile sand hill may not bring it up to a point

of fertility that shall give thirty to fifty bushels of

corn to the acre with the aid simply of a bushel

of the mineral manure called plaster of Paris.

The intervales along the beds of our rivers are

made up of soils of different kinds. Where the

freshets gradually back in, a rich clay mould is

gradually formed in layers equal to that brought

on in any one freshet. This coming from the

detritus of the rocky formation of the moun-

tains above makes a soil at once exceedingly fer-

tile in the production ofthe grasses: tin- (day

intermixed with a large portion of sand coming

from limestone or any other more recent than

the primitive rock, makes the most productive

Indian corn land ; ami of this is the whole region

ofthe Connecticut nvcrvalley. The Merrimack,

coming out of more primeval granite mountains,

presents a low intervale of less fertile elements.

But the intervales upon all rivers are the most

productive, most enduring lands, because they

come from the sediment brought down by

the waters, chymically prepared by " nature's

canny baud" for the growth of the vege-

table productions most necessary for man's

subsistence. The mineral manures, in their

best due degree, are here prepared fur in-

stant action
;

just as the mellowed summer
manures of the barnyard act sooner upon a field

of corn-blades, than the winter manure laid upon

the ground ere it has yet rotted the straw in

which it is enveloped.

All earth possesses its due proportions neces-

sary to make up something of the elements of

fertility: land is only good or poor in proportion

as it is the more or less belter prepared for the

growth which is desired from it. We have seen

the sand beds upon the river hank grow upon its

surface deep-rooted natural intervale grasses lour

and Cwe. feet tall, giving foil two tons of dry hay

to the acre: the rools of these natural grasses,

deeply imbedded in the dry surface sand, suffer-

ed not from drought, while the smaller artificial

grasses, when not killed out by die scorching in-

fluence ofthe sun, upon the same ground, would

yield scarcely half a dozen cocks of hay to the

acre.

Our respected correspondent will perceive that

this explanation of the benefits of deep plough-

ing will have anticipated mainly any thing we

might offer upon the three points of benefit

which he supposes to be derived from deep

ploughing. Those who ought to know better

than we do are sometimes of opinion that the,

deeper ploughing of land will be injurious where

the smaller quantity of stimulating manures is

applied for the crop. This, in our belief, can

only be the case where too much of the fresh

subsoil is brought at once upon the surface, be-

fore it has had the effect of the due atmospheric

action. When the ground has been subsoiled

once, the surface plough only, used afterwards,

will each year bring into the surface action so

much and no more of the underlaying soil as

may be best used. It is hardly to be credited

that all the benefits of manure will not ultimate-

ly be gained on the land deepest ploughed: to

this always is coining the mineral manures to

other artificial aids.

Farming near the Federal City—The Chief
of the Murines and others—The Kentucky
Politician a farmer at the Silver Spring.

Persons who have resided at the city of Wash-
ington twenty years and contrast the improve-

ments in cultivation made within ten miles of the

city in that time— its former general sterility with

the many valuable vegetable and fruit fields now
existing—may realize something of our ideas of

renovating worn-out lands. On both sides of

the Potomac river, the change is marked and ap-

parent. This is a district of country that was

highly productive when it was first opened. The

commerce of Georgetown and Alexandria and

even of the now dilapidated town of Bladens-

burg up a few miles upon the Eastern branch,

where one hundred yeais ago, ships were load-

ed with tobacco, flour and corn, prove the coun-

try round about to have been once rich: tobacco

cultivation under slave labor seems to have made

the hind accursed. It is a red-clay soil ; and if

tiny external appearance could imprint upon the

mind the pained idea of permanent sterility, it

was that red-clay surface broken in upon by the

trickling of waters over it which seemed to leave

the land without capacity to produce any thing.

Perhaps a more beautiful vista view is not to

be found in the world than that from the western

esplanade of the Capitol extending from four to

eight miles north, west and south over the Poto-

mac. Within its limit is nearly the whole ofthe

settled parts of Washington, with the public

buildings and Georgetown beyond, southeasterly

of which in a graceful bend runs the Potomac,

at the southerly view of whose waters a little to

the west, stands the port and city of Alexandria.

Of the sterility we have described was the en-

lire prominent high ground between the Capitol

and Eastern branch. Two miles out in this di-

rection is the Congress burial-ground, which dis-

tance, at the funerals of many senators and re-

presentatives since our first acquaintance, we
have often traversed out and back : down south

as the Eastern branch nears the Potomac is the

navy yard. Latterly much of the sterile ground

has been fenced out and converted into fields un-

der the plough. Neai-lhe navy yard are the bar-

racks of the Marine corps with the mansion

which for several years has been occupied by

the veteran officer, Gen. Handerson, at the head

of that corps. This gentleman, a Virginian by

birth who inherits among other property a splen-

did farm in western Virginia upon the Ohio, is

one of the pioneers of improvement ofthe lands

in the District. Taking up some of the vacant

lots of the United Stales, and perhaps some oth-

ers by rent or purchase, he has shown that this
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sterile land may be made to produce not only

abundant garden vegetables and fruits and flow-

ers, but the best of English hay, clover, timothy

and herdsgrass, at the rate of three and four tons

to the acre.

The farms, smaller or larger, which have been

brought into cultivation within the last few years,

all reclaimed out of this poor land, are many of

them as productive as the be.-t garden farms in

the vicinity of Boston. There are scores of these

places whose owners are not known to the edi-

tor. The famed Washington race ground has,

we believe, been converted into a cultivated

farm, so that the members of Congress are no

longer tempted to adjourn over for the sake of

attending the sport of doubtful moral tendency.

Of the farms which present fruit orchards, rich

garden fields and hay meadows, we may mention

those of Mr. Seaver, Mr. Stone, the engraver, Mr.

Brown, the taverner, Mr. Riggs, the new rich

banker, &c.

Five years ago we accompanied Mr. Blair, late

editor of the Globe, to his then newly purchased

lot of land six miles out of Washington north,

just over the line of the district within the limits

of Montgomery county, Maryland. The avenue

leading to it is the turnpike road, taking a direct

line from the centre market of Washington city

upon the Pennsylvania avenue to Montgomery
court-house, a distance of ten miles. Mr. Blair

had accidentally pitched upon this lot, from the

pursuit of a horse which had thrown its lady

rider, Mrs. Blair, in which he found oozing fron

under a rock the Silver spring which has givei

to the plantation its name. The purchase em-
b'aced about two hundred and fifty acres, of

which much was covered with a growth of un-

derwood, part pine and part hard wood. Two
valleys carrying out streams of water, the sources

of the Georgetown creek, crossed in a circular

winding from east to west almost the. entire lot

leaving a tongue of land between, at the highest

point of which, the distance (say fifty rods) from

the main turnpike road, Mr. Blair has erected an

airy and comfortable, rather than a splendid man-

sion, corresponding somewhat with that of Gen.

Jackson at the Hermitage, but not upon so large

or so expensive a scale. The proprietor has like

wise made other extensive erections upon the

premises—farm and tenant houses with their

appendages—stables for horses and cattle, sheds,

&c. At the lime of our first visit he had made
an erection of a summer-house directly over the

stream oozing from the rock of the side-hill

which winds its way down the northenuost val

ley: since that time he has built a mill with a

recently invented water power fully supplied by

this spring only a few rods below its head. In

this mill are apparatus for threshing, winnowing
and grinding grain, making flour from wheat
chopped hominy for cattle or the use of man,
cutting corn-butts, hay or straw for horses, cows
and hogs, and machines for various other eco

nomical uses and purposes. The main wheel of

this mill is thirty feet in diameter, constructed of

cast iron : the water comes iu upon the top in an

overshot conveyance, being forced up to that

point by the power of the small stream issuing

from the hill. The mill stands adjacent to at

extensive walled building roofed with woodei
materials, large enough to deposite in masses the

corn and grain to be threshed, husked, chopped
or otherwise, to be prepared as they shall be

wanted for use.

In the last five years Mr. Blair has expended
much money upon these premises; his perse-

verance, if not his success in making farming

profitable, is worthy of much praise. He goes

into improvements where he can expect little re-

muneration other than in the gratification of

taste and fancy, with all the zeal of an enthusias-

tic young farmer of the north who works his ten

or fifteen hours in the day with the almost cer-

tain prospect of gain to his capital. It has had a

"capital" effect ; for the face of the editor farmer,

habitually of temperate bearing, as we used to

know in olden times, now presents a contrast

which would hardly admit his old opposers to

offer him the taunt of" skin and bones": his face

is that of many a full healthy laboring farmer of

sixty years. In a dark cloudy forenoon of one

of the last days of March, our company found

Mr. Blair with his laborers at work in the ro-

mantic valley below the mill—a new spot clear-

ed, which he was preparing to be adorned with

trees, shubbery and flower beds for a future ar-

boreum. Near this point is the rock, apparently

a boulder out of place lying partly under ground

—a rock of mica and gneiss approaching nearest

the granite— which it has been calculated to

transport to the city of Washington as the foun-

dation for the equestrian monument or statue to

be erected for Gen. Jackson. Not very far be-

low this rock the romantic northern valley here

becomes passway to a considerable stream from

the accumulated water of the springs, unites

with the southern valley with a stream of smaller

dimensions, but not less romantic than the other.

Along both these valleys the original trees are

left standing, of which the white wood or a spe-

cies of poplar is frequent—as also the beech anil

we believe one or more kinds of the maple.

The excavations along these valleys show an un-

dersoil, in our estimation, that will prove itself of

great richness if mixed in compost and applied

to the surrounding upland. It is of" the nature

of that rich marl which effervesces with vitriol,

acid or vinegar.

Taking the path in all its windings down the

north and up the southern spring valley, we trav-

ersed the distance perhaps of two miles upon
these premises of Mr. Blair. This brought us

hack to the mansion, below which upon the

tongue of land, the proprietor has laid off" five

acres into a beautiful ornamental flower, fruit

and vegetable garden: this plat is an inclined

plane of slight depression on each side and end
of a lengthened oval. The mansion and the

cleared ground below, embracing the garden, was
a forest of small pines growing up out of a worn-
out soil when we visited the same place five

years before.

This farm of Mr. Blair, if we remember
aright, is a portion of the extensive tracts of land

in Maryland originally owned in the Carroll

name, a family of well known wealth as the first

settlers of the Catholic State nearly two hundred
years a<ro. A stone boundary at the corner of

Mr. Blair's premises bore the mark " 1761."

Half a dozen years since next to nothing except

the brush-wood and trees jjrew upon this farm.

The cleared ground extending along the turn-

pike had been cultivated to Indian corn planted

in the old Maryland fashion, producing from the

starved appearance of the standing blades, proba-

bly not exceeding half a dozen bushels to the

acre. Mr. Blair has brought this laud to yield

already from 60 to 100 bushels to the acre : some
of these ears of corn in daily process for horse-

feed we saw at the mill— they were of the white

flint, the largest and best filled of that kind we
had ever seen. Upon this sterile land the pro-

prietor raises from twenty to twenty-five bushels

of winter wheat to the acre. Forty acres of this,

covering the ground with a beautiful green, is in

growth the present year. Mr. Blair coming from

old Kentucky had cultivated land and raised

crops in that 'garden of America," said to abound

in soil the richest of any part of the Union: he

declared that he had raised vegetables of more

sturdy size and growth at the Silver spring farm

.than he had ever seen in Kentucky.

We had forgotten to mention as one of the or-

naments of the trees of the valleys immense
grape vines winding up and covering the limbs

of adjacent trees: these were the native grape

varying in kind from pleasant sweet to disagree-

able tart, sour and hitter, like the native apple

growing in various parts of the country. Of the

native flowers growing here, Mr. B. had noted

and enumerated as many as twenty-five different

kinds.

If the proprietor of Silver Springs has brought

his grounds from a condition in which they were

literally without value, to a production worth the

income of at least a hundred dollers an acre,

public opinion, the looker-on who sees the labor

and expense he has given to this enterprise

—

spending money instead of making it—does not

give him the credit to which he is entitled. His

lands are made rich, it is admitted ; but how are

they made rich ? His teams have been going

from the city nearly every day in the year carry-

ing manures or the materials for making them:

manures from the stables, lime and plaster, oys-

ter-shells to he converted into lime by burning,

gatherings from the streets—all these have been

used upon the Silver Spring farm without stint—
they have carried to the farm, it :.-<ay be said, all

the richness which it enjoys. Not so, not so.

The stimulants have been here used in larger

quantities and iu greater rapidity of process, in-

creasing perhaps the expense. If they have cost

more than they should do, this is no fault certain-

ly of the land which has been improved by them.

No one has a right to expect of a man com-

mencing the improvement of land as Mr. Blair

has, that he should find his expenditures return"

ing to him in money day by day or year by year.

Of one thing we are certain, and that is, that

the example at the Silver Spring and of the opu-

lent and munificent owners of larger farms and

cottage garden plats within the district of Co-

lumbia, especially on the northern side, has had

the effect almost entirely to change the aspect of

the country within the last fifteen years. The
vegetable and fruit markets of the city formerly

so naked and diminutive but now abounding in

the richest and best, bear testimony to the great

benefits done to the public by these improve-

ments. If some gentlemen farmers have not

made the ends meet, they have set other men to

work who can and will do it. The scrubbing up

of bushy worn-out light high lands, the ditching

of wet meadows and morasses, the market carls

and wagons returning laden with manures, with

scraped-up bones and oyster-shells, spent lime

and ashes—all the way over the turnpike from

the city to the Silver Springs— is so much proof

that the latter state of this worn-down part of

the old thirteen States is not doomed to be by

any means its worst estate.

So far as Peruvian guano has been applied to

the most sterile red-clay lands of this middle re

gion of the United States, the effect has beeu

wonderful : the demand for this increasing in the

United States will employ many ships. To the

action of guano, vie would recommend as Us best aid
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increased depth of ploughing and the use of tin sub-

mil plough wherever it can be done without too great

cost of team.

The Social Condition ol England.

Under this head, the North American Review

for October 1817, presents the most appalling

tiic-is in relation to the suffering of masses of the

population of the British islands. We have not

room for llie entire article ; but make random

extracts:

How comes it, that one half of the whole pop-
ulation of Ireland, and perhaps one sixth that of

Scotland, have been suffering the cruel pangs of
hunger for a t -\ five- month, ami that hundreds of
thousands of them during this time have actually

ilied of starvation ? The bounty of Providence
lias not laded; sliip loads of corn have been
tinned away from their shores for want of a

market. The granaries of the two islands have

been filled to overflowing, not indeed front the

products of their own harvests, hut from the im-
mense supplies poured into them by our ever-

teeming land. Flour and meal became a drug
in the English market before a sheaf of this

year's Wheat was cut, and many dealers in grain

were bankrupted by the consequent sudden re-

duction of prices. If the stock of provisions in

the British isles bad been equally distributed

among the people, not a man, woman or child

would have suffered from hunger a single hour.

The fate of the Irish and Scotch appeals the

more terrible, because the;/ hare starred in the midst

of plenty. They have died, not because the fields

were cursed with barrenness, but because they

have not had wherewithal to buy food. * * *

How is it, we asl< again, that with no difficulty

in procuring food, and no lack of wealth or gen-

erosity ill the nation at large, this terrible famine

has happened ? The answer that must be given

is a startling one, but it is so well supported by

a cloud of evidence from all quarters, that it

would be idle to question its accuracy. It is, that

the bulk of the laboring population of Ireland,

even in their best estate,— in ordinary years

when crops are abundant, and there is no pres-

sure or distress in the commercial or manufac-
lurim.' world, no stoppage of industry from any
unusual cause,—are but one degree removed
from starvation. They have nothing to full hack

upon : no retrenchment is possible, no greater

of privation can he endured. Of course,

a iparatively slight cause, an insignificant di-

minution of one article of the harvest, a rot in

the potato fields, cuts the slender thread which
is their sole support, ami millions are ill danger

of perishing with hunger. The amount of ab-

solute destitution thus produced is great, seem-
ingly out of all proportion with the circumstance
to which it is immediately to be attributed. This
unhappy people may he regarded figuratively as

clinging to the sides of an immense precipice,

with hut one support, corresponding to t lie small-

est quantity of potatoes that can maintain life, to

save them from falling into the abyss of starva-

tion which yawns beneath. Narrow the ledge

on which they stand by the fraction of an
inch, and t In- v can no longer retain their foot-

hold. • * * * * * *

Ireland is not the only sufferer; many of the

people of Scotland are no better off, and the

manufacturing and agricultural poor of England
are rapidly sinking to the same level. The mul-

titude in this wretched condition increases every

day, not only according to the natural growth of

population, hut in its proportion to the aggregal

of all classes. Children are horn to be as mise-

rable as their parents, and individuals are con

stantly filling from otie degree of poverty to an-

other, till they reach this lowest stage. Propel ty

lends faster and faster to accumulate in a few
hands; the gains that are made, and they are

enormous, are for these few ; the losses, the des-

titution and misery, are for the million. Dispo-

sable capital and labor both increase in Great

Britain much faster than is needed; the former
is sent in vast amounts to foreign countries in

search of employment ; the latter is less easily

exported, and an immense surplus of it remains
at home.

According to the Irish census of 1811, the

whole number of families in Ireland is 1,172,787,
oi' whom two thirds are chiefly em ployed ill ag-

riculture. There are 1,1*26,050 males over fifteen

years of age, who are classed as agricultural ser-

vants and laborers, forming nearly one half
of tie- w hole number of males of this age on the
island. Besides these, 306,915 families cultivate

farms not exceeding five acres each, many of
them iude. d comprising but one acre, and these
small fanners, as we shall see, are nearly as

wretched as the ordinary day-laborers. Those
who hue less than one acre are reckoned as day-
laborers. It is obvious that the agricultural pop-
ulation is excessive, only 352,0 IG families being
chiefly engaged in manufactures and trade.

—

England has nearly twice as much arable land as

Ireland ; in the former country only about 7(J0,000

families are engaged in the tillage of 25,632,000
acres, while in the latter 974,188 families culti-

vate 13,838,782 acres. Adding the wives and
children of the day-laborers and of those who
hire farms not exceeding five acres, we have not

less than five millions of persons, or nearly five

eighths of the whole population, constituting the

class of the agricultural poor. To these must
be added at least another million of poor among
the civic population, and those in ihe country
engaged chiefly in manufacture and trade. These
six millions would all be considered, according
to the standard anil wages of living in the United
Slates, as very poor ; hut as it is estimated by the

best authorities, that only one half of the Irish

population subsist chiefly or entirely upon pota-

toes, the number of those who cannot fall to a

lower stage of destitution than that which they
occupy at present may be safely stated at four

millions.

The excess of the rural population, in compar-
sion with the civic, is one great cause of the

wretchedness of the small farmers. Unable to

obtain work, the laborers strive to hire land, and
their competition, by extravagantly raising the

rent, brums the petty fanners nearly to their own
level. Rack rent is a new word which Ireland

has added to the English language to denote the

excessive rent which the land-owner wrests by

torture, as it were, from the poor cultivator. Any
price that is asked will be given, and to secure

the payment of ii, the crops are not permitted to

leave the ground until the demands of the land-

lord are satisfied. "The rent of conacre laud,"

says Mr. Thornton, " ranges from £4 to £10 (or

from 20 to 50 dollars) an acre." This term is

given to the small plots of ground which are

hired by agricultural laborers to be planted with

potatoes. They are commonly held under one
of the larger farmers, the rent being paid some-
times in manure and sometimes in labor. For
tin- cabin attached a rent of seven or eight dol-

lars a year is paid. The system of under-letting

is carried to a great extent in Ireland, three or

four "middlemen" often intervening at successive

stages between the land-owner and the actual

cultivator of the soil. The failure of either one
of these may cause the single pig, the last re-

source of the poor tenant, to be seizerl for rent

which he had already paid to his immediate
landlord. Occupants of larger farms are obliged

to employ laborers at the lowest wages, am!
sometimes to defer the work of harvest for a long

time from want of money to pay them. The ex-

cessive rent which tic fanner pays deprives him
of the power of properly manuring his laud, or

observing a due rotation of crops, SO that the soil

is every year deteriorated, and the fences and
buildings fall into decay. Numbers of them
every year fail to meet their engagements, and

are consequently deprived of their holdings, and
sink into the next lower class, the number in

which constantly increases as they "o down in

the scale, till tiiey reach that in which further

degradation is. impossible.

About two dollars a week are considered in

England as the mininum of wages that can sup-

port a laborer with his family, and even at this

point the hardship which be must endure is ex-

cessive, lint the Irish laborers seldom earn

more than one dollar a week, and for a large

portion of the year cannot find employment even

at that price. They Hock in multitudes to the

towns, or to England at harvest time, seeking a

pittance that may prevent them from being turn-

ed away from the cabin and poiato-patch, which
alone can shield them from starvation. While
they are gone, their wives and children wander

about the country as beggars, often relieved by
those who have nothing but potatoes for them-
selves.

After describing the misery of the mass of peo-

ple in several of the counties, the Review pro-

ceeds :

It is in Cotniaught, however, that we find the
most striking picture of Irish destitution and
misery in the most hopeless and aggravated form.
It is the "lower deep" of suffering, which can-
not he paralleled in any other district of this af-

flicted island. In the county of Mayo, out of
about 46,000 farms, 44,000 are under fifteen

acres, and are held by men who are obliged to

do their own work, being too poor to hire labor-
ers. Yet the county swarms with laborers who
can seldom get employment one day out of four

:

there are 57,000 of them in this wretched condi-
tion. Most of these hire a potato-patch of the
small fanners, or occupy some of the waste
ground which they are allowed to hold rent free

for a year or two, till they have made it worth
paying rent for. When they have planted their

potatoes, they set oil' to roam the country, begin-
ning lo beg only when a distance from home;

—

or if they can obtain a few shillings to pay Iheir

passage, I hey cross over to England to search for

work. If in this way they can get money enough
lo pay for the seed which they obtained on
credit, and for the rent of the land, they can live

during the winter, on the potatoes which they
have raised ; otherwise their crop is seized, and
they must beg during the winter also. They
plant only the " lumper potatoes," which are

raised easily and in larger quantities than the

other sorts, but are soft, watery and unwhole-
some, so that even pigs do not thrive on them.
These are often dug while quite small, anil eaten
with various weeds and other disgusting food.

—

In summer, which is always :be period of great-

est suffering, men may be seen ly ing in the

ditches from weakness, or working on the bog
when so enfeebled by hunger that they can hard-
ly raise the sods.

Going still further into detail of Irish suffering

the Heview continues:

The foregoing account, which is a mere a-

bridgment of Mr. Thornton's, is founded chiefly

on Ihe reports of the Irish Railway and Irish

Poor-Law Commissioners. We have now be-

fore us, in five immense folios, the evidence ta-

ken in every part of the island, with great care
and labor, by the Commission of 1844, on the
Occupation of Land in Ireland. It is enough to

say ol it, that it confirms in every particular the
preceding statements, and adds even higher co-
loring to the awful picture of national wretched-
ness. We can give but one extract ; it is from
the testimony given before the Commission by
Daniel Griffin, a physician and surgeon of the

city of Limerick, who had made it his business
for years to inquire into the condition of the low-
er classes. During a tew days preceding his ex-
amination, he collected his evidence by making
minute inquiries of a few families, "taken quite

indiscriminately." The following, with some
abridgement, is his account of the result:

" The families were 44 in number, consisting
of 245 persons. In these there were (32 persons
capable of work, will) 183 persons depending on
them : of these last 45 were sick or infirm. I

could ascertain with certainty the earnings of
only 35 of these families, and in these there were
54 persons capable of working, each of whom
upon an average earned £5 or £6 within the past
year, being from £7 to£S for each family, which
would be equivalent lo about seven months em-
ployment to each working person, at 7id. [15 cts.]

a day. With regard to their food, 1 found that 11

of these families seemed to live rather comforta-
bly in comparison with the rest, having milk usu-

ally with their potatoes, and meat occasionally

:

ihe remaining 33 families lived upon the lowest
description of food, such as white potatoes and
salt or herrings, and sometimes, but rarely, a lit-

tle sour milk. Of ibis last number, 18 families

were frequently unable lo procure any food,

sometimes fasting for a long period, and living

for a length of time on one meal a day. One
person, James Boyle, with a wife and two child-

ren, states that they lived on potatoes and salt;

the family usually go without breakfast. The
next, Michael M'Nnrama, wife and four children,
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food consists of potatoes and salt, their agility and powers of endurance, they have

herring, frequently nothing: the

ul

says their

sometimes ..

family often go without a meal. Another, Daniel

M'Mahon, wife and two children—potatoes and

salt, dip(ak'md of grease) or a herring; rarity

milk: the wife, though very sickly, did not drink

a hap' worth of milk these six weeks. Then

there are several others with much the same an-

swers as these. Thomas Maloony, with a wife

anil four children, states that his food is potatoes

when he can get them, generally with salt or a

herring, and sometimes a little milk: what his

family eat for a whole day woidd scarcely make

one meal; and once, lately, the whole of them,

six in number, were for thirty-six hours without

any food hut one three-penny loaf. Others, the

family of a wi low, describe the same sort ol food

—dry potatoes, seldom more than once a clay :

this last fortnight their families have had hut one

meal a day. Garret Lee states ' many a day

these three months he worked on a meal a day,

and was glad to have it; that dry potatoes are

their food, and they very seldom have enough.'

John Donovan says, 'he and his family are starv-

ing; they did not eat two lull meals this week
;

has eaten nothing himself this day, 5 P. M. hut a

few apples; ate nothing yesterday hut their sup-

per last night, which was obtained by pledging

some of their things.' A widow stales, she had

no supper for her family the night her husband

died; they all went to bed supperless. John

Cherry says, 'the people are so poor they are

ready to eat one another'; John Fitzgerald, that

' there are beggars coming to their door who are

better off than they are.'

"With regard to their clothing, 10 of these

families were well clad, 14 indifferently, and 24

very hadiy off for covering. Willi regard to

lodgings, 27 occupied a house each, and ]7 a

room each : the average number of rooms in

each house was three, and the average rent of

each house £3 8s. 2</., that of each tenented

room £1 Is. 'M. a year. These rooms and houses

were occupied at the same time by 45 other fain-"

ilies, besides the 44 which came under my ex-

amination, i)9 families being located to 42 houses,

consisting of 131 rooms. I made it my business

at different limes to visit the residences of these

people, and found them in the most wretched

condition, the staircases ruinous, the rooms ruin-

ous, the people sleeping in straw without bed-

ding and without bedsteads. Garret Lee says
' his family did not go to bed these three nights,

their last blanket being taken by the person from

whom they reined the cellar from non-payment

of rent. Of the 44 families, ti had nothing iu

the pawn office, one had nothing to put there,

having lost every thing, while the remaining 37

had every article they could spare pledged to

purchase food; or, as they said forcibly, 'every

thing they could spare ami that they couhlo't,'

having themselves in many instances nothing but

straw to lie on, and without any covering tor

their children at night."— Part n. p. 744, 745.

We gladly turn to the sister kingdom of Scot-

land, as the distress there, though quite as great,

is certainly not so universal. It exists chiefly in

the large cities, the populous manufacturing dis-

tricts, the northern Highlands and the islands.

Alison, the historian, estimates that there are at

least 250,000 persons in Scotland, nearly a tenth

part of the population, who are iu a state of al-

most total destitution, and are permanently re-

tained iu that state. Many of the great Highland
proprietors, for reasons which we shall consider

hereafter, have driven the tenantry off their es-

tates, which they have converted into immense
sheepwalks, preferring to raise brutes instead of

men. The unhappy cottiers, thus dispossessed,

have found refuge on some barren moors, but

chiefly on the scacoast, where they lived com-
fortably for a time by the manufacture of kelp;

but the demand for this article having greatly

fallen off more than twenty years ago, they were
reduced to their present state of misery, often

having only shell-fish and weeds to eat, with a

little water gruel at night. The peasantry still

remaining iu the Highlands are mostly crofters or

tenants of small piei Bs of ground, the tillage ol

which forms their sole support. The soil is so

poor and rents are so exorbitant, that they live

very miserably, and those who have hut an acre

or two of land are ill constant danger of starva-

tion. Once famous for their stalwart frames,

now become meagre and stunted in appearance

and the faces of their famished children are

tjiitl and pale as if they had been bred iu the I

wynds and closes of Glasgow and Edinburgh.

On the Hebrides islands, owning to the poverty

of the soil, and the multiplication of the inhabi-

tants, wretchedness is extreme, and the remote-

ness of their position places them almost beyond

the reach of charity. The policy of consolidat-

ing farms and driving off the small tenantry has

been pursued there to a great extent. A popu-

lation of 500 souls was compelled to emigrate

from the isle of Kuon, which is now occupied to

advantage by a single tenant, whose family and

servants do not number over 50. The multitude

thus dispossessed of their ancient homes crowd

into the great cities in search of employ ment and
sustenance, swelling the mass of poverty there,

and reducing wages and the standard of living

for the lower classes to their own level.

It is a law of our nature, that moral degrada

tion must go hand in hand with physical suffer-

ing. Nowhere is this n, ore strikingly exempli-

fied than in those quarters of Glasgow which

form the sole refuge of the miserably poor, and
where alone the Highlander expelled from his

croft, and the distressed islanders, can find shel-

ter. "I have four times visited these districts,"

says Mr. Sy moods in ihe Handloom Commission-
er's Report, "once in the morning, and three

times at night; I have seen human degradation

in some of its worst phases, both in England and
abroad, but I can advisedly say, that I did not

believe, until I visited the wynds of Glasgow,
that so large an amount of fi.th, crime, misery,

and disease existed on one spot in any civilized

country. Here is collected a motley population

engaged in all the lower branches of industry,

anil an immense number who find their only

means of subsistence iu plunder and prostitution.

Here, "in the lower lodging houses, ten, twelve,

and sometimes twenty persons, of both sexes,

and all ages, sleep promiscuously on the floor in

different degrees of nakedness."

A general review of' the poor iu Scotland will

surely lead one to the conclusion adopted by Mr.

Laing, that "Scotch destitution has gone a step

beyond English, and arrived, like that of Ireland,

at a point at which all other evils are swallowed
up in the urgent and ever-present danger of lite-

ral death from starvation."

The description already given of the wynds ot

Glasgow will apply with liitle abatement to the

most populous quarters of all the large cities in

England. In Liverpool alone there are S000 in-

habited cellars, one third of them either wet or

damp, which contain a population of more than
35,000 souls. In Manchester, in 1838. there were
2(37 lodging houses, of which Dr. Howard says,

"the crowded state of the beds, filled promiscu-
ously with men, women and children, the floor

covered over with the filth} and ragged clothing

they have just put oft", and with their various
bundles and packages, mark the depraved and
blunted state of their feelings, and the moral and
social disorder that exists." In Birmingham
there were 374 such lodging houses. Two asy-

lums were opened in London in order to afford

a night's lodging to houseless wanderers, and
9,840 persons were admitted to them in the first

three months of 1843. Near the docks at the

east end, " hundreds of poor men may lie seen
before daybreak in the winter, waiting for the

opening of' the gales iu the hope of obtaining a

day's work; and when the youngest ami strong-

est, and those best known, have been taken, hun-
dreds may he seen returning, sick at heart, to

their destitue families."

"Of 15,823 individuals inhabiling*2965 houses,
lately visited under the direction of a committee
appointed for the purpose, 1204 only are found
to be fully employed, 2863 partially employed,
and 4148 able to work were wholly without employ-
ment. The remaining 7(>05 persons were unable
to work. The average weekly income of the a-

bove 15,823 persons was }s. 4$</. each. The av-

erage weekly wages of those fully employed
were 7s. 6&d. each. The average weekly wages
of those partially employed, 4s. 7|rf. each."

—

Thornton on Over-Population, p. 33—37.

The particulars which we have given respect-

ing the laboring classes in England are few and
meagre; but they are enough to confirm the fol-
lowing remark by Mr. Thornton:—" Little more
than one generation has been required to make
Ireland what .-he is; and as short a period might
probably, iu similar circumstances, suffice to con-
vert England into an Ireland of human misery
and degradation."

Presenting an array of facts going to prove
that all over the British dominions the miseries

of the many, to i\nd the avarice, the extrava-

gance and the dissoluteness of the tuw, have

reached a point no longer to he endured, the N.

A. Review proceeds to make such suggestions as

we are glad to see coming from a quarter quite

as favorable heretofore to British as to American
institutions :

Very grave questions are suggested by the
picture of the social condition of Great Britain
and Ireland which we have here endeavored to

exhibit. We' are tempted to ask, if these are the

reputed blessings id' the institution of properly,
that vast and complex machine, so carefully con-
structed and guarded, the boast ot' free and civi-

lized man, to which he is accustomed to attribute

much of the superiority that he enjoys over the
savage and the slave. Does the institution neces-

sarily lemi to produce this fearful inequality in

the condition of the several classes in society, so
that millions of human beings, without any fault

of their own, must suffer the accumulated ills of
ignorance, extreme destitution, and almost inevi-

table immorality, while a few thousands of their
brethren, distinguished from them only by the
accident of birth, monopolize all the comforts
and luxuries which learning and wealth can
command? Is man able to avoid the responsi-
bility for this fearful state of things by casting

the burden of it upon Providence, and saying
that these evils are necessary adjuncts of the so-

cial slate, and must be endured like the " plagues
and earthquakes" which "break not Heaven's
design," and to w hich the Christian submits with
uncomplaining trust ? Or are they rather the
consequence of vicious institutions and mistaken
legislation, for which man alone is accountable,
and which may he remedied without pulling
down the whole fabric of society and undoing
all the work of modern civilization?

We may hopefully answer llii.- last question in

the affirmative, if it can be shown that in the

order of Providence there is a natural check or
limitation to the excessive accumulation ol' pro-

perty in the hands of a few, and to the conse-
quent debasement and misery of ihe .multitude;
and that this natural corrective, when not inter-

fered with or rendered powerless by unwise
laws or a bad government, does lend so rapidly

and effectually towards an equalization of wealth
in the community, that no considerable number
of persons can possibly be brought to extreme
destitution,— certainly cannot be exposed to the

danger of' perishing by hunger, except by their

own obvious fault. Such a check, we maintain,
does exist in tin 1 very circumstance or cause to

which ihe English school of political economists
are fond ol attributing the whole evil, ihe whole
distress of the laboring classes; we refer to the

natural multiplication of the human species. Pro-
perty in the hands of an individual unquestiona-
bly lends to accumulate: one who has both
money and industry can make greater gains,

other things hehii.' equal, than his competitor
who is obliged to depend on his industry alone.

Bill, from the shortness of' human lile, an indi-

vidual can hold this property only for a brief pe-

riod of years: when he dies, it descends In his

offspring, and by the law ol nature, as they are

all equally near to him, il is equally divided

among them. When this law is not abrogated
by human legislation, it causes so frequent a dis-

tribution of estates, as effectually to overcome
the tendency of capital to accumulate, or to con-

tinue in a single line of heirs. No sooner is

wealth heaped up than il is parcelled out again,

and a constant movement or circulation is thus
maintained, which scuds the life blood of capital

into every part of the body politic. This distri-

bution lends as powerfully to political as to so-

cial equably, as the former, indeed, depends upon
and is regulated by the hitler: hence il is the

safeguard of republics, and the bone of aristo-
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Pratic governments. The faster the population I n house of worship. The people submitted,

—

'ncreases, the i e rapidly does this great cor- fur Ik had a right lo do as he phased with his owr,

reel hi- of the accumulation of property operate :

the greater the number of Inns, the more mi-

nim is the division pf the pareul's wealth.

But ili is distribution nl estates is hostile to the

whole spirit of the institutions of Great Britain,

which is essentially aristocratic ; and English

law therefore seeks to obviate it by two remar-

kable and unnatural provisions,— the right ol

prinogeniture and the law of entail. By the

farmer, tit ihe detah of the parent intestate the

real property descends wholly to the eldest son,

to the exclusion of the daughters and younger
sons: by the latter, a landholder may " lie up"
his estate, as the phrase goes, i < > r successive

generations, so that a future possessor of it can-

uol alienate it, hut must transmit it unimpaired

to the person standing next to him in the line of

heirs. Strictly spenking, indeed, as Alison re-

marks, "the English I.i \v does not recognize en-

tails; yet they are practically established by the

tendency of public feeling, and the succession of

family settlements, by which great estates are ef-

fectually secured front alienation."

The right of the eldest son to the whole real

estate creates or sanctions an artificial and un-

reasonable distinction between him and his bro-

thers and sisters ; and when there is no such

estate to be distributed, it gives him a seeming
claim for a larger share, if not the w hole, nl the

personal property; the law which expressly en-

joins on inequality in the one case permits and

em rages il in the other. Of course, frequent

partitions are made on more equitable principles:

our only point is. that they are much less frequent

in England than in other countries, where tin'

law favors in every ease the eipial division of an

estate amon:' the children.

Sneh a country is France, where the law regu-

lating the descent of property is even more de-

mocratic than in the United Stales. It prevents

a man from disposing of his wealth as he sees

fit, even by will : the right of each child to a

portion is protected by law, only a small fraction

of tin? original estate being left to the free dis-

posal of its first owner. And the consequence is,

though this law of succession has not been in force

half a century, that the class of landed proprietors

in France is more numerous than that winch subsists

altogether upon wages— while in England it is but

one sixtieth part of their number. In France the

number of separate properties taxed for the im-

potfoneier, in 1838, had risen to 10,896,000. The
average size of each property was only about

fourteen acres: Ihe number of land-owners, in-

cluding their wives and children, is estimated at

two thirds of the population of the country.—

The peasants are proprietors of the ground ihey

cultivate; and though the hind owned by an in-

dividual often does not exceed a kitchen garden

in size, and is tilled entirely by the spade, its

gross product, under his patient and economical

htisbn airy, much exceeds that of a correspond-

ing extent of surface in one of the model mon-

ster farms of England. Three and a half mil-

lions of peasants cultivate English ground, not a

foot of which belongs to them, and depend en-

tirely on Wages, which, in the best years, hardly

supply them with the necessaries id' life, and

which le uc them, if the' crop fails, or the price

of provisions rises, in imminent peril ol starva-

tion. The total animal value of the lands which

ihey till »n these hard terms is known to exceed

forty millions sterling [$200,000,000]; and ibis

immense income is monopolized by a few hun-

dreds of the nobility and country gentry,—mo-

nopolized by means of legislation which opposes

the order (il Providence, and perverts the natu-

ral course of do. ncMir -affection, lis rendering

divisi r alienation of it almost impossible.

The princely domains of the Dukes of Suth-

erland and iiiicclench comprise w hole comities

respectively in the north and south of Scotland;

and the latter had the power and the audacity,

a few years ami, to say to thousands of families

belonging to ihe Free or Seceding Scottish Kirk,

Ihe most numerous denomination in the land,

that they should not have a church in which to

worship God according to their consciences,

though they were able lo build and pay lor it:

Ihe whole country, for leagues around, was bis.

and he would not give, base or si II a foot of il at

any price, it' il was lo be, used lor the erection of

mil the congregation assembled, .Sabbath alter

Sabbath, in the open air, in the public highway,

—

which, happily, is not owned altogether by the

Duke ol' ISuccleiich. A nation submits to social

oppression, to ihe tyranny of wealth, much more
quietly than lo political oppression: if Parlia-

ment hail prohibited an equally large portion of

the people from building a single house of wor-
ship for their God, the act would have excited a

civil war.

The gigantic estates of many of the English

nobility, such as the Dukes of Northumberland
and Devonshire, the Marquess of Westminster,
the Earls of Harrowby, Leriesler, and Filzwil-

liain, though they may not cover several coun-

ties, afford incomes which exceed those of many
Crowned heads in Europe: these nobles own
more rich land in the heart of England than

some independent princes govern in Germany.
And the vast possessions, as a general rule, go

on augmenting every generation, either from the

union of es'ates by marriage, or from the an-

nexation by purchase of smaller properties in

the vicinity: their growth is easy : their partition

or alienation is rendered by law almost imprac-

ticable. Ireland itself, wretched, starving Ire-

land, is owned, as il were in counties, by the

English and Irish nobility and gentry. It is car-

ved out into monster estates, which are leased

piecemeal to middlemen and great farmers, who
again subdivide and underlet the land which ihey

lure, till the division is brought down to the little

conacre patches of the miserable peasants. Many
a princely income is made up from an immense
aggregation of rents not exceeding 5/. or 10/.

each, and is thus wrung by driblets from the tin-

happy tenants, who live on " lumper" potatoes

and " pressagh," that they may be able to pay it.

Throughout Great Britain and Ireland the word
farmer denotes one who hires the ground which
he cultivates, while in the United States it signi-

fies almost without exception, the proprietor of

the soil. In France and Switzerland, also, he

who tills the land is the owner of it, and small

though his property be, its product is sufficient

for his wants.

The Review, taking up the " English school of

political economy," which looks only to the pro-

duction of wealth without regarding its distribu-

tion, and which seriously maintains that the di-

vision of bind and capital is an evil, proceeds to

a detail of some of the great sufferings which

have grown out of the expulsion of the poor

tenantry. A very striking ease, from ihe Report

of the Commissioners on the occupation of land

in Ireland, is presented where Lord Kenmane

is the landlord, the barony of Bantry is the scene,

and the Rev. Christopher Truman, the Catholic

curate of the parish, is the witness. This testi-

mony was substantially corroborated by his lord-

ship's own agent, who was put upon the stand

for the express purpose of confuting or explain-

ing away the adverse statements. .Mr. Truman

says :—

"Up to the year 1640, the consolidation of

farms, and the consequent wholesale eviction of

tenants, was alinosl unknown in the barony.

Lord Kenmare commenced in the year 1840 by

ejecting from the lands of Ahills 22 families,

comprising 135 individuals. He ejected in the

years I84'<> and 1H43, lb' families, comprising 232

individuals. Total evicted from the Ken mare
property, 116 families, comprising 367 individuals.

I am vastly under the mark ; I might say a good

deal more. The persons evicted paid their rem
regular I j : the rents amounted from 5/. !0s. to

Ml. each, and some id' ihem more. They were,

with very lew exceptions, extremely honest, well

disposed and industrious persons; and the ob-

ject to be obtained by the consolidation of these

farms, and depriving these unfortunate people of

their only means of subsistence, I cannot tell."

"What in general has become of them r"

—

"The children of some of them have been beg-

ging; some of them have died in the most

dreadful di-iress; gome of them ! know to be

comfortabe; and some of them have had typhus

fever. I attended one family of eleven imme-

diately after being ejected. They were all of
fever, and the fuller was obliged lo get out of
bed to attend lo them, and he was in the fever
himself; and 1 was obliged to remove one out of
bed in order to bear the confession of another.

—

and I believe that to be solely caused by Lord
Ken mare's dispossessing the people.

" Was anything done by I.mil Kenmare or his
agent to assist these people?"

—

"Nothing what-
ever. I went myself to Lord Kenmare, and
wrote to him the following letter:—
" My Loud,—When the cause ol' the distressed or af-

flicted is to I,,: advocated, 1 I'eel tint it would lie superflu-
ous to make an apology for trespassing on your Lordship's
lime. You arc I suppose, my Lord aware, tli.it many
honest, industrious persons have been ejected from your
estate in Ihe parish ol Binlry. It is to plead the cause
of these unfortunate but honest people, ami to enlist, if

possible, your Lordship's sympathy in their behalf, that 1

have come lo Killarney. May I request, my Lord, the
favor ol an interview at your Lordship's earliest conve-
nience /

" i h ivc the honor to he, &.C."

And this is the answer I got from his Lord-
ship, which shows he was conversant of it :

"Sir— In reply to your communication I beg to say.
that giving you credit for good intentions, 1 must yet de-
cline granting you the interview you desire, as 1 cannot
allow any person to interfere with me in the management
of my property. I am, sir, ecc.

Kl:N.M ARE."

"The means by which the consolidation was,
and is about to be, accomplished, I am well ac-
quainted with. In the great majority of cases no
law process was required. The population to be
evicted were told that if they gave possession
peaceably, and left Lord Koiiuiare's property,
they would get their potato gardens, and a cer-

tain portion of their other crops then growing
on their farms. They were then told, that if they
did not comply with these terms, law proceed-
ings would be commenced, and they were then
to expect nothing hut the heaviest vengeance of
Lord Kenmare and his agent. It is very well
ascertained that it is equal to death to the poor
people to be deprived of their lauds ; some of
them die miserably. The consequences are indeed
melancholy, both as regards, the persons elected,
and many of those who took the large farms tit

racl; rents. At present there are a great number
in a state of uncertainty, and they must give up
ultimately. They do not manure the land, be-
cause, Ihey say, if they improved it, it would be
doing so for other persons."

The estate of the Earl of Kenmare iu that

baronry consists of 23,000 acres, on which is a
population of 3,400 persons; and the process of
ejection is still going on. * * * Similar
cases tire going on, or have been effected, all

over Ireland.

The Review then turns to Scotland, of which

in an abridgment from a French author, Sis-

mondi, it presents the following ease :

Since the beginning of the present century,

the nation of Highlanders or Gauls, the descend-
ants of the ancient Celts, now reduced to 340,000
souls, has been almost entirely expelled from its

home by the very persons whom it regarded as

its chieftains, and to whom it had shewn for so

many centuries an enthusiastic devotion. The
territory which they had cultivated from genera-

tion to generation, under a fixed rent, has been

taken from them and devoted to the pasturage of
flocks guided by herdsmen who were strangers ;

their houses and villages have been raked to the

ground, or destroyed lo lire, while the unhappy
people have been forced either lo hiiihl cabins

on ihe sea-shore and endeavor to maintain their

miserable existence by fishing, or to cross the

ocean to seek their fortune in the hack settle-

ments of America. As this revolution took

place in a distant and almost barbarous region,

of which the very language was unknown in

other parts of' the empire, il attracted at first but

little attention. But when it became known in

England that some of these people had waited

till a military force arrived to expel them from

their villages, and sometimes had driven away
ihe soldiers by a shower of stones : that they had

been heard lo entreat that liny might be massa-

cred w nli their w ives and children on the gra\ es

of their fathers, rather than he sent away to per-

ish in misery and abandonment, to a world w Inch

wished not to receive them, universal sympathy
was excited. It was reported thai ihe agent had

been compelled to set fire to their houses, and
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even thai an old man, or, according to other ac-

counts, an old woman, refusing 10 leave lier

cabin to encounter misery and exile, lier pres-

ence did not stop the incendiary, and the victim

had perished in the flames. Then the public in-

dignation showed itself, ill a manner which could
be neither mistaken nor braved. The Duchess
of Sutherland thought she did not merit the se-

vere judgment which was passed on her con-
duct, and it was to justify her at the bar of pub-
lic opinion that the hook of her agent was pub-
lished. He has tried to prove, and he has done
it successfully, that the Duchess has exercised
only her acknowledged legal rights, and in so
doing has had regard to the preservation of the
existence of her vassals [slaves:] lor which she
felt that she was responsible.

The ancestors of this lady were proprietors of
about three-fourths of the comity of Sutherland
in the most northern part of Scotland. Their
possessions measured about one million of En-
glish acres. When the Countess of Sutherland
inherited these domains, which she brought as a

dowry to the Marquess of Stafford, since created
Duke of Sutherland, their population did not ex-
ceed 15,000. The revenue obtained by the pro-
prietor from her vassals was so small, that it

might be considered rather as an acknowledg-
ment of sovereignty than as rent. It appears that
as late as 1811, each family was bound to an an-
nual payment of otdy a lew shillings in money,
of some articles of game, and of a few days' la-

bor. On the other hand, every man born upon
these domains was required to spare neither his
blood nor his life in defending the soverignty
and honor of the family of which he considered
himself a member. Mhoir—Fhear Challaibh, as
be was called in Gaelic, or The Great Man of
Sutherland, had always found his companions in

arms ready to defend him, at the peril of their
lives, against every enemy, whether foreign or
domestic.
The population was pretty equally distributed

over the whole district. Every valley had its

hamlet ; the arable laud was devoted to the cul-
tivation of barley and oats, and the hills were
given to the pasturage o&cattle. The people
were poor, as labor anil pasturage were their
chief resources: the climate was severe, the
winters lung, and they had neither manufactures,
commerce, nor money. But they had generally
enough to supply their wants ; and even when
the wrath of Heaven sometimes destroyed their
harvests, and decimated them and their herds by
famine, they knew how to submit with re.-ijna-

tion, because the hand of man had no part in
their sufferings.

Between the years 1811 and 1820, these 15,000
inhabitants, forming about 3000 families, were
driven away, or to use Mr. Loch's softened ex-
ptession, removed, from the whole interior of the
county. All their villages were demolished or
burnt, anil all their fields converted into pasture.
A similar clearing was made, almost simultane-
ously, by the owners of the rest of the county,
and their example was soon followed by the
great proprietors in Buss and Cromarty counties,
and generally throughout the north of Scotland.
Mr. Loch assures us, that the Duchess of Suther-
land has shewn fir more humanity than any of
her neighbors: she has interested herself in the
fate of the exiles, has offered them a retreat on
her on n territory, and, on taking awaj from them
7:i4.UUU acres, of which they had been in pos-
b - ion from time immemorial, she has generous-
ly left them about 6000, or two acres to a family.
The land thus granted to them, however, had
never been cultivated, and hiid yielded no in-
come to the proprietor. Still, it was not conceded
to them gratuitously; they are subject to a mod-
erate rent of two and a half shillings per acre,
and no leases are granted to them for mine than
.- iven years; but they are assured that the leases
shall be renewed for another term of seven years,
if the land should he we'l cultivated. Mr. "Loch
informs us that the fate of these exiles has not
been so deplorable as they foreboded. Some, it

is true, were unwilling to receive any thing fi

her who had driven them from their homes.
The clan Gunn, or the Mac Hamish, after leav-
ing the mountains of Kildonan, and the valleys
ol Newer and Helmsdale, quitted the rouiitri
entirely, and we are not told what has hi me ol
them. But with the exception of this tribe, ami
of 32 families from Strathbora, who left for

America in 1818 and 1811), the clansmen, we are
told, have almost all accepted the lots offered
them by the Duchess.
The territory of which the Duchess has thus

reclaimed possession has been divided by her
agent, Mr. Loch, into 29 great farms, very une-
qual in extent, some of them being larger than
the department of the Seine in France. These
farms, intended solely for the pasturage of sheep,
are each inhabited by a single family, and as the
kind of labor required upon them is a new thing
in Scotland, only English farm-servants are em-
ployed. As early as 1820, the place of the brave
men who formerly shed their blood in delence of
Mhoir-Fhear Chattaibh was filled by 131,000
sheep, and their number is now doubtless much
increased. No human voice is now heard with-
in the narrow passes of those bills once made
illustrious by the combats of an ancient race; no
one any longer calls to mind their glorious re-
collections: the valleys have no more any ham-
lets, no accent of joy or grief any longer trou-
bles those vast solitudes ; but the heir of the Earl
of Sutherland, who is established for the future
in England, many hundreds of miles distant
from the country of his maternal ancestors, can
repose, and enjoys himself for his ancient vassal.
This expulsion of the Gaelic people from their

ancient friends is considered as legal ; but will
men dare say it is just? * * * This ancient
nation of the Celts, or Gauls, which formerly
possessed not only the British isles, but France,
and a part of Italy and Spain, shall it he driven
in the name of the laws, from those rocks where
it maintained its independence, that was lost

every where else ?

It is by a cruel abuse of legal forms, by a fla-

grant usurpation, that the Highlanders have been
considered as having no right to the soil which
they have occupied for centuries, and of which,
in fact, they were co-proprietors with their chief-
tains. Even their name, Klaun, in Gaelic signi-
fies children. * * * * A count has no more
right to bailish from their homes the inhabitants
of bis county, than a king has to expel from the
laud the inhabitants of bis kingdom.

The feudalism of wealth, the serfdom of the
laboring classes, are so firmly anchored in the
empire [of Great Britain] that they can be sha-
ken only by the hurricane strength of a revolu-
tion like that which prostrated the throne and
the nobility of France in 1781). The immediate
cause of the wildest excesses of that epoch was a
cry of the populace for bread

; and one of the
great permanent effects of that memorable con-
vulsion was the adoption of a democratic law regu-
lating the descent of proper!;/. England is already
heaving with the first throes of a similar out-
break. The frequent suspension of the Habeas
Corpus act in Ireland, and the disarming of the
people, the Chartist disturbances in 1838, and
the riots in the midland counties in 1842, are
signs the purport of which cannot be mistaken.
Even now, peace is maintained only at the point
of the bayonet, by the pres nee of large bodies
of troops, and ol" an armed and disciplined po-
lice.

Thus far the extracts from the North Ameri-
can Review. They show, that although the early

revolution in France was defeated by the excess-
es into which it was driven by hostile conspira-
tors against it, objects of great magnitude were
gained, and the foundation laid for such a repub-
lican government as in time should be maintain-
ed by the voice of a virtuofis and enlightened

public opinion. The revolution of 1789, depo-
sing the first Bourbons, was an important founda-
tion laid which has since secured comfort, com-
petency, intelligence, all the means of indepen-
dence permanently to he asserted and maintained
by the masses of the French people.

To show what progress the first ten years had
made in the melioration nf the condition of the
people of France, we have copied from the
"lire,'' in the Congress Library, published hj

Charles Holt at New London, ("t., June 2G, ]7!>L>.

extracts from a letter of George Logan, that year

a traveller in France, and who afterwards in the

administration of Mr. Jefferson was an eminent
Senator in Congress from Pennsylvania. The
putting an end to the feudal times in France at

that time was a most important means of her fu-

ture prosperity: had the same basis of prosperi-

ty been laid ir, Great Britain and Ireland, how
different now would be the condition of both

government and people.

Letter of George Logan, in the Aurora.
" During the summer 1 travelled seven hun-

dred miles through France. The country every
where had the appearance of increasing prosper-
ity: in many places comfortable farm bouses
were building, and the cottagers, well clothed,
exhibited a pleasing appearance of happiness
and content This numerous and heretofore de-
graded class of men have received immediate
advantages from the revolution, whilst the privi-
leged orders have been annihilated by its impet-
uous storms. The cultivators of the earth,
emancipated from the feudal claims of the nobil-
ity, from the monstrous demands of the clergy,
ami trom the personal labor exacted by unjust
laws for repairing the roads, &<•., at this time
lonn a respectable class of independent citizens,
in many instances living on their own small

'• The municipal officers, established in every
pan of the republic to preserve the public tran-
quility, are attentive to their function ; and the
laws are so highly respected that although the
fields in general are not enclosed, yet the proper-
ty of the farmer is held sacred—even the exten-
sive gardens in the vicinity of Paris, abounding
with the most delicious fruits and vegetables, are
free from plunder.

" With respect to religions establishments, the
people of Fiance are in opinion with the citi-

zens of the United States: they consider them
as foreign to civil institutions. On this account
no provision is made by law for the support of
the clergy for any denomination— nor does the
civil law interfere between any man and his Cre-
ator: every citizen is left at full liberty to wor-
ship God agreeably to the dictates of his own
conscience.

'• Whilst in Paris, I visited several of the
churches on the Christian Sabbath, and was [ire-

sent at the celebration of mass; the doors of the
chinch being open for the free admission of any
person. The same places of worship are, on the
day of duade, occupied by the Theophilanthro-
pists, a religious sect, something similar in their
discipline and manner of worship to the inde-
pendents of New England, or the Baptists.

—

They commence their worship by prayer, invok-
ing the Supreme Being as the author and Ibun-
tain of all good: they sing hymns of praise, and
conclude their devotions by well-connected ser-
mons on the genuine principles of morality and
virtue; when at the same time they inculcate
the duties of every good citizen to maintain the
liberties and to preserve inviolate the laws of his
country. In one respect they resemble the Qua-
kers : every gifted brother" has the liberty of
pleaching without any formal ordination."

The mode in which Sulphuric Acid increas-
es THE FERTILIZING INFLUENCE OK Bo.NE-DUST.
it has been found that bones, in a heap with
moistened ashes or sand, ferment so intensely, as
soon entirely to lose their structure and form.
In this state they have acquired greatly more
power as a manure. In one case, 17 bushels of
bones yielded a crop of 13j tons of turnips pet-

acre, while the same nop was obtained from
half the quantity of hones that had heated in sand.
In another case, 14£ tons of turnips followed the
application of 2.V, bushels of I es, while 12J
bushels heated in sand yielded a crop of upwards
of 17 tons per acre. In the former case 4.J bu-
shels of " sulphated" bones produced 14.J tons
of roots, ami in the latter 7h bushels of "sulpha-
ted " bones produced a crop of 14-1 tons. The
explanation is this: In the course' of it, let it be
assumed that the value of the hones, as a ma-
nure, is mainly due to the phosphorus with
which they furnish the plant. The chief con-
stituent of bone-dust is phosphate of lime, a
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compound of phosphoric acid and lime, which is

insoluble in pure water, and which, therefore, il

rain water were pure water, would lie useless BS

a manure. Lime will mute with two different

proportions of phosphoric acid ; ami though as

phosphate of lime it is insoluble, as biphnsphute

(that i.--, united with a double quantity of phos-

phoric acid,) it is very easj soluble in water.

And the advantage of adding sulphuric acid to

the hones is simply this— that it converts the in-

soluble phosphate which they contain into the

soluble diphosphate. From one portion of the

phosphate of lime it detaches ihe phosphoric
acid, and, taking ils place, unites with the lime

thus isolated, forming gypsum, while the phos-

phoric acid winch it has detached combines with
another portion of phosphate Ibrmiug a triphos-

phate. Bone earth thus treated, therefore, con-

tains phosphorus in a soluble form, and the tur-

nip plant has an abundance presented to it by

every shower which penetrates the soil in which
the manure has been deposited.

—

.1^. Gazette.

The Potato Rot— Preventive and Cure.

From the Boston Courier.

Cambridge, April 3, 1848.

Dear Sir,—A new work by Baron Lie big,

winch has just reached me, end which will be

issued from the American press in a few days,

contains the views of this distinguished author
upon the nature of the Potato Disease. Alter its

publication in Europe, there appeared in the

Journal of the Agricultural Association of Hesse
Darmstadt, the method of Dr. Klotscb for the

prevention of this disense. This method is such
as gives Strength to the views expressed by Ba-
ron Liehig.

Dr. Klotsch is keeper of the Royal Herbarium
in Berlin, and an eminent vegetable physiolo-

gist.

He presented a memorial to the King of Prus-

sia, offering his method to the world, provided

he were assured of a remuneration of '2000 dia-

lers (aliout 1 100 dollars,) if, after a three year's

trial, it should prove successful.

The memorial was referred to the .Minister of
the Interior, who requested Dr. Klotsch to dis-

cuss the matter with the College of Rural Econ-
omy.
This resulted in the offer of the conditional

reward.

I have met with the statement that, within the

last vear or two, some mowers, without inten-

tional good service, spread several swaths
through the potato field of a New England
fanner, and thus secured, wherever the tops were

partly destroyed, a crop of sound potatoes;

—

while every where else in the field the potatoes

were infected by the rot.

Another fact of similar character lias come to

my knowledge. A small farmer on Ling Island

caused all t!c blossoms, as they appeared in his

field, to be picked off The. potatoes, when har-

vested, were all sound.

Th ise (acts acquire new value from the sup-

port they lend to the views of Baron Liehig and

the method of Dr. Klotsch.

The method of Dr. Klotsch follows. I can

but wish I'm- it a wide circulation, and a faithful

trial by farmers and gardeners.

I am, very respectfully and truly yours,

EBEN N. HORSFORD.
J. T. Buckingham.

Methud proposed by Dr. Klotsch, for the Protection

of the Potato plant against Disease.

The potato, which is an annual plant, represents,

in the. tubers developed from the stem, tin; pe-

rennial part of a plant ; for while the duration of

its development is analogous to thai of animals,

its sections coincide exactly with those of dicoty-

ledonous shrubs and trees.

The potato plain differs from all those plants

which are cultivated for economical purposes ill

Europe, and can only he compared to those or-

chideous plants which yield salep, and which

are not cultivated among us.

The tubers, both of I he potato and of the sa'-

Icp plants, are nutriciotis, and agree in this, that

in the cells of the tubers, grains of starch, with

more or less azoiized mucilage, are collected,

while the cell walls possess the remarkably pro-

perty of swelling up into a jelly, and thus be-

coming easily digestible when boiled With wa-
ter.

But while the tuber of salep contains only one
bud or germ, the potato usually develops several,

often many germs.
The potato plant, like all annuals, exerts ils

chief efforts in developing flowers and fruit.

—

Like .all annuals too, it has the power of short-

ening this period of development, when tin'

power of the roots is limited ; as also of length-

ening it, when the extent and power of the rools

are increased.

We observe in nature, that plants with feebly

developed roots often have a weak, sickly aspect,

but yet come to maturity in flower and fruil

sooner than stronger individuals, well furnished

with roots.

In perennial plants we observe a second effort,

which is directed towards preparing and storing

I lie nutritive matter, for the consumption of the

plant. The preparation of this nutriment is ef-

fected by the physiological action of the leaves,

under the influence of the roots. The stronger

and larger ihe former are, the more is this pre-

paration of food delayed.

The nutritious matters are stored in the color-

ed stratum of the bark in shrubs and trees, and
in the tubers in the potato and salep plants. Not
only, however, the nutrient matters', but also the

cells owe their origin to the physiological action

of the leaves.

On considering these things, it follows that the

poiato plant required more care than is usually

devoted to it. Hitherto the whole cultivation

consisted in clearing off weeds, and hoeing up
the earth round the stems. Both of these meas-
ures are indeed necessary, but they are not alone
sufficient—for the plant is cultivated, not on ac-

count of its fruit, but for the sake of its tubers,

and the treatment should be modified accord-
ingly.

The chief points to be attended to, with a view
to the attainment of the object, namely, the in-

crease of tubers, are

—

1. To increase the power in the roots, and
9. To cheek the transformation which occurs

in the leaf.

We obtain both ends simultaneously, if, in the

5ih, fith, and 7ih week after setting the tubers,

and in the 4th and 5th week alter planting out

germs furnished with roots, or at a time when the

plains reach the height of six to nine inches

above the soil, we pinch oft* the extreme points

of the branches or twigs to the extent of half an

inch downwards,* and repeat this on every branch
or iwig in the HUh and llth week, no matter at

what time of day.

The consequence of this check to the develop-

ment of the stem and branches, is a stimulus to

the nutrient matters ill the plant in the direction

of the increase, both of roois and of the multi-

plication of the branches of the stem above

ground, which not only favors the power of the

root, hut also strengthens the leaves and stalks

lo such a degree, that the matters prepared by

the physiological action of these parts are in-

creased and applied to the formation of tubers;

while, at the same time, the direct action of the

sun's rays on the soil is prevented by the thick

foliage, and thus the drying up of the soil and its

injurious consequences are avoided.

The checking of the transformation in the leaf

is equivalent to the interruption of the natural

change of the leaves into calyces, coral la, stam-

ens, and pistils, which is effected at the ex-

pense of the nutrient matters collected in the

plant; and these, when this modification of the

leaves is arrested, are turned lo account in the

formation of tubers.

Led by these views, I made, in 1846, experi-

ments on simile potato plants, carefully marked,
by pinching off the ends of tin' brunches. They
were so readily distinguished, in their subse-

quent growth, from the plains beside them, In

moie numerous branches, larger and darker foli-

age, that, in truth, no marking was necessary.

The produce from these plants of tubers, was

abundant, and the tubers were perfectly healthy

— while the plants next them, which bad 1101

* Any one would be bitterly disappointed, who on the

principle that " there cannot be too much of a good
thing," should takeoff more than is litre recommended, in

order to il*..- it as I'-jdder.

been so treated, gave uniformly a less produce,
at the same time the tubers were rough on the
surface, and in many instances attacked with the
prevailing disease. This experiment was in-
complete, anil did not give a positive result, hut
it was yet encouraging for me.

In the middle of April, 1847, an experin t

was made on a low-lying field with the round
while potatoes, gencially cultivated here— a va-
riety which had not suffered much I'rntu the dis-
ease which first appeared here in 184.J. The po-
tatoes were planted in the usual way by an ex-
perienced farm-servant.

Alter weeding them in the end of May, I re-
newed my experiment by pinching off the points
of the branches of every si cond row, and re-

pealed this in the end id' June. The result sur-
passed all expectations. The stalks of the plants
not treated on my plan were long, straggling,
and sparingly furnished with leaves, the leaves
themselves small and pale green.

In the next field, potatoes of the some variety
were planted on the same day, and left to nature.
They appeared in the first six weeks healthy,
even strong, bill gradually acquired a poor aspect
as the time of flowering and fruit approached,
and finally exhibited precisely the same appear-
ances as the rows not treated by pinching off the
extremities in the field, in which my experiments
were made.
The harvest began in the surrounding fields,

in the middle of August, and was very middling.
The tubers were throughout smaller than usual,

very scabby, and within these fields, to a small
extent, attacked by the wet rot.

In the end of August, the difference between
the rows treated by me and those not Heated he-

came so striking, that it astonished all the work
people in the neighborhood, who wire never
tired of inquiring the cause. The stalks of the
rows leli to themselves were all now partly dried,

partly dead. On the contrary, the rows treated
as above were luxuriant and in full vigor, the
plants bushy, the foliage thick, the leaves large
and dark green, so that most people supposed
they had been later planted.

But the difference in ihe tubers was also very
decided. The tubers in the plants in the rows
treated on my plan were not, indeed, larger, but
vastly mure numerous, and they were neither
scabby nor affected with any disease whatever.
A few had pushed, (which was to be ascribed to

a late rain.) and wf.re, apparently, imcoinpletely
developed, while scab and wet rol attacked more
and more the tubers of the other plants, which
also fell oft* on tin; slightest handling.

Although I am far from believing that I am
able lo explain the nature of the potato disease
which has visited us of late years, yet I fed cer-
tain that 1 have discovered a means of strength-
ening the p. Halo plant lo such a degree as lo en-
able it to resist the influences which determine
such disi ases.

Should any one be deterred from continuing
the cultivation of potatoes, on at nut of the
manipulation here recommended, which may be
performed by women and even by children,! '

would remind him that the same field planted
with potatoes is capable of supplying fond to

twice as many persons as when employed to
grow wheat.

j- I'his communication was addressed lo the peasantry

of Prussia.

Public Debt of France.—Or. the first of
January, 18-11, ihe capital of ihe public debt, the

Government Block belonging to the sinking fund
being deducted, was 4,267,315,402 francs. On
die first of January, I ^18, it anion. ited to

5,179,644,730 francs. Far from taking advantage
of so Inn.' a peace to reduce the aiiiounl of Ihe

debt, the la.-i administration augmented it in

ihnse enormous proportions—912,329,328 francs

in seven years. The republic w ill, we think, ulti-

mately repudiate this dehl—sponge out, and he-

L'ni a new Calculation, Thus France will, by the

boulversement itself, he relieved from taxes to the

amount of nine or ten millions annually, a large

pari of which was paid io foreigners—the Em-
peror .Nicholas being one— who hold French
stock. It is a genteel way, in short, of " taking

ihe henrfii" nationally— or rather of mailing

itself of the General Bankrupt Law of congre-

gated humanity.
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From the JN. Y. Agriculturist.

History of the Cast Iron Plough.

First Improvement of the Plough in Europe.— Al-

though Fnzlieihert, in 1532, Heresbach, in 1570,

Worlidge, in 1577, and Tull about 1703, wrote

more or less on ilie subject of plou^lis, we can

fiml no record of any decided improvement in

them till Joseph Foljumbe, of Yorkshire, Eng-
land, got out a patent for one in 1720. His first

whs made in the town of Rotherham, and hence
iis tiaine, ' Rnlherham plough," which it has ever

since borne. Previous to this, the plough was a

great, heavy implement, consisting almost en-

tirely of wood, and was of exceedingly rude con-

struction. It required from lour to eight horses

to draw it, and even then, it did its work ill a

very slow and imperfect manner.

The Cast Iron .Mould Board.—To James Small,

of Berwickshire, Scotland, belongs the high hon-

or of the invention of the cast iron mould board,

anil the improvement of its shape for stiff, clayey

soils. This was about the year 1740. In general

construction, his ploughs were like the Rother-
ham; ami they are still considered as a standard

for the elements of good plough-making.
Mr. Small was extensively engaged in the

manufacture of ploughs and other agricultural

implements, in Berwickshire, till his death, in

17113 ; and did much (lining his life-time to spread
his improvements throughout Great Britain.

The Cast Iron Share.—The next most impor-
tant improvement in the plough, was the inven-

tion of the cast iron share, by Robert Ransome,
of Ipswich, England. This he patented in

17.-5. In 1803, he obtained a second patent for

case-hardening or cold-chilling the point and
edge of the share. This makes that part uf the

share as hard as steel, and adds greatly to its du-
rability. This, also, was a very important im-
pro\ enient.

The Cast Iron Landside.—A plain farmer of
Suffolk county, England, constructed the land-
side of the plough, of cast iron, soon after the

invention of (he share by Mr. Ransuine.

The Cast Iron Plough Complete.—Thus about
the year 1790, the body or skeleton of the plough,
comprising the mould hoard, landside, and slime,

made of cast iron, in three distinct parts, was weli

known, and in use in Great Britain. Wrought
and cast iron beams, handles, and all other parts

have since been frequently substituted for wootl,

particularly in Scotland.

Improvement of the Cast Iron Plough in Ameri-
ca.— Without any knowledge of these improve-
ments of the cast iron plough in Great Britain,

about 171)0, a highly enterprising ingenious per-

son, of Burlington, New Jersey, by the iKime of
Charles Newbold, took up the plough with ihe

view of improving it in the United States. On
the 17th of June, 1797, he obtained a patent for

the cast iron body or skeleton, in one piece, com-
plete. Subsequently, he made his plough with a

cast iron mould board and landside, and attached
to it a wrought iron share, edged uilh steel. In

the year 1800, he repeatedly spoke of still further
improving his plough, by substituting the cast
iron .-bare. But having spent upwards of $30,-
000 in his improvements and efforts to introduce
ii into use in the United States ami elsewhere,
without a corresponding return, he became dis-

couraged and gave up ilie business.

Mr. Jefferson, late President of I he United
Slates, constructed a mould board on scientific

principles, in 1798, and wrote an elaborate article

on the subject.

Peter T. Ciirtenius kept ploughs for sale in

the city of New York, as early us 1800, the
shares and mould boards of cast iron, in separate
pans. Who the manufacturer of these was, we
are unable to learn.

In 1807, we believe, David Peacock, of New
Jersey, obtained a patent for a plough, the mould
board ami landside of cast iron and in separate
parts, the share of wrought iron, steel edged.—
He copied Mr. Newhold's plough in pari, for the
privilege of which he paid him $1000. Robert
Sniiib, of Buckingham, Pennsylvania, obtaii ed a

patent for a cast iron mould board, probably a>
early as 1804 to '(>. This is said lo have been
constructed on mathematical principles, and was
highly approved of. Mr. Smith wrote a good
article on the construction of ploughs.

In 1814, Jetbro Wood obtained a patent for a

plough, the mould board, landside, and share in

three parts, and of cast iron. He was familiar

with Neu hold's and Peacock's ploughs ; of
which bis was a bungling imitation, and not near
so perfect in form nor construction, as the old

Rotherham plough, that had been in use in Great
Britain, at least 84 years before.

It is said that the cast iron plough, in three

parts, viz— mould hoard, landside, and share, was
in use in Virginia previous to 1814, and that

Wood was aware of it ; and that, through the

Encyclopaedias and other works, be also knew of
the improvements in Great Britain. In any
event, it is perfectly plain that be never ought to

have bad a patent conferred upon him for the

cast iron share, nor for any other improvements
in the plough, lie constructed nothing original

in all he undertook. His only merit, so far as
we can learn, was to assist in bringing the cast

iion share into more general use, sooner ihan it

might otherwise have been done.
Edwin A. Stevens, of Hoboken, New Jersey,

took up the plough in 1817, and for nearly four
years devoted his ingenious talents to its improve-
ment. He often tested it with an accurately ar-

ranged dynamometer, and in various other ways,
and against the best ploughs within his reach,
and at length, succeeded in making it so perfect
that it found great favor with the public, ami has
been a standing model for most of the best
ploughs since manufactured in the United
States.

Mr. Stevens patented his plough on the 23d of
April, 1821, and was the first in this country lo

make use of the processor cold-chilling the base
of the landside and lower edge of the share,

which was also embraced in his specification for

a patent.

In 1819, Josiah Dutcher, of New York, com-
menced improving the cast iron plough, and lias

continued to do so to the present day. lie

lengthened and improved the shape of the mould
board, and the method of fastening it to the
beam ; lengthened the share and added the shin
piece; increased the width of the landside, and
improved the manner of fastening it to the mould
board, by lapping il outside and lengthening it to

touch the share. He lias also considerably im-
proved the prairie plough.

Mr. Davis, of the District of Columbia, Mr.
Bergen, of Long Island, and Mr. Moore, of Ithaca,
New York, and several others, whose names we
have not been able to ascertain, are entitled to

more or less credit for their improvements in the
plough.

Air. Joel Nonrse, of the firm of Ruggles,
Nourse, and Mason, of Boston and Woieester,
Massachusetts, has done much in the construc-
tion of superior new ploughs, of many different
kinds and sizes, and in their general improve-
ment. The new dial clevis, and self-sharpening
plough, of ibis eminent agricultural implement
manufacturing firm, are among the most impor-
tant improvements in the plough which have
been made within this century.

Rapid Travelling.—The distance from Pad-
didgton io Didcot, in England, was recently run
by aii eight-wheel locomotive engine, with eighl-
feet driving wheels, in 51 minutes and 38 sec-
onds. The distance is 53 miles. The lime
marked was from a state of rest to a stale (if rest.

The highest speed was between 75 and 7'5 miles
an hour, and many miles wtie performed at an
average velocity of between 67 and (58 miles an
hour. The Weight carried was 50 tons.

A freight train, consisting of filieen carriages
w eighing 1 15 tons, performed on the same road,
77 miles in 2 hours ami 2G minutes, including 17
minutes losl in six stoppages. The engine had
seven-feel driving wheels, sixieen-iuch cylinder,
and twenty-inch stroke.

PruminoTrf.es.— It is now a well established
truth, that, when a young tree is in a vigorous
state of growth, and the. wood full of sap, just

previous to its having made any hard wood (say
in June or July, in most parts id' the United
States,) any branch may be taken off, without in-

jury. Therefore, at this stage of existence of the
trte, pruning may be safely performed, giving its

top that ,-hape it is intended to assume when it

attains its lull size.

Young America and Old Europe—-Statistics
and Finance.

The financial position of the three great com-
mercial countries of ihe world, is at present a

matter for deep consideration. When the peo-
ple of the old world have experienced such a

revolution in political affairs, and when the mo-
narchical governments still in existence are
threatened with overthrow, it intimidates capital-

ists and turns their attention to investments in

securities beyond the influence of such political

changes. They look in vain to the present gov-
ernments of Europe for such security ; and even
the republics which will rise out of the ruins of
monarchies, will be for a time very unsettled—
without national credit or national resources suf-

ficient to command it—and they must depend
upon this country for such investments as will

relii if them of all anxiety and apprehension.

—

It lias ever been a matter for much speculation
among financiers on this side of the Atlantic,

what has heretofore constituted the security of
loans made to European governments ; and the

result of the revolution in France has disclosed
one act, at least, connected with this question,

and which is, that the people, after all, control

the financial as well as the political affairs of the

governments under which they live.

We find that the government of Louis Phi-

lippe, as recent as November last, negotiated a
three per cent loan of $50,000,000, wilh the

Messrs. Rothschilds. Shrewd observers of the

political movements in that country, long before

thai time, predicted a revolution in Ibe govern-
ment before the lapse of many years, and nearly
every one agreed upon the certainly, almost, of a
revolution upon ihe death of Louis Philippe, an
event which might transpire at any moment. In

the face of those things, the Messrs. Rothschilds
loaned the government fifty millions of dollars,

at three per cent interest, at about seventy-five

per cent on par, while the same house was so
suspicious of the credit of the government of ihe

United States that loans bearing six per cent in-

terest were not considered worth taking. If these
capitalists have fears of a republican form of
government, where Ilie people have a voice in all

the financial and political iiiovemetils, they exhi-
bit less foresight and knowledge of human na-

ture than we have given them credit for, and
they have yet lo learn that the only solid, sub-
stantial, safe and permanent form of government
is a republic, founded upon a consiitulion similar

to that of the United Slates. They have this to

learn; but they have been so blind upon this

subject that they will have to pay dearly for their

knowledge. There is one chance left for the

Rothschilds and oilier great capitalists of Europe
to redeem themselves from the error into which
Ibey have fallen. The government of the United
Stales will soon be in the market for a loan of
sixteen millions of<iollars,and ii would be well for

European capitalists to secure every fraction of
this loan. Recent events have satisfied all sensi-

ble men that loans made lo the government of
the United Slates are safer than to any other ex-
isting government in the world, and what is

more, it is ihe most profitable investment of the

kind that can be made.

We annex a statement showing Ihe debt, pop-

ulation and extent of territory of each of ihe three

most important countries in the world :

—

Debt and Population of the United Slates, Great

Britain and France.

1317 nnd '48. United States. Great Britain. Prance.
Ag'gatedebt, £100,000,000 £3,935.000.000 5 1,013, 1 65.000
Population, 22,000,000 29,000,000 35.000.000
Extent ul' Terri-

tory—acres, 1,230.000,000 12-K3S3.000 173,703,000

In pulling down the debt of the United States

we have included ilie loan authorized by the bill

just passed, and other contingencies growing out

of the settlement of the terms of the treaty re-

cently ratified by our government, and believe

that the whole will he covered by the figures

named above. The immense difference in the

indebtedness and extent of territory of the three

countries named, must slrike every one with as-

tonishment ; and ihe internal resources of each
differ as much as the three items above given.

—

The exietit of territory of the United Stales, t'iv-

i'II In the table, does not include Texas, New
Mexico, or California, Oregon, or any of our

Western frontier; the accession of these sections
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must increase the aggregate enormously. When
we take into consideration ili.it the immense ex-

tent of this country ia watered I
> v the most ex-

tensive river:* on the lace of the earth— rivers

which are navigable thousands of miles, for ves-

sels of the largest size, giving an outlet to the

productions thousands of miles in the interior

—

when we take into consideration the fact that

railroads connect and bind together everv part of
this vast territory; and that this territory i.s in-

habited bj the must enterprising, energetic, and
persevering class of people the sun ever shone
upon, enjoying every variety of climate, produc-
ing the must important staples in the greatest
abundance— when we lake into consideration
these things, in connection with the all impor-
tant Diet, that with all these blessings, we have
the most perfect form of government ever inven-
ted by mortal man, scum' idea can be formed of
our present position ami of our prospects fur fu-

ture. What is a debt of one hundred millions of
dollars to such a country and such a people ? It

is a mere bagatelle. The most unlavorable fea-

ture al i this ot tiny other debt the government
of this country may create, is its ultimate pay-
ment, or rather payment at maturity. It is a
desirable thing to feel satisfied that our govern-
ment can pa) its debt ultimately ; hut the longer
a loan has to run the more valuable it is as an
investment. Holders of government stock are
like the Frenchman who was told one of his
debtors had failed. In presenting his demand,
payment was at once offered to him, hut the
Frenchman said he did not want the money if he
coiilil pay, hut it' lu; could not he must have it.

—

So with holders of government stocks; if the
government is able to pay they do not want the

money; but if the government cannot pay, they
must have it at once.

The government of the United States con do
what no other government on the face of the
earth can— it can pay oft" every fraction of its

debt, without any alteration, modification or in-

crease of the system and rate of taxation, long
before it reaches maturity. For the purpose of
showing the resources of the three governments,
from which the annual expenditures ot each are
derived, we give a comparative statement of the
income and disbursements of each :

—

Revenue and Expenditures of the United States,

Great Britain and France.

1817. United States. Oreat Britain. France.
Revenue, #26.346,790 #2513 250 000 #233.049 439
Expenditures, 23,000,000 272,1:30 000 291,134,883

Kxcess of revenue, 3,346,790 — —
Kxccgs ol' expendi-

ture.-,

Tax per head of
population, #1 20

This gives at a glance tin

country. It appeals that while

has an excess of revenue of al

of dollars, Great Britain has a

16 530 000 #8,035,444

ja 00 #8 00

position of each
the United States

out three millions

leliciency of more
than sixteen and a half millions, and France
more than eight millions. The lax per head on
the population ol' each, supposing the revenue
was raised in that way, shows how oppressive -i

must lie to the people of Great Britain and France.

In the expenditures of the Unit! d Slates we have

partly made an estimate, as we wish to show the

ordinary expenditures of the government com-
pared with that of other countries. The expen-
ditures on account of the war we have been en-

gaged in, are of an extraordinary character, and
have nothing to do with the annual expenditures
in lime of peace.

—

JY. Y. Herald, March 31.

How TO ENLARGE Vf.uf.ta BI.KS.—A vast in-

crease of food ma) he obtained by managing ju-

diciously, antl systematically carrying oil! for a

time the principle of increase. Take, for in-

stance, a pea. Plant it in a very rich ground.

Allan it to hear the first year, say half a dozen
pods only : remove all others. Save the largest

single pea of these—sow it the next year, and

retain of the produce three pods only: sow the

largest one the following year, and retain one
pod. Again select the largest, and the next year

the sort will by this time have trebled its size

and weight. Ever afterwards sow the largest

se. d. By these means you will get peas (or any

thing else,) of a hulk of which we at present

have no conception.

—

Exchange paper.

The public works of the three great western
Slates Ohio, Indiana ami Illinois, are in a very
promising position, and hid lair to be unusually
productive. In consequence of a freshet, the
Ohio Canals will not he opened before the middle
of this mouth— April ; the canals of Indiana are
already navigable and in admirable order, and
the Illinois ami Michigan Canal is ready for busi-

ness, and as soon as navigation oti the lakes is

resumed, this line will he opened with every de-
monstration ol' rejoicing mi the part of the peo-
ple of Illinois. Large quantities of freight have
already accumulated along the line ami at each
termination of this canal. A steamer arrived at

St. Louis a lew days since from New Orleans,
with four hundred and thirty-five hogsheads of
sugar, &c, consigned to different houses in Chi-
cago. This will he .shipped from St. Louis, by
steam, to Peru, and thence to its destination,
through the Illinois Canal, and mil he the first

shipment from New Orleans via St. Louis to Chi-
cago. This i.s a course of trade very In lie. thought
ol' a few years ago, and it is destined to he one
of the most important movements of the age in

the history of the western country. The open-
ing of this communication between the waters
of the Mississippi and ihose of the great hikes,
will he of vast importance to New Orleans, as it

will open to that city the trade of an immense
tract ol territory, which has heretofore been shut
out for want of proper communication. Im-

use quantities of lumber will he transported
on this canal, and large tolls will he received
from this item of business. The work is fully
capable of transporting all the merchandise ami
produce offering for shipment, without delay,
even if the business along the line is equal to the
expectations of the most sanguine friend of the
concern.

In connection with the completion and open-
ing of the Illinois and Michigan canal, is the fact
that the people of Illinois have voted lu levy all

additional tax upon their properly, of two mills
on a dollar, for ihe purpose of paying the princi-
pal of the internal improvement debt of the
State. This is the first time the people of any
State in the Union ever voted directly upon such
a question, and the result of this is, under the
circumstances, more extraordinary than had it

been just the reverse. This fact is sufficient to

satisfy the greatest skeptics, that ihe people of
this country have the disposition to tax them-
selves to anv extent to meet the claims of their

creditors.— JV. Y. Herald, ,4pril8.

The decree of the provisional government
abolishing slavery in all the colonics, is of great

importance, not only in a moral hut in a com-
mercial point of view. The present French
West India colonies aie the following:—

Free population. Slaves. Total.
Martinique, 40,000 117.50-2 157,502
Guadaloiipe, 32,059 95.609 127,008
Guiana, 5,050 16,592 81,648

Total 77,115 229,703 30(3,818

The productions of these islands are as follows:

Sugar and Molasses, lbs. Coffee, Ihs.

Martinique, 50,052,303 1,142,915
Guailaluiipe, 85,t i50,338 2,013,779
Guiana, 5,989,321 41,064

Total 157,692,022 3,l!t8,458

This produce all goes to Fru , and the gov-
ernment derived last year 37,122,000 francs, sn)

$7,000,000, from the" duty on the sugar. The
probability now is, under the decree alluded to,

that this supply will he entirely cut oil, and ihis

large demand— equal to the whole Louisiana
crop—must fall upon foreign sources for French
consumption. The consumption of Great Britain

in 1847, as compared with 1841, was as follows:

18 i I. 1817. Iniaaa-r.

Sugar, Ihs., 496,571,512 732,452,962 235,881,450

What CONSTITUTES GOOD FARMING.— About
2000 years ago, when the old Roman, Columella,
was asked what constituted good farming, he
answered "first good ploughing." On again be-

ing asked what came next, he replied, "good
ploughing ;" thus strongly impressing ihe occa-
sion for good tillage over every other couside
ration.

The reports of the Bureau of Topographical
Engineers present some most remarkable state-

ineuts of the commerce and tonnage of the west-
ern lakes and i ivers. We give the most interest-
ing extracts, for the purpose of showing the im-
mense internal commerce of the Western coun-
try :-

Ihe net money value of the lake commerce
for the year 1846, was $01,914,910; having near-
ly doubled in five years. For the same year, the
total amount of American lake tonnage was
106,836 ions, and of merchandise, 3,861,088 tons.
British, 30,000 tons. Estimates from highly in-

telligent authority, make the cost of constructing
this tonnage, $6,000,000. The passenger trade
is also an important item of lake commerce.

—

The number of passengers in all directions, is

Stated at 250,000, which, at five dollars each, as
uyerage charges, gives for its value §1,250.000.
The number of mariners employed was 0,972.

The aggregate population depending upon the
lakes for means of communicating with a mar-
ket, in 1840, was 2,928,925.

Of the western inns, the Mississippi, and its

direct and indirect tributaries, it appears from
the official returns of the Treasury Department,
that ihe steamboat tonnage for ihe year 1842 was
120,278, I for 1810, 249,055. It is supposed
that there are 300,000 tons of other boats (not

Steamboats) employed on these livers, w hich, add-
ed to the steamboat tonnage, g ves for the year
1842, an aggregate of 420,278 tons. The flat-

boat navigation is supposi d to cany to market, in

one year, 000,000 Ions of produce, while the
steamboat freight amounts to 1,202,780 ions, or a
total of merchandise transported to and from
New Orleans on the western risers (exclusive of
the way-trade,) for 1842, of 1,802,780 tons. The
probable money value uf this commerce, for the
same year, can he stateil at $50,500,902, and for

1846, according to a statement from the Treasury
Department, $02,200,719. This includes, of
course, only the direct river convrierce, and not
that immense amount of commodities interchan-
ged between place and place on the western
rivers, and which forms no part of ihe New Or-
leans commerce. Of this latter, the total net
value can be staled for 1840 at $148,306,719—the
floating value cannot be less than double ihis

amount. The passenger trade, too, is very great,

and i.s supposed to have yielded for 1846,

$3,191,982—making the tola! commerce ol the

western rivers $151,498,701. The.steam tonnage
for 1846 is slated at 249,055 Ions.

The total cost of the river craft engaged in

this trade, was $12,942,355, anil sustained at an
expense of $20,190,242 per annum. The num-
ber ol hands employ ed (not shore employ ed) was
25,114. These amounts the Bureau considers
too small, or at least not at all exaggarated; and
that if $183,009,725 he- assumed as a reliable ex-
position of the western commerce for 1840, in-

stead of $151,498,701, it will more nearly ap-
proximate to the truth.

The total population depending upon the
western rivers as a means of communication
with a market, for ihe year 1840, was 6,570,027

—

ihe rate ol' increase from 1840 to 1845 having
been about 5 per cent. The Mississippi, with its

tributaries, which traverse every section of this

immense valley, furnish 10,074 miles of good
sieainhoat navigation, thus affording great natu-
ral facilities for the development of unlimited
resource ..

The tonnage of Lake Cliamplain is stated at

3,192 ions, and the value of ihe export anil im-
port trade for 1840, $11,200,059. The total a-

inount appropriated for improvement of its har-
bors, is $191,500. The tonnage of Lake Ontario
is staled to he 65,636, of which 42j325 Ions are
British, and 23,31 1 American. The export and
import trade for 1846, is stated at $14,023,907,
and the total amount expended for the improve-
ment of its harbors, $608,902. On Lake Erie,

the total amount expended for harbor improve-
ments was $1,348,249, and Ihe toial amount of its

commerce (exports and imports) in 1846, $91,-

358,350. The total amount of expenditures on
Lake Michigan for harbor improvements is

$004,447; amount of commerce not known.

—

For Chicago, however, it amounted, in 1840, to

$3,927,150.
The total amount of American lake tonnage is

106,830 tons. The total British lake tonnage is
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46,075, making a combined tonnage of 153,411
tons.

Notwithstanding this immense extent of inter-
nal navigation, and the immense amount of
property transported upon the western lakes and
rivers, we are yet in the infancy of the develop-
ment of the resources of that section of country.
The population at present depending upon tlie
western rivers and lakes for communication with
a market, is 9,504,952. This is large, compared
with the aggregate population of the Union, but
small compared with what the population of the
sections drained by these lakes and rivers will
be in a few years. The valley of the Mississippi,
also, will, in a few years, contain a population
equal to that of the whole country at present,
and the commerce of these waters will exceed
that of the Atlantic coast.—.V. Y. Herald.

120,000 miles. The number of passengers con-
veyed from Liverpool to Boston amounted to
1804; from Liverpool to Halifax, 249; and from
Halifax to Boston, 247. On the return trip the
numbers were—from Boston to Halifax 258 —
from Boston to Liverpool, 270. The average
time of each passage out was 15 days, and each
passage home 13 days, exclusive of the detention
at Halifax.

The amount of duties paid at the custom-

9lT9997J
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'^ ,l,eSe S,ean,ers
'
in 1847

>
vvas

The new loan no doubt weighs upon the mo-
ney market; but that will soon he disposed of.
The hill has passed both bouses of Congress, re-
ceived the signature of the President, and is,
therefore, a law. No alterations were made in
the bill in the Senate, and stock will be issued for
the loan, instead of treasury notes. It is stipula-
ted that the loan must not he negotiated below
par

;
ami whatever doubts existed relative to the

policy of prohibiting a farther issue of treasury
notes at the time the hill passed the lower house,
they have disappeared, under the events which
have since transpired. Agents will, without
doubt, be sent to Europe for the purpose of ne-
gotiating this loan, and the prospect is that they
will be successful. The capitalists of Europe
have within the past two months seen that the
governments of Europe do not stand on a very
substantial basis; they have seen how utterly
powerless a king is in the hands of the people,
when the people act for themselves; and we
have no doubt their minds have received an im-
pression which never will be obliterated. The
precarious position of the public debt of Fiance
18 sufficient to make capitalist tremble for the
late of their claims against all European govern-
ments. There is no other government in exist-
ence than thai of the United States, which has
within the past seventy years carried through
three wars, and is so free from debt. We have
paid in full the debt of two wars.
The expenses of the revolutionary war were

1 lino 7703, and tlle <le! " '" l791
> $75,463,476.

In 1803, Louisiana was purchased for $15,000,000
arid the debt in 1304 was $8(3,427,120. At the
close of the last war with Great Britain the debt
hau largely increased. In 1810, the aggregate
vvas 8127,334^3.. In 1821, Florida vvas pur-
chased for S5 000.000 ; and in 1822, Ihe debt a-
mounted to $93,546,677. In 1835, thirteen years
alter, the debt of the United States was extin-
guished

;
in thirteen years we paid off nearly

one hundred millions of indebtedness. The
debt of this government will not vary much from
one hundred millions of dollars when the war
with Mexico is closed ; and that amount, com-
pared with the existing resources of the country
is a trifle. We can pay the whole of it off in
ten years, ,( necessary; hut as a portion of it is
or will be in a twenty years' stock, the premium
upon ,t will l, e so large, and the demand for it somuch greater than the supply, that it will be held
» ul. the greatest tenacity. There is not another
instance similar to this in the history of any other
country ,,, creation.—2V. K Herald, April 3.

Official report of th
from 1840 to 1847, inc
and increase :

—

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847

About one half of t

transported over the
railroad, and the inci
three hundred tons

e Pennsylvania coal trade
'usive, showing the supply

860,017 tons of coal.

806,556 " »

1,107,106 " «

•1,250,286 " »

1,020,038 "

1,998,104 "

2,333,201 "

2,970,491 " "

!iis tonnage was last year
Philadelphia and Reading
ease last week vvas sixly-

rhe annexed statement exhibits the note cir-
culation of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
for the month ending January 29th, compared
with the mouth ending January 1st, 1848:—
Circulation in the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

Jan. 1. ,| an . 29.

Bank of England^iU. IS^.^TS^^
Private Banks, 3,528,273 3.745 700 217 427 _
Joint Stock Banks, 2,410,222 2,534 855 124',633 —
Total in England, 23,895,256 25,258,001 1~362~745

-
Z~

Scotland, 3 341.317 3.161.022 _' 180 295Ireland, <5,196,116 5,233,916 37 800 _

Money is comparatively easy. Loans can be
easily negotiated on the best security at seven
percent, and it is the general impression in the
street thai before the first of August, the rate of
interest will Tide as low as four and five percent
A considerable amount of specie came out in
the Washington, and has been deposited in the
National Bank, 10 the credit of a refugee from
1 ranee n ho arrived i n the Hiberniu. This is but
the beginning o a movement of this kind, which
"ill swell until an immense amount will find iis
way here for permanent investment.—JVI Y.
Herald, April 8.

Coward Steamers. — The Boston Aurora
says—During the pasi year, the Ciinard steamers
have made twenty passages to and from Liver-
pool to Boston, the distance steamed being

United Kingdom,£32 432.6S9 33,652,939 1,220,250 _
Showing an increase in the note circulation ofEngland on the month, of .€1,362,745, and an in-

crease of that of the United Kingdom, for thesame period, of £1,220,250.
On comparing the month ending January 29,

1848, with the corresponding period of last yearthere is exhibited a decrease of £3,343,839 in
-.nglaiKh and a decrease of £5,809.058 in theUnited Kingdom.
The return of bullion in the Bank of England

for the month ending January 29, gives an aggre-
gate amount in both departments of £12.992,272On a comparison of this with the return' for themonth ending January 4lb, there appears to bean increase of £977,690, and as compared with
the month ending January 30, 1S47, being thecorresponding period last year, there is a de-crease of £057,788.
The stock of specie held by the bank in Scot-
According to this statement the actual cireula-non on Ihe 18th of March was less than at any

previous period included in the table. Notwith-
standing the very great increase in the amount
of uul ion, the movements of the bank have beenmore limited, and every department has been
strengthened, until they are stronger than thevhave been before for years. It appears that on

n f\- « 1 i

,

.

f,rc
''
"le h " lli0 " °" hanrf »™»nted

to±,lo,IAj,lJ|, showing an increase since No-vember last ol more than five millions sterling

filBWAm"*?
d

-
eCrease in aclual ^"'atiou of

£1,850,660. Ihe increase in the same time in
private deposits, in the amount of reserved notesand in the rest, shows the improved position ofIhe institution, and its nci tlinulating profits
With this increase in all the elements of spec-

ulation and trade-with such an abundance ofcap, al and sources of credit-public confidence
languishes, prices for staple products droop, j„.
•b^r.vts parahzed, and everything connected
with commercia matters is in a state of grealdespondency. 'I here is no life in trade, and"hi, an immense accumulation of facilities wesee no immediate prospect of nnv important ac-tmtyin any of the great departments of com-jnerce. It is a question if England has not in-jured her foreign markets by the" dram of bullion
to fi I the empty vaults of her banks. |„ m;nv

''

Og bullion from every customer she could gel inher debt, she has cut off future supplies, b? de-

stroying the demand for her fabrics. When wewere importing immense amounts of specie from
Great Britain, we were consuming immense
quantities of her manufactures; but the moment
the importation of specie ceased, the importation
of British manufactures rapidly declined. The
annexed statement exhibits the quantity of cali-
coes, printed and dyed, exported from Great
land and Ireland, during the month ending Janu-

%Z
**h

<
vv;,s £2.747,613, being an increase of

•t-U,S0o, as compared with the preceding month
and a decrease of £981,480 as compared with
the corresponding period hist year.
The returns of the Bank of England for seve-

ral periods, present the annexed comparative
statement:

—

Bank of England.
1847

, , 184S ,

v. Nov. 25. Dec. 24. Jan. 22. March 18

Gold comnnd
5 <25m °'10 2«,559.265 28.414,360

bullion 8315,633 10.262.73! 11,122,376 12 889 560Silver Boilbon 1,310,212 1,346,344 1,436,889 1524800
rt.Tiiliing dep t.

'

Sev^n da/and
7

'80M82 8^^ 10,774,870 Ifrtl^O

863,487 807,193 903,278 869,742

J°-663,C07 11.055.267 11.464,665 1 1,572.180

2'Si'Ji ' 'S-S
79 '060 '4.510 363 12.896,563

4,223,09c 7,786,180 7,447,385 10,967,270

491,112 627.451 617,547 708,781

Circulation of the Bank of England.
Nov. 25. Dec. 24. Jan. 22. Marrh 18Notes issued 23,525,845 25 609.073 26.559.265 28414 360Notion hand

, 4,228.095 7,786,180 7,447,385 10JX7^0
circulat,on,£l9,297,750 17,822,395 19,11 1,880 17^47,090

Britain in each of the past three years, distin-
guishing ihe extent of shipments to each coun-

Calicoes Printed and Di/ed,

Britain

1845.
Lxported to. Yards.

Barbary and Morocco, 77 500
Brazils, 36,092^024
Buen. Ayres, M.
Video, &c, 6.536.732

British West Indies, 20,729,641
British N. America, 13,36 ' 173
Belgium, 1,078,421
Coast ol Africa esc.

of Cape, 5.454 125
Chili and Peru, 24,841 575
Cape of Good Hope, 3,520 .302
Columbia, 7,780.578
Denmark. 285.064
™SyP'i 419,798

J.
rance

- 1,545,993
foreign West Indies, 22,57;: nil

other bills,

Government
securities,

Oiher do,
Notes,
Gold and sil-

ver com.

Exported from Great

1346.
Yards.

1847.

Yards.

40.563,341 41,493,163

6 S51 mtj

27520,261
86,1 II

1-' 124 821

26,083,138
! 535 11.:

1.140 936
17,753.418

11,834,914
677,976

5.682,956
17,138,571

2.666,781

1,676,115
449.836

186,031

1,633,934

21.302,767
5,212.251

25,481,739

38,459
11 896,057
16.456.528

2,648,017

1,992 :
I

1,107,586
6,290 600
3.088,766

9,003,905
478

1 1 ,583 602
207.7.39

451,826
32.962

11,694,746

2,242 174

21,190,476

4.730,821

11,127,260

10,712,424

677,675

8 370,858
15.157.030

3,743,108
5,566.702

176 899
1,391.834

1.363.914
13.630,015

3,892.046
23,453,063

29 082
11,120,001

13.494,448
1 .705.787

2,880,214
938.593
750,006

2,712,158

7,544,032

10,551.385

184,509

594.102
12.830

6,657,461

3,092.664
32,195,805

Gibraltar,

House Towns, ccc
Hanover
Holland,
India,

Chin,,

Malta and Ionian Islee,3. 106.134
Mauritius and Batavia.l 973939
'^' Xl1 '". 7,4ln,,:,;n
New Holland. 3 350 so,
Naples and Sicily, 5,031.003
Prussia 55 i

Portuga|,Madeira,&c.l0,969 'In

j*
uss 'a. 160,903

Sweden and Norway, 5|'l c,~ii
Spain,

Jib. 1 44
hardinia.Tusrany.&c 12,041,401
I'neste, Austrian
Ports, &c 4,36.3 007

I urkey and Levant, 23,563 239
United .Slates of
America, 13.097,851

Tolal
310,850,697 267,084,797 287,384,903

The increase in 1847, compared with 1846 inhe aggregate amounts to 20,300,106 yards, while^ '"crease in the exports to the Uhited States

L"J. ;: t^'TT'1 " i "' m6
>
wis 30,868,50syards, and to lurkey and the Levant, 11,005329

yards, I here hash,,-,, a great increase in theexports to Braz I, Buenos Ayres, and SouthAmerica generally,!,,,, „ small^ cent comm"edwirl. those to Turkey, the Levant, and eUnited State* In the early part of 1847 and e
•'"''^'••'""nSll^ the p.innpal supply „f ,,_
readstufrs-for Great Britain, was drawn fromthe Mediterranean and the U »d States and theinflux o, bullion into these countries^ pay!nwni lor gram, created an ahilitv to consume

'•o.ton fabr.es, and consequently „ dema, br

13 556.509 44,425,017
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them. This additional demand was of die most
signal service to the manufacturers of Great
Britain, as it came at a time when the demand
from almost all other sources was falling oil', and
enabled ihem to keep their mills more activi |y

employed than would otherwise have been the

case. The demand lor British goods from these

countries suffering from a deficiency in the sup-
ply of rood, was, through 18-hi and part of 1847,
limited, as Mill be seen by the above table. The
returns lor 1843 will show a very great reduction
in the shipments of cotton manufactures from
Great Britain to the United Stales; and we attri-

bute the falling off in the consumption and in the
demand, to the restrictions placed upon our mo-
ney markets by ihe steady drain of bullion, for

shipment to Great Briiain, since the beginning of
la.- 1 November. This drain has, i l is I rue, only Inn
about twenty-five cent uf the importation in the
previous twelve months; hut it is the influence

a foreign demand for specie has upon our mo-
neyed institutions, and ihe effect upon public
confidence, that produces all the mischief, and
checks, for a time, the activity in trade which,
shortly before, was so general.—.V. Y. Heralil.

Time of Planting Potatoes«-.\n Experiment.

Mr. Editor,—As the season for planting po-

tatoes is at hand, I think it will not be amiss lo

;;ive all the information we can on the subject.

Though a shoe-maker, I do a little in the farm-

ing line, so as not to buy my potatoes these hard

lillll'S.

Last year i had what I call a pretty fine expe-

riment on raising potatoes. I have a piece of

light land near Oak hill in this town, and my
neighbor (Mr. Collins) purchased three acres of

me, joining my field.

He ploughed and planted as early as the mid-

dle of May, 01 the increase of the moon, (pota-

toes from my cellar, exactly like mine,) which in

August were literally (lead with rust.

Having heard it said that the potato yielded a

creater crop when planted on the decrease of the

moon, I thought 1 would try the experiment.

The consequence was a good crop without rust

or rot, and so they remain to this day, although

planted by the side of my neighbor's field, which

yielded so disastrously. My potatoes were

planted the very last of .May nr first of June.

Now if some of your readers will try the ex-

periment this coming season and publish the re-

sult, the public may be benefited by the same.

For myself, I shall not plant until the decline of

the moon, if it is not till the middle of June ;
for

I want to raise a few to spare, in order that I may

he able to pay for my Visitor.

It may be asked what kind of potatoes I plant-

ed : I answer—they were mostly a bard, round,

yellow potato, three of which were given me by

u friend, five years ago, and which have never

had any rot or disease in them.

Yours, fee, J. T. F.

. JVorthfield, April 24th, 1848.

Georgia and Tennessee.—Manufactures
at THE South.—To whatever cause it is to be

ascribed, it is evident that the spirit of manufac-

turing enterprise is fully awakened in some of

our southern and south-western Stales, while in

the others, a Considerable class increasing in

numbers, tire turning a deep attention to a sub-

ject so intimately connected with State pro-

sperity. The Milledgeviile, Ga. Journal has the

following :

—

" Georgia and Tennessee are destined to he-

roine ihe great manufacturing States of the

Sooth, if not of the Union, because they have

not only the greater resources in proportion to

their population, hut, being traversed in ever]

direction by railroad and rivers, and having a

double outlet both to the Gulf and Atlantic, they

will possess unparalleled advantages in regard to

both the foreign and domestic markets. If our

people would display one half of the energy and
enterprise of the Yankees, in a quarter Of a cen-
tury from the present time we could surpass the
"bole of New England in wealth and popula-
tion— indeed all that we now lack lo develop
that enterprise and energy, is the establishment
of manufactories and the more general introduc-
tion of machinery.

" Let us compare (bra moment the agl icultural

Wealth of the two Stales named, with that of
New England. Georgia and Tennessee have to-

gether a population of 1,(194,000— the States of
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Ver-
mont, Connecticut .and Rhode Island have
2,422,000 souls. Now let us see the relative pro-

duels of the two sections, as developed by the
census of 1840, and by more recent statistics :

JN'ew England. Tennessee and Georgia.
Bushels. Bushels.

Corn, 11,943,000 83,585,000
Wheat, 2,898,000 9.911,000
Hotatoes, 20,584,0C0 3.782,000

Bye, 2,582,000 448,000
Oats, 11,247,000 9,548,000
Buckwheat, 1,097,001) none.

50,:M8,000 107,194,000

"In addition to this, Georgia and Tennessee
produce annually about fifteen millions pounds
of lice, and probably three millions bushels of
sweet potatoes, none of which are raised in New
England. They also have, according to the cen-
sus of 1840, 1,90(5,851 neat cattle, and 4.484,392
swine, whereas the six New England States
have but 1,545,273 neat cattle and only 748,608
swine."

Kitchen Song.

Hn, ho, HUM ! hnw I wish
That ench kettle and dish

Could be cleansed by s<nne Yankee machine
;

It would save such a sight

Of work, morn and nii'lit.

To have one that would scour, wash and clean.

1 should think that they might,

With their noddles 60 bright,

Add much to our comfort and ease,

And a dish-washer make,
That would beat Ihe horse-rake,

Or the things to make butler and cheese.

They've machines to cut glass,

And machines to cut gra>s,

And machines to fnifil all their wishes,

But Ihey never once think,

While llieir own healths they drink,

Of poor women who have to wash dishes.

It must have a strong hand
Thai will nut sh"W' the brand

Ot the stove-door or I'rying-pan hot
j

And never once flinch,

But with resolute clinch,

Lay right hold of each keltic and pot.

And when 'lis completed,
The inventor 'II lie greeted

Willi praises from all that lack wealth—
And everv good lass

Will fill up a glass

01 bright water, lo drink in his health !

Packing 1'ork.—In our last paper we en
from the Philadelphia Post several valuable
cipes for curing the different kinds of meat.

friend who is familiar with the business of p
ing, says that icater should i ever In: poured
a pork barrel— brine should be used, lie

often known pork to he spoiled by filling

cask with water, even though there was
enough and more than enough to preserve

meat.

We think our friend is correct, and we can

farmers against turning fresh water into t

pork barrels in case the pork is not to be t

immediately. Open barrels from which poi

taken daily are not so liable to be injure;

fresh water.

—

Massachusetts Ploughman.
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Amount paid for Dutch Bctter by Eng-
land.— England pays to Holland, Belgium, and
Ilolstein about $3,500,000 per annum for butter.

Amount ok Grain raised in France.—France
produces annually 231,000,000 bushels of wheat,
and 369,t300,000 bushels of inferior grains.

Beef Law in Massachusetts.
A friend of ours, who sometimes sends cattle

to Brighton, made some inquiries of us, in regard
to the rules of the butchers in that State, re-
specting the dressing and weighing of beef cat-
tle. The following is an extract from a law in
that State, in regard to it, which will answer his
queries:

—

"All beef cattle, except hulls, sold in market
by weight, shall, when slaughtered, be prepared
for weighing in the following manner : the legs
shall be taken oil at the knee and gambrel Joint,
the skin shall be taken from all other parts of the
animal

; the head shall be taken oil' at the second
joint of the neck ; the entrails lake t, and all

the fit of the same he taken off" and weighed as
rough tallow, and every other part of the animal,
excepting the hide and rough tallow, (the udder
of cows excepted,) shall he weighed.

"All heel" shall be weighed upon the first week
day succeeding that on which il may be slaugh-
tered.

—

Maine Farmer.

Monarchical Debts and Taxation.—The
debt of France, at this lime, amounts to about
£2,000,000,000, equal to nine times the aggregate
indebtedness of every State in Ibis Union and
the General Government. With ,i population of
about fifty per cent, greater than thai of this
country, the taxes merely for the payment of in-
terest on the public debt tire about five times as
large. The revenue and expenditures of the re-
cent government of Franco were immense.

—

Taxes, amounting to more than two hundred
millions of dollars per annum, were levied, most
of which was paid by the middling and lower
classes. It is an historical fact, that ihe 200,(100
electors did not pay taxes for over 54,000,000
francs, or about the twentieth part of the whole
amount Collected. Most of these 200,000 elec-
tors are office-holders, drawing large salaries
from the government. The debts of t lie nations
of Europe amount to about $ 12,000,000,000.—N.
Y. Mail.

Correction.

Maiichesler, Vt., April 16, 1848.

Sir,— 1 notice in the last Farmer's Monthly
Visitor, that in my communication on the Care of
Sheep, 1 said (if published as I wrote) thai my
wool for the last ten years averaged in price 48
cents per pound. It should have been 43 cents.

I wish the error might he corrected— I will en-

deavor in future to be more careful.

JOHN S._ PETTI BONE.
Editor of tiif. Visitor.

Ohio Wool.—The Licking Herald, published
at Newark, says the Ohio Statesman, has an edi-
torial article in relation to the wool business in

that county, from which il appears that Licking
is among ihe foremost wool-growing counties in

Ohio, notwithstanding she has hitherto made lit-

tle or no pretensions in that way. In 1840, the
number of sheep owned in the county, was
53,-189, in 1847, it had swelled to 93,008, "an in-

crease in seven years, of about 40,000. The ex-
port of wool, from Ohio, in the year 1847, con-
siderably exceeded three millions pounds; and
Ibis addition lo a very large amount exported, af-

ter having been manufactured into cloth, &c.

Potatoes.—The Village (Pa.) Record says:

—

" Lasl year, iii this county, persons, in most cases,

who had their potatoes taken out of the ground
before the heavy rains in August and September,
were not troubled with the rot. We notice this

spring, a general disposition prevails among our
farmers for early planting— experience demon-
strating that this is the best plan.

Ice in Michigan.— Mr. E. R. Scott, who has
hern called the ice king of Cincinnati, and ('apt.

uohb, long and favorably known at the South
and West as an extensive dealer in the article,

have built a mammoth ice-house some distance
above Detroit. They collected in a short time
about six thousand tons of the article, which is

said to he clear, solid and good. It is to be ship-

ped to Toledo, thence, by canal, to Cincinnati, or

to Sandusky, and thence by railroad.
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Hints on Gardening.

Landreth's Rural Register, for 1648, says that

a hot-bed for advancing lender vegetables is u

treasure to every country resident, and by no

means nn expensive one. As this month draws

to a termination, early i-abbage, tomatoes, egg-

plants, peppers, &?., may be sown in the hot-bed,

which will greatly expedite their maturity. If.it

should be formed adjacent to the dwelling, air,

water, &c, may be given as required, in the ne-

cessary absence of t he tanner and his hands, by

the females of the family, who almost universal-

ly take pleasure ill gardening—indeed were it

not for their provident attention, how many fam-

ilies would be without a garden vegetable; to

their shame be it said, one may go from farm to

farm, the property of men who till their own
lands, and are comparatively independent, hut

who have neither " vine nor fig tree "—they have
" no time to bestow on such trifles," unconscious,

it would seem, of the amount of comfort missed

by a disregard to trifles, to say nothing of the

kindly influence they exert. We could point to

some" farmers and men of moderate means too,

wbo whilst their lands bear evidence of care,

their fences in order, out-houses yearly white-

washed, fruit trees pruned, hedges trimmed,

gates which require no proping to keep close or

open, so accurately are they hanged, and who
are never behind their neighbors at seed lime or

harvest, whose garden is an object of special

care; who are not content with a scanty or un-

certain supply of vegetables, but have always

at command for daily use, and unexpected

visitors, all that the season yields ;
besides this,

the plat of grass around their unpretending

homes is kept neatly mown, whilst the small bill

choice assortment of evergreens, shrubs, and

hardy flowers, gives cheerful tone, and make
their homestead the seal of pleasure, as it is one

of plenty. In addition to all this, when the an-

nual account is balanced and the charge made
for every hour devoted to such objects, the pocket

is found to be if ie gainer. Such we could desire

to see the condition of every farmer's home-
stead, and such it would be did they properly

appreciate their own importance to society, and

educate (heir suns anil daughters; there would
then he diffused around them more of the com-
forts and refinements of life, and the " country

cousin," now sometimes jeeringly referred 10,

would stand in his proper place, on the top

round of the social ladder. Perhaps some one,

who, like the gourd of Jonas, has sprung up in a

night, and is doomed to wither almost as rapidly,

m iv give a contemptuous smile at the idea thus

expressed, that labor, honest, useful labor, and re-

finement, are compatible; the error is with him-

self; the refinement we advocate is of the mind;
the capacity to enjoy nature's delightful handi-

work, the expanding flower, the umbrageous
tree, the glorious splendor of an American sun-

set, ami the thousand ever-varying beauties by

which we are surrounded.

—

Maine Fanner.

Manure for Fritit Trees.—The best com-
post for "all fruit trees," (without endeavoring to

suit the specific wauls of each particular fruit,)

is a compost of peat or swamp-muck, reduced, or

rendered available to plants, by unleachcd wood
ashes. The peat should if possible be dug anil

carted out in winter—though ii will answer if

diiL' in the spring. As early iu the spring as is

convenient, mix thoroughly the wood ashes with

the peat, in the proportion of. five bushels of good
hard wood ashes to one wagon load of peat.

—

Let the heap lie a week, turn it over to incorpo-

rate more thoroughly, and in two or three weeks
it will he fit for use. This compost, or manure,
contains largely lime, potash, phosphate, anil

vegetable matter, the elements most necessary

for the growth and health of fruit trees general-

ly— anil all in a state ready lor food for these

trees. —Horticulturist.

Chloroform applied hi a tig.—We are not

soriy to see that this new and wonderful pain-
destroying agent is likely to come into use for

alleviating the sufferings of the inferior animals,
in their passage from lit idsl <>!' life to the

sailing lull. Tin' Leeds (Eng.) Tunes informs
us' that the da_\ before Christmas, .Mr. Horace
Watson, druggist, of the resectable village of

Laeebv, near Grimsby, wishing to give "his

greasiness as little uneasiness" as possible en

route to the pork barrel, caused our friend the

butcher to administer through piggy's monstrous

nosiril.s quantum svfficil of chloroform. " Grunt,

naturally fond of sleep, was soon in the land of

forgetful ness, when our hern (in the blue frock)

very conveniently extracted the requisite portion

of vital fluid from the fountain of his existence,

leaving the pig, after being scalded, cut up, and

sailed, apparently not a whit wiser for what had

passed.— Christian Citizen.^
To toast Cheese— Very Fine.—Slice it into

a sauce-pun, with a little butter and cream. Sim-
mer very gently till quite dissolved. Remove it

from the fire, let it cool a little, add some yolk of

egg, well beaten; make it into cakes, brown it

before the fire, and eat warm.

White-wash for Fences.—One ounce white

vitrol, (sulphate of zinc) three ounces of common
salt, lo every three or four pounds of good fresh

lime, it is said, render it very durable, exposed
to the weather.

Preserving Apples.—" Lock them up in a

dry cellar, and hide the key," says a cotemporary.

WARREN'S
NURSERIES AND GARDENS,

Nonautum Vale—Brighton, Mass.

Great Sale of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Green

House Playits, Garden Shrubs, Ifc.

ri 1IHS immense stock of Fruit nnd Ornamental Trees,

X Evergreens, Ornamental Garden Shrubs, Roses, &c,
together with more thin 10 000 Green House Plants, will

be immediately offered, at prices never before known in

this part of (lie country.

Many ol these 'frees are standing upon lands that are

to be sold for building lots, and this slock MUST EK sold.
The proprietor will therefore offer Trees. &c. in lots, lo

wholesale purchasers, at very great bargains.
The stocks consist of thousands of the choicest kinds

oT Pear, Plum. Cherry and Apple Trees, many of them
of the largest size.

The slocks of' Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, Rasp-
berries, Stnw uerrev Stc. inui.t be equalled.
Toe Ornamental 'frees ore ol the most desirable kinds

—many ol them very large.

In this stock will also be found over 100 000 Pear,

Plum and Cherry Stocks, for Nurserymen'*! use, very de-
s.rable. These, together witli very many rare varieties of
r'ruil and Ornamental Trees, recently obtained in Europe
by Mr. Warren himself. having been well grown the past

year, renders them most deso title.

The stock of GREEN HOl'SE PLANTS, it is be-

lieved, cannot be equalle I in tins coii n try, consisting of

Camellias. Azahns, Rhododendrons, Ruses, Cacti, &c.
&c., of all the very rarest kinds, and in sny quantity,

(many specimens of extra size and beauty.) with every
rare and valuable variety now cultivated, and some intro-

duced from Europe only the list season, ren lers this an
opportunity of rare occurrence to those who wish choice
I* I. A NTS.
Tim collections of GARDEN SHRUBS, ROSES,

PEONIES, and other hardy flowering Plants, deserve
pari icular notice.

The Tree and Climbing Roses, Bourbon and Perpetual

[loses, number many thousands.
The collection of DAHLIAS, and oiher Tuberous and

Bulbous Roots, for Spring planting. are worthy of note.

This entire stock of Trees, Shrubs, Plants and Roots,
will be offered immediately, at prices that shall secuie
purchasers for the whole slock thai, can he ready lor

sale.

Nurserymen, lar^e dealers at wholesale, or purchasers

in any quantity, will find il for their interest to visit Ihcse

Nurseries and Gardens, and view for themselves.

Everything will be offered at GREAT BARGAINS,
and purchasers can have their lots m irked off, to be for-

warded at the earliest moment.
The stuck remaining unsolj on the 20th of April, will

he offered at Public Auction, at the Mursenes, of which
du" notice will he given.

This Stock must be sold---md a selection froin

this immenss stock presents an opportunity thflt may
never occur a . till

Q" Trees whl be carefully and safely packed lo go any
distance.

Letters nf enquiry, or orders, post p.vin. addressed to

WARREN'S GARDENS, Brighton, or 1) s. KEN-
HALL, 25 Doane Street, Boston, will receive prompt
attention.

Oilers MUST enclose the cash, or a good reference,
to secure °atenlion.

I cions of Choice Fruits.—Scions of the choicest
fruits known ui the country, cut from bearing trees in

ihese Gardens, will be offered at the low price

cents for Apples, and 37 1-2 cents for Pears and I'lutns.

Order tlox nt 25 Doane Street, Boston.
Nonantum Vale Gardens. )

Brighton, Airnl 8, 1818.
J

Preserving Meat Fresh.— It may be of some
benefit to a portion of y patrons to know how
a few citzens in this section have managed, this

warm changeable winter, to preserve their beef,

pork, poultry, and other fresh meat, for some
time iu good condition.

One successful method has been practised by

placing one cask within another, packing straw

between the two, on the bottom ami around the

sides. The. meat was frozen, and packed in

straw within the inner cask, secured well at the

lop from air during the warm weather.

Col Smith, of Bristol, slaughtered a large

number of fat wethers, which he designed m
market in the carcass; but the warm spell of

weather in the month of November, which was

so destructive to fresh meat in this region, caused

him to boil them up for their tallow only. The
next cold turn, he dressed off about three hun-

dred of poultry—a sudden change soon alter was
threatening them with a sweat; but having at

hand an abundance of fresh sheep's pelts, he

concluded, by way of experiment, to try their

virtues upon his fowls, and accordingly spread a

layer upon a floor 5 or li deep ; then alter stack-

ing his poultry upon them, covered them well

over with the same in so nice a manner as to

keep out I he warm air throtlgti several severe

thaws, before he was blessed will) snow enough

to sleigh them into a northern market, w here

they in due lime arrived in good condition. Had
he known previous this method of saving his

meat fresh, it would have lohl him dollars, by

thus keeping his fal mutton.
S. W. JEWETT.

Preserving Hams.— A canvass cover for each

ham, well while-washed, is an infallible protec-

tion of hams against flies. They may'also be

well kepi in dry saw-dust.

Theory should not he adopted, except as a

mere formula for the expression of existing

knowledge.

CLAMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
OE 1HE UNITED STATES.

U. S. Agency, *m> Notarial Offick,
Washington City. March. !8<18.

FOIi more th in lei) years past this Office has been
successfully engaged in settling Claims of every

description with the different Departments of Govern-
ment am) continues to despatch with promptness an 1 ef-

ficiency all business entrusted to it. especially

Claims arising out cf the .Mexican War, for Bal-

ances of Pay, Bounty Lands, Pensions, Lost

Horses, Contracts, Unsettled Accounts, Sfc.

S Idlers of the Mexican War can send lo this Office,

(postage paid) fllieir Declaration, Discharge, and power «f
Aiiorncy wnli rive dollars in current money, and their

Claims iur Limls will he iltended to and Warrants lor-

w inlcd ns soon as issued. II the v should then wish to

sell litem, tiny can execute an assignment and return
them to this Office, where they will he sold for the best
price the mnrkel affords, and the araounlwilj he reunited,
alter deducting a reasonable lee lor selling. Ii discharged
for wounds or sickness, the Surgeon's certilicaie should
be sent with the discharge

Heirs of deceased soldiers will he furnished with the

forms necessary to obtain Bounty Laud and Balances of
P iv. when they communicate, {post paid,) the name, com-
pany and regiment, dale ami place of soldier's deuh,
n ones of his heirs, ages of Ins children, and other partic-
ulars.

Private Land Claims, Indian, Pension, and other
Claims, including claims fur Prize money in Paul Jones'
squadron and the Nava] Service

j
Der illy, prosecuted,

and commissions charged according lo the nature and
amount of the business.

Hulls of But Homme Richard and Alliance, on hand to

be relerred to.

Enquiries rci|uirinrr Searches at the Departments will he
promptly answered on receiving such KiruMvo fbh as
the information sought m •, pi .

The undersigned is gr.iiciu for Ihe liberal patronage
which has already been bestowed upon him. lie his hid
[iliecn years' experience in the Departments and in Con-
gress, and is acquainted wiih all of the Public Officers,

and all the firms and usages necessary fur die Iransftatimi
<»i any business requiring an Agent at the Seat ol Gov-
ernment.

All letters should be posr paid, nnd addressed, J. E.
Dow, No. 5, Union Buildings, Washington Citv.

JESSE E. HOW'.'
Attorney, Agent for Claimants and Notary Public.

-I
nt.

P.kfei all the Public Officers, at the Seat of
il the Members ol Congress eeaerally.

113" N. 15.—Land Warrants bought and sold.
April 30, 18+8.
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Researches on the Fattening of Cattle, and the
Formation of Milk.

By three among the most distinguished men of the age—
DUMAS, BOL'SSINGAUI.T, AND PAY EX.

The result of their investigations is thus sum-
me<l|ii|>. We have round Ivy experiment that the

hay i tains more of the fatty matter than the

milk which it ones to form, and that it is the

same with the oilier rations on which eows or

milch asses have been put. Thai oil cake in-

creases the production of butter, hut is liable to

make ii less solid, anil maj give it the taste of

vegetable oil, when there is mo great a quantity

of this food in the ration. That Indian corn

possesses a power of fattening dependent on the

large proportion of oil which it contains1. That
there exists the most perfect analogy between
the production of milk and the fattening el ani-

mals, as the breeders of stock had anticipated.

—

That, nevertheless, the fattening ox turns to use

less of the fatty matter, or azotised substances

than the milk cow. That this last merits, in an
economical point of view, by much the prefer-

ence, whin ihe question is to got from a pasture

the greatest amount of food useful to man. That
potatoes, mangel wurtzel, and carrots, only fallen

in so far as they are joined with products cotl-

taining I'm substance, such as straw, the seeds' of

cereal plains, bran or oil cake. That equal

weights of gluten mixed with fectlla and flesh

rich or fit, produce an effect in fattening, which,

in the hog, differs in the ratio of 1 to 2. All

these results agree so completely with the opin-

ion which holds that fitly matter passes in sub-

stance from the digestive canal into the chyle,

and thence into the blood, the milk, or the tis-

sues—that it is difficult I'm' us to imagine on
what fact can lie founded the idea that the fatty

matter is capable of being formed from any sub-

stance by the animal itself.

The building of the factory was con sneed

in October, 1846. This factory is of solid gran-

ite, dug on the spot, and is 351 feet long, 55

broad, and two stories and an attic in height. A
canal, nearly a mile long, 15 feel wide at the bot-

tom, 37 at the surface, ami upwards of 5 feet

deep, furnishes, or rather is to furnish the water

power, li conducts the water through the midst

of Ihe village from Horse Creek lo the factory.

Convenient to the factory are a grist mill, saw
mill, machine shop, and various other buildings.

The village, slated to be a beautiful one, is sit-

uated on the slope of a hill. The factory is now
ready for machinery. It is to run 7,240 spindles ;

and 300 looms to make yard-wide sheeting, 30

inch shirtings; 4 yard drills, from No. 14 yarns.

It will use 4000 bales cotton annually, turn out

14,000 yards of cloth per day, and employ C00

people.

The Charleston Sugar Refining Company and

the Charleston Gas Company are recent organ-

izations, which have already commenced busi-

ness with flattering prospects of success.

Cheese Dairies of New York.

In the transactions of the New York Slate Ag-
riciihiii.il Society, for 184(i, there is a paper from

the pen of 15. 1*. Johnson, tin- efficient Secretary

of that Institution, on Cheese Dairies, together

with the answers called forth from the Dairymen,
who took ihe premiums ol $50 ami $30 offered

by the Society.

It appeared that the whole number of cows
then in the Slate was 999,400, of which 333,103

were employed in making clicese. The average

quantity of cheese made from a cow in Herki-

mer county, is 22<> pounds; and in some dairies

in that county ihe average is as high as (iHO lbs.

per cow. The annual average of Mr. Alonzo L.

Fisk's Dairy, for three successive years, was G80

pounds per cow, and in one of these years 714

per cow is stated to have been obtained. At ten

cents pel pound, the average for three years

would be $1)8 per cow.
Were it not for the expense of sending over

long and bad roads to market, what a glorious

buller and cheese region would be the mountain
lands of Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia!

—

But railroads will come, by and bye; they pos-

sess a wonderful power of self-elongation, and

fortunately, as they extend themselves, they not

only cheapen transportation, but diffuse know-
ledge, and advance civilization. They open

mines, ihey hew and saw timber, they build lac-

tones, and greatly increase the productive ca-

pacity of a Slate or country, were it only in sav-

ing tlie lime formerly wasted in travelling, leav-

ing it to be employed in the work of production

;

and thus adding in effect what is equal lo the la-

bor of millions of men !

A very weighty item in favor of Dairy hus-

bandry is, that it leaves the manure on the land,

while grain, anil cotton, and tobacco husbandry,

carries it all off the land.

Gra.mtevili.e iManufactdring Comi-ant.—
The Charleston Mercury has a very interesting

account of the village of Gcaniteville, and of an
extensive cotton manufactory at that place.

—

From this account it appears that Win. Gregg,
Esq., of Charleston, first commanded ihe atten-

tion id" the people to ihe importance of manu-
factures in the State of South Carolina, in a se-

ries of Idlers published in the newspapers. This
was in 1845. A company v.as sunn formed, with
the .-sty le ut the Graniteville Manufacturing ( loin-

pany, with a capital of $300,000. Mr. Gregg
himself wis one of four gentlemen who took
one half of this slock. The Company proceeded
to purchase 11,000 acres of land in Fidgefield

district, embracing in ils ana Horse Creek.
The water power is here sufficient to drive three

or four large factories at all seasons of the year.

The Crow.—The husbandman, or farmer, is

often imcoii.-e s of the good these industrious

birds do lor him at all seasons, except only in

long continued drought, whin the insects descend

into the earth, and when its surface becomes so

hard as to defy the efforts of the rooks to dig the

Inrbse out. At such limes, indeed, when their

natural instincts are neutralized, ami when hun-

ger craves, they will in troops fall upon a field of

wheat or barley just ripening, and when; they

will do considerable damage, it not scared oil' by

a sentinel with his racket, or by hanging rags,

dipped in inched brimstone, on slicks about the

field. But the far r is unwilling, for this their

thievish crime, lo agree that they are otherwise

serviceable to him, because hi' can see where ihe

rooks have been at work : single plants of wheat

or "lass actually pulled out of the ground, which
to him appears another unpardonable offence.

—

But if lie would examine such depredations

closely, he would find that the bird bad only

pulled up a sickly plant, to reach the grub that

was feasting on ils roots, and which, but for bet

rook, would have disrooted many more. The
firmer knows well the injury he suffers from the

wire-worm, an insect more or less plenlilul in

every season, especially in old laud when newly
broken up. Now, the' lance of this beelle, to-

gether with those of all the chafers, are, in the

estimation of the rook, ihe sweetest morsels bo
can meet with ; and, led by bis keen sense of

scent, he will dig them out of the ground though
an inch or two below ihe surface. And as the

question concerning the good or bad properties

of the rook lo the farmers is very differently be-

lieved, let any one who lias doubts shoot, or

have one shot for him, when the bird is on bis

way home from the feeding ground. Let him
open the provision pouch and look at the con-

tents; this he will find consists entirely of the

larvae of insects, which are bred and fed on the

roots of plants in the ground. In this great and
good service the rook is assisted by the jackdaw
and starling, which are almost always fi-t-u asso-

ciated on places where grubs abound.— The Ru-
ral Clyctopccdia.

Lime ! Lime !—The best potatoes we have seen

of the crop of 1847, were raised on soil manured
with lime, house-ashes, and gypsum. These ar-

ticles are mixed before being applied to the soil,

in the proportion one third each. Not a single

potato was injured by the rot, though in contigu-

ous fields the crop was nearly destroyed.

—

Wherever this compound has been used the pre-

sent season, the potatoes are sound and healthy ;

where it has not been used—so far as our infor-

mation extends, they have been more or less in-

jured by the plague.

We trust our farming friends will give the

above ingredients a fair trial, the ensuing season;

it will cost but little, and may be the means of

effecting great good. Let every one try it.

—

Me.

Cultivator.

Horticulture.

There is probably no employment or recrea-

tion which has a stronger tendency to purify the

heart, improve the taste, or strengthen the physi-

cal constitution, than a love ol horticulture. If

a man would truly enjoy his garden, take delight

in his flowers, and appreciate his fruits, he must
be bis own gardener, prune bis own trees, gravel

his own walks, and cultivate his soil. It is rela-

ted by Cicero, that when Lj sunder visited Cyrus

of Persia, a prince equally distinguished for his

empire and his genius, Cyrus showed him a

piece of ground well enclosedand completelyplanted.

After the visiter had admired the tall and Straight

Irees, and the rows regularly formed, and the

ground clear of weeds and well cultivated, and

ihe sweetness of the odors which exhaled from

the flowers, he could not help expressing bis ad-

miration, not only of the diligence, but of the

skill of him by whom all this was measured and
marked out; upon which Cyrus answered, "It

was myself who measured everything, the rows of

trees are of my disposing, the plan is mine, and
many of the trees were planted with my own
hand."
A truly kingly recreation and a noble exam-

ple.

—

Boston Journal.

Saxon and Merino Sheep.

Mr. Reed Burrilt, of Tompkins county, N. Y.,

a correspondent of ihe Genesee Farmer, having

tried both kinds of sheep, Saxons and Merino?,

gives the latter the preference. lie states that

with the Saxon flock bis clip was two and a half
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pounds-while the yield from the Merinos is nn

average of nearly four and a Salt pounds. The

superior fineness of Saxon wool is conceded, but

the excess of quantity in Merino wool exceeds

the excess of price in the other. His flock now

consists of aou-of which one-hall are pure

blood Paular Merinos, the other hall a high cross

of the common Merino on the Native and SsaXO-

ny, which makes their wool about .he same

quality as that of full blooded Paulars. Mr.

Burritt also states that in raising lambs his loss

with Merinos was in the .alio of one to every

three Saxons, or five per cent ol his Merino lambs

and fifteen per cent of his Saxons. His clip for

1647, sold at thirty-seven and a halt cents pel

pound, cash, amounting, accordingly, to near

Ihree hundred and fifty dollars, or more than one

dollar and sixty-two and a half cents each. His

lightest fleece was three pounds six ounces, the

heaviest seven pounds fourteen ounces.

At sheep shearing, in the spring of 1846, on

our School Farm, there was weighed, 111 our

presence, the fleece of a Paular Merino ran, just

thirteen months old, which gave nine pounds or

washed wool.— Southern Cultivator.

Rearing Poultry.

Poultry houses should be thrice a year whitewash-

ed, at alt'tunes kept clean, ice// ventilated, and have

freshly slaked lime occasionally spread over their

floors: there should he constantly kept conve-

nient to the hen-house, accessible to the chick-

ens, deposits of old plaster or lime and heaps ol

ashes and sand. The plaster and lime being es-

sential to enable the hens to form the shell ol

their eggs, and the ashes and sand necessary for

them to dust in, as protection against the chicken

lice, which so annoy all fowls, both old and

young, and which so often kill the hitler.

Young Chickens.—As these are hatched they

should be taken from the hens and kept m a

basket lined with wool or cotton, until the hen

completes hatching out her brood. While the

mother is engaged in this work, the chicks should

be fed with corn meal dough, moistened with

boiled milk or the crumbs of pone or wheal

bread, similarly moistened, every few hours

through .he day. At night, until the mother has

finished her labors, let the chickens be restored

to the nest, unless there be reason to apprehend

ihat the nest is lousy i
'»> that case, it will be best

to keep the chickens in the basket, protected

from cold. When the chickens are all batched,

the mother and her brood should be placed un-

der a coop, which should be so made as to pro-

tect her and them alike from sun and ram, the

slats to be so arranged as to admit ol the passage

of a free current of air. The coop should be

occasionally removed, as it is at all times neces-

sary t! at the young should be kept dry and

clean While the chickens are young it would

be better that their food should he cooked, to pre-

vent their being scoured; and therefore, for

some weeks, we would confine lhem to the

crumbs of pone or wheat bread, moistened with

boiled milk. They should be fed thrice a day;

water should be given them in a very shallow

vessel, which should have slats across it to pre-

vent the chickens from gelling in and wetting

themselves ; they are extremely tender until they

become fledged, and should he kept dry. In

rainy weather it would he best fur the mother

and her voting to be removed to the shelter ol a

room where the chickens could be protected

from the weather, for we are satisfied that more

chickens are killed by getting wet than from any

other cause. Chives should be cut fine and mix-

ed with their food ihrire a week. Young chick-

ens are subject to dinrrhaa : to correct this, a tea-

spoonful of pulverized chalk or charcoal sh d

be mixed with every cnp-lull of meal or other

food \lh\ out to them. While the mother is con-

fined in the coop, she should be as far remove,

as possible from the dung heap. A handlul ol

gravel should he placed within her reach; she

should have fond and water regularly given her

thrice a day, and care must he taken to grease

or ,,il the back part of her head, down her neck,

ami under each wing, to destroy any lice with

which she may have become infested while sel-

ling. A small piece of assafailida, if kept in the

Vessel in which the chickens are civen their wa-

ter, may prove both preventive [and curative ol

the gapes, a disease which we believe to be the

result of worms. In chilly days we have found

it "serviceable to mix up a little pulverized black

pepper with the young chickens' food. We
have found boiled millet seed ail excellent food

for the young, while we have given it uncooked

to ihe old with excellent effect. Hens, while

laying, should have their food alternated, some-

times" Indian meal dough, then corn or buck-

wheat and again oats.

In raising your chickens, care must be taken

to keep them dry, feed them regularly, and give

them fresh water, which should be renewed

whenever it may be rendered dirty.

The nests of the laying as well as the setting

hens, should be preserved from lice. This may

be effected by making them of clean straw, pla-

cing a few tobacco stems at Ihe bottom, dusting

a little ashes through the nest, and greasing the

under part of the wings of the bens, where they

join the body, as also the back of their heads and

necks. It may be done also, by using snuff and

grease, instead of grease alone— this last plan

we do not approve, though effective, as it is apt

to sicken the bens for a lime.

Garlic, Chives and Shallots, chopped up very

line and mixed ill small quantities with the

chickens' Ibod occasionally, exert nn excellent

influence upon their health. Young chickens,

while feeding, should always be protected from

the large fowls.

Ducks.—The old ducks, if they have not ac-

cess to creeks or rivers, where they will find food

adapted to their nature, should have animal food

mixed wiih their grain or meal, and if it be ex-

pected of them to lay well, attention must he

paid to their being regularly fed night and morn-

ing. This attention not only insures plenty of

eggs, but attaches them to their homes.

It is best to set the duck eggs under hens, as

docks are but indifferent sellers and nurses.

—

Thirteen duck eggs are as many as a hen can

conveniently cover. One drake to five ducks is

about Ihe rieht number for breeding purposes.

As ihe ducks are being balched they should

he taken from the hen and placed in a basket, as

recommended for young chickens. Boil a piece

of fresh meat of some kind, chop it very fine and

mix it up with corn meal dough, made with boil-

ed milk, as for the chickens, and feed the young

ducks. When the hen has hatched all out, place

her and her young brood under a coop, where

ihey must be regularly fed ihree limes a day as

above directed. They should be kept with the

hen until they begin to get feathers on the sides

of their bodies, when they may be turned into

the poultry yard with the other fowls, but you

should always recollect if you expect them to

become fine large fowls, you must feed them

well, not omitting to give them occasional meals

in which animal food is mixed, and that they

should be kept dry. Jf'aler is ihe propeiy clement

of wild ducks; nature has provided them with

oleaginous substance that nearly renders them

impervious to water— not so with the tame or

domesticated duck when young. On being ex-

posed to wei, their feathers become ruffled
;
per-

haps this is owing to their not being able in a

farm yard to obtain that kind of food which en-

ables "the wild duck to secrete that peculiar oil

which protects the leathers from wet. Be the

cause what it may, the act is obvious, that young

lame ducks in the early stages of their existence,

are injured by becoming wet, and that disease

and death is the consequence. Therefore they_

should be kept in their coops for some weeks of

a morning, until the dew is exhaled by the sun—
and hence their coop.;, ivhile being mad.! water-

light, should he so arranged that they can be

kept in them whenever it may be necessary to

screen lhem from rain or dews. Fresh clean

water should always be before them lo drink, but

never to dabble in.
" As they attain age, and be-

come feathered, they may have access to ponds

or running streams— not before. Their food

then may be advantageously made of boiled po-

tatoes and corn meal, hominy and corn. While

growing, they should at all times be plentifully

fed, as stintiue them while in that slate invariably

stunts their grow th.

As tame ducks are promiscuous layers and

will drop their eggs anywhere, they should be

kept in the duck-house of a morning until they

shall have laid their eggs.

. Young Turkies.—These are delicate and chilly

bodies and require the utmost attention lo raise,

them. For many weeks after being hatched they

require lo be kept dry and warm and to be fed

with stimulating, nutritious food. As soon as

hatched they must betaken from the mother and

given a grain of black pepper, then be put into

a basket with wool or cotton, and lightly covered

with the same material. If the weather be cold,

the basket shold be placed sufficiently near the

fire to keep them measurably warm. In a few

hours after being hatched and thus treated, they

must be fed with hard boiled eggs, chopped fine.

This food may be advantageously continued for

a few days. After ihe third day it might be well

to mix with the pg»s a litlle crumbs of pone

bread or stale wheat bread, moistened lo u proper

consistence with the cud of sour milk, oft' of

which the whey has been strained, and with

which ihe tops" of the wild onion or chives,

chopped fine, must be mixed. This kind of food,

with occasional messes of boiled wheat, millet or

rice, should be continued for about eight weeks,

never omitting to season them with the tops of

ihe wild onion or chives, as above directed.

The ben turkey when first given her brood,

should be placed in a dry, wa' in apartment, be

regularly fed and watered thrice a day. The
young ones should be fetl oflener, be given water

regularly, which should be placed in a shallow

vessel, so that they cannot wet themselves, as

wet is fatal to them. In a few days, say ihree or

four, a pen should be prepared out of doors for

the old hen mrkey, which should be so made at

top as to turn rain ami afford shade, as both sun

and rain are injurious when the chicks are quite

young. It is best, too, to have a separate coop,

in which to feed the young ones, as, otherwise,

ihe old hen would be sure to appropriate the

largest share of food for herself al the expense

of her broo '

As ihe young turkeys get older and stronger,

and their digestive organs become strengthened,

say in about eigiit weeks, ihe old hen may he let

out of ihe coop and the young fed on cabbage

leaves or lettuce chopped fine, mixed with small

hominy or boiled potatoes ; but, even at this

stime of their growth, ihe chopped wild onions

and chives should not- he omitted, as they slid

require the stimulating effects of these herbs to

give lone to their stomach and diffuse a warmth
through their systems.

Those who dtsire to have fine, well grown,

birds, must recollect that, lo insure ibis result,

the turkey must be well led during its entire

stage of "growing— they should recollect also,

that the turkey, though domesticated, is of a

wild, roving nature, and that, unless attached to

its home by kindness and care, will he apt to

take to the woods : to prevent which they should

be fed in the poultry yard night and morning,

and thus made to love their homes. They need

not he stuffed, but still they should be fed, gene-

rously fed.

The Snuffles and Gajies\—Young turkies v. hen

about three or four weeks old, are sometimes

liable lo he attacked by these diseases: and we

are told that they may both be cured by mixing

a tea-spoonful of flour of sulphur in as much

corn as is usually fed to twenty young turkies.—

This must he given once a day until the disease,

whether shuffles or gapes, disappears, which it

will do in a few days. It is reasonable to pre-

sume, if sulphur will cure these diseases in the

turkey, that it would prove equally efficacious if

ad ministered to chickens—and as the remedy is

simple and inexpensive, it is certainly worthy

of trial.

The Scours.— If the young turkeys should be

attacked with this disease, mix a lable-spoonful

of pulverized charcoal or chalk with every pint

of their lood.

Geese.—As ihe goslings are hatched they must

be taken from ihe mother, and cared for as re-

commended for young ducks. When the goose

has hatched all the egss, the young must he giv-

en her, though it would he best to keep her con-

fined lor iwo or three days, when she and her

young brood may be turned out into the kitchen

yard or lane. The goslings should be fed with

crumbs of bread soaked in boiled milk, or with

corn dough, made \\\t with bonny clapper, fre-

quently through ihe day lor the first week. When
they gain strength enough lo follow their mother
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without danger of being seized with the cramps

she may he permitted to range somewhat ai

large in search of grass, Utat being the natural

food of the goose. Chives chopped up fine and

mixed ii|' with their lood one: a clay, Will he

found beneficial. When the goslings get six or

eight neks old, they may he allowed messes ol

boiled potatoes and Indian meal dough, in which

chives have been chopped fine and mixed.

Goslings are liable to diarrhaa : this may be

cheeked by mixing a tea-spoonful of powdered

chalk or charcoal in a pint of their loud. The

same precaution is necessary with regard to wa-

in-, with voting goslings as with young ducks.—

Their drinking water should therefore be given

them tinder the same restrictions, ami as much

care taken tn preserve them dry as with the

young of ducks. The goslings should have clean

Straw placed beside their mother for them to

sleep on in the goose-house at night. The house

should at all times be kept clean.

It may he well to observe here, that each kind

of potdtrj would he the better of having a sepa-

rate house for their accommodation.—American

Farmer.

Old Scraps for Young Housekeepers.—Do
not have carpets swept any ulieuer than is abso-

Inli Iv necessary. Alter dinner sweep the crumbs

into a dusting-pan with your hearth-brush; and

it' you have been sewing, pick up the shreds by

liaiid. A cafpet can be kept very neat ill ibis

way and a broom wears it very much.

lY you happen lo live ill R house which has

marble tire-places, never wash them with Buds;

ibis destroys the polish in time. They should he

dusted; the spots taken offjvith a nice oiled

cloth; and then rubbed dry with a soft rag.

It' feather beds smell badly or become heavy,

from want of proper preservation of feathers or

from old age, empty them and wash the feathers

thoroughly in a tub of suds; spread them in

your garret to dry, and they will tie as light and

good as new.

It" \on have a strip of land, do not throw away

suds." Both ashes and suds are good manure for

bushes and young plants.

After the "la>t of May or first of June, the little

millers which lay moth-eggs begin to appear.-

Therefore brush all your woolens and pack them

away in a dark place covered with linen. Pep-

per, red-cedar chips, tobacco— indeed almost any

Strong spicy smell is good to keep moths out of

your chests and drawers. But nothing is as good

as camphor. Sprinkle your woolens with cam-

phorated spirit, and scatter pieces of camphor

gum among them, and you will never be troubled

with mollis.

If you have a greater quantity of cheeses in

the bouse than is likely to lie soon used, cover

Ibcm carefully with paper, fastened on with flour

paste, so as to exclude the air. They should be

kept in a dry, cool place.—Hat. Eve. Post.

riety of first-rate kinds, we place this at the bead

of the list of early winter apples."

The oldest I Wll trees of the Melon apple

: ,re in the old Chapi -chard, Kasl Blnomfiehl,

\. V. Oliver Chapin, Jr., has informed our cor-

respondent just quoted, that his lather used to

say that " the kind was brought from Salisbury,

Cr ." Mm, w lersianil, there is no fruit ol

ibis kind in Connecticut; I from certain

strong nails of resembli s between this and

the Northern Spy apple, which originated in the

Chapin orchard, we suspect that they are both

seedlings from the same source.

The following is a correct description of the

Melon apple

:

Fruit of medium or huge size, roundish-flat-

tened, pretty "regularly formed, surface shining,

but a little uneven. Skin fair— the ground color

of n pale yellowish while, prettily marked will.

broken streaks of pale purple in the shade, and

striped thickly with rich dark purple on the sun-

ny side. Stalk about three-fourths of an inch

long, rather slender, inserted in a wide round

cavity which is marked with greenish russet.

—

Calyx closed, set in a deep basin, which is wide,

finely painted at the bottom. Flesh white, fine

grained, at once crisp and lender and exceeding-

ly juicy, (somewhat like a watermelon in these

respects.) and like a remarkably refreshing,

sprightly, and delicioun flavor— a line mingling

of sweet and acid. Core rather close; seeds

rather small, broad, and black. Season, October

and December.
Altogether we regard this fruit, in point of

form, size, beauty, ami refreshing delicious flavor,

as one of the finest dessert apples.—Douming'l

Horticulturist.

above indicated. The profits of the sale, on

vesting and velvet, amounted to thirty-three dol-

lars, out of which the clerks were permitted to

pay for a supper of oysters. The best of this

brief tale of dry goods is to be told. The lady

bad her cloak made, and one or two of her

friends, delighted with it, bought the rest of the

velvet ; ,t tlie same price.

There is a moral in this anecdote, which we

leave to be discovered by the ingenuity of all

our lady readers who occasionally go shop-

ping.

—

Island Oily

The Melon Apple.

Among all the dessert apples that have been

originated in this country within the last few

years, and the number is not small, we consider

two varieties, which have been introduced to

public notice from Rochester, N.Y., as especially

deserving the attention of all cultivators. The

first of these is the Northern Spy, with which

our readers are already familiar ; the second is

the Melon. Both have 'added to unusually good

qualities one characteristic excellence in great

perfection, viz: exceeding freshness of flavor,

jui-iness, and crispness. The Northern Spy is

universally popular where it is known as a late

winter or spring fruit, and the Melon apple de-

serves to lie held in equally high estimation as

one of the most delicious and valuable uf early

w inter fruits.

Specimens of Melon apple were sent us this

autumn by Win. R. Smith, of Macedon, N.'Y.,

who is tin mi I in r with all the finest standard ap-

ples grown in this country. In a subsequent

letter Mr. Smith says, in reply to our high com-

mendations ol' ii : "It is difficult to form a cor-

rect judgment of a fruit from a few specimens.

You need to lie domiciled in its company for a

nionili or more to give lime lor the novelty to

wear off, and to ascertain whether first impress-

ions are permanent. We have been using this

fine apple for sometime, and, among n large va-

Sclling Dry Goods.

People generally think that it is a very easy

mailer to stand behind a counter and retail dry

goods; but a week's experience in the business

would convince the cleverest man that it is much
more difficult and laborious than the task of

turning a grindstone twelve hours per diem.

—

The office of salesman embodies, in its duties,

necessity lor the shrewdness of a politician, the

persuasion of a lover, the politeness of a Ches-

terfield, the patience of Job, and the impudence

of a pickpocket. There are salesmen who make

it a point never to lose a customer. One ot these

gentlemen, who is in a store in Chatham street,

not long since was called to show a very fastidi-

ous and fashionable lady, who "dropped in while

going to Stewart's," lo examine some rich silk

cloaking, livery article of the kind was exposed

to her view,—the whole store was ransacked

—

nothing suited. The cosily material was stigma-

tized as " trash,"—everything was common, and

not lit for a lady. She " guessed she would go

to Stewarts's." The salesman pretended to be

indignant.

"Madam," said lie, in a tone'of injured inno-

cence, "1 have a very beautiful and rare piece of

goods,—a case whieli I divided with Mr. Stewart,

who is my brother-in-law ; but it would be use-

less to show it to j oil. It is the only p'.ece lull in

the citv."

'•Oh! allow me to see it," she asked, in an

anxious tone, and continued,"] had no intention

of annoying you, or of disparaging the merits of

jour wares."

The salesman, who was now watched in

breathless silence by his fellow clerks, proceed-

ed, as if with much reluctance, and with ex-

pressions of fear thai it would be injured by get-

ting tumbled, to display an ancient piece of vest-

ins, which had been lying in the .-lore five years,

and was considered to be unsaleable. The lady

examined and liked it much. That was a piece

of goods worthy to be won
a yard ?

"Twenty-two shillings."

"Oh! that is very high."

"There!" exclaimed be, beginnin

up, "I knew you would say that."

"Slay! stay! don't lie in SO great a hurry!"

she cried—"Til give yon twenty shillings."

"Madam, you insult me again."

"Cut me off yards, and you can make up

the deduction on some velvet which I require lor

trimmings," almost entreated the fair shopper.

The salesman, after inueh persuasion, sold the

lady the 'vesting, for which they bad in vain

sought to get five shillings per yard, lit the price

Tacts for the Ladies.

Plum Cake.— Make a cake of two cups of but-

ter; two cups of mola-ses; two eggs; one cup

of milk or buttermilk; one teaspoonful of salie-_

ratus, or volatile salts (which is better ;) a gill ot

brandy; one teaspoonful of essence ol' lemon;

two nutmegs; anil flour to make it a stiff batter.

Beat it well; then add one pound of raisins,

stoned and chopped ; one pound of currants,

well washed, anil dried by the fire ;
and one or

two quarters of citron. Bake in a quick oven.

This is a fine rich cake, easily made, and not

expensive.

Syrup of Hoarhonnd—T:^". dried hoarhonnd,

1 ounce; hoarhonnd water, 2 pounds. Digest in

a water bath two hours. Strain, and add 4 lbs.

while sugar.

Heart Cakes.—Beat half a pound of butter to

a cream; lake six eggs; beat the whites to a

froth, and the yolks with half a pound of sugar

and half a pound of Hour; beat these well to-

gether; then add n wine-glass of brandy; halt a

pound of currants, washed and dried; and a

quarter of citron, cut in slices. Mix it well, and

bake in small heart-shaped tins, hall filled. In

a quick oven, fifteen minutes will bake them.

Essential Salt of Lemon. For removing iron

moulds, ink spots, and stains from linen and cotton.

—Take one ounce of oxalic acid in fine powder,

mix with 4 ounces of cream tartar, put it up in

small oval boxes. Wet the linger in water, dip

it in the powder and rub it on the spot gently,

keeping it rather moist, and the stain will disap-

pear without injuring the fabric The salt of

lemon used as a beverage is simply tartaric acid,

put up in long bottles.

Velvet Cakes.—'To one quart of flour put a pint

of warm milk, and a gill of yeast ; Stir it well
;

then set it in a warm place to rise, lor two hours

;

then work into it two large tablespoonluls ol

melted butter, or beef dripping ;
Hour your bauds

well, and make it in small cakes; rub a bit id

butter over a pan, and lay them m; dip your

bands in milk, and pass it over the tops ot them,

and bake in a quick oven.

How much was it

to fold it

Rearing and Feeding Calves.

[Abridged from the German.]

Having had thirty-four years' experience in

rearing calves, 1 hope you will excuse the liberty

I take in sending you the following account of

my practice—especially as-I have found my me

tbod so much better than allowing the calves to

suck their mothers. Whether the animals were

intended for keepers or feeders, 1 have always

found that my method brings them soonest to

perfection. It is shortly this:

1. For the first week the calf receives daily

six quarts of new milk, as warm as it comes

from the cow, in three portions— at morning,

noon, and night. I carefully adhere to these

three times ol feeding for Hie hist twelve weeks.

2. In the second week the milk is increased

by half a pint at each feeding time ;
so thai the

calf receives, according to its Strength, not less

than 61 to 7 quarts per day.

3 In the third week the calf no longer re-

ceives new milk, but the milk of the previous

day skimmed; always taking care to warm the

milk sliglulv, and at the same time increasing

the quantity", so that the daily ration is now /*

quarts. 1 also commence at this lime lo intro-

duce into (he drink .-mall portions of boiled Im-

,-eed, or linseed meal and crushed peas."

4 I proceed in the same manner in the

fourth, fifth and sixlb weeks, except that the

milk is increased each week by hall a pint at

"~

« Corn-meol Blight lie substituted for flax-seed, and lor

beans or other meal.
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every feeding-time, so that in the fourth week
the calf receives 8 J„ in the fifth 9, and in the
sixth Pif quarts of milk daily ; the animals also
receiving more and more linseed meal, crushed
peas, or rye-meal in their drinks, which are al-
ways lukewarm.

5. In the next six weeks I gave then) their
food cold— with, however, more of these mix-
tures; the latter are always increased with the
quantity of the milk, hecause too much liquid
food is very apt to make the calves poor and pot-
bellied. During this period ] also take from
them a portion of their milk, adding in its place
such a portion of the linseed or other substances
mixed with warm water as still to make the total
quantity of each day's drink (increased, as I have
said before, by half a pint at each meal) in the
seventh week I0i quarts, and in the twelfth
week 14,} quarts per day.

6. Whoever pays proper attention to the feed-
ing of his cattle will soon discover whether the
proportion of food named he sufficiently rich or
not, and can easily add or diminish the proper
quantity.

7. There can he no animal so stupid about its
food as the calf; it must therefore he taught
from its earliest infancy. For this purpose, in
teaching them to take their food when mixed
with linseed meal, &c, we generally begin by
giving a small handful of oatmeal, and placing
within their reach some good hay, or, if the sea-
son will afford it, some green food.

8. When the calves are twelve weeks oh), the
milk is entirely taken from them, and thev re-
ceive in its place rye-meal or crushed peas, made
into pulp with »ater, and then thinned; the
daily ration being increased until the end of the
second quarter from 14£ to 30 quarts.

0. When the calves are half a year old, the
drinking fond is gradually lessened and thinned
—the quantity being regulated by the natural
thirst of the animals, as it gradually takes on to
more substantial food.

®f)c btsitor.
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Embankments and Drainage.
' In that beautiful region of country upon the

Delaware river below Philadelphia, there are
many thousand acres of reclaimed lands abun-
dant in their production as they are brilliant and
splendid in appearance in the vernal season.—
Much of these lands has been recovered by the
shutting off the waters in a continued levee or
embankment along the bank of the river, or its

appendant creeks. All small streams in the
southern and middle States are called creeks, as
our own Contoocook, Souhegan and Nashua.
The fashion of embankments or levees on the
Delaware was probably brought from Holland
and the Low countries of Europe, where the
land shutting out the waters by artificial em-
bankments has been cultivated many centuries.
Mr. J. Jones, of Delaware, gives us in the last

Baltjpiore American Fanner interesting details
in relation to the reclaiming of lands aiong the
Delaware. He says

—

There is no State in the Union, except it may
be Louisiana, in which more draining has beeii
done, or where it has been attended with greater
success than in Delaware. A great portion ol
the Eastern, or Delaware front, of New Castle
county, from Naauian's Creek to Bombay Hook
was formerly marsh, which has been reclaimed'
by embankments at great cost. These embank-
ments are in some instances full twenty-four feet
wnle at the base, and six to eight feet high, slo-
ping at the river side at least a foot and a half to
one foot in height, and about one toot to one and
a hall on the land or inside ; leaving the toil about
four feet wide. The earth from the construc-
tion ot these embankments is generally taken
from the outside, from ditches or pits cut per-
pendicular to the embankments—of length ami
depth, so as to afford a sufficient quantity of

earth for that purpose. Great precaution must
be taken when first locating these embankments,
to set them sufficiently hack from the river, that
the growing reed may be a protection against
the storms. Where they are exposed to the
healing surf, they must he protected by heavy
stone walls. Sluices of masonry or wood, of a
capacity to vent all back waler, should be con-
structed previously to pulling up the outside em-
bankments; and so ought the leading drains or
main open ditches.

Great precaution and care is necessary in put-
ting down a sluice, so us to prevent it from
blowing out. The sluice if made of wood, with
one chamber of 3 feet wide, by 2 feet high
would be sufficiently wide to vent all surplus
water from a meadow or valley of one or two
hundred acres of level land, where water moves
sluggishly, and if the top of the embankment is
not more than eight feet high above the bottom
of the meadow ditch. 20 feet will do lor the
length of sluice,— to construct which, two sills,
side timbers or plank, sawed specially for the
purpose, 2 feet wide by 4 inches thick", 26 feet
long, is first to he procured. Upon which spike
or tree-nail on 2-inch plank, cm 3 feet by 8 inches
long, both for the bottom and top of sluice, leav-
ing the chambers of the sluice 2 feet by 3 in the
clear. The gate of sluice should be hung with
an inclined plane, say about six inches to die
foot, so as to open easy when meadow water is
highest, and close when river water is strongest.
The sluice, when so made, should rest on five
good mud sills, the two outside ones should ex-
tend at least six feet beyond the width of sluice,
on either side. Sheet piling should be drove
down full three feet below the top of both the
outside sills, and spiked fast to the said sills so
as to guard against the working of muskrals, or
leakage from other causes. Grating should be
drove at the head or meadow side of sluice, so
as to prevent logs, brush, grass, or other floating
substances from getting into the sluice, and either
obstructing the tree passage of the water, or
closing of the sluice gate against the river. If a
greater volume of waler is to be vented, ihe
width and capacity of the sluice may he increa-
sed by an additional foot in height, or an in-
creased number of chambers, which may be
easily made by an additional sill or side timber
of four inches thick or more, of the necessary
height, as occasion may require, and if the em-
bankment is higher than eight feet, the length of
sluice must be increased—so as to observe the
same figure as of first described dimensions.

If sluices are constructed of solid masonry,
they may be done with cut stone or good hard
brick, in all cases to he laid in hydraulic cement,
resting on good firm foundations of wood, well
shed-piled, covered with flat stone, arched with
brick; chambers in no case should be higher
than three feet, or wider than six feet, each, but
may be increased to any desired number, so as
to vent off, quick, all surplus water. Sluices are
best when sunk well down. If submerged, they
are all the heller, as the greater the depth they
sink, allows a greater depth of covering, and
weight gives strength to this kind of structure.
Good heavy stones well fastened in the wall will
he necessary for sluice gates to work upon. If
the water is salt, copper fastenings are best and
cheapest in the end. The length of piles must
be increased (as well as the extent of wing-
piling) if the foundations are built on soft mud."
Previous to the construction of the Chesapeake

and Delaware Canal through the St. George's
meadows, it required three ranges of sluices,
each capable of venting a volume of sixty leet of
water, through several chambers of various di-
mensions. The extern of meadows and upland
slopes, which was drained through these sluices,
was near ten miles long, by near an average of
four miles wide, or more than 20,000 acres.—
There Here six mills of various kinds upon the
streams above, but they were at all times liable
lo waste water, and their dams ever to break,
which made it necessary to provide sufficient
width of sluices to guard against all such con-
tingencies.

Several thousand acres of prime meadow now
in good condition, are being grazed with bit cat-
tle li>r the shambles of Wilmington, Philadelphia
and Ne« York. Besides which many dairies for
milk, butier, and cream for the ice-cream saloons
of Wilmington, Philadelphia and Baltimore.-* I

These meadows when thus improved, sell from
20 to $200 per acre, according to the quality and
facility for reaching market. For grazing pur-
poses they are particularly well adapted. I was
informed by John Ball," formerly an agent of
Martin Dubbs, late of Philadelphia, that they fed
twenty-four bullocks on only twenly-five acres
on the St. George's meadows, near Port Penn,
w Inch cattle cost forty dollars and sold for ninety
dollars when tat, netting fifty dollars clear profit
to the acre. The neatest and best arranged of
these marsh fauns that I have seen for a rong
time, was Long Island, owned and occupied
then by John Barney, late of Philadelphia. It
was then far more beautiful and profitably culti-
vated than was ever that of Blannerhasselt in
Ihe palmiest days of its proprietor, situated as
Long Island is, at the- head of the broad and
beautiful bay of Delaware, where in the hottest
day of summer a sea-breeze can always be en-
joyed. There is much other marsh yet in its
wild state on Appoquinimink, Blackbird and
Duck Creeks, in New Castle, as well as on the
creeks in the lower counties of Kent and Sussex
that might he equally well improved and profita-
bly employed. The numerous steamboats now
plying on ihe hay and inlets, add greatly to the
advantages of marsh owners, as well as to the
upland owner, as a quick, safe and cheap mode
of conveying their several products to market.

In Kent and Sussex, besides some well im-
proved river marsh meadows on [he creeks lead-
ing up from the river, ihe western border of the
Slate has much flat land, that has been brought
into profitable cultivation by open ditches of
great extent. This draining "both in the interior
and on ihe Delaware front of the State, is done
by chartered companies. In one of these—(the
Marsh Hope, or Tappahanock, I am not sure
which companies)— the ditch is near twenty miles
long, varying in width from six to twenty-four
feet, and from two feet at the upper part to suf-
ficient depth to vent the water. These lands
when once well drained, are equal in fertility
with the lauds of the great American bottom of
Illinois, the Eldoruilo of the West, and are as
well adapted to the growth of corn, rye, grass,
&.c. 1 was shown a field near the village of
Vernon, a few weeks since, which my informant,
Mr. Tharp, told me had been in corn for more
than twenty years in succession without being
manured, and was then supposed by some to
yield filiy bushels of corn to the acre. His Ex-
cellency, Governor Tharp, informed me, thai he
had gathered ninety-six bushels of corn from an
acre of his meadows, which is pretty much the
same quality as many of those reclaimed flat
lands. The draining of these lands adds much
lo the beauty and health of the country and
neighborhood in which ihey lay, as well as to
their wealth. Within a few years, many farmers
of New Castle- county, have greatly beautified
and increased the value of their lands, by under;
draining.

The most interesting part of Mr. Jones' com-
munication in the American Farmer is that in

which he gives an account of Mr. Jackson's im-
provement of an unsightly bog, by drainage.

Hundreds and thousands of acres of low meadow
land have been improved in New England with-

in ihe limits of the circulation of the Monthly
Visitor since we first took up the subject nine

years ago. We have passed and re-passed these

reclaimed grounds, and we have often thought
how much has been added to the tons of hay or

other vegetable products by these improvements.

Rightly understanding this subject, we think

much greater continued benefits might have
been gained.

All heavy, wet lands may be made light^md

lively by suitable drainage. This object gained

the rich soil may he made just as deep as the

cultivator desires. Drains covered deep below

the frost and atmospheric action, if such can be

laid, leading the superabundant water into ils

main outlet, are always to be preferred. Almost
every unsightly hog morass has a stream and a

fall below il, through which the water is carried
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°ffi This stream ill the whole extent of the

meadow or valley may suitably he left open ; but

to it the covereil drains should he all directed.

We think the failure in receiving all the due

benefits from drainage of bog meadows has been

owing to not cutting off the cold springs coming

liom the exterior edge where the meadow con-

nects with the upland. A blind drain should be

first constructed around this exterior edge, and

this to communicate at as many points as may

be necessary with the main or open stream

which carries the water away from the lot.

In this part of the country tiles have not yet

been manufactured for the purpose of under-

drainage. Where there is plenty of rocks of

suitable form and size, these may be made a sub-

stitute: plank or hoards, or even rough hewn

logs laid so as to leave a space for the permanent

passage of the waters, will answer the purpose

where rocks cannot be had. Wood in the

ground will not decay for ages laid deep below

the atmospheric action : this principle has re-

cently been discovered and applied in the laying

of aqueducts, where bored logs are found to be

a better conduit for the passage of pure water

than the best iron or lead pipes.

What better use can be made of the masses of

small rocks carried from many fields than to ap-

ply them in filling up of ditches where peat and

black muck may be taken away from sunken

meadows to be drained. Frequently upland

fields, with plenty of rocks, lay all about in fields

at no great distance from the meadows. They

may be laid low below the reach of the plough,

and over these the grass or other crop may grow

as if there had been here no artificial method of

drainage adopted. The appearance of these

rocks would not be as unsightly as if deposited

in some spot forever to cover a portion of the

field. Thousands of acres, not only of low

meadows, but of the sour cold lands in their

natural condition, of little benefit for either grass

or pasturage, may be made of the most produc-

tive of the soil cultivated by the farmer. All

such lands will become light and lively by under-

drainage and the application of the suitable

stimulants.

" The principle of drainage should he well un-

derstood. Commencing always low down, the

drain should he constructed to carry off the wa-

ter in a suitable fall as that of a slightly inclined

plane. The drain either of tiles, rocks or wood,

should be so constructed as to prevent the possi-

bility of clogging or stoppage of the water

course. This may be done by laying the rocks

or wood in a suitable arch over a board at the

bottom if the ground at the hottom shall not lie

Sufficiently hard for the water-passage. Over

the arch, rocks may he filled in, and over these

turfs, or straw or shavings may he placed before

the supercumhent earth or soil shall he filled in.

Covered drains of this kind— no matter how nu-

merous— all leading off the superabundant water

of wet lands, well prepare them fur the best' ope-

rations of the cultivator.

Of the kind of draining described, the Dela-

ware Farmer presents the following interesting

experiment in that State :

The most extensive and perfect experiment
that has come under my notice, and to which I

wish to call your attention particularly, is that of

Bryan Jackson, who has some 4 or 5000 feet of

perfect miry unsightly bog beautifully reclaimed.

The process which he adopted was first to open
n main and open ditch through or near the cen-
tre of the low lands, designed to he reclaimed,
6ome four or six feet wide, and two or three feet

deep, or of sufficient vvidtb and depth to carry

off all rain and other surplus water. Into which
open or main drain all his under-drains lead.

The covered drains are started at the lowest part

of the land designed to In- drained by lids pro-

cess, at the main ditch, running perpendicular

thereto, and extending as far into the fast land

as to head off the springs; then following up
the fist larid in a general direction, parallel with

the main open drain, taking care to head all

spring!, earning the hottom of the m in covered

land drain to a depth as nearly level with the

bottom of the ma'll open drain, US to give a grad-

ual descent—the slower the better, so as to lead

off all spring water. To lead off the water from
the main covered or land drain, he has cut cross

drains, from it to the open main drain, in a di-

rection somewhat down stream, and at distances

from each other sufficient to completely drain

the land. Some parts of the main covered drain

on either side of the cripple, was cut full five

feet deep. The drains were formed as far as I

saw them, by three boards, one of which was
laid Mat on the bottom ; the other two, after be-

ing cut so as to fit, are placed on their edges and
brought together at the top, forming a triangular

drain. The top hoards of the lowest part of

these drains, were near two feet below the

surface.

The whole of this work appears to have been
done very similar to the plan laid down in Ste-

vens' Book of the Farm, as now being re-pub-

lished in Skinner's Farmers' Library. By this

mode of improvement in a few short months, an
unsightly, and otherwise useless and unhealthy
hog is reclaimed, the land cleared off and
ploughed, and now the wheat is growing most
luxuriantly. Recently, hollow tiles for nnder-

drains have been used by some, and they bid fair

to come into general use. They are about
twelve or thirteen inches long. They are made
in Cecil county, on the farm of David Taylor,

who is a neighbor of mine, and lives on the

Maryland side of Mason and Dixon's line, lias

several thousand feet of drain made with those

tiles. Tiles for the purpose of draining are

made in Wilmington. I think by W. Lovel. The
cost of under-draining sunk sufficiently below
the reach of the plough, say eighteen inches,

costs 25 cents per rod, exclusive of materials,

whether of tile or plank.

From all that 1 have seen of draining, I think

Bryan Jackson's is the best done.

This is a subject which I think of great im-

seek out and procure the copying for publication

of further papers elucidating the early and revo-

lutionary history of this country. The familiar-

ity of the names of those introduced in bis great

work, in the volumes already published, strikes

upon us the fact of their high importance: it is

a proud consideration to every son and daughter

of the revolutionary fathers of New Hampshire

that their ancestors early bent all their energies

to secure our independence under the wise rule

of liberty and law.

Who can point us to the volume which does

justice to the name and memory of that excellent

patriot and truly great man, John Langdon ?

His life has not yet been written. Tradition

speaks of him as first leading in an expedition

which early in the year 1775, seized and took

possession of the fort and munitions at the

mouth of Portsmouth harbor, dismantling and

bringing off the artillery pieces. The above ex-

tract from Mr. Force's History shows him and

the never-faltering Bartlett to have been mem-
bers of the Congress of 1775 sitting at Phila-

delphia, quilting his seat and undertaking, as it

must have been at that time, a perilous journey

to Canada, entrusted undoubtedly with the secret

agency of offering inducements to the people of

that province (o unite with these then infant

colonies in acts of resistance to the tyranny and

oppression of an unfeeling mother country. The

secret nature of that journey was such as not to

admit of publicity, (before they were forgotten,)

of the events attending it. In little more than

a year afterwards we find the same Captain

Langdon a member and presiding officer of the

provincial Congress of New Hampshire. Acci-

dent merely enabled us in 1828 to rescue from

oblivion a fact equally honorable to the enlight-

ened head and generous heart of John Langdon.

His constant friend and admirer, the late Jona-

than Eastman of this town then related the facts

as of his own knowledge. The perils of the

country called together in the summer of 1777

portance to the people of this State. Every
t |1B representatives of the people in the Congress

acre of waste land that can be and is so reclaim-

ed, is just so many acres addeil to our territory
;

and besides this, it adds to the beauty, health

and wealth of the State.

Respectfully and truly yours,

J. JONES.

John Langdon and Josiah Bartlett—a tribute

to their services and their patriotism ; with

a spice of other matters interesting to

farmers.
Josiah Bartlett to the Mew Hampshire Commit-

tee of Safety :

Philadelphia, Nov. 13, 1775.

# # * # Yesterday Capt. Langdon set oft

on his journey to Canada, so that I am left here

alone to act in behalf of our Colony. I don't

expect him here any more during this session ot

Congress.

Col. Force's Documentary History, published

under the patronage of Congress, has already

performed an inestimable service in retiieving

from oblivion, from the scattered fragments he

has sought and found in the Secretary's office ot

this State, many interesting facts. In the Exec-

utive Chair of this State the editor of the Visitor

bad the pleasure, in the year 18:30, to see his

suggestions to the Legislature followed up by an

appropriation for collecting and binding into

volumes a portion of the scattered manuscripts.

Many of these, of high interest, probably yet re-

main, scattered in the towns of the old county of

Rockingham and perhaps in other parts of the

State. Col. Force, in further preparation for the

volumes of his work, recently informed the edi-

tor that he intended again to visit our capital to

at Exeter: Captain Langdon, as the master spirit,

was the presiding officer. Messengers alarmed

the country with intelligence of the impending

invasion and triumphant march of Burgoyne's

army from the southerly point 01 Cbamplain lake

to overrun New England: the disastrous battle

at Hubberton had been fought, with the army re-

treating before the British and their Hessian

stipendiaries. The continental Congress was

without means to afford the frontier of New
Hampshire any relief: the distance to the whole

westerly line of the State from the invading

army was scarcely a hundred miles. What was

to be done ? The paper promises of the Conti-

nental or Provincial Congress were at the low

ehl) that not a dollar could he raised for the sup-

port of new levies then to be railed out for the

defence of New Hampshire. The Congress or

State Assembly was tit Exeter—John Langdon

was there, and John Stark, who had done the

main work of vengeance on the British in a

short hour's service with his regiment of New
Hampshire boys on the 17th June 1775, on the

side of Bunker Hill—John Stark, overslaughed

by popin-jays and pretenders who had danced

attendance on and had the favorable ear of the

continental Congress, was there too, ready to

lead oil' his ranger veterans and their sons to the

assured success which bad followed him during

the previous seven years' war with the French

and Indians. The men could be raised, the

arms and munitions, the powder and ball, could
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be raised and supplied on the instant if the

means of subsistence for the expedition could be

had. Captain Langdon—he deserved his title

from being the commander of his own merchant

ship—had a cargo of Tobago rum arrived ill

port—a valuable article then used as well for

raising meeting houses as for supplying the

warmth to soldiers sleeping without sufficient

covering upon the cold ground, and even used,

as was said, mixed with gunpowder to inspirit

the hardy American soldier going into battle:

that cargo of the old "West India," which was

seldom used at that time to make a drunken

man, was worth the dollars, three thousand and

more: it was sold and devoted to supply food

for the purpose of fitting out the identical New
Hampshire regiments which under Stark gave

the first check, resulting afterwards in the igno-

minious defeat of Burgoyne's whole army, at

Bennington in two successive battles fought up-

on the same day : to the cargo of rum Captain

Langdon added the pledge of the family silver

plate, earned by his own enterprise, to the value

of several thousand dollars more. Nor did his

services end here: although not in any military

command, as soon as the expedition, composed

of the ancestors of many now living all around

us, scarcely one of whom now survives, was un-

der way, the master spirit who furnished the

means to set the ball in motion, accompanies the

expedition to Bennington in person. Mow grand

are now our conceptions of this glorious patriot!

We see him in the mind's eye as we first saw

him while Governor of the, State in the year

1809, the noblest specimen of the man and dig-

nified gentleman that our eyes had ever witness:

ed. H'! it was who afterwards in 1789, after the

adoption of that " most stupendous frabric of hu-

man invention," the present Constitution of the

Union, in the structure of which he advised as a

member of the convention at every step:—he it

was who afterwards, in virtue of his office of

president of the United States Senate, stood first

in the place of President of the United States,

introducing and qualifying the immortal Wash-

ington, the first unanimously elected to that

office by the people. Of all the noble deeds and

eventful life of John Langdon there can be no

historian who may do him even-handed justice.

The papers and the records furnish but frag-

ments of his history.

But not less wary and patriotic than the master

spirit was his colleague from New Hampshire in

the Continental Congress of 1775-6, the first

Josiah Bartlett, who presided over the govern-

ment of this State several years before the ex-

istence of its present Constitution. He was in-

stant in season and out of season in every thing

that related to his country's welfare. The object

of the letter addressed to the Committee of

Safety from Philadelphia seemed to he solely the

transmission of a letter to the speaker of our

House of Assembly from agents who had gone

to England to present a petition from Congress

to the crown and parliament of England. He

embraces in the same letter other topics. The
manufacture of gunpowder had become a matter

of scarcely less importance at the moment than

the raising of men : its deficiency at Bunker

Hill bad been full in the necessary retreat of the

Americans from the Charlestown peninsula,

when the powder gave out. A plenty of powder

would probably have enabled Stark's command

to repulse the advance of the British grenadiers

a third and fourth, as it did a first and second

time, when marching to encircle the fort. The

Congress at Philadelphia passed "resolves for

making sall-petre," and President Bartlett in the

same letter as that from which this extract is

taken " earnestly recommends the putting them

in practice."

The nitre collected about buildings, no longer

necessary for the manufacture of gunpowder to

be used in the assertion and defence of our lib-

erties, is valuable for other important domestic

purposes. Preserved and used in the soil as a

stimulant for the crops produced by our mother

earth, the nitre as a principal ingredient of gun-

powder, would be of immense value. Like the

ammonia of our best manures carelessly expo-

sed as well in yards and hovels as when it is

laid out in the fields passing off in the air, so

does the nitre collected about buildings becojne

wasteil and useless: indeed there are few per-

sons who seem to be conscious that such virtue

exists where the means of its creation are hardly

realized by the every-day observer. Mr. Bartlett

was a physician and as much of a chemist prob-

ably as the most learned of his day: his best

knowledge was diverted to the use of his coun-

try. Accordingly as the sequel of his letter to

the New Hampshire Committee of Safety of

1775, he finishes as follows :

It appears from several experi-

ments in this Colony, [Pennsylvania, where Dr.

Franklin was at least half a century in advance
of his time in science] that the surface of the

earth that has been for some years kept from the

rain will produce saltpetre. The floor of a

meeting house being taken up, the earth pro-

duced one pound for every bushel: under barns,

stables, &c. much more. There appears to be
no more art in making it than in making potash.

When the liquor is properly boiled and put into

pans to cool, it shoots and sticks to the bottom
and sides very beautifully. The liquor may then
be easily drained off, and either boiled over again
or put on another mash. Though probably the

Continent will be well supplied with powder in

the spring, yet it is best by all means to put it out

of the power of our enemies to defeat us of that

necessary article, hy supplying ourselves, and if

we have a double or treble quantity it will be no
damage, and in future save our cash from being

sent abroad after it.

The principle then understood by Dr. Bartlett

of the concentration of nitre may serve to ex

plain the creation of guano, that most valuable

of all the concentrated manures, now come to

be used extensively in Europe as an article of

manure. Inexhaustible quantities of guano are

said to exist on the islands of the Pacific near

the equator off the coast of Peru : its value, be-

longing to the government, is represented to be

of sufficient magnitude to afford a perpetual rev-

enue for the support of the civil institutions of

that ancient Spanish province now an indepen-

dent sovereignty of South America. It seldom

or never rains upon the islands where the guano

is formed. If the ammonia, collected under a

meeting house where no drainings of cattle or

other manure-making substances are lodged, con-

centrates nitre for the manufacture of a pound

of saltpetre to every bushel of the surface soil,

what might we not expect in a series of ages

from the concentrated ammonia upon the Peru-

vian islands situated and surrounded by the salt

water, where myriads of birds are constantly de-

positing the excrements of the sustenance which

is derived Horn the fish and flesh and vegetable

substances obtained from the surrounding seas?

The guano conies from the islands where it nev-

er rains— it is the concentrated ammonia fixed

by long-continued dryness of the atmosphere

—

fixed and nearly mineralized from the lapse of

time which has collected it in banks to ihu

depth of many feet. By the last English prices

current we observe that Peruvian guano rules at

wholesale at the rate of nine and ten pounds

sterling (forty and fifty dollars) the ton. In this

country, from its scarcity, it is retailing from sixty

to eighty dollars the ton.

Growth of Philadelphia. Fairniount and the

Siispensiou Iiiidge.

On our way home from Washington in the lust

days of April, while tarrying of an afternoon at

Philadelphia, we took an omnibus for Fairniount,

which has for many years furnished from the'

Schuylkill, pure water to the inhabitants of that

city. Astonishing had been the progress of the

city since we last visited Fairniount, some twelve

years ago. The business and the buildings ex-

tending the beautiful streets, originally laid

out by Penn now almost two centuries ago, over

the spaceway of miles, seemingly as large in the

new part as was the whole extent of the old city

including Southwark and the Northern Liberties,

from the Delaware river on the east to the

Schuylkill river on the west,—had spread to an

incredible extent. The coal and the iron trade,

annually accumulating in the interior of Penn-

sylvania probably at the rate of from twenty-five

to fifty per cent, had been one of the causes of

the immense creation of capital in active busi-

ness which the city now presents. We had no

idea, after the paralyzation said to have heen pro-

duced by the sinking of thirty-six millions of

capital in the United States Bank, that Phila

delphia could be alike prosperous now with

other cities of the country, as New York and

Boston : but revulsions produced by swindling

banks and corrupt speculators seem to have little

effect in retarding that prosperity of the city

which has grown out of the industry and enter-

prise of the men of this country.

The entire waters of the Schuylkill river

are brought to the particular use of the city

which lies now as between the two rivers at the

point near down to where the former unites it-

self to the Delaware. A fall in the river, over

which a peculiar dam, striking at first up stream

for a considerable distance, and then nearly at

right angles crosses to the western shore, fur-

nishes the power for forcing the water up an

elevation of seventy-five or a hundred feet. This

elevation with a rocky base lies above all the

country around on that side of the river in a sin-

gle hill just large enough fur a convenient basin

for holding the water to he lei off in pipes and

communicated to all parts of the city. As this

basin was constructed when the city was of much
smaller dimensions than it now is, it might be

supposed that the requisite quantity of water

would hardly be supplied for the whole. A
great revenue is derived to the city Irom the

Fairniount water works. It was remarkable

now to see the same white marble images that

stood on the sides of Fairniount, sending forth

as if coining out of the rock, the continuous

stream of water which flowed years ago, purify-

ing and cooling the air in hot sultry weather all

around it. As one of the places of constant re-

sort in the warm seasons of the year, the frequent

omnibuses furnish the means of easy travel : six

cents only to the passenger are charged lor the

whole distance across the city from the Mer-

chants' Exchange to the Schuylkill river.

—

To every visitor of Philadelphia the jaunt to

Fairniount commends itself.

The ancient villa of Robert Morris, the finan-

cier of the American revolution, lies a little to
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the right over the bay from Faiiiiiouiii ; in the

same direction about a mile beyond is the fa-

mous Girard college, which lias been several

years building at an expense of millions. I5ut

close lo llie loot of Faiiinoiint on the oilier hand

has lately been erected a suspension bridge,

throwing over it upon a single span lo the ex-

tent ot fifty to a hundred rods, the whole weight

of the impending Structure, The burden is sus-

tained by immense cords of iron, running over a

high stone abutment at either end, and fastened

by hooks and clamps. The cords are in the

shape of wires, any one of which breaking

would go only for a time partially to weaken hut

not to prostrate the bridge.

From the immense quantities of iron produced

and to be produced in this country, rendering

that a cheap and facile material for building, we

would not he surprised to see the plan of suspen-

sion bridges adopted over many of our rivers, and

especially where thrown above llie masts of ships

they may prevent all interruption of navigation.

Leaving the bridge to be nearly incombustible,

the frequency of thrown down piers by under-

mining freshets and breaking up of ice, and the

destruction of the bridge by fire, might be

avoided.

In Skinner's Farmer*' Library for April, we

find the following notice of a contemplated sus-

pension bridge below the great Niagara falls. If

such a safe avenue as this bridge would afford

may he there opened, connected with railroads

on either hand, coming in the direction of Albany

and Boston from the fertile region of Canada

West, and bringing the whole country of the

United States bordering upon the great lakes as

nearest here to the sea, the enterprise must be

taken as one of great magnitude. Willi this

channel of communication along the south of

lake Ontario in its whole extent, comes to the

aid, on the St. Lawrence at Ogdenshnrgh, several

hundred miles lower down, a more direct railroad

route: over the river here in the course of time

a suspension bridge may and probably will be

thrown, which will open to the Atlantic seaboard

a still nearer and not less important avenue to

the Great West. The extreme northernmost

line of the United States is by no means that

part destined to contribute least lo the country's

prosperity. Singular as it may seem this north-

ern country, sometimes covered in a snowy man-
tle half the year, is least interrupted in the ready

interchange of commodities and in the facilities

of railroad travel of any part of the Union.

Niagara Tails Suspension Bridge.

It is probably know n to most of our readers
who lake au interest in such matters, that the
Canada people have under contract and now in

the course of construction, a railway, which is

intended for high speed and heavy freight, from
Windsor on the cast shorejof Detroit river, about
a mile below the falls. The distance is 228
miles.

From the eastern shore of Niagara, opposite
the terminus of the Canada Railway, a railway
through Lock port along the Krie Canal Kj

Rochester, is in the course of construction. Iloib

of these roads, it is said, will soon be finished.

They are, however, separated by llie mighty Ni-
agara, which runs between them in a gorge more
than Iwo hundred feet deep, with nearly perpen-
dicular hanks, and its waters are entirely im-
passable, owing to rapids tumbling over a rocky
bottom on a great descent through which no
water-craft ever attempted to cross.

To remedy this difficulty, snme enterprising
gentlemen of Western New York, and Canada,
have set themselves about spanning the river
from railroad to railroad with a bridge, to he

suspended on wire cables, of sufficient strength
to cross railroad trims, as well as carriages and
horses, and the work is already under way, un-
der the superintendence of Charles Ellet, Jr.,

Engineer. To effect this, they are erecting two
towers on each side of the river, built of sub-
stantial masonry, about sixty feel high above the
rocky banks. Over the tops of these towers six-

teen wire cables, four inches in diameter each,
are to be stretched and anchored into the rock and
fastened in the rear of the towers. These cables
will weigh twenty-seven tuns each, and will pos-
sess a strength equal to the support of six thou-
sand live hundred tons weight.
From these cables thus extending across the

river, the floor of the bridge is to be suspended
on a level with the brow ol the hanks; and cars,

carriages ami passengers will enter upon llie

floor of the bridge between the towers. There
will be two footways on the bridge, of four feel

width each ; two carriage-ways of seven anil one
half leet each, and a railroad [rack.

The floor of the bridge will he two hundred
and thirty feet above the water, and in full view
of the (alls above and the whirlpool below, and
the lied of ihe river between ; thus adding artifi-

cial sublimity to Nature's grandeur, and making
each contribute to ihe other. The expense of
this bridge will he about two hundred thousand
dollars, and the grandeur of ihe work, and ihe at-

tractions it will present at this great resort of Ihe

curious and the fashionable, would seen to form
sufficient inducement for the outlay.

But such was not the inducement. The gen-
tlemen who have undertaken it— like most of our
enterprising countrymen—are practical and utili-

tarian. Lakes Erie and Ontario are about thirty-

niles apart—joined by the noble Niagara,
anil some-

six

passable any time at only a few points, ...

times passable now here between the two lakes
on account of ihe floating ice. On both sides of
the river is a thick population of Anglo-Saxons,
carry ing on constant intercourse. To facilitate

this, and annex the two countries, and join their

railways, they have set themselves to erecting

this stupendous and seemingly impracticable
structure. Western New York desires to avail

herself of ihe transit of the Canada trade

through the State and lake its advantages. Can-
ada is desirous of giving the Western Stales a

passage through her dominions and to avail her-

self of whatever advantages may be gained by

it.

.Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin desire a win-
ter trade, and are restless at being locked up so

many months in the year by ice from i lie Allan-
lie, and they desire also lo have a shorter, quick-
er, and saler passage to the East than round
through lake Erie. Anil ihe farmers in Canada
and the interior of llie upper Slates are anxious
lo send down their produce, and would not like

to be stopped by this impassable gorge in the

river. Our readers will therefore see that the
public interest of vast multitudes is very deeply
concerned in ibis enterprise, and though pre-
senting great inducements to the curious and
fanciful, it is, nevertheless, a work of vast utility,

in which the benefit of millions is coi.cemed.
The prime mover of this magnificent display

of civil engineering and combination of mechan-
ical powers, is our worthy fellow-citizen, Lot
Clark, Esq., heretofore distinguished in the pub-
lic annals of his country; hut certain now to he
more widely ami longer known by this momen-
tous enterprise.

This suspension bridge seems worthy lo stand
in view of that stupendous display of the gran-
deur of Nature, the Falls of Niagara ; the sight

of which so well rewards the pilgrims who come
annually from all quarters of the world to con-
template and admire it.

No reader of good sense—and we trust we
have none others— will need to be reminded of
the inseparable Connection which everywhere
exists between the Agriculture of a country, and
its roads and bridges, which serve—according as
they are more or less perfect— to facilitate and
cheapen transportation and exchanges between
rural and manufacturing industry.

—

Skinner's
Farmers'' Library.

Cceat Fishing.—One day last week, Messrs.
Davidson and Russel drew in at a single haul,

on Mr. Hallpck's shore, west side of New Haven
harbor, iwo millions of while fish, as nearly as

could be estimated, weighing on an average
about three-quariers u pound each. The total

weight of the haul, therefore, was about 1.500 000
pounds, or 750 tons! li was the greatest haul of
fish ever made in that harbor, and we suspect it

will not be easy to match it any where. The
farmers from the neighboring country were en-
gaged three or four days in carrying them oil" in

immense cart-loads. They sell at 50 to 75 cents
the thousand. The fishermen are much indebted
to a bevy of porpoises, who drove the white fish

into the harbor, helping themselves meanwhile,
no doubt, to a very large number.

—

Journal of
Commerce.

Mr. Hallock, one of the able editors of the N.

Y. Journal of Commerce, has a henurful villa

and residence seventy miles from the city of his

business, on the bay two or three miles out of

New Haven. To this place he retires in au

easy steam-boat ride of four or five hours usually

at the end of the week, as the summer residence

of his family. Mr. Hallock, having an ardent

taste for agricultural improvement, has brought

inio cultivation many acres upon this shore of

the Long Island sound. He has made the light-

est porous soil very productive mainly by the ap-

plication of decaying fish as a manure. In what
quantities this material may he gathered, let the

above great haul be taken as an example. What
sort of net or seine could sustain such a weight

could not easily be accounted for by any ingenui-

ty of ours. The manures accessible to the most

of the farmers near the sea-shore give them
such an advantage as should not be neglected.

Great Crop of Turnips.

As far back as the year 1820, Mr. Joseph W.
March of Greenland, N. II., produced 834 bush-

els of rota baga turnips upon an acre. The fol-

lowing account of this crop furnished by Mr.
March was at that time published in the Ameri-
can Farmer, then published by J. S. Skinner,

from whose Monthly Journal of Agriculture

now published in the ciiy of New York, we ex-

tract it:

—

Last tall about one-half of the lot was plough-
ed, and it was intended the whole should have
been ploughed, but ihe early hard frost prevent-
ed. Last spring about eight loads of compost
manure were spread on the ground and plough-
ed in, two-thirds of which probably was swamp
and mixed with barn-yard dung.
On the J 8th of June, 1 began to plant the

seed. After harrowing the ground, seven fur-
rows were made lengthwise the piece, three and
a half feel apart, with a horse-plough, lnlo these
furrows good barn-yard manure was shoveled
from a cart passing alongside, at the rate of about
fourteen loads per acre. Then a strong ox-team
with a good plough passing up one side and down
the oilier, ploughing very deep, formed a high
ridge directly over ihe manure. After ihe seven
ridges were ploughed, a horse going between
iwo ridges with a light roller leveled Ihe lops;

—

then a hoe was drawn along to make a small
furrow for the seed. Previous lo dropping it,

some manure was strewed along at ihe rale of
four to five loads per acre, in order to force the
growth of the young plains, when first up, ihal
the fly might not destroy them. A bov then
dropped the seed along the ridges, a few in a
place, about a foot apart, then covering them
with a hoe completed the manner of sou ing.

The principal labor in ihe alter culture, was
the first weeding and thinning out the plains.

—

lint as this was done in Ihe season of hay -making,
at times when the weather was until fur making
hay, the expense is considered trifling. I should
judge, however, that the labor of the alter cul-
ture is about equal to that of Indian corn.
The produce of the acre is eight hundred and

thirly-four heaped bushels of turni/js, besides ot
leaves what was judged to be about five tons.

—

The expense of harvesting was comparatively
very small; the whole being done in a part of
one day. Upon calculation made of ihe time,
and number of hands employed, it appeared that
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five men could easily have pulled tliem up,

gathered ihein into carts, and housed them (after

hauling them a distance of more than a quarter

of a tiiile) in one day.

Railroad and other Cogitations.

We understand the price of passenger freight

l>y the railroad from Boston to Concord on the

first of June is to be reduced to one dollar and a

half, or two cents a mile. This is less than half

of the average rate of what was the former price

by stage. When we first went over the way the

most rapid time by stage, a part of a day and

two nights, was fifteen hours, and the common
time about twenty. Now we go over the distance

of seventy-five miles, making stoppages at every

depot, in three hours: one day of the last month

the cars leaving Boston at five o'clock in the

evening, came in at half past seven, almost be-

fore the sun was fairly down. Men may do

business in Boston during all the usual hours of

business, going and returning daily by the rail-

road, and live in Concord in the usual hours of

repose with their families. Distance seems now

to be but a small object: the price of freight ol

great bulk and weight reduced to the price of

the passage of persons, makes the value of every

farm and garden along the line of road within a

hundred miles, as great as the farm and garden

on the margin of the city of Boston. The facili-

ties of transport gives an unexpected value to

almost every thing which mother earth produces.

The incitements to enterprise are almost too

strong in New England for a steady, healthy

state of tilings. But advanced in intellect and

intelligence as well as in the sources of wealth

beyond almost every oilier section of the world,

it is scarcely possible that enterprise should fail

the men and women of New England. Although

her soil is hard of cultivation and her climate

cold and often discouraging, yet the basis of her

pride and wealth will be found in her Agricul-

ture. Surrounded by prosperous farmers, the

various Manufactures of our towns and villages

cannot fail to flourish.

About a mile below the cily of Albany lies, go

near a level to the Hudson as to be overflowed

by high freshets, an island of some two hundred

acres in extent. This island, the property of the

Rensselaer family, is rented out in small parcels

at the annual rate of eighteen dollars the acre.

It is cultivated for the production of market

vegetables, sold in the city of Albany. Manures

are used upon this laud sufficient for a stimulus :

independent of them the ground retains a fertili-

ty which seems to suffer little deterioration from

long use.

Directly upon the bank fronting ihis island, is

the beautiful villa and seat of E. P. Prentice,

Esq., the munificent friend of Agricultural im-

provement in the State of New York. Mr.

Prentice is a native of the Granite State, a grand-

son of that Nathaniel Sartell Prentice who re-

presented the then new town of Alstead in that

Assembly of the State which in 1776, before the

general declaration by Congress, declared its in-

dependence of the royal authority of Great

Britain, and who was afterwards a judge in the

Cheshire courts. Mr. Prentice had made his

fortune of hundred thousands in the business of

traffic and manufacture of furs, retiring in favor

of a younger brother a few years since. The

daughter of our old friend Col. Cheney of New-
port, now deceased, is the wife of Mr. P.; and

with him in the enjoyment of an easy fortune,

reside his own father and the mother of his wile,

each of them at a good old age having left New
Hampshire.

The mansion and beautiful grounds, inter-

spersed with garden plats, fruit and various

other ornamental trees and shaubhery, lie many
feet above the river. Along the road at the foot

of the hill, Mr. Prentice has lately erected three

several villas of the cottage pattern. Fronting

the mansion above and the cottages on either

hand, below on the lower side of the road are

the extensive and ample stables in which Mr. P.

has reared the fine cattle which have gone forth

into distant parts of the country. His first im-

portations were of the Durham breed. More re-

cently he has turned his attention to the Ayrshire

as being a better breed to be intermixed with

the native cattle for the qualities of milking and

meat. Other Slates than New York will derive

benefits from the stock of his importation and

raising. Along the road is a plat of Mr. Pren-

tice's premises corresponding in cultivation and

value with the Rensselaer island from which it is

separated by a smaller branch of the river. At

the upper end of this plat is the neat and elegant

cottage residence of our friend Tucker, editor of

the Cultivator, erected especially for his use by

bis munificent friend, who charges him only at

the rate of simple interest on the cost for so

many and just such accommodations as he

chooses. A few acres of the fertile land suffices

for all the farming and garden purposes of the

successor of Buel, who has done much in the

last dozen years to promote the cause of Agri-

culture. We are glad to find that continued pa-

tronage has led our friend into untiring efforts in

this great cause. The spirit and the usefulness

of the Cultivator suffers no abatement in the

lapse of time. To that gentleman and his intel-

ligent associate editor, Mr. Howard, are we in-

depted for new attentions at every repeated

Albany visit.

A thousand feet more elevated than the river

at Albany, in a basin upon the westerly slope of

the Berkshire mountains, lies the town of Pitts-

field, which has been long known for its generous

munificence in the cause of Education generally,

and especially as the seat of the first county

Agricultural Society in New England. Between

this town and the westerly line of Massachusetts

separating it from New York, there is but a single

town. The difference in vegetation, arising

from the difference in elevation, on the first day

of May was a full fortnight between Albany and

Pittsfield : the leaves of the trees had shot forth

and the apple-blows appeared at the one place,

while most of the trees and fields were nearly

naked with winter barrenness at the other.

The Massachusetts Western railroad in its

passage over and through the Berkshire moun-
tains, encountering an elevation of about fifteen

hundred feet, some of the distance surmounted

at the rate of more than eighty feet to the mile,

has its route through the village and town of

Pittsfield, The village at the centre is one of

the most beautiful of New England towns: it is

so fast increasing since it has enjoyed railway

facilities, lhat spreading over a large surface, it

will soon become a continuous city from one

manufacturing cluster on the Housatonic to an-

other manufacturing village on the Pontoosuc:

the elder and larger village of the town is situa-

ted midway between the rivers which unite a

few miles below. The avenues of the town

adorned with trees reaching from the centre of

the village on either hand are beautifully filled

in svilh the most tasteful and elegant residences,

most of which are built of wood, with ornamen-

tal shrubbery and trees shading the yards in

front. The manufactures of Pittsfield, already

considerable, are fast extending: in the manu-

facture of wool, with no very heavy original in-

vestment of capital, we were pleased to learn

that a single enterprising individual had been

realizing, year in and year out, the sure profit

equal to forty dollars for every working day.

The elevation of Pittsfield, in easy level among
the mountains from which the pure living wa-

ters come down, makes it one of the most

healthy in the world. Our own experience in

breathing this mountain air for only twelve

hours, explained to us how the inhabitants of

that country live to a great age. The town is

the seat of one of the best Medical Institutions

of New England, uniting the talents of five

eminent men of the faculty. Lt. Gov. Childs

fills a chair of this Institute, as he has done the

past year at another institution in Ohio and in

the Medical School of Woodstock, Vermont.

The mother of Dr. Childs, in whose younger

family of brothers were the Timothy Childs, de-

ceased, late a member of Congress from Monroe

county, N. Y., and the gallant Col. Childs who
has distinguished himself in Mexico, yet lives

at a great age, an interested looker-on of public

events, with her elder son at Pittsfield. One of the

best institutions of the kind in the country is the

Young Ladies' Institute of Pittsfield, at which in

the higher branches of instruction some hundred

young ladies are generally in attendance. To
this charming village, the elegant manners of its

inhabitants not less than the salubrity of its

mountain air, invite the attention of parents for

the education of their children, leading them early

in the way they should go. Instruction, prepara-

tory to the various professions and business of

life, seems here to have been concentrated as

one of the most desirable points of the country.

It is a general remark of the city of New York,

that of the men of wealth, talent and enterprise

now prominent in that great mart of trade and

knowledge, many natives of Berkshire in western

Massachusetts are now conspicuous. Pittsfield,

in times gone by, has had her share of eminent

men in the counsels of the nation ; and she has

sent forth educated men to other Slates of the

Union. The present Governor Briggs of Massa-

chusetts is a resident of Pittsfield : her early

men of wealth, to which the excellence of her

soil has contributed, have been among the dis-

tinguished patrons of Agriculture in the old Bay

State.

It pleased us on this occasion to meet in Pitts-

field a cotempurary printer and editor, the vene-

rable Phineas Allen, who in the year 1800, nearly

half a century ago, established in that village

that good old paper, the Pithfield Sun, which he

has continued from that day to the present, true

to the principles and cause which he first advo-

vated as an immovable dial to the great luminary

of the Heavens: as a family paper the Sun has

few superiors in the country. By some years

his junior, while the editor has been connected

with any political paper, no journal has better

suited him as a model than that of our old friend

Allen. Enviable, indeed, has been the career of

Mr. Allen in this his native town: he has reared

and educated respectably an interesting family,

of whom three sons and two daughters of seven

yet remain. The sons reside in this village, the

one its very acceptable post-master, and the
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other preferring his father's business and calling

to thai of one of the liberal professions for which

he was educated. The elder Mr. Allen, at the

oge of seventy years, retains the elasticity of the

man of middle age— respected and honored, as

we may well believe, hy men of all shades of

opinion and belief in his own native village and
county. The agricultural enterprise of Pittsfield

has also called into existence another well-con-

ducted weekly newspaper, devoted mainly to

that object, which has a respectable circulation

in the county.

With all the elements of wealth surrounding

it— with valuable water-power on both of the

beautiful rivers which entwine the town— Pitts-

field is destined at no distant time to become a

wealthy city among the mountains. It has al-

ready laid the foundations for extended literary

and classical instruction of both sexes, to which

her position invites the rich surrounding coun-

try, extending as the great railroad now does an

easy and quick communication eastward of the

mountains. North of Pittsfield on the Housato-

nic valley a branch railroad has already been ex-

tended twenty miles to the manufacturing town

of North Adams, hjgher up in the mountains.

What is remarkable is, that the excavations for

this road have opened three rich materials, either

of which might make a business for transport

sufficient to support the road, to wit— quarries of

the best variegated and pure white marble; beds

of iron ore of the greatest richness; and pure

sand for the manufacture of glass, said to be of a

superior quality to any yet discovered in this

country—so good an article of the kind as to

make it an object of export to Europe, to be

used in the making of the elegant and expensive

glass writes imported from Fiance.

So completely successful has been this branch

mountain railroad, that Pittsfield, in a short time

— the country furnishing ample means to do it

—

is intended to he the meeting point of four rail-

roads. The charter has been obtained for a di-

• rect railroad through Lenox and Lee, over the

Slate of Connecticut to New Haven: all the

towns through which this route passes have their

peculiar manufactures. The town of Lee, in a,

succession of mills upon a stream coining down

from n pond in a higher elevation of the moun-

tains, manufactures paper to the value of several

bundled thousand dollars annually—many kinds

of hand-wrought and machine paper of the best

kind used in the country. The opening of com-

munication by railroads in Berkshire, has given

an astonishing value especially to the forest

lands in the mountains, which before had been

of little practical value. All the wood grown, all

'• the accessible wood and timber that can become

at, maybe used for various economical purposes;

• anthracite coal must be called from abroad to

I supply its deficiency. In the mountains faraway

from the seaboard, wood has risen, from the de-

mand, from the price of one dollar to two and a

half and three dollars the cord.

-' The travelled old road from Albany to Pitts-

field is twenty-nine miles : to gain the elevation

it has been found necessary to make the railroad

between the two places run over the distance of

very nearly or quite fifty miles. In the ascent

it has been found to make the difference of One

hour in the ascending from the descending train.

I With great power of steam have immense quan-

tities of produce been turned in a direction to-

wards Boston over this great thoroughfare. We
may see bow great is the advantage of the rail-

ways running north from Boston through New

Hampshire and Vermont towards Canada and

the great West. Out of Boston, touching the

Merrimack river nt Lowell, we have no where a

grade equal to twenty feet in the mile: us if on

a level the same power that would carry freight

twenty miles over the Massachusetts road west

of the Connecticut would carry an equal weight

one hundred miles over the Merrimack valley

road; and in the same time the former would

run twenty-five miles, t lie latter would go over

the distance of fifty miles. The valley of the

Contoocook river which comes down to the cen-

tre of New Hampshire from the south-west fifty

miles near the Massachusetts line, presents its

claim for a railroad. We are not sure that the

more easy way for heavy transport to Boston

may not be nearly the whole distance from the

sources of that river at the foot of the Monad-

nock mountain down to its confluence with the

Merrimack, there to take the way of the main

stream to the seaboard. The Northern railroad,

in contrast with the eighty feet on the more

southern roads, encounters the rise and fall at

the maximum of fifty feet to the mile; and this

only in short distances. The Concord and

Montreal railroad by Meredith and the shores of

the Winnipissiogee, it is said, will be still more

favorable iir its elevations and depressions.

The annexed statement of the commerce of
New York port for the quarter ending 31st
March, is copied from the Evening Post :

—

Imports.

Free Goods. 1846. 1847. 1848.

January 370905 478,443 400,829
February 474,360 285,128 141,359
March 1,092,470 786,937 2,199,749

Total §1,943,741 1,550,508 2,741,937
Dutiable Goods.

January 4.842,884 5,499.G82 9,104,104
February 4,177,952 5,889,387 9,566,859
March 8,(157,793 6,060,746 5,971,001

Total $17,678,629 17,449,815 24,042,504
Specie.

January 43,221 90,874 48.032
February 90,779 1,235,122 49,502
March 02,225 1,329,458 22,781

Total $202,225 2,055,454 120.315

Total imports in 1846 $19,824,595
" ,; 1847 21,055,777
" " 1848 27,504,810

Exports.

Domestic tndse. Free. Dutiable. Specie.

January 2.450,015 4,490 222.089 1,183,517

February 1,977,428 15,540 432,909 433,226
March 2,181,194 99,039 215,490 452.507

0,018,237 119,665 871,088 2,009,150

Total exports during the quarter. . . . $9,078,140
Duties Hectived.

January 1,471,844 1,434.830 2,305,017

February 1,255,051 1,490,710 2,410.497

March.'. 2,008,734 1,052,092 1,553,003

Total $5,330,229 4,583,044 5,274,517

Average rates 30 l-5per ct. 264perct. 2l)perct.

Mixing .Soils.

There is often an advantage in mixing soils

which will pay Well for the labor. It is almost
always the case that when in digging wells or
cellars, if some of the bottom earth, which comes
from a depth of several feet from the surface "I

the ground, be spread upon land that has been
sometime cultivated, or even upon grass lands, a

stimulus is given to the crop that is quite sur-

prising.

A year or two ago, we visited a farmer in one
of the upper counties in this Slate, whom we
found carting coarse, gravelly loam into his barn-

yard, lie stated thai he found much benefil

with such material among his barn-yard manure,
and fancied that the juices of the manure dis-

solved a part of the gravel or something else,

and that produced the benefit to his crops. We
supposed, however, that it was owing to the
mixing of soils, by which, not only the texture
of the surface soils was changed, hut probably
other materials, or ingredients supplied that
were lacking in the sod which received the
dressing. We all know that after draining a
boggy piece of ground, if then; be any chance
to mix sand, gravel or loam with it, a manifest
improvement is effected: and* we also know that
if the muck or peat of the bog is hauled on to
the upland, and its acids neutralized by long ex-
posure to the weather, or by ashes, &C., great
benefit is obtained. So also if sand or gravel be
hauled upon stiff clays, or clay put on sandy and
gravelly soils, a mutual improvement is effected.
Perhaps the benefit would not always pay for the
expense, hut where the mixing can be done
easily and at reasonable cost, it is oftentimes a
good plan to mix them thoroughly.

—

Maine
tanner.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Silk.

Mr. Editor— I am one of those wdio are easily
led away hy some new adventure. Chinese tree-
corn, and Rohan potatoes have been experimen-
ted upon and rejected; but the Mulberry specu-
lation cost me a greater outlay, so it bangs on
longer. The question is now whether to pursue
the silk business, or give it up. We have made
sewing silk in a small way several years: but in

our way of doing it, it was too much labor for

the profits, so we laid it aside. We now have
on hand four or five pounds of reeled silk, and
last year's cocoons besides. The season for

worms is now at hand, and as the business now
goes, it is all labor and no pay, except the
bounty.

Now Mr. Editor, 1 want you or some of your
correspondents to answer my queries through
the medium of the Visitor. Where can reeled
silk find a market? What price will reeled silk

bring? Our reel does not twist. Should reeled
silk be twisted ?

BrownfU-ld, Maine, May II, 1843.

w.

OJ^ We believe the people of Mansfield, id

Connecticut, have made a profitable business

from the growth of" the Mulberry and the manu-
facture of silk. Pedlars and traders from Con-
necticut have repeatedly supplied this part of the

country with an article of sewing "ilk equal to

that brought from the Eastern world. We will

be glad to make the Visitor the medium of com-
munication for any intelligible exposition of the

means by which silk \\;;* been produced and

manufactured in the United States. There can

be no doubt that the same skill and perseverance

that have brought up other productions coming

extensively in use and supplying the place of

similar articles in olfter countries, may produce

in this country silk and its manufactures in all

their perfection. We bail no zeal in the Moms
Multieaulis speculation several years ago: that

fever never entered the columns of our Visitor:

yet we are not of those who would reject the

silk culture entirely.— Ed. J'isitor.

Indian Corn for Fodder.
As the season of planting corn is now upon us,

it may not be amiss to suggest to those who me
disposed to try the experiment, that the northern
corn sown in drills about two feel apart, nr even
a foot apart, will afford a large amount of fodder
foryonr cows, ami thai the southern corn, sown
broadcast, will also afford a lurge amount of
green fodder (or the like purpose. A few years
ago, we planted about a fourth ofan acre of well

manured land with corn in drills, two feet apart,

and a row of fiat turnips between each drill of
corn. As soon as the ears of corn began to fill,

we plucked ihem off and fed them to the hog

—

then we cut up the stalks that had been thus de-
prived of the corn, as occasion required, lor the
cows, anil when these were gone we led OUI the

turnips. We think a quarter of an acre of land

thus managed, will yield as much green food as

any way we can manage it.

—

Maine Farmer.
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Cultivation of the Raspberry.

The plants are frequently set out in light and

poor soil, crowded together, left tintrimmed,

choked up with a profuse growth of weak stems

and what little fruit they produce is nearly dried

tip, from the arid situation in which they are

placed. On the contrary, in cool, deep and

moist soils, in a sheltered and partly shaded

place the plants throw up suckers to the height

of six or eishl feet, and produce a profusion of

large handsome, and well flavored berries. So
Well assured are the most eminent English culti-

vators of the raspberry, of its love of a cool and
moist soil, that some writers have strenuously

recommended the use of hog earth and rotten

leaves, in the place of the richest loam. We are

well assured that the many complaints which
are made of the meagre produce of many rasp-

berry plantations may he attributed wholly to the

light and droughty soils in which they are often

planted.

A cool aspect is of material consequence, and
to secure this the north side of a fence or trellis

which will form a screen from the sun, is the

most favorable; on the north side of a shrubbery
or row of fruit trees is also a suitable place. If

Neither of these situations is to he had, an open
spot in the garden may he chosen, always being
careful to avoid the south or east side of a fence.

A temporary shade may he effected in the open
garden hy planting a row of running beans on
the south side.

—

Hovey's Magazine.

Hogs.
An experiment made hy me with my hogs,

satisfied me that boiled food was far cheaper to

fatten upon than raw food. I took two hogs of

the same litter, equally thrifty, and put them in

separate pens. I fed one on raw corn, the other

on boiled meal. Both had as much as they

could eat. The one fed on boiled meal, well

cooked, and made into a mush, was somewhat
the fattest, but it did not consume one-fourth as

much corn as the other. It commented fattening

earlier, ami" eat up clean all that was given it,

while the other, alter becoming fit, would crack
out the kernel or heart, and throw away the bal-

ance of the grain. I pretend not to give the rea-

son for this ; that !• leave to you, bill I know the

practical fad well enough to determine me here-
after always to grind my com, and boil the meal
wttli which lo fatten my hogs.

—

Correspondent of
the Southern Planter.

Ealontiin, Ga., January, 1818.

Farming iu Old Hillsborough.

Bedford, May 11, 1848.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir: Although we
have formed a County Agricultural Society since

you was with us last Fall, we continue, as yon

will perceive, our Town Society. Our county

and town societies increase in numbers very

slow
;
still you can see the effects very visible by

the conversation, as well as the farms of the farm-

ers in our region.

More compost manure is being made this year,

— more talk and inquiry on the subject; more
fruit trees set out— more grafting done, and
greater inquiries about the kind and species

—

I may say twice as much this year, as ever be-

fore, to my knowledge.

Our Town Society met 10th of May, 1848:

this was our annual meeting. The following

gentlemen were elected the officers:

Samuel Cha.viii.er, President.

Adam Chandler and David Atwood, Vice
Presidents.

Peter P. Woodbttrv, Secretary.

Solomon Marking, Treasurer.

William Patten, Thomas Holbrook, Leon-
ard C. French, Joan Adams, Gardner Nevens,
and Stephen French, Jr., Reveiwing Com-
mittee.

After election of officers, there was a very in-

teresting discussion on the disease of the poiato

and its remedies, and on the excretions of the

cow. We have yel to learn, where there has

been applied in the manure when put on the

land, or spread broadcast before ploughing, from

five to ten bushels salt per acre of (muriate of

soda) there has been any occurrence of disease

to the potato. We have known the disease to

be in the potato where salt has been applied iu

small quantities in the bill.

Many members of the society spoke of the

excretions of the cow ; and in no instance have

we known the excretions to have failed, either in

pointing out the bad or bastard cow, as well as

the true or good cow.

The socii-ty feels a great interest in the above

subjects, and are making all laudable exertion to

their practical truth.

Yours truly,

PETER P. WOODBURY,
Secretary.

N. B.—The Hillsborough County Agricultural

Society hold a meeting at Squog, (Bedford,) on

Thusday, the 15th June, 1848. Your presence

would adil much lo our personal gratification,

and great good to the cause of agriculture. 1

hope it will be in your power lo attend. If you

please give a noiice in the Visitor of our meeting

at Squog, and an invitation for all who take an

interest in this profession, so much above all

others.

P. P. W.

The manner in which the English steamers
affect the business of Boston is indicated in the

amount of duties collected annually on the goods
imported in those vessels.

1840
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eel almost iiiiiiucii ii|iu-il continuance of good
health, up to this time.

I hare henrd several gentlemen fiom the

northern States who have visited this pari of

Virginia, express fears, that the working farmer
and mechanic, together with llieir wives and
daughters, would be considered as holding u

lower position in society than they had been ac-

customed in their own States, and lie so treated

hy the native Virginians; but from my personal

observation and experience, these fears do the

lailits and gentlemen of the Old Dominion injus-

tice. ; for t be industrious, intelligent, and respec-

table working farmer or mechanic, is sine lo

meet with a cordial and hearty welcome from
every Virginian whose favorable opinion is

worth having.

A. NICOL.
Samly Point, Charles City, Va., >

March 7, 18«. \

The Potato Rot.

liny. Isaac IIii.i.—Dear Sir: As the potato

rot (so called) has occupied a vast amount of

thought, time and talent of the whole civilized

world for the past four years: and as all that has

yet been sard or written about it has been of but

little avail to any one, according to my way of

thinking, I thought 1 would write yon no experi-

mental or theoretical probabilities, hut a plain

statement of facts, which have happened lo a

small farmer down in the State of Maine.

In 1843, I planted one acre of potatoes just as

1 was learned to do by n.y honored father, and

always up to that year I bad been blessed with a

good crop. But in the fall of 1843,— lo and he-

boid!— with the exception of one row, my pota-

toes were not worth the digging; and as i

thought there were men who knew more than 1

did, 1 spent much of the following winter in

reading, thinking and compaiing all that had

been said about the rot. In the spring my mind

was like the tempestuous ocean, settled upon no

one thing ; and as it is work or starve here

with us— life or death was set before me— 1 be-

gan lo look around myself It is said that "ne-

cessity is the mother of invention," and I

thought the Giver of all had spared me one good

row. And why was that? I examined the field

anil ascertained it was upon the top of a ridge,

where two furrows in the former year had been

turned together by ploughing. And then I had

put the plough to the beam, not less than ten

inches;

Iu 1844, I spread my manure on the grass

land early in May, ploughed ten inches deep,

harrowed, dragged a chain and planted May
10th. In the fall had 200 bushels good, round,

bard, mealy potatoes. In the spring of 1845-6

anil 7, I have pursued the same course with the

same results; and at this time, 1 have in my cel-

lar, potatoes I should be proud to set before any

ex-Governor of a neighboring State, should busi-

ness or pleasure call him this way. My brother

farmers who happen at my house at meal time

enquire bow 1 raise such good potatoes; I tell

them I do not know, as all I have done has been

very simple. If our fanners will manure a dry

piece of land, plough deep, barrow, (bag a

chain and plant from the 20th of April In the

lOlh of May, and if they do not have a reasonable

quantity of good potatoes, all I have to say is, it

is contrary to my experience.

One tiling 1 wish to censure our funnels for

—

when any of us happen at their bouses at dinner

time, we do not get an invitation to dine with

them as often and as general as we ought, I

think it mainly proceeds from a false delicacy of

the ladies; saying they "did not expect compa-

ny "—" we are not prepared "—" it is not good

enough," &c. If my wile wishes me to make a

dinner on poorer food than she is willing my
neighbor should eat, I want them to know it, anil

I will always invite them to stop and see. I am
not in the habit of writing for the papers, but if

you ran get one idea from the foregoing worth

preserving, and will knock oft' the knots and trim

this up " lit to see company," you are at liberty so

to do.

1 am respectfully, &C.

ELIJAH WOOD, Jr.
Palmyra, Me., April 13, 1848.

In connection with the above we insert the

following:

—

From the Ohio Cultivator.

HOW TO RAISE GOOD POTATOES.

My object for writing at this time is to give you
a method for growing potatoes Iree from the rot.

I have practised it for two seasons with en fire

success, and now have tiUO bushels of fine Mer-
cer potatoes in my cellar, all lice from the dis-

ease.

My method is to plough the ground late in the

fall or early in the spring, harrow it smoothly
before planting time, then haul out say 15 tons

rotted manure, spread it broadcast, then lake two
horses and a plough, and hack up two full fur-

rows, the ftirrows just meeting in the backing;
leave a strip one foot wide, and back two more
— anil so continue until yon have completed the
lot. Then turn about and split these double fur-

rows open with a single furrow, then commence
dropping your potatoes (pieces of cut potatoes,

containing at least four eyes) in the furrows six

inches apart. Alter the lot is dropped take your
horses and throw two good furrows— (one round
of the team to the row)—just making on the top,

clearing the row of stones, clods, &c. ; then sow
broadcast five bushels common salt over the
ground immediately after planting ; cultivate

well till the plants are iu blossom and yon will

have a good crop; never cultivate potatoes when
in blossom.

When the crop is ready to gather clear the
ground, lake your two horses and plough, turn a

furrow from each side of [he row ; let a boy pick

up ihe scattering potatoes, then turn out the row,
pick up the potatoes, then hoe down the ridge

—

lastly harrow over the ground, pick up the re-

maining potatoes, and the work is finished. The
agriculturalist must observe that hy this process
lie gets a broad loose bed for the potatoes to

grow in, also a double depth of soil ; then you
are certain of good dry potatoes. I would here
observe, that potato ground is the very best for

producing a good crop of wheat; anil I would
advise farmers to grow a greater surplus of this

most valuable root. If there is no i»iarket, store

them, and feed to your horses, cattle, and hogs;
feed them iu your stable through die winter,
give your stock good bedding; clean out your
stables once a week ; make as large a manure
heap as possible; and you will not be troubled

with ihe potato disease, nor that worse malady,
arising from always taking out of the meal
lub and never returning any; you will thus
not come to the bottom.

Respectfully,

T. A. DENROMANDIE.
Columbia county, Ohio.

The Progress of the Glaciers.

The following extract gives a melancholy pic-

ture of the gradual enlargement and extension

of the Glaciers, an enemy by which—however
slowly and silently— the fertile vallics of the

Alps in Switzerland, would seem destined, ulti-

mately, to be overwhelmed and lost to man ; it

is from the "Switzerland in 1817," of Theodore
Mugge, recently translated from the German,
and published iu England:

—

" In travelling through the Kander Valley, I

had ihe company of a pleasant, intelligent man,
a Pastor, who, in spite of rain and wind, gavo
me a great deal of information respecting the
mode of life of the people of bis parish, as well
as concerning ihe Mountains around, with which
he appeared thoroughly acquainted.

" He confirmed the account that I have invaria-
bly heard from ihe inhabitants of the country,
that the glaciers and masses of ice on the Alps,
are constantly increasing, and the pasture land
diminishing in the same proportion. Many a
valley he was himself acquainted with, which in

the last century fed large herds of cattle, where
now scarcely a single head can pick up a scanty
subsistence. Thus, for instance, the Gaster Val-

ley a hundred years ago afforded pasture for six

hundred cows, during the summer ; fifty years
ago, about half that number could find food;
now it will barely support seventy.

" This same complaint I heard repeated in

many different quarters, by the herdsmen on the
Em ka and in the Grisons. The ice and snow
are continually augmenting, the glaciers are
pressing down more and more into the rallies,

and filling them up; the temperature is sinking,

the soil deteriorating and growing marshy.

" What can be the cause of this alarming
change ? Are the Alps rising higher, forced up-
wards by some powerful action of subterranean
fire, a cause that is conceivable with the chalk
formations? or does the alteration of climate
proceed from accidental causes ol a temporary
nature? This much is certain, that where large

trees once grew, no tree will grow now ; and
that large roots are found beneath what is now
everlasting snow. In some vallics, where the
mountain sides are clothed with firs, they are
evidently dying away, and no art can make a
young plantation prosper. In the I'sern Valley,

the few pines left by Snwarrow remain, but they
do not increase; and in descending from the
Weugner Alp, at the foot of the Jiingfraii, to the
Griudewalde, you see. tg the left, a iiunil er of
dying pines, whose blackened branches have as

spectral an appearance as those on the Alienford,
in Norway, beyond the polni circle. On the
Wengner Alp itself attempts have been made
for years to encourage ihe growth of trees— but
they cannot succeed ; and it is not till three or
four hundred feet lower that they flourish in

luxuriant vigor."

Winter Squash.— Mr. Samuel O. Tabor of
Slatersville, K. I

,
gives us the result of ihe pro-

duct of a piece of ground, 40 by 50 feet in ex-
tent, devoted to winter squashes. The yield was
700 pounds, of which (i70 pounds wen' sold for

§10. The product was at the rate of 15,000 lbs.

per acre, and at the [nice for which the above
portion was sold, would he worth $23731. The
soil is described as "yellow loam"— the manure
from hog-yard. The squashes were of the
striped crook-necked variety, and were planted
in hills six feet apart.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Keeping Bkef fresh.— In preserving beefi

the ribs will keep longest, or five or six days in

summer; the middle of ihe loin next; the rump
next; the round next; and the shortest of all

the brisket, which will not keep longer than
three days in hot weather.— Combe.

Insects abont Fruit Trees.

It is of the greatest importance that all insects

about fruit trees should be destroyed. This de-
sirable end is effected in a variety of ways, one
of which I will mention. As soon as your trees

begin to cast their fruit, turn in your swine— no
matter how many, if your orchard is of conside-
rable size, and permit iheiu to remain there till

the fruit attains its maximum size. By examina-
tion you will find that almost invariably every
apple, pear, or oilier fruit that falls pren aturely,

contains one or more worms. These, [he hogs
will destiny, and thus prevent injury from the

same source in succeeding years. When: ibis

method cannot he adopted, all the fruit that drops
early from I lie boughs, should be carefully and
frequently picked up, and fed to the swine in

their styes. Lime and ashes, applied In consid-
erable quantities, operate both as a stimulant to

the trees, and as n remedial agent in checking
the ravages of the rurculios and other itisective-

rons depredators. Salt, also, in small quantities,

is decidedly beneficial to most plants, and many
are benefitted by it when the quantity applied is

large.
'• By experiments which 1 have recently made

wiih sab," writes a friend long distinguished for

bis enterprise and intelligence iu the pursuit of
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a
gricultaral improvement—" I find that innny

]>l;iitts flourish well with so much salt, as would

immediately prove fatal to others—thus the

quantity I accord to a few roots of asparagus

would "destroy an oak. 1 am of opinion that

those plants which do not receive immediate in-

jury from the application of this substance, will

derive great henefit from it." Gmnanfown
Telegraph.

Remedies.

For a fit of Passion.—Walk out in the open
air

;
you may speak your mind to the winds

without hurting any one or proclaiming yourself

to he a simpleton.

For a fit of Idleness.—Count the tickings of a

clock. Do this for one hour, and you will he

glad to pull off your coat the next, and work
like a negro.

For a ft of Extravagance and Folly.—Go to the

work-house, or speak with the ragged and
wretched inmates of a jail, and you will be con-

vinced

—

Who makes his bed of brier and thorn,

Must be content to lie forlorn.

7 or a fit of Ambition.—Go into the church-

yard ami read the grave-stones; they will tell

you the end of ambition. The grave will soon
be your bed-chamber, the earth your pillow, cor-

ruption your father, and the worm your mother
and your sister.

For a fit of Repining.—Look about for the

halt and the blind, and visit the bed-ridden and
afflicted, and deranged ; and they will make von
ashamed of complaining of your lighter afflic-

tions.

For a fit of Despondency.— Look on the good
things which God has #iven you in this world,

and at those which he has promised to his fol-

lowers in the next. He who goes into his gar-

den to look for cob-webs and spiders, no doubt
will find them : while he who looks for a flower,

may return into his house with one blooming in

his bosom.

For all fits of Doubt, Perplexity and Fear.—
Whether they respect the body or the mind ;

whether they are a load to the shoulders, the

head, or the heart, the following is a radical cure

which may he relied on, for I had it from the

Great Physician— " Cast thy burden on the Lord,
he will sustain thee."

How TO RENDER NIGHT SOIL INODOROUS.—By
mixing this substance with burnt mud or peat,

and finely-pounded charcoal, its odor will be in-

stantaneously removed, while they will retain the

ammonia, by means of the power ihey have of

absorbing that substance. The quantity of char-

coal or burnt mud necessary to be used, will de-

pend on circumstances, and can only be deter-

mined by actual experiment. As a general rule,

one part, by measure, of the charcoal or peat, to

five parts of the night soil, will be sufficient to

remove the smell and form a rich manure.

—

American Agricultw ist.

The Fanner.
The farmer sat in his easy chair,

Smoking his pipe of clay.

While his hale old wire, wnh busy care
Was clearing the dinner away

j

A sweet little girl, with mild blue eyes,

On her grandpa's knee, was catching flies.

The old man placed his hand on her head,
With a tear on his wrinkled face,

For he thought how olien her mother dead,
Had sat in that very same place.

As the tear stole down from his half-shut eye,

Don't smoke, said the child, how it makes you cry.

The house dog stretched out on the floor.

Whpre the sun, alter noon, used to steal,

And the busy old wife at the door
Was turning her spinning-wheel.

The old brass clock on the mantle-tree

Had plodded along to almost three.

Still the farmer sat in his easy chair,

While, close to his heaving breast,

The moistened brow, and the cheek so fair,

Of his grand-child were pressed,

His head bent down on her soft hair lay

—

Fast asleep were they both on that sunny day.

Lime in Flautiug Trees.

Many object to planting trees, either for or-

chards or use, in consequence of the numerous
failures they experience. This, however, it

should he recollected, is not a necessary result.

With proper care there is no more difficulty in

transplanting than in planting or propagating
from the seed germ. In setting trees, we have
ever found that they do best when taken up in

the fall, about the time the leaves drop. Fruit
and forest trees, shrubs and perennial plants of
all descriptions, may, si t that season, be removed
with perfect success. In setting we usually put

a small quantity of lime in the bole—about half

n peck to a tree, mixing it thoroughly with the

mould, in order that it may he easily accessible,

to the roots, which ramify in every direction in

quest of food. An English publication says that

an extensive plantation of trees has been formed
within a few years, without the loss of a single
tree, and this has been effected simply by putting
a small quantity of lime in the hole before de-
positing the tree. Four bushels are said to be
amply Sufficient for an acre. The effect of the
lime is to " push on the growth of the plant in

the first precarious state." There seems to have
existed, at first, an apprehension that liming the
plant would force it on prematurely, but this ap-
prehension experience has demonstrated to have
been perfectly groundless.

—

.Maine Farmer.

Of the benefit of lime about fruit trees we
have lone been convinced by its use. Old plas-

ter, burnt shells, and bones, exercise important
and beneficial action, and especially in spots
where a tree has failed and been removed, as
without fresh earth and lime it is almost impossi-
ble to make a tun tree thrive in the same place.
All fresh manures are injurious to recently
planted trees.

—

Genesee Farmer.

Progress of the American Cheese Trade.

The Detroit Free Press, the State paper of
Michigan, furnishes the following statement of
this new and rather important branch of trade

:

The Cheese trade is rapidly augmenting in this

country. The foreign exports ol it have become
a prominent article of supply for distant climes.

Up to 1840 there was but a small quantity ship-

ped, and that principally on foreign account.

—

That year Messrs. Goodrich & Co., of New York,
and the Messrs. Green, of Boston, made the. ex-

periment of large consignments to England. Of
course, they met with the usual prejudices, the

market before having been furnished with foreign

cheese from Ireland and Holland. By persever-

ance the American article gradually came into

favor, until it has now reached a heavy consump-
tion. It fills part of the cargo of almost every
vessel that leaves our seaports for Liverpool.

—

The statistics of export, as will he seen by the

following, betoken a still farther extension which
is worthy the attention of the farmers of this

State:
Pounds.

1840 733,713
1841 1,748,781

1842 2,450,077

Pounds.

1843 3,440,144

1844 7.433,145

1845 7,1)41,187

1840 8,675,390

This foreign export trade has now reached

than our own farmers. We are told that at the
prices it has borne for the last five years it is

much more profitable than butter. In fact, for

three months in the year, butter does not sell at

any higher price. All dairy-women agree that

two pounds of cheese are made easier than one
pound of butter. Yet it is neglected.

In several towns near Buffalo, (Hamburgh and
Collins,) it is the principal business of the farm-
ers, and all who have embarked in it have great-

ly added to their wealth. Cbatauque county
farmers have increased their cows lor cheese-
making; Herkimer county, N. Y., produced
8,000,000 pounds in 1845, according to the State

census; St. Lawrence, 9,000,000 pounds. In
Allegany county, heretofore, lumber was the

principal production ; nearly every farmer now
turns out his five to twenty casks of cheese in

the fall. All the southern tier of counties in

that State are largely embarking in it. The cen-
sus of 1835 gives the quantity made in the State

at 36,000,000 pounds. Ohio has doubled her ex-

ports of it within five years. Indiana cheese is

now becoming known in the market.

As a sample of its increase, we give the fol-

lowing statistics of the amount that arrived at

tide-water on the Hudson river, from the Canal
Collector's books:

Year. Pounds. Exported.

1834 6,340,000
ia35 9,586,000

1836 14,060,000

1837 15,500.000

1838 13,810,000

1839 14,530,000

1840 18,820,000

1841 14,170,000

1842 19,004.000

1843 24,334 000
1844 26,672,500

1845 29.371,000

1846 34,812.513

Here is a large quantity, but a ready market is

found. The increase of foreign exports is large.

Up to last fall the duty on it in England was
$2 42 per 100 lbs. Sir Robert Peel's new Tariff

reduced it to §1 per 100, which will cheapen it

to British consumers. The prices range in Liv-

erpool, according to quality, from $10 to $15 per

112 lbs., and for three years past the London
market has never been overstocked but three or

four times, which has lasted but two to five

weeks. It is getting introduced into all circles,

and driving the Dutch article out of market. Mr.
Column, in his Agricultural Tour in Europe, says

he found it gracing the tables of the lords and
nobles, where, five years ago, it had never found

its way. He dined with a Marquis, who treated

him to American cheese, American apples,

American cranberries, and American cider in

bottles.

It is now exported to the East Indies in boxes;

found in Calcutta, and goes, with other notions,

to the Celestials of China. None but the real

skim-milk grindstones, however, can stand a hot

climate.

It goes to

customers in

Hayti,
Pounds.

150,046
Br'nishGuiana,162,420
Scotland, 88,041
Venezuela, 40,812

over a million of dollars annual!'

fifty-two countries. Our heaviest

1846 were—
Pounds.

England, 6,744,699

West Indies, '807,040

Cuba, 227,270
Canadas, 185,915

Until within five years, cheese has usually

been kept on sale in our Eastern cities by gro-

cers and produce dealers, with a general assort-

ment of other products. A total revolution in

this respect has taken place. In New York and
Boston, extensive houses, exclusively for cheese,

are doing a large hn.-itiess. Several commission
houses are now solely engaged in it.

The farmers of our State seem to have neg-
lected this important blanch of the dairy. Every
other salable product is produced here in abun-
dance ; why not add this to our list of exports ?

We certainly possess the grazing laud. Still we
do not make 20 per cent, of the cheese consumed
in the Slate. Daily it is shipped here from Buf-
falo, and goes into the interior of this State.

—

Ohio also sends her hundreds of tons to our
markets. Neither Western New York nor Ohio
possesses more advantages for its manufacture

723,713

1,748.781

2,456,677

3,440,144

8,433,145

7,941,187

8,675,390

Thomas Campbell, the poet, says that Ameri-
ca is the only nation in the world where the

whole population have at all times enough to

eat. This is a remarkable fact, and during the

present disturbances in Europe will serve to

draw immense numbers of all classes, from ex-

kings to half-starved peasants, to this vast and
glorious country. Our agriculture will improve
rapidly, not less by the increase of numbers to

consume its varied products, than by the general

diffusion of knowledge among the tillers of the

earth.— Genesee Farmer.

Caterpillars.—An English agricultural pa-

per gives the following method of destroying

caterpillars, which was accidentally discovered

and is practised by a gardener near Glasgow.
A piece of woolen rag had been blown by the

wind into a currant-bush, and when taken out

was found covered with the leaf-devouring in-

sects. Taking the hint, he immediately placed

pieces of woolen cloth in every hush in his gar-

den, and found the next day that the caterpillars

had universally taken to them for shelter. In

this way he destroys many thousands every

morning.
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Tunneling Ihe Iloosic Mountain.

Tlie project of passing through Iloosic Moun-

tain, near Adams, Berkshire county, Massachu-

setts, by n tunnel four miles long, and thus se-

curing an almost level railroad from Greenfield

on llie Connecticut river to Troy, N. Y., (one of

the most billy and apparently impracticable sec-

tions to lie found in New England,) has excited

ridicule in some quarters, and admiration in

others. I( was remarked the other day, that with

sufficient time and labor, such a tunnel is practi-

cable; hut on the other hand, its construction

would he attended with immense difficulties.

—

This will he seen by the following extract from

Brande's Encyclopedia, and the subsequent

comments of the Bennington (Vt.) Gazette :

"The establishment of railway communica-
tion in this country has given rise to some stu-

pendous undertakings in the way of Tunneling.
One of the most remarkable, perhaps the most
remarkable of all, is the Box Tunnel on the
Great Western Rail ray, an account of which is

given in the Companion to the British Almanac
for 1642, and the Railway Times for July 10,

1841. This Tunnel pierces Box Hill between
Chippenham and Bath, part of which is 400 feet

above the level of the railway. It is 9680 feet

lung. '>!• feet high and 35 feet wide to the outside
of the brick-work.
"The shafts for making and ventilating it are

13 in number, and vary in depth from 80 to 30(i

feet. The excavation amounted to 414.000 cubic
yards, Jbe brick-work and masonry to more than
54,000; the number of bricks used was 30,000,-

000. A ton of gun-powder, and a ton of candles
were consumed every week for two years and a

halt; and UU0 men and 250 horses, were kept
constantly employed. For a considerable dis-

tance the Tunnel passes through freestone rock,

from the fissures of which there was at limes an
immense influx of water, whereby on one occa-
sion the works were interrupted for a period of
nine months; on a subsequent occasion, alter an
irruption, water was for sometime discharged by
the engine at the rate of 32,000 hogsheads a day.
This Tunnel occurs on an inclined plane of 1 in

100."

The Gazette then asks:

If a Tunnel from 80 to 30(i feet under ground,
and one mile and thirteen sixteenths long, in

England requires 13 shafts or wells to ventilate

it, how many wells or shafts would he required
to ventilate a tunnel 1600 feel under ground, at

Hoosic Mountain, and tour miles long ? Wlial
would he the cost of one shajl from the top ol

Iloosic Mountain to the level of the Tunnel.
If the Box of the Tunnel in England required

to he 3D feet high and 35 Hide, what would he
the required size of a Tunnel at Iloosic Moun-
tain four times as deep under ground, and more
than twice as long as the box Tunnel?
How many springs and brooks would probably

be found in tunneling a mountain 2<i00 feet

high ?

In answer we would say that 3G shafts would
he required in a Tunnel four miles long; these

shafts would cost on an average §50,000 each, or

$1,1/5,000.

To support life, and procure air sufficient for

respiration in the middle of a Tunnel tour miles
long, llie size of the Tunnel should be 4(1 feel

square at least, and then the chances would he
that the gases escaping from the fires would
produce sutl'ucation.

Four miles of Tunnel 45 feet square, make
1,584,000 cubic yards; this, if made through
primary rock as at Adams, will (-.1st §10 the
cubic yard, or over $15,000,000. The lime
to do this work would be 10 to 15 years, per-

haps 20 years.

A good route for a railroad track can be found
up tlie Green Mountain from Troy, on a grade of
45 feet to the mile, and no Tunnel; this road
would cost say §3,000.000. k would be built

and fully* pay for itself, before the Adams tunnel
would be done.

At a grade of 45 feet to the mile, one engine
will draw more than three engines on the West-
ern road over 83 feet grades—cosl of Road from
Troy to Boston would be about $0,000,000.

Western Road cost about s 12,000,000.
Freight on Boston and Troy Road can be car-

ried for one-third what is charged on the West-
ern Road. Why then should we wait to build a
Tunnel ?

Whoever cuts through tlie rock at the base of
Hoosic Mountain, will find it some harder than
cutting through the free stone rock in England.

Dimensions of different Tunnels in England:
Yards. Height Width

in feet, in feet.
Boi Tunnel, Great West-
ern—length, 3227 39 25

Wapping to Erlge Hill,

Liverpoul and Man-
chester, 2200 lfl 22

lame street, 1700 19 25
Kdsby, London and Bir-
mingham, 3420 27 23J

Primrose Hdl, do. 1250 23 22
Canterbury and Whites

stable, 880 12 21
Leicester and Swaurring-

ton, 1760 13£ 10J

Apple Culture and Trade.

In conversation with an active and intelligent
gentleman from Massachusetts a few weeks since
who is engaged in the apple trade, we learned
some facts which may not only lie interesting,
but of practical utility lo our readers. The gen-
tleman purchases his apples at Rochester, N. Y.,

at one dollar a barrel. They are brought by ca-
nal to Albany, and thence by ship to Boston, at

the expense of 87£ cents per barrel for transpor-
tation. The favorite apple is the Spilzbergen,
which is preferred to all Others, both lor the pro-
ductiveness of the tree and the flavor of the
fruit. When the apples are brought to Boston,
they are taken in the same barrels to a neighbor-
ing town, win re they are kept in cold cellars,
and from thence removed by railroads to the
large towns where they are wanted, and sold at

$3 00 per barrel in the fall and early part of the
winter. The gentleman *e\\s five thousand bar-
rels a year. Since Thanksgiving he bad sold
two hundred barrels in our own town of Concord,
from which mice five thousand barrels ought to
be sent every year to other markets. The quan-
tity he sells m Manchester and Lowell is very
large—sometimes 200 barrels a week. Think of
this, farmers of New Hampshire ; 5000 barrels
of apples brought every year by a single individ-
ual, a brothel" Yankee of no more wit than \ our-
selves, all the long way from Western New York,
by canal, ship and railroad, a distance of about
six hundred miles in the circuitous route pursu-
ed, and then sold at your door at a great profit!
And yet New Hampshire is the Paradise of the
apple tree. With true Yankee good sense the
gentleman urges all farmers to set out new trees
and trim them up and manure their old ones, as
the supply will not equal the demand in the days
of those now living. He slated that a firmer in
Newbury, Mass., bad an old orchard, which, be-
ing neglected and the soil exhausted, yielded
about 25 barrels of apples, lie dug about the
roots of the trees, and manured them, according
to the Scripture record; and instead of 25 bar-
rels he now gathers three hundred from the same
trees, and the fruit greatly improved in size and
flavor. Another farmer in the same vicinity
raises annually 1200 barrels. And what may he
done in New Hampshire, is seen in what the
gentleman informed us Mr. Robinson, of Chester,
has already done. He is about seventy years old,
and devotes himself in his old age to the pleasant
task of taking care of his orchard, a young and
thrifty one. from which he gathered the present
year eleven hundred bushels of Baldwins, which in
size, flavor and preservation, exceeded any our
informant had seen. Oilier farmers in tin' same
town exhibit commendable enterprise in the
same direction. The secret of preserving apples
through the winter and spring into mid-sumiuer,
is keeping them in coal cellars, the temperature
of which is regulated and adapted to tlie wants
of the fruit.

—

Congregational Journal.

Tail Sickness.—The tails of cattle sometimes
increase in length to an inordinate degree. There
is a popular belief that this elongation of ihe tail

injuriously affects ibe animal's health. Youalt,
Hick, and some other veterinarians, ridicule the
idea of any disease being brought on by this
cause. They admit, however, that letting blood

by cutting off the tail, may in some cases afford
relief to animals suffering from diseases brought
on in various ways; hut they bold that the same
benefit would follow from taking the same quan-
tity of blood from any other part. We presume
that Ihe amputation of an inch of the tail, has but
little effect in any way, excepting that suggested
by the writers referred lo. Formerly it was the
belief that the palsy in cattle was caused by " lail
sickness," and superstitious people in some in-
stances resorted to a charm to effect a cure. A
piece of turf on which the animal had trodden
was bung on a stake, accompanied by incanta-
tions, and a " black cat"' was made to pass three
limes around the cow's body, "over the back and
under the belly."' If the cat snuggled and scratch-
ed smartly, sbe generally got away by the lime
she bad been round three limes, and the necro-
mancers were convinced that the bewitching
devil had passed into her.

—

llbawj Cultivator.

Six Reasons for Planting an Orchard.
1. Would you leave an inheritance lo your chil-

dren? -plant an orchard. No other investment
of money and labor will, in the long run, pay so
mil.

= " J

2. Would you make home pleasant—the abode
of social virtues?— plant an orchard. Nothing
better promotes among neighbors a feeling of
kindness and good will, than a treat of good fruit
offeu repeated.

3. Would you remove from your children the
strongest temptation to steal?— plant an orchard.
If children cannot obtain fruit at home., Ihey are
apt to steal it; and when they have learned to
steal fruit, they are in a very fair way to learn lo
sieal horses.

4. Would you cultivate a constant feelintr of
thankfulness towards the great Giver of all gooil ?— plant an orchard. By having constantly be-
fore you one of Ibe greatest blessings given to
man, yen must be hardened indeed if you are
not influenced by a spirit of humility and thank-
fulness.

5. Would you have your children love their
home— respect their parents while living, and
venerate their memory when dead— in all their
wandering look hack upon the home of their
youth as a sacred spot—an oasis in the great
wilderness of the world ?—plant an orchard.

0. In short, if you wish to avail yourself of the
blessings of a bountiful Providence, which are
within your reach, you must plant an orchard.
And when you do it sec that you plant good fruit.
Don't plant crab apple trees, nor wild plumbs,
nor Indian peaches. The best are the cheapest.

From Ihe Allinny Cultivator.

Cultivation of the Apple.
Having been practically acquainted with the

apple tree for more than thirty years, and being
anxious to see this tree more successfully culti-
vated, I am constrained lo give publicity to my
observations, experience and mode of culture,
hoping that some may be instructed, and the at-
teiiiion of others awakened to this interesting
subject.

The apple tree is the most valuable fruit tree
that grows in this pari of' ibe world— is naturally
very long lived, very productive, and easily culti-
vated, requiring but little more attention every
year than a hill of corn; and yet, strange as it is,

there are not half enough good apples produced
lor family use.

Trees may be procured of ihe nurserymen, or
be raised on your own premises. If the latter
course is taken, procure as many seeds as you
want from the kind of apples you wish to pro-
duce. They will not all of them produce the
sami kinds—a lew will be tin- same or similar,
and others new varieties; nearly all will be very
good, if tin; Reeds wne of good kinds. Plant
you seeds as soon in ihe spring as the frost is mil,
in good mellow ground, about a quarter ol' an
inch deep, in rows about two feet apart, and
Bboill six inches apart in ibe rows. Keep the
•ground mellow ami clean, and in about three
years they will do to set in their abiding place,
or lo graft.

Trees of natural growth generally last the long-
est. In the selections of tlie kinds you prefer to
graft, do not disregard those that are uniformly
good bearers, and prefer grafts from young
healthy trees. Cut the last year's growth w'nh an
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inch or so of" the ve;ir be Tore, if you wisli to keep

them awhile. If "you cut at all from an old tree,

lake a last year's sprout, well matured. The

nearer the time of running of the sap llie better,

but if most convenient, they may be rut and

kept in a moist place some weeks. As soon as

the sap runs, remove the soil from around the

tree about an inch deep, insert your graft smooth-

ly, and bring the soil around it about an inch

above the insertion. In about two years your

trees will do to set in their abiding place.

In selecting a place for an orchard, prefer up-

land or hill-sides. The fruit will be richer, high-

er flavored, and more abundant, than on low, flat

lands. Almost all kinds of soil will do, if they

are deep, rich, and well cultivated. In this vi-

cinity, the soil called iron-stone is lately the most

productive. It is believed by some that an east-

ern exposure is liable io blast; but 1 have not

fotiud it so.

Dig the holes for your troea a little larger than

the extension of the roots, and about eight or ten

inches deep. Take up your trees carefully,

without breaking the roots, and the sooner they

are set in their places the belter. Set them just

about as deep as they were in the nursery, filling

the holes with just what was taken out and noth-

ing else. Many trees are greatly injured by be-

ing set too deep. Set a stake about a foot from

the tree, leaning to it, of equal height, and tie the

tree loosely to the stake. Plough 01 dig the soil

mellow, around the tree, two or three feet from

it at least, in the spring of every year, to the

depth ol three or four inches, but not to injure

the roots.

In cultivating your orchard, a good arrange-

ment, is to plough one or I wo years, and leave the

ground one or two years in clover; keeping the

soil rich with manure. This mode is much bet-

ter than to put heaps around the tree, and bury

the roots too deep. Just before the sap runs,

every spring, prune, but in doing ibis, be careful

not to prune too much. I have seen a great many
orchards nearly ruined by pruning too much.

The supposition that more sap and nutriment is

obtained by the remaining branches when some
are removed, is a mistake. The branches con-

stitute a part of the tree, and do ll.eir cilice in

furnishing nourishment just as much as the roots.

The lower limbs of the lop should be about four

and a half feel from the ground; and here let a

full and natural top he commenced. I have

never known a very huge tree, nor a good hear-

ing tree, among those that bad high tops, either

by cutting off the lower branches, or by trim-

ming them up high.

A great many apples are lost by leaving them

too long on the. trees Winter apples, as soon as

the seeds are ripe, should be picked, and taken

to a cool, dry, shady place, spread thin, and lay

without cover, until [here is danger of freezing.

When there is danger of ibis, remove them lo

their winter quarters, which should also lie cool,

jost so as to avoid freezing. I'm them on shelves,

not more than two or three courses thick,

and if put ill a cellar, the shelves should be at

least three feel high from the bottom. Leave

them uncovered, and remove the decayed ones,

as occasion requires, and in nil that you do, be

careful nol to bruise them ill the lea-t. 1 have

kept Newtown Pippins in this way until August.

R. K. TUTTLE.
Morristown, .V. J., February 4, 1648.

From the Prairie Farmer.

To Raise Cabbage, &c.

Messrs. Editors,— livery Spring I am called

on for cabbage and other plants, when I inquire

of my neighbors why they do not raise plants

themselves, 1 always hear some excuse like " the

bugs eat them up,"-' the seed was good for noth-

ing," or "the frost killed them," or "you cannot

raise cabbage plants on old land,"&C ; and may
be it is so wilb neighborhoods where the Prairie

Farmer circulates, anil for that reason 1 will de-

scribe my way—and I have never met with a

failure.

I have boxes prepared about twelve inches

deep, ami set them up it) a sheltered place high

enough to be out ofjumping distance of the hugs,

and till ibein with a good rich soil. Before

planting the seeds I prepare a kettle full of boil-

ing water and pour it as hot as possible over the

box-.s. This kills them mints and seeds of weeds

in the soil, ami when cooled down some, pro-

motes the germination of the seeds planted,

which come up a great deal quicker than when
planted ill a cold soil. The seeds are sown on

top and pressed in the warm mud with a board

and are afterwards covered with about the eighth

of an inch of loose soil. The plants will come
up quick and thirfty and no bugs will trouble

them. Last year I raise]] in a box about thirty-

six feet square, about 3000 cabbage plants, which
sold readily at 2s. per hundred, which would be

at the rate of $9075 00 per acre. Who can beat

,t ? CAUSTIC.
Jefferson, Wisconsin.

Ploughing Grass Lands.— We noticed that

many farmers were turning up green sward last

week for planting. Some of them have an idea

that the sward will rot sooner when it is turned

early, than when the work is done at planting

time. This is a great mistake, as any farmer will

see w bo examines and reasons upon it. There is

nothing green early in the Spring, and the old

straw and stubble are a long while, in rotting

when there is nothing to aid them.

But wait till Ihe tenth or fifteenth of May and
you have a green crop to turn under; and this

soon sets every thing in motion. The later you
turn green sward lot planting the better will you
succeed in rotting the furrow. We are some-
times induced to turn earlier than we would
choose lest the work should be ton much crowd-

ed in planting.

—

Massachusetts Ploughman.

Oxen.

Till oxen are four years old they are usually

called steers; afterwards oxen. The signs of a

good ox, according to Mr. Deane, are these:

thick, soft, smooth and short hair; a short and

thick bead; glossy, smooth horns; large and

.-baggy ears; wide forehead; full, black eye;

wide nostrils; black lips; a thick fleshy neck

and large shoulders ; broad reins; a large belly;

thick rump and thighs; a straight hack: a long

tad, well covered with hair; short and broad

boot's. The best colors are brown, dark red,

and brindle. When an ox has completed bis

eighth year be should be fattened.

If oxen are worked in the yoke in wet weath-

er, their necks are apt to become sore. To pre-

vent this, a little tallow should be rubbed on the

parts of the yoke which lie upon their necks,

and also on the bows.

The following remarks on the management ol

working oxen, are from " the New England Far-

mer," Vol. VI, p. 149:

Do not retard the growth of your beasts of

draught, endanger their health, and tender them
insignificant in the eyes of many, by working

litem bard while young. But the younger they

are inured to huht work, the more docile they

will generally become.
An English writer recommends carding oxen,

and says, " the ox, alter the sensation becomes
familiar, receives pleasure from the operation,

and will momentarily forego his meal to receive

the full enjoyment. His feeder perceives this,

arid brushes the part which gives most pleasure.

The ox shows his gratitude by wagging bis tail

;

the feeder in return calls him by name, and in-

gratiates himself- with him. Tims not only an

intimacy but a mutual affection is lot tried, w Inch

at once gives attention to the keeper, ami docility

to the ox, and renders the labors of both pleasant.

Their labors and their fodder ought to be pro-

portioned, that tht ir health and then- spirits may
be kept in foil tone. Their coats ought lo be

.sleek; their hides loose and silky: the flank

should (ill the band, and the shoulder handle

mellow. It thev be overworked or underfed,

sluggishness will inevitably Ibllow. A working

ox ought always to be bcif, that in case uf ac-

citlenl he may be lit for llie table.

The common mode of working oxen by a

yoke has been condemned by many agricultural

writers. Mr. Cooper, ;m Englishman, according

lo Young's "Eastern tour," used collars on oxen

as on horses, except thai tiny wcic buckled on

with the narrow and open end downward. They
draw in harness abreast, in pairs, single, or in

a line, and walk as fast as horses. My Bordlej

said, he "saw a wagon in Pennsylvania drawn
by two bulls and two oxen, bridled and geered

in harness and collars."

It appears by a work entiled "Letters from
Cuba/' by Dr. Ahiel Abbot, that in managing the

oxen of that island, the yoke is made fast to the

horns, near the roots, behind so that it does not

play backward and forward, ami gives to the ox
a similar but better chance of backing, (as in

teamster's phrase, it is called.) I have been as-

tonished at the power of those oxen in holding

back. There is a short bill in one of the streets

of this city, at an angle of 45 degrees. Stand-
ing at the foot of it, I saw a cart and oxen ap-

proach at the top, with three hogsheads of mo-
lasses, and the driver sitting on the forward
cask. The driver did not do so much as leave

his perch; the oxen went straight and fearlessly

over the pitch of the hill, and it seemed as if

they must be crushed to death. The animals
squatted like dogs, and rather slid than walked
to the bottom of the hill. Have we any animals

that could have done il ? And it" t Ley could,

have we any docile enough lo have done it with

the driver in the. cart? Thus superior is this

mode of yoking in holding back the load in dif-

ficult places.

It gives them still more decisive advantages
in drawing. A fillet of canvass is laid on the

front below the horns; and over this fillet the"

cords pass, and the animal presses against the

most invulnerable port of his frame ; his head,

his neck, his whole frame is exerted in the

very manner in which be exerts his mighty
strength in combat, it is the natural way, there-

fore, of availing yourself id' this powerful and
patient animal to the best advantage.

—

Complete

Farmer.

The Horse aud his Rider.

The Charleston Evening News publishes the

following letter from Grant Thornburn, (Laurie

Todd,) which contains some interesting anec-

dotes of the horses, for which the venerable

writer may be considered good authority :

"In all the universe of God, perhaps, he has
not given unto man it more useful, a more in-

telligeut, and a more grateful animal than the

! orse. He is a thinking, a calculating animal.

Treat him as he knows be ought lo be treated,

and he is thy companion, thy friend, and in thy

defence he will sacrifice his own life. Pity he is

so abused,— pity lo see him bound ill a dirt

cart, bis bones piercing the skin, a load far be-

yond bis strength, a brute having two legs, but

more ignorant than his horse, beating him with

a club because he wont move the load, which he

is willing though unable to drag,— this unfeeling

mortal should he marched to the post, there to

receive forty stripes stive one.

I will relate a lew anecdotes, hoping it may
induce men to treat him with more kindness. I

had the following from a gentleman, of whose
veracity there is no doubt. A friend of his was
riding home in a dark night through the wood;
he struck bis head against a tree and fell stunned
to the ground. The horse returned to the house
they had left, pawed at the door and some one

came out. The horse tin tied about, looking over

his shoulder, and walking ahead, lie WHS fol-

lowed by a man who found his master lying

senseless. Thus the horse saved the masters
life.

When a man is uniformly kind to a horse,

the animal will never desert him when in dis-

tress. An acquaintance of mine having drank
deep aud late at a tavern, was placed on his

horse, and started lor home— fell from the saddle
— in the morning be was found lying asleep on
his side, the horse lying with his back to the

back of bis master. It was thought that the

warmth of the annual kept the man alive.

'•
I have seen," said a ti tend id' mine, " a child

of five years old sent for by the wile of the

keeper, to quiet an unruly horse, for to no other

poison would he yield such implicit obedience;
but a pat from her tiny hand, or the infantile

inquiry, "What's the matter with you.'"—
was sufficient to allay every obstreperous sytrip-

tem— but il was only to her he yielded such sub-

mission, for otherwise he was a high-spirited

and really intractable animal. This child was
olten found asleep on the neck of the horse,

when be laid himself down in the stall, and so

long as she continued to .-hep, so long the horse

invariably remained in his recumbent position.

There is something mysterious in the manner
in which the horse discovers and avoids perils of
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which his master is quite unsuspicious. In 1840,

a gentleman iu France was about to cross a

bi irlue in a cabriolet : the horse stopped— neither

\\lii|) nor coaxing would induce him to move,

—

while urging the horse, the arch fell, thus saving

the life of the master.

A few mouths ngd there died in my stahle a

horse by the name of Billy. He had carried my
wife, my children, my grand-children and my
great-grand children. He wasa white Canadian

pony, and as docile as ii child. One (lay, going

to a Tillage on Long Island, on a pari of the

road where I was obliged to pass, they were

making some stone fence, the road lay encum-
bered with oxcarts, chains, lime-barrels, large

stones, &c., so as to make it almost impassable

even in day light— 1 got detained beyond expecta-

tion. When returning it was very dark.

When I came to the road-making department,

] could not see my horse's head. He stopped.

It was the end of March, the frost coming out of

the ground. Had I stepped from the wagon, 1

would have sunk to the knees iu mud. "Now
Billy," says I, "1 can't see. 1 can't walk; you
must try not to upset me if you can." I slacked

the reins—"Now," says I, " Billy, ye may gang
ye're ain gait"—(he understood Scotch as well as

if he had been horn iu Scotland.) He put his

nose to the ground; he crossed; he tacked and
wore ship like an old sailor among breakers

;

he brought me out sale. " Well done, Hilly,"

says I, "you shall get a bicker, (6 quarts) of oats

for this." He clapped his feet to the ground,
and in ten minutes we were at the stable door.

1 washed the mud from his legs, rubbed him
down, made a bed of clean straw, gave him a

drink, and then his oats, and bid him good night.

He returned a low nicker as i'' he said, " thank

ye." Last summer the wife of one of my sons

died. Hilly went with a man down to New
York and brought up the coffin. It was his last

load. He took sick that same hour, after coming
home, and died in three or four days thereafter.

He was buried in his skin iu a grave, neither dog
nor buzzard profaning his worthy carcass. The
man who would, iu his anger, heat or abuse his

horse, with the same brulal arm he will knock
down his wife."

The Essentials to Productive Farming.

The following essentials for productive fann-

ing are from the pen of the editor of the

American Farmer, which is, we believe, the

oldest agricultural paper in the United Stales:

J. Good implements of husbandry, plenty of

them, which should always be kept in perfect

order.

2. Deep Ploughing, and thorough pulverization

of the soil, hy the tree use of the harrow, drag,

and roller.

3. An application of lime, marl or ashes, where
calcareous matter or potash may not he present

in the soil.

4. A systematic husbanding of every sub-

stance on a farm capable of being converted

into manure, as a systamatic protection of such

substances from loss by evaporation or waste of
any kinds and a careful application of the same
to the lands in culture.

5. The draining of all wet lands, so as to re-

lieve the roots of the plants from the ill effects

of a super-abundance of water, a condition

equally pernicious as drought, to their healthful

growth and proftable fructification.

0. The free use of the plough, cultivator and
hoe, with all row cultured crops, so as to keep
down, at all limes, the growth of grass and
weeds, those pests which prove so destructive to

crops.

7. Seeding in the proper time, with good seed,

and an equal attention as to lime, with regard to

the period of working crops.

8. Attention to the construction and repair of

fences, so that what is made through the toils

and anxious cares of the husbandman, may not

be lost through his neglect to protect his crops

from the depredations of stock.

9. Daily personal superintendence, on the pari

of th master, over all the operations of the

farm no mailer how good a manager he may
have, or however faithful bis hands may he, as

the presence of the bead of a tin in, and the use

of his eyes are, worth several pairs of hands.

10. Labor-saving machinery, so that any one

may render himself as independent as needful

of neighborhood labor, as a sense of the com-
parative independence of the employer upon
such labor begets a disposition of obedience

and faithfulness mi the part of the employed.
11. Comfortable stabling and shoes, for ihe

horses and stork, all Necessary outbildings, for

the accommodation of 1'ie hands, and protection

of the tools and implements, as well as for the

care of the poultry.

12. Clover and other grasses to form a part of

the rotation of crops, find these to he at proper
periods ploughed in, :o form pabulum lor suc-

ceeding crops.

13. To provide a good orchard and garden—
the one to he filled w ith choice fruits, of all kinds

— the other with vegetables of different sorts,

early and late, so thai the table may, at all times

he well and seasonally supplied, and the surplus

contributed to incrcise the wealth of the propri-

etor.

(U°* To the following tribute paid to one of

the distinguished sons of the Granite State, we

add our personal cognizance of the great merit

of his services and generosity in ninny of the

enterprises which do credit to ihe country.

From the Boston Conner.

Massachusetts Horticulture—Honor to its Ad-
vocates.

The New York Trijume supplies the follow-

ing article, which will be acceptable to many of
our readers:

—

This May number of the Journal part of the

Farmers' Library opens quite appropriately in

reference to the season, with a well-executed
portrait anil a memoir of Marshall P. Wilder,

the distinguished President of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society. We deliberately say dis-

tinguished, for if a man may not worthily gain

distinction for zeal, science, and liberality, in the

practice and promotion of the beautiful and ben-

eficent arts of fruit and floriculture

—

contribut-

ing, as they do, to the most refined of our sen-

sual enjoyments, and to the highest moral culture

— Ibr what, we would like to know, should dis-

tinction he awarded by a virtuous and civilized

people? Should it be rather for eminence in the

arts of chicanery and accumulation of wealth ?

—or for success iu the great popular art of shed-

ding human blood? How this question will he

answered in every country, must depend, one
would think, on the education and capacity of

the people lo judge of their interests; and their

decision may he fairly taken as the lest of the

degree of civilization to which they have attain-

ed. Among barbarians, physical prowess and
success in warlike statagems naturally lead lo re-

nown ; while, in all circumstances, the noble art

of oratory, coveted hy so many, and acquired by

so few, secures popularity and power; but while

the former implies violence and bloodshed and

misery to conquerors and victims, the latter is too

often preverted lo making "the worse appear the

better cause," the charming pursuits to which
Colonel Wilder has dedicated a large portion of
the lime he could borrow from careful labors,

must he indulged in only in furtherance of ihe

most refining and commendable objects. Hence,
he who takes or gains the lead in ihem, has a

claim truly lo enviable destruction.

Every one who is at all acquainted with the

history of such associations must know that,

however zealous and intelligent may be the

members generally, practical results always de-

pend very much on a few of the winking mem-
bers ; and although, in frankness, we apprehend

that if we look closely into such hives, ihe num-
ber of drones diminish in thein as lA go North,

ill proportion to the working bees—and although,

as we happen to know, there are many of Col.

Wilder's associates conspicuous alike for their

intelligence anil consistency; yet we hazard

nothing in saying that, under all circumstances,

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, com-
posed as it is of many of the ablest horlieului

rists in the Commonwealth, has been especially

fortunate of late years in its presiding officer. In

this country, without any patronage from gov-

ernment, from wealthy corporations or powerful

patrons, great energy, unwearied perseverance,

and much skill and lad are necessary ill iis ex-

ecutive officers to maintain the influence, meet

the large expenses,and justify ihe expectations of
the community regarding such institutions. All

these qualities are found singularly united in ihe

subject of the meinoir to which we refer. His
indomitable energy and large More of practical

knowledge, are only equalled hj ihe generous
and unselfish manner in which he gives every
possible moment m the duties of his position,

and the cordial urbanity and frankness with
which ihe inquiring stranger or the curious
friend is met who may visit the hall of the So-
ciety, or Ihe garden of its President, for the pur-

pose of learning ihe occult mysteries ol the

earliest of the arts.

Indeed, the Massachusetts Society, of late, has
begun to exert an influence far more powerful
than that of mere local societies devoted to Ihe

improvement of the arts of culture; and what,
truly, may we not hope from its effect, when
Mich men as Abbott Lawrence are heard pub-
licly to declare that even in the act of choosing
a mechanic, he would go out of his way lo find

one who "had been seen on Satlud y night tak-

ing a Jlowcr-pol under his arm." The usual ex-
hibitions of ihe Society, perhaps ihe largest, in a

pomological point of view, in the world, are

now visited by delegates and committees as well

as by great numbers of strangers, from all pans
of the Union. The first desire for an orchard of*

fine fruit, the first yearning for a beautiful gar-

den, have been awakened, while the beholder of
some rudely-cultivated farm has gazed on the

paradise of perfect productions assembled at its

September shows, lis weekly exhibitions are

also frequently the elegant nilnions of miich of

the intelligence, wit and beauty of the splendid

metropolis of New England, as well as of the

working gardeners themselves, in whose deport-

ment and conversation, by-lhe-by, ihe most care-

less observer must perceive a marked degree of

propriety and intelligence, referrahle not only lo

the educational system of the stale, which
makes its impress alike on the mechanic in his

shop and the victualler iu the market, but so

even more pointedly iu ihe practical garde' i, i 9

lo indicate, unmistakably, the refining nature of

his occupation. We are inclined to the I,(diet

that as it has heen said of good Naturalists gen-

erally, so it may he said that a good Horticulturist

cannot be a bad man !

The taste for flowers and fruits, and for all

that is attractive in rural life, is thus begotten

and diffused in all classes of society. The New
England character, which has already made its

mink upon the age, by iis energy, euterprise and
thrift, will soon also he (bun I laboring every-

where in the good work of making the wilder-

ness lo blossom as Ihe rose. Not content with

clearing forests, planting new slates, and diffus-

ing Education as freely as ihe sunshine itself, it

is easy to see that it also sli ives lo lie foremost

iu teaching the elegancies of life, especially in

ihe knowledge ami love of gardens, which we
see in progress about Boston. Do we need a

belter and more elevated Future for the. rural

life of all America? May we, under her exam-
ple, live to see our whole country, unrivaled as it

is in natural advantages of soil and climate,

overspreading with smiling gardens and Iriiilful

orchards—spells thai hind men strongly to their

homes— filled with the choicest productions of

Flora and Pomona; and these loo, not held for-

ever by a lew great and privileged landlords, but

the property of the numberless cultivators of the

soil, a soil where truly every man may "sit un-

der his own vine."

The editor was fortunate in (indind a true

likeness of Colonel Wilder in the colletion of

the artist, Mr. Marc-haul of the city, by whom it

was taken ; and lor the brief memoir of the

original, that accompanies it, a slight acquain-

tance with the annals and the progress of Amer-
ican Horticulture, with which his name is so in-

timately associated, was all-.-ulticU ut.

The steel plates and impressions, used for this

issue of the Journal, for which Ihey were en-

graved, could not have cost less than $300, and

well evince the admitted liberality of the pub-

lishers of The Farmers' Library, the eostlinces

and elegance of its embellishments alone ac-

counting for the price of work, so much more

voluminous and expensive than any of i.s kind

ivliicb has appeared in our country.
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CO LE'S
AMERICAN VETERINARIAN

OR

DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

A Book for every Farmer,

AND a book which every Farmer should own, and
may own, by paying the small sum ot Fifty Cknts.

which may be the means of saving the hie of many valu-

able animals, and from which he may derive a vast amount
of ihe most valuable information in regard to the Train-

ing and Breeding of Animals, as well as lull Rules for Re-
storing and Preserving Health.

16,000 Copies
of this valuable work have been sold in One Year,—
and we have testimonials enough in its favor, from those
who have purchased and examined it, to till a volume.
We publish a lew only :

"No Farmer's Library is complete without Mr. Cole's
Treatise on the Diseases of Domestic Animals."

From William Bacon, Richmond.

This book is just what we farmers want. The pre-
scriptions are simple, always accessible, and harmless to

the constitution.

From ihe Christian Herald, JVeichuryport.

It is truly " a book lor every firmer." We have been
most astonished at the amount of important information
and instruction which it contains, on the training, breed-
ing, and diseases of domestic animals. It is compiled by
one of the best agricultural writers in the country, from
his own experience and observation, as a practical farmer
and conductor of agricultural pipers.

From Wright's Paper, Philadelphia.
" Cole's American Veterinarian " is an invaluable book.

It is worth its weight in gold to any person having the
care or charge of domestic animals. An agricultural
friend, to whom we gave a copy, observed, that it would
save him a hundred dollars a year.

From the American Agriculturist.

The farmer will find much valuable information in this
little work. By reference to its directions, they may be
able to save a valuable animal, which otherwise might
be lost.

Fr: -i J.M. Weeks, Vermont.

American Veterinarian is the best book of the
kind that I have ever seen.

From Levi Bnrlhlt, JVeiv Hampshire.
This book should he in the library of every farmer.

From the Visitor, by Gov. Hill, AT. H.
As the Editor of that excellent agricultural paper, the

Boston Cultivator. and other kindred works. Mr, Cole lias

shown himself well qualilicd lor the compilation of tins

work. We have known him for years, and he has proved
himself to he one of the most persevering and able of our
agricultural editors. We understand his new book has
already had a free and extended sale. Many limes its

price, to almost any farmer, may be saved in its purchase.

Published, and lor sile at wholesale and n tail, by

JOHN P. JE1VETT & CO.,
23 Coruhill, Boston.

100 agents could make money on tins book, in various
eections of the country. None need apply, except those
who can command a small cash capital of from 25 to £30.
Address—post-puill--- I'ii Id i-hcrs.

23 Coruhill, Iioston.
May 31,18(8. 3„s.

From the Albany Cultivate!.

Suggestions to Farmers.
I sometimes fancy to myself, wln-n I hear per-

sons who live on the rich and fertile prairies of
the west, praise Ihe luxuriance of their soil, and
boast of the bountiful crops they yield with little

labor, that they ought to be regarded somewhat
as we now look upon those early seniors in the
Mohawk valley, who, it is said, were in the habit
of carting the manure made upon their lands to

the river, and throwing it in, for fear, that should
it remain, their lands would become too rich.

In their wisdi supposing their lands could
never he exhausted, they continued to plough
the same fields, until at last" a change came
o'er the spirit of their dreams," and they found
to their cost, that the lands they supposed inex-
haustibly fertile, had become sterile and unpro-
ductive; and such 1 think will be the result of
the present system of cultivation pursued by our
western friends. Chemistry shows us that by
taking a succession of crops ofi' from the same
ground one year after another, without any re-
turn to it, the inevitable effect muss he ultimate-
ly, that it will lose its fertility. The lauds of oui
county, especially the richer portions of it, havi
quite too commonly met with this usage. A few

years since it was not (infrequently remarked by
our farmers, that they formerly received good
crops from particular portions of their lands, but

that then they could not get crops from the same
ground that would pay the trouble of cultivation.

Something, they said, iiiust be wanting in the

soil, but what they did not know. Chemistry
has solved this problem, and it is now beginning
lo be understood by them, that their soil must be

fed with proper food as well as their cattle if

they would have it productive; and that true

economy consist in highly cultivatiug smaller
quantities of land, by deep ploughing and manur-
ing, rather than running over a large quantity of
land with slight tillage.

" A little farm well tilled. Alarge barn well filled.

A little wife well willed. Give me, give me."

This lesson is one our fartiers have been slow
to learn. While it has been their practice in

cultivating their gardens to resort to thorough
tillage, and, as a consequence, they produce more
from them than from any oner equal portion of
their land; in ihe raising of field crops the hint

thus given them has been entirely neglected. It

is supposed that the fruit and kitchen gardens in

ihe vicinity of the city of London, occupy 20,-

000 acres of land, and that the produce of this

land is sold for over 67,1)00,000, while in the

most favored portions of farming lands in our
own country, $500,000 would generally be con-

sidered a good product l\>r the same quantity of

land. Knowledge and experience will in time
correct the errors into which our funnel's have
fallen in regard to cultivating their lands, and
even now I think I see a bright prospect for the

future, in the formation of agricultural associa-

tions, in the circulation of agricultural papers,

and other periodicals ; in the improvement of the

farm stock ; in the improved tillage and drainage
of hinds; and above all, in ihe increased atten-

tion given to the savins and use of manures.

—

When these come to be well understood and
practiced, we may confidently expect to see

farms of 40 and 60 acres producing more, and
returning a better anil more certain profit to the

farmer, than farms now do which contain many
additional acres. i Infipa.
R^'^q"imL'L'Mlk-_ll. 1^. KHW"l.l |l -I f- ^U»»^^T^ 'JJU_«iaL- .mLU^

CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
OF IHE UNITED STATES.

U. S. Agency, ami Notarial Office,
Washington City, March, 1848.

FOR more than ten yean past this Office has been
successfully engaged in settling Claims of every

description with the different Departments of Govern-
ment and continues to despatch with promptness and ef-

ficiency all business entrusted to it, especially

Claims arising out cf the Mexican War, for Bal-
ances of Pay, Bounty Lands, Pensions, Lost

Horses, Contracts, Unsettled Accounts, fyc.

Soldiers of the Mexican War can send to tins Office,
(postage paid) their Declaration, Discharge, and power of
Attorney, with five doll us in current money, and their
Claims for Lands will be attended lo and Warrants for-

warded as soon as issued. If they should thou wish to

sell them, they can execute an assignment and return
them to tins Office, wdicre they will he sold for the best
price the market affords, and the amount will he remitted,
alter deducting a reasonable fee for selling. Il discharged
h>r wounds or sickness, the Surgeon's certificate should
lie sent with the discharge.

Hens of deceased soldiers will he furnished with the
forms accessary to obtain Counly Land and Balances of
Pay, when they com mini mate, (,iost p.fid,) the name, com-
pany and regiment, date and place of soldier's death,
names of his heirs, ages of his children, and other partic-
ulars.

Private Land Claims, Indian, Pension, and other
Claims, including claims for Prize money in Paul Jones'
squadron and the Naval Service generally, prosecuted,
and commissions charged according to the nature and
amount of the business.

Rolls of Bon II uniiie Richard and Alliance, on hand to

be re erred to.

Inquiries requiring Searches at the Departments will be
promptly answered on receiving such retaining fee as
the information sought may justify.

The undersigned is gr.itciul for the liboral patronage
which has already been bestowed upon him. fie has had
fifteen years' experience in the Departments and in Con-
gress, and is acquainted with all of the Public Officers,
and all the form8 and usages necessary for the transaction
"I any business requiring an Agent at the Seat of Gov-
ernment.

All letters should be post paid, and addressed, J. F..

Dow, No. 3, Union Buildings, Washington City.

JESSE E. now.
Attorney. Agent for Claimants and .Notary Public.

Refer—To all ihe Public Offic r-. a' thi Seal ol

Government, an ' the Members of Congress generally.
fLT N. B.—Land Warrant.- bought and sold.

April 30, ID Id.

Scours in Swine.— It is frequently remarked
that it is useless to attempt to cure sick bogs,
and to the prevalence of this opinion is to be
attributed in a great degree no doubt, that want
of effort which results in the loss of so many of
these valuable domestic animals. In June fast,

I observed ihat one of my hogs manifested an
indisposition to eat. I paid not much attention
to him for a few days, when again noticing him,
Isa.vthat he had (ailed in flesh considerably.
He was then put in a pen by himself, and I soon
found that he laid the scours very badly. His
appetite decreased to such a degree, that a gill

of corn was more than he would eat in a day,
while the complaint continued to increase. 1

tried different remedies without effect, when, as
a last resort, I had recourse to the Cultivator for

information. Among various cures for this com-
plaint in calves, (I saw none for swine) I noticed
that calomel had been given with good effect. I

procured about 30 grains, which quantity was
given in two doses in the course of it day. He
soon manifested favorable symptoms, and show-
ed a disposition for food. He was led with sweet
milk, boiled and thickened with flour, until

cuered. I would say in conclusion, that 1 think the
information I got from the Cultivator, in this

one case, saved i lie more than its cost for a dozen
years at least; and as a testimony of the regard
I have for your paper, I send you the price of
eighteen copies for the present vear—most of
which are for new subscribers. A. D.

Princeton, JV. J., Jan. 13, 1848.

WARREN'S
NURSERIES AND GARDENS,

Nonantum Vale—Brighton, Mass.
Great Side of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Green

House Plants, Garden Shrubs, 8,-c.

fllHIS immense stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
JL Evergreens, Ornamental Garden Shrubs, Roses, &.c.
together with more than 10 000 Green House Plants, will
be immediately offered, at prices never before known la
this p irt of the country.
Many of these frees are standing upon lands that are

to be sold for building lots, and this st'>ck ML'ST EK SOLD.
The propnelor will therefore offer Trees, &.C. in lots, to
wholesale purchasers, AT very great bargains.

'flic stocks consist "I thousands of the choicest kinds
of Pear, Plum, Cherry and Apple Trees, many of them
of the largest size.

The stocks of Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, Rasp-
berries, Strawberries, Ate, cannot be equalled.
Tne Ornamental Trees are ot the most desirable kinds

—many of them very large.

In this slock will also be found over 100,000 Pear,
Plum and Cherry Stocks, for Nurserymen's use. very de-
s.r.ible. These, together with very many rare varieties of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, recently obtained in Furope
by Mr. Warren himself, having been well grown the past
year, renders them most desinble.
The stock olGREEtN HOUSE PLANTS, it is be-

lieved, cannot be equalled in this country, consisting of
Camellias. Azalias, Rhododendrons, Roses, Cacti, &c.
&c, of all the very rarest kinds, and in any quantity

,

(many specimens ol extra size and beauty,) with every
rare and valuable variety now cultivated, and some intro-

duced from Europe only the last season, renders this ,\n

opportunity of rare occurrence to those who wash choice
PLANTS.
The collections of G\RDEN SHRUBS, ROSES,

PEONIES, and other hardy flowering Plants, deserve
particular notice.

'Pin- Tree and Climbing Roses, Bourbon and Perpetual
Roses, number many thousands.
The collection of DAHLIAS, and other Tuberous and

Bulbous Roots, for Spring planting, are \\ orthy of note.
This entire stock ol Trees, Shrubs, Plants and Roots,

will be offered immediately, at prices that shall secure
purchasers for the whole stock that can be ready lor

sale.

Nurserymen, large dealers at wholesale, or purchasers
in any quantity, will find it for their interest to visit these
Nurseries and Gardens, and view lor themselves.

E'verytlring will be offered at GRE\T BARGAINS,
and purchasers can have their lots marked off, lo be for-
warded at the earliest moment.
The stock remaining unsold on the 20th of April, will

be offered at Public Auction, at the Nurseries, of which
due notice will he given.

This Stock must be scld---aiid a selection from
this IMAfEffSE stock presents an opportunity that may
never occur again.

l~j* Trees will be carefully and safely packed to go any
distance.

Letters of enquiry, or orders, paST paid, addressed to

WARREN'S GARDENS, Brighton, or D. S. KE.N-
DALL, -i li'.iue Street, Boston, will receive prompt
attention.

Order? must enclose the cash, or a good reference,
in secure atention.

Scions of Choice Fruits.-"-Scions of the choicest
i ru its known in the country, cut from bearing irees in

these Gardens, will he ottered at the low price of £5
cents for Apples, and .17 1 - cents for Pears and Plums.

Order Box at '23 Doane Strut, Boston.
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The Mind and the Soil to be Improved.

[Extract from an Address by Joshua R. Latvtun, Esq.,

at the last Fair ul the Berkshire Agricultural Society.]

We are accustomed to hear much of the ex-

cellence and respectability of the farmer's occu-

|iati<ni ; of the collective power ami influence of

the agricultural classes of society; and such

ideas are always pleasing, and, to it certain ex-

tent, are true and reasonable. But certainly they

should never blind our eyes to the necessity ol

continual improvements, nor to the actual defects

which exist in our modes of cultivation and

management of our farms and properly. We
should never he afraid to view our condition and

circumstances in the light of truth, for such

views alone will induce us to apply the appropri-

ate remedies, and carry forward a general im-

provement.
We find some instances of highly successful

farmers, whose fields and crops illustrate most

clearly the advantages of applying science to

their cultivation ; but we still find, in their neigh-

borhood and in striking contrast with them,

other firms, whose appearance proves that their

owners have taken no pains to avail themselves

of the progress of agricultural science. Jt is

true, there is such a thing as poor and unprofita-

ble book-farming. If a man, with no practical

experience in farming, who has been brought up

in other business, should come into the country

and purchase a farm, and, despising the habits,

experience, arid practical knowledge of his

fanning neighbors, should undertake to carry on

a farm by the directions contained in books and

agricultural papers, he would soon find his busi-

ness discouraging and" unprofitable. But this by

no means proves that accurate knowledge, de-

rived from experiments and experimental sci-

ence, is of no use to the practical fanner.

The intelligent fanner, in perusing agricul-

tural papers, and treatises upon agricultural sub-

jects, will bring them to the test of his own
practical good sense and practical knowledge,

Btld silt out and apply that knowledge' which

may he sound and useful, and applicable

to his own soils and bis own circumstan-

ces, and reject the remainder. In the pre-

sent slate ol' the world, it is certainly as absurd

and injudicious to reject all agricultural reading,

as it is blindly 10 follow the rules anil observa-

tions laid down in books and agricultural papers.

In agriculture, as in all other occupations, we
must pay a proper regard to the spirit and im-

provements of the age in which we live, or our

agricultural occupations, and those who are em-
ployed in them, will fail in securing the respect

and consideration they deserve.

It must 1

the modes in which farming is carried on among
us; and are we not intelligent and candid

enough to seek and apply the proper remedies?

Why is it that our young men, and young wo-

men loo, so often express a dissatisfaction with

their home employments and condition ? Is not

the reason, at least ill part, to he found ii r

own course of life? How can their fathers ex-

pect that their occupations will be satisfactory

and attractive, if, disdaining the help of science,

and regarding whatever i-< new in practice as in-

novating on good old habits, they go on through

a fixed dull round of lislless toil, from year to

year, barely supporting existence, unimproved

and unimproving, doing nothing to relieve agri-

culture of associations of toil anil servitude

which were heaped upon it by the Vandals and

the Goths of the barbarous ages :* The moral

estimate placed upon the profession of the farmer

is not yet sufficiently high, and whether it shall

ever become so, depends upon himself, and upon

the moral and intellectual cultivation which he

brings to his profession. Jt is not yet fully un-

derstood, that it is not the whole nf a farmer's

duly lo labor, but that his occupation is a sphere

for the noblest exercise of taste and intellect, in

which ;irt and science may work with materials

as exhaustless as the resources of the globe.

—

Let him call this art and science to his aid, and

man, not alone the geologist and the chemist,

hut man, the intelligent farmer, may look upon

himself and his calling with pride, and with pro-

found gratitude to the Author of his being and

the Creator of the world in which he lives.

To render the earth in the greatest degree tri-

butary to the uses of man ; so to mix and manage

its elements, as to make it teem with vegetation

in all its useful varieties, is a great natural pro-

blem, vital to the existence and progress of soci-

ety. To solve this problem seems not to have

been among the attainments of ancient nations.

With them, and indeed until times quite modern,

agriculture seems rather to^have exhausted the

powers of the fertile portions of the earth's sur-

face, than to have renovated exhausted lands, or

to have sought out appliances and means to

make poor and barren soils productive. This

field is open to the industry and science of mod-

ern fanning. Great progress in some countries,

and in some parts of this country, has been

made in it ; but there is room and increasing ne-

cessity for still greater progress. What a gill

from the great Author of our existence, thai

man is made the great instrument in disposing

the earth in such a manner as to produce. Look

at it as it illustrates the scientific dignity belong-

ing to your profession. See what an elevated

position you have taken in the: world, to be a

producer of all the good tilings which man can

desire to make him happy, and also the provider

for "the cattle upon a thousand hills." Labor is,

and in the best ages ever has been, honorable.

Yet it is to be observed, that in this«ge of the

world, when all other occupations and profes-

sions are invoking the aids of scientific research,

the labor of agriculture, to maintain its dignity

and respectability, must he coupled with iutel-

* Let us look, for a moment, nt the immense importance

of the agricultural interest; at the immense capital em-

ployed in tillage, ami the enormous amount of us pro-

ducts. Take the fact, for instance, that the whole foreign

commerce ol Great Hrilain is actually worth less than the

annual grass crop upon her home island', and that the uni-

ted commercial and manufacturing industry of the entire

world fails to create values at all comparable with those

of agriculture. These things are not sufllcently realized

by the farmer, and especially by tin young farmer.

Look fnra moment at the power of agriculture., ns exhi-

bited the present year What else could have snatched

from the grave the millions dying by limine in another

hemisphere? All the gold, ami 'silver, and precious

stones, and hooks of learning, in the world, could not

have saved life in that crisis. The famishing millions

.cried for bread, and bread nlono would save them ;
and

admitted that there are defects in agriculture alone would furnish bread.

lectnal activity and scientific investigation. The
occupation of the mind is entirely consistent

with industrious bodily labor. The farmer, of
all others, may reasonably expect to enjoy that

greatest of all earthly blessings, "a sound mind
in a sound body." The occupation of the mind
is productive of refinement. From it spring

morality and religion ; and the farmer can never

be considered lilted for his business, and prepar-

ed lo fill the many important positions to which
he maybe called in lile, without much study and
reflection.

The practical farmer may and should be con-

tinually improving his mind by study and reflec-

tion ;— reading and study in his leisure hours,

reflection and observation in his daily toil. The
field of his labor is unbounded, and his mind
should be continually employed in searching out

the nature of his soils, and what they require to

make them productive. If a pi' ce of land is

wet, how shall it he drained and made produc-

tive, at a reasonable expense ? If it is cold, with

what shall it be mingled, to give it genial

warmth ? If the soil is light and thin, how shall

it be deepened and made more stringent? If

dry and porous, what retentive mixture will give

the power of retaining moisture and manures?
These ;ue questions to be solved by every farm-

er, in regard to his own fields, and they must be,

to make him a successful agriculturist.

First, he must learn the general character of

his soils; the general classes lo which they lie-

long, the proper treatment of these classes of

soils; and then he must patiently ascertain, by
trial and experiment, the peculiar modifications

of that treatment which Ins particular soil may
require. By so doing, by this practical applica-

tion of his knowledge, he can enliven dead and
Unproductive hinds, and make them teem with

the choicest productions of the earth. He can,

in short, give to soils just such a combination as

he pleases, and can make a good soil where na-

ture has denied it both mechanically and chemi-
cally, by adding earths, and by adding manures.

Different soils require different treatment, lo dis-

pose them to production. The intelligent prac-

tical farmer knows lands when lie sees them ; he

knows what treatment they want. His common
seuse and observation will teach him how they

may be made productive-. lie is many times

surprised, when he sees sterile and unproductive

fields very near flourishing villages, where lie

most of the materials, necessary to enrich them,

unemployed. A few shillings and dollars, with

some labor and energy, will prepare the fossil

manures, and apply them to produce fertility.

—

The lime-stone beds are reposing all around,

waiting for the attention of the owner, or the

capital of some one who deals in stocks, to bring

them to the furnace, and prepare them to correct

and fertilize the soil, making ihose sterile fields

not only productive, but ornamental.

There may he, and there are, portions of our

land, where' the soil is itself so rich and inex-

haustible in fertility, that a knowledge! of making
an application of manures is of no consequence.

But we till know that our soils generally are not

of that character. Here the science of preparing

manures lies at the very foundation of agricul-

tural success. The variety of manures is much
greater, and their application lo the variety of

soils and crops is much better understood, than

heretofore. The farmer has learned much by

his own experience, by his own experiments,

patiently and perseveringly carried out, modified

by his own good sense and careful observation.

I i< is no longer content w ith the small amount
of manures which his farm naturally supplies.

Nature, at homo and abroad, furnishes manures,

and the materials from which manures can he

made, in almost endless variety; and if the

farmer is diligent in inquiry and experiment, he

can create, in his barn-yard and compost-heap, a
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bank, from which lie ran draw at pleasure, and

without an endorser; lor the manure-yard, the

couip' -heap, is the farmer's hank, it is his

mine of wealth, and, without it, lie is poor

indeed.

Bui, besides all that the farmer can learn upon

this snl.ject from his practical experience, he can

undoubtedly derive great assistance from -chemi-

cal science^ and to this lie should by no means

shut his eyes. If he would elevate his profes-

sion, if he ivould ensure to his labor the reward

of wealth and competence, he must make the

discoveries of science tributary to it. The true

course of the tanner is, not to spend his time in

complaining of the advantages which knowledge

and science give to other pursuits, but rather to

make know ledge and science subservient to bis

profession. Instead iff decrying the importance

of these, let us use them for our own purposes.

Let US use them with good sense, care, and

economy. We see the vapor fall in rain, and

vegetation receiving it and rejoicing. The

winds of heaven are. continually passing over

our fields, ami the air is purified and made the

proper food for vegetable lite. The sun is con-

tinually warming and urging the plant to grow;

it also gives iis light, that it may mature. The

air carries with it ncygen to the seed, thai causes

it lo germinate; and furnishes to the leaves, the

lungs of the plant, carbon, without which the

cts well

he stop
plant must cease to he. These are

understood by the farmer. But slioul

here? Should he rest content with but this

amount of knowledge, which nature has vouch-

safed to him almost unasked for? Surely not, it

he would he master of his profession, and main-

tain that professional dignity which becomes

him. He should call to his aid iheinowledge ol

scientific men, and by this, learn to mix and

manage the elements of earth and air with more

than magic skill. He should take care that the

mechanical and manufacturing arts do not enjoy

all t lie benefits of the discoveries of chemical

science. He should claim, for agriculture, its

just proportion. In his experiments, especially

upon the subject of manures, he can thus make
much greater progress, and attain much more

important results.

The discoveries of scientific men are of no

use, until practically applied, and tested by prac-

tical farmers. And who are to test and apply

them, if we are not ? How shall all these mix-

tures be applied? What does each particular

soil require? Shall they be applied in a fer-

mented or in an unlei inented sinle ? On the

surface or turned under-? Put on, as a top-

dressing, in spring or in autumn ? What partic-

ular dressing does each particular crop require?

These, me questions involving the laws ot na-

ture, the principles of art, and careful experi-

mental labor and observation in the compost-

heap, anil in the field. Our vocation is, to ren-

der the earth productive. One great and impor

taut agent in production, is manure. Its abun-

dant production, and its economical application,

require the combination of scientific knowledge,

and practical industry. Science is do'uiL' her

part: let agriculture he ever ready to .do hers.

The farmer is never too old to learn, until he is

too old to labor.

Those who succeed well in any business or

profession are usually found to conduct their

business with system, order, and neatness. Sys-

tem, order, and neatness, should ever be the

study ot ihe farmer. When the fields of the

fanner are found to he badly laid out, bordered

with hedge-rows ; his fences crooked and half

down; the stable for every thing, and not fit for

any thing; the out-buildings awkwardly situated,

with few or no conveniences; bis slock o-ie

thud mere than can be made comforiable, and
kept in a thrifty and growing state upon his

farm ; his tools and implements of husbandry

left some in one place and some in another, scat-

tered over his farm, and many of them unfit for

use ; surely the wan: of success of such a fanner

n ils no explanation. These appearances full)

explain it. They show w hy he has been kepi

poor when lie should have been made rich. Lei

our young farmers, then, when they begin life

for themselves, study system, order, and a con-

tinual regard for practical convenience, and their

industry will he sen- to meet its just reward.

The effects of system, order, and c/ire, appeal-

to striking advantage in the rearing and manage-

ment of .domestic animals. The ox, the cow,

the horse, sheep and swine, are animals of prac-

tical use, and some of them are parties with us

in the labors of the field. It is but a part of

civilization imd Christianity to treat them with

kindness and humanity. Bui more than this can

he done, as the experience of many members ol

ibis society attests, and as its annual shows have

abundantly proved. What a wonderful triumph

of human reason and power, that the animals,

given and subjected to man by the great Author

of agriculture, can be moulded and fashioned to

his liking, as the clay is fashioned by ihe potter.

Form and figure, size, and power of hone and

muscle, adaptedness to the peculiar service re-

quired, kindness and docility of disposition, and

even agreeable countenance and expression, by

patient and skilful breeding, can be successfully

attained. What can lie asked more? Modern
discoveries are said to enah'e the farmer to de-

cide, with unerring certainty, which of his

heiler calves should be raised for Ihe dairy, and

which should be prepared for the shambles ; and

Ibis by marks and indications readily perceived

by the common observer. Comparison ol know-

ledge and experience has done much in the im-

provement of our stock of animals, particularly

of neat cattle. In ibis improvement, as well as

in that of other stock, the generous competition,

produced by the encouragement of this and

other agricultural societies, has greatly aided.

Cheese.—The States of New York, Ohio,

Vermont and Connecticut, have become famous

for the produce of this article, and large quanti-

ties of it are manufactured for shipment to Eng-

land, where it has superseded much of Ihe Dutch

and Iiish cheese, with which for a century back,

the aristocrac of England have supplied their

tables. This cheese is made very rich and solid,

so that it will keep a great while, and is in its

highest slate of excellence, when having been

ripened anil mellowed by a year's keeping, li is

seldom seen in the northern markets, as a much
mote inferior article is more saleable here.

What liille there is of this cheese consumed in

the United Slates, sells at about leu cents a lb.

bv wholesale. In England, it readily brings

from seventeen to twenty cents, and has pretty

liniformly paid a handsome profit, over cost,

freight, duties and other charges. The reduction

of the duty in England, which has enabled us to

send such large quantities of cheese there, with-

,in a year or two, has added considerably to the

depression of Ireland, by breaking up many ol

their dairies, ami it has lessened materially the

profits of the Dutch farmers, who formerly from

their proximity enabling them to watch the

English market, supplied most of the foreign

cheese consumed in it.

We have before published some statistics of

the great cheese making counties in New York,

in which this article is the staple product.

The Commissioner of Products of Ohio has

recently given a statement show ing the export ol

butter and cheese from that Stale, which is set

down.at twelve millions pounds of cheese and

four millions pounds hotter. The product of

cheese of the five great Whig counties of the

Westeren Reserve, settled originally by emi-

grants from Connecticut, but in which many
Germans have since located themselves, amounts
lo eleven millions four hundred and fifty thou-

sand pounds, that of the county of Ashtabula

being five million pounds, and that of Trumbull
four millions.

—

JVewbunjporl Htrald.

Important Discovert.—The New Orleans

Delta says: Mr. Davison, formerly an associate

of Dr. Lard tier, in scientific research, has made
a very valuable discovery. It is a mode or an

apparatus by which meat can he cured at all

seasons and ill all climates. By this process any

person can cure meat thoroughly in three hours

in the warmest weather. Some three or four

hundred barrels of beef thus cured have lately

been shipped from Houston, (Texas) for N«w
Yoik, and some specimens of the same are now
in the New Orleans market. This will prove a

valuable discovery for the South, and will render
her entirely independent of the North and West,
for her supply ol salt meat.

The New States.

The following table will show the time when
the " new States," or those not included in the

"Old Thirteen,
1" were admitted into the Union:

Vermont was originally a part of New York,

or New Hampshire, (for both claimed it,) and wan
admitted into the Union March 4, 1791.

Kentucky, formerly a part of Virginia, admitted

into the Union June 1, 1792.

Tennessee, formed of territory ceded to the

United States by the State of North Carolina,

admitted into ihe Union June 1, 1796.

Ohio, formed out of part of ihe territory north-

west of the river Ohio ; admitted into the Union
November 29, 1802.

Louisiana, formed out of part of the territory

ceded to the United Stales by France, received

into the Union April 8, 1812.

Indiana, formed out of a part of the N. W.
Territory ceded to the Untied States by Vir-

ginia, admitted into the Union Dec. 11, 1816.

Mississippi, formed out of a part of the terri-

tory ceded to the United States by the Slate of

Souih Carolina, admitted into the Union Decem-
ber 10, 1817.

Illinois, formed out of a part of the North-

western Territory, admitted into the Union Dec
3, 1818.

.Alabama, formed out of a part of the territory

ceded to ihe United States by South Carolina

and Georgia, admitted into the Union December
14, 1819.

Maine, formed out of a part of Massachusetts,

admitted into the Union March 15, 1820.

Missouri, formed out of a part of the territory

ceded by France by treaty of April 31, 1803, ad-

mitted into the Union August 10, 1821.

Jlrkansas formed a part of the same territory;

admitted June 15, 1836.

Michigan formed a part of the territory ceded
to the United Slates by Virginia ; admitted into

the Union June 15, 1836.

Florida, formed out of the territory ceded by

Spain to the United Slates by trealy of Feb. 22,

1819; admitted March 4, 1845.

Texas, an independent republic; admitted into

the United Stales by a joint resolution of Con-
gress, approved March 29, 1845.

Iowa, admitted into the Union December 28,

1846.

If'isconsin.—An act was passed in May, 1848,

to admit this territory into the Union as a Slate.

Where to Emigrate.

" The Far West " is now, and has been for

years, the grand El Dorado, for persons from the

East and North, and from Europe also, who de-

spairing of accumulation at home, "strike their

tents and march away," with their wives and
little ones, to become dwellers in the rude hut or

homely log-cabin. Now so far as the fountain

of happiness lies within our own bosoms, these

emigrants may be as happy in the simple cot in

their forest wilds as in the more comfortable

mansion of their father-land. It is a truth at

once beautiful and holy,

'• Ttiat wheresoe'er the pure affections dwell

And strike a healthful root, is happiness."

But there will exist in most minds a passionate

longing to be rich ; there will ever be an unsatis-

fied desire to bequeath to posterity large rever-

sionary estates— lands, stocks, houses, &c. The
wealth of the affections, a more enduring riches

than plantations, coffers, or splendid habitations,

is suffered to lose ils preponderance ; speculation

i;ets to be all involuntary impulse, and to amass
a fortune, the aim of life; whilst emigration only

is thought of as the means for the attainment of

the great end. So life is spent in endeavoring
lo become wealthy in a strange country, and the

land of their uativityis forsaken for a new and
untried home, whilst the endeavor itself is often

frustrated by opposing circumstances. Still the

tide of emigration is moving onward to the

West, even beyond the Rocky Mountains, while
" three-fold advantages" are overlooked at home,
in any of the old Stales. Even our own Penn-
sylvania, rude and broken as it is in many pails,

presents great facilities for all classes of society,

not only to acquire a comforiable livelihood, but

to amass a fortune. The reason is very obvious.

The soil is good, and when well cultivated,

yields as abundantly, all in all, the various kinds
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of agricultural products, as any other Slate in

tlie Union. Her manufacturing interests are so

diversified, that a ready market is always itt hand
for the most of. her products. Water-power is

to be found iu more abundance in North-western
Pennsylvania, than in any oilier section of the

Union. The streams are never-failing, and so

rapid, thai machinery may he erected in every

two or three miles, and often in less distance,

without any detriment to each other. Iron ore

is to he found in almost every county in great

abundance, and situate in the immediate neigh-

borhood of the streams. Bituminous stone coal

is also imbedded in every hill, and Conns inex-

haustible mines. Not uiifrequently are the iron

ore and the stone eoal mined from the same
drift— thus affording the raw material and the

means to work it, at the same spot, and at the

very mouth of the furnace. The manufacturing
of no one article, affords so great a market lor

the farmer's produce as that of iron ; so great a

number of hands, and so many horses are em-
ployed at each of these establishments, as to

consume a vast amount of the grain, bacon, beef,

&c. of the surrounding country. And fir the

successful production of iron, no Slate in the

Union can ever compete with Pennsylvania.

—

Some counties are thickly doited over with these

establishments, and give employment to some
two or three thousand men. This is mentioned
only as one of the many advantages possessed

by North-western Pennsylvania, over ibe other

States, in offering a market to the farmer for the

fruit of his labors. Public improvements are

extended almost to the farmer's door, whereby
if he have an overplus of produce, beyond the

consumption of his own neighborhood, he can

avail himself of the Philadelphia or New York
markets, and through them command the market
of the world, thus affording the producer as well

the advantages of an extensive and almost unex-

ampled home market, as the benefits of the mar-
kets of the Atlantic cities. Among the oilier

sources of wealth to Northern and Middle Penn-
sylvania, are her limber and lime-stone. While
we have nothing to say against the rich and very

productive lands of the great Valley of the Mis-

sissippi, we would have our Eastern readers, who
feel that they must emigrate, to look about them
a little nearer home. We are sure very great

advantages are often overlooked, wholly for the

want of a little observation anil calculation.

Everybody seems to take for granted, that the

far West is the only place where money can he

made, and without slopping to make a figure

break away from home, friends, and society, for

this great El Dorado.

—

Pennsylvania paper.

Importance of Education---The Farmer.

It is calculated that the division of the occupa-

tions of men in the United States' is nearly

in the following proportions:—
Number engaged iu Internal Navigations, 33,070

" " Ocean, 55,021
" " Learned Professions, 66,255
" " Commerce, 119,607
" " Manufactures, 791,794
" " Agriculture, 3,7U>,L»5l

Thus it will he seen that those who are enga-

ged in agriculture are three and a half times

greater in number than those ill all the other di-

visions. The agriculturalists consequently have

the physical and numerical power, and can at

any lime control every government in the United
States-, and give tone to public opinion. But do

they ? No, indeed, for however powerful they

may he in number, they are weak in influence,

and this arises from want of proper education.

The sixty-five thousand two hundred and fifty-

five in the learned professions, are intellectually

stronger than the three millions seven hundred
and nineteen thousand nine hundred and fifty-

one, engaged in agriculture, and therefore rule

them. If it were not so, seven-eighths of the

offices in the country would not he held by law-

yers and doctors; nor would all the colleges and

high schools be endowed principally for the

benefit of the learned professions.

Farmers, when will you arouse yourselves to

the dignity and importance of your calling, and
educate yourselves to that height of intelligence

which "ill make you the rulers instead of ibe

rultd of the other professions? There is surely

nothing to prevent this if you will only be true

to yourselves. Look at the millions annually

thrown away upon the horrid barbarities of war
or the preparations for it, and the honors that are

awarded to those engaged in shedding a bro-

ther's blood, and compare these with the pitiful

and downright contemptible sums which arc-

grudgingly dob d out for your benefit. Every
occupation iu the country seems to be bountiful-

ly provided for, save that of the farmer, and
surely no one is to blame for this but yourselves,

for if you choose, you need only to speak to your
servants, (your rulers) and reform might be had

at once. Ponder these things well, then, and iu

the legislatures assembled speak out and de-

mand equal benefits with the most favored of

the other professions.

—

.'hnerkan Agriculturist.

From the Albany Cultivator.

The Farmer's Song.

My sturdy sons, bring forth the share,

All sharp to turn 111' untojter'd soil
;

If we in autumn fain would bear
The golden sheaves, fear not the toil

!

Those demagogues who strive for place,

And others chaiu'd to " glory's car,"
Fancy in labor there's disgrace,

And honur in inhuman war.

.Not so, we reck our country's weal,
True honor lies in arts ol peace,

We'll guard it with our hearts of steel,

—

And dig to find the " golden fleece."

IMor while we till the teeming earth,

Let us forget that we are bound,
By all the blessings of our birth,

To strive thai knowledge may abound.

What though the Spring to labor calls.

And Summer sees the forehead glow
j

Autumn with plenty tills our halls

—

In Winter pleasures overflow.

Then let us bless our happy slate,

And yield to earth the seed and erain
;

With grateful hearts we'll watch and wait,
11 'file early and the latter ram."

Albany, March, 1848. M. W. H.

single gas will sustain life for any length of time
but ibe air, and bountiful is our Creator who has
supplied our earth with such a quantity of it.

The act of respiration is curious. By it a
decomposition of the atmosphere is effected as
thorough as by the most trying process. The
human frame is like a great furnace, and tho
lungs the bellows which leed the fire. Tho
great difference between the comparison is that
the human frame is in the interior of the bellows.
A man breathing consumes six hundred and
forty pints of oxygen gas in twelve hours, mak-
ing fourteen thousand four hundred inspirations,
and during the short time that elapses between
an inspiration and an expiration, the air is totally

changed in its character—the oxygen is abstrac-
ted and united with ihe carbon, and carbonic
acid gas is formed and this is expelled from the
lungs with the unaltered nitrogen. The air that
is expelled from the lungs will not support
flame. If we take a glass vessel with a lube
filled exactly to its top or bottom, and inspire
and expire a few times by the tube, it will be
found that a lighted taper introduced into iho
vessel, will be immediately extinguished. This
simple fact should arrest the attention of those
who desire to see health attending the laboring
classes. Well ventilated apartments are just as
essential to health as food and drink.

There is one mysterious view which we may
take of this subject, viz: the renovation of the
air after being breathed by myriads of animated
beings who are continually consuming its vital

principle. The plan which the Almighty lias

designed for this purpose (renovation) is unknown
to man. We behold harmony and beauty in the
whole system of the adaptation of man to the
atmosphere, and the atmosphere to man. and in

the language of Holy Writ, " it is very good."

From the Scientific American.

The Atmosphere.

The atmosphere is an ambient mantle which
wraps ihe earth in its soft embrace, lis direct

height from the surface of the earth is calculated

to.be fifiy miles, or Ihe ltX> proportional altitude

to the diameter of the earth. The weight of the

whole atmosphere which surrounds tiie earth,

has been calculated by some one fond of curious
comparisons, to he equal to a solid globe of lead

sixty miles in diameter. The air can he weighed
as well as solids, and likewise measured. It is

essential lo the life of man, animals and vegeta-

bles. Without air no creature could breathe.

Air is everywhere present upon the globe, and
bears upon every part of its surface with an
enormous pressure. Every square inch of the

human body continually supports a pressure of
fifteen pounds. A great number can scarcely

credit this, as every step we lake must displace

an equal weight as that supported by our bodies.

But we can scarcely say we support this weight,

as we are supported by it ourselves equally on
all sides, and we move through it as easily as

the dolphin glides through the waters of the

deep. Each gallon of air weighs about a quarter
of an ounce.

Air is capable of being contracted or expan-
ded in bulk both mechanically and chemically.

It can be condensed by pressure and expanded
by heal, and ils hitler quality is just beginning to

he developed as a powerful propelling agent in

ihe Air Engine. Although the atmosphere is

such a beautiful and transparent substance, yel

il is uot ii simple substance. It is composed of

two gases perfectly opposite in their natures

singly. The one gas is named oxygen and the

other nitrogen. The oxygen is positive in all its

qualities, the nitrogen is negative. The heating
and cooling of the atmosphere will not affect the

quality of the air, but combustion will. Com-
bustion withdraws ihe oxygen frqm the atmos-
phere and carbonic acid gas is liberated. The
oxygen alone supports flame, the nitrogen is a

non-supporter. The atmosphere is composed ol

7'.) parts nitrogen ami '21 parts oxygen, and al-

though many gases have been discovered and
combined, yet no other combination and no

From the .New Orleans Delta.

Mexican Art.

There are many interesting specimens of Mex-
ican art and tasle now being exhibited on St.

Charles street, opposite to the Theatre, which
our citizens will find worthy of being seen and
examined. The saddle of Santa Anna, captured
at Puebla, which cost originally $5000, is a gorge-
ous and magnificent piece of art, and displays in
a strong light the great skill and taste of ihe
Mexican mechanics. It would be vain to at-
tempt a description of it, so rich, various and
beautiful are ils texture and ornaments. It

glitters with precious stones, and is heavy with
gold and silver. The pommel is a solid gold
eagle's head, and the green velvet of the seat is

relieved by the most tasteful and elegant gold
and silver embroidery. The stirrups are of solid
silver, washed with gold. The bridle is of gold
cord, and the frontispiece is of gold, studded
with brilliants and jewels of different hues.—
Throughout all the appurtenances there prevails
the same luxuriance of ornament and of wealth.
This saddle wtts taken at Puebla when Santa
Anna was forced to make a precipitate retreat
from that town. It was manufactured in that
place. No wonder that ihe Mexicans who ride
such saddles as these are always in such a hurry
to fly from our rough boys. The capture of a
Mexican involves something more than a loss of
his life or liberty, it involves a transfer of nearly
all his worldly wealth, which usually consists in

his ornaments and military equipments. An
American soldier fights for his honor, his flag,

the fame of his country. A Mexican fights for
his diamond-hilled sword, his gold epaulettes, his
magnificent saddle and bedizened uniform.
Among other interesting curiosities exhibited

is ihe gold clolb dress in which the infant of
General Santa Anna, by his present wife, was
christened. This was found in a tortoise-shell box
of diminutive dimensions and most ingeniously
interlined with silver anil gold. The same box
contained a miniature silver trunk, intended no
doubt to amuse ihe young Santa Anna. 'We
could not suppress a sigh of sympathy and regret
for the loss of a relic of so much value to the
estimable mother ol' the litile infant,

We saw, also, the silver and gold corded tas-

sels of Santa Anna's bed, and many little toys

and ornaments which formed a portion of his

household gods. There are two specimens of
the carving in virgin silver, or tortoise-shell, of
glass work, of hair-plaiting, all made hv ihe
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hands of the Indians of Mexico, which exhibit

no less taste than skill. The Mexicans strongly

resemble the Chinese in their skill anil ingenuity

in manufacturing delicate and ingenious articles.

Their images, whether made of metal, sugar,

stone, or even rags, are most delicately correct

and beautiful. The lady of one of our most dis-

tinguished officers in Mexico, who resides in this

citv, has some specimens of the rag images ol

the Mexicans which are most extraordinary in

their taste, perfection, and beauty. They would

be taken as wax-work if they were not far more
correct than images in wax can be made. The
dress, the expression of the face, the altitudes of

the figures, which are in groups, are equal to the

most finished paintings, we have ever seen.

—

We do not think there is any people in the

world who can compare with the Mexicans in

this department of art. The ancient Mexicans

possessed great skill in carving and in the orna-

mental art, and the present generation has im-

proved upon this, if upon no oilier quality of

their predecessors. With practice, experience,

science, and a more familiar intercourse will)

the ingenious and civilized nations of the world,

there are strong reasons to hope and believe that

the native Mexicans are destined to become the

Chinese of this continent, and to contribute

largely by their skill and industry to the pleasure

and enjoyment of the civilized world.

Slje Ittsttov.

CONCOKD, N. H., JUNE 30, 1848.

Farming iu Concord.

It is a remarkable fact that on that cold first

day of June, when we were viewing Gen. Huii-

derson's cornfields at Washington, then dressed

after planting three times, our own corn after

the potatoes was planting the present season.

Our last field near Bow of ten acres, which pro-

duced the excellent crop of potatoes last year,

was planted, (six with corn and four with pota-

toes) on the first, second and third days of June.

Much of the planting in this part of the country

was delayed until the last of May, because there

was absolutely before that time no way of duly

and truly preparing the ground earlier. Some
of our neighbors, planting their corn first, were

hoeing it the first time when our men were

planting ours. Friday and Saturday, June 24

and 25, our field of six acres of corn was hoed

the first time : in the previous vveejv the growth

in every twenty-four hours was clearly percepti-

ble. The same weather continuing until the

fourth of July, this corn of ours will be as large

as the best corn generally is at that time, planted

from the 35th to the 20th of May—a fortnight

sooner.

The forwarding the growth of our light lands

by the stimulants contained in our muck com-

posts (by no means of the richest materials)

twice and thrice in as many successive seasons ap-

plied with a mixture this year of 200 lbs, each ol

African guano and ground plaster— aided by the

deep subsoil ploughing once only done whe-n ihe

ground is broken up— is certainly all we could

wish. We have twenty-two acres, (fifteen of po-

tatoes, six of corn and one of marrow squashes)

planted in our own mode of manuring and cul-

tivation, which now promise better, for the time

and season, than any crops of the kind we have

before cultivated. Four acres of early potatoes,

planted about the 25th of April, on light pine

plains land, last fall broken up and suhsoiled, we
will present on a challenge with any other four

acres in the county of Merrimack : they are now
(June 26) nearly budding for the blow. We can

almost warrant this suhsoiled pine-plain crop ol

potatoes to he free of the rot. And we are not

without hope that our later planted potatoes on

suhsoiled intervale sward manured with com-

post, guano and plaster, may likewise escape the

contagion.

Our oats sown on light, but previously well

manured land, a!>out the first of May, do not yet

show as our oats did last year in a heavier clay

soil—they are not what we expected them to be.

We have yet possibly to learn that oats are not

the right crop lor a sandy river soil where some

other crops (as on this ground last year marrow

squashes and Indian corn) might yield well.

The grass on twelve acres of our suhsoiled

intervale (the sorrel and weeds nearly expelled)

presents at this writing a most luxuriant and

exhilirat'mg aspect: these acres will give what

hay might satisfy the desire of the most over-

reaching farmer who was obliged to mow it with

the strength of his own arms.

Our absence, but not our personal neglect, has

lost us the income of a fine rye-field of five

acres lor the present season. This field is situ-

ated in two hollows of the plains out of sight

from our residence and the usual places of work.

We minded not so much the keeping of cows

and sheep upon it by those who do not cultivate

their own land to produce either grass or hay,

and sustain their animals, after the roads are

gnawed down, by encroaching on their neigh-

bors : the young rye in a field out of sight was

a tid-bit tempting enough to seek out broken

spaceways in the fences for ingress and egress:

the men, busied in another direction with plant-

ing about the first of June, found the whole rye-

field spoiled by flocks of sheep turned into the

plains by their owners. About fifty of these

were taken in the act of injury and driven to the

pound of the town four miles off". The nominal

pound-keeper took them into custody ; hut their

owners, advertised of the injury, wary to find

means of escape where a forfeiture of their bo-

dies would have hardly paid the damage done,

sagely discovered that the pound-keeper had not

gone through the ceremony of swearing to the

faithful discharge of his duty, and obtained their

aniuials back without expense by sheer inaction,

the pound-keeper letting them go! We suppose

some lawyer now for the fee of filiy dollars

might undertake to recover for us fifty dollars of

the town for the neglect by which our interest

has suffered : had we belter go to law about this

matter ?

A Story that will do for the Marines !

By invitation on that remarkably cold day, the

first of June, we visited the cultivated grounds
of the veteran head of the U. S. Marine corps at

his residence near the navy yard at Washington.

The marine barracks consist of brick buildings

encircling an oblong square outside of the navy-

yard, at the north end of w bich is the mansion he-

longing to the United States in which the com-
mander resides. Within the yard is another

mansion for the resident commander of the yard,

a captain of the navy. The taste and inclination

of Gen. Handerson have led him lo bring into

use, by cultivation, several fields and plats upon
the sterile waste lands east of the Capitol in

Washington, which have long been neglected.

For the. last few years, Gen. Handerson has

practised the collection of all the materials he

could conveniently gather for the making of

compost manure: fortius object he has made
every thing cleanly about the barracks, paying

the marines a premium for ashes, night soil, sink

drainings, &c. To this he has added oyster-

shell lime and other mineral and vegetable mat-

ters, which after decomposition have been plen-

tifully deposited upon his fields. Three years

ago, we visited an enclosure near his premises

which under his culture was then producing full

four tons of timothy hay to the acre : this piece

of land the present year, excepting a small patch

of potatoes, was sown to oats to be laid down lo

grass after ploughing and heavy manuring the

last year. The oats were rich and thrifty as

might be expected, fully a mouth in advance of

the earliest oats in this part of New Hampshire.

The potatoes of four rows in drills were then in

the blow, in advance as might be of our earliest

planted potatoes from the first of June to the

first of July. They must be nearly ripe at this

time. The vines of these potatoes iu this rich

ground were curling, in partial indication of the

disease which seems to pervade that crop all

over the country. Gen. H. had commenced the

experiment oil one of the lour rows of topping

oft" the buds of these potatoes, agreeably to a

suggestion in a former number of the Visitor, as

a means of increasing the healthy growth of the

root and preventing ihe lot: the suggestion, it

will he remembered, comes from a scientific

gentleman in Europe. We hope hereafter to be

able to obtain practical results which may better

lest its utility.

Gen. H. took us to an enclosed field of corn of

five acres, planted in rows of five feet by two,

nearly doubly as thick as was usual in that section

of the country, where the corn blades grow
much larger than in New England : this field,

fenced off" of the waste extending plat between

the Congress burial ground ami the capitol, he

had hired five years at thirty dollars per year.

—

The blades of corn stood very e»en, knee high

without stretching the leaves: the field had been

dressed with the cultivator three times— not a

weed appeared in it. The manuring of this

ground with the compost had been very heavy;

but for want of the deep subsoil plough in a red

clay soil liable to harden and crack in a continued

hot sun, the crop of corn might be a failure un-

der a severe drought.

Further on Gen. H. had another five acre lot

enclosed—the soil lighter and more sandy, but

partaking of a red clay formation. Half of this

was in corn, which, highly manured, was earlier

and more advanced than the first piece. The
oilier half had been laid down to grass two years

before: for lack of deep stirring, as we think,

the timothy in this part was quite light. As evi-

dence of what it might produce, the ground

thrown along iu a ridge of subsoil dug out

straight near the centre through the field had

growing grass in probably four limes the quanti-

ty of the rest of the field. We recommended
on the spot the subsoiling of this grass plat in

the manner of the successful experiment in Pe-

terborough, made at the instance of Gov. Steele

— that is, the striking of the plough without

turning over the turf at the distance of about

eighteen inches apart through the piece. This

method our military friend at once assented to

with his intention to carry it forward for the

next season.

Still further on the General took us to his lux-

uriant crop of five acres of grass, supposed to

mow by the 10th of June from three to four tons

of excellent hay to the acre. This land had

been brought to its present production by the

use of the rich compost manures to which we
have alluded. The only improvement we could

suggest in the management of this ob in the
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other lois which we viewed, would be the deep-

er or subsoil ploughing, for which the hard,

dry ami heretofore considered sterile worn om

lands about Washington are peculiarly adapted.

There is a strength in that red clay formation

thai needs oidy to be brought into action to

yield the must certain crops: these may he de

to increase here annually instead of being di-

minished. The improved appearance abont the

oity already growing fiom the examples of Gen.

Handerson and oilier pioneers is becoming each

year more manifest.

There cannot any where perhaps be found

mure beautiful grounds than those enclosed and

fronting the east and west end of the capilol and

i In' north and south fronts of the President's

house. Many kinds of trees and shrubbery lie

along the margin of the iron fences: in these

hundreds of birds carol and build their nests.—

The primrose and the daisy, the lady's delight.

the crocus and ihe hyacinth, laid off in squares,

diamonds and circles, contrast with the platted

green foliage and bloom in which they arc im-

bedded. Every Wednesday in the ground front-

ing the President's, and Saturday in that of the

capitol, when the spring has fully opened the

green buds and early flowers of the year, the ex-

cellent hand of music from the navy yard of the

afternoon discourses heart-stirring music, includ-

ing the patriotic airs of the French Marseillaise,

the American star-spangled Banner, not forget-

ting the always-welcome

" Father and 1 went down to camp,"

of the revolutionary Yankee-doodle. Men and

madams, the dignitary and the foreign minister

with wives and daughters in gay attire—rich and

poor, high and low, great and small—mingle to-

gether with light hearts and gay faces on

these occasions. There are indeed many things

at Washington in striking contrast to what thai

city was thirty and forty years ago. From early

May till late November her markets abound with

the best fruits of the earth. Most magnificent

strawberries, sweet and liicions to the taste-

quarts and quarts of Hovey's seedlings of the

size of the largest plum—were daily in the last

month upon the tables al Washington. Through

the winter the oysters are there better than we

have ever found" them elsewhere. Providence

seems to have smiled upon the indolence of the

people there in the abundance of these and other

living food found in the hays and rivers. The

splendid canvas-back flavored with the root

which it finds In the shallow waters congregates

in thousands to be killed in hundreds by the dis-

charge sometimes of a single blunderbuss : these

in the. season are rare feed for the good liver.—

The talk of removing the seat of government

from Washington will become less as the temper

and disposition of politieans grows better and

the introduction of increased business in trade and

in the scientific and mechanical professions, les-

sens the sharper appetites of office-seekers.—

More ready and easy modes of travelling a great

distance in a short time—a desire to be always

near the waters of the Atlantic— will perhaps

many years after the West shall bear off the

palm in wea'th and numbers prevent any serious

effectual attempt to remove our seat of govern-

ment westward of the Allegany mountains.

The superintendent of the Concord railroad,

with his salary raised from 1000 to 1 '200 and up

to 2000 dollars- a year, must have his business

and personal cares increase on him in proportion

to his pay, or else he must suppose that we

have patience for all sorts of encroachments

where the road passes through our premises al-

most as great as Job had under his afflictions.

The least favor has never been personally grant-

ed for all llie service we have personally done

for this road: never in our lives or that of our

family did we or they have a free ticket to Bos-

ton—not one dollar did wc ever receive for all

the juuineys made and ihe expenses incurred

while acting as a director and president of that

corporation. We readily yielded all personal

benefits to ihe convenience and interest of the

superintendent after we had lifted the wheel to

the start ill building this road, and incurred

all the obloquy that could be heaped on our de-

voted heads ill the day when railroads were un-

popular. We had supposed the law would pro-

tect us; but the superintendent, under the idea

that we are possessed of abundance of "charity

which sufferetll long and is kind," neither gives

us the fences and gates along our premises near

the village, which the law requires for our pro-

tection, and which he has been careful to give to

olliers, nor contents himself with confining his

encroachments to the five rods of land which

the corporation has taken for the road: no gale

is erected by the corporation lo protect our mea-

dows in the passway freely used by those who

choose to travel over them in all directions either

on foot or with teams. Five rods are not suffi-

cient for the operators in the new tracks: rocks

and rails and posts and everything else in the

way, are thrown upon and into the high grass at

any distance, Ihe season just approaching when

ihe crops might be gathered. Cattle let upon

ihe road pass over the meadows with impunity :

where paths through the thick grass do not seem

to be sufficient, new ones are trodden through,

and these paths are made in all directions where

the intruders cannot have the least pretence of

business for passing over the lands. The super-

intendent is a pious n an as well as a patriot : in

his neighbor's absence has be practised the

christian rule of doing lo his neighbor what he

would have his neighbor do to him ?

Rockheatb, England, by Slracey, on 500 acres,

proved this. That farm bad been condemned as

worn-out; some said, you may perhaps, plant a

Ion .-I on it. It bad always been ploughed some

five inches deep. Mr. Stracey let pails of it to

cotlagers, who dug two spits deep in it, and

without manure, got good crops ihe first year.

When Slracey saw this, he had the farm plough-

ed and subsoiled, eighteen inches deep, and

without any manure be got twenty-six bushels of

wheat per acre ihe first year. The next year be

manured partly and got thirty-six bushels of

wheat, of" the weight of sixty-four pounds the

bushel. In ploughing, straight furrows are im-

portant
Mr. Meigs related a fact that an Englishman

some years since, bought a worn-out farm in

New England—so sterile that it would scarcely

hear a mullen stalk. Buildings and fences long

deserted and in ruins. He repaired the latter,

anil with a powerful team of catlle and a huge

plough, be began in the spring to plough his

barren purchase. He continued this ploughing,

first one way and then across, all summer long.

He then sowed wheat, and next year reaped

thirty bushels per acre, without manure.

—

South-

ern Cultivator.

How to stop a Paper.— First see that you

have paid for it up lo the lime you wish it to

slop; then write your name and post-office ad-

dress on one of the papers, with ihe word dis-

continue, and mail it to the publisher.

Ploughing.

On no point, perhaps, in ihe whole range of

agricultural pursuits are planters and farmers in

the South so much at limit as in their mode of

ploughing. As Dr. Underwood very correctly

staled al t lie January meeting of the New York

Farmers' Club, our common ploughing is wrong

—too shallow. It rather invites the roots of our

crops to come up than to go down. In our hot

climate we can hardly get the roots down too

low. The surface soil" is generally dark, or even

black, while ihe subsoil is light color. Plough

this yellow subsoil up and the black soil down,

and "you will soon find that these colors have

changed places, the yellow dirt becomes black anil

the elements of the black below haw; worked up

to the surface to do it. Siihsoiling is but an-

other name for deep ploughing. In ploughing

sod, it should be turned over flat, except ill cold

wet lands.

Pulverizing the soils, remarked Judge Van
Wjck on the same occasion, is the great object,

so "as to admit the roots of plants to extend their

search after proper food. Sulisoiling breaks up

a new earth—the English do not at first bring

their subsoil up to the surface of ihe land,

further:
Lands well ploughed and subsoiled have been

found to produce line crops without manure for

a time. The interesting experiment tried at

Our old friend Whitney.whose name we used to

mention in the Visitor seven and eight years since,

remains a gardner upon our premises-: he has

had for sale splendid lettuce, raised in the open air,

from the 27th April up to this time. He has on

this 25th of June, at this northern point of ex-

treme culd, summer squashes of nearly the size

of a saucer: his beets and onions are quite for-

ward, although his ground is of too heavy rich-

ness to throw out quick vegetation. So rich is

his garden, that he has heretofore lost whole

rows of early cabbage by their becoming stump-

footed. In this matter he has shewed us during

one of the last davs of June, a very interesting

experiment: be has trenched and thrown up ihe

subsoil in ridges, and upon the top of them

transplanted cabbages, which at this time show a

green richness of unusual vigor—a richness of

verdure quite as great as if stimulated by the

better manures. Before the alley or ditch was

dug from which the subsoil is taken, the ground

was black and heavy : the subsoil is streaks of

coarse sand alternating with clayey marl upon a

rocky formation : exposure to ihe atmosphere

darkens the mixture in proportion to the length

of time since the removal from ils bed. From

our own experience we are able to say that the

entire subsoil of which the ridge of Mr. Whit-

ney's garden is a part, stirred and brought upon

the surface, is rich in the production of grass,

potatoes and most of the esculent crops.

On the matter of deep ploughing, we are glad

to find many intelligent men agreeing with us in

opinion. In the course of ihe last month we

have held many hours of interesting conversa-

tion with Guv. John H. Steele, who since his re-

tirement from bis factory and bis tour in public

life as Chief Magistrate of the State has, con

amore, entered upon the business of farm im-

provement. In the last three years at Peterbo-

rough he has made bis experiments of deep

ploughing on some of the most rocky, forbidding

ground near his village. Three years ago, in the

preparation of stony ground, apparently without

the elements of vegetable fruitfulness, he ex-

tracted many tons of rocks: taking a plough of

the strongest dimensions and an ample team ot

oxen, he perforated this ground to the depth of

twelve and fifteen inches, bringing up rocks

large and small of any size up to half a ton.

Harrowing and pulverizing this soil, he mixed in

an ample coating of some thirty full loads of

manure: he planted with Indian corn, which

vielded at the rate of about fifty bushels to the
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acre. The next year (1847) he sowed with wheat

without further manuring, and laid down to

grass. The wheat was tall to the waist and

stout ; but, as might be expected as often as

otherwise upon ground that was not elevated,

the crop of grain was lessened by the rust. This

season such a crop of hay is growing upon this

ground, as is an earnest that land cleared even

in this expensive manner will repay the cost of

preparation, even should it extend to the price of

fifty, seventy-five and a hundred dollars the acre.

The two last years Gov. Steele has made a be-

ginning upon other land of the same kind, and

is bringing to the aid of the first breaking-up

plough, the subsoil plough, going still deeper.

He mentions the use of the subsoil plough in

a case of his recommendation upon the same
kind of soil where we have used it over some
thirty-five acres ; and that is, alluvion intervale

or pine plains land, without a pan. A gentleman

had a plat of land producing no very great crop

of hay. The subsoil plough was used in the

spring over a part of this land in this manner:
it was suffered to run into the ground to the

depth of twelve or fifteen inches at the distance

one and' a half feet apart, the coulter of the

plough striking through the turfwithout turning it

over, and the share of the subsoil plough mov-

ing at the bottom, upraising and loosening the

ground at a point below the roots of the grass.

The effect of this operation was the doubling the

quantity of grass ichere the ground was moved

beyond the product where the plough was not used.

Grass Culture iu Illinois*

From conversations with fanners from differ-

ent localities, we infer that the culture of the
grasses is much more attended to, and much
more successful, than a few years since. Some
two years ago, a farmer from Knox county in-

formed us that his own and several adjoining
counties, including Warren, Peoria, Bureau, and
Fulton, could never succeed with grass crops;

—

that something was the matter with the soil ; for

neither timothy nor clover would grow in it.

We regarded this idea very much like that ex-
pressed by many a few years ago, that " Fruit*
could never he grown on the prairies"—and for

aught we know believed by some yet. We had
no doubt that grass crops would succeed on the
lightest of our soils, when we had learned to

cultivate them.
A late conversation with a gentleman well ac-

quainted in all those counties, confirms this be-
lief. He informs us that grass culture is making
steady progress through all that section ; and
that no particular difficulty attends it if properly
done. His practice is, to put all his manure upon
his grass lands, and to plough deep. He finds
also that the crop is wonderfully aided by giving
his cattle the tramping of it, at certain seasons of
the year, where the ground is dry. The benefits

ot this are similar to those secured by rolling ;

—

and it is perhaps questionable whether the latter

practice would not be generally better. It is to

be hoped that this branch of farm culture will

be pushed with energy. Nothing at present will

so put forward western agriculture as a general
Btocking in grass. It will equally bear on the
growth of horses, beef and wool, and will en-
hance the value of farms beyond calculation.

—

Prairie iarmer.

The splendid lands of the west are 60 rich at

their first opening as scarcely to need either deep

ploughing or manure. Gentlemen from that re-

gion represent the rich bottom lands upon the

Wabash and Illinois as producing successive

crops of corn for a hundred consecutive years

with no abatement in the quantity raised. If this

can possibly be true, it must be either that the

land possesses an inherent quality of reproduc-

tion in a peculiar soil from the chytnical action

of the root of the same vegetable, or else that

the land receives a new supply of mineral ali-

ment from a periodical overflow of water. We
found the Indian Stream land, upon the farm of

Clark J. Haines, Esq., of Pittsburg, N. H., at the

time of mowing last summer, yielding to appear-

ance, two tons ofherdsgrass timothy hay per acre;

and this yield, as he told us, was upon ground

which had produced hay 24 years without ma-

nure, or without turning over with the plough.

Conversing since that time with an intelligent

farmer of St. Albans, Vt., upon a line some hun-

dred miles westerly from Pittsburg, we ascertain-

ed the hay lands of that neighborhood equally

rich as those of Pittsburg in the production of

successive crops of grasses. The soil is of the

limestone character, rocks apparently of slaty

structure, abounding in the chocolate colored

loam. Is it an unnatural or forced theory that

the roots of the permanent grasses do the

work perhaps of the trees in convening the rocks

into the fertile aliment to these abundant crops

of hay ? Are not our rich mountain pastures

supported on the same principle—roots seeking

out their aliment ? It is abundantly evident that

the rich intervales upon the banks of rivers are

formed from the disintegrated rocks, which frost

and rain, by the sweeping of waters, are contin-

ally bringing down in minute particles. As suc-

cessive crops take away something from the

ground, so it is necessary that something shall

be restored. Different kinds of vegetation take

from the soil a different food ; so that the value

of a change or rotation of crops consists in the

change of phase which a different production

gives to the same soil. Plaster of Paris on light

land will bring up a crop of clover where none
would spring without it: clover roots in their

turn work that chytnical action in the soil which

will prepare the same laud for an increased crop

of corn or wheat. And we cannot doubt that

the grasses themselves on some soils, by the ac-

tion of their roots in a rocky formation, may con-

tinue to be reproduced for a series of years.

The Illinois country, in which the Prairie

Farmer circulates, has been so few years under

cultivation that we are almost surprised the edi-

tor should regard at all either manure or deep
ploughing as valuable in that country, whose
virgin fertility upon the surface seems to have

left the matter of care about its preparation to

be of very little consequence. We did not ex-

pect from that quarter so soon to meet com-
plaints that "something was the matter with the

soil ; and that neither timothy nor clover would

grow in it." This is not, however, unnatural to

those who believe that there is n no part of the

world, ground so rich as to give a succession of

large cro; s upon a mere superficial stirring of the

surface soil ; nor yet do we believe there is any

ground so rich as to give continued production

from the supply of merely the animal manures

that are not charged with potass or some other

mineral substance, supplying the place of the

minerals which the previous crops have abstrac-

ted. Light lands, we are well satisfied, may
produce the glasses— the lightest sandy soils will

not produce so long as the heavier clay soils in

succession : but we are not sure that the better

kinds of hay and all other crops, in a quicker ro-

tation and more frequent changes, may not be

as profitably raised upon the lighter as upon the

heavier grounds.

Buy the best Trees.—Every person owning

land, should, every year, buy a few of the choicest

fruit or have them grown ready to hand.

Government Finances.

The expenditures of the government on ac-

count of the war, have by no means ceased.

—

The two loans yet to be raised for purposes al-

ready named, amount to thirty-two millions of
dollars; how much more will be wanted, is yet

a matter of much doubt, hut probably enough to

swell the amount to fitiy millions of dollars.

This will make the aggregate expenditures of
the war, and for the purchase of additional terri-

tory, about one hundred and fifty millions of dol-

lars, the bulk of which is in the shape of a pub-
lic debt, the interest on which will annually
draw large sums from the Treasury. The terri-

tory obtained by the treaty will require all the

regular army of the country for occupation and
prevent that reduction in the military expendi-
tures which a return of peace would induce us

to anticipate. With all these drawbacks, it is,

perhaps, well that peace has been secured— that

the horrors of war have disappeared, and that

we are, once again upon friendly terms with all

nations—that there is now no obstacle serous
enough to check our progress, and that our pro-

sperity is not likely to he checked by any restric-

tions upon our commercial intercourse with the

world at large.

With the annual interest on our large public

debt, with the increased expenditures of govern-
ment an increase of territory produces, there

will, no doubt, he a surplus iu our revenue the

first year after the final close of the war. This
surplus revenue will, unless some expenditure
should arise not now calculated upon, create a

sinking fund large enough to liquidate the entire

public indebtedness before it reaches maturity.

We have not the slightest doubt that this result

will be realized ; and there is not another gov-
ernment in existence that ran pay off its debt in

this way. There is no other that can meet its

indebtedness at maturity, without contracting n

new loin, of equal amount, to replace the old.

We have already paid off* the debts of two wars,

and paid them, too, at a time when our resources

were exceedingly limited, compared with what
they are at this moment ; and the amount of in-

debtedness created by the war now drawing to a

close, will be much more easily liquidated than
either of the previous two. With all the evi-

dence which has from time to time been presen-

ted to the capitalists of Europe relative to our
resources, there yet appears to he the most gross

and unpardonable ignorance upon all matters

regarding the strength of the institutions of this

country. When they see the thrones of Europe
tottering to the ground—when they see tlio

strongest and most powerful governments in

Europe disappear before the power of the people,

like morning dew—when they know not when
every vestige of their property may be swept
away—and when they sec, amidst all these

changes and revolutions going on around them,
the United States government stands firm, and
all is peace, and quiet, and happiness, and pro-

sperity here, they must feel that there is a power
iu the will of the people that is immoveable:

—

and that a government based upon that power is

as firm as the eternal hills. Stirh revulsions and
revolutions as Europe has recently experienced,

are sufficient to change the opinions of the most
prejudiced, and must turn the attention of states-

men and capitalists of the old world to this

country, more earnestly than they have hereto-

fore deigned to give it.—A'. Y. Herald, June 7.

The financial articles of the Herald, full of

facts, are always read with interest. The synop-

tical method of presenting facts bearing upon

each other as developing the business of the

world in all the relations of trade and commerce

as well as the management of the financesfof

governments, was first begun by Mr. Bennett in

the Herald about ten years ago: Air. Keltell for

several years, emerging from the humble position

of a broker's clerk in the city of New York, was

the able contributor to the financial department

of the Herald. We knew Mr. Bennett some

sixteen years ago as then a correspondent and

writer for Maj. Noah's paper in the city of New
York: what he has since done in the newspaper

press would seem to be incredible. It would he
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impossible to print the Dumber of papers he

daily throws abroad to the world in any method

of printing known twenty-five years ago. Daily

are spread abroad some twenty thousand copies,

and the whole passes the press in from three to

five hours. In the city of New York the price

of this paper by the boys in the street is two and

three cents a copy. Of no settled opinions in

politics— with correspondents and writers—some

ol" them able— of all sides, and varying their

opinions as often as the kaleidoscope changes-

Bennett's Herald, the first to bring the news, is

Bought for and read in all onr cities and towns

where the mail daily arrives. The expenses ol

bis establishment are enormous : during the past

winter it was stated to ns by the President of the

Telegraph office at Washington, thai in the re-

ports sent through that medium, the Herald ex-

pense amounted frequently to one thousand dol-

lars a week : this telegraphic news often gives a

detail of the eve ts in the morning of all that

has taken place in Congress the previous day al

the distance of more than two hundred miles:—

in the same hour that an important even! occurs

hundreds of miles off, the information is often

circulating in print through the columns of the

Herald. A little army is employed in the Herald

by day and by night. Its reporters and wri-

ters are found at the scene of every interesting

event: two and three correspondents all the

time, and sometimes more, are employed at the

seat of government. Some ten or a dozen wri-

ters and collectors of news are also all the lime

at work in the city of publication. If a great

meeting of any kind takes place of an evening,

reports of the speeches and proceedings, often

at length, appear in the Herald next morning.—

Without method and arrangement, a newspaper

with so much reading matter could not be so

soon made up and so rapidly put in circulation.

The Herald has given more copious details of

the recent interesting events and movements in

Europe than any other paper of the country, ll

not only gives articles long ami short taken from

the European journals, hut Mr. Bennett has ob-

servers of events at the seats of most of the gov-

ernments, who write out very full accounts and

speculations upon every thing that is going on:

for nearly ever) day during the last winter the

reading of the Herald has been sufficient to con-

sume all the leisure of a rapid reader. In a

smaller sheet the Herald appears every chy
;
hut

in quite a large double sheet the reading matter

is given weekly. The quantity of paper used

daily is forty-four reams, worth, at three dollars

a ream, one hundred ami thirty-two dollars. The

expenses of such an establishment as that of the

Herald must he enormous— without a steady

stream id" daily income, they would be ruinous.

The office realizes probably nut over a cent and

a half a sheet for the daily publication: for

twenty thousand, this would amount to three

hundred dollars. The Herald has recently adop-

ted the method of advertising only once, or if

renewed, the same expense charged for each

subsequent insertion: without taking the room

of more than three columns, this advertising will

give a hundred dollars a day. The gross income

of the establishment, if it he four hundred dol-

lars per day, would amount to one hundred and

forty-six thousand dollars for three hundred and

sixty-five days: it is believed, after paying all

expenses, the income of the Herald establish-

ment in clear profits may he §20,000 or *2r>,000

per annum.

We inquired lately of Mr. Bennett irj relation

to the writers of the financial articles in the

Herald, knowing thai Mr. Keltell had left the

tslablishmcnt. The Herald manager replied to

us that bis writers were generally a trained band

ofyoung men who had- learnt almost every thing

in his school. Each had his separate depart-

ment, and each was a gatherer of facts. The

facts collected by one, not applicable to his own,

were regularly handed over to the department

where they appropriately belonged ; and all mai-

lers of public interest were in due time made

use of.

There are other papers in the country with

daily editions perhaps even more numerous than

the Herald—these are still cheaper, but dearer

for their amount of information, than the Herald.

Of the penny papers of Boston, the Times is

said to circulate daily twenty thousand copies:

these are sold in the city and the towns around

after the arrival of the railroad cars at one cent a

copy. The reading of all interesting matter in

these last penny papers is generally the labor ol

only a few minutes: they are too light and

evanescent for re-perusal.

The Loan and Government Finances.—A

letter from Washington to the N. Y. Commercial

Advertiser gives the following information re-

specting the financial wants of the govern-

ment :—

"The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Walker,

has to-day siaied that this is certainly the lasi

loan he should require to meet all the present

and prospective demands upon the Treasury,

anil that no more than ihe current revenues will

hereafter be required. He has recently made a

careful examination of the subject, and, after

making due allowance for the amount to he paid

m Mexico, and for ibe transportation of supplies

and pay of the troops, &c, he feels confident

that no more loans will he needed.

'•The three millions to be paid to Mexico have

already been forwarded there by our govern-

ment ; and most of that sum has already been

met here by the Treasury. These facts are cer-

tainly very important, and show that the govern-

ment finances are much easier than has been

generally supposed."

An autograph manuscript of Washington.

During the last month spent mainly at the seat

of the national government, we have had ihe

gratification of a hasty perusal of the unpub-

lished manuscript diary or journal kept by Gen.

Washington for about seven months of the year

1787, including the period of between four and

five months in which he left Mount Vernon lo

proceed to Philadelphia as a delegate from Vir-

ginia for the formation of the Constitution of the

United Slates. The manuscript simply details

from day to day, not the proceedings of ihe Con-

vention or ihe part he took in its discussions, but

merely notes his social visits at ihe several

houses to which he was invited—his rides into

ihe country with other great men of the lime, on

hunting and fishing excursions—the entertain-

ments given him at the coutilry seats as well as

the city residences ol his friends. The great

man imisl have had a taste for convivial and so-

cial enjoyment erpial to that of Other men of thai

day who*came home from tne army to enjoy the

recompense of that liberty ami independence

which their valor had procured. Several limes

during the long silling of the Convention at

Philadelphia, do we find Washington noting the

time as attending theatrical and oiher eiilertain-

menls then not deemed lo be irrational or of

dangerous tendency: it might not then be thought

derogatory lo the first man of the coimlr lo

note "in his journal an occasional attendance up-

on a public ball where the sexes came together

for the enjoyment of innocent pastime, for mutual

congratulations and interchange of the civilities

which give to life ils better polish.

This journal of Washington, never we believe

yet published, lalely came* into the possession of

Peter Force, Esq., who in ihe compilation of bis

Documentary History, patronized by a law of

Congress, has already brought together probably

the rarest and largest collection of manuscripts

and early printed books to be found in this coun-

try. It is in the shape of a common duodecimo

volume or pamphlet sewed, filling out entirely

about seventy-five pages. As ihe autograph

of the illustrious man who wrote daily in it, the

journal is a curiosity f
but as shewing the minute

attention of Washington to all the minor mailers

of ihe day, deeming no subject too trifling lo be

noted for the memory, it is an example of indus-

try and diligence worthy of being imitated even

by those who may feel that they have no other

particular employment than to kill time.

The latter part of the journal manuscript kept

about two months after his return to Mount Ver-

non shows how laborious Washington made his

private life when retired from the cares of the

army and the State. Although Mount Vernon

was then of difficult access, even more so than

at present, yet was the mansion of the great man

seldom destitute of visitors from all parts of the

country : foreigners intermingled wilh Ameri-

cans in corning and going, and in tarrying by day

and by night under the roof which presented

one act of hospitality as the signal for others to

succeed it. Every thing must have beet) there

free and easy to the stranger, else there could

not have been an increase of visitors at Mount

Vernon to the last days of Washington's life.

—

Every fair day, when not kept at home by com-

pany, it was the. practice of Washington to visit

his four plantations, containing several thousand

acres,Tilling on horse-back a circuit of several

miles. Having asked of Mr. Force the liberty,

we made a few hasty extracts from this unique

manuscript of Washingten, which will be found

below with memoranda of our own :

extracts from Washington's journal.

Wednesday,.May 9, 1787. Crossed the river to

Mr. Digges' a liule alier sunrise, and Inking ihe

road by way of Baltimore, lodged at Mr. Ricb'd

llanilerson's, where I was hospitably entertained,

but exceedingly indisposed at night with a head-

ache and sick stomach.

[The next move was from Mr. Harrison's, near

Bladensburg to Elk ridge Landing, about ten

miles out of Baltimore. Here ihe attention of

the father of his country, at thai early day alive

io agricultural improvement, was drawn to a

" Patent Plough," there manufactured, one of

which the proprietor engaged to forward him

for his farm at Mount Vernon. The Mount Ver-

non estates under the shiftless management of

slave-labor, it is evident from this journal, des-

p.ile of all the vigilance of their owner, produced

at that lime scarcely sufficient in crops of corn,

wheat and potatoes tor the sustenance of his own

families of colored dependants. The tobacco

cultivation there as elsewhere in ibis originally

fine region of country, had extracted all the first

surface fertility of this land. The rude ploughs

then used stirred and disturbed the ground to

very little purpose : Washington was anxious to

remedy the great defect by improved methods of

ploughing. But to this day in that region, as in

most other portions of the country, if the value
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of deep cultivation is understood, it seems to be

very little practised.]

Saturday, lUlh. Crossed the river at Havre de
Grace and lodged at the head of Elk.

Sunday, 13. * Dined at Chester, where I was
met by Generals Mifflin and Knox and Varnum,
Cols. Humphreys and Minges, and Majors Jack-

son and Nicholas. * * On my arrival (at the

city) a peal was rung; and Mr. Robert Morris

and his lady again pressing me to lodge with

them, I had my baggage moved, and took up my
quarters at their bouse, after paying my respects

to the President of the Slate, Dr. Franklin.

Monday, 14. Only the members of Virginia

and Pennsylvania appeared.
Tuesday, 15. Single members from N. Caro-

lina, Delaware and Jersey only came.
Wednesday, 16. Only two state representatives

came in.

Thursday, 17lh. Mr. Pinkney and Mr. Rut-
ledge formed an additional representation for

South Carolina.

Friday, 18th. State of New York first repre-

sented.

Friday, '25th. Quorum of States first met:

—

"the body was organized, and 1 was called to

the chair by a unanimous vote."

Monday, 28lh. Two Slates more, viz. Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut, now being first repre-

sented, made nine on the floor—proceeded to

the establishment of rules for the Convention.

[June 10. Washington's diary details one ex-

periment with Plaster of Paris on Mr. Jones'

farm : 5i bushels to the acre used on loam very

slightly mixed with ising-glass: its effect very

obvious. It had been said that the late Chancel-

lor Livingston first introduced Plaster of Paris

into this country in 1780, since which time it has

worked wonders iu adding to the production of

the cultivated lands, especially all along the val-

ley of the North or Hudson river in New York.

A gentleman eight years ago informed us that

the use of plaster in the county of Dutchess had

then quite recently doubled the agricultural pro-

duct of that county. The usual price of farms

in the interior of that county is now from sixty

to one hundred dollars the acre, showing agri-

culture there to be a better pursuit than in- most
other districts of this country. It is not com-

mon, we believe, to use plaster more than at the

rate of one bushel to the acre. When used in

Pennsylvania nearly sixty years ago, according

to Washington's private journal, five and a half

bushels to the acre were applied. On some
grounds it is affirmed that one hundred pounds
of plaster will produce two thousand pounds of

hay. So various are the effects of this stimulant

that many farmers are dubious as to the value of

its use: some men are confident that it is of no

use whatever. A neighbor of ours declares that

he would not give a cent for any amount of plas-

ter upon his land: yet we are showing him ex-

cellent clover pasturage along side of his own
plains land where at least a ton of hay to the

acre might be mowed in the middle of Juue—all

brought out by the use of a small quantity of the

article with no other manure ; and this on land

so sterile as to yield no feed in its natural state

belter thau sorrel !

—

Ed. Visitor.]

Monday, oOth [July, 1787.] In company with
Mr. Gouverneur Morris went into the neighbor-
hood of Valley Forge to a Widow Moore's, a fish-

ing, at whose house we lodged.

Tuesday, 31s/. Before breakfast I rode to the
Valley Forge and over the whole Cantonment
and works of the American army in the winter
of 1777-8; and, on my return to the Widow
Moore's, found Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris.
Spent the day there fishing, &c. and lodged at

the same place.

Tuesday, Aug. 1. Returned at 11 o'clock with

the above company to Philadelphia.

In this tour I understood that the usual time of

sowins buck-wheat M as from the 10th to the

201,1 of July; that the ground ought to he twice] the Ram, and from which lead pipe, about one-
ploughed, and at least as often harrowed, and fifth of the size of the larger one, extends up the
the grain harrowed in ; that it is considered as
an uncertain crop— liable lo injury (while in the
blossom) by a hot sun, and very apt to [carys ?]
by frost in autumn : that it is excellent tbod for

horses (to puff them up) milch cattle, sheep and
hogs, also for fatting beeves and the feed of colts

when they are weaned. That two quarts ol

buck-wheat meal and half a peck of potatoes at

first, the quantity (to be reduced as the fatting

creature tails oft' iu stomach, or in other words
increases in fit) given three times a day, is fully

sufficient. That the buck wheat ground into
meal and given in wash is most excellent to lay

on fat for hogs (to be hardened with corn ;) and
that this meal and potatoes, given raw, but wash-
ed and cut small, is excellent for the weaning of
colts ; and that the quantity to the acie is on the
average 25 bushels. About three pecks of seed
is sufficient for an acre of ground.

Tuesday, 4th (Sept. 1787.) Dined ami drank
tea at home after visiting a machine at Dr.
Franklin's for smoothing clothes instead of iron-
ing of them after washing, which appears to
answer exceedingly well for every species of
shirt that has not plats and folds.*####

Saturday, 15th. Finish d the business of the
Convention all to signing the proceedings, to do
which the House sat till six o'clock.

* # # # #

Monday, 17th. Mel in Convention and signed
the proceedings— all except Governor Randolph,
Col. Mason and Mr. Gerry. Dined all together
at the City Tavern, and returned to my lodgings.

Tuesday, 18th. Finished what private business
I hail to do this forenoon—dined at one o'clock
at Mr. Morris's, and sat off afterwards in compa-
ny with Mr. Blair, who took a seat in my chariot
with me on my return home. Reached Chester,
where we lodged.

Wednesday, 19th. * * Baited at Wilmington
—dined at Christiana bridge, and lodged at the
head of Elk. At the bridge near here I narrow-
ly escapeil an ugly accident to my chariot and
horses. One fell through, and another with the
chariot was on the point of following, but by
exertions was saved.

* * * « #

Saturday, 22d Breakfasted at Bladensburgh
— passed through George Town— dined at Alex-
andria, and reached home by sunset, after bein"
absent 4 months and 14 days.

From Sunday, Sept. 33rf, lo Thursday, JYov. 15,

excepting a short visit of two days at Abingdon,
Washington's journal every fair day shows him
visiting his plantations. The journal closes as

follows

:

" Went to Alexandria loan election of Senator
for this district. Mr. Thomas West of Fairfax
and Mr. Pope of Prince William being the can-
didates, I gave my vote for the first and imme-
diately, as the weather promised to be getting
worse.

"The last of the potatoes fromDogue run came
home to-day, viz. 1134 bushels, w-hereof 57} were
red, and 5GA while. These came out of the cut
on the left of the road leading from the gate to
the houses, and with those of the other cut make
1201 of red, and 1I3J of white— in all, 234|
bushels from every four rows between the corn
rows."

[This amount of potatoes would be considered

a great quantity for the largest planter or farmer

as early as the year 1787.]

Hydraulic Ram.
The inconveniences under which the Hospital

for the Insane in this town has eyer labored, by
reason of an inadequate supply of soft water,
has lately been entirely overcome, and at tr'fling
expense, by the use of a self-acting water ma-
chine, called the Hydraulic Ram. The stream
known as Bow brook passes through the Hospital
grounds, but is some GO to 100 feet lower than
the roof of the Asylum building. This stream
has been dammed, and a reservoir of about two
acres formed upon the laud of the establishment.
From the dam a pipe of several inches bore is

laid about 200 feet down the channel of the
brook. At the lower terminus of this pipe is

hill and to the Asylum buildings. The action vt'

the Ram is produced by the force of the descend-
ing column in the large bored pipe. It is con-
structed of iron, brass and copper. It has an air
chamber similar to that in a common fire engine,
through the action of which the water flows in
a continuous stream, instead ol' in jets. The
machine is very simple; as regular in its motion
as the human heart, and makes no complaint un-
der its incessant labor of forcing up the hill the
volume of water necessary for such an establish-
ment.

A small pipe, laid at the time the Hospital was
erected, from an eminence about a third of a
mile west, has, with the exception of a very deep
well, been the sole reliance of the establishment.
The fountain whence this water is obtained is

sufficiently elevated to force the stream into the
Hospital attic; and as the Ram will supply most
copiously the kitchen, wash-room and barn, the
old supply can all flow into the upper wards of
the Hospital.

The Hydraulic Ram, as first used, was the in-
vention of an English watch-maker, named
VVhitehurst, in 1772. His invention was impro-
ved hy a French paper-maker, by name Mont-
golfier, the inventor, in 1782, in conjunction with
his brother, of the balloon. The one just laid
down at the Asylum was constructed by Mr.
Abiel Chandler, of this town, one of the most
scientific ami ingenious mechanics in New
Hampshire. The very moderate, sum for which
Mr. Chandler will manufacture them, and their
adaptedness for purposes of irrigation, or to raise
water from streams up considerable ascents to
dwelling houses and shops, will doubtless bring
them into frequent use in our State. The one
at the Hospital is supposed to he the first set in
motion in this part of New Hampshire, if not in
l he Stale.—jY. H. Statesman.

A stream of small dimensions, with the aitl of
the Hydraulic Ram, may be made to do the work
of many of the old fashioned grist mills, raising

the water to be used far above its common level.

We saw at the farm of Mr. Blair, six miles out
of Washington city, this instrument in operation
near the head of the Silver Spring which gives

name to his plantation, moving an iron wheel of
some twenty-five feet iu diameter. This wheel was
the motive power which performed the opera
tions of grinding grain into meal, chopping hay
and slraw for horse and catlle feed, and various

other operations connected with the farm man-
agement: a power of this kind might easily be
constructed for sawing lumber and various other

mechanical operations.

It should be a matter of congratulation that

a self-taught mechanic of our own town,
so ingenious and talented as Mr. Chandler,
should well succeed in the first construction of
the kind in this neighborhood. We see no rea-

son why, at aji expense far less than the cost of
the improvement, every family in the village may
not, with the Hospital Asylum, be supplied with
an abundance of that article so necessary to the

health of the whole community.
In the prevalence of autumnal fevers, we have

observed that they generally come when the

springs of many wells give out and others are

very low—when there is no longer abundance of

water. Since the gr^at supply of water aiven

by the aqueduct which conveys the entire Croton
river into the city of New York, enabling the

inhabitants to keep every thing clean, there is a

visible diminution in the number of deaths, and
improvement of health of the lower classes.

This great work cost the city several millions, and
was not completed until the lapse of many years.

Boston is now making a similar improvement,
which, at first creating a city debt, will in a few
years become a source of city revenue. Every
village and hamlet should have its full supply of
pure water.—Ed. former's M. Visitor.
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The Battle of Lexington, April 19, 1775.

In Mr. Force's collection of rare pamphlets at

Washington, we have heen favored with the pe-

rusal of several sermons of New England Cler-

gymen, with some of whom the editor was fa-

miliar as a hearer from the pulpit, near the place

of his nativity, hefore he was ten years of age.

The hattle of Lexington, the 19th April 1775,

was annually commemorated on the spot for

several years alter the event occurred: of the

clergymen whose printed sermons we have seen,

were those of the Rev. Jonas Clark of Lexing-

ton, Rev. Samuel Cooke of the parish of Cam-
bridge, called Menotoniy, Rev. Jacob Cushing of

Wahham, &c.

The first sermon of the series was that of

Rev. Mr. Clark, at whose house in Lexington,

John Hancock and Samuel Adams were tarrying,

having heen proscribed by Get). Gage, the British

rommander at Boston: they had a few days he-

fore, heen attending the provincial Congress of

Massachusetts at Coucord, and remained in the

vicinity after the close of the session. Mr. Han-

cock was the relative of the wife of Mr. Clark.

On the 19th April 177l>, Mr. Clark preached the

sermon of the first anniversary. The copy now
before ns hears the imprint "Massachusetts Slate

:

Boston : Printed by Powars and Willis.

—

MDCC,LXXVI." The title page is beaded

"The Fate of Blood-thirsty Oppressors, and

God's tender care of his distressed People :" the

object " to commemorate the murder, bloodshed

and commencement ol hostilities between Great

Britain ami America in that town, Ivy a Brigade

of Troops of George III. under command of

Lieutenant Colonel Smith, on the Nineteenth of

April 1775, to which is added a brief Narrative

of the Principal Transactions of the Day."

We have copied the Narrative below, as being

now, after an interval of seventy-two years, not

ltss a matter of interest to the descendants than

the thrilling events were to the actors in the

greatdrama which opened the war of the Amer-
ican Involution. Of the men Wantonly shot

down '.y Britons on the morning of the 19th

April, M-. Clark presents the following list:

"The lersons killed ill the morning when
hostilities vere fjrst commenced, were Messieurs
Robert JWunn, Jonas Parker, Samuel Hadley, Jona-
than !bimn«on, juii., Isaac Muzzy, Caleb Har-
rington and Ja n Brown, of Lexington ; and one

Porter (? Wohiirn. Wounded. Jedediah
Monro, Thoma. VVinship, Nathaniel Farmer,
John Bobbins, ^Solomon Peiice, John 1'idd,

Joseph Comee, 'Obenezcr Munro, jon. and
Prince, a Negro of

,exj,,gton, and Jacob Bacon
ofVVobnrn. Afteruc.,,. K\\\e<\, Jedediah Munro,
John Raymonds and Alhaniet JVyman. Wounded
in pursuit of the eiiem_„.| iell re(reafing, Francis
Brown, all of Lexingto »

By this note it will be r ,-ceived that the Mun-
rn family came in for morithan its due share of

death and suffering—Robtt Monro was shot

dead and Jedediah and Einczer _ j,,,,^ were
wounded at the. first fire: one

( t |iem pursuing

the returning enemy, while muulte()
]
wa8 ,„ ten

hour* afterwards killed.

It should be remembered that
|,ja discourse

was delivered and printed before ,,. Congress

of the United Slates bad declared Impendence.

The reverend author, after descanting
, the idea

that his own peaceable village should . ma,i„

the scene of so great an event, in which „ |1PU .

pie of that neighborhood were on the An, .;,..„,

tide the almost exclusive participators—a.jng

"wherefore it is, that a righteous God is .„_

tending with ns by the fire and the sword of ,.

oppressor, and wherefore it is, that this awl

scene of bloodshed and war. was opened in this

place"—appealing to his people that " we also

may be deeply impressed with a most grateful

sense of the goodness of God in that so much
mercy was remembered in judgment; that so

few were found among the wounded and slain,

and so few habitations were consumed by the

fire of the enemy, when so many were spared

that were equally exposed "— utters the following

prophetic sentence, which may he considered

remarkable from the mouth of the patriotic di-

vine who has been in his grave perhaps half a

century

:

"But it is not by us alone, that this day is to
be noticed. This ever-memorable day is full of
importance to all around— to this whole land and
nation ; and big with the fale of Great Britain
and America. From this remarkable day will

an important era begin for boih America and
Britain. And from the nineteenth of April, 1775,
we may venture to predict will be dated in future
history, THE LIBERTY or SLAVERY of the
AMERICAN WOULD, according as a sovereign
God shall see fit to smile or frown upon the in-

teresting cause in which we are engaged."

The following is the brief Narrative, copied

from the same pamphlet, written by an eye-wit-

ness of a part of the great events of that most
momentous day to America and to the world :

A NARRATIVE, &C.

As it was not consistent with the limils of a

single discourse to give a full account of the
particulars of this most savage and murderous
affair, the following plain and faithful narrative
of facts, as they appeared to us, in this place may
be matter of satisfaction :

On the evening of the eighteenth of April
1775, we received two messages; the first verbal.
the other by express in writing, from the com-
mittee of safety, who were then silting in the
westerly part of Cambridge, directed to the
Honorable JOHN HANCOCK, Esq., (who with
the Honorable SAMUEL ADAMS, was then
providentially with ns) informing that "eiuht or
nine officers of the king's troops were seen, just
before night, passing the road towards Lexing-
ton, in a musing, contemplative posture ; and it

was suspected they were out upon some evil de-
sign."

As both these gentlemen had been frequently
and even publicly threatened, by the enemies of
this people, both in England and America, with
the vengeance of the British administration ; and
as Mr. Hancock in particular bad been more
than once, personally insulted, by some officers

of the troops in Boston; it was not without
some just grounds supposed, that under cover of
the darkness, sudden arrest, if not assassination
might be attempted by these instruments of
tyranny.

To prevent any thing of this kind, ten or
twelve men were immediately collected in arms,
to guard my house through the night.

In the mean lime said officers passed through
this town on the road towards Concord : It was
therefore thought expedient to watch their mo-
tions, and if possible make some discovery ol

their intentions. Accordingly, about ten o'clock
in the evening, three men, on horses, were dis-

patched for Ibis purpose. As ihey were peacea-
bly passing the road towards Concord, in the
borders of Lincoln, they were suddenly slopped
by said officers, who rode up to them and putting
pistols to their breasts and seizing their horses1

bridles, swore if they stirred another step, they
should all be dead men!—The officers detained
them several hours as prisoners, examined,
searched, abused and insulted tliem ; and in

their hasty return (supposing themselves discov-
ered) they led them in Lexington. Said officers
also took into custody, abused and threatened
with their lives several oilier persons, some ol

whom they met peaceably passing on the road,
others even at the doors of their dwellings, with-
out the least provocation on the part of Ihe in-

habitants, or so much as a question asked bv
tliem.

Between the hours of twelve and one, on Ihe

morning of the nineteenth of April, wc received

intelligence by express from ihe Honorable
Joseph Warren, Esq. of Boston, " that a large
body of the king's troops (supposed lo be a
brigade of about twelve or fifteen hundred) were
embarked in boats from Boston, and gone over to
land on Lechmere's Point (so called) in Cam-
bridge

;
and that it was shrewdly suspected, that

they were ordered to seize and destroy the stores
belonging to the colony, then deposited at Con-
cord," in consequence of General Game's unjusti-
fiable seizure of the provincial magazine of pow-
der at Med ford, and other colony stores in seve-
ral oilier places.

Upon this intelligence, as also upon informa-
tion of the conduct of the officers as above men-
tioned, the militia of this town were alarmed,
and ordered to meet on the usual place of parade,
not with any design of commencing hostilities
upon the king's troops, but to consult what might
be done for our own and the people's safety ; and
also to be ready for whatever service providence
might call us out to upon this alarming occasion,
in case overt acts of violence or open hostility,
should be committed by this mercenary band of
armed and blood-thirsty oppressors. About the
same time two persons were sent express to
Cambridge, if possible to gain intelligence of
the motions of the troops, and what rout they
took.

The militia met according to order and waited
the return of the messengers, that they might
order their measures as occasion should require.
Between three and four o'clock one ol the mes-
sengers returned, informing that there was no
appearance of the troops on the roads either
from Cambridge or Charlestowu, and that it was
supposed that the movements in the army the
evening before were only n feint to alarm the
people. Upon this, therefore, the militia compa-
ny were dismissed for the present, hut with or-
ders to be within call of the drum— waiting the
return of the other messenger, who was expected
in about an hour, or sooner, if any discovery
should be made of the motion of tlie troops.
But he was prevented by their silent and sudden
arrival at the place where be was wailing for in-
telligence. So that after all the precaution, we
had no notice of their approach, till the brigade
was actually in the town, and upon a quick
march within about a mile and a quarter of the
meeting house and place of parade.

However, the commanding officer thought best
to call the company together— not with any de-
sign of opposing so superior a force, much less
of commencing hostilities; but only with a view
to determine what to do, when and where to
meet, and disperse.

Accordingly about half an hour after four
o'clock, alarm guns were fired, and Ihe drums
beat to arms; and ihe militia were collecting lo-
gether. Some, to ihe number of about fifty or
sixty, or possibly more, were on the parade ;—
others were coming towards it. In the mean
lime, the troops, having thus stolen a march up-
on us, anil to prevent any intelligence of their
approach having seized ami held prisoners seve-
ral pei sons whom they met unarmed upon the
road, seem lo come determined for murder and
bloodshed, and that VI bethel' provoked to it or
not. When within about half or a quarter of a
mile from the meeting house, they halted, and
the command was given to prime anil load, which
being done, they marched on till they came up
to the east end of said meeting house in sight of
our militia collecting as aforesaid, who were
about twelve or thirteen rods distant. Immedi-
ately upon their appearing so suddenly ami so
nigh, Capt. Parker, who commanded the militia
company, ordered the men to disperse and take
care of themselves, and not lo fire, Upon this,
our men dispersed, but many of them not so
speedily ;,s liny might have doiic, not having the
most distant idea of such brutal barbarity and
more limn savage cruelty, from the troops" of a
British King, as they immediately experienced.
For no sooner did they come in sight of our
company, but one of them, supposed to be an
officer of rank, was heard to say to ihe troops,
'•Damn ibem, we will have them!" Upon which
the troops shouted aloud, huzzaed, and rushed
furiously towards our men. About this time,
ihree officers, (supposed to be t'nl. Smith, Maj.
Pitcairn and another officer) advanced on horse-
back to the front of the body, and coming v. ill, in
five or six rods of the militia, one of them cried
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°ut, " Ye villains, ye rebels, disperse ; damn yon,

disperse!" or words to ibis effect. One of them

(whether tlie same or not is not easily determin-

ed) said, " Lay down your arms ; damn you, why
don't yon lay down your arms !" The second of

these "officers about this lime fired a pistol to

wards the militia, as they were dispersing. The
foremost, who was within it t\:w rods of our

men, brandishing his sword, and then pointing

toward them, with a loud voice said to the

troops, "Fire! by God! lire!"—which was in-

stantly followed by a discharge of arms from the

said lioops, succeeded by a very heavy and close

fire upon our party dispersing so long as any of

them were within reach. Eight were left dead

upon the ground. Ten were wounded. The
rest of the company, through divine goodness

were (to a miracle) preserved unhurt in this mur-

derous action

!

As to the question "who fired first?" if it can

be a question with any, we may observe, that

though General Gage hath been pleased to tell

the world in his account of this savage transac-

tion "that the troops were fired upon by thp re-

bels out of the meeting house and the neighbor-

ing houses, as well as by those that were in the

field; and that the troops only returned the fire,

and passed on their way to Concord"—yet no-

thing can he more certain, than the contrary, and

and nothing more false, weak, or wicked than

hiich a representation.

To say nothing of the absurdity of the suppo-

sition, "that filty, sixty or even seventy men
should in the open field commence hostilities

with twelve or fifteen hundred of the best troops

of Britain,* nor of the known determination of

(his small party of Americans upon no conside-

ration whatever to begin the scene of blood ;f a

cloud of witnesses, whose veracity cannot be

justly disputed upon oath have declared, in the

most positive and express terms, that the British

troops fired first. [See narrative and depositions

published by authority.] And I think we may
safely add, without the least reason, or provoca-

tion. Nor was there opportunity given for our

men to have saved themselves either by laying

down llieir arms or dispersing as directed, had

thev been disposed to, as the command to fire

upon lliein was given at almost the same instant

that they were ordered by the British officers to

disperse, to lay down their arms, &c.

In short, so far from firing first upon the king's

troops, upon the most careful inquiry it appears,

that very few of our people fired at all ; and even

they did not fire till after being fired upon by the

troops they were wounded themselves or saw
others killed or wounded by them, and looked

upon it next to impossible for them to escape.

As to any firing from the meeting house, as

Gage represents it, it is certain that there were
but four men in the meeting house when the

troops came lip; and they were getting some
ammunition from the town stock, and had not so

much as loaded their guns (except one who
never discharged ii) when tlie troops fired upon
the militia. And as to the neighboring houses,

it is equally certain, that there was no firing from

them, unless afier the dispersion of our men
some who hail fled to them lor shelter might fire

from them upon the troops.

One circumstance more before the brigade

leli Lexington. J beg leave to mention, as what
may give a further specimen of the spirit and
character of the officers and men of this body of

troops. After the militia company were dispersed

and the firing ceased, the troops drew up and
formed in a body on the common, fired a volley

and gave three huzzas by way of triumph, and
as expressive of the joy of victory and glory of

conquest! Of this transaction 1 was witness,

having at that time, a lair view of their motions,

and being at the distance of not more than sev-

enty or eighty rods from them.
Whether this step was honorary to the detach-

ment or agreeable to the rules of war, or how far

* Twelve hundred or lifteen hundred we then supposed

the brigade to consist of; though, afterwards by the best

accounts it appeared that there were but about eight hun-

dred.

+ from a most intimate acquaintance with the senti-

ments of the inhabitants of this town then collected in

arms I think 1 in ly boldly assert that it was their known
determination not to commence hostilities upon the

king's troops; though they were determined to Hand by

their rights to the last.

it was expressive of bravery, heroism and true

mililary glory for eight hundred disciplined

troops of Great Britain, without notice or provo-

cation, to fall upon sixty or seventy undisciplined

Americans, who neither opposed or molested

them, and murder some, and disperse the rest,

and then to give the shout and make the triumph

of victory, is not for me to determine, but must

be submitted to the impartial world to judge.

—

That "there is a God, with whom is the. power

and the glory, and the victory," is certain ; hut

whether he will set his seal to the triumph made
upon this most peculiar occasion by following it

with further successes, and finally giving up ibis

people into the hands of those that have thus

cruelly commenced hostilities against them, must

be left to time to discover. But to return from

this digression, if it may be called digression :

Having thus vanquished the party at Lexing-

ton, the troops marched on lor Concord to exe-

cute their orders in destroying the stores belong-

ing to the colony deposited there. They met
with no interruption oil their march to Concord:
but by some means or other the people of Con-
cord had notice of the approach and designs,

and were alarmed about break of day, and col-

lecting as soon and as many as possible, improv-

ed the time they had before the troops came upon

them to the best advantage both for concealing

and securing as many of ihe public stores as

they could, and in preparing for defence. By
the stop of the troops at Lexington many thou-

sands were saved to the colony, and they were
in a jrieat measure frustrated in their design.

When the troops made their approach to the

easterly pari of the town, the provincials of Con-
cord and some neighboring towns were collected

and collecting in an advantageous post on a hill

at a little distance from the meeting house north

of the road to the number of about one hundred

and fitly or two hundred ; but finding the troops

lo be more than three times as many, they wisely

retreated, first to a hill about eighty rods further

north, and then over the north bridge (so called)

about a mile from the town, and there they wail-

ed the coming of the militia of the towns adja-

cent to their assistance.

In the moan time the British detachment
marched into the centre of the town. A party

of about two hundred was ordered to take pos-

session of said bridge : other parties were

dispatched to various parts of the town in search

of public stores, while the remainder were em-
ployed in seizing and destroying whatever they

could find in the town house and other places

where stores had been lodged. But before they

had accomplished their design they were inter-

rupted by a discharge of arms at said bridge.

It seems that of the parly above mentioned as

ordered to take possession of ihe bridge, one
half were marched on about two miles ill search

of stores at Col. Barren's and that part of the

town, while the other half, consisting of towards

one hundred men under Capt. Lawrie, were left

to guard the bridge. The provincials w ho were

in sight of the bridge observing the troops at-

tempting to take up the planks of said bridge,

thought it necessary lo dislodge them and get

possession of the bridge. They accordingly

inarched, but with express orders not lo fire un-

less fired upon by the king's troops. Upon their

approach towards the bridge, Capt. Lawrie's

party fired upon them, killed Capt. Davis and
another man dead upon the spot and wounded
several others. Upon this our militia rushed on
with a spirit becoming freehorn Americans, re-

turned the fire upon Ihe enemy, killed two,

wounded several, and drove them from the

bridge, and pursued ihem towards the town un-

til they were covered by a reinforcement from
the main body. The provincials then took post

on a hill at some distance north of Ihe town,

and as their numbers were continually increas-

ing, they were preparing to give the troops a

proper discharge on their departure from the

town.
In the mean time the king's troops collected,

and having dressed their wounded, destroyed

what stores they could find, and insulted and
plundered a number of the inhabitants, prepared
for a retreat.

" While at Concord ihe troops disabled two
24 pounders, destroyed their two carriages anil

seven wheels for tlie same with their limbers,

sixteen wheels for brass three pounders and two

carriages with limber and wheels for two four

pounders. They threw into the river, wells, &c,
about five hundred weight of ball, and slove

about sixty barrels' of flour; but not having lime
to perfect their work, one half of ihe flour was
afterwards saved."—jRcr. Mr. Gordon's account.

The troops began a hasty retreat about the

middle of ihe day, and were no sooner out of the

town but they began to meet the effects of the

resentments of this injured people. The pro-

vincials fired upon them from various quarters,

and pursued them (though without any mililary

order) with a firmness and intrepidity beyond
what could have been expected on the first onset

and in such a day of confusion and distress.

The fire was returned for a time with great fury

by the troops as they retreated, though, through
Divine goodness, with but litile execution. This
scene continued with hut litile intermission till

ihey returned to Lexington, when it was evident,

that having lost numbers in killed, wounded and
prisoners that fell into our hands, they began to

he not only fatigued but greatly disheartened.

—

And it is supposed ihey must have soon surren-

dered at discretion had they not been reinforced.

Bui Lord Percy's arrival with another brigade of
about one thousand men and two field pieces

about half a mile from Lexington meeting house
towards Cambridge gave them a seasonable

respite.

The coming of reinforcements with the can-

non, (which our people were not so well acquain-

ted with then as they have been since) put the

provincials also to a pause for a time. But no
sooner were the king's troops in motion but our

men renewed the pursuit with equal and even
greater ardor and intrepidity than before, and
ihe firing on both sides continued with but little

intei mission lo the close of the day, when the

troops entered Charlestown,where the provincials

could not lollow them without exposing the in-

habitants of that truly patriotic town to their

rage and revenge. That night and the next day
they were conveyed in boats over Charlestown
to Boston, glad to secure themselves, under
cover of the shipping and by strengthening and
perfecting ihe fortifications at every part against

the further attacks of a justly incensed people,

who upon intelligence of the murderous trans-

actions of this fatal day, were collecting in arms
round the town in great numbers and from eve-y

quarter.

In the retreat of the king's troops from t-on-

cord to Lexington they ravaged and plundered

as they had opportunity, more or less, in post or

the houses that were upon ihe road. W alter

they were joined by Percy's brigade, in LV'S'on,
it seemed as if all the little remains of/"manity

had left them, and rage and nad taken

the reins and knew no bounds. Clojr"& furni-
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'
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too many instances. Witness llie wanton cruelty
discovered in burning Charlestown, Norfolk,
Falmouth, &c. But as the events which have
taken place since the ever-memorable nineteenth
UfAprjl 1775, <lo not properly come within the
compass of this narrative, they must he left to

some abler pen to relate.

The following are title pages and parts of titles

"from the three first anniversary sermons preached

at Lexington, as they appear in the first and only

-editions in print :

The Fate of Blood-thirsty Oppressors, and God's
tender Care of his distressed People.

4 sermon, preached at Lexington, April li», 177G.

To commemorate the Murder, Bloodshed and
i- Commencement of Hostilities, between Great

Britain and America, in that Town, hy a

, Brigade of Troops of George III under Com-
mand of Lieutenant Colonel Smith, on the
Nineteenth of April 1775.

To which is added
A brief Narrative of the principal transactions

of that day.

By Jonas Clark, A. M. Pastor of the Church in

Lexington.
These Things doth the Li.rd hale: A proud Lnok, a

lying Tongue, and Hands that shed innocent blood.—Prov.
vi. 16.17.

Quidnon mortnlla pectora cogls,

Aura sacra fames ?

Quis (alia fando
Myrmidemein, Dolopumve, ant duri miles

Ulyssie
Temperet a lachrymis ? Vir. JEneUl.

MassHchuseits-Stute : Boston :

Printed hv Powars and Willis

M,DCC,LXXVI.
Text. Joel in. 19,20,21. Egypt shall be a desolation, and
Edom shall bc> a desolate wilderness, lor the violence
against the children of jTdab, because they have shed
innocent Blood in their Ijnd. Bui Judah shall dwell for-
ever, and Jerusalem from generation to generation. For
I will cleanse their bb>od that I have not cleansed ; lor
the Lord dwelled, in Zion.

The violent destroyed : And oppressed delivered.

A sermon preached at Lexington, April lit, 1777,
for a memorial of the Bloody Tragedy, barba-
rously acted, by a party of British Troops, in
that Town and the Adjacent, April 19, 1775.
By Sami^l Cooke, A. M. Pastor of the Second

Church in Cambridge.
Bostot; printed by Draper and Phillips,

for '1'iomas Leveret! and Nicholas *

Bowes in Cornhill.

JM,DCC,LXX,VII.

Divine Judgements upon tyrants : And compassion
o the opnresstd.

A sermon preachy .,, Lexington, April 20, 1778,
By Jacob Cashing, \, M. Pastor of the Church

"•Woltbam.

From Vol. 7 Massachi, al3 Historical Collections.

Amht^ jv. H, JVov. 4, 1S17.

Dear Sir—Enclosed .,,„ „j|| g,,,] a |;s, () r

those who first fell in tl. achievement of our
(Independence. It is derivfl from a Narrative of
the Excursions and RuyaeB f t

i
|e King's

Troops under the conmiaiid ?Qenera \ (j ;,„ e q,,

the nineteenth of April, 1775, ublished by a' re-
solve of the Provincial Congt^ of Massachu-
setts. I have made a few co.ect j onS) wI|icn
have been derived from other

1U(
-ceg. This

list includes all that was lost on ti
t memorable

day.
With much resp,

t

„ , . ,

J
-

l'nMER.
Rev. Dr. IloLiiKS, Cambridge.

A list of the Provincials, wlio were killed, > un ,/f ,/

anil missing, in the action of the VJIh Apn.^~^
and the towns to which they respectively bch„

C(j[

Israel Avcrill
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said, to above 20,000 men under the command of
the Colonels Ward, Prebble, Heath, Prescott and
Thomas, who for the present acted as generals,
and having fixed their head quarters at Cambridge
formed a line of encampment, the right wing
of which extended from that town to Roxhurv,
and the left to Mystick, the distance between the
points being about thirty miles. They were
speedily joined by Colonel Putnam, an old and
brave provincial officer, who had acquired expe-
rience and reputation in the two last wars. He
encamped with a large detachment of Connecti-
cut troops in such a position, as to be readily

able to support those who were before the town.

Our attention has been drawn at this time to

the battle of Lexington, from the circumstance

that the citizens of West Cambridge have re-

cently taken steps to produce from the pure

granite ledges of this town a beautiful granite

monument fifteen feet high, to be erected in the

old grave yard, near the scene of action, where
the bodies of Jason Russell and eleven others

were promiscuously buried in one grave after the

battle. The inscription upon the dilapidated

stone, we are informed, is to be transferred to

the monument, as follows:

" Mr. Jason Russell was barbarously murdered
in his own house, by Gage's bloody troops, on
the 19th of April 1775. His body is quietly rest-

ing in this srave with eleven of our friends who
in like manner with many others were cruelly
slain on that fatal day."

Hon. James Russell and Col. Thomas Russell

(the latter a grandson of Jason Russell) with

other spirited gentlemen of that town, have been

active in reviving the recollection of the scenes

of that interesting day of which there remains

scarcely a living witness. The burial ground is

almost within gunshot distance of the spot where
the train of baggage wagons following Lord

Percy's detachment were arrested on their way
towards Concord. The "alarm list " had collec-

ted near the meeting house, at the point where
the roads part in West Cambridge: the train

carrying supplies to the retreating British troops

was here ordered to stop: driving on, they were
fired upon. David Lamson (part Indian) whom
we remember when young, and who died about

the year ]800, was the man who fired the first

gun at the train while in the high road opposite

the meeting house. Horses as well as men were

shot down—the wagons with their contents were
taken out of the way, and the slain horses drag-

ged some hundred rods distance to Sandy hol-

low near the Spy pond on the Watertown road :

the bones of these horses were bleaching above

ground in this hollow in the days of our early

school-hoy remembrance. The vengeance of

the retreating British, when returning over the

spot where the horses were shot down, was
spent on the old ".Adams house," a part of which
still stands upon the opposite side of the road a

little below the meeting house, by riddling it

with bullets. This house is very near the pre.

sent West Cambridge railroad depot—so near

the railroad track that it became necessary two
years since to take away a part of it. The house,

it is believed, was the first erecied in that part of
the ancient town of Cambridge, more than two
hundred years ago: its limbers when taken

down were yet sound. According to the fashion

of the day, this house was bricked up between
the outside clapboarding and the inside wain-
scoting: numerous bullets shot into the bricks

were extracted from that part of the house taken
down.

On the first of April, the grave was opened
where the hodies of the victims were deposited

seventy-three years ago. The position of the

bodies confirmed fully the verbal statements

which were related to us more than fifty years

since. Twelve bodies, of whom the only names
now known were Jason Russell, Jason Winship
and Jabez Winship, were buried here with their

apparel on, and promiscuously laid in the ground

over each other. Walter Russell (grandfather of

Hon. James R. who deceased in 1782) was then

some twenty years younger than his neighbor,

Jason Russell, who was wantonly bayonetted in

his own house. The two families of the same
name were not near relations. Walter's ancestor

settled in the Charlestown precinct, one mile

eastward of the meeting house : Jason lived in

a house standing a few rods from the main road

in Cambridge north-west parish, a little way to-

wards Lexington. The king's troops entered

and rifled the dwellings as the main body retired

down the road. Old Mr. Russell, an invalid

non-combatant, unable to retreat, declaring his

his house to be his castle, was butchered while

sitting in his chair. The next day, in gathering

the dead that had not been rescued by their

friends, the twelve bodies killed in the neighbor-

hood were brought to be deposited in one en-

larged grave of the old cemetery ground in close

proximity to that denoted by the head stones as

the depository of as many as four generations of

our ancestors. It came from the mouth of his

widow, who lived afterwards within our memory
nearly forty years, that her husband, Walter

Russell, in the act of interment of these dead,

familiar to the scene of blood, threw the

bodies in as so many dead animals becoming
offensive to the nostrils, until he recognized the

well known face of his elder namesake—a bro-

ther of the same church and an esteemed excel-

lent neighbor: pausing in the work, he went to

the deserted house whose floor then reeked

where the life's blood had flowed, and brought a

bed-sheet to be the covering shroud of its owner.

The bodies were laying where tradition had
thrown them, having never before been disturbed

in their grave : the larger bones have been col

lected and placed in a box to be buried on the

same spot, over which the new monument will

stand. The woolen cloth of the covering gar-

ments, the soles of the shoes, a leather pouch
containing gun-flints, with several metal buttons,

were taken out with the boues : we have in

possession two of the buttons, and two of the

strong double teeth taken from the head of one
of the buried viclims.

West Cambridge (then called the Menotomy
parish, and comprising with Little Cambridge,
now Brighton, Cambridge port and Lechmere
point and the present town at the seat of Har-

vard University, the ancient town of Cambridge)
meeting house is situated half way, at a distance

of about three miles from either, between the

colleges and Lexington: the colleges are about

three miles out of Boston. The present location

of Lechmere point was the place of crossing for

the king's regulars, leaving Boston in two'de-
tachments: the army retreated into Boston back

through Charlestown, then containing a thick

cluster of houses below the neck sou ill-westerly

along the foot and sides of Bunker and Breed's

hills, both of which are also wilhin the neck.

Passing over the plains of Menotomy after

leaving the "foot of the rocks" below Lexing-
ton, the myrmidons of Great Britain seem to

were related to us by some of those who were
actors and witnesses of this scene: the recollec-

tion is now quite as vivid as if the same had

been described to us only on yesterday. Tin.

butchery of Jason Russell, whose name is in-

cluded in the list of killed, is the most prominent
case alluded to in Mr. Clark's narrative, as an

"aged and infirm "man " inhumanly stabbed and
murdered " in hi3 own habitation. The " wo-
men in child-bed with their helpless babies in

their arms " relate to two cases, according to

our early impressions. The mother of Mr. Israel

Blackington, known to us afterwards as a miller

near the foot ofthe rocks,was shot dead in the head

while nursing him in ihehouseof her residence, the

infant of a few months preserved alive to become
a man. The lady now lives, of course seventy-

three years old, the wife of James Hill, Esq.,
'

whose mother, while nestling the tender infant

of the age of a few days, was " turned into the

street" at night. She was the mother often

children, all of whom were around her, and the

second wife of her husband, then suffering from

infirmity and lameness, who barely escaped in

the rear while the British soldiers were entering

the house in front. The frightened children

crawled under the bed of their mother, whose

position would have secured her from the vio-

lence of any other cruelty than that of demons:
she was routed and driven from her bed and

house. The children afterwards discovered by

the marauders and freebooters fled like so many
frightened partridges. The house was rifled of.

the most valuable articles—a quantity of silvei

plate was sought out in its place of concealment,,

and carried off. The house was set on fire when'

the barbarians left it by piling chairs and com-

bustibles in a lower room, with live coals from

the fire place. It was saved by the elder child

of the family, a daughter of fifteen or sixteen

years, who had the presence of mind to «se the

water of wash-tubs on the outside, preventing

the collected coals from bursting into t flame by

clqsing the door to the admission of fie air. Tho'

fire had burned through the floorio the cellar.

Deac. Joseph Adams, who sustain*' an office in-

the West Cambridge church fron/1'59 to 1792,

husband and father of this fa/ily, would not,

while he lived, suffer the white™ 5" to cover the

smoked summer overhead f
''lc room where

this fire was set. Near b/"18 house of Deac.

Adams an armed provjneii/1"" a British soldier

shot each other dead at fc sa,"e instant, meet-

ing as the latter was #eatfng from a house
/ i

with his knapsack load" down with booty : the

muskets flashed at Jf
sa,ne moment; levelled

and aimed as the Ajp"0B11 '""led the corner of

the house. /
Another insta/ of cruehy was the case of

Capt. Samuel M^te«l0re, named in the list as

wounded. Tf gentleman was shot down in

the ground 0/
lin= ,lis ""'" "ell-known tavern

house near / stleet

:

Persons in sight and hear-
.

ing conce/
1 were ""'"'esses to the fact of a

British sr'
L' r » oil1° "I' al "l kicking him, crying

out—" \'M Jevil is ,lea '' enough." The "bul-

let lod'
in ,be head olll ''s old man, who lived

cai-iV " '" l,is head sixteen years afterwards,

cut'
t '"le of ,lis death.

J\ue\ Frost, marked in the list among the
Ang, was also an elderly man, having been
ced in the Rev. Mr. Cooke's church records

have been lashed into a fury of cruelty which,'.
!"
ame

„
"*

,

74 '' t,,e y™ r afler ,,,e ">«riage

spent itself no less upon the unoffending an ,
," -""^"j T"

rememher '"">. »Ml an

helpless than upon the ass. is in arms, f/, '^^ Ph,
'a"n^ Wl '° '

nanie(l Bi8 '

years and more have transpire,! since the st/ 1

*" na "'e
° f Cutter ,0 ,l,e «& of

(

<l

I

s

I*

f

I"

'

te,
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'Zarhnriah Hill, whose posterity of the same

names live on the ground of tlieir first settle-

ment more than two hundred years ago. "(Jn-

. cle Siim. Frost " was taken prisoner at the time

of the " Concord fight "as a wonderful escape

ftiltl death. The retreating British army had

flank guards varying the distance on either side

of the wide road, over which the main hody

passed in the retreat. Mr. Frost heing an older

man than those used to carrying arms, from

c iriosily to witness the passing red-coats at a

. distance, had crouched in the corner of a walled

B.id, looking through the crevices of the rocks.

Two of the flunk guards, all officer and a soldier,

came suddenly upon him looking over the wall :

the soldier cocked his gun and laid it over the

wall (or sure aim. The officer prevented the

discharge taking effect hy striking up the barrel

of the musket; and the old man in dishabille,

holding his broken waistbands all the way foi

the distance of about six miles to Charlestown,

was marched off" a prisoner, where he was kept

•on board the Glasgow frigate in Charles river

for several weeks, until he found means of escape

and return to his family by jumping from the

deck and swimming ashore in the night.

A company of men from the Salem regiment

'o advance of the other companies of the same
regiment, came into the action in Menotomy,
when the British were retiring, on the mill

stream north of the road coming down from

Lexington, as one of the branches of My stick

n- r: ten or twelve of this company were here

killed, being drawn inside the undiscovered po-

rtion of the guard, and exposed to a galling fire

on either band. The town of Acton, situated

beyond Concord in another direction as distant

from the scene of action as Danvers and Lynn,

at the bridge over Conco'rd river, suffered the

loss of several of its estimable heads of families.

Of the men who fought like tigers on the

American side, was David Lamson, the Indian,

and Gift' Carlwright, alias Whittemore, an Afri-

can slate, inheriting the names of his two respec-

ted masters, for whom he had the strongest at-

tachment : both the Indian and the negro we
yvell recoh'ct. Lamson lay in the hollow be-

tween Wbitemore's corner and the new ceme-
tory : be sinned out of the flank guard at a dis-

tance, a mark In- his sure aim, of three red-coals

in a group: ontof the three (altering after his

.fire, was upheld <nd led a few rods by the others

and abandoned, fining mortally wounded. Near
• bis momenta nioi numerous body of the flank-

ing guard down tb. valley coming in sight al-

n, st directly upon Lt))Son, his only resort was
to lake to his heels cross the open field. A
whole volley of discharge struck the sand be-

hind him, giving him t e chance lo reach too

great a distance for injuy before bis pursuers
could reload. Cuff Whilte,0lej servant of the

family of the old gchool-ma-er f t|, e village,

William Whittemore, who was, c |nssmate grad-

uate of Harvard with the elder .,|,n Adams, was
among ihe foremost for fight ., that day: be

was afterwards in the army of le revolution

during the war, was a servant torj
| 4 Brooks

who distinguished himself at SaraUa an ,i „,],„

subsequently was the popular governor
,| ie | ( |

Bay State: Cuff was as Brave a man a|,j s mas .

ter— he was twice taken prisoner auu
ll(

.ees .

caped with an officer's horse all caparist^j
j; (1

.

parade, and came safely into the An..;can
camp. For several years the painted liken

s j

this true-hearted African was exhibited it)|
|e

halls of Harvard University.

The town of Charlestown, including the whole

of the present town of Somerville without the

neck and a part of West Cambridge, extended

in a narrow strip between Cambridge and Med-
ford, nearly lo Lexington. Walter Russell resi-

ded on the Winter bill road, three miles from

the neck in the Charlestown precinct, near the

outlet into the Mysliek river from the Spy pond,

running through Fresh pond: that outlet is the

present boundary line between Cambridge and
Somerville on the east, and West Cambridge on

the west. Of this part of Charlestown adjacent

to Medford was the land of the Charlestown

Russells, which yet remains in their descendants

of the name. Thomas Russell, of another

family residing below the neck, had bis coun-

try seat in this part of the town, where he was
born: after the revolution bis reputation was
that of being the most wealthy merchant of New
England. Two of his daughters married John

Langdon and Richard Sullivan, sons of the late

Gov. Sullivan of Massachusetts.

The mother of the editor of the Visitor, the

only daughter of Walter Russell, was three years

old at ihe time of the Concord fight : her mother

was the daughter of Thomas Adams, who resi-

ded and kepi tavern one-fourth of a mile below

West Cambridge meeting bouse on the main

road 10 the colleges : this road parted and

branched off below to Charlestown leading

through Milk-row. Capt. Adams was an elder

brother of Deac. Joseph Adams, whose house

was rifled on this occasion. The night when
the first detachment of regular troops went up,

was a bright moonlight : the family of Thomas
Adams were on his Cambridge farm, fifty miles

off at Ashburnham where he had commenced a

settlement: he was that night alone in the tavern

house which yet stands with the gable end to

the road. He retired to the garret, where he

looked down upon the street through a window
in the gable end. The regulars, with their bright

arms glittering in the moonlight, passed bis

bouse silently without entering. In the alarm

which followed between the detachments going

up and returning, the women and children fled

as far as they could get away from danger. The
father of Walter Russell, then a \evy old man,

remained at his home on the Winter hill road,

half way between the main Cambridge road

across towards Medford : standing in full view

when the main hody of the troops passed over

the Cambridge road, a spent bullet struck the

milk cart in the yard before him. The men
of the neighborhood who were able, were all

engaged to defend the homes of their neighbors

assailed, to fight off the enemy. The wile

of Walter Russell, before she left her house,

prepared one of those large ovens which were

common to farmers in old times, with meats and

the good brown bread to be baked ready lo feed

the exhausted men, should they return, and the

house be spared. With her four sons and

daughter, the eldest twelve years and ihe

youngest three months old, and other women
and children of the neighborhood, further distant

from any passing rout of travel, she retired to

that eminence in Charlestown westerly of the

powder house which overlooks the Ryal farm

and the village of Medford. Coming down from

Woburn the Lowell railroad passes in the

lower ground between West Cambridge and

Medford, cutting as it approaches Boston' di-

rectly through the north-easterly edge of the

hill which was the place of refuge for the

women and children at the day of the Con-

cord fight. Passing it often in view of the

beautiful farms and orchards in the amphithea-
tre which composes parts of Medford, West
Cambridge, Watertown and Somerville, with
five glittering spires in the village of West Cam-
bridge on the right and nearly as many more in

thai of Medford on the left—the enihusaism re-

turns which memory never fails to elicit when it

recurs to the great consequences resulting from
that opening ball of the revolution first put in

motion by our ancestors.

This neighborhood, in its cultivated gardens
and fields, in its fruit orchards and grass plats

more beautiful than any other part of America-
the region in whose bosom is the clay material

for building up cities and the water surface of
whose romantic ponds furnishes ice for the

warmer climates of the four quarters of ihe

world—deserves the prominence which we give

in it this number of the Visitor as opening the

great drama. Our indefatigable friend Col. Phin-
ney more than twenty years agb collected au-

thenticated facts in relation to the Lexington
battle more materially relating to his own town,

which were published in a pamphlet that we
saw in Coi. Force's collection. The subject re-

vived by the exhumation and erection of the

monument over the remains of the slaughtered

patriots of Menotomy, we may again take occa-

sion to revert to it in the columns of the Visitor.

EVENTS SUCCEEDING THE LEXINGTON BATTLE.

[This sketch is taken from the Annual Regis-

ter, compiled and printed at the time, a hook
more favorable to the British than to the Ameri-
cans.]

In the mean lime the governor and forces at
Boston, as well as the inhabitants, continued
closely blocked up hy land

; and being shut
out from till supplies of fresh provisions and
vegetables, which the neighboring countries
could have afforded by sea, they began lo expe-
rience those inconveniences which afterwards
amounted to real distress. As the inhabitants
hud now no other resource for their subsistence
than the king's stores, the provincials were the
more strict in preventing all supplies, hoping
that the want of provisions would lay the gover-
nor under a necessity of consenting to their de-
parture from the town; or at' least that the wo-
men and children would be suffered to depart,
which was repeatedly applied for. It is probable
that tlie governor considered the inhabitants as
necessary hostages for Ihe security of the town,
at least, if not the troops. However it was, he
at length entered into a capitulation with the in-
habitants, by which, upon condition of delivering
up their arms, they were to have free liberty lo
depart with all tlieir other effects. The inhabi-
tants accordingly delivered up their arms; but to

their utter dismay and astonishment, the governor
refused lo fulfil the conditions on his side. This
breach of fiulh, and the consequences that at-
tended it, were much complained of. Many,
however, both then, and at different times after,

obtained permission to quit the town ; but they
were obliged to leave all their effects behind ; so
that those who hail hitherto lived in ease and
affluence were at once reduced to the extremity
of indigence and misery.

* # "# • * *

About the same time (June 12, 1775) General
Ga;.'e issued a proclamation, by which a par, Ion
was offered i" the king's name, to till those who
should forthwith lay down their arms, and return
to their respective occupations and peaceable
duties, excepting only from the benefit of the
pardon, Samuel .'lilums and John Hancock, whose
offences were said lo he of too flagitious a na-
ture lo admit of any other consideration liian

that of condign punishment,

BATTLE OF BUNKER HILL, JUNE 17, 1775.

It becoming expedient closely to invest Boston,

preparation was made by the provincials to take
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ami hold possession of the peninsula of Charles-

town. S.iys I lie Animal Register

—

They accordingly made ihe necessary prepar-

ations, anil sent a body of men hither at night

with the greatest privacy, to throw up works up-

on Bunker's Hill, an high ground that lies just

without the isthmus or neck of land that joins

the peninsula to the continent. This peninsula

is very similar to that on which Boston stands,

excepting that the isthmus is considerable wider,

and that Bunker's hill is much higher than any
hill in the latter. The towns are only separated

hy Charles river, whirh in that part is only about
the breadth of the Thames between' London and
Southwark; so ibat Charlestowu seemed to hold

the same connection with Boston that the

Borough does with that city.

The party that was sent upon this service car-

ried on their works w.ith such extraordinary or-

der and silence, that though the peninsula was
surrounded with slops of war, they were not

heard during the night, and used such incredible
dispatch in the execution, that they had a small
hut strong reddidit, considerable entrenchments,
and a breastwork, that was in some parts cannon
proof, far advanced towards completion by break
of day, June 17, 1775. The sight of the works
was the first notice that alarmed the Lavely men
of war early in the morning, and her gnus called

the town, camp and fleet to behold a sight which
seemed little less than a prodigy.

A heavy and continued fire of cannon, howitz-
ers, and mortars, was fiom thence carried on
upon the works, from Ihe ships, floating batteries

and from the top of Copp's hill in Boston. Such
a great and incessant roar of artillery would have
been 8 trial to the firmness of old soldiers, and
must undoubtedly have greatly impeded the
completion of the works; it is however said,

that they bore this severe fire with wonderful
firmness, and seemed to go on with their busi-

ness as if no enemy had been near, nor danger
in the service.

Gen. Gage caused the generals Howe and
Pigot to drive the provincials from their works
with something like 2000 picked men :

—

The attack was begun by a most severe fire of
cannon and howitzers, under which the troops
advanced very slowly towards the enemy, and
halted several times, to afford an opportunity for

Ihe artillery to ruin the works, and to throw the
provincials into confusion. Whatever it pro-
ceeded from, whether from the number, situation

or countenance of the enemy, or from all to-

gether, the king's forces seem to have been un-
usually staggered in this attack.— In this conflict,

Charlestowu, whether by carcasses thrown from
the ships, or from the troops is uncertain, was
unfortunately set on fire in several places, ami
burnt to the ground. The provincials stood this

severe and continued fire of small arms and ar-

tillery, with a resolution and perseverance which
would not have done discredit to old troops.
They did not return a shot until the king's forces
had approached almost to the works, when a
most dreadful fire took place, by which a num-
ber of our bravest men and officers fell.—No
wond«'r, if under so heavy and destructive a fire

our troops were thrown into some disorder. It

is said that Gen. Howe was, for a few sei ds
left nearly alone; and ii is certain, that most of
the officers near his person were either killed or
wounded. His coolness, firmness and presence
ol mind on this occasion cannot be loo much
applauded.—Gen. Clinton, who arrived from
Boston during the engagement, by a happy ma-
noeuvre rallied ih,. troops almost instantaneously,
ami la-ought them a»aio.io the charge: they at-
tacked the works, with Jixed bayonets and irresist-
ible fury, and forced them in every quarter.
Though many of the provincials were" destitute
of bayonets, and. as they affirm, their ammuni-
tion was expended, a number of them fought
desperately within the works, and were not
drove from them without difficulty. They a|
length retreated over Chai Icstown neck, which
was enfiladed by the guns of the Glasgow man
of war and two batteries, » • •

The loss io killed and wounded amounted to
1054, of Whom 336 were killed.—The battle ol
Quebec, of the late war, wiih all its glory, and
the vastuess of ih e consequences of which it

was productive, was not so destructive to our

officers, as this affair of intrench merits cist up
in a lew homs.
The late of Charlestowu was also a matter of

melancholy contemplation to the serious and
unprejudiced of all parlies. It was the first set-

tlement made in the colony, and was considered
as the mother of Boston, that town owing its

birth and nurture to emigrants from the former.

Charlestowu was large, handsome, and well

built, both in respect to its public and private

edifices : it contained about 400 houses, and had
the greatest trade of any port in the province
except Boston.

No prisoners were taken: their (the provin-

cials) loss was comparatively small, amounting
to about 450 killed, wounded, missing and
prisoners.

The foregoing graphic succinct account from

the British Annual Register for 1775 of the bat-

tle of Bunker Hill is in strong confirmation of

the facts which we •have had from separate indi-

viduals of New Hampshire who took part in that

battle. Stark's regiment of Granite State men
was stationed at Floyd's bill, the prominence

upon which the remnant walls of the Catholic

convent have stood for the last twenty years. He
marched over the Charlestowu neck of the af-

ternoon of that day, and took his independent

position between the thrown up works and Mys-

tick river. The grass had been previously

mown upon this ground, and Stark ordered his

men to gather the hay and stow it along and

through a post and rail fence running from the

fort at the higher point of the hill down towards

the_ water. This was his breast work. Captain

Moore of Pembroke, the Irish grandfather of the

late Maine Senator in Congress, in June 1812,

told us his story of this fight: he commanded a

company of Stark's regiment of which the late

Gen. Michael M'Clary of Epsom, was ensign.

In close ranks, the British grenadiers,furiuing after

crossing the river from Boston under Ihe protec-

tion of the guns of the Glasgow frigate and other

artillery, marched up the side hill lo encircle and
surround the fort. Stark had directed his men
not lo fire a gun until they could see the "whites of

their eyes," as he expressed himself, nor until he

should direct: "they did not return a shot" from

behind their hay rampart until the proper time

arrived to pour in upon them that "most dread-

ful fire," by which, according to the British writer,

"the king's forces seem to have been unusually

staggered." The advancing British grenadiers

shot, as was their practice, without taking aim,

losing their ammunition without probably strik-

ing a single man. As Capt. Moore described

the scene to us, Stark overlooked the whole line

of his regiment at the upper end in full exposure

of his person, deliberately taking from his box

of Scotch snuff pinches while the enemy was

advancing. Mown down at the first file of ball

of the ranks in line, the British troops " thrown

into disorder," retreated once; re-forming and

advancing with their officers in the rear, a second

time they were " staggered" and repulsed. The
failure of ammunition only forced Stark to order

the retreat of his men, not however until in the

hard fighting where Warren fell on Ihe westerly

side of ihe hill, the British hail taken possession

of the fort, and the town was in flames. Willi

the ardor of youth the gallant Capt. Moore de-

scribed the enthusiasm of the men at arms about

him, who participated in this unrivalled destruc-

tion of British lives With comparatively small

loss on their part. The brave Miij. Andrew
.M'Clary, uncle to Michael, was an officer of

Stark's regiment : so fired was he with animation

alter the retreat from the bill over the Charles-

town neck had become indispensable, lhat lin-

gering while swinging his sword in defiance, a

cannon hall from the water craft striking him,

bounding in Ihe air in a convulsive jump, he fell

dead upon the ground. The loss in killed and

wounded by the British at Bunker Hill, greater

than ihe numbere stated in Ihe Annual Register,

was nearly four for one of the American provin-

cials. Hundreds of the soldiers of Bunker Hill,

within our recollection, resided in New Hamp-
shire: they are almost all gone. The only man
of them remaining in the State whom we now
recollect, is the venerable Israel Hunt, senior, of

Nashua, formerly Dunstable. The sole remain-

ing uncle to the editor of the Visitor, Thomas
Hill, of West Cambridge, a pensioner of the

revolution, now eighty-seven years old, was in

the battle of Bunker Hill : he was then fifteen

years of age. With his father, Abraham Hill, a

trained soldier of the previous French war, and

an elder brother of the same name (all living in

the neighborhood) he carried arms and volun-

teered for throwing up the breast works. Re-

treating from the hill, the elder brother received

a shot through the rim of the hat upon bis head.

-

Monument to Revolutionary Patriots.—
A beautiful granite obelisk was erected on Fri-
day, at West Cambridge; in memory of twelve
American citizens who were slain by the British,

April 19, 1775, and who were all buried in one
common grave. The monument is creditable to

the artist ical skill of the workmen who erected
it, as well as to the patriotism of ihe people of
West Cambridge, who freely furnished the funSfe

required to defray the expenses of the work.— ,

Boston Times, June 27.

[This monument, which does credit to the en-

terprise of our townsman, Luther Roby, Esq.,

was procured at the instance of the editor of the

Visitor, from the pure granite ledge of Rattle-

snake mountain within the limits of Concord.

As a sample of ihe purest granite— the most

perfect and substantial rock of the world— it

may be seen within a few rods of the iVest

Cambridge railroad depot, which is only fifteen

minutes' ride from Boston. When mortimcnts

of marble and other limestone or freestyle rock

shall crumble—when even the prepaid Quincy

granite shall become of rough, unccmely exte-

rior— the purer original from the capital of ihe

Granite State shall remain for agesbearly in the

smoothness and perfection of it/first artificial

preparation. Visitors from 'af parts of the ^

world, as an object of curiosityAi" in many fu-

ture ages look upon the jn/riptiona of this

" model of perfect work" fro/ the most endur-

ing material, erected to cou/'cmorate the patri-

otism and ihe valor of tho/who fell in that first • 1

struggle for Liberty whi/ is destined to make
mankind intelligent nnd/ee

Farmius Buckingham.

New MM, I*- R, June 14, 1848.

Mr. Editor:—H/' n o ueeu a reader of your

'

paper in years pas/nt|
feeling an interest in the

great object in w/' n .vo" are engaged, I venture

lo write you a/w lines, thinking they may be

of some servi<y™ J'
011 -

I am one o/"e Boston typos, and have come

inio New WTipshire to spend a short time in

relaxation, '"-''e ' can ue free from the dust and

confined /
ot" me c ".v . ' "«ve found a most

delightfi/l' 01 (o1' m 's purpose, at the residence

of Mr./',m Channel. His farm is situated on

the pj/'aqna river about a mile from the New
|y a|

.]yfactories, and near the line between New
Mm/* " l "' Durham. His house stands on a

1

f

1
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small eminence which commands a delightful

view of the bay, and the beautiful farms on ilie

opposite side of it. Mr. Channel is a Massa-

chusetts man, and understands the business of a

farmer moat thoroughly : he has made the wild-

erness to blossom with the honeysuckle and red

tops, and the waste places to yield an abundant

harvest of golden corn. His farm which was

once nearly covered with rocks and bushes, has

been cleared of nearly every thing of the kind,

and presents to the eye a most beautiful surface,

Covered as it is at the present time with an abun-

dant crop of grass. His farm being so near a

salt marsh, he has improved it much by carting

large quantities of the marsh mud into his barn

yard and hog pen, where it absorbs the urine,

and every thing else that can enrich the soil, and

is then spread upon the surface and ploughed in,

or else put in the hill.

His barn yard and hog pen are made hollow,

in order that nothing may be lost. A drain leads

from the barn yard into ilie field, so that in case

of a heavy rain, all the water is carried on the

land, which causes an abundant crop of grass on

the part where the water flows, even when

around this portion the roots of the grass are

" hound out," as it is called by the farmers.

The house, barn, carriage house, shed and

other out buildings are entirely new, and all ex-

hibit the good taste of the designer and owner.

Neatness, pood taste, and utility are consulted in

the construction of them ail : to attempt a de-

scription of them woidd occupy too much space

iu your paper.

His stork consists of four oxen, one horse,

seven cows and two yearlings, ten half-blood

Saxon sheep, which are most beautiful speci-

mens of their race. The catlle are principally

the native breed, although some are a cross of

the Durham, and were brought from Massachu-

setts. Although his stock is not large, I should

judge from the milk pans, and sleek looking cat-

tl», that it was profitable. The youngest son,

Mi. Thomas S. Channel, is subscriber to the

Visror, and says he values it second only to his

Bible.

Thfccrops in this part of the State look finely

—I thi.k much better than in the vicinity of

Boston. Grass is heavy—corn and potatoes look

flourishing

1 am mu;h interested in your paper, although

I do not see dl the numbers. Your object is a

good one, am. ought to receive the approbation

and support at every man in the Slate. Hereto-

fore, the. sourcf, f information have been

few to the faring i, u t fortunately they are in-

creasing, and I h|,e they will continue to in

crease. Until the
|ast few years, the farmer

could gain informal.,,, 0M |y by experience; he

could not depend n^n the opinions of those

around him, as they ofered so widely ; conse-

quently to be a skilful ',
r ,ner WOs a reputation

seldom attained by any 01, .
|, llt s(..ienre ; s |ell(].

ing her aid to enable him \ obtain a reward for

his labors. Chemistry Utlh,]8 , |,jm wnft, js

necessary to make a harren,
j| fruitful; and

Geology unfolds to him the Ctn
j
)08j,jol) f t | )e

.

soil which he cultivates.

The farmer is a benefit to tl ra(, e f man
and so far as the things of this wo.|

n ._

manctil benefit. He who makes bushel ol

corn to grow where none grew Uefor.;
s f more

lasting service than hundreds of wh„
|j Veied

gentry, who get their liviugout ofsoine ne e |8e

In the language of Duyunne, "He tha,>|uu t s

good seetl in the desert dearth, and brings forth

fruit from the brave old earth, worketli his coun-

try's good."
ONE OF THE PRINTERS.

Moses the first and greatest democrat.
Musi's was tin; greatest Law-giver that this

world ever saw ; anil he was not a Monarchist,
nor an Aristocrat, but a Democrat of the purest

water. The principle of his government was
the perfect equality of the people's rights, iu the

j'xi-rcise of self-government) The Hebrews
were an agricultural people; they owned the

land, and a few could not horde up large sums,
thus taking away from the common mass and
making many poor. They elected their own
rulers, and their public offices required hard labor

corresponding to the honors of tbe station.

Prof Wines, who is now lecturing ill Maine,
has slated this matter right. We find a report of

his lectures iu the Portland papers. His first

lecture iu that city was on The principles which

formed the basis of the Hebrew Commonwealth.
The Washingtonian Journal reports the lecture.

We make a few extracts:

" 1st. The entire and absolute political equality

of all the citizens. Their Law-giver placed
them up. iu a far more exact level than any other
legislator of ancient and perhaps modern limes.

It is one of the best established principles of po-

litical science that properly iu the soil should be
the basis of political power. If the Prince hold
all the land, then the people will be serfs and
the government will of necessity he despotic.

—

If a lew hold the land, the government will be

an Aristocracy; the lew will be wealthy, hut the

mass of the people will he poor and dependent.
Rut if all have property in the soil, the people
will have a Democratic government. The last

is the Hebrew method. Moses divided the land
equally among the whole body o( the people,

ami it was so arranged thai estates could 1101 he
alienated, hence no one family could acquire

such vast estates as would enable it to exercise

undue power over oiher anil poorer families.

How wise the arrangement ! Extreme poverty

and overgrown wealth were alike impossible.

All had an equal interest iu the preservation of

order and the supremacy of law ; and by remov-
ing incitements to tbem, the vices of idleness

and luxury were taken away—vices of such
baneful tendency in overthrowing the best ar-

ranged human governments. This principle is

admirably illustrated and defended by the elder

Adams, in his writings iu defence of the Ameri-
can Constitution, lie says thai nineteen twenti-

eths of the people have an interest iu the soil,

and while this is the case, the power must re-

main with the people.#«#*»
"3d. Another fundamental principle of the

Hebrew political system, was the care with
which they educated all the citizens. We are
ignorant of the precise manner which they pur-
sued, but we know that they instructed their

children at home and abroad, iu public and pri-

vate assemblies, in all those things that pertained
to tljeir laws and religion. Plato, in his Model
Republic, imitates the Jewish system more iu

this than in any other point, that of instructing

the youth in t lie laws. In tyrannical govern-
ments, the people are kept in ignorance, in order
that they may be oppressed with impunity. The
&dmans instructed their youth in their laws, but

among t lie Jews, this duly was placed upon
a far higher and broader basis than among the

Romans.
"4th. They were strictly an agricultural peo-

ple, iiiiil God designed that they should remain
so. Ample provision was made for internal

commerce by means of their annual leasts, and
this was the only exchange that, as an agricul-

tural people, they needed. Agriculture is the

parent an of the race—an employment lavored

of God and beneficent to man. lis moral influ-

ence may he seen iu the promotion of health,

morality and cheerfulness, of simple and pure
manners, and of all virtuous and manly attri-

butes. Look at those attributes as presented in

the character of David, King of Israel, Cinc'ui-

iiatlis, Dictator of Rome, and Washington the

father of bis Country.
"Gth. The last principle we shall mention was

tlm well balunced checks of the various depart-

ments of ihe government among theiusi Ives.

—

There are two ways of checking ambition ; one
by inking away the honor of high station, the
clher by making duties arduous. They had per-
fect equality— there were none excessively rich

to bribe, and none sufficiently poor to he bribed.
The incitements to ambition were taken away,
in order to make any change the consent of all

the people was necessary. Some affirm that
there was a tendency lo accumulate the wealth
nod power in the hands of the. Levitts. How
contrary to the liict ! The Levite could possess
no land. They were 'divided in Jacob and
scattered in Israel.' They had power to do good
hut none lo do evil. All overgrown power was
perfectly checked."— Gospel Banner,

What has given us a belter courage of the

filial success of the French in their new essay to

establish republican government is the important

fact that much the largest portion of the voters

in France are owners of the soil. So great in

that country is the division of real property that

the average lo each owner of the soil is fourteen

English acres. Willi a population of yeomanry
as the mass—with yeomanry of sufficient intelli-

gence to manage their own affairs, and with the

physical energies sufficient to obtain a livelihood

from the soil by the labor of their own hands,

the power of government of the masses will be

the strongest on earth. Universal suffrage, the

voting of every male inhabitant of twenty-one

years of age and upwards, will furnish the safest

depository of power in any country where the

owners and fillers of the soil shall compose the

controlling masses. The protection of govern

meiit for the property of the rich man is safer in

t lie hands of the lower and laboring classes than

in the less numerous upper non-laboring classes.

It may be the case in France, from a di hVienry

of common school education, thai whole neigh-

borhoods cannot read
;
yet so much improved

have become the means of information that the

safest voters, the electors last to he cheated and

misled, certainly the last to be corrupted to the

purposes of dishonesty, will he the hard-handed,

ready-handed laboring men who live and subsist

their families from the soil.

The spread of knowledge by means of ji free

press will soon make the French a universally

leading people: as with the industrious, moral

Irish who come to America, marry and rear up

families, if the parents cannot read and write

and cypher iu written figures, the children will

be brought up to do it, and in the end take place

among the first citizens of the republic. We
have much to fear, hut we have much more to

hope from the new experiment of the French

people. There is little safety and stability in

governments with crowned heads, or in heredi-

tary aristocracy. The United States has devel-

oped and is developing the strongest and best

government in the bauds of the masses: our

beautiful system has not gained all the perfection

of which it is susceptible. All incorruptible and

tincorrupted yeomanry alone can give this per-

fect system under our glorious constitution and

form of government. May Fiance and all ihe

world imitate our example.

Nutritive quantity of drv and orf.f.n fod-
der.— It is generally supposed thai there is more
nutriment derived from grass in a green state,

than there is after it has been cured. A young
heifer was carefully weighed, and fed tell days
on green (nod, while an equal weight was nicely

cured, when she was again weighed and fed with

dry food. The experiment was li ied three limes,

with the same result, which was a trifle each

lime in favor of the dry food— not enough per

haps to pay the labor of curing, but sufficient lo

show there was no loss in nutriment, and only

in the water of vegetution.
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A valuablf article.—Mr. William Blake, ol

Akron, Oliio, called on us two or three (lays ago

and exhibited an article that must, we think, he-

come of great value. It was discovered some-

time since in the township of Sharon, Ohio, and

is taken from an excavation in a rock about

twenty feet deep, and spreading over some six

or eight acres. The substance is black, resem-

bling indigo, and about the consistency of cold

tallow, when taken from the mine, but an expo-

sure for a few days in the atmosphere turns it to

bard slate or stone. It has been found upon

analyzation to contain about one-half silica, one-

feurth alumina, and one-eighth pyrites of iron,

with lesser proportions of magnesia, lime, and

carbon. From the extraordinary character of

the article, it is supposed by geologists who have

visited the mine that there must be some fissure

or crevice in the bottom of the ditch, through

which the article, in a liquid state, was ejected

from below. .

When the substance is taken out, dried,

ground to a fine powder, mixed with linseed oil,

and applied with a brush to either wood, tin,

iron, cloth, paper, or bricks, and then exposed a

few months to the atmosphere, it becomes a per-

fect slate, impervious to the action of the

weather or to fire; the weather serving only to

turn it to stone, and rendering it harder the

longer it is exposed, while fire will char the sub-

stance to which it is applied before the slate

will give way.

We were shown specimens upon cloth and

wood that were as fine specimens of school slate

as we have ever seen, and would show pencil

macks equally plain. It is also susceptible of

the highest polish, as we saw a piece upon

wood that was polished, and had the appearance

of the finest Egyptian black marble. The article

is of much value, we should suppose, for cover-

ins roots, steamboats, dams, fences, buildings,

and everything else requiring protection from

fir,- or the weather, or fur fire-fronts, carriages,

or centre or pier tables, as it is in fact slate in a

liquid State when applied, and in a few months

acquires the solidity of the finest slate.

We learn from Mr. Blake, uho has secured a

patent for his discovery, that it is sold at his

place at three dollars per 100 pounds, which

will cover the roof of a building thirty feet

square, or nine hundred superficial feet.—Na-

tional Intelligencer.

THE HORTICULTURIST,

JOURNAL OF RURAL ART Ai\D RURAL TASTE.

EDITED FY A. J. DOWNING, ESQ..

The Th :rd Volume of the. Horticulturist commences

on the 1st of July, 1848.

rnHE Publisher, at the close of ihe 2d volume, de-

i. sires to return his thanks for the handsome patron-

age bestowed on this work. It has already attained a

circulation equal to lhat of any similar magazine in f,u-

rope and tar beyond any ol' its class hitherto attempted

in America, lis influence on the progress ol' Gardening,

and the diffusion ol information in matters of Rural Taste,

is already strikingly apparent, lis extended and valu ,b!c

correspondence, presents the experience of a large body

of the most intelligent cultivators in America ; and the

instructive and agreeable ariieles from the pen ol the

Editor, make u equally sought after by even the general

reader] inierested in country life.

In order to introduce stilt greater improvements in the

work, and especially in its illustrations.., the Publish. -r

takes this method of presenting it in various parts ol Un-

united Slates, where it is not a. ready known, and where

he is confident that it only needs to be examined, or even

announced, (such is the popularity of Mr. Downline's

works ) to be at once ordered.

Tiie work is published monthly in 8vo. form, ol -I."

p ;
,,. es—each number accompanied by a Irontispiece and

„.;, r .,| other engravings. The list of constant contribu-

tors embraces our lir,l horticulturists and practical culti-

vators. The '• Foreign Notices" present a summarj

from all the leading Horticultural Journals of Europe;

the "Domestic Notices," and Answers to Corres-
pondents, furnish copious hints to the novice in practi-

cal culture ; and the numerous and beautiful illustrations

—Plans lor t'oit ges, Green-Houses, tlic Figures of New
1- (ill's, Shrubs, and Pi nils, combine to render this one of

the eh'eai est and most valuable works to country gentle-

men on either side of the Atlantic.

Notices of the Press.

No one who loves the country will willingly be without

Mr. Dhwnmg'e Journal, lo it he combines ihe merits ol

n I his previous works. While informing the practical

gardener as to his particular vocation,— ihe be6t sorts ol

garden fruits, vegetables, ornamental shrubbery, etc., and

as to the best manner of cultivating each and all, he in-

tersperses lessons of taste in rural architecture, of profit

in rural economy, of knowledge at once useful and bril-

liant in botany, and of delight in all the branches ot that

most rational, independent, a-nd healthful existence—hie

in the country.—JV. Y. Courier and Enquirer.

The Editor of this attractive Journal has earned a wide

renown by his ele<iant and most useful works on Land-

scape Gardening, Cottage Architecture, and Pomology.

As an original and accomplished author in these altrac

live and popular pursuits, he has no rival since the death

of the indefatigable Loudon ; and Ins merits have been

acknowledged by marks of high consideration Irom some

of the crowned heads of the Old World.—SilUmun s

Journal. .
, ,

.. ,

This magazine is printed and illustrated in beautiful

stvle, at Albany. As lo Us character in other respects, It

is sufficient to say lhat it is conducted by A. J. Down-

ing, the most distingushed writer in the Union, on all

topics connected with horticulture.— Cincinnati Gazelle.

We strongly recommend this excellent and uselul work

lo all who are attached lo rural pursuits, either for amuse-

ment or for profit.

—

Montreal Gazette.

Every one at all ambitious of keeping up with Ihe im-

provements ol the day, in gardening, should subscribe

for this Journal.—AVio Orleans Com. Times.

We have found much pleasure in assuring ourselves ol

just what we anticipated of the work iii such hands, a de-

sidrratum for the advancing taste of the country in hor-

ticulture and rural architecture, to which the work is

chiefly devoted. No person, perhaps, combines more

harmoniously the scientific and the practical than 'he

originator of tins work.—New York Observer.
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To Agents, a discount of twenty per cent, will be made.

All'paymen's to be made in advance, and orders to be

post-paid.

Ail business lelters to be addressed to the Proprietor,

LUTHER TUCKER, Albanv, N. Y.. and all communi-

cations to ihe Editor, A. J. DOWNING. Newburgh,

n. v.

after deducting a reasonable fee for selling. II discharged

for wounds or sickness, the Surgeon's certificate should

be sent with the discharge.

Heirs of deceased soldiers will be furnished with the

forms necessary to obtain Bounty Land and Balances of

Pay, when they communicate, (post paid.) the name, com-

pany and regiment, date and place of soldier's death,

names of his heirs ,.age3 of Ins children, and other partic-

ulars.

Private Land Claims, Indian, Pension, and other

Claims, including claims for Prize money in Paul Jones'

squadron and the Naval Service generally, prosecuted,

and commissions charged according to the nature and

amount of the business.

. Rolls of Bon Homme Richard and Alliance, on hand to

be relerred to.

Inquiries requirins Searches at the Departments will be

promptly answered on receiving such retaining fee as

the information sought may justify.

The undersigned is grateful for th-e liberal patronage

which has already been bestowed upon him. He has had

fifteen years' experience in the Departments and in Con-

gress, and is acquainted with all of the Public Officers,

and all the forms and usages necessary for Ihe transaction

of anv business requiring an Agent at the Seat of Gov-

ernment.
'

All letters should be post paid, and addressed, J. t

Dow. No. 3, Union Buildings, Washington City.

JliSSE E. DOW,
Attorney, Agent Tor Claimants and Notary Public.

Refer—To all the Public Officers, at the Seat of

Government, and the Members of Congress generally.

rjj= N, B.—Land Warrants bought and sold.
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16,ei)0 IN OMi YEAH.

OFFICE
of

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND

COUNSELLORS FOR PATENTEES

:

For imparling information on the subject of Inven-

tions, and on the application of Chemical and

Mechanical Science to the Arts, Agriculture, Man-

ufactures, and Mines, and for procuring and de-

feuding patents, either in the United Slates, or in

Foreign countries.

I^ROF. WALTER R. JOHNSON, late of

Philadelphia, and Z C KOUUINS, of Washington

Ci'iy, (to be aided by HAZARD KNOWLES, Esq, late

Machinist of the United Slates Patent Office ) have asso

ciated themselves together for the prosecution of the

above branches of professional business, either in their

office, at the Patent Office, or before the courts ;
and

will devole their undivided attention to farwarding the

interests of Inventors or others who may .consult them

or place business in their hands. Mr. Emmies has for

the past twelve years held the post of Machinist in ihe

United Stales Patent Office, and resigns that situation lo

take pan in Ihe present undertaking. His talents and

peculiar fitness for ihe important office so long filled by

him, have been fully recognized by Inventors wherever

Ihe office itself is known.
The office of Messrs J. & R. is on F. street, opposite

the Patent Office, Washington, D C, where communica

lions, postpaid, will be promptly aiieuded to; examina-

tions made, drawings, specifications, and all requisite pa-

pers prepared—and models procured when desired—on

reasonable terms. I.ellers of inquiry, expected to be

answered after examinations had, must be accompanied

by a fee ol five dollars.

In Ihe duties of their office which pertain lo the latent

Laws, Messrs. J. & R. will be assisted by a legal gentle-

man of the highest professional character, and fully con-

versant with Mechanics and oiher scientific subjects.

U'ashimUnn, D. C. June 30. 1818. 3ms

COLE'S
AMERICAN YETEfSIttARIAlV

OR

DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

A Book for every Farmer.

AND a book which every Farmer should own, and

may own, by paying the small sum ol Fifty Cents,

which may be the means of saving the life of many valu-

able animals, and from which he may derive a vast amount

of the most valuable information in regard to the Train-

ing and Breeding of Animals, as well as full Rules for Re-

storing and Preserving Health.

16,©OO Copies

CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
OF I HE UJUTED STATES.

U. S. Agency, ano Notarial Office,
Washington City, March, 1818.

FOR more than len years past tins Office has been

successfully engaged in settling Claims of every

description with ihe different Departments of Govern-

ment and continues to despatch with promptness and ef-

ficiency all business enliusled to it, especially

Claims arising out cf the Mexican War, for Bal-

ances of Pay, Bounty Lands, Pensions, Lost

Horses, Contracts, Unsettled Accounts, S,-c.

Soldiers of Hie Mexican War can send to this Office,

(postage paid) their Declaration, Discharge, ami power ol

Attorney, with live dollars in current money, and their

Claims for Lands will be attended to and Warrants lor-

warded as soon as issued. It they should then wish to

sell them, ih'-y can execute an assignment and return

them to this Office, where they will he gold for the bed

price the in. irk ..I affords, and ihe amount will be remitted,

or this valuable work have been sold in One Year,—
and we have testimonials enough in its favor, from those

who have purchased and examined it, lo fill a volume.

We publish a few only :

^

"No Farmer's Library is complete without Mr. Cole s

Treatise on the Diseases of Domestic Animals."

From Ji'illiam Bacon, Richmond.

This book is just what we farmers want. The pre

senptions are simple, always accessible, and harmless W
the constitution.

From the Christian Herald, Newburypopt.

It is truly •' a book for every farmer." We have aeen

most astonished at the amount of important information

and instruction whicli it contains, on the training/reed-

m<r, and diseases of domestic animals. It is counted by

one ol the best agricultural writers in the county. Irom

his own experience and observation, as a practio' farmer

and conductor of agricultural papers.

From Wright's Paper, Philadelpha.

" Cole's American Veterinarian " is an inv'uable hook.

It is worth its weight in sold to any persr' having the

care or charge oT domestic animals, f agriculture

friend, lo whom we gave a copy, observe1 ,
that it would

save him a hundred dollars a year.

From the American Agricpunst.

The farmer will find much valuable iformation in this

little work. By reference to its dirA10"?. tnc .v may be

able to save a valuable animal, w!-» otherwise might

be lost.

From J. M. Wetksprnwnl.

The American Veterinarian i

,lle best book ° r the

kind lhat I have ever seen.

From Levi Barllcli/™ Hampshire.

This book should he in the' br:lry °r everv f»rmer-

From Ihe Visitor, I G°*'- Bill, .V. //.

As the Editor of that ex' 1 ''"", »gricullural paper, the

Boston Cultivator, and ob*/"1""* " f" lls
-

,

Mr
'
Col

,

e ,as

shown hnnsell well qua/'3 .
for Hie compilation ot this

work. We have know/"" l " r years, and he has proved

, i . i... ~„ a . iti/most persevernnz and able of our
hnnsell lo be one ol I ti ' a. . .

i, , .,, ,„ Ave understand Ins new book has
aoricu turnl editors, r ..

? i i I „ („„ A extended sa e. Manv times Its
already bad a free/

,
.

-
,

puce, to almost ait/rIner - ""'? ue savod ,n ,tS P« r<***-

Published, and lV*i!
le nl "hnlesale and retail, by

HN P. JEWETT <fc CO.,
33 Cornhill, Boston.

Id make money on this book, in various

untry. N"iie need apply, except those

ml a small cash capital of from ~o to $50.
ist-paid— I'oh I is hers.

23 Cornhill, Roston.

May Si/ 13 ' 3m9 '

100 Bgentej
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The Potato Itot—-Its Cause and Remedy.

In this communication I shall, I think, give to

1 tie world the true cause of the potato malady.
While; science has been on Ihe utmost stretch lo

find out ihe true cause, like all other excite-

ments, it has been too lofty in its researches, per-

haps, to give much credence, and loo great a

name to the splendid essays of those devoted to

tli.
1 performance of the tasvk. I expect that every

one who reads this article, (for I expect it lo he

published,) will come forward with their battal-

ion of a thousand and one queries, presuming
that will confound my position. But to the story.

The true cause of ihe potato malady is an insect.

What the exact form of the mother is I am as

yet unable to say. But one thing is certain, that

she lays her eggs in the latter part of June and
during tin.' month of July, sometimes even as

hue iis in August, particularly in late planted

fields, just under the surface of the ground near

the stalk. After a few days the egg hatches into

a worm of a peculiar form, about 3-luths of an

inch in length, of a yellowish brown color, not

unlike the worm found in meal chests, with a

head something like it, tapering from the head
back, with a spiral white ring passing from the

head to its terminations like a screw. The worm
when full grown is about an inch in length and
an eighth in diameter.

Its form nf Attack and 'Effects.—Immediately
after hatching it begins to enter the stalk?, be-

neath the surface of the soil, to the centre, and
work upwards; the stalk immediately begins to

show signs of disease by turning black; ihe

leaves appear as if they had been scorched. The
tubers attached to those stalks tire till affected.
The time of attack is when the tubers .are set-

ting, which is in the last ot July and first of Au-
gust in some sections, and during the. month of
August in others. Hence the reason why late

planted are more liable to disease than early; for

if planted early the tuber sets, and arrives some-
what to maturity before the season of attack.

Very rich soils are more liable that) poorer, from
the greater luxuriance of the plant, the same as

vines from the yellow bug, &c. This tit once
settles the question why newly produced are af-

fected as well us those of a greater age.
All the objections which were unanswered h\

the various theories heretofore given, are settled

by the discoveries of the past season in this

town. Could 1 sit down with every objector,

and while away an hour or two, I could tell him
more to convince him than I can on this sheet of
paper. It was by accident that a gentleman in

this town found the worm. While in a field ol

p.otatoes examining them, he found some of ihe

appearance, while others were quite, hard, and
were greenish. He begun opening ihe soft one,

and discovered the worm, lie then dug down
around such stalks and found the tuhers,attached

were diseased, while those on the other stalks

were hard and sound. He gave the information

to many of his neighbors, who upon examina-

tion, found theirs the same. From thence the

research became general, and the results were
uniformly alike in every respect.

Recently while conversing with a farmer from

another part of our country upon the subject, he

says he found such worms, or the worm chang-

ing into the larva? stale, on the surface under

the tops, when he was digging his potatoes; .and

that his are and were much affected this season.

This is the first time he has-been troubled with

tiie malady ; and he never planted so late as the

past season.

The remedy is in early planting, the earlier the

better. My lather and myself planted the past

season before the middle of April, so that the

ground was frozen to the depth of two inches

after planting, (they want to be covered deep,)

and we have not raised so perfect and good po-

tatoes for quite a number of years; no disease

among them— mealy, hard and line.

1 am confident the foregoing is the true cause

of the malady, the effect of which has caused so

much distress and death in many parts of the

world. To those who are yet incredulous as to

the cause, if they will give a few moments of

candid reflection they can readily answer every

objection, from this single fact—an insect con-

fines itself to no particular location, or age ol

plant, hut destroys wherever it willeth.

E. S. BARTHOLOMEW.
Portland, Char*. Co., K V

, 1848.

i mum- imTsr r -^ - ; - — -- — -.^....*--— r.. —

inches deep, covering them with earth, in drills,

about eighteen inches apart, placing the tubers
about one foot asunder in the drills, and imme-
diately gave ihe whole surface acorn-ins; of straw
from three to four inches in thickness. The.
covering of straw prevented the growth of weeds
and superseded the necessity of cultivation. The
result was an excellent crop of sound potatoes,

so fai' as thei) were covered. Those left uncovered

suffered with the ro>.

Had it not been for the last six words, said Mr.
Skinner, he would not have troubled the gentle-

men present by reading ibis extract— nor, but
for that, would Mr. Naill have made the commu-
nication— because it would have remained ques-
tionable whether the crop would not have been
sound without the covering!—and this he took to

he the sort of matter-of-fact, practical informa-
tion, which New York farmers and all other ag-

riculturists wanted, and which it would become
all agricultural clubs to send abroad, instead of
mere generalizations.

—

JV. Y. Farmer's Cluh.

Book Farming.

I have five or six acres of hind overrun with

jnhuswtirt, and being convinced it could not be

subdued by cultivation, ] esteemed it of but litlle

worth. I was directed by an agricultural paper

to sow one and a half bushels of plaster lo the

acre, two years in succession, and assured that

this would vuu it out.

I procured a bushel of plaster, and sowed it

early in the spring. It brought in a thick coat

of white clover, ami lor three years past very lit-

tle of the weed has appeared. The extra feed

three times paid the cost of the plaster. Thus
raising the value of the land §15 or §30 per

acre.

This weed grows on land adapted to plaster.

Again—some part of my farm was so overrun

with the Canada thistle, it was deemed of little

worth. I found I could not subdue them by

cultivation ; and being directed by an agricultu-

ral journal to mow them when in full blossom, I

tried it on several small patches, and for five

years past have made a practice of going over

if whole farm, and have almost entirely exter-

minated the noxious weed from it. Thus raising

the value of my farm at least 20 per cent.

Thus much fur hook farming, so much neg-

lected.— Vergennes Vermonier.

REUBEN WHEELER.

Profits of Farming.

Timothy Either, of Burke, whose cheese has
long been known in Boston as the very best,

gives in the (Vermont) Caledonian, the following

account of the profits of his Dairy :

"I milked 17 cows last summer: 14 new milch
cows, one 3 years old farrow heifer, and two 2
year olds; one coining into the dairy the 10th of
July, the other the Ilth of August. I do not
think them any better than 15 new milch cows
to come in in May. I made 3708 pounds of new
milk cheese.

Sold in Lowell and Charlestown, 3408
pounds, at ]0£ cents per pound,

Sold 206 pounds of butter, 20 cents,

Sold 2 calves, for

Killed 4 veals, worth .93 each,

Kept over 7 calves, worth $4 each,

Kepi 300 pounds of cheese lor our own
use, 9 cents,

Estimated that we used 250 pounds
butter in the family, at 10 cents,

$357
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How DO TOU SPEND YOUR EVENINGS !—How,
when the labors of the day are over, do you
spend your evenings? This is a question of

grave importance to the young'. If you are so

unhappy as to have no regular employment— no

fixed pursuit to engross your attention, and ope-

rate as a stimulus to the mind when unemploy-
ed, you must of necessity experience many in-

tervals when time will hang heavily on your
hands, and suggest the necessity of some means
to relieve it of its weight. The very time which
is dissipated in idleness, would, if devoted to

study, enable many a young man to attain dis-

tinction in some honorable profession or useful

art. A sexton's son became an astronomer, by

devoting a few hours every evening to the study

of the stars, after ringing the bell for nine

o'clock. Gilford, whose name is hailed with hon-
or wherever literature has found a place among
mankind, was in early life, an apprentice to a

shoe-maker, and spent all his leisure hours in stu-

dy. His destitution was at that time so great, that

lie was unable to procure the convenience of

paper, and he was compelled to work out his

problems on leather, by means of a blunted awl.

David Rittenhouse was a plough boy, and cover-

ed his plough-beam and the fences with bis

juvenile calculations. James Ferguson was a

shepherd's boy, and acquired a knowledge of the

arts of reading anil writing, while engaged in

the lonely occupation of watching his flocks in

the fields by night and with no other light than
that supplied by the moon and stars. Most
young men reason admirably on this subject ;

but unfortunately, the great error is, they do not

act in conformity with their teaching. Of such
it may be said in the language of the poet,

—

" They know the right and they approve it, too,

Condemn the wrong, and yet the wrong pursue."

Dr. Channing has observed that " the vast ac-

tivity of this age is too much confined to the

sensual and material, to gain pleasure and show.
Could this activity be swayed and purified by a

noble aim, not a single comfort of life would be
retrenched, whilst its beauty ami grace and use-

fulness would be unspeakably increased."

Looking Glass for Birds.— A correspondent
of the Gardener's Chronicle says:—"The fol-

lowing plan is perfectly efficacious for scaring
biids from fruit and other produce. One of my
servants having by chance broken a looking
glass, it occurred to me that the luoken pieces
suspended by a string so as to turn freely in eve-

ry direction, would give the appearance of some-
tiling moving about, which would alarm the

birds. I accordingly tried the plan, and find

that no bird, not even the most fool-hardy of
them, dares come near. They had attacked my
pens; on suspending a few bits of the looking
glass amongst them, the marauders left the

place. The tomtits attacked my Seckel pears, to

which they seem very partial. A bit of looking
glass suspended in front of the tree put a stop

to 1 lie mischief. My grapes were then much
damaged before they were ripe, by thrushes and
starlings; a piece of the glass drove these away,
and not a grape was touched afterwards. 1 have
before tried many plans, but never found any so
effectual as the above."

Longevity of Animals.—The average age of
cats is 15 years ; a squirrel and bare, 7 or 8
years ; rabbits, 7 ; a bear rarely exceeds 20 years

;

a log lives 20 yeai s ; a wolf, 20 ; a fox, 14 to 10
;

lions are long lived, the one known by the name
of Pompey, lived lo the age of 70: elephants
have been known, it is asserted, to live to the
Mi at age of 400 years. When Alexander the

I had conquered Poms, King of India, he
took a great elephant which bad fought very
valiantly for the King, ami named him Ajax,
dedicated him to the sun, and let him go with
this inscription:—"Alexander, the son of Jupi-
ter, hath dedicated Aj-ix lu the sun." The ele-

phant was found with this inscription three hun-
dred and filly years after. Pigs have been
known to live to tin- age of 30 ; the rhinoceros
to 20; a horse has been known to live lo the age
of 62, but averages 25 to 30 ; camels sometimes
live to the age of 100 : stags are very long lived

;

sheep seldom exceed ihc age of ten ; cows live

about 15 years. Cuvier considers it probable
that whales sometimes live 1000 years; the dol-

phin and porpoise attain the age of 30 ; an eagle

died at Vienna at the age of 104 years ; ravens

frequently reach the age of 100; swans have
been known to live 300 years. A swan attained

the age of 200. Pelicans are long lived ; a tor-

toise has been known to live to the age of 107.

From the Washington Union.

A Song for the Million.

Written at the request of, and dedicated to the true friend
ot all mankind, the Hon Zadock Pratt, of New
York, hy his friend,

B. B. FRENCH.

Air— The Hunters of Ke?itiu:ky.

The noblemen of Nature are

The hardy working classes,

The tillers of the yielding soil.

The blouses and the masses
The stalwart farmer drives his team,
And while he turns the sod, sir,

He sings his song of happiness,
And puis his trust in God, sir!

Oh, the Farmer, the independent Fanner

—

Oh, the Farmer, the independent Fanner!

He to the soil commits the seed,
The fruits spring forth and thrive, sir;

He gathers in the harvest, and
He keeps the world alive, sir.

Then hless the Farmer in your prayers,
And neither thwart nor flout him

;

Be grateful to him always, for

You cannot live without him !

Oh, the Farmer, &.c.

The Blacksmith—now beneath his sledge
The sounding anvils ring, sir;

Amid the flying sparks he stands
More sovereign than a king, sir :

The heated mass assumes a shape
Beneath his swinging biovv, sir

—

The coulter, and the scythe, and spade,
Within his furnace glow, sir.

Oh, the hammer, the anvil and the hammer

—

Oil. the hammer, the anvil and the hammer!

Blacksmiths are men—"aye, every inch"

—

Their sinewy arms behold, sir;

They, solid as their anvils, are
Of Nature's purest mould, sir.

The Blacksmith lakes ihe precedence

—

Of trades it is the trade, sir

—

Tne halt is worthless till it holds
The keen and glittering blade, sir!

Oh, the hammer, ecc.

Next in the scale of workingmen
The hardy Tanner see, sir,

Delving amid his hides and bark,
As busy as a bee, sir

:

His art converts the unseemly hide
Into the polished leather,

Which sparkles in the mazy dance
Or brushes through the heather.

Oh, the Tanner, the busy bustling Tanner

—

Oil. the Tanner, the busy bustling Tanner!

Should enemies invade our soil,

Their force we would repel, sir,

By calling ail our Tinners out,

T»> tan the rascals well, sir;

They'd stripe them off, and star ihem o'er,
And curry them, no doubt, sir

;

So that ''ibeir anxious maims would guess
Their children had been out," sir

!

Oh, the Tanner, &c.

spin a sons,A niche for good Saint C
Of quiet life and manner
The world were; bootless but for them

—

They second well the Tanner
j

Well are they styled "Ihc gentle craft,
M

O er Beauty's foot they how, sir;

And oft, I ween, they steal a kiss

From Beauty's placid brow, sir!

Oh, Saint Crispin— the gentle sons of Crispin !

Oh, Saint Crispin—the gentle sons of Crispin!

But, should we name each working-class
In this our working song, sir,

Ferchance it never would be sung,
Fur it. would be too long, sir

j

Then here's lo all who use tin 1 plane

—

The axe, the saw, the crow, sir

—

The soldering iron, the turning lathe,

The shovel, spade, or hoe, sir.

Oh, the masses—the independent masses!
Oh, the masses— the independent masses i

The days of monarchy are o'er

—

All men are uinnarchs now, sir;

The people rule, and mon arclis may
Before their sovereigns bow, sir!

The jewelled crown, the jvurplc robe,
M tu far away shall fling, sir ;

And sccplrcs shall be working-tools

—

The printing press the King sir!

Oil, tiie people—the independent people!
"i. the people— '.he independent people!

May, 1843.

Profitable Garden-.—We see it stated, in

some of our exchanges, that the editor of the
Maine Farmer, [Quere, Go=pel Banner?] by
judicious and skilful management, raises from
a single acre of land sufficient produce
to support his family, cows, several pigs,

and a stock of poultry. Of course this can
he done only by a systematic course of treat-

ment. His success, however, is no greater than
that of one of our citizens, illr. Charles A. Pot-
ter, who has a small garden attached to his resi-

dence which measures only 32 by 28 feet. This
small strip of land was set out some ten or
twelve years ago with quince bushes, pear and
|ilum trees. The last year, Mr. P. gathered from
his trees more than a bushel of plums, a good
crop of pears, and soltl forty-five dollars worth of
quinces, and fifty dollars worth of young quince
trees raised by turning under the limbs of the
old bushes. Mr. Potter's treatment of the land
is very simple and cheap. The only manure he
uses is salt mud, rotten leaves and urine. His
success is wonderful, and if others desire the
same they must take the same course to ensure
it.

—

Danvers Courier.

Thorough Cultivation is the only sure
means of success in farming operations. To a
want of this, more than to any other cause, is to

he attributed the failure of farmers to realize the
hopes with which they commence their opera-
tions. A good deal of laud poorly cultivated
will keep any man poor, while a much more
limited quantity, made highly productive, if pro-
perly managed, is sure to be profitable. There
are cases lo be found, when single acres are
made to give a greater income than wholo farms
in their vicinity. But, it is objected by some,
that they must do as they do, because they have
not the means for high culture. Let such try an
experiment, beginning with a .-mall piece of
ground, such as they have the means of bringing
up, and put it into a state of high productiveness.
Let them aim, each successive year to add some-
thing to the extent of ground which they have
in this productive slate. Patience and persever-
ance will effect wonders. In a few years they
will realize the benefits of Ibis system, and each
successive year the profits of it will enable them
to extend it more and more. Try it and see.—JV.
E. Farmer.

Igl

Soap as a Manure.—T. Dalton, a silk dyer,
says, in the London Agricultural Gazette, that he
u.-^es 15 cwt. of soap weekly to discharge ihe
oily matter from the milk, and forming of itself

a kind of soap, the whole of which yields from
four to six thousand gallons of strong soap-suds
per week. This he has lately applied to bis

farm, and "its effects are most extraordinary." It

has been used only one season, and its results
cannot be accurately given ; but he considers it

more powerful than any other manure.— Southern
Planter.

Many barrels of strong soap-suds are annually
thrown into the gutter and run to waste from
every farmer's laundry. Could not these be
-(loured on the manure-heap, or otherwise saved
to increase his "hank," and thus help to obviate
the necessity of purchasing foreign manures?

—

Farmcrs,
Cabinet.

Names in Boston 200 tears ago.—J\]r. Editor:

Last Saturday I was at ihe City Clerk's office,

looking over the records of births in the town of
Boston, which occurred about the year 1040;
and was so struck with the singularity of some
of the names that 1 met with, lhat 1 was induced
to copy a few as specimens fur the amusement of
your numerous and intelligent readers: Grace
Beamsly; Mercy Beamsly ; Deliverance Beck;
Strange Beck; Free Grace liendall; Ilope-for

Bendall ; Reform Bendall ; Seaborne Cntton
;

Fathergone Oinely; Return Gridly; Believe
Gridly; Tremble Gridly; Hope Hawkins; Con-
stance Milan; Patience Bice; Hope-sliil Vicall ;

VYaitstill Winthrop; Posthumus Dulchfield

;

Honour Mahone ; Faith Munt; Joylifte Huilock
;

Temperance Sweet; NewG'rare Wilson; Satis-

faction Belcher; Redemption Scoit; Exercise
Shattur.k ; Christian Stoddard ; Remembrance
Auictv; Desire the Trtn h Akcrs; Purchase Gib-
son ; Zwzishaddi Browne ; Pedajah Pormot, Ta-
bilha Bell.

—

Boston Transcript.
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Indian Corn.

The following observations in relation to In-

dian corn meal, were communicated to the

Journal of Commerce, by a physician in tlie cily

of New York :
—

Yellow and wliite corn are not fire same in

quality, although they arc identical in kind, and
grow in (lie same Held.

'

J
' 1 1

! nutritive qualities of the yellow corn stir-

pass that of llie white, and that is a good rea-

son why t lie common sense of the people, or

their ordinary experience, assigns to it a prefer-

ence, independent of its mere looks.

'I'he investigations of vegetable chemistry have

revealed to us many important and interesting

facts. By the aiil of analysis, it has been ascer-

tained that butter in a pine slate is combined in

all grass seed and grains.

Out of one hundred weight of yellow Indian

corn meal, for instance, a good chemist can ex-

tract from eight to ten pounds of hotter. Out of

the same weight of Indian meal six or eight per

cent, of butter can be made, thus proving it to

be in that proportion so much the less nu-

tritious quality of Indian meal. Any one can
satisfy himself by attending to the usual process
of cooking it. When it is boiled thick lor mush,
if a crust adheres to the side of the vessel, on
cooling, n is apt 10 peel off itself, owing to this

fatty material in it.

Ii has furthermore been proved, that the butter

obtained IVom the mill;, is not animal secretion,

lint what previously existed in the pure and
original slate, in the hay or food of the cow ; and
a skilful chemist can make more butler out of
one hundred weight of hay, than the cow can, as

the cow must appropriate a considerable share

of it for the uses anil necessities of her organiza-

tion. Give a cow a hundred pounds of hay, anil

she will render back eight pounds of butter, but

an expert chemist can realise twelve or thirteen

pounds out of it.

In the choice of the various articles of food, to

suit our taste on particular occasions— to corres-

pond to the multiplied emergencies of life—the

adaptations of the multifarious qualities of food,

display infinite wisdom and goodness. In sick-

ness, in health, in toil, while our means abound,
when they are scanty, we demand different kinds
of food and different varieties of the same kind,

to satisfy our real and imaginary wants. Of the

grain stuffs, rice contains the least fatty material,

and Indian corn the most, and ranging between
these two extremes, we have wheat, oals, rye,

barley, &c., all different, and yet all of them ca-

pable of being applied to i

!

ii- respective condi-
tions which are united to them.

It is because of the fatly nature of Indian corn
meal that it is such a strange kind of food, and
that persons unaccustomed to it cannot at first

endure it. The nations which feed principally

on rice, are not near so robust as those which
Ui>e Indian corn, as llie blacks of the .South most-
ly do. Persons unaccustomed to this kind of
food, therefore, will do best to commence with
the white Indian meal, in preference to the yel-

low, as it is not so rich ; and this preference to

the white over the yellow lias already occurred
in England where the articles are new.
There is only one more observation which I

wish to make. As Indian corn meal contains so

much fiit in it, kept too long it is liable to he-

come rancid, and is then more or less unlit for

use. In the shipments made to the West Indies,

the meal is commonly kiln dried, to obviate as

much iis possible this tendency to rancidity. For
reasons just detailed, the while meal will keep
rather better; and from ils being lighter and
milder, it is as much preferred for use in warm
climates, as the yellow for similar inducement
is in cold.

Woot. Matresses.—Mr. Ancrum, of Ashley,
Pike county, Mo., has a communication publish-

ed in the Report of Mr. Burke, Commissioner of
Patents, on the subject of wool matresses. It is

new to us, never having seen one.

Mr. Ancrum says that they make the "healthi-
est, the warmest, the most luxurious, the cheap-
est and most economical bed that can be made,"
and that it is superior to any other material for a

bed for men, women, and children of all ages
and sexes, and that man recovers much sooner
from fatigue on such a bed than on any other.

Statement of the principal articles of demeslic stores

shipped in Mexico !'<n- the army, from July 1, 1847,
to .l/iril 30, 184SL

Oats, bushels 465,5 10
Corn, bushels 117,606
Hay, pounds 6,105,637
Coal, barrels 149,226
Horses ;;,;:};;

Mules ill.",

Iron, assorted, feel 732,062
Cumber, do 775,148
Wliite and black Lead, lbs., 28,025
Oils, assorted, gallons Il,(i00

Nails, assorted, lbs., 102,973
Rope, do 116,738
Wagons 475
Mule shoes 8)5,000
Horse shoes 31,000
Mississippi water, gallons, 98,470
Copper, pounds...' 3(>,0G4
Leather, pounds 50,000
Tar, barrels 500

In addition to the above, about 25,000 barrels
of subsistence stores have been sent forward,
and 200,000 packages of quarter-master's stores,
camp and garrison equipage, ordnance stores,
and clothing for the army, which it would be
impossible to enumerate in ibis brief statement.
The amount of fuel and- forage purchased in

the cily of New ! .'rleuns during the period stated
is as follows :

—

Coal, barrels 290,000
Oats, bushels 440,000
Corn, bushels 100,000
Hay, pounds 6,050,000

During the same period, some 15,000 troops
and 3,000 steamstcrs, with their arms, ammuni-
tion, camp equipage, &c, have been sent out
from this point, besides the provisions lor the
army, ordnance, military stores, Sic.

The foregoing statement exhibits the most im-
portant transactions of the department in New
Orleans, during the period slated, under the im-
mediate direction of Major Daniel D. Tompkins,
Quarter-master, U. S. Army.

HUB

From the Manchester American.

Agriculture.

Agriculture is the first of all employments, and
it is a source of rejoicing to see that it

;s begin-
ning to receive that degree of attention in our
county which its merits obviously demand. It

is an employment in which the wisest and great-
est men have participated. It is emphatically
the source whence all earthly blessings flow.
And yet how many are there who neglect this

occupation to engage in others, less profitable
and less important. Now if farmers can by
means in their power, double, or trehle the pro-
ducts of their farms, is it not an end anxiously to

be sought for. As yet comparatively little has
b«"en done by those immediately concerned, llie

farmers themselves, towards enlightening their
minds and cultivating the soil in a scientific way :

hut a spirit seems waking up which promises-
well for the farming interests and the preserva-
tion of our free institutions. I look lo the infor-
mation diffused through agricultural periodicals
and the formation of town and county societies
as one means by which a revolution is to be
brought about in the cultivation of the soil.

When the country was new the suil yielded
abundant crops without manure, but this was
not always to continue. We have practised on
the exhausting system too long. Our farms ma-
ny of idem have become what we call worn-out
Is there any need of this ? Not at all. Are the
means in our power? Replenish where we ex-
act, and there will then he no necessity for the
cry of hard times. Can it be supposed thai mo-
ther Earth will continue to give, us our daily
bread unless she is rewarded lor it ? The making
and preservation of manure is of the first impor-
tance. Every farmer ought to make as much as
be possibly can. Not suffering it to lose its

strength by washing in the yard, or by letting it

remain over summer to ferment and lose two
thirds of its goodness before it is applied to the
land. Manure, to secure the whole of it should
be applied in the spring, broadcast, generally
leaving it to ferment in the earth, which will
cause warmth, producing disintegration of the
silicates of the earth and vegetation.
The raising of roots for the feeding of slock

and the market is an excellent branch of firm
management. It is surprising that farmers do
not cultivate these more extensively. An acre
planted with ruta baga will go further towards
wintering a stock of cattle than many acres of
the best bay. JJ. £.

Bedfnrd, Way lo

Did not the signature indicate the initials of
the name, we would hardly be mistaken in the

author of the foregoing communication. Our
friend keeps up all bis enthusiasm and no doubt
his hard personal labor, rising betimes in tho

morning anrt continuing his exertions after the

going down of the sun. Success cannot fail to

the man in health of his perseverance. Rocks
removed— old hedges broken up—substantial

stone walls laid—great crops of vegetables and
grass growing where lately the ground was a
waste—thrifty peach and other fruit trees rising

in rich luxuriance: these are some of the fruits

of a farmer's enthusiasm who loves his business.

We will be very much gratified if some gentle-

man conversant in statistics, having leisure and
opportunity, will inform us bow great has been
the increase of production from farming in the
town of Bedford in the last ten years. It is be-

lieved that town has already made greater ad-
vance than, any other town of its size in the

Merrimack river valley.

Aboriginal Industry.
By the census of the Indian tribes, which is

now in process of being taken, it is shown that
the seven small bands of Ottawas about Michili-
mackinacv numbering about 700 souls, who rely
wholly on agriculture for a subsistence, have
raised, during the last season, 25,000 bushels of
corn and 40,000 bushels of potatoes. They also
made, the past spring, 325,000 pounds, or over
147 tons, o'' maple sugar ; which is worth, at the
Mackinac market, seven cents per pound—mak-
ing $22,750 on sugar alone. Corn is worth, at
the same place, 50 cents, and potatoes 37£ cents
per bushel. Thus simrle example shows w hat
the Indian tribes could do for themselves, were
they all to make a bold appeal to agriculture for
a living, and abandon tlie chase.— Washington
Union.

The country of these Indians, as will be seen
from the map, is very far to the north-west: the

climate there is probably less severe than in

New England near the seaboard—the season
must be free of frost in a remarkable degree to

produce Indian corn. Wasm and fertile always
is the soil which naturally grows the sugar ma-
ple tree— rich and magnificent must it be to pro-

duce spontaneously such quantities of food for

man and beast under the rude cultivation of the

natives. What is- America not destined to be in

its whole wide extent under the free institutions

which for sixty years have matured in the grow-
ing tide of our successful experiment!

Draiuing of Marshes audi Wet Arable Lands.
By being drained, marshes which are now un-

sightly sources of disease, and as unproductive
as unhealthy, may he convened into beautiful
meadows, at once the fountains of wealth and
the guaranties of health. All who have such
lands upon their estates, should, at onoe, set
about to transform them intu arable soils— the
improvement may cost time, labor and money,
but it will pay 20 per cent, upon the outlay in
products, besides adding largely to the intrinsic
value of such eslates.

The (acts here presented for consideration, are
worthy of mature reflection, Mr. V. Pym, of
England, a firmer of great practical experience,
used the following emphatic language with re-
spect to the value of draining lands:—" Without
that necessary operation—draining—the profita-
ble occupation of heavy laud cannot be car-
ried on."

F. Falkland, Esq., also of England, the author
of several agricultural works of merit, thus
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sums up his views upon the importance of

draining :

" Iu conclusion it should be observed, that

every attention which can be paid to the pre-

paration and application of manures will be inef-

fectual in rendering soils fertile unless due re-

gard be given to the removal of excess of moist-

ure by draining, when needful. When a soil is

saturated with water, the air is excluded from

the routs of the plants, and prevented from act-

ing upon the manure ; while the low tempera-

ture produced, by continued evaporation from

the surface, lias an additional powerful effect in

retarding theprogress of vegetation.

" To lay manure upon wet soils, is, in truth, to

throw money away ; but were draining univer-

sally effected, the whole of the now unproduc-

tive soil of the country would, to a vast extent,

be rendered capable of receiving the benefit of

the numerous modes of fertilizing it. Its returns

are immediate, as well as compensative; and to

hesitate to drain the land, is to hesitate to confer

a benefit upon one's self, of which a strong proof

has been lately brought forward in a statement

of the profit resulting from the drainage of 407

acres, and the employment of the drain water

over 89 acres of land, on the estate of Lord
Hatherton, in Straffbrdshire—affording a clear

annual interest on the outlay of full thirty-seven

per cent."

&l)c Visitor.

CONCORDrN. IT., JULY 31, 1848.

Reflections from a Journey at Mid-Summer.

LOWER NEW HAMPSHIRE AND MAINE IH 1848.

The social chit-chat with a sympathizer who

is interested in the same subject that interests us

can scarcely entertain us more, than the sileii;

contemplation while journeying through New
England, which brings along with it the growing

admiration of the wisdom of the great Creator

in the disposition which he has made of the

works of his hand. "How is it," asked our aged

friend and neighbor in a ride the other day over

the piny region of the Dark Plain, " that I have

witnessed in the lapse of the last fourscore years

one kind of trees succeeding another as the new

growth—hard wood, as the oak and the birch,

starting spontaneously and growing up where

hard pines grew before ; and so white pine in

other places taking the place of band wood be-

fore cui down ?" Our answer was, that a wise

Providence had so disposed the materials of

which this globe is composed that even without

man's assistance the earth produced every thing.

The philosophy we would introduce to solve the

reason why a forest growth of entire different

kind started up in the place of another, is that

which would incline us to recommend a rotation

or change of crops that the farmer may keep up

the highest perpetual fertility of the field. The
roots of one kind of tree or vegetable operating

in the soil, while they exhaust the peculiar quali-

ty of that soil which makes one kind of tree or

vegetable, prepare at the same time another

quality for the soil producing a different tree or

vegetable. Thus it is why com, or potatoes, or

rye, or wheat, should not he produced on the

same ground a succession of seasons ; not that

i
. numd becomes worn out or exhausted, but

that it needs one kind of growth and action by

root to prepare it for another. There is some-

thing beyond this in the fact noticed by the aged

gentlejman, that trees should spring up and grow

where no seeds of the same tree had been plant-

ed of II kind different from the growth last clear-

ed away. So we see, going far into the forest,

on a cleared spot, white clover or honey-suckli

springing out of the ground where the hand of

man had sowed no seed Our opinion in rela-

tion to trees is, that Nature herself has carried

on this rotation in a series of years even beyond

the flood ; that the seeds have remained in the

ground inert perhaps for thousands of years, and

that so soon as the upper surface becomes pre-

pared for the better production of the tree, the

seed of that kind of tree commences its action

and springs from the ground.

The ready growth of favorable weather in the

month of June and July is truly astonishing:

this is the middle day (July lfi) of the month,

and in our quick acting cornfield, notwithstand-

ing the continued wet and cold days nearly half

of the time, we saw the corn planted six weeks

before tasselled out as high as the waist: this

was not the quick, small Canada corn, but the

large twelve-rowed Dutton corn from the seed

sent us by our friend Blodget on Canaan hill,

forty miles north. So also we see growing out

several inches in twenty-four hours grape-vines

planted last year; limbs of the spontaneous

elms springing up about our own door in a few

days growing us out of sight with the familiar

objects looked at from the windows. There is

indeed in these two months a tremendous crea-

tion of the things necessary for the comfort and

sustenance of the animals placed upon earth by

the Almighty Hand which fashioned this globe

only as a small particle of the mighty worlds

holding their evolutions in the regions of hound-

less space. The smallest spire of grass is a

standing miracle not less than the exercise of

that mighty Power which shall raise from the

dead myriads of immortals as in the twinkling

of an eye. How can man fathom the wisdom,

the power, the omnipresence, the omnipotence,

the majesty and the might of the Being who
over-rules every thing for good !

We begin with the intent of showing how
much increased is the delight at every new jour-

ney taken at this season when the sun has the

highest influence upon the earth. Railroads of

late have turned us out of the direct routes of

travel. Intending to go to Maine, instead of

taking the railway down south into Massachu-

setts to get there, we took longer time and went

over one of the old stage routes to Portsmouth.

The Portsmouth turnpike, built at a time when

its cost was as much according to the ability of

the farmers forty-five years ago as the excavation

and filling in of a railroad from Concord to

Portsmouth now, took what my neighbor Deac.

M'Farland, morose every where saving in the

Statesman newspaper, would call a bee-line from

the old Federal bridge in Concord to Ihe Pisca-

taqua bridge on the confines of Newington.

The proprietors of this old turnpike found it ex-

pedient afterwards to expend much of the earn-

ings which should have made them dividends in

alterations of their bee-line road—they turned

round some of those sharp hills where teamsters

were often obliged to throw off their loads or go

to the nearest farmer to procure additional yokes

of Men or horses, after having jaded and vexed

and strained their own animals to perform an

impossibility. Nearly the entire capital in that

old turnpike must be set down to the credit of

the men whose perseverance and public spirit

projected and executed it. Alas! bow few of

them (our old and valued acquaintance) live to

regard the thanks or the indifference of those

who come after them.

Intending to make our time so as to be present

at Bangor, Maine, on the fourth of July, the edi-

tor of the Visitor took the Portsmouth stage

which continues to run as it has for the last

thirty years over the bee-line turnpike road that

was, but long since given away by the proprie-

tors to be supported and repaired by the towns

through which it passes, three times out and

back during the six working days of each week,

carrying the mail of the United Stales, which

supplies every day information to the inhabitants

along the line. These stages, now so diminutive

when compared with the steam horses which

travel almost hourly as they did daily— these old

stages, with their numerous intelligent drivers

making all safe and sure, have in times past

done a great work in contributing to the present

means of the country's prosperity—they have

not only carried and spread around that intelli-

gence which is the life of liberty, but they have

forced the making of better roads and cheapened

the means of improvement to all the villages

through which they pass by bringing into their

immediate neighborhood and presenting suc-

cessful examples of industry, ingenuity and en-

terprise in other villages, which without their

assistance might never have travelled the dis-

tance between the two places.

Our journey in this stage for the first twenty

miles gave for the mind, in that state of health

which has followed us in weakness the last five

years, perhaps too great activity. The almost

stranger lady of late in our village, more inti-

mate thirty years ago, with another interesting

face of the delicate sex, enlivened by the wife of

a clergyman returning to an intermediate town

from a visit to her friends, introduced topics

which the memory of the youthful scenes of

"auld lang syne " revived : keeping alive these

reminiscences, we were hardly able to mark

whether the farms had improved or deteriorated

on the way. Certain it is that the old Park

Plain has been sadly denuded since tempting

raised prices of fuel for the railroad have nearly

doubled the cost of dry hard pine wood. The
Middle Intervale of Concoid, since our recollec-

tion of thirty years, below where the road over

the Free bridge passes, has just about doubled

its size of cultivated acres, taking of course the

same quantity of land from the westerly side.

Perceptibly every year in this part of the town

the land and water alter and change: along a

whole broadside of our most valued cultivated

field on the east the hank is caved off* to the

distance of a rod in width every year; and near-

ly the same inroad has continued for years_on

the west where our premises come down to

the Merrimack. Thus losing on two sides, it

seems rather hard in a third spot where the

river is making, the former owner of land above

should come in and claim that a3 adjoining to

what was before his, relying for his claim, like a

stout man in a crowded steamer who forces his

way to the dinner table by those who modestly

stand hack, on his greater agility in taking away

first the grass growing upon the new-made land.

Of the grasping propensities of those men who
delight to convert to their use what does not be-

long to them we have an inward dread, if not

contempt, which better reconciles us, not to be-

come with Cains Cassius " aweary of the

world," but content to leave it in the hope of a

better where the " wicked cease from troubling

and the weary are at rest." The Middle Inter-

vale is extending its margin rapidly by the in-

roads of the river upon its western side: at the

lower end it makes in a whole broadside, striking

from the Sandy point un ihe west over to the
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higher plain on the east where the excavation

into the deeper clay hank is perhaps even greater

than where there is no impending mass of clay,

sand and calcareous marl overlaying. At this

lower point, the river makes lend above where

it took land away not ten years ago : in the

quick turn liehuv for more than a hundred rods

it takes away hy acres almost as last as ii makes
above, diving into the ground from the bottom

of the river ami carrying off annually thousands

of loads ol' as rich material for the compost mu-
lture bed as can he found any where in a state

of nature. The red streak running through the

upper diluvial hank, to the width of perhaps

twenty rods, begins here, to extend itself diago-

nally across the Dirk Plain to Soucook river:

the distance between is perhaps three miles.

The layers of pure clay, of mixed clay, of sand

and iron converted into roek, of coarse red

gravel approximating rock, are all close by in

the same bank, through which ooze high up

springs of pure water. Lying in horizontal

strata, covering boulders of granite moved out

ol place over to the south-east, everything here

proves that long since the upheaving earthquake

and volcano had thrown the earth and the rocks

'int of position, this deposite of plains land

had been overlaid in the flow' of deeper and

more pervading waters than now compose the

insignificant bed of the larger river: into this

plain in subsequent time artificial hollows as

ancient as I lie hills have been gradually formed,

presenting the gullies which enable the present

new lords of the soil to construct roads on a

gradual inclination through the bank dividing

the upper plain from the lower intervale.

Two distinct periods are shown by the juts

along the river, presenting a lower and an upper

level, sometimes on one and again upon the other

side of the liver. The upper sandy level, espe-

cially the part of it with the natural hard pine

growth, has ever been considered our poorest

land. With shallow ploughing and no manure,

little can be expected from it: some of it is but

pure sand—very remarkable is it, that in some
places the sand is clear and white like that

deposited from the beating waves of the sea.

Vet it is our belief that this high and dry plain

may he made by no very expensive means the

base of the most easy and profitable agriculture.

We are endeavoring by our own experiments to

prove this
; and we believe our crops on some

fifteen ploughed subsoiled acres will this year
furnish actual demonstration of the fact.

The Dark Plain in Concord, although profita-

ble for the wood growth which immediately
springs up when the larger trees are cleared off,

presents strong temptations to the lovers of im-
provement to convert portions of it into cultiva-

ted fields, excellent pastures and even good
mowing grass grounds, which we rlo not doubt
will make their appearance as upon "good laud"
within the.next ten years.

The town of Concord in the whole of its

present extent, probably equal to a square of
eight miles on each side, contains an area of
about fifty thousand acres, of which three larger

and several smaller ponds and morasses with
the main river may constitute ten thousand acres
of water and waste lands : of the forty thousand
acres left there is scarcely one acre which may
not be made to be worth a hundred dollars in its

income upon a due investment of expense upon
it. So rapidly has the value of land appreciated
in a state of nature, that there are lots now
covered with second growth timber worth at

least one hundred dollars to the acre, which
were bought not long since for less than one-

tenth of the money. One ol' the Eleven Lots,

half a mile out of the village, extending from

Concord bridge westerly over the old road and
turnpike, was sold two years since at forty-five

dollars the acre. The purchaser one year ago

sold that part which lies between the old road

and turnpike for ninety-five dollars the acre,

doubling the amount paid: he sold also the tim-

ber and wood on that part of light pine plain

soil, a second growth scattered, for sixty-two

dollars the acre, leaving him possession of the

land. His advance upon the part sold was near-

ly a thousand dollars, leaving him land worth
at the present estimates at least two thousand
dollars. The trade was an advance equal

to the original amount paid for the whole pur-

chase.

Although there is so much of what was
thought waste land in Concord as to leave it

perhaps a greater extent of woodland twenty

years ago than any other town of the Slate, and
although there is a quantity of pure and excel-

lent light grey granite in the prominent Rattle-

snake on the west and Oak Hill on the east side

of the Merrimack, with the abundant supply of
ledges in other directions and boulders out of

place, south-easterly from the ledges at the dif-

ferent points
;
yet cultivation, rightly undertaken

and carried on, might raise even the poorest acre

in the town to the value of an annual income of
more than one hundred dollars. The present

income of much the larger portion of this land

not actually growing wood is absolutely worth
nothing! Suppose we purchase a naked worn
out, rye field bearing only sorrel, and pay for it

ten dollars the acre: ten acres will cost one
hundred dollars. This land of itself, without

improvement, will not grow enough of vegeta-

tion to pay for taking it off. The ten acre lot, if

it pay no taxes, will consume the use of one
hundred dollars, which is six dollars, without

growing any better. The same ten acre lot un-

der cultivation, may be made to produce fifty

bushels of corn to the acre, at the expense of
perhaps not over hall' its price : we do know
that one ten acre lot of this precise land last

year produced a crop of potatoes of the value of

six hundred dollars to its owner, where the

whole expeuse of cultivation and preparation

for the market did not exceed three hundred
dollars. The same lot has growing in corn six

acres planted on the first of June, and four acres

of potatoes, planted on the second and third days

of the same month, which bid fair this year to give

a crop worth five hundred and may be six hun-

dred dollars, at an expense short again of three

hundred dollars. The land itself in its present

state, after the crops shall be taken off, is better

property at one hundred dollars the acre than it

was at the price often dollars the acre at the

time of its first improvement. Set out with ap-

pletrees at the distance of forty feet, with the

same care and attention that have been paid on
other grounds, the value of these late poor ten

acres, all the time paying its present income of

one hundred from a judicious cultivation and
rotation of crops, may rise to an income of one

thousand dollars the acre !

Who woidd not be charmed at the idea of
seeing the denuded Dark Plains, the abused
Dark Plains so often set on fire by straggling

poachers for the sake of stealing with more
avidity the rotting remnants of burned trees, be-

come rich fields for grass and grain and vegeta-

bles, every acre yielding its annual profit on an
investment of one hundred dollars, or converted
into fruit and apple orchards giving an income
worth the use of one thousand dollars !

II' the poor pine plains may do this, how much
better might hundreds of acres of meadows,
producing poor hay not to exceed half a ton to

the acre, be brought to give a crop of belter hay
of at least six times ihe amount ? Two men in

good hay weather, with the use of the spiral

horse rake, may mow, make and house three

tons of hay in a day upon this ground, while
two men will have hard work to mow, make and
house one ton upon the unimproved land. The
income of the land of less production is abso-
lutely of no value to its owner, since the same
laborer may go out to haying this year on
shares and lake more as bis part than the

whole crop with the same labor upon his poor
land.

These thoughts have grown upon us, not as

more applicable to Concord than to much of the
land over which our way led to Portsmouth on
the 29th June. There is none, or very little, poor
land in the towns all the way, nor can we say
that here the crops have degenerated, or that less

attention is paid to the cultivation than in other
towns of the Slate. In Pembroke, Chichester,

Epsom and Northwood, there iias been much
improvement in the last forty years. Evidence
of the prosperity of the inhabitants is seen in

the commodious, neat and ample houses and
barns passed on the way. Even in those parts

more neglected, the inattention has been repaid
in the trees and timber growing upon the poor-
est lands, where the value of this growth is all

Ihe time increasing by the nearer approxi-
mation of railways and other roads ready to

convey them into use.

It is not exactly the sign of improvement
which we take to witness in the towns where
men and women of the more intelligent and
better sort have been horn and raised, that we
see the same field with its dilapidated log fences
or walls hedged in hy briers, brakes and bushes,
now planted with corn anil potatoes, now sowed
with oats or barley or wheat, and now again
producing a temporarily stimulated crop of hay,
while all the grounds surrounding it remain as
they have been for half a century or less in the
same unstirred, unimproved condition. The
grounds upon the rocky farms, the heavy
grounds which from shallow surface ploughing
drown out when wet and burn out when dry
whatever is planted upon them, are those
grounds which may best assure the crop. Have
these grounds so long suffered under shallow
ploughing and hill-manuring stimulating to one
crop only, that they have become dead— that

whatever crop now put in becomes an easy
prey to worms and the blight of rust ; the own-
ers of them should understand that there is a way
by which the same lands may rise to a produc-
tion equal to the greatest acres of which we
have an account. From necessity in Europe,
that necessity which confines the laborer to the

old grounds having no opportunity to change
them for new, the right kind of cultivation has
forced itself into extensive use. Is the land wet
and heavy, let drains below reach of the plough
be laid down and covered at suitable distances,

carrying off the water, and let the hard pan he

stirred deeper and more deep over them. Such
a process, aided only by (he usual stimulating

manures, will soon give life to such kinds of
land. Payiug for the first outlay of improve
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ment on iliis land, the labor upon it will be re-

warded lour fold. Why not try the. experiment

upon a smaller scale, say a single acre or hall

acre in a year? The best of manures for the

lands may be found all wound them—materials

for composts, whose good effects will be felt not

alone in the first crop. So also we are some-

times pained in passing an old field where the

ridges have become naked and abandoned be-

cause they are supposed to be worn out. Per-

haps some elder man of the family or neighbor-

hood can remember when these ridges produced

as the rest of the field: they are now too dry

and sterile to be of value, because their good

soil, as deep as they have been ploughed, has

been washed oft" into the valleys near them, per-

haps carried down country through some stream

until it lias been lost in the ocean. Now we be-

lieve in all cases of these naked ridges, the point

of a well-sharpened ploughshare drawn by a

sufficient team, with the iron bar and pry brought

to the plough's aid where hard fixed rocks are

in the way, will do a work which shall make

them of equal value to oilier parts of the

field.

Chichester, the first considerable town on

leaving Concord, for only a corner of Pembroke

intervenes upon the way, has already many

farms which have made their industrious owners

independent: the value of its growing wood

and timber has doubled in the last ten years

where the forest remains. What has been taken

away in the same time has probably afforded a

greaier profit than all that had been taken off in

the previous hundred years. This town is hardly

a fourth in size to that of Concord : its neatly

painted meeting-houses, occupied at least on

every returning Sabbath with sober and discreel

age which instructs, and with the youth ami

beauty which are the opening flowers of a new

generation, evidence at once its morals and

its intelligence. One of the best farmers of the

country around us has been the worthy pastor of

Chichester, the Rev. Josiah Carpenter, who came

to this State from the land of steady habits,

the State of Connecticut, and has officiated in

the sacred desk of the town-church for neatly

or quite fifty years.

Passing on we next come to Epsom. The

M'Clarys, glorious men of the revolution, men

of talent and nerve equal to great occasions,

men of generous and noble charities, making

every body comfortable around them, are all

gone—not a male of the name remains. The

old meeting-house upon the hill where a'l the

town was wont to congregate, if it has not been

taken down and carried away, no longer is the

centre of attraction for Sabbath-day meeting.

Houses of worship, neat and commodious

enough in themselves, stand down in the valley

of a secondary branch of the Suneook, through

which the turnpike passes. This town of Ep-

som, like Northwood, Deerfield and Nottingham

in its neighborhood, has hills on a grand scale,

mountains if we are so pleased to name them,

whose sides sometimes to their very tops make

the most productive and most healthy pasturage

for cattle. The butter and cheese made of cows

ranging in these pastures is of better flavor than

the same articles made in the valleys and along

the rivers. The best potatoes sent to the market

are those raised upon these hills in land broken

up and planted without manure. Indian corn

here late planted escapes an early frost often

many days, where it kills every thing in the

ground below. Drought and mildew are

>h grounds much less fre-likewise on the h

quent.

Northwood, at whose centre, in a range

stretching wide from the Agamenticus in the

north to the high grounds in Essex county in

Massachusetts beyond the Merrimack, may be

descried the sea along the coast of three States,

stands at the eminence highest upon the range

between the two rivers. Near this point the

waters of several beautiful ponds flow either

way into the Merrimack on the one hand and

into Lamprey and Cocheco rivers on the other.

Her noble Saddleback rises to the south of the

high road as we pass along. All the way over

the old turnpike for several miles seems a con-

t'uiued village. Of the families well to live

in this neighborhood, were the Ilarveys, the

Clarks, a Furber, a French, a Piper and a

Virgin: remaining of the active generation suc-

ceeding to the revolution is Judge Harvey, who

we regretted to learn lives in quite too feeble a

state of body or mind to enjoy old associations

or to recognize new ones. Such a man as he

has been—the generous patron of public im-

provement— the associate with our own East-

man the elder in building miles of the turnpike

from their own means—the gentleman and

patriot always—cannot be soon forgotten by

that portion of the succeeding generation

which has not already passed away before

him.

The excellent strength of soil of the high

grounds of Rockingham will continue its fer-

tility of production, although much of the en-

terprise of her fanners has been drawn away.

Some of the new generation have gone to the

far West; but whole families, in the easier pro-

spect of obtaining ready money in the first

building up of manufacturing villages, have been

templed, as we believe, away from home, into

l lie close cilies and villages of Lowell, Manches-

ter, Lawrence and Nashua. There is no part of

the United States where labor may be more pro-

fitably applied than in this portion of the Granite

State which seems to have stood nearly still in

the progress of the last twenty years. In those

spots where there have been revivals, maybe
presented an earnest of what all may do : look

at the profitable orchards of old Chester for an

example. Farmers there may be found who

raise more upon a single acre than hard work

produces upon any ten acres of some worn-out

firms that have been groaning under the process

of deterioration for two or three of the past

generations. The "good limes are coming"

when equal protection to the farmer and manu-

facturer as the government policy shall make la-

bor worth as much in cash upon the farm as in

the workshop ; but to do this the process of

renovating lauds must be begun in earnest—one

acre must be made to produce what four acres

has yielded: the farmer must strike deep and

learn the best methods of gathering and apply-

ing the materials which exist all around him to

make the land fruitiful. In this part of New
England it will be difficult to find any surplus

of the farmer's produce which will not all the

time bring its whole value in cash.

The range of high lands in Rockingham,

standing out more isolated than the mountain

region westerly of the Merrimack, affords a mag-

nificent view eastward to the ocean and westerly

to the mountains of Vermont over the Connecti-

cut. Beautiful farms lie along these extended

hill sides, some of which are opened to their

very tops. No inconsiderable portions of the

mountains in Deerfield, Nottingham and North-

wood remain yet to be cleared: the highest

points of these, as in the region of New Hamp-
shire further north, furnish the most enduring

and most valuable pasturage. Excellent pastures

are already owned by the farmers near the sea-

board : more of these could not make a better

investment than to buy the forest lands upon

and among the New Hampshire mountains,

whose wood and timber are always to become

valuable wherever they are approached by rail-

roads.

From the heights of Northwood the eye

reaches as its first object the ridge near the sea

which makes the town of Newington going

over to Portsmouth from the Piscataqua bridge,

at the distance of some twenty-five miles.

Coming down to Lee and Durham, we find a

soil rich in ihe production of grasses even

where the plough or manure has not been used

for years. We had marked this peculiarity seve-

ral years since in the Visitor as running through

from Berwick, Somersworth, Dover, Madbury

Durham and New Market all along at the dis-

tance of from five to fifteen miles from the sea:

we bad at first supposed that the aptitude of

the earth here to grow hay resulted from the

salt atmosphere coming from the sea ; but in the

supposition we were mistaken. The superin-

cumbent soil of this region is one of great rich-

ness: as marl itself it would need only to be

spread over the lightest sandy fields to make

them exceedingly productive, aided now and

then perhaps by small qualities of the common

stimulant manures made about the stables and

barns where animals are kept. Any one passing

the village of Durham may mark the black

chocolate soil of which the road is made, and

see in its washings the effect of that simple soil

upon the adjacent fields. The laud here is so

easy of tillage that every man who has only a

small quantity is without excuse for not having

a good and a profitable farm.

An annoyance extremely unpleasant through

the eye to the mind is the while-weed, pervading

almost universally the grass grounds all along

the coast from the whole little width of the New
Hampshire mouth at the sea down through

York, Cumberland, Lincoln, Waldo and Hancock

counties in Maine. Gradually does Ibis white-

weed usurp the place of timothy and *he belter

grasses: it is said to be tolerable hay, if mowed

early. Annually does it spread and diffuse itself,

growing thicker at each return of the season:

the better the land the more complete the usur-

pation of this unwelcome interloper. It is said

that careful hoeing, after stimulating manures,

will rid the ground of the pest; but new and

deeper ploughing brings the dormant seeds

below the action of the atmosphere into the life

of a new crop. Spread over the Merrimack in-

tervales we have the fin or witch grass as a mat-

ter of serious annoyance in our cultivated fields,

making the labor of cleansing the corn and po-

tato crops double, and in some instances four

fold. This fin grass so much pervades the

ground that frequently the potato will be perfo-

rated with its roots growing directly through it.

With shallow ploughing three years ago,we found

it all but impossible- to find the potatoes and

corn at the time of first hoeing. The deeper

share of the subsoil plough during the two last

seasons has saved us more than the cost of

ploughing in our potato fields. The laud

ploughed in September or October with the

roots of the fin grass completely cut oft" near the
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boitom, although it may spring up for growth

after the planting, will nevertheless lie easily

uprooted by the boe, and in dry weather will

nearly all die out. We have gone through two

hoeings of seven acres of potatoes where the fin

grass was greatly prevalent : the Buhsoil plough

had so effectually tntdled and checked the roots,

that they were comparatively of trifling trouble

in lessening the day's work ;it hoeing. If ilie

roots of the white-weed or the yellow butter cup

which pervades the ground almost as had in the

hay crops of the interior counties of Maine, mul-

tiply like those of the fin grass, we believe

that subsoil or deep ploughing, turning the fur-

row bottom-side up and exposure to the winter

frosts, will lessen, if not drive out the lusty

grow lb of wee Is which cut in the best season

can make but poor hay.

Along the road in Newington and all the way

in Portsmouth north of the " Christian shore "

there are beautiful farms, some of which are in

a high state of cultivation. The first from the

Piscataqua bridge is the neighborhood of Frinks,

and all over the town are the Pickerings, both of

whose names are familiar as representatives in

the legislature from the old town during the

last fifty years. The worthy postmaster of New-

ingtou with a French name, born in this region,

but emigrating and returning with a West India

wife, sets the example of a successful farmer,

working with bis own hands in the field : a fe-

male domestic with peculiar African color and

features, so old as to forget her age if she ever

knew it, did the work of her absent master in

the field, of receiving and returning the mail

bag to the stage. The colored aged house ser-

vant should have been named Fidelity from her

very appearance: that appearance in an octoge-

narian colored female face as the faithful nurse

of infancy and the careful watch for the family

in all that relates to its welfare, cannot often be

mistaken. Mr. DuRocbemont, the farmer of

Newington, is the son of the printer of Ports-

mouth (we believe a Frenchman born) who con-

ducted a very respectable and useful newspaper

of that town nearly fifty years ago. While on

the way through Newington, passing a neat new
cottage with a barn of small dimensions, we wit-

nessed the uniijue cultivation of what we sup-

posed to be an Irishman or Scotchman. The
small field of corn was planted in bills without

the discrimination, of rows either way: not a

plough or a hoe hail probably been used in the

piece of ground. The man was improving his

ground by digging and turning it over between

hills with the spade. We are free in opinion

thai ibis might be a mode of cultivation produc-

ing the largest crops: we suppose it may be the

mode in Ireland where the tenant of a single

acre lias to begin with the annual payment of a

rent for that acre equal in amount to the price

of the entire fee of the same amount of land in

the United States. The spade will do a much
more effective service to growing coin and pota-

toes than the hoe. Stirring deep the ground

between the bills, the roots of the growing crop

are stimulated to a ready growth without being

cut off to do them a material injury.

The Piscataqua peninsula, embracing Newing-

ton and Portsmouth, upon extensive farms which

seem never to have been subdivided, has many
venerable orchards with trees probably planted

prior to the revolutionary war. In the orchards

arc blended with the apple an unusual number
of pear trees: there are more of these upon the

" William Hill farm " than we remember to have

seen in any part of (he country: the button pear

of a small size is the common natural pear. Of
the ancient pear trees fifty years ago, youthful

recollection presents our early climbing upon

one of these high trees, where the one side hung

with the juicy and lucious orange, grafted by an

ancestor, while the other hung in an innumera-

ble company of the diminutive button pear,

smarting and puckcry to the taste, and tolerable

only when mellowed to yellow ripeness. The
ancient orange and hell pears have become su-

perseded in the horticultural nomenclature by

an almost countless company of modern names,

which designate any thing better than the quality

or value of the fruit so much prized by those

who cultivate the pear with the same gusto that

bonvivants cork up and keep under seal choice

wines, to he talked of as more valuable for the

long keeping.

Just in that part of Portsmouth most frequen-

ted coming into town over the mouth of the

tide water mill pond from the north, the Eastern

railroad crosses the street upon a level, making

the entrance to the town with carriages more

dangerous. The danger has given to the inhabi-

tants the habit of passing into town at the upper

end of the mill pond : over this way the stage

carried us by the almshouse farm, where some

fil'teen or twenty hands were hoeing their corn

and potatoes a second lime. This almshouse

farm, we should think, to be better cultivated and

more productive than any other in that part of the

town. The crops of growing hay on the new
laid down fields were as large as we had any

where seen. The facilities of making manure

composts, as appeared from the roadside along

these premises, seem not to have been neglected:

the director of ibis farm (we judge from the life

almost to moving animation of the soil viewed

while passing along ibe road) understands the

vaHue of deep ploughing coming to the aid of

the rich stimulating manures with which he fills

his ground to saturation. Our intelligent stage-

driver pointed to one field which last year husk-

ed rising seven hundred bushel baskets of sound

corn: another luxuriant field was growing corn

which, despite of the cold and wet, had arrived

to the full size of the best of seasons on the first

of July. The almshouse is a large brick struc-

ture like that of one of our ancient colleges or

best built brick factories. The poor of Portsmouth

have exceedingly comfortable quarters, making

them at home here. We had not lime to enter,

as we passed the premises afterwards on the

same day, the house for a particular examina-

tion. The rooms are so constructed as to he

easily well ventilated and warmed : of this the

opened windows at the top, exposing the clear

white washed walls, presented us evidence ; and

the flower pots displayed around the paling at

the front entrance proved that poverty itself

in this country has the means equally with

wealth to enjoy all the luxuries of nature.

The new avenue to the town carried us direct-

ly by the splendid residence of the lion. Levi

Woodbury, which, although absent with his fam-

ily much of the lime in the last twenty years,

has been kept in an admirable state of preserva-

tion. Its mansion of wood was as bright and to

appearance as new as when, soon after he had

been united to bis amiable V* ifc, yet presenting

almost the youthful face of her own family of

daughters, we made the first visit thirty years

ago. The house is constructed of wood— it is

three stories with the square hipped roof fash-

ionable forty years since. It was built by Samuel

Ham, Esq. a merchant of Portsmouth long since

deceased, at an expense not less than twenty

thousand dollars. If ue remember right, it was

purchased as a present from the father of Mrs.

W. at the cost of only six thousand dollars in-

clusive of about thirty acres of fine land stir-

rounding it. Almost like that of the Patroon as

we leave Albany on the Troy road, is the man-
sion of Judge Woodbury covered up with trees:

ihe ladies, since their late return from Washing-

ion, complain that they cannot socially see their

friends in town through the thick foliage of

the trees and shrubbery as they were wont to do

before these had gained their luxuriated growth.

As this land is favorable lo the production of

fruits such as grow so far north, in their season

Judge Woodbury has abundance of all that ap-

petite may desire which are freely served out to

his friends and neighbors. His beautiful villa

is far enough out of town to be called in the

country, and near enough for a daily morning or

evening walk to active limbs.

Landed from the stage at the Rockingham

house at three o'clock, wc had opportunity during

the few hours of the afternoon to look about this

ancient town, which is truly on many accounts a

desirable place of residence. For a town mainly

wooden built and of so long standing, Ports-

mouth is that cleanest and neatest compact

place we now remember to have been in. The
Rockingham house is one of the most airy and

best kept houses of the country—more comforta-

ble and ample in its accommodations and rooms

quiet and well fitted either for the lounger or

the invalid. What we much admired at ibis

house in the city, was its neat and beautiful

flower garden alongside of one of the best

kitchen gardens for cultivating the fruits and

vegetables. Maj. Coburn, whose Dracut garden

lung supplying his public house at Lowell was

known to us longer hack than the days of rail-

roads, true to his horticultural taste, was at work

in the garden early of the first July morning

when less fat landlords than himself might he

supposed-not to be out of bed. This early morn-

ing about a public bouse in the chill of easterly

winds— with the Irish girls always washing the

floors and stairs, and the windows of the sitting

room up, as if inviting air from abroad less cold

than the accumulation of the night air, without

fire from within ;—the early shivering with the

cold feet of the invalid is not so pleasant as our

own home kitchen lire. Maj. C. however, soon

taught our curiosity for information in Hie

gardening line how to combat worms and a

backward season with the best effect, to forget

the cold.

The Rockingham house is probably the most

costly private dwelling ever erected in New
Hampshire. The mansion house of William

Gray at Salem and that of the late (Jen. Peabody

at Newburyport, left by their proprietors when

removing into the marts of trade in a larger

sphere, were like the Rockingham house changed

into elegant hotels. Their beautiful tapestry,

figured and bordered with pictured elegance

—

their costly rich glass windows with deep shut-

ters and embossed golden ornaments formerly

part of the dressing to rich damask curtains

—

more gingerbread work of the Corinthian order

in a single parlor than all the gaudy curious

work in wood of the largest modern house con-

tains—were remembered as arousing our early

sleeping wonder when awaking under the high-

post curtains more than thirty years ago: alas

and alack ! that age and asthma should now
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leave no comfortable "curtained sleep" to us, if

curtains and downy feather beds liad been fash-

ionable at the present day. The Rockingham

house was erected by Judge Woodbury Lang-

don, the brother of the " long-tried patriot, Col.

John," for whose early patriotism and high bear-

ing from the early dawn of the revolution down

to the last moments of his public life pending

the war of 1812, every true son of the Granite

Stale will do him the highest reverence: the

bricks were brought from Philadelphia, as being

of better clay and better made than any bricks

in this part of the country—the house is said to

have cost $30,000. The Langdons were not

professional men
;
yet this Woodbury was one

of the first judges of the superior court after the

State government changed from the rule of the

King of England to that of the people. The

brothers were merchants and ship-owners, arti-

ficers of their own fortunes. Business and

trade must have been good in Portsmouth at

that time to enable these brothers to erect what

would be considered splendid dwellings at the

present day. John Langdon's mansion, a wood-

en structure, the present elegant residence of the

Rev. Mr. Burroughs, is by no means an inferior

bouse to the most expensive of modern days;

but Woodbury Langdon's house of brick, as

durable to all appearance and as comely now as

when ihey were laid nearly sixty years ago, may

be regarded, as the most commodious and beau-

tiful private dwelling yet erected in New Hamp-

shire. Within the last twenty years the erection

of an extended wing and exterior additions has

converted this handsome ancient structure into

the best arranged and most comfortable hotel

and public boarding house that can be found in

the northern States. With the most ample

market, especially of fish fresh from the salt

water, an extremely quiet and orderly town.

cleanly and neat—a better and more choice set

of inhabitants, from the intelligent, wealthy and

cay, down to the humblest of the poor, will not

probably be found in any town or city along the

seaboard, than is to be met with in the ancient

commercial capital and seaport of the Granite

State. This town, isolated by railways passing

either rapidly through or around it, has lost the

animation and enterprise which trade with the

interior had formerly given it. Real estate, ex-

cellent well-constructed houses with ample lots

for yards and gardens, have been sold at prices

incredibly low for such a healthy and desirable

location near the seaboard. Of such estate re-

cently bought at a price not one-fourth its cost

and value, the elegant mansion late the property

of Edward Cults, senior, just out of town on

the Newington road, may be named. This

estate has become the property of the widow

and second wife of the late John B. Wheeler, a

man of wealth gained by enterprise, whose

generosity and public spirit in a long residence

at Orford upon the always flourishing banks of

the Connecticut river valley, will be long re-

membered. It is a compliment to Portsmouth

that Mrs. Wheeler should, as a choice of posi-

tion, have exchanged one of the most beautiful

and charming residences on the one side of the

State for that which she has selected near its

confines upon the other.

The great business to be speedily brought to

Portsmouth must within a few years change

the aspect of things there materially. Willi a

safe harbor always accessible, where navies of

public armed ships and private merchantmen

can be better built in security than in almost any

other harbor of the country, what may not the

seat of British royal governors and mandamus
counsellors one and two hundred years ago he-

come when opened nearest to the trade of coun-

tries of ihe west extending into the interior over

inland seas, not simply hundreds, but thousands

of miles ?

The country around Portsmouth, the quality

of its soil, its indentation with arms and bays of

the sea and the three streams which form the

prongs of the Piscataqua, is well adapted for any

improvement which taste or enterprise may
choose. A ride towards the Gushing place,

formerly the residence of one of the Went-

worths, who was governor of the colony prior

to the revolution, gave us a view from Little

Harbor in the rear of the island which composes

the town of New Castle, of both the Navy Yard

on the Maine side and islands within the har-

bor—of Fort McClary on the Kiltery side with

the Whale's back light house off the south-west

point of the State of Maine—of Fort Constitu-

tion with the New Castle light house near upon

the island. Further out at sea, the eye catches

the famous isles of Shoals which two centuries

ago had more habitable houses and inhabitants

than now live upon them.

The retired chosen residence of the Hon.

Abner Greenleaf is upon another hay of Saga-

more creek. Voluntarily leaving his place of

Post Master and disposing of the interest which

himself and sons had several years continued in

the New Hampshire Gazette, now the oldest

newspaper in the Union, that has been published

without interruption over ninety years, Mr.

GreeuleafJ much of it as the work of his own
hands, has brought into profitable cultivation a

most beautiful niche or corner out of sight by

land on the side of the town, and yet in an am-

phitheatre which " opens enchantment lo the

view." Unexpectedly in the way to this retired

seclusion, riding through the long lanes which

lead to some of the first opened seats and villas

of the ancient "Strawberry bank," with ihe

same object of curiosity to overlook the harbor

with its promontories, bays and inlets, we met
with Mr. G. that brother of Massachusetts nine-

teen years older than himself, who more than

fifty years ago advanced in (he orders of Free-

masonry to the highest position of a knight

templar of the order of Malta: he came to

Portsmouth for the purpose, in addition to that

of affection for a remaining relative, of seeing

and assisting in the ceremonies of installation of

a lodge consequent to a revival of an order

which in the State before the abduction of Mor-

gan in western New York fifty down to twenty-

five years ago, had done its share of all ihe

human institutions calculated to increase the

moral and social virtues, while it enlightened the

intelligence of a community which, in its pristine

purity and simplicity, thought and taught that

the example and fruit of inbred individual good

works and secret individual charities were far

better than the dogmas of that preaching whose

charity and good works are concentrated for dis-

play in the distance. The younger Mr. Green-

leaf came to Portsmouth thirty years ago as a

common mechanic, an artificer in metals, we be-

lieve: he has since made himself of eminence
as a political writer ; and if he has at any time

erred, it was on the side of democracy, which is

always to be pardoned. The hard and the

healthy hand of the laboring farmer of sixty-

three years, after a young family of different

callings and occupations has left him and settled

elsewhere in life, not less than the bronzed

face, bespeaks at the same time the physical and

moral advantages resulting from the labor which

benefits others while it enriches him in more

than one way who exercises it. We had no

time or strength to go over Mr. Greeuleaf's little

farm, which, within the space often years, gives

as one item apples of his own grafting valued at

hundreds of dollars: his farm is made to pro-

duce in abundance every thing that ought be

experted from it for the amount of labor. His

cottage residence is a sample of comfort at the

expense of hundreds greater than might be

given in the palace that costs thousands. In the

pillowed easy lolling couch which female indus-

try bad piepared within, surrounded with food,

as hooks and maps, to the intellect which in-

vites and arrests the attention returning from the

field as in welcoming the visitor— with no pledge

to that mawkish hypocritical abstinence which

den use "before folks" the good things of this

world as the mere pretence of the hypocrite— we
tarried long enough to partake of n cool glass of

bottled juice of the apple from Mr. Greenleafs

own orchard—heller than the best bottled Cham-
paigne juice of the grape, because at home it

was produced, as at home it was enjoyed. Of
the useful improvements made on these pre-

mises intended as well for protection as to

lighten labor, we recommend Mr. Greenleafs

well hung and painted gates as substitutes for

post and rail bars at the entrance of his lanes

and fields: they are better ihan any we have

elsewhere seen. You must go out of the way

in Portsmouth to see the retired senator and

public servant; but the scenery and the im-

provements there will pay any body for the

time and trouble which such a visit shall give

hi ui. Any man doing as much with his own
hands to increase the product of earth's com-

forts as Mr. G. has done, may be regarded as a

public benefactor.

Occupying so much space in our first day's

reflections in a stage journey to Portsmouth and

a lido about town, we must be more brief in

what shall follow of nine days afterwards spent

mainly in Maine in the counties of Penobscot,

Waldo, Lincoln and Kennebeck, below Portland.

Indeed so rapid was our way on the forenoon of

Friday the last day of June, over the Piscataqua

through Yoik and a part of Cumberland, with

shutters down as a protection against the un-

comfortable east wind, that we should have to

draw on the imagination for things unseen to us

to describe what might have been there. Our

opinion would be that the proprietors of the

Maine railroad missed a figure, when they avoid-

ed Kittery and old York in their most interesting

business villages: Wells too with its growing

agriculture and ships, the busy town and village

of Kennebunk, and the more commercial

estuary of" the sea at Kennebunk port—Bidde-

ford growing into, and Saco with its romantic

island and falls already grown, to the size of a

large eastern manufacturing city, are all shunned

more or less to the left while facing eastward, by

this "go-between" railroad leading to the great

lumber State of Maine, destined in its whole di-

mensions to become the State of greatest wealth

and commerce along ihe Atlantic coast of the

Union. The go-between railway to Maine, liko

some party men we have known entertaining no

fixed opinions, is eminently one-sided ; for only

on the right, at distances shortening from ten

miles down to one mile, do we find the places

for depot nearest the towns and villages above
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enumerated. Leaving Portsmouth up the Pis-

cataqua and its Salmon falls branch to Berwick,

the road, at first nearly in a tangent, encircles at

the north around Agamentietis in the direction

towards Allied— uniting the Dover with the

Portsmouth roads—when it turns from a course

west of north to a direction nearly east from

Berwick at the old village of Douty's falls. The

last fifteen miles before reaching Portland— in-

deed perhaps more than fifteen miles through

Wells and the Kennebunks—the country is a

pure level with the surface soil originally of the

pine growth long since denuded of its beautiful

tall trees for litlle or no profit or income to the

owners of the soil. York and Cumberland

counties were lll3 original lumber region of

Maine when, as a district of Massachusetts with

New Hampshire in all its seashore separating

the mother from its dependent, more than half

the territory of New England had only a single

representative in Congress in the person oT

Judge Thatcher, who as but yesterday ceased to

do duty upon the bench of the Massachusetts

supreme court : while this beautiful lumber

lasted there was not enough of the. productions

of agriculture to keep the few people from

starving. The habits of the lumber-men then

were not what we saw" the habits of the red

shirts upon the Penobscot on the fourth of July:

with the indictments of stringent laws in Maine,

under the swearing of persons employed by

temperance funds as spies for reporting viola-

tions of the law— with these prosecutions enter-

ed as noil by the hundred after failure of some

of them in long trials at the people's expense

—

with the intemperate sticklers for temperance

put down in the employment of spies to swear

in the institution o( cpii tarn suits— of many thou-

sands including lumbermen and laborers of all

work—wc did not see at the grand meetings of

tdl political parties at Bangor on the 4th of July

a single staggering drunken man. All this will

prove, not that those who preach, but those who
silently practice the temperate use to invalids,

and the non-use to the healthful, of ardent spirits

within their own dwellings and so fir as personal

example will have effect, have done that work in

amendment of common labors which is claimed

as a matter of holy pharasaical ostentation by

temperance pretenders who gather money from

the confiding and the simple under the pretence

that they have accomplished, and are yet to ac-

complish, the great work of reform.

The plains ol York to which we have alluded,

more of clay than our own plains upon the

Merrimack, seem to have a thin soil, by some

supposed to be incapable of fertility: this soil

looks "flat, stale and unprofitable," as ifdead to all

fruitful production. Our opinion is that what

underlays this thin surface mould is quite suffi-

cient, with lew stimulants, so to enliven it as to

make the land highly fruitful in the grasses,

grains and vegetables. If the land can be made

good and productive, it may be done at less ex-

pense than rocky uplands tire usually recovered.

The experiment of atmospheric action, of freez-

ing and thawing portions ol the underlaying

ground, is worthy of trial. Of the Scarborough

plains, elevated litlle above the extensive salt

marshes, and these last little above the sea, we

are quite confident an easy restoration to fertility

and heavy production might be effected. The

great farmers of Scarborough anil of the Saco

plains, the Kings and the Storers, the Springs,

the Thorntons, the Moodys and the Cutts, rich

in lands as in all the resources which favor

wealth, have perhaps had too large farms for

continued profit. The small farmers fifty years

ago in this upper south-west portion of Maine

pursued only a system calculated to run out

farms soon after the first crop was taken off.

Twenty-live winters tigo we saw loads of bay

passing up country from the seaboard for the

sustenance of lumbering teams in a country

more natural to the production of the grasses

than that from which the hay was carried.

Our observations of the country over the wa-

ter from Portland to Bangor, a full hundred and

fifty miles, must he as rapid as our passage in

the steamboat Senator. Portland is one of those

large seaboard towns of the earlier class, in

which there has been litlle deterioration of busi-

ness or lack of success in gains of wealth to en-

terprise in the last hundred years : burnt down

by cruel British warfare at the opening of our

glorious revolution, it subsequently look up its

name and consequence ; and in all the time it

has kept on the lead in the piogress of growth

to all the numerous towns of Maine that are

highly favored for interior trade and external

commerce.

Portland is a peninsula nearly or quite sur-

rounded by water at the point of the Casco bay

indented into the country by the estuaries mak-

ing the mouths of the smaller Saccarappa on

the south-west and the larger Presumpscott

river at the north-east of the town. The city of

Portland is built on the water side of an amphi-

theatre rising on the hack side of the town till it

suddenly falls away in a steeper bank. Facing

the harbor in front and lying along westward is

the town of Cape Elizabeth half encircling it

towards the sea; and on the other segment of

the half circle are the islands of the harbor, af-

fording ample protection to the shipping when

storm and tempest lashes the ocean shore. The
coast all the way from Portland to the mouth of

the Keiinebeck; and from that by the whole sea

front of Lincoln county to its extreme point at

Owl's head, is indented with more water than

land extending several miles up the country : of

these indentations in Cumberland county may

we reckon points of land narrow and long, con-

stituting first a part of Brunswick, and further

down Harpswell, a town whose inhabitants are

principally engaged in the fisheries. Up the

estuary which discharges at its mouth the united

waters of the Androscoggin, Kennebeck, Cat-

hance and other tributaries, lies the flourishing

and wealthy town and harbor of Bath, with its

point of laud extending towards the sea consti-

tuting the town of Phippsburgh. Below this

are islands and peninsulas making several entire

towns in Lincoln, as Arrowsic, Georgetown,

VVestport and Booth bay, &c. on the outside, ami

Woo'wich, Wiscassett, Edgecombe, Newcastle

and Nohlehorongh further in the interior. At

the extremity of the coast turning up the wide

mouth of the Penobscot, we come to the penin-

sula which makes the extensive town of Thom-
aslon, at whose ports east and west are laying

hundreds of ships to receive the lime which is

used along the w hole seaboard of the Atlantic

coast; in the ports ol' the gulf of Mexico and in

several of the West India islands, as the best

material of the kind for building to be found in

the Union. Above Thomaston on the one side

faces the county of Waldo—on the other side

Hancock, the whole of which is hut a peninsula

with its appendant islands constituting some en-

tire towns, as Islchorougii, Vinalbaven and Deer

Isle within the Penobscot bay: further down

the coast are the Blue hill first, and the French-

man's bay beyond, their estuaries uniting anil

forming the more extensive island of Mount

Desert. These coasts are described as a sample

of the seaboard of Maine, in whose whole extent

it will he difficult not to find an estuary or har-

bor into which the ship may run for protection

in any impending storm.

Up the Penobscot on the Waldo side, we have

Camden first, second only to Thomaston lor the

supply of its lime kilns. Coming up the river a

noble height, smoothed into grass and grain

fields with alternating pastures and young wood-
lands, meets us in the view. Passing Lineoln-

ville and Norlhport with Isleborough of great

length in front, the Penobscot bay opens upon

the flourishing town of Belfast, beyond which

the large towns of Prospect and Frankfort make
up the entire front of Waldo, coming up to-

Hampden as the first in Penobscot county

below Bangor, now grown, almost exclusively

from its great lumber business, into a population

exceeding sixteen thousand souls.

The present was the second time of our visit-

ing Bangor and the county of Penobscot. We
went there on a sudden political occasion in the

month of October eight years ago: we traversed

the county of Penobscot three days then to Do-

ver the capital of the new county of Piscataquis

on a river of that name coining into the Penob-

scot fifty miles above, ignorant of all the points

of compass: we saw Katadn in the long dis-

tance stretching beyond the heights at Exeter

and Charlestown : we were carried sixty miles

in good sleighing in that month of October

then; but neither the covering snow, nor the

cold destitution of sun-shine failed us to avoid

the impression until then new that this interior

of Penobscot was excellent land, and that in no
part of New England than this were there better

livers, all the faculiiies for physical comforts,

which do but establish, support and maintain

the higher intellectual enjoyments in this land

of health, wealth and peace.

Our opportunity to see the country on this

late visit hastily entered upon, was not all we
intended it should be. For the six days tarrv

at Bangor every day it was rainy, damp and cold

enough in this month of July to make a cheer-

ful wood fire acceptable. We diil not go to

Aroostook, as we might and should, had it been

fair weather, nor did we return north about

through Exeter, Dexter and the county of Som-
erset, as friends settled there from New Hamp-
shire invited.

On the morning of the fourth of July the sun

in Penobscot first shone out upon us; and with

that glorious sun of Independence appeared in

Bangor such a crowd of human faces coining in

by carriages on land ami by steamboats on the

water as we had not often before seen in any

other than crowded larger cities. Considering

bow large a portion of the upper country from

Bangor remains yet in forest, how excellent is

the land lor cultivation, the soil invariably grow-

ing better as we go further into the country:

how well watered with bays indenting the sea-

board all the way and with the largest livers of

New England with their numerous tributaries

coming from extensive lakes near their sources

—considering that nearly all the land is feasible,

easy of cultivation and of great strength— it

will be difficult to fix a boundary to what the

State of Maine may be a century hence.

The opening of every new survey of lands

expands the boundaries of Maine as upon the
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successive editions of tier limps. Mitchell's

map (and we have something to offer of its au-

thor) was made not hy measure of the actual po-

sition of the land, but hy examination of the

coasts and harbors upon the sea after its first set-

tlement. It seems to have been impossible un-

der the grant of the treaty of 1783 that there

should have been any dispute about the bounda-

ry. The description could not be mistaken.

Pursuing a line directly north from the head

water of the St. Croix the line extended to that

highest point of the highlands dividing (he wa-

ters running into the Atlantic, ocean from the

waters of the St. Lawrence. From this descrip

tion the Ashburton treaty abstracted a distance

along the line of New Brunswick extending

seventy miles and a line upon Canada of full

two hundred miles, leaving in the circuitous and

zig-zag course of the highest point in the high-

lands an average width say of thirty-five miles:

this takes from Maine a much larger territory

than the entire Granite Stale. When civilization

shall reach it, instead of being poor and sterile,

our opinion is, that this excluded territory will

be found some of ihe richest, most endurable

and most profitable soil for cultivation in the

northern country. The Madawaska settlement

was made nearly a century ago: that settlement

extends along both siiles of the St. John's river

about sixty miles. The greatest portion of the

settlement is upon the north or Canada side.

The immensity of timber (nothing but the beau-

tiful tall pines are yet called timber in Maine)

will hold out for many years, while almost every

acre opening will be valuable for cultivation.

The growing crops upon the upper St. John's

on the first of July were said lo be quite as for-

ward as down south a hundred ami fifty miles at

Bangor upon the Penobscot.

It is strange, in any unsettled country, how

little distance and space are comprehended.

Back of Penobscot near the waters of the Pis-

cataquis a new place is opened called Kaiadu

iron works. This led strangers travelling from

curiosity and pleasure to make that a point as

opening the scenery of the higher mountain of

Maine ; but on approaching these iron works,

old Katadn, herself rearing her head so high as

to be seen in the Penobscot towns, was further

removed than ever, being inaccessible hy any

carriage or horse-back path, and only to be gain-

ed at its foot by rude canoe river navigation in

part, and pathless close forest ravines, swamps
and uplands in the remainder. Katadn is on
the one side of a yet immense wilderness at the

sources of the many heads of the. Penobscot and

southerly branch of the St. John's—measured on

the map it is nearly a hundred aud fifty miles south

of the St. John's at the Madawaska settlement

ami fully an equal distance north from the mouth
of the Penobscot at Thomaston. The boundary
of the State of Maine was enlarged, because the

highland ridge below Quebec, narrowed down
from some thirty miles directly against Quebec
to sometimes less than ten miles below, leaving

but a margin strip in Canada as belonging to

Great Britain under the treaty of l?S;j ; and the

course of the river north of east.

We have said that the State of Maine is des-

tined to become the most commercial and tin.'

most wealthy Stale of the Union upon the At-
lantic : we repeat the opinion. The severity ol

a northern climate is not to be a serious obstacle

to this consummation. Her climate is well

adapted to her soil; and when denuded of her
immense growth of forest nines, both climate

and soil unite to make it the most desirable

country to be settled purely for the most profita-

ble and most enduring agriculture.

Of the county of Penobscot we were surprised

to learn that some of its most flourishing town-

ships were yet cleared only to an amount of

one-sixth or one-eighth. Carmel is one of these

townships westerly of Bangor in the direction

of Augusta, some fifteen miles: it is one of the

timbered townships in which so many land

speculators were ruined some twelve years ago.

To this town, on invitation, we rode the day after

our arrival at Bangor. All the way over a fine

road because then dry, the land was very good:

growing belter at Herman than at Bangor, it

was still belter at Carmel. For agricultural

purposes merely, rich land as this any where

fifteen miles from the Merrimack would be

worth at least double the high price of the lim-

ber lands paid in the time of speculations. The
gentleman visited at Carmel was George VV.

Chamberlain, Esq. formerly of Gilman ton, who
went down there some ten years ago as an agent

to make available something of value out of the

land speculated upon by citizens of New Hamp-
shire. This town of Carmel had its splendid

fields of glass of spontaneous growth. Corn

grows upon it without manure: we brought

away with us ears of eight-rowed corn taken

from one half acre which measured as its pro-

duct at t lie rate of seventy bushels of sixty-one

pounds each shelled corn. Mr. Chamberlain

instructed us in his new fields of this year how
this was done. The rows were four feet apart,

with the corn three stalks in a hill eaidi twelve

inches asunder: thus

—

He found the strength of the land, with the

position of the lows north and south letting in

the sun, sufficient to give the greatest full pro-

duct to every blade. The spot of land upon

which this corn grew, like much of the land of

the town, was a slaty limestone, the slate appa-

rently decomposing by atmospheric action.

Such land on its first cultivation seems lo re-

quire less deep ploughing than our older lands.

The soil had a highly stimulative action, for the

corn blades planted on the 2SJth of May were on

the 2d of July of a deep healthy color and
growth large as at the usual second hoeing.

This same land is also productive of spring

wheat, of which the weave! in the last two or

three years here as elsewhere in Maine had se-

riously injured the crops.

Mr. Chamberlain, besides an extensive busi-

ness of lumbering, has done much for the agri-

culture of his neighborhood since he removed
from New Hampshire: he has cleared and
brought into cultivation one hundred and sixty

acres of land: he has erected a water grist flour-

ing mill with burr stones at an expense of about

.i?50U0— :i more complete and finished structure

than we have ever seen in this Slate of that

kind. His enthusiasm lo improve agriculture

has induced him to purchase a stud horse, an

English blood sired in New Brunswick, called

John Ball, that in our poor judgment in fine pro-

portions, color and spirit of movement has no
superior in the country: his weight is 1912
pounds, and his mice of purchase two years
e.go was §500: the income the first year was
$300— this season §100. From a breed of

swine called the Mackey breed, imported by Dr.

Nourse of Hallowed, Mr. C. has a sow three

years old, the mother already of seven litters of

pigs. She has more than paid her price of

forty dollars by the additional price of her off-

spring breeders : she bad eighteen pigs at one

litter, but usually rears eight and leu. At five

weeks her pigs have weighed 3G pounds, selling

at five dollars each. Mr. Chamberlain has a

yoke of oxen of ihe Durham breed said to be

one of the handsomest of all the fine oxen of

the lumber region. [lis Durham calf at six

months of age weighs 800 pounds.

It was gratifying to witness from a New
Hampshire man gone down east the effects of

so much enterprise under the discouraging cir-

cumstances which brought him there and which

the few early settlers of Carmel had encountered

up to his time. A new face had been put upon

Carmel within Ihe last ten years: amends for

the disastrous speculations in its lands had been

made in the increased prospects of its agricul-

ture. Of 23,000 acres of good land which the

town contains, only about 4,000 acres have as

yet been cleared ; and this is made probably into

over one hundred farms. The village at the

centre is a beautiful location in which are mills

upon a waterfall of the Sowadabscook. At the

compensation of fifteen hundred dollars, Mr.
Chamberlain has erected a handsome little

church which cost him two thousand, occupied

alternately by the four denominations of which

the inhabitants are composed : the town lias a

lawyer, but no settled minister. We had the

pleasure of listening to two discourses on Sun-

day from the Rev. Mr. Ellis of the town of

Etna ; a clear-headed, strong-minded man of

one of the free denominations—a preacher who,

with sterling good sense, drew bis comparisons

and his inferences from the face of nature and

the common events of life assisted hy the light

of the holy hook which lay on the cushion be-

fore him: this gentleman, a farmer at home and

a stone-worker abroad, with his own hands

placed the substantial foundation of the church

in which he was preaching. Mr. Chamberlain's

neat cottage residence standing nearest, as a

compliment to the stone-layer, was Cvea to en-

tertain him whenever it came to his turn to he

the preacher. The door fastening advertised us

that all the family were in the church at the

time of our arrival : we followed them in season

to hear the forenoon sermon. Returning, the

mother and daughters prepared the hasty noon

repast, at which all, parents, daughters, son-in

law, minister, and visiters from a distance, sat

down together. The foundation of the minis-

ter's preaching was as substantial as the well

laid stone of his building : the ashler of the

moral edifice Was equal to the smoothed stones

underlaying this house of worship: the ethics of

ihe preacher were as easy and natural of ascent

as his door steps.

In addition lo his enterprise in the improve-

ment of the town and near neighborhood of

Carmel, Mr. Chamberlain has urged forward

with zeal a railroad leading from the Kenuebeck
to Ihe Penobscot. The bend produced by two

river vallies over which this road will be most

expedient carries it more conveniently for the

whole county in a half circle to the north and at

the same time passes the more natural resorts of

business all the way. The Sehasticook river at

its confluence with the Kenuebeck from its

mouth at Waterville takes a nearly direct course

north-east through the towns of Sehasticook,

Clinton, Burnham and Pittslield to Newport,

twenty-six miles ; thence through Etna, Carmel
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mid Hermon, the Souadabscook stream, in the

main is the valley leading to the wharves upon

tin- Penobscot at Bangor, twenty-five and one-

fourlh miles. The maximum of inclination on

this route no where exceeds forty feet to the

mile: of the distance, as surveyed, four-fifths

consists of straight lines— the longest continuous

ascent directly out of Bangor is three, miles.

The whole expense of the distance, including

land damages, depots, engines, Pars, &C. accu-

rately estimated by an experienced engineer, will

be short of a million of dollars. Within five

years from its completion, u railroad in this dis-

tance would of itself create a cash capital at

least equal to its entire cost, in the sale of pro-

perty now lying dormant : its effect on the pro-

perty that will remain, bringing its immensity

of timber and fuel in near contiguity to the

ships ready to receive litem, will be beyond all

calculation.

The Atlantic and St. Lawrence railroad from

Portland takes this direction as far as Danville,

the outside town of Cumberland county, at a

point six miles from the Androscoggin : this part

•of the road is nearly if not quite completed.

From Danville to Walerville by the great falls of

Lewiston and through the rich interior of Ken-

nebeek county, the Androscoggin and Kenne-

beck railroad leads to Waterville : this road is

now building and will he completed the present

year. It is remarkable that as proprietors ofthis

road there are about six hundred farmers on the

way, the most of whom have paid for their stock

in work ; and that of all the stock on both the

St. Lawrence and Kennebeck roads there are

only two Boston stockholders. With such sub-

stantial foundation as the long line of railroad

all the way from its east line far up north to

New Hampshire through the whole interior to

Bangor presents in its stockholders at home,

there can he no mistake as to the accumulation

of business and capital which will be brought

along as Cast as any portion of them is comple-

ted. The gauge of all the Maine railways has

been fixed by a law of the State at five and a

ball' feet: the common gauge of the New Eng-

land roads is but four feet eight inches. The

discrepancy may make some inconvenience at

the points of connection. The wider gauge ad-

mitting of a larger engine enables the passage

of long trains and heavy weight at a more rapid

rate. The New York and Erie railroad has a

gauge of six feet: the Great Western in Eng-

land is seven feet, and over this has been hauled

a load of one hundred tons at the rate of fifty-

two miles the hour.

All the time of our tarry in Penobscot the

weather was damp atld chilly : the season up to

Jul v bad partaken of the same uniform charac-

ter. Vet there seemed to be a stimulant in the

soil which supplied the want of sunshine in pro-

moting the vegetable growth ; a capital kitchen

garden, with larger cabbages, lettuce, beets

and onions than we had seen two hundred miles

south-west, was attached to the Bangor house, a

noble brick structure erected by a company ten

years ago in its compart part. Bangor, situated

onjboth sides at the mouth of the Kenduskeag

branch of the Penobscot, is united on both sides

of the former by three bridges. lis appearance

from some points is very beautiful : the new

brick structures for stores along the valley near

the bridges are substantial and permanent. The

dwelling houses of wood, of belter quality in

the material than is usual in villages suddenly

erected on the springing up of new business, are

handsome and many elegant: a princely brick

mansion that might distinguish the millionaire

of an older and wealthier city, is the properly

of Mr. Farrar, who emigrated to Maine, as

did thousands from the interior of the Granite

State.

The activity of the wharves and lumber-yards

along the shores- of the larger river at Bangor

—

the arrival of rafts from above and the lading of

ships below— all comes from the "tall evergreen

pine," the excellence of whose rift and grain

makes for it a market, as the best material of

wood for building, in towns and countries far

distant. The preparation of this timber in win-

ter and its conveyance down in summer employs

many bands: the red shirts of the river mix in

with the whole active population. What is done

very far back in the woods may be indicated by

the fact that a single dam in the upper south-

west branch of the St. John's river, turning the

navigation of timber up stream into the bead

waters of one of the branches of the Penobscot,

brings the logs up the first to be floated over the

last river, far down which they are sawed out

and manufactured : the dam cost its proprietor

fifteen thousand dollars.

The newly opened cleared lands in all this re-

gion are said to be first rate, of which, from our

observation of those nearer the sea, we cannot

doubt. A red-shirt coming down eighty miles

to see the fourth of July at Bangor and make his

last payment for land to the State agent, intro-

duced bimself'to the editor of the Visitor as

from New Hampshire at the Hatch house kept

by Mr. Varney, who knows how to entertain and

minister to the convenience of an invalid, as

well as to enlighten him with every species of

information interesting to the stranger delightin

in the development of new facts having relation

to the growth and prosperity of the country. He
(the red shirt) understood that we came from

Concord, and having heard the speakers the day

before, he thought he had a right to make him-

self known to one from his native State wdio

was here no stranger. My grandfather (said he)

kept the somewhat noted Osgood tavern in Con-

cord "long, long ago" [the old house fronting

the railroad depot still standing.] Benjamin

Osgood is my name, and I was born in Conway.

I live up there on the Mattawamkeag, where I

can tell you the whigs are as far apart as mile-

stones. I was a poor man eight years ago, but

now have enough to support me without hard

work the rest of my life. 1 live in No. 7, third

range, north of Springfield. My purchase was

two hundred acres at the price of a dollar and a

half an acre : our warranty for the title comes

at the time of the last payment 1 am now to

make. 1 went upon this land eight years ago,

anil have cleared sixty acres. The growth of

the land in heavy trees is mainly rock maple

and birch : the soil is a little ledgy in some

places: it is gently rolling, and the soil is good

for corn, and spring wheat, as high as twenty and

twenty-five bushels to the acre : one field of my
land three years ago of twelve acres gave a crop

of wheat of three hundred bushels. I clear

from ten to fifteen acres every year—burn up

every thing except the large girdled Standing

trees at the clearing. The firm is too new to

make much ploughing yet necessary. I keep

twenty-two head of cattle, of which are two

yoke of oxen—forty-four sheep, and but one

horse. My family, two sons and four daughters,

are all married in that country excepting the

youngest hoy sixteen years old. Before any body

settled on this land, pine timber if it was now
standing enough to buy Bangor was taken from

the township, some of which was wasted, and
the rest, of little value to the owners of the land,

was floated down here over the Mattawamkeag
and Penobscot."

This township 7 is in that part of Penobscot

county eastward of the river coming in as a

block northerly of a similar block of townships

of Hancock county, westwatdly of the north end
of Washington, and southerly of the yet amaz-

ingly extensive county of Aroostook : it is fifty

miles westerly of Calais, a lumbering town with

extensive saw-mills of six thousand inhabitants

upon the St. Croix on the line of New Bruns-

wick discharging itself into the Bay of Ftllldy.

This Air. Osgood's land taken as the specimen

emigrant fanners from New England may he

able to decide the question why it may not be as

well to turn their faces east as west.

An extra trip of the splendid steamer Slate of

Maine, which came up to Bangor from New
York while we remained, down the bay as far as

Tliomaston, left us an opportunity to take a new
way home through the counties of Waldo and

Lincoln by Augusta on the Kennebeck. Our
landing was at the busy town of Belfast, some
thirty miles below Bangor, at which place no

less than thirty-three ships, barks and schooners

from 250 to 500 tons each, are this year building :

these are disposed of to merchants and others

on sale at from $28 to $30 per Km for the hull

without the masts and rigging. The price paid

to ship carpenters and mechanics is two dollars

to two and a half dollars per day. Belfast is but

a sample of the ship building at the present

time in the towns all along the coast and up the

bays and rivers of the State of Maine.

Belfast, a beautiful town rising from a widened
bay of the Penobscot river formed from the

north ending of Isleborough, lies over against

Castine at the distance of about fifteen miles.

Overlooking the water at two and three points,

the prospect from the higher residences back of

the more compact parts of the village is very

beautiful : of these elegant white dwellings

viewed from the bay below, that of Mr. White,

whose uncle the Hon. James White, late treasurer

of the State of Maine, and now president of the

bank and financier for the company of the new
steamer Slate of Maine, until this day a stranger,

kindly proferred to us his horse and tig in a

drive all over and around the village. Recollect-

ing the father of this family, the Hon. William

White of Chester, a senator and representative

in New Hampshire nearly half a century ago,

the information derived from the new acquain-

tance was interesting to us as it may be to others

of the Granite State. The father of the family

of Whiles came to this country at tiie time of
the Londonderry settlement of Scotch Irish

nearly a century ago. The settlement was form-

ed in this manner: the farm lots approach the

meeting-house or kirk, widening as the circle

extended outward: Mr. White, being a young
man without family, was thrown in his lot so far

out of the Londonderry centre as to bring him
within the limits of Chester on the east. His

farm was all extensive one down somh of old

Chester village : part of it is noV the residence

and farm of the Hon. Samuel Bell, whose ances-

tors were of the first Londonderry Scotch settlers

The elder Mr. White, marrying the daughter of

John Mitchell, reared a large family of sous and

daughters, of whom an elder son moved to Bel-

fast soon after the settlement revived there after
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the revolution. John Mitchell, the father in law,

moved from Londonderry to Belfast in the year

1764, at the first opening of the country that far tip

the Penobscot: his grandson pointed us on the

shore over the bridge on the east side of the hay

to the place where the pioneers made their first

pitch : the present town of Belfast is a mile

or more distant on the west side. Mr. Mitchell,

as a surveyor and geographer at that early day,

constructed the map of Maine which has been

introduced as authority, and has been laid up in

the archives of Europe, guiding to the boundary

negociations which have been so interesting

down to latter times. His map was necessa-

rily imperfect and much restricted, as the coun-

try at the north had not then been explored.

The bend of the St. John's river winding north-

ward further than the St. Lawrence at Quebec

and the extent of the highlands reaching further

north-east, were then but imperfectly under-

stood. With this deficiency, Mitchell's map was

a model map of the country at that time highly

creditable to the author, for which the British

government at home, as in duty bound, made

some compensation. Mr. White shewed us the

ancient map and plan of a grant of 100,000 acres

of land in Maine and New Brunswick on the

side of the St. Croix, including and covering

Moose Island, now Eastport, and two or three

towns of Maine of the main laud northerly, em-

bracing Rohbinstown, &e. This grant made to

Francis Barnard, Thomas Pownall, John Mitch-

ell, Thomas Thornton, and Richard Jackson,

esquires, with other grants marked upon the

plan, of which were 10,000 acres to Aug. Old-

ham, 10,000 to Edward Crosby, and 10,000 to

John Masarene, Esq. extending some of them

still further into what is now New Brunswick,

show that to Maine and not Nova Scotia belong-

ed the country further eastward than the present

Si. Croix boundary. It is shameful to American

commissioners and agents that no map can be

constructed which will not give the present

British island of Grand Mennn as within the

limits and along the coast of the State of Maine.

Of the grantees of lauds in Maine, it is be-

lieved, that Francis Barnard and Thomas Pow-

nall were titled lords as well as "esquires."

John Mitchell, early of the class resisting British

encroachment, after having resided at his Belfast

settlement ten years, was driven away by the

British in the year 1774: with his family he

came back to Chester; and it is a singular fact

which we no where recollect to have seen men-

tioned in print, that this enterprising and distin-

guished man, the father of a numerous offspring

some of the same name, lived in our own neigh-

borhood from 1774 to the year 1802, where he

died in the 90th year of his age. Hon. William

White, who married his daughter, also lived in

Chester until Ins DOth year, when he died in the

year 1829. An elder son at Belfast was followed

there by another son, who graduated at Dart-

mouth College about the year 1807, and read

law with Amos Kent, Esq. of Chester. A still

younger son, James, our informant, was a col-

league with Professor IJpliam under the instruc-

tion of President Allen, and Professors Carter

and Dean, at the time of die University struggle

at Hanover in 18KJ: be has resided at Belfast,

not as a practising lawyer, but a man of business

since 1818, marrying so late in life as to be the

father at fifty years of age of a beautiful group,

with a young mother, of eight children from

sixteen years of age downward.

Belfast has a daily stage to Augusta three

times a week alternating on different roads be-

tween a tier of towns northerly and southerly.

The Saturday (July 8) of our travel was the

route southerly through Moutville touching

towns in both Lincoln and Kennebeck. It is

among our mortifications to witness the neglect

to agriculture arising from the pursuits growing

out of the early lumbering in this country. How
degraded had become the farms embracing some

of the best lands in old Rockingham from the

coopering business, which in many instances

was but the indication of the misery of intem-

perance and poverty. Some parts of the interior

of Waldo not many miles out of Belfast looked

the same poverty-stricken cultivation upon what

had been, and what must again become, good

and productive land. The making of lime bar-

rels at thirteen cents apiece to be sent down to

Thomaston, twenty or thirty miles, was using

up the wood and timber as a better business

than farming, when the neglected cultivation

was hut a poor encouragement in the product to

the labor bestowed upon it. Two dollars a day and

more as temporary employment in the call for

shipbuilders is a temptation to the father of a

family tending to the prostration of business at

home: the fences rotting down leave fields and

pastures exposed to a common highway. What
can females do but seek employment in the

towns where their brothers are gone ? The
mother at home has but an unwelcome task to

lit up her house for an expected children's visit.

The moment when the stimulated demand for

labor at the higher price ceases, throws the men
and women away from home out of employ-

ment ; and the misery results natural to this

slate of things in the entire incapacity of the

farm at home (if it yet continue the property of

the owner who has suffered it to be abused) to

afford any present aid to a livelihood of himself

and family.

Passing Moutville, we were reminded of that

well-recollected face which, seemingly as of yes-

terday, tittered in no voice of strained delicacy,

whether in the state house or the pulpit, the

convictions of an honest ami a patriotic heart.

Elder Ebenezer Knowlton, perhaps a dozen

years ago, removed from Pittsfield in our own
neighborhood, to Moutville in Maine, a town of

Waldo county situated midway between Belfast

and Augusta: he soon there became what he

had been here a representative and afterwards a

senator in the legislature. He deceased five

years ago; and to him has succeeded also as a

legislator (one year speaker of the House) bis

son Ebenezer Knowlton: this son, like his fa-

ther, is also a preacher of ihe Freewill Baptist

denomination. The beautiful farm which was

there cultivated well as was the elder's farm in

Pittsfield—perhaps more easy and natural to

high production—lay some fourth of a mile out

of our way. We could pee enough of it to be-

lieve that both father and son (John Colby

Knowlton its present occupant) knew the farm-

er's art of sure profits from making their land

more productive. A little to the west of the

slope of land on which the Knowlton farm is

situated the road passes over a valley and

stream with mills: on the side of the road next

to trie farm is one of those neat new churches

which some of the itinerating denominations are

erecting in most of the New England towns.

The church yard is distinguished by a single

granite obelisk rising above the marble head-

stones to the graves around it. We stlpposi d

and anticipated correctly that this was the place

of deposite for the remains of Ebenezer Knowl-

ton, who there died probably as the most distin-

guished man of the neighborhood.

The poorest part of Maine, much yet unculti-

vated, of which we have passed, is the towns of

Liberty and Appleton in Waldo, and Washington

and Patricktown in Lincoln : new roads com-
monly present bad specimens of country ; and
our observation here, ranging through what had

been pine or other evergreen forests, may have

mistaken us the general character of these

towns. Kennebeck county, however, presents

good farms and rich land in all the towns we
have seen. On this route Windsor coming upon

Augusta to the eastward of Kennebeck river,

the only town passed, presented in larger swells

than that of the Knowlton farm at Moutville,

most beautiful fields of growing grass and grain,

corn and potatoes, with cattle and sheep ranging

on luxuriant pastures.

The week spent in the Penobscot country

brought us on Saturday night to Augusta, the

capital of Maine, at which in a long summer
session the Legislature is still sitting. The Au-
gusta house with its inmates over the Sabbath

afforded that kind of rest which we then wanted

with a knowledge of all the interesting matters

about the State of Maine to which curiosity

prompted. We went to c'hurch to attend the

ministrations of a young clergymen, more learn-

ed but not more interesting in the preached

part than that which we had listened to in a

less fashionable but not less attentive audience

on the previous Sunday.

The journey home on Monday morning, quick

by steamer down the Kennebeck to Portland,

will delay us not long in the description. On
this river, as on the Penobscot and along the

bays, were numerous nets and decoys in which

the salmon are taken. The fresh salmon so

abound that we had not a daily dinner in Maine

where the favorite fish was not one of the dishes :

pickled after it is boiled and cold, it is a most

palatable accompaniment for the supper tea ta-

ble. The decoys for salmon are bushes set in a

direct line along the shore towards the middle of

the stream arresting the direct course of the fish

as he makes his way up : he turns to find a pas-

sage and winds his way opening forward in a

crooked labyrinth in which if he turns to go out

on cither side he always finds an obstruction.

The price of salmon on the Penobscot and Ken-
nebeck rivers, from whence boxes are sent daily

to Boston and the towns along shore to New
York, is fifteen cents a pound. At Dennysvillc

on the St. Croix beyond Eastport the price of

fresh salmon is only five cents the pound.

More numerous and plentiful is this fish, beauti-

ful in form and fine in flavor as its flesh is fine in

texture, richest and most nutritive for weight

of meat of probably any of the other fish that

swims the ocean, lake, brook or river, as we go

eastward in the streams running into the bay of

Fundy and the ocean from New Brunswick,

Nova Scotia, Newfoundland including the entire

coast down to Labrador.

The cheap travelling either to Augusta by the

Kennebeck or Bangor by the Penobscot, coining

from competition between the railroad route to

Portland and the steamboat route all the way
Irom Boston, reduced to the price of one dollar

in the special express lines where the ticket is

taken for the whole distance, would induce al-

most every person pleased with the variety ot

objects presented in rapid travel to enjoy the op-

portunity. When the wind blows from the east,
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almost any man or woman may have all the ad-

vantage, Letter than a physician's emetic, which

sea-sickness will give them; and then again

when the dense fog upon the coast will not per-

mit the deserving of objects at five rods dis-

tance, there is something romantic in the idea

of being dashed while under way against the

rocks. Save the pieces!

The Agriculturist and Manufacturer combined.

Allusion has been made in the columns of the

Visitor to the great improvement midway he-

tween Washington and Baltimore made hy Col.

Horace Oapron. Invited to his [dare by the

generous proprietor of the factory and farm

at Laurel, we had intended to make a per-

sonal reconaoisance before we left the seat of

government dining our late sojourn there: the

day appointed to go with some New England
friends was unpropitious, and the visit was de-

ferred, perhaps to he made at some future oppor-

tunity. As resulting from the enterprise of one

man who has scarcely yet attained the age of

forty years, the example of Col. Capron is

worthy of all praise: carrying out at the same
time successful farming and successful manufac-
turing, we pray that no revulsion, such as some-

times is forced into existence every where, may
at present teach the proprietor of Laurel to his

material injury. We want to see manufactures

succeed anil flourish in the southern States, es-

pecially in the old Atlantic States where slavery

is gradually moving away, as well as in the States

of the North : we want to see Maryland and old

Virginia resuscitate their worn-out lands, with a

more condensed white population supporting

and supported by a busy manufacturing village

at every waterfall—improved, after the manner
of New England, in roads and all the best facili-

ties of transport to and from market. The
whole Atlantic seaboard from Maine to Georgia

invites the most profitable investment of capital

for the support of ten times its present popula-

tion. The difference in expense of transport

between this region and the far West epiite coun-

terbalances all the advantages of superior soil

there: the better climate and health of the older

country should induce the generation of new
men of business to remain where we are, while

the foreign emigration and the natural rapid in-

crease are sufficient to people all the West.

Col. Capron's example of renovating worn-out

lands shows a good method for men of enterprise

to invest their capital : the man of small capital,

with a better aid of the labor of his own
hands, cannot (ail to he successful under con-

slant and unwearied industry, if he shall not un-

dertake to go beyond his means.

The editor of that excellent paper, the Balti-

more American Farmer, has well supplied the

description we might have undertaken in the

following article :

From the American Farmer for July.

A VISIT TO COL. CAPRON'S.

The name of Col. Horace Capron, of Laurel,
Prince George's county, is as familiar to agricul-
tural readers throughout the country as the names
oftheir immediate neighbors— because his laurels-

were gained iii meritorious and successful efforts

to improve lauds which had been deprived of
every vestige of fertility, and which had long
been consigned to that cheerless line— old fields

—the lot of thousands and tens of thousands of
acres of the once fruitful soils of Maryland, as

well as those of the other old .States of our
Union. We have thus alluded lo Col. C. with
the view of introducing to our patrons, the re-

sult of the observations which we made of his

farm and farming, during a visit which we paid

him on the 12th ultimo. Some two years since

we were called to the Laurel Factory, on busi-

ness, and then hoped to have had an Opportunity
of examining the improvements which he had
made on his farm, hut, as he was absent, our ob-
servations were confined to the very superficial

view which we could obtain from the road on
our way homeward. We then, however, had
the pleasure to realize the gratifying fact, that

Col. C. had carried on his improvements with a
vigorous hand— with a judicious and enlightened
head— for we saw luxuriant crops growing, where
only a few years before, barren clays and those
emblems of poor soils— the sedge ami poverty
grasses— ruled the ascendent. These evidences
of improvement, together with the admirable
and able papers published in our journal, during
last year, by Col. C. " on the renovation of worn-
out lands," warmed in us the desire to go and
see forourself what he had done, and glad are
we that we obeyed the yearnings of our heart,

for the eight hours which we spent in the exam-
ination of the Colonel's firm, we shall ever rank
as amongst the must happy ones of our life ; for

independent of the kind and hospital reception
which we met with, all that we saw around us,

gave the pleasing assurance that there were no
lands in our native State, that could not be re-

stored to fertility by a proper course of improve-
ment—and hence, the necessily had ceased to

exist, for its people to leave their native hills and
dales to go in search of distant and more lertile

lauds, as those at home were susceptible of being
renovated at a cost less in amount than would be
required to establish them with new homes in

the land of strangers. The firm of Col. Capron
consists of some fifteen hundred acres—seven hun-
dred are arable lands, nearly six hundred of
which, when he came into possession a few
years since, were exhausted old fields, which, by a
course of improvident culture, had been deprived
of their every element of fertility, as thousands
who have travelled between Baltimore and
Washington will bear us witness. When he
took the melioration of those tieids in hand, they
presented so hopeless a prospect that no one less

enterprising than he— less imbued with the feel-

ing of passionate devotion to the pursuits of ag-
riculture— would have undertaken a task at once
so unpromising and so herculean. But taking,

as he did, a comprehensive view of the difficul-

ties which surrounded him, feeling an abiding
confidence in the truth of tlie theory which he
had formed, and animated by the same indomi-
table energy— the same unflinching courage,
which, had he been at Cerro Gordo, would have
enabled him to have been in the van of those
who curried those heights, he proceeded in the

execution of the glorious undertaking, and suc-
cess—triumphant success— has crowned his ef-

forts— his fields stand forth, in bold relief, to at-

test the skilf'ulness of the hand by which they
have been rescued from poverty, abject poverty,
and brought lo a condition of more than virgin

fruitfulness. in fields, where seven years ago
live bushels of wheat lo the acre could not have
been grown, we beheld 1-10 acres of wheal,
whose heads were over-lopping the altitude of
the fence, and standing erect, and so thickly set

on the ground, that every square inch could
claim its stalk as its own occupant—and if our
judgment is not at fault, the average yield irmsl
reach 35 or 40 bushels in the acre, unless some
disaster may have intervened calculated to lessen
its product before it shall have been harvested.
In one of the fields, we are very certain that

there are portions that will yield 50 bushels to

i lie acre. We arrive at these conclusions not in

an over sanguine spirit, but as the result of so-
ber and chastened judgment.
Two days before our visit, the Colonel had cut

his most forward field of grass, consisting of
clover and orchard grass, which it was estimated
would yield two tons to the acre, and we doubt
it not, lor the stubbles shewed that they had
borne burthens of no ordinary volume and
weight. We examined Ihe hay as it was being
hauled into the barn, and are free to say, thai we
have never seen any which had been better
cured— it was perfectly green in color, and fra-

grant as Ihe rose, with ihe leaves all adhering to

the stalks of ihe clover— in ihe curing, the (*o|m-

uel pursues the plan which we have so often re-

commended, of cocking the grass as soon as wilt-

ed,— in stowing it away, he sails it at the rate ol

a peck of salt to ihe ton, and is thus enable I to

house it much earlier than he could otherwise
do. and lo secure to bis stock a most grateful and
nutritious provender.

It being the object of Col. C. to devote his

farm to dairy purposes, all save the part in

wheat, is in grass, e\o< pi a field of 100 acres,
now in fallow.

The yrass uncut at the time of our visit, con-
sisted chiefly of timothy and clover—and which
promised to yield from li to 2 tons to the
acre.

Among the fields improved by Col. C. is one
of sixty acres, Which he has reclaimed fro hi a
Swamp, and now bears on its bosom a heavy crop
of timothy. This wonderful improvement has
been effected h\ draining; the drainage being
conducted under his own direction. The main
drains are open, the lateral ones covered, and all

made so as to effectually draw off the water and
leave the soil of the whole (10 acres compara-
tively dry. As to the depth and direction of the
drains, these are graduated so as to meet Ihe ne-
cessities of each particular locality. The lateral

drains are numerous, all leading to ihe main out-

let, which, by its dimensions, and the quantity of
water it contains, is large enough to be called a

creek. The lateral drains are formed of bricks
placed on either side of the ditch so as to form
a drain of about 4 inches by 4i in volume, cover-
ed by bricks. The mouths of these lateral drains
are part faced with bricks and part with stone,

the hitler material the Colonel thinks best. The
bricks are made on the Colonel's (arm, and he
thinks a drain can be made with them as cheaply
as with any other material, and that it will be as
lasting. We walked over the meadow with the
Colonel and made a minute examination of all

the drains, and it is but justice to say, that, in

our opinion, no field of erpial extent has ever
been more effectually made dry. Science, in his

hands, has enabled him to com] lately triumph
over physical obstructions, and to convert a nox-
ious, unwholesome morass, into a beautiful, pro
duclive meadow.

Colonel Capron has made a Mac-adamized
road through the centre of hi- estate, so that
every field is approachable at all seasons of Ihe

year without difficulty, thus assuring a degree of
comfort and convenience to be found on but
very few farms in our country.
The Colonel's stock of cattle consists of about

100 head, young and old—of these 35 are. full

bred Darhams, 2 Holsteins, 12 Devons—of Ihe
latter there are 6 cows, 1 hull, and 5 yearlings
and calves. His Durham and Devon hulls are
models of their respective breeds— ihe latter im-
ported—among his Durham cons are lo be found
the noblest specimens of that generous race,

combining every quality which could be desired
in a cow,— anil the same may be said of the
Devons and Holsteins. There are (>0 cons in

milk, about 20 of which an- native cows, selected
with cue for their deep milking faculties, which
quality is alike peculiar In ihe full-breds of each
kind we have enumerated.
From 1130 to 150 gallons of milk are sold daily,

in Baltimore, Washington, and ai the Laurel vil-

lage—the receipts lasl year were' rising $4,000,
and it is presume,! they will reach $6,000 the
present year.

The pastures in which the cattle feed are of
the richest and most luxuriant character, and do
ample credit to their enterprising proprietor, ns
well for the humanity thereby evinced for his

lerds. as for the skill be has displayed in cover-
ing hitherto barren fields with ihe richest ver-
dure.

His barn is a noble structure of wood, in the
form of a T,— its front is Hi,) feet by 45: from
its centre there is another structure 120 feet in
depth. On the ground floor of the front build-
ing ihere are apartments for his wagons and
carts, a cow stable with three rows of stalls for
the milch COWS, besides others of more spacious
dimensions for the in-calf cows to bring forth
their young in. Oil the same floor is the milk
room or dairy, which, we need not say, is kept as
(dean as a new eagle fresh from the mint; for
order, system, and cleanliness, must prevail

wherever Ihe eye of Col. (.'. can reach—and it

reaches everywhi re, for like a paternal general
he superintends every operation, every move-
ment, himself. The barn has ever} appliance—
every convenience—calculated to save labor, en-
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sure health, and guarantee comfort— its tool

apartment, implement apartment, and gears -

room. The milk is conveyed from the cow sta-

ble to the dairy in pipes, and passes through two

strainers before it reaches its place of destitia

—there, it is drawn oft' into cans for market,

which before being sent away are cooled in a

massy granite trough, which is supplied with

cold water bv means of pipes leading from a

pump near by. Every thing in the dairy is as

sweet and clean as bands, soap and water can

make them, and the room itself is filled with the

purest air.

In front of the stalls of the cows, there are

troughs lined with tin, for watering them in ill

winter—during the grazing season they get am-

ple supplies of the purest water in their pastures,

where springs and streams abound. The second

story of the front ham is appropriated to the

storing of hay, but spacious as it is, it will not

be sufficient to accommodate within fifty tons of

the growth of the present season.

In the back barn is located the stable of the

mules, 21 in number, and a team of 4 splendid

oxen, all of which are in the finest condition of

/leslt as well as cortts, demonstrating that neither

food, curry-comb and brush, nor elbow-grease,

are spared" to ensure health, comfort and cleanli-

ness. In this wing of the barn is also the thresh-

ing floor, the horse-power, the threshing machine,

fee.—the second floor is occupied with the grain

in the straw, and the straw after it has been

threshed. The cows and beasts of burthen are

kept well bedded, and the barn stabling, and

barn yard, so constructed as that neither liquid

nor solid manure is lost or suffered to he wasted

—economy in all things, great as well as small,

being regarded by the Colonel as a virtue the

more to be treasured, as it enables him who prac-

tices it to he generous, hospitable, and just.

The flock of sheep are Southdovvns, and num-

ber 30 bead—that they produce good lambs, we

can most cheerfully testify, as neither prince nor

peasant ever enjoyed a more delicious, savory

morsel, than did we while partaking of the Colo-

nel's hospitable board. It is not our wont to

speak of what we may have Paten, nor would

we now, but that it affords us an opportunity of

heralding forth our belief in the superiority of

the Southdown as mutton and lamb, over every

other breed.

The mansion is built of stone, stands on a

beautiful eminence, overlooking the village, the

track of the railroad, and taking within the

scope of the vision one of the most beautiful

land-cape views that the eye could desire to

look upon. The c t and lawn comprises an

enclosure of some three acres, filled with shade

trees, shrubbery and flowers, which are arranged

with exquisite taste and judgment,—doubtless

the work of the accomplished lady of the Colo-

nel— for none other than woman's chaste views

of the beautiful, could have conceived of an ar-

rangement so harmonious, and in such perfect

keeping—an arrangement combining at once

the loveliness of nature with the magnificence

of art.

Having feasted on the improvements of the

farm, we paid a visit to the factory, foundry and

machine shop. In the first we found hundreds

of pretty girls and good looking women, on

whose countenances beamed the living evidences

of comfort, contentment and virtue— in the two

latter, sturdy men, whose skilful workmanship
prove them to be worthy representatives of the

American mechanic, while their joyous faces in-

dicated that employment at Laurel, vouchsafed

not only the reward due to toil, hut that it was

the home of happiness.

The village contains two cotton mills, one

foundry, one machine shop, four churches, a ly-

ceum, a ball-room, and about two hundred and

fiftj tenements, mostly built of stone, in the cot-

tage style, with flower-gardens in front. It has

a population of about 2500 persons—and we
hazard nothing in saying, that there is no com-
munity in our country where the obligations ol

honor, honesty and truth, and of religion and

morality are more scrupuously observed.

It often ocours that land owners improve small

fill Is, comprising a few acres of land, but we
doubt much, whether there is half a dozen in-

stances! in our State, where so much laud, in so

gle individual, and we doubt still more, whether

the fertilization has ever been so thorough and

complete before. This example, which has been

so laudably set, will, doubtless, be followed by

many others, as the brilliant results of Col. Ca-

pron's intelligent labors, are calculated to stir up

a spirit of emulation, that must speedily tell ad-

vantageously, not only in the improvement of the

exhausted lands of our own State, but every-

where else where the soil has been impoverished

by that ruinous system which has gone upon the

principle of taking everything out of, without

restoring anything to the earth.

Things that Change.

BY MRS. HKMANS.

Knowest thou that seas are sweeping
Where cities once have been 1

When the calm wave is sleeping,

Their towers may yet he seen
j

Far down below the glassy title

Man's dwellings where his voice hath died.

Know'st thou that flocks are feeding

Above the tombs of* old,

Which lungs, their armies leading,

Have lingered to behold ?

A short, smooth green-sward o'er them spread,

is all that marks where heroes bled.

Know'st thou that now the token

Ot temples once renowned,
Is but a pillar broken.

With grass and wall-flowers crowned ?

And the lone serpent rears her young

Where the triumphant lyre hath sung 1

Well, well I know the story

Of ages passed away,

And the mournful wrecks that glory

Has left to dull decay,

But thou hast yet a lale to learn

More lull of warnings sad and stern.

Thy pensive eye but r-tnges

O'er ruined lane and hall.

Oh! the deep soul has changes
More sorrowful than all.

Talk not, while these before thee throng,

Of silence in Ihe place of song.

See scorn, where love has perished :

Distrust, where friendship grew :

Pride, where once nature cherished

All tender thoughts and true 1

And shadows of oblivion thrown

O'er every trace of idols gone.

Weep not for tombs far scattered,

For temples prostrate laid ;

In ihme own heai t he shattered

The altars it had made.
Go, sound its depths in doubt and fear ;

Heap up no more its treasures here.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

A. Tour to and through a portion of the West-
ern Country.

The writer, in company with a son and a ne-

phew, left EHisburgh, the place of their resi-

dence in Jefferson county, N. Y., on the first day

of June, 1846, and went to Snckel's Harbor, a

small and flourishing village on the borders of

lake Ontario, and probably the most sale and

commodious harbor there is on the whole chain

of the great western lakes; from thence we look

passage on board a small steam-boat— St. Law-
rence; arrived at Oswego the following morn-

ing, another flourishing village on the mouth of

Oswego river, where much commercial business

is Irausai ted— the mouth of the river, with arti-

ficial work at its entrance into the lake forming

the harbor— a canal running from this and inter-

secting the Erie canal at Syracuse ; thence

up we proceeded to the Genesee river, four miles

from its nioiilh to the landing, but found nothing

particular worthy ol note here except the eleva-

ted and lofty banks of the river; thence we
proceeded to Lewiston, at the head of navigation

on Ihe Niagara river: leaving very soon in the

horse cars on the railroad, we came to Niagara

Falls, a small but pleasant village: left in steam

ears to Buffalo, anil although within a stone's

throw of the Falls, we did not go and view

them, but immediately proceeded to Buffalo,

where we arrived at 8 o'clock in the morn-

ing, 3d of June: this is a large and flourish-

ing cifj near the out-let of lake El ie. the second

m size and population in this State, and pro-

bably about the tenth or eleventh in the United

short a period, has ever been improved by a sin- Stales; Buffalo creek forming the harbor and I tween them.

literally filled with steam-boats, sail-vessels and

canal-boats. Wo spent from 8 A. M. to 7

o'clock P. M. in viewing the scenery of the

city and harbor, which was very interesting

to strangers to such scenes: the largest class

steam-boats carrying from 1000 to 1200 passen-

gers, and setting a dining table 850 feet long or

more, a class of which boats formed a daily

line to and from Chicago, Illinois; and on board

of one of these (the Saratoga) we took passage

and left about day-light next morning: arrived

at Cleaveland, Oliio, at 8 o'clock in the eve-

ning of the 4th of June. Next day, 5ih of

June, we took the stage and went back into

the country twenty-seven miles to a brother's

of the writer, who joined us, and we returned

by private conveyance ihe next day, June 6th,

and took passage on board the steam-boat

Oregon—arrived at Detroit 10 o'clock the same
evening: the steam-boat and a schooner came
in contact near Ihe mouth of Detroit river,

which made quite a crashing, but what was
the injury or damage done I never learned.

Left Detroit just after day-light, June 7, and

proceeded up Detroit river, through lake St. Clair,

and up St." Clair river, entered lake Huron 6
o'clock at evening.

In passing up these rivers, the country gene-

rally was rather low and barren : some on

the Canada shore above Detroit appeared tolera-

ble well. Arrived at Mackinaw at one o'clock

the following day, June 8. This is a small

island near the head of lake Huron and the

termination of the strait connecting lake Huron
with lake Michigan: this island, with the fort

bearing the same name, presents an appearance,

worthy of note. Although here but one hour,

we walked up something like half a mile to the

fort; it was very handsomely arranged, and be-

ing much elevated, it here presented a beautiful

spectacle. Off to the eye appeared to be hut

little business here except fishing and gardening,

from which they must, it would seem, chiefly

subsist. Appletrees, (then being the 8th of June)

were here handsomely in the blow ; and when
we left home, the first of June, apples were
nearly the size of wren's eggs: a great place

here for the fish called Mackinaw trout. Left

here at 2 o'clock P. M.. passed up the strait with

some prospect on laud [ill dusk, when all pro-

spect was lost till near or quite the middle of the

day, June 9lh. then we hove in sight of the shore

and timber in Wisconsin. Arrived at the city of
Millwankie two o'clock P. M. the same day; and

here on shore in this pleasant city— and before

we proceed further, let us pause and look back

a moment— retrace our steps and tour, and re-

flect a moment. From ten o'clock, P. M. June
1st, till two o'clock June 9— making 187 hours,

and deduct from this 80 hours at least for stop-

page and detention, and it leaves 107 hours or

nearly four and a half days, in which time we
were pleasantly wafted over the bosom of this

chain of inland seas or lakes. The space of

about 1150 miles, with the exception of 2(i miles

of railroad, and propelled the whole distance by

steam with the exception of seven miles (horse

power) and from Buffido to the point of our

lauding, we were meeting or passing steam pro-

pellers or sail vessels almost hourly.

We will now proceed after taking a little re-

freshment in this new and flourishing city of the

West—we travelled west ten miles; in this dis-

tance, the country considerably broken and un-

even, but fertile. June 10, we continued our

journey west— travelled over thirty miles— in

this day's travel we found ihe country a little

more even, yet with handsome swells; and here

were timbered land and oak openings or barrens.

The timber was various; much the same as our

own country east. 1 saw no beech trees that I

recollect, west of the lakes. The soil various

—

frequently black sand, bordering on muck. The
oak limber on the barrens is very short—many
places hardly long enough for two cuts lor rails :

the soil rather lighter, more of the yellow or

clav color. We found some country here that ap-

peared to rest on a bed of loose fine gravel

about a foot or eighteen inches from the surface

— it was broken by many small lakes or ponds,

with frequent marshy or swampy outlets. We
crossed no considerable stream except Fox river ;

and that, was small here— passed between two

ponds, where was just room for the road be-
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June 11 ih, we resumed our travels still west
through the same kind of country—crossed
Rock river: this appeared rather dead, and it

was said that a dam something like eight miles

distant affected it u»en above where we crossed
it. The stream appeared very pleasant at this

season of the year, l'assed on nine miles to the

town and small village of Aztalan, four miles

beyond which northerly we came to a settle-

ment of friends and old neighbors. Mere we
continued from June II to 15, visiting and strol-

ling around the country. We found much good
quality of land, but I think generally rather lack-

ing uatcr and timber, it being mostly the oak
openings. While strolling we made our way
northeasterly ten miles to the very flourishing

village of Watertown, on Rock river; here the
stream is quite rapid— mills and machinery of

different descriptions are being erected. Found
the country on this route something similar, but
not so much and so generally pleasant and good
as in the vicinity of Aztalan.

June 15—after completing our visit here we
returned and retraced our steps about thirty

miles—then changed our course southeasterly a

few miles to Prairieville, a small but flourishing
village. After a few hours visit to an old neigh-
bor we passed on southeasterly eighteen miles

—

came to a prairie, the first 1 had really noticed—
have but little recollection of the country of this

eighteen miles travel.

Morning of June 17 we hired a private con-
veyance seventeen miles near Southport and Illi-

nois line, where we continued with our new
found friends between one and two days. Here
we came to more extensive prairies, interspersed
with the oak openings.

June 1!>— left our friends in this vicinity—pro-

ceeded southwesterly thirty miles to McHenry,
on Fox liver. The country in this day's travel

is prairie and oak openings or barrens, as they
call them in this State, Illinois.

June 20— followed down Fox river, passing
the small villages of Oceola and Dundee to

Elgin. In this day's travel we passed over much
prairie and some quite rolling. Stopped at our
friends three miles down the river from Elgin.

June 22—our friends here took us down the

river through the flourishing village of St.

Charles, twelve or fourteen miles, where we
visited other friends and old neighbors ; here the

prairies are quite extensive in every direction,

almost resembling an ocean—the barrens pre-

senting the appearance of islands and points.

These villages—Oceola, Dundee, Elgin and St.

Charles—although not rapid ami but litile fall in

the river, supply the country here with mills and
other machinery.
Wednesday mornine, June 24— at our friend's

near Elgin 1200 miles from home or over, which
place we now left on our return passing over
prairie and through barrens to Chicago. Now
at Chicago we will stop and look back over the

prairies for six or eight miles, presenting a still

more ocean-like appearance: the soil of the

prairies is very uniform, very rich and black, ex-

cept now ami then a swell filled with small
stone, worth nothing except the little feed it

produces ; and here they frequently have to

draw their wood and rails from one and a hall

to five miles. The prairies are great lor the

farm productions with the exception of English
grass, although wheat is considerably subject to

winter-kill anil blast. 1 think also they must
lack timber, wood and water in this section of
eotintry. We took Steam-boat at Chicago in the

evening, crossed the head of lake Michigan to

the mouth of St. Joseph's river in the Slate of
Michigan—a short and pleasant voyage—arrived

hereon the morning of June 25th, Here took

the stage for Kalamazoo, passing over sandy
barren land—fields covered with sorrel. On
this route we observed a team breaking up the

barrens, consisting of eleven yoke of cattle—
ploughing up all the small brush and small oak
bushes from two to two anil a half inches
through, ten or twelve leet high. And here I

will try, in a measure, to describe the plough the

inhabitants use in this and their prairie lands.

The running part I should think from two to two
and a half feet long, wrought iron share and
mould hoard ill some instances— iron rods from
three-fourths to an inch through fastened at each
end, three or four of them, equal distance apart,

forming the width of the mould board, with a
beam from seven to ten feet long—the size in

proportion to its length almost resembling the
big beam to a common barn compared with ours.
We arrived at Kalamazoo in the evening at the
termination of the Detroit railroad—here my
brother bethought that he was likely to be de-
tained from home longer than he had anticipated,
proposed to leave us and return home. He ac-
cordingly, on the morning of June 20' at nice
o'clock, took cars and arrived home in Portage
county, Ohio, the next day evening. Reduced
then to three in number, uo took a private con-
veyance ten miles— then the slage to the grand
rapids on Grand river about seventy miles, pass-
ing over various qualities of land, from poorest
to the best—also various timbered land. Arrived
in this village at evening, a growing place at

the head of small steam-boat navigation: thence
we passed down the river some thirteen miles to

Georgetown, Ottawa county, where we found
part of our friends. We traversed the woods
one day with our friend looking over the coun-
try; found some first quality of land ; very large,
tall and heavy timber—beech, maple, oak, ash,
&c. A pine tree not to exceed twenty inches
through at the butt would hew a stick eight in-

ches square at the top end—one hundred feet
long.

June 29— our friend here in company with us
went down to the river, took steam-boat and
went to its mouth, the county seat of Ottawa

—

here are employed a fleet of twenty-five vessels
in taking lumber from this place to Chicago,
three or four large steam saw-mills. Nothing of
an agricultural nature done here, except garden-
ing. A stone light house erected by the United
Slates near the mouth of this river. Returning
up the river to the place we had left the next
day, July 1st, in company with a part of this
family we proceeded to another branch of the
same family where we remained that day and
night ; here we found a heavy, well timbered
country and generally a good quality of hind.

The next day, July 2d, our friend led the way on
our return by road foot-paths, and through the
woods: found several miles of good timbered
country and a rich soil. Coming into Alligan
we found a road cut out lour rods wide and
bridged across the streams—arrived at Alligan
county seat, we visited a few old acquaintances :

found sandy light soil.

July 3—we left Alligan and passed thirty-

three miles to Kalamazoo village, the county
teat : various soils and timber in this day's travel.

July 4—our nay was south through an oak
opening country rather thinly settled: thence
forty-two miles through Centreville, a small vil-

lage, to a beautiful spot called Sturges' prairie :

the inhabitants had commenced their wheat har-

vest, which crop was a lair large growth.
July 5—we passed a \'ew miles into the edge

of the State of Indiana, where we found some
friends—found a fair quality of land and good
crops— mostly oak opening hind.

July G—we passed south-east into Michigan,
again found pure prairie country—some rough,
uneven, broken, and some whortleberry swamps,
near one of which we met an old acquaintance,
and by his menus found a friend we were iu

particular pursuit of, who conducted us to his

home in the town of Branch of the same named
county; here we found a line, fair timbered
country similar to that of the more eastern
States.

July 8—we then travelled nine or ten miles to

Hillsdale, next morning took the cars on the
railroad to Adrian village, the county seat of
Lotinwee County. lie re in [WO days we travelled

over several miles of country, found much good
corn land. Leaving here July II in the steam
cars, our way was thirty miles to Toledo on lake

Frie at the mouth of the Maumee river < passed
over much low, flat cotton-wood swampy land :

some places sand. From Toledo our way was
up the river by canal ten miles to the Mamnee
village on the north-west hank, one mile above
the head of navigation ; we crossed the river

(leaving the canal) and went down to Perrys-

bnrgh the county seat of Wood county, Ohio, on
the east side of the river lit the head of steam-
boat navigation. The village' stands on an emi-
nence overlooking the landing and river: the
scenery quite pleasant and beautiful. Near by

is Fort Meigs, a post remarkable for a siege

which it sustained from the British and Indians
in April 1813, until the 5th of May following,
when the garrison, together v iih a reinforcement
from Kentucky, made a valiant sortie, compell-
ing the enemy to raise the siege. At ibis place
in a large log cabin erected in I^dO General
Harrison delivered his Fort Meigs speech.
Thence proceeded over a level road eighteen
miles to Woodville iu the middle of the Maumee
swamp: some miles round we found a level,
rich ami handsome timbered country: Portage
river passes through this place.

July 15—we proceeded to Lower Sandusky :

here is the site of Fort Stevenson (now demo-
lished) so valiantly defended in 1813 by Major
Croghan with 100 Americans, defeating KiOO
British and Indians under the command of Gen-
eral Proctor. Some few marks of the Fort re-
mained, although the place was covered with
buildings. Passed eastward through some fine
ci try between the small village below and
Norwalk, die seat of Huron county: passed
thence through the pleasant village ol'Elyria, we
came to Rockport eight miles west of' Cleve-
land: here we stopped two nights and one day
in that part of Ohio known as the Western Re-
serve, composed of a number of counties.
Medina county we found a beautiful country,it
being the height of land and the head waters
each way southerly into the Ohio river and
northerly into lake Erie.
July20— I proceeded eastward. The Western

Reserve is generally very level, fertile and pro-
ductive. From Cleveland we had a pleasant
n'ght on the lake, making Buffalo next day, July
25, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon.

[In the remainder of this journal the writer

describes objects more familiar to the travel of
the day in the Empire State, wending his nay
in a packet boat in the canal from Buffalo to

Rochester, from whence by ihe river and lake

Ontario to Sacket's harbor he finds his home in

Jeffei son county. As from the eye of a practi-

cal farmer, the information and judgment of
Mr. Wood will be valuable to emigrants to the

north-west. His conclusion is as follows:]

We travelled over an extensive territory, anil

in every section we passed we found much that
was first quality for settling for agricultural pur-
suit. The large prairies no doubl are productive
in every thing but English grass and very easy
to cultivate. There is very little waste laud :

ponds, swamps and marshes abound in Wiscon-
sin and Michigan—not so much in the other
parts. After all that is or can he said of the
beautiful prairies and oak openings or barrens in

Wisconsin and Illinois, the writer thinks he
could suit himself better iu a farming location in

Branch county, Michigan—u well limbered coun-
try near the south east corner of the Slate : this

is the most western location the writer would
prefer. Then further east in the Maumee coun-
try near Sandusky, Ohio, is a belter locution:
then further west, and quite as good again iu

Union county, Ohio, and eastward into Western
New York, Orleans county, or other of her
western counties. E. A. WOOD.
Woodville. Jeflerson en,. )

M. Y . Fell- 1848. '

\

Hkdgks.—The best Hedge in the United States,
says the Genesee Farmer, extends about n mile
along the highway on a plantation of .1,000 acres,
near Augusta, Georgia, li is the Cherokee Rose,
which is now in full bloom, presenting a mag-
nificent floral spectacle, and filling ihe atmos-
phere with delicious perfume. No animal with-
out wings can get over or through it. Having
stood forty of fifty sears, it slill promises a good
fence for a century to come. The owner and
occupant of tins splendid estate, Mr. D'Laiole,
was a St. Domingo plunter at the time of the in-

surrection ami iTlcudl'ul massacre by the blacks,
and was so fortunate as to escape to the United
States.

The Potato Disease.—The Gardener's Chro-
nicle of July 8th publishes reports received from
various parts of the country, which prove the

very unwelcome fact that ihe potato disease has
again manifested itself iu England, Ireland and
Scotland, and that it has already done much
mischief
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Squash Bags and the carrion Crows.

In a cleared field of some forty acres of the

Dark Plain we have a pasture of about twenty-

five acres which thus far in the season lias af-

forded abundant sweet feed for ten cows and five

cosset sheep. Coming down the valley of this

lot is a beautiful running stream fed entirely

within the lot by springs of water originating in

the sides and bottom of the hollow, in which is

an inexhaustible bed of rich muck of which we

have gathered and used many hundred loads of

decidedly the richest material for the compost

heap. The valley, its stream, the banks under-

laid with clay or rich marl, with the capacity of

these materials to impart abundant fruitfulness

to the light pine plain surrounding it, make this

quite an interesting spot under the convictions

of utility to which facts have thus far brought

us: if we should live to improve this land five

years, we think we could make of it, at no ex-

pense beyond what is laid on for a present crop,

a better and more profitable farm of the size

than is now cultivated in the county. Our expe-

riment this year is four acres of early potatoes

upon the lightest pine plain broken up and sub-

soiled last fall, in which we shall obtain in the

next two weeks more than one hundred bushels

of early potatoes to the acre, now just ripe for

the market. On the steep side hill of the hollow

near the potatoes, our men planted in the first

week of June one acre and a half of pure mar-

row squashes : these came up handsome, hut

with their coming up myriads of yellow bugs

appeared also, as if the tender plant had been

especially intended for them. The yellow bugs

were fought off with ground plaster eXiough to

cover up the plants, so that they in part strug-

gled into the growth of the petal first indicating

the vine. Since that time, as an attendant hav-

ing rights tu the vines, the black bugs have suc-

ceeded to the yellow in great numbers: strong

ashes has partially checked them ; but what with

the bugs and the unprupitious season, the

squashes have made little progress. Sometimes

the black hug will eat off to-day the vine that

was flourishing in green array yesterday : again

he taps the stem so as to turn a part of the plant

yellow. Although we have poor encouragement

for this field on the first of August, yet a little

incident mi Saturday, July 29, is perhaps worthy

of mention. Our old crows of the Dark Plain

have this year brought out a brood of young,

making a floc-k of about a dozen. These we

had observed a I'm days ago in the dry weather

enjoying luxuriously the stream of our hollow,

where the cows came down to drink. On Sat-

urday we saw them quile busy about something

in the side hill at a distance of the planted

.-quashes. Going over the hill out of sight, we

came suddenly upon the brood who started on

the wing: on looking at their work we found

they were industriously clearing the squash hills

of the black bugs. Having got a taste of 1 1 m
as richer than the grasshoppers, we do not doubt

that the ill omened birds of both sexes will do

ns the favor fust of clearing the lot of the cor-

morant hugs whose smell is as offensive to man

as his taste is probably agreeable to mynheer crow.

Agricultural Products of the United States and
Frtsuce.

A writer in the English Agricultural Gazette

makes an interesting comparison of the pro-

ducts of the United Slates compared with those

of France. The population of the United States

is set down at twenty millions and that of France

at thirty-five millions. The proportion of the

agricultural population in America is given as

80.4 per cent.; commercial 2.5; and manufac-

turing 17.1. The writer observes that the agri-

cultural production of the United States, com-

pared with its inhabitants, is enormous, viz:

UNITED STATES. FRANCE.

Horned Cattle, 14,971,583 9,936,538

Sheep, 19,311,374 32,151,430

Horses and Mules, 4,335,661) 3,192,337

Pi 26,301,293 4,940,721

He also contrasts the grain crops of the two

countries, showing the comparative amounts

produced of each kind, in hectolitres, as follows:

UNITED STATES. FRANCE.
30,000,000 09,000,000

1,500,000 16,000,000

6,000,000 27,000,000

Wheat,
Barley,

Rye,
Oats,

Indian Corn,
Buckwheat,

44,000,000 48,000,009

135,000,000 7,000,000

2,500,000 8,000,000
" The United States," (says the writer) "produce

annually 70,000 tons of wool, 000 tons of hops,

300 tons of beeswax, 10,000,000 tons of hay,

95,000 tons of hemp and flax, 100,000 tons of to-

bacco, 40,0(0 tons of rice, 395,000 tons of cotton,

00,000 pounds of cocoons of silk worms, 77,000

tons of sugar, and 5,000 hectolitres of wine.

The produce of the (arm-yard, or cow-house, is

estimated at £7,000.000(835,000,000 ;) that of the

orchards, £1,560,000 ; forests, £2,720,000." The
total amount of agricultural produce amounts
yearly to the enormous sum of £138,730,100

sterling, or §093,650,800. The manufactures of

the United States, though yet in their infancy,

are rapidly increasing, and the writer puts down
the amount of capital embarked in manufacto-

ries of various kino's, at £50,757,912. Considered

in all respects, therefore, he concludes: "Ameri-
ca may be classed next to Great Britain, as the

second agricultural and commercial country

in the world."

and will measure 800 feet in length. It will

he 28 feet wide, will have one track for the cars,

two sidewalks and two roads for carriages.

There are two towers of solid stone, one on

each side, 68 feet high and 14 feet square at the

bottom. From these towers 10 cables will be

suspended—each cable made of 600 No. 10

wires, firmly secured at each end in rock. The
bridge, when done, will be capable of sustaining

a weight of 200 tons in the centre. The estima-

ted cost is about $180,000."

Breaiistuffs in Europe.—It would seem by

recent advices from Europe, that there is a pro-

spect of bountiful crops in Great Britain ami on

the Continent. The Paris National says that

from all quarters the most satisfactory accounts

are received of the state and prospects of the

harvest in France. All the journals of the de-

partments repeat that the "oldest inhabitants"

cannot remember a season so favorable to the

fruits of the earth. The corn is strong and well

advanced, the heads begin to be heavy. The
vines are covered with grapes and flowers The
grains are abundant, and already in many parts

of the country it has been necessary to mow the

artificial prairies where the lucern, the sain foin

and the clover begin to suffer from excess of

vegetation.

16,000 IN ONE YEAR.

CO LE'S
AMERICAN VETERINARIAN
DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

ND
A Book for every Farmer.
book which every Farmer should own, and

Orcat encouragement for New Hampshire
Farmers !

HJROF. WAI/TFR
JL Philadelphia, and Z. C,

Prices in Concord, July 29: Potatoes new

from the field, one dollar per bushel ; beefsteaks

10 cents; veal Oa 7; quarters of lamb 10 cents;

butter 20 cents; cheese 9 cents; hay in the

field, plentiful, eight dollars per ton.

ffjT'No potato rot yet upon the pine-plain field?!

OFFICE
OK

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND

COUNSELLORS FOR PATENTEES

:

For imparling information on the subject of Inven-

tions, and on the application of Chemical and

Mechanical Science to the Arts, Agriculture, Man-

ufactures, and .Mines, and for procuring and de-

fending patents, either in tha United States, or in

Foreign countries.

R. JOTIIYSOX, late of
KOBtiliNS, of Washington

City, (to be aided bj HAZARD RNOWLES, Esq., late

Machinist of the United Suites Patent Office ) have asso-

ciated themselves together for the prosecution of the

above hranahes of professional business, either in their

office, at ihe Patent, Offic \ or be ore the courts ; and
will devote their undivided attention to forwarding the

interests of Inventors or minis who ma) i onsult them
nr place business in their hands. Mr. Knowles Iris for

ir ;m iv. >lve years held the post of Machinist in the

I tales Patent Office, and resigns that situation to

take part in the present undertaking. His talents nnd

peculiar fitness for the important office so long filled by

i.k.i, have been fully recognized bj Inventors Wherever
the i fficc itself is known.
The office of Messrs. J. &- R- is on F. street, opposite

the Patent Office, Washington, D C, where communica
tions | tat paid, will be promptly attended toj examiua-
u r.s mad

L

1

, drawings, specifications, and Ml requisite pa-

pers prepared—and models procured when desired—on
i isonable terms. Letters of inquiry, expected to be

answered after examinations had, must be accompanied
by 11 fee Of live dollars.

In the duties of their office which pertain to the Pateut
Laws, Messrs. J. fit R. will be assisted by a legal gentle-

man of the highest professional character, and fully con-
versant n ith Mechanics and other scientilic subjects.

Washington, D C June 30, 1G IS. 3ms

Suspension Bridge.— A correspondent of the

Chronotj pe gives the following relative to the

new Suspension Bridge new in process of

erection at Niagara Falls :

" The bridge will be 230 feet above the water,

X*_ may own, by paying the small sum of 1'iktv Cents,
which may be the means ol saving the life of many valu-

able animals, and from which he may derive a vast amount

of the must valuable information in regard to the Train-

ing and Breeding of Animals, as well as full Rules for Re-
storing and Preserving Health.

16,<i>0© Copies
of this valuable work have been sold in One Year,—
and we have testimonials enough in its favor, from those

who have purchased and examined it, to till a volume.

We publish a few only :

"No Farmer's Library is complete without Mr. Cole's

Treatise on the Diseases of Domestic Animals."

From William Bacon, Richmond.

This book is just what we farmers want. The pre

scriptions are simple, always accessible, and harmless to

the constitution.

From the Christian Herald, Newbvryport.

It is truly " a book for every farmer." We have been
most astonished at the amount of important information

and instruction which it contains, on the training, breed-

ing, and diseases of domestic animals. It is compiled by

one of the best agricultural writers in the country, from

his own experience and observation, as a practical farmer

and conductor ol' agricultural papers.

From Wright's Paper, Philadelphia.

" Cole's American Veterinarian " is an invaluable book.

It is worth its weight in gold to any person having the

care or charge of domestic animals. An agricultural

friend, to whom we gave a copy, observed, that it would
save him a hundred dollars a year.

From the American Agriculturist.

The farmer will find much valuable information in this

little work. Dv reference to its directions, they may he

able to save a valuable animal, which otherwise might

be lost.

JFVom J. .M. Weeks, Vermont

The American Veterinarian is the best book of the

kind that 1 have ever seen.

From Levi Bartlelt, New Hampshire.

This book should be in the library of every farmer.

From the Visitor, by Gov. Hill, N. H.

As the Editor of that excellent agricultural paper, the

Boston Cultivator, and other kindred works, Mr. Cole has

shown himself well qualified lor Hie compilation o( this

work. We have known him for years, and he has proved

himself* to be one of the must persevering and able of our

agricultural editors. We understand his new book has

already had a free and extended sale. Many tunes its

price, to almost anv farmer, may he saved in its purchase

Published, and fur sale at wholesale and retail, by

JOIIX P. JEWETT «fc CO.,
23 Cornhill, Uoston.

100 agents could make money on this book, in various

sections of the country. Nunc need apply, except those

who can command a small cash capital of from 26 to £50.

Address—post-paid"- Publishers.
lZ3 CornhiH, Boston.

May 31, 181G. 3mB.
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Vines on Forest Trees.

In travelling through the States of Massachu-
setts and Connecticut a few years since, I was
drawn to observe the quantities of grapes grow-
ing wild on vines that were climbing over the

tops of the forest trees ; most of those which I

tasted wen; of good quality, and they grew in

abundance without any care whatever. I have
often heard people from the above mentioned
States, speak of ihe excellent grapes they used
to gather from vines on the forest trees. A few
years since, a friend of mine took the trouble to

collect a quantity of cuttings of the best varie-

ties, which he planted in his garden. The vines
when they grew were managed with much care,

alter the manner that Isabella and Catawba vines

are, on open trellises. The consequence was,
very little fruit was produced, and that of a very
poor quality; and as he thought he had done his

best, he at length came to the conclusion that it

was the change of location that had made.such
a wonderful change in the fruit. It happened
that a few tendrils from One of the vines came
in contact with the projecting limb of a plum
tree, and in a short time the shoots reached the

top of tree, and the next year the owner was
gratified to see good fruit, and of as good flavor

as any that he had ever tasted of the kind in

their native place. In several instances 1 have
known Isabella vines to run rampant over the

tops of large trees, and they have never failed to

produce large crops of grapes every year, of bet-

ter quality than any that I have ever eaten grown
on trellised vines, and without any labor being
expended. There is one vine now growing in

this town, that produces more grapes than any
other six that are managed in the ordinary way ;

and what I wish to suggest is this : why cannot
Isabella and Catawba grapes be raised to any ex-

tent throughout our whole country, on the tops

of the scattering trees in the fields, and along
the borders of woodlands, and woody ravines,

without any labor being expended or required, ex-

cept in planting the vines, and training ihem up
a permanent post set for that purpose ? There
should be three shoots fastened to the sides of
the post, with loops of leather, until the begin-

ning of March in the second year, at which
time the number should bo reduced to one,
which is to make the trunk of the vine. It

should be protected while it is small with stakes,

to prevent injury by cattle or other animals.
The vine needs the support of the post until the

tendrils obtain permanent bold of the limbs ol

the tree, and the body attains sufficient size to

withstand any thing that may come against it.

The vines should not be set near the body of the

tree, because the ground is already occupied by
the roots of the tree— but directly under the ex-

tremities of the branches on the south side,

where the vine will receive the warmth of the
sun. If the soil is not first rate, it should be tit-

ken iiway and re-placed with at least one cart
load of rich sods from the roadside, which is

much better than any highly manured soil for

the vine or any fruit tree. Much has been writ-

ten on the management of vines, with many
precise rules for pruning, training, manuring,
&C, which all amounts to nothing with farmers
generally, who have no time to devote to such
work. All that our native vines want is plenty of
space to extend over, and plenty of air and sun,
all of which they receive perfectly if they are al-

lowed to run over the tops of the trees. Another
advantage in planting vines in the situations that

I have described, is that they are rendered more
lasting, and will produce fruit lor several gene-
rations, judging from specimens that 1 have seen
growing in different parts of our country. Wri-
ters compute the age of the vine at two hundred
years, and they have been known to reach a
much greater age; hence in planting a vine we
are doing work that need not be repeated soon
in the same place if properly done.

I. HILDRETH.
Seneca, April 7, 181S.

From the Horticulturist.

Profits of Fruit Growing.
When so many farmers are complaining of

small profits, we think it proper to say a little

more on the profits of fruit growing.
Charles Dubois, of Fishkill landing, Dutchess

county, N. Y., lias taken thirty-three dollars for

the fruit grown on one Frost Gage Plum Tree
in one season ; and last season received ninety
dollars from the crop of apricots from one
tree.

A lady of Kensington, Pa., has received
seventy dollars in a season from one apricot

tree.

A gardener, near Boston, has produced eight

thousand quarts of strawberries to the acre, and
received twenty cents per quart for them

—

thus realizing sixteen hundred dollars per acre.

An acre of raspberries on Long Island has
produced nine hundred dollars worth of fruit in

a season. The expense of cultivating, picking
ihe fruit, and taking it to market, was one hun-
dred and fifty-seven dollars— leaving a handsome
net profit of seven hundred and forty-three dol-

lars; a larger sum than thousands of farmers re-

alize from a farm of an hundred acres.

Mr. Zieher. of Reading, Pa., has made forty-

two gallons of pure grape juice wine from one
Isabella vine in a season, worth, when one year
old, one dollar and filiy ceuls per gallon—or six-

ty-three dollars ; being the interest on one thou-
sand and filiy dollars.

An apple orchard of one acre, principally of
the Rhode Island Greening, in Wayne county,
N. Y., produced two hundred barrels of selected

fruit in '47. Another orchard, of three and one-
half acres, produced six hundred and fifty bar-

rels. Although the fruit was sold at extremely
low prices— being so far in the interior of New
York—yet the net proceeds were one hundred
dollars per acre. In the vicinity of Philadelphia,
such a crop of fruit would have paid a net profit

of three hundred dollars per acre.

John C. Gardner, of Nantucket, Mass., has
produced the cultivated cranberry three hundred
and twenty bushels to the acre, and found
ready sale at four dollars per bushel ; thus re-

alizing twelve hundred and eight dollars per
acre.

Many persons will say—" Well, huge profits

may be obtained on a small scale, hut nothing
can be done on a huge scale."

We happen, just now, to think of some large

operations in fruit culture. Major Reybold, of
Delaware, together with bis sous and sons-in-

law, own a number of farms, and have about a

thousand acres in peach orchards. They think
nothing of sending five thousand baskets of
peaches to market per day, for some weeks,
and are supposed to have realized, last sea-
son, forty thousand dollars clear of all ex-
penses.

Robert L. Pell, of Pel ham, Ulster county, N.
Y., is known to have raised, for several years
past, four thousand barrels of Newtown Pippin
apples per year; and what he chooses to sell in
New York city, will always command six dollars
per barrel. Those he sends to Loudon have
sometimes sold [at retail] as high as twenty-one
dollars per barrel. Last season Mr. Pelfs crop
was ten thousand barrels.* Suppose, for argu-
ment's sake, that one-third of this amount
is swallowed up in expenses, there is still left

the handsome sum of forty thousand dollars.
Dr. R. T. Underbill, of New York, has a vine-

yard of twenty acres of Isabella and Catawba
grape vines at Croton Point, on the Hudson
river. It is a well known fact, that some
thousands of baskets of grapes, from this vine-
yard, are annually sent to New York, and
find ready sale at nine dollars per hundred
pounds.
The doctor says there ought to be started a

hundred vineyards immediately as large as his
;

and we coincide with him. New York city,

with Brooklyn and Williamsburg, is half as
large as Paris; and in this latter city, ten
million pounds of table grapes are consumed
yearly.

You will, I think, be surprised to hear that
many wealthy farmers near Philadelphia buy
their apples yearly— this year, at one dollar per
bushel; and that too, when they acknowledge
that feeding cattle and raising grain does not
pay more than three per cent, on the capital in-
vested in farming. Some of them mean well

;

they have intended to plant out trees every year
for the last twenty years.

B. G. BOSWELL.
Philadelphia, Feb. 14, 184S.

[* We know the apple crop at the Pelham farm, last
season, was an enormous large one, but we presume our
correspondent's estimate of that crop is only an estimate,
and not a precisely ascertained amount. \Vc endeavored
to obtain an exact account of the product of this really
great orchard for 1847, but without success.

—

Editor.]

Destruction of fruit buds by Frost.

M. Quinby of Coxsackie informs us, " For the
last ten years, whenever the mercury has fallen

more than eight degrees below zero during the
winter, the fruit buds of our peaches have been
invariably frozen to death; when it remained
above that point we have always had fruit. Two
years during that time, the coldest weather was
exactly eight below zero ; one year it killed all

the fruit, the other about half. Consequently
that is about the last degree of cold the peach
can endure. The fact can be ascertained that

the fruit buds are killed any time in the winter
after weather warm enough to lake the frost out;
the centre then turns black. On the I lib Janu-
ary the mercury was 21 degrees below zero. I

expected to find peaches killed, but not cherries
and plums, which appear to have shared the

same fate. It has been suggested that cherries

and plums would not have suffered, bad it not
been for the warm weather the first part of win-
ter, starting the buds. How is it? Ditl the buds
start, and were they killed by the subsequent
cold ; or is there a limit to their endurance of
cold, as well as the peach ?"

Our correspodeiit is referred to the remarks
on p. 181 of the present volume of the Cultiva-

tor, showing that it is not low temperature alone

which destroys fruit buds. Indeed the fact that

the point at which they are killed is placed quile

differently by different cultivators, proves this to

be the case. When peach buds have been much
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swollen by warm weather in winter, we have

known many of them destroyed at a temperature

of only five degrees below zero, leaving however

enough for a good crop. On the other hand, we
are assured on good authority, that at Montreal

crops of peaches have been obtained, after the

thermometer had sunk as low as twenty-eight

degrees below zero—not the slightest swelling

of the buds having previously taken place, and

the trees being merely protected from sudden

chatiges by a thin mar.

Under ordinary circumstances, however, in the

peach districts of New York and New England,

it rarely happens that the crop escapes a frost of

12 or 15 degrees below zero.

There is no doubt that the cherry and plum,

like the peach, is rendered more liable to de-

struction by the previous swelling of the buds

—

we have known the entire cherry crop destroyed

by cold only 12 degress below zero, when the

previous winter weather had been quite warm.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Commercial.
From the Commercial Correspondent of the Washington

Union.

JSew York, July 12, 1848.

The news from Europe is regarded favorably

in a commercial point of view. The cotton

markets in Havre and England exhibited a slight

improvement, and breadstuff's were more firm,

notwithstanding the continued promise of good
crops. The political aspect of affairs was such,
however, as to modify any very sanguine hopes
of permanent recovery for the sale of manufac-
tured goods, which were cheaper than ever, as
well in Fiance and Germany as in England. Fi-

nancial affairs were becoming more complicated
through the growing discredit of government
securities. It is matter of just national pride,

that while the reduction of the rate of interest

by the Band of England, from 4 to 3i per cent.,

had produced no effect upon markets generally,
and the increased gloom of the political horizon
had depressed French 3's to 45, and English 3's

to 83f, United States O's in London rose to 97

—

giving a pretty clear indication of the direction

wliich public attention is receiving for security
of investments. The occurrences of the now
apparently imminent European war cannot but
have a great influence upon the export of farm
produce. The value of food exported in the

last European war was greater than it has been
since until last year. The following are some
of the items :

Value of certain exportsfrom the United States.

Flour nnd 1803. 1811. 1812. 1840. 1847.
wheat,S9,3IO,00O%l4,r:62,0O0SlV«,O0O$ll,77S,ri9?S:i2,IS3,l6l
Rice, 9,445,001) 2,387,000 3,021,000 1,942,076 3,605,890
Corn, 2,025,000 2,896,001) 1,939,0U0 1,043,516 18,696,546
Beefic.l, 145,000 1,195,000 524,080 623,373 2,434,003
But. and
Cheese, 585,000 395,000 329,000 210,749 1,741,770
I'ork, Ba-
con.&c, 1,890,000 1,002,000 604,000 1.894.194 6,630,843

Total 17,410,000 22,537,000 20,105,00(1 17,492,706 65,292,218

From 1791 to 1815, the values averaged annu-
ally as high as the figures given lor 1803, 181 J,

1812. After the war the values fell to a very
low figure, until 1840, which, being a year of
bad harvest abroad, was one of large export.
The following is a table of the average prices for
those articles during the war and now:
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Every one must have noticed that when horse

manure is dropped in open fields, its strength is

soon almost entirely dissipated by the winds, and

it remains naught but the shadow of manure.

And when it is piled in heaps it soon begins to

heat,nnd the most valuable properties are thrown
off in vapor. I believe that the way this manure
is usually tnunageil, more than one-hall' of its

strength is lost in the atmosphere. In order to

retain its full power great cure should he used

to mix it with straw and earthy matter in quan-

tities sufficient to prevent this excess of beat and
to absorb the gases evolved under a slower fer-

mentation. I never summer manure save under

u shed— well packed and coated with earth.

In composting, it is my practice to begin with

a layer of muck or mould to the depth of four

inches, and then providing with alternate and
equal layers of animal manure and one of these

substances covering the heap with muck. I

make different kinds of compost according to

the character of the soil to which it is to be ap-

plied, for instance, in making a compost for

dry soil, I use muck, and sometimes a sprinkling

of ashes with it. For a low land soil I make use

of mould, Tor a clay soil sandy loam. My swamp
muck is funned by the washings of the adjacent

hill sides, and leaves from bard wood trees

brought in by the wind and a small brook.

These substances have been mixed with rank
grass and weeds that have annually decayed
there, until they have formed a rich black soil to

the depth of four feet.

The mould I have used has been the washings
of higher lands and the road sides.

I am aware that many do not fully appreciate

the value of these substances as fertilizers when
properly prepared. Some seem to think that

there is nothing of much value as manure, save

such as is made from animals. They do not

consider that good muck and mould contain all

the natural elements for the growth of plants.

Or that by mixing earthy and vegetable matter

with our manure, we save much of the valuable

gas that otherwise might be lost while undergo-
ing decomposition. Nor do they understand
that under very many circumstances there is

less waste of manure when applied to the land

in a compost. Or that there is an important ad-

vantage in having a compost adapted to each
kind of soil.

The chemist tells us, and it is confirmed by

experience, that for the successful growth of
plants, there should be an abundant supply of

certain fertilizing elements. Now we may many
times have land upon our farm that contains

some of the ingredients to an excess, and in

other ingredients there is a deficiency. We may
also have upon the same farm, land that has the

very counterpart of these. The chemist tells us

(and it is proved by experience) (hat if such soils

were mixed together the productions of both

would be much augmented. Now in making a

compost we use a soil of an opposite character

from that of the land to which it is to be applied,

wp do this very thing. And from my own ex-

perience I know it to be very judicious manage-
ment. Another advantage of composting is,

that when the heap is properly managed its heal

will destroy the seeds of all weeds. A few years
since, as an experiment, I spread fifty loads of
muck upon two acres of grass land of an upland
soil, and I am confident it doubled the crop of bay,

for the two following seasons. This muck was
drawn oi.'t in small heaps in the fall, for the pur-

pose of exposing it to the action of the air and
frost, which serves to remove the acid and ren-

der it more easily decomposed. And it is well

to have muck intended for a compost exposed in

it similar manner.
I consider my compost far superior to green

manure as a top dressing, and with few excep-
tions, equal, and under many circumstances de-
cidedly better than decomposed yard manure.
Not that 1 think there is more fertilizing matter
in the compost, hut it is much better calculated

to retain its virtues until it is taken up by the
roots of plants, I think I have wasted much
manure in former years by using clear manure
as a top dressing.

I usually apply my compost in the fall, or in

the spring following the season of making it, and
it is thus found in a well pulverized state. I ap-
ply it to grass land early in the spring or soon

alter haying, when the spreading of it will be

followed with a rapid growth of grass, which, in

a good degree, shields it from the wasting effects

of the sun and winds. I follow the spreading of
it with a bush and roller. This will brush and
press it around the roots of the grass, where it

will be much less exposed to the weather, and
sooner taken up the soil.

Messrs. Editors, I have given you the general

management of my manure. I will now state

the result of my labors during the year 1847. I

made from ninety arable acres, 758 loads at 30
bushels to the load ; 341 of which was clear ma-
nure, anil 417 compost, one composed one-half of

animal manure, and one-half muck or mould.
About five-sevenths of the animal manure was
made from sheep. In making the above amount
of manure, my stock consumed 103 tons of hay,

and about 50 tons in coarse forage and litter, in-

cluding straw, corn fodder, weeds and leaves.

They also consumed about 1200 bushels of
roots and apples, and a rather less proportion
of grain.

1 have been more lengthy in my communica-
tion than I intended when I commenced, but 1

have found it necessary to be so in order to be

definite. I always like to know the how and why
as well as the what. And i think farmers many
times in speaking of manure are not definite

enough in their remarks to give one a good under-
standing of their mode of management, cost and
quality of their manures. And there is frequent-

ly u want of interest or knowledge quite too

manifest in the reports of commitees on manure.
The merely giving the results of a man's labors

without the means by which it was accomplish-
ed, chu be of hut little public benefit. Nor can
I gather much practical knowledge from know-
ing that a compost is made partly of one thing
and partly of another.

E. BRIDGE.
Pomfret, July, 18J8.

White Daisy, or "White Weed."—Where
there are but few plants of this kind, it is best to

dig them up, root and branch'. If meadows are

overrun with them, prevent their seeding by
mowing as soon as the blossoms appear. In til-

lage land, kill them as you would any other bad
weed, dud if they are very numerous, it is ad-
visable to keep the ground in hoed crops for two
or three years, during which, if due attention is

paid, they may be nearly exterminated. At all

events prevent their seeding, as it is from seed
only they are propagated. If mowed green and
well cured they make bay that is not disliked by
cattle and horses. If they ripen, the seed fills

to the earth and vegetates, or goes with the hay
to the barn or slack, gels into the manure and is

returned to the land. It is in this careless way
that the pest is continually renewed and increa-

sed. Top-dressing meadows with manure that

contains no foul seed, and in every way encour-
aging the growth of grasses und white clover,

will, with the above precaution, drive out the

daisy in a few years.— Cultivator.

Rose Etc.— Where these insects infest small
plants or shrubs, they may be shaken into ves-

sels of water, and aftet wards killed. Where
they attack large trees, as the apple or cherry, or
grape vines, they are more difficult to manage.
R. Newton, of Worcester, Mass., states in the

Horticulturist, that he had effectually driven them
from bis trees, where they appeared in great

numbers, by scattering dry wood ashes among
them, with a transplanting trowel or a shingle

paddle. Turning up the ground under the trees

or shrubs where they have appeared, with the

plough or spade, late in the fall, will expose ma-
ny of the insects to the frost und air, while they
are in the larva; state, and they will he destroyed.

The eggs are deposited from two to four inches
in the ground, and the insect passes the three

first stages of its existence below the surface,

—

Cultivator.

Viei.d ok Butter.—In the year 1844, six

cows belonging to George Vail, Esq., of Troy,
produced in thirty days, 2G2 lbs. 9 oz. of butter

—

averaging 43 lbs. 12 oz. for each cow. The
same year Philip Van Benscoten, of La Grange,
Dutchess county, produced in thirty days, from
five cows, 227 lbs. of butler, averaging 45 lbs.

oz. for each cow.

Diseases of Animal-.

Heaves in Houses.—I have been acquainted
with this disease practically for many years. I

think it can never he cured, nor much alleviated

by medicines. I am assured, on what I consider
good authority, that removal to western Ohio is

a certain remedy. I once drove a heavy horse
twenty years old, through a journey, going and
coming-, of eleven hundied miles, in the months
of May, June, August and September. The
whole was accomplished with fair speed, and a

eood degree of comfort to man and beast, by
the observance of one short and simple rule.

Avoid dual. The manger and rack were usually
dusted, the hay shook and sometimes watered,
and the oats wet before the horse was allowed to

approach them. " A good deal of trouble," says
one. " Ves," I answer, "and a good deal of com-
fort, too, both to horse and traveller." The worst
predicament was in travelling a dusty road with

a light breeze blowing in the direction of the

journey. Then the poor creature suffered, of
course. C. E. G.

Red-water in Cows.—We are informed by
the Danville (Va.) Register, that not less than 300
cows have died in that vicinity, from the disease
called red-water. It is a malady we have never
met with, and we are not prepared, from our
personal knowledge to "throw any light upon
it." According to veterinary works there are
two kinds of red-water—acute and chronic.

Cole's Veterinarian describes the latter, (which is

probably the kind above alluded to,) as follows:

This is most common in cows of weak consti-

tutions, and in calves. In the first stages, it is

far more a disease of the digestive ..organs than
of the kidneys. The following cariees are as
signed: relaxed vessels; thin blood; cold;
change from poor to rich pastures; luxurious
pasture for cows recently dried, and scarcity of
water in a long, dry summer. Some of these are
only secondary causes, and there are doubtless
various other primary causes, among which is

the want of exercise.

Symptoms.—The urine is of a brown color, or
brown tinged with yellow. The beast feeds
nearly as well as before, but ruminates more
lazily. In a few days a natural diarrhoea comes
on, and then the animal is well again ; or u pur-
gative is given and a cure is soon effected.

At other times the animal is dull, heavy and
languid ; the ears droop, the back is 4jowed, sho
separates from the herd, refuses food and ceases
10 ruminate. Again she is better, and then sud-
denly changes to worse; the mine assumes a
dark color, resembling foul coffee or porter ; it

increases in quantity, and is sometimes dischar-
ged with difficulty and in little jets. The milk
diminishes, and acquires a tinge of yellow or
brown, and the taste is unpleasant. The pulse
is accelerated to sixty or seventy beats a minute.
The skin is yellow, but of a darker yellow than
in jaundice; it has a tinge of brown. The urine
becomes of a darker hue, and is almost black.

Sometimes the animal shrinks when the. loins

are pressed, but not usually, nor so much as in

acute red-water. There is a loss of condition
and general debility, and the legs and ears are
cold. In every stage there is eostiveness very
difficult to remove, yet generally there was vio-

lent diarrhoea at the beginning, which suddenly
stopped. The dark color of the urine is caused
by vitiated bile, not by blood, as in acute red-
water.

An examination, after death, shows that the

contents of the manyplus, or third stomach, are
perfectly dry and almost as bard as though they
had been baked. This is doubtless the disorder
which many farmers call dry betly-ache ; and
some call it dry murrain. The liver is inflamed,
and darker than usual ; the gall-bladder is full to

distention, and the bile is thick and black.

These circumstances show that the seat of the
disease is in the liver, and that the gall is ob-
structed in its passage to the intestines; and in-

digestion is the result.

Remedy.—As in this disease constipation of the
bowels is generally obstinate, back-rake, and
give an exciting injection; then give a good dose
of physic, with ginger, or other stimulant, and if

there be no operation in six or eight hours, re-

peat, in half doses, and continue mild injections

occasionally, until an operation of the physic.
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Give also warming teas, such as sage, pepper-

mint, &c. Feed on laxative food, and give as-

tringents, as for jaundice, to restore the diges-

tive organs to their usual tone and action. We
think that ashes and cider would he excellent.

Saltpetre, in doses of an ounce, is good. Change
the food, and remove all cause of disease. Small

doses of sulphur are good.

Black-leg in Calves.—At a recent discus-

sion of this suhject by a Farmers' Club in Eng-
land, it appeared to be the general opinion that

hay which was badly heated in the mow or stack,

rendered calves which fed on it particularly lia-

ble to black-leg. It was agreed that they should

not be stunted in their growth—should have

clean, sweet fodder (or grass) with a little meal

of some kind of grain, or oil-cake, and potatoes,

turnips or carrots.

&l)c Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., AUGUST 31, 1848.

The Mountain and Lake Region ofNew Hamp-
shire and Maine in the mouth of August.

The month of August has opened to us a new

leaf of information from which our estimation

has been greatly raised of the value of the soil

and the richness of the resources of New Hamp-

shire. On the day of this writing, the 15th of

the month, we find ourselves among the moun-

tains twenty miles eastward from Connecticut

river about a dozen miles south of the line of

the forty-fifth degree of north latitude, within

four miles of the westerly line of the State of

Maine where it crosses a bay of the Umbagog
lake. The Umbagog is but a smaller part of a

body of lakes and bays which stretch still further

north-east in the State of Maine. All these wa-

ters with the Margallaway river reaching around

to the extreme north-east point of New Hamp-

shire are condensed below into the single stream

of the Androscoggin which discharges itself

with the waters of the Kennebeck into the

ocean far down the coast below Portland at

Bath. Within a stone's throw of where we sit

is the only free bridge all the way on this length-

ened river: this has just been erected within a

mile of the outlet of the lake over a rapid de-

scending about thirty feet in the distance of two

miles: the span of the bridge between the two

stone abutments entirely across the stream is

one hundred and thirty-eight feet. This bridge,

in a poor town of New Hampshire of only

thirty-three voters— poor not for lack of excel-

lent soil, but poor because shut out from a better

settled country for the want of good roads

—

covered and protected against decay from expo-

sure of its planks to the weather—has been just

built at an expense nearly of twelve hundred

dollars. Bragg's tavern in Errol stands within a

few rods of this bridge, his house, barn and sta-

bles standing very near a level with the running

stream which courses along its waters in the

noise of a continued steady pouring of rain. At

the foot of the fall near by below the river

widens into a bay of the size of a respectable

pond, and into it falls a considerable stream hav-

ing its source in the Dixville Notch ten miles

north-west and by another small stream still a

little to the north coming out of a beautiful

pond some two miles further off. At the point

of our position Mr. James F. Bragg moved from

the State of Maine into a log hut twenty-two

years ago. The constant moving of the waters

in a rapid dashing over the rocks close by makes

a continued fresh air not generally felt any

where else in the warmest sultry day of August.

Mr. Bragg came here with a young family which
|

has been increased to the number of seven

grown-up children—sons and daughters to all

appearance exceedingly well trained and brought

up, the most of them married and well settled in

life—and in the whole term of his residence has

never employed a professed physician. There

is not perhaps any other part of the world so

healthful as the mountain and hill region of New
England ; and it is remarkable that in families

so scattered as to he unable to call a physician

on any common emergency the whole number
of children up to half a score is frequently raised

without the occurrence of a single death.

The Dixville notch, which from its position is

seen by comparatively few persons, is a greater

curiosity than either the White Mountain or the

Franconia mountain passes. There is a more
immediate and greater rise and fall at this north-

ern notch : the rent where the top crags come
down at the height of perhaps a thousand feet

perpendicular coursing along for the distance of

a mile is so regular that it seems on looking

over head as if a bridge might be thrown across

in a single span. On the westerly or Connecti-

cut river side of this notch the rocks continually

breaking and falling from the top seem to be as

of petrified wood splitting aud splintering off" in

straight rift; but directly turning over to the

other side of the ledge after falling two or three

hundred feet the rocks at once partake of the

granite character, being a ledge from which

seems to have issued large boulders scattered

at intervals down to where the waters of the

Androscoggin come down from the north-east.

Very singular has been the effect of the abra-

sion of waters which at some period of the

earth's existence broke through the long moun-
tain ridge to the eastward of the Connecticut

river. Not to mention points further south

which we have seen in Massachusetts, the well

at the Orange ledge now torn up for the pur-

poses of the Northern railroad, the gorges at

Franconia and through the White Mountains, as

well as the pass at the Dixville notch, all furnish

evidence that the pouring over of waters at

some distant point of time did this great work
of finding a lower level in the mountains. It is

remarkable of these lower points in every in-

stance that wherever a valley and a stream come
down from the one side at the end generally of

a considerable level at the higher point aiiolhef

stream commences going down a valley upon
the other side.

The town of Colehrook, six miles wide, ex-

tends nearly ten miles from the Connecticut

river eastward very near the Dixville notch. It

is a town of most beautifully productive soil,

whether upon the streams or high lands. Its

farms and houses make a very handsome ap-

pearance wherever the eye catches them: the

land is rich in grass and pasturage: at this sea-

son the cultivated fields are exuberant with their

vegetable growth. The soil seems to be of that

slaty limestone formation always green in sum-

mer, seldom affected by drought, and forever

productive iu the grasses when they are given

the pre-eminence. From a hill in the rear of

the village of Colehrook corner we look east-

ward up the Mohawk river there uniting with

the Connecticut twelve miles into the notch as

seeming upon a level : the actual rise from the

bank of the river to the notch is said to be six

hundred feet. The road here at not a very great

expense might run up to the notch nearly a

level. Made as the country first opened for set-

tlement it winds its way upon the hills so as to

present several sharp pitches. As this must ne-

cessarily become a road of great travel, the in-

habitants will find it for their interest—the soon-

er the better—to lay out their road upon a level

all the way. It might be constructed at an ex-

pense much less than to lay out considerable

sums in continually attempting to improve the

steep hills; and when once well made the na-

ture of the land is such that much repairs will

not be necessary. Colehrook, long ago, even be-

fore the part from the river had been much set-

tled, was declared by Philip Carrigain, the prac-

tical map-constructor who personally visited and
perambulated the lines of the towns in his

maps of the State, to be one of the two best

townships of the State. He was not mistaken

as to |the excellence of the quality of the soil

:

it not only opens well, but it retains for more
than a quarter of a century its original freshness

of mowing land and pasture. Its cultivated

fields, grown smoother by the plough, look upon

us with the cheerfulness of almost animated na-

ture. The cattle and sheep are here counted in

larger numbers. There is not to be met a yoke

of oxen or young steer or heifer, a horse or a

colt, that fails to be fat and sleek. The herds-

grass heads out in the pastured grounds aud
along the roads, and the clover honey-suckle

springs thick in the roads along the horse and
wheel paths.

Colehrook corner is the most northerly consid-

erable village in New Hampshire: it is only

eight miles from the monument which marks
the dividing line on the 45th parallel of latitude

between the State of Vermont and the domin-
ions of the British queen. New Hampshire on
the line of Hall's stream and the highlands

stretches perhaps thirty miles to the north-east

of the monument where it touches the 45th de-

gree. Up the Mohawk east of the river village

is a factory village, which we are sorry to re-

mark bears symptoms of decay peculiar some-

times to manufactures far removed from ready

access to the materials supplying their business.

A Mr. Smith of Connecticut nearly forty years

ago invested much capital both in the rearing of

sheep and in the manufacture of woolens : for

several years good cloths, the best of that

known as the Canada cloths, were made here.

The generous expenditure of capital here ter-

minated as might be expected, in an extensive

dilapidation of well constructed buildings, the

remnants of which are still standing. Some-
thing is still done here in the way of carding,

spinning, weaving and dressing woolens for

country customers.

The Dixville notch brings to recollection the

labors and sacrifices of a citizen of New Hamp-
shire whose great enterprise and public spirit,

while he lived, palled at no common obstacle.

The late Col. Timothy Dix, who died on the

frontier in the war of 1812 an officer of the

regular army, the father of the present distin-

guished Senator in Congress of New Vork who
was a cadet and hoy in camp with his father at

the time of his death—also of Capt. Dix, another

brother who has distinguished himself in Mexico
— was for several years a merchant trailer of Bos-

cawen near Concord. He obtained a grant of

land ami. I the mountains from the State more

than forty years ago, and attempted its settle-

ment by constructing the first passvvay over the

State for many miles north of Lancaster. He
had the aid of a lottery for this purpose— then

quite a common method of raising money for
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liny considerable public improvement. Mr.

Dix's road was built llirough the Notch at a

higher point than the track of the present road :

the wall of the Dix road is seen as we pass along.

The rocks impend in craggy blocks seemingly

almost directly over head: falling down, these

blocks lie along the track. A hollow excavation

surrounded on all sides after the turn in the

ridge eastward was evidently left as the debris

fell from the clefts above on either hand. The
water running eastward is lost for some distance

below until it breaks out in a small rivulet which

discharges itself through the Androscoggin. At

the source of the Mohawk running the other

way is a beaver meadow of considerable extent,

where the tall blue joint grass was growing to

the head and shoulders. The last of Colebrook

and the first of Dixville up the valley in its deep

black soil and the immensely tall sugar tree3,

black birch, spruce and hemlock, near the clos-

ing-iu notch, showed there was great strength of

soil coming out of the bosom of these moun-

tains, in which rich clover feed started wherever

the sun could find its way as soon as the clear-

ing was opened.

Coming down from the notch a fall of some

five hundred feet in a single mile, we strike a

level plain open about another mile in which are

the only two farms and settlements within the

town of Dixville: these two farms were opened

and settled thirty and thirty-five years ago, and

probably have not been much improved since.

They are handso::ie intervale, as level as possi-

ble. The town of Dixville is of large length,

heading on its longest side the whole extent of

Columbia, Colebrook and Stewartstown of the

towns on the west side of the State. It is cover-

ed with an immensity of trees: what of it is soil,

is all good. It is destined to become with all the

upland territory of Coos the best of land for

grazing. A good farm may be made almost any

where: the only difficulty is to find a way in and

out. When farms already cleared are abandon-

ed from the inconvenience of procuring necessa-

ries and from no neighborhood association for

the support and procurement of common bene-

fits, it may very readily be concluded that no

new land would be opened in that neighborhood.

Dixville has stood still amidst the New Hamp-
shire mountains for thirty years, while the west

has been pierced at the distance of thousands of

miles, and New England men, with chills and

fevers of a less healthy climate, settled down
upon them, have sought for that happiness

and prosperity which some of them have not

found.

South-easterly from Dixville in an oblong

square is the town of Millsfield. From this

town we look back on the wonders of the notch,

which seems to be but a chasm piercing directly

through the side hill as if cut from the side of

an apple or a potato. That part of the debris

coming eastward has evidently at some remote

period formed the very level alluvion which

stretches down all the way from the gorge to the

river Androscoggin. There are rich fields over

this plain : the laud in Millsfield is still more
productive than in the town above. The pasture

ground of a farm, with buildings without inhabi-

tants, with cattle iu it, was teeming with rank

grass, where the raspberry vines did not stealthi-

ly come in as upon soil that belonged to them.

A mowing meadow, beautifully level as fit for

the deploying of a brigade of militia, lay along

the travelled path, standing iu rich herdsgrass at

the rate not less than two tons to the acre.

Further on in Millsfield were rich fields of oats

standing five feet high and upwards. These two

or three almost neglected farms in Millsfield, as

in Dixville, are an earnest of the intrinsic value

of its soil. It may support as many inhabitants

on its agriculture hereafter as any crack town of

its size down south.

Through this town and Errol below for the

distance of some six miles the road of three

rods iu width lies across the plain. By the side

of this road generally in that distance is the best

and most perfect post and five-rail fence for so

great an extent we have ever yet seen : it is said

to have been set full thirty years ago and is still

perfect. The hardwood posts and rails of

straight rift have stood all that time with less

decay than the more frail chestnut posts and
rails along the Concord railroad have shown in

four years. It was a noble enterprise of the

men who first cleared the settlements in Dixville,

Millsfield and Errol along the distance of ten

miles: buildings, large houses of two stories,

well finished on the outside, and ample barns, as

well as excellent wooden fences, showed at an

early day that gains to their owners must have

come from the use of this land. Probably the

profits were made in the rearing of cattle, many
of which were at that early time driven to the

Canada market. The most flourishing farm in

Errol west of the Androscoggin is that of Mr.

Acres, whose father from Newbury, Vt. settled

in this valley forty years ago: his premises were
neat and tidy, as any of the best farmers down
south: his barns were large and capacious—his

high wooden fences ample against the inroads

of cattle : his house seemed to be the smallest

affair about it, and in decided contrast to many
of the stately mansions opened along the inter-

vale vallies of New Hampshire many years ago

some of which have been sadly deteriorated

with the soil about them. Near Mr. Acres' farm

is one of the beautiful bodies of water (large as

the lochs or lakes of Scotland) whose outlet is

at the foot of the Androscoggin falls two miles

below, coming down to which on the opposite

side is a timber district of considerable extent,

Further up north rises a large isolated height

called the Dustin mountain.

It was a somewhat singular coincidence that

brought the editor of the Visitor in a circuitous

journey nearly two hundred miles from home, in

the single one horse vehicle, making the way of

between thirty and forty miles in the day, nearly

all the way en route on the same road with a

company of young gentlemen from Concord.

Their destination, without our knowledge, had

been the lakes including Umbagog above the

Errol falls: our purpose was to address the

Ammonoosuck Agricultural Society at Lisbon

on the 10th August, and afterwards reach, as far

as practicable by ways which we had never

travelled, so far north beyond the White Moun-
tains as would consume a fortnight's time of la-

bor and diligence such as both ourselves and

our old faithful Charley (both of us alike not

now worth much either as man or horse) could

undergo without absolute prostration. In the

solitary cleared valley path with the mountains

on eilher side it would raise a smile upon the

most sedate to see the man first reaching from

the narrow track of the buggy wheels and after-

wards alighting to pick, eat and he filled with

rare ripe raspberries, while the horse patiently

standing turned without stepping out of the

pathway to eat the raspberry bush itself as best

suiting his appetite. One grand feature of the

jog-trot animal over such a travelled track of
decaying logs and rocks made here by time as

successive rains and floods had washed away
their coverings, and sunken in dangerous bridges,

was the advantage of comparative safety which
his careful stepping gave both our vehicle and
ourselves while on this almost unfrequented

way of sudden, short and difficult hill sleeps as

well as of more extended lengths approaching
nearly a level. The lower swampy grounds
seemed to present the greater obstructions. We
approached Bragg's in Errol from the Colebrook
corner in this leisure way of travel, a distance of
twenty miles over the difficult way in about five

hours : for the hist three or four mrles the road

was very fine over the plain. Nearly a mile off

the white tent of the Concord young men about
which we had notice as before us oil the way
through the Franconia notch, by Lancaster to

Colebrook, made its appearance: the old horse

pricked up his ears and we soon came along

side. We supposed a meeting of the young
men here, as they had all the way pitched this

tent and lodged in camp every night for the first

hundred and fifty miles. On alighting we found
only their driver left in the charge of the tent

and the horses, while the following entry upon
the tavern record for the first time shewed us

who composed the company, the account of
whom had saluted our inquiry at every step after

we arrived at the lower mountain region beyond
Plymouth : the names were Charles A. Davis,

Walter G. Curtis, John M. Hill, J. D. Carswell,

J. A. Pearson, H. C. Sanborn, Martin B. Hines,

J. K. Cate, Augustus Willey, of Concord, and
G. B. Eames of Littleton. About one half of

the company were printers from the Patriot es-

tablishment, who had been engaged in severe

day and night service during the sitting of the

Legislature. All of them (we are writing now at

home) returned to Concord the same day of our
arrival (Wednesday, Aug. 22d) with complexions

greatly altered, in excellent health, and some of

them with increased weight.

On our arrival at Bragg's we found the Con-
cord company had been absent up the lakes be-

yond the settlements from Thursday morning
until this afternoon of Monday. A young Mr.
Bragg who had qualified himself up here in the

woods as a respectable school-teacher in the city

of New York and who was at home on a visit,

accompanied the troupe as a pilot over the lakes

for the first time: the father and another brother

were busy iu the hay-field. The youngest

daughter of the family, alone unmarried, was
the teacher of four scholars (all the summer
children of the district) in a neat new school-

house on the other side of the river. The com-
pany had left their tent at Bragg's from inability

to carry the weight with them, expecting to

lodge as they did four nights in the open air up-

on beds of hemlock evergreens generally. It

had been our purpose to continue this journey

directly on : under the enthusiasm excited by a

desire to see persons who had just gone over this

lake country which we were disappointed not to

visit in person, we concluded to await the return

of the party; and on the next morning (Tuesday)

after sitting down to the commencement of

these notices, about ten their avant courier noti-

fied us of their approach. They looked indeed

like a body of Indians or wild men coming in

from the woods: no face bad been handled by

the tonsor (and some of them with large whis-

kers before) since the company left Concord :

one was laden heavily with ppt and pans for
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Cooking—some carried kegs and firkins—some

hunting guns and pouches—others cane poles

and fish lines, and others buffaloes and blankets.

It is very extraordinary, so abundant are the lake

trout at some points, that these naturally shy

and scarce fishes were baited and hooked taster

than minnows and horned pouts could be taken

from a common prolific mud pond in the best of

angling. Our heroes caught as many as they

could cook and eat, and brought away corned

and salted as many pounds as they could bear

off.

The account presented by a memorandum

from one of the travellers of this country of

lakes with singular Indian names may be inter-

esting to persons who as yet have but faint ideas

of the extent and intrinsic value of the lands yet

to "be opened for settlement in the smaller Gran-

ite State bordering upon the more extended

westerly limits of the Pine Tree State stretching

hundreds of miles still further north and east.

The IMargallaway river, which may be properly

regarded as the more direct commencement of

the Androscoggin, having it sources at the head

of the Indian stream country of New Hampshire

comes down all the way to the outlet of the lakes

the distance of nearly fifty miles: into it from

the west discharge the waters of the lower and

the upper Diamond streams nearly of the size of

the main branch, making an open country level

of considerable extent north-west of the Dustin

mountain. Connected with the Margallaway

over against the lake Connecticut near the Maine

line is another lake about the same size: the

Margallaway, excepting at its source and near its

confluence with the lake waters, all which

united constitute the Androscoggin below, has

its course continuously a little way east of the

New Hampshire line ill Maine. Coming in from

Umbagog lake about two miles above Bragg's in

a short channel at right angle, the waters of the

lakes discharge themselves iuto the Margallaway.

In ever so large quantities coming down the

united waters of the Androscoggin never rise but

a few feet at Errol : they back in from the

Margallaway raising the level of the lower Um-

bagog lake and its surrounding meadows and

marshes. The lakes, all of which excepting a

part of Umbagog are in the State of Maine,

stretch across the width of Orford into Franklin

county running up beyond the New Hampshire,

north end and make the channel from one to the

other of that stream called the Androscoggin.

To the eastward are the sources of the Dead

river discharging itself as a branch of the Ken-

nebeck, which also has its lakes up in the wild-

erness in the north part of Franklin county. To

the westward the Margallaway is so far north,

that the Canada waters of Arnold's river, which,

running through the lake Megantic, afterwards

becomes the La Loup or Chaudiere, forming

many French settlements in Lower Canada, and

discharging itself into the St. Lawrence just

above Quebec, come down south with the

boundary line of Canada for a considerable

distance.

Of the several lakes connecting the Andros-

coggin with the Margallaway branches (all of

them upon the former) only the lower or Umba-
gog lake lies in any part over the New Hamp-
shire line, and this about one-third of its extent.

This lake is ten miles long with an average of

one anil one-fourth miles in width : it comes

down south the whole width of Errol, leaving a

small isolated tract of land in New Hampshire,

cut off in Maine by Township Letter B.—an

island flowed all around at the highest water

floods. Upon this point of land in New Hamp-
shire, shut out from any road, and only accessi-

ble by water communication, three families have

settled down on farms which are seen from a

distance on the high ground of Letter B. look-

ing backward: the settlers are two brothers by

the name of Stone and n Mr. Cummiugs, late

from Otisfiehl, Maine.

From Umbagog lake our travellers proceeded

over a carrying place of four miles by Tump-
line pond to the Richardson lake, a series of

hays, coves and inlets, sixteen miles in length

and averaging between one and six miles in

width : the several broad bays of this lake hear

the names of \Veloklenebacook,Molcahulamutik,

and Aramuntahook. Near the centre of the lake

is No. 4, Range 1, Maine, where the New Hamp-
shire Merrimack Company built mills, farm-

houses, barns and mechanics1 shops and cleared

many acres about ten years ago. The same
company got in large quantities of timber logs ;

some of which, after a lapse of time and sacri-

fice of the whole expenditure to the owners,

found their way down over the various falls to

Brunswick, near the sea, where they were man-
ufactured in the saw mills. To accommodate

this township an avenue through a valley of the

mountain coming down to Andover, in Maine,

was laid out and made a good and passable road.

With the abandonment of the settlement fur all

present farming or lumbering objects, the ave-

nue and road itself has been abandoned so as to

be at present impassable. The township is now-

said to be the property of a Mr. Goodridge of

Naples and Mr. Little of Portland : it is estima-

ted at 24,000 acres of land, much of which is

intervale. Our voyageurs over the lakes found

the high grass standing here at the rate of three

tons of hay to the acre: the soil of the cleared

lands is excellent. For farming purposes mere-

ly, if accessible to the seaboard and the settled

country below as it may and will become, this

township might be worth the whole price paid

for it under the ruinous speculation. The house

is occupied by a single family, whose head, a

Mr. Rich, has taken up his abode here on suffer-

ance. This was the only family seen and visited

during the four days absence of the young men:

Mr. Rich lives there as a hunter: his wife saw

no woman from the last fall for more than five

months. Of the fruits of his last winter hunt-

ing and trapping were twenty-seven loupcerviers

or large wild-cats. Upon the Richardson lake

is Metalluck point, the residence of an almost

solitary Indian chief of that name: he died

there about two years ago, and his grave and

that of his wife mark the last of the living abo-

riginals located there.

Still above the Richardson is the Mooseeluc-

magnutec lake, from sixteen to eighteen miles

long and from two to six miles wide ; and fur-

ther above is the Kupsncktuck, four miles long

and one mile wide. Bordering this is Rangely

lake, also four miles by one : to this last come
down Great Keunebago and Little Kennebago

lakes, being those nearest the head waters of

Kennebeck turned towards the Androscoggin.

Our adventurers represent the land around

the lakes as generally rising in swells, covered

with hard wood at the higher points, but cellar,

pine, spruce and hemlock in great size and

abundance at the lower levels.

About twenty-two miles north of Bragg's over

the Maine side and between the Margallaway

waters and the lakes, within the limits of Letter

B. is Mount Escoos, a very respectable sized

high mountain.

Neither in Maine or New Hampshire is the

population numerous. Letter B. below Errol

and against Cambridge has thirty families, not

more than it had eight years ago. No. 5 First

Range, up the Margallaway road, has twenty-five

families, a greater number than all beside north

in Maine. In New Hampshire, the distance of

more than fifty miles on the east line of this

north part of the State, besides Errol, Cam-
bridge on the road coming down from the notch

to the Maine line on the shores of the Umbagog
lake has four or five new settlements, and one

good farm adjoining Letter B. near the line

stone marked nearly thirty years ago by Hon,

.Messrs. John VV. Weeks and Rufus M'Intire as

dividing the two States. This town of Cam-
bridge on its westerly side is intersected by the

Androscoggin which runs from Errol to Shel-

hurne where that town unites with Maine nearly

fifty miles in New Hampshire: a mill stream

running nearly through its centre leaves Cam-
bridge a fine township : near this centre the

" burnt ground " easy to the plough and without

rocks presents temptations to settlement.

Above Errol in New Hampshire Wentworth's

and the College Grant No. 2 have only two

or three families each : these are connected

with other isolated settlers in the State of

Maine.

The ed'tor was especially sorry that he had

not been in season to make one of the number

of the lake expedition. Feeble although he was

in health, he had previously on the same journey

performed the feat of making his way alone,

having sought out a single attendant, into the

bosom of the mountains eastward of the Great

Haystack to the upper camp of the Lumber
king from Maine, near the sources of the larger

branch of the Merrimack : he found he could,

so far as a day's fatigue was concerned, better

endure the lake tour; and he wanted the ability

to describe the whole country from what his

own eyes had witnessed. He learnt from the

travellers what he had not before realized that

the waters of the lakes laid far out of a level :

from the Mooseelncmaguntick to the Richardson

lakes the fall was thirty feet ; and from that to

the Umbagog it was forty feet. Below Umbagog

to Errol at the foot near the new bridge the fall

is thirty feet; and below that three and a half

miles further, there are twenty-five feet falls

more. Each and all of these falls—those be-

tween the lakes being in some instances precipi-

tous— will present such a water power as would

be most highly valued in any settled part of

New England. The river at Bragg's, coming

out of the lively bosom of the deep lakes in

pellucid whiteness, never freezes: the quantity

of water, rising and falling only a trifle, is al-

ways abundant.

As we had not the pleasure of going in a row

boat many miles over the lakes, on invitation

we consented to an expedition, which could be

performed in a few moments, in a boat over the

rapids near Bragg's. The river falls fifteen feet

in passing some twenty-five rods under the

bridge at Errol : it is a rapid passing off nearly

in an inclined plain broken by protruding rocks

over which the waters nearly across the rapid

stream dash down in white foam. Looking

down as we came to the head of the chasm, at

an earlier age and stronger attachment and hold

on the world, making life of more value, or else

fear taking stronger hold in youth than in ado-
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lescence \v 1 1 i c 1 1 is satisfied with nearly enough

of the world ;—at an earlier period, a fixed pur-

pose to do a thing halting not at trifles, might

have not prevented the hacking out from the

danger of going down. We cotdd not swim at

nil: our two conductors cotdd swim the falls

like ducks, and had the boat swamped, with the

ducking, they probably would have taken us to

the shore. Down, down we went, with young

Air. Curtis in company as rapid almost as rail-

road speed : the boat struck the rocks plainly

once, twice, thrice— it veered half way round as

if to he turned broadside over at the next strik-

ing. Down she went under the bridge: in pass-

ing which the landlord and young men gave us

the " hurra !" Again we plunged over the high

foam upon oik; upraised rock in n gulph formed

by the eddying whirl of waters below : in a mo-

ment alter, all was safe. The danger after the

first setting out did not raise as much fear as the

single blowing off of a Long Island sound

steamboat under way had often done. The
boat, which had been the bearer of the company
up the Umhagog, came over this fall of twenty-

five feet in gallant style, and was hauled up at

her place of mooring on the shore of the bay

below. The conductors did not until this time

inform us that the accident of upsetting with the

ducking of the passenger overboard had occur-

red in the last transit : the water-proof man
seized and swam with his charge in a moment
to the shore. The boat, however, on that occa-

sion was a sharp Indian bark canoe: in it the

known Indian hunter Jo of the St. Francis Cana-

da tribe, had come down from the head of the

Margallaway a few weeks before, bringing him,

besides a small boy Indian a cub moose which

he had taken, down to the settlements. The
bark canoe was a great curiosity— it had evi-

dently been recently made. Its construction

may be regarded as evidence of native Indian

instinct all but equal to that of the yellow or

humming bird which holds the. mirror up to na-

ture in the construction of its nest more com-

plete and finished in its style than the hand

of the best human artist could perfect it. The
Indian canoe, was the beau ideal of a vessel to

glide with the slightest resistance over the wa-

ters: it might with small power be made to

skim up the ripples of falls, as with a skilful

baud it might be guided downward over the ra-

pids. It was formed of the bark of one spruce

tree which was forced into the shape with the

fine points and length of the salmon, of which

fish it is said that from the force of its own mus-

cular strengih it will mount a perpendicular wa-

terfall of several feet with the body of falling

water not greater than the size of the fish. The
Indian canoe made many miles away from the

white inhabitants, with its cracks repaired with

fir rosin, light enough to be carried over land by

a single person, and stout enough to buffet the

waves upon these lakes not often visited by the

while man, was a model that wotdd show the

awkwardness of many elegant steamers which

have been thought to do credit to the genius of

educated scientific ship constructors.

We opened our observations upon a journey

among the mountains in the Switzerland of the

United States far to the north, because desirous

of bringing before our readers at once that most

interesting, but most neglected part of the State

of New Hampshire beyond the high mountain
range. At first the settlements in Coos were

almost exclusively confined to the rich intervales

along the Connecticut river for sixty miles above

the fifteen mile falls : these were among the very

best farms in the State in their first opening.

Names of their owners are still familiar to our

early recollection : many of the noble mansions

of these owners yet remain—some of the undi-

vided farms are continued in their whole extent

— in not a few of them the production has been

kept up. Others show a withering neglect, with

the ample buildings dilapidated and going to

decay. It is since our own remembra'nee that

the openings and clearings have been made off

of the river. The beautiful town of Lancaster,

the shire town of Coos, in a very few years

doubled and trebled its population by extending

its clearings bach upon the hills. There are in

that town many families made independent and

some of them wealthy by the occupation of

farming alone: as good common schools for the

instruction of youth exist in all that region as in

any other part of the State. The country has

sent forth a constant tide of emigration, not of

enterprising young men alone, but of accom-

plished and high-bred females. Nearly forty

mih's above Lancaster the settlements have ex-

panded from the river in Colebrook and Stew-

artslown. Even in the best towns lower down
in the rich valley of the Connecticut no better

lands have appeared than those found in these

two towns of what was the extreme north end

of the Granite State—now, since the settlement

and marking of the boundary with Canada, ex-

tending some thirty miles further north in its

most distant point at the source of the Margalla-

way. Looking back from the recent openings

before coming to the Dixville notch, we have a

view of some of the Colebrook farms upon the

hills. The towns of Columbia and Stratford lie

along the river below these upper towns: settle-

ments back had long been regarded here as im-

practicable from the near approach of the moun-

tains to the river. Men have gone in therewith

their axes ; and some of the very best farms in

Coos may now be found back of the mountain

out of sight in Columbia.

The reason so little progress has been made

in the settlement of Coos has been the want of

means of those who first opened these settle-

ments. The men of means and enterprise find,

or think they find, more inviting positions in a

more wealthy neighborhood. When one of

them has the courage to go into the forest per-

haps several miles beyond one affluent neighbor

with the generosity and means to aid him, he

cuts down the heavy trees for a burn : these he

has only the strength partially to clear off, so

that his first crop, his almost sole reliance for the

next year's subsistence, is stinted and partial. lie

sows none or very little grass seed upon the new
ground; and the consequence is, after the second

year, wild bushes and sorrel usurp the place of

the useful grasses, and the land appears only as

a sample of poverty and sterility, worse than it

it had never been cleared. After cutting down,

stumps are in the way: the rocks appear where

the fire has run over them ; and if th» cattle

feeding upon it do not clear the land, it is gene-

rally abandoned as useless and good for nothing.

There are thousands of acres in New Hampshire

partially cleared and abandoned during the last

seventy years, much of which are already rich in

a second growth of forest trees.

The time is speedily coming when every part

of the Granite State will be accessible, and all

its forest lands will be more valuable than the

lands that have no trees. It is the good lortune

of the State that much of its most valuable

lands remain yet to be cleared ; and the policy

of the land owners will be to clear these lands

no faster than the wood and timber shall be

called for in some useful purpose that shall give

it a value beyond the expense of carrying it

away.

The upper valley of the Androscoggin, em-
bracing the Margallaway west and the series of

lakes eastward, a part in New Hampshire and

probably a larger part in Maine, is territory not

to be surpassed as valuable in a wilderness state,

by any other part of the United States. This

area of country, equal in extent to some small

States of the Union, is soon to be opened to

near and convenient access to the ocean by

means of railroads reaching it almost before the

few scattered inhabitants living on its outer

edges are aware of it.

We saw enough of this valley in its few open-

ings to be convinced on inquiry of the great

value of that which remains to be opened. The
lake expedition of the young gentlemen who
preceded, enabled us to realize the unsurpassing

beauty, fecundity and fertility of this lake coun-

try. The waters of the lakes, alive with fishes,

the means of easy access to all the points

around, will become the source of motive power
to cities of manufactures to be hereafter estab-

lished ; and the land about them is destined to

be the residence of a virtuous yeomanry abun-

dant in all the means of intelligence and good

living. The great and better health of this

country is indicated in that of the family of

Capt. Bragg that has gone along, father, mother

and seven children, without the occurrence of a

single death for twenty-two years: the climate

of the country, less forbidding than might be

supposed because enduring more than half the

months in cold and frost, is not more inconve-

nient to the family of healthful activity than the

warmer climate further south. The ground,

covered in snow generally five months in the

year, opens more beautiful in the spring than

that where freezing and thawing in March and

April make it very uncertain where winter ends

and spring and summer begin: in the mire

northerly region the snow disappears at the

same time that the frost leaves the ground, and

the season of sowing and planting is entered

upon at once. Besides there is an accommoda-

tion and an enjoyment in the steady winters

which few can realize who have not participated

in them ; accommodation, for the active business

of the day in the trodden snow paths with teams

of horses and oxen engaged in useful transpor-

tation of the teeming products of industry

whether from the soil or the hand of the me-

chanic and artificer—and that best enjoyment,

the " social, festive night" or afternoon of the

winter's sleigh ride and the other accompanying

entertainments of youth and age which those

who have never participated in such scenes

'' wot not of."

After tarrying within the hearing of the wa-

terfall at what may hereafter become Umhagog
city forty hours, die Concord company having

struck their tent after a night's rest with a severe

rain pattering a portion of the time over their

heads to return back to Colebrook by the way

they came; we, under a more easy preparation,

took our solitary way alone eastward towards

the State of Maine. Crossing the bridge that

part of Errol eastward which comes down to

Cambridge on the south line is a promontory

becoming a peninsula with a bay of the Umba-

gog running in south discharging itself north
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and uniting with the Margallaway which he-

comes the Androscoggin downwards, leaving

the promontory in the shape of an ox-bow.

Passing before school-time the new school-

house with its four scholars, no other fastening

being necessary here where all the inhabitants

were known to be honest than a simple staple

and hook without a key, we lingered a moment
to see its inside : it was' the best mod:l of the

few small school-houses we had ever seen— it

reminded us of the school-houses of by -gone days

between forty-five and fifty-five years ago where

in a few weeks, summer and winter, all the

scholastic instruction was had which we ever

received. JJut how great was the contrast in

the qualifications of instructors and ill the hooks

of instruction then and now ? All the refine-

ments and discoveries of the age, by means of

cheapened materials and facilities for making
books, appear almost simultaneously in the vil-

lage school of the wilderness with that of the

city. To the intrusion of an unasked entrance

on the premises then controlled by the young
instructress, evidences of whose literature and
taste we had seen about the boudoir which had

been given for our use during our two nights

stay in the soothing sound of the waterfall, we
were invited by reading on the outside door the

following notice :

" Coos ss. This certifies, that marriage is in-
tended between Mr. Jusiali Black and Miss
Katharine Brown, both of Cambridge. David
H. Thurston, Town Clerk Errol. Errol, Aug.
5, 1838."

Careful as the up-country people are on all

the points of matrimonial connection to come
up to the law, while we thought this modo of
making public the banns to be about the same
as that of a notice posted on a tree in the far

away forest, it was difficult for us to fathom how
the law could be answered by the clerk of one

town notifying for the inhabitants of another

town in a spot where so few would read the ad-

vertisement: perhaps the new edition of the re-

vised statutes, which is not before us, may ex-

plain all. The reason of the distinction may be

that Errol is a town with incorporated privileges,

while Cambridge has only the name with the

territory of a town : its inhabitants are believed

not even to enjoy the privilege of voting for the

rulers of State or Nation. Excluded from all

other privilege means to arrive at lawful matri-

mony will be found in all its forms, taking the

corporation rights to those who as yet have cor-

poration rights in nothing else: black and brown
will come together where nature prompts to the

union of the sexes. That all the refined know-
ledge of the cily goes for the benefit of the

country—that the wilderness blossoms with

other flowers wasting themselves not altogether

on the desert air than those planted by nature

—

was evinced in the desk of the schoohlame
in which with a pencil we copied on the instant

these apothems in good harmony with the

careful step on the outside to effect a holy union
of the sexes. " A mind well turned and long ex-

ercised in virtue does not easily change any course

it once undertakes." " Exercise and temperance

strengthen the constitution and sweeten the erijoy-

ments of life." " Diligence, industry and proper

improvement of time are natural duties of the

young."

The clearing upon the promontory over which
the road towards the State of Maine has its way
seems to be but recent : several new lots on this

way have been but lately opened. Looking one
vtay on either side and over a large extent of

country from the top, this promontory when
cleared of its large trees will present beautiful

views of land and water in almost any direction.

The road here has been much improved the

present year: this and the elegant new bridge

passing over the falls of the Androscoggin in a

single span, are the beginning of those improve-

ments which ought to be made on what might

become at once a much travelled road. Inter-

course not only with New Hampshire and Ver-

mont on the other side, but with the opening to

the Lower Canada townships which must be

made by the construction of the .Maine and

Montreal railroad, will at present in its shortest

distance he through the Dixville notch. Contribu-

tions for improving this passway in its unsettled

part have been made, we understand, by people

of the Canada townships who are interested in

the trade eastward. Large quantities of fish

from the Maine seaboard go over this road in

winter.

From the Errol bridge to township Letter 15.

in Maine is ten miles: nine miles of this brings

us to the rock of division between the two States

marked " i\. II.— I. VV. W." on the one side and
" M." upon the other. To this rock the fenced

cleared land of Maine comes up : sighting north

and south from both sides of the road the line

strikes over the top of a high mountain at the

north a little westward as it must be of the Mar-
gallaway valley. The fertility of the land of the

promontory may be imagined from the fact that

spring wheat in the burnt ground upon a field at

the highest point of the road stood at a level of

five and a half to six feet from the ground. We
plucked and brought home a sample of this

wheat as we did of the tall oats growing in old

ploughed ground within the same valley after

passing Dixville notch.

Surmounting the ridge by a winding road in

Errol along which several new farms are

opening with a soil as fertile as can be desired,

we come down to the not yet incorporated town
of Cambridge, which touches on the bay shore

of Umbagog perhaps to the distance of three or

four miles. Here are all the settlements as yet

made in the township, of which one only and
that rising the hill on the Maine line can as yet

be called a farm : a brook comes down to the

lake sufficient for the purpose probably of car-

rying a grist mill. The shore nf this hay to a

very considerable extent is bordered with a wide

ribbon plat of green grass covering what may
be a dry meadow in the lowest state of summer
water, but overflowed when the northern water

backs out of the Margallaway river coining

down from the northern valley above. This

field of green continues along the easterly side

of the bay and widens to a much greater extent

when it reaches further north another promon-
tory becoming an island in the highest waters

over which the line between the States takes its

way, and within the New Hampshire part of

which in Errol are the three new cleared farms

accessible only by water communication. The
green plat of land along the lake shore un-

doubtedly belongs to the owners of the fronting

lots, although the settler of whom we made in-

quiry said the land-owners of whom the occu-

pants bought deeded only to the water's edge: a

good quantity of natural meadow grass might

be taken from this ribbon strip in every dry

summer. All of it, with the patience of the

Dutch for barricading and shutting out the

water, might at no very great expense he

made ever producing fields for grass or grain.

Through Cambridge, a town as yet in its in-

fancy, but exceedingly well situated to become
hereafter one of the most valuable of the New
Hampshire towns, the road is bad from the

actual physical inability as it would seem of the

present settlers to make it better. Rising one of

those smooth swells as we leave the shore of the

lake, comes down within a mile the township

known all about as "Letter 15." in Maine, to

which a regular stage with the United States

mail arrives once a week : the mail on horse-

back is taken only once a fortnight through the

Dixville notch road in New Hampshire. Mr.

John J. Bragg, nephew to our landlord at the

Bridge, with no sign of a licensed tavern, keeps

here such a house as would induce the traveller

to tarry long and enjoy nice and good eating,

drinking or sleeping. The lady of this house,

young and accomplished, but a volunteer atten-

dant of the table whose cooked trout and viands

her own hand had prepared, surprised us too

that she was a descendant on both paternal sides

of the Eastmans and Grahams of Concord, a

town so distant that she had yet never visited it.

Tlie hill or swell continues to rise in cleared

fields of Mr. Bragg's farm half a mile southerly

of his house: from this rise a large portion of

the upper Androscoggin valley is looked over as

upon a map. The eye catches the waters of the

expanded lakes in the distance around a fourth

part of the circle at the north : far beyond this

the range of mountain highlands which divide

the boundary between the States and Canada lie

along the circle. Further east, we look in the

long distance up the Dead river valley and upon

the mountains Saddleback, Mount Abraham and

Mount Bigelow, a part of the ridge which turns

the head waters of the Kennebeek river many
miles further east. The view of the whole

country north from Letter B. near Mr. Bragg's is

to an extent that is rarely gained when we do

not rise high upon some isolated mountain.

Fifteen miles from the Letter B. bring us

down to Andover in .Maine, a town that from

appearance we might suppose to have been set-

tled a hundred years. We did not expect so

wild a country as we encountered in this dis-

tance—there seemed to be a mighty valley gorge

anil fall in the mountains coming down to An-
dover: an entire stranger to a solitary road laid

hare in rocks by frequent washing, with danger-

ous holes in decayed bridges and deep gullies to

be watched, the way always seems long. Com-
ing through the crooked pass in the mountain of

which the road itself presents frequent miniature

samples, at the bottom of the steep a level plain

opens wide enough for narrow farms extending

up the side hill on either side. Enquiring soon

we were answered that this was called li Ando-

ver surplus," and that the distance to the town

itself was six miles. The gorge which widens

out approaching the town down which is the

outlet of the most northerly road in New
Hampshire is the source of a stream called Frye

brook, which uniting with others below becomes

the Ellis river uniting with the Androscoggin at

Rumford point twelve miles below Andover.

Another gorge from the lake country comes out

at Andover from the Richardson lake timber

township: this was opened several years since

as a county highway when the great expenditure

at that township was going on. Over it the

loaded teams carrying materials for building and

provisions as well as the persons of fortune makers

who went there to realize in advance the riches

that were to flow from the grand enterprise,
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travellcil after much money had been expended

upon it. The road iiself as well as the settle-

ment has become liitle belter than a " solitary

desert," and the lake about it for all practical,

use is at present as a " waste of waters." It is

said, however, that this valley, called the Ellis

river valley, may he made the most eligible and

nearest railroad route from Portland to Montreal

In looking out for railroad ways through difficult

points to he encountered, almost any town near

the range can present as good if not a better

than any other. The enterprising people along

the rich valley of Ellis river in Riunford and

Andover think they have such a claim in this

way: they represent that Mr. John M. Wilson,

living in the township No. 5 in Maine near the

Richardson lake, has explored the route; and

that the distance is full twenty miles less than

any other yet surveyed with a grade no where

exceeding fifty-four feet to the mile. I'm suing

the Ellis river up, the route passes over an arm

of the Richardson lake, thence north of the

Dustin mountain strikes the Margallaway, thence

up the Dead Diamond branch in New Hamp-
shire passing over nearly as far north as lake

Connecticut in the Indian stream country, it

crosses the highland boundary a few miles

north of Canaan in Vermont, and from that

point down the valley of a stream which unites

with the St. Francis near Coinptou in Lower

Canada takes a direct course to Montreal. This

line would at once reach a railroad into a most

valuable timber country of New Hampshire and

Maine. Whether this shall he adopted or not at

this late hour of exploration on that interesting

route, it can be only a question of time as to the

opening of this beautiful country which is here-

after to become of great value; for if the road

shall be built as now expected down further

south than Riunford reaching the Androscoggin

high up in Bethel, and thence entering New
Hampshire at Shelburne, leaving that river to go

off more southerly when it reaches Milan, still

the building of the road can be hardly completed

before a branch will be projected which passing

the distance of less than twenty miles along the

Androscoggin will reach the country and shores

of the Uuibagog and other lakes discharging

their waters in that direction. Timber to the

value of millions of dollars would be opened to

the market from this source, the worth of which

on the stump will at once be increased more

than the amount of the whole cost of the road.

Andover in Maine was one of those townships

picked out for the inviting fertility of its beauti-

ful intervales along Ellis river: it seems to be

nearly enclosed by the mountains. The face of

the country changes as we turn the highlands

enclosing the lake country above : the soil is not

as good in the gorge above or in Andover sur-

plus as on the westerly side of the ridge.

Rut the Andover plain at the point of its village

location is exceedingly level and beautiful : the

higher and dryer level from its soils and pebbles

seems to have been the bed of a former lake :

looking down south we see where the waters of

this lake broke through the chasm leaving a

ridge in coincidence on either side. Then

again, in a series of long subsequent ages the

waters have worn down now reposing in different

periods on the beds of still lower and lower

levels. This valley is an elegant farming coun-

try: the intervale farms are aided by the best

of pasturage on the hills and up the mountain

sides.

Rumford, the town next below Andover, cov-

ering intervales upon Ellis river and both sides

of the Androscoggin, was a town granted to the

original proprietors of Concord as part of the

consideration for losses sustained by a long con-

troversy for ownership of soil in the title to this

town. There were conflicting grants from both

the governments of New Hampshire and Massa-

chusetts, two sets of grantees claiming nearly

the same territory. To settle this conflict the

Rev. Timothy Walker, the father of the late

Judge Walker and of his two sisters as collate-

rals in interest, made three several journeys

across the Atlantic. The proprietors of Con-

cord, shrewd in estimating the value of land,

sought out and located their township grained

by Massachusetts, in the fertile intervales of the

Androscoggin nearly a hundred and fifty miles

north. To this point junior members of several

Concord families emigrated in its first settle-

ment: others continued to follow them down to

the time since which the editor of the Visitor

was a resident here. Nearly the whole of Butu-

ford in its farming interest is allied by family

affinity to Concord : the Abbots, the Rolfes, the

Wheelers, the Virgins and the Grahams came
from Concord, and in the spread of population

have become numerous in all that section of

country. It is among the striking family peculi-

arities to be found every where that the manners

and customs, similarity of face as well as dress,

corresponding farm and building arrangements,

are the same in the descendants of Rumford as

in those of Concord, whose original name was

not only taken for the town, but adopted for the

titles bestowed by two crowned heads of Eu-

rope as a mark of distinguished merit and talent

to Benjamin Thompson, whose daughter inherit-

ing his titles and the estate which he left her by

will, now resides on that part left by her mother

of the Walker family who died in this town

more than fifty years ago.

The distance in line of Rumford is seven

miles east ami west : in this distance the Andros-

coggin*is said to fall nearly two hundred feet.

There is nn almost perpendicular fall of seventy

feet in Rumford seven miles below the Point

where there is a considerable village on both

sides of the river. Relow this village we did

not proceed. Above it is the township of Bethel

opening a broad expanse of intervale of nearly

twelves miles on the river. Bethel Hill is a

beautiful village eleven miles above Rumford

point on the south side of the river: it has an

elegant new congregational church and an acad-

emy. Doct. Moses Mason, a member of Con-

gress from the Oxford district from 1833 to

1837, first settled and built on Bethel Hill thirty-

three years ago : this village is now the scat of

several merchant traders and mechanics' shops.

The present intended route for the Portland ami

Montreal railroad comes into the river valley

three-fourths of a mile below Bethel Hill: the

summit level down south is so low that in a high

freshet the water flows bach lo the pond which

discharges its waters in the other direction.

Gilead in Maine is six miles above Bethel Hill

on the Androscoggin ; and Shelburne, the first

town in New Hampshire, is twelve miles from

the Bethel Hill. The course of the river from

Bethel lo Shelburne is nearly east ami west:

above that to Milan the river turns north at al-

most right angles until it reaches the point pass-

ing the ridge which divides the. waters of the

Androscoggin from those of the Upper Amonoo-

suck which here turn in a delightful valley a lit-

tle south of west in its direction and not very

far from a level to Connecticut river in the town
of Northumberland opposite Guildhall court
house in Vermont. Below Bethel is a large
bend of the Androscoggin towards the north:
cutting ofT the distance against this bend several
miles is the valley of the Little Androscoggin in

which the Portland and Montreal railroad has its

course. All the way the ground seems favorable
for the easy construction of this road. At Ber-
lin falls in New Hampshire twenty-eight miles
above Bethel the entire waters of the great An-
droscoggin are compressed to a width not ex-
ceeding two rods: the perpendicular fall is here
twenty feet.

Bethel was a town settled long before the wild
country around it. Along a valley coming down
from the north-west is the town of Newry in

Maine and between the high hills southwesterly
is the Fryehurg Academy Grant, lately named
Mason in honor of the Doctor at the Bethel Hill.

The beautiful river intervale was selected for

settlement prior to the revolution ; Mr. Clark,
the first settler from Newton, Ms. was taken by
the Indians and carried prisoner to Canada dur-
ing the war of the revolution. He returned and
died upon his own farm. Among the early set-

tlers of Bethel were three sous of the late Tay-
lor Walker of this town, and four brothers of
the name of Twitchell, uncles to the celebrated
physician of Keene of the same name: one of
these now alive, aged 87 years, from choice
walks out and home six miles each way every
Sunday lo church.

Of the towns on the Androscoggin in New
Hampshire, Shelburne, lying at the very foot of
Mount Washington, is said to be excellent in

the quality of its lands: Gorham, next above, has
good farms. Berlin, further on, has several good
settlements, although it is broken in upon bv the

spurs of the White Mountains; but Milan, further

north, is said to he one of the finest of the open-
ing townships of New Hampshire. Twenty-five
years ago the authors of the very valuable

Gazetteer of New Hampshire said of this coun-
try : " Coos is the largest county in the State,

and within its limits are situated the greater

part of the ungranted lands—most of which,
being very mountainous, cannot be cultivated,

and wi|t probably never be settled." The au-

thors in this statement but expressed the general

opinion; and this opinion, without doubt, has

had its effect in retarding the settlement of the

country. As Coos is now by far the largest

county, so are we of the opinion that it has

more gooil and feasible land for cultivation than

any other county of the State. It is not at this

moment of less value that four-fifths of it

remain uncleared of forest. Its grand trees, its

growing timber and wood, will become a mine
of wealth to its owners at no very distant day.

The philosopher and the weatherwise among
the mountains has a good opportunity for the

exercise of skill in predicting the changes of

the weather: sure of (idling rain may we be

when we see the mountains of the second de-

ree capped with a cloud at their lops, ami the

scattered mists arising out of points part way up

their sides. Our ride along the Androscoggin

valley a long way fur a single town mainly in

Bethel by its lower settlements and centre was

marked by unerring prognostications of rain.

On the bill was the stage-tavern inviting a slop

for dinner and refreshment lo our horses in-

•reased at Rumford point by the sudden pur-

hase of a Canadian mare colt—a sort of dodger

ike the pony of the circus, who ingeniously
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wore off t lie stiff rope-halter with which she

was hitched to the carriage behind over the

vt heel in the first half mile, and luoke loose in

the road. Tliis was discouraging for a lead of

full one hundred and forty miles home ; but

catching the tame creature, the halter around the

neck of our old Charley was soon substituted,

and quiet as a kitten came along the animal,

whose instincts had probably before taught her

to adapt her gait to a loose string by walking

and trotting just so fast and no faster than the

carriage went before her. Our old friends (Dr.

Mason and his excellent wife) of thirteen years

ago—how quick the time has passed!—were

thought of for inquiry at Bethel. Across the

beautiful green fronting the tavern, their resi-

lience in a row of three other houses nearly sur

rounded by trees was pointed out ; and to lose

no lime in the journey onward, we made our

call while the dinner was preparing: the call

made us at once so much at home that it was al-

most difficult to break away for one bespoken

from another dinner at the moment tendered,

and this only under the promise to come back

after dinner for a longer tarry. Soon after din-

ner, the clouds not yet deepened down to the

discharge of rain, our friend's horse and gig

were in readiness for a ride further up the val-

ley : four miles more of Bethel to its westerly

post-office—all the way with the road nearly

level over the broad intervale along the southerly

side of this magnificent New England river

which discharges more water than the Connecti-

cut, came in as an addition to our accustomed
travel. Perched up the hills in the distance, the

owners of several valued farms were named as

we passed along. The father of Doct. Mason,
who died at an advanced age, came into this

country from Dublin, N. U. the birth-place of the

son, following after the latter opened his prac-

tice thirty-three years ago. So long in business

and ill public life as the Doctor has been, having

been since his retirement from Congress of ihe

Legislature and Executive Council of his State,

lie has yet all the activity of middle life, inter-

esting himself in whatever is useful to individual

and social comfort as well as in matters pertain-

ing to the more public interests of the State and
Nation, lie patronized a new settlement up
one of the valley gorges coming down to the

main river by the predion of mills useful for the

settlers' purposes; and they in compliment gave

bis name to their new town when prepared for

organization : with no children of his own, two
orphans of the wife's deceased sister are the

present adopted children of the family ; and of

these a beautiful young Aliss of thirteen with a

voice that might enchant angels, was taking les-

sons upon the piano of a volunteer instructress

of seventy years who hail taught hundreds in

her time to " discourse most excellent music,"

and who was proof in her own person how
bright as a continued pastime of enjoyment, un-
der the influence of heavenly music and a cheer-

ed spirit, may wear the life of those who from
habit walk, talk and art as in the " concord of
sweet sounds." Scarcely alighting from the

ride ere the rain began to fall from the clouds

in torrents, the music, and the son-:—the old

fashioned nines and stanzas of forty years a»o

—

coming from the fingers and the voice, at once
gave the mind that happy equilibrium, that high
reach into the harmony of thought, which may
be the foretaste of heaven. Is there not some-
thing in music that may on the instant cure a

physical disease of the body? may it not per-

vade the whole system, entering not as to the

head or heart, but through all the pores of the

skin ? We have sometimes felt and believed as

if the fact was even so. The soldier marching
to the scenes of danger, stimulated with all the

affection which the native of every climate

should bear to the country of his birth, tires not

under the inspiring notes of the bugle, the drum
and the fife: so might the repetition of the glo-

rious music of years gone by adapted to words
both sacred and enlivening bring back to age

the vivacity of youth, restoring all the happy
impulses which are the foundation of sentiment

in realizing the present, or enthusiasm in antici-

pation of the future. Such was our foundation,

sheltered within while the rain without which had
but now risen in clouds upon theWhite Mountains
had come to discharge itself in torrents upon
the country below—a feeling of security that

the mighty Power of creation would restrain

the waters within due hounds, while he touch-

ed gently the chords vibrating to the highest

refinement of the human intellect.

Quite happy were we fixed in this delay of our

journey at Bethel on the hill, the rain continuing

through the night and the greater part of the

next day. We found men and women there of
intelligence and good minds and manners both

in the family and neighborhood. The profes-

sional life of our friend beyond "six miles round

the country," had extended to [he State of New
Hampshire. Moose river comes down at the

foot of Mount Washington in Shelhurne: in

compliment to the first settlers in the mountains
ihe doctor said the most savory and tasteful

meal he ever sat down to was in a log house
high up on Moose river in the Granite State. He
was called there when the distance required
him to tarry under the shelter there afforded

overnight: the greatest concern of the house-

wife was that there was no meat other ihan salt

pork to offer for ihe doctor's supper. The man
at once went to the mountain stream with hook
and line, caught and brought in three or four

fine trouts: she knew how to cook them as an
early New England woman of a log hut general-
ly knows how to make the best of every thing—
the guest, welcome if his entertainers could satisfy

him, reposed with equal comfort and more grati-

fication in the solitary log house far in the wild-

erness than he might have done in the splendid
mansion of some heartless owner who can never
realize the joys of true hospitality.

The doctor understood well our case, that an
open fire place with wood gives belter breath

than the saving-fuel close stove common to those
who feel obliged to sludy economy at the ex-

pense of health. The necessity for fireside

warming of feet introduced the company to the

parlor, and that introduction to the lady's albums
with the autographs of the President and his

officers with all the Senators at Washington
whose greatest efforts were enlisted from twelve

to twenty years since on one or the other side of
the two great political parties, but a majority of
whom have since retired to mingle with their

native dust, lo whom it can now make little dif-

ference which side, prompted by as much feeling
of pride as of patriotism, shall have been mosl
successful: our own name, of those who had
escaped with life until thi.s time, was found writ-

ten in one book with the satisfaction thai no
greater trembling of ihe hand had yet taken hold
of our own writing: in another, which was more
the record of compliment than sentiment, not

used ever and especially thus late in life to the

mood of poetry, we wrote irregularly something

that as now in the recollection was nearly the

following

:

Impromptu on leaving Bethel hill after a tarry of
two days through a rain storm.

I've travelled o'er the plains—
I've strayed into the mountains

—

I've seen the origin of rivers

Break from their crystal fountains
;

I've marked Ihe growing beauty

Of the great and mighty trees

Which form the lusly timbers

Of noble factories :

I've seen the natural grasses

.Near by the mountain side

Surpassing in luxuriance

Best cultivation widej

I've heard the rolling cataract

Hard by the Mountain Aim—
I've seen the beaver's meadow
Wear basalt column grand.

Breaks open now down in the mountain valley,

Smooth the rich intervale with luxuriant fields,

Beside old Androscoggin on its way to ocean,

The village beautiful, Bethel on the hill,

fronting the green a row of dwelling mansions,
The residence fur years of three married sisters :

Our old acquaintance ofyears gone by one of them
So fresh and youthful yet lhal as of yesterday

Seemed thirteen summers past the last interview.

Since that time orphans have become children

To the childless parents. * * *

May heaven rest on husband, wife and children

Full fifty years to come ; all that concerns us then,

As shall become lives well carried through,

Meet and consort in heaven !

Bethel stands as it were at the foot of the

highest mountains of the United States: as in a
jet d'eaa do the frequent scuds fall upon these

towns round and near the mountains— in the

vernal season by crystal rain-drops and some-
times hail— in the winter frequently in dry snow-
flakes. Hurricanes and hail are perhaps more
frequent here than in the plains below further

off. Their sweep is generally in a contracted

width: one of them in a narrow progress along
the intervale valley at Bethel a few weeks since

had cut off the enlire leaves of the growing corn
and potatoes, leaving hailstones beside the fences

to the depth of five or six inches. Within a very
few rods out of the narrow range there were no
evidences of injury from either wind or hail.

The travelled road out from this high point of
the Androscoggin valley at first went round by

the opening settlements on high hills. It is not

a little remarkable that a nearly level road in a

more direct line has been made in a natural val-

ley which commences nearly three miles south

of Bethel hill as the beginning of the waters of
the Presumpscut river discharging itself at Port-

land. The source of water power at Gorham
and Sacarappa nearer to Portland which has

made flourishing manufacturing villages, a suc-

cession of ponds or lakes fifty to sixty miles in

the country, follows the valley downwards.
Crooked river, bending round eastward of Har-

rison and Bridgtnn as it leaves Oxford for Cum-
berland county, enters the larger SebagO lake

below, while another beautiful long lake fed by

streams from other ponds further south-west,

unites its waters to the other, so that a steam
boat passage of more than thirty miles up to

North Bridgton is found in a single level. Above
ihis level timber and logs are floated down
to the successive falls where are mills for its

manufacture.

A great part of this section of Maine first

cleared of its timber was covered originally with

the stately white pines: it has been closely
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cleared so (Hat the larger white pine trees are

really more scarce there than perhaps in any

other part of New England : evidence of the ex-

istence of the trees exists however in the giant

stnmps on which if not pulled out by the teeth

half a century of years will make hut little im-

pression. The country has heen denuded of its

best timber with the least possible advantage to

its owners from the difficulty and great expense

of getting it to a market: some noble pines that

would now be worth in the market a hundred

dollars to the single tree have been cut down to

be burnt, or girdled to full and rot on the ground.

The growth succeeding the original is seldom

the same: hard wood of some kind generally

follows the pine; but in much of this part of

tl.e country along the vnllies where the soil is

light, poplar and birch of the more diminutive

woods are the common growth of the grounds

neglected for cultivation'

An extensive business in this country now
seems to be, the manufacture from hard wood

of sugar casks for the West India and southern

market, and barrels and casks for flouring mills

and other business continually increasing in the

towns along the seaboard. The ingenuity of

mechanical discoveries has taught how these

and almost all other useful vessels and imple-

ments of wood may be made with a great saving

of expense and labor, so that hard wood trees,

as are all the pines and lighter woods, are be-

fouling of great value standing far up country in

the forest.

Fifteen miles from Bethel along a road some

dozen miles to the east of Chatham and the

easterly mountain line of New Hampshire

brought us by an easy passage down to Water-

lord Flat: this is the lowest of the Oxford

towns, the south west corner of which county is

finely sprinkled with ponds holding communica-

tion with each other in vnllies generally pointing

north and south. The Flat lies along the mar-

gin of one of these ponds: at this place is Docl.

Furrur's new Hydropathic Institution for the cure

of chronic rheumatism and other complaints, al-

ready become celebrated. Fiom the personal

experience of the last two months we have not

u doubt of the utility of the frequent application

of water as a most useful restorative whether to

disorders external or internal having relation to

the flow and circulation of the blood. Cold wa-

ter under a naked exposure in no very great

length of time becomes by no means unpleasant;

and we may well conceive that cold water with

c&dens as a refrigerator may become to the

leiudinnrian a soothing application much easier

..o be endured than lying in bed under weakness

V* fever that dries up the pores of the skin,

. bleb, without a remedy, must terminate with the

life of the patient. Sick and weak persons in

search of health now seek the cold water establish-

ments as a place for amusement and cure. We
found at the Water ford Cold Water Hospital as-

sociated with Dr. Farrar a friend of short ac-

quaintance, Dort. Prescott of Farmington, who

so kindly introduced us through the towns of

Franklin and Somerset counties on an agricul-

tural expedition five years ago, furnishing us with

wiltiuble facts then published in the Visitor in

relation to that part of Maine: the thirty patients

here, many of whom were seated at a long din-

ner table when we drove up to the Institution

which was to all appearance a tavern wanting

only the taken-down sign as many of the coun-

try taverns now do since the prevalence of strin-

gent penalties relative to temperance, presented

evidence of exhiliration of spirits resulting, per-

haps from cold water—perhaps from good eat-

ing. Strong urging, on the Saturday afternoon

of that day designated for our arrival at home,

at this inviting location, failed to induce our tar-

ry here over the Sabbath : our temerity was pun-

ished by a drenching rain which followed us that

afternoon all the way five miles to North Bridg-

ton. the head of the long lake and the point of

landing for the steam boat which carries passen-

gers daily over one or the other way to and

back to the landing ten miles out of Portland.

This whole lower region of Oxford and upper

end of Cumberland is a country far more valua-

ble anil belter cultivated than we hud ever sup-

posed : evidences of wealth and comfort as the

result of enterprise and industry were every

where apparent. The cultivated farms are gene-

rail hard lands upon long oval swells: ample

and neatly painted houses and the long barns

(many new and improved) and sheds common to

the best New England farms are to he found

here. Every town has its village of business

—

sometimes more than one—every considerable

waterfall has its mills and frequently its facto-

ries. Within the space of the centre to each

twenty miles there is generally an academy or

high school for the instruction of one or both

the sexes. These schools are of that thorough

teaching which fits the New England youths for

taking a high stand in whatever part of the world

they may emigrate.

Among the wealthy men of this part of Maine

the late Enoch Perky of Bridgtpn was conspic-

uous. He commenced as a tanner in the early

settlement of the town. Preserving his own
best limber lands, he bought and sold elsewhere.

One lot of 1G0 acres in Waterford he purchased

for the sum of $125. In process of time the

standing timber upon this lot sold for the sum of

§25,000. The best pattern of a neat and perfect

kitchen garden, the most beautifully arranged

flower beds, pinks, roses, geraniums or crisan-

ihoms, was in the yard and upon the ground of

Dr. Gould fronting and near his very neat and

nearly new white dwelling at the village of

North Biidglon fronting (he academy. The

nectarine nearly ripe was of the fruits of this

garden, which contained the varieties of peach,

cherry, pear and plum trees with running grape

vines: pinks and other flowers surrounded the

healthy and well filled carrot, beet and onion

beds. The garden was the work of the hand of

the practising physician himself in his intervals

of leisure: the beautiful flowers were cherished

and nurtured by the wife, a descendant of the

Perley family. A stranger to all in this village,

passing and re passing to church on the Sab-

bath, paused on the way to admire the beauty

which taste and well directed labor brings

easily from the earth in the appointed order of

nature.

Westerly from North Bridgton between and

within that and the town of Denmark stands out

the isolated Pleasant Mountain overlooking in

every direction a great extent of country. Upon

the highest point of this mountain a house has

been erected which is seen along the road many

miles. Many visitors ascend the mountain : the

view is thought to he equal to that of the cele-

brated Red Hill of New Hampshire. Denmark

comes down to Saco river south-easterly from

Fryeburg. Lower down upon the Saco we pass

on tho river to Hiram, and l\\e miles further to

the edge of Cornish where the waters of Great

Ossipee unite with those of the Saco, and where

is a business busy village. From Cornish to

Limerick, nine miles over a ridge of fine fanning
country looking back to the north-west upon the

more extended ridges making the large and val-

ued town of Parsonsfield, brings us into the val-

ley of the Little Ossipee : Limerick continues

up this stream touching Newfield first, and the

residence of the Hon. Nathan Clifford in four

miles, and at Adams' corner five miles further on.

Thence to Wakefield, N. II., passing another

ridge as between the Saco and Salmon falls

branch of the Piscataqtta, is nine miles further.

Wakefield, lying along under the Moose
mountain on its north-easterly side with Effing-

ham and Freedom further north, seems to he

more out of communication with the centre and
westerly portion of New Hampshire than almost

any other town of the Stale : it is a wealthy

farming town, the lower and southerly town of

Carroll left in the late subdivision of Strafford

county. The pond of this town lying easterly of
the village whose waters flow southerly was that,

on a point or island of which very near the line

of Maine, Capt. Loved, before his disastrous

final contest at Fryeburg forty miles further

north, slow the Indians one hundred and thirty-

three years ago. The stream running from this

pond forms the boundary between Maine and
New Hampshire below, and curves the line, of
the Granite State further ea.M than its direct line

further north, until it reaches the sea below
Portsmouth.

The last twenty years has greatly increased

the population of lower Strafford : this increase

has been greatest in the two towns of Dover and
Somersworth, where great capital in manufac-

tures owned in other States has heen invested.

These towns flourishing spread the increase of
business in the towns above. We were surprised

to learn that the village called Farmington Dock
employed at least six hundred persons engaged
there as shoe-makers making shoes and boots

for the southern market. A railroad in the di-

rection of this village from Dover to Alton hay
upon lake Winnipissioggce is already under
way. These roads once started among a busi-

ness people seem to almost possess the power
in the capital of their own creation to build

themselves.

Our mountain country would appear almost to

have been made with tracks left for railways

through its higher elevations. The valley fol-

lows a branch of the Cochecho from the Dock
up to New Durham in a very gradual rise to the

summit which comes down in another va'lcy

from a pond at the west end of Moose moun-
tain: this stream suddenly turns in a northerly

direction running very near a level to Alton bay

which runs down several miles before it unites

with the lake, along whose southerly side is in

the nearest direction to the flourishing villages

and towns of Gilford and Meredith, all turning
with ihe lake and its numerous feeders into the

Merrimack river valley taking a different and
more distant route to the seaboard.

But we might wear out the pen as well as the

reader's patience in describing w hat we have seen
and what we have thought of the country in the

space of little more than a fortnight's journey
among the mountains and hills pertaining and
adjacent to our own Stale. Sufficient for one
number of the Visitor have we written ; and yet

our beginning without a proper end was half-

way after the commencement of the journey.

That journey presents matter in its first part too

interesting to be passed over; and we will in
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the next number of the paper, sparing to tis the

health ami the time, say more of that part of our

State lying in the mountains down south of the

upper Coos.

New Hampshire and the Revolution.

How much credit is due to the early patriotism

of the Granite Slate in keeping up to the motion

the ball of the Revolution after the gallant battle

whose most destructive fire at Bunker's heights

laid low the greater part of the British myrmi-

dons who there bit the dust in the second hard-

fought trial to drive freemen from their purpose,

and before the Declaration of Independence

(more than a full year after this event was con-

summated by the names of its immortal signers)

we had not realized until we find in the Docu-

mentary History, recently published, the united

testimony of the illustrious generals Washington,

Greene and Sullivan in the isolated letters all

tending to the proof of this point. The indomi-

table spirit, enterprise and courage of this peo-

ple, all the time the British forces lay in Boston,

as they did in projecting and carrying out the

expedition to Bennington afterwards in 1777,

were the pivot on which more than once the

whole success of the American contest for Inde-

pendence turned. Proud may the descendants

be of the New Hampshire men of the revolu-

tion, scarcely one of whom now survives living

to recount their noble deeds. We commend our

readers to a perusal of the following letters:

Gen. Greene to Gov. Wood of Rhode Island, dated

Prospect Hill, December 10, 1775.

In my last I mentioned that the troops en-

listed very slowly in general: I was in hopes

then that ours (Rhode Island) would not have

deserted the cause of the country ; but they

seem to he so sick of this way of life, and so

homesick, that I fear the greater part and the

best of the troops from our colony will go home.

Five thousand of the militia, three from this pro-

vince (Massachusetts) and two from Hampshire

are called on to take their place. There is a

great defection among their (the Connecticut)

troops, but from the spirit and resolution of the

people of the Province, I make no doubt they

will furnish their proportion, without delay.

JVew Hampshire behaves nobly ; their troops engage

che.erfuth). The regiment raised in the colony of

Rhode island has hurt our recruiting amazingly :

they are. fond of serving in the army at home, and

each feels a desire to protect his own family. *

» * * 1 fear the colony of Rhode Island is

upon the decline. * * * * I sent home
some recruiting officers, but they got scarcely a

man, and report that there arc none to he had

there. No public spirit prevails: I wish you and

your colleague were at home a lew days to spirit

up the people. Newport, I believe, from the

liest intelligence 1 can get, is determined to observe

a strict neutrality this winter, and in the spring

join the strongest party. I feel for the honor of

the Colony, which I think in a fair way, from the

conduct of the people at home and the troops

abroad, to receive a wound. It mortifies me to

death that our colony and troops should be a

whit behind the neighboring governments in

private virtue or public spirit. * * * I have

been strengthening this Hill, in order that if the

soldiery should not engage as cheerfully as we
expected, I might be able to defend it with a less

number.

Gen. Washington to Gen. Sullivan, dated Cam-
bridge, Dec. 8, 1775.

The intention of yesterday's order respecting

the review of the Connecticut troops, is only io

nffurd a good opportunity of making n choice of

such officer and arms as shall be found tit for the

use of the new army. I am not without my
fears, that if they are apprised of ihe intention,

some of the best arms will be secreted. For

this reason I desire you will say nothing of the

matter till the regiment (in your brigade) is pa-

raded, and then in company of the field officers

of it, make choice of all the arms that are good,

taking the names of the proprietors of them,

that they may he lodged, valued and paid for,

agreeably to the order of the 23d ult.

Gen. Sullivan to JVew Hampshire Committee of

Safety, dated Winter Hill, December, 8, 1775.

Much respected Gentlemen : Your favor,

signed by Col. Whipple, is now before me. But

previous to the receipt thereof, common fame,

with his usual readiness, had proclaimed your

vigorous exertions, and the noble spirit of your

people. General Washington, and all the other

officers, are extremely pleased, and bestow the highest

encomiums on you and your troops, freely acknow-

ledging that JVew Hampshire forces, for bravery

and resolution, far surpass the other Colonies ; and

that no Province discovers so much zeal in the

common cause.

Gen. Sullivan to the New Hampshire Committee of
Safely, dated Winter Hill, December 2, 1775.

Gentlemen : I take this opportunity to inform

you, that the Connecticut forces not only deter-

mine to quit our lines at the end of the term,

but, to their eternal infamy, endeavored to leave

us yesterday, which was five days before their

time expired. We can therefore have no hope

of their tarrying after the 6th. Half of Gen.

Putnam's regiment is now under guard. The peo-

ple who have escaped from Boston inform us

that the enemy are fully acquainted with our sit-

uation, and will probably take advantage of it.

For heaven's sake despatch your forces as soon

as possible.

Gf ii. Sullivan to the JVew Hampshire Committee of
Safety, dated Winter Hill, JYovember 29, 1775.

Dear Sirs: General Washington has sent to

New Hampshire for thirty-one companies to lake

possession of and defend our lines, in room of

the Connecticut forces, who most scandalously

refuse to tarry till the 1st of January. 1 must

therefore entreat your utmost exertions to for-

ward the raising of these companies, lest the

enemy should take advantage of their absence,

and force our lines. As the Connecticut forces

will, at all events, leave us on or before ilie 10th

of next month, pray call upon every true friend

of his country to assist with heart and hand in

raising and sending forward those companies as

soon as possible.

From the same to the same, dated Winter Hill, No-
vember 30, 1775.

Gentlemen : I have, by command of his Ex-
cellency General Washington, to inform you that

the Connecticut forces (deaf io ihe enirealies of

[heir own as well as all other officers, and re-

gardless of the contempt with which their own
government threatens to treat them upon their

return) have absolutely refused to tarry till ihe

fn«t day of January, but will quit the lines on

llie 6th day of December. They have deceived

us and llieir officers by pretending there would
he no difficulty with them, till they have got so

near the close of their term, and now, to their

eternal infamy, demand a bounty to induce lliem

to tarry only the three weeks. This is such an

insult 10 every American, that we are determined

to release them, at the expiration of their term

at all hazards, and find ourselves obliged imme-
diately lo supply with troops from New Damp-
shire and Massachusetts Bay. The number re-

quired from yon is thirty-one companies of sixty-

four men in a company. * * The whole

number, officers and men, amounts to one thou-

sand nine hundred and eighty-four. * * * *

I earnestly entreat you, for the honor of New
Hampshire, to show to the world your attach-

ment for the nohle cause. Let the worthless

sons of Connecticut know that the other colo-

nies will not suffer our lines to he given up,

or our country destroyed, nor the sons of New
Hampshire (like those parsimonious wretches)

want to he bribed into the preservation of their

liberties. I hope, the eager speed with which the

New Hampshire forces will inarch to take pos-

session of and defend our lines will evince to

the world their love of liberty and regard to

their country.

John Langdon the tallest New Hampshire
Patriot in civil life.

Of the noble spirits of New Hampshire whose

industry never tired and whose means never

failed that gave impulse to the revolution, the

great and good John Langdon perhaps towered

a head and shoulders above all others who were

not merely military men. His great private gen-

erosity in furnishing the money and means which

the public coffers could not then supply for the

Bennington expedition in 1777, will be remem-

bered as the effort reaching practically a little

beyond all those who as yet had pledged lo the

cause their " lives, their fortunes and their sacred

honors." The following, from the Documentary

History, will shew the great man in a new atti-

tude to many of our own citizens as claiming

our grateful acknowledgments for the services

he has rendered to the country and to posterity :

John Langdon io the JVew Hampshire Committee of
Safety.

Portsmouth, February 22, 1776.

Gentlemen : I have just enrolled nearly one
hundred men in the ship-yard, and have ordered

every man to attend the muster at an appointed

time, wilh a good fire-arm, powder and ball,

some of which are already completely equipped
;

but, as there is no powder to be had, only what
is in the public stores, 1 would submit it to the

consideration of the honorable Committee, whe-
ther it would not be best, to order that those

men who are not supplied already, be supplied

by the public when occasion requires, or, if it is

best, for each to appear with one half pound of

powder in his horn, for which a receipt to be

taken, and if it is not returned, or made use of
against the enemy, to pay double the value at

this time, which I will stop out of their wages ;

which I think will effectually prevent waste, ar/.d

put those who have no powder upon the same
footing with those who have bought their own
ammunition. I think I may with safety serve

the colony in this matter, and not in the least in-

terfere with the Continental business. I should

he glad to have some answer from the honorable

Committee relative to this matter, as I have or-

dered every man to be ready for mustering by

such a day, and should be glad to have every

man furnished.

Proceedings of the Committee of Safety.

Friday, Feb. 23, 1776.

Received a letter from Captain John Langdon,
requesting some powder for his carpenters. In

answer to which ws advised him that ihe Quar-
ter Master should he ordered to deliver them
half a pound weight each out of the public

stock, at the time of danger, to be by them ac-

counted for.

An Unpensioned Revolutionary Veteran.

We had hardly expected at this late period to !

meet the man in New Hampshire now alive

whose recollection should extend back as a par-

ticipator iu the events which occurred on Bun-

ker Hill on the 17th June 1775: seventy-lhree

years, more than the common age of man, have

transpired since that event.

In the time of a very pleasant and agreeable

visit to our friends of the First Family of Sha-

kers at Canterbury, commencing our last tour in

New Hampshire, we took some pains to obtain

an interview with the now oldest man of that

community: John VVadleigh, aged 92, born in

Ilawke, now Danville, N. II., was then nineteen

years of age, and fought side by side in that bat-'

tie with an elder brother, the lale Thomas VVad-

leigh, Esq. of Sutton : he was then of Col. James

Read's regiment who went upon the field with

Stark, and his company officers were Hezekinh

Hutching, captain—Amos Emerson, lieutenant,

and John March, ensign. The venerable gentle-

man tarried from his work in the field to give us
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nn opportunity for an interview on Monday

morning', Aug. 7. We found him at the place

where he is always busied at work (he would he

out of his element if not at work) upon rainy

days, and such limes as he cannot be in the open

field, lie has been a Shaker (first at Enfield in

the year 1789 and at Canterbury since I792)fifty-

, nine years: he bought a good lot of land alter

the revolution ; but he fell in with and was of

that people first gathered in New Hampshire at

Enfield and heard, as he says, the " first sound of

the gospel" there. All the time enthusiastic as

if under a divine impulse in his religious pro-

fession, never halting in the zeal and confidence

which inspire him to lively activity even at this

great age, this man in the last sixty years has be-

sides probably performed more manual labor

than possibly any other man who has ever lived

in the State. Within the last twenty years, taking

charge of the cultivated fields of the first family,

he has done the work often of full two common
men: his diligence has always been unwearied,

and he has scarcely ever known one hour of ill

health. At this great age, under still severe la-

bor, [be has taken care of and hoed over two

acres of beans four times the present summer]

his sleep is as sound as that of an infant. He
said to us speaking of his capacity, " People

sometimes lose their regulator before they are

seventy years old : I do not see but my regulator

now is as good as it ever was." He says he can

remember back to the time when he sucked his

mother, and once when she was absent he re-

membered to have sucked a woman by the name
of Collins—he believes he can now remember
as well as ever in his whole life.

The father of John Wadleigh was a soldier of

the French war of 1759, and returned from his

last campaign in that war when he was three

years old. He heard on his return that an elder

brother had come back sick of the small pox:

he went to see him, the mother requesting him

to keep hack the house dog as liable to bring

home the infection—he found the brother dead.

John Wadleigh had eight brothers, Benjamin,

Jonathan, Joseph and Thomas, older than him-

self; Moses, Aaron, Epbraiin and Henry, young-

er: of these Aaron, aged 80, at Sutton, Eph-

raim, 76, in Canada, and Henry, 74, at Newport,

are still living. There were three daughters:

Judy, four years younger than himself is the wife

of Moses Atwood of Hill, Betsey, who married

John Kent of Canterbury, died at the age of 75,

and Susan, wife of Hon. Benjamin Evans late of

Warner, aged 70, died the present year. Few
families in New England have been so nume-

rous, so long lived, so respectable, so patriotic

ami so useful as this family, brothers and sisters,

of Wadleighs.

Several of the sons settled early in the town

of Sutton, where the father purchased and own-

ed a thousand acres of land in one tract: Tho-

mas Wadleigh many years represented that town

in the State legislature when it was classed with

Fishersfield, now Newbury.

John Wadleigh, the Shaker, was a soldier of

the revolution five years: he was at the battle of

Bunker hill—at Ticonderoga ami the taking of

Burgoyne in 1777— in the Rhode Island expedi-

tion of 1778, and the surrender of Cornwnllis at

Yorktown at the closing up of the contest. He
has never applied for or received the pension to

which the laws of the country have entitled him,

his doctrine leading, as he says, "not to covet

silver and gold."

His description of the battle of Bunker Hill,

truthful and vivid as it is, is such an account as

it will be rare to hear from the mouth of a pre-

sent living witness. lie states that previous to

going upon the hill hts company in the morning

drew a barrel of strong beer; that when they

went upon the hill, that they might be unincum-

bered, they deposited their canteens and knap-

sacks near the Charlestown neck in the building

which was riddled by the fire of the enemy's ar-

tillery, when re-entering it fur them on the re-

treat. He describes the position of the men be-

hind the rail-fence, with a hay covering, on the

advance of the compact hues of the British

grenadiers at the rallying to the three successive

onsets. He said the main spring of his own gun

broke at the first discharge, and rendered his

weapon useless : standing beside his brother

Thomas, without a gun, he told him he would

load while his brother fired : this he did so

quickly as to make the piece too hot for holding
;

but the two brothers with one gun were able to

load and fire all the ammunition of both before

they left their position. He pointed his brother

to an officer on horseback, on which, resting his

piece and aiming it over the fence, he saw the

officer fall at the discharge. He said while this

deliberate firing was going on the British regu-

lars " dropped like pigeons off of a stand." Un-

til the want of ammunition obliged the retreat

from the bill, he said the Americans had not

thought of the annoyance which was to meet

them going over the neck sweeped both ways

from the enemy's guns upon the water. Our
troops at this passing suffered their most severe

loss: they were brought within two fires. The
wounded men dropped and cried out for help.

When he retreated he was very dry, having left

his knapsack— he stopped at a spring at the foot

of the hill surrounded with willow bushes

—

while lying down to drink a cannon ball struck

and dashed into the spring near by him: he

caught in his hands as much water as he could

hold, retreating towards the neck where he saw

the greatest danger. Avoiding the most exposed

point by creeping eireuitously, he got off" as well

as he could. He says the brave Maj. Andrew
M'Clary was killed on the neck not until after he

and the troops had retired to Ploughed hill, re-

turning nearly half a mile without the neck, de-

claring when reminded of the danger, that the

bullet was never cast which could kill him: Mr.

Wadleigh recollects that he saw the dead body

of this gallant officer the day afrer he was shot.

Moses Trussell, waiter to Maj. M'Clary, followed

him hack to the neck, and at the same time had

his arm shattered so as to suffer amputation :

Trussell was a pensioner many years residing in

New London.

Of the other events of the revolution we hail

time oidy to listen to the Shaker soldier's state-

ment of his services and what he saw in the

Rhode Island expedition. He was with General

Sullivan on the island of Rhode Island in Au-

gust 1778. The troops, he says, crossed at

Tiverton ferry, and their expectation was to go

immediately into battle. Contrary to this expec-

tation, the British army retreated from that side,

having filled the wells of water with old cow-

hides and other offensive matters. The Ameri-

cans halted to clear their way, following the

British over the length of the island and shut-

ting them into Newporr. The French fleet lay-

ing off WOB disabled in a storm, changing the as-

pect of affairs. On the last day of August it

was deemed expedient that the Americans

should retire. Mr. Wadleigh mentioned the

double deception in the case of a British ser-

geant-major coining into camp pretending to bo

a deserter:—retiring at night and disclosing as

he supposed to a British officer (who proved to

be an American) how a detachment of about a

thousand men might be surprised and captured,

he was remanded back, tried and hung before

the camp on the instant.

The Americans retiring from the island were

in their turn pursued and annoyed : going upon

one hill the whole British army appeared on the

following opposite hill, that bad been just left. A
ship lying off was driven from her stand of an-

noyance by the Americans on shore, being

obliged to cut her cables. Col. Read's regiment

fired on from a redoubt, maintained its position

and drove back the British: at this point a can-

non ball striking an applelree directly over the

head of our hero, passeil on and killed a lieuten-

ant The British were beaten by the Americans

in this hard ami close fighting and skirmishing

The enemies kept their position one entire day

in sight of each other. Major (afterwards Judge)

Cogswell of Gilmauton was the commanding
officer of the guard left upon the island when
the main body retired unmolested, and finally

the guard itself, leaving a single sentinel, who
was in his turn taken off at Tiverton ferry.

The Americans pitched their tents off Tiver-

ton, where flat-bottomed boats were prepared to

pass the British ferry. The British having pos-

session of the deep waters of the bay, the boats

were carried over land in the night to a

point where they were used to cross the army
over the bay to Greenwich. The last company
was finally taken over this ferry in safety, the

British pursuing force being driven from the

shore. The Americans, some time encamped at

Greenwich, afterwards weirt to Point Judith,

where they fortified and laid until the 1st ol De-

cember, when the army at that point was
discharged and the soldiers returned to their

homes.

The old gentleman is full of stories of the

events occurring in the army all of which now
are interesting as coming within his personal

recollection, lie states how well the army of

Sullivan was daily exercised and kept in active

duty. That watchful officer was constantly oir

the alert. Receiving information of a to"y re-

siding five miles oirt of Newport within the

Amercan lines and trading with the enemy oir

the island, the general ordered a sergeant's guard

to surprise and delect him: this was done and

the lory, caught in the act, the enemy pretending

friendship, was brought in to bo exposed to

the scorn and derision of the whole American

camp.

If the half hour's conversation had been ex-

tended to half a clay, the veteran Shaker soldier

could not have tired in relating events, the full

detail of which might take up an entire num-
ber of the Visitor.

Potato Rot i.n Maine.—A letter from Car-

mel, Penobscot county, says—" All the potatoes

iir this region are spoiled with the rust or rot.

Oilier kinds of vegetation, wheat, oats and rye,

and in fact every thing with the exception of the

potato, never looked better."

Get married.— If you are fortunate, get mar-
ried ; for a good wife will increase your prosper-
ity, and render you "twice blessed" in the en-
joyment of your riches.

If you are unfortunate, get married. The
cares ol the world are lessened by having a wile

who takes pleasure in bearing them with yon.
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For the Farmer's Monthly Visisor.

Too much Land.

Why do so many of our farmers complain thai

they find farming poor, and unprofitable busi-

ness? Because they try to cultivate too much

land. Farming when lightly managed is as pro-

fitable business as a person can pursue; but

while our chief aim is to be constantly adding

acre to acre of our already uncultivated fields,

we shall find the business poor enough.

As you pass through many of our New Eng-

land counties observe how some of the farmers

conduct their affairs. They seem to think their

farms are hardly large enough to turn upon, un-

less they contain from one hundred to five hun-

dred acres, and this they usually have scattered

around in various places, so that they actually

lose as much time in going from field to field,

and from lot to lot, as would be required to keep

ten acres under good cultivation.

However, let us watch them for a few months

and see how things go on.

In the spring they plough up so much land

that they cannot prepare it for planting till

their neighbors are nearly ready to commence

hoeing.

They have manure enough for but little of

their land ; and therefore their crops are small

and late.

Their fences are not repaired in season, and

consequently their fields are covered with the

flocks and herds of their neighbors. The edges

of their mowing fields are clothed with black-

berry bushes and briers.

Their orchards are neglected till they are com-

pletely buried with dead wood, and suckers, or

robbed of their foliage by the caterpillars.

Now is any one at a loss to discover why such

farming as this is unprofitable? Not in the

least.

And, yet this is precisely the way in which

many farms are conducted. But perhaps you

may enquire how the evil is to be remedied? I

will tell you how. Sell your land ; and if you

cannot sell it I had almost said give it away till

you have reduced your farm to such a size that

you can cultivate it properly. Plough up no

more land than you have sufficient manure for,

and can prepare for planting in season. Repair

your fences in season to prevent your neighbors'

cattle from encroaching upon jour fields anil

pastures. Remove all unnecessary trees and

bushes from your fields. Set out young fruit

trees, and keep them free from insects and use-

less rubbish; and you will find that farming is

far from being an unprofitable business.

AGRICOLA.
New Gloucester, Maine.

Chemistry and Agriculture.

Within the last year or two, we have seen fre-

quent notices of ihe investigations of Kuhlman,
of Paris, in relation to ihe connection of chemis-

try with agriculture. A volume has lately been

published embracing the results of his research-

es on this subject. This we have not seen, but

from o review of the work which we find in the

Scottish Quarterly Join mil of Agriculture, we
learn that the lending object of the author was
to ascertain liu-ls in regard to the operation of

substances used as manures. For this purpose

he instituted a series of experiments with mail)

different articles. The trials appear to have

linen fairly conducted, and with a sole view to

the eliciiation of truth. Some of the conclu-

sions to which his results have tended are as

follows :

That ihe value of manures may be ascertained

by t lie quantity of azote or uiniDOiiia they con-

tain; that the phosphates did not produce the

same invigorating or stimulating effect as the

azotised manures, though their action was more

lasting than the latter: that there seems to be a

limit to the beneficial action of ammonia, as a

superabundant application actually decreases the

produce.

The reviewer observes :—" Unlike many agri-

cultural writers of the day, Kuhlman has drawn

all his conclusions from experiment; he has not,

like them, commenced with his theory, and twisted

all his results to make them agree with the pre-

conceived opinion. On the contrary the experi-

ments are fairly tried; and the deductions so

modestly drawn, that every reader must feel him-

self compelled to agree with them, notwithstand-

ing they differ from the expressed opinion, that

plants derive all their azote from the air.

Against this opinion we may place the conclusion

at which Kuhlman has arrived, from careful and

laborious experiments, namely—'That if the ail-

can supply sufficient azote for vegetation, ice can

double that vegetation by Hie addition of azote to the

soil.'

"

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

As fondly 1 gazed on the clear azure sky,

My thoughts seemed to wander to friends who had gone

To the yet undiscover'd tho' dear to the eye,

That country, alas! from whence none return.

To that blissful abode, where the friends of my youth,

I trust are enjoying the smiles of their God,

Oh. thought I, can you look on corrupt sinful earth 1

Is thy happiness marred by the thorns which we tread ?

Surely not—for no sorrow can enter that rest

—

The mansions prepared by the Saviour himself;

We have his own words, they oft come to my breast,

Like a star 'midst the rude tempests of life.

" Father 1 will, that those thou hast given me

Be with me, my glory to see "—then what

—

Tho' the phantom of happiness leaves roe

—

'Twill all be restor'd to the virtuous yet :

—

In a world where all sighing and sorrow shall cease,

Where the turmoils of life forever will close,

And the pure streams of virtue united shall rise,

Triumphantly carrying the good to the skies.

PORTIA.

A profitable speech.—A correspondent of

the Farmer's Cabinet, says that after hearing an

excellent speech from Dr. Darlington, before the

Philadelphia Agricultural Society, on the proper

use and care of implements, he was induced to

make such useful repairs, provide tool-house,

and keep his implements in so much better or-

der than before, that " he calculates his savings

in wear and tear of tools, since the delivery of
that speech, has not been less than $50 per an-

num; while the time gained by having every

thing in iis place, was worth as much more"

—

adding $100 a year to his income.

The Wheat Crop at the West.

The Prairie Fanner of July, says—"The pre-

sent prospect for the wheat crop, and indeed for

all other crops, has not been better since the set-

tlement of the northwestern country. Notwith-
standing the ravages of the Hessian fly in the

fall, and the. damage done by the winter, there

bills fair to be a tolerable crop of winter wheat,

even in the most unfortunate districts; while in

those not affected by these visitations, the pre-

sent promise was never better. The proportion

of good weather has been so large that fields

which seemed past hope in the early spring, now
promise a fair yield. Contrary to our expecta-

tions, the Hessian fly has hardly been heard of

this spring. We looked for his disappearance
alter the present season, but did not anticipate

exemption quile so soon. The prospects of the

wheat crop, in the southern belt of the north-

west, including a strip say three hundred miles

wide, lying north of the south end of this State,

has not been otherwise than good. Its present

keeps pace with its past promise. The northern
belt, extending from the southern extremity of

lake Michigan lo the northern limit of Wiscon-
sin, suffered more or less in the fall and winter,

from the causes alluded to. Within this lull,

spring wheat nut only makes up for whatever de-

ficiency there might be in the winter crop ; hill

from pasl failures, has become a vast crop of it-

self. Perhaps so much of this was never before

put in as the present season. Takingaltogether,

the dark shades are few and unimportant. Still

there are many risks yet to be run. Through .

the State of Ohio, also, the crops never gave

better promise. The corn crop is, if possible,

fairer than the wheat, with us ; and according to

present indications, will be much larger than .

ever before. May there be no disappointment."

How it can be done.

To the Editors of the Mbany Cultivator

:

—In

the May number of the Cultivator, I noticed this

remarks of Mr. Allen, with his very sensible re-

quest that the "Legislature of Connecticut, fit-

their next session, would pass a law similar to

the one in Massachusetts," for preventing ani- i

mals from running at large in the highway. For
Mr. Allen's sake, and for the comfort and con- '

venience of all the good people of "the land or"

steady habits," we wish so too ; and when we
look at the fitness of the law, and its general in-

fluence on the' well being of the fanner, we
wish that it might be adoptetl by every State in

the Union. Nor do we consider this wish vain,

or one unlikely at some time to be realized.

The utility of such a law is unquestionable.

It is the pledge of the public to guarantee ind<

vidual rights in pioperty, a portion of which is

taken for public benefit. When a "highway is

laid out," the only claim which the public make
upon the premises, is the right of travel and re-

pair. The right of soil with the grass and trees

growing upon it, remain vested in the owner of

the premises from whom the land is taken. This
point is settled by common law of ancient date.

Thus it is said: "Though every highway is said

to be the King's, yet this must he understood so

as that in every highway the King and his sub
jects may pass and re-pass at their pleasure."

"But the freehold, and all the profit of Ihe.

trees, fee, belong to the lord of ihe soil, or the

owner of the land on each side of the way."
,

Also, "the lord of the soil shall have an action

of trespass for digging the ground." See abridg-

ment of common law. vol. 3, page 694. " Land
covered by a highway may be recovered by a

y
writ of ejectment," where the public abuse their

right. Lord Mansfield, in delivering the opinion

of the court in a case of ejectment, says—" the

King has nothing in an highway, but a passage

lor himself and his people, but the freehold and
all the profits belong to the owner of the soil ; so

do all the trees upon it and mines under it, which
may be extremely valuable." Mr. Justice Fuster

says—" the owner of ihe soil has all above and
under the ground, except only a passage for the

King and his people." Thus far we quote the

common law of England, ami the opinions of

her courts.

Judge Putnam, in giving the opinion of the

court in ihe case of Stackpole and al vs. Healy,

(vide Mass. Reports, vol. 16, pages 34, 35,) says

—

" I hoi I it lo be clear that the public have no
oilier right hut that of passing and re-passing;

and that the liile to the land, and all the profits

to be derived from it, consistently with, and sub-

ject to ihe tight of way, remain in the owner of

the soil. The owner may maintain trespass for.

any injury lo the soil, which is not incidental

lo the right of passage acquired by the people."

It is then given as the opinion of the court

that " it is not lawful, therefore, for the public to

pot the cattle in the highway tu graze. For
whenever one would justify taking the properly

of another, in virtue of a license or any way, he

must plead and prove that he used the way as a

way, and no! for any other purpose." Judge P.

then quotes the opinion of Ihe English court as

fallows: " If one drive a herd of cattle along the

highway, where trees or wheat or any other kind

ol corn is growing, if one of the beasts take a

parcel of the corn, if it he against the will of tie.

driver he may well justify, for the law will iu-

lend that a man cannot govern them at all 'imes

as he would ; but if he permitted them %'C. then it

is otlurwise.'"

Such then is the English common law in the

mailers of highways, and such are the opinions

of her justices. Our statutes.are i.i many instan-

ces very wisely based on those laws, and in ac-

cordance our learned chief justice Parker has

given ihe opinion above oiled. Thai such laws

and such statutes are based on principles of strict

justice io the public, who cla'ni the right of way,

and the individual through .vhose premises the
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way passes, cannot admit of a doubt. The pub-
lic receive all they claim ; all that can he of any

service to them, in securing the right of travel

and repair. They do nol a<k, as a public body,

the right of pasturage, or of ploughing and sow
itig or mowing. If they did, it would operate qs

an unequal right, which a part might enjoy,

while others have no opportunity or disposition

to avail themselves of it. On the contrary, it il

for the public convenience and public interest to

leave this right of soil and its productions in the

hands of the original proprietor, and further bj

good laws to protect him in that right. Where
would the comfort or the safety of the traveller

be, if all sorts of animals were allowed to run,

indiscriminately, it) our highways? Here, be
might be exposed to the attack of a ferocious
bull; there an unmanageable horse might block-
ade his path, and perhaps endanger his life.

Many advocates of street pasturing, would no
doubt say, keep sucli animals out, but let others
run. But no. If our highways are public pas-
hires, they have as good a right there as the in-

nocent lamb. If they are pastures, they are pas-
tures for every kind of farm stock. This is fully

confirmed by the practice of the advocates of
street feeding.

Street feeding is ati encroachment on individ-

ual rights to an amount more than equivalent to

all the benefits that can result from it. Many
farmers would never on any consideration per-

mit their animals to run at large. They choose,
like thrifty men, to keep them in their own en-
closures, where they are sale from the exposures
to which animals running at large are liable, and
where they are sure to find them when needed.
Such men are forever tormented bystreet cattle,

which usually go in herds, and are forever pick-
ing quarrels with those in enclosures adjoining
the highway—throwing down fences and teach-
ing other cattle to do so, and fighting when the
fences are down. Many a quiet and orderly
stock has been made unruly, and of course of
depreciated value, by evil associations with ani-

mals running at large.

But there are other wrongs to which individu-
als are subject, through this pernicious practice.

Suppose for instance, (and it is a supposition
which will hold good in a great majority of cases)

that the farm of A. is situated so that a

great proportion of his farm teaming is across
the public way. In spring he wishes to haul his

manure to fields opposite to his barns, one of
two things must be done: the bars must be put

up, or the gates opened and shut on each side of
the way, every time he passes, or his fields must
be trodden up by herds of marauders, wandering
about like the prince of darkness, " seeking
whom they may devour." In summer, the sea-

son of busy cares, when earth is pouring her
treasures into the storehouse and granary, the

same scene of opening and shutting must be
passed through again, only twice at each gate for

every load of bay or grain that is moved to the

barn. Now, is not this a pretty item of labor in

the hurry of haying and harvest? And does the

public, for whose benefit the farmer's fields are

cut in twain, demand it ? No ; they only ask

"the right of travel and repair," all these ceremo-
nies of labor and toil must be gone through with

to gratify the lawless desire of a grasping indi-

vidual. Let animals lie expelled from the high-

way, and bars may lie out anil gates open for the

prosecution of the business of the farm from
morning till night, or from spring to autumn,
with nothing to molest or make afraid lor the

safely to crops. And now, brother fanners, we
leave it for you to say whether such a state of

things is desirable in the prosecution of* your
daily employments. For ourselves, we have

lived under the dispensation of cattle going at

large, and now live under the brighter one of

having them enclosed, and found the difference

in favor of the latter too great for our expression.

Try it, and you will say likewise, and your
neighbors who may not at the first like it so well,

will, after a fair trial, give a response to your

sentiments.

But to the text—How it can be done ? In the

first place get a draft of the law of Massa-
chusetts in this mailer. Il is as perfect as a law

can be, ami so plain that a fool cannot mistake

ils meaning, (though perverse and obstinate men
may sometimes give it a perverse translation)

and send petitions, many or few as circumstan-
ces may permit, to your legislature, and ask that
a statute in its very letter may be entered upon
your own book. If they refuse to do this, give
them leave to slui/ at home as unfaithful servants

of tla-people, in all future time, as the reward of
their short coming in protecting tlic people's rights,

and try again, and continue to try until the thing
is accomplished. It will soon be done, and in

the end will compensate in more than a hundred
fold lor all the labor its accomplishment will

cost. Get such a law passed, we say, farmers,
for ye are the people that can do it, in every
State in the Union, and you will realize in one
particular, the pleasure of silting under your
"own vine and fig tree," and will entail a protec-
tive statute on posterity, of more value to them
than till the protective tariffs that a nation of
Congresses ever would impose.

VV. BACON.
Elmwood, July, 1848.

From the Sonthern Cultivator.

Demand for Wool.
Having seen more grass in the month of July

than all that we have met with in eight months
before, at the South, [the cotton-growing States
are not generally productive of the grasses in

use for the pasturage of sheep] we begin to
think that something may be done here in the
way of growing wool. The gentleman to whom
the Ibllowing letter is addressed, has done much
to encourage the business in ibis quarter of the
Union, as well as at the North. Mr. Lawrence
is one of the largest manufacturers of woolen
goods in New England :

Lowell, Mass., Feb. 10, 1848.
My Dear Sir :—Your very kind and interest-

ing favor of the 27th tilt., didy came to hand,
and should, if practicable, have received an ear-
lier reply. The business of wool-growing in

this country is destined to be of immense im-
portance, and I am firm in the belief that within
twentyfive years we shall produce a greater quan-
tity of wool than any other nation.

You ask, "is the present home demand sup-
plied ?" There is not enough annually raised in

the country by 10,000,000 pounds to meet the
demand of the manufactories.
You ask, " what countries can we export wool

to r"&c. This country will not export wool
regularly for fifteen years, for the reason that the
consumption will increase as rapidly as the pro-
duction. I can point out articles made of wool,
now imported, which will require thirty millions
of pounds, of a medium and fine quality to sup-
ply the consumption.
The business of manufacturing wool in this

country is on a better basis than ever be-
fore, inasmuch as the character, skill and capi-
tal engaged in it are such that foreign competi-
tion is defied. A very few years, and all articles

of wool used here will be of home manufac-
ture.

Now I beg you to keep the wool-growers
steady to the mark. Let them aim to excel in

the blood ami condition of their Bock*, and tin-

day is not fiir distant when they will be amply
remunerated.

Yours, most truly,

SAM. LAWRENCE.
To Henry S. Randall, Esq., Cortland, N. Y.

The above letter from a generous patron of

the fine wool-growers of our State deserves re-

publication, as an encouragement to New Eng-
land farmers to persevere in rearing ami improv-

ing their flocks. Messrs. Sibley and Barnard, in

our own neighbor town of llopkinton, have

flocks annually pastured high upon ICearsarge

proving that every year as good managers they

have made money on their fine wools. The soil

of New England, the mountain soil high up, is

the best in America for sheep pasturage as well

as for the cattle pasturage which produces the

best oxen, cows and horses, the fattest beef and

million, the richest butter and cheese. The
Prairie Farmer of Illinois confesses the inferi-

ority of that great fertile Slate in the grasses:

there are hundreds of thousands, if not millions

of acres in the whole northerly line of Vermont,
New Hampshire and Maine, (he best in the Uni-

ted Slates, yet to be opened to successful and

profitable cultivation—as good and enduring

land, more profitable lor cultivation, more healthy

for permanent residence, than the best farming
lands of the far West. Let that country be filled

with emigrants from Europe, as the most endur-

ing constitutions to encounter that climate : New
England young men may hereafter find the judi-

cious application of capital and labor to our own
lands to be the best business they can undertake.

Hereafter in New England, if there can be no
lack of demand for fine wool, nearly every thing

else here raised upon the land will be in

demand that shall require no sacrifice in the

sale.

From the Scientific American.

The Benefits of Machinery for alt Classes.
Fifty years ago wages were no belter, in fact

less than at the present day and the comforts
and luxuries of life far more difficult to obtain.
Articles needed by the poor man, cost in those
days of comparative freedom from machinery,
from twice to three times what they do now, and
often more ; and you will find that the greatest
reductions are in those articles to which machin-
ery has been most successfully applied. There
is no article of luxury or comfort to which ma-
chinery has been extensively and successfully
applied, of which the poor man cannot now get
more for a day's labor than he could before such
application of machinery. Salt is now less than
one-third, iron less than one-half, shirtings and
calicoes and cloth generally from one-naif to

one-fourth. Pins, needles, shoes, hats, every
thing in similar proportion.

Forty years ago such articles of use or orna-
ment as locks were scarcely known, and could
be afforded by rich only. Farmers' wagons
were chiefly sleds, their" houses cabins, their
chairs stools and benches, bureaus pins drove in
the wall or poles hung across, and their windows
often an old sheet or blanket. Nails and glass
cost money in those days, and labor commanded
little!

Since machinery has been applied,— better
roads, turnpikes, railroads, all of which are a
species of machinery, have been constructed.
Steam bus has been made to propel the boat and
the great ship, and to give power to the mill, to
the jenny and the loom. Production in many
articles lias been more than trebled and every
thing the laborer needs has lallen, while his
wages have raised or remained stationary. The
cloi-k which the fanner hail not and could not
afford, now adorns the mantel of his poorest
tenant, and summons him to his meals.
There have been less improvements in agricul-

tural implements than in machinery for manu-
facturing purposes, but this is the age of im-
provement. Let machinery he applied to hus-
bandry also. Let bread anil meat be as cheap
as clothing, and if the distribution is net as
equal as it might be, let us rejoice, that if the
rich man has more, so also the poor man much
more.

The cottage has now by the aid of machinery
here, what great kings have not in Africa, and
what the kings of England had not before the
introduction of machinery. Tin: great Alfred
sat upon a three-legged stool, while many an
Engli-h or American tenant now reclines on a
gilded sofa. If the poor of England and Amer-
ica are not so well off as they should be machin-
ery is not at fault. It is machinery that has sav-
ed them from much greater misery, and the re-
forms which they need are chiefly governmental
and social.

Ploughing for Wheat.— Elias Cost, of On-
tario coounty, N. Y., is very successful In raising
wheal, by preparing his fallo .vs w ith a single
ploughing—sometime during summer— all the
rest of the mellowing and weed-killing being
done with a two-horse cultivator. The wheat is

covered after sowing, by passing the cultivator

but once over ii. A strip six leet wide is I lien

covered at a time. The soil is nol heavy.

—

JJ[.

bnny Cultivator.
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Massachusetts Enterprise.

The Boston Courier gives some interesting

statistics of the progress of Massachusetts enter-

prise, as follows

:

Fifty years since, the Middlesex Canal, costing

but half a million, was considered a vast under-

taking, and required twenty years for its comple-

tion; hut since June, 184ti, we have commenced
and nearly built up from a desert the new city of

Lawrence; constructed new streets and factories

at Manchester, Lowell, Biddeford, Blackstone,

Lancaster, Worcester, Springfield and Fitch-

burg; tire foundation of a new factory city at

West Springfield ; made a great aqueduct for

Boston ; contributed at least seven millions to

the war loan; purchased a large part of the

Michigan Central, and Wilmington, Mad River,

Housatonic, Reading, and other railroads out

of the State; enlarged and improved all the

great routes out of Boston ; constructed new
lines to Wareham and the Cape. Bridge-

water, Milton, Fall River, Blackstone, Mil-

ford, Greenfield, Athol, Lawrence, Glouces-

ter, Wohurn and Medfonl, and many cross lines

in our own State; and greatly advanced or fin-

ished the Northern, Passumpsic, Vermont Cen-
tral, Montreal, Vermont and Massachusetts,

Cheshire, Rutland, Sullivan, Ogdensburg, and
Kennebec railroads— in all nearly 800 miles of

new track, opening to us the interior of New
Hampshire, Maine, Vermont, Northern New
York, Lake Champlain and Ontario, and the

Canadas.
Subjoined is an estimate of the amount our

citizens have embarked in a few leading en-

terprises, principally since the Spring of 1846,

namely

:

In factories and manufacturing
cities on the sites enume-
rated $13,000,000

Purchase of railroads out of the

State 8,000,000

Expansion of old lines of rail-

road 6,000,000

Construction of new railroads

in Massachuseetts 7,000,000
Construction of new lines out

of the State 12,000,000
Boston aqueduct, estimated cost

with reservoirs and dead in-

terest 4,000,000

Slock taken in the United

Slates loan 7,000,000

to keep in the steam. It should then he passed,

in a semi-fluid state, through a fine sieve. Take
six quarts of the fine lime, and one quart of

clean rock salt, for each gallon of water—the

salt to be dissolved by boiling, and the impurities

skimmed off. To five gallons of this mixture,

salt and lime, add one pound of alum, half a

pound of copperas, tin ee-iburths of a pound of

potash, the last to be added gradually, four

quarts of fine sand, or hard wood ashes. Add
coloring matter to suit the fancy. It should be

applied with a brush. It looks as well as paint,

anil is as lasting as slate. It stops small leaks,

prevents moss from growing, and renders the nutritious.

5. For the reasons assigned, less manure will

answer.
6. The quantity of the products is increased,

while the quality is improved.
7. The land, hy its improvement in texture,

is sooner ploughed, or otherwise worked, than

while in its unimproved state.

8. Mineral manures act more promptly and
with much greater efficiency.

9. By draining, the tendency of clays to crack,

is lessened.

10. When in pasture, the herbage is more
abundant, of a better variety, sweeter, and more

work incombustible.— .V. Y. Farmer.

Fair and Cattle Show.—Great preparations

are making at Buffalo, N. Y., for the Annual Fail

and Cattle Show, to take place on the 5th, 6th.

and 7th of September, proximo. The ground
for the show will include an area of sixteen

acres, enclosed hy a high fence. Besides places

for the managers, &c, there are to be poultry

and pigeon-houses, dairy, grain, and seed stalls,

horticultural tents, small tents for editors, re-

freshment room, &c. Altogether it bids fair to

be one of the grandest exhibitions of the kind
ever held in the United States.

11. It will bear deeper ploughing, and conse-

quently, a greatly enlarged pasturage may be

given to crops grown upon it— while they will

alike he relieved from the disadvantageous ef-

fects of long continued droughts and rains.

12. Drained lands are less subject to the

winter killing of grain crops than those that

are undrained.

From the Flag of our Union.

The Old Maid's Song.

BY EUNICE.

give me a life, free from care and strife,

Mid a circle of maidens free
;

Though some may choose our name to abuse,
Yet an old maid's hie for me.

There's many a fool who abides by the rule,
" Get married as soon as you can j"

I'd have them taught I'll not be caught
With the soft, silly vows of a man.

1 never could tell why some liked so well

The " Mrs." before a name;
They may say with one voice, 'tis because I've

choice.
But the title I ne'er shall claim.

To bo the slave of a man, I'm sure I never can -,

I am now and shall be ever free
j

There's domestic strife in a married life

—

So an old maid's life for me.

East Bridgewater. Aug. 1818.

Total .$57,000,000

Amount unpaid less than $7,000,000 July 20,

1848. Estimated dividends to be received by

citizens of Massachusetts, June to April, 1849:

From Banks $2,000,000
United States loans 400,000
Railroads 3,000,000

Factories 3,000,000

Accumulation savings banks 1,000,000

Total $10,000,000

The valuation of the Statu for 1818, if the in-

crease of value in Boston and its vicinity he any
criterion, must exceed $50,000,000, and the

annual accumulation can he little short of

$22,000,000. _

The number of emigrants who arrived in the

United States, by sea, during the year ending
Sept. 30, 1847, w'as 239,480— males, '139,166; fe-

males, 99,325; sex not stated, 989. The number
which landed in the State of Maine, 5,806; New
Hampshire, 7; Massachusetts, 20,848 ; Rhode Is-

land, 207; Connecticut, 74; New York, 145,830;
Pennsylvania, 14,777 ; Maryland, 12,018 ; Virginia,

874; South Carolina, 164; Georgia, 1 1 ; Florida,

188; Louisiana, 34,803; Texas, 3,873.

A considerable number of immigrants find

their way across the frontier line who are not in-

cluded in the above.

Wash for Buildings. —The following recipe
was sent by a gentleman of New Orleans to his

friend in Philadelphia, who writes that the wash
was satisfactorily tested upon the roof of the
Phoenix Foundry, in that neighborhood. It i-^ not

only a protection against fue, hut renders brick
work impervious to water. The basis is lime,

which must be slacked with hot water in a tub,

Foreign Wool Trade.—We have accounts
from the great Breslau wool fair of June 9ib.

The whole quantity of wool offered was 59,000
cwt., 20,000 of which remained unsold at the
close of the fair. The prices were considerably
below those of last year. The best selected lots

of Silesian (or Saxon) wool brought from 90 to

110 dollars per cwt.; the "fine "60 to 68 ; the
"middle fine," 50 to 55; and the "low" 26 to

30. The fleeces were prepared in the hest con-
dition.

Advantages of Draining Wet Clay Lands.

By draining wet clayey lands the following
benefits will result

:

1. Fully one-third the amount of labor in

ploughing and tillage will he saved.

2. By relieving such land of its redundant
water, a more intimate mixture of the argile and
silex will take place, so that by this mechanical
admixture and division of the particles of the
two, there will be formed, as it were, a new soil,

more easily worked, more susceptible to the in-

fluence of sun and air, more ahsorhant of the
dew, and more readily percolated by the rain.

3. By this new union of the two chief mine-
ral constituents of the soil, it is rendered more
porous, and hence a capacity given to it, through
its increased permeability, not only of absorbing a

much linger quantity of nitrogen from the at-

mosphere, hut of condensing it within its pores,
and thereby adding to the nutriniental supply of
the food of the plants.

4. By the increased degree of friability im-
parted to the soil, and the consequent meliorated
condition of the heat and moisture admitted in-

to, and maintained in, its bosom, the decompo-
sition of the manure is more healthfully carried
on, its nutrient gases more freely given out, and
the plants derive, as a consequence, much more
benefit therefrom.

How to Preserve Peaches.—We find the

following recipe going the rounds in the papers

to preserve peaches so as to retain their flavor,

and as this is the season for such work we pub-
lish it, in order that our readers may have an
opportunity of testing it.

—

.American Farmer.

"Clean your peaches, by pouring hot water

upon them, and afterwards wiping them with a

coarse cloth
;
put them into glass or earthern

jars, cork them up and fasten the corks with

wire or strong twine ; then place the jars in a

ketile of hot water until the atmospheric air is

expelled from the jars; after which seal them
up tight with wax. Peaches preserved in this

way retain their original flavor, and are equally

delicious, when cooked in the ordinary manner,
six months or a year after being put up, as if

just taken from the trees."

Cranberries on Upland.—Mr. Gardner, of
Massachusetts, according to a statement in the

Fanners' Cabinet, raised a full crop of cranber-
ries last year on upland, while those on their na-

tive swamps were killed hy frost.

Frost in August.—We learn from the Skow-
hegan (Me.) Press that there was a slight frost in

that vicinity on the night of the 20th hist. The
Bangor Whig states that in Aroostook county, the

crops have been injured by frost.

OFFICE
or

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND

COUNSELLORS FOR PATENTEES

:

Fur imparting information on the sithjert of Inven-

tions, and on the application of Chemical and

Mechanical Science to the Arts, .Agriculture, Man-
ufactures, and Alines, and for procuring and de-

feuding patents, either in the United States, or in

Foreign countries.

PROF.
Philadelphia,

WALTER K. JOHNSON, late of
d Z. C. KOBMjNS, of Washington

City, (to be aided by HAZARD KNOWLKS, Esq., laic

Machinist of the United Stales Patent Office.) have asso-
ciated themselves together lor the prosecution of the
above branches of professional business, either in their
oliice, at ihe Patent Office, or before the courts ; and
will devote their undivided attention to farwarding the
interests of Inventors or others who may consult them
or place business in their hands. Mr. Knowles has for

the past twelve years held the posi of Machinist in the
United States Patent OlHce, and resigns that situation to

take part in the present undertaking. His talents and
peculiar fitness lor ihe important oliice so long filled by
him, have been fully recognized by Inventors wherever
the office itself is known.

The office of Messrs. J. & R. is nn F. street, oppnsile
the Patent Office, Washington, D. C, where commumca.
lions, -post paid, will be promptly attended toj examina-
tions made, drawings, specifications, and all requisite pa-
pers prepared—and models procured when desired—on
reasonable terms. Letters of inquiry, expected to be
answered after examinations had, must be accompanied
by a fee of five dollars.

In Ihe dunes of iheir office which pertain to the Patent
Laws, Messrs J. &. R. will be assisted by a le«al gentle-
man ol the highest professional character, and fully con-
versant with Mechanics ami nther scientific subjects.

Washington, D. C, June 30, 1818. 3ms
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From the American Farmer.

"On the Economical Use of Bones as a ma-
nure, aud on their Solution in Sulphuric Acid."

Our horticultural renders are, perhaps, even
more fully aware than most farmers of ihe value

of bones. Phosphide of lime is so essential an or-

ganic constituent in llie pear, aild some other
frm I trees, that no good orchardist or gardener
will henceforth he guilty of the extravagance of
wasting bones.

The difficulty, however, hitherto experienced
hy many persons, lias been to bring the bones,

easily collected upon every farm and about every
slaughter bouse, to a lit condition for applying 10

the land. Jioue mills are only to be found here
and there; and in some parts of the country, the
cosl of transportation of bone-dust lias been so

considerable as to pul a stop to its use. For-
tunately, this difficulty has been overcome lately

by a cheap, simple, aud rapid mode of dissolving

bones hy sulphuric acid, now largely employed
by English agriculturists. The mode of effect-

ing ihis is so important to nine-tenths of our
readers, that we extract the formula from Pro-
fessor Johnston's essay

:

Methods adopted for increasing the sensible Effect

of Bones.

Without referring much to the effect which
bones might theoretically he expected to pro-
duce, it has been observed by practical men that

they may be made to act more quickly and more
beneficially by the adoption of certain previous
precautious, such as

—

1. Reducing them to fine powder.— I have al-

ready alluded to the fact ascertained by experi-
ence, that the liner the powder, the more imme-
diate and Ihe more sensible the effect of hones.
But practical men were afraid to venture loo far

in diminishing the weight of manure, added to

the soil. Hulk was considered 10 enter as an
element into the fertilizing capabilities of any
substance. Many leases even prohibit the addi-
tion of le.-s than sixteen or twenty bushels of
bones, when used alone in raising turnips. But
under the guidance of science, both tenants and
proprietors will, by and by, learn to estimate
more correctly what the crops really carry off
and what the soil therefore requires. Thus a
strictly scientific economy will he established,
and no more of any thing will be added to his

fields than the fanner knows and understands to

be necessary lo maintain theni in a state of per-
mai .nt fertility.

2. lintling tin bones.— In some districts their
action in hastening forward the young turnip, and
bringing it quickly intu rough leaf, where it is

safe from the attacks of the fly, is increased by
laying the bones in a heap, and covering them

over with earth, for a week or ten days before

they are drilled into ihe land. Left in this state,

they heat, soften, and begin to change or decom-
pose; and thus, when laid in the drills near the

seed, they are ready to furnish nourishment to

Ihe young plant as soon as ihe roots first tin list

themselves downwards from ihe sprouting seeds.

3. Fermenting them wilh dung, or the same de-

composition is effected and carried further by

mixing the bones wilh farm yard manure, and
leaving the mixture awhile to ferment. It was
the result of trials made by thirteen different

persons, and which are recorded in the Doncas-
ter report, that a given weight of bones, when
mixed and fermented with (arm yard manure,
invariably produced a more beneficial effect,

than the same weight of dry bone-dust, applied

to the same ctop and upon the same soil.

The advantage which results from these seve-

ral methods, arises Irom the effects which they
produce, either in diminishing the mechanical
coherence of the particles of ihe bone, or in al-

tering by incipient decomposition, ihe chemical
state of the organic matter it contains. None of
them, however, sufficiently effect these objects,

though I do not doubt that fine bone-dust, fer-

mented for two or three months with farm yard
manure, and occasionally turned over, would be
brought into a condition more nearly approach-
ing to guano, iu its fertilizing virtue, than any
olher form of bones which lias hitherto been
gencralli/ employed.

Decomposing and Dissolving Bones by means of
Sulphuric Acid.

But another mode of preparing hones has re-

cently been introduced, and for two or three

years has been extensively employed as a part of

the ordinary husbandry, especially by some of

ihe Scottish farmers. This mode consists in de-

composing, and more or less dissolving bones in

sulphuric acid, (oil of vitriol). This may be

done in various wiiys, anil llie prepared bones
may either be applied in a liquid state with u

watering cart, or may he dried and sowed wilh

a drilling machine, or broadcast, like ordinary

bone or rape dust.

a. The bones in llie form of bone-dust, or

where bone mills are not at hand, simply broken
in pieces with a hammer, may be put into a cast

iron, stone, earthen-ware, or strong wooden ves-

sel, mixed with half their weight of boiling wa-
ter, and iheii with half their weight of the strong

oil of vitriol of the shops, stirring constantly

while ihe latter is slowly poured in. A power-
ful boiling up takes place which gradually sub-

sides.

By occasional stirring, the whole assumes the

appearance of a thick paste, the pieces of hone
gradually disappear, and after a week or ten days
the whole may be taken out and mixed with a

little charcoal powder, charred peat, saw dust or

tine dry earth, lo make it dry enough to pass

through the drill, and may ihus be immediately
applied to the land. It would, however, be bel-

ter to prepare the bones at least a month before

using them, and lay them up in a heap for a

while', with a view to their more perfect decom-
position. When the pieces of bone are large,

this is especially desirable, as otherwise they

will not be fully decomposed without a larger

addition both of water ami acid.

/;. Or the acid and bones as above, may, after

a couple of days, be mixed with a quantity of

light, friable soil, and laid up into a heap for sev-

en or eight weeks with occasional turning; The
bones thus heated, decompose and dry up, so as

to he ready' for putting into the drills w ituil far-

ther preparation. This m< ihod, I

quires inert' acid, and it is not unusual, in em-
ploying it, to take equal weights of acid and
bones. It may be, some practical men, indeed,

employ invariably equal weights of acid and

bones, while others are satisfied by mixing the
bones with one-third or even one-fourth of their
weight of acid. 1 would myself employ not less
than a half.

c. Or equal weights of bones in the form of
dust, of boiling water and acid' may be mixed
together and occasionally stirred for a week or
ten days, aud when the particles of hone have
nearly disappeared, from 50 lo 100 times more
water may be added to ihe mixture, aud llie li-

quid thus diluted may be applied by a waler
cart. If it is lo be used upon grass land in the
spring, or to young corn, it will be safer to di-

lute it wilh 200 waters, but 50 waters (by weight)
will be enough if it is to be applied to turnip
diills. A common watering cart used for other
liquid manures, will serve lor the former pur-
pose— for applying it to the drills a very ingeni-
ous addition of tubes to this cart has been con-
trived by Mr. Wagstaff and employed hy him un-
der the direction of ihe Duke of Richmond at

Gordon castle.

This method of applying llie bones in the li-

quid form, is, no doubt the most perfect, but it is

also the most troublesome and expensive, and
may not, therefore, come so soon into general
use, though it may ultimately prove the most
profitable.

Instead of sulphuric acid, the muriatic acid or
spirits of salt, has been, indeed was first, tried

for the dissolution of hones, but the former
appears at present, for several reasons, to be
preferred.

We will add to the foregoing, that a number
of experiments with dissolved hones were made
by the Highland Society of Scotland, the result

of which were :

" 1. That four, and in some cases, even two
bushels of dissolved hones, will produce as
good a crop of turnips as sixteen or twenty
lui-liels applied in the usual form, [dry bone-
dust-]. The crops also start more quickly, and
grow more rapidly.

"2. That the more complete llie slate of solu-
tion or subdivision of ihe bones, the greater the
effect. Hence, when applied iu the liquid state,

the benefit is most apparent."

The Horticulturist remarks: Those who culti-

vate heavy compact soils, have no doubt been
quite disappointed in llie want of effect of bone
manure upon such soils, compared with their

admirable action on lighter and more porous
soils. Professor Johnston has suggested in the
billowing paragraphs, the cause of ibis want of

action on heavy soils, aud the remedy :

10. Ought ant) olher substances to be mixed i

dissolved bones ?

Bones are known to exercise a comparatively
feeble and uncertain action upon stiff and un-
drained clays, and it may, therefore, be reasona-
bly asked by some if llie. action of dissolved
bones will be more certain upon such soils than
the bones in their natural state ? We may, I

think, answer this in the affirmative, since Ihe
principal cause of ihe less conspicuous effect of
bones upon such soils is lo he feuud in their te-

nacity and coldness, by which the particles of
hones are shut out from the air, and their decom-
position is retarded.

Bui, inasmuch as hones do not contain the
whole of llie substances which plants require,

and as some of those which are present in bones.

the sails of soda, for example, are iu small quan-
tity only, it may be reasonably asked again if the

dissolved bones would not he improved, and
their efficacy increased, and rendered more sure,

e ere ati addition of certain substances to be

made to lliein. Of this I think there can be lit-

tle doubt, though the necessity and nature of

" A gallon of waler weighs 10 pounds, a gallon of acid
17 or 18 pounds.
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such additions will depend much upon the na-

ture of the soil to which they are to he applied.

A small per rentage of pearl ash or wood ashes,

of nitrate of soda, or common salt, and a sul-

phate of magnesia—five pounds each of the

potash and soda salts, and ten pounds of the

magnesia salt to each one hundred pounds of

bones—would render the mixture more suited to

every soil and crop. At the same time, if the

soil like those formed from the felspar rocks

abound in potash, or like those which border the

sea, be rich in soda, or like those which owe
their origin to the slates, or to magnesian lime-

stones, contain already too much magnesia, any

addition to these several substances would obvi-

ously be thrown away. The principle of adding

such things being recognized as sound, the

knowledge and discretion of the farmer must be

exercised in determining how far such additions

are likely to be profitable, or to make a small

preliminary experiment byway of trial.

&l)c Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., SEPTEMBER 30, 1848

Address delivered before the Farmers ofNorth

Grafton County, New Hampshire, on occa-

sion of the meeting of the Ammonusuck Ag-
ricultural Society at Lisbon, August 10, 1848 :

by Isaac Hill of Concord.

The copy of a London book, printed in the

year 1700, with the autograph of William Duin-

mer, who was lieutenant governor of the colony

of Massachusetts Bay in 1723, loaned me by a

friend, shows that as long as one hundred and

fifty years ago there were among our ancestors

of the Anglo-Saxon race men who could appre-

ciate the best advantages of improved agricul-

ture. The title of the book is " Campania Felix ;

Happiness of a Rural Life or a Discourse of the

Benefits and Improvements of Husbandry; con-

taining Directions lor all manner of Tillage, Pas-

turage and Plantations: as also for the making

of Cyder and Perry." Facing the title page of

this ancient book is a copperplate engraving of

mountains in the distance—of a farm-house and

forest in the rear— of extended oblong fields fur-

ther off and nearer smaller square enclosures

laid off in rows of the growing crops—the lawn

in front with the oak tree shade and the postern

fastenings, leading down to a still more extended

enclosure of hedge row fence, marks the field

under cultivation, the sower laying along the

seed in drills, the ploughman with his instru-

ment unwieldy and unlike the improved plough

of modern days, driving the pair of horses that

without headstall or other gearing than the col-

lar holding the traces attached to the plough are

taught to walk in their places like our own well

trained oxen : all this for the farm part. Then

comes more prominently and fronting still near-

er to the view the mansion of the British land

proprietor, pitched as two sides of a building of

three stories, the half of an oblong square : a

quadrangular plat of gravelled walks directing

from the entrance way directly fronts the man-

sion itself: in this plat are laid off oilier raised

plats or parterres with borders shaped to the

narrowing down of the larger plat; and each of

the smaller plats replenished as flower gardens.

With the array of flowers and evergreen trees

in the smaller plats on the southerly side of the

picture, and looking fully to the sun, is the

range of green-houses to protect the early plants,

orange and lemon trees, myrtles and other exot-

ics difficult to be prcservi .1.

In the Indian Museum at Salem, Massachu-

setts, among the curiosities there collected by

navigators to the four quarters of the globe, sev-

eral years ago, I remember to have seen a small

vessel or cup like the holding cup to an acorn,

about the size of a man's hand : this cup in its

hollowed part, wrought in the infancy of science,

was the work of an artist intended to represent

by almost innumerable bodies and faces of hu-

man kind in microscopic particles, the miseries

of the damned in the punishment to which se-

vere religionists have doomed the erring human

race after death. Jt was the work of a monk

—

an engraving which no modern artist could

transcend. This representation, not as a paint-

ing, but rather as the curious work of the sculp-

tor, made the stronger impression upon the

mind of the beholder the longer it was viewed:

deeper and more vivid became the sympathy or

the terror and dread of suffering as the eye fixed

itself upon the minute and diminutive individual

whose wrilhings of limbs and contortions of face

seemed to impart animation and life to the wood

of a single color which, like the marble from the

hand of the lapidary, spoke out the whole im-

pression. The unique representation at the Sa-

lem Museum, as a work of art, was in my untaught

judgment, one of the greatest of all the devices

of human skill : as works of art of the highest

merit in drawing, painting and sculpture, as well

as in the highest productions of genius in poetry

or prose, we may go behind the present genera-

tion for centuries. So in the frontispiece to an

English book on Husbandry, a simple duodeci-

mo picture, I have found while writing out these

notices objects which display all the fascinations

of rural life resulting from the better taste which

may prompt the action of the independent

farmer.

The author of this book of husbandry, said to

be " Tim JYourse, gentleman "—meaning, I pre-

sume, the gentleman farmer of that day in Eng-

land, who planned, but did not put his own hand

to the work, has well described the fascinations

as well as the benefits of the farmer's employ-

ment: he could have scarcely better described

it, had he, like the happiest and most indepen-

dent fanners of New England, performed a sub-

stantial part of the labor with his own hands.

He begins his first chapter "of country affairs

in general " as follows :

"Before 1 come to speak particularly of mat-
ters relating to a country life, it will nut he im-
proper to glance a little upon this subject as it

offers itself to our genera] prospect, which in-

deed is both pleasant and profitable. And first

for its pleasure, what can he more suitable to a

serious and well disposed mind, than to contem-
plate the improvements of Nature by the various

methods of art and culture: the same spot of

ground, which some time since was nothing but

heath and desert, and under the original curse of
thorns and briers, ajler a little labor and expense,

seems restored to its primitive purity in the state of
paradise. Curious groves and walks, fruitful

fields of corn and vine, with flowery meadows,
and sweet pastures well stored with all sorts of

cattle for food and use, together with all the ad-

vantages and delights of water currents and riv-

ulets, as al.-o with infinite variety of fruit-bearing

trees, of beautiful flowers, of sweet and fragrant

herbs, &c. are the familiar and easy productions

of industry and ingenuity ; all which, as they af-

ford extreme delight to our senses, so must it

needs be a ravishing pleasure for the contempla-
tive to consider. What an infinite variety of vege-

tables, so beaxdiful and grateful to all our senses,

and so sovereign and useful for health, may be pro-

duced out of a little portion of earth well cultivated,

ami nil this from little seeds or grains of small

which may he looked on as a new creation of
things; when from nothing, or from something
next to nothing, we become the instruments of

producing, or of restoring them in such perfec-

tion.

"And although the practice of husbandry be

a business of some toil and care, of some hazard

and expense, yet there is this in it to make all

things easy, viz. : when a man shall consider

the gradual advancements of growing nature, so

that every day represents tilings under new co-

lors and beauties, it is pleasant to see a field of
corn [in England the term corn includes wheat,

rye, and the other bread-making grains except-

ing our own Indian corn which is not a favorite

to the soil of the British islands on account of
their fog-wrapped humidity] shooting out of the

earth, which pleasure is soon lost in a new and
succeeding pleasure of seeing the whole surface

of the ground, upon the approach, perhaps of
winter, covered with the blades of green corn,

fresh and verdant as the virgin spring. This
pleasure likewise is again succeeded by others

arising still from the new appearances of nature,

which must needs be a growing delight, foras-

much as every day leads to a nearer prospect

of harvest, which is the crown of all our labors.

"The like content may be reaped from all the

other employments of the country, whether they

relate to planting, or to the ordering of pastur-

age. The meadow which to-day is green, two
or three days hence appears in another livery,

even that of flowers, one week white, anon yel-

low, as soon purple, or perhaps ill divers colors

at once, as if nature had borrowed its beauties

from art and fancy. Fruit-bearing trees, for

some time, are covered with spotless and sweet-

smelling blossoms, such as perfume the air and
ravish our senses with surprising delights: these

dropping off, the fruit itself begins to appear in

its infancy, which every day grows more fair un-

til it arrive to maturity, and then serves further

to gratify our senses in yielding us foo.l of deli-

cacy, but more eminently by affording us those

excellent liquors [beer, ale and porter from malt,

and spirit from the distillation of grains, all of
which, used in judgment and moderation, were
intended more for man's benefit than injury] by
which the heart of man is made glad, and his

body sustained and nourished.

"Indeed, were we to take up always with any
one entertainment of nature, we should soon
surfeit with it, as we see it happens daily to us

in other cases where the constant fruition of one
thing ceases to affect us: but where there is

such an infinite variety of things (such as are

the productions of the earth) tendered to us suc-

cessively, and in their several seasons, this can-

not hut sweeten the mind with wonderful con-

tent ; so that as the toils and labors are still re-

turning, in like manner are the sweet fruits of

them also: and even toil and labor itself has this

pleasure in it, that it quickens appetite and con-

tributes to health and strength of body where it

is not in excess and accompanied with disorders.

And when a man attentively considers the annu-
al progress of nature through all its stages and
attractions, it cannot but mind him of his own
continued changes still leading him forward
towards his end, which is or ought to be a thing

of more consequence to him than all the other

pleasures which he may justly hope, to reap

from the several blessings and seasons of the

n orth in ihat this kind of em-
ployment may most properly be called a recrea-

tion, not only from the refreshment it gives to

the mind, but from the restoration of nature,

year."

After exhibiting as proof of the great esteem

which the ancients had for Husbandry, the as-

cribing of divine honors to the inventors and

promoters of it; the heathens consecrating to

their gods and goddesses some particular plant

thereby making its preservation the object of

their particular attention ; the Egyptians, the

greatest corn-masters of the world in early times,

worshipping Apis (by many supposed to he the

patriarch Joseph) under the symbol of a cow or

calf, to whose labor they chiefly owed their sus-

tenance and life ; exhibiting also individuals held

in greatest honor and veneration who procured

peace and plenty to the whole world, as Augus-

tus Cesar of Rome, in whose reign the temple

of Janus was shut, who delighted himself in
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rural avocations, and in ilie conversation of Ma-

ecenas, the great patron of husbandry and learn-

ed men ; of the patriarchs of Jewish history, the

most ol whom were herdsmen and followers of

husbandry, Job with his large stock of cattle,

and Absalom, David's darling son, making a

feast for his sheep-shearers ;—of Home too as a

commonwealth, when it most flourished with

,
brave and virtuous men, when it was no rare

thing for ploughmen to lead forth their armies,

as Atilius, who was tilling bis ground with a

yoke of oxen and sowing it himself) when the

Senate sent for him to he their general, return-

ing victoriously when he had accomplished bis

object, with the same hands that held the plough

holding the reins of a triumphant car;—of the

noble Cincinnatus, on whom was conferred the

dictatorship as be was ploughing his four acres

near the Vatican bare-headed and covered with

sweat and dust—a small pittance, one would

think, for a Roman general or emperor, but pro-

perty enough then to he deemed consistent with

the greatness of virtue ; of Terentius Varro,

who wrote and published the book De Ruslica,

relating to husbandry and good housewifery, in

which he tells uf his friend Tun-anus, a Roman
nobleman trudging on foot from market to mar-

ket to buy beasts, and boasts himself of his own

breed of mares and bis flock of seven hundred

sheep;— of the testimony in honor of the plough

exhibited in Romulus, the founder of the great

city and empire, who erected a college as among

his fundamental institutions, at the bead of

which were twelve priests, a fraternity of whom
be was installed as the twelfth brother by Lan-

rentia Acia, his foster mother, who platting a

garland of the ears of corn hound it on bis bead

with her while fillet as the sacred badge and

first crown among the Romans;—after citing to

the writings on Husbandry by kings, as Xeno-

pfaon eminent in this way, and Mago, the brother

of Hannibal, whose works in the hostile Cartha-

ginian vocabulary were so esteemed by the Ro-

mans as to be translated in divers languages, an

epitome whereof, made Greek, was sent to

Dejotatius as a jewel of inestimable value, and

looked upon by the Romans as so precious as

alone of the African monuments of learning to

be preserved upon the subversion of Carthage,

being translated likewise into the Roman lan-

guage by Cato— also the writings on Agriculture,

among Greek and Roman philosophers and po-

ets, as Aristotle and Pliny, Ilesiod and Virgil

;

and to the fact that every statesman and warrior

Roman of old had his villa where to bestow

himself in the time of vacancy from public busi-

ness, as they had down to his day in Italy and

elsewhere in the eastern world, " thinking them-

selves most happy when they take up with the

entertainments of their vineyards"— the gentle-

man English farmer pays the compliment to a

country life and the pursuit of Agriculture,

that—

" This is that great vein by which the blood is

distributed through all parts of the body, or rather

the very blood itself, since it is diffused over the

whole, nor can any part or member subsist with-

out it. It is the foundation of traffic, and com-
merce, forasmuch as all the manufactures and
commodities which we export and receive from
foreign parts are but the productions of the

earth at the first or second hand. Corn, wine,
oil, fruits, cloth, linen or woolen [cotton, the

great American growth destined to grow to the
*:',.<: ij clothing of the world especially in the

milder climates, in its economy and uses was
not then known as a material to be named]
silks, &c, are all of them the offspring of the

earth, cultivated by art and industry."

As to the natural strength and ability contribu-

ted by the farmer, this English gentleman Nourse

of the sixteenth century affirms that

"As the husbandman is most necessary to the
public in times ol' peace, so he is as useful in

times of war, since all the stores and magazines,
by which armies in the field are sustained, are

derived from bis labor ami providence. The
description, therefore, which the poet gave of
old Italy (be continues) that it was potens armis
atque libera gleba, powerful in arms and fruitful

in soil, was well concerted ; for Italy, as it was
one of the most fruitful, so it was the most mar-
tial and victorious country under heaven, giving
laws to all other nations; so that were it under
the command of one prince (it was then [A. D.
1700] divided into several principalities and
kingdoms, some ofthem hostile and autagonistical

to each other) it might possibly pretend once more
to be mistress of the world, as it was heretofore,

when the boundaries of empire were the ocean,
which it exceeded in greatness of extent. Nor
could it be possible for t landers (one hundred
and fifty years ago as it ever since has been
the garden of Europe, producing in an increas-
ing ratio the greatest amount of profit and pro-
duction from the smallest amount of land, find-

ing especially its richest alimentary manures in

the liquids of the cattle droppings and other
offals) with the other neighboring countries to

sustain such vast armies, and to have been the
seat of war and desolation for so many ages to-

gether, with such immense losses and calami-
ties, were they not enabled thereunto by the in-

vincible industry of its inhabitants and by the
fertility of its soil."

Of the "interest of private persons" our

English writer avers it to be no less obvious

" that nothing can more advance it than Hus-
bandry." This is a great truth, the proof of

which is furnished in the early opening and set-

tlement of this country, especially that part of it

longest cultivated which we of New England
inhabit. The writer says—" The great estates

and fortunes (in England) which many men ar-

rive to in this way (are) a certain proof of this

truth. If some miscarry, it is no wonder, whe-
ther it be through their own ill course of life,

ignorance or negligence, or perhaps from some
sinister accidents, from which no state or condi-

tion can be exempted : but in the general it is

certain that, considering the vast numbers of

men who make profession of husbandry, none
make a surer fortune than those who follow it,

there being ten bankrupt tradesmen or mer-
chants for one husbandman, consideration being

had, I say, to the farms, which far exceed the

shops in number."

The personal application of two gentlemen in

the legislature of north Grafton was the first in-

timation to me of the existence of your associa-

tion: so great was the pleasure of this move-
ment, at the distance of nearly a hundred miles

from my location, that nothing short of physical

inability from the distressing disorder which has

followed me up in the last five years, would pre-

vent the contributing of my mite towards awak-
ening the spirit which is destined, in the growth
and success of Husbandry, to cover our valleys,

our hills and even our high mountains with the

production and prosperity, which, creating inde-

pendence, make the heart of man and his blessed

counterpart woman, as the face of nature, to re-

joice. Who shall say of this land that our lot

has not been cast in pleasant places, and that we
have not a goodly heritage ! Who of us cannot

say with the inspired psalmist " The Lord is my
shepherd; therefore can 1 lack nothing. He shall

feed me in n green pasture, and lead me forth

beside the waters of comfort."—" Lord, who
shall dwell in thy tabernacle? or who shall rest

upon thy holy hill ? Even he that leadeth an

uncorrupt life, and doetb the thing which is

right, and speakelh truth from bis heart: he that

hath used no deceit in his tongue, nor done evil

to his neighbor, and hath not slandered his

neighbor: he that settetb not by himself, but is

lowly in bis own eyes, and maketb much of
them that fear the Lord : he that swearetb to his

neighbor and disappointed) him not, though it

were to his own hindrance : he that hath not

given his money upon usury, nor taken reward
against the innocent. Whoso doeth these things

shall never fail I"

To such a life does the calling of the farmer,

above all other occupations, lead: the man who
with his own hands annually increases its pro-

duction while he secures (he fruits of a single

acre may make himself most happy in the re-

flection of doing most good. How much more
valuable the gains coming from the labor in

earth's bosom than those of speculation and
trade which really produce little or no part of
the property made, and which depend often in

their greater amount upon the oppression or de-

ception practised in their attainment?

Perhaps there has been no time since the first

opening of this interesting land, which may em-
phatically be called the land of refuge for the

oppressed from under the hand of despotic. Eu-
ropean rule, when the pursuit of agriculture

presented so strong inducements to the sons and
daughters of New England as at this time. I

thank my Maker that I have lived long enough
to be satisfied of the fact, that the very rough-

ness of nature, the abrupt hills, the flinty hard-

ness, the rocks great and little seeming to be all

in the way as usurping much of the surface, the

apparent inequality of the soil, sometimes too

rocky and hard in its natural state to catch the

seed, and sometimes so sandy as to burn up the

glowing vegetation in the face of a hot sun

—

again so flat in a tenacious clay as to drown out

in wet and to parch out in drought, and again so

loose in sand or gravel as to blow away and
scatter the surface as in the nakedness of the

African desert covering over every thing green
in the reach of the wind ; now the valleys low
shutting out the sun for hours shining on the

hills, and now the mountains so high as seeming
to reach the moon and stars over our heads;

—

the lakes and ponds laying below with the sharp

acclivities sometimes coming down, and again

the extensive swamps and morasses low enough
to be saturated with the standing water surround-

ing them; the rivers and streams with their sor 's

in the highlands now tumbling in solitary

ness through fissures of rock down the steepe.

crag, and now pursuing their way over some
level which has been gradually forming from the

elements borne down as the waters have worn
them off in the still deepening channels—now
reduced to liny littleness from the want of snow,
ice or rain to feed them from above, and now
swelling to the torrent which overflows and
overwhelms and tears away everything standing

in the way of the flood bursting from the clouds

overhead;—I rejoice to live with the satisfaction

that all this want of symmetry, this apparent iiii-

suitableness of one thing to another, peculiar to

New England and especially peculiar to this

part of our own Granite State, is rather to be

desired than dreaded, and offers greater induce-

ments to tarry upon the soil, to " nourish, cher-

ish anil feed it," than the smooth prairie levels

requiring little labor in the clearing, and inter-

rupting with no formidable obstructions in the

ready cultivation which has invited away from
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us hundreds and thousands of the enterprising

sons who have been instructed in all that is good

in every worldly word or work by their excellent

fathers and mothers.

There is no part of the American world which

1 have visited that will compare with the valley

of that river of New England which discharges

to the ocean the waters now running near about

us: a specimen of the excellent soil— richer

than the primeval soil of the Merrimack river

valley eastward of it— I have long known to ex-

ist in that part of the town in which we are as-

sembled which is not to be seen in the most

travelled roads on either side. Since my resi-

dence in Concord below, the seat of govern-

ment, the Concord above sent down by its farm-

ers as a surplus for the market flour of wheat

that made us bread which in palatable sweetness

and flavor was unrivalled by all the west can

now produce: the wrinkled healthy hardiness

of age, and the fair round visage of men in the

time of their greatest strength are remembered

in the faces of a Young, a Harris, an Oakes, a

Savage, a Quimby, a Ball and a Parker of this

town, and those of Heath, Emery, Mouhon and

Mason, a Cogswell and a Rix, a Brownson and

a Noyes, of the elder Hutchins and Woods and

Carletons, in the towns adjacent. Some of

them used to come down by us in their annual

produce-trading voyage of mid-winter sleighing

bringing each his lumber-box drawn by pairs of

fat and sleek horses, heavily laden so as to make
a part of the cargo desirable for unlading to be

sold half way down to the seaboard. The idea

of good and rich livers always came along with

this annual visit: the farmers of Littleton, Ly-

man and Lisbon, of LandafT and Bath were al-

ways welcome customers—doubly welcome were

they to me twenty-five and thirty-five years ago,

because they brought us better things than

money with which to pay for the newspapers

and books as the work of my own head and

hands, which I did not doubt were as welcome
to their good taste as their fine wheaten flour,

their rich butter and cheese, were to our most

sharpened animal instincts. The clays of "aultl

lang syne" will not be forgotten as the whiten-

ed, silvery locks, and the wrinkled brow and
shrivelled face and trembling limbs, one after

another, are laid low:

" Now we maun totter down, John :

But hand in hand weMI goj
And we'll sleep the gither at the Toot,

John Anderson, my jo."

Was not this fine country opening by that

beautiful river which is the boundary of the

most extended line of New Hampshire on the

one side and of Vermont on the other, and
which passes near the centre the entire width of

Massachusetts first and Connecticut last before

it reaches the sea, sufficiently inviting in its fer-

tility and its ever-healthy climate to the pioneers,

the fathers and mothers who reared a race of

men that have done New England honor whe-
ther remaining at home, or seeking their for-

tunes abroad? None who came here, or very

few indeed, were disappointed in then early an-

ticipations. They expected all the privations

and inconvenience's of men going far into the

woods, where it required a great labor to get out

at till, and where the more weighty produce of

the land could not be transported—consuming
in the lightest and most valuable the greater

part of that value as the expense of transport.

If there were strong inducements to come
and settle down in this country fifty and seventy-

five years ago, how great must be the motive for

settling and remaining here now? After reflec-

tion I stake my better judgment on the position,

that every young man commencing for himself the

business of a farmer will lose at least the price of
the cost of removal of himself and his effects, besides

encountering the chance of loss of health in the

change of climate, by leaving his native Slate of
New Hampshire for any of the best lands of the

South and IVest.

There is a charm peculiar to this section of

country opening now to its husbandry that has

not existed heretofore, and seems not yet to ex-

ist in other distant points, inviting us to their

settlement: we can lay out our labor here upon
our poorest lands with as much advantage in the

investment of capital as we can expend the

same labor and capital over a greater surface in

richer land at a greater distance from the sea-

board. The reason of this is that our near con-

tiguity to the best market, the greater demand
for produce here than the land produces from

the number of consumers being greater than the

production, gives us better prices and more
ready pay than we can obtain for the same
amount of. labor on land which at its opening is

considered and undoubtedly is much more pro-

ductive.

In the occupation of the farmer the last dozen

years on a small scale, I have enjoyed a satisfac-

tion which only those who have felt a similar

satisfaction can realize. That there is something
in this enjoyment more than mere imagination

and fancy I am at liberty to think and believe,

since the English gentleman one hundred and
fifty years ago has described it without any mis-

take in the book from which I have quoted: he
goes further back thousands of years and de-

scribes the great ones of the earth, the greatest

of mighty men emineDt for their civic virtues

and their valor and strategy in war, philosophers

and philanthropists, as being influenced by the

same impressions. We thus begin with the

strong points, that the occupation of the farmer
is most desirable to the man who thinks his

greatest earthly happiness is to be found in the

best exercise of his physical faculties, and that

this occupation must become, if it be not so al-

ready, at the head of the callings most respecta-

ble in life, contributing alike better to the. wealth
as it does to the steady reputation of those who
successfully pursue it.

In the true and right pursuit of this calling,

none are better situated to profit by the best

knowledge to be derived from the best experi-

ence of others than the citizens of this part of

the country. The most, if not all of you are in

the way of opening facilities of communication
which will make you accessible to a ready mar-
ket to take what you would sell at the higher

prices, and sell what you would buy at the

cheapened prices. The heavy growth of your
forest lands is coming better and better in de-

mand : you can even see in the vista of futurity

value in the spontaneous annoyances which
seemed to disfigure the fields abandoned par-

tially from the exhaustion of the earth's first fer-

tility: the unseemly bushes and sprouts spring-

ing in neglected pastures ami fields are every

day growing into a value which the owners of
the land yet scarcely begin to realize.

The transition of a country from new to old

—

from its early 'first production to that which ; j to

settle down in an increasing stable population—
requires a change in our husbandry, of which it

is not easy to convince those who are not to be

turned in the steady pursuit of any particuar

business without a conviction that they are im-

proving their condition. Superficial, exhausting

cultivation must be abandoned, or the land must
he abandoned for production: I say this of most
of better lands and all the poorer lands. I favor

no fancy farming, where the outlay exceeds the

present, if not all the prospective income. It is

this fancy farming which discourages if it does

not disgust those who feel that they will be

obliged to exchange the farm for some mote
available pursuit: a man improves hind and gets

one great crop at an expense of twice its value;

he makes bis ground artificially beautiful by an

expensive process— he pays a great price for

some field which he adorns and beautifies with

a still more extravagant expenditure. The con-

sequence is, he takes from other means the capi-

tal which he here expends, and be makes a bad

investment because the product of bis land will

not bring back the money he has expended. The
rich man, the man of abundant means, may
pursue the occupation of the husbandman in

this way, as I have kuown some to do, and years

after his example has a bad effect on those

around him. So distrustful has become the

greater part of the community that they are

hardly willing to give a man a fair hearing

while attempting any improvement before they

condemn him for doing a losing business. 1

confess that I have in this way been annoyed in

my best directed efforts to make those improve-

ments in the art of husbandry, the successful

experiments in which would give me a greater

satisfaction than all the honors and emoluments
which office could give me: not only my neigh-

bors who were esteemed some of them farmers

of good judgment and others pursuing different

callings, some embracing speculation as present-

ing a quicker method of becoming rich than the

best of productive labor, but my own family for

years took so strong an impression that my pas-

sion for husbandry was all the time sinking a

dilapidated properly that had been going away
despite of any effort of mine to retain it, that

I even felt myself culpable before them, and
contrived ways to prevent their trouble on the

premises by lessening permanent hired help at

home in the employment of temporary help

when it could not be avoided where the work-

men boarded themselves. In this way I carried

on the little business of farming which I have

done—and you will give me credit for at least

the merit of perseverance— for ten years with

wife and children so indifferent to all my im-

provements in farming that if I had been sud-

denly taken away not a soul of the four grown
persons could have told where my cultivated

grounds distant from the home lot were to be

found. I have lived for the hrsl five years to di-

rect this fanning in that enfeebled slate of health

which in the summer season has prostrated me
so that I could not at several former seasons

make the journey I have done in coming here;

and I think I may now say, that I have fairly ar-

rived at the point where perseverance has proved

my case.

My improvements began not with the possess-

ion of any thing that could be called a farm:

my land, in detached fragments, has become

what would be equal to a common farm in New
Hampshire, in which I have to combat the ex-

pense of working daily at a distance in fields

apart. My help has been all hired at a cost

which those farmers who do much of their work

without directly hiring would consider ruinous.
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Yet keeping a strict account with tlie crops I

have taken away, charging them with the inter-

est on the cost of the hind, there is no acre in

my possession that lias not paid all expenses, if

I except the taxes and interest on wild lands and

the cost of chopping over eighteen acres of

mountain land at Warner two years ago on

, which I have heen unable to procure a burn.

The history of three fields in my possession

might present illustrations as the mite I should

he able lo contribute to the common treasury of

information on husbandry. A crude and a new
beginner, others can take up and follow my me-

thod so far as it seemeth to them worthy of imi-

tation.

Field No. 1 is the Ferry Plain lot, being a turn

in the intervale on the east side of the Merri-

mack river in Concord: on the longer side of

this lot the river has been making annual in-

roads for the distance of some fifty rods ever

since I first became its owner. The lot now
contains thirty-three acres, I having reclaimed

full three acres of sand where the river is mak-

ing to take the place of at least three acres

washed away on the other side. The current of

tli3 river strikes on the broadside of the bank :

it carries oft every season thousands of loads of

alluvial deposite rich as a manure bed, which

goes down stream to fertilize fielis below, or

else is swept into the ocean. Eleven acres of

this point estimated then as of the value of fifty

dollars tlie acre, from which the washing away

reduced the appraisal one-half, made the cost of

§195. For the other twenty-two acres I paid

the sum of $1000, making the cost of the field

$1195. The entire lot, being long cultivated

with little or no manure, in its whole extent did

not give the value of one-fourth of a ton of hay

to the acre. I commenced increasing the crop

of hay by turning up, as deep as I could well

break it, six and eight acres in a season: I pur-

chased as much manure at the tavern stables as

I could get at three dollars the cord, laying out

the manure besides from my own yard. 1 raised

good potatoes and corn: I had great trouble

with worms, sometimes the cut worm taking off

more than half the corn, and the seed sometimes

failing to come up. i found the ground, rich to

appearance, wanted action and life. 1 however
improved the land continually, and, besides the

planted ground increased my crop of hay to

twenty-five tons, getting on the laid down fields

from two to four hundred bushels of oats annu--

ally. 1 commenced the making of compost ma-
nure, and have sinco gradually substituted that

entirely for stable manure purchased. My me-
thod of composting for that field, has been the

laying oft' a plat some twenty by forty feet and

covering the foundations with loads of black

muck: then breaking half a dozen casks of

Thomaston lime, slacking it with water, and

spreading fine lime in its most active mate: then

overlaying that with other loads of the black

muck. Upon the top of this laying, careful not

to bring the fresh lime in immediate contact, I

place all the manure made during the winter in

the stalls and yard and in summer by the yard-

ing of cattle, whether it be fine or unrotten, over

the last foundation, to a depth just as large or

small as the quantity I find it convenient to be

drawn. Over this is laid another layer of the

muck : upon that, another breaking and spread-

ing of lime ; and upon that, another layer of

muck. 1 have sometimes overlaid the bed thus

laid down with ashes leached or unleached,

night soil in small quantities; and once I was so

fortunate as to obtain a hundred bushels of dam-

aged salt at fifteen cents the bushel. The salt

worked admirably laid over the compost heap

—

it warmed and kept up the action of decomposi-

tion going on in the pile, at the same time it

kept oft the freezing so the heap could be laid

out in the field the moment the snow disappear-

ed. This manure heap, thus laid down in Sep-

tember and October, is not stirred over or moved

until the following spring, when it is cut through

with a sharpened hoe and taken upon the field

in carls of forty to fifty bushels to the load at

the rale of twenty and twenty-five loads to the

acre. Six years ago I commenced subsoiling the

Ferry plain lot. My first experiment was on

five acres of the highest and dryest intervale

part. I followed the subsoil plough after the

common plough breaking tho sward—the first

plough turned over to the depth of eight inches,

and the subsoil plough following stirred without

turning over eight inches below it. The ma-

nure on this grass land was all turned under to

the depth of the first plough: potatoes were

planted between every third row. The potatoes

between and under the turf did not come up so

quick or so regular as if planted in the common
way: the crop however was a profitable one,

averaging one hundred and thirty bushels to the

acre. The second year this lot was treated with

another dose of the same kind of compost

—

planted with corn, which though coming up

poorly, gave fifty bushels to the acre, with from

four to six bushels of beans to the acre among

the corn. The third year gave still another dose

of the same kind of compost; and here with

two hoeings was a crop of 150 bushels of pota-

toes to the acre. Every crop thus far more than

paid for the labor and manure, with the interest

and laxes on the land. The fourth year, early,

(he field was ploughed once and sown with oats,

with about eight pounds of southern clover and

a peck of herdsgrass timothy to the acre. The

crop of oats was one of the first and best— it

was fully seventy-live bushels of well-filled

grain to the acre. The effects of the lime and

ashes in the compost upon the mineral pails of

the subsoil brought into action were seen in the

better stamina and strength of straw throwing

out and filling out more perfect grain. Last

year and this year this lot has produced each

year full fifteen tons of the best hay: the rowen

or second growth of the last year's crop fed oft'

was equal to a full ton of hay to the acre. This

is again springing in the course of a week after

the second crop of hay is taken off. In like

manner of ibe above 1 have prepared, one year

behind it, seven other acres, in the lowest part

of this lot I observed the subsoiling to raise the

field fully four inches upon the surface working

in the ground like leaven in ibe kneading trough-

The two crops of potatoes, one of corn, one of

oats, and last of hay upon this ground were fully

equal to the first. The hay this year was all of

three tons to the acre. Before this operation,

the sward ground of the twelve acres did not

give ninth over a half a ton to the acre. It may

be mentioned of the first field, that strips were

left in its whole length where no subsoil plough

was used, and that upon these strips every year

the crop has been visibly less under precisely

the same treatment in all other respects. Next

to this, prepared with the subsoil plough two

years ago, is a field of six acres on the outside

sandy skirt of the river: it gave last year good

corn and potatoes, the former fifty and the latter

one hundred and fifty bushels to the acre: late

planted, perhaps twenty-five bushels ot these

potatoes were rotten. The same field, being the

edge reclaimed from flowing sand, produced

three tons of marrow squashes worth in the

IJostoti market one cent and a half a pound.

Seven acres, ploughed and subsoiled last fall,

manured in addition to the common quantity of

compost with the mixture of 200 lbs. of Icbaboe

guano with 200 lbs. of ground plaster, on the

last day of July presented a most beautiful

growth of potato vines, rich and deeply green

—

enough, if no rust or rot shall take hold, to give

fully two hundred bushels to the acre. These

fields of potatoes, in drills, with the compost

spread and harrowed under, have been hoed

twice. The witch or fin grass prevailing in

them as it does all along the river intervale, hav-

ing been brought down by the freshets, has heen

much less trouble where the subsoil plough cut

it off almost to the bottom of the roots, and the

frost of winter in the turned-tip ground had

meliorated the roots of this mischievous grass.

The hay cut and cured upon this lot this year

lias been fifty-six tons, which cost in the labor

of making, not over $1 50 per ton : it bears, at a

fourth less than common, the value of eight dol-

lars per ton in the field, $448

The oats, near their gathering, say 40

bushels to the acre, six acres,

240 at 40 96

The potatoes, seven acres, at 150 bu-

shels to the acre (if they do not

rot) say 1000 bushels at 40 cents, 400

$944

The expense of manures, ploughing and culti-

vation cannot come up to one-half, taxing it two

hundred dollars for interest on the value of $100

to the acre, would leave a profit of nearly five

hundred dollars upon this land. The whole po-

tato crop, and of course nearly half the profits,

is yet a matter of uncertainty. The increase of

the quantity of hay upon the Ferry plain is what

I regard as the great proof of improvement un-

der my method of treatment.

My second field is a part of two lots of the

Dark plains land near the Ferry plain lot. Forty

acres of this land twelve years ago was set oft'

to me at five dollars the acre: the hollow part of

this lot was considered as a morass impractica-

ble, and the upland of no value beyond the little

growth of wood and timber that remained.

About forty acres lying beside of it, of small

growth in part and cleared in part, remains with

only some tan acres cultivated as a rye field un-

til the present year. Sown into clover after the

rye, this lot has heen most excellent pasture for

cows the present year. The other forty acres is

now nearly all cleared off. Naked as it was

supposed, lumber made into square timber and

boards and plank and fuel when it was worth

much less than it now is, have been taken off

these forty acres worth at least §1000 after pay-

ing the expense of cutting and carrying away.

The hind has been left, and that is brought into

play, worthless as it may seem, in pasturage of

the present season worth at least one hundred

dollars. The muck bed in the hollow upon the

same premises has furnished manure in a set ies of

years of the value of more than $500. A field of

early potatoes upon the lightest part of this land,

between four and five acres, is a mark of admira-

tion to several beholders the present season

On Saturday afternoon, July 22, sixteen bushels

of potatoes dug upon this field from less than

twenty square rods, sold in Concord street for
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01 - dollar ilie bushel. The field
'

and ripe, was dug in [tart the week I left Con-

cord, and the result remains to be ascertained.

The ground was subsoiled to the depth of about

sixteen inches— it was light flowing yellow sand

or gravel at bottom, with a thin dark mould

upon the top. A bed of manure compost, con-

sisting of turfs taken from t lie side of a board

fence, some two hundred bushels of leached

ashes and perhaps half that quantity of unleach-

ed ashes, the two at the cost of twenty-five dol-

lars, and ten casks of lime worth twelve dollars,

—was laid over the surface of this field. About

800 pounds of guano and an equal amount of

ground plaster, were sowed over it, and all bar-

lowed in : the cost of guano anJ plaster twenty

dollars. The hoeing of the field only once, very

clean of weeds, was the merest trifle. The ma-

nure of this land might cost one hundred dollars:

the seeding, ploughing, planting and hoeing,

may he fifty dollars more. The product of the

whole field must, 1 think, be about five hundred

bushels: these at fifty cents the bushel, $250,

will give a profit of one half the amount. The

land for a second crop, without manure, is better

than for the first. Further on another part of

this lot I bad five acres of fall-sowed winter rye,

of which I am sorry to say has been utterly lost,

what might have been a crop of one hundred

bushels. In my own absence, during the hurried

season to my workmen, this lot laying out of

sight, was eaten down to the ground by sheep

and cattle turned upon the surrounding plains

finding their way through the fence. This field

of eighty acres has paid in what has been taken

from it a great advance upon the cost of the land

and cost of labor and manure. Paying in crops

as it is carried along, prepared in the manner of

the potato ground, these plains lots in four fifteen

acre fields, to be cultivated in a four year shift,

with twenty acres up the brook and hollow un-

derdrained and cleared of stumps say at the ex-

pense of twenty dollars the acre—may be made

a farm more productive for the ease with which

it may be worked than even the rich intervale of

the field number one first described.

The third field is a lot of ten acres of similar

pine plains upon the west side of the river on

the turnpike one mile and one fourth from the

south end of the village on Concord Main street

This lot came into my possession about six years

ago in exchange for other property at the price

of one bundled dollars for the whole. It might

have been dear at that price, as has been a lot of

equal size along side of it that has not produced

in two or three crops of rye enough to pay for

the work done upon it. Four acres of my lot

had been ploughed two seasons for rye: the

other six acres were covered with pine and

white birch trees and bushes. The first four

acres were ploughed as well as could be done

among the stumps: it was manured with ten

loads to the acre of stable dung spread over and

ploughed in. Eight hundred bushels of leached

ashes, giving a peck to every square rod, were

spread on, and harrowed in. The piece was

planted with corn, which coming up handsomely

in May, was entirely cut down by frost above

ground on theGtb of June. In fear that it would

not spring up, white beans were planted be-

tween the hills: both corn and beans coming

forward, in August the whole piece was a

swamp. The corn was fifty bushels to the acre,

and the beans from twelve to fifteen bushels.

From that time to 1847, crops of grain or grass,

paying a profit on the labor, were each year,

lot. The sb

Elei ed in corn and

beans, was cleared of trees and hushes and

burned ; and as a work requiring a heavy team,

a sharpened giant plough cut through roots to an

unusual depth in the earth in the summer. Torn

to pieces with the harrow, it was sowed down to

rye early in September: the crop of rye next

year was tall and stout. Another decent crop

of rye succeeded in the second year. Ploughed

up a third year, it produced, with the aid of a

small quantity of Peruvian guano—a small table

spoonful in a bill, killing the seed corn wherever

it touched—and the manuring of about ten oX-

cart loads of compost and stable manures—an

uneven crop of corn, some of it very large ; and

a fine lot of marrow squashes on about half an

acre. In the fall of 1846, both parts including

the entire lot, were ploughed deep with the sub-

soil plough following the common plough. With

a compost heap of manure exhausted on seven

acres, the other three acres were supplied with a

dose in each hill of guano mixed in leached

ashes. The potato field, with only a single hoe-

in ir, produced twelve hundred bushels—worth in

cash at the lowest estimate six hundred dollars:

not a bushel of these potatoes were defective or

subject to the rot. They have lasted, sound and

perfect as when first dug, for the daily use of my
own family and my neighbors until the last days

of the month of July. The subsoil ploughing of

this ten acre field has made it like a well culti-

vated garden bed: the tread recedes into the

ground as you pass over it—and the yellow

sand is changed into chocolate mould. A com-

post heap— making perhaps fifteen large loads to

the acre, comprising two-thirds side-way turfs

and black mould gathered around my premises,

with one-third stable and yard manure, embrac-

ing a limited quantity of leached and unleached

ashes, prepared with about fifteen casks of slac-

ked lime—drawn to the ground last winter, laid

upon this lot in three piles until the last days of

May, when farmers were weeding their corn

in the fields along-side. My few faithful men
having much planting to do in a short time, with

half the days rainy when no planting coidd be

done, hurried this as the last field with all possi-

ble despatch. In four days' time, five men shov-

elled and laid out in small piles two hundred full

ox-cart loads of the compost: in four days more,

two bands spreading, and two hands, one with a

pair of horses and the other with our single yoke

of oxen, ploughing, the whole piece was turned

under. Mixed with a like amount of guano and

plaster two hundred pounds were sowed to the

acre, and the whole smoothed down with a har-

row. On the first day of June the six acres last

cleared were planted with corn in deep furrows

at three and a half to four feet apart, at intervals

from two to three feet between the hills of the

row. On the second and third days of June,

the remaining four acres were planted with po-

tatoes with rows at the like distance apart, a sin-

gle potato every eighteen inches. The corn has

been hoed twice with no hilling: so easy was

the hoeing that each hand went over the ground,

after the cultivator, at the rate of about an acre

a day. The potatoes have been hoed hut once.

On the fifteenth July, the corn of the large Dut-

ton kind, from seed raised iiyutii'fciend Blodgett

of Canaan in your county, chosen forty mi'es

north with two degrees of colder climate from

greater elevation, for the earlier product of seed

— had beuun to throw out tassels; and on the

25th of the month some of the blades were in

the silk, Jn a dei thy color, this

field has grown rn 1 1 have ever

before seen in any vegetation. On the 28th July

the field was so much of a swamp as readily to

conceal the person : the ears are setting two,

three and four to the blade. The potatoes like-

wise in their rows, in healthy green, nearly cover

the ground: a few rank weeds, in the hasty hoe-^'

ing, have made their appearance. Prepared as

this ground has been all the time at no expense

that a present crop would not warrant, I know
not a spot any where that can be likely to pro-

duce more for as many as three succeeding I

crops: carried out as the season has progressed

thus far, the crops of corn and potatoes will pay

for the labor and expense in this ground within

the year probably three times over. The excel

lent state and quality of the land—poorest as it I

was thought when begun upon—have been '

brought about by the stimulant manures acting 1
with the lime, plaster and ashes of the compost

upon the undersoil whether of aluminous or |

sandy and gravel texture. The deepened

ploughing and strengthened action of the in- |
creased mould have made this land as impervi-

ous to the effect of continued dry weather as the

strongest and best prepared favorite fields of the

good farmer upon I lie hills where drought sel-

dom reaches, the primeval fountains continually

gushing out and covering the fields in living

green.

My mode of treating pine plains, improved as

I have the vanity to claim, a little beyond any

example I have yet seen, I consider a desidera-

tum wanted in many towns of New England

where the land has been abandoned from abso-

lute barrenness. 1 know of no such land that

may he called barren: the meanest, most sterile

land, with the means at hand for its renovation

lying all around it, may oftentimes be made the

best land at the least expense.

Far different are the impressions now presen- u

ted of the diversified scenery of New Hamp-
shire, its valleys and hills, its ponds and lakes, its

|

mountains and rocks, from those which were t

made in years gone by on a superficial view. Its •!

very unevenness, its underlaying rocky ledges, L

its grand granite boulders oiit of place, scattered ^
over its surface, are the elements of a fertility

which shall be as enduring as its everlasting hills.

There is not a ledge or bed of stone that may
not he converted into some useful purpose: the

poorest acre of its soil may be made to its owner 1

the receptacle of a profitable investment.

The measure of my ambition would be full ij

I could succeed, by example as well as by pre-

cept, in demonstrating to my brother farmers the

fact that agriculture as a pursuit is hereafter to

become as profitable to those who hire all tbiir

labor as the best of mechanical and manufacture

ing business. If this can become so, how much
more healthful and happy must he be who finds

it to he his interest to become the New England

farmer! All he needs is a sure and a constant

market at remunerating prices. This will be in-

ducement enough to all the requisite improve-

ment: that improvement, looking always to the

future as well as the present, may make every

cultivated acre produce twice, thrice, four-lol \

in some cases ten fold its present crop. There

is no farmer so poor that he may not begin the

improving process : if he begin with cultivating

less land, soon will be be able to produce more

with less land and less labor.

Railroads are destined speedily to reach

through the whole length and breadth of New

ij
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Ei md: wherever l ich, they bring llie

forms lu u near market lor every species ol pro-

duction and growth of the soil. Where there is

a ready market, where there are means cheap

and easy to carry every thing to market, there

every blow of the laborer's arm may lie made

available ; nay, nature, in the growth of its wild-

est productions as well as in whatever comes

under the direction of the " skilful culturisl's fos-

tering hand," is adding to the farmer's wealth

while he reposes and rests from his labors.

But if the farmer who cannot himself labor

may look to agriculture, to a farm rightly man-

aged, with assurance of success ill that occupa-

tion ; bow much more certain of a livelihood, of

all the means of independence, must that man

be who under the personal toil of the farm has

earned the prospect of a healthy long life, and

who has raised sons that have been instructed

as the best part of an education leading to vir-

tuous habits, every one of whom before leaving

bis parents for the business of life has more than

paid for all the sacrifices they have made in

bringing him up. If there be any happiness on

earth to be envied, it is that of fathers, fathers of

families who have been early trained in the

" way they should go": how often has the virtu-

ous poor man found his great wealth in the

most numerous offspring taught to be diligent,

industrious, enterprising and virtuous: success

in life follows none with so much certainty as

those whom necessity has obliged to labor.

Blessed above all other parts of the country is

New England from the industry of her females:

the picture by the wise man of Scripture drawn

of the virtuous woman is that of our own coun-

try fair and fascinating poition, man's better and

chosen part. If there be any thing of virtue, of

purity, of integrity and honor in the present

generation, has it not come through the careful

instruction and the good example of our mo-

thers? Of the industry, of the diligent hands

which maketh rich, numerous have been the ex-

amples in the ride of a hundred miles takeu

since I left my home on my way here. Of the

warm fair summer days as the horse jogged me
along, nearly every house presented either at

the windows or doors busy female fingers plying

the sewing or knitting needle, straw braiding, or

some kindred occupation. Mothers and daugh-

ters, in this country of farmers, often supply the

means o( comfort which improvident or helpless

husbands omit to procure. So also it is found

oftener than otherwise that the widow left with

a numerous family and limited means, with

the aid of sons and daughters she has rearedi

improves the condition of the estate left while

she brings them up the belter for her own pru-

dent management and industry.

I come here to-day, having travelled diagonal-

ly through your county from soulb-east near the

confines of the Winnipissiogee lake to its north-

west border upon the Connecticut river. Never

did I look upon it as so rich as at this moment.

Carrigain's map has indicated a large portion of

Grafton county as ot "ungranled lands," which

1 had been in the habit of considering for nearly

forty years as placed there for no other purpose

than separating the country all around it. The
map does not measure the whole of this extent

— it is much larger than it appears upon its face.

I now regard it as fortunate that this extensive

mountain region has never been opened un-

til recently, because if opened as fur as the

land had been cleared, the timber and wood

would have been little better than wasted : stand-

ing as the fori sis now
which, until within the last three years, have

been nearly shut out from human observation,

will become of the value of millions of dollars

at no distant period.

Having seen in the two last seasons the Mer-

rimack river covered with pine and spruce logs

coming down over every obstruction, under the

magical potency of the Lumber King—having

witnessed his well-marshalled corps of red-shirt

uniforms handling the logs four feet through up-

on the rocky falls far down where no common
Merrimack lumberer dared venture; and these

logs brought from far up near die very sources

of our river; I felt an anxiety, which I feared

never to realize, of viewing the ground wbece
this immensity of timber-logs was taken. Yes-

terday I found means to gratify my curiosity.

Tarrying over night with my friend Tultle who
for many years was almost the only man left of

Lincoln alter its more settled part was added to

Landaff, and who has proved himself not only a

practical .good farmer, but good legislator—bis

second son accompanied me eight miles into the

woods to the grounds where most of the logs

were cut. The course was up the middle or

larger branch of the Merrimack river nearest its

sources, coming within a very short distance of
that part of the bead waters of the Saco river

which passes through the Notch of the White
Mountains. 1 found there, not only timber trees,

the pine, the spruce and the hemlock running
straight without a limb filiy and seventy-five feet,

the sugar maples innumerable, the birch, the

ash and the beech almost as tall and alt excel-

lent for timber, but I found a soil generally so

generous as to assure the best success of agri-

culture when it comes to be cleared. More than
all was 1 surprised that there was so little of moun-
tain in the openings down which comes some
stream as between every mountain : fifteen miles

up the main stream presents a country all the way
very nearly level. Plenty of level land extends
along the river and its numerous steins; and the

mountain sides themselves, not generally steep,

nor generally too rocky, are destined to furnish

that excellent pasturage which is not to be ex-

celled in any part of the United States.

The mountain timber land will all be settled

and made into some of the most valuable farm-
ing territory of your county within the next
twenty years, if not the next ten. It should re-

main with its present timber standing until that

can be profitably used : when the timber and
wood are taken away, ihe valuable lands will

become farms of course. A railroad made up
ihe Pemigewassett branch of the Merrimack
from Plymouth would add to the value of the

timber more than the whole cost of the road.

The demand for timber has become so great for

building below, especially at Manchester, Low-
ell and Lawrence, as to draw on Boston for east-

ern lumber as a supply ; so that while lumber is

now at other points a drug in the market, on this

river it is of quick demand. The supply in the

upper region among the mountains of your
county is great beyond the calculation of those

who have not seen as I have the wonders per-

formed by Mr. Norcross in devising the means
for floating it down. Far in the recesses of the

forest he has constructed dams half way across

the stream throwing back the water so as to

float by the accumulated logs large and small

:

aiding in this work, he has blown away massive
rocks in the stream standing as an obstruction.

What is not a little remarkable is, that so great

his confidence of success, mat the logs-were
cut and collected in large numbers up the stream
before he began the work of preparing the

stream to float them down.

It is the destiny of New Hampshire to extend
and improve her cultivated acres so as to be-

come one of the richest States of her size for

agriculture: and it is the destiny of the old

Grafton county, the northern half of the State

more peculiarly the Switzerland of America
than any other part of the western world, to

have her mountains and valleys yield ten times
their present production.

Wine Making.—The vintage of our bill-sides
is made, and the wine-press has been busy for
several days both above and below the city. In
spite of wet weather, mildew, and the large
quantities of grapes sold daily in market, and
constantly from fruit stores, since" the vine began
to ripen its clusters, there will he no inconside-
rable amount of wine made here this season.
The business is now fairly commenced; and
wine may hereafter be set down os one of the
staple commodities and regular exports of Cin-
cinnati.

—

Cin. Gaz. Sept. 21.

A merchant of Cincinnati doing exteii3ivo

business informed the editor of the Visitor in

the month of May, that he bad ordered from
France thirty thousand ChajBnpaigne bottles,

which were to be used at the vintage of the pre-

sent year from vineyards in the vicinity of the

Queen City of the West, The amount of wines
produced in that neighborhood is increasing an-

nually: there can be no doubt that the quality

of these wines will be equal to the best imported
from the eastern world: with the French bottles

the American champaigne will be equal to that

brought from that country of France which gives

it the name,

The taw of Manures.

We notice that the question

—

" Do Manures
Ascend or Descend?" has lately been considerably
discussed. For our own part, we should no
more think of asking or discussing such a ques-
tion, than we ibould whether moisture ascends or
descends? It obviously doth both ; and so it is

with manures, unless the term manures is to be
restricted to mineral substances only.

But though we believe that the valuable parts
of manures may be carried into the air and
washed into the earth, we do not admit the pro-
priety of some positions, by which the fact is

attempted to be illustrated. For instance, it is

said—" the gases of manure ascend, but the salts

descend." The fact is here lost sight of, that the
same substances are capable, under different cir-

cumstances, of assuming both a gaseous and
solid form. Such is the case with carbon

—

which constitutes the greatest part of ordinary
manures, as well as vegetable substances; and
also with nitrogen—which has formerly been
held by chemists, (and is, indeed, still held by
many chemists,) as the most valuable and im-
portant element in manures.

If a heap of manure is left to ferment on the
surface of the earth, or without being covered
by some absorbing substance, its bulk and weight
are greatly reduced. What has become of the
lost portion ? It has, of course, gone into the
air, as it would have done if the manure had
been acted on by fire. The manure, or a certain
portion of it, has been resolved into its original
elements, and the carbon and nitrogen it con-
tained have again become parts of the atmos-
phere.

The nitrogen in manure is in form of ammo-
nia, and that it escapes during fermentation, has
been proved ; it is perceptible by the smell, and
has, als.), by means of acids, been detected in its

ascent. Most people are familiar with ammonia
in the form of a salt, and know that in this form
it is extremely volatile, and readily passes into

an aeriform state. It is also easily soluble in

water; and is, therefore, readily washed into the

earth by rains. Thus the very substance which
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forms It, . 'line a gas mid ascend ii to

'he air; or it may become a liquid and descend
into the earth.

Manures may he combined with substances
which will prevent the escape of ammonia;
such as charcoal, or charcoal-dust from coal-pits,

peal, muck, soil, and vegetable or carbonaceous
substances generally, If the process of fermen-
tation is properly regulated, and the manure is

combined with articles which will absorb the

gases as they are disengaged, there will be no
waste. It may he considered, a rule, that when-
ever smell is emitted by manures, some of their

valuable properties are being dissipated ; hence
their odors should not be wasted "on the desert

air;" they should he saved and converted into

vegetable substances, in which condition they
are not only more agreeable to the olfactories,

hut become substantial elements of animal nu-
trition.

As to the sinking of manures, there is positive

evidence of the fact. We have ill many instan-

ces seen its effects to ihe depih of several feet.

On the farm of Air. Prentiss, near this cily, it

was lately noticed, in digging a cellar near where
a compost heap had laid, that the earth, to the
depth of three feet from the surface, though it

was of quite a compact and clayey nature, was
so impregnated with the qualities of the manure
that they were plainly perceptible. And the ef-

fects of manure are always traceable to a greater
or less depth, in proportion to the porousness of
the soil and ihe quantity of manure applied. It

is Liebig's opinion that the soluble parts of ma-
nures, " phosphates, and other salts with alkaline

bases," are drawn off, and wasted to a great ex-
tent by percolation.

The depth to which manures should be buried is

another subject, which, in connection with the
question, whether they rise or fall, has been
much discussed ; and some, who believe that

manures always ascend, have arrived at (he con-
clusion that they should be placed from "a loot

to eighteen inches" under ground.
We do not suppose it is practicable to lay

down any fixed rule in regard to the covering of
manures. Some general principles, however,
may form a guide. It is evident that manures
can only afford nutriment to plants when thev
are in a soluble condition. In their application,
therefore, the causes which produce solution and
decomposition should be regarded. These causes
are, principally, heat, air nod moisture.; though
in the elimination ami assimilation of .food by
plaits, light and electricity are evidently power-
ful agents. Alost of these principles act wtilh

the greatest force near the surface.

In some cases, as in dressing grass .hinds, use

would spread manures on the lop of the ground.
But in such cases, we would use a -welUrolted
cumpost, in which ihe animal manures had been
combined with such substances as would absorb
the matters that during fermentation might pass
off. The reason why wo would prefer, for such
a purpose, manure that had passed through the
first slaves of decomposition in the manner men-
tioned, is, that it would be more readily soluble,
than in a fresher stale, and would be immediate-
ly available to the crop ; while at the same lime
its fertilizing principles would be so far com-
bined and fixed, as not to bo liable to waste.

But the
|
rtictice of leaving manures entirely ot]

the surface, is not, in many cases, the most judi-
cious, for the following reasons:

1. If it is applied in an unfennented state, uu-
combined with absorbent substances, some of its

valuable properties might be lost during decom-
position.

2. With hoed crops, fresh or fibrous manures,
on the surface of the ground, would be an ob-
stacle, (more or less according to the quantity,)
to cultivation.

3. Manures of any kind, or in any stale, when
left on the surface, might, from being kept too
dry, fill to benefit the crop for which they were
intended. Let it be recollected that they are
only available to plants when in a soluble stale;
and to be made soluble, they must be kept moist.
We would therefore coyer manures to such
a degree as would secure the advantages
and avoid the objections here indicated, and no
more..

On tenacious soils, a mechanical effect is sought
to be produced by manures ; that is, a greater

friability of the soil, i las purpose is best ac-

complished by ploughing in strawy or fibrous

manures in a fresh or unfermented state. This
is obviously, however, quite a different thing
from the application of manures to feed a crop.—
Albany Cultivator.

With the general ideas of the foregoing article,

written as presumed by our friend Sanford How-
ard of the Cultivator, we fully agree: they are

the results of the best practical experience in

the application of manures. But we altogether

repudiate the idea of the "sinking of manures"

into the earth to any considerable extent in the

most porous ground: our own experience on

the lightest and least tenacious soil, on land con-

sisting of ninety-five parts in a hundred of pure

sand, has demonstrated that none or very little

of the strength or ammonia upon such soil pass-

es downward. The fact at first came to our

knowledge some six or seven years ago when

the present location of ihe Concord railroad de-

pot was made from the lowering a hill of light

sandy soil several feel w here there bad been a

cultivated field for perhaps more than a hundred

years, in which a black mould was formed to the

depth only of some five or six inches, the lowest

point 10 which the plough had reached ; and be-

low that there was not the slightest appearance

of any admixture of the manures many times

applied to that land. The sand was as pure as

if it bad been never overlaid with any thing hut

an unstirred turf. Moreover, we have demon-
stration that manures do not leach downwards
on light lauds in the crops this year produced

upon as many as fifteen acres of land planted

with corn and potatoes. The drought oil this

land, subsoiled to the depth of twelve to sixteen

inches, this summer has not bad the slightest ap-

parent effect in retarding ihe growth of these

crops: the manures used upon them, consisting

first of compost made up mainly by muck and

turf-sods with a portion of barn-yard gatherings

tempered with lime and leached and unleached

ashes, spread first at the rate of twenty to thirty

loads to the acre and harrowed in, and after-

wards the sowing of equal parts of guano and
ground plaster and again harrowed— have bad

as great effect as vwe have ever known manures
on the most tenacious soil. Beautiful ami fine

has been the growth of potatoes and corn upon

this land: the average crop of potatoes will be

about one bundled and fifty bushels to the acre

with no appearance of rot. Six acres of Indian

com planted on the first day of June— corn id'

thejarger Dntton size— have grown and ripened

so as to be out of the way of injury by frost be-

fore the frosty night of the moon's eclipse about

the middle of September: on the 20th of the

month, fully ripe ears of corn, filled to their tips

with kernels, were taken from this pine plain

field. We might appeal to Gov. Steele and

others who have been over portions of these

fields for evidence of the fact that the manures

were doing their best work upon this subsoiled

land— that there was no visible effect upon the

growth by the leaching or falling downwards
even of the ashes and lime which would he of

all others the most likely to fall into the earth

below the reach of the roots of any grow in"

crop. The truth is in relation to the application

of manures, that the sun has a much greater im-

mediate effect upon sandy soils, and that upon
these the ammonia is sooner carried into ihe air,

than from tenacious clayey soils. If there is the

light admixture with the soil without losing any-

more by leaching or sinking down, we have the

greater direct benefit from manures on light

sandy land than we have from manures on heavy-

clay land. The mistake as to any supposed ef-

fect of manures two or three feet below where
they have laid arises from the circumstance, as

yet not extensively realized, that all subsoil to that

depth and below it, after due action of the atmos-

phere, becomes more fertile than the surface mould

for any considerable length of time cultivated.

Modern Science.

Mow astonishing are the results of modern
mechanical science. The commerce across the
deserts of Arabia, once so great and extensive,
has been destroyed by the Mariner's compass,
and Tyre and Sidon have fallen from their an-
cient commercial greatness. The steam engine
has struck down the trade of the caravan, and
the steamboat rides bravely on the waters of the
Nile, proclaiming to the inhabitants of the Delta
the powers and genius of a people belonging to

a country which was unknown to Nero. Our
leviathans of the new world proclaim to the in-

habitants of the old, the powers and civilization

of the fabled Atalantus, and Asia, the cradle of
the human race, is now receiving lessons of free-

dom and knowledge from the land of the setting
sun. American citizens are highly honored in

the city of Constantinople, and are selected by
the Sultan as teachers of science. There is a
bright path laid out for our country: that of car-
rying freedom, science and knowledge to the
ends of the earth. May we not neglect to head
in this path of true glory. The eyes of the
whole woild are now fixed intensely on Ameri-
ca, and according as we act, right or wrong, so
do we exert an influence upon other nations for
good or evil. Nations should be exemplary in

their characters, as individuals; but we hold it

to be the greatest glory of any nation to he great
in knowledge and virtue.—Farmer and Mechanic.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Labor.
"Six days shall thou labor, and do all thy

work," lint "remember the Sabbath day to keep

it holy." We all consider it wrong to work on

the Sabbath. And why ? Because the Almighty
has commanded us to do no work on that day.

But is not the command lo work six days just as

binding as the command to cease from work on

the Sabbath ? Certainly it is, and God meant it

should be obeyed, for be has affixed
- rewards and

penalties thereto, which we shall enjoy or suf-

fer, according as we obey or disobey. We eve-

ry day witness some of ihe effects of the ob-

servance, as well as of the nonobservance of this

law. Observe the slothful man who rises late,

and does nothing but eat, and lounge about from

morning till night. Consumption, gout, dyspep-

sia and many oilier diseases, both bodily and
mental, are making vast ravages upon his frame.

But turn to the farmer, the mechanic, or to any

one who earns his bread by the sweat of his

brow, as God has commanded us lo do, and you
do not behold one laboring under the many dis-

eases with which the slothful and idle are afflic-

ted. But you behold one who rises with the

lark, eais his meals with a keen appetile, and
goes to his work. Disease is lo him a thing un-

known. The laborer alone knows in what con-

si-ls Hue happiness. Disease is the attendant of

idleness, health the ever-faithful companion of

action, is it not surprising that many of the in-

habitants of our cities bring up their children in

Ihe way in which they do? The city, at best, is

a poor place for youths, hut ii would he much
belter, were they required to work more. But

the children are not the only sufferers, for their

parents will have to share their sufferings, for

not learning them to work while young. As the

young have nothing about which to employ

themselves, there is a void left which they will
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till in some way or other, and thus in a fe . short

years their parents will Imve to suffer the heart

rending agony of seeing their children, who
they labored so hard to keep at the greatest pos-

sible remove from any thing like work, indulging

in gambling, drinking, licentiousness ami many
other vices to which the city subjects the unem-
ployed. And if they do not inn into these ex-

cesses, they rarely beeome celebrated men or

women. But let us see who the grenr, the en-

terprising, and the go-ahead men of our cities

are, and where they come from. Ill general you

will find they are those who come from the

country, and from the poorer classes of society.

The great professional men are those who work-

ed hard while young, anil had to educate them-

selves. They have constitutions like iron, good

foundations on which to build greatness. The
great, and wealthy business men, are those who
have hail to work almost from the moments of

their existence to the present time; and heuce

the) know the value, as well as the art of mak-
ing money.

What young man who wants a prudent, affec-

tionate and industrious wife, one with perfect

health, and sound morals, would even think of

going to the city to search for her? None hut a

city simpleton. These city misses, with delicate

forms, and lily white hands, know comparatively

nothing about cooking, washing, mending, or in-

deed any kind of domestic work with which

they should he well acquainted.

But if you want a plaything, to sit in the par-

lor,— to read novels— to talk nonsense, and— to

spend your hard-earned money as fast as you

can get it, the city is the place where, in all pro-

bability, you will find one peculiarly adapted to

your wants.

AGRICOLA.
New (jlouccsler, Maine.

The late Geo. Stephenson--- Author of the
Railway System.

from thp London Atheneum.

On the 12th of August died Mr. George Ste-

plieiiMin, author of the railway system, the first

great practical improver of the locomotive steam
engine, the inventor (contemporaneously with

Davy) of the safety-lamp, and a man who dis-

play eil a vigorous and original genius iu every

thing which be undertook. lie was born on the

9th of June, 1781, [was consequently, at the time
of bis death, in his 68th year,] at a bale village

near Newcastle-on-Tyne, ot parents in the hum-
blest rank of life. His first occupation as a boy
was attending to the steam engines used at the

niouih of coal-pits. Eventually, be became a

coal-viewer, or surveyor and overseer; and distin-

guished himself in the coal district by an im-
proved mode of carrying on some great works at

Darlington. In 1812, a committee which bad
investigated the priority of the claims of [lie

discoverers of the safety-lamp, gave him a pub-
lic, dinner at Newcastle, at which he was pre-

sented with a silver tanka'd and a purse of a

thousand guineas. In returning thanks be an-

nounced bis intention of devoting that sum to

the education of his only son, Robert, at the Uni-

versity of Edinbui'g. The history of his em-
ployment to construct the Stockton and Darling-

ton, the first public railroad, and the Liverpool

ami Manchester, the first on which locomotive
engines wen- introduced for the conveyance ol

passengers— is well known. Frrun the first

journey of the locomotive built by the Stephen-
sons over the railroad constructed by ihein, dates

the actual commencement of the greatest me-
chanical revolution effected since the invention

of the steam engine by Watt. Though self-

educated—scarcely educated at all beyond read-

ing and writing until he had attained manhood,
Mr. Stephenson took every opportunity of im-
pressing upon the young the advantages of sci-

ence and literature, lie related that at a public

dinner at the opening of the Birkenhead ducks

how, in his enrly career, after the labors of the
day, he used to wink iu the evening at mending
watches and clocks in order to earn enough to

send his child to school. He was the founder
and first President of the Society of Mechanical
Engineers; and was never better pleased than
when assisting by his advice and encouragement
the ideas of ingenious artizaus. Iu agriculture
and horticulture he made many curious and suc-

cessful experiments—and the study of geology
was a passion with him. It is feared that the

intermittent lever, of which he died, was occa-
sioned by the damp miasma arising from the
fertilizers which he employed with great success
in bis hot bouses. In a brief and hurried notice
it is impossible to do justice to so remarkable a

man. Iu the words ot a contemporary writer:
" His mechanical genius was of that order that it

may without exaggeration he asserted that if

Watt bad not previously invented the steam
engine he was capable of achieving it. Olhers
before him had prepared the way ; others since
have contributed valuable improvements iu de
tail; hut to George Stephenson unquestionably
belongs the proud title of the Author of the

Railway System. He gathered the many threads
of ingenuity and enterprise, and weaved them
into the wide-spreading net wurk which promises,
in its manifold extension, to envelop the whole
world in bonds of commerce, civilization and
peace.

Farm Work for October.

The latter harvest has come, and the fields are
white for the corn-cutter. The days have growl
shorter, and the farmer must not expect the
morning sun to rouse him to his labors. Shorter
and cooler days make labor more agreeable, and
more activity is demanded.

Indian corn is now ripe enough to be husked,
and the late hosts have done hut little more than
to open the ears to the sun. Last year the husks
clung close till the second week in October, for
lack of frost, and the business of harvesting
commenced late. By commencing sooner we
save the husks better for the cattle.

Corn-forks are now quite common, and they
facilitate the business of loading on the cart very
effectually. Those having handles like a manure
fork are the best ; and lour tines—two below
and two above—are most convenient. We have
seen good ones made wholly of wood— hut iron
tines are better. Some of the very hardest
work on the farm is avoided by the use of corn-
forks

Potatoes, too, are now dug with hoes made
purposely fur that business. A common hoe
goes hard into a hill that has been consolidating
for two or three months past. The lines of the
potato digger enter the ground better and haul
out less earth with the -potatoes. Potato ploughs
might be made to stir up the earth in plain fields

and leave less digging for the man with the hoe.
Such ploughs would need no cutter or mould
plate ; but a share that should raise the earth
and the potatoes four or five inches, and effectu-
ally loosen the potatoes without burying them
anew with turned earth. We have not seen
an implement of this kind that precisely suited
us.

'Buckwheat should he carted to the barn as soon
as it is dry enough to be threshed, and the flail

should he going concurrently with the carl, for

the straw has too much moisture in it to be
packed before threshing.

Winter apples ought to picked early iu October.
They have now drawn from the tree all the
juice that is of value, and they waste and lose

their goodness by lying out in the weather. Ap-
ples lor cider or vinegar gather no goodness b\

lying out on the ground. And they deteriorate
by lying long in heaps, out or iu doors. Tins
rotten ones are worse than a dead loss. All
hut the hardest should he ground during this

mouth.

Manures from the cowyard ought to he cleared
out ere they are frozen. Such as are to he spread
on glass lauds will do more service if applied ill

October than in November; they w ill not he so
liable to he washed away for they will he par-
tially incorporated with tlie soil before winter
frosts set in. Coarse manures that are intended
for planting next spring, ought to lie piled in

large heaps. 'I ,, j .

when they are put in small piles as for spread-
ing.

After the yards and pens are cleared of their
manures they should be replenished at once from
muck meadows or from soil that lies where it is of
no use. Old walls that have stood for a century
have often an accuinlation of loose and vegeta-
ble matter that is more valuable lor the cowyard
than the peat I bat we usually find iu the mea-
dows, though it may not look so rich or so black.
This matter by the wall side should be removed
it lor no other purpose than to show up the wall
higher and make it a better fence.

But the matter gathered here, the leaves that
have lodged and rotted, and the abrasion from
the rocks make a good material for mixing with
the animal manures. On some farms there is a
lack of this material

; but on many it is found in
abundance where the owners neglect to use it.

A good supply should always be procured in
tlie fall ; there is no better mode of increas-
ing and preserving this important article of ma-
nure.

Dry wood for winter is a luxury not to be dis-
pensed with. If your year's stock was piled in
the wood-house last spring, you have no care of
ibis kind at present, but must look out for a fur-
llier supply in the winter. If you have not a
stock of dry wood, October is a good month to
he collecting where it has lallen and lies spatter-
ed over the farm. Those who use green wood
need a pile of dry for kindling. After the snow
appears it is too late to pile up i\\) wood.

Wells are sunk best in September and Octo-
ber. The under ground springs are then lowest,
and there is a good chance to secure a perma-
nent supply. Not half the wells in the State are
dug deep enough lo supply water through the
whole year.

October is one of the most busy months lor
the farmer. Much depends on bis attention now
to secure the fruits of his summer labors. Let
no person neglect the duties of October.

Preserving Butter.

It is a valuable art to know how to make good
butter, and it is also a valuable art to know how
to preserve it when it is made. The last named
art must depend first on extracting every thing
that will ferment or become rancid by absorp-
tion of the oxygen or acidifying principle of
the air, and on excluding air as much as possible
from it.

We will relate a method which was last year
adopted by Colonel Daniel Craig of Readfield.

1 he Colonel's lady makes excellent butter, to
begin with, and part of bis success must be at-
tiihuted to thiii.

The butter was packed down solidly and care-
fully in firkins, and a clean cloth fined on the
top of each before the covers of the firkins were
shut on. He then look a (dean hogshead, or
large cask, and placed a layer of salt on its

bottom. He then put in one or more firkins, iu
such ;i position as not in touch each other, and
then poured in salt until the firkins were cover-
ed. In this way hi.* butter kept as sweet and as
sound as a nut lor several months, and when be
came lo overhaul il for the purpose of selling it,

he found every ihing as pure and nice as when
it was first packed away. This bint is worth
following by trailers and olhers who may wish
lo preserve good butter any length of time.

—

We do not know that poor, half-made butler
can he kept from In coming rancid by being
managed iu this manner, and it is no" matter
if it cannot, lor such butter is not worth the
I rouble.—Maine Farmer.

Great Ohio Dairy —Father Cisjgtells the fol-
lowing " big one" iu bis Advcitisef, which we
would not believe if told by any body else.
What a host of "Milk Maids" the individual
must employ :

"We have one individual who supplies Cin-
cinnati with cheese, who bas a dairy nt which
lie makes* cheeses, from eleven hundred and
filly cows. As the cheese season lasts seven
months, this is a product of four hundred and
ninety-seven thousand pounds, which, tit six
cents per pound, is worth almost thirty thou-
sand dollais.
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From the Richmond Enquirer.

Mr. Burke's Report——Agricultural Products

of the United States for 1847.

Mr. Burke deserves great credit for the ability,

industry and research which he has evinced in

preparing this document. Its contents are in-

teresting lo all who feel any concern for the ad-

vancement of agriculture and the mechanic arts

in our country. No one can peruse this report

without feelings of exultation at seeing such evi-

dence of the immense and varied agricultural

products of the Union, and so many proofs of

the genius, enterprise and skill of our fellow

citizens.

During 1847 there were 1,531 applications for

patents. 1 shall refer to only a lew of those

granted. Nearly twenty patents were granted

for improvements in machinery, belonging lo

mills, &c. ; among which is one for a saw mill,

represented as " possessing great perfection of

parts and versatility of action;" about thirty

patents were granted for improvements belong-

ing to lumber and machinery for working there-

in ; upwards of thirty for improvements connec-

ted with carriages, wheels and railroad cars; up-

wards of twenty for improvements in civil en-

gineering and architecture ; several for improve-

ments in steam engines; others for improve-

ments in the manufacture of metals, tools, &c.
The ladies will, perhaps, be glad to learn that a

patent has been granted for a locking chair, to

which a fan is so attached, that the rocking of

the chair vibrates the fan.

To enable him to make his estimate of the

crops of the United States for 1847, Mr. Burke
sought information from a variety of sources,

and as he possessed admirable opportunies of

obtaining knowledge, his estimates ure entitled

to great respect. He does not pretend to abso-

lute accuracy, and this could not be expected by

any sane man. His estimates approximate ac-

curacy as nearly as circumstances would author-

ize ui to anticipate, and sufficiently to gratify a

liberal curiosity. The following is Mr. Burke's

estimate of the several crops of the United

States for 1847

:

Corn, 539,350,000 bushels.

Wheat, 144,000,000 bushele.

Oats, 1674,000 000 bushels.

Potatoes, 100,000,000 bushels.

Rve, 29,000,000 bushels.

Buckwheat, 114,000,000 bushels.

Barley, 5,000,000 bushels.

Cotton, 1,041,500,000 pounds.

Tobacco, 220,1(34.000 pounds.

Sugar, 324,940,500 pounds.

Rice, 103,000.000 pounds.
Hemp, 27,000 tons.

Hay, 13,800,000 tons.

Among the wheat producing States, Ohio
ranks as No. 1, and Virginia as No. 4. The
wheat crop of Ohio for 1847 amounted to

10,800,000 bushels.

New York, 14.500.000 bushels.

Pennsylvania, 14,150,000 bushels.

Virginia, 12,000,000 bushels.

While Ohio, New York and Pennsylvania,
each, made a larger crop of wheat in 1847 than
Virginia, the wheat crop of Virginia, ill propor-
tion lo its population, was larger than the wheat
crop grown dining 1847 in either of those States,

in proportion to their respective population, as

estimated by Mr. Burke. Population, in 1847. of
New York, 2,780,000
Pennsylvania, 2,125,000
Ohio, 1,850,000
Virginia, 1,270,000

Ni-xt to Virginia, as a wheat growing State,

comes Tennessee, with nearly as many millions

of bushels; Michigan, with her eight millions;
Indiana, seven one-half millions; Kentucky, six

millions; Maryland and Illinois, nearly five mil-
lions, &c, &c.

In regard to the con crop of 1847, Tennessee
stands at the head of the list, with her 74 mil-

lions of bushels; thru Ohio, with her (ill mil-

lions of bushels; 34, Kentucky, with her 62
millions ; 4th, Indiana, with her 38 millions ; 5lb.

Virginia, with her 864 millions; (iilr, Illinois, 33
millions; 7lh, Alabama, 26 millions: Georgia
and .Missouri, each 25 millions. The corn crop
of New York and Peunsylvaniiiia, united, ditl

not equal the corn crop of Virginia for 1817.

crop of Ohio was 264 millions of
bushels; of New York, 26 millions; of Penn-
sylvania, 16 millions; ami ol Virginia, 10 mil-

lions of bushels.

Kentucky made the largest crop of tobacco,
the amount being estimated at 65 millions of
pounds; Virginia, 50 millions of pounds; Ten-
nessee, 35 millions; Maryland, 25 millions; N.
Carolina, 14 millions; Missouri, 14 millions;
Ohio, 9 millions, and the oilier States still small-

er quantities.

New York made nearly one-fourth part of the

potato crop of the Union for 1847, her product
being 24 millions of bushels.

Pennsylvania made nearly one-half of the ag-

gregate amount of rye raised in the United
States during the past year.

Mississippi made the largest crop of cotton,

her crop being estimated at 250 millions ol

pounds; Georgia, Louisiana anil Alabama being
the next largest cotton producing States, in the
order named.
The sugar crop of Louisiana is put down at

275 millions of pounds.
Of the 114 millions of bushels of wheat pro-

duced last year, Mr. Burke supposes that 114
were required for seed. The population of the

United States is, at present, estimated at 20,700,-

000, including bond and free. Allowing for do-
mestic consumption an average of 3 bushels for

the entire population, we consumed upwards of
C>2 millions, which would still leave a surplus
for export of 40 millions of bushels. Our slave

population numbers about 24 millions. They,
as well as many poor of the tree population, cat

India. i corn instead of wheat. Taking this into

consideration, Mr. Burke's estimate is probably
correct, or nearly so. Of the corn crop of 1847,
after deducting seed, the amount consumed by
the human family, Ivy horses, hogs, &c, he puts
the surplus left for export at 173 millions of bu-
shels. This estimate appears extravagant, but, if

we make large deductions, the amount of wheal
and corn left for export will be immense.
The exports of corn from the United States

for the year ending 1st September, 1847, exceed-
ed 20 millions of bushels, and ihe exports of
wheat amounted to nearly twenty millions of
bushels. The quantity of grain imported into

Great Britain in 1847, was nearly II millions of
quarters, or 864 millions of bushels. This how-
ever was a much larger importation than usual,

and is attributable to circumstances loo well
known to require explanation. The ordinary an-
nual demand for wheat in the principal corn
importing countries of the world, is understood
to be about 33 millions of bushels. Extraordi-
nary causes will, of course, augment or diminish
the quantity here stated.

Mr. S. Beniz of Boomsboro, Maryland, has
discovered a mode of hulling wheat and other
grains, so as entirely lo remove the outer skin,

by which a pure white, flour is made, unmixed
with the usual bran. The advantages claimed
for it, are that a saving in time of grinding is

effected of from 25 lo 50 per cent, and of from
40 to 52 pounds of wheat in each barrel, and
that the flour is capable of enduring the heat of
hot climrtes. The method is represented as
having received high commendation from those
qualified lo judge of its merits. Mr. Burke's
predecessor, Mr. Ellsworth, who is now engaged
in agricultural pursuits in Indiana, speaks favor-
ably of Mr. Bentz's discovery. Mr. E. says, he
tried it on buckwheat, and in five minutes oh
tained a beautiful ;u tide, the grain being per-
fectly hulled.

Among the varieties of wheat, the Oregon
wheat is highly extolled. The experiments
made with it by Mr. R. W. Baylor of Virginia,

and others, have been very successful.

It has not been long since the Multicole rye
was introduced here. This grain is strongly re-

commended by an estimable countryman, Mr,
Robert Shaw, Sr. In a late communication in

the Southern Planter, by Mr. William Massie of
Nelson, he furnishes evidence of the great pro-
ductiveness of this variety.

Mr. Burke estimates the number ol' horses
and mules in the U.S. at 5 millions; the number
of cattle at 18 million.-, and of sheep at 234 mil-
lions. In 1839, the number of hogs in the whole
of Europe was estimated by Mr. McGregor at

26 millions, which was below the estimate for

the U. S. in 1840, according to the census returns.

The number of hogs in the U. S. for the year
mated at 32 millions. It is

slalt d, that during the past year, one and a half
million of hogs were slaughtered in the Valley
of the Mississippi. An interesting account is

given of the pork business of Cincinnati. Thirty
thousand hogs were slaughtered at one establish-

ment ; and as proof of the activity with which all

tbe details are conducted, it may be stated, that

in one of the packing houses, two men cut up 850
hogs in less than 13 hours, with the aid of two
other hands who placed the hogs on the blocks.
Eleven millions of pounds of lard were run into

lard oil. At one establishment, 6000 lbs. of star

candles are made daily. The star candles are

made of the stearine expressed from the lard in

the manufacture of lard oil. An immense
amount of soap is made fiom the grease— the
blood of the hogs is manufactured into prussian
blue, and glue is obtained from their hoofs.

From the hair and other offal, prussiate of pot-

ash is manufactured. This is sold and exten-
sively used in the print factories of New Eng-
land for coloring purposes.
The report contains a long and sensible letter

of Mr. Longworlh of Ohio, upon the culture of
the grape and wine making. This gentleman
has imported a great number and variety of for-

eign vines with a view of making wine, but after

much experience and many trials with the for-

eign varieties, he gives the preference decidedly
to our native grapes. Mr. L. considers the Her-
beinot and Missouri the best for wine. Lord
Morpeth when in Ohio, drank wine made from
the Missouri grape, in comparison with a fine

Maderia, not knowing the former to be a domes-
tie wine, and gave it the preference. Whether
his Lordship is as good a judge of wine as he is

of diplomacy, we are not informed. Mr. L.
speaks in very flattering terms of the Catawba
grape as well adapter! for wine making. Dr.

Stewart of Texas speaks highly of the great

Mustang grape which grows luxuriantly in every
part of Texas. Wine lias been made from the

grape by an experienced French wine-maker,
who pronounces the Mustang to be Port wine
grape and of superior quality and yield. Ed-
wards, in his history of Texas, observes that

Texas excels all the countries he has ever seen
for producing the grape. Some persons ridicule

the idea of making good wine in the United
Slates. France now makes an immense quanti-

ty of sugar from beet. When Napoleon began
to foster this branch of industry many persons
ridiculed him as a madman and the scheme as

chimerical. The voice of ridicule has been hush
ed there, and in due time we shall hear no one
here denouncing the idea of making good wine
in the United States. Failure may discourage

the indolent, but success will crown the exer-

tions of the energetic and persevering.

In May, 1847, at the meeting of the Royal Ag-
ricultural Society of England, a species of grass

was mentioned, which is called dlsihe Clover. It

is said to be indigenous in Sweden, where it has

been noticed add esteemed for the last 100 years.

It is also represented as capable of withstanding

the severest frosts and flourishing upon land

where few other grasses will grow. Those who
have cultivated it give it the preference to any
other clover. Mr. Burke will deserve the thanks

of the country for obtaining and distributing

some of the seed. This grass, as well as the

grass called "Capine," which flourishes in the

sandy soil and hot climate of Brazil, should be

introduced into the United States. Here we sow
very few seed of any kind except clover, timothy

and herdsgrass, while the agriculturists of Eu-
rope sow a great variety. We should imitate

their example in this respect. In an extensive

country like ours there is so great a diversity of

climate and soil that all the valuable grasses may
be introduced and soon rendered productive and
profitable.

The dissemination of Liehig's views on agri-

cultural chemistry has been extensive in Great

Britain and the United States. While he has

many admirers in this country, it may not be

amiss to state that the best practical agricultur-

ists in Germany, as well as many in England,

have rontroverled his theories. LiebiL' under-

took to compound a manure, from which he an-

ticipated good results. The public curiosity was
aroused, but his attempt to reduce his theory to

practice ended in signal failure. His failure,
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however, affords no sufficient reason wl

should discard agrici emistry, all

it may impair the faith of some who have re-

garded llie science will) favor. Duriog the last

fifty years, scientific men have done more to ad-

vance the cause of agriculture than at any former
period of the world. Science will continue to

shed light. The agricultural chemist and the

practical successful farmer will meet, interchange
views and derive mutual benefit. Agricultural
books and journals are no longer regarded with

supreme contempt. " Book-farming," as it is

called, and practical agriculture, are like the sex-

es, obeying the natural laws of attraction.

The report of Mr. Burke and the accompany-
ing documents fill a volume of more than 600
pages. The work treats of many topics to

which I have not alluded ; among others, to

sheep husbandry, which is justly becoming an
object of importance to many farmers.

Correspondence of the Visitor.

Hanover, Sept. 5lh, 1848.

Dear Sir: The Connecticut River Valley

Agricultural Society, composed of the inhabit-

ants of Haverhill, Piermont, Orford, Lyme, Han-

over, Lebanon, Enfield, Canaan and Dorchpster,

will hold its first annual Fair at Lyme on Thurs-

day the '28th day of the present month.

As the President of the Society I woidd ex-

tend to you an invitation to make us a visit on

that day and witness our first operation.

We have little the present year to exhibit, ex-

cept a full share of zeal and enthusiasm. It

would afford me much pleasure to extend to

you the hospitalities of my house.

Cannot you make it conveni mt to ride up

here a day or two prior to the Fair, and give me
the opportunity to shew you a poor specimen

of my own farming interests? On the morning

of the 28th we will ride together to Lyme and

see what is to be seen.

I am, sir, respectfully, yours,

A. O. BREWSTER.
Hon. I. Hill;

Concord, Sept. 30, 1848.

My Dear Sir: It was not until after my re-

turn from Hanover on a casual business visit last

week, that I received your kind letter: I then

informed you that my engagements would pre-

vent the pleasure of complying will] your polite

invitation. This I now the more regret as it

prevented an always-joyous and ever-welcome

interview with the elder lady of your house who

in years gone by nearly or quite, the length of

your life exhibited a taste and skill for the "syl-

van .-hades of artificial bowers," for the flower

arboratum elegantly devised, and for the beauti-

ful display of fruit and other ornamental trees,

that perhaps no lady of New Hampshire had

then attained. From that day to the present, as

the second wife of your respected deceased fa-

ther, her advent was welcome to the ancient

seat of Science and Learning, the foster parent

and nurse of many of the great men of the na-

tion, statesmen, lawyers, physicians and divines

who were natives of the Granite State.

Growing more into the porsonal resemblance

of that deceased parent who has done most of

any man of your county in his own person per-

haps for cultivating an improved taste in Agri-

culture and Horticulture, I am well pleased to

see the son at an early age so well filling the

position which has been occupied by both father

and grandfather since the first opening settle-

ment of that fine part of the Connecticut river

valley whose towns along its easterly shore com-

prise your agricultural association. There is no

more pleasant, delightsome, inviting region of

the United States than the townships comprising

your society : the line of townships correspond-

ing to yours on the westerly or Vermont side

which make up the green outside of the ribband

strip, are perhaps as nearly your equals as would

be the line of townships below you on both

aides extending all the way to the Massachusetts

line through Sullivan and Cheshire forming

what formerly was Cheshire county in its whole

original limits. In comparatively a few days

you will (fitness a railroad all the way on one or

the other side of this valley : this road opening

to others turning at right angles towards the

seaboard will be one of the means which are

tending greatly to increase the value of the im-

mense agricultural products which your rich

valley may he made to produce. On this ac-

count 1 am highly gratified to witness "the full

share of zeal and enthusiam " of which you

speak in the incipient state of your agricultural

efforts. Your list of premiums, which I perceiv-

ed in the posted handbills of your intended ex-

hibition, small though they may be, will do much

towards awakening the zeal for improvement in

your part of the country. How many of the

generations which have successively occupied

the farms of your several townships have derived

as the fruits of the labors in the soil all the

means of physical support and mental culture,

leaving a competence as the rich inheritance of

the children which stood in the places of their

parents! We cannot too highly prize the value

of that foundation which the men and women
who have passed away left in improvements of

the soil composing the towns of your associa-

tion. Perhaps no better cultivation may any

where be found in the interior of New England

than is presented in the towns of Haverhill,

Piermont, Orford, Lyme, Hanover, Lebanon,

Enfield, Canaan and Dorchester: from an ac-

quaintance with many farmers in each and all of

those townships during the last forty years, I am
able to say that no part of the world to my

knowledge has presented a population with

higher cultivated mind or intellect, or with a

higher or more uniform degree of even prosper-

ity in the calling and occupation nearest allied

to all that is good and estimable in this land of

free and benign institutions.

While much remains to be done along the

whole line of Connecticut river, more lands to

be cleared in the upper region running the en-

tire length of the original Grafton than in the

tier of Cheshire townships down further south,

hardly can we realize the extent of benefits to

be derived from improvements in all that part of

the country which now appears to be the best.

The new durtiand for produce which new facili-

ties for cheapened transport always bring along

with them, must be a spur to the efforts of the

Farmers of Grafton County, whose prosperity

and success in common with that of all others

engaged in honorable and productive employ-

ments, by none will he more desired than by

Your friend and humble servant,

ISAAC HILL.

A. O. Brewster, Esq.

To the Hon. Isaac Hill: The Committee

of Arrangements for the Exhibition by the Essex

Agricultural Society at Lynn on the 26ih inst.

respectfully invite your attendance upon that oc-

casion. The deep interest yon have manifested

in agricultural improvements, and the mass of

sound instruction on the subject that has flo ved

from your pen, has awakened r desire, among
our farmers, to meet you face to face. Should it

be in your power to be with us on that day, bo

assured, Sir, that your presence would be greeted

with a cordial welcome. Wo do not expect to

present any thing extraordinary at the Exhibi-

tion, but, deeply impressed with the propriety of

these annual assemblies of farmers, that they

may better know each other, and profit by a

comparison of ideas, we are particularly solici-

tous to draw information from the most relia-

ble sources.

I am, sir, most respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

J. W. PROCTOR,
Chairman.

Danvers, Sept. IB, 184S.

Concord, M K, Sept. 30, 1848.

J. W. Proctor, Esq.

Dear Sir—Ever since I received from your

hand the highly valued annual publication—done

in a better style for preservation and practical use

than any thing of the kind 1 had yet seen— of the

proceedings of the Old Essex Agricultural Soci-

ety in a series of pamphlets of succeeding year?,

I had anticipated the delight I should feel at at-

tending some one at least of your interesting an-

nual exhibitions. Sometimes absolute physical

inability and at others conflicting pre-engage-

ments have happened in every case in your

county, as it has not in some others, to prevent

my personal attendance. More than once or
twice within the last twenty years has my zeal

in the cause of an improved agriculture been

warmed and brightened in the noble and munifi-

cent exhibitions at the heart of the Common-
wealth, where the perseverance and energy of

one family alone, if it had done no other service

in the State, would place the name of Lincoln

as among the best deserving names of the old

Bay State for having devoted themselves on ma-

ny and repeated successive occasions in unwea-

ried efforts to make the annual county lair to

pass off creditably to her citizens, and inciting to

new efforts the untiring zeal which always

should accompany a good cause. Worcester

county, bottomed on the industry of its farmers,

has become as rich in its manufacturing and

mechanical industry as in its agriculture, above

other counties and districts that have less of the

discouragements of a' hard soil: her ancient

shire town, in the recent facilities of railway

transportation passing off in several directions,

grown into a numerously populated city, is sur-

rounded with thriving villages near by every

waterfall or at the central points of towns where

roads concentrate, whose population and size in

perhaps half a hundred different positions al-

ready equal if not exceed the size of Worcester

itself twenty-five years ago. If the statistics

could be reached, how would the amount sur-

prise us of money earned and brought into Wor
cester county, increasing every year, for the pro-

ducts of the farm and of the hand of the artisan

and mechanic, the labor of the lingers of woman
as well as man ; and these products distributed

for u^e not only over the United States, but sent

to other nations and distant points of the globe.

While writing, the statement of Mr. Bulloch in

his address before the Worcester agricultural

association, comes in to my purpose in the cal-

culation that the industrial products of Worces-

ter amount already to the sum of fifteen millions

of dollars in a year. As the head and President
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oi' the agricultural society, Guv. Lincoln now

informs us that this socieiy has .1 vested cash

fund of niuc thousand dollars, contributing each

year to the amount of premiums offered. That

noble society has acted well its part in the last

twenty years in stimulating the enterprise so ra-

pidly advancing to wealth. The beautiful city

of Worcester is adorned by its fruit and vegeta-

ble gardens which have mainly grown up within

the last ten years under the salutary efforts of

the men and women of that place who from a

small beginning have been able to make each

succeeding exhibition of fruits and flowers n(

homogeneous growth better than its predeces-

sor : and what is remarkable of this city now is

that her excellent municipal regulations, aided

by individual efforts, have made those fruits and

flowers as safe from any anticipated depreda-

tions by night and h\ day in the open enclosures

near her most frequented streets, as if the whole

were under lock and key : the certainty that

depredators will be made obliged dearly to pay

for what they take without asking, brings the

smallest child in that " way he should go" to re-

Sjiect the property which does not belong to

him, or his parents, and to obtain by gift or pur-

chase what the youthful appetite may crave—

a

better form than to obtain it by theft, which

comes at last to shift itself from stealthy shyness

to imprudent boldness in those villages where it

is repealed with impunity.

What 1 have said of the heart of your Com-

monwealth ivill apply with still greater force to

that part of my native Slate which embraces the

old county of Essex. Where shall we find, in

8'iv part of the United States, the wealth and

prosperity wllir.ll have been gained by persever-

ance and industry greater than hers? More

than a hundred years has the town of your ex-

hibition been celebrated for the excellent quality

of its shoe manufactures : 1 can remember,

when residing near my birth-place a few miles

out of Boston, the elegant and delicate high-

heeled cloth shoes always made in Lynn which

were worn by ladies in all the circles of gentility

anil fashion fifty years ago: to make shoes equal

to those of Lynn was an art which could he

then learned only hy going to and serving an

apprenticeship at Lynn. The products of the

shoe business, as well of leather as of cloth, I

was told three years ago were greater in amount

in your county of Essex than the whole amount

of the value of cotton produced in the two

Carolines which were the first great origi-

nals of the important cotton growth of this

country. It is to he regretted that, by no fault

of the. present generation existing, the institu-

tions of the southern Siates should admit of a

retrogade movement in the worn-out soil which

had been first luxuriant in cotton, while every

production conducive to the prosperity and wel-

fare of our country at the north has been upon

the rise and increase.

II;.\in_' several years ago, when onions bore

the price as four for one to potatoes, of a dollar

Ihe bushel, attempted to encourage their produc-

tion in my own village, and failing to do it in

the belief that ten bushels of potatoes might be

raised with less can? and labor than a single

bushel of onions— I was surprised, on the first

year of opening our railroad, to find onions

raised in your towns of Newbury and Delivers

selling in Boston at forty cents the bushel: still

later, and tin longer ago than last year, I found I

could pay for the transport both ways and make

the exchange even, a barrel of onions for a bar-

rel of potatoes. Consulting with my friend

King at Washington (always friendly there as

every where else when talking of agricultural

improvements) I found he was interested in

fields of onions in Danvers where sales at an

average not much exceeding thirty-four cents

the bushel had presented a clear profit of more

than one hundred dollars to the acre of the

onion crop. From your last year's transactions

furnished by him I extracted for my Monthly

Visitor some interesting information relative to

the culture of onions. The process is exceed-

ingly simple : with the right stimulants in the

soil I believe we might make as good and profit-

able onion beds as you are now making in Dan-

vers and elsewhere in your county. Much
would be gained by bringing into action in all

kinds of culture those mineral manures which

pervade the subsoil below every cultivated field

whether of iiehter sand or more tenacious clay.

To aid the easy cultivation of onions, as well as

carrots and other root vegetables apt to be trou-

bled with weeds, manures chymieally prepared

so that the dirt of weeds shall not appear with

'.he coming up of the seeds intended to grow,

would make the tending of the field of garden

vegetables quite as easy as the raising of corn

and potatoes. When it is considered that four

to eight hundred bushels of onions or carrots

can be raised on a properly prepared acre of

light sandy loam, it may be no longer wondered

that the Danvers farmers can grow rich on a

small plat of laud growing onions at the

prices for which they may be exchanged for po-

tatoes.

Your society, which has existed ever since the

d iys of its eminent founder and patron, Timothy

Pickering, who was in advance of his time on

agricultural improvement at least fifty years, has

in its time done much to advance the value and

extent of the productions of our mother earth.

My first knowledge of it is associated with your

name, as was the name of Derby of your county

in the still earlier publication of the efforts

made through the State Society of Massachu-

setts which annually had its exhibitions at

Brighton. You, sir, were preceded by other

men eminent as statesmen, jurists, merchants

and divii.es of the old Bay State, of whom were

a Tyng, a Saltonstall, a Bartlett, a Pickering, a

Cutler, a Pickman and the Crowuinshiehls. Ten

thousand people were represented as having at-

tended the exhibition on Wednesday last to

which your letter invited me; of whom were

men of eminence of the present day no less

perhaps than the men of its early existence.

Will not this prove that our efforts in this pro-

gressive work may not be without their use? As

the first business of my youth and the last busi-

ness of my age, I am glad to hear the testimony

of in; own experience in saying that the great-

est satisfaction will he derived from the success-

ful pursuit of bringing out of the ground the

necessary sustenance for man and beast.

I am, with much respect,

Your friend and obedient servant,

ISAAC HILL.

Action of .tlarl and Lime.

Elilors of Ihe Culllvnlor :—In the article on
" .Manures—Their Nature and Action," in the

June number of the Cultivator, an allusion was
made to 11 mineral substance found in New Jer-
sey and further south, and known as "green
sand," which possesses very valuable properties
as a manure.

1 suppose it would be useless for me to say

any thing about marl. To all who are interested

iu it, it is already perhaps sufficiently well

known. As stated in the article referred to,

" its great value is chiefly due to the potash it

contains."

But there is another mineral substance, which
is found in a bed extending through a portion of
the State Iroin New Egypt to Vincenlown, and
is found I think, a few miles south of Haddon-
field. I allude to what Prof. H. D. Rogers calls

' a straw-colored limestone," hut more particu-

larly to the thin limestone stratum of the vicini-

ty of Vincentown. This is not so well known
nor so extensively found as the marl. Prof. Ro-
gers' analysis of it gives " lime, 49.69, carbonic
acid 38.31, silica and other impurities, 9.00, wa-
ter, 3.00— making about 88 per cent, of it carbo-
nate of lime." In speaking of where the beds
of limestone had been cut through, by digging a
well into the green sand stratum underneath,
Prof Rogers says—"It was in thin irregular

beds, separated hy incohering sand and calcare-

ous grains, similar to the mixture which compo-
ses the rock ; its total thickness was about six

feet ; the organic remains are the same which
characterize the limestone of Vincentown." It

is now found in places from fifteen to more than
twenty feet thick. But it is not the stone, p;

which I wished more particularly to call atten-

tion, hut rather " the incohering sand and calca-

reous grains" by which its strata are separa-

ted.

If a test by effervescence with acid would be
sufficient to judge by, I should suppose that this

incohering sand contains nearly or quite as much
carbonate of lime as the stone itself If so, per-

haps it may be called by way of distinction, pul-

verized limestone.

I suppose this bed or carbonate of lime was not

placed there for nothing. In what way it may
become useful to man, and to what extent? are

questions of some importance. How far will

pulverized carbonate of lime answer in the

place of quick lime?
I think Liebig advances the idea in his Chem-

ical Letters, that one of '.he most important uses
of lime oil land is, that hy its caustic property, it

may assist in disintegrating the soil, and render-
ing the alkalis, or potash contained in it, capable
of becoming soluble in water, and thus taken up
by the fibrous roots of plants requiring it.

And he illustrates this opinion by describing a

plan decomposing feldspar, a mineral which
contains potash, and forms a component part of
the most widely diffused of the primitive rocks.

In this case, I suppose the carbonate of lime
would he of but little use.

Yet some farmers who have been in the habit

of using lime for many years, say they think a

heap of lime, which has lain eighteen months or
longer, and thus heroine principally carbonate, is

quite as beneficial to the soil as one spread im-
mediately after slaking.

Ii is known that almost all marls contain in-

gredients injurious to vegetation. These are

principally copperas and alum. Although some
contain a much smaller proportion of them than

others; yet it is found that where land has been
marled for a nun. her of j ears, a continued ap
plication of it, without lime, is attended with but

litile beneficial effect, while the soil seems to ac-

quire a strong inclination to produce sorrel.

Prof II. I). Rogers recommends as an antidote

to the poisonous principles contained in marl,

the use of "caustic or freshly burnt lime." Yet
11 simple experiment will show that carbonate of
lime "ill decompose copperas or alum, as well

as the caustic. Take a little pulverized copperas
and mix it with a similar quantity of this pul-

verized carbonate of lime. Add a little water to

the mixture. The appearance of rust or red

oxide of iron iu ihe mixture, will show that the

copperas (sulphate of iron) is decomposed ;

—

while the effervescence will as surely indicate

that tiie sulphuric is taking the place of the car

honic acid; and the latter being set free, in es-

caping causes the effervescence. In a similar

experiment with alum, in the place of copperas
a like effervescence will as readily indicate a

mutual decomposition. And a practical agricul-

tural experiment would seem to accord with
those of chemistry.

A strip of land which had been marled seve-

ral times within the last twenty years, (but had
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received no lime) was covered vvilli a few loads
ol" this pulverized lime. Two years afterwards,
(lie part of the field manured with die lime
bore a good growth of clover, while the other
portions of it were red with sorrel.

In Playfnir's edition ol' Lie big's Agricultural
Chemistry, it is stated, that "in China, the plaster

of old kitchens which have no chimneys but an
opening at the lop, is so much valued as a ma-
nure, that they will sometimes put a new plaster
on the kitchen for the sake of the old." And
the reason offered for the increased value of the

plaster, is "The ammonia contained in the fuel

(buns nitrate of lime with the lime in the mor-
tar." Is there not a portion of ammonia con-
tinually escaping in the summer season from
every body's barn-yard ? Would not a small
portion of carbonate of lime spread over the
yard, lie as likely to retain it, as the plaster of a

Chinese kitchen ?

In the American Farmer's Encyclopedia, arti-

cle Pones, it is stated that the shells of the oys-
ter, lobster, &c, contain a small proportion of
phosphate of lime.

The pulverized portion of this limestone, was
without doubt, formed by the decomposition of
sea-shells.

Were the marine shells of ancient times com-
posed similarly to those of the present time? or
have they been snlyecl to a change in composi-
tion? And if they once contained phosphoric
acid, would they he likely to retain it through so

For the Farmer's Monthly Vi.-itor.
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long an interval? If this lime contains only a

little phosphoric acid, those who make use of it

need not he at the labor and expense of procur-
ing bone manure for their land.

It is true, there is no mention made of phos-
phoric acid iu connection with this subject in

Prof. Rogers' Geological Survey ; but his analy-
sis was only of the stone. Probably, the strata

of stone were formed l>y the shields of some
animalcule, similar to the madripore, and per-
haps contained no sulphurie acid; while the
pulverized mass which separates them, may have
been formed by the disintegration of hones and
shells, which were thrown together by the cur-
rents of the ocean.

I cannot tell whether any of these speculations
are correct ; I only claim that the subject is an
interesting one ; and would be glad either to

change my opinions, or be more confirmed in

them. II. GRATH, Jr.
New Jersey, July, 1813.

Appreciation of Agricultural Publica-
tions.— E. Newton, Esq., in his address before
the Mahoning county (Ohio) Agricultural Socie-
ty, observes:—" Agricultural publications are the
best and cheapest mode of obtaining informa-
tion upon all subjects of husbandry. They cost
but little, and are within the power of all. One
good day's work will pay for one, and all have
an abundance of lime to read them. They con-
tain the experience and observations of the most
scientific fanners in the country ; the prospects
of crops in all countries, and the condition of
the market; fads all important to be known and
understood. I have been surprised to see how
few are taken, and have often been told by far-

mers that they were not able to pay for them. I

can hardly appreciate the remark. Every one is

able to pay for that which will immediately re-

turn them an hundred fold. I believe that a sin-

gle number of any of the publications, if tho-
roughly read, would be found to contain some
fact, if adopted that would more than pay for the
full year. By raising an extra bushel of wheat,
it would jiay for the year."

True Hospitality.— I do pray you, oh, ex-

cellent wife, cumber not yourself ami me to gel

a curiously rich dinner for the man and woman
who have just alighted at our gale ; nor a bed
chamber ready at too great a cost ; ihese things,

if ihey are curious in them, ihey can get for a

few shillings in any village; but rather let that

stranger see, if he will, in your looks, accents
and behavior, your heart and earnestness, your
thought and will, which he cannot buy at am
city, which be may travel twenty miles, anil dine
sparely and sleep hardly, to behold. Let not

the emphasis of hospitality lie in bed anil board;
but let truth, and love, and honor, and courtesy,

flow in all thy deeds.

—

R. W. Emerson.

To an absent Sister, whom I have not seen for
twelve years.

Dear Sister, come, come view thy native hiils once more
;

Our hearts say come, our voices every one unite

In one great strain ; come now, let us together pour

The effusions of our hearts—O do not say, '-not yet."

We've heard lhat story long, too long—and strange to

tell,

The venerable elm has grown surprisingly,

And Ihe lolly old church has tumbled down Ihe hill,

The very church, where you and I, so oft, contentedly

Have sat, {though heaven forgive us, sometimes we
thought,

The good old Pastor his " amen " had quite forgot)

—

That awful " sounding board," where underneath did

flow,

Such fervent, solemn prayers—how all did bow

—

And not Ihe knee alone, but hearts to God ascended
In supplications for blessings both on church and state,

" Blessings in basket and in store "— it verily seemed,
None oiher " than the gate of heaven :"

—

their joys

were great.

Those great large pews, all balustered around, how nice ?

But now alas, new fashioned slips must take their

place

—

No more " the house of prayer " it is—so in a trice,

Down hill they rolled the majestic meeting house.

Our fathers, where are they ? gone to the "spirit's home,"
Oh speak it softly that a race so proud have grown :

Disturb their ashes not with folly all our own

—

Their belfry tail is gone

—

their sacred altars torn.

I see our pastor walking in—that stately stride,

What awful majesty—have you forgotten it ?

1 smile to think how aw'd we were ; and then our ride,

In the old family sleigh— to our young minds how
sweet.

But ne'er mind, sister ; Mount Pliny* looks as ever,

With rich foliage o'erspread, and dark purple tinged,

Like the hearls of all true friends changed never,

Then let us view the hills where we so oft have ranged.

Mount. Washington, the noblest, still keeps its bold stand,

With its towering peaks and its white-capped head,

Bids defiance to sle.nn, and th' inventions of man,

When worlds are into atoms crushed, 'twill bow to

God.

Soon we will nam? another, and ('ass shall bear the

palm

—

New England's proud to own him, her favorite son
;

Among our flmiy rocks his spirit caught its fl.uue,

And well will he compare with our own Washington.

Come sing lo us that song you liked, old "Bonnie Doon,"
And •' Hope," sweet " Hope," which cheered us all

'midst trials few,

Which looked like mountains to us then but now 'twould

seem,

They are into mole hills turned—then come, pray do.

Death's fatal arrow once we've fell since you were here.

The little band we will collect who yet remain.

That arrow, sure and certain, took our mother dear,

Long may'l be ere he's commissioned to come again.

In our hearls we will join our Father yet to bless,

For each favor past, and present to us lent,

When in Wisdom Infinite, lie sees lit to call us,

Oh then may we look back upon a life well spent.

rORTiA.

gave evi-

Jlso referred to the muddy drifts and po-

*A very wild and beautiful range of mountains situated
on the east side, and adjoining Lancaster, N. H. A hunt,
or in the early settlement of this country, during a heavy
'all of snow, became lost— he wandered unsuccessfully
several days, during which time his dog, Plinv, whined
incessantly, and repeatedly started in ihe same direction.
The hunter nearly exhausted, and having no other ope,
followed his dog, who soon led him over the mountain,
down to the inhabitants. The mountain has taken Ihe
name of the dog, who had his from a Rom in philosopher.

At the Scientific Convention in Philadelphia,
as reported iu ihe North American newspaper,
on Saturday, Sept. 23d,

Professor Agassiz gave an account of the ter-
races and ancient river bars, drift boulders and
polished surfaces of Lake Superior. It was his
belief that two separate can>es had produced
these appearances upon Lake Superior. There
were evidences of the action of Hater, bill ihero
was another phenomenon, for which he claimed
some agency, viz: the terraces around the lake,
he believed, indicated ihe shores of former wa-
ter basins, showing different levels of the hike;
some of thei-e beingj! iis present margin, others
at various higher levels, giving; evidence of lor-
mer higher stages of ihe water. Hence ihere
was no doubt that the relative level between dry
land and water had changed to ihe amount now
existing between the highest terrace and ihe
margin of the lake which is some 300 feet. The
Professor thought that these shores
deuce of paroxysms of nature.
Thus it was a serious question whether these

changes were the result of a subsidence of the
water, or an upheaval of the laud. Facts have
been brought forward to show thai ihe water has
sunk, but the Professor inclined to ihe belief that
Ihe land has been upheaved by a paroxysm of
nature. It would he difficult, he thought, to ac
count for these changes in the level of the water
lo a distance of 300 feet, if there had been no
change in the formation of the land. ' If the wa-
ter had had a free millet always as now, at ihe
Sault Sie. Marie, he did not see how it was pos-
sible that Ihe water should have risen so high as
the highest of these beach marks. Hence he
leaned to the geological theory of ihe upheaval
of the land.

lit

lisbed surfaces of ihe lake. He" did nm think
that the polished surfaces resulted from ihe ac-
tion of the water, for the characteristic of the
action of that element on a large extent of land
was to groove or channel out all Ihe softer por-
tions, by which means the harder portions of the
veins were left projecting. hut here all were
ground down equally to one uniform level.
There are two scratches upon this polished

surface which indicated pressure from above. It
was his opinion lhat these have been produced
by Ihe same causes which produce the glaciers.
If we can find whether these glaciers move al-
ways in an inclined plane, or by some other
cause, we shall have settled a great' point.

Prof. A. then defined ihe climatic differences
which occur in different legions of our own and
other countries, with the alternate changes of
freezing and melting, on larger or smaller mas-
ses of water; and these changes.be thought
iviiuld be sufficient lo move any masses of snow
and ice over ihe flattest surface, even over hills
if ihe mass hail sufficient momentum. Now'
where do we observe these scratches and polish-
ed surfaces? On the tops of mountains ami ihe
highest hills— on their very summits, lie then
attributed these effects to the agency of ice, al-
though to a great extent there are other phe-
nomena v> hjch musl arise from the action of ihe
water.

l)i: Leconte, at the conclusion of ihe Profess-
or's remarks, resisted the supposition lhat Lake
Superior had ever risen to the height of three
hundred feet. He thought the original outlet of
ihe lake must have been lbrough the narrow
valley of Green Bay, and it was perfectly obvi-
ous that all Ihe region below must have hern
lined up. He went on to illustrate the great size
of ihe liver Sault Ste. Marie in former periods
and ihe immense body of water container) in
Lake Superior itself Mr. Rerifield, Prof. Hall
and others, also discussed the point at i.-sue.
Prof. Hall said lhat there was evidence that ihe
valley of the river St. Lawrence, Lake Cham-
plain, &.<•., were, at a comparatively recent peri-
od, completely covered with ocean water, subse-
quent lo the drift

[The recession of waters in ihe upper region
or level of Lake Superior is coincident wilh the
recei aion which every where appears below Ihe

Niagara falls and ihe present level of Lake On-
tario. As well on the lakes as on ihe rivers ter-

races appear shewing the waters to have stood nt
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some antecedent periods a long time at various

levels. To the tops of our high mountains the

action of water upon the rocks appears. Grad-

ually at all times have these waters heen seeking

deeper channels. The breaking through rocks

at the various Falls of rivers presents phenomena

well worthy the attention of the philosopher;

there is yet nothing written by scientific men so

plain to be read on this subject as a view of the

artificial creations of the waters themselves along

and near the banks of rivers and lakes and even

high up our mountains. Niagara falls have, evi-

dently been once flowed out by a higher level

of the waters now far below them: can the phi-

losophers of our country explain this ?]

South-Down Sheep.—At the late letting of

Mr. Jonas Webb's South Down rams, Cam-
bridgeshire, England, 67 were let an average

price of £23 10s. (SI 17.50) per head, for the sea-

son. One lot for £79 ($395) and three yearlings

ut an average of £60 ($300) each, for the season.

Mr. Colman.—The occasion mentioned in the

above paragraph drew together an assemblage

of more than two hundred agriculturists and
gentlemen from various parts of Britain. Our
countryman, Mr. Column, who had just returned

from a long agricultural tour on the Continent,

was present, as was also another American gen-

tleman, Mr, Basselt. In reply to a complimen-
tary toast by the chairman of the meeting, Lord
Hardwicke, Mr. Colman made an eloquent

speech which was received with cheering ap-

plause. He alluded to his continental tour, and

said the best agricultural district he had passed

through was Flanders. The great success of the

t-ystem there pursued, he thought was attributa-

ble to the saving and application of urine. He
spoke of the beet culture which lie had seen ill

France; he thought it very profitable. The re-

fuse, after the root had passed through the pro-

cess of sugar-making, was very valuable for

feeding stock, lie saw in June last, a large lot

of cattle and sheep which were fattening from

the refuse of the crop that had been used for su-

gar the previous fall, and the animals were in

fine condition. As to improvement in live stock,

however, Mr. C. thought it was " cleat as the light

of day," that the farmers of England "were not

only a whole head, hut a whole length, before all

other countries!" He closed by some happy al-

lusions to the peaceful relations existing between
England and the United Slates.

—

Albany Cull.

We find that all low lands which are continu- 1 On the Vermont shore, opposite Rouse's Point,

ally, or periodically submerged, produce some Capt. Jarratt and his corps of engineers have lo-

aquatic plants, all of which are permitted to

j'l'ow and decay without being removed. The
humus thus produced, is consequently allowed to

accumulate, and when the water is drawn oft',

we find a deep, rich bed of muck, which is re-

plete with the most energetic vegetable princi-

ples, and cajiable of sustaining exhausting and
different crops of grain and grass, for a series of

many years without the assistance of any ma-
nure, or of any other ameliorating agent, except
the plough or spade.

If fanners would only study their own interest

in this matter, we should see few bogs, and more
fields; there would be less complaint as to the

scacity and high price of land, and the general

appearance and condition of many rural districts,

would be immensely improved. Drainage, when
systematically conducted, is by no means a cost-

ly undertaking, and when one has a family of

boys, and can avail himself of leisure seasons,

it will be found to involve but small expense
even under the most inauspicious circumstances.
Lands thus reclaimed, possess high value for

mowing and grazing purposes, and when once
well slocked with grasses, require to be plough-
ed hut seldom. An occasional top-dressing of
compost, with a liberal annual application of
gypsum, house-ashes or lime, is all that is requi-

site to sustain a high vegetative activity, and main-
lain them in a condition of the most perfect

health and heart.

NORTH PENN.
Augusta, 1318.

Maine and her resources.—A correspon-

dent of the Argus thus sums up the superior ad-

vantages of Maine:—"We have better land

for farming purposes than either of the New
England Slates; we have the most available tin

improved water-power; building materials are

cheaper here than in most other places; in two
articles, lumher and grass scythes, we must beat

all the world ; we have the best opportunities

for ship-building; the greatest extent of sea-

coast and navigable rivers ; we have the best

working oxen ; the best yokes and the best

teamsters; the most codfish; the fattest horses;

the most correct guide-boards ; the most hospi-

tal anil intelligent population ; and, above all,

the prettiest women in all creation."

From the Germantown Telegraph.

Wet Lands.
Farmers, as a general thing, are too remiss in

the business of improving their wet lands. In

some sections, where the rapid increase of pop-
ulation has greatly enhanced the price of arable
soils, and their products, we find something like

a regular system of drainage adopted, and a very

decided and marked improvement in the man-
agement of most of the details of the farm, as

the inevitable result.

There can be no question, that most of our
low bog lands possess high value, and are calcu-

lated to become extremely valuable lor most ag-

ricultural uses when properly managed ami
freed from the deteriorating effects of the su-

perabundant waters by which they have been so

long submerged.

Railroads in Vermont.—The St. Albans, Vt.

Messenger has the following:

—

"Rouse's Point, Railroads.Sfc.-HavJng had occa-

sion to pay a flying visit to Rouse's Point, which
has heen talked about more or less for the last

two years by those who sought to render it the

termination of the Northern or Ogdensburg Rail-

way, we took especial notice of the advantages
of its location and the progress of the survey with

a view to constructing at that point a bridge

across Lake Champlain.
Near the village of Champlain, which lies five

mile west of Lake Champlain, five hundred labor-

ers were at work on the Ogdensburg Railroad.

It is supposed that in a few mouths at least thirty

miles of the track will he laid and lie ready for

freight and gravel cars to aid in the construction

of the remainder of the line, which is all under
contract. The terminus of the road on the lake

shore is north ofihe village and a few rods south

of Rouse's Point proper. This point is not far

from M iudmill Point, being distant only 4271 feet

by actual measurement. The distance across the

lake where the projected bridge is certainly to be

built is 5221 feet, that being wider by almost one
thousand feet than at the narrowest place oppo-
site Rouse's Point proper. The depth of the wa-
ter at this place is twice as great as it is further

below— it being fifty-eight feet. Notwithstanding
this, the construction of a bridge which will re-

sist the action of all the contending elements is

perfectly easy. The site for the depot is very ex-

cellent and lies south of the government land.

It is conjectured that a part of the government
land will he required for the purpose of con-
structing a connecting line of railroads to the

city of Montreal.

This connecting link of railway communica-
tion between Boston and Montreal will strike the

river St. Lawrence at a point deemed the most
favorable for the construction of a bridge across

that river. The distance from House's Point to

the river, under such an arrangement, will not

he greater than ii would be if the line were ex-

tended from St. John's to Rouse's Point.

A charter has already been obtained from the

provincial government for a railway from Si.

John's to Rouse's Point, and whether a direct line

is built or the connection with the Si. Lawrence
and Champlain railroad is made, it is quite pro-

bable that Rouse's Point will be foot of steam
navigation. If that be so, the old obstructions
to navigation below Rouse's Point will he avoid-

ed, and the objections that a bridge will hinder
steam navigation will be entirely obviated. At
Rouse's Point, then, will be the point of diver-

gence for freight and passengers bound north,

west, east and south.

cated the terminus of the Vermont and Canada
Railroad. The line of that road passes through
Alhurgh, slightly curving to the south, and stri-

king the eastern shore of Alburgh at or near

Niles's Ferry. From thence it takes a direct

course across Missisquoi Bay, Hog bland and
Charcoal Creek to the western village of Swan-
ton Falls, avoiding the bow of the Missisquoi

river, and keeping to the westward of the pres-

ent travelled highway till it reaches the village, of
St. Albans, when it passes directly through the

beautiful meadows west of the main street, on
its way to Georgia, Milton, and Chittenden coun-
ty generally.

STo one can pass over the country we have vis-

ited without being convinced that a railway can
be very easily built and at a very moderate cost.

That it will be of great advantage both to Grand
Isle and Franklin counties can, in our view, ad-

mit of no shadow of doubt, and the sooner the

Vermont and Canada Railroad and the bridge

across Lake Champlain are built, the better for

the developement of the resources of both coun-
ties."

Reduction of Railroad Fares.—The supe-

rior policy of low fares is now recognised by the

managers of nearly every road in the country.

Except in extreme and sparsely settled portions

of the south and west, where no cheapness of

rates could at present induce a great travel and
traffic, there are found no exceptions to the uni-

versally received railroad maxim that the roads

charging the lowest fares pay the highest divi-

dends. At a meeting of the several companies
from Albany to Buffalo, held at Auburn, it was
resolved to reduce the fare from Albany to Buf-

falo to $9 75, to take effect on the 1st of Janua-
ry next, viz:—
Albany and Schenectady, $0 50
Utica and Schenectady, 2 25
Syracuse and Utica, 1 50
Auburn and Syracuse, 80
Auburn and Rochester, 2 50
Tonawanda, 1 30
Attica and Buffalo, 90

The average east of Syracuse is about 21 cents

per mile; west of Syracuse 3 l-5th cents; the

entire average about 3 cents.

The following statement of the sugar crop of
Louisiana for the last twenty years presents some
extraordinary results :

—

Crop
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in twain. The rapidity ami fatality of liis skil-

ful manoeuvre, leaves but a slight chance for his

victim either to escape or inject his poison into

his more alert antagonist. The black snake is al-

so more than an equal competitor against the rat-

tlesnake. Such is the celerity of motion, not on-

ly in running, but in entwining itself round its

victim, that the rattlesnake has no way of esca-

ping from its fatal embrace. When the black

and rattlesnakes are about to meet for battle, the

former darts forward at the height of his speed,
and strikes at the neck of the latter with uner-

ring certainty, leaving a foot or two of the upper
part of his own body at liberty. In an instant

he encircles him within five or six folds; he then
stops and looks the strangled and gasping foe in

the face, to ascertain the effect produced upon
Ilia corseted body. If he shows signs of life, the

coils are multiplied and the screws tightened—
the operator all the while watching the counten-
ance of the helpless victim. Thus the two re-

main thirty or forty minutes—the executioner
then slackens one coil, noticing at the same time
whether any signs of life appear, if so, the coil

is resumed, and retained until the incarcerated
wretch is completely dead. The moccasin snake
is destroyed in the same way.

On Acquiring a Knowledge of the Natural
Sciences.

BY J. H. FENNELL.

Numerous facts on record unite to convince me
that agriculturists woidd rind it very advanta-
geous to habituate themselves to making minute
examinations of little objects and incidents in na-

ture which occur at every step, but are too often

disregarded. It is desirable that agriculturists

shou'd not only read books on natural history,

but that they should closely observe with their

own eyes every thing in the fields, orchards and
gardens, that they may glean some useful hints

from Nature's own volume.
In the cultivation of plants, it has been found

best to proceed on such scientific principles as a

correct knowledge of their structure and func-

tions will suggest. The system of the rotation

of crops, by which the produce of our land has

been quadrupled, and the acclimation of plants

by hybridiration or engrafting, by which means
the fruit and flowers of more southern regions

are reconciled to our climate, are only two out of
many examples which might be adduced of the

benefits conferred by botany upon agriculture.

While science dictates such valuable improve-

ments as those, the mere observation of trifling

facts often suggests useful ideas. It is said that

the occasional natural union of boughs of distinct

trees, demonstrated the practicability of grafting,

and that the observation of the circumstance of

a vine shooting more vigorously after a goat bad
browsed on it, suggested the valuable art of pru-

ning fruit trees. One of the emperors of China
having noticed that a particular stalk in his gar-

den produced better rice than the rest, cultivated

it for several years; and then having fully satis-

fied himself and his subjects of its superiority,

be distributed its grains among them for their

general benefit. A farmer having remarked that

some gooseberry bushes, growing under an elder

tree, were exempt from caterpillars, was induced

to try the efficacy of a decoction of elder leaves

in destroying the grubs that infested his turnip

crops, and he and other farmer* who repealed

the experiment found it successful.

It is not only necessary that the agriculturist

should be well acquainted with the nature of the

different vegetables which he cultivates for eco-

nomical purposes, but (that he should rightly un-

derstand the causes of the several ravages and
diseases to which they are subject,so that he may
be able to devise pioper remedies and preven-

tions. In nine cases out of ten, the failure of

crops and the pecuniary losses experienced there-

by, arise from the attack of some particular spe-

cies of destructive insect, which, from unknown
causes, has appeared in unusually great num-
bers. Before any effectual steps can be taken

against it, it is absolutely necessary to ascertain

correctly what species of insect is causing the

mischief, and to study the creature's habits in all

its transformations; for what will prove more or

less effectual in one stage of its existence, will

be totally useless, or perhaps, increase the evil in

another. Notwithstanding the immense annual
losses which must he caused by the millions of
destructive insects that infest all kinds of crops,

the science of entomology is comparatively neg-
lected by agriculturists, who are, therefore, fre-

quently unable to give a definite description of
any noxious insect to a naturalist, when they en-
quire his opinion and advice.

Those husbandmen who have possessed some
knowledge of natural history, have not merely
been belter able to cultivate their plants and pro-

tect them from the attack of hurtful creatures,

but they have ascertained thereby what creatures

are harmless and useful, and therefore lo be
spared and encouraged. Without this power of
discrimination, they may be unwittingly led into

the error of destroying creatures which were ab-

solutely beneficial to them.
Natural history in its most extended sense, be-

ing inseparably connected with all the arts of life,

ought lo form a part of the education of those
who wish to promote them, and benefit by them.
In every school, whether intended for males or

females, for the rich or for the poor, natural his-

tory should find a foremost place as an elegant

and useful accomplishment.
The culture of plants will become a compara-

tively easy process when we are better acquaint-
with their peculiar functions, and with the che-
mical elements which they require for their

growth ami maturation. We must not be con-
tent with knowing what are their respective na-

tural locations, climates, and seasons, but must
learn what chemical gases each species imbibes
from the atmosphere, through its leaves, ami w hat

substances from the soil, through its roots. " If

a plant be distinguished by its containing a nota-

ble portion of soda, silica, &c, the soil in which
it is to be grown must contain the elements, oth-

erwise the attempt will be abortive," for a plant

can no more create soda or silica within itself,

than it can form water for its support, independ-
ent of die soil or atmosphere. From a know-
ledge of the principles, therefore, a rational the-

ory of agriculture may be formed ; and what has

hitherto been little belter than an expensive and
often distressing system of trial and error, he-

comes a science guided by fixed laws. Agricul-

ture will always have lo contend with the fluctu-

ations of seasons and climate; but it is for hu-

man ingenuity to modify their influence, and this

only can be effected by rational and scientific

procedure. As yet, the science of Agriculture

is in its infancy, hut the time is not far distant

when it will rank with other maturer branches of
knowledge— when every soil will be systemati-

cally treated for the species of crop lo be raised

upon it— in short, when the farmer will sow and
reap with as much security as ihe distiller pro-

duces his spirit. The value of the science of
chemistry to the agriculturist, may be judged
from the fact that when the great chemist, La-
voisier, took a quantity of land into his own cul-

tivation, he very soon succeeded in doubling its

produce.

—

Jour, of ,'lg.

Principles of Breeding.

At the late meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society, lectures were given by persons previ-

ously appointed, on various subjects connected
with agriculture. Discursions of similar subjects

were likewise held, at times when the members
of the Society were not otherwise engaged. We
think the feature a good one, and shall be glad to

see it adopted by societies in this country. On
the occasion above referred to, Prof. J. F. W.
Johnston delivered a lecture on the applications

of science to agriculture. Another lecture was
given by Professor Simmonds, of the Royal Ve-
terinary College—the general subject, [he par-

turition of cows and sheep ; but in his prelimi-

nary remarks, he made some valuable observa-

tions on the principles of breeding, of which we
give ihe following, from the Marklane Express:

" Breeding with a view to improvement, might
he said lo he founded on nature's established law

that like produced like. This was only true in

part, for then- was a constant tendency to change,

arising from a qariety of causes; sui li as domes-
tication, living in a different climate, or on a dif-

ferent kind of food. The management to which
animals were subject, had its influence. While
tho3e might be looked upon as the chief causes

in operation to produce this constant change, at

the same time they were means (added to others)
which were used to effect an improvement. In

order to improve the breed there were two plans,
advocated by two sections of practical breeders.
One was commonly called the 'in-and-in sjstem,'
ihe other the crossing plan. The in-and-in sys-
tem originated from Mr. Bake well, and it had at

least the effect of destroying the prejudice which
had existed against breeding from animals having
a relationship. But the system had a tendency
after a lime to deteriorate the breed; in fact it

might be said to be limited, so far as ils benefits
were concerned. Every improvement of breed
required the application of the same moans to

retail] it which produced it ; the chief of these
was care in Ihe selection of stock, so as to avoid
a tendency to hereditary disease. Crossing was
founded on a principle just as secure as Bake-
wcll's principle of care in selection, added 10 tho
in-and-in system. Certain diseases wore heredi-
tary, ami so was color, and they could only get
rid of this color and this predisposition to dis-

ease by crossing. Still this crossing required
care in selection. Mr. Simmonds illustrated this

peculiar tendency to propagate disease or detects,

by referring at some length to the fad of the large
proportion of horses in Yorkshire known as
'roarers.' Animals bred from these 'roarers' had
a peculiar susceptibility to the disease, and if one
of ihese Yorkshire horses was exposed to the or-

dinary causes of disease, the peculiar defect
would be found developed, while other horses
similarly exposed would escape. What was true
with regard to horses is as true in regard to Cot-

tle, sheep, and all domesticated animals. The
tendency of like to produce, like, Mr. Simmonds
illustrated, by referring to the results of crossing
various breeds of cattle, such as Devons with
Ilerefords, both the color ami form of the parent
animals being thereby altered or modified. In a
state of nature the tendency to change was not
observed to the same extent as in domesticated
animals; therefore in a state of nature degenera-
tion of a thing did not take place to the Same ex-
tent as among the same breed when domestica-
ted. The lecturer t lien passed on to remark up-
on the importance, in crossing animals, of suit-

ing the male to the mind or taste of the female.
Some might smile at this notion, but Mr. S.
showed, hv several facts, the importance of pay-
ing attention to this point."

Subsoil Ploughing.— Clark Beardsley, of
Avon, Mich., states in the Michigan Farmer, that
he harvested wheat on ten acres of good wheat
land in 7844, which had been much run for 17
years, and the product was only eighty-five bush-
els. The soil was clay, and was full of " foul

stuff." The next year he subsoiled it with a
span of horses and two yokes of oxen, by once
ploughing, and thoroughly subdued the foul stuff',

and obtained in 1846, from the same ten acres of
laud, over three hundred bushels of wheat. And
yet we know a firmer of large and ample means,
who admits that the subsoil is more fertile for
wheat than the upper soil, who says he "cannot
afford" to use the subsoil plough \—Mb. Cultiva-
tor.

Yankee Brown Bread.

Two quarts of Indian meal.
Two quails of rye meal.
Three pints of milk or water.
Two tenspoonfuls of salt.

Half a pint of strong fresh'yeast.

Having sifted the ije ami Indian meal into a
large pan, mix them well together, adding the
salt. Boil ihe milk or water in a sauce-pan, and
when scalding hot pour \\ on the meal, ami stir
the whole very hard. If too stiff, add a little

more warm water. Let it stand till it becomes
only of a lukewarm heat, and then stir in the
yeast. Knead the mixture into a stiff dough, ami
knead it long and hard for at least half an hour.
Then cover the pan with a thick cloth that has
been previously warmed, and set it near the fire

to rise. When the dough is quite light, and
cracked all over the top, take i' out of the pan;
divide t'l mass in half; make it into mo loaves;
knead each loaf well for ten minutes or more

j

and then cover and set them again near the fire,

for half an hour. By this time have the oven
ready, put in the loaves directly, and bake them
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at least an hour and a half. Tliis bread is con-

sidered very wholesome.
Should you find the dough sour, you may rec-

tify it by kneading in a teaspoon fill of peurlash,

dissolved in a little warm water.

—

Selected.

Tall Corn.— Dr. Lee writes to his associate

of the Gen. Farmer that the corn on the Savan-

nah Bottoms was " from 12 lo 18 feel high." His

friend inserts a note stating that he suspects there

is " some mistake in the figures," buthe "fol-

lows copy." We have seen corn in Western

Virginia, and in Ohio, which was taller than the

Doctor mentions, and once measured a stalk ta-

ken from a field belonging to Seth Bailey, a few

miles below Marietta, on the Ohio river, which

was nineteen feel two inches in length, cut even

with the surface of the ground. We presume

such evidence of this fact could be bad as would

be received in a "court of justice."

—

Alb. Culti-

vator. ^
Rhubarb.

This wholesome and agreeable vegetable has

become so popular as a substitute for fruit in the

early spring, that no garden should be without it.

It will grow any where, is so prolific that a few

plants will yield a plentiful supply of stalks for a

large lainily. Yet, notwithstanding the ease with

which it is cultivated, we often see it badly

growl', and sometimes hear the complaint that

parties have failed in their efforts to get a crop.

Our remarks will obviate every objection, if at-

tended to, and enable our readers to grow rhu-

barb for themselves with ease and success.

Rhubarb has a bard underground stem, which
pushes forth buds plentifully at the crown, or

part nearest the surface ; every one of these buds

taken off with a portion of root adhering to it,

will form a large plant in one season. If you
wish to make a plantation, get as many buds or

crowns as your lied will admit of, allowing each

two or three feet every way, according to the ha-

bits of the varieties you prefer. The plan gener-

ally adopted is to purchase as many roots as are

necessary to fill the allotted space, but this is a

more expensive and far less eligible method than

the one now recommended. Last year a new
sort of rhubarb was offered in the neighborhood

of the writer at 5s. a plant. Some of his friends

purchased four or five roots, lint he was satisfied

with one. On receiving it he placed it in a hole,

and covered it up with soil until February, when,

on examination, five good buds were developed.

The root was then divided into five parts; each

of which, at the present time, is a large, flourish-

ing plant, equal to any of those w hir.h were not

divided. A bed was thus obtained for five shil-

lings, equal, indeed superior, to some costing

twenty-five shillings. We are convinced, from

actual experiment, that rhubarb may be brought

to perfection ill one year; that old beds are infe-

rior to new ones; and that fresh plantations

should be made every two years. The old plan

of making a bed to descend to posterity should

be exploded, in reference lo many garden pro-

ductions. Strawberries, raspberries, rhubarb,

&c, &c, should be removed often, if fine health}

produce is wished for.

Having a sufficient number of buds or crowns,
let then) be planted in a well trenched and ma-
nured soil. If the leaves are developed, care

must be taken to prevent their flagging. This
may be done by placing over them some long

litter, sufficient to answer the purpose without
excluding light and air. The young plants will

soon be established, and will grow rapidly. No
leaves must be taken off" the first year, as the ob-

ject is to convey all the elaborated sap possible

to the stem for future use. If die ground is good,
and kept free from weeds, no more care is requi-

red, and abundance ol fine stalks can be taken
off' next spring. An exposed situation, vviih plen-

ty of sun and air, will ol course bring this pro-

duction to the greatest perfection; but it will pro-

duce good crops without having these advanta-

ges fully. Every house with a garden, however
small, may thus furnish the table of its owner,
with little expense and trouble.

But rhubarb possesses the advantage of being
forced with as much ease and as rheaply as it is

grown in the opt n air. This may be done by

growing it against a wall in a sunny aspect, and
covering it when required with pots or boxes,

over which fermenting materials must be placed.

But decidedly the best method is to take the roots

into the house to he forced. For this purpose
they must be grown exactly as recommended
above, that as much power may be treasured up
in the roots as possible. To take up exhausted
plants from a crowded bed, which has been strip-

ped of its leaves during the season, is to deprive

them of their natural advantages, and to expend
the forcing process on weakened and imperfect
subjects. Let cuttings, with a crown to each, be
now put in, in the best possible situations, and
by autumn they will be admirably adapted to

your purpose. When the foliage is withered
take up the roots, and put them singly into large

pots or boxes. These may be stood away any
where, and introduced, two or three at a time, in-

to a warm situation. The writer placed his pots

this winter in a dark closet, at the back of a kitch-

en range, and the rhubarb grew rapidly. Every
house can find some spot having the advantage
of greater warmth than the ordinary temperature.
Rhubarb may thus be bad at any time, and a good
supply kept up until it is produced in the open
air. It is very necessary to get it as early as pos-
sible, as its value is much lessened when goose-
berries are plentiful.— Gardener's Chronicle.

A Comprehensive Grammar of the English
Language ou u new and improved plan.
By J. Jtt. Pitmau and H. D. Hodge—Con
cord, J». H. John F. Biiovvs. 12 mo. pp. HIS.

We have examined the above work and are

satisfied that it is a great improvement on all

works of the kind which have gone before it.

Its plan is quite original ; and its simple design

is to lead the student directly into a clear view

and correct knowledge of his native tongue

witii its modes of conveying thought.

It takes the English language as it is written

anil spoken by the most thorough scholars— and,
without raising any mist or dust to obscure your
vision, gives you a clear and comprehensive

view and analysis of it. To illustrate by a

figure :—The Fnglish language is a beatnilul

house. It has hitherto been obscured by sur-

rounding it with lumber and scaffoldings, and
various artificial out-works, taken more or less

from ancient buildings, so that you can see

directly little of its proportions or elegance, and
can hardly find your way into it or understand

the design of its construction, or the uses of its

various departments. But this Grammar pre-

sents you the bouse just as it is, The lumber
and the scaffoldings are removed out of the way.

You have an open view of its beauty and sim-

plicity. You enter the house without obstruc-

tion or unnecessary delay. As you look at its

plan and its various parts, and enquire their de-

sign and use, your are at once told all about it in

a plain, clear and comprehensive manner. Hav-

ing this view of the work, we freely and cordial-

ly recommend it to all who wish to obtain a

thorough and complete grammatical knowledge
of their native tongue. It has, we understand,

although but about two mouths have elapsed

since its publication, been already introduced

into several academies and high schools with

great approbation. It is also adopted by the

Superintending School Committee of Concord.

A second edition is to be published without

delay, *

India Rcbber Pavf.mknt.—The courtyard of
the English Admirably, Whitehall, has been cov-
ered with a paving of India Robber. An exper-
iment tried upon it resulted very satisfactorily.

It is laid down in pieces about twelve inches
square, and one in thickness. The quadrangle
at Buckingham Ha lace

j formed by the erection of
a new wing, will also be covered with this ma-
terial, which its projectors have named " Knmp-
tolite." lis chief recommendation is, that ii

deadens all sound, rendering the passage of a
vehicle or horses perfectly noiseless.

Discovry of Mummies at Durango, Mexi-
co.—A million of mummies, it is said, have bet n
discovered on the environs of Durango, in Mex-
ico. They are in a sitting posture, but have the
same wrappings, bands and ornaments as the
Egyptians. Among them was found a poignaul
of Hint, with a sculptured handle, chaplets, neck-
laces, &c, ofalternated colored beads, fragments
of hones polished like ivory, fine-worked elastic

tissues (probably our modern India Rubber cloth,)

moccasins worked like those of our Indians to-

day, bones of vipers, &c. It remains to continue
these interesting researches, and America will

become another Egypt to antiquarians, anil her
ruins will go back to tlie oldest period of the old
world, showing doubtless that the ancestors of
the Montezumas lived on the Nile, and that their

luxurious civilization was broken and overpower-
ed by the hardy hordes of Asiatic. Tartars, who
came down from Behring's Straits and the Rocky
Mountains. The scenes of Attila and Alaric in

Rome and Greece, were rehearsed at an earlier
day on the shores of California and the plains of
Mexico. It is unknown of the mummies above
mentioned, what kind of embalmment was used,
or whether it was nitrous depositions in the caves
where it was found ; a fact of importance is sta-

ted, that the shells and necklaces are of a marine
shell, found at Zacatecas, on the Pacific, where
the Columbus of their forefathers probably land-
ed from the Malay. Hindostan or Chinese coast,

or from islands on the Indian Ocean.

—

Texas
Star.

Bills of Bristly Mortality-.—The slaughter
of hogs in the pork State of the West for" five

years, is given as follows:—

1843 912,000
1844 042,000
1845 055,588
1840 800,000
1847 1,492,924

Dr. Johnson's words were true—" Pig has not
been wanting to man, but man has been wanting
to pig." Nearly a million and a half of these in-

teresting animals in one short year, developed,
as the trausceudentalists would say, from the
state of pigdom into that of porkdom.

Potato Disease in England.—The last ac-
counts received from England state that this ma-
lady hail made its appearance in many districts,

ami that the loss of a considerable portion of the
erop was inevitable. Accounts from Ireland, al-

so, slate that the disease had appeared there in

many instances.

O F F I C K
OF

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND

COUNSELLORS FOR PATENTEES

:

For imparling information on the subject of Inven-

tions, and on the application of Chemical and
Mechanical Science lo the .Irts, Agriculture, Man-
ufactures, and Mines, and for procuring and de-

feuding patents, either in the United Stales, or in

Foreign countries.

PROF. WALTIIR R. JOHNSOV. hue ol
Philadelphia, and Z C. KOBIJ1NS, nf Washington

Ciiy, (to be aided by HAZ \KD KNOWLES, F.sq , late
Machinist c.f the United Slates Palcnt Office.) have asso-
ciated themselves together for the prosecution of the
above branches of professional business, either in their
office, at the Patent Office, or beli. re I he-four Is ; and
will devole their undivided attention lo farwarding ihe
illleresls of Inventors or others who may consult ihem
or place business in their hands. Mr. Knowles has lor
ihe pasi twelve years held the post or Machinist in Ihe
United Stales Patent Office, and resigns that situation lo
take part in the present undertaking. His inlpnts and
peculiar fitness for ihe important office so long tilled by
him, have been fully recognized by Inventors' wherever
the office iUelf is known.
The office of Messrs J. & R. is on F. street, opposite

the Patent Office, Washington, I) C, where communica-
Horn, post paid, will be pr ptly attended to; cxnmiia-
tions made, drawings, specifications, and all requisite pa-
pers prepared—and models procured « hen desired—on
reasonable terms. Letters uf inquiry, expected lo be
answered after examinations had, must b. accompanied
by a fee of fi*e dollars.

In the dunes of their office whirl, pertain to Ihe Patent
Laws, Messrs J. &. K. will be assisted by a legal gentlc-
man of the highest professional character, and folly con-
versant with Mechanics and other scientific subjects.

Washington, D. C. June 30, 1813. 3ms
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From the Albany Cultivator.

Butter-Makiusr in Holland.
Editors Cultivator

:

—As 1 had some dairy-

Farming experience in Holland, and was for a

number of years manager of an extensive farm
where hntter was made, in the northern part of
that country, where the best article for market is

produced, I thought it not unlit to give your
readers a description of the way the " Holland-
ers"' make butter, which often keeps one year
or more.
We milked from forty to sixty cows, of a breed

called " Lakeveldsche," after their originator.

This breed of cattle was obtained like the Bake-
well sheep, by scrupulously breeding the best

animals, till the highest point of perfection for

the dairy was obtained. They are invariably

white, with a black, cloth-like spot on the back,

and down the sides ; their size is equal to the

Durham cows I have seen in America. The
milk of these cows is generally very rich, al-

though one animal will differ sometimes largely

from another in this respect. They sell commonly
for eighty guilders (thirty-two dollars) each, i

have often paid as high as one hundred and fitly

guilders for an extra milker.

Although these animals are always highly fed

rind well kept in all seasons, they are constantly
poor while they are milked ; this is one ol

their best qualities, as they turn every thing into

milk.

We took from eighteen to eight quarts of milk
a day throughout the year, according to season

;

the highest point, and the best milk is obtained
in April and the beginning of May, when the

cattle get the new clover and grass. At that pe-
riod, the butter is of the finest possible flavor

and sells, made up in fancy figures and adorned
with the first flowers of spring,

" Whose colors quaint.
Have diaper'd the meadows o'er,"

for fifiy and forty cents^American currency,) the
pound. The average price North Holland buiier
commands, from wholesale dealers, throughout
the yar, is fifteen cents per pound, American
currency.

(Jur cows were always fed in the stable, and
turned out in an open yard twice a day for

exercise, and to cleanse, their places by a libe-

ral application of water ami broom rubbing, of
which last tuo articles, the Dutch dairyman is

most lavish, no filth litter being ever al-

lowed to remain in the stable at the time ol

milking.

The whole secret of making such superior.
and long-keeping high-flavored butter, is, ac-
cording to my olisrrvalic.ii, only to be found in

the most minute cleanliness in the manipula-
tion generally, and iu the utmost nicety in the

keeping of the milk, cream, vessels and apart-

ments, joined to plenty of white (I)utcb) clover,

and the nm: of suit, obtained by the evaporation

nf sea water.

Every morning before sunrise, the cows were
fell anil turned out, the dung and all fillh remo-
ved, and the doors and windows opened. Alter

airing the stable, they were placeil back again,

and milked, the milk, taken to the dairy-maid,
was placed iu shallow earthern pans (glazed in-

side) which stood in a reservoir of cool water,

purposely let in before every milking. In the

course of the day she dipped off the cream, by
the aid of a flat hollow wooden dish, as often as

it rose to the surface of the milk, which iu no
case is suffered to get sour before the cream is

taken off. The cream was poured into large

tubs, in the form of a Dutch churn, and stirred

several times in the day. I should have staled

that the night's milk was put in the pans in the

same way, and skimmed off before the morn-
ing's milk was brought in; the cream of the

last being added, to that of the first, the whole
was suffered to get sour together. If the cream
did not turn sour by itself, it was caused to do
so by adding some acid cream to the contents of

the tubs.*

Churning was performed by horse-power,sonie-

times once a day and sometimes every other day,

according to the fitness of the cream j the churn
apparatus was so arranged that a regular motion
of the dasher could be adapted to the season of

the year. After the butter was separated it was
taken out, by a strainer made of silver wire, and
put in a brass tray, in which it was left to harden
for a fp.w hours, in the reservoir alluded to above.

When hard enough to knead well, the butter-

milk was all pressed out, not a particle visible to

the eye being left, after which the dry butter

was salted anil the stilt worked in. The band,

often dipped iu ice-cold water, has hitherto per-

formed the expulsion of the butter-milk. Alter

the salt was added, only a wooden ladle, per-

fectly sweet, touched the butter, and the milk-

like brine which is expressed under the opera-

tion of salting, is dried off by pressing clean

linen towels on the butter.

The next operation is putting the butter down
in the firkin ; this is made of white- oak (slightly

different from the American white oak, it being

closer grained,) and when destined for a sea voy-

age or long-keeping, only old firkins, which we
collected for the purpose, were used, alter the

same were made sweet by scalding brine. The
bottom of I lie vessel was sprinkled and the sides

rubbed with pulverized sab, and the butler pack-

ed iu such a manner that no cavities nor brine

ever remained in or between the successive lay-

ers ; the firkin being filled, a layer of salt was
rubbed on the surface, and a clean sheet of
white paper placed over the salt, while the nail-

ing otl of a hollow wooden dish, completed the

article for market and for transportation to any
part of the world.

It is incredible to any body who has not made
close observations on the subject, how easily

milk is changed by the temperature, and above
all, how easily it i> affected by the vessels where-
in it is kepi, as also, how much, almost magical

influence, the personal cleanliness of the dairy-

miiiil has, on the article of butter produced.
Dairymen who have the same stock ol cattle,

the same stables, the Same herbage, will not

produce the same quality of butter, nor get the

same price in market, because the production of
ibe one is distinguished by a pleasant, yellow,
inviting color and admirable flavor, while that ol

the other is depreciated by a whitish, cheesy-
like appearance, indifferent taste, u'ld some-

* We presume it is only the first stages nf acidity that
our correspondent alludes tt>. An nerid st itu of the
cream would be injurious.—Ens.

times flabby texture. Some people, owing to

a peculiarity about their person, never can make
butter that will keep for a long time.

It is a rule with the dairy-women of my coun-
try, never to put milk, cream or butter, twice in

the same vessel, without scalding, airing, and if

possible, sunning.
I have eaten butter of our own make, that

had been sent among ship stores, passed the

equator to the island of Java, and was brought
back again perfectly sweet and fresh.

The cows, by the construction of the stable,

were divided on both sides of a floor, twenty-six
feet wide, with large doors for a wagon loaded
with green herbage or hay to drive through ; he-

fore and under the head of the cattle, were
troughs built of brick, for their drink and food,

with a pump so placed that the water, let in the

troughs, could be drained off at the opposite
end. Gutters were provided behind the cows
to receive the solid and liquid excrements, which
by their own gravity, and finally by sweeping
and cleaning, were conveyed to a cistern, where
a compost was formed by admixture of mud out
of the bottom of ditches, which in Holland di-

vide the meadows and take the place of fences.

This compost was carried out and scattered
over the meadows in the spring, as soon as the
water, of which I shall have occasion to speak
directly, is drawn off.

Meadows and pastures in Holland, are situated

on what is called "Polders ;" a polder is a'sur-
face of level land, measuring from twenty to

four miles square, and not unfrequenlly twenty
or thirty feet below the adjoining river, which
glides in rapid motion along the embankments
that protect the. land forcibly against the intru-

sion of its boisterous waters. These embank-
ments called " d;/kes" are kept in good repair by
the joint contributions of the different owners
of the polder. Rain-water is worked out by
stationary wind-mills, also the joint property of
the owners, (called " lnglelanders ;") in fall and
winter the rain-water is suffered to accumulate
and inundate the lands, which then frequently
present the appearance of a large lake. This is

done in order to kill noxious weeds, and give the
soil the benefit of irrigation. In March or fi b-

ruary the water is pumped off, and ihe manure
put on as before described. In this manner land
is made to produce an abundance of fresh herb-
age, consisting principally of white clover,
from April till September, or the same is cut
twice, and made into excellent hay for winter
forage, without even breaking the sod or using
a plough.

The Dutch dairyman never produces g,.
not even for his own consumption ; his whole
attention is undividedly applied to making, in the
best possible style, the article for which he is so
justly celebrated.

If my countrymen could he made to believe
that America had such an extensive command of
cheap land, adapted for the dairy business, join-
ed to an unlimited home market for the article
they certainly would escape from the feudal vex-
ations under which they now suffer, and, like
me, seek refuge in the land where Liberty holds
the sceptre, and where every one can enjoy the
reward of his honest labor, without being com-
pelled, as they are, to give up one half of their
hard earnings to a reckless, profligate anil squan-
dering government.

1 would add, that the land on which I am lo-

cated is nell adapted to dairy-fanning, the clover
and grass springing up spontaneously, after
clearing; the climate is, by the elevation, (one
thousand feet .above the Tennessee river,) tem-
perate ; my thermometer last summer never rose
ubove ninety degrees in the sun, while that in-

strument generally ranged between sixty degrees
and seventy degrees in the shade. The fa-

cilities by which butter can be sent fresh to
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the southern markets, Charleston, Savannah,

Augusta, &c, secure a ready sale to any body

who wants to undertake the making of it in this

region.

Land can be bought here for §1 25 an acre. I

bought mine from Nicholas Haight of New
York, who, I suppose, would give all necessary

information about the same.
ALB. C. RICHARD.

VValden's Ridge, )

Hamilton Co., Tenn., June, 26. $

Prize Essay on the Reuovation of Worn-Out
Lands,

BY EDWARD STABLER,

Of Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, Maryland.

[The Publisher of the American Farmer having offered

one hundred dollars lor the three best Essays on the

above subject, viz: fifty dollars for the first, thirty

dollars for the second, and twenty dollars for the

third—the Committee appointed for the purpose,

consisting of Dr. J. VV. Thompson, of Delaware,

and Judge Chambers, Messrs C. B. Calvert, A.

Bowie Davis, and N. B. Worthington, of Maryland,

unanimously awarded to the following the first Prize.]

In submitting the following Essay upon the

"Renovation of Worn-out Lands," it is deemed
proper to state, that the writer understands the

main object in view of the editor of the Ameri-

can Farmer, to be, the eliciting of such informa-

tion as is best adapted to the wants of the great

majority of farmers; those who are dependent

on the product of the soil for a support, and

whose resources are comparatively limited : for

although it may be equally desirable to those

with more ample means, to improve their lands

at the least expense of time and money, yet the

number of such is comparatively small ; and it

is not perceived why the same plan may not suit

both: the one who "lives by the sweat of bis brow"

improves his ten acres, while he with the "ple-

thoric purse," may in the same lime, enrich his

hundred acres. With the view, therefore, to

adapt it to the more numerous class of readers,

the effort will he made to condense the essay as

much as possible; and so plain, and free from

technicalities, that "he that runs may read."

It is almost impossible to establish a theory, or

mode of farming, that can be made to suit alike,

all localities—of soil, climate, and the facilities

of obtaining the various kinds of manure now
in use in different sections of the country. But

it is believed that with proper energy and indus-

try on the part of farmers, and even with the

present facilities of transportation, an increase of

double, if not quadruple the lime, marl, and

bones might be used to advantage; the two for-

mer, in many sections of our country are inex-

haustible for generations to come; and a much
greater amount of the latter might be obtained

in sections where they are not used, but greatly

needed, if more attention was paid to their col-

lection and preservation.

The first step 1 would advise towards the

" Renovation of Worn-out Lands," is a complete

and thorough draining, both surface and under

drains, where the location and nature of the soil

lenders it too retentive of moisture late in the

spring. It retards early seeding—the winter

grains and grass roots are very liable to be

thrown out and injured by frosts; and on such

land, the injury from drought is much more se-

verely felt. The writer has not known a case

where ibis operation was performed with ordin-

ary skill and judgment, that did not fully repay

the expense ; and in some cases the product was
increased from five to ten fold.

To go into a full description of the methods
used in different sections, to accomplish this

most important branch of the husbandman's
duty, would require diagrams, and also too much
space ; nor is it considered necessary ; for in the

"American Fanner," (which every tiller of the

soil ought to possess) very full and ample infor-

mation may be obtained on the subjec't. A few
general observations here, may sullies. If the

soil is rendered too wet by springs, whose sources

are lower than the surrounding laud, the drains

; .
i

extended to at least the same level, le

the distance and depth what they may; or to a

sufficient depth below the surface to admit ol

under-draining clear of the plough. This may
sometimes be effected by going through the clay

subsoil, and without much expense of ditching;

as the water can then pass off through the un-
der-stratum of gravel or sand.

Wherever the imrfer-drains will answer the

purpose, they should be adopted ; for the land

thus reclaimed is often the most profitable for

cultivation; and where the expense of brick, or

tile, is too great, or suitable stone cannot he had

to construct trunk drains, a good substitute is

generally within reach, by twelve to fifteen inch-

es in depth of small loose stones; covering first

with leaves, straw, or small brush, to prevent
filling the interstices with the returned earth.

Logs or poles, laid lengthwise, also form good
under drains; but are more liable to clog from
decay.
The next important step in my opinion, in

" Renovating Worn-out Lands," is to plough
deep, and thus expose a new surface to the action

of frost and atmospheric influence, in order to

make a soil in place of the one provided by na-

ture ; but which either from cupidity, or bad
management— perhaps both—man has destroy-
ed. It is considered one of the most certain

means to attain this desirable end : and although
subsoil ploughing is fully approved of, it is con-
sidered less important than to break up the earth
from seven to ten inches, if the subsequent treat

ment is properly attended to.

The writer is well aware, that there is a strong
feeling of prejudice in the minds of many indi-

viduals against this practice. What are the ar-

guments of the advocates of shallow ploughing?
They say in so many words, "our soil is only a
few inches deep, and if we do not plough shal-

low, we shall turn up so much clay or dead earth,

as to raise no crop at all." If two or three
inches of soil is buried in the spring, under a

bed of five or six inches of clay, and thus left

without further aid, or preparation for a crop
that season, the result would generally he, as
stated. That shallow ploughing enables the
farmer to get clear much more readily of the lit-

tle soil or mould, he may have on his worn-out
lands, is susceptible of easy demonstration

;

nor is it less so, that either in a very wet or
very dry season, the crop from this cause, gene-
rally suffers.

During the summer months, the greater por-
tion of the rains fall hastily; and whenever the
ground is not opened and pervious to a sufficient

depth to imbibe the whole, before the surplus
water can penetrate, and be absorbed by the
compact subsoil, a large portion of the surface
becomes fluid, and rapidly passes off or "washes
away," unless the land is perfectly level. What
remains, after being so thoroughly saturated, has
a tendency to settle into a compact mass; soon
parting with its scanty supply of -moisture, un-
der a hot summer's sun, and rendering it imper-
vious to the roots of plants. If a drought suc-
ceeds, a soil in such state, can afford but a mea-
gre supply of moisture to nourish a crop ; and
at a period too, when the greatest amount is

needed. Nearly all plants imbibe more or less
moisture from the earth by their roots; audit'
this support is withheld, they cannot continue in

a healthy and vigorous state: indeed so necessa-
ry is this element, that many of our grass seeds,
and plants, will not only vegetate, but grow vig-
orously fur a considerable period, with no other
support to their roots, than what can be derived
from pure water.

1 am confident that in most of our lands that
have become sterile, the cause is to he attributed
more to sW/ou'^tloughing, and washing away of
the little soil they possessed, than to the extrac-
tion of the vegetable nutriment, by the growth
of plants; in fact it is almost a necessary conse-
quence of this pernicious practice. If the toil-

ing farmer or planter is able to purchase a dress-
ing of mineral manure, or fortunate enough to

scrape together a scanty supply of vegetable
matter from the resources of the farm, a large
portion of it is carried off by the first dashing
rain, to enrich still more, the beds of creeks and
rivers.

Having stated some of the disadvantages
which attend shallow ploughing, wtt will now
1 ally enumerate some of the advantages of
de p ploughing, when judiciously pursued.

In the successful cultivation of all our crops,
it is neeessary thai ample food be provided, aid
in an accessible form ; and that moisture, equally

necessary, be administered, in neither too grea
nor too small quantities. This will probably be
admitted by all, and it is presumed the admis-
sion will also be made, that the greatest amount
of nourishment derived by all our field crops is

from the earth. By deep ploughing, it rarely

occurs that a fall of rain is so great or sudden,
as completely to saturate the body of earth acted
on by the plough ; and until such is the case, but
little danger is to be apprehended of " washing
away;" and just as little, that the plants will so
soon require a renewal of moisture, caused by
evaporation. The soil much longer retains its

loose and friable texture, and enables the roots

readily to extend in all directions in search of
their appropriate nourishment; for the same
reason, deep tilth admits of closer proximity of
the plants, without sustaining equal injury from
drought, and turning yellow; orfiring, in com-
mon parlance.

I would ask the advocates of shallow plough-
ing, or the skinning system, as it has been aptly

termed, if they have not observed the beneficial

effects of earths taken out of cellars, wells, pits,

&c, when applied to very poor land ? And
have the# not observed a luxuriant growth of
grass and weeds on ditch banks and mill-races;

even to the highest points, when level enough to

retain the moisture that tails ? I have often no-
ticed such effects; and have a'most uniformly
observed, that if earth thus taken from below
the surface, was capable of being pulverized by
frost or tillage, increased fertility was the result.

Such being the case, is there any valid reason
for supposing, that still nearer the surface, so
much difference can exist, that while one will

render the same land sterile, the other will posi-

tively enrich it ? If advantage will result from
mixing with the soil, the earth taken from many
feet below the surface—and that such is the case
1 have had repeated evidence, and using it for

ibis express object—I cannot perceive why a
portion of the same fertilizing property may not
he found in the earth, only a lew inches or a foot

below the surface. And last, though not least,

in the catalogue of advantages, the all important
item of manure, is rendered more available ; and
consequently, the land is both immediately and
permanently benefitted.

But deep ploughing alone, much as it is advo-
cated, will not speedily make poor laud rich. It

also requires some judgment when, and to what
extent it should be oarried. Lands that are to

be ploughed much deeper than usual, should be
broken up in the fall; no crop should be seeded
the ensuing season that does not admit of fre-

quent ploughing or harrowing; and if practicable

give it a dressing before planting, (unless previ-

ously prepared for the operation, by liming a
year or two in advance) of lime, or some other
kind of manure.

These two branches, viz : Draining and
Ploughing, are considered important in the sys-

tem of renovation, and more might be added;
but perhaps sufficient space has been devoted to

them, with the further remark, that no land with
a clay subsoil, should be ploughed either deep
or shallow, when in a state too wet to crumble
or break freely before the plough. The injury is

irreparable, at least for that season, as nothing
short of a winter's frost will effectually pulver-
ize it.

We will now proceed to the third important
step in the process of " Renovating Worn-out
Lands." The proper kind and application of
manures, viz: stable manure, and vegetable
matter produced by the farm ; lime, marl,
bones, ashes, guano, plaster, and turning in green
crops.

It may be considered almost an axiom in

fanning operations, that no one should go in

debt for any kind of manures, unless in favored
situations where the price is very low, and the
transportation cheap, (except perhaps for lime)
without first having fully availed himself of all

his own resources; and his manure heap too,

should be his first care. No farmer need ever
be at a loss for profitable employment for himself
and hands, in adding to his stock of this all im-
portant requisite to successful operations; and
iii preventing the loss ami waste of what is al-

ready accumulated. When not necessarily oth-
erwise engaged, the time is well employed in

many situations by hauling the rich earth, and
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decomposed vegetable matter, which has accu-

mulated in the marshes, leaves, weeds, &c, and
incorporating them with the contents of his barn

yard; independent of their own fertilizing prop-

erties, they are valuable as absorbents, to receive

and retain the more volatile ingredients that

otherwise might he lost in the process of fer-

mentation and decomposition; u few bushels of
plaster may be used with much advantage for

the same object.

It was the maxim of u wise man, who began
the world with nothing, and became indepen-

dent—and that too, without the charge of dis-

honesty, or extortion ever having been alleged

^against him—that "a penny saved, is two pence
gained." It is emphatically true, with regard

. to the saving, and judicious application of ma-
nure.

k As nn evidence of what care and attention in

regard to making and saving manure will ac-

complish, it is within the knowledge of the

Writer, that two loads of manure (with two yoke
of oxen) have been hauled out this season, for

i very acre- of arable Ian. I on the farm ; and with

a small exception, produced on the farm itself,

without extraneous aid.

As germaine to our present purpose and ob-
ject, I will here remark, that many farmers
whose lands most require "renovating," keep

. too many horses; in nineteen cases out of twen-
ty, and for nearly all fany purposes, one or two
^good yoke of oxen are deeidedly preferable.

They cost no more at first, and will perform twice

y the labor; save in expense of harness, and still

more in keeping ; and after working five or

six years under good management, are usual-

ly worth more than the fust cost, fur the sham-
bles.

.Marl.— I can say but little from experience in

the use of calcareous manures; but am fully

satisfied boll) by information derived from
others, and from personal observation, that

wherever it abounds, it might be made a mike
of wealth to the proprietor, and the adja-

cent districts which admit of water transporta-

tion.

The only apparent reason why they are not

more so is, either ignorance of its great fertiliz-

ing properties, or a lank of the necessary enter-

prise and industry to become rich, when every fa-

cility for the purpose, is as it were, laid at their

very doors. The quantity of marl required to

the acre to produce much beneficial result, does
not admit of extended land transportation ; but

there are thousands, if not tens of thousands of
acres, bordering on and near tide water, both in

this and neighboring States, now thrown out as

waste lands, because they will no longer yield

even a stinted growth of vegetation ; most, if

not all of which, might readily be lerlaimed by
the judicious use of marl; and at one-fourth

the cost per acre, that lands in the interior

—

origi-

nally no better, if so good—are made to yield

ten to twelve barrels of corn, or thirty to forty

bushels of wheat to the acre. 1 have been in-

formed by some of the large landed proprietors

— not owning, nor residing within less than

eight or ten miles of the marl beds— that a boat

load of a thousand to twelve hundred bushels or
marl, rich in carbonate of lime, could be deliv-

ered at many of their landings, at an expense
not exceeding eight to ten dollars. Yet not one
bushel was ever used !

But as was justly remarked, by one of these

very intelligent and hospitable gentlemen, " it's

no use to preach to a deaf congregation," and a

further remark or two will only be .added; not

altogether without the hope that something will

eventually '• stir them up," and induce a trial at

least, of this valuable manure. It matters less,

how, when, or what quantity of marl or lime is

applied; only make the application, and that

pretty liberally. Its application, like lime, is

best made one, two or three years, and en the

surface, before breaking up the laud ; and
thus give it the benefit of the* winter's frosts

and snows to dissolve and incorporate it with

the soil.

Lime.—This, next to the proper draining
(when necessary: for even lime will not enable
us to dispense with it) and deep ullage, 1 con-

sider the most certain and permanent agent in

" renovating worn-out lands" of any other sub-

stance with which I am acquainted ; whether

mineral, animal, or vegetable: and when it can
he obtained at a reasonable cost, even with some
miles hauling in addition, it is generally to he

preferred, if only one kind of •' bought manure "

is to he used. It may however be used
freely in conjunction witli all other manures,
and with decided advantage, if done with judg-
llieiil.

Alter many years experience in the use of
lime, 1 would advise in all cases where it can be
accomplished, to spread it on the surface from
one to three or four years, before the laud is

broken up. The effect of a single winter's
frosts and rains will more effectually dissolve
anil bring it into action, and benefit the succeed-
ing crop, as also the laud itself, than is attained
in a longer period, by ploughing it in as soon as
applied. In (his way also, a much larger quan-
tity may be safely applied to the same [and at a

single dressing. As there is no loss to lime
from atmospheric influence, it should be kept
near the surface: and the proper quantity to use
to the best advantage, can only lie determined
by the price, and the state the land may be in,

at the time. With a good sod of grass roots to

receive it, one hundred or even one hundred
and fifty bushels to the acre, will do no harm :

but on stiff clays, with little soil or mould on
the surface, fifty bushels would be a very liberal

application as a first dressing, if put on imme-
diately alter ploughing. It would be belter to

apply a less quantity at first, and renew it as
soon as an increased growth of vegetation could
be obtained.

When lime is applied in very large quantities,
and immediately incorporated with a poor soil,

having little or no vegetable matter in it, the

effect is to combine with the silicious particles

—

abounding more or less in all clay soils—and
form hard compact masses, that are not separated
by years of after tillage. This mode, therefore,
to say the least, is like " burying the talent"; for
so much capital lies dormant, and neither bene-
fits the farmer or his land. Twenty-five or
thirty bushels as a first application, particularly
if aided by even a light dressing of vegetable
manure, will make a much quicker return for the
outlay.

As to the modus operandi of lime much has
been written; and various, if not conflicting

theories put forth; nor do all agree as to the
most judicious mode of application.

I consider it altogether unnecessary here, to

attempt any explanation of the chemical chan-
ges produced in the soil by its use, or to give
my own opinion on the subject, though formed
after careful observation and from years experi-
ence. To the inexperienced, however, it is of
much more importance to be informed how to

use it to the best advantage. And as previously
remarked, it is of still less consequence, how,
or when applied, so that it is done.

Lime will act very beneficially, as ] know from
experience, on stiff tenacious clays, and so near
a stale of sterility as scarcely to re-produce the
seed sown on them. But if used under such
circumstances, and without the aid of any kind
of manure, considerable time must elapse be-

fore much amelioration of the soil need be ex-

pected.

Theory without practice, does not often carry

muchweightwitl.it; and on the mind of the

farmer, generally speaking, it acts with less force

perhaps than with most other classes in the

community ; for unless an array of facte, or

good evidence, is adduced to inspire confidence,
be is slow to change; the more so, when he.

knows that even a partial failure in a single
crop, from experimenting, will be sensibly lelt

in his slender income, and perhaps for a year to

come. This feeling, to a certain extent at least,

is all right and proper; for experiments, to lest

any new theory, are best undertaken on a limit-

ed scale: time may be lost thereby, but money
may be saved in the end.

I will now briefly give some account of the
practiad operation of my theory. My first ap-
plication of lime to any extent, was two hundred
bushels, mostly air slaked, hauled six miles, and
applied to four acres; just broken up for a corn
crop, and harrowed in. This portion of the
field particularly, was so thoroughly exhausted
by previous bad management, that the yield in

corn was only some five or six bushels to the

acre ; nor was the crop sensibly increased by
the lime. As the main object in cultivation was
to set the field in grass, the corn was followed
by a crop of small grain, and a liberal supply of
clover and timothy seed, and plaster; the latter
producing no visible effect whatever; and near-
ly all the grass seeil perished, leaving the surface
as bare as before. But before the field again
came in course for cultivation, the good effect of
the lime was so evident by the growth of white
clover—a new variety in that vicinity— that I was
encouraged to lime the whole field containing
about twelve acres, and also including this four
acres; put on as before, just after breaking up
for corn. The crop on this portion, was increa-
sed fully five to six fold, over that adjoining, and
but recently limed ; thus liberally paying all ex-
penses, and has continued ever smce to produce
profitable crops. Plaster now acts on it with
marked effect. The first application was made
some eighteen to nineteen years since ; and to
test the durability of lime, these four acres have
been kept for experiment, and without the addi-
tion of other manure; except a portion intended
for still further experiment. About two acres
were sown in broadcast corn, with two hundred
pounds Peruvian guano— then followed wheat
on the four acres, and with two hundred
pounds guano to the acre, leaving two lands
without guano.

The corn was materially benefitted by the gu-
ano ; but the wheat was not benefitted by the
previous application of it, though it was nearly
or quite doubled, over the two lands left without
any guano: the wheat was harvested two years
since

; and no one could now point out by the
growth ol clover, uniformly good on the whole,
and equally limed, which portion had and which
had no guano— the conclusion is, that the " reno-
vating " effects of lime, are thus far, ten times
as durable as guano; how much longer, remains
to be seen.

Some nine or ten years since, I determined to
reclaim an adjoining field, at whatever cost. I

was told long previous by one of my neighbors
who sold his farm and removed to the West, in
order to settle on better land, that the attempt
would be futile; or, if it ever was made produc-
tive, it would cost a great deal more than the
land was worth. The prospect was forbidding

;

for the larger portion was as much reduced as
could be, by shallow tillage, no manure, no
grass seed sown, and constant washing, even to
gullies, and producing little else than running
briars, It was broken up in the fall and winter,
to a much greater depth than it was ever plough-
ed before ; sixty bushels of quick lime to the
acre were applied in the spring, the ground well
harrowed and planted in corn; such portions as
required it, having been well under-drained—
some two to three acres—and which were about
the amount that produced any thing of a crop,
or that more than paid the expense of plough-
ing. A crop of oats and grass seed followed

;

as it was not considered worth the trouble and
expense to put in a crop of wheat, on two-thirds
of the field. After six or seven years, the same
field again coming in course, exactly the i

plan was pursued, as to ploughing and b
hut rather increasing the depth than other-
wise.

The crop of corn though injured by the bud
worm, was good—enabling me to do, what I had
rarely, or never done before, sell from one-fourth
to one-half of the crop. Oats followed on about
two-thirds of the field, with some five or six
bushels of bones to the acre, and wheat on the
balance, with guano; both heavy crops, and
lodging over the greater part of the field. Then
followed a wheat crop on the whole; manured
as much as possible from the barn yard, and on
the balance a light dressing of guano of some
eighty to one hundred pounds to the acre.

The average yield of the field, was over thirty-

three bushels to the acre.

These results are attained with certainty; for
every field and lot are accurately surveyed, and
the contents noted on the plat of the farm ; and
the product of this field was kept separate,
threshed, anil measured by itself. The greater
portion suffered from the drought early last year

;

and the harvesting was badly done, owing to the
fallen and tangled slate of the grain from a
storm about the time of ripening; but 1 have no
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doubt, several contiguous acres might Iiave been

selected on liie lowest ground (the portion under-

drained) on which the yield was over forty bu-

shels to the acre.* This season, the same field

yielded the heaviest crop of grass 1 ever harvest-

ed ; and even on what was originally the poorest

part, there is now a luxuriant crop of second

growth clover, and intended for seed, that is

lodging over the whole extent. We will esti-

mate the profit and loss by figures :

To 60 bushels of lime, cost at the kiln,

16 cents

Seven years interest, (though it paid

in pasture in less time,)

Sixty bushels of lime, cost at the

kiln, 12i cents

Three years interest

Six bushels ground bones, at 50 cts.,

One hundred pounds guano (African)

$27 48
CONTRA.

By 33 bushels of wheat, average

price sold at 1 31 $43 23
Estimate increase of corn crop,

at least 6 barrels, at $2, (and

entirely owing to the lime,) 12 00
Estimate increase of oat crop,

20 bushels, at 40 cents (en-

tirely owing to lime,) 8 00

Estimate increase of hay, one
ton, (entirely owing to lime,) 10 00

Estiuiute value of clover seed,

(for there would have been
none without the lime,) 1£

bushel, at $4, 6 00 79 23

$9 60
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tant from the designated point ; llie assistant,

, having the staff, with a moveable target, ami also
'
a bundle of stakes, some two to three feet long,

places one in the ground, and by its side raises

the staff anil moves tlie target Up or down, to

range with the sight from the level : the target

is then raised six inches and confined by a screw
;

the ass'stant walks seventeen steps, and raises
%

his staff: the operator, by merely turning hid

level, and not otherwise varying its position,

' soon determines the point (or the second stake,

by the assistant moving the staff" backwards or
- forwards, (keeping his distance from the first

stake) until the target again ranges with the

level ; then set another stake, and raising the

target six inches at each station, throughout the

field. One position for the level, if selected with

judgment, will serve for eight or ten sights; they

should be taken in advance, and on or near the

supposed line of the furrow. With a little prac-

tice the levelling is done very expeditiously, anil

by any person of ordinary capacity. When
ready for the plough, the leveller walks before

it, (the ploughman guided by his steps) picks up
the stakes as they are reached—and if necessary

by much inequality in the land— varies the line

a little between the stakes, still more to preserve

• the level.

This gives a uniform escape for all surplus
• water, with a regular fall of about one foot in

the hundred. My experience has proved, that if

• the furrows are not too far apart, (one for each
fall of five to six feet will generally suffice) they

effectually prevent washing; and the. gradual

descent of water does not form gullies. They
are made directly after seeding wheat—are as

'carefully attended to as the seeding itself—and
remain open until the land is again broken up.

They are valuable on all lands liable to wash,

and have materially aided in my efforts in

* " renovating worn-out lands." All the unsight-

ly "gullies and galled places" have disappeared.

Rotation of crops.—This is also a subject of
importance; and it is also one on which much
u.versity of opinion exists. Nothing short of the

concurrent testimony of a neighborhood will es-

tablish one plan as the best: yet in another, a
different one has equally strong advocates : for

in some sections of the country "the three field

shift" is preferred—-in another, five, and a third

will adopt the six or seven field relation. Dif-

ferent •' localities," and other circumstances, may
perhaps afford good grounds for this varie-

ty of opinion. But as a genoMl rule, it is be-

lieved that where the latter mode is adopted, or

Marly so, other circumstances being equal, the

funning is better done, is more profitable, and
the lands are more permanently if not more ra-

pidly improved : close pasturing, and "renovat-
ing worn-out lands" may do in theory, but are

not very likely to succeed in practice. The
Seven field rotation certainly admits of a better

opportunity to benefit by the aid of the artificial

(Brasses ; and whenever they can be successfully

invoked, the good work is moro than half ac-

complished.
Before taking leave of my readers, the majority

i of whom perhaps are engaged in agricultural

pursuits, I would again briefly recur to the im-
portant subject of manures—one of scarcely less

moment to the tiller of the soil, than is the mar-
iner's compass to the tempest-tossed sailor— for

iWaiuly to their agency in some form or other,

must we be indebted Cor success in the "renova-
tion of worn-out lands." My preference, as may
have been seen, is given to lime over all others,

when an expenditure of the Blender resources of
lite farm is devoted to this object ; anil although
it is not a panacea to cure all the ills incident to

the calling, nor will it, like the fiibled Satyr,

•
" blow hoi and cold with the same breath," yet on
all soils to which I have seen it applied—from
.the stiffest clays to the blowing sands— does it

appear to be a renovator in a greater or less de-
gree : the one it will lighten and mellow, while
the other is rendered uioie compact and more

. retentive of moisture. I would therefore strong-
fy advise the use of lime, as decidedly the most
efficient and durable agent for improving most
kinds of soils. If its action may be considered
comparatively slow, it is sure in iis fertilizing

effects; and will generally in the end, prove also

to be the most economical whenever it can be
obtained at a reasonable price.

The three kinds of " bought manures" mosl
extensively in use in this State for improving our
worn-out lands (plaster of course excepted)
might be classed somewhat like the following :

lime for the landlord, guano for the tenant, and
ground bones lor both. All maybe used to profit

under favorable circumstances; but they are be-

lieved to differ materially in their relative values,

in proportion to the amount of money usually

expended, if the improvement of the land is a

primary object with the husbandman.

Experience, however, in this, as well as in

most other things, is the best teacher
;
provided

we do not pay too dear for it. And without in-

tending in the least degree to check the energy
and spirit of agricultural improvement, now so

widely extending, I would venture a caution to

those who have but little money to expend for

the purchase of high priced manures, to do il

rather for such as are known to be durable; and
which will eventually be the most certain to re-

turn both principal and interest. I feel confident
that all I have expended for lime, has been re-

turned in the increased product of the soil ; and
with nearer six times six than six per cent, inter-

erst. If the market value of the land has not

been enhanced in equal proportion (most proba-
bly the case) it certainly has not deteriorated any
in quality.

As remarked at the beginning of my essay, no
exclusive method of improvement is alike suited

to all locations and circumstances; but I trust a

plan is submitted that will very generally suc-
ceed if persevered in; it will not only make the
grain but the grass grow ; and will at the same
time, effectually " Renovate worn-out Lands."

EDWARD STABLER.
Harewood, 8th mo. 28, 1K43.

The Withering Leaves.

BI T. BUCHANAN READ.

The summer is gone and the autumn is here,
And the flowers are strewing their earthly bier;
A dreary tnist o'er the woodland swims,
While rattle the nuts from the windy limbs

;

From bough t i bough the squirrels run
At the noise of the hunter's echoing gun,
And the partridge flies where my footstep heaves
The rustling drifts of the withering leaves.

The flncks pursue their southern flight

—

Some all the day and some all night;
And up from the wooded marshes come
The sounds of the pheasants' feathery drum.
On the highest bough the mourner crow
Bits in Ins funeral suit of wo

—

All naiuie mourns—and my spirit grieves
At the noise of my feet in the withering leaves.

Oh ! I sigh for tlie days that have passed away,
When my life like tile year had its season of May

;

When the world was all sunshine and beauty" and
truth,

And the dew bathed my feet in the valley of youth f

Then my heart felt its wings, and no bird of the sky
Sang over tlie flowers more joyous than I.

Hut Youth is a fable—and Beauty del eives ;

—

I'oi my footsteps are loud in the withering leaves.

And I sigh for the time when the reapers at morn
I'a down from the hill at the sound of the horn

—

tir whan dragging the rake, I followed thejn out.
While fliey tossed the light sheaves with their laugh-

ter about

;

Through the field, with boy dating, barefooted Iran,
But the stubbles foresleolowed Ihe path of the man 1

Now the uplands of life lie all barren of sheaves

—

While my footsteps are loud in the withering leaves.

A Good Mother.—She is a good mother who
brings up her children to work ; to work in the

kitchen, if you please. We shall never have

good puddings and pies, chowders and I'rickasees,

while the ladies are taught that it is a disgrace to

learn to cook. The time may not come when
the daughters of wealth shall be obliged to take

their stand in the kitchen, but should they not

know how to bake and wash ? What is a young
woman lit fur, to a fanner or mechanic especial-

ly, whose mother allows her to lie in bed till ten

o'clock, and who, when she rises, sings a song
or two, and sits down to the last new novel ?

She may answer for the wife of a wealthy fop;

ami a miserable life, miserable indeed, will she

live. Far belter for her, no mailer what her

condition may be, if she be brought up to work.

ff,/^ Raisins, ami other Malaga fruit, fresh and

good, of this season's growth, are plenty in the

Boston market.

From the Maine Farmer.

Pickling or Preserving Beef.

The mode of preserving beef in salt is very
simple, and consists in putting in sufficient salt
to absorb the juices of the beef. The beef,
however, should be perfectly sweet and good,
when packed down. We last spring published
the rule adopted by the butchers and packers
of beef in Brighton, and other towns in Massa-
chusetts, as required by the laws of that Slate.
Some think that in the mode there directed,
viz: by using dry suit alone, too much of (he
juices of the meat become absorbed or ex-
hausted by the salt, and the meat is rendered too
dry; anil hence they add pickle or brine, made
by dissolving salt in water.

Dr. Cooper recommends, in Willieh's Do-
mestic Encyclopedia, the following mode, viz :

If the meat be intended for family use, and lo
be used in two or three months, take, of water,
one gallon; salt, nineteen ounces; saltpetre,
one ounce and a half; sugar, half a pound ; if

a teaspoon lul of Cayenne pepper be added lo
each gallon of pickle, it will increase the pre-
serving power. Enough of the above pickle
should be made to cover the beef when packed
down.
He also says that having killed an ox in the

middle of August, at nine o'clock in the evening,
it was cut up at three o'clock in the. morning.
The pieces were rubbed with a mixture of ten
parts of salt ami one part of saltpetre, and then
packed into a barrel.

A brine was then made of one and one-half
pound of salt ; two ounces of saltpetre, and half
an ounce of common pepper, to the gallon of
water, dissolved over ihe fire, and vvhen the
beef was all packed in the barrel, it was pour-
ed on boiling hot. This prevented and de-
stroyed all fly-blows. In a week, the pieces
were taken out, dried and wiped; the pickle
was boiled over again, scummed, and again
poured boiling hot upon the beef when unpack-
ed. The process answered the purpose com
pletely.

We should not like the trouble of unpack-
ing and repacking so often, but as the weather
was warm, perhaps it might be the safest
mode.

In one of the earliest volumes of the Ameri-
can Farmer, a method of pickling beef was re-
commended, which some of our friends tried at
the time, with success. We publish it below,
but do not see ihe necessity of using the alkali
there recommended. It seems to us, although
we have never tried it, that the ley or alkali
would have eiiher a tendency to change the
chemical nature of the salt, or combine with
the fatty portions of the beef. The writer com-
mences as follows: The beef, as soon as the
butcher has finished dressing it, should be bung
in a cool place, anil become thoroughly cool to
the marrow; then cut it up, and cleanse every
piece from blood, &c, in pure cold water; then
iet the pieces intended for heavy beef, the bris-
kets, &c, be lightly rubbed with blown sail, and
laid in a pickle tub, that has been nicely clean-
sed ; on these lay the rest, the thickest' pieces
first, till all to be pickled are snugly packed in.

If the weather will permit it, the beef will bo
tenderer and nicer by being suffered lo bang
two or three days in quarters, or to remain
twenty-four boms in the pickle tub, before Ihe
pickle is poured on to it.

Take twelve or fourteen gallons of pure water,
(if not pure, make it so by boiling well after
the salt has been put in, and taking off the
scum as it rises,) and stir in good blown salt
till it produces a brine that will bear up an egg.
The tlay before the salt ami water are put to-
gether, put on a pot of pure water, into which
put clean vvrfbd ashes, and boil till they produce
a ley thut feels a little slippery between >ht>

thumb and finger
; put this ley away until the

next day to settle ; it will then look like pure
water. Measure one gallon of this ley, and
pour it into ihe salt and water, after thai has
been made to the proper strength ; or if you
boil, put in the ley directly after boiling. Also
put in, at the same lime, four ounces of saltpe
lie, beat line, ami one pound of brown sugar or
a pint of molasses. Stir the ingredients well
together, and let them stand till next day ; then
carefully skim off every thing that has risen, and
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pour this pickle on the packed beef. The beef

ought to have on it a barrel heading or circular

piece of wood to fit the size of the pickle tub, so

as to just move up and down, and on this piece

of wood put a flat, heavy, clean stone, to keep

all down snug in pack, and the pickle ought to

cover the beef completely, and remain well

above the top piece. In pouring the pickle on,

do it carefully and steadily, and reject any sedi-

ment that may appear at the bottom of the ves-

sel in which you have made it. In butchering

and handling the meat, attention should be paid,

in every part of the process, to perfect neatness

and cleanliness.

The above quantity of pickle is sufficient for

five hundred pounds of beef. Boiling the salt

and water is the safest, especially if the pickle

be made befoie the end of November.
If the above chapter on picklea enlightens our

friend in any degree, and will have the effect of

preserving his pickled beef in future, we shall

be sati.-fied.

Perhaps some of our readers can give di-

rections for salting and curing beef and pork,

much more simple and equally as effectual

as those above enumerated ; if so, we should

be happy to hear from them on this subject.

<£l)c bisitor.

CONCORD, N. H., OCTOBER 31, 1848.

Essay on Worn-out Lands.

We have copied into the Visitor the Prize Es-

say which received the premium of one hundred

dollars from the editor of the American Farmer

as the best article on the "Renovation of Worn-

out Lands." This essay must be taken by the

New England reader with all the allowance of

the difference of soil between the middle ami

the northern States.

Our experience is daily teaching us the beau-

tiful truth, that our most sterile worn-out lands

may be restored with far less trouble and ex-

pense than has generally been sup|>osed ; and

that our lightest silicious worn-out lands—worn

out because they are sooner exhausted than te-

nacious clay lands—may be made the most pro-

fitable and easy of cultivation.

Mr. Stabler, in our belief, does not give the

fine importance to the deep moving of the soil

as the more material point in renovating worn-

out lands. It is a lallacy to suppose that deeper

moving of the soil requires a greater quantity of

manure than superficial ploughing. The higher

the stimulant upon light soil where the plough

has done little more than skim the surface, in

the first appearance of drought under a hot sun,

the quicker will be the destruction of the vege-

table growth at first" facilitated by the greater

power of the manure. The same ground deeper

stirred might sustain the blades of corn or grain

until the season of maturity for the grain itself.

We have seen the grasses drying up where the

ground has been shallow ploughed, while along

a trench near by or ditch throwing up the sub-

soil of the same ground, the burthen of grass

was four or six times as large.

The mineral manures, as ashes, mail, plaster

and lime, coming to the aid of the common sta-

ble or barn manures, will have the greater effect

upon the deeper cultivated soil. Upon almost

every kind of land one and all of these mineral

manures in a series of years, sooner or later, will

have their due operation: if they are not much

felt in the first year, they will be sure to work

well ill the ground afterwards.

Lime is not used in the North as freely as it

is in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Maryland,

perhaps, because limestone is not common in

this part of the country : it would be a low price

to obtain water-slaked lime fifty miles from the

seaboard of New England for twenty cents the

bushel. Lime is used in the middle States by

laying it off on the ground in piles and spread-

ing it in quantity of many bushels to the acre.

We have seen it nowhere used in the northern

States in this way. Indeed as yet very little

lime as manure seems to be used here at all: it

is considered by many to be of little value—by
others to be much too expensive to be used as

manure.

The editor of the Visitor is using at this time

in the creation of his compost heaps, lime, ashes

and salt. Leached ashes cost six cents the bu-

shel—unleached ashes (not from the best hard

wood) cost ten cents—salt is procured at thirty-

three cents the bushel. We are making our

manure to be used on subsoiled plains-land next

spring from these materials added to crude black

muck taken from a rich bed. Twenty loads of

this composition to the acre, aided by two hun-

dred pounds of guano mixed in a like quantity

of ground plaster, sowed over the ground and

harrowed in, will be the basis of our preparation

for a twenty acre potato field already prepared

in this last week of October in more than half

of the labor for the next year. This potato

field, if planted before the fifteenth of May next,

we would warrant free from rot at a premium of

two per cent, on the cost of labor and manure
and we will warrant further, under the subsoil

stirring of the ground to the depth of fifteen

inches, that the drought of next summer will not

so soon affect this land as it will the shallow

ploughed land of our hardpan rocky grounds

where corn and potatoes are usually planted.

Otir prepared ground is of the lightest pine

plain of the upper terrace along the Merrimack

river, seventy-five feet above the common inter-

vale level. When this land shall have received

its first due quantity of compost such as we aie

preparing for it in two and three years applica-

tion, it may be made sure for a three or four

shift rotation forever, with at least as much profit

from the amount of labor and extent of manure

as any other equal number of acres. Our rota-

tion for this land after the first preparatory

course would be, the first year Indian corn or

potatoes— second, oats, barley or winter rye, in

all cases accompanied with the earlier red clover

sowed with a bushel of ground plaster to the

acre

—

third and perhaps a fourth year, pasturage

or mowing: the same shift to be pursued ad in-

finitum. The yield of hay to the acre for the

first year will be at least two tons— the plough-

ing in either fall or spring of the second growth

of clover will almost equal a common coating of

manure, so that in the second course much less

manure will suffice fur the largest crops than

was called for in the first preparation. Two
acres of this clover will suffice for the pasturage

of the best milch cow through the summer.

The cost of lime is too great for its application

in this part of the country as recommended in

Mr. Stabler's essay. It may be, when we come
to bring down lime from Orford, Haverhill and

Lisbon by railroads running into those towns

where the best of limestone is inexhaustible,

that lime may be produced here as cheap as it is

in Jersey or Maryland : until then we cannot ob-

tain it cheap enough to be spread in heaps as a

stimulant or for the melioration of the ground.

We content ourselves each year with the pur-

chase of some twenty-five or thirty casks of

Thouiaston lime (the casks lessened in size

down to little more than two bushels in the stone

unslakened) at from $1 10 to $1 25 per cask ii,-'

eluding transport. This lime is slakened and

placed over successive layers of muck to assist

in the work of speedy decomposition at first, aivLj

afterwards to do the work which lime is suppo-

sed to do in giving stamina to vegetation wheif-i

it is absent from the soil, and preventing the

operation of blight and rust in various vegeta-

bles. The salt laid over an extensive compost"

pile last of all the materials, prevents the pile

from severe and solid freezing in the winter, and-'

afterwards does much the same kind of work in

the ground as the lime. Our good salt costs leys

than half a cent per lb.: it may come seventy-five,

miles from the seaboard at a price still less win n

the railroad transport shall be reduced to it

minimum price.

Now, although some of our more careful ami'

perhaps more economical neighbors look upoiij

us as guilty of waste in mixing good salt and

lime with black vegetable mud which we have

found in great profusion near our planting

grounds; yet after the use of lime, especially

more or less for the last eight years, in these

moderate quantities, we are quite confident thatt

our course has been that in which the best ma-

nure for our land is made or procured at the

cheapest rale. We are succeeding upon the.

lighter pine plain lands by the methods we arci.

pursuing even beyond our highest expectations.
'

If we live and can pursue the business of farm-,'

ing for five years to come with no less zeal an44|

enthusiasm than the zeal and enthusiasm of ihe^L

last five years, we think we shall demonstrate!

beyond question that the farmers of New H.h.i
|

shire may be as profitably engaged in renovating

their poorest lands as by removing a long dis-

tance to find richer lands which may be started J

in cultivation at little expense.

The bold Yeomanry of England were the!'

fathers generally of whatever is valuable in thew

British iuslitutions: the morality of true libert;;lt

came to us from Great Britain through the tillers"

of the soil. The first settlers of New Engla:id|

were generally of the class of common tenant V(

farmers—some of them were allied to the onn-J,

ers of the soil. A British firmer of the higherl

class more than two hundred years ago wrote i\3A-

follows: we transcribe from a book printed backJ

to the year 1600 in the ancient English black

letter: a
t

"As for my household, I bring them to tl

'

order, that they always seine God before tlieirfjl

going to worke, and at their coiuming to meales. ..I

It is writen of Anthonie the Ermute, that being flj

demanded of a certain Philosopher how hell

could in the solitarie wilderuesse without an' *|

bookes, ocenpie himself in the studie of Divi?
f

tie : he answered, that the whole world serve fl

him for bookes, as a well furnished Library: in ,,

which he always read the wonderfull workmant

ship of God, which in every place stood befor Jt

his eyes. In the like sort haue I my houseiioi'uTJl

seruanls well instructed in the chiefe grounds o u

true Religion, who having to their vocation andjl

innocencie of their life, not carried away wstl T

the vaine entisements and pleasures of cittics/jf

do behold the Maiestie of God in his wor'ne:

and honour the Creatour in his creatures, no I

only upon Sundayes, but every day it) the ytere/

where they may also heare the litlle birds am

other creatures in their kiudes, setting out tin;

glory and Maiestie of God."
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Crops in Europe for 1848.

Of the wheat crop in Great Britain and Ire-

land, the Mark Lane Express of Sept. 25th, 1848,

says—"The yield is not any where large, and

taking the kingdom collectively, the deficiency

will in ull probability prove rather serious. Un-

der these circumstances, and considering the

extent of the failure in the potato crop, the com-

paratively quiet state of the corn trade appears

at the first view somewhat singular; hut when

matters arc investigated a little closer, the want

of activity may he readily accounted for.

The modifications which have within the last

few years taken place in the corn laws, and the

rapid approach of the time when oidy a nominal

duly is to he levied (1st February 184 (J) have

placed this country in c|uite a new position ; and

it has not yet been ascertained how prices may

range when all restriction on importations shall

have been withdrawn. If the harvest had heen

as unfavorable on the Continent of Europe and

in America as in this country, it might have he-

come difficult for Great Britain to have obtained

the requisite supplies; hut such has not heen

the case,and though our present quotations are not

high, we question whether it woidd he prudent

to enter into speculative investments at the rates

now current. There certainly appears little

prospect of any fall of consequence, and many
well-informed parties are still of opinion that

ultimately the value of bread-stuffs must go

higher; but that this feeling is not general is

sufficiently proved by the actual position of af-

fairs.

With an acknowledged defective wheat crop

both in quantity and quality, and a fa' lure of po-

tatoes to a greater or less extent in all parts of

the kingdom, so little disposition is shown either

by merchants or millers to hold stock, that the

release of so trifling a quantity of wheat out of

bond as 250,000 or 300,000 qrs. (for there is not

more probably in the kingdom than the last

named amount) has sufficed to cause a pause in

the trade ; and at most of the leading provincial

markets held since our last the tendency of

prices has been rather downward.

Potatoes, which have been for sometime past

selling at such low prices as materially to lessen

the consumption of bread, have lately risen con-

siderably in value, owing to a great falling oft' in

the supplies. Whether this has heen caused by

a scarcity of the article, or whether the fear that

they might not keep (which first caused the

growers to hurry them to market) has subsided,

we are not in a position to determine.

From Ireland we learn that a good deal of the

corn which it was at one time feared would be

greatly damaged, had been tolerably well boused :

still there is reason to conclude that wheat will

be a very indifferent crop in all parts of the is-

land, and that potatoes are as extensively affected

by the disease as in England. Indian corn is

therefore likely to he wanted, and its value has

ugain rallied of late in the Irish markets.

Holders of Indian corn on the spot, as well as

parties having cargoes on passage to offer, have

remained exceedingly firm ; an increased in-

quiry being calculated on now that potatoes have

begun to rise in price.

The Corn Trade.—The Mark Lane Express

of October 2d, in its review of the corn trade,

says—" The reports from all parts of the coun-

try agree in confirming what we have before sta-

led as to the shortness of the yield to the acre;

and though no very accurate estimate can yet be

given of the extent of deficiency, it is certain

that the crops of all articles (beans perhaps ex-

cepted) are below an average. The later kinds

of potatoes, which are now being dug up, are

also reported to turn out more extensively dis-

eased than the earlier sorts." And the same au-

thority, in the general agricultural report for

September", says:—"First in consequence we
consider the produce of the year's wheat crop.

That this has failed to some extent in some of

our generally considered favored counties—Es-

sex and Kent, for instance— is a well ascertained

fact ; and that a large portion of it has been

carted in very bad condition is equally certain.

In the western and southern parts of England,

sprouted samples of wheat are frequently to be

met with, and the yield is represented to be

barely an average one. North of the Humber,

however, as well as in most of the midland dis-

tricts—where less rain has (alien this season

than elsewhere—the wheat crop is turning out

good, both in quantity and quality." And the

conclusion at which the writer arrives is, " that

the yield for England is nearly or quite an ave-

rage."

The following are the relative prices of grain

and flour in the Mark Lane (London) market:

Shillings per Quarter.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, old. new
white, 55 to 62 48 to 58

Ditto red, 50 to 55 44 to 53

Ditto extra, 56 to 58 54 to 55

American, 46 to 54

Canada, 44 to 51

Dantzic and Koningsherg, 52 to 56

Dantzic, fine white, extra, 56 to 62

Stetten and Hamburgh, 52 to 56

Danish, 50 to 54

Rostock, Pomeranian and

Rhine, 54 to 59

Mediterranean, Odessa

and St. Petersburgh, 54 to 56

Spanish, 51 to 58

Maize, white, 36 to 38

Ditto yellow, 37 to 40

Flour, American sweet, 28 to 32

Canadia sweet, 28 to 31

Dantzic and Silesia, extra

superfine, 27 to 31

Indian corn, 35 to 36

Indian corn meal (per bhl.

196 lbs.,) 16s6tol7s5

It will he seen by the above that the English

and European production leads the American in

price and probably in quality.

The spirit of an improved agriculture is surely

awakened throughout New England, for almost

every county seems to be moving some new as-

sociation for promoting the growth and increase

of the productions of the soil. What is most

gratifying is the fact that the greater the produc-

tion of any standard article, the greater becomes

the demand for that article. We know of no

vegetable production of the present season that

may not readily find a market for cash. It would

do the readers of the Visitor good to spread be-

fore them accounts of the many societies which

had their exhibitions the present year: these so-

cieties have the good effect of collecting as in a

focus the best knowledge and experience of

some of the best agriculturists of the country :

they show the better productions, and they im-

part valuable information as to the better meth-

ods of culture. The farmer who looks only to

his own experience for information might forever

remain in ignorance of that which, with little

trouble and no risque, might be appropriated to

his great advantage. Through our agricultural

associations the best knowledge of a whole coun-

ty may be brought to bear on the general im-

provement of that neighborhood ; and from the

exhibitions of the most enterprising districts of

the United Slates, the whole country may reap

advantages beyond individual calculation.

In a former number of the Visitor, noticing a

journey of the editor in July last to the county

of Penobscot in Maine, may be remembered
what we said of the improvements on new land

made by G. W. Chamberlain, Esq. in the town

of Carmel. Mr. Chamberlain went there from

this part of New Hampshire as the agent of

some timber-speculation gentlemen who were

considered unfortunate in the high prices paid

for lands. If they were unfortunate in the tim-

ber, the Slate of Maine has certainly profited in

the opening of the country to a valuable agricul-

tural production. Mr. Chamberlain in the town

of Carmel, as the produce of his new lands

mainly cleared within the last ten years, shows

himself the champion of the premium list of his

county. For the best pair of working oxen in

the county (probably as good a pair as can be

found in New England) he received the first pre-

mium; for the best milch cow, the first premi-

um; for the best stock cow, the second premi-

um ; for the best two year old heifer, the first

premium ; for the best heifer calf, the first pre-

mium; and for the best bull calf, the first premi-

um; likewise for the best stallion, the first pre-

mium : so much for amount of the cattle and

horse kinds. If the swine come in addition—and

his crop of corn equal to last year, will he not,

show the notion to be once true, that what a

man of enterprise and action wills to do he gen-

erally may do ?

The true Political Economy.

Fully and entirely do we agree with the writer

of the following article which we find in a Bos-

ton paper where we had not been in the habit of

looking for such sentiments. There are men in

England, who in face of a most obdurate oppo-

site policy existing until lately in her govern-

ment, have been and continue to be pioneers in

every just sentiment even before the true doc-

trine is made the policy of freer governments :

such a man was the illustrious Huskisson who

lost his life some twenty years ago while stand-

ing exposed to the cars of the Manchester and

Liverpool railway. His principles have become

the policy of the British government of the pre-

sent time : after the month of February next the

duty on breadsluffs imported into England is to be

merely nominal. The doctrine there now is—

a

true doctrine every where

—

that the best prosperity

of the country will come from cheap bread:

From the Buslon Evening Transcript.

What no the People Want?—Repeal in

Ireland, Chartism in England, and Communism
in France have very naturally raised the inquiry,

What do the people want ? " They testily," says

the Liverpool Journal, "that the people are sick,

and want a cure. Why are the people sick?

Simply because they have not enough to eat:

they want more food. The food question is the

question— has been, and ever will be, the ques-

tion. The rebellion of the belly is recorded in

every nation's history." The Journal sees the

only safety-valve for existing European evil:- in

increasing the quantity of human food. On this

subject it remarks :

Apparently, modern statesmen direct their al-
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most exclusive attention to manfactures. To
tliis end we have commercial treaties, hostile

tariffs, protecting duties, and zollvereins; but

they seem to forget the all-important fact, that

110 more manufactures can be sold than there is food
to pay for them.

Exports and imports do not depend perma-
nently upon the quantity of gold and silver in the

world, but on the quantity of breadstuff's in it.

Find us the flour and vve will find you the fab-

rics ; bring in the wheat and we will send out

the twist. For instance, Great Britain exports

annually some £50,000,000 worth of produce
and manufactures. All this, except what goes to

pay for raw material, is sent for lea, sugar, food

and drink. Yet our people are not over-fed. We
are in number 27,000,000. Every one of these

millions, on an average, could consume of food

alone £5 worth a year more, and not he over-fed.

Suppose food cheaper, say each pays £2 more,
our exports would necessarily be doubled, or each
would be paid more tor what he now produces.

The extent of employment depends upon the

price of bread, and on the difficulty of pro-

curing bread depends, in reference to other
nations, the extent at once of our trade and our
population.

What, then, ought to be the object of the state ?

To give free access to the import and export of
food, and leave manufactures and commerce to

take care of themselves. Providence has made
existence, intelligence, refinement, luxury, and
peace depend solely upon the production of food

—food itself depending upon the cultivation of
land. We are bound to go forth in the will of
God, and literally conquer the earth. The test,

therefore, to be applied to all social and national

questions should be, do they tend to increase

the quantity of human food—every where?

To the owners of manufacturing establish-

ments all around us, to the artisan and mechanic

who would prosper in business, we say, you can

do nothing better than encourage the farmer to

improve his soil and increase the quantity of his

products. The growth and increase of all the

new countries of this continent with which we
have an open trade, the growth and production

of the new States of the West, taking off every

surplus article of manufacture in New England,

become an element of prosperity : with a surplus

of agricultural products to sell, new countries

can purchase and pay for manufactures of the

old: without the surplus to sell, they can buy

manufactures, but they can never pay for Ihem

But much more to the advantage of New Eng-

land capitalists engaged in manufactures will it

be to encourage farmers to increase their pro-

ducts living in their own neighborhoods. Who
ever knew a rich community of farmers thai did

not make themselves so by the surplus articles

which they bring out of the soil? and who ever

knew such a neighborhood of fanners that did

not make wealthy mechanics and even rich mer-

chants? The mere usurer may grow rich on

money at the expense of the hard labor of an

enthralled community in llie midst of which he

lives; but the curse and blight which he brings

first upon his victims usually overtakes sooner

or later both his ill-gained property and the in-

heritors of his gains.

No country can be long prosperous that has

not a prosperous agriculture. If the proceeds of

agriculture cannot pay for labor, so neither can

the proceeds of labor in other callings continue

to be prosperous. So long as we can freely ex-

port the products of the farm, we may safely

import every thing we want from abroad; and

this, so far from conflicting with or injuring our

own manufacturers and artisans, will afford them
the sure elements of their prosperity. New
England agriculture may double and Ibur-fold

its productions. Population will come in and be

supported in proportion to the increase of food

which the northern States shall produce. If

they have not the advantage of climate, they will

forever have the advantage of the nearer and

better market. The utmost facilities of trans-

port can never take away this advantage: our

farmers can always sell at the highest price be-

fore the easier distant producers can come to

the market. How can the rich prairies of the

West ever rival the highlands of New England

and New York in the productions of the dairy,

in the rearing of sheep, in the fattening of cattle,

in the crops of potatoes and apples which may
be shipped all along the coast, to the West Indies

and even to Europe? With the surplus of the

farm, New England farmers, from the choicest

brands of western flour, may always supply

themselves with the cheapest bread. If we cul-

tivate more acres we must employ more eaters:

the increase of eaters will contribute to the con-

tinued demand for the earth's surplus. In pro-

portion as more food is produced so will become

the increase of the better paying class of con-

sumers. Certain it is that whatever may be the

danger of an overplus of manufactures in

New England, she cannot for many years to come

glut the market with too much of those productions

of the earth which come into use as human food.

Great Britain and the United States.

The following table has been published of the

exports from the United States to Great Britain

during the last five years. The increase in all

articles of animal food, such a bacon, pork, but-

ter and cheese, appears absolutely astonuding;

and, looking at the prices which these articles

have nevertheless maintained in England, we are

enabled to estimate the dearness that would

have prevailed hut for the arrival of such sup-

plies.

—

London paper.
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every haulm, upon which a single leaf is affec-

ted. A quantity, however small, of the return-

ing uncarbonuted (?) Bap being capable (by cata-

lysis) of destroying the whole tuber—" A little

leaven leaveneth the whole lump."
Plants are modified by changes in the air they

breathe. A diseased leal or haulm disengages
pases which differ widely from common air.

Query: Have we not here an inference invol-

ved of some sigiiificaney ; ami hence a practical

rule of importance?

—

London Card. Chron.

Principles of Breeding.

It is generally admitted that there are two

modes or systems of improving domestic ani-

mals, viz:

J. Crossing different varieties and afterwards

breeding from the produce ; and

2. Selecting animals for propagation entirely

from one breed.

Hut within a few years, considerable contro-

versy has arisen in regard to these two modes of

breeding, anil, as often happens where discus-

sions are carried on with warmth, the parties

have in many instances urged their arguments

to extremes. On the one hand it has been

held that crossing is the oidy sale course of

breeding, while on the other it has been de-

nied that any real improvement is ever effected in

that way.

We do not advocate, exclusively, either mode,

being convinced that each has its peculiar ad-

vantages under different circumstances, and if

judiciously pursued will be productive of im-

provement. The most essential point is the

same in both systems—that is, a proper selection

of breeders. As was remarked by Prof. Sim-

monds, in his lecture before the Royal Agricul-

tural Society,—"Every improvement of breed

requires the application of the same means to

retain it which produced it ; the chief of these

is care in the selection of stock, so as to avoid a

tendency to hereditary disease [or defects.]

—

Crossing is founded on a principle just as secure

as Bakewell's system of care in selection, added

to the in-and-in system.

The great breeder above referred to, (Bake-

well,) evidently combined the system of crossing

with that of breeding from one stock ; for his

breeding animals were in the first place selected

from different breeds, but after the cross had

been carried to the desired point, he confined

his selections to his own herds or flocks. He
formed in his mind a standard of perfection for

each kind of animals, and to tins he constantly

endeavored to bring them. That he was emi-

nently successful in the attainment of his object,

cannot be denied.

But it has been said that " it cost Bakewell the

labor of a lifetime and a large fortune to estab-

lish a single breed of sheep." It' this were true,

it might be replied— if his improvements could

only be obtained at such "cost," it was lime anil

money well spent. But is the assertion correct ?

The language implies that he accomplished no-

thing else in his " lifetime " hut the improvement

of "a single breed of sheep," and that in effect-

ing this he spent "a large fortune"— both which

statements we think are erroneous. His im-

provements in animals were not confined to

sheep, but extended to horses, cattle and swine ;

in all which he produced stock superior to any

of his time, and for their several purposes it is

probable they have never been surpassed. "He
was allowed," says his biographer, "to he the

first breeder of horses of the age in which he

flourished. * * * The different nations of

Europe supplied him with materiel, and Nature

herself might have wondered at the skill he dis-

played in bringing her works to a greater degree

of perfection." In practical agriculture, his im-

provements were scarcely less remarkable, and

it has been said, that " no man, perhaps, during

the last century, did so much towards increasing

the agricultural interests of the country, as

Bakewell." " He was in advance of the age, and

we might say full half a century before any of

his neighbors. Dishley, [the name of his farm,]

was in facta school of practical agricultural re-

form."—Albany Cultivator.

The following beautiful ode was composed

for the annual celebration of the Berkshire

(Mass.) Agricultural Society, in 1823, by Wn. C.

Bryant, Esq. It may be new to some of our

readers

:

Far back in the ages

The plough with wreaths was crown'd,

The hands of kings and sages

Entwin'd the chaplet round
;

'Till men of spoil

Disdain'd the toil

By which the world was nourish'd,

And blood and pillage were the soil

In which their laurels flourish'd.

Now the world her fault repairs,

The guilt that stains her storv
j

And weeps her crimes amid the careH

That form'd her earliest glory.

The proud throne shall crumble.

The diadem shall wane,

The tribes of earth shall humble

The pride of those who reign
;

And war shall lay

ills pomp away
;

The fame that heroes cherish,

The glory earn'd in deadly fray,

Shall fade, decay, and perish.

Honor waits, o'er all the earth,

Through endless generations,

The art that calls the harvests forth,

And feeds the expectant nations.

Ayrshire Cattle.

The district in Scotland, where these cattle

have their home, has a moist and mild climate,

and a soil which Mr. Youatt pronounces suitable

to render it the finest dairy country in Scotland,

if not in Great Britain. This breed of cattle

having been bred for the dairy, for a long time

under such circumstances, has become celebra-

ted, both in Great Britain and in the United

States, for those purposes, and importations of

these have been made of late, with a view of

testing them in this country.

Some of the characteristics of the Ayrshire

cow arc thus stated by Mr. Youatt

:

"The qualities of a cow are of great impor-
tance. Tameness and docility of temper greatly

enhance the value of a milch cow. Some de-

gree of hardiness, a sound constitution, and a

moderate degree of life and spirits, are qualities

to be wished for in a dairy cow, and what those

of the Ayrshire generally puss< BS, The most

valuable quality which a dairy cow can possess

is, that she yields much milk, and that of a bnt-

yraceous or caseous nature, and that, after she
has yielded very large quantities of milk for sev-

eral years, she shall he as valuable lor beef as

any other breed of cows known ; her fat

shall be much more mixed through the whole
Besh, and she shall fatten faster than any other.

They are deep in the carcass, hut not round
and ample, and especially not so in the loins

ami haunches. Some however have suspected,

ami not without reason, that an intention to tin

shape and beauty, anil an attempt to produce fat

and sleeky cattle, which may be admired at the

show, has a tendency to improve what is only
their second point— their quality as grazing cat-

tle—and that at the hazard or the certainty of
diminishing their value as milkers.
The quantity of milk yielded by the Ayrshire

cow is, considering her size, very great. Five
gallons daily, for two or ihree mouths alter calv-
ing, may he considered as not more than an ave-
rage quantify. Three gallons daily will he given
for the next three months, and one gallon and a
half during the succeeding four months. This
would amount to more than 850 gallons; hut,
allowing for some unproductive cows, 600 gal-
lons per year may he considered as ihe av-
erage quantity obtained annually from each
cow.
The quality of the milk is estimated by the

quantity of butter or cheese that it will yield.

Three gallons and a half of this milk will yield
about a pound of butter, country weight, or a
pound and a half avoirdupois ; and when one
gallon of water i? added to four of milk, the
butter-milk is worth to the farmer, or will sell at

2 d. per gallon. An Ayrshire cow, therefore,
may be reckoned to yield" 257 English pounds of
butter per annum, or about five pounds per
week all the year round, beside the value of the
butter-milk and her calf.

When the calculation is formed, according to
the quantity of cheese that is usually produced,
the following will he the result : twenty-eight
gallons of milk, with the cream, will yuld a
stone (twenty-four pounds) of sweet milk "cheese,

or 514 pounds avoirdiij ois per annum, beside
the whey and the call!

This is certainly an extraordinary quantity of
butter and cheese, and fully establishes the repu-
tation ot the Ayrshire cow, so far as the dairy is

concerned."

Of the success of these animals since they

were imported into this country, we find some
very satisfactory evidence in the last Journal of

Agriculture, published at Albany, N. Y.

:

"Mr. Geo. Randall, of New Bedford, in a let-

ter to the writer of this, speaking of one of his

Ayrshire cows, says: 'On the 7th of October,
1844, the cream taken from six quarts of her
(Medal) milk, made one pound and nine ounces

offresh butler, which is, 1 think, a thing unheard
of before. I put a certificate into the hand of
the chairman of the committee on cows, signed
by three young ladies that saw the whole pro-
cess of setting the milk, taking off the cream,
and making the butter. 1 saw the butter weigh-
ed the second time, believing there had been
some mistake in the weighing, hut found there
had not. (A Dearborn balance was used.) I

will add that Medal had not tasted a panicle of
meal or grain of any kind, and nothing hut hay,
and grass, and water, from the time she arrived
in the United Slates to the time the butter was
made.'

We have now in our possession a cow, got by
the Ayrshire hull improved by the Massachusetts
Society for Promoting Agriculture, imported in

18117 : from eight quarts of her milk we obtained
one pound of butter. She calved about six
weeks ago, and now fills a common sized pail

night and morning. We have several that will

give from sixteen to twenty quarts per day.

It is conceded we believe, that the Ayrshire
cows will yield as much milk in proportion to

their size and the food consumed, as any other
breed, and that they produce an unusual quantity
of rich cream.

While on a \isit to Boston, a few years since,

we hud the pleasure of viewing the Ayrshire
cows imported by Mr. Cushing, as well as those
more recently imported hy Gapt. Geo. Randall,
oi New Bedford. Being desirous of obtaining
ihe opinion of Mr. Haggerston, the then malinger
of .Mr. Cusliing's firm, we addressed him on the
subject, and ihe following is Ids reply :

'I will with pleasure give you my experience
of the A\ rehire stock. As milkers they are quite
equal to [lie best native stock I have ever seen,
and for years we procured the last native cows
that could he found, without regard to price; for
some of which we paid as high as two hundred
dollars, which was not for fancy, hut was consid-
ered the actual worth of the animals for their

milking qualities, Inn have found at all limes of
Ihe year, when the cows were in full milk, ihe

Ayrshires were the best, and whenever we have
kept an account of milk given for a length of
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time from a native cow and an Ayrshire, the

Ayrshire invariably held out the best. This I

consider one of their best qualities. Another

good quality they have, the progeny are as good

as the parents in all cases. Our heifers have

proved as good for milk as their mothers, and

this has also been the case with those which Mr.

Gushing lias given near home. I know at least

twenty of them, that last season fully developed

their milking qualities ; and the owners all say

that they are the best cows they have ever own-
ed ; many of them have milk farms, with large

stocks of cows. We all know this is far from

the case with the native stock, for usually the

best milking cows produce very inferior milking

daughters.'

Alter taking all things into consideration, con-

tinues Mr. H., ' I have come to this positive con-

clusion, that the Ayrshire slock, for milkers, are

superior to natives

:

1st. In all cases of fair trial between natives

and Ayrshire stock, as to quantity and quality of

milk for making butter, that has come under

my observation, the Ayrshire has proved the

best.

2d. The Ayrshire are more docile and much
less apt to be unruly, in regard to fence break-

ing.

3d. The Ayrshires ate equally hardy and

healthy, and will give more milk on short feed

than the natives.

4th. The Ayrshires are decidedly the hand-

somest animals, and most pleasing to the eye.

5th. In breeding from llie Ayrshires you can

depend upon the young stock. I have (bund

them in all cases equal to their parents—I mean
tlic tic i Icrs.

lu 1837, Mr. R. D. Shepherd, of Baltimore,

imported some Ayrshire cattle, and the following

is the account given of them, when first import-

ed, by the editor of the American Farmer:

' We were first ushered into the apartment in

which Mr. Shepherd's Ayrshires were stalled.

On the north range stood two 3-year olds, who
had but a few days previous given birth to their

first calves; and although from our acquaintance

with the history of their breed—although we
knew they were the pride and boast of the place

of their nativity—candor obliges us to declare

that they far more than realized our most san-

guine expectations of their peculiar excellence.

England is justly proud of her Durhams, Dev-

ons, and her Herefoids; and Scotland, with an

ambition equally well placed, reposes her claim

to pre-eminence in the Ayrshires. Cows, it is

well known, do not attain the height of their ca-

pacity for secreting milk until they have borne

their third calve. Here were two 3-year olds,

with their first calves, with udders possessing a

volume so potent as to create a suspicion of their

age, if the ring about their horns and the certifi-

cate of pedigree had not settled the point. That

were we surprised is natural ; for although we
have, in our day, seen many, very many, fine

young cows with their firstlings, we certainly

never had seen any thing that could compare
with these. In answer to an inquiry which we
made of him, the cowherd assured us that one

of them gave twenty quarts a day, and the other

twenty-four quarts.'"

The Ayrshire cow is described as a small

but beautiful animal ; adapted to districts where

the feed is short, and soil and climate demand a

hardy animal.

—

Mhamj Cultivator.

Not being able to purchase and own full blood

cattle of the best imported breeds, we content

ourselves with raising cows and oxen from the

mixed breeds participating of the blood of our

best native cattle. Curious as they are success-

ful in all practical results, the Shaker brethren

succeed in obtaining the best cattle. We saw

lately at the first Canterbury family cows of the

mixed breeds which had yielded fourteen pounds

of butter per week ; and we offered sixteen dol-

lars for a heifer calf of last spring from one of

these cows to be delivered this fall at the closing

up of field grazing. We have an Ayrshire bull

of more than three-fourths blood from Air. Web-

ster's full blood bidl at Franklin: this animal

came from a heH'er half Ayrshire belonging to

Mr. Horace Noyes, and as a calf at the last cat-

tle show in this county of seven months old ob-

tained a premium. The mother is twenty-two

months only the elder of the bull ; and two fine

calves six weeks old from heifers twenty-six

months old, are the progeny of the male now
only twenty months old—making three genera-

lions from the birth of the first female in less

than forty months ! Our hull calf of last year has

the growth already of a large cow at full age.

Ha I we not been called away in a distant jour-

ney on no very pleasant business, it would have

given the editor of the Visitor great pleasure to

exhibit him along with the two heifers and their

calves at the October Agricultural Exhibition at

Fishersville for the County of Merrimack.

Cause of the Potato Rot.

Messrs. Editors of the Boston Cultivator

:

As I have observed of late that there has

been much speculation upon the subject of the

potato disease, I have thought that I would give

you my opinion in relation to that subject, or

what I believe to be the cause-or the origin of

the disease. I therefore took much pains the

last season to ascertain the fact. I was unsuccess-

ful in my attempts until the latter part of the

season, when on passing through my potato

fields, I discovered a small black speck upon the

plant, which I found upon my near approach
darted off. I immediately provided myself with

a microscope, and by carefully approaching the

plant, 1 was able to view the insect with the

glass, which I found to he a very small bug. 1

also found that he fed upon the green part of the

leaf, leaving the fibre. The leaf being attacked

by eight or ten of these bugs would soon be di-

vested of all the green part, leaving, as I have
said, nothing but the fibre. I also found that by

the loss of the green part of the leaf the stem
became overcharged with sap, causing it to wilt

and die, and finally, fall from the main stock.

The stalk being thus divested of all its leaves

woidd. like the stem of the leaf, become over-

charged with sap, die, and finally dry entirely

up. The stalk being gone, the potato, like the

stalk, had too much sap before it had arrived at

maturity, and hence the rot. I would further

state, that being in the neighborhood of Portland

a few days after I made this discovery of the bug
in my fields, I then took occasion to examine
some of the fields, and there found the same
bug destroying the plants, as in this place.

Now I think if the farmers and others inter-

ested will patiently wait until another year, they

will discover to their satisfaction the true origin

or cause of the potato disease, ami I fear too that

they will have greater cause to complain of the

power of this smallest of insects, as I found after

this discovery, that he had not confined his rava-

ges entirely to the potato plant: he had also

made his appearance upon the grape vine and
other plants of the garden.

Fours very respectfully.

Lowell, Nov. 23, 18+6.

Lowell, Oct. 5, 1648.

Dear Sir:—Agreeably to your request I send

the above copy of the communication which I

alluded to when you were at my house. I have

delayed forwarding the above copy in order that

1 might also forward you a copy of the commu-
nication which appeared in the Family Visitor

about six or eight weeks since, describing a

small flat green insect apparently carrying its

tilth upon its back, and represented as being

very destructive to the potato plant, by feeding

upon the green part of the leaf and thereby de-

stroying the potato plant, and superinducing the

rot.

1 discovered the insects as described by the

aid of a magnifying glass. The paper alluded

to above has been mislaid and lost. In addition

to the above, you will also find upon the leaf of

the potato, a small green insect which like the

others, prey upon the leaf. You will therefore

perceive that there are three kinds of insects

described as feeding upon the potato plant. The
same insects will also be found upon almost all

other vegetables and upon forest trees of almost

all kinds. The oak has suffered the most so far

as I have observed. If the farmers will take

pains to examine their fields when what they

call the blight first appears, they will find the

leaves literally covered with the above described

insects, which by taking off the green part of

the leaf leaves a brown appearance which is

generally called the blight, but which in fact is

no more nor less than the loss of the green part

of the leaf, which gives it that appearance and

finally ends either in its partial or final destruc-

tion. The early planted potato suffers less from

the effects of those insects, partly because they

are not quite so numerous, and partly because

the insects find a supply of food upon the ten-

der leaves of the young fruit and forest trees

:

consequently they are less destructive to the po-

tato in the early part of the season ; thereby

giving the early planted potato a chance to get

so far advanced as not to be materially injured

by their ravages. It sometimes happens that

whole fields escape the ravages until it is too

late to injure the root, or until the plant is so far

advanced as not to be materially injured: conse-

quently there is no rot.

Most of the fruit trees are more or less injured

by the attacks of these insects. For instance ; a

crab apple tree which stands in my garden was

entirely divested of its leaves before the fruit

was fairly ripe—likewise the butter-nut or oil-

nut tree, by the loss of its leaves before the nuts

were fully grown, which was caused by the in-

sects being fastened upon the leaves as I per-

sonally observed.

Your most obedient servant,

OLIVFR M. WHIPPLE.
Hon. Isaac Hill.

Improvement in Harness.— We saw, says

the Maine Farmer, not long since, in Alexan-
der's Messenger, a notice of a certain contriv-

ance or invention, patented by Thos. S. Speak-
man, of Philadelphia, to be applied to carts,

drays, &&, for the very purpose above named.
In the usual mode of harnessing horses into

carts and drays, we have a chain passing from
one shaft over the saddle on the horse's back to

the other. This brings the weight of the shafts

and part of the load on the horse's back, and it

falls dead and heavy every time the wheels pass

over obstacles, or over rough places and inequal-

ities in the road.

To obviate this, and give the horse relief in

this respect, Mr. S. fastens under each shaft a
half eliptic spring, the centre of which is con-
nected to the lower ends of the staple, which
pass freely through a hole bored in the shaft

and connect with the chain that passes over the .

back. This affords relief to the back of the

horse, by letting the load come down gradually

and gently at each jolt, and not suddenly and
violently as in the common mode.

Road-Making.

There is scarcely any thing, next to the direct

improvement of the farm, that is of more im-

portance to the farmer, than good roads. He

must necessarily spend a considerable portion

of his time in travelling either long or short

distances. The conveyance of produce to mar-

ket is alone a very considerable item of cost and

labor. Many farmers are compelled to spend at

least one day in seven, on an average, in driving

on the road. It therefore becomes a matter of
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really serious importance, whether 1 is horses

accomplish this work with difficulty or with

case.

There are two or three points, which if suffi-

ciently attended to by all road-makers, would,

with no additional cost, work a revolution in our

roads—nay, more, would actually advance the

price of land, in many Well settled districts, to

an aggregate amount of hundreds of thousands

Of dollars. The Erie Canal added to t lie wealth

of the country hundreds of millions; fine and

easy roads, hy virtually diminishing distances all

through the country, would he of the highest

benefit

1. One of the most important points, is to

preserve a level, as nearly as possible. This im-

portance is strikingly exhibited hy computations

and experiments for engines on railroads, the

same principles applying in less degree to com-
oion roads. It was found that an eighteen ton

engine,

On a level, would draw 700 tons.

On grade, 10 feet per mile, 452 "

On •• 20 « " 332 "

On " 30 " " 263 "

On " 50 « " 185 "

That is, if a horse could draw seven tons on

railroad, on a level, he could not draw two

tons up a slope of only one foot in a hundred.

But a slope of only one foot in a hundred on a

common road would he regarded hy every one

as about the same as a dead level ;—what then

must he thought of such accents as are continu-

ally occurring, of one foot in three or four I

The loss of power here must he enormous. But

enormous as it is, and straining to a horse's eve-

ry muscle and joint, it is in most cases entirely

unnecessary. Many parts of the country are

more or less broken up into irregular bills. But

with must singular stupidity, the roads instead

of being led judiciously round them, by slight

curves, pass directly over them. Sir Joshua

Reynolds said that if he were to paint Folly, he

would represent a boy climbing over a high and

difficult fence, with an open gate close beside

him. He could have done it much better by ex-

hibiting a road, for the accommodation of, say

fifty teams a day, year in and year out, ascending

a sharp hill and then down again, with a fine

natural valley or level for the road twenty-five

rods distant.*

Every common road to be perfect, should he

laid out with some kind of levelling instrument,

and where ascents must be made, proper curves

should make them as easy as possible. Naiv

row and small gorges should he crossed by

bridges or embankments. Let not the narrow

policy that this or that man's fields are cut

into an inconvenient shape, ever prevail. It is

better for every farmer to have a three-cornered

field, if he can only have level roads, on which

his horses may draw double loads with ease.

2. The material for the construction of roads

is very essential, and often entirely neglected.

The surface of the earth is in many cases rich

black mould or muck, very fine for the growth

of potatoes and corn, but making horrible wagon

tracks. It is, however, usually scraped into the

highway for the very simple and cogent reason

that it is scraped easily, being so much softer

than the hardpan below, which, though hard to

* Within a circuit of ten miles from the resilience of
the writer, there are not less than twenty cases where
ro.ids ascend and pass down sharp hills, at least fifty I'eet

perpeudicular height, while a very slight curve would
place the road on nearly a perlect level, without adding
five rodB to its length.

work, would nevertheless be equally hard to get

muddy. Sometimes, like the politician, who
"steered between right and wrong," a midway
course is taken, or rather both plans are adop-

ted ; that is, the muck is first scraped up into a

high turnpike, and then a coat of hardpan covers

the top—which does well for light wagons, but

heavy ones cut through the crust into the ma-
nure below. One of the hardest and smoothest

roads we ever saw, was the wide shallow ditch

made by scraping the muck out, to form the

turnpike, and thus leaving the clean hardpan

surface. What fine hard roads might he made
in many places, by merely removing the black

upper soil to enrich the adjacent fields.

3. A third important item, is the removal of

loose stones. The law of the State of New
York requires that all road-overseers should

cause these to be thrown from the road once a

month, but it is rarely observed. It is believed

that if this were strictly attended to, and our

roads kept smooth, wagons and carriages would

last double the time they now do, to say no-

thing of the discomfort of being thoroughly jar-

red a thousand times a day, and the rack to

horses, harness, and merchandize. A single

stone, against which every passing vehicle

thumps like a sledge, may alone cost a hun-

dred dollars a year by broken or shattered

wagons.

The property invested in wagons in the State

of New York alone, is probably not less than

ten millions of dollars. If by keeping the roads

smooth, by the removal of stones, this enor-

mous sum would need renewing only once in

twenty-five years, instead of once in twelve

years as now, wotdd it not he an economical

operation ?

If a hundred thousand farmers in the State,

do fifty dollars worth of teaming on the road,

each, per annum, the yearly aggregate would be

five millions. If their loads could be doubled, by

milking all the roads nearly level, would not

the clipping off of a few fanners' fields for the

passage of the road, be a matter of strict econo-

my to individuals, as well as a great public

benefit ?

If besides, by all these improvements, bring-

ing farms virtually nearer market and all other

places of business, the price of land should

rise, as it certainly would, at least to some ex-

tent, who would be the losers ?—Cultivator.

New York State Fair at Buffalo.

The eighth Annual Showand Fair of the New
York State Agricultural Society took place at
Buffalo, agreeably tu appointment, on the 5th,
(Jih and 7th of September, and in the aggregate
may be said to have fully equalled any former
exhibition. The weather, always an important
element in the success of displays of this kind,
was all that could have been desired, not only
during the show, but several days preceding,
which greatly favored the attendance of com-
petitors and spectators. The collection of peo-
ple was immense, estimated at least at fifty thou-
sand. We are informed that the entire receipts
WKre upwards of six thousand dollars, and this
would seem to justify the above estimate, as
to the number of persons admitted within the
gates.

The attendance from abroad was very large.
Every State in the Union was represented, and
the population of those parts of Ohio, Michigan
and Canada, which border on the lakes, turned
out in masses. All mingled with our own citi

zens with perfect harmony, and the utmost cordi-
ality and good feeling prevailed throughout.
The general appearance and demeanor of the
vast crowd was highly creditable. We did noi
see a disorderly person, nor hear of a vicious or

mischievous act. All seemed actuated by a
laudable motive of learning something useful, or
else desired to gratify an innocent curiosity ; and
nearly every one appeared pleased and satisfied.
In every view of the case, the exhibition has af-
forded abundant cause of gratulation,— it has
been a credit to the Empire State; both in re-
spect to the display of its products, and the in-
dication it has afforded of the enterprise, taste
and intelligence of its citizens. It is a matter of
gratification, also, that these occasions are be-
ginning to be regarded as the annual jubilees of
the people; and we are confident that their in-
fluence in the establishment of our reputation
and good standing, is very important.
The show-ground was on an elevated ridge,

about two miles north of the city, and comprised
an enclosure of sixteen acres, "admirably suited
in every respect, to the purpose. The arrange-
ments were generally convenient. Three large
buildings received most of the manufactured arti-
cles and dairy products, and a large tent was
provided for the horticultural department. The
smaller implements were shown in one of the
buildings, and the larger ones were arranged in
the open ground.
The animals had every accommodation which

could be provided on such an occasion. The
cattle were fastened in a beautiful grove, which
extended nearly across the entire breadth of the
show-ground, and afforded ample room for sev-
eral hundred animals, which being abundantly
supplied with forage and pure water, reposed
quietly in the shade. This was a great advan-
tage over a situation exposed to the scorching
heat of the sun. The sheep and swine were in
pens, shaded by boards laid across one side.
The horses were disposed mostly in the central
part of the field, and when exhibited to the
judges were paraded in a circular enclosure
where there was sufficient space for them to
display their action.—Albany Cultivator.

From tiie (Jenesee Farmer.

The Constituents of Plants.
Messrs. Editors .-—From a perusal of the Gen-

esee Farmer for the last six months, I find it is
considered important for us, if we would insure
good crops, to return a full equivalent to the soil
for the elements our crops take therefrom. This,
I infer, is not only important, but may be deem-
ed the great principle, founded upon experience,
and firmly established by extensive experiment

;

in fact, the true basis of a successful rotation of
crops.

But the questions arise— 1st. Mow are we to
obtain a knowledge of the simple elements
which the different crops take from the soil ?—
and 2d, of the best manner of incorporating
these elements with the soil ?

It is not probable that the mass of us can con-
sult the scientific works of Liebig, Johnston, &c;
but if we should receive through the Farmer,
more analytical and synthetical items on the
subject, would they not he conducive of the
happiest result, hy enabling us intelligently to
" l'AV OUR DEBTS."

A SUBSCRIBER.
Bloomlield. Ontario Co., >

September, 1818.
J

Remarks.—Our correspondent is searching
for light in the proper direction. Practical Ag-
riculture is wholly indebted to Science for "a
knowledge of the "elements" which nature
must have to form.each plant, seed and fruit
grown on the farm or in the garden. We have
known a kernel of corn this season, in Georgia,
to produce one thousand kernels equal in weight
to itself The matter in the parent seed could
form but one kernel, leaving that contained in
the Other nine hundred and ninety-nine, as well
as that which exists in the stems," leaves, roots
and cobs, to be derived from the substance of the
earth, air and water. Now, why should one
kernel of seed corn give a harvest" of one thou-
sand kernels in one soil; and a harvest of onlv
one hundred in another? The same degree of
sunshine, i\k\\s and rains ; the same atmospheric
gases and meteoric influences affect both corn
plants alike. But if you analyze the soil criti-
cally, one will be found to abo I in the ele-

this important grain
; and the other will show
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a lack of some one or more of the tilings which
God lias appointed to make corn of. For years

have we labored to convince our readers and
hearers not oidy that a good crop of the fruits

of the earth cannot be formed out of nothing ;

but that eacli plant must have its appropri-

ate constituent elements within reach of its

living germ, in due quantity and in an available

form.

A wise farmer husbands all of these raw ma-
terials, out of which his grain, grass, roots, ap-

ples and other fruit are literally made. He stu-

dies to accumulate in his soil the substances

known to be isdispensable to produce bread,

meat, milk, wool and cotton. To render land

nime and more fertile, is belter than to deposit

money in increasing sums in any bank in die

world. A rich soil has an intrinsic value lor

hungry human beings that appertains neither to

gold nor any other precious metal. The fer-

tilizing of whole farms as a general practice will

never obtain in the United States, till our chil-

dren are taught a knowledge of those natural

laws, by the operation of which poor soils may
be transformed into fertile ones; and rich soils

changed into sterile fields. The growth of plants

is governed by laws as fixed and enduring as

those which cause day and night, winter and
summer, rain and snow. Why will not Ameri-
can farmers believe this simple truth, and per-

mit their sons to study tillage, the formation of
crops, and the improvement of cultivated earth

as a science? If plants must be well fed to be

fat, as well as animals, and their food must come
from somewhere, why not learn how to feed

the germs of corn, wheat, potatoes, oats and
apples with the highest attainable skill and
er .my? Experience demonstrates that hone
earth, or hones themselves, sulphur and lime or

gypsum, chlorine and soda or common salt, and
other elements of crops, serve to augment the

harvest. There are millions of tons of the ele-

ments of hones and flesh wasted in this country,

before they are organized in any living plant as

food for man or beast. This waste accrues from
a defective system of husbandry—one that per-

mits no inconsiderable share of the dissolved

minerals and organic matter in good soils to run
with the water thai holds them in solution, into

creeks, livers, lakes and the ocean. This loss,

more than the removal of crops, often exhausts
ploughed and hoed land. The loosened soil is

washed and leached till the food of corn and
wheat, potatoes and turnips, in an available

shape, becomes scarce indeed. The substances
in the earth which form crops are lime, potash,

iron, soda, magnesia, silica, sulphur, phosphorus,
chlorine, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen.
Every vegetable that grows takes up from the

soil through the pores in its roots most, if not all

of these elementary bodies, and fixes them in its

organized tissues. Cultivate a field and permit
no plant whatever to grow therein, and both its

vegetable mould and earthy salts of lime, pot-

ash, &r, will be slowly dissolved and washed
away. Partial, if not complete sterility can be

induced by tillage without cropping at all. Na-
ture renovates poor soils by constantly augment-
ing the annual }ield of vegetation. This she
does without the aid of tillage or manure of any
kind applied from abroad. The farmer should
study nature while at work in drawing the food

of plants from the subsoil and the atmosphere
to be organized and decay lo enrich the surface

soil.

This is one way to improve land. Another
is to carry on, and spread over it just such things

as are known to he indispensable in forming the

crop. What are they? They are suits voided
in the liquid and solid excretions of all animals,

from man down to the bottom of the list. These
sails come from our daily food which took them
from the soil. In cities and villages these ele-

ments of crops accumulate in stables and privies :

because all tillers of the earth send something
from tin.' soil to market. Go then to the nearest

r'uy or village and take hack on to your (arm
what "ill pay the debt you owe it. There are

many soils in which an ounce of the voided ele-

ments of wheat, or corn, perfectly dry, will give

a gain of a pound of dry corn at the harvest, it

skilfully applied. By greatly extending the roots

of a plant at a proper season, it is able lo draw
a much larger quantity of nourishment from any

given soil, in addition to all that the fertilizer

yields to it.

An exhausted horse may be within twenty

miles of a rich pasture, which one good feed of

oats will enable him to reach. So there may be

food for the hungry corn plant just beyond
where its roots extend ; and a little of the matter

stored irp in the kernels of corn to feed the

germs when they begin to grow, if taken from

the pig sty or the privy and brought into contact

with the roots, will cause them to grow uno fresh

pasture. It is the elements of the plant in this

fresh pasture, not really the manure, that double

the harvest.

The way that a pound of guano or rich night

soil operates to produce sixteen pounds of grain,

is what we want all young farmers to study.

When they do this experimentally, they will see

that all soils possess far more of the things ne-

cessary to feed and clothe mankind than is gen-
erally supposed. It is not necessary in the

economy of a bountiful Providence to give the

earth a pound in order to get a like weight back
again without detriment to the soil.

The Season.

Summer's cone and over
;

Fogs are falling down j

And with the russet tinges,

Autumn's doing brown.

Bough* are daily rifled

By the busy thieves,

And the Book of Nature.

Getting short of leaves.

Round the tops of houses,

Swallows as they flit,

Gives like yearly tenants,

Notices to quit.

Skiesof fickle temper, .

Weep by turns and laugh,

Night and day together,

Taking half and half.

So October endeth,

Cold and most perverse^--

But the months that follow,

Sure will pinch as worse !

—

Tom Hood.

Advices of the crops in Europe have been re-

ceived down to the tenth of October. Bell's

Life in London of the 8th October says

—

" Though many dissent from our view, still we
feel confident there are more Potatoes fit for the

table than there has been since the crop of 1845.

The Belgian and French crops are very great,

and in good order: the arrivals from the former

country have commenced upon an extensive

scale."

(Xy
3 In the article of food, potatoes are des-

tined to become a most important crop in New
England. In the main we believe land for potatoes

may be so prepared as, planted in the due season, to

avoid generally both the rot and the rust. If so,

potatoes may yield a much greater profit lo the

acre than Indian corn or any other kind of grain.

The people of the United States can no better

dispense with potatoes than with bread, The
railroads every where conducting to the best po-

tato ground in New England, these may he pro-

duced for shipping to any extent. The potatoes

of the northern States will scarcely meet with

competition in any foreign market.

The Fruit Trade.—The Patent Office Re-

port for 18-17, states that the quantity of apples

shipped from Oneida county, N. Y., (chiefly from

four townships,) was ten thousand barrels in

1845, seven or eight thousand in 184G; and

eighteen thousand in 1847- The most produc-

tive orchard, known as the Goodsell orchard,

containing about six acres, yielded in 1845 more
than one thousand barrels, which sold for over a

thousand dollars.

—

Exchange paper.

Crown Lands in Canada.—The Provincial

Government is offering liberal inducements to

settlers in portions of Canada West, agencies

having been established for the allotment of the

Crown lands iu the Wellington and Simcoe dis-

tricts. Every settler eighteen years of age and
a British subject, who will present himself with

a satisfactory cerlificate of probity and sobriety,

and having means of subsistence sufficient for

the lime that must elapse before the land be-

comes adequately productive, is to have fifty

acres on condition that he takes possession with-

in a month, that he puts twelve acres iu a state of
cultivation in the course of four years, and that

he builds a house on the lot and there resides.

In addition, such proprietors of fifty acre lots

will be entitled to purchase each three lots of

fifty acres, or a hundred and fifty acres in all ; at

the rate of four shillings (one dollar) per acre,

for ready money, thus becoming proprietors of

two hundred acres. The land iu these districts

is fine as any in Canada, and there are few parts

of the world in which better laud is to be found,

and it is well watered and timbered.

—

JYew York

Commercial Advertiser.

It is said there are four hundred townships

—

immensely large towns of ten miles squ;'-.

each—of that fine country of Canada West be-

tween the lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron and in-

cluding Simcoe. This country, by a generous

policy of the owners and perhaps of the govern-

ment at home, is fast settling: the soil is gene-

rally that of the best wheat region of the north-

western States. The Ogdenshurgh railroad line

will directly connect that great country and the

seaboard as at the nearest point with Boston and

Portsmouth when our railroads central in New
Hampshire shall be completed. Who can cal-

culate the impetus to trade which a free inter-

course with and through the Canadas shall give

by the railroads touching or running through

Vermont and New Hampshire ? Few people

can be aware of the extent of this trade—of the

amount of merchandise passing each way—of

the shipping at the wharves lading and unlading.

Will this trade come speedily? It will begin so

soon as the railroads already laid out shall he

completed.

Low Fares and increased Travel.— It is

truly gratifying to find that all the railroads iu

New England from which we have any returns

—which have reduced their rates of fare this

season— have materially increased not only their

number of passengers, but also their receipts.

The average rate of fare on the roads termi-

nating in Boston, including season and commu-
tation tickets, does not much, if any, exceed one
and one-half cents per mile

;
yet all these roads

are doing a very prosperous business, and great-

ly enhancing the value of property both iu the ci-

ty anil along the entire line, and also for many
miles beyond, as they bring those regions not

penetrated by them, as much nearer to market
than formerly, as the entire length of the rail-

road.

It is difficult to arrive, by demonstration, at

the true value of railroads in Massachusetts, or

at the increased value of property in conse-
quence of their construction ; but we think it

cannot be beyond the mark to estimate it— in the

city and Slate at large, and in Stales adjoining,

benefitted by them at ten times their cost; or at

least equal, annually, since their average comple-
tion, to the entire cost of all the roads in the

State. No man, not familiar with t lie position

of things before their construction, and now, can
realize and appreciate their influences. The ve-

ry ground on which the United Stales Hotel,

where we now write, and the immense Worces-
ter and Western railroad depots, and a thousand
brick buildings, now stand, was—if we may use

a Hihernlcism— water ten jears ago; and the

very extensive flats around Boston, always cov-

ered with water in the depth of five to eiglit feet,

at high tide, will be speedily filled in, and at no
distant day he covered with dwellings, and work-
shops and manufactories. And those results are
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owing mainly to Railroads—mid very much to a
system of low fares and frequent trains on the

Railroads.

—

Railroad Journal.

Gradually has the railroad passenger fare be<"

n

reduced between Concord and Boston from $2 75

at first down to §1 50. Every reduction in price

has ns yet, we believe, increased the revenue and

gains of the road. When the roads building

above shall extend lo their long reach, lower and

lower still may the price of transport for passen-

gers and merchandise be reduced, for the benefit

of the roads not less than for the benefit of the

people. A man may now go seventy-five miles

out and the same distance back, and do in one

day what would formerly he done in a fatiguing

journey including the same opportunity for busi-

ness in the time of three days: the stage fare

and expense in the one case would exceed elev-

en dollars—in the other only three dollars and a

half. So cheap has become the loco-motion up-

on the railways that within the next five years

we anticipate the price of merchandise per ton

will not exceed one cent 'o the mile, and the

passenger price not exceed one cent to one cent

and a fourth the mile: if the interest of the

roads is consulted, so great is becoming the

business created by the reduction itself, that

the minimum prices will generally be adopted.

The farmers of some neighborhoods in New
England are taking up the stock and excavating

and grading the railroads with as little ado as

they formerly built turnpikes. There is some

danger that they may undertake too much at

once ; bill there can he little doubt that nearly

every road yet contemplated, will ultimately be-

come a good investment.

A National Pomnlogical convention has been

sitting at New York, composed of the most emi-

nent fruit growers from the northern, middle

and western States. After three days discussion

they recommended the following select list of

fruits for cultivation throughout the country, as

thriving the best in the different soils and cli-

mates of the United States.

Peaches—varieties recommended for general

cultivation.—Grosse Mignonne, Early York, (ser-

rated,) Old Mixon, (free,) Coolidge favorite, Craw-
ford's late, Bergin's yellow. For particular lo-

calities—Heath Cling.

Plums—recommended for general cultivation.

—Jefferson, Washington, Green gage, purple

favorite, Coe's golden drop, Bleecker's gage,

Frost gage, Purple gage. For particular locali-

ties—Prince's Imperial.

Cherries—varieties recommended for general

cultivation.—Black Fagle, Mayduke, Bigarreau,

Black Tartarean, Knight's Farly Black, Downer,
Late Red, Elton, Downton.
Apples— varieties recommended for general

cultivation.— Early Harvest, Large Yellow Bough,
American Summer Pearman, Gravenslein, Sum-
mer Rose, Early Strawberry, Fall Pippin, Rhode
Island Greening, Baldwin, Roxbury Russet.

For particular localities—Yellow Bellflower,

Swaar, Esopus Spitzenburg, Newtown Pippin.

Pears— varieties recommended for general

cultivation— INI ade line, Oeai born Seedling, Blood-

good, Tyson, Bartlett, Seeker, Louisa Bonne de

Jersey, Flemish, Beauty, Benrre, Bosc, Winter
Xelis, Beurre D'Aremberg, Golden Beuire of

Bilboa. For certain localities— White Doyenne,
Gray Doyenne.

Effects of Agricultural Papers.

It is not to be denied that these papers have

bad an effect in setting farmers and mechanics

to thinking and writing on the subject that is

nd dear to them. The old prejudice

portion to tiie improvement introduced into these

papers. Practical and experienced fanners are

the only men ca|iable of conducting such jour-

nals. It is absurd to suppose that a mere theo-

rist can he depended on to point out the various

modes of improvement that may be adopted in

husbandry. A farmer should not meddle with

the helm of a ship; nor a sailor with a team. A
theorist may by chance suggest new means of

improvement, but he is not to be trusted with

the compass at sea ; nor with the edge tools of

the farmer and mechanic.

Farmers require reliable information. They
are too prudent to depart far from the beaten

track before they have discovered another that

will be as straight and good. Changes are not

always improvements, and though many farmers

are proverbially wedded to the practices of an-

tiquity, they are more safe guides than the fanci-

ful theorist.

—

Massachusetts Ploughman.

Feeding Work Horses.
We have long been convinced that the best

mode of feeding horses that are kept in the sta-

b|i:s, is to mix the grain in a ground state, with
the bay or straw, after the latter has been cut
with a machine. Experiments have demonstra-
ted that a considerable saving both in bay and
grain may, in this way, be made. We have
lately met with an account of a method 81' feed-
ing said to be practised by Dr. Sully, of Somer-
set, England, which, it appears to us, may be
worthy of adoption, to some extent. He has no
racks for hay, as he deems it wasteful to feed
uncut fodder. The horses are fed in mangers,
over the top of which, to prevent the horses
from tossing out food, cross-bars are nailed at

about a foot apart. The cut hay and straw and
grain are regularly weighed out" The foot) is

sometimes varied ; hut thirty pounds of food is

given to each horse every twenty-four hours.
The following shows the articles of food given,
and the different modes of preparing it, as well
as the quantity which each horse daily receives:

No. 1st. 2d. 3d. 4th.

1. Farinaceous substances,
consisting of bruised or

ground beans, peas, wheat, lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

barley, or oats, 5 5 10 5
2. Bran, fine or coarse, 7
3. Potatoes, boiled or steam-

ed, mashed in a tub with
a beater, 5 5

4. Fresh grains, (boiled bar-

ley,) a o o o
5. Hay cut down into chaff, 7 8 10 8
6. Straw, ditto, 7 10 10 8
7 Malt-dust, or ground oil-

cake, 2 2
With two oz. of salt in each

class. — — — —
30 30 30 30

Of the four classes into which the ingredients
are divided, Dr. S. most recommends those two
which contain the steamed potatoes.

—

Cultivator.

Easy way ofgaining or losing five years of life.

Early rising has been often extolled, and ex-

tolled in vain ; for people think that an hour's

additional sleep is very comfortable, and can

make very little difference after all. But an

hour gained or wasted every day makes a great

difference in the length of our lives, which we
may see by a very simple calculation. First, we
will say that the average of mankind spend six-

teen hours of every twenty-four awake and em-

ployed, and eight in bed. Now, each year hav-

ing three hundred and sixty-five days, if a dili-

gent person abstract from sleep one hour daily,

he lengthens his year three hundred and sixty-

five hours, or twenty-three days of sixteen hours

each, the length Of a waking day, which is what

we call a day in tl«£se calculations. We will

|

ue decreased or aUilcd lo iiy sioiti or energy. A
person sleeping eight hours a day, has his full

average of three hundred and sixty-five clays in

the year, and may therefore he said to enjoy

complete his forty years. Let him take nine

hours' sleep, and his year has but three hundred
and forty-two days, so that he lives otdy thirty-

seven and one-half years; with ten hours in bed,

he has three hundred and nineteen days, and his

life is thirty-five years; in like manner, if the

sleep is limited to seven hours, our year has

three hundred and eighty-eight days, and, in-

stead ol forty, we live forty-two and one-half

years; and if six hours is our allowance of

slumber, we have four hundred and eleven days
in the year, and live forty-five years. By this we
see that in forty years, two hours daily occasion

either a loss or gain ofJive years. How much
might be done in this space! What would we
not give at the close of life for another lease of

five years 1 And how bitter the reflection would
he at such a time, if we reflected at all, that we
have wilfully given up this portion of our exist-

ence merely that we might be a little longer in

bed in the morning '.— Chambers'' Journal.

The Onion Worm.—We have been informed
by Mr. J. A. Jenner, of Burlington, that he has

succeeded in preventing the ravages of this

troublesome insect, by applying ashes between
the rows of onions. His method is to make a

trench between the rows about three inches

deep with the corner of a hop, and to fill it with

unit-ached ashes—the rows being about seven
inches apart, and the ashes not reaching the

plants. He adopted this plan on the recommen-
dation of a farmer from Orleans county, who
has practised it successfully for several years.

The ley from such a quantity of ashes as this,

must completely saturate the soil, and were the

application a safe one for the onions, we should

think it a decidedly dangerous one for the

worms.— Vermont Agriculturist.

Shoeing Horses.—At a meeting of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, some time

since, Professor Sewall remarked that he found
old horses shod with a layer of leather, forming
an artificial sole between the shoe and the hoof,

recover from the severe affections causing injury

to the hoof—such, for instance, as contractions,

britlleness and cracks, or even disease of the

foot itself, as thrushes, canker, corns, &c., and
perfectly regain its original elasticity and firm-

ness.

—

Exchange paper.

Top-Dressing for Grass Lands.—Bones
dissolved in muriatic, acid, will be a good top-

dressing for grass lands. Boiled will be more
easily dissolved than raw bones. They must be
put in a vessel, wetted till they will take up no
more water, and then have the acid poured over
them.

—

Eng. tanner's Herald.

Compost Sheds.—Among the objects most
worthy of our agriculturists' attention, are com-
post sheds; a cemented pit, roofed in, with

walls on three sides. In this kind of shed, ma-
nure, may bo economically manufactured, with

as much industry and care as on a Flemish fiirm.

These kinds of sheds are kept constantly filled

with vegetable and animal refuse of all kinds,

amongst which is mixed from time to time a bag

of guano, to promote the decomposing fermen-

tation ; with the aid of liquid manure the mass

soon com rted into a highly exciting

compost, and conveyed away either for immedi-
ate application, or to be preserved in a casing of
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soil, if no crop or ground be read* to ,
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Thus the manufacture .s constantly S°'«»
;|;^ peace and quietne3Bj i WM fortunate enough to

find a place, although in the course of six weeks

last spring, five hundred unsuccessful applica-

nts nits id»"»"" „. i <v,,.r,il7

and guano, the most costly of .mported fertil.z

ers, is made to multiply its own peculiar proper-

ties to an incalculable amount-Buff- Farmer s

Herald.

tions were made at the depot here for houses.

Yours, S. FLETCHER.

From the Vermont State Agriculturist

Cattle in Highways.

Malden, Mass., Sept. 10, 1848.

Editor Hopkins —One thing here in Massa-

chusetts looks strange to a Vermonter. Front

yards, gardens, and fields separated from the

streets and highways by very slight fences, or

none at all ! When 1 engaged my present tene-

ment, in this village, I noticed that the gate ot

the front yard fence was down ;
exposing apple,

cherry and peach trees, currant bushes, flowers,

&c and was so fearful that they might be de-

stroyed before 1 got possession, that I could not

refrain from speaking of the danger to the own-

er Who smiled and said, "No cattle were allow-

ed in the streets, and the yard is about as safe

without as with the gate "-which, however, to

gratify me, he put up. But 1 now perceive it is

no use ; for a man's cattle, here, are not allowed

to do, with impunity that, which if done by their

owner, would subject him to " fine and impris-

onment " No half-starved cattle, horses or bogs

are prowling about the highway, to be watched

in the day time and dreamed of at night. What

is this but an agricultural millenium-perm.ssion

to enjoy one's vine and fruit tree-peace and

good will among neighbors ?

Only think of the privilege it would have been

to me, when a boy, to leave down, for a few

hours in hay-time, those two sets of heavy bars,

that had to be taken down and put up tw.ee for

every load of hay that was drawn from the

« north mowing " to the barn, just to keep the

road cattle from our lots! And then in the

spring bow we were bothered. Lying on one of

those warm eastern slopes of the Green Moun-

tains, whose sweet herbage is enough to try the

morals of any cattle, my father's farm was at this

season, particularly exposed to the depredations

of these legal swindlers, who crowded up the

road to sun themselves and to enjoy the largest

liberty which the winter-killed condition of the ,

fences generally allowed. The trouble ofwatch-

ing and driving badly these droves, the bicker-

ings among neighbors which grew out of ques-

tions as to the rights of cattle running at large,

are among the unpleasant recollections of boy-

hood.
.

.

What the law is that thus restrains cattle in

Massachusetts, 1 do not know precisely. But

'

were the people of Vermont once to try the very

reasonable plan of requiring every person to

take care of his own property, I am sure they

never would again allow the highway to become

a public pasture, or the streets of their villages

public cow yards, even if they did not take into

consideration the immense expenditure of labor

and material for fencing which would be saved

by this plan.

Perhaps some of your readers will ask, Where

is Maiden ? It is on the Boston and Maine rail-

road, five miles from Boston, (straight across the

"Neck," where the British did'nt stop the Bun-

kerhillites.) It is rapidly filling up with people

who do business in the city and prefer to live in

the country. A village with four large, Well

filledchurcl.es; where a school house, to cost

ten thousand dollars, is nearly finished, but

to 3,140 tons of guano—in value £30,000—and

sufficient to keep one hundred thousand acres of

land in a constant state of fertility on the four-

course system of farming. On the ratio of this

calculation, the refuse of London, with its two

millions of inhabitants, would be equal to 50,520

tons of guano, its value £540,000, and its fertil-

izing power would suffice for one million, eight

hundred thousand acres of land. The Rev. Mr.

Huxtable presented some most extraordinary

facts upon this sulyect, at a recent meeting of

scientific agriculturists, held at Sir Robert Peel's,

The reverend gentleman stated that, by the ap-

plication of liquid manure, a farm of ninety-five

acres of land, ten of which only were under the

plough when he entered upon it, and which then

supported fourteen dairy cows and grew forty-

James Pattee, of Canaan, N. H., has sent us

a lot of Jackson blue potatoes, weighing one

pound each. They cooked well, and proved to

be mealy and rich. They were raised on the

farm of Col. Daniel Pattee, by his son. The

Colonel was a son of the Revolution, and is still

living, healthy and vigorous.

Eight of these potatoes, weighing in the ag-

eresrate over eight pounds, were taken from one -

hll Well done, old Granite State-who beats eight bushels of wheat and forty bushels of
inn. vvcm uuiil, un.

„„,,„„.! ,„ „m,i,po annua v one
it?—Boston Olive Branch.

The Rights of Woman.
" The rights of woman "—what are they ?

The right to labor and to pray,

The right to watch while others sleep,

The right o'er others' woes to weep,

The right to succor in distress,

The right while others curse to bless,

The right to love while others scorn,

The right to comfort all who mourn,

The right to shed new joy on earth,

The right to feel the soul's high worth,

The right to lead the soul to God,

Along the path the Saviour trod

—

The path of meekness and of love,

The path of faith that leads above,

The path of patience under wrong,

The path in which the weak grow strong,

Such woman's rights, and God will bless

And crown their champions with success.

frj^lt is estimated that the harvest ofthe United

States this season is sufficient to feed half the

people on the globe, abundantly. With scarcely

an exception, every species of grain, fruit and

vegetables is yielding through the country an ex-

traordinary crop. Of beef, pork, butter, cheese.

&c. the same plenty abounds, ami while our

population are secure of every comfort and lux-

ury in the way of food, we shall have surplus

sufficient to meet all the famine that may occur

in the old world.—Ex. paper.

beans, was caused to produce annually one

thousand and six hundred bushels of wheat,

support forty head of cattle, cows and calves,

and fatten one hundred sheep and eighty pigs.

Of course the whole of the ninety-five acres

were now broken up. This farm, too, which

under its former management only partially sup-

ported four laborers, now employs twelve all the

year round. When two such important ends as

the getting rid of a most dangerous and deadly

nuisance, and the conversion of it into a source

of profit and plenty, can thus be answered by

one simple and ready application, is there not

every reason to hope that at least some portion

of this application will be adopted. Am I right

in supposing that these facts will interest your

readers? They are of the highest importance

to the English community, for what can be more

so than the increase of their country's salubrity

and fertility ?—National Intelligencer.

Sewage Manure.

The attention which has been lately paid to

sanitary statistics, has thrown much light upon

many subjects of importance Which were not, at

first "sight, very evidently connected with them.

It appears, from some of the striking facts which

have been evolved during these inquiries, that

the land in the neighborhood of populous cities

may be so fertilized for agricultural purposes, by

the judicious application of that which is now

one of the principal causes of impure atmos-

phere, disease, and death—the seivage manure—

that the country may be enabled to support its

present population, nay, even a much increased

one, in years of average produce, in ease and

plenty. Dr. Liebig said, some years ago, that, by

the application of chemical principles to agri-

culture, England might be made to produce half

as much more breadstuffs than she hail ever yet

done ; but these sanitary reports very much ex-

ceed the calculations of the learned Doctor. For

instance, the report on the sanitary condition of

the borough of Sheffield shows, as clearly as

figures and the application of scientific princi-

ples can show, that the sewage manure of thaiage

. town> with its one hundred and ten thousand m

Iheie not a single tavern can be found! Among] habitants, is equal annually in fertilizing powe

Curious Adventure.—Truth, they say, is

stronger than fiction. The Glasgow (Mo.) News

states that a French settler, many years ago, left

his wife and children to struggle with the world

while he sought bis fortune in foreign parts.

For several years the wife and daughter awaited

his return, till even affection compelled them to

think him dead. They struggled along in pov-

erty until the daughter grew to womanhood and

married, as did also the mother—both of them

remaining in straitened circumstances. Last

week, however, an old grey headed man went to

the humble dwelling of the daughter, and, after

surveying her with deep caution for a few min-

ites, said, " Do you know the name of your fa-

ther?" to which she replied by giving it—

"Then," said he, "I am your father!" After

their mutual greetings, he brought in two bags

of gold, containing $40,000 and gave them to

his daughter, and offered her husband the best

farm he could find in the neighborhood. He

knew his daughter by a scar on her forehead,

from a wound received when a child. It is not

stated what arrangements were made with his

wife.

Oregon Crops—We learn from our ex-

change papers that the grain crop in Oregon is

very promising this year, it is thought that they

will double if not treble those of any previous

year. An abundant crop is anticipated, enough

to supply an emigration of at least 50,000 persons.

Souse.—Cleanse pigs' ears and feet and soak

them a week in salt and water, changing the

water every other day. Boil eight or ten hours

till tender. When cold, put on salt, and pour

on hot spiced vinegar.
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The Diving Bell.

This apparatus so useful and necessary, was

invented Ijy Doctor Hally and when first com-

pleted, he was one of the five persons who were

let down to the depth of ten fathoms for about

on hour and a half without experiencing any ill

effects. It was of the form of a hell, and made

so heavy as to sink, but lowered down by a block

and tackle from a vessel. He could see to read

and write in clear weather, by a window in the

bell but not in stormy weather. It held only as

much air as supplied a certain number of per-

sons for a given time. A Mr. Spalding was the

next inventor who made some improvements)

but Smeaton and Rennie were, the first great im-

provers of the diving bell, and their bells con-

tinue with very little alteration, to be used at the

present day. The old bells of Hally and Spald-

ing were principally supplied with fresh air by

means of barrels, but Smeaton and Rennie al-

most simultaneously applied the air pump to

supply by an extra pipe the consumption of oxy-

gen, and since this improvement was made, the

diver goes to any depth and remains as long as

he chooses, and builds, mines and blasts nearly

as well in the water as out of it. The bells now

made are of a tapering form, of cast iron and

solid on all sides except at the bottom, the edge

of which is heaviest to prevent the bell from

rolling in the act of dipping. In the top there

are inserted ten bull's eyes or lights, about seven

inches in diameter. The bell is lowered by

chains, which are far better than ropes for that

purpose. The fresh air is introduced at the top,

expelling at the satne time the vitiated air at the

bottom which frequently ascends with a great

noise. Attached to the orifice for diverging the

fresh air as it enters and of closing itself in the

event of an accident to the pipes, which are

made like firemen's hose, there is an internal

leather valve. Double cylinder air pumps are

generally used and it is because the bell is filled

with atmospheric air, that the water does not

rush in at the open bottom. As it descends, the

increased weight of water above compresses the

air and the water flows a little in but can soon

be displaced by the air pump. The divers com-

municate their wishes to those above simply by

striking the bell with a hammer, the number of

strokes answering for certain signals. The

sound is peculiar and is heard at a great dis-

tance. Divers can handle stones under water,

with perfect ease, that would require a block and

tackle on land. The way blasting is done under

water, is to connect the blast to a small tube of

a short length and add tube after tube until it

leaches the surface, when a piece of hot iron is

dropped down and off goes the shot like thun-

der— tlie tube shooting like an arrow, but as it

is held together being secure one joint into an-

other and held by a strong cord, it is kept from

flying away, for further use.

A patent was granted in 1846 to a Mr. Steel,

of Cambridge College for an improvement in

diving bells, which was, to use an artificial light,

converse with those above and make the conden-

sed air of no inconvenience. His plan, however,

promised too much. \Ve perceive that a new

diving bell has recently been constructed by Mr.

J. A. Richards, of Boston, which has been pro-

nounced to be a very superior apparatus, but we

are not able to say what the difference is i>

tween it and others, but its operations huvi

highly 'extolled. We have heard frequent ac-

counts of persons being able to breathe as freely

in some diving bells as in the open atmosphere,

but this is impossible. They must breathe in a

condensed atmosphere and the lungs therefore

must be more oppressed. Some people have
been almost suffocated on their first descent in a

diving bell. Others again have thriven like fish

in (he water, and like Belzoni in the hecatombs
of Egypt, become familiar with the operation.

.Much has already been done by the diving bell,

but it is our opinion that submarine apparatus
and explorations are as yet but in the stages of
childhood.

—

Scientific American.

Hikts for Boys.—Seven kinds of company
to be avoided :

1. Those who ridicule their parents, or diso-

bey their commands.

2. Those who scoff at religion.

3. Those who use profane or filthy language.

4. Those who are unfaithful, play truant, and
waste their time in idleness.

5. Those that are of a quarrelsome temper,

and are apt to get into difficulty with others.

6. Those who are addicted to lying and steal-

ing.

7. Those who are of a cruel disposition, who'
take pleasure in torturing and maiming animals

and insects, robbing birds of their young, &c.
All these sorts of company are to be avoided

;

for if you associate with them, they will soon

make you like themselves, and " the companion
of fools shall be destroyed."

Agriculture.—Nothing can more fully prove

the ingratitude of mankind than the little regard

which the disposers of honorary rewards have

paid to agriculture
; which is treated as a subject

so remote from common life by all those who do
not immediately hold the plough, or give fodder

to the ox, that there is room to question, whether

a great part of mankind has yet been inform-

ed that life is sustained by the fruits of the

earth.

—

Johnson.

(U8* The better animals can he fed, and the

more comfortably they can be kept, the more
profitable they are—and all farmers work for

profit.

Pork.—The Cincinnati Commercial of the 24th

inst. says: " Hogs are beginning to come into

the slaughter. We saw several droves passing

through the street yesterday. The work will

soon begin."

(£/"- Roasted coffee is said, by its powerful

vapor, completely to render harmless most vege-

table and animal effluvia. So says the .Medical

Times.

Hard to Kill.

" He dies hard," was a remark made of one

who had met with all sorts of misfortunes and

yet continued to struggle on, with his head just

above water. He knew and felt that if lie ceas-

ed to push forward, or stopped to rest, all would

be over with him. Where a hundred would

have sunk down in despair, this young man kept

up good spirits— never suffered his courage to

flag, and what is the result ? He is in a fair way

lo make money again, and continues to be re-

spected. If he had sunk without an effort, who
would have lent him a hand?—who have loaned

the first dollar to start in business again? We
u men, ther

;-,, ubi I hull so deter-

mined courage. When every thing else fails,

these will stand by. They will bring you lo life

and salvation, when death and destruction are at

your door. No matter what may have been
your misfortunes—your indiscretions, if you
please—do not suffer yourselves to die easy. So
long as one breath remains in your bodies, make
the most of it and save yourselves. You have
all heard of the man who lost a large fortune by
his folly. When he awoke to a realizing sense
of his condition, what did he do? Not jump
overboard in despair. He resolved to retrieve

his fortune, and not to die till he should accom-
plish his object. He commenced by shovelling
coal, and clung to it year in and out, till at last

he became the possessor of all that he had lost.

An admirable example ! Let it inspire you with
life and hope. Don't sink—don't despair— but
keep up your spirits, and never, never yield to

any stroke but the stroke of death. If you die
in reality, before the accomplishment of your
object, you will have the satisfaction of falling

with your armor on. This will be glorious. If

we ever offer a sincere prayer, it is that we may
not go to the grave a lump of lazy fat—as if our
chief object in life had been to prepare a luscious
least for the rapacious worms.

—

D. C. Coleswortli /.

Soups.—The delicate and proper blending of
savors is the chief art of good soup-making.
Be sure and skim the grease off the soup

when a first boils, or it will not become clear.
Throw in a little salt to bring up the scum. Re-
move all the grease.

Be sure and simmer softlij, and never let a soup
boil hard.

Put the meat into cold water, and let it grow
warm slowly. This dissolves the gelatine, al-

lows the albumen to disengage, and the scum to
rise, and diffuses the savory part of the meat.
But if the soup is over a hot fire the albumen
coagulates and hardens the meat, prevents tho
water from penetrating, and the savory part from
disengaging itself. Thus the broth will be with-
out flavor, and the meat tough. Allow about
two table spoonfuls of salt to four quarts of
soup, where there are many vegetable^, and one
and a half where there are few.

Be sure not to leave any fat floating on the
surface.

A quart of water, or a little less, to a pound of
meat, is a good rule.

Soup made of uncooked meat is as good the
second day, if heated to the boiling point.

If more water is needed, use boiling hot wa-
ter, as cold or lukewarm spoils the soup.

It is thought that potato water is unhealthy
;

and therefore do not boil potatoes in soup, but
boil elsewhere, and add them when nearly
cooked.

The water in which poultry or fresh meat is

boiled should he saved for gravies, or soup, tho

next day. If you do not need it, give it to the
poor.

Keep the vessel tight in which you boil soup,
that the flavor be not lost.

Never leave soup in metal puts, as sometimes
a family is thus poisoned.

Thickened soups require more seasoning
;

nearly double the quantity used for thin soups.

fjy At the recent Fair in New York, a medal
was awarded to Air. George Page, of Baltimore,

II i portable horse power and saw mill.

(X/
5
* Four inches of snow fell in Aroostook

county, Maine, on Monday, the 23d inst.
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Land Monopoly.

It is truly wonderful that die great work of

human improvement has progressed at all in

Europe during the past eight or nine centuries.

War, the state of every country more than half

the time—the land nearly all monopolized by

kings, nobility and clergy—manufactures and

commerce, for the most part under the most rigid

and severe restrictions—liberty of conscience,

liberty of speech, and liberty of action mere ab-

stract theories—labor an I personal freedom at

the mercy of capital and titled rank. And with-

in the present half century, the great extent to

which machinery has supplanted labor, and re-

duced its price where it has not supplanted—the

enormously increased taxation resulting from the

doubling or tripling the amount of national debt,

as has actually been the case throughout the

greater portion of Europe within the last fifty

years; the exorbitant rents resulting from the

rapid increase of population; and the enhanced

price of provisions, owing to the same cause in

part, and to the exclusion of foreign products

from the markets in another part. And yet un-

der these mountainous disadvantages, population

has doubled its numbers every where in Europe,

and in some places has quadrupled them. And

within the last century, the march of improve-

ment has been more general and rapid, by far

than ever before. Viewing all these facts togeth-

er, we are led to the conclusion that nothing,

within the limits of possibility is loo much to

expect from European intellect, energy, and en-

terprise, when it shall have discarded its useless

burdens and time-honored fooleries.

Their kings and hereditary nobility, certainly,

ought to be thrown away as unnecessary and

worthless incumbrances, and this is coming to

be the practical belief very extensively, in the

present year more than ever before, and we

think that their armies and navies might all be

transported to New Holland, or some where else

where there is plenty of room for them, and

made to dig or starve, as they like. Their

church establishments might be dismissed, and

the policy of forcing religion by the powej- of

the civil government, discarded. That system

and policy are obviously of as little value to the

people of the United States. Our estimate of

such things makes their value a minus quantity,

and that most decidedly. Their national debt,

accumulated by the vices and oppression of past

ages, ought certainly to be repudiated. By such

measures, the laboring millions of Europe mi'g/fy

and should be relieved forthwith, of some eleven

or twelve hundred millions of dollars of their

yearly taxation—an amount which, if it were

properly distributed among the lower classes,

would effectually remove their miseries and de-

pression, so far as they have want and poverty

for their cause.

But the land ! The people properly speaking,

have now, for more than eight hundred years

been robbed of their God-given right to the use

of the soil ; or if not entirely debarred from the

privilege of using it, they have been compelled

to pay so enormously that it has been almost

equivalent to utter exclusion.

The titles to the lands in the greater portions

of Europe had their origin in the most stupen-

dous systems of fraud (human slavery excepted)

which history records. The lands were first the

property of the sovereign. Sheer usurpation ol

course. The i utire territory of

property ol one individual, and hereditary in tin

king's favorites; as in Earls, Dukes, Marquises,

Counts, &c. These were sovereigns on a smaller

scale, but not unfrequently more tyrannical and

despotic than king or emperor. These had their

subordinates and favorites, a most numerous

class, whose income must be the amount they

can manage to extort from the lower classes)

viz : the tenants, serfs, or villains, who must per-

form all the servile labor, must furnish the sup-

port for the nobility, the support of the landed

aristocracy, the support of the military servicei

the support of the church, &c. &c. But they

had as little ownership of the soil as the teamster

has of the bridge which he crosses.

In England after the Norman conquest, the

old Saxon proprietors being mostly slain, or

their lands confiscated, the then present landed

proprietors, (ostensibly as a measure of common
defence, but in the actual and ultimate working

of the system a surrender to the king and chief

nobility, of all the lands in the kingdom,) agreed

to adopt the feudal system, in it its most matured

and perfected form, as had recently been done

in France. Some few hundred of the great men
of the nation agreeing to hold and to use for

their own purposes, all the lands of the king-

dom, and all the people who were occupiers of

them.

Here we find a system of sheer violence—of

unqualified and undisguised robbery, every whit

as devoid of every semblance of right as is the

more modern custom of kidnapping and enslav-

ing the natives of Africa. The present tenures

of those lands are, and through all the interven-

ing periods, have been, only the continuation and

perpetuation of the unmitigated robbery in

H hich they originated. The plundered acquisi

tions of the land were made the hereditary pos-

sessions of the plunderers. In the next genera-

tion the children of the robbed were plundered

by the children of the robbers. The same was

true of the third generation, the fourth and fifth,

and of every one till now. Eight hundred years

in this unrighteous business of land monopoly,

have the many continued to be plundered by the

few. So long has the robber's right been legalized

and sanctioned by custom, that it is viewed by

most as perfectly valid, perfectly equitable, and in

every sense unimpeachable.

The one in a hundred has been the robber of

the ninety-nine, until the tradition of the com-

mencement of the robbery has been almost for-

gotten or lost. And now, occasionally, when
the hint is thrown out that the ninety-nine will

take what they have been forcibly kept out of

from age to age, and from century to century,

the nominal and legal proprietor is utterly aghast

with amazement and terror at the bare mention

of a purpose so atrocious.

—

Southpvrt (Jf'it.) Tel.

where, an old man receives but a passing glance, and
it is not an unfrequent occurrence to see a man scarce-

ly able to walk, supporting himself in a car by the back
of a seat, or by a post on a steamer, for lack of the

seat which a young strong man occupies near him.

We saw a lady give up her seat to an old gentleman
once, in such a case, and a halfa dozen chairswere in-

stantly offered her by gentlemen who had remained
motionless before. Americans know what politeness

is, if thuy do not practice it.

—

JV. Y. Jour. Com.

Effect of Imagination on the Physical Frame.
Many years ago, a celebrated physician, author of

an excellent work on the effects of the imagination,

wished to combine theory with practice, in order to

coufirm the truth of his propositions. To this end he
begged the minister of justice to allow him to try an
experiment on a criminal condemned to death. The
minister consented, and delivered to him an assassin of

distinguished rank. Our savant sought the culprit,

and thus addressed him:—"Sir, several persons who
are interested in your family, have prevailed on the

judge not to require of you to mount the scaffold and
expose yourself to the gaze of the populace. He has,

therefore, commuted your sentence, and sanctions

your being bled to death within the precincts of your
prison; your dissolution will be gradual and free from
pain." The criminal submitted to his fate; thought

his family would be less disgraced, and considered

it a favor not to be compelled to walk to the place of

public execution. He was conducted to the appointed

room, where every preparation was made before hand;
his eyes were bandaged, he was strapped to a table,

and at a preconcerted signal, four of his veins were
gently pricked with the point of a pin. At each corner
of the table was a small fountain of water, so contriv-

ed as to flow gently into basins placed to receive it.

The patient believing that it was his blood he heard
flowing, gradully became weak; and the conversation

of the doctors in an under tone confirmed him in this

opinion. " What fine blood!" said one. " What a
pity this man should be condemned to die; he would
have lived a long time." " Hush!" said the other;

then approaching the first, he asked in a low voice,

but so as to be heard by the criminal, " how many
pounds of blood are there in the human body ?"

" Twenty-four. You see already about ten pounds
extracted; that man is now in a hopeless state." The
physicians then receded by degress, and continued to

lower their voices. The stillness which reigned in

the apartment, broken only by the dripping foun-

tains, the sound of which was gradually lessened, so

affected the brain of the poor patient, that although
a man of very strong constitution, he fainted and died
without having lost a drop of blood.

Politeness in olden times. — There is a

story of an occurrence at Athens, during the celebration

of games in honor of a god, illustrative of the respect

paid by the Lacedemonians to old age. The seals in the

theatre were crowded, and an old man entering late,

found no seat. Some young men beckoned him to-

wards them and offered him a seat; bul as he ad-
vanced, they sat closer together, making the vacant
seat further along, and continued to do so as he ap-
proached it, so as to excite the laughter of the audi-
ence. There were departments of I ho theatre devo-
ted to foreigners, and as Ihe old man approached the

seats of ihe Lacedemonians, they all arose. The
Athenians, with characteristic impetuosity, cheered
iheir courteous neighbors with tremendous applause,
and the ohl man, turning around, remarked :

" The
Athenians know the right, th ' tcedenhnmans do it."

i age - mi .1 |i agon from the La
The politeness everywhere shown tn

f£/^ The mackerel fishery continues to be ve-

ry productive. This season is the best that has

been known on the New England coast. An in-

telligent gentleman from Yarmouth informs us

that the host informed men in the towns in that

vicinity are of opinion that mackerel woith over

one hundred thousand dollars were landed on the

cape during the last week. The probability is

that quite as large a quantity was landed on the

north shore—perhaps more. The fishermen are

wise in packing some of the best of their fish in

kegs for family use. We should think this would

be quite a convenience for consumers in private

families.— Boston Post.

ladies, makes a poor excuse for the inattention to old
family. Next, it was paneled out among the age. In steamboats, railroad cars, hotels, and else-

Cause of the dark color of the Skin.—
Darkness of complexion has been attributed to

the sun's power, from the age of Solomon to

this day.—" Look not upon nip, because 1 am
black, because the sun bath looked upon me :"-—

and no doubt, that, to a ceitain degree, the opin-
ion is well founded. The invisible rays in Ihe
solar beams, which change vegetable color, and
have been employed with such remarkable ef-

fects in the daguerreotype, act upon every sub-
stance upon which they fall, producing mysteri-
ous and wonderful changes in their modular
state, man not excepted.

The most agreeable of all companions is a
simple, frank man, without any high pretensions
to oppressive greatness; one who loves life, and
understands the use of it, obliging alike at all

hours, above all, of a golden temper, and stead-
fast as an anchor. For such a one we gladly ex-
change Ihe greatest genius, the most brilliant

wit, the profotindest thinker.
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Important Indian Treaty— Four Millions of
Acres Acquired.

General William Medill, Superintendent of
Indian Affairs, passed through this city Inst night,

having bought out all the right of the Menomi-
nee Indians in the Territory of Wisconsin,
whereby the United States have acquired the ti-

tle to four millions of acres of new territory in

Wisconsin, embracing land on the Fox and Wis-
consin rivers, nnd laid down in the recent maps
as parts of Brawn, Portage and Wisconsin conn-
ties. It embraces Little and Big Bull Falls,

Whitney's Mills, &c, &c.
Some years ago, Congress granted to Wiscon-

sin the alternate sections to complete a canal be-

tween the Fox and Wisconsin rivers. The canal
could not he made because the Indians owned
much of the land. It has now been bought anil

two days after the making of the treaty, two
hundred squatters had laid tlfeir claims. The
land is very rich anil valuable.

Several attempts have been made to treat with
this old and once powerful tribe of Indians, of
which Osh-kosk is chief But all have been un-
successful, lie is connected with some of the

wealthiest and most influential citizens of the
Mississippi on the Crow- Wing river, near where
the Winnehagoes now are, and on lands which
the Government bought of the Chippewas.
The treaty is a very fair one. for bulb parties.

The Indians gel about $300,000 ; and, out of this,

a specific sum is set apart for a manual labor
school, a grist mill, blacksmith's shop, and the

support of a miller for fifteen years. The Indi-

ans remove themselves, and thus save those
swindling operations which are gone into by
contractors in their removal. Thus the whole
matter is a plain business transaction between
the Indians and Government. There are no re-

serves in tiie mailer to make trouble.

The Superintendent look the whole matter
into his own hands, and the whole expense (for

travelling anil all) of negotiating this treaty, will

not be $150. General Medill, in all his opera-
lions with ibis tribe, has astonished every hotly.

His success and his economy both are unrivalled.

The present annuities of this tribe cease in 1857.

General Medill arranged it so as to commence
the payment thereafter in annual payments, so

that the Indians cannot squander their money,
ami yet have it as they need it. It would have
been better for the Government could it have
had General Medill to negotiate more of its

treaties.— Chicago Democrat.

Exporting Apples.— Ml". Asa Smith, ofLock-
porl, Niagara, goes out in the Europa, and takes
with him about iwo thousand barrels ol choice
apples, of some twenty-five different varieties,

selected from the orchards of Niagara county.

with special reference to the foreign market.
We verdure to say, belter specimens of Ameri-
can horticulture were never sent abroad. The
exportation of apples has heretofore been carried
on on ly on a limited scale, and we trust the en-
terprise on which Mr. Smith, wiih pure Yankee
zeal, has entered, may not only prove remuner-
ating, but initiatory to a successful trade that

will be, beneficial to the fruit growers of this

country.

—

Albany Evening Journal.

The Fruit Growers' National Convention.

The N. Y. Tribune furnishes the following in-

formation relating to this Convention, recently

held in the city of New York:

"This assembly which commenced its sittings

in Clinton Hall on Tuesday last, was brought to

a close at a late hour last evening, by an adjourn-
ment to the first Tuesday of October, 1849, then
to meet in the city of New York under the title

of the American Congress of Fruit Growers,
which cognomen it has adopted.

" Between two and three hundred members,
including men distinguished in the halls of our
National Councils, were present during its ses-
sions ; and seldom litis any Association in our
city been convened, comprising more practical
knowledge and science. These representatives
have been congregated from various and remote
pails of the Union, and have come together with
the results of their experience, acquired under
different latitudes, soils and locations. The de-
liberaiioiis, as might he anticipated, were of a
highly interesting character to the Pomologist
and man of science.

"The organization of the Congress consists of
Marshall P. Wilder, Esq. of Boston, Mass., as
President, a Vice President, and n Fruit Com-
mittee of five persons from each State in the
Union and the Canadas. The State Fruit Com-
mittees are to constitute a General Committee,
and of which the President is ex ojftrio a mem-
ber, and are to report the results of their corres-
pondence and labors at the next session.

" The prudence manifested, anil almost univer-
sal desire to act definitely only on such subjects
of which there could be no doubt, was manifes-
ted throughout the debates and doings of the
Convention. There were, however, some fortv

varieties of Fruits recommended for general cul-

tivation, and a li*w lor particular localities. The
Committee are also instructed to report a list of
such varieties as are decidedly unworthy of cul-
tivation.

" The business of the meeting being new. and
many of the names of the Fruits unknown to

the gentlemen of the press, their reports (made
from day to day) must necessarily he somewhat
defective. To remedy this we understand that

the Secretaries ol the Convention will compare
and collate their notes, and prepare a full report
of the doings of the Convention, which report

will he published and sent to every delegate ami
to every Horticultural ami other kindred Socie-
ties in the country.

"The best feelings prevailed among the mem-
bers during the session. They parted with mu-
tual respect and with bright anticipations of
meeting each other again at the time appointed."

Tin; last of THREE thousand dollars.—

A

C\\ti dollar hill of the Fulton hank passed through
the hanaS of the Journal id' Commerce, on the
back of which was written as follows:

"This is the last of three thousand dollars left

me by my mother at her death, on the 37lb of
August, id 10. Would lo God she had never left

it to me, and that I had been learned lo work, lo

have earned mv living, I would not now be what1., - c *

am.

The Atmosphere, Vegetation, &c.
The atmosphere supplies the vegetable crea-

tion with the principal part of its tbod
;
plants

extract inorganic substances from the ground,
which are indispensable to bring them to matu-
rity1. The black and brown mould which is so
abundant is the produce of decayed vegetables.
When the autumnal leaves— the spoil of the
summer— fall to the ground, and their vitality is

gone, they enter into combination with the oxy-
gen of the atmosphere, and convert it into an
equal volume of carbonic acid gas, which conse-
quently exists abundantly in every good soil, and
is the most important part of the food of vegeta-
bles. The process is slow, and stops as soon as
the air in the soil is exhausted ; but the plough,
by loosening the earth, and permitting the at-

mosphere to enler more freely, and penetrate

deeper into the ground, accelerates the decom-
position of the vegetable matter, and conse-
quently the formation of carbonic acid. In

loosening and refining the mould, the common
earth-worm is the fellow-laborer of man. It

eats earth, and after extracting the nutritious part,

ejects the refuse, which is the finest soil, and
may he seen lying iji heaps at the month of its

borough. So instrumental is this reptile in pre-

paring the grounds, that it is said there is not a

particle of the finer vegetable mould that has not
passed through the intestines of the worm ; thus
the most feeble of living creatures is employed
by Providence to accomplish the most important
ends. The food of the vegetable creation con-
sists of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen,
all of which plants obtain entirely from the at-

mosphere, in the form of carbonic acid gas, wa-
ter, and ammonia. They imbibe these three
substances, and after having decomposed them,
they give back the oxygen to the air, and consol-

idate the carbon, water, and nitrogen into wood,
leaves, flowers, fruit. When a seed is thrown
into the ground, the vital principle is developed
by heat and moisture, and part of the substance
of the seed is formed into roots, which suck up
water, mixed with carbonic acid from the soil,

decompose it, and consolidate the carbon. In

this stage of their growth, plants derive their

whole sustenance from the ground.
As soon, however, as the sugar and mucilage

of the fVfA appear above the ground, in the form
of leaves or shoots, they absorb and decompose
the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, retain the
carbon for their food, and give out the oxygen in

the day. and pure carbonic acid in the night. In

proportion as plants grow, they derive more of
their food from the air and less from the soil, till

their fruit is ripened, and then their whole nour-
ishment is derived from the atmosphere, 'frees

are fed from the air, after their fruit is ripe, till

their leaves fall; annuals, till they die. Air-

plants derive all their food from the atmosphere.
In northern and mean latitudes winter is a lime
of complete rest to the vegetable world, and in

tropical climates the vigor ol vegetation is sus-

pended during the dry, hot season, lo he resum-
ed at the return ol the periodical rains. Almost
all plants sleep during the night; some show it

in lliiir leaves, olhers in the blossom. The mi-
mosu tribe not only close their leaves at nisht,

hut their foot stalks droop ; in a clover field not
a leaf opens till after sunrise. The common
daisy is a familiar instance of a sleeping flower;
it shuts up ils blossom in the evening, and opens
its white and crimson-lipped star, the "day's
eye," to meet the early beams of the morning
sun ; and then also " winking Mary-hnds begin

10 ope their golden eyes." The crocus, tulip,

convolvulus, and many olhers, close their blos-

soms at different hours towards evening, some
to open them again, others never. The eondrille

of the walls opens at eight in the morning, and
closes forever at four in the afternoon. Some
plants seem to he wide awake all night, and lo
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give out their perfume, tlien only, or at night-fall,

ftlui)}' of the jessamines are most fragrant during

the twilight; the olea fragrans, the daphne ado-

rata, and the uigbt-stock, reserve their sweetness

for the midnight hour, and the night flowering

sirius turns night into day. It begins to expand

its magnificent sweet-scented blossom in the

twilight, it is full blown at midnight, and closes,

never to open again, with the dawn of day:

these are " the bats and owls of the vegetable

kingdom."

—

Mrs. Somerrille.

" The Yellow Leaf."

From the Knickerbocker for November.

A friend, almost writhing at the time with pain

of body, threw off the other evening this imagi-

native and spirited tribute to " The Yellow Leaf."

"The air of the autumn is about us. A yellow

leaf, fringed with glowing red, struck us on the

check, as we wandered forth from our home this

morning. The leaf trembled from the tree, as if

it feared to fall upon the earth. It is so with us

—we shudder to fall upon the bosom of our mo-
ther, this good red clay on which we walk.

Who harms the yellow leaf, fringed with red,

when it drops upon the grassy sod ? It rests for

a while, until the winds come sighing by, and
with a whole angel-armful of others, it is spirited

away to places we know not of. Perhaps the

breeze bears it to the side of a lake, and the kiss-

ing silvery wave floats it gently on its bosom into

the great ocean— nature's eternity. It is so with

ns. Fear not to fall ! Like the leaf of yellow,

fringed with red, we shall be borne away to the

lapsing tides of streams which shall bear us on-

ward to eternity. No harm will happen to us,

but upon some golden sanded shore we shall be

wafted, and the exotic will again revive, and be

a something that we know not of."

Report on Poultry.

S. L. Hinckley, Esq.

—

Dear Sir: Yours of
September 18th was duly received, and I am
happy to submit to you a detailed account of my
experience in the management of poultry.

The average number of hens kept by me the

last year, I estimate at one hundred and forty

—

mostly a cross between the famous Dorking and
the common hen. The oft repeated and puzzling

inquiry, as to whether fowls may be profitably

kept upon a farm, is satisfactorily settled in my
mind ; and, for your satisfaction, as well as of
those associated with yon, I submit the actual

cost of keeping them, with a fair estimate of the

value of the stock on hand at the commence-
ment and close of the season, together with the

quantity of eggs produced, &c.

Value of stock, Nov. 1, 1847, $40 35
Expense of feed, 116 45

$156 80

Value of slock, Oct. 1848, $65 30
Value of poultry sold, 30 68
Value of manure, 63 bushels, 15 cts., 9 45
Value of eggs, 1256 doz., 13d cts., 169 56

$264 99

This leaves to the credit of the hens the pretty

little sum of one hundred and eight dollars and
nineteen cents; and this result I arrive at by act-

ual and careful experiment, without guessing or

conjecture. It is one, too, attainable by any pru-

dent person, who will bestow an equal amount
of care, proportioned to their value, as is, or

ought to be, bestowed upon any kind of stock in

order to have them do well. And I would in-

quire, in what other way, upon so small an in-

vestment, can so fair a profit be produced upon
a farm ?

Id regard to the treatment of them, I give

them a warm house, with a comfortable yard or

range, and one hundred and fifty hens should
have from one-half to three-quarters of. an acre.

My house is so arranged as to keep them when
I choose, in separate apartments and constantly

supplied with food, old plastering, lime, gravel,

water, &C— with some secret nests, as well as

open boxes, for them to lay in. The house
should be kept well white-washed and as clean

as possible. The kind of food I use is varied

occasionally—corn, boiled potatoes, burnt barley,

oats and wheat screenings ; the latter especially

I find very valuable. The quality of the food,

however, does not, in my opinion, influence the

laying so much as is imagined. They must have
enough to eat, and be made comfortable in other

respects. With my management they lay the

year round.

In regard to the bind of breed, I am entirely

of opinion that the cross between the Dorking
and common hen is a very valuable kind. This
year as you will perceive, 1 have had 1256 dozen
eggs, while last year 1 had only J50 dozen, anil I

attribute the gain to the improvement in the

stock in that way. My stock is very healthy,

seldom losing any by disease.

My own opinion is that too little attention is

paid to the species of domestic animals, and that

for the proper attention, while every one keeps
poultry, very few reap all the advantages they

might,' and I shall be happy if my experience
serves to stimulate any one to improve them-
selves in this respect.

LYMAN CHURCH.
Middlelield, Oct. 5, 1848.

A premium of ten dollars was awarded to Mr.

Church.

—

Hampshire Gazette.

The Philosophy of Endurance.

BY CHARLES MACKAY.

Were the lonely acorn never bound
In the rude cold grasp of the rotting ground ;

Did the rigid frost never harden up
The mould above its bursting cup;
Were it never soak'd in the rain and hail,

Or chill'd by the breath of the wintry gale,
It would not sprout in the sunshine free,

Or give the promise of a tree;
It would not spread to the summer air

Its lengthening houghs and branches fair,

To form a bower where, in starry nights,
Young Love might dream unknown delights;
Or stand in the woods among its peers,
Fed by the dews of a thousand years.

Were never the dull unseemly ore
Dragg'd from the depths where it slept of yore ;

Were it never cast into searching flame,
To be purged of impurity and sbame

;

Were it never molten 'mid burning brands,
Or bruis'd and beaten by stalwart hands,
It would never be known as a thing of worth

;

It would never emerge to a nobler birth
;

It would never be form'd into mystic rings,
To feller Love's erratic wings;
It would never shine amid priceless gems,
On the girth or imperial diadems

;

Nor become to the world a power and a pride,
Cherish'd, adorn 'd and deified.

So, thou, O man of a noble soul,
Starting in view of a glorious goal,
Wert Ihou never exposed to the blasts, forlorn

—

The storms of sorrow—the sleels of scorn;
Wert thou never refined in pitiless fire,

From the dross of thy slolh and mean desire;
Wert thou never taught to feel and know
That the truest love has its roots in woe,
Thou wouldst never unriddle the complex plan,
Or reach half way to the perfect man

;

Thou wouldst never attain the tranquil height
Where wisdom purifies the sight,
And God unfolds to the humblest gaze
The bliss and beauty of bis ways.

The "Metallic Paints" from Ohio.
It may be recollected by the reader that some

months since, under the head of " Scientific
Items," we gave a brief account of a new and
singular substance found imbedded in a rocky
stratum near Akron, Ohio. This was no other
than the Patent Fire ami Weather Proof Paint
and Artificial Slate now on exhibition at the Fair.
When first taken from the mine, this substance

presents the appearance of finest indigo, with
only the hardness of cold tallow—readily cut,
shaped or mixed with other substances. On ex-
posure to the atmosphere, however, for a few
days, it becomes hard and impermeable either to
fire or atmospheric changes. Thus it is exceed-
ingly well adapted to render dwellings and other
buildings perfectly fire-proof: It is "applied by
forming it into " paint," while in a soft or pow-
dered state, by admixture with ordinary linseed
oil, so as to be readily useable by means of a
brush.

Excellent slates of all sizes and descriptions
are manufactured, by merely coating a thin hoard
or thick paper on either side with the paint thus
formed, and allowing a proper time for harden-
ing in the sun. When completed they cannot
be distinguished from the real slate, except, per-

haps, by weight and solidity. A very material
advantage, however, is gained by this mode of
manufacture—you may kick them any where
without danger of breaking, and there is, too, an
entire absence of that greasiness which is so
often a serious nuisance in the olaVfashioned ar-

ticles in common use.

A slale roof is given to a house simply by
painting the shingles with this extraordinary mix-
ture. In a few days a perfect stone without a
flaw may be formed on the roof, which hence
becomes entirely fire-proof and as safe as the
notes and bills placed in charge of one of the
famous " Salamanders."

Dr. Chilton of this city having analyzed this

—

what shall we call it, paint, mineral, clay, or a
nondescript?— has found its ingredients to he as
follows: that it consists of large proportions of
silica, alumina, black oxide of iron, and magne-
sia, with lesser of lime and carbon. The transi-

tion, therefore, from the liquid paint to the hard
slate is accounted for according to Nature's own
laws—as the oil absorbs and evaporates by the

action of the atmosphere, the powerful adhesive
attraction incident to the black oxide of iron

binds and attracts not only the particles, but the

substance covered—causing wood covered by it

to char before the coating will give way.
Altogether, this artificial slate is a great curi-

osity, and deservedly attracts much attention.

The discoverer, Mr. Blake, is in constant attend-

ance to explain its nature and its uses, with nu-
merous samples of articles put under its protec-

tion. He will show you specimens of artificial

black marble, made from it—showing that the

slate is susceptible of a high degree of polish,

and might readily and cheaply subserve many
important ends in our household economy. For
covering iron, also ; to prevent rust or other
damage, for carriage work, fire-fronts, and cen-
tre and pier tables, &c, it can be very usefully

applied. It is well worthy an attentive examina-
tion.

—

New York Tribune.

Transplanting Trees.

Many persons prefer the spring season for

transplanting fruit trees, but in many soils the
ground is not so dry and friable as it should be
for the most successful planting as early as is

generally wished. This may be very much
guarded against by digging the holes for the
trees in autumn. The top soil should be piled

in a conical form upon one side, and the subsoil
upon the other. In this way the frost acts upon
the excavated earth, and finally pulverizes and
prepares it for early transplanting and filling in

about the roots; the top soil only should be used
for this purpose.
The size of the holes should be in proportion

to the size of the tree and length of the root.

Perhaps, not less than three feet in diameter, and
from twelve to twenty inches in depth, for apple
trees of the size they are usually transplanted

—

but if the holes were larger, it would be all the
better. This is a comparatively leisure season
of the year, and if the boles are prepared this

autumn, the expense of setting out trees next
spring would be somewhat lessened and the
business much expedited.

Many persons plant a free as they would a post

!

The novice in planting must consider that a tree

is a living, nicely organized production, as cer-

tainly affected by good treatment as an animal.
Many an orchard of trees rudely thrust into the

ground, struggles half a dozen years against the
adverse condition before it recovers.

Some years ago, we transplanted about fifty

apple trees in the spring; one-half of them
were set in holes dug the previous autumn, the

balance in newly dug ones. The first named
ones done decidedly the best.

For further and more minute directions for

transplanting fruit trees, we recommend to our
readers A. J. Downing's work on Fruits, &c.

—

Boston Cultivator.

Woolen Rags for Manure.—The waste of
woolen factories, and woolen rags, make a valu-

able manure. They may be made up into com-
post and remain till lotted, or may be used by
themselves. A correspondent of the Ag. Gazette

gives his mode of using the rags, lie runs them
through a straw-cutter, and then spreads them
on grass laud.
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The Sufferings, Perseverance and Triumph of
Genius.

There is at present In England an American
who went to that country to endeavor to interest

the capitalists in a new bridge which he has con-

structed. His name is Remington, and he is a

native of Virginia, An account of his progress

is given by himself, in a letter to Dixon II. Lewis,

and is published in Hunt's Merchants' Magazine.
When he arrived in England in January, 1847,

he wtis without money, and spent the first live

months in vainly looking for somebody with en-

terprise enough to encourage his plan, living all

the time on less than three pence per day. He
slept upon straw, for which he paid a halfpenny
per night. His limbs became distorted with

rheumatism, and he was literally covered with

rags and vermin, consorting as he had to do,

with the lowest beggars in London. Still he did

not despair. The incidents of the succeeding
three months he does not relate. His sufferings

were so greafthat his head tinned grey. He had
to pay usurers £10 to obtain a shilling for ad-

mittance to the Koyal Zoological Gardens, where
lie succeeded, after much mortification, in get-

ting the ghost of a model made of the bridge.

The model, although a had one, astonished every

body. Every engineer of celebrity in London
was called in to decide whether it was practica-

ble to throw it across the lake. Four or five of
them, at the final decision, declared that the

model was passing strange, hut that it could not

be carried to a much greater length than the

length of the model. This was the point of lite

or death with the inventor. He says:

"I was standing amidst men of the supposed
greatest talent as civil engineers that the world
could produce, and the point decided against

me. This one time alone were my whole ener-

gies ever aroused. I never talked before— 1 was
haggard and faint for want of food—my spirits

sunk in sorrow in view of my mournful pros-

pects—clothes I had none—yet, standing over
this model, did I battle with those men. Every
word 1 uttered came from my inmost soul, and
was big with truth—every argument carried con-
viction. The effect on these men was like ma-
gic—indeed, they must have been devils not to

have believed under the circumstances. / suc-

ceeded. My agreement with the proprietor was,

that I should superintend the construction of the

bridge without any pay whatever, but during the

time of the building I might sleep in the Gar-
dens, and if the bridge should succeed, it should

be called ' Remington's Bridge.' I lodged in an
old lions cage, not strong enough for a lion, but

by putting some straw on the floor, hell me very

well, and indeed was a greater luxury than I had
for many months. The carpenters that worked
on the bridge sometimes gave ine a part of their

dinner. On this I lived and was comparatively
happy. It was a little novel, however, to see a

man in rags directing gentlemanly looking liead

carpenters. The bridge triumphed, and the cost

was £8, and was the greatest hit ever made in

London. The money made by it was astonish-

ingly great, thousands and tens of thousands
crossing it, paying toll, besides being the great-

est attraction to the Gardens. Not a publication

in London but what has written largely upon it,

although 1 have never received a penny, nor ever
will for building the bridge."

The success of his invention gave him, how-
ever, celebrity, and he says it also gave him credit

with a tailor.

" I got a suit of clothes and some shirts—

a

clean shirt. Any shirt was great, hut a clean

shirt—O God, what a luxury! Thousands of

cards were left for me at the Gardens, and men
came to see the bridge from all parts of the

kingdom. I first built the mill, which is the

most popular patent ever taken in England. The
coffee pot, and many other small patents, take

exceedingly well. The drainage of Tixall Mea-
dows is the greatest triumph I have yet had in

England. The carriage bridge for Earl Talbot
is a most majestic and wonderfully beautiful

thing. Dukes, marquises, eaiis. lords, &c, and
their ladies, are coming to see it from all parts.

I have now more orders for bridges from the

aristocracy than I can execute in ten years, if 1

would do them. Indeed I have been so much
among the aristocracy of late, that what with
high living, heing so sudden a transition from

starving, I have been compelled to go through a

course of medicine, and am just now convales-

cent. Of course, any thing once built precludes
(he possibility of taking a patent in England,
but its merits and value are beyond all calcula-

tion.

" A permanent, beautiful and steady bridge
may be thrown across a river half a mile wide
out of the reach of floods, and without anything
touching the water, at a most inconsiderable ex-

pense. The American patent is well secured at

home I know. I shall continue to build a few
more bridges of larger and larger spans, and one
of them a railroad bridge, in order that I may
perfect myself in them so as to commence fair

when 1 reach America. 1 have a great many
more accounts of my exploits since I came to

Stafford, hut must defer sending them until next
time. I beg you will write me, for now, since a

correspondence is opened, I shall be able to tell

you something about England. I know it well.

I have dined with earls, and from that down—
down—down to where the knives, forks ami
plates are chained to the table for fear they
should be stolen."

Such is the history of genius triumphing over
difficulties enough to appal the stoutest hearts.

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

Bamford's Improved Stocking Frame.
Mr. Win. Bamford, of Ipswich, Mass. has re-

cently patented a valuable improvement in the
Stocking Frame, consisting in the application
and use of a conductor to each of the plain-stitch
and rib-stitch needles, in such manner as to ena-
ble any one to carry on the process of knitting
either plain or ribbed work, without the use of
needles with beards or points, and a presser or
pressers, such as are generally used in the com-
mon plain and ribbed, hand or power looms.
His improvement is also applicable to what are
denominated warp net machines, whether au-
tomatic or moved by hand, and will perform one-
third more work than any hand frame worked in

the ordinary way with pressers. Mr. B. has ex-
pended a large amount in this invention, and per-
formed the constant labor of nearly three years
in bringing it to its present state of perfection.
The first application of the invention was in

connection with a new warp Frame and after-

wards a common plain stocking frame. The in-

ventor then applied ihe " rib," and succeeded in

making ribbed work with the same motions that

made plain work. This improvement, with a

little expense, can be appended to every kind of
stocking and warp frame now in use and save
the presser motion, which has always been the
most difficult and destructive one to every kind
of frame.

This machine is capable of making one-third
more plain work, and double the quantity of rib-

bed over one stocking frame that works with
pressers. Mr. B.'s ribbed machine can be built at

two-thirds the expense of the old Derby rib ma-
chine, which in fact is entirely superseded by
this improvement, wdiich saves two presser and
one heel paddle motion in every bout or course, in

which it must come into general use.

—

Farmer
and Mechanic.

Grapes from Seed.—The Boston Cultivator

gives the following as the best mode of raising

grapes from seed. The writer says he has about
five hundred plants raised from twenty different

kinds of grapes. "Save the seeds when the

grapes are ripe ; mark them, as it is desirable to

trace the pedigree of a new fruit. Late in the

fall, sow them in a rather light mellow soil, like

a good garden, covering them about two-thirds

of an inch deep. If sowing be delayed till

spring,, put the seeds into loam in the fall, or

early in winter, and bury ill earth, or place in the

cellar, and keep gently moist which is best done
by putting them in a tight stone or earthen ves-

sel, covering the earth with damp moss or cloth,

and placing in a close box or chest. It is less

trouble to sow in the fall, especially where one
has various kinds."

Drink and Disease.— It is remarkable, says

Dr. Darwin, that .all the diseases from drinking
spirituous liquors are liable to become heredita-

ry, even to the third generation, and gradually

to increase until the family becomes extinct.

Large Cattle.

The following are the weights and dimensions
of the most remarkable of the titt cattle exhibited
at the late Suite show at Buffalo :

J. and F. A. Alherger, of Buffalo, exhibited
Jwo oxen, called Empire State and Queen City.
The former measured in girth, behind the fore
legs, 9 feet 34 inches; and his length from
shoulder to end of rump was 7 feet 3 inches;
the latter measured in girth, 9 feet, and in length
7 feet 7 inches. The aggregate weight of the
two was 5,784 pounds.
Two oxen shown by Lyman Brainard, girthed,

each, 8 feet 10 inches— length, 6 feet 7 inches-
weight of the two, 4,800 pounds.
Two oxen shown by L. Doty, measured in

girth, 8 feet 6 inches, and 8 feet 3 inches ; in
length 7 feet 7 inches, and 6 feet 3 inches-
weight of the two, 4,670 pounds.
An ox shown by Edward Munson, girthed 9

feet—length, 7 feet 84 inches— weight, 3,100
pounds.
The following were the live weight of cuttle

four years old :

A pair shown by E. Sheldon, 4,295 lbs.

A pair shown by B. Humphrey, 4,0"I7J
A pair shown by John Burns, 3,8874
One ox shown by Henry Dixon, 2,200
One ox shown by E. Munson, 2,100

A pair of steers, three years old, shown by J.

S. Wadsworth, weighed 3,390 pounds; and a
two-year old steer, shown by the same gentle-
man, weighed 1,497 pounds.
A fat cow, seven years old. shown by R. Had-

field, weighed 1,742 pounds ; and one five years
old, shown by Robeit Fowler, weighed 2,030
pounds. One five years old, shown by Allen
Ayrault, weighed 1,652 pounds. One six years
old, shown by Norman Kibbe, weighed 1,645.
(This was only grass-fed. She was a cross of
the Durham and Devon, and a very fine animal.)

R. I. Canfield, New Milford, Ct., exhibited a
pair of cattle four years old, at the late show at
Litchfield, which weighed 4,600 pounds.

It may be interesting to compare these cattle

with others of large size which have formerly
attracted attention. The celebrated Durham or,
bred by Chas. Colling, in 1796, measured, at ten
years old, as follows: girth, behind the should-
ers, 10 feet; breadth at the shoulders 2 feet 7
inches, across the hips 2 feet 7 inches. We have
no means of ascertaining his live weight at that
time; but Fie Was slaughtered the following year,
in consequence of an accident, and though he
was thought to have lost considerably in weight,
his four quarters weighed 2,322 pounds, his tal-

low 156 pounds, and his hide 142 pounds— milk-
ing a total dressed weight of 2,620 pounds.
The oxen, Maximus and Magnus, bred by Col.

Chapin, Springfield, Mass., exhibited at the show
of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, in

1817—(the cattle being six and a half years old)

—measured as follows: Marimus, girth 9 feet;
breadth across the hips 2 feet 6 inches—across
ihe shoulders 2 leet 74 inches. Magnus, girth 9
feet; breadth across the hips 2 feet 6 inches

—

across the shoulders 2 feet 54 inches. We v i«-

never seen any account of the live weig
these cattle, and only know the dressed weigi*.
of the smaller one, which was 2000.
The famous Broughton heifer, Peach, bred by

Sir Charles R. Tempest— which won the gold
medal of the Sniithfield Club, in 1843— was four
years and ten months old, and gave the following
dressed weight : four quarters, 1,770 pounds, tal-

low, 228 pounds, hide, 120 pounds— total, 2,118
pounds.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Laboring Communities.
Hon. Harvey Baldwin, in his address before

the Onondaga County Agricultural Society, made
some good remarks in reference to the effects of

industry, as compared with indolence, on the

character and prosperity of communities. He
came to the conclusion that as "a general princi-

ple, that community which is required to toil the

most constantly, to economise the most closely

and live most frugally, will be found to be phy-

sically, morally and intellectually in the best

condition." He made some comparisons in il-

lustration of the principle: " Look for example
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10 the azure sky—the bland atmosphere—the

temperate climate—the fertile soil of Italy, and

there behold her people—as a nation—ignorant,

trifling, licentious, depraved and beggarly poor,

numbering more of the lazaroni, than perhaps

any other nation on earth. Look to the Ocean

Jsles, and especially those that border our own

southern coast ; warmed by a tropical sun and

fanned by a perpetual summer's breeze, their fat

and fertile soils yield almost without tillage or

toil in the greatest luxuriance and profusion,

everything necessary to the support and comfort

of man ; and yet as a whole, how miserable, de-

graded, licentious, ignorant and debased." On

the other band he refers to New England and

the northern States, " where from necessity the

people are all obliged to live in the constant

practice of all these virtues, and where on earth

will you find a better people than they— it is

their climate—their frugal habits, their constant

and persevering industry that contributes largely

to make them so."

—

Cultivator.

©l)c tlisitor.

CONCORD, N. H., NOVEMBER 30, 1848.

Summer Travelling Sketches.

Col. Hiram Noyes, residing in that part of Lis-

bon, in Grafton county, New Hampshire, called

Sugar Hill, has this year sold at thirty cents the

bushel, on contract, three thousand bushels of

potatoes. He planted twenty-three acres, and

used, we believe, no manure other than plaster.

His produce, from one hundred and fifty to two

hundred bushels to the acre, was from potatoes

planted in hills generally at the distance of three

and a half to four feet each way. It has become

so great an object for the large manufacturing

establishments to secure the making of starch

from the potato that their agents go far into the

country and engage to pay a price agreed upon

before hand for the supply of the starch mills-

The uncertainly of the crop has raised the con-

tract price in the north parts of New Hampshire

and Vermont from twelve and a half cents and

seventeen cents up to thirty cents the bushel.

Potatoes now are plenty in Lisbon and the vicin-

ity, having there generally escaped the rot of this

season, and the common price is no more than

twenty cents the bushel. With a railroad run-

ning from Lisbon to Boston, potatoes would he

worth at this time twice their retail price to be

brought down the valley of the Merrimack

where below this town they are retailing all the

way from fifty cents to a dollar the bushel. The

railroad addition, one-half to the present price,

and one-fourth to Col. Noyes' contract price,

would have increased the value of the surplus

produce of a Grafton county farmer's single

crop of potatoes, in the one case three hundred,

and in the other six hundred dollars. Every

bushel of the potatoes upon that limestone land,

raised without manure, free from infection of

rot, woidd be worth forty cents in the field to be

transported to the seaboard for shipping. How
much would an enterprising farmer like Colonel

Noyes gain by the construction of railways

which shall enable him to send his potatoes one

hundred and fifty miles to a cash market in the

space of twenty hours ?

The alluvial lands along the Connecticut river

are fertile and productive beyond the intervales

of any other river within our observation. Low

down in Connecticut and Massachusetts tobacco

is being introduced as the crop which, principal-

ly for the manufacture of cigars, gives the culti-

vator a clear profit of fifty to a hundred dollars

an acre; further up the river, in Hadley, North-

ampton and other river towns, the broom-corn

is raised as a very easy and profitable crop. All

the way near the river Indian corn is a crop up-

on the Connecticut which hardly ever fails: oats

and peas follow these crops in easy abundance.

But the bottom lands upon the river are by no

means the better lands in the valley of the Con-

necticut. From the highest point of the Green

mountain range on the west to the White moun-

tain range on the east, embracing a part of Ver-

mont and New Hampshire, there is no better

land in the whole country than is to be found in

all the upper part of this valley.

Passing in August last through the entire

length of the town of Lisbon in Grafton county,

we were struck with admiration at the beauty of

the high grounds of that town, whose smooth

and luxuriant fields on several eminences bear

the name of the Sugar Hill. Such a fine coun-

try as this is not only the place for raising great

crops of the field in a series of many years— it

is the place for raising men of indomitable reso-

lution and stalwart arm and women of fair faces

and intellect reaching them into qualifications to

make men happy in any condition of life. Take

the families upon these hills, anil as a general

thing it will be found that twice the number of

sons and daughters grow up to maturity as men

and women well calculated to act their parts in

life to the families nurtured and bred in the sick-

ly atmosphere of the cities. The day was a

bright sun-shine, and was one when all hands

were in the field to finish out the haying and

reaping which had been made late by cloudy or

rainy weather. Leaving the Iron works valley

of Franconia, where we had spent the night

—

the place which from its locality sinks the ther-

mometer in freezing time several degrees lower

than at any other point in N.H.— in less than a mile

we were upon the high grounds of Lisbon. The
first considerable farm we passed, seven mowers
following each other were surrounding a square

field sufficient to give each one his acre for the

forenoon's work. Soon we reach on the uphill

road another farm house with its ample barns

and sheds ; and here in a field is another gang

of mowers with boys of ten and twelve years in

full tilt throwing open the swathes. Generally

is it as it has been in New Hampshire, that the

farmer with his four to seven sons, has the work

done by his own offspring, himself, until after he

has passed into middle life, leading off in the

daily task. Few men in any condition of life

are so happy as the farmers of this class :

the men who really have nothing to do, and who
do nothing of course, find not so much leisure

for sound enjoyment and for the advancement of

benevolent, moral and intellectual, as well as

physical objects materially advantageous to the

whole community, as these farmers upon our

many New England hills and along our valleys.

It is the excellent soil of such a town as Lis-

bon that has superinduced that industry which

has created a community of splendid indepen-

dent farmers. Some of them with less hard la-

bor, although entirely independent and rich

enough, who give themselves less to the wealth

which conies from work all the time, may not be

as abundant in money and in cattle as others.

The less wealthy, both by their outside and in-

side appearance, show that plenty of the com-

forts of this world at no time of year deserts

their board.

We have known some of these men of Lisbon

back to the time when the town bore the name

of our own, and not found necessary to change

it until the people there wanted a post office as

an unusual accommodation for many ^ears sub-

sequent to the first settlement of our country.

Arriving at the beautiful residence of a friend

whom we had long known, we found him pre-

pared to go our way on the same business we

had left home for—attending an agricultural

meeting that had been nutifled to the farmers of

Northern Grafton to awaken a zeal for improve-

ment in the occupation which in this land must

lie as the foundation of its prosperity and wealth.

Our friend, exchanging positions on the way,

soon let us into the history and condition of the

fine farms and fields spread out before us.

Although rarely is a pine tree seen upon the

several prominences of Lisbon called the Sugar

Hill, yet Mr. P. informed us the original growth

upon them was the tall pine differing from the

white pine of the Merrimack valley in being of

a more yellow texture and more readily yielding

to the polish of the carpenter's instrument.

Some of this finishing pine, without a knot and

with no shrinkage when once seasoned, we have

thought to he so beautiful in its natural state as

rather to be marred than improved by paint.

Such wainscotting finish we recollect to have

seen in the mansion of Gen. Stark at Manches-

ter in a house built nearly ninety years ago by

him after his return from the Ranger service.

These tall pines of the original growth have

nearly all disappeared : little advantage had they

been to the first settlers as valuable timber.

Thirty and forty years ago the best of these un-

rivalled trees of the forest might be had for the

taking away. They were treated as cumberers

to the ground by those who were anxioU3 to

bring the land into cultivation. The succeeding

growth of trees here is not the pine, but the

poplar, the maple, and perhaps some other hard

wood growth. The change of wood in much

of the second growth—an entire change as we

often find on much of that ground which stood

in the primeval forest covered with magnificent

white pine timber trees—is among those curious

freaks of nature for which philosophy has failed

to account. Frequently this land with stumps

of half a dozen feet in diameter at the cut oft'

comes up with the diminutive poplar or white

birch, indicative, as some suppose (we think er-

roneously) of a sterile soil, unprofitable and even

worthless for cultivation.

We could hardly credit the fact that the fine

smooth cultivated fields and pastures of Lisbon

had ever been covered with the tall timber pines.

It is generally a lime-stone soil ; and it is said

there is pure lime-stone in the rock as good at

least as that from which the Thomaston lime is

produced, in this town of Lisbon alone sufficient

to supply the better kind of lime for all the

building purposes of the interior and manufac-

turing towns upon the Merrimack valley below

wherever this town can be reached by railroad.

For more than fifty years has the ore supplying

the Franconia iron works been carted from a hill

in Lisbon to the furnaces situated upon a branch

of the Ammonusuck river. These works, own-

ed by gentlemen in Salem, Ms., have continued

through all the vicissitudes of trade and tariffs to

turn out about the usual quantity of cast-iron

vvaers made directly from the ore. Five hun-

dred tons of pig iron made here are manufac-
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tuied annually into about one hundred and fifty

tons of wrought iron. It is too far in the interior

here over the roads for transport sncli as liave

existed to manufacture more iron at Franconia
tlian could be sold in the vicinity round anil

further in the interior.. Good cord wood used
ut the works sells for one dollar the cord, and
the price of charcoal there has been no more
than three and four cents the bushel. The value
of both wood and coal would at ouce be doubled
when this neighborhood shall be tapped by u

railway loading directly to the seaboard.

The mowing land of Lisbon is of that kind
producing large annual crops of hay twenty
years in succession without turning over with
the plough. Among the improvements pointed
out to us were the fields of Air. Prescolt Young
of that town, where he had mown from two to

three tons of hay to the acre without the appli-

cation of any of the common manures. He had
brought the laud to this state from the condition

of worn-down sterility by the use of plaster un-
der the plough and clover: his course was plant-

ing one year—oats and clover the second-
wheat the third, succeeded by herdsgrass and
clover mixed with sowing of plaster. Ground
plaster applied on almost any growth has a
greater and more immediate effect upon the

Connecticut valley land than upon the lands

eastward of the ridge. Our friend at Lisbon
pointed us to a field of potatoes of bis own upon
u side-hill nearly a hundred rods distant in which
a part of the rows were left without the •plaster,

the supply being exhausted. In the drought of
last summer the rows destitute of plaster showed
the soil as nearly naked, while the plastered

rows covered the ground entirely with green
from the vines. This was one of the most strik-

ing effects of plaster we had ever seen: from
the great strength of the soil upon the Lisbon
hills, only the stimulant of mineral manures is

ueeded to ensure a crop.

Passing on the way over the Sugar Hill of

Lisbon, we came to the (arm of the father and
son, Messrs. David and Ward Priest: the son

lives in a new house apart from the father, con-

structed of granite, fit for the residence of an
European wealthy noble. They have a hundred
head of neat cattle beside horses and many
sheep: thirty fitt cattle, as a part of the profits of
this farm, are turned off annually. There is a

route for u railroad connecting with the Concord
and Montreal railroad leading nearly through
the centre of Lisbon by way of Landaff, which
is said to be equally as feasible as the route di-

rectly up the main branch of the Ammonusuck.
Either of these routes would probably cut off

much of the distance and many difficult points

which might be encountered if the road pursued

the bank of the Connecticut directly in the bend
westward around the fifteen miles falls.

Looking over the valley in which commences
n stream running out of ponds discharging their

waters into the Ammonusuck, is that part of

Landaff called the Tuttle hill, with land of much
the same richness as that of the Lisbon bills.

Among the fine farms is that of Rider Brown-
son, a freewill Baptist preacher, well known
twenty years ago as one of the sentinels in the

New Hampshire legislature: besides the income

of his farm the Elder enjoys, as the profits of his

industry in working it, the income of some half

a dozen thousand dollars loaned at lawful in-

terest.

Coming from the hills into the Ammonusuck
valley, arc the intervale farms in Lisbon of the

two Youugs, fathers to Han and Life Young,
who were many years since known as public

men in our State. Dan Young was a minister

of the Methodist Episcopal order—a man of en-

terprise alike as a divine, politician or farmer.

He vacated a beautiful farm on the Connecticut

river bank in Piermnnt, which was afterwards

bought and sold by his brother Life Young. Dan
Young, since he left, has been of that enterpris-

ing class who have built up the great West. At
Portsmouth on the Ohio fie has set on foot and
conducted extensive iron works, where be has

encountered the vicissitudes of fortune, and we
believe is not as rich and independent as be

might have been if be had remained to enjoy

the competence which he already possessed in

the Granite State: his fine family of daughters,

their mother of a Northfield descent in our own
neighborhood, are said to do honor in Ohio to

the State from which he emigrated. From two
such farms as those cleared by the father and
uncle of Dan Young—one hundred acres inter-

vale upon a single level including with the rich

upland five hundred and more acres each—the

descendants of the Young name should not per-

haps have been too early tempted.

In advance of the opening of the Montreal
railroad to Meredith Bridge village in August
last, the editor of the Visitor in bis own jog-trot

mode of travel, struck the route of the railway

at that place, and thence pursued his course by
the Wear's village between the Winnipissiogee

bays and lake, in sight of the excavating hills

stricken off and valleys filled, along which the

track 6f the road is now about completed. The
first eighteen miles out of Concord this road is

probably the cheapest that has ever been con-

structed in this country: over the upper level

from the Merrimack it is for many miles straight

as an arrow. Its course is across the river at the

point of the Federal Bridge, and from thence

some six miles in Concord, through the width of

Canterbury and the length of Northfield. A
farmer whose property has been greatly increased

by this road, says the town of Canterbury might

have built this road and given its use to the pub-

lic without being poorer for it.

From Sanhornton Bridge this road pursues

the Winnipissiogee branch about ten miles, pass-

ing by the great bay which divides Sanhornton

and Meredith, to the flourishing village at Mere-

dith Bridge, comprising portions of Meredith

and Gilford— thence to the Lake Village two

miles above, opening the road to the business of

all the fine farming towns which surround the

lake. The first business done on this road much
exceeds the anticipations of its most sanguine

friends: an impetus is at once given to all the

villages towards which the railroad is lengthen-

ing out and extending its arm. Among the no-

vel articles produced on the way, we might name
a small establishment which turns out forty and

fifty bushels of shoe-pegs per day at Meredith

—

a paper establishment at Ilolderuess vt hich sends

to the seaboard many tons of rye and oat straw-

turned into wrapping paper and bandbox board

—thousands of dollars worth of goat's and

sheep's leather made anil manufactured into

gloves and mittens in Plymouth. Of the new
business created among us equally important to

that of the great manufacturing corporations and

more directly conducive 10 the welfare of the

whole community, two gentlemen on Boscawen

plain manufacture and send away by railroad,

shoes at the rate of seventy-five thousand dol-

lars worth in a year.

The shoe and leather business, which pervades

most of the lower towns of Massachusetts,

reaches its way into New Hampshire almost be-

fore the people are aware of it. The tanning of
leather is to become a great business. The new
railroads north are bringing down hemlock bark

as an article which will give great profit after

paying the transport one and two hundred miles.

While writing this article we see the freight cars

passing, thirty, forty and fifty of which go along
with n single engine, several of them in succes-

sion loaded with hemlock bark: on inquiry we
find this article bears the price of ten dollars the

cord. By an unaccountable—unjustifiable ar-

rangement, as we think, requiring legislative in-

terference—wood for fuel from Concord to Bos-
ton is charged for freight between three and four

dollars the cord, while tanners' hemlock bark
pays only one dollar seventy-five cents. The
high price is kept up ou the freight of wood to

enable the railroad to furnish their fuel at a

cheaper rate. The owners of woodlands through
the State are interested to prevent such a mono-
poly by asking that the legislature shall make
the freight equal.

The Concord and Montreal railroad the next
year will double its distance to Rumney on the

way to Connecticut river: this road, built and
owned by the enterprise and perseverance main-
ly of the people interested along the route— un-

generously opposed by some men who own and
control a road supposed to come in competition

with it—will cost in its structure little more than
one half what has been expended on an equal
length of most of the New England roads which
have preceded it. To this road will be tributary

the country bordering the Winnipissiogee valley

across the easterly half of the centre of New
Hampshire: on its way north the main road
must bring in a great share of the Connecticut
river business at the north. To get at his lum-
ber in the wilderness region among the moun-
tains, Mr. Norcross has expended thirty thousand
dollars in improving the Pemigewassett and
Merrimack so that timber logs may be turned

and floated down nearly from the sources at the

head of the main branch. When the Montreal

railroad shall be completed to Plymouth, taking

the Baker river branch where that divides from
the Pemigewassett—a less sum of money than

that already expended by Mr. N. would excavate

a railroad all the way up the Pemigewassett to

the line between Woodstock and Lincoln, where
another and the principal branch of the same
stream comes from the mountains. Up this val-

ley the quantities of standing trees upon many
thousand acres of accessible land could not easily

be counted or estimated. Here is a place either

for extensive tanneries or for procuring tanners'

bark to supply tanneries near the seaboard. The
addition of value to the timber and standing

trees which have hitherto been regarded as use-

less, would pay the expense of a railway, cheap

as that from Concord to Sanhornton, over the

distance of twenty miles out of Plymouth in that

direction.

Interested deeply in the anticipation of the

value to be added to the free soil of New Hamp-
shire by means of opening new communications

and easy transport in various directions, we took

pains going north in August to look into the by-

places where we had not before been. In going

that way after leaving the track of the railway

directly leading to Plymouth, we took our course
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by Squam lake, a large sheet of water scarcely

three miles from Winnipissiogee lake, surround-

ed by a fine farming country with best pasturage

for cattle reaching to the very tops of the moun-

tains. We had been upon Prospect Hill which

overlooked the railway valley route for many

miles, extending from far up the valley of Ba-

ker's river, by 'Plymouth and the Pemigewassett,

up the Squam river, by the Measley pond, and

finally over to and along the Winnipissiogee

lake shore in a winding but by no means very

indirect way, considering the level preserved

through an interesting country. Our wish was

to dive deeper into the mountain valleys : so we
turned to the right of Prospect mountain, and

we found all the way through Holderness and

Campion until we touched the Pemigewassett,

roads easily to be travelled, and farms that had

long been occupied The way led us directly in

view of that farm of Col. Holmes of Campion,

whose enterprise and wealth, and noble, gene-

rous spirit were twticed in an article from the

Old Man of the Mountain, extracted into a for-

mer number of the Visitor. In this region of

country vast was the amount of timber trees

standing in the original forest. The pioneer set-

tlers resorted to various expedients to be rid of

them : the larger trees were girdled to die stand-

ing, until they fell to rot on the ground. Within

the last fifty years pine lumber has been cut in

that region to be run over the falls and floated

downward towards a market. Generally with

the best of the trees, was little profit made by

the undertakers to make the standing timber of

any considerable value. As the. best timber low-

er down has "been taken away, so the enterprise

of the lumberers has reached further back. It is

only three or four years since Mr. Norcross, an

enterprising timber-dealer of Maine, has given a

new stimulant to the lumber trade of the Merri-

mack. Until his time it probably never entered

the head'of any man that an immensity of tim-

ber standing in the mountains beyond where

even the hunter or fisherman often ventured,

could be. floated down from near the very sources

of the Merrimack river waters.

From the time of leaving home in August we
had intended to go as far as our strength would

admit up the middle and main branch of the

Pemigewassett, which has its origin but a very

short distance over a high mountain ledge on

the west side of the celebrated Notch of the

White Mountains, dividing the sources of the

Saco from those of the Merrimack. A forest of

many thousand acres lies in here, several.streams

coming into the main branch which comes, down
from a distance probably of more than twenty
miles, before it unites with two other blanches

near tiie north line of Woodstock, one of them

a stem of the Merrimack, having its source, at

the Franconia Notch, which parts the waters in

ponds laying near the summit level as between

the Connecticut and Merrimack rivers. We had

been recommended to Mr. Barston at Woodstock
as the man who had personally led in the hard

work of Mr. Norcross' enterprise, and we Were

sorry to find that exposure ir. severe labor at

haying upon his own premises had laid him
down iu an excruciating fever. " He was physi-

cally unable to accompany us to the scene of

operations in the forest of which he had been

the leader. We proceeded onward to Lincoln,

the less inhabited of the incorporated towns of

the State, where we made the best arrangements

that presented to effect our object.

Simon Tuttle, Esq. has resided some twenty

years in Lincoln: since his time, with the assist-

ance of a small appropriation from the State

treasury made in the year 1826-7, a passable road

has been made over Lincoln, by the " Old Man
of the Mountain," through the summit level of

the Notch from which this highway, pursuing its

course northward, descends five miles to the

Iron works at the western extremity of the town

of Franconia. One mile below the tavern of

our friend Tuttle, the streams of the upper Mer-
rimack part, the main branch coming in from the

north-east. Two miles from Tuttle's in the edge

of Woodstock is a sharp mountain at the height

of one thousand to fifteen hundred feet, at the

top of which is a lake of one hundred acres,

from which a stream of pure water issues. Mr.

Tuttle has a well cultivated farm along and near

the branch stream coming down from the Fran-

conia notch : near his house along the road was
a cornfield equal in growth and forwardness to

any we had seen during the year. Mr. Tuttle

and his sons were engaged iu haying upon a

newly cleared lot at some half a mile to a mile

distance of more elevated land, from which he

was taking at the rate of thirty to forty hundreds

of the best stable hay to the acre. Around and

not very far from the road on the westerly side

there were other open clearings in the forest

where settlements had been begun. The heavy

timber growth upon these lands makes the labor

of clearing very great. This labor with the

price of the cost of land at one to three dollars

the acre, will be repaid in a successful first crop

of rye or wheat : but few young men have the

courage or ability to encounter the labor and the

expenditure with no return for at least one year,

while employment with cash wages is readily

procured all about the country. This state of

things has prevented and will continue to pre-

vent a speedy settlement of much good land

which still remains in New Hampshire. Poor

men with families, unable to purchase the land

only on credit, make a pitch upon the corner of

some lot, and elect a rude residence : the indi-

vidual cuts down at first two or three acres,

burns over the ground and sows it with some
sort of grain. Not having the ability to purchase

grass seed, the first crop is succeeded by fire

weeds and sorrel, bushes and briers ; and the

best of iand with such a growth is accounted

worthless. Some thirty years ago, before the

Franconia notch road was made passable as a

travelled road for carriages, there was « clearing

and settlement of three or four farms a little way
up the branch whose, navigation has been im-

proved by Mr. Norcross. From some discourage-

ment not arising from deficiency in the soil,

these settlements were partially abandoned : the

owners went off to the West, it is believed, to

fare no better than they might have done here.

Through these lands formerly cleared, with Mr.

Charles N. Tuttle of Lowell, who was at home
on a visit at his father's, the editor took a six

hours jaunt out and back up the main stem of

the Merrimack to the second camp of Mr. Nor-

cross, the distance of about eight miles. Leav-

ing the lots that had been formerly cleared, much
of which had come up into a second growth,

and proceeding over the winter path-way on

horse-back, the character of the timber growth

and the soil at once struck us with surprise.

The immensity of logs wjth which Mr.Norcross

had covered the Merrimack in the two last years,

taken from this ground, seemed scarcely to have

thinned the forest. Indeed we believe he had

regarded as of little or no value other than pine

and spruce logs. Within two miles of the qpen-

ed settlement was his first encampment. The
operation of logging was done in the winter

while snow of less or greater depth covered the

ground. The cattle stables were constructed of

logs edged into each other, affording a comforta-

ble protection within wfiile the storm raged with-

out. A large log house with an aperture at the

to)) to let off the smoke, was the place of rest

for the woodmen while not engaged in the la-

bors of the day. Plenty of fuel being at hand,

the long cold evenings and nights of winter were

here beguiled with the enjoyment of sports, with

songs and music, with stones and the joke and

repartee—and with as great cheer and zest as

those of the best of men and women in the mar-

bled halls of costly palaces. Sleep was there

not the less sound and sweet to the man who had

wielded the axe or lifted hard in snicking [?] the

log of heavy dimensions from its place of falling

to be dragged to the river bank.

Mr. Norcross' first encampment is within the

limits of Lincoln: beyond it along the path-way

and at a higher level than that of the river bank

facing towards the south, is a maple growth of

thousands of the original trees, which our guide

pointed out as the property of Joseph Barnard,

Esq. of Hopkinton, who has of late years invest-

ed some of his loose earnings in the cheap tim-

ber lands of the upper region of New Hamp-
shire. It was not until the past summer that

these lands had been mentioned to us as at all

valuable for cultivation by the worthy represen-

tative in the legislature from the town of Wood-
stock. Even Mr. Norcross, the owner of the

largest track, seems to have imbibed the notion

that where the great trees grow, there are too

many granite rocks underneath near the surface

to make the soil eligible for the farmer. Where-
ever any of these lands have been opened to

cultivation, experience soon corrects the com-

mon error. Bretton- Woods, at the time of our

first visit to the White Mountains, twenty-five

years ago, was thought to be a track of land en-

tirely impracticable for clearing or settlement:

if it was not too hard from its mountainous,

rocky surface, it was considered too cold and
frosty ever to give a crop. That place has since

become an incorporated town with more than

seventy ratable polls, the most of whom are in-

dustrious, thriving farmers. There are single

acres of piae timber in this town probably worth

a hundred dollars. The representative of this

town among the mountains, an intelligent and

well-informed genriemaii of middle age, removed

here from Vermont three years ago: he made
bis pitch upon a hundred acre lot of wild land

upon the Ammonusuck, where he resides in a

log-house. He finds the soil to be of the first

quality ; and Indian corn, now that the country

is opened by clearings, is as nearly safe a crop

as it is down a hundred miles south. This town

of Carroll is on the other side of the Franconia

ridge northerly from the Norcross track.

We pursued our way up the main stem of the

Merrimack to the second encampment, where it

unites with another stream called the Hancock

branch, having its sources upon the same level

which is the head water of the Swift river, turn-

ing the other way, that unites with Saco river at

Conway on the easterly line of the State. When
the lands shall be cleared away in this region

that has hitherto been treated as altogether rocks

and mountains, posterity will be surprised to find

how little of the mountains fill up the space. As
you pass up these streams the mountains recede
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from the view, or retreat in the distance. It is

well that tlie fore3ts have stood for future clear-

ing: every tree will be worth something for use

when the railroads shall approach them to carry

• ofF at little expense the valuable burden that

now covers, or may be producd upon the

ground. It is little more than a day's journey

from Mr. Norcross' steam-mill at Lowell up the

stream to his timber land in the mountains: the

railroad on the way to Plymouth will be com-

pleted the next season. Less enterprise and

risque than he lias shown in the expedient of

causing the logs to float by all the falls and ob-

structions on the way, would make a railroad all

the distance from Plymouth to his mountain en-

campment. He is entitled to make his fortune

from the opening of that wilderness to so sud-

den and so valuable an use. Where the stream

in successive falls tumbles over the rocks, sluice-

ways for the passage of logs are made by the

construction of winged dams compressing the

current swelled by rains and the melting snows

in the spring, so that successive jams of logs let

loose find their easy passage down. Each suc-

ceeding summer, at the time of low water, lias

been employed in blowing away the large rocks

which interrupt the channels: many tons of

powder have been used for this purpose high up

the stream. Mr. N. has found it an object to

blow away the rocks in the falls below the set-

tlements over which timber had been run many
years. Ilis men have been at work during the

past season along the river lower down.

The winged dams upon the upper branch of

the Merrimack are constructed of spruce logs

which are more regular and straight than per-

haps any other kind of timber: they are made
as often as the fall in the river requires a back

flowage. For several miles of this roaring

mountain stream the passage of logs has been

made more easy than by the falls in the larger

river below. Just before reaching the upper en-

campment, the Hancock branch comes in. Over

the main stream a passage has been made in a

bridge of logs of two-thirds the length of the

bridges in this town across the Merrimack. Up-

on this bridge we had the opportunity to mark

the quantity of water in the dry season of Au-
gust, running out of a single stem of the Merri-

mack high up in the mountains. That stem at

no very great intervals all the way down contin-

ues to be fed by tributaries: yet the quantity of

water running above the Hancock stream seem-

ed to be one half equal to the whole running

.stream of the Merrimack at the Bow or Hook-
sett falls in the dryest season of the year. With-

out doubt the greater portion of the waters

which supply the rivers on the way to the ocean

f.re carried into the air by evaporation. The
night fog which arises sometimes along the Mer-
rimack, furnishes for miles a local substance,

looking at a distance to be material. A remark-

able feature of the higher mountain country is

•'he greater humidity there than in the less ele-

vated lands below. A more steady and sure

supply of water motive power is, we believe, in-

variably found near the sources than far down
below of most of the principal New England

streams.

Beyond Mr. Norcross' second camp, this

branch of the Merrimack finds some fifteen

miles further up, the pond at no very great dis-

tance from the VVilley house in the Notch: it

runs around the head of a more northerly tribu-

tary of the Saco which unites with the main or

Notch stream above Mr. Crawford's (arm in

Hart's location. The valleys here in the moun-
tains are all feasible for roads along and near the

lesser streams, so that the timber hereafter to be

cut, will conveniently come down often from the

mountain sides. The roughest of these lauds

will hardly come up to the mountain towns of

Massachusetts Berkshire, over and through

which the great Western railroad has found its

way. Not so far from the seaboard and market

are the New Hampshire mountain lands as those

of western Massachusetts. Contrivances are

there found to bring down wood from the steep

mountain sides. The character of the soil of

this new country in the mountains is more gran-

itic than that of the Green Mountain range in

Massachusetts: rocks of pure granite along the

falls make their appearance in the bed of the

river. The prevailing wood in this region is not

the black growth of hemlock and spruce ever-

green : rock maple, beech and white ash, indicat-

ing a warm and a fruitful soil, pervade all the

wider openings.

The desire to see this region of country in-

creases at every annual round. Each season the

company increases of visitors to these moun-
tains. Houses with larg«; accommodations have

been erected both near the notch of the White

Mountains and the notch at Kranconia. At Lin-

coln, near the Cascade, a very curious passage of

the stream through the rocks, a commodious
public house was burned clown about a year

since. Messrs. Kinney and Coftin were raising

upon this ground a new structure to accommo-
date the demand for the travel of the road the

next summer. The frame had been erected for

their new house: the main body of three stories

stood upon the ground 84 by 40 feet; to this

stretched out an addition of a wing of two sto-

ries GO feet by 30 feet on the ground. The Cas-

cade or Floom, the water excavation as in a deep

granite basin further on the way towards the

Notch, and finally the very expressive face of the

Old Man of the Mountain, as if ready for free

conversation with lookers-on at perhaps a mile

distance, are among the natural curiosities which

cause the travelled stranger to linger at the

Franconia mountain notch house. The estab-

lishment of the Messrs. Gibb at this cool loca-

tion was too crowded to receive any addition at

the time of our passing : indeed the surpassing

gayety and fashion surrounding the place, the

"old folks and young folks" in the attire of fan-

cy dresses and expensive negligees, seemed to

forbid the desire of mixing for a night in com-

pany that required a more formal introduction

than our back country taste would seek for a

present entrance. We halted a moment at the

Notch house and passed on our way seasonably

to reach a " sheltering port, a quiet home," five

miles further at the Iron works, where with one

of the editors of the Traveller and his Boston

friend, we found accommodations, food and un-

disturbed rest, such as a hard day's jaunt in the

mountains and a pretty good lull day's ride on

our way beside, seemed to ask for. Leaving

Franconia next morning, we took our course

westerly to a task for the Grafton farmers, ap-

pointed that day at Lisbon ; and our Boston

companions for the night parted with us for the

White Mountain notch, then as it had been for

some weeks previous, swarming with successive

visitors from various States of the Union in

search of health and pleasure.

The population of Chicago, (Illinois,) is now
20,023. On the first of October, 1847, it was
1G,859.

—

Exchange pnper.

05=* Mr. Timothy Darling of Hopkinton, N.
II. informs us that he raised the past season up-

on four square rods of his garden at the rate "I

eighten hundred and fifty bushels of onions to

the acre—giving (at the price of seventy-live

cents the bushel at which onions are estimated

in the back towns) the enormous value of

.f 1301 44 per acre.

We think there must be some mistake in Mr.
Darling's calculation : we understood him to say

that the quantity of onions on the four rods was
a little over fifteen bushels. This would give

six hundred bushels to the acre. This is about

the highest crop of the best cultivators in Dan-
vers, Ms. and Weathersfield, Ct. We do not

doubt much of the light lands of easy cultivation

in New Hampshire might lie made to give a crop

of onions, surer than potatoes, of from four to

six hundred bushels to the acre. The land, with

proper manures expelling the weeds, might bo

so prepared that the work equal to a single hand
in the season could carry on at least two acres-

One man producing a thousand bushels of

onions as a summer's work would %ive to the

owner of land a large profit upon his hired labor.

It is worthy of trial to our persevering farmers

to try the onion crop upon well prepared light

lands.

Fattening Swine.—If your corn is hard, it

will do the animals more good if ground than if

fed whole. As to feeding the meal wet or dry,
there is probably no difference, unless it is to be
cooked. We do not suppose that it 'adds to its

nutriment to cook it"—hut we think the cooking
brings the food into a condition in which the nu-
triment is easier and thoroughly extracted. The
"proportionate" gain by cooking must depend
on circumstances, such as the hardness of the

grain, and the quantity fed to the animal daily.

A hog in good health will extract the nutriment
from a small quantity of corn or raw meal, daily,

but if full fed he is unable to do it, and the food
is oidy partially digested. The cooking assists

digestion, and in some instances will make a
difference of half the nutriment the food con-
tained—that is, by cooking, the animal obtains
the whole, whereas if the corn was fed whole
and raw, only half the nutriment might be ex-
tracted.

—

Albany Cultivator.

^j" In the Monthly Visitor of last March we

said

—

" We have two tons of African guano (being

unable to procure Peruvian guano in Boston)
which is intended to be used on about twenty
acres of subsoiled light land prepared last fall

:

this with our own fashioned compost of twenty
loads of fifty bushels measure each to the acre,

at the rate of two hundred pounds, is intended
for our crop of corn and potatoes—the latter to

be planted first as soon as the earth is fit for its

reception."

This article, written at Washington city, was

carried into effect by our men at home. There

was but a shortened time of preparation for

planting in New Hampshire the last season

:

more than half the usual days for planting after

the frost left the ground was foul weather. We
could not get in our manure and plant in season :

ten acres of our land remained to be planted on

the first of June. That ten acre lot of pine

plains land which gave us in 1847 a clear profit

of thirty dollars to the acre grown into potatoes,

was planted six acres in corn on the first, and

four acres of potatoes on the second and third

days of June. The corn was planting at the

time some of the neighboring fields were up and

hoeing for the first time. After the compost

manure, multiplied as five to one by the admix-

ture of turf and mould along side fences, ashes

leached and unleached with lime slakened in
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contact only with the mould, had been spread

over the ground before quick ploughing of" the

previous potato ground, about one bundled

pounds each of the guano and ground plaster

were sowed over it and the ground was harrow-

ed. We do not doubl that lliis composition ofguano

and plaster gave us more than half the value of the

entire crop of corn and potatoes upon this ground.

It was the stimulant which so forced the corn

crop of the larger kind requiring a longer time

to mature and ripen, that it was very nearly out

of the way of the frost in three months and ten

days (Sept. 10) from the time of planting. The
potatoes too, as the effect of the compost and

guano, ripened without rotting or signs of decay.

The average of sound corn, we think, was fifty

bushels to the acre— the potatoes about one hun-

dred and twenty-five bushels. Both crops would

have been much improved, if not increased,

could this ground, duly prepared, have been

planted fifteen days earlier.

New Hampshire Enterprise in Maine !

During a few hours tarry in Portland last sum-

mer, we visited the school-book establishment of

Messrs. Sanborn and Carter: it was to us matter

of gratification to see the improvement which

had been made in books and book-making in

the space of the last forty years. It is now about

thirty-six years—before stereotyping made it

convenient to publish in larger or smaller edi-

tions—since the writer started the publication of

n single edition of nineteen thousand common
school-testaments: this required an enormous
amount of paper. The work, done on a single

hand Ratnage press, required some six months
run of night and day. with hard pulls of the

workmen : the edition, when completed, was full

four years in selling. Nearly twenty years after

this, Mr. Sanborn, in this his native town, com-
menced the trade of a book binder— bis first

work was on the school-books and other publi-

cations issuing from the several presses in this

town, which followed in the train of our first be-

ginning. The establishment in which he is en-

gaged presents a striking contrast to the hand-

work done here thirty years ago. The printing

press invented by Mr. Adams of Boston, (another

native mechanic of our State) is a thing as dif-

ferent from the old Ramage press as any two

machines can be conceived. With the power of

a single steam engine in Sanborn and Carter's

establishment, three of the large machine presses

are moving at the same time: there is no hard

work about them. The hand of a single female

alone is sufficient to lay the sheet over the tym-

pan— the self-operating machine does all the

rest : it distributes and lays the ink over the

types— it moves the form and exactly adjusts it

in the place where the weight is let down to

produce the impression— it moves back and with

artificial hands lays off the sheets in print more
bright and even and perfect than the possibility

of doing by the best hand-work. The Portland

establishment was using up one hundred dollars

worth of white paper in a full working day. We
acknowledge the receipt of a set of the " Popu-
lar School Books," published by the gentlemen

of the Portland house. The binding of these

books and the paper would recommend them be-

yond almost any other hooks we have yet seen.

They have been compiled and prepared by one

of the most experienced and talented instructors

of youth in the country—n mnn of great learn-

ing and science, Salem Town, Esq. Mr. Cartel

of the firm, lately on a visit to this town, informs

us that the Portland house manufactures an ave-

rage of nine hundred of these volumes in each

working day. Wherever Mr. Town's books have

been introduced, they have been preferred to al-

most all others. The demand for them in the

common schools of New York has become so

great as to require a duplicate establishment at

Cooperstown, in the interior of that State, where
the books will be published in quantities similar

as at the Portland establishment. The saving of

expense, first in paper-making, and afterwards in

printing and binding, presents a very beautiful

school-book at a very low price; and this is one
advantage which the poor have for instruction

which the poor of former days enjoyed not.

The following is a list of the school-books pub-

lished by Carter and Sanborn at Portland ; we
believe tlry may be had in this town at the

bookstore of Mr. John F. Brown, and perhaps

at other bookstores in the State :

Town's First Reader,
" Second Reader,

Third Reader,
" Fourth Reader,

" Speller and Definer,

" Analysis of Derivative Words,
Thurston's Analysis of the English Alphabet,

Welch's Arithmetic enlarged,

Weld's English Grammar,
" Parsing Book,

" Latin Lessons and Reader,

Greene's Grammar for Children,

Greene's Practical Grammar.

Leached Ashes.
There is no more lasting manure on light land

than hard wood leached ashes: from our own
observation we can testify that so small a quan-
tity as a peck to a square rod will essentially ex-

change the yellow to a chocolate colored soil,

and that in successive crops it will he felt eight

and ten years. Mr. Philip Farrington, a farmer
of Hopkinton recently removed to our village,

informs us that he remembers the late Benjamin
Wiggin, Esq., an extensive trader of that town,

who fifty years ago manufactured potash as the

only use that could be made of the masses of

wood on the ground to be burned
; that the

leached ashes from Mr, Wiggin's potash were
carted and spread over light lands near Hopkin-

ton meeting-house, stimulating the ploughed
lands to a large crop ; that the common remark
and belief was that these ashes exhausted and
run out the land, in a lew years inducing the

owner to abandon it as for cultivated plough-

land. Thus abandoned and neglected for some
forty years, the plough was again ii/ifd upon it,

when all that part which had received a gene-

rous supply of the leached ashes, turned out a

most exuberant growth—a vast deal taller and
heavier grain than the same kind of surrounding

land where no leached ashes had been used.

MtLKt.NG Cows.— It is important that all the
milk should he drawn from the udder; if it be
not, the quantity secreted will diminish in pro-
portion to the quantity left tit each milking.
That which is left in the udder is re-absorbed
into the system, and the next milking will he so
much less in quantity. Cons will not yield their
milk to a person they dislike; but will show by
their quiet attitude and chewing the cud that the
operation, when performed by a gentle and ex-
pert milker, is productive of pleasure. The ud-
der and teats should always he Hashed clean
with water, which in the winter should be
warmed. This will not only insure the cleanli-
ness of the milk, but will cause it to flow more
freely.

The Florida Ever-Glades.

We have received from Hon. Mr. Westcott,
member of the UnitedStates Senate from Florida,a

copy of Congressional Document 243, containing

a copy of the bill reported by that gentleman at

the late session of Congress, " to authorize the

draining of the Ever-Glades in the State of Flo-

rida, by said State, and to grant the same to said

State for that purpose." The Document con-

tains a great amount of interesting information

relating to this subject. It seems that the tract

which it is proposed to reclaim, comprises, by

estimation about one million of acres— the cost

of reclamation is estimated at half a million of

dollars—and it is thought that the tract would he

capable of supporting a population of 250,000.

At the present lime these Ever-Glades are near-

ly worthless. The tract is mostly covered with

water-grasses, growing from six to ten feet high,

and the soil is more or less covered with water

all the year. The basis is said to be lime-stone,

upon which a deep vegetable deposit lias accu-

mulated from the decay of the plants produced

for ages. The general surface of the soil being

twelve or fifteen feet above the level of the sea,

it is proposed to drain it by cutting canals

through various portions— they emptying into

tide creeks or rivers, which it is said extend up

into the Ever-Glades When this body of land

is made suitable for cultivation, it is proposed to

introduce the various tropical plants, valuable in

commerce. The tract is situated to the south-

ward of twenty-seven degrees thirty minutes,

where there is no frost, and where many pro-

ductions may be obtained that will not grow in

other parts of the United States. The following

schedule is given of the articles it is proposed to

introduce :

Comply, yam, casava, ginger, pulka, Sisal hemp,
indigo, tobacco, cortex cascarilla, can ilia alba,

sarsaparilla, sugar cane, pepper, bush and vine

pepper, pimento, tea plant, orange, guava, Ota-

heite plum, shaddock, lime, hog plum, forbidden

fruit, lemon, Jamaica apple, grape fruit, citron,

sugar apple, banana, pine apple, cocoanut, plan-

tain, sapadilla, sour sop, Avocato pear, mango,

olive, mame sapota, boxwood, lignumvitse, ma-

hogany, tili, and ship timber.

If the scheme proposed by Mr. Westcott and

his associates, can be carried out—and there is

certainly much evidence of its feasibility— it

seems to us that the results could not fail to be

vastly beneficial to the country.

—

Albany Cidt.

On the Use of Fish for Manure.
Messrs. Editors.— In those towns in this section

bordering on the seacoast, White-fish are exten-
sively used as manure, for all kinds of crops.

The price of them varies from fifty cents to one
dollar and fifty cents a thousand, the average
price being about one dollar. They are caught
in large numbers from Slay till October, in

schools varying from one hundred fish to one
hundred thousand, and are applied to the soil in

various ways. Some persons, during the hurry
of haying and harvesting, spread them on the'

surface of the ground, ami allow them to dry up
by the sun, a stench in the nostrils of every •

passer by. Others spread them year after year
on their rye stubble, as long as they can get ten.

or fifteen bushels of rye per acre, and until their

land is atcually fished to death, and overrun with

sorrel and noxious weeds.
They are usually spread over the surface of .

the ground, at the rate of about ten thousand
to the acre, and ploughed in in the course of
twenty-four hours, it being less work than to"
compost them. But the best way in which they

can be used, is to mix them intimately with
muck and coalpit dirt,, and let them remain over J

the winter, when they will he changed into a
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black inodorous mass, forming one of the rich-

est and most valuable composts known. Ten
thousand of tlietn composted in this way, at n

cost of ten dollars, "ill produce a rotation of

crops without any other manure—say Ironi one
to two hundred bushels of potatoes, or fifty hu-

shels of corn, thirty hushels of rye, and two or

three crops of grass. This compost spread up-

on old crass lands, has u most surprising ef-

fect.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Note.—Every kind of rich material for strong

manure will he best preserved in the compost

heap: nil stable manures will be made more val-

uable by mixing with earth. The effect, without

being materially lessened the first year, will bet-

ter continue through after years by composting.

Indeed any altered soil making up the compost

heap, be it even sterile sand upon a clayey black

mould, will help to enrich the ground where it is

applied. Fish, composted as above suggested,

will probably be worth four for one as when

used by simply spreading over the land under a

hot sun.

To cure sickly Plum Trees.

Salt freely applied to the surface of the ground
around the tree, over an area as wide as the ex-

lent of its branches—strong brine applied as a

wash to the trunk and limbs, and pulverized salt

introduced into the body of the tree by boring
into the centre, and then plugging it up— all or
either of then] are said to be certain means of
restoring plum trees t: at are in a sickly or en-
feebled state—trees that are troubled with the
curculio bug—or trees that have that evidence of
diseased sap, black icarls—into a healthy and lux-

uriant condition. The plum is naturally a ma-
rine tree, and it is surprising how much salt it

will assimilate and thrive upon. Try it.— Cor-
respondent of Pennsylvania Cultivator.

We have no doubt but small quantities of salt

may be safely and usefully applied to plum trees,

but we think caution in its application is neces-

sary. A gentleman of New Hampshire informed

us a short time since, that last year he killed sev-

eral fine plum trees by too lavish a dose of salt

about the roots of his trees.

—

Boston Cultivator.

Produce raised on ninety and one-fourth
HODS OF LAND IN EdFN, COUNTY OF IIaNCOCK,
Maine, by Nicholas Thomas, Esq. aged sixty-

eight years.—Thirty hushels onions— 1!)£ do.

Emrlish turnips—27 do. rula ha gas—5 do. beets
—3A do. carrots—2j do. parsnips— 1 do. pota-

toes—3 do. oats— 1 rod in cucumbers— 150 cab-

bages—200 lbs. hay, together with green peas,

beans, and sailed for the use of eight persons
About one-halt" the laud was broke up from
green sward in April blot.

Kden, Maine, October, ma.

YVe think our friend Thomas will not be in a

hurry to remove to the " Far West," with the

expectation of rinding more productive land than

that he already cultivates. Such examples we
trust will not be lost on I lie fanners of Maine

It proves what the soil ill that State is capable ol

yielding under skilful and judicious culliva

tion.— Boston Cultivator.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Exhibitions of Agricultural Societies.

Worcester County, Mass.—The meeting of

this Society, held on the 27lh September, is call-

ed by the Ploughman, "a glorious meeting," em-
bracing "greater numbers than ever assembled
there he lb re on a like occasion." The cattle

were numerous, ami "all looked well." The
horticultural department, as usual, full and ex-

cellent. Ex-Governor Lincoln gave an inter-

esting statement in rcg. nil to the origin and pro-

gress of the society. It is now thirty years since

its commencement, "lie said a lew patriotic

gentlemen of Worcester, six or seven in Hum
her, held a meeting, and immediately suhi.cribed

the sum of three thousand dollars. This sum
entitled the society to receive from the Slate lite

highest sum granted ; that is, six hundred dol-

lars per annum. This three thousand was sub-
scribed with the understanding that as the stock

of the company, at five dollars for each sub-
scription, should be paid in, the money should
be applied to the cancelling of the notes given
for the three thousand dollars; ami In 1 stated
that within one year subscriptions enough were
found to pay up the whole. So much for the
agricultural spirit and liberality of the farmers
of Worcester county."

Oneida County, N. Y.—The exhibition took
place at Clinton, on the 27th and 28th of Sept.,
and is spoken of as superior to any former one.
The number of people in attendance is rated
from eight to ten thousand. Every department
was filled—the competition being unusually ex-
tensive. The county of Oneida is becoming
distinguished for its enterprise and improve-
ments, not only in agriculture, hut in horticul-
ture, manufactories, and in all objects which
tend to develope the internal resources and
wealth of the county.

Essex County, Mass.—This old sociely held
its show for this year at Lynn, on the 28th Sept.
The number of people in attendance was said
to have been greater than at any former show.
" A vast concourse of people," (says the Plough-
man,) '• honored the festival here. It has become
a holiday for all classes of people, from the la-

borer by the day to the laborer by the season

—

from the manufacturer of shoes to the maker of
laws." Several distinguished gentlemen, legis-

lators and others, were present, among whom
were Mr. Webster, who made a stirring speech
on the general subject of agriculture and its as
sociated arts. The show is represented to have
been excellent in every department. There
were twenty-nine competitors at the ploughing
match, and the work was done "in the best style,

nothing could excel it."

Dutchess County, N. Y.—Annual Show and
Fair held in the town of Washington, October
5th. The unfavorable weather for several days
previous, tended to keep many people at home

;

lint the show was, notwithstanding, a good one.

The Journal and Eagle says it was the "best,
with the exception of implements and plough-
ers, ever held in the county. The display of
stock was splendid, horses especially, and so
large was the number of fine sheep that an ex-
tra committee was found necessary to examine
into their merits. In agricultural productions,
fruits, and domestic manufactures, there were
fine collections, and a vast concourse of people,

including a great many ladies, attended."

The Tea Plant in the United States.—The
planters and farmers of the southern States "ill

be gratified to learn that seven cases of black

and green tea plants, Chinese stock, have just

arrived from Loudon in the ship American Ea-

gle, shipped by Dr. Junius Smith, during his late

visit to that city. There are five hundred plants

of from five to seven years' growth :—all tire de-

signed by the Doctor lor seed plants. A small

quantity of tea seed was brought by him in the

steamship Britannia, which was received in Lon-

don overland from the north-west provinces of

India. We understand the Doctor designs to

proceed soon to the South, with a view of form-

ing a plantation.

—

Exchange paper.

Importation of Woolen Goods.—Some ol

our readers are probably aware that great quan-

tities of European woolen goods have lately

been thrown into our markets. A correspondent

who appears to be familiar with the subject, in-

forms us that the French and Belgian govern-

ments are allowing bounties of twelve to four-

teen per cent, on the exportation of such cloths.

The duties at our custom houses are charged at

the short price. The case is thus illustrated :

—

"An article is bought of a French manufacturer

at $100: on shipment at Havre a bounty of $12 is

allowed, which reduces the article to $88; the
duty in this country, thirty per cem*. is $2G 40,

bringing the article into our markets at $114 40,
whereas it should he $130."

It is remarked that every yard of foreign

broadcloth occupies the space of one fleece of
American wool, and that under the complete
surfeit of goods imported under the above sys-

tem, the low price of wool here, and the general
stagnation of I be trade, is unavoidable. We
would suggest the inquiry whether this state of
things was contemplated when the tariff of 184G
was framed ?—Albany Cultivator.

Dudley Leavitt's Farmers Almanack,
Decidedly the best Almanack for Xew Hampshire

Farmers this year published.

The old gentleman who has furnished at each
annual return for more than half a hundred years
the work which has been more read than any
other New Hampshire author, yet lives and writes
out as legible as print bis thoughts anil reflec-

tions for the benefit of the people. Long a
printer and school master as well as author, the
octogenarian writes so plain that he who runs
may read him and his manuscript. Some have
doubted that Mr. Leavitt was yet alive: of this

there can be no doubt, for we have but now read

a letter in his well-recognized hand. With an
eye as lively and brilliant as the youth of twenty
years, with a face as expressive as that of the

Old Alan of the Mountain, the veteran brings the

year about with no apparent decay of intellect.

Mr. Brown pays him an annual hundred dollars

for the Almanack which must he prepared, no-
lens volens, whether published or not ; and thir-

ty thousand, forty thousand, fifty thousand copies

go to the people year after year with no diminu-
tion of interest. Leavitl's Almanack, with al-

ways something of novelty, contains many grains

of essential knowledge just such as is derived

from practical observation and experience—just

that common sense which is wanted from t lie

mouths of the aged for the benefit of youth-

With a man so exactly mathematical as Dudley
Leavitt, who could suppose he would be like-

wise a poet? Yet his calendar pages have each

a verse illustrative of the time and season ; and
the short advice to the Farmer which fills up
some vacant spot of the page is worthy of being

repeated in the Visitor. We "ill begin from his

next year's Almanack " itb December, the mouth
of the " pelting storm " and " bow ling \\ inds":

Dudley Leavitt's Advice for December.

Stern winter conies again in sullen form
With icy w hiskera and with pelting storm :

The howling winds against the windows blow.
And many roads aie till'd with drilling snow.

The first of this month is the season in which
town schools licipieiiily commence, and if you
have a good teacher, good school books, a conve-
nient school bouse, and studious a. id well dis-

posed scholars, you will have a profitable and
pleasant school. iStit do not he too whimsical
in following or requiring new modes of teach-
ing, unless it is certain they are belter than the
old. A-great many new school books, ivhichat first

inn extolled to the highest pitch, tire now thrown
out rfschool, mid many more aught to be thrown af-
ter Hum.
Those who have produce to carry to market

will employ the first good sleighing lor that pur-
pose.

I low does the end of the year compare with

the beginning ?— [An important question.]

Ice Factory.—A company in Cincinnati are

about to set up an ice lactoi v. By a recent che-

mical discovery, they can make the purest crystal

ice in the warmest weather, and "ill furnish it

at the low [nice of one dollar per ton.

—

Ex.. paper.
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Paragraphs from the Albany Cultivator.

Useful Farm Implements.

Seed-sowers or Drills.—The introduction

of these implements among the farmers of this

country, is comparatively recent. In England,

they have been known for many years, and their

use has been constantly extending, till it is now

considered a maxim there, that " the drill is the

sheet-anchor of husbandry." We see no reason

why the system of drilling wheat or other grain,

may not be attended with equal advantages here

as in Europe— in fact, so far as it has been Hied,

we think its utility has been demonstrated.

Drills of English and Scotch manufacture have

been imported, and several have been made here

by our own mechanics ; and we understand that

farmers who have tried both, are inclined to give

the preference to those of " home manufacture,"

on account of their simplicity and cheapness,

while they are equally as efficient and precise in

their operations.

Horse Powers.—Horse-powers of various

kinds are used for threshing grain, and for vari-

ous other purposes. They are differently con-

structed according to the amount of force to be

applied. Where only the strength of one or two

horses is required, and especially where a porta-

ble power is wanted, some of these, properly made,

on the "endless chain " principle, have several

advantages. Where it becomes necessary to ap-

ply several horses, a sweep or lever power is es-

sential, in order to make the proper attachment.

Hat and Manure Forks.—The contrast be-

tween implements of this kind in use th'uty

years since, and the best made at the present

day, is very great, and exhibits a striking im-

provement. It may be safely assumed that a

man will accomplish a third more work in a giv-

en time, with one of our modern, light, spring-

steel forks, than could have been done with the

old clumsy articles used by our fathers. It is

probable that the improvement in this article is

attributable, in a greater degree to Henry Par-

tridge, of Massachusetts, than to any other man.

Straw and Corn-stalk Cutters.—A dis-

tinction has latterly been made by several socie-

ties, in offering their premiums between ma-

chines for cutting straw and those for cutting

corn-stalks. Circular cutters, or those in which

the knives are placed in the form of a cylinder,

which is turned by a crank, and cutting by the

edges of the knives being brought in contact

with rollers made of hides, lead, paper, &C, are

much more expeditious in their operation, and

perform more work in proportion to the force

applied than any other kind we have known
;

and for cutting straw and hay, we think they are

generally preferred by persons acquainted with

the different kinds.

Harvesting Machines.—The trials which

have been made with various machines for cut-

ting grain, have, we think, demonstrated the

practicability of their success. They will, un-

doubtedly, be still further simplified and im-

proved, and we confidently anticipate their being

brought into extensive use on smooth hinds, in

the course of a few years. We are not prepared

to decide which of the different kinds .should

have the preference. Ilussey's, manufactured by

O. Hosset, Baltimore, Md., has been more gene-

rally used than any with which we are acquain-

ted, and we believe has worked very satisfactorily.

Veterans of the War of 1812.

Among the many pleasing incidents of our

last summer's travel was a renewed interview,

after the lapse of eight years, with our old friend

Major John W. Weeks and his accomplished

and still youthful wife, at whose home upon the

Coos meadows from an anticipated call of five

minutes we were tempted to make all our in-

tended tarry of twenty-four hours in Lancaster.

The veteran warrior, retired from public life, en-

joys an easy affluence mainly from the income

of an excellent Connecticut river farm, every

day's labor on which may be expected to give a

future profit of four for one when passing near

or over it the Concord and Montreal railroad

continued shall unite with the Maine and Mon-

treal railroad above it. Maj. Weeks has had a

farmer tenant bringing up and educating a family

with whom the produce of his farm has been

divided twenty-five years, the laborer having

every thing all the lime his own way. If any

fault can be found with the arrangement, it is,

that the owner while at home has been too much

at his ease. It will be recollected that Maj. W.

was four years in Congress, and had been much

absent in public life. More than twenty years

ago with the Hon. Mr. M'Intire of Maine, he

perambulated the line and fixed the boundary

along the whole easterly and wilderness line of

the State through the yet uninhabited region up

north. On the line between the unincorporated

town of Cambridge, N. II. and " Letter B." in

Maine, going out of the State, we found upon

the stone on our side the chiselled markoflWW ;

and again down some one hundred and fifty

miles south re-entering our own State at Wake-

field, we found a renewed monument with the

remnant of the old stone beside it, prepared by

the same well known hand.

Maj. Weeks of late years has not labored and

observed so much abroad as he has read and

studied at home : on the subject of the earth's

formation, its geology and its origin, we struck

our flag to him at once. If his theories were not

better than ours, he was abundantly more able

to establish and defend them : besides, we found

no time to dispute :— he was enthusiastic on the

events of by-gone days, and so we were our-

selves.

Since the war of 1812 we had been twice

along the Canada frontier and marked the

grounds of some of the interesting battles of

1812-15. Never until he described it, did we fully

understand at what odds and with what success

the gallant men of our own neighborhood fought

the battle of Chippewa plains, July 5, 1814. Sat-

isfied are we beyond all dispute that it was the

glorious Eleventh regiment under Maj. M'Neil,

who succeeded Col. Campbell in the command

after he was wounded, who did the main impor-

tant work of that day : it was the fire of the first

company of the eleventh, brought into position

by its gallant captain in the interval between

Campbell leaving and M'Neil assuming this com-

mand, which turned the fate of the action. The

Eleventh of 500 men came up to the centre for

the relief of the 9lh and 25th exposed to the

most galling and destructive fire. Gen. Scott in

his report to Gen. Brown confirms fully the

statement of Maj. Weeks when speaking of the

fire upon the enemy he says—" that of Major

M'Neil was most effective from the ohlique position

which his troops judiciously occupied."

So much of interest did we feel in this thrilling

statement of the battle in which the captain of

the first company, wheeling his command into

the ohlique position on his own motion and re-

sponsibility, bad fifteen men of his company

shot down, that we wrote Maj. W. after leaving

Lancaster requesting a diagram of the action.

After much delay in procuring the engraving,

we now present it, such as it is, hoping it will be

made intelligible to the reader.

Maj. Weeks entered the army on the 12th

March 1812, and was disbanded with the army

on the 15th June 1815. In the battle of Chrys-

ler's fields in Canada, Nov. 13, 1813, his second

platoon having been that day detached on an-

other service, he had shot by his side thirteen of

thirty-four men in about twenty minutes. This

was fighting about equal to that of Buena Vista

or Cerro Gordo : his command was there drawn

up and received the concentrated fire of the ene-

my. Four regiments there, wanting the proper

command, were in perfect disorder. The Major

is of opinion that every man of them would have

stood fire, properly directed by a competent high

officer—they would, as he expresses it, have

driven the enemy into the St. Lawrence. The

"oblique" attack which did so much execution at

Chippewa was made by about seventy men

:

Capt. Bailey, a relative of Maj. W. was shot

down while leading up : this well directed

oblique fire so crumbled the main body of the

enemy's rank and file, that four hundred muskets

were picked up on the field. Of Maj. M'Neil,

who commanded the eleventh after Col. Camp-

bell was wounded, Gen. Scott says in his report

that "he deserves every thing which conspicuous

skill and gallantry can win from a grateful coun-

try." This praise, after a lapse of thirty-five

years, sounds no worse now that the gallant wri-

ter has since performed wonders, and the sub-

jects of his praise yet live to enjoy the more

complete success of American valor prompted

by their great example.

Answering our request, we received the fol-

lowing letters with the diagram nearly as given

in the accompanying plate :

Lancaster, Sept. 16, 1848.

Hon. I. Hill—Deal Sir: The diagram which
you requested, is herewith enclosed. Please to

remember, it was laid down from recollection

after a lapse of more than thirty-four years:

consequently the distances and points of com-
pass may not be accurate, but all the material

facts are.

Very respectfully, 1 remain
your friend and servant,

JOHN W. WEEKS.

Lancaster, Sept. 21, 1848.

Hon. I. Hill—Dear Sir: The other day Maj.

Weeks of this town called upon me to ride down
to his house and make a map of the battle of

Chippewa, which I accordingly did. The situa-

tion and distances upon the sheet are no doubt

very correct, as the Major ha3 a remarkably re-

tentive memory. The draught was made very

quickly, but you can no doubt obtain a very clear

idea of what was done on that day by the seve-

ral regiments tber.e encamped, and which en-

gaged in battle upon the plain between the

Creeks. I have been acquainted with the Major

all my life, and have conversed with those en-

gaged in the battle of Chippewa with him. The
universal testimony is, that the wheeling on the

right the first company of the eleventh regiment

and flanking the British troops, was the crown-

ing work of the day ; and but for that the Amer-
ican troops had been defeated. The British

troops had run from line into column of attack,

and were preparing for a charge upon the 9lh

and 22d which were fast melting away. There
was no field officer in sight upon the field near

the 11th regiment. The oldest captain wheeled

his company on the right, and in twenty minutes

the British troops were flying for Chippewa
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bridge. That man was Major (then Captain) Weeks, tiie real hero of that day. 1 have not the pleasure of your acquaintance, but I trust the

circumstances may sufficiently excuse this line. »,»...
I am, very respectfully, &c.,

B. F. VVHIDDKN.

General Scott's report [we find the whole in our old files of the Patriot of 1814] pays the following compliment to another well-remem-

bered old friend, Capt. Turner Crooker from Amherst, N. H. for a feat the day before the Chippewa battle: He says, "Captain Crooker

immediately in my view was suddenly enveloped by a troop of the 19th dragoons, composing a part of the enemy's rear guard. He fought his

way to a house then near to him, turned upon the dragoons, and put them to flight. * * * I have witnessed nothing more gallant in partisan

war than was the conduct of Capt. Crooker and his company."

After battle the British troops retreated across this Creek, tore up and set tire to the bridge

•iGoncg OMaddiq^
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BATTLE OF CHIPPEWA.

Copy of a letter from Major General Brown to the

Secretary of It'ar, dated

Hf.au Quarters, (Chippewa Plains,)?

July 7ih, 1814. S

Dear Sir—On the 2.1 insi. I issued my orders

for crossing the Niagara river and made the ar-

rangements deemed necessary for securing the

garrison of Fort Erie. On the 3d, that post sur-

rendered at 5 P. M. Our loss in this affair was

four of the 25th regiment under Major Jesup,

of Brig. Gen. Scott's hrigade, wounded. I have

enclosed a return of the prisoners, of the ord-

nance, and ordnance stores captured.

To secure my rear, I have placed a garrison in

this fort, and requested Capt. Kennedy to station

his vessels near the post.

On the morning of the 4th, Brig. Gen. Scott,

with his hrigade and a corps of artillery, was

ordered to advance towards Chippewa, and he

governed by circumstances ; taking care to se-

cure a good' military position for the night. Al-

ter some skirmishing with the enemy, he select-

ed this plain with the eye of a soldier, his right

resting on the river, and a ravine being in front.

At 11 at night, I joined him with the reserve un-

der Gen. Ripley, our field and battering train,

and corps of artillery under Major Hindman.

Gen. Porter arrived the next morning with a

part of the New York and Pennsylvania volun-

teers, and some of the warriors of the Six Na-

tions.

Early in the morning of the 5th, the enemy

commenced a petty war upon our pickets, and,

as he was indulged, his presumption increased ;

by noon he shewed himself on the left of our

exterior line, and attacked one of our pickets as

it was returning to camp.
Capt. Treat, who commanded it, retired dis-

gracefully, leaving a wounded man en the

ground. Capt. Biddle of the artillery, who was

near the scene, impelled by feelings highly hon-

orable to him as a soldier and officer, promptly

assumed the command of this picket, led it hack

to the wounded man, and brought him off the

field. I ordered Capt. Treat, on the spot, to re-

tire from the army, and as I am anxious that no

officer shall remain under my command who
can he suspected of cowardice, I advise that

Dipt. Treat, and Lieut. ,* who was also

with the picket, be struck from the rolls of the

army.
At four o'clock in the afternoon, agreeably to

a plan I had given Gen. Porter he advanced from

the rear of our camp, will' the volunteers and

Indians, (taking t lie woods in order to keep out

of view of the enemy,) with the hope of bring-

ing his pickets and scouting parlies between his

(Purler's) line of march, and our camp. As Por-

ter moved, I ordered the parties advanced in

front of our camp to tall back gradually, under

the enemy's lire, in order lo draw him, if possi-

ble, up to our line. About half [last four, the

advance of Gen. Porter's command met the light

parties of the enemy in the; woods upon our ex-

treme left. The enemy were driven, and Porter

advanced near to Chippewa1

, met their whole

column in order of bailie. From the cloud of

dust rising, and the heavy firing, I "as led to

conclude that the entire force of the enemy was

in march, and prepared for action. I immodi-

atelv ordered Gen. Scott to advance Willi his

brigade, and Towson's artillery, and met them
upon the plain in front of our camp. The gen-

eral did not expect lo he gratified so soon with a

field engagement. He advanced in the most

prompt and officer-like style, and in a few min-

utes « us in close action upon the plain, with a

superior force of British regular troops. By this

lime, Gen. Porter's command had given way,

and fled in every direction, notwithstanding his

personal gallantry, ami great exertions to stay

their (light. The retreat of ihe volunteers and
Indians caused the left flank of Gen. Scott's bri-

gade to he greatly exposed. Capt. Harris, with

bis dragoons, was directed lo stop fugitives, be-

hind the ravine fronting our camp ; arid I senl

Col. Gardner to order Gin. Ripley to advance
with the 21st regiment which formed pari of ilie

reserve, pass to the left of our camp, skin tin-

woods so as lo keep out of view, and fill upon
the rear of the enemy's right think. This order

* The nnmc omitted in the letter.

was promptly obeyed, and the greatest exertions

were made by the 21st regiment to gain their

position, and close with the enemy ; but in vain

— for such was the zeal anil gallantry of the line

commanded by Gen. Scott, that its advance upon

the enemy was not to be checked. Major Jesup

commanding the left flank battalion, finding

himself pressed in front and in flank, and his

men falling fast around him—ordered his battal-

ion to
" support arms and advance-"— the order

was promptly obeyed, amidst the most deadly

and destructive fire. He gained a more secure

position, and returned upon the enemy so galling

u discharge, as caused them to retire.

By this time their whole line was falling back

and our gallant soldiers pressing upon them as

fast as possible. As soon as the enemy gained

the sloping ground descending towards Chippe-

wa, and distant a quarter of a mile, he broke

and ran to gain his works. In this effort he was
too successful, and the guns from his batteries

opening immediately upon our line, checked in

some degree the pursuit. At this moment 1 re-

solved lo bring up all my ordnance and force the

place by a direct attack, and gave the order ac-

cordingly. Major Wood, of the corps of Engin-

eers, and my aid, Capt. Austin, rode to the bank

of the creek, towards the right of their line of

works, and examined them. I was induced by

their report, the lateness of the hour, and the

advice of Gen. Seott and Maj. Wood, to order

the forces to retire to camp.
My most difficult duty remains to be perform-

ed. 1 am depressed with the fear of not being

able to do justice to my brave companions in

arms, and apprehensive, that some who had an

opportunity of distinguishing themselves, and
promptly embraced it, will escape my notice.

Brig. Gen. Scott is entitled to the highest

praises 1 can bestow— to him more than any
other man am I indebted for the victory of the

5th July. His brigade has covered itself with

glory. Every officer and every man of the 9lh

and 22d, 11th and 25ih regiments did Ms duty,

with a zeal and energy worthy of the American
character. When every officer stands so pre-

eminently high in the path of duty and honor, it

is impossible to discriminate, but I cannot de-

prive myself of the pleasure of saying that Maj.

Leavenworth commanded the 9lh and 22d, Maj.

McNeil tin,' 11th. Col, Campbell was wounded
early in the action gallantly leading on his regi-

ment.
The family of Gen. Scott were conspicuous in

the field ; Lieut. Smith of the Gth infantry, Major

of brigade, and Lieuts. Worth and Waits, his

aids.

From Gen. Ripley and his hrigade, I received

every assistance that I gave them an opportunity

of rendering. I did not order any part of the

reserve into action, until General Poller's com-
mand had given way, and then Gen. Scon's

movements were so rapid and decisive, that

Gen. Ripley could not get up in time with the

21si, in the position as directed. The corps of
artillery under Major Hindmaii, were not gene-

rally in action

—

this was not their fault—Capt.
Towson's company was the only one I hat had a

full opportunity of distinguishing itself, and it is

believed, that no company ever embraced an
opportunity with more zeal or more success.

A detachment from the 2d brigade under l lie

command of .Lieut. M'Donald, penetrated the

woods with the Indians and volunteers and for

tin ir support. The conduct of M'Donald and
his command reflects high honor on the hrigade

lo w Inch they belong.

The conduct of Gen. Porter has been conspic-

uously gallant. Every assistance in his power
lo afford with the description of force under his

command, has been rendered. We could not

expect him to contend with the British column
of regulars which appeared upon the plains of

Chippewa. It was no cause of surprise to me,
to see his command retire before this column.

Justice forbids that I should omit tn name my
own family. They yield to none in honorable

zeal, intelligence, and attention to duty. Colonel

Gardner, Major Jones, and my aids, Capts. A"s-
lin and Spencer, have hen as active and as de-

voted to the cause as any officers of the army.

Their conduct merits my warmest acknowledg-
ments; nf Gardner and Jones 1 shall have occa<

sion again to sp.eak to yon.

.Major Camp, Deputy Quarter Master General,

deserves my particular notice and approbation.

By his great exertion I have been enabled to

find the means of crossing. Daliba of the ord-

nance department has rendered every service in

his power.
The enclosed return will shew you our loss

and furnish you the names of the dead and
wounded officers. These gallant men must not

be forgotten. Our country will remember them
and do them justice.

Respectfully and truly vours,

JACOB BROWN.
Hon. John Armstrong, Secretary of War.

British Loss.—Killed, 3 capts., 3 sub., 192
rank and file. Wounded and prisoners, 3 capts.,

1 sub., 92 rank and file. Prisoners, 1 capt., 14

rank and file. Total, 6 capts., 4 sub., 298 rank
and file. (Besides those carried off the field by
the enemy.)

American Loss.—Two sergeants, 4 corporals,

2 musicians, 52 privates, killed. One colonel, 3
captains, 5 subalterns, 8 sergeants, 12 corporals,

105 privates, severely wounded. Nine sergeants,

2 corporals, 1 musician, 103 privates, slightly

wounded. Three officers, 16 non-commissioned
officers and privates, missing. Total non-coin-

missioned officers, musicians and privates, 3*C.

Aggregate, 328.

One hundred and thirty-seven prisoners, offi-

cers and privates, surrendered with Fort Erie, on
the 3d July, to a part of Gen. Brown's army.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Subsoil Ploughing.

Ploughing is one of the most important

blanches of agriculture— necessary even to its

existence. The improvement of practical agri-

culture, is in proportion to the improvement

made in the art of ploughing. The principles

which chemistry has revealed may be made
abortive— their results defective— by improper

ploughing.

The object to be obtained by ploughing, is

three-fold : 1st, to pulverize the soil ; 2d, to ex-

pose a great depth of soil to the action of the at-

mosphere ; 3d, to hold the many fertilizing sub-

stances brought down by rain and snow, and ab-

sorbed by the soil. [.4n</, Alh, ire add as more

important than all, the additional mineral manures

of which the most sterile soil is not destitute, ivhich

multiplies the active power of production as four lo

one for doubling the depth in lands long plough-

ed.—Editor Visitor.]

It becomes necessary to pulverize the soil, so

that the roots of plants may extend in all direc-

tions, freely and to a great distance. The at-

mosphere coming in contact with deep and well

pulverized earth, imparts heat and moisture, and,

acting upon the soil, assists in liberating its sabs

and in bringing it into that condition which is

best fitted for the growth of crops.

A small proportion of water during rains more

or less heavy, sinks into the soil when shallow

ploughed ; such soil is sooner affected by the

drought, and is dry at a greater depth than deep

earths, as may be shown by an examination of

shallow and deep ploughing in a lime of

drought. Common ploughing does not reach

sufficiently deep, to accomplish all that is desir-

ed ; but deep ploughing and its good results are

effected by following ihe common plough with

the subsoil plough. It simply loosens |he sub-

soil, and leaves it in that state that roois can en-

ter it, thai air can permeate it, and water be ab-

sorbed by it. A subsequent ploughing, with the

common plough, can then easily intermix the

surface and subsoil. Ploughing may thus be

effected sixteen to twenty inches deep.

I have found from frequent examinations of

ihe roots of corn, wheal and oats, during ihe

last four or five years, that ihey are generally in-

clined lo grow downwards, some of the roots
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even straight down until they reach the subsoil,

then after penetrating an eighth or a fourth of an

inch, turn horizontally. I traced a root of a

wheat plant which had extended sixteen inches

nearly perpendicular, in less than three months

after it had heen sowed, on ground previously

subsoiled. It is interesting to take the spade and

examine the roots of crops, at any stage of their

growth, in order to compare the effects of com-
mon or shallow, with those of subsoil ploughing.

To see the roots of corn pushing boldly down-
wards eighteen inches in search of food, eight

inches of which has never been penetrated ex-

cept by the noble oak and hickory, and occasion-

ally by the searching taproot of clover, as I have

witnessed this past summer, affords pleasure as

well as instruction to the farmer, who takes pride

in fat swine or stall-fed oxen.

I subsoiled three-fourths of an acre through

the middle of an eight acre lot, in June, 1846,

for wheat. The field was ploughed but once,

and cultivated several times previous to sowing

the wheat. I am not able to give the result ac-

curately, in consequence of cutting the grain

with n reaper, by which I was unable to keep

the wheat separate. The difference was quite

perceptible at the lime of harvesting ; it stood

thicker on the ground, and the berry was of a

better quality than the adjoining on ground not

subsoiled.

In May last, I subsoiled one and a half acres

for corn, in a field containing six acres. It had

been a timothy meadow for four years. The soil

was clay loam, subsoil a tenacious clay : a part

of the subsoiled ground was a swale previously

ditched, a part was a ridge, the balance a wet

swale, with a compact, impervious subsoil.

Twenty loads of tmfermented manure was ap-

plied to the acre. It was ploughed in May five

inches deep, and subsoiled nine inches more.

I saw no difference in the corn until August,

which was then very perceptible during the

drought of that month. The corn upon the sub-

soiled part retained all its beautiful freshness,

bearing a healthy perpendicular tassel, and hav-

ing the appearance through the day of having

been refreshed with a shower of rain the previ-

ous evening. That on the unsubsoiled parts,

yielded to the drought ; the tassels drooped and

the leaves became dry and rolled. After an ex-

amination of the soil and subsoil about this time

with the spade, the difference in the parts be-

came no longer a mystery.

The earth was moist on the subsoiled portion,

within a fourth of an inch of the surface ; on

the unsubsoiled, it was dry to the depth of an

inch, the balance below dryer than the former.

In the one, the subsoil was filled with corn roots

in search of food and water; in the othtr, they

were turned aside by the subsoil. The corn on

the wet swale was as good, if not better, than

any other portion of the field. Judging from

the present crop, I am of opinion, that subsoiling

this wet swale was an advantage to the crop of

one hundred per cent., notwithstanding the ob-

jection raised by some, to subsoiling wet land

without ditching.

In consequence of an experiment by which 1

wished to test two varieties of corn, which cross-

ed the field in an opposite direction to that of

subsoiling, I only compared three rows of

shocks, five rows in each shock, each row of

shocks gathered from twenty-one rods of ground.

The result was as follows:

No. 1, not subsoiled, gave b'0(5 lbs. of ears.

No. 2, three rows subsoiled,

two rows not, C4Glbs. of ears.

No. 3, subsoiled, 070 " "

The subsoiled gave at (he rate of seventy-

three bushels to the acre ; that not subsoiled,

sixty-five bushels per acre ; a difference sufficient

to pay for subsoiling. I consider the subsoiled

part as having been previously inferior for corn.

I aimed to be accurate ; if there was any differ-

ence in the previous condition of the soil, or in

estimating the results of the experiment, it was
in favor of the unsubsoiled portion. From the

observation of the effects of subsoiling, so far as

it has been practised by myself and others, my
mind has become settled in the conviction, that

subsoil ploughing upon most, if not all of the

land of this county, will prove very beneficial for

corn and nil crops usually raised by us.

I may be mistaken, but I fully believe, that

subsoiling thoroughly performed, will prove

more profitable to farmers for the outlay, than

any other one improvement. I have never an-

ticipated much improvement from it, until after

one crop of clover. Then I expect a complete

preparation of the soil for wheat. It is unneces-

sary for me to describe, with what ease a clover

root will penetrate the loosened subsoil, and even
go further in search of food, gaining Btrength

With every additional inch of depth, bringing the

salts of the lower strata to the surface for it use,

and affording by its decay, when turned tinder

by the plough, rich stores of food for wheat. In

conclusion, I would recommend subsoiling in

the spring and fall, or when the ground is wet

sufficiently deep, at any time in the summer. It

does well for a summer fallow, if broken up
early. It is beneficial to any crop. The expense
is about the same as for breaking up sod

ground.—John Mallory.—jY. Y. State Agricul-

tural Society's Transactions.

Copper.—The Pittsburg Mining Company
have recently blasted down and cut up a mass of

copper, nearly pure and malleable, which weigh-

ed not less than eighty tons, and the value of this

mass, when delivered in market, will exceed

twenty-five thousand dollars. Nothing in the

whole history of copper milling approaches

this.

—

Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.

The Enterprise aud Industry of New England.

It richly repays one for travelling in almost all

parts of New England to witness the effect of

enterprise and industry in changing the face of

things for the better. The creation of capital

invested in permanent means of human comfort

and sustenance in the last ten years, seems to

have fully doubled : the gains that are made are

placed at once in the position to bring other

gains. The moving principle brings into requi-

sition every possible material and commodity as

the source or the aid to some new application of

1 lie industrial hand. What has been made of

the water power in some parts—a pond, a brook

and a fill, deemed too small for years for any

valuable application, is increased by artificial

means into a great power for the creation of cap-

ital. A little stream in Western Massachusetts

comes down two or three miles from the' moun-

tain to unite itself to the waters of the Ilousa-

lonic on ils way to the sea, in the town of Lee :

at fii'st perhaps a common paper-mill was erec-

ted on the larger river. By-and-by some one

thinks of the smaller stream as practicable for a

mill of the same kind. The mills increase upon

this little stream, one, two, three, to the number

of some dozen. The very beat superior paper
of the country is now made upon this small

stream: it becomes so much a standaid for

quality that Congress and the Departments ad-

vertise for this as the best to be procured on
contract. Hand paper and machine paper, the

paper from straw, from cotton waste and cotton

and linen rags, is here made. The cities call for

the Lee paper by the hundreds of reams daily

for newspapers—the booksellers) a greater quan-
tity for their hooks. Lee now, mainly upon a

small stream coming down from mountain ponds
—further in the country and further from rail-

way accommodation than much of the isolated

mountain region of New Hampshire—turns out

manufactured paper to the value nearly of a mil-

lion of dollars per annum. What is true of pa-

per in the Berkshire mountains is true of the

various manufactures of hundreds of other tow us

of Massachusetts, and is fast extending to each
and all the New England Stales.

These remarks are elicited from having our
attention recently called to the " largest scythe

manufactory in the world," far down in what
was the wilderness of Maine since the time of
our recollection. Looking over the map of
Maine, we first descry as directing to the sea at

Portland a chain of ponds or lakes running some
sixty miles into the country to the very verge of

the While Mountains: ibis country we lately

visiled: the hills are covered with beautiful

liirms, farm houses, many with large barns annu-
ally well filled. The streams are ihe places for

mill and manufacturing locations. A steam boat

runs thirty miles upon a level through the Seha-

go lake and other ponds, surrounding which are

fertile cultivated fields and pastures, orchards,

and woodlands not too much left for use. Fur-
ther east northerly from the Androscoggin river

valley and ihe track of the Maine and Moutreal
railroad is another chain of ponds and lakes, ex-

tending across the country to within a few miles

of Waterville on the Kennebeck. In a niche

between two ponds is the waterfall in ihe tow n

of North Wayne which is the scene of ihe great

scythe manufacture that has been brought lo

its present perfection by the enterprise of a sin-

gle individual. Mere is the new business of one
man making a cash product exceeding a hun-

dred thousand dollars in a year. On such a

business it will not be exrtavagnnt to anticipate

that the cheapened transport of railroads, bring-

ing his iron and steel, his coal and charcoal and

grindstones, a quickened transit each way of

materials and manufactures, will save for the

benefit of ihe operators at least three per cent.

upon ihe whole amount, putting three thousand

dollars a year as a new item in the manufactur-

er's profits.

Our own mowers have had repeated occasion

lo commend the assured excellence of the North

W.-.yne scythes': we hope to live to try them

again and more than once. Mr. Dunn's great

business is too much for the ownership of one

man ; and he does well to divide his stock

among those who have a baud in working aud

directing the several operations and trades ne-

cessary for the full perfection of the scythe. We
have an example of the manufacture of stage

coaches and other carriages in our own town,

eminently successful for the last twenty years, in

which perhaps some twenty young men, with an

interest directly in ihe profits of the work, have

become of easy circumstances— have built and

own houses and live with their families even in

genteel affluence. How much better the gains
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growing out of the production of the hard indus-

try of a mechanic who lias learnt and well un-

derstands his trade, than the gains from specula-

tion and usury which grows upon and gloats

over the earnings of unfortunate hard lahor !

I"com the Eastern Argus.

THE LARGEST SCYTHE MANUFACTORY IN THE
WORLD.

North Wayne, .July 24ih, 1843.

Mr. Editor—Few portions of New England

present a succession of more beautiful land-

scapes than the towns of Mount Vernon, Read-

field and Wayne on the western border of old

Kenneberk. After passing westwardly the eleva-

ted and finely cultivated ridge which separates

the tributary waters of Kennebeck from those of

the Androscoggin, you arrive at a chain of ponds

extending through Mount Vernon, Fayette, and

Wayne, which furnish an immense amount of

water power, the value of which is only begin-

ning to be developed.

At North Wayne on this chain, sixteen miles

from llallowell and Augusta, is situated the

Scythe manufacturing establishment of Reuben

B. Dunn, Esq. the "largest of the kind in the

world. It is a matter of just pride to the citizens

of our State that we can boast of such a man
and such an enterprise. Your readers may be

interested in a brief description of this estab-

lishment, which 1 have obtained during a short

sojourn at this beautiful village, for the purpose

of making certain land surveys.

The establishment consists, besides ware-

houses, finishing shops, &c, of three principal

buildings for manufacturing, two of which are

one hundred and forty-four feet each in length.

In these, and in departments connected with the

establishment, are employed about one hundred

men, many of whom have families settled at the

place. A flourishing village has grown up with-

in a few years, and is rapidly increasing.

Twelve thousand dozen scythes are annually

manufactured, to produce which are required

450,000 pounds of iron, 75,000 pounds of steel,

800 tons of hard coal, 10,000 bushels of char-

coal, 100 tons of grindstones, and half a ton of

borax. The last article is used in the process of

welding.

The system of division of labor has here been

successfully adopted. First the welders mark

and cut the bars of iron and steel in portions of

suitable length for each scythe. A portion of

iron about five inches or more in length is folded

over another of steel, when both are heated and

drawn to the proper length for a scythe. It then

passes into the hands of the pointer, whose

business is to harden, draw, and break a small

portion of the point, to see that the steel has not

been over-heated—that the iron has not been

drawn over the steel, and to examine the whole

process thus far. The plater then spreads the

rod to a proper width, leaving the full thickness

at the back. It then passes a process offiling

for the machine hammer, when the finisher turns

the back and gives its general shape. One fash-

ions and finishes the point, another turns and

finishes the heel, when it passes the hardening

process by a different hand, from whom it is ta-

ken to the tempering forge and then into the

hands of the grinders.

An experienced workman does nothing but

carefully examine each scythe, and test the cor-

rectness of each process thus far, and every im-

perfect article is laid aside. After passing the

polishing wheel, it goes into the hands of the

painter, and finally to those whose business is to

Straw the scythes into bundles of a dozen each.

The proprietor has been at great pains to

manufacture a superior article, and no scythe is

permitted to go into the market till it has passed

the ordeal of tsvo experienced and careful work-
men, besides the examination of the general su-

perintendent, whose inspection extends to every

part of the establishment. This rare has given

to these scythes a celebrity which secures a

ready sale for all that can be furnished. Exten-
sive orders are now received from all the Western
States, Canada,New Brunswick and .Nova Scotia.

So great indeed is the demand, that the proprie-

tor has not been able thus far to supply bis or-

ders. A silver medal was awarded him by the

American Institute, for the most perfect speci-

mens of his art, and he has received the first

premium from the New York and other State

fairs.

IVIr. Dunn is erecting additional works in the

vicinity, which will soon be completed, when he

will be enabled to turn out 17,000 dozen scythes

annually. This establishment is now more than

double the extent of any other in the world

—

none even in Europe being found to compete
with it. It has rapidly grown to its present gi-

gantic size by the indomitable enterprise and
energy of its present proprietor, who, from smad
beginnings, has attained to wealth and deservell

distinction as a public, benefactor.

Too many and too extensive interests are how-
ever now involved in this establishment, to ad-

mit of its depending for successful continuance
upon the uncertain tenure of the life and health

of one individual, and at the suggestion of his

friends, Mr. Dunn has wisely determined to put

the capital invested into slock, retaining a con-
siderable portion of the interest himself, and thus

afford an opportunity to others, and especially

the operatives, many of whom have already ac-

quired capital by their labor in this establish-

ment, to make a profitable investment without
incurring the disadvantages of commencing a

new concern. It will thus be put upon a per-

manent basis, not liable to suspension from the

death of the present proprietor. For this pur-

pose a charter of incorporation has just been
obtained from the legislature, and the price at

which it is understood Mr. Dunn intends to put

it into the corporation, rannoLTail to render it, in

the estimation of competent judges, a profitable

investment.

I have been led to this minute and somewhat
extended description from the gratification which
I feel in common wiih others, in the growing
prosperity of my native State. A cursory glance

at its swelling hills and fertile valleys, its thou-
sand reservoirs of ponds and lakes, its moun-
tain streams and water falls, gives evidence that

its manufacturing resources are only beginning
to be developed.

The Kennebeck and Androscoggin railroad

passes a few miles east of this place, and when
completed will afford cheap facilities for trans-

portation to and from this beautiful region, and
furnish easy and pleasant access to the traveller

whose leisure may permit him to explore the re-

sources of Nature and the improvements of Art.

MOSES SPRINGER.

Notice.

The subscribers of the " Farmer's Monthly

Visitor " are requested, in all cases of removal, to

name both places of residence to the Publisher

of the Visitor, as it will save much trouble. No
paper discontinued unless all arrearages are

promptly paid.

Concord, N. H., November 30, 18i8.

i —i

December 1, the ground in this part of New
Hampshire, at one time frozen in depth several

inches, is now again opened without rain, from

the influences of the sun, so that a large team in

sight over the river is breaking up the sward in-

tervale.

Emigrants to Western Virginia. — The
Winchester Virginian states that a large number

of emigrants have passed through that town

within a month past, principally bound for that

noble region, Western and Northwestern Vir-

ginia. That country is advancing at a giant pace.

New towns are rising and old forests are falling

in almost every part of it.

—

Chester (III.) Revelle.

Pitt's Corn Crusher.

This valuable invention has recently been in

operation in this town. Nine barrels of our

greenest corn in the cob went through the mill

in the space of thirty minutes grinding. The
advantage of the crushed or cut material for

feeding hogs and horses is very great over that

of grinding between stones. The meal is made

with knives as in particles sliced ; and the ani-

mals eat it with an appetite and greediness

—

horses, as well as hogs, and even young calves

—

such as we had never before witnessed. Colonel

Howard of Portsmouth is the agent for disposing

of these mills in New Hampshire. The mill is

fixed to the gearing of Mr. Lund's saw and shin-

gle mills (formerly Dustin's) not very far from

the I5ow and Concord line. The value of infe-

rior com in the cob (indeed of all corn) is great-

ly enhanced for the use of animals by running

through Pitt's Corn Crusher.

A Great Estate.—Some idea of the true

cause of the miseries in Ireland may be derived

from the following fact:

—

In Galway there is an estate larger than some
English counties, and which was mortgaged a
few years ago, for the immense sum of two mil-

lions of dollars, by its then owner, Mr. Martin,

M. P. The entrance gate and lodge are twenty
miles from the mansion.

When such an immense estate has been accu-

mulated in the hands of one family for genera-

lions, what wonder lhat thousands and tens of

thousands of the peasantry are beggars ! Cause

and effect, nothing else.

Show of Animals by the New York State Agri-

ricultural Society, and by the Highland Socitty of

Scotland.—The number of cattle at the late show

at Buffalo, was 360—of horses 150—sheep 597

—

swine 50— poultry 250. At the late show of the

Highland Society at Edinburgh, the number of

cattle was 35'2—horses 141—sheep 764—swine

58—poultry 130. There were ninety-two ex-

hibitors of implements.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Grape Culture in Missouri.— Farms iu the

neighborhood of Hermann, Missouri, have risen

very much of late, in consequence of the in-

creased cultivation of the vine. A Mr. Poeschel,

who has a vineyard of not quite one acre, which

was planted with Catawba grape in the spring

of 1845, made from it this year one thousand

gallons of wine, and the value of the whole pro-

duce of the vineyard was seventeen hundred

dollars.

—

Exchange paper.

List of Agents
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Bradlord, Hon. Sam. Junes
Plymouth, A. L. Webster
Manchester, W.G. Shepaid
Pi^cataquog, F. G. Slark

Exeter, Henry F. French
Brentwood, Wash. Morrill

Barnstead Parade, William
A. Jenkins

Roxbury, A. Lawrence
Sullivan, D. W. Wilson
Nashua, Thos. J. Robbins
So.Deertield, Benj. Jenness
Henniker, Jonas Wallace
Lancaster, J. W. Weeks

B. Cross
North Charlestown, L. Gil-

more
Plamtield.L. H. Dow

W.H. Daniels

Troy, D. W. Farrar

Amherst, L M. Kimball
Shclburne, Maj. J. Osgood
Acworth, C. W. Davis
Gilsum, Dr G.W.Hammond
Swanzey, A. Bailey

Keene, Hon. S. Dmsmoor
H*»n B. Cooke

Kingston, Levi J. Bartlett

Hampstead, A. W. Jones
Atkinson, Henry Noves
Oil Mill Village, Weare,

Harrison Simons
Conway, Jona. T. Chase
Charlestown,.). W Colburn
Hillsboro'. John Gooclale

Claremont. G. W. Loihrop
Chester, A. G. Quigg
Holderncss, B. Hughes:

Warner, A. B. Kelley
R. Thompson

Shaker Village, Canterbu-

ry, Levi Stevens

for the Visitor.

I

Bridgewaler, A. P. Hoit

j

Greenland, Thos. Brackett
i Farmington, G. L. White-

house
I Hill, M.J Morrill

Lebanon, C. Hough
Haverhill, John S. Bryant

I North " W. S. Cobleigh
Loudon Centre, Ira Osgood
So. Merrinnck.O. C Smith
Ainoslieag, Isaac Flanders
Gilford, J. G. Weeks
Portsmouth, Wm. P. Hill

J. M'Intire
Peterboro', William Moore
Windham, E. T. Abbott
Temple, Col. N. Wheeler
Bristol, George B. Burns
Meredith Bridge, Warren

Lovell
South Lyndeboro', Col. P.

Woodward
Lee, John P. Glass
Loudon, Jeremiah Kenney
West Claremont, L. A.
Grannis

Barnngton, H. Hall

Dover, B. F. Guppy
William Woodman

Milton, J. Fernald
Hollis, R, E. Tenney
Derry, I. Wilson
Rindge, L. Howe
Boscawen, W. Webster
MewMarket, J.B Creighton
Gorlstown, P. F. Patlee
Wilton, H. Abbot
Bennington, William Gray
West Boscawen,S.D.Couch
Pelham, Darius Slickr.ey

North DeertaVld, E Marston
Lyndeboro', S. T. Manahan
Auburn, H. C. Sullivan
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Poplin, J. Robinson
Stratham, Z Wiggin
New London, John Brown
Ball), Stephen N. Barllelt

Durham, George Ffrost

South VVeare, J L. Hadley
We. ire, T. YV.Thorndike
Lower Gilmanton, (Jeorge

W. Sanborn
Kensington, John T. Blake

• Littleton, M. D. Cobleigh

Bow, VV.C. Hadley
East Wilton, Putnam Tyler
JMeriden, John Bryant

JS'ew Ipswich. C.Hastingsjr

Hookselt, William Parker

East Kingston^).F F.Bailey

Gorham, 'Barker Burbank
South Hampton. 1'. While
Newington,G.W. DeRoch-
mont

Ku. Hampton, R Knowles
Lisbon, O.S. Hollister

New Hampton, Jos. Moore
Bethlehem, Joel Winch
Danbury, J.S. Knowllon
Newton, F. Gale

W o r t h Londonderry, C.

Nesmith
Tnornton's Ferry, Josiah

Severance
Merrimack, Sam'l Barron

EnBeld, Caleb M Dyer
Greenlield, A. Whittemore
Hanover, A. O Brewster

Centre Harbor, M.D. Love-

j°y
Wentworth, J. Currier

Rochester, Moses Roberts

Holderness Centre, Col. J.

Prescott
No Lyman, A. Paddleford

Hebron, David Haselton
Mason Centre, VV Johnson
Gilmanton Iron Works, J.

C. Bean
Hancock. David Patten

Dunbarton, John Mills

Cornish Flat, George Weld
Cornish, J L Putnam
Meredith Village, J. M.

Wiggin
West Springfield, Dr. J. D.

Nichols
, South Bradford, B. Smith
Sanbornton Bridge, Asa P.

Cate
A. H.Jones
Zenas Clement

Stewartstown, G. Tirrell

Dal ton, M. H. Rix

Grantham, Oliver Thayer
West Ruinney, S. Simpson

South New Market, Win.
Walker

Thornton, Wm Thornton

Centre Sandwich, J . Burley
L. Hoag

West Lyman, G. Witherell

Mont Vernon, J. Carleton

Campion Village, E, Pack-
ard

Hillsboro' Bridge, D. Steele

Plainfield Plain, Jos. Wood
Antrim No. Branch, Clias.

Gates
Rumney, F.. P. Brown
Piermont, Parker Felch
Fishorville, W. H Gage
Lake Village, VV J Sargent

Epping, W. Van Dame
Hinsdale, Samuel Horton
Croydon, L. P. Cooper
Ossipee, Sanborn B Carter

Gilmanton, M. Sliepard

Tamworth , Col. J. Chesley
Andover, Sam'l Butlerfield

Drewsville, H. Lothrop
East Lempster, D. Nichols

Canaan. Wm. P. Weeks
Whileficld, Aaron Garnsey
Stratford Corner, E Weeks
Freedom, Zebulon Pease
Wes.. Lebanon, J. I).ma
Madbury. Elijah Austin

No. F.ntield, VV. L. Blair

West Plymouth. S. Little

Lyman, Horace Duncan
No. Dunbarton, J P.Tenney
Weare Centre, Oil* Chase
Francestown. Jos. Willard
No. Conwav, S A Hanson
Wilmot. [•'.. C. Knowles
Centre Ossipee. I. Ames
Colebrook, Charles Bailey

Wolleboro', L. T. Hersey
Bedlbrd, Thomas Chandler

P. P. Woodbury
B. Shattuck

Jaffrev, A. VV. Howe
East Jaln-ey. Solomon Rand
No. Sutton, N. VV Knowllon
Milford, E. Hutchinson

N. H. Bartlett

Pittsfield, Israel W. Page

Woodstock, Mr. Coombs
B. F. Barron

Epsom, William P. Cilley
Oliver Brown

Franklin, G. W. Nesmith
James Clark
J. F. Daniel
B. C. Morrison

Canterbury, D. Morrill
Deering, Herod Chase
Suiton Mill Village, Reu-

ben Porter
Ortbrd, E. M. Bissell

Upper Gilmanton, Ira Moo-
ney

No. Marlow, W. Royce
Newbury, N. Baker
Dublin, Benjamin Perrv

A. Heald
Raymond, Oilman Folsom
Suncook, J. E. Smith
Richmond, A. Brown
Lincoln, Simon Tuttle
East Moullonboro', Orin
Clark

Londonderry, J. VV. Bartley
East Northwood. B. Cilley

Antrim, Luke Woodbury
Alexandria, H. P. Haines
Sugar Hill, Lisbon, Levi
Parker

Orange, G. H. Kimball
North Wolfeboro', John L.

Goldsmith
Brookline, Joseph Sawtelle
Orfordville,S.H Cummings
Hopkinton, S. B. Sargent

Joseph Barnard
Stephen Sibley
Jos. Slanwood
Horace Chase

Cotoocookville, A. Brown
Joab Patterson
J. B. Emerson
Phin. Clough
J. Barnard, jr.

Salisbury, Moses Greely
Jesse Eaton
Dan'l F. Sawyer

New Boston, S. Dodge, jr.

Portsmouth Stage, R. Cilley

Cheney's Eipress

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston, John Marsh, Gene-

ral Agent Tor the State

Hubbartston, E A. Green-
weod

East Salisbury, S. True, 3d
Lowell,Tappan Wenlworlh

J. G. Moore
Dracut, Asa Clement, jr.

West Cambridge, James
Russell, 2d

Lexington, Sam'l Chandler
Sam'l Phinney

Somerville, Wm. F. Tults
Wayland. Judge Millan

East Lexington, O. H. Dana
Newton Upper Falls, Dr. A

D. Dearborn
Harvard, Stephen Goodhue
Andover, Win. Coleman

John Marland
Sudbury, Reuben M. Moore
Lincoln, F. A. Hayden
Holliston, Wm. Rockwood
Milford, Rev. A. Bailou

East Foxboro', J. Kingsbury
rail River. S B Hussey

Henry Buckram
Northampton, Win. Clark

Salem, E'lab Gilmoro
Lancaster, S. JNourse

Lewiston, Edward Knowles
Franklin, Dr. N. Miller

Kingston, N. T. Willis

Falmouth, S. L Hatch
Woburn, Bowen Buckman
South Reading, J. H. Stone
Petersham, E. G. Miles
New Bedford, E. Gardner
Bolchertown, F. D.ckinson
Brainlree, J. Thayer
Randolph, -J Stetson

No. Beverly, A. Nesmith
Newbury, Col. Benj. Poore
Ashblmiham, R. Townscnd
Dedham. M. Marsh
Cambrldgeport, W. Russell

North Andover, N. Peters

Westminster, O. B. Esty
Barre. N Holland
Springfield, Galen Ames
Riynham, C. &. H. T. Gil-

more
Fitchburg, J C.Thompson
Blandl'ord, S Sliepard

Concord, Simon Brown
Neponset Village, Asa Rob-

inson
South Adams, Benj. Peck
Worcester, W. S. Lincoln
Newton, Messrs Kenricks
Medfield, O. Culler, jr.

Hanson, P. VV. Perkins

Sturbridge, N. Bradford
Horace Hamant

Marshrleld, Daniel Webster
West Brookfield, E. B
Taintor

West Tisbury, J. A. Jones
Pittsfield, l'hinehas Allen
Amherst, Benjamin Adams
Taunton, Gams Dean
North Danvcrs, Rev. P. S.
Ten Broeck

West Springfield,JustonEly
Blackstone, Manufacturing
Company

Holmes' Hole, R. True
No. Chelsea, John Fenno
Amesbury, Jona. Beede
Dartmouth, Thomas Almy
Whitingsville, N. E. Car-
penter

New Englaud Village, H.
H. VV. Sigourney

Bedford, F. Cogswell
West Pittsfield, R.Harskens
Nantucket, Wm. P. Culey
Pepperell, E. Shattuck
South Boston, L. F. Merrill
Cabotville, John Chase
Cambridge, Harvard Col-

lege Librarian
Grafton, John Whitney
Tewksbury, Rev. Moses

Kimball
East Needham, W. W.
M'Intosh

Carlisle, Amos Spaulding
East Randolph, Thos. West
Winchendon, S. S. Cool-
edge

Walthain, Abraham Sawyer

MAINE.
Cherryfield, C. S Hall

J. T. Wallace
East Machias, C. Sanborn
Exeter Mills, C. Eastman
Standish, Lemuel Rich
Portland, Sanborn &. Carter
Alfred, B.J. Herrick
Farmington Falls, E. Bass
West's Mills, S. C. West
Fryeburg, E. L. Osgood
North Pownal, David Groce
Walerford, Dr. C. Farrar
Brownfield. W. Wentworth
Levant, S. P. Balchelder
Brunswick, R. T. Dunlap
Kenuebunkport, Dr. Jason
N. Langdon

Wells, I. Curtis
Parsonsfield. R. M'Intire
Aroostook, Nath'l Blake
Dixmont, Col. Buttman
Bath, E. Clapp
New Gloucester, Maj. I. H.
Chandler

Westbrook, Samuel Jordan
Wiscassett, Kufus Hilton
Stetson, Hon. A. Stetson
Cannel, G. \V. Chamberlain
Hampden, T. Stetson
Lincoln Centre, J. Cham-

berlain

Bangor, Paul Varney
Sebec, W. K. Lanney
East Standish, Miles
Thompson

North Yarmouth, L. Whit-
comb
W. Baxter

Canaan, E. G Crowell
Eden. N. J. Thomas
Phillips, M, Shelburne
Eastport, J. B. Chaclbourne
South Berwick, G. C. Wal-

lingford

Turner, J. Swctt
Houlton. I. W. Taber
Patten, Jonas Drury
East Knox, J. Dulton
Hi inland, E. Wood, jr.

St. Albans, Nath'l Hilton
Bloomlield, John M'Lellan
Surry, E. I. Jarvis
Ellsworth, C. I. Whiting
Andover, J. F. Bragg, jr.

DeXter, U. M. Burleigh
East Vasselborough, Jere-
miah Stinchfield

Amity, G. &. P. Beede
North Dixmont, F. Rollins
Lyman, F. Wentworth
Newport, Samuel Shaw
Saccarappa, R. C. Johnson
Orono, Israel Mansfield
West Elliot, J. G.Jenkins
Cooper, William Cooper
Springvale. J. T. Paine
Wateiboro', S K. Roberts
Belfast, J.imes White
Linneu--, Mox-s Bailey
Corinth, Isaac Hodsdnn
Augusta, Rev \V. A.Drew
Farmington, Na'han Culler
Milllown, Calias, T. J. D.

Fuller

Weld, Isaac Tyler
Lewiston, J. O. L. Foster
Winslow, Robert Ayer
Oak Hill, Seth Storer
Plymouth, Col. S. Bultman
Seal Cove, I. D. Norton
Dixficld, H. B. Smith
Kent's Hill, Taylor, Hitch-
cock &c Co.

Bncksport, M. G. Buck
Dresden Mills, L. Wood-
ward

Scarboro', R. Southgate
Charleston, E. M. Thurston
Unionville, Farmington, A.
Gleason

Kingsfield, Benj. Buckman
LaGrange, Nath'l Greene
Naples, Ebenezer Choate
Pittston, J M. Carpenter
Brewer Village, S. Wiswell
East Brewer, T. J. Win
Chester

Buxton Centre, Z. Merrill
Gray, F. Wilson
Casline, Chas. A. Abbot
Kennebunk, B Palmer
Limerick, Benjamin Ilsley

Freeport, A. Soule
Robbinstown, S. Gates
Lebanon Centre, Thos. M.
Wentworth

So. Lincoln, P. L. Williams
No. Lincoln, Chas. Merrill
Bristol, Joseph Hunter
North Edgecombe, William
Hodge

North Bethel, Peter Powers
North Wayne, R. B. Dunn
East Bethel, Joseph Holt
Searsport, Moses Mosman
Bradford, Alna Trask
Strong, E. Merrill
Saco, J. L. Goodalc
Acton Corner, Peter Young
Biddeford, W. P. Haines
Calias, Thomas Paine
Athens, William James
No. Berwick, Sam'l Rich
South West Bend, Leonard
Macomber

Narraguagus, T. B. Cun-
ningham

VERMONT.
West Randolph, D. H. Fish
Cambridge, F. F. Dickinson
Shaflsburv, Hiram Barton
Hyde Park,V.VV. Waterman
Morrisville, Am. Spaulding
Sunderland, J. S Petiibone
Tunbndge, D. W. Cowdery
Slow, N Robinson
Brookfield. Dan'l A. Morse
Weston, F. Farrar
South HafHwjck, S. Rich-

ardson
Wolcott, Carleton Udall
Waterville, Nalhan Smilic
Jeft'ersonvillo, F. Smilie
Bakersfield, Earl Smilie
Bellows Falls, J. W.Moore
Putney, Col. Thomas White
Townscnd. Capt H. White
Craftsbury, N Boutwell

VV. E. Paddock
Walden, Abijah Jennison
So. Walden, Isaac Eastman
Glover, John Farr
Grafton, T. Bancroft

Thomas riill

VVaitsh'eld, A. Lnckwood
Grand Isle, Dan'l Lamson
Sutton, E. Aldrich
Montpelier, J VV. Howes

S. D Colby
Norwich, L. M. Nichols

P. VV. Brigham
Ira Davis

Woodstock, O. P. Chandler
Chelsea, Levi B. Vilas

E. C. Redingion
Calias, J. Blanchard, P. M.
East Randolph, L. Spencer
West Enosburgh, J.M.Dean
Passumpsic, R Sonicrs
Randolph, P. T. Blodgctt
Wattrford, R W. Peabody
Danville, A. M'Millnn
Peru, G. Balchelder
Felchville, J. Pratt
Bradford, Asa Lowe
Bradford Centre, Elias T.
Flanders

Royalton, Sidney S. Smith
South Woodstock, A. Wil-

lard

Versllire
. Lvman Flits

Wheelock.'E M. Msgoon
Bennington . .1 S Robinson
Grecnbush, John Spoffoid
Lunenburg, G. VV Gates
Derby, J lines Morrill
Brainlree, J. Waile
No. Danville, J. F, Pope

Newfane, Williamsville, J.

T. Stockwell
Dover, A. Hoskins
Lowell, FOhas Leland
Johnson, G. W. Hill

Guildhall, Hon. J. Dewey
Bethel, Jacob Smith, jr.

St. Johnsbnry Centre, H.
A. Wheeler

Fairfax, Stephen Gale
Peacham, William Wheeler
Brattlehoro', Zenas Froet
West Derby, Orcutt and
White

Plymouth, R. B. Pollard
Corinth, J. B Dearborn
North Springfield, J. Wood-

bury
Topsham, W. H. Nourse
South Reading.Jub.il Buck
South Barre, O. F. Walker
Tyson F'urnace, J. A. Pol-

lard

Barnet, A. H. Wilson
Pomfret Centre, L. F.
Cheedal

No. Troy, Stephen Scott
Waterbury, A S.Richardson
Irasburg, T. P. Redfield
Andover, J. B. Manning

Silas Robinson
Albany, Seth Phelps
Barre, Caleb Keith

M. Keith

Chester, P. O. Sargent
Brownsville, Dr. D. Story
Eden. VV. Wheelock
Alburgh Springs, E. Rey-

nolds
Pi-octorsville, P. VV. Spauld-

ing

CONNECTICUT.
Moose Meadow, N. Morse,
jun.

Burlington, C. Barnes
Weatherslield, L. R. Wells
Trumbull, E. E. FMwards
Union, Samuel Crawford
Norwich, Edmund Bacon
Deep River, David Read
Colchister Col. G. Bigelow
Meriden, A. Baldwin
WeslMcnden.J. S. Brooks

James Pomeroy
Central Village, E. Lester
Mansfield, A. Newcomb
Essex, A. Scovell
Norwalk, Stephen Smith
South Norwalk, J. Benedict
Derby, Levi Durand
Farmington, W. &. R.
Crampton

Bristol, A Atkins
Madison, Russell Evarts
S i\ brook, G. H. Chapman
Colebrook, C. B. Phelps
Enfield, J. Collins
[\nank, V. Stoddard
New London, G. M. Brown
Hartford, S. H. Huntington
West Hartford, Dr. H. Dow
West Granby, A. Goddard
Humph.'eysville, J.N. Stod-
dard

Westminster, P. Spicer
Hilchcockville, J. Deming
South Coventry, George T.
Clarke

Plainfield, David Gallup
Lebanon, J. Wattles
Westvdle. Eli Burnett
Chester, VV. D. Clark
Bethany, M. VV. Bradley
North Colebrook, E. Bacon
Stafford, E. Fairman
Wellington, H H. Felch
Kiilingworlh, R. Redfield
Thotnpsonville, Philip Bur-

lingnam
Sorters, O. H. Wood
Newinglbn, J. Atwood
New Hartford Centre, J. F.
Henderson

Tolland, Lucius Brett

NEW YORK.
Woodville, Jetferson Coun-

ty, Amos E. Wood
Ticouderoga, F. Arthur
l'lattsburgh, Rev. J . Rooney
Broadalbin, E. P. Pannclee
N. Y. City, Geo. P. Parker,
770 Broadway
V. B. Palmer's Newspa-
per Agency

Roxbury, Del. Co., L. Pres-
ton

Troy, Job Pierson
North White Creek, Wash

Co., H.G. How
Burnl Hills, Cady Hollister

Schenectady, VV. B. Walton
Albany, E. P. Prentice
Kinderhook, Post Master
An Salle Forks. J. Rogers

Amsterdam, C. Ellsworth
Navarino, Onondaga Co., O.
Cummings

Upper Lisle, Broome Co.,
Jelnol Clark

Five Corners, Cayuga Co.,
Charles Crocker

Brough River, West Chea-
ter Co., C. VV. St. Johu

OHIO.
Athens, Alanson Hibbard
Dayton, David Schlenker
Fairfield, Greene Co., J.

Gulhree
Columbus, Silas Kemplon
llns'ii.gs, Richland Co

, J.

Tucker
Slreelsboro', Portage Co.,

A. Wood
Perry, Lake Co., Ferdinand

Haskell

RHODE ISLAND.
Providence, Dr.L.L. Miller
Wickford, J. R.Sherman
Sinithlield, A. Spear
Lonsdale, J. Scott

MICHIGAN.
Ann Arbor, C. C. Taylor
Iron Creek, John Fisk

ARKANSAS
Little Rock, Geo. Brodie

MISSOURI.
MilTord, Scotland Co., Ed.
Melhgan

St. Louis, G. C. Nealley

- TENNESSEE.
Columbia, J. H. Thomas
Irving College, H. W. L.

Hill

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Pendleton, R. F. Simpson

TEXAS.
Nacogdoches, T. J.Rusk

ILLINOIS.
Bunker Hill, Maconpin co.,
Edward H. Davis

Springfield, G. W. Billings
Asbury, Lasalle CO., Frank-

lin Partridge
.

LOUISIANA.
New Orleans, Wm. Austin

WISCONSIN.
Azlatan, Jef. co., H.O.Scott

NORTH CAROLINA.
Harrell's Store, New Han
over co., Bryan New kirj,"

NEW JERSEY.
New Brunswick, Dr. D, J.

Janeway

GEORGIA.
Milledgville, B. A. White
Dalton, Maury co., D. P-
Nims

Coosawatic, Alurray CO.,
Mark A. Cooper

ALABAMA.
Tuskeegee, John M'Gee
Mobile, G. M. Mallet
Montgomery, S. Robinsnn
Lockland, Macon co., Jos.
N. Knox

IOWA.
Dubuque, Thos. M. Knight

VIRGINIA AND MARY-
LAND.

Washington City, Win M.
Morrison
B. B. French
Wm. Patton

Fredericksburg, L. G. Al-
kins

Alexandria, Levi Parker
Georgetown, D. C, Daniel

Kurtz
Wiirrenlon Springs, George
Carter

Elkton, Md., J. Ramsdell, yr

Orleans. Md., Geo Catlell
Ceotreville, Md., Thomas

Wright, 2d
Richmond, Va., VV. H.
Roane

Warrenton, Va., VV. Smith
Scoltsville, Va , B. Brown
Laurel Factory, Md , H.
Capron

Woodville, Va., Jos Tnley
Vanclose, Wood co. Va.,

William M. Tajgarl

PENNSYLVANIA.
Pottsville, J. Sheafe
Philadelphia, P. S. Blown
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FOUR VALUABLE PHEMIIJMS
Are offered to the four Agents of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor icho will procure the four largest numbers of new sub-

scribers' for that paper, paying in all cases the subscription for one year in advance according to the terms of the conditions.

These four premiums will be as follows

:

,.,,.,,. ,

1. Webster's Dictionary, the largest and best in the English Language—the entire work unabridged in one volume

croion quarto, with the portrait of the Author : revised by Professor Goodrich of Yale College. Price $6.

2. The Complete Works of William Shakspeare ; with a portrait from the Chandos Picture, and forty beautiful en-

graved illustrations, bound in Russia leather. Price $6.

3. Spark's Life of Washington, royal octavo with illustrations : Price $5.

4. Spark's Life of Franklin, royal octavo icith illustrations . Price $5.

Ao-ents of last year with renewed lists for advance payment may include present subscribers in their count of numb

££§= Subscriptions to be returned on or before the 25lh January next.

oers.

THE CHEAPEST AGRICULTURAL PAPER IN THE UNITED STATES

:

THE FARMER'S MONTHLY YISITOR,
PUBLISHED AT CONCORD, N". H.

' Those who labor in the earth are the chosen people of God, whose breasts he has made his peculiar deposit for substantial and genuine virtue."

—

Jefferson.

On the first of January, The Monthly Visitor will have

been. published ten years in one hundred and twenty suc-

cessive numbers, containing each sixteen pages of the royal

quarto size, and being of itself a library of instructive mat-

ter, valuable even after its time, to the common farmer.

During the term of its existence, in all the old thirteen At-

lantic States of the Union, there has been an awakening at-

tention to the necessity of agricultural improvement
;
and

in that time the six New England States, in many of their

counties, have made greater agricultural advances than in all

the previous half a century of years. The Visitor has had

its humble share in arousing the spirit of improvement ;
in

none, or very few instances, has it published those mistaken

articles calculated to mislead : it claims the alone merit of

holding back in the Morns Mullticaulis speculation— it has

recommended no new plan or system of agriculture where

its editor felt any uncertainty about its practicability. Our

aim has been to adapt all recommended improvements es-

pecially to New England and to Northern cultivation. That

the Visitor has had its influence in many neighborhoods, is

proved to its editor in repeated acknowledgments of its

readers and patrons in all the New England States.

Our annual subscription list has varied in the last nine

years between 2500 and 6000 : the smaller number will

scarcely pay the ordinary expenses of publication at the re-

duced prices. The labor of the editor all the lime has been

gratuitous.

While our paper is the cheapest in the country for the

quantity and value of its matter, it is such a publication as

interferes with the circulation of none of the other useful

publications of the day. It has no controversy with any of

the religions or political dogmas of sects or parties— it has

presented no matter calculated to provoke the hostility of

the mendacious, to awaken obstinate prejudice, or to raise a

blush upon the cheek of modesty— it is fitted for the read-

ers of both the parlor and the kitchen.

The Visitor is issued from the Bookstore of JOHN F.

BROWN, Concord, N. H., to whom all subscriptions and

communications (paid or free of postage if possible) may be

directed as for the business of the new year.

T ERMS.
To single subscribers, Fifty Cents. Ten per cent. will,

be allowed to the person who shall.send more than one sub-

scriber. Twelve copies will be sent for the advance pay-

ment of Five Dollars ; twenty-five copies for Ten Dollars

;

sixty copies for Twenty Dollars. The payment in every

case to be made in advance. Old subscribers who neglect

payment beyond the year will be charged seventy-five cents

a year. Those paying in advance, who receive the first

number of a new year, will return it at once if they do not

wish to continue, with the name of the town or place where

it is received : otherwise, they will be considered permanent

subscribers.

rr^ Money and subscriptions by a regulation of the Post

Master General, may in all casts be remitted by the Post

Master, free of postage.

33= All gentlemen who have heretofore acted as Agents

are requested to continue their Agency.

gj= Subscribers' names as far as obtained, may be return-

ed to JOHN F. BROWN, Concord, N. H. Agents can if

they please retain the heading of the subscription for new
subscribers. This heading taken from the newspaper and

pasted over white paper may be used by any of our friends

as a subscription for extending the circulation of our cheap

paper.

AGENTS FOR THE VISITOR.
Gentlemen to whom this number of the Visitor is direct-

ed are requested to act as Agents in extending the circula-

tion of the Visitor. We have taken the liberty to publish

the foregoing list, from among our generous patrons, and to

ask each of them to take the agency at their respective

places.

SUBSCRIBERS' NAMES. RESIDENCE. NO. COPIES.
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CONDUCTED BY ISAAC HIIVL.

WHO LABOR IN THE EIRTH ARE THE CHOSEH PEOPLE OF GrOD, W HOSE BREASTS HE HAS M U> E HIS I' I. IULIAR DEPOSITS F'R SUT SI \ VITAL ,M' 6EK1 IKE VIHTUE." Irj), - .„„

.

VOL. 10. NO. 12. BOSTON, MASS., DECEMBER 31, 1848. WHOLE NO. 120

TIIK FiSMER'S MONTHLY VISITOR,

El BUSHED BY

JOHN MARSH,
ISSUED ON THE LAST PAY OF EVERY MONTH,

77 Wuhsington Street, Boston, Mass.

J^/'Gi s:r.Ai. A..: -.is.—J,m\ Marsh, T7 Washington St,

Boston, Moss. iolev, Keese & Hill, 191 Rro idwaj .
\. w

Yolk I 'llv , W«. M MORSISO.X, Penil?) Ivarrin Aveiolo, Wa-li-

inglnn i ity
;
M. A. !!ill, Keene, .\ li.; Thomas Cha.ndleu,

.. il.

TERMS To single subscribers. Fifty Cmts. Ten per

com. « ill In- allowed to the person who shall send more than
one subscriber. Twelve copies will he sent for the aiivnnce
[Viyiiii itiui' Five Dollars', twenty-five copies for Ten Dollars:

sty Dollars. The payment in every case to
in au*i :i:ii.'.

fcs
.'•/, ... In; ii regulation of Ike Post Master

u remitted by the Post .Matter, free vj

Q3~ All genii men who have heretofore acted as Agents are
i to continue their Agency. Old subscribers who

come under tit new terms, will please notify us of the names
In .n'v on uur II

Failure of an Experimental Community.

A recent number of tin- Revue des Deux Mon
des contain!) mi article from Marshal Bugeaud,
on tin- principles of Association, as applied lo

agricultural labor. Tin! article has some curious

details of an attempt at an agricultural associ

tion, which was tried in Africa, and the -results

of this trial In the following passage Marshal
Biigenud [dales the ill success of the experiment
lie had made :

—

"f>n reluming from a prolonged expedition, I

went tu visit my three little colonies, beginning
with that of Mered. It was the end of Septem-
ber, 1843. Generally I was received with joy by
the military colonists, who considered me as
their benefactor, and called me their father.

This time il was Sunday. I found them sad, and
most uncivil. They were leaning against their

doors, and did not move lo come round me, ac-

cording ui their custom. 1 saw that there was
something extraordinary.

; ' 1 sent for ihe officer, and he being absent, I

o
I myself to the sergeant major, to it

quire the causes of the discouragement, the
syuipi s of which I hud remarked.
"'My men have good reason to be sad,' re-

plied the sergeant; ' they are losing the best part
of their harvest, and they attribute it to the la-

boring in common; they are tired of this ar-
rangement, and they are going to ask you to

break up ihe association.'

"'But how do they lose their harvest? They
reaped in the beginning of.June, ami we are
now at the last of September; it ought to be in

the granary long ago.'

"' You are right, Governor, it ought to be so,

but they do not wink, and v. e. have not yet taken
rare of a third of the barley or wheat. Depend-
ing usually on the prolongation of fine weather,
we did not take the precaution lo take the sheaves
from the rick perpendicularly; we took what
formed Ihe roof from the whole oblong square.
The two storms which came lately have soaked
Otir ricks, and our grain has sprouted.'

" 1 went to the ricks and I saw the grain grow-
ing on all sides. I immediately assembled the
colonics; they formed u circle about me, and
we had Ihe following dialogue:

" ' How is it, my friends, thai, having made your
harvest in June, you have not threshed your
grain at the end of September?'

'•' Because,' they replied, 'we do not work.'
"'And why don't you work?'
'" Because we depend one on the other; one

docs not wish to do more than the oilier, and
thus we put ourselves on the level of the idle.
Do you not think, Governor, that if we each had
our portion of this grain, it would have been
threshed long ago? We should have already

done more than double. Things cannot go on

so? we beg you to break lip our association.'

"' Yes, yes,' cried all the colonists, even the

lazy ones.
'• He put ourselves on the level with the lazy ones,

uffected mo too much, lo leave me undecided

about giving up the community labor, but I

thought it my duly not to yield too soon. So I

made an appeal to the sentiments of fraternity,

of w hich I knew the force.

"'How, my friends,' replied 1, 'yon are all

comrades of the same regiment, (the 48th,) you

selected each other voluntarily, you are young
and robust, yon make, in some sort, only a family

of brothers, and do you not know how to live

and labor in common, without calculating whe-
ther one does more than the other?'

"' Governor, we are very fond of each other,

and notwithstanding that, there is no emulation

for labor; it does not seem like working for one's

self when we work in common. But it would
be worse when we marry. Our wives would
agree less than we do about work ad every

thing else. Il would he a hell. If we prove to

you that we have produced more, in the one day
each week, which you allowed every man to

have for himself, than in the live days of the

community, you will nut refuse to let us dissolve

our association.'
'•

I proceeded immediately to the verification

of this fact. I appraised successfully the sixty-

seven individual harvests, the officers wrote
down my appraisement, and the sum gave in

(act an amount superior by a fifth to the whole
of the community harvests. This operation fin-

ished, I called the colonists together again. 1

declared to ihein that the results of this exami-
nation decided me. to establish individual labor

among them ; hut I warned them, that since

they thought themselves able to take cure of
themselves, if they separated I should withdraw
their pay and rations. They received this de-

claration with unanimous consent."

Poultry and Eggs.

Among all nations, and throughout all grades
of society, eggs have been a favorite food. But
in our cities, particularly in winter, they are sold

at such prices that lew families can afford to use

them at all, and even those in easy circumstances
consider them to he too expensive for common
use. There is no need of this. Every family,

or nearly every family, can, with very little trou-

ble, have eggs in plenty during the year, and of
all the animals domesticated lor the use of man,
the common dunghill low I is capable of yielding

tin-' greatest profit to the owner. In the month
of November, I put apart eleven hens and a

cock, gave them a small chamber in the wood-
house, defended from storms, with an opening
to the south. Then food, water, and lime were
placed on shelves convenient for them, with
nesis and chalk nest ( ggs in plenty. These
hens continued to lay eggs through the winter.

From these hens 1 received an average of six

eggs daily during the winter: and whenever any
one of them was disposed to set, namely, as .•sunn

as she began lo cluck, she w as separated from
ih" others by a grated partition, and her apart-

ment darkened. These cluckers were well at-

tended and I'ni, They could associate with the

other fowls, through the grates, and as soon as

any one of these prisoners began to sing, she
was liberated, and would very soon lay eggs, it

is a pleasant thing to feed and lend a bevy of
laying hens. They may be trained So as to fol-

low the children, and will lav in a box. Egg
shells contain lime, and when ill winter the

earth is bound in frost, or covered with snow, if

lime be HOI provided for them, they will not lay
;

if they do, the ergs must of necessity lie

without shells. Old rubbish lime from chitiitiies

and old buildings is propel1 for them, and only

needs to he broken. They will often attempt lo

swallow pieces of lime and plaster as large as

walnuts. The singing hen will certainly lay

eggs, if she find all things agreeable lo her, but
the hen is so much of a prude—as watchful as

a weasel, and fastidious as a hypocrite— she

must, she will have secrecy and mystery about

her nest. All eyes hut her own must be averted.

Follow or watch her, and she will forsake her

nest and stop laying. She is best pleased with a

box covered at the top, with an aperture for

light, and a side door by which she can escape
unseen. A farmer may keep one hundred fowls

in the barn, may suffer them to trample on and
destroy his mows of grain, and have fewer eggs
than the cottager who keeps a dozen, provides

secret nests, chalk nest-eggs, pounded bricks,

plenty of corn or other grain, water and gravel

for them, and takes care that his hens be not dis-

turbed about their nests. Three chalk eggs in a

nest are better than one— large eggs are best. I

have smiled to see them fondle around, and lay

in a nesl of geese eggs. Pullets will begin to

lay early in life, when nests and eggs are plenty,

and when others tire clucking around them. A
dozen dung hill fowls, shut up away from other

means of obtaining food, will require something
more than a quart of corn a day. I think fifteen

bushels it year is a fair allowance for them ; but
more or less, let them always have enough by
them ; and after they have become habituated to

find it at all times in their little manger, they

take but a few kernels at a time, except just be-

fore going to roost, when they will take nearly a

spoonful iti their crops. But just so sure as

their provisions come to them scanted or irregu-

larly, so sure will they raven up a whole cropiull

at ihe time, and stop laying. A dozen fowls,

well attended, will furnish a family with mote
than two thousand eggs a year, and one hun-
dred full grown chickens for the fall and winter
stores.

The expense of keeping a dozen fowls will

not amount to more than eight bushels of grain.

They may be kept in cities as well us in the
country, will do as well shut up the year round,
as to run at large. A grated room, well lighted,

ten feet by five, partitioned from a stable or out-

house, is sufficient for the dozen fowls with their

roosts, nesls, and feeding troughs. In ihe spring
of the year, rive or six hens will hatch at a lime,
and the fifty or sixty chickens may be given to

one ben. Two hens will take care of one hun-
dred chickens well enough, until they begin to

climb their little stick rousts. They then should
be separated from the hens entirely. I have
often kept the chickens, when young, in my gar-

den. They keep the May bug and other insects

from the vines. In case of confining fow Is in

summer, it should he remembered that a ground
floor should be chosen ; or it is just as well to

set in their pen, boxes of well-dried, pulverized

earth, for them to wallow in during warm wea-
ther. Their pens should be kepi clean.

—

Penn.
Cultivator.

On Plants selecting their Food.

We till know, ihut upon a good soil we can
grow grain, potatoes, hei t-rool, poppies and to-

bacco. In the grain and potatoes, we have ready
formed starch, in the beet-root, sugar, in the

poppy, opium alfd a fixed oil, iu the tobacco the

narcotic principle, a volatile oil, and ready form-

ed nitre, or saltpetre, and some of these plants

contain sulphur, others none.

All these substances, in the several plants, so

different in composition and quality, are derived

from the same compounds ill the soil which na-

ture supplies as food for all plants. But how is

it, that these different modifications and arrange-

ments of ihe same elementary substances are

brought about? Are plants sentient beings?
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Have they the power of selection ? Do they ex-

ercise a choice in iliis matter ? No? none of

these things? How then, do they manufacture,

as it were, such a variety of products from so

few elementary substances ? They do it in

obedience to a law of creation. This law we
have in the first chapter of Genesis at the 11th

and 12th verses. " And God said let the earth

bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed after its

kind, and it was so. And the earth brought
forth grass and herb, and the fruit tree yielding

seed and fruit after its kind. And God saw that

it was good."' He so willed it from the begin-

ning. And the few elementary principles of
matter that enter into the composition of plants,

are, as it were, in l lie plastic hands of Deity,

who moulds and forms them according to cer-

tain fixed purposes, and these " fixed purposes,"
ue term natural laws. And it seems to us, this

view of the matter unriddles, as far as we are

concerned in it, all mystery.
Upon precisely the same principles, are the

various substances (derived from the food form-
ing the different parts of the animal system) ta-

ken up by the assimilating vessels, and appro-
printed to their several purposes: to the forma-
tion of hone, nails, muscle, fat, &c.
Man, as a sentient being, can exercise a choice

about his food, but when taken into the stom-
ach, he has no more control over its different

chemical arrangements and modifications, than a

plant has. The laws of animal chemistry, are

then called into play, and makes the proper dis-

tribution of the varied parts, perfectly indepen-
dent of the mind and will of man.

—

Boston Cult.

Cultivators.—In the construction and use of

these implements, a great improvement has been

made within a few years. The principal advan-

tage to which we allude, consists in adapting

them to the working of fallows. After a sod has

been ploughed, the cultivator is capable of pene-

trating the ground to a sufficient depth to eradi-

cate weeds, and prepare the soil for wheat; and

it is made of such dimensions that a much
greater breadth can he worked in the same time,

than could he done by the same team with a

plough. For spring crops, also, land which is

not too heavy, that had been broken up the pre-

vious fall, can be readily and cheaply brought

into a good condition for planting hy the use of

a cultivator, of the right construction. Cast-

iron, which has hitherto been frequently used

for the teeth, is found to get too dull to cut the

roots of weeds and stir the soil thoroughly. The

teeth are now made of cast-steel, of any size or

shape desired, and being brought to a good edge

at first, continue to keep so for some time.

—

Al-

bany Cultivator.

From Rev. Mr. BileB' Address at Oxford, Maine, 1848.

Another branch of practical farming relates to

the proper management of old fields. Many of
our farmers have large fields which have he-

roine so exhausted by cropping for a series of
veins, that they are, in common parlance, " run
out." But little grass is cut upon them, and that

of an inferior quality ; a sort of "June grass,"

exceedingly wiry and containing but little nutri-

ment for stock.

The proprietors of those fields cannot well
put them under a good state of cultivation by
manuring them from the barn and the yard, and
it is not convenient to pasture them. Hence a
large portion of them remain t'nv years with no
profit to the owners. Now these fields may he
renewed and made very productive with very
little expense, and without any manure from the
barn yard. Ii is ascertained that there is vege-
table on all BUch fields in the form of roots and
fibres, to the amount of from ten to thirteen tons
per acre. This vegetable matter is capable of
being converted into an excellent manure for the
growth of grasses of different kinds. I will here
present yon with the process by which this may
be accomplished, as the result of" observation
and personal experiment on my own land. The
ground should be ploughed in the mouth of July

or August to the deptli of about eight inches

—

the furrows to be laid fiat, like floor-hoards. It

should he harrowed lengthwise immediately,
that the seams between the furrows may be

made perfectly tight. In this way fermentation

will be promoted, which will put the land in

good heart for a crop of grain the next season.

In the spring it nay he sown to barley or oats,

not very thick, taking care not to break the sod
with the harrow. With the grain sow twenty
quarts of grass seed to the acre in tire proportion

of one-third clover and two-thirds herds grass

or timothy. Unless the ground is very wet, the

roller should complete the process. This will

give a smooth surface for mowing, and prevent

the escape of the gases contained in the soil. It

may be good policy to sow a bushel of plaster to

the acre before the grain comes up. The first

year you will obtain a crop of grain which will

amply repay you for your outlay, and which will

be worth twice as much as the hay would have
been ; and the second year you may cut a ton

and a half" of excellent hay to the acre. This
will generally hold out for four years. I have
tested this to my own satisfaction, and 1 have by
no means exaggerated the amount. It is to be

hoped that some of our friends may give this a

thorough trial another year.

There are many other fields which are render-

ed nearly useless for want of draining. The soil

has become cold, and hut little hay, and that of
the poorest quality is cut upon this land. Now
it is generally an easy matter to redeem such
lands by draining. Let a ditch be cut through
the field to the depth of two or three feet, and as

wide, and the earth taken from the ditch may he

spread upon the field to good advantage. This
ditch may be filled with loose stones from the

surface of the field, and serve equally well for

all purposes of draining. The whole field will

become sufficiently dry in a short time, even as

low as the drain is laid ; the soil will become
warm and fertile ; a new and vigorous crop of

grass will spring forth, and the owner will con-
fess that he is more than compensated for all his

labor and expense.

Evil Consequences of Smoking.

The wide-spread habit of smoking has not yet

had due medical attention paid to it and its con-
sequences. It is only by two or three years' ob-

servation that Dr. haycock has become fully

aware of" the great changes induced in the sys-

tem by the abuse of tobacco, and of the varied

and obscure firms of disease to which especially

excessive smoking gave origin. He proceeded
to state some of them as they were met with in

the pharyngeal mucus membrane, the stomach,
the lungs, the heart, the brain, and the nervous
system. The tobacco consumed by habitual

smokers varies from half an ounce to twelve
ounces per week ; the usual quantity from two
to three ounces. Inveterate cigar smokers will

consume from four to five dozen per week. The
first morbid result is an inflammatory condition

of the mucus membrane, of [he lips and tongue,

then the tonsils and pharynx suffer, the mucus
membrane becoming dry and congested. If the

thorax be examined well, it will he found slight-

ly swollen, with congested veins meandering
over the surface, and here and there a streak of

mucus. The action of tobacco smoking on the

heart is depressing, and some individuals, who
feel it in this organ more than others, complain of'

an uneasy sensation about the left nipple, a dis-

tressed feeling, not amounting to faintness, but

allied to it. The action of the heart is observed
to be feeble and irregular. An uneasy feeling is

also experienced in or beneath the pectoral mus-
cles, and oftener on the right side than the left.

On the brain, the use of tobacco appears to di-

minish the rapidity of cerebral action, and check
the flow of ideas through the mind. It differs

from opium and henbane, and rather excites to

wakefulness, like green tea, than composes to

sleep; induces a dreaminess which leaves no
impression on the memory, leaving a great sus-

ceptibility, indicated by a trembling of the hands
and irritability of temper. Such are secondary
results of smoking. So are blackness of teeth

and gum-boils. There is also a sallow paleness
of the complexion, an iiresolnteness of disposi-

tion, a want of life and energy, and in constant
smokers who do not drink, a tendency to pul-

monary phthisic. Dr. Wright of Birmingham
in a communication to the author, fully corrobo-
rates his opinions; and both agree that smoking
produces gastric disorders, coughs, and inflam-
matory affections of the larynx, and pharynx,
diseases of the heart and lowness of the spirits,

and, in short, is very injurious to the respiratory,
alimentary, and nervous systems.

—

English Lite-
rary Gazette.

Gather up the Fragments.— Families who
kill their own beef and pork, always have various
odds and ends which may be worked up in such
a way as to form some of the most wholesome
and palatable dishes.

Tripe.—Take the tripe as soon as practicable
after it comes from the animal, rinse it well in

cold water, and immediately sprinkle a thick
coating of air-slaked lime over the inside— roll

it up and let it lie till the next day. Then cut it

in pieces eight or ten inches square, scrape it,

and put in soak in salt and water, where it should
remain seven or eight days, or till the strong
smell is entirely gone, changing the salt and wa-
ter every day. Then boil it tender. It may be
soused like pigs' feet, or it may be broiled, fried

with sausages, or dipped in batter and fried alone.

Souse.—Take pigs' feet, the head, &c, and af-

ter being well cleansed, boil them in water with
a little salt, till the meat drops off. Then slip

out the largest bones, and put the meal in a stone
jar, or well-seasoned wood firkin. Make a liquor

to cover them, as follows: Take one quart of _

the liquor they were boiled in, two quarts of vin-

egar, spiced with cloves, allspice, pepper, and
cinnamon. While the meat is still warm, pour
the liquor, boiling hot, upon it. In a few days it

is fit for use, and may be either rolled in flour

and fried in lard or sausage fat, or warmed in a

little of the liquor, or eaten cold. The feet and
shanks of cattle, cleansed in the same manner as

pigs' feet, are excellent. When sufficiently boil-

ed, all the bones should be taken out, the meat
and sinews immediately chopped fine, and seas-

oned with salt, pepper, allspice, summer-savory
and saae. When wanted for use, they may be
warmed over in a little butter, and are nice, deli-

cate eating— scarce inferior to oysters, which
they somewhat resemble. They make equally

as good souse as pigs' feet. The jelly which is

left after they are boiled, makes excellent blanc

mange.

Sausages.—-Chop six pounds of lean with two
pounds of fat pork, four tablespoon fu Is of" salt,

six do. of powdered sage, four of black pepper,

and two of cloves—a little rosemary may be ad-

ded. If not stuffed, keep the meat in a tin ves-

sel, tied down close; and when to be used roll

it into cakes, dust them with flour, and fry.

—

Al-

bany Cultivator.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Characteristics of the Season 1848.

In this latitude, any show of vegetation before

the second spring months, is always regarded as

premature; hence the adage that "all the grsss

which grows in March will die in April." In

fact it is not, usually, till the near approach of

May lhat the greenness of lire fields and forests

becomes fairly conspicuous.

April last, exhibited nothing to excite particu-

lar remark, except that the month was very dry.

May commenced with abundant rain, which
suddenly clothed the trees with foliage of un-

usual richness. From the middle of this month
till the middle of June, the weather was gene-
rally cold and wet ; but it then became warm
and all crops rapidly advanced in growth. Up
to the latter part of July, almost all parts of the

country were well supplied with moisture. Af-

ter that period, however, many sections were
visited by drought. A belt of country extending

from I he Allegany range to the eastward, em-
bracing some of ihe southern counties of New
York, the northern part of New Jersey, and a

considerable portion of Connecticut, has suffered

severely from this cause.

The average degree of beat for the season has

been less than usual—the number of hot days

comparatively few, and the period of warm
weal her extremely short. There was frost in

many places on the first of June, and in particu-

lar spots on the thirteenth, and by the first week
in September its effects might again be seen.
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September and October were chilly and damp-
then I)

i bui few fair days.

Hay gave a i'ull crop, and the growth of gra -

was generally good in .-'II pans of the country,

during the early part of the season.

Wheat gave a full average yield in most sec-

tions, though in some neighborhoods the crop

was damaged hy wet weather after it was cut.

Rye was generally a full yield, ami of good
quality.

Barley did not yield as well as usual in tin:

central portions el' New York, where it is culti-

vated exlensh ely, lint in some other sections the

crop was (inc.

Ont.i are generally heavy, though with rather

n dispropoi tion of straw.

Indian Corn, that important article for home
consumption, and which is becoming every year

more valuable for exportation, has been good

—

except in the colder and more northern parts of

the country, where, in some instances, it failed

to ripen fully. Hut taking the whole country to-

gether, the crop has never done belter, and the

quantity produced must be unprecedented. The
best processes of kiln-drying this grain are com-
ing into use, by which we are enabled to send it

to foreign ports in good order, and it can be

brought from the interior of our country, where
it is raised at a cheap rate.

Potatoes have been less injured by the "dis-

ease " or rot, than for the last three or four years.

The crop was more or less effected about the

first of August, and in some instances suffered

to the amount of fifty per cent or more. The
general yield, however, was light—in many pla-

ces not half an average—even where the tubers

have shown no symptoms of decay. Our ac-

counts from Europe represent the disease as less

virulent, generally, than in former years, in

England ami Scotland, the crop is decidedly bet-

ter than that of 1847, and in Ireland the destruc-

tion has been less, except in a few districts.

Of fruits there was an entire failure, in this vi-

cinity, of cherries, plums and peaches, occasion-

ed, as it is believed, by the starling of the buds

in the fall, and the sudden occurrence of extreme
cobl in February. A hundred miles further

south, however, the stone fruits were generally

good, and in New Jersey and Delaware peaches
were never more plenty. Apples are plenty and
good. Pears in this vicinity, were not as good as

usual. The trees have suffered greatly from
blight—the cause of which is yet veiled in some
mystery.

But in view of all the products of the season,

the American husbandman has abundant reason

to be satisfied. In all the essential articles of
subsistence, the earth has yielded a bountiful in-

crease. No dread of famine disturbs the minds
of any of our people, but from all quarters we
bear the joyous intelligence, that there is "bread

enough and to spare."

From the Genesee Fanner.

Peat Charcoal the best Deodorizer.

The last London Farmer's Magazine contains

an interesting article under the above beading,

from the pen of Jasper W. Rodgers, Managing
Director of the Irish Amelioration Society. The
great hindrance to the saving and use of night

soil which abounds in London and other ciiies,

is the extreme offensiveness of the eases evolved

from cesspools, or the excreta of the human fam-
ily. To find some cheap and abundant sub-
Fiance that will effectually deodorize this invalua-

ble fertilizer has long been regarded as a deside-

ratum of the highest importance to the health of
cities and towns, and the improvement of the

farms and gardens in the United Kingdom. The
fact has come to be well undestood that it is or-

ganized animal and vegetable matter, undergo-
ing decomposition, which contaminates the atmos-
phere and lenders it insalubrious for man, in all,

or nearly all, unhealthy localities, whether such
localities are in ciiies, on river bottoms, in

swamps, or rich upland prairies.

Dining the one hundred years that Augusta,
on the Savannah, ill Georgia, has been a town
and city, the yellow fever has prevailed but once,

and that was ill 1839. Previous to that year,

and at that time, it was the practice of the mu-
nicipal authorities to have the fillli of the city

hauled out and cast inio the river off from a high
projecting, wharf-like structure, made for the

purpose. The Bummer and autumn of

were remarkably dry, and the Savannah so low

as not to wash away the decomposing mass that

accumulated at the place of public deposit in

the bed of the river. The wind blowing over

this ill the direction of the city, carried with it

pestilence and death to hundreds, before any one

suspected the cause of the yellow lever, in a form

so malignant and fatal, where it had never be-

fore been known.
To render cities, villages and country residen-

ces perfectly healthy, and at the same time in-

crease the productiveness of the earth, arc clear-

ly objects of inestimable importance. Ireland

abounds in peat bogs, and in laborers starving

from a lack of bread and employment. This

peat can be easily converted into charcoal
;
and

Dr. Rodgers estimates that two millions of tons

of this coal can be profitably consumed annually

in London, in deodorizing the contents of priv-

ies, sewers, and other sources of pestilence, in

that vast metropolis. The Mark Lane Express

and other leading journals enter warmly into the

discussion of the subject. Coal is light, and can

be easily transported with the absorbed fertiliz-

ing elements collected in cities, to all parts of the

country, by railways, which radiate from cities

as their natural centres.

In corroboration of the soundness of the views

of Dr. It., Mr. Kimberley thus writes to the

Farmer's Magazine now before us:—" At pre-ent

it is quite sufficient to say, so far as your [the

editor's] inquiry is concerned, that for fourteen

or sixteen years I have been constantly using

peat both as a deodorizer and fertilizer too, and

for the purpose of making the human excreta

with all its parts, fit to carry about in any shape,

in sacks or wagons. It gives me much pleasure to

be able to corroborate these truths, and though so

much neglected by all parties, broadly to state

the known fact that human excreta, properly

managed, can regenerate much of our own
country that requires improvement, and that it

may be made the regeneration of Ireland entire-

ly also, drive anarchy from its post, and give to

Ireland what she has long sought—industry and
contentment."
That the peat, so abundant on that island,

grows rapidly, under favorable circumstances,

has lung been known ; nor can we discover any

insuperable difficulty in the way of its extensive

manufacture into coal, and the employment of

the latter for the purpose indicated. Porous
coal, swamp muck, vegetable mould and loam,

will absorb and condense all the volatile matter

given off from the decaying carcass of a dead

sheep, if well buried therein. The burial of all

lifeless flesh, to escape its offensive affiuvia and
pestilential gases, rests on this natural law.

Recently heated charcoal will take up ninety

times its weight of ammonia in the. shape of gas.

Many intelligent planters at the South use it

freely in their pig-sties and the vaults of privies,

with the most satisfactory results. Well dried

muck, without charring, will answer a good pur-

pose. Where the quantity of manure derived

from animals that eat flesh or grain is small,

especial pains should be taken to collect phos-

phates in hones, sulphates in gypsum, chlorides in

common salt, and salt of potash in wood ashes.

These are the things to be added to composts
formed mainly of muck, forest leaves, straw or

vegetable substances devoid of the seeds of

plants and the earthy elements found in the

bones, brains and fksh of animals.

It will not do to expect to transform a pound
of coal, muck, wood, or straw into a pound of

good wheat. Don't deceive yourself in this mat-

ter, and then say that the Genesee Farmer was
wrong and led you into error. The soil made
by an animal that eats wheat will produce wheat

again. The bones, brains and flesh of all the

descendants of Adam and Eve have been com-
posed of elements similar to those w liich existed

in the bodies of our first parents. Do not he so

foolish as to think of making the bones ol grow-
ing children, colts, calves, lambs and pigs out of
charcoal or carbon alonr. Look out for little,

phosphorus, sulphur, soda, potash and chlorine,

as will as for carbon and available nitrogen.

The seeds of plants and the milk and flesh of
animals form fertilizers of exceeding value.

These agricultural products are sent to cities or

villages in one shape or another, and there most

insanely wasti d. ience points out a i

remedy for this public evil. Let its suggestions

be duly considered.

Education of the Young for Agricultur-
al Pursuits.—Where an ardent thirst is begot-

ten in the minds of youth, to become thoroughly

prepared for mi honorable and useful discharge

of the active duties which make up the sum of

a happy life, the great lirst step is taken towards

the accomplishment of so glorious an end. We
turn our attention to parents, the natural guardi-

ans of the young, possessing power to mould
and fashion the tender mind, to lead and direct

aright the early inclinations as they are first de-

veloped. To parents we appeal, assured that

their influence will be exerted, to lead ihe child-

ren under their care to contract an attachment to

the employment in which ihey are engaged.

Let the son be thoroughly instructed in every

branch of labor to be performed upon a farm,

and in its management in general, and no doubt,

with proper opportunities for instruction from

suitable books and well-regulated schools, he

will fall in love with the science, and delight in

the practice of agriculture. In the successful

prosecution of this highly honored and peaceful

pursuit, female effort and influence are indispen-

sable to lead to auspicious results. I am aware
that some persons of near-sighted and contract-

ed views, have expressed the opinion that the fe-

male mind ought to be occupied altogether in

the contemplation of unreal things, of ideas that

float in a feverish or excited imagination, and of

outward accomplishments, and be content to

dwell upon the surface of subjects, without an
attempt to dig deep in the mine of knowledge.

No one honored with the title of mother, can for

a moment listen to any such suggestion ; but will,

I am sure, put forth their utmost exertion for the

fullest expansion and enlargement of the intel-

lectual and moral capabilities of their daughters

as well as their sons.

—

Mr. Ires' Address before the

Jefferson County, .V. Y. .%. Society.

Curing Provisions.

As this is the season of the year when farmers

are engaged in packing their stores of meat, we
offer the following recipes, the value of w hicli

we have proved by our own experience

:

Hams.—The following mode of preparing

hams, we have practised for several years, and
can with confidence recommend it to others:

For every one hundred pounds of meat, take

five pints of good molasses, (or five pounds
brown sugar,) five ounces saltpetre, and eight

pounds rock salt—add three gallons of water,

and boil the ingredients over a gentle fire, skim-

ming off the froth or scum as it rises. Continue
the boiling till the salt, &c, is dissolved. Have
the hams nicely cut and trimmed, packed in

casks with the shank end down, as the pickle

will thus strike in belter. When the pickle,

prepared as above, is sufficiently cool, pour it

over the hams. They may lie in pickle from

two to six weeks, according to the size of the

pieces, or the state of the weather, more lime

being required in cold, than in warm weather.

Beef or mutton hams, intended for smoking and

drying, may be cured according to this mode,

and will he found excellent.

Much of the goodness of hams depends on

smoking. They should be hung nt such a dis-

tance from the fire, as not to be heated. They
should also be hung up with the shank end
downward, as this will prevent the escape- of
their juices by dripping. Small hams, wanted
for immediate use, will answer with two weeks'
smoking, but larger ones, aid those wane
keeping, should be smoked four weeks or more,

Different articles are used for smoking. Per-

haps saw-dust from hard wood, where it can he

conveniently had, is on the whole to be prefer-

red. Corn cobs are first rate, and are said by

some to make the "sweetest" smoke of anything,

Chips id' maple and hickory, or the small twigs

and branches of those kinds of wood, do well.

Westphalia Hams. — The following com-

pound will give to any common ham the taste so

much appreciated in that sold as Westphalia,

and is recommended to them who prefer lhat

flavor: In one hundred parts of water dissolve

four parts of salt, two parts of brown sugar, one

part Barbadoes tar, and one part spirits of wine.
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After it lias been well mixed ami stood for seve-
ral days, three tablespounfuls may l>e mixed with
the salt necessary to cure an ordinary ham.

Beef.—The best pieces for corning, are the

plates, ribs and briskets. Pack the pieces in

casks, giving a very slight sprinkling of salt be-

tween each piece. Then cover the meat with a

pickle made by boiling together, in four gallons ul

water, 8 lbs. salt, 3 lbs. brown sugar, 3 oz. salt-

petre, J oz. pea Hash, for one hundred lbs. meat.
Keep a heavy rial stone on the meat, that it may
be well immersed in the pickle. Beef packed in

this manner svill keep a year, and will rather
improve than grow worse.
Another mode recommended by a gentleman

of long experience in the packing of beef and
pork, is the following: For one hundred pounds
beef lake 4 lbs. brown sugar, 4 oz. saltpetre, and
4 quarts fine Liverpool salt, mix all intimately

together, and in packing, sprinkle il evenly over
the meat. Add no pickle, the dissolving of the
salt, &c, with the juices of the meat, will he

sufficient. Keep the meat closely pressed to-

gether by a good weight. We are assured that

this is the best mode of packing beef that is in-

tended for keeping over the summer, and that

the quality of the meat is unexceplionably fine.

Clear Pork.—For this we prefer clear salt

and water. After having divided the hog, take
off the shoulders and bams, and till the lean

meat, cut the sides crosswise into strips, four or
five inches wide, and after covering the bottom
of the cask with salt, pack the strips in layers

set edgewise as closely as possible round the

cask, with plenty of salt between each layer.

When the cask is full and has settled for a day
or two, put in cold water enough to fairly cover
the pork. There is no clanger of using too much
Halt for clear pork— no more will be taken up
by the meat than is needed, and the remainder is

safely left, and may 1>e used in packing a new
parcel, —..Many Cultivator.

&l)c Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., DECEMBER 31, 1848.

Such a scene of persecution, unwittingly but

most unadvisedly undertaken no doubt, as that

which has lately been practised under color of

legal proceedings at the Slate Capitol in this

town, towards an inoffensive and worthy people,

whose example has done more good in this State'

than that of any other equal number of persons

in their profession of any religious belief;—such

a persecution we had hoped never again to wit-

Bess in the State where religious domination by

law had been signally put down by the people in

the toleration act of 1819: In a course of pre-

tended legal proceedings against him which has

been going on lor nearly two years, with which

the editor of the Visitor has had in ibis State

few sympathizers, because the few who did

know of the injustice practised towards a man
in bad health, seemed to think the case hardly

worthy of inquiry, and we have been careful not

to provoke or repel attacks in the newspapers

—

he was absent, a part of the time confined by

sickness, while the late farce in the Legislature

was going on. This anil other absences must

be our apology for delay in the appearance ol

the two last numbers of the Visitor. Wo have

continued this paper, as of our own personal ef-

forts, \\>r tlie iasi ten years: we will continue it

ten years more, if that Almighty Arm which has

given us unexpected protection and life for the

last five years, shall so give us aid and the coun-

tenance of the people lor ten years to come.

Oy Advertisements relating to Agricultural.

Mechanical or Literary subjects will be inserted

in the Monthly Victor at the usual prices of lar-

gest circulating newspapers.

F. P. Bi.air, Esq., ol' this county, states, in the
Globe, that bis farm now produces eighteen bar-
rels or ninety bushels of corn to the acre. A
few years ago, Mr. Blair's farm was as unsightly
a looking place as could be seen in our county

—

poor and barren enough. Mr. Blair has just
done what many others, owning poor lands in

this county, can do, if they will make the effort.

It has been ascertained, by actual experiment,
which has not in a single instance failed, that our
exhausted and worn-out lands can be readily re-

claimed, at comparatively a trifling expense. A
little capital, with a smart sprinkling of industry
and perseverance, is all that is required.—Mont-
gomery (Co.) Md. Journal.

About seven years ago, soon after he purchased

it, we visited this farm of Mr. Blair and then

suggested to him that the portion of it that was
worn down to the smallest production— the na-

ked fields mixed with red clay and sand—might
be renovated. Six years afterwards (last sum-
mer) we again visited the same spot. The face

of the ground was so changed that it would
scarcely be considered the same spot. We saw
the corn in the ear which the ground produces in

such additional quantities : the improvement
was as great in the quality as in the quantity.

Mr. Blair said his worn-out Maryland lands, with

no expense for labor and manures that the crops

would not richly repay, would produce as much
as the best Kentucky lands from which he emi-

grated. Mr. B. upon his Silver Spring farm has

expended much money for fancy ; but his ex-

penditures in wheat and corn crops have been
and will evidently continue to be carried on to

advantage and profit.

The Egg business in Maine.— It is believed
that more than 2,000,000 dozen of eggs have
been sent from Maine to Boston this season, and
have been sold for something like $300,000.
This sounds like a large story, but those who
are engaged in the trade will fully sustain it.

There are, also, more than forty men who are as
busily engaged in the same business.

—

Maine
Farmer.

Hens may be raised as well in New Hamp-
shire as in Maine : the facilities of transport

over railroads within the next five years will en-

able farmers through the whole length and

breadth of our State to encourage all the minor

members of their families to rear fowls, turkies,

ducks, geese and chickens, sending both fresh

eggs and poultry to all the large market towns

as a source of profit.

Marsh Mud.—A subscriber states that he has
ample sources of marsh mud, woods' mould, &c,
to fertilize his soil, but thai, as he has hut a

small stock of cattle, being a young farmer, he
is at a loss how to manage his mud so as to

bring its meliorating properties into action. If

he hail sufficient stock to justify his hauling these
stlbstai ces into his couyard, that would probably
be the best means of infusing life into them.
That being out of the question, let him mix his
stable manure with them as far as that will go in

the proportion of one-fourth stable manure and
three-fourths marsh mud and woods' mould. If

he has lime, mix a bushel of lime with every cart

load of il, put it into a pile and occasionally turn
it over with the shovel. If be has not lime, ashes
will answer. And if he have no fermenting ma-
terial, let him put his marsh mud and woods'
mould into heaps of a few cart loads each, where
it will be exposed to the winter's frosts, and il

will be lit lor use next .-pring, though the mate-
rials named by him would be greatly improved
l>\ being treated with the leavening principles
we ha\e spoken of

—

American Fanner.

We have an inexhaustible muck bed, not of

s alt marsh or common meadow peat, hut of the

washing down of ages from the dry pine plains,

mixed with the calcareous ingredients underlay-

ing the high level grounds near to the river

bank: it is made from the mineral manures act-

ed upon by vegetable growth and atmospheric
influences— it is much like the matter which the

excavation of rock in the Northern railroad dis-

covered as a source of annoyance at the summit
in Orange, near the foot of the Cardigan moun-
tain. Our muck is so rich in its bed that after it

is moved the nitre upon its surface covers it like

the loaf-sugar frosting upon plum cake. We
know this material to be rich because we have
seen the effects of it upon a dry pasture in the

richer growth of feed eight and ten years after

the muck heaps have been spread over it. Our
method is to carry our yard manures to this—to

carry aud mix with il lime, ashes, plaster, salt,

every kind of vegetable matter. Four hundred
stout loads of the muck carried upon the plant-

ing fields, mixed with the other ingredients, will

make us between five and six hundred ox-cart

loads of manure for a potato field of tweuly
acres, to be spread over the ground broadcast

and harrowed in. With this manure laid over

ground stirred with the plough to the depth of

sixteen inches, we will assure ourselves, under
the blessing of the Providence which wisely or-

ders the seasons, as certain a crop as we can ex-

pect of any production. None of the famed fer-

tile lands of the far West will give a greater pro-

fit than may be taken from those pine plains

along the banks of the Merrimack that have
been counted as without value for cultivation

from their supposed sterility.

Immigrants.—Mien Commissioner's Qffire, Jan-
uary 1, 1849.—Arrived at the port of Boston
from January 1, 1848, to January 1, 1849, nine
hundred and twenty-one vessels with alien pas-
sengers on board, the total number of which is

twenty five thousand five hundred and twenty-
seven ; and said passengers have been permitted
to land, as follows :

25002 ucre. at Ihe time of inspection, believed
not likely to become a public charge, and
were permitted fo land, alter the proper
agents paid g2 00 per head.

And for 523 thai were not competent (from in-

finally) to tnkp care of ihemselves, honds
have been taken.

Of the number that arrived, were from Liver-
pool, 11.357

From ('ork. Dublin, Limerick and Galway, 4581)
from various ports in the English provinces, 7,272
From all olher ports, 2,289

Total, 25,527
There have also arrived in company with the

aforesaid passengers, persons, who were
either by birib Americans, or who had
been in this State before, ... 3141

Making the whole number that h^.ve Leen in-

spected, 2S GG8
J. B. MUNUOE, Superintendent.

Amusements.—More important truths are sel-

dom compressed into equal space, than the Rev.

If. Ward Beecher expressed in thcfollowing, in

a lecture in Boston, on amusements:

—

" Amusements were indispensable to sound
morals. If the young were not provided with
harmless and virtuous amusements, they would
have vicious aud corrupting amusements. Some
parents are so much afraid that their children

would do wrong, that they would not let them
do any thing. But when they obtained their lib-

erty, with none to control their pleasures— never
haling learned to act aright, they are quite sure

to revel in self-indulgence."

If equal quantities of laudanum, tincture of
rhubarb and tincture of camphor are mixed to-

gether, and eighteen drops mixed with water bo

taken every two hours, it is said to be the best

antidote to cholera ever discovered.

We are assured by those who have tried it,

that laudanum mixed with camphor is much
better than when taken alone.



l-'rom the New England Farmer.
Cultivation of Ilye.

Mr.Colf: It has beet, a .natter of surprise,
.'•'t so hue attention has been given by ourfi>imerS l0 the raisi f |hia

ooy „r

cons,, ered that a fair crop can be grovTon landof ordmary quality, and that the%rop can I,wised and gathered with less labor than ,,„oher gra.n,, no good reason nan be given why

During the past season, there were raised on

od ;;;:",
,

1rr
j " D-verS,^^ iMAt/, „;,.on one ami a quarter acres; or at the rate offorty-four bushels to the acre: Tins Is the be«

f^ ^farmer's iHontl)!n llisttorT 181

^^sar^sSi^^^^^
» h«ch now appeal, „„ lhe 8u ,face : bmL |)Io7 teen lhousand seven' hundred an^seTemwseTen
"no" teams hove stirred the ground to the depth ^'h"

A
,

,,d

I"
i848,

1 !?
is e8,ima,eu they will

Of s.xteen inches. We are quite sure that .hi. T LL^I*»U~»d <»?»*«of sixteen inches. We are quite sure .hat this
MdUiuon of ploughing to whoever shall cultivate
'his land the next 6ve years will give an increas-
ed income from it of at least ten for one
-five hundred dollars for the fifty dollars-
ii- I . , , i I . . . .

. . i i i > ... J
whether -he ,and shall he cu.tivated by Z^ -SKZX^SS&ftWhy sowing rye or oats, or l„i,. ,...„,. 1' _ ". imi.rovid,,,., .,LiJ -r .... ."" !

a rou .me andby sowing rye or oats, or laid down into g
"• a rotation of not more than two years in the

It would really seen, that some maneence had been exercised over this e^ufnsive do

of
P &wfe^',riet°r h8d borroweu>«°™

of «? velocity oi .he steam locomotive to ena-bl
!

him
|
to effect such a sudden transmutation?

Results so extraordinary furnish the strongest

SWi-Sg fi'intucTion
6

r,hos°e
U

wtlr
e
-7* ."""*"" "" * * F™

may w.sh to repeat the experiment, I will sTa,e
" " f,'° ,n U,lder ,,,e ha"d °»' °»e of the

ie nriiniinent f:.i<.io ..»....:...... .. .

" ,etbepiomment facts relating to the culture.the land is a gravelly loam, soil rather lurhland shallow. In 1845, the entire field yieldedless than one ton of hay. In 1846, it wa/p ant

me acre. A full .shovel full of manure from the

oer, when the land was ploughed will, four ox

•J he distinguishing characteristics of this cul-

Aars past J
'

,,0,,S ,"''g» °<" the land for three

J„" ' ,'•

l'""S ,eam was "sed, and the fur

d.y. T be same farmer has succeeded for seve

eep plough,,,,. than , ,b -,;
e

°

^j, ,

>

Very respectfully,

Danvers. Dec
, 18J 8.

J
'
Wl P«OCTOR.

best practical farmers of Massachusetts in
of our doctrine of deep ploughing. « Deep
Ploughing" with "full manuring "will on any
well-drained land produce a great crop : and we
are almost ready to declare our conviction, that
the same amount of labor will bring ,he greater
profit from the lighter soil with the least quanti-

Great Farming i„ Maryland.
Frequently called as we have been during the

Inst two years to the city of Washington we
Lave as frequently looked u'pon and admted'tll~LP^J™£rZ^"£T^great improvement of the Laurel Farm of Col. !» "-best VoZTJTond^'X^Te
t-apron, situated nearlv m \A » .. improvement All,,!.,. 1 • V

^' e-sHe

improvident mode of culture of the soil
y^-y fact of seeing an estate so highly improvedexc.es an investigating spirit-an mq"

y°
owsuch achievements have been accomplished Itw the experience of such men which forms .bevery crucible of agricultural knowledge? I !

deed, such a change in so short a period seemso be marvellous. But we assure'you it is ochimera. There is nothing hypothetical in ,1°
v o e operanon. All y„„ see are the resuTts of

fin ,1 r,l
CUl, 'Vat,0n uf ,,,e soil

- You will herehnd that the great arcana employed to producens sudden regeneration of the "soil, consis s in

nmei aZ "^ ^'T^ W^tion of ma-

heen c,n '

amJ ve^' : ' hk* manures havebeen called into extensive requisition, and, su-peradded to .hem, be has used .he more con-centrated fertilizers, such as bone-dust and gua-no.Lime is not only deemed essential in fur-

nut
i imruii-ffi emicf t... :..^ .„ -i _ -, . . r°i

»-* » up 111 U| ^

•-apron, moated nearly midway between Balti
more and the Federal City.

"

The Baltimore
tanner presents the following summary report
ol the operations upon this farm. The whole of
Jt,

-is we can verify of our own knowledge, has
been recovered fiom a comparative state of ster

nnprovemen, All who are skeptical upon Zex, edieney of expending money in .be purchaseof manures, we would recommend for their ZZeial benefit a visit , ,|,e Laurel Farm.. And fbey do not become proselytes to the Colonel's

P'opheey. Should you be residents of this

ZT!'T?^ l

l \* el««'ified with admiration to
'I'M- Col. C. has been the exemplar among findsuchTfarm
hose who are conspicuous in the work of renof .ablishmen. in old'tince George' """it"^;Wtion of the soil in .he State of Maryland : this

"""" ""'

In passing by the many fields, naked, icorn-out
**i precsel, or nearly the character of soil „f
jatdejHinbed by Mr. Proctor on which the great
'•"i- "f rye was raised, we have almost doubted
'"' own senses while we have witnessed boww farmers seemed to understand what was-M wanted to give the life and action necessa-

,

to produce crops. Well may men consider
WWiew.ttobeof]i„lon»io,,ui manures
"- such a soil, since in the shallow ploughing
I fro,,,,fo„ r to six inches deep, the sun upon
F.'»"'ght soil is sure ,o draw away in the firsi
I of summer the greater portion of all that is"Me in manures. Mr. Proctor says the farmer
o raised this rye « has created a soil of u.„ or** inches in depth, where there were no,e more than five or six." Ves, „e will war-
t that just so deep as the soil was stirred with
-'lough and exposed to atmospheric action
so much will the mould or bearing soil beMi and one load of good manure mixed
^dsurrcd twelve inches deep will be worthp land more than four times the same
>"v of manure laid over any fie|d ,,i

,'r
IO!

,"
n S0|I

>
™ber light and shallow

fed only four inches deep." [n a fiel,
,l,teen aPre, of „„,, game ^ ^ ^
iicn tt,e jjanvers rye grew, the editor of the

\""° "'" caJ'Peten over
r laid out last October in the breaking ..,, oroduc/'^!"

Wi% *« rec« iPt" «om the sale "of>»g t"p,|p.ouucc, &c, amounted to the meagre sum of

renovation has become emineutlyconspicuous in
the most barren, worn-out tobacco lands of
Prmce George's and Montgomery counties, as
well as w.t.hm the District of Columbia on the
Maryland side, a„d jn the county of Fairfax on
the Virginia side of the Potomac. Col. Capron
has made in the first instance a great and gener-
ous outlay of the usual manures : we will mod-
estly suggest to bin, whether his expenditure
would have no. been much mure effective and
more durable, if the stirring of the ground with
the plough had been twelve, instead of perhaps
eight inches?

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT ON FiRMS

enSS- nwT C"'"
»-rrUc ^urel Farm""' cs I

'093 acres, and was purchased hy its-resen
t proprietor in 1841, at 'ten dollars "peac e.

.
M that ,lme „ Wai notorious for its steril-

0, and no man who was not endowed with
g eat prospecnye sagacity W0U Id have ever
^'

ea "edol mak.ng such an investment. The
*«>' « naturally adhesive and obdurate, but, uh*e he admmiMrn.ion of i,s present incmhent,

;

.een more than restored to iis primitiveleililiu. lhe progress of improvement has•eon so, ,,, „ .,,„, iaomiis|, ,,, s,„,„ (( .j;-'

,h c'|
y

,

"'",' '" seveQ l""" 1 "" 1 ^.4s ofiral le land has heen rendered productive. Inmi, scarcely one pound of good hay could

''.-dan. I fifty lons of ,|„, ,„„,, MI| ,e r i„ r
'

,

im .
olhy, orchard grass and clover hay have been rutd secured

, on, , he same. In 1841, such wasus
• uNon of vegetation, (except poverty grass"generally pervaded this land) that, with?.eat difficulty, a partridge could have found-eeabnem. In I848 your eye is every uh"e""with the r.chest and most exuberant grasses

ft i? now the middle of October, and thes^e fields.Inch have,,elded „„•,, .-normnus crops of,',nd b, ye also been grazed or. successively bi

.rsH I

'"'', ''^""J fifty he, ,t,
II carpeted over with the most verdant

....... vjcui^c f, II will
cause your very heart and soul to swell within

The mansion upon this estate does not present
.'he ambition, a.r of some villa residences yet

a^;,be:,r:'
,, 'enofsui,s,a,

' ti '' ,a »,ia ''p-;r--o
The grounds around .he bouse are artistically

a.d on, and are beautifully picturesque They

tha the ornamental department is presided ovefby one who is proficient in refined taste

.

the farm-house is a stately structure, of suffi-ce.,, capacty to receive a great portion of thehay and the wheat in the s.raw raised upon I e""" Jt contains, also, ample accommodations
for upwards of one hundred cows, and someW«n,y mules and horses. I, is per^ct,y

° "„!
ted by windows, and every plan is adopted tosecure health and minister comfort to its nmne-roue tenants. The tool rooms, and apartmemsX
nerfe^i"''"

' °'
'"i'"^""

"'M-'en.enls seemed to be
pe.fectly arranged. Hymmetry.nea.uess and orderseemed to reign supremely thro'ou. this extensive
eM.hhsunent. The dairy appear, lo he a most
a bnnable arrangement. The milk is conducedbom the cow apartment, hy means of tubes, ,„the dairy m the basement, and is .here deposited
in cans.

1 hese cans are immediately immersed
in eohwa.er, which deprives the toilk of anin
lieat and prepares it for transportation. This
operation ol milking some seventy cowi is pi"!formed by men, and .he milk is soon on its way
to nlumore and Washington. About one h ,

*
d.ed and fifty gallons of .nilk per day are sold
in Baltimore, Washington, and in the village.

'

A Great Nursery— Perhaps the largest nur-sery m the world, is Booth's in Holsteif, one ofDanish prov.nces. It consists of one hundredand e gh.y acres and requires on an average,one hundred and thirty men and twenty women'
to cultivate tt Eighty packers are employeddtrmg the packing season. The average prom,for 'he last thirty years, has been $15,000 annu-
a y, hough at one time for twelve years, the
salt of dahhas alone nc.ted $50,000 per annum,and lo which eleven acres are still devoted!Some rare Orch.deous plants sell for S300 each.ut this family of plants, they have two lhousand
varieties, and two thousand of .he dahlia. The
Coll. .•t>O|i,of_0£iMJ^-,,...l- -
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New England Farmer—Tlie two first num-

bers of n new agricultural journal having the

above title have readied us from Boston. It is

published by J. Nourse, and edited by S. VV.

Cole, late editor of the "Boston Cultivator," and

author of the "American Veterinarian." The

papers are remarkably well gotten up, and us

well filled with agricultural matter. With Mr.

Cole's editorial qualifications we are well ac-

quainted, and think it would puzzle him to make

anything else, than a highly interesting, as well

as instructive work, of any journal under his

management. His journal contains sixteen pa-

ges super-royal octavo, is beautifully printed on

good paper, and is published at one dollar per

year. We sincerely wish him a full measure of

public patronage, and we will conclude by add-

ing, that should be receive all the merits, his

ambition, if it be not inordinate, will be satis-

fied.

—

American Fanner.

The American Farmer speaks our own senti-

ments, with perhaps a better personal knowledge

of the practical talents of Mr. Cole, the edi-

tor.

—

Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The American Metropolitan Magazinf,

edited by Willam Lanoon, and composed of

contributions from the most eminent writers of

the country ; together with splendid engravings;

published by Israel Post, 259, Broadway New
York. '

We have received the January number of this

new and truly elegant monthly, contents entirely

original, and containing wine engravings from

original designs with a fine piece of music enti-

tled " Come haste away." " Miss Langston

shielding her father," and "Jacob Jones, or the

juvenile delinquent," are engravings in a partic-

ular manner worthy of notice. A new feature

iu this magazine will be a serial illustration of

the life of Washington, to be continued through

twelve numbers. The first of the series embel-

lishes this number. The text descriptive of

these engravings will be from the powerful pen

of J. T. Headlev, author of " Washington and

his Generals," &c, &c, making, when complet-

ed, the most beautiful illustrated life of the fa-

ther of his country ever given to the public.

Terms, in advance, 63 a year—two copies for

$5—five copies for SIO—eight copies for §15

—

twelve copies for $20. Address, (post-paid) Is-

rael Post, 259 Broadway, New York.

Sartain's Union Magazine for February con-

tains eighty pages of letter press printing, two

beautiful mezzotinto engravings, " The First Ap-

peal," and "John the Baptist preaching," and a

beautiful colored Tulip, besides other illustra-

tions. Three celebrated European authors, Miss

Bremek and William and Mart Howitt, have

been engaged as contributors. This will add

much to the value of this excellent magazine.

Mrs. Kirkland continues as one of the editors

in connection with John S. Hart, Esq. The
amount of talent engaged in this work cannot

fail to place it beyond competition.

Price $3 per annum. Two copies, §5. John
Sartain &. Co., publishers, Philadelphia.

«BJ

Grafting Gooseberries on the Currant.—
A writer iu the Genesee Farmer, says he avoids

the mildew, which so fatally affects the goose-
berry, by grafting on the Yellow Flowering Cur-
rant. He tried a variety which had been aban-
doned by reason of the mildew, and says he has
now a stock of that variety, eight leet in height,

which is yearly bending with its large crop of

Reduction of Postage in France and Rus-
sia.—The French National Assembly has passed

a bill for the reduction of postage on all inland

letters to lour sous or four cents—the new regu-

lation to go into eflect on the 1 lib of January,

1849. The penny postage system has b^en es-

tablished throughout the vast empire of Russia.

Iu Great Britain this system works admirably,

and there can be no doubt that a reduction of
postage, and a uniform rate, in the United States,

would not only greatly increase the correspon-
dence passing through the Post-office, but would
also increase the revenue of the department.

It is perhaps unfortunate for the progression

of mail facilities of the United States that the

Post Office Department itself has thrown in the

way obstacles to the reduction of the rates of

postage. Had there been a uniform rate of five

cents for letters and one cent for common sized

newspapers, the revenue to the Department as

an average for the last twenty years would have

exceeded that of the high rates which have pre-

vented the correspondence by mail to keep up

with other great improvements of the day. All

the arguments we have yet seen from any officer

of the Department in favor of a reduced postage

have been behind the times. The most profita-

ble railroads of the country are those which

have most reduced their price of fares. So the

reduced manimum rate of charge upon letters

and newspapers, until it shall approximate the

expense of transportation of burden weight, will

best support the Department, as it will best

spread intelligence, the light and life of liberty,

through the country which now extends as be-

tween the two great oceans of the globe.

Sewing Machine.—Morey & Johnson have

invented a sewing machine, which is now suc-

cessfully employed in the different factories of

Lowell, and will sew two to four yards in a min-

ute, according to the size of the stitch, whether

fine or coarse. It is also used by many of the

factories of Boston, and many other places in

Connecticut. At New London there is one ma-

chine which sews thirty pair of pants a day, or,

does about half the entire sewing required to

make them complete. The machine of Messrs.

Morey & Johnson will sew forty bags per hour,

and contracts have been made for making them

by this machine at one and one-fourth cents per

piece. The sewing too is decidedly stronger

and more uniform than that which is done by

hand, and it will perform in the same space of

time about ten times the amount of work which

can be done in the usual way. The expense too

of making this machine is quite moderate and

agencies have already been sold to the Eastern

and our own States. An agent, Mr. E. P. Whit-

more, who has been appointed for the purpose,

for the Southern and Western States, is about

visiting the South, to dispose of thern in those

sections of our country.

—

Fanner and .Mechanic.
IB

The St. Louis Daily Organ expresses the opin-

ion that slavery will, in twenty-five years, cense

to exist in the State of Missouri, and that, too,

without any agency of legislatures, or conven-
tions, of the people, but in the natural progress

of events. Among the chief elements in pro-

ducing this desirable result, is the large influx of
the German population, now amounting to near-

ly one hundred thousand, very few of whom
employ slave labor, and who are almost univer-

sally opposed to the system.

How much better that slavery should be suf-

fered quietly to pass off as is the present evident

tendency of events, than to continue the agita-

tion where the subject can never enter for any

good practical effect, on the floor of either house

of Congress?

Remedy for Asthma.—An individual who
has suffered much from asthma, and who had in

vain sought relief from regular physicians, wish-
es us to give publicity to the following remedy :

"Procure common blotting paper, and tho-
roughly saturate it in a solution of nitre, (saltpe-

tre,) and let it be carefully dried by the fire, or
exposure to the rays of the sun. On retiring at

night, ignite it, and deposit it, burning, on a plate

or square of sheet zinc or iron iu your bedroom.
In many cases, it is said, this has enabled per-
sons painfully afflicted to enjoy their rest."—.lie.

Cultivator.

Hundreds of nights, within the last five years,

when the bilter pain widened the time in pro-

portion as respiration became more difficult

;

hundreds of nights has the difficulty been less-

ened by a suspension of what seemed an inter-

minable agony in the smoke of burned nitre. As
a means averting present suffering, the editor of

the Visitor can recommend, from his own expe-

rience the use of saltpetre almost identically

prepared as above. Many times has he laid

down iu a smoke condensed seemingly to tho

smothering of a common healthy breather, and

found relief from the worst suffering.

The Washington correspondent of the Charles-
ton Courier thus speaks of Col. Taliaferro, of
Virginia, now eighty years of age, and for forty

a member of Congress:

" His health anil faculties have never, for a

moment given way, and he is the same man now
that he was when he was the confidential adviser

of Jefferson, Madison and Monroe—the same
man that be was when he opposed the admin-
istration of the elder Adams. Col. Taliaferro

has always lived liberally, and has enjoyed, as
much as any man that ever lived, social pleas-

ures, in all their approved forms. At a supper
parly the other night, he was asked what his se-

cret was. He replied thai he bad never known
disease—that he had never made hut one meal
a day— that if he took supper, he did not dine—
that he had risen early— bad always used exer-

cise, and never on horse-back when he could go
a foot; and that, under all circumstances, he had

preserved an equality of temper. His rule was
never to suffer that which was past to prey upon
bis mind— to enjoy what Providence sent him,

and to trust to the future."

Qy For more than twenty years have we

known Col. Taliaferro (called Toltiver.) He was

among those active members of the House who

always, whether in session or not, had business

to do and was ever about his business. I!i= dist-

rict, being the Northern Neck between the river,*

Potomac and Rappahannock, and at no very

great distance from Washington, omitting to rV

turn him as a member in late years, he comet

frequently to the city on business. Hewaj ibei.

last winter, with the same unaltered face of
(

green old age, recognizing and readily greetiu

all his former acquaintance.

' Surr-LY of Wool. — The editor of " Tl

Plough, the Loom, and the Anvil," has received

letter from the largest Woolen manufacturer

the United States, which states

—

'-that there is i»

annually raised in the Union wool enough by '

million pounds to meet the demands of the manvji

hirer; and that he can point dot articl

made of wool now imported that will I

QUIRE THIRTY MILLIONS OF POUNDS OF A MEDI

FINE QUALITY TO SUPPLY THE CONSUMPTION

American Farmer.

Arabian Calves.—The two calves procu

by Lieut. Lynch, in bis Dead !-'ea Expeolfj

and presented by him, through the Secretin

the Navy, to the Agriculturists of Virginia, «

brought to Richmond on Wednesday. Thej

rvt\. like most of the Devonshire breed, bull

taller and more slender. Their heads and li

remind one very much of the deer.
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Effects of Cropping upon the Soil.

May a soil which is naturally fertile be render-

ed barren by continued cropping? Yes. If the

same kind of cropping be carried on for a long

time, the laud will gradually become less and
Jess productive.

Give tne an example?— If the same field be

cropped year after year with wheat ur oats, it

will at last become unable to grow either of

these crops.

Why is this?—Because these crops draw cer-

tain substances from the soil in great abundance,

and alter a number of years the soil cannot fur-

nish these substances in sufficient quantity.

What substances does grain especially draw
from the soil ?—The grain of our corn crops es-

pecially exhausts the soil of phosphoric acid and
of magnesia.
How would you remedy such special exhaus-

tion ?—By returning to the soil the particular

substances my crops bad taken out.

How would you return the phosphoric acid,

for instance?— I would apply bone-dust or gua-

no or some other manure in which phosphoric
acid abounds.

But with any kind of cropping, may not a fer-

tile soil be at length made an unproductive?

—

Yes. If the crops are carried off the land, and
what they draw from the soil is not restored

to it.

How is this explained ?—Every crop takes

uway from the soil a certain quantity of those

substances which all plants require. If you are

always taking out of a purse, it will at last be-

come empty.
Then you liken exhausted land to an empty

purse ?—Yes. The farmer takes his money out

of the land in the form of crops, and if he is al-

ways taking out and putting nothing in, it must
at last become empty or exhausted.

But if be puts something into the soil now
and then, he may continue to crop without ex-

hausting it?—Yes. If he put in the proper sub-

stances, in the proper quantities, and at the proper
time, he may keep up the fertility of his land

—

perhaps for ever.

How much of every thing must the farmer
put into his land to keep it in its present condi-
tion?—He must put in at least as much as he
takes out.

To make bis land better, how much must be
put in ?—He must put in more than be takes

out.

But if he is to put into tbe land as much or

more than be takes out, where is his profit to

come from ?— His profit consists in this, that be
takes off the land what he can sell for much
money, and he puts in what he can buy for com-
paratively little money.
How do you mean ?— I mean that if I sell my

oats, hay, or turnips, I get a much higher price

for them than 1 afterwards give when I buy
them buck again in the form of horse or cow-
dung.
Then the farmer can really afford to put as

much upon his land as he takes off, and yet

have a profit?—He can. He puts in what is

cheap, and takes off what is dear.

What do you call the substances which the

skilful farmer puts into his land ?—They are
called manures,—and when putting them in, the

[tinner is said to manure his soil.

—

Johnston's

Catechism of Chemistry.

s (ty The foregoing speculative illustration of

'rofessor Johnston is in the main correct ; but

t is not all the truth in relation to the effects of

topping upon the soil : it is by no means ne-

-ssary that as much should be restored or given

itch to the soil as the crop takes from it. Our
hiftjsopby is, that more depends upon the ac-

"n of the soil itself than upon what is given

nit to it in tbe shape of manures. It is, for

lunula, the action of gypsum or plaster rather

an any inherent quality derived from the holy

ilia article that brings up a free growth of

>ver upon a sterile field. A large portion of

pry vegetable production is derived from the

(rounding atmosphere : that action or material

the soil which best secures the value of at-

lspheric influences, is the great desideratum

necessary to secure the farmer's profits. Land

cultivated a thousand years is perhaps tbe last

year more productive than ever: the material of

agricultural production is both indestructible

and inexhaustible. No land can be worn out:

there is no soil that does not possess the inher-

ent properties of sell-restoration. Providence,

the great Author of all things, has wisely or-

dained for our good what the wisdom of man
could never have devised.

—

Ed. Visitor.

Salt and Soot.—The power of soot as a top-

dressing to either wheat or pasture laud, is ma-
terially increased by the admixture of one-fourth
of common salt. In the 4th volume page 270,
of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, it is

stated that fifty-four bushels of soot and six of
salt produced larger crops of Altrincham and
white Belgian carrots than twenty-three tons of
stable manure and twenty-four bushels of bones,
at half the cost. It is best to hoe the land,

where used as top-dressing for wheat, after tbe

soot is spread, as that prevents the evaporation

of the ammonia, which is the most essential part

of the manure. To mix it with lime is most in-

jurious, as that alkali causes the rapid dissipation

of the ammonia. Mr. Dimmery, of Stinchombe
farm, in Gloucestershire, uses nothing but soot
as a manure for potato crops which he grows in

drills, using soot at the rate of twenty-five bush-
els to the acre.

Maple Sugar.—A good man will make six or

seven hundred pounds in three weeks. The
man that took the premium at Auburn in 1840,

kept all vessels clean. He run the hot sugar in-

to conical vessels, having a half inch bole, plug-

ged at bottom, until the sugar was thoroughly

hard : then put three layers of woolen cloth on

top, and poured on a pint of water every morn-

ing for three weeks in succession. The water

looked like brown molasses, and the sugar, when
done, like loaf sugar.

—

New England Farmer.

Statement of Brighton Market for 1818.

our last—the receipts have barely reached tiliy

thousand pounds, and the sales to manufacturers
foot up at about the same amount. The com-
mencement of the Christmas holidays has a

marked effect upon sales, we shall therefore be
without any movement of consequence during
the next two weeks. Holders are anticipating
an advance, predicated on the demand which
must exist for California, but we think that fab-
rics must advance considerably before manufac-
turers can afford to pay higher for the raw ma-
terial. In addition to this, the low prices of pro-
duce in Europe will necessarily tend to lessen
the demand of the grain-growing districts for

manufactures. We would add that prices are
stiff at our quotations.

Saxony Fleece,
Merino,
do J to full blood,

Common,
do pulled, No. 1,

do pulled super,
Lambs,
do country pulled,
do do super,
do do No. 2,—Dry Goods Reporter.

35 a 38
30 a 35
28 a 32
24 a 26
21 a 24
2G a 28
24 a 26
24 a 26
28 a 30
12 a 15

40.784 Beef Cattle.

20,553 Stores,

146,755 Sheep,
87,600 Swine,

43,423 Bee!' Cattle.

20,730 Stores,

133.550 Sheep,
62,015 Swine,

Sales estimated at $1,590,576
493,272

" " " 264,159
" " " 482,295

1817.
£2,830,302

^Sales estimated at £2,719,462

38 670 Beef Cattle,

15,164 Stores,

105,350 Sheep,
44.940 Swine, J

}Si

1846.

les estimated at

1815.

48,910 Beef Cattle,
)

13,275 Stores, I „ .

107 960 Sheep, > Sales estimated at

56,580 Swine, J

£1,871,113

£1,893,648

7 a
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Wonderful Discovert.—The Boston Atlas

has several interesting communications from n

correspondent in the copper mine region of lake

Superior. One of them details some remarka-

ble discoveries which have been recently made

a few miles interior from the mouth of Ontona-

gon river. Every inch of it had been battered

and hammered over, and attempts bad been

made to pry it up, and place it on a platform.

All this was the labor of a race of beings long

since passed away. There is too much skill

manifested (or the present race of Indians, and

yet the workings are too ancient to have been

those of white men. Many loads of rude stone

hammers are found buried a few feet beneath

the surface. They are so abundant that in ston-

ing up a cellar it was found more convenient to

use them than to throw them out. Hemlock

trees two feet in diameter, and, from examina-

tion, two and three hundred years old, are grow-

ing over the working, and have to be felled to

enable the miners to excavate the earth. Re-

mains of charred wedges and levers anil copper

gads are found under these trees and under the

principal mass. These ancient workings can

be traced for more than half a mile through the

forest, and an expenditure of fifty thousand dol-

lars at this time, would not pay for the accom-

plishment of an equal amount of labor. Their

great antiquity would seem to carry us back to

other tribes. It is not impossible that the pre-

sent Indians may be the descendants of those

who wrought them.— Exchange.

potatoes thirty cents. Hay ten dollars, and hemp

and flax fifty dollars per ton. These are the

home prices, before transportation to market, and

apply to the first column of the following table .

Estimated value oftht Crops of 1848, and the sums

invested in manufactures and merchandise

in each State :

States. Crops. Manufactures. Merchandise.

Maine $13,000,000 $10,000,000 §5.000,000

N. Hampshire 9,000,000 12,000.000 3,000,000

Massach'seltsl 1,000,000 52,000.000 16.000,000

Rhode Island 1,500,000 13,000,000 4,000,000

Connecticut 9,000,000 17,000.000

Vermont 15,000,000 5,000,000

New York 79.000,000 09,000,000

New Jersey 11,000,000 14,000,060

Pennsylvania55,000,000

Productions and Capital of the United States.

In examining the resources of our country, no

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia

N. Carolina

S. Carolina

Georgia
Alabama

1.800,000

10,000,000

38,000,000

19,000,000

14,000.000

21,000,000

17,000,000

50,000,000

2,000,000

8,000,000

13,000,000

5,000,000

4,000,000

8,000.000

4,000,000

53,000,000

5,000,000

45.000,000

1,300,000

13 000 000
21,000,000

0,000,000

10,000,000

Cotton 804,800,000
Sugar 10,000,000
Tobacco 19,176,000
Wool, 40 cents per pound 17,900,000

Family goods 36,278,000
Product of dairies 42,300,000
Product of orchards 9,070,000
Hay 128,000,000
Hemp and flax 5,937.000

Potatoes 40,014,000

The investments in factories of every descrip-

tion are staled generally in the table of the

Stales. Believing that it would interest our read-

ers to see some of the varieties and the propor-

tions of capital in each, we submit the following:

Mississippi 14,000,000

Louisiana 19,000,000

Tennessee 40,000,000

Kentucky 28,000,000

Ohio 49,000,000

Indiana 47,000,000

Illinois 18,000,000

Missouri 12,000,000

Arkansas 6,000,000

Michigan 7,000,000

Florida 3,000,000

Wisconsin 2,000,000

Iowa 2,000,000

Texas
Dist. Columbia 100,000

4,000,000 11,000,000

3,000,000 8.000,000

2,000,000 7,000,000

H.OOO.OOO 20.000.000

5,000,000 9,000,000

7,000,000

20,000,000
5,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

1,000.000

4,000,000

1,000,000

800.000

300,000

11,000.000

27,000.000

7,000,000

6,000,000

10,000,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,200,000 3,000,000

Total. . .. $571,400,000 $344,300,000 $322,000,000

From the above estimate it will be seen that

nearly $600,000,000 in value will be derived this

Cotton
Silk

Flax
Mixed
Tobacco
Hats, &c.
Leather, &c.
Candles, &c.
Liquor
Paper
Printing

Powder
Rope
Drugs, &c.
Glass, &c.
Carriages
Furniture
Mills, &c.

$63,877,000
342,000
260,000

5,460,000

4,296,000

5,606,000

35,000.000

3,346,000

1 1 433,000

5,881.000
7.341.000

1,094,900
3,006.000

5,633.000

3,296,000

6,963,000

8,736,000

82,322,000

Having shown the outlay, it is proper to no-

lice the return from manufacturing operations,

which is given, without method, in the fol-

lowing statement :

—

single object— indeed no half dozen objects— year from the cultivation of the soil, besides

should determine the estimate. The whole field

of labor und capital should be carefully survey-

ed, to ascertain its production, on the best evi-

dence at command.

Previously to 1840 no regular effort had been

made to obtain a statistical view of the pursuits

and property of our people ; but, with the cen-

sus of that year, a mass of information was or-

dered to be taken, which has since formed the

Basis of reports and dissertations upon our na-

tional industry. We have drawn from this com-

mon storehouse the data on which a statement

of the agriculture, commerce, manufactures,

and general condition of the United States, com-

paratively, has been prepared. The rule adopted

in arriving at the amounts in our tables, has

been to add twenty-five per cent, on the returns

of 1640, as that is the generally supposed in-

crease of population within the last eight years,

and of course the proper ratio of the productive

energies of the country. Our plan is designed

to be intelligible to all. The matter collected is

a fair representation of our annual products from

the soil, and in part from machinery. Much la-

bor has been bestowed in the preparation of the

tables below, as may be inferred from the nature

what may proceed from gardens, orchards, dai-

ries, &c, amounting at least to $50,000,000 more.

These productions are increased with every har-

vest, as new parts of the country are settled and

additional labor is employed in the ratio of pop-

ulation.

The live stock on farms is another item in the

computation of wealth, w bich should not be omit-

ted in our task. We give the number with an

estimation of value, at an average of sixty dol-

lars for horses and mules, five dollars for neat

cattle, two dollars and fifty cents for sheep, and

two dollars for swine, as follows :

Kumber. Value.

5,432,000 $325,920,000

18,738.000 93,690,1 00

24.136,000

32,876,000

Manufactures.

Cotton
Woolen
Mixed
Silk

Flax
Ilais and caps
Bonnets
Leather, &c.
Glass
Carriages

Furniture
Cordage
Earthen-ware
Refined sugars

Confectionary

Musical instruments

Meial

Flour

Value.

857.937.000

25,845,000

8,181.000

143,000
402.000

10.980,000

1,845,000

41.418.000

3.500,000

13,623,000

9,443,000

5,097,000

1,255,000

4,062,000
' 1,428,000

1.154,000

I -',068,000

95.681,000

60,335,000

65,752,000

11,080,000

Grain.

Indian corn

Wheat

of the work. Under the bead of " Crops," thir-
^

a,s

teen articles are included, on each of which the

value has been adjusted to the several Slates,

with the necessary advance on the same items,

as they were reported in 1840 ; thus affording the

approximate value of the crop of 1848, together

with the sums invested in manufactures and mer-

chandise, respectively. In making up the "Crops"

in our table, prices have been assumed as fol-

lows; cotton at six cents per pound; sugar four;

rice three; tobacco seven. Wheat sixty cents

per bushel ; corn thirty ;
barley thirty ;

oats

twenty-five; rye forty: buckwheat fifty; and

Live Stock.

Horses and mules
Neat cattle

Sheep
Swine
Poultry

Total $557,377,000

As the grain crops are the very foundation of

all support, a table showing their quantity and

value is subjoined

:

Bushels. Value.

471,913,000 $141,573,000

105,858,000 63,514,000

153.839,000 38,459,000

23,306,000 9,322,000

9,557,000 4,557,000

5,200,000 1,560,000

101,000,000 3,031,000

ye
Buckwheat
Barley
Rice, pounds

Total $202,016,000

The cotton and sugar crop may be estimated

upon data much more recent than the census

statistics of 1840. Merely as conjectural, we

adopt 2,400,000 bales of the one and 250,000

hogsheads of the other as the production of

1848. We also connect a number of miscclla

neons articles in the statement.

Besides the amount set forth in a preceding

table, as constituting the commerce, or rather

the retail trade of the Slates, the sum of $149,-

000,000 is employed in the commission business

and foreign trade—together, making the sum of

$471,000,000 in our commerce.

We shall close for the present the staii-ticsttf

our national industry and resources. That we

have made such a rapid progress within less
!

than three-fourths of a century, since as a peo-

ple ne cast off the shackles of monarchy, is as-

tonishing, even to ourselves. The tables sl.;'.r

the immense productions and business of the !

country, and as such we submit them for what- ,

ever they are worth. . i

I

In relation to the amounts staled a> liie annual

product of manufactures, some doubt of their

accuracy may perhaps be entertained, from the

excess, in some instances, over the capital in-

vested. Though we consider the returns madjej

wilh the census as in some degree imperfectJ

from the difficulty of a first attempt of ihe kind

yet they are the nearest and most reliable ap-

proximation with which the country has beeri

furnished on the subject. The value of maun I

facttired articles may exc< ed the capital paid 6u

for buildings and machinery ; but the cost of !h
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bor ami of the raw material lias to be deduoted I n great Baviug may be effected, and your irople-

from the cross proceeds, and then the balance is ments put in a condition for instant use when
mi i _„» .1— t :« .1... An..: n » AH luvrrA i.,,iU Midi RS

subject to dividend as profits. Throughout the

whole process agriculture is the primary ele-

ment, giving subsistence to labor, and probably

nine-tenths of the staple afterwards converted

inio fabrics.—.Yew Orleans Commercial, Times.

wanted in the spring. All large tools, such as

wheels, carts, harrows, cultivators, roller's, drags

and ploughs, should be housed.

Paragraphs from the Boston Olive Branch.

Farm Work for January.

This is by no means an idle month with the

farmer. He must be on the alert now as well as

during the spring, summer and autumnal months.

V\ inter is the time when all the maxims of pru-

dence and economy with which nil extensive

practical experience may have stored his mind,

should he remembered and applied. In the

management of his stock, in the judicious pre-

paration and economization of his fodder, and in

the regulation of his domestic affairs, generally,

lie will find sufficient to keep him constantly em-

ployed, and render idleness and inactivity dis-

pleasing, and a " luxury " too expensive and cost-

ly to be indulged.
'

As the wood has been got up, now is the time

10 cut, split and house it. Fuel prepared at this

season and dried in the house, without exposure

to the atmosphere, is much more valuable for

purposes of deflagration than when left out to

soak and season alternately in the ordinary way.

Some farmers practice felling trees for fire wood

in August— leaving them uncut and without

trimming till the snow falls, when they are cut

into convenient sled lengths, and conveyed to

the wood yards, to he sawe.l and otherwise pro-

perly prepared for the stove or hearth. The

better way, however, is to cut at the time ol

hauling, which should always he a year at least

in advance of the time when it is to he used.

Green wood, especially if it be knotty and of

poor rift, is prepared with far greater ease, than

when permitted to become partially seasoned.

By drying in the wood house, it is also heavier,

and burns witn a clearer flame and less smoke.

There is nothing more perplexing or annoying

to a house-keeper, than to he compelled to go

out in wet and stormy weather to a pile of green,

unseasoned wood, to procure the materials for a

fire, which requites a long time and great efforts

to kindle, and produces much smoke, but little

heat.

See that jour children attend school regularly.

H the weather he inauspicious and severe, do

not let this circumstance be an excuse on their

part for remaining at home. Harness up your

sleigh, take in your own ami your neighbor's

children, and see that all are landed safely at the

school house at the appointed hour. Get them

the necessary books and stationery, and never

allow them to absent themselves from their

classes unless seriously sick or indisposed.

The Power of Steam.

A pint of water, evaporated by two ounces of

coal, swells into two hundred and sixteen gal-

lons of steam, with a mechanical force sufficient

to raise a weight of thirty-seven tons, a foot high.

By allowing it to expand, by virtue of its elactic-

ity, a further mechanical force may he attained,

at least equal in amount to the former.

Five pints of water, evaporated by a pound of

coke in a locomotive engine, will exert a me-

chanical power sufficient to draw two tons

weight on a railroad a distance of one mile in

two minutes. Four horses in a stage coach on

a common road will draw the same weight the

same distance, in about eight minutes.

Four tons of coke, worth twenty-five dollars,

will evaporate water enough to carry, on a rail-

way, a train of coaches weighing about eighty

tons and transporting two hundred and forty

passengers with their luggage, from Liverpool to

Birmingham, and hack again, a total distance of

one hundred and ninety miles, in four hours and

a quarter each way. To transport the same

number of passengers daily by stage coaches on

a common road, between the same places, would

require twenty coaches and an establishment of

three thousand eight hundred horses, with which

the journey in each direction would he perform-

ed in about twelve hours.

A more striking illustration of the incalculable

saving in time and money produced by steam,

cannot he given.— fir. Lardner's Lectures.

Improvement in working Iron.—Mr. Horatio

Anns, of falls Village, Conn., who is extensive-

ly engaged in working wrought iron, has made

several improvements in the business, of great

importance. Noticing the tendency of iron bars

to divide longitudinally, when exposed to heavy

pressure, it occurred to him that by twisting

them, the tendency of the panicles to assume a

parallel arrangement, would lie prevented, and

the liability to separate obviated. He has, there-

fore, invented an apparatus which effectually

performs the woik. Tire, for locomotive wheels,

ol' which he makes a great quantity, is subjected

to this process, which is found to add greatly to

its strength and durability. The plan is equally

applicable to the twisting of rails for railroads.

Mr, A. has also invented a process for healing or

melting iron from the pig, by which he makes a

saving of three dollars per ton. He has, besides,

made improvements in the mode of hammering

iron. He has lately erected, and put in opera-

lion, a forge, the cost of which was fifty thou-

sand dollars, and is probably superior to any

thing of the kind in this country. The building

is one hundred and fifty feet long and eigluy feet

wide. The roof, which is of slate, is supported

on thirty-eight cast iron posts, fifteen feet long,

weighing one ton each. The whole weight of

cast iron used in the construction of the building,

and in the fixtures for carrying on the business,

is one hundred and twenty tons, and the amount

of wrought iron in shafts, hammer-, bolts and

hi aces, is sixty tons. He employs one hundred

hands—used last year two thousand l\vc hundred

tons of pig iron, and produced two bundled

thousand dollars worth of wrought iron, in the

form of tire for locomotive wheels, axletrees l'oi

cars and military carriages, shafts I'm- steamboats

&r. With the new works, he will be able t<

make one thousand dollars worth of work pel

day, or three hundred thousand dollars worth pel

year, and with a general saving, over the funnel

mode, of one-fifth of the expense

—

.lib. Cultivator

Chopped Fodder—Every farmer should pro-

vide himself with the implements requisite for

cutting the food given to his stock, whether hay,

ptraw, corn, or mots. Cutters, for this purpose,

are now on sale at most of our agricultural ware

houses, and arc generally so cheap ami durable

as to render the cost, compared with their utility,

an objection of small weight, especially to those

who are desirous of economizing their time, and

the amount of feed required for their stock dur-

ing winter. Roots should never he fed out

whole. Cattle are often choked by attempting

to swallow whole potatoes, turnips, &C, and the

loss of a single animal will he more than suffi-

cient to pay the expense of a machine, and the

cutting of all the root feed required for a stock

of ordinary number, during a w hole year. Knot

cutters, when properly constructed, are ensv and

efficient in their operation-seldom requ'uing ex-

pensive repairs, and a great saving of food besides.

Tools.-You can now look over your farming

impIemer.ts,construct new ones, if r.eeded, and

Extent of the Oregon Territory.—On the

east it skirts 800 miles along the Rocky moun-

1

tains, on the south 300 miles along the Snowy

mountains, on the west 700 miles along the Pa-

cific ocean, on the north 250 miles along the

North American possessions of Russia and Eng-

land. This area or immense valley contains

35,000 square miles, capable, undoubtedly, of

forming seven States as large as New York, or

forty Slates of the dimensions of Massachusetts.

Some of the islands on the coast are very large
)

sufficient to form a Slate by themselves. They

are situated north of the parallel of 48. Yan-

couvre's island, 260 miles in breadth, contains

12,000 square miles, an area larger than Massa-

chusetts ami Connecticut. Queen Charlotte's

or rather Washington island. 150 miles in length

and 30 in breadth, and contains 4
;
000 square

mile.-.

On both of these immense islands, though

they lie between the high parallels of 40 and 50

de«rees, their soil is said io he well adapted to

agriculture. The siraits and circumjacent wit-

ters abound in fish of the finest quality. Coal ol

good quality, and veins of Other minerals have
implements, coi.su mi .... - . r i

mend such as may he out of rep Vu. In this way. heen iow.e).- Exchange

How far the Provisions of food is due ti

the Labor of Ma.n.—The mini her of humai

beings on the earth is calculated at nearly on

thousand millions: all of these are fed from th

produce of the ground ; for even animal food i

itself the produce of the ground. It is true tin

for this result, man in general must labor, bu

how small ;,n actual portion of this immens

productiveness is due to man ! His labor plough

the ground and drops the seeds into the furrow

From that moment a higher agency superseih

him. The ground is in possession of influence

which lie can no more guide, govern, er restrai

than he can govern the ocean. The mighl

alembic of the atmosphere is at work, the rail

are distilled, the gales sweep, the dews clin

the lightning darts its fertilizing fire into the so

the host purifies the fermenting vegetation—pe

haps a thousand other agents are in movemel

of which the secrets are still hidden from mat

hut the vividness of their force penetrates t

things, and the extent of their action is only

be measured by the globe; while man stands I

and has only to see the naked and drenched si

clothing itself with the tender vegetation

spring, or the living gold of the harvest—

I

whole loveliness and bounty of Nature deligl

ing his eye, soliciting his handj and filling I

heart with joy. -Bell. />''• Crohj.

(}y Georgia has cr lencud the product!

of sugar as well as wme.
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California Gold Mines*.

The following are extracts from the letter of

the Governor of California, communicated to

Congress with the President's Message:

—

Headquarters 10th Military Dept., )

Monterey, California, Aug. 17, liUS. $

Sir: I have the honor to inform yon that, ac-

companied by Lieut. VV. T. Sherman, 3d artille-

ry, A. A. A. General, I started on the 12th of

June last lo make a tour through the northern

part of California. My principal purpose, how-

ever, was to visit the newly discovered gold

"placers "in the valley of the Sacramento. I

had proceeded ahout forty miles, when I was
overtaken by an express, bringing me intelli-

gence of the arrival at Monterey of the United

States ship Southampton, with important letters

from Commodore Shuhriek and Lieut. Col. Bur-

ton. 1 returned at once to Monterey, and dis-

patched what business was most important, and

on the 17th resumed my journey. We reached

San Francisco on the 20tl), and found that all, or

nearly all, its male inhabitants had gone to the

mines. The town, which a few months before

was so busy and thriving, was then almost de-

serted. On the evening of the 24th, the horses

of the escort were crossed to Sousoleto in a

launch, and on the following day we resumed
the journey by way of Bodega and Sonoma to

Sutter's fort, where we arrived on the morning

of the 2d of July. Along the whole route, mills

were lying idle, fields of wheal were open to

cattle and horses, houses vacant, and farms go-

ing to waste. At Sutter's there was more life

and business. Launches were discharging their

cargoes at the river, and carts were hauling

goods to the fort, where already were established

several stores, a hotel, &c. Capt. Sutler had mi-

ly two mechanics in his employ, (a wagon-maker
and a blacksmith,) whom be was then paying ten

dollars a day. Merchants pay him a monthl]

rent of $100 per room; and whilst 1 was there,

a two-story house in the fort was rented as a ho-

tel for $500 a month.
At the urgent solicitation of. many gentlemen,

I delayed there to participate in the first public

celebration of our national anniversary at that

fort, but on the 5lh resumed tiie journey, and
proceeded twenty-five miles up the American
fork to a point on it now known as the Lower
mines, or Mormon Diggins. The bill-sides were
thickly strewn with canvas tents and bush ar-

bours; a store was erected, and several boarding

shanties in operation. The day was intensely

hot, yet about two hundred men were at work in

the full glare of the sun, washing for gold—some
with tin pans, some with close- woven Indian

baskets, but the greater part had a rude machine,
known as the cradle. This is on rockers, six or

eight feet long, open at the foot, and at its head
has a coarse grate, or sieve: the bottom is roun-

ded, with small elects nailed across. Four men
are required to work this machine ; one digs the

ground in the bank close by the stream ; another

carries it to the cradle and empties it on the

grate; a third gives a violent rocking motion to

the machine ; whilst a fourth dashes on water

from the stream itself. The sieve keeps the

coarse stones from entering the cradle, the cur-

rent of water washes off the earthy matter, and
the gravel is gradually carried out at the fool of
the machine, leaving the gold mixed with a

heavy fine black sand above the first cleets. The
sand and gold mixed together are then drawn off

through auger holes into a pan below, are dried

in the sun, and afterwards separated by blowing
off the sand. A party of four men thus employ-
ed at the lower mines averaged $100 a day.

The Indians, anil those who have nothing but

pans or willow baskets, gradually wash nut the

earth ami separate the gravel by hand, leaving

nothing hut the gold mixed with soul, which is

separated in tin; manner before described. The
gold in the lower mines is in fine bright scales,

of which I send several specimens.
As we ascended the south branch of the

\ mi rican fork, the country became more broken
and mountainous. At the saw mill, twenty-five

miles above the lower washings, or fifty miles

from Suiter's, the hills rise about a thousand feet

above the level of the Sacramento plain. Here
a species of pine occurs, which led to the dis-

covery of the gold. Capt. Suiter feeling the

great want of lumber, contracted in September

last with a Mr. Marshall to build a savv mill at

that place. It was erected in the course of the

past winter and spring—a dam and race con-

structed ; but when the water was let on the

wheel, the tail-race was found to be too narrow
to permit the water to escape with sufficient ra-

pidity. Mr. Marshall, to save labor, let the wa-
ter directly into the race with a strong current,

so as to wash it wider and deeper. He effected

his purpose, and a large bed of mud and gravel

was carried to the foot of the race. One day

Mr. Marshall, as he was walking down the race

to his deposit of mud, observed some glittering

particles at its upper edge ; he gathered a few,

examined them, and became satisfied of their

value. He then went to the fort, told Capt. Sut-

ter of his discovery, and they agreed to keep it

secret until a certain grist mill of Sutter's was
finished. It, however, got out, and spread like

magic. Remarkable success attended the labors

of the first explorers, and in a few weeks hun-
dreds of men were drawn thither. At the time

of my visit, hut little more than three months af-

ter its first discovery, it was estimated that up-

wards of four thousand persons were employed.
At the mill there is a fine deposit or bank of
gravel, which the people respect as the properly

of Capt. Sutter, although he pretends to no right

to it, and would be perfectly satisfied with the

simple promise of pre-emption, on account of
the mill which he has built there at a considera-

ble cost. Mr. Marshall was living near the mill,

and informed me that many persons were em-
ployed above and below him ; that they used the

same machines as at the lower washings, and
that their success was about the same—ranging
from one to three ounces of gold per man daily.

This gold, too, is in scales a little coarser than
those of the lower mines. From the mill Mr.
Marshall guided me up the mountain on the op-
posite or north bank of the south fork, where, in

the bed of small streams or ravines, now dry, a

great deal of coarse gold has been found. I

there saw several parties at work, all of whom
were doing well ; a great many specimens were
shown me, some as heavy as four or five ounces
in weight. * * On the 7th of July I left

the mill and crossed lo a small stream emptying
into the American fork, three or four miles be-

low the saw mill. 1 struck this stream (now
known as Webber's creek) at the washings of
Sunol & Co. They had about thirty Indians
employed, whom they pay in merchandise. They
are getting gold of a character similar to that

found in the main fork, and doubtless in sufficient

quantities to satisfy them.
I send you a small specimen, presented by this

company, of their gold. From this point, we
proceeded up the stream about eight miles,

where we found a great many people and In-

dians—some engaged in the bed of the stream,

and others in the small side valleys that put into

it. These latter are exceedingly rich, and two
ounces were considered an ordinary yield for a

day's work. A small gutter, not more than a

hundred yards long by four feet wide and two or

three feet deep, was pointed out to me as the

one where two men—William Daly and Perry
McCoon—had, a short time before, obtained

817,000 worth of gold. Capt. Webber informed
me that he knew that these two men had em-
ployed four white men and ahout a hundred In-

dians, and that, at the end of one week's work,
they paid off their parly, and had left $10,000
worth of this gold. Another small ravine was
shown me, from which had been taken upwards
of $12,000 worth of gold. Hundreds of similar

ravines, to all appearances, are as yet untouched.
I could not have credited these reports had I not

seen, in the abundance of the precious metals,

evidence of their truth. Mr. Neligh, an agent of
Commodore Stockton, had been at work about
three weeks in the neighborhood, and showed
me in bans and bottles over $2000 worth of gold

;

and Mr. Lyman, a gentleman of education and
worthy of every credit, said he had been enga-
ged with four others, with a machine, on the
American fork jusl below Sutter's mill; that

they worked eight days, and that his share was
at the rate of fifty dollars a day; hut healing
that others were doing belter at Webber's place,

(hey had removed there, and were on the point

of resuming operations. ! might tell of hun-
dreds of similar instances; but to illustrate how
plentiful ihe gold was in the pockets of common

laborers, I will mention a simple occurrence
which took place in my presence when 1 was at

Webber's store. This store was nothing but an
arbour of bushes, under which he had exposed
for sale goods and groceries suited to his cus-
tomers. A man came in, picked up a box of
Seidlitz powders and asked its price. Capt.
Webber told him it was not for sale. The man
offered an ounce of gold, but Capt. Webber told

him it only cost fifty cents, and he did not wish
to sell it. The man then offered an ounce and
a half, when Capt. Webber had to take it. The
prices of all things are high, and yet Indians,
who before hardly knew what a breech cloth
was, can now afford to buy the most gaudy
dresses.

Mr. Sinclair, whose rnncho is three miles above
Sutter's on the north side of the American, em-
ploys about fifty Indians on the north fork, not
tin- from its junction with the main stream. He
had been engaged about five weeks when I saw
him, and up to that time his Indians had used
simply, closely woven willow baskets. His nett

proceeds (which I saw) were about $16,000
worth of gold. He showed me the proceeds of
his last week's work— fourteen pounds avoirdu-
pois of clean washed gold.

The principal store at Sutter's Fort, that of
Braunan & Co., have received in payment for

goods, §30,000 (worth of this gold) from the 1st

of May to the 10th of July. Other merchants
had also made extensive sales. Large quantities

of goods were daily sent forward to the mines,
as the Indians, heretofore so poor and degraded,
have suddenly become consumers of ihe luxuries

of life. I before mentioned that the greater part

of the farmers and rancheros had abandoned
their fields to go to the mines. This is not the

case with Capt. Sutter who was carefully gather-

ing his wheat, estimated at forly thousand bush-
els. Flour is already worth at Sutter's $36 a
barrel, and soon will be fifty. Unless large

quantities of breadsluffs reach the country, much
suffering will occur ; but as each man is now
aide to pay a large price, it is believed the mer-
chants will bring from Chili and Oregon a plen-

tiful supply for the coming winter.

The most moderate estimate I could obtain

from men acquainted with the subject, was, that

upwards of four thousand men were working in

the gold district, of whom more than one half

were Indians; and that from $30,000 to $50,000
worth of gold, if not more, was daily obtained.

The entiie gold district, with very few excep-
tions of grants made some years ago by the

Mexican authorities, is on land belonging to the

United Stales.

I was surprised to learn that crime of any kind
was very unfrequent, and that no thefts or rob-

beries had been committed in the gold district.

All live in tents, bush arbours, or in ihe open
air; and men have frequently about their persons

thousands of dollars worth of" this gold, ami it

was lo mo a mailer of surprise that so peaceful

and quiet a state of things should continue to

exist.

The discovery of these vast deposits of gold

has entirely changed the character of Upper
California. Its people, before engaged in culti-

vating their small patches of ground, and guard-

ing their herds of cattle and horses, have all

gone to ihe mines, or on their way thither. La-
borers of every trade have left their work bench-
es, and tradesmen their shops. Sailors desert

their ships as fast as they arrive on the coast,

and several vessels have gone to sea with hardly

enough hands to spread a sail. Two or three

are now at anchor in San Francisco with no
crew on board.

1 have no hesitation now in saying that there

is more gold in the country drained by the Sac-

ramento and San Joaquin rivers, than will pay

the cost of the present war with Mexico a hun-

dred times over. No capital is required lo ob-

tain this gold, as the laboring man wants nothing

but hi* pick and shovel and tin pan, with which
to dig and wash the gravel ; and many frequent-

ly pick gold out of the crevices of rocks with

their butcher knives, in pieces from one lo six

ounces.

Mr. Dye, a gentleman residing in Monterey,
and worthy of every credit, has just returned

from Feather river. He tells me the company
lo which he belonged, worked seven weeks and
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two days, with an average of fifty Indians (wash-

ers) and that their gross product was 273 pounds
of gold. His share, (one seventh,) after paying
nil expenses, is about 37 pounds, which he

brought with liin> and exhibited in Monterey. 1

sen no laboring man from the mines who does

not show his two, three, or tour pounds of gold.

A soldier of the artillery company returned here

a few da\s affO from tin' (nines, having been ab-

sent on furlough twenty days. He made by
Hading and working during that lime, $1,500.
During these twenty days he was travelling ten

or eleven days, leaving but a week, in which he
made a sum of money greater than he recieves

in pay. clothes and rations during a w hole enlist-

ment of five years. These statements appear in-

credible, hut they are true.

Gold is believed to exist on the eastern slope

of the Sierra Nevada; and when at the mines, I

was informed by an intelligent Mormon that it

had been found near the Great Halt Lake by

some of his fraternity. Nearly all the Mormons
are leaving California^ to go to the Salt Lake

;

and this they surely would not do, unless they

were sure of finding gold there in the same
abundance as they now do on the Sacramento.

Before leaving the subjects of mines 1 will

mention, that on my return from the Sacramento
I touched at New A I model', the quicksilver mine
of Mr. Alexander Forbes, consul of her Britannic

.Majesty at Tepic. This mine is in a spur of
mountains, one thousand feet above the level of

the bay of San Francisco, and is distant in a

southern direction from the Puebla de San Jose
abuut twelve miles. The ore (cinnabar) occurs

in a large vein dipping at a strong angle to the

horizon. Mexican miners are employed in

working it, by driving shafts and galleries about
six feet by seven, following the vein.

The fragments of rock and ore are removed
on the backs of Indians, in raw-hide sacks. The
ore is then hauled in an ox wagon, from the

mouth of the mine down to a valley well sup-

plied with wood and water, in which the furna-

ces are situated. The furnaces are of the sim-

plest construction— exactly like a common hake-

oven, in the crown of which is inserted a whal-
er's trying-kettle ; another inverted kettle forms
the lid. From a hole in the lid a small brick

channel leads to an apartment, or chamber, in

the bottom of which is inserted a small iron ket-

tle. This chamber has a chimney.
In the morning of each day the kettles are

filled with the mineral (broken in small pieces)

mixed with lime ; lire is then applied ami kept

up all day. Tin; mercury is volatilized, passes

into the chandier, is condensed on the sides and
bottom of the chamber, and Hows into the pot

prepared for it. No water is used to condense
the men ury.

During a visit I made last spring, four such

ovens were in operation, and yielded in the two
days 1 was there 656 pounds of, quicksilver,

worth at Mazatlan $1 80 cents per pound. Mr.
Wnlkingshaw, the gentleman now in charge of

this mine, tells me that the vein is improving,

and that he can afford to keep his people em-
ployed even in these extraordinary times. This
mine is very valuable of itself, and becomes the

more so as mercury is extensively used in ob-

taining gold. It is is not at present used in Cal-

ifornia for that purpose, but will be at some fu-

ture time. When I was at this mine hist spring,

other parties wore engaged in searching for

veins; hut none hnve been discovered that are

worth following up, although the earth in that

whole range of hills is highly discolored, indi-

cating the presence of this ore. I semi several

beautiful specimens, properly labeled. The
amount of quicksilver in Mr. Forbes' vats on the

15th of Julv was about 2,500 pounds.
It. B. MASON,

Col. 1st Dragoons, Commanding.
Brig. Hen. R. Jonj u

.

' Adjutant Gen. I.'. S. A.. Washington, 1). C.

two acres— though only half of the trees bore.

John McKibhet), of the same place, it is said,

picked in 1846, live hundred and forty barrels of

apples from six acres of land ; and George Brun-

dage is said to have sold, this year, over oik:

hundred barrels of plums. The whole amount
of plums sent from the town this year, is said to

be upwards of twelve hundred barrels

—

yielding

a profit of S(i,00O to £• 10,000.

Fruit in Orange Coumtt, N. Y.—3.3. Monell,

Esq., in bis address before the Agricultural So-
ciety of Ins county, states thai Mr. Dubois and
his sons, of Cornwall, have sold in one yenr,

fifteen hundred dollars worth of plums which
grew on trees planted by the sides of their fen-

ces. It is also stated that they sold last year five

hundred baskets of peaches from an orchard of

a?"

For the Fanner's Monthly Visitor.

Winter Birds at the North.

Happy, songsters, stop awhile,

Rest your weari'd wings with nic

—

You can my dull care beguile
j

Safe and cherish'd you shall be.

Your music seemclh more sweet

Than the robin's in the spring,

When at my quiet, still retreat,

Near my window you're chirping.

Seek a mild and balmy clime

—

But if here you choose to stay,

On the silver fir recline,

Rest upon the sweetest spray :

You arc free from ev'ry care,

And cv'ry piercing sorrow,

Though your fortune seems severe,

You do not dread the morrow.

Come, and of my bounty share :

1 thy debtor surely am,

You impart me pleasure rare,

While you hover round my home.

He who secth the sparrow tall

Givelh food to you and me,

Then may we be kind to all,

And our refuge He will be.

From the Cambridge Chronicle.

The following advertisement was posted

up in a neighbor's store, a lew days since :

WHO HAS LOST? I'VE FOUND !

Found ! Found ! quite gone astray,

A large red Cow, claim her who may.
" E KoBBlNS " burned upon her horn,

Points home, or else the (dace where born.

Vmi may wunder far, unless yu rove

By crooks and turns down to Oak Grove.
My name is Sam—I'm yet a boy

—

My second is LovK prefixed to Joy.

Cambridgeport, Sept. 23, 1848.

Agkicultiire IM N. H.—The New Ilamj shire

Legislature convened on third week of No-
vember. Gov. Williams, in his short address,

thus speaks on the subject of agriculture :

"Our State is emphatically an agricultural

State— its interests and the occupations of her

citizens essentially of an agricultural character;

ami as the Constitution recommends these inter-

ests to your fostering care, yon will undoubtedly

consider the propriety of endeavoring, by the

organization of agricultural hoards or county as-

sociations, to awaken an increased zeal and in-

terest in agricultural improvements.
Agriculture, whether considered in reference

to the number of persons to whom it gives sub-

sistence, the value of its annual exports, the

amount of eapital which it employs, its necessity

for the support of all other pursuits, the moral
worth which distinguishes the people devoted to

this primitive employment, or its tendency to

give stability and permanency to our institutions,

may well he regarded as the paramount interest

of the country, and the basis of all its wealth

and prosperity."

Choice or a Profession.—Parents and friends

too often forget, that in determining the future

pursuits of the young under their care, it is not

enough that a profession be respectable or lucra-

tive, or one in which the youth may l.e expected

to succeed by means of family influence; in ad-

dition to these circumstances, they ought to take

into account the talents, the disposition, the nat-

ural bent of the mind of the individual concei li-

ed ; for if this most important item he omitted

in their calculations, the probability is. that if he

have any individuality of character, they will se-

riously mar his happiness while endeavoring to

the utmost of their power lo promote it.— Curtis.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Emulation among Farmers.

Ma. Editor—The subject of improving the

condition of farmers is one of great importance

not only to themselves, but to the rising genera-

tion. The improvement of the mental condition

of the farmer has been neglected to a great ex-

tent, while the improvement in lands aud in

stock has taken the precedence. We are aware,

however, that where there is a decided improve-

ment in the condition of worn-out soils, we can

generally look for a corresponding improvement

in the farmer's mind. And yet we are convinced

from personal observation that it is only here

and there we see a farmer who is really awake

to the renovation of his worn-out lands. And is

this because there is no worn-out lands to re-

claim, or is it because that the farmer has no

disposition to engage in the business ? That the

farmers of New England are a lazy, indolent, set

of men, I do not believe a word of; but that the

great mass of \a spend a great deal of useless

labor in farming for the want of the right kind

of knowledge, I am very well satisfied. Hence

when we see where a defect lies, ought we not

to search out and apply the remedy in all cases?

The truth of the matter is, that there is not one

fanner amongst us, taking the most liberal, but

what thinks as much again of money, every day,

as be ought to think of it. Now to think a little

less of the " money article," and spend a little

more of it fur the improvement of all which

makes a man above a brute, would pave the way

for obtaining the knowledge that every farmer

should seek after. We however, well know from

our own observation, that there are hundreds of

fanners it) the country who think that they ans-

wer the end of their life, if they can gel a good

fuin, raise good cattle aud crops, and of course

make money. But do such men ever ask them-

selves whether this world is their home or not?

The truth is, man has no abiding place on this

earth, and the grave is the end of all earthly am-
bition. This being the case a man is hound

while living' in this world, lo make the most of

himself. lie should by his efforts to help his

fellow men make human life an object worth

living for, and in no way, to our mind, can the

fanner better cany out '.his idea than in seeking

after emulation in his mental condition and busi-

ness. Now what is the reason that there is very

little more improvement manifest among our

farmers now, than what there was thirty years

ago? We do not wish to look on the dark side,

but we ask any man who has been conversant

with farming interests for the last thirty years,

bow much improvement has the mass of farmers

made during that time. I know well that dining

that time there has been a great deal done for

the benefit of the fanner by men of science, and

energy, and spirit ; many of tin se men too have

not been engaged directly in agricultural pur-

suits. Let any one visit one of our agricultural

implement stoics, and there he will see every

implement, and all of the improved kinds which

it is necessary that a farmer wants to have his

business done right. Now stoics for the sale of

these implements were baldly known thirty

years ago, hut the story is told, when we ask

how many farmers at the present lime avail

themselves of the use of these tools to work

their farms. We believe that we speak within

bounds when we say, that take the State through,

not one out of a hundred of farms find these
,

implements in use on them. Ami now what ad-

vantage is it to have these tools made, unless • „ |

i
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make un application with them on our farms ?

Farmers nmy have all the improvements in tools,

agricultural machines, and a system of scientific

culture within their reach, and yet if they use no

effort at all to ohtain them, of what benefit is an

improved agriculture to them in their business?

The truth of the matter is, there is a want in the

mass of farmers, a spirit to improve in emula-

tion, for it is a fact, thai they are not "progres-

sive" enough, (as modern democracy would say.)

Action, energy and untiring effort, on the pari

of the farmers, ill connection with their own la-

bor, is what is wanted. In years gone by—and
we think it is more or less so now—these farm-

ers will toil and labor on their farms a genera-

tion, and just as soon as their sons grow up to

age, the lather is ready to recommend any other

business under the sun rather than farming for a

living. And why is ihis? Simply because the

father, through a false notion of pride, vanity

and ignorance united together, has thought that

some other employment was a liltle more honor-

able or easy than to till ihe soil. We have in

our mind's eye a ease in point, where a farmer

owning some two hundred acres of land, more
or less, and the sons, as soon as grown up, left

—

some to he village merchants, and others to he

pedlars or fiddlers, it is no particular matter
which— so that now there is not one left to till

the farm. Now we ask, is that right: and was
there not a radical wrong ill the character of
these sons ? and if ihe opposite, would not some
of them staid at home and kept the farm togeth-

er? We leave every candid man to judge. Ag-
ricultural schools are now coming into existence,

so that some farmers' sons at least, will he able,

we hope, to yet serve at ihe ri^ht hand of in-

struction. It is necessary, however, that fathers

themselves should have their eyes open to these

improvements too : after all, the greater part of

the sons' education must he obtained at home on
the farm. And if the parent is alive to im-
provement, and surrounds himself with plenty

of agricultural books, periodicals and papers, we
have but liltle fears for Ihe result hereafter.

Yours, &c, L. DURAND.
Derby, Conn , December 5. ItJiS.

CALIFORNIA GOLD! .

DISCOVRED BY
SIGNOR D'ALVEAR'S GOLDOMETER!

THE
GOLD SEEKER'S GUIDE!

on

Secret Art of finding Mines of Gold. Silver, hon,
Lead, Copper, Coal, and ether Mineral Riches.

TJUIE FIRST DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN
X California was made by DON JOSE D'ALVEAR,
an eminent Spanish Geologist, Chemist, and [SIalum I Phi-
losopher, by means of a newly invented Magnetic instru

Dieot, called

The Goldometer. or Gold Seeker's Guide

!

Signer D'Alvear has just arrived al New York, from
the Gold regions of California, by way of Panama, Cha-
gres, nnd New Orleans, bringing with Inm a very l-irgf-

quantity of Gold ore, valued at nearly one million of

Doll irs, which he collected there, long bed t re the exist-

ence of tlie Gold mines became known to the residents

of California generally

History of the Discovery.
Signor D'Alvear went out to California nf arly two

Tears ago, in consequence of certain information which
he had received of the geological character of that coun-
try, with the firm heliel that vast mines of precious mei-
als would be revealed there, upon careful investigation
He was encouraged to this enterprise, also, by his confi-

dence in the powers of ;i certain Magnetic instrument
which he had invented, called the " Goldometer," in

whose aid he expected tn be directed at once to the
" Gold Placerp," if any such existed. Nor were his ex-

itions disappointed. His scientific calculation prov-
ed ; " be founded in truth and profound wisdom, and his

istrument, the •* Goldometer," fulfilled Ins highesi
hopes. In Ipsa than two months after reaching Califor
ma, he struck upon one of the richest gold mines in thai

country, upon an obscure brani h of the Sacramento riv

or, in a gorge of hills extremely rocky and difficult of ac
((-. -i id seldom visited by the native Californians. Dia
guising his object under the prcti nee of purely scientific

rese ireb, he nbtaii ed the aid of some Sfteen i r twt r t\

ji i nple and faithful Indians, and steadily pursued Ins task,

collecting often more than #5,000 worth of gold in n sin

lay, which he concealed in a deep ravine, w'uhoui
,ilt any suspicion whatever, until after the discover}
dd .it Capt. Sutter's mill, when the mountains wi n

i icked Im
j

I ieekers, and Signor D'Alvear'a * zoh
the i

st m all California, was beset with
adventurers. It is new found that the real mines

»r sources of the gold, lie in the gorges of the mountains,

and not in the beds or sands of the rivers. Previous to

leaving California, Signor D'AJvear sold his instrument,
the Goldometer, a very imperfect one, for §3,000. The
person who purchased it confidently expected to make a

handsome fortune, by simply finding *' gold placers " and
selling out the right of digging to Ihe gold workers.

manufacture of the Goldometer, and Publica-
tion of the Guide.

Signor D'Alvear, in compliance with the request of nu-
merous scientific gentlemen, has commenced the manu-
facture of his new Magnetic Instrument, the GOLDOM-
ETER, which he now offers for sale, in the United
Slates, at the remarkably low price of THREE DOL-
LARS each, accompanied by full instructions for use,
and a variety of Philosophical hints drawn from the an-
cient and modern sciences, or ihe

Art of Finding Mines of Gold I

Silver, Platinum, Quicksilver, Coal, Iron, Copper, Lead,
and other Mineral Riches, the whole being given in a
publication called the

Gold Seeker's Guide !

This new work, and the GOLDOMETER, are both
now ready for sale.

The GOLDOMETER is so simple an instrument, that
a child may learn to operate with it in five minutes. It is

not affected by climate, moisture, or any other known
cause, {except the natural magnet.) and will retain lis

poner of pointing out mineral riches in the earth for any
number of years. By the aid of the Guide any person
may use the instrument at once with perfect success.

Fanners and Land Owners.
Farmers and Land Ow tiers throughout the United

States, who have reason to suspect the existence of any
kind of Mineral riches upon their lands, should avail

themselves of this opportunity to test that fact, by the
surest of all known tests, before the abundance of discov-
eries in all parts ol the country shall have lessened this

source of wealth in their estate.

Adveuturers to California.

Persons going to California cannot make a better in-

vestment than by purchasing one of these instruments,
which will not only be worth fit ty times its value there,
to sell again, but will be of inestimable worth to those
who go in search of Gold, as has been proved by the most
abundant experiment both in California and the United
Slates.

Testimonials.
Signor D'Alvear does not deem it nescessary to en-

cumber this notice with a long list of testimonials, in

proof of the value of his GOLDOMETER, and GOLD
SEEKER'S GUIDE. The brilliant results of hts labors

in California, and the discovery, ttiis very week, of fresh

veins of Gold in Virginia, and beds of Coal in Rhode
Island, by ils use, are alone sufficient to stamp it as the
greatest discovery ol the age. Nothing but the extreme
cheapness of the instrument, and his desire to see it used
for the benefit of mankind induces him to dispose of it

al the low price for which he offers it Besides tins, las

own desire for wealth is nearly satisfied.

The following Testimonials, in proof of the value of
the Goldometer. selected from a great number equally
satisfactory, must suffice for the present

:

Astor Housk, Nkw York, Dec. 21, 184-8.

The undersigned, having this day witnessed the practi-

cal operation of Signor Jose DeAlvear's newly invented
magnetic instrument, the Goldom f.ter, feel entirely
satisfied that it possesses ihe extraordinary power of de-
tecting Mineral ores hidden beneath the surface of the
earth, and have no doubt that it will prove an invaluable

aid in the discovery of the Mineral resources of the Uni-
ted States and the world.

J. R DR\PER, Jr . Chemist,
L S. TIERMANN. Magnetic

Instrument Maker,
G. S DANA, Geologist.

Lol Angei.os, California, Aug. 1813.
This may certify that the undersigned is fully convin-

ced that Signor JoSE De Ai.vear was the first discover-
er of the Gold deposites of California, and that this dis-

covery was made by the aid of a Magnetic instrument
called the ComoMETER, which I have seen successfully
applied to the discovery nf veins of Gold ore. in places
where no indications of that substance appeared upon the
surface of ' he earth

T. W. SHERMAN, Lieut. 3d Artillery, U. S. A
No Agents.

In consequence of the difficulty of finding faithful

agents, and of preventing frauds, where articles of this

nature are fen l out for general sale, Signor D'Alvear has

determined to sell none of Ins works or instruments un-
less ordered by letters sent directly to him, when the de-
Bired publication, or instrument, will be forwarded under
Ins signature and seal, so that all doubt as to its genuine-
ness m IV be removed.
irrBEVVAKE OF ALL IMITATIONS ol this [nslru

ment which may hereafter appear, as the 6ecret of im-
parting the Gold Detecting poner is known to no person
w hntever. * xcept 'he original inventor.

The GOLDOMETER and GOLD SEEKER'S GUIDE,
will both be sent by mail, closely enveloped and sealed,
and therefore, not subject In inspection by postmasters.
for the sum of Three Dollars, sent post paid to SIG-
NOS JOSE De ALVEAK. Box 2713. New York City.
The Instrument is very light, and the Guide is printed on
thin paper—so that the charge by mail or express, will I p

very small to any part of the United Slates. The pric<

of the GOLD SEEKER'S GUIDE alone, is One Dol-
lar, sent as above Addr

SIGNOR JOSR Pe AI.VEAR,
Box 3713. Nftv York City.

OFFICE for the sale of the GOLD SEEKER'S
GUIDE and GOLDOMETER, No. 38 Centre Street,
New York City, where visiters may see several casks of
California Gold, in the rough stale, as extracted by Sig-
nor D'Alvear from the Sacramento Mines, and also wit-
ness the operation of the GOLDOMETER, when held
within the magnetic influence of the precious metel. and
the unerring manner mi which it indicates the presence
of th;it and other metallic substances.

A GOOD BOOK COMING!

COLE'S
AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK.

SW. COLE, Esq.s
Author of the popular Work

^m entitled " The American Veterinarian." of which
23,000 copies have already been published, has, after

years of patient labor and close investigation, completed
his great work, entitled

COLE'S AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK :

A work which we believe is destined to have a more
widely extended circulation than any similar Work, ever
before offered to the American public. We believe so for

the following reasons

:

First— It is a mature work and a practical one, one
which Mr. Cole has spent many years of study and close

examination, and knowing the wants of the community
has met those wants, in a plain, concise and familiar

manner, avoiding technicalities, and ultra scientific spe-

cifications and definitions, useful only to the few. he has

made a work intelligible to all. It will be emphatically
a book for

FOR THE PEOPLE.
Secondly— It will have an unprecedented sale on ac-

count of its cheapness. It will make a volume of 238
closely printed pages. Illustrated with over one hundred
beautifully executed engravings, by Brown, and will be
sohl for 50 cents, firmly bound in leather, and 62£ cents
in Fancy Cloth, with gilt backs. It will contain lull di-

rections for Raising, Propagating and Managing Fruit

Trees, Shrubs and Plants, with a description of the best

varieties of FRUIT, embracing several new and valuable

kinds ; embellished with Engravings and Oui lines nf

FRUIT TREES, and various other designs. Emphatj-

BOOK FOR EVERYBODY.
As well for the man who eats Fruit as for iiim who
raises it.

This valuable work will be published early in February

100 AGENTS,
Active, intelligent and honest, are wanted to sell ihis

book, in every Slate in the Union. A cash capital of
from $25 to jjoO will be necessary. Address (post paid)
the publishers,

JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
23 CORNI1ILL, BOSTON".

0^* A rare chance for Agents to make money.

Boston, Dec. 31, 1348. 3ms.

Li^t of Agents for the Alitor.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Bradford, Hon. Sam. Junes
Plymouth, A. L. Webster
Manchester, W.G. Shepard
Piscataquog, F. G. Stark

Exeter, Henry F. French
Brentwood. Wash. Morrill

Barns tead Parade, William
A. Jenkins

Rnxburv, A. Lawrence
Sullivan, D. W. Wilson
Nashua, Thns. J. Robbins
So.Deerfield, Benj. Jenness
tienniker, Jonas Wall ice

Lancaster, .1 W. Weeks
R. Cross

.North Chnrlestown, L.Gil-
more

Plainfield, L. H. Dow
W. H. Daniels

Troy, D. W. Farrar

\inherst, L M. Kimball
SlicJburne, Maj J.Osgood
Vcwortb, C. W. Davie
Gilsum, Dr G.W.Hammond
S.vanzev. A. Bailey
Iv'-ene. Hon. S. Dinsmoor

Hon B. Cooke
Kingston, Levi J. Bartlclt

Hampstead, A. W. Jones
Atkinson, Henry Noj es

Oil Mill Village, Weare,
Harrison Simons

Conway, Jona. T Chase
Chnrlcstown,.! W.Colburn
I lillsboro', J"hn Gnodale
I 1 emonl G IV. Lothrop
1 'hosier. A. G. Quigw
Holderness, B.Hughes
Warn' 1 !-. A U Kclley

R Thompson
Shaker Village, Canterbu-

ry, Levi Stevens

1
Biidgewater, A. P. Hoit
Greenland, Thns. Brickett
Farmington. G. L. White-

house
Hill, M. J Morrill

Lebanon, C. Hough
Haverhill, John S. Brvant
North - W. S. Cobleigh
Loudon Centre. Ira Osgood
So. Merrimack. 0. C Smith
Atnoskeag. Isaac Flanders
Gilford, J. G. Weeks
Portsmouth, Win. P. Hill

J. M'Inti.e
Peterboro', William Moore
Windham. E. T. Abbott
Temple. Col. IS- Wheeler
Bristol, George B. Burns
Meredith Bridge, Warren

Lovcll
South Lyndeboro', Col. P.

Woodw ird

Lee, John P. Glass

Loudon. Jeremiah Keniiry
West Claremont, L. A.
Grannis

Birringfon, H. II til

Dover, B. F Gupny
Willi un Woodman

Milton, J. Fernald
Hnllis, R. E. 'Penney
Derry, I. Wilson

1 Rindge. L. Howe
[
Boscawen, W. Webster

I

New.Market, J.B.Creighton

G ifhstown, P V, P.ittee

1
Wilton, H. Abbot
Bennington, William Gray
West Boscawen,S.D Couch

i
Pelhnm, Dai ius Stickney
North Deerfi -Id. E Marstoh
Lvndeboro', S. T. Manahan
Auburn, 11. C. Sullivan
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Poplin, J Robinson
Stralham, Z Wiggin
New London, John Brown
Bath, Stephen N Bartlett

Durham
,

< leorge Ffrnet

South Weare, J L. Medley
Weare, T W. Thorndike
Lower Gilmanton, George
W. Sai n

Kensington, John T. Blake

Littleton, M. I) Cobleigh
Bow W C. Hartley

Easi Wilton,' Putnam Tyler
Meriden, John Bryant
New Ipswich. C Haslingsjr

Hnolcsett, William Parker

E ist Kingeton,J.F F.Bailey

Gorham. Barker Burbank
South Hampton. P- While
New ington, G. W. DeRoch-
mont

No Hampton, R Knowles
Lisbon. O. S. H. 'Ulster

New Hampton, Jos Moore
Bethlehem, Joel Winch
Danhury, J. S. Knowlton
Newton, F. Gale
North Londonderry, C.

Nesmilh
Thornton's Ferry, Joaiah

Sei trance

Merrimack, Sam'l Barron

Enfii Id, Caleb M Dyer
Greenlield. A. Whittemore
Hanover, A. O Brewster
Centre Harbor, MD Love-
joy

Wentworth, J Currier

Rochester, Moses Roberts
Holderness Centre, Col. J.

Prescott
No. Lyman, A. Paddleford

Hebron, David Haselton
Mason Centre, W Johnson
Gilmanton Iron Works, J.

C Bean
Hancock. David I'atten

Dunbarlon, John Mills

Cornish Flat, George Weld
Cornish, 9. L Putnam
Meredith Village, J. M.

Wiggin
West Springfield, Dr. J. D.

Nichols
Souih Bradford, B. Smith
Sanbornlon Bridge, Asa P.

Cate
A. H.Jones
Zenas Clement

Stewartstown, G. Tirrel!

Dallon, M. 11 Rix
Grantham, Oliver Thayer
West Ruinney, S. Simpson
South New Market, Win.
Walker

Thornton, Wm Thornton
Centre Sandwich, J. Burley

L. Hoag
West Lyman, G Wilherell

Mont Vernon, J Cat Icion

Campton Village, E. Pack-
ard

Hillsboro' Bridge, D. Steele

Plainfield Plain, Jos. Wood
Antrim No. Branch, Chas.
Gales

Rumney, E. P. Brown "

Piermont. Parker Felch
Fishi rville, W. II Gage
Like Village, W J. Sargent

Epping, W Van Dame
Hinsdale, Samuel H.irlon

Croydon, L. P. Cooper
Ossipee, Sanborn B.Carter
Gilmanton, M Shepard
Tamworth. Col. J. Chesley
Andover, Sam'l Butterfield

Drewsville, 11. Lothrop
East Lempster, D. Nichols
Canaan. Win P. Weeks
Wlnti Held, Aaron Garnsey
Strafford Corner, E Week's
Freedom,Zebulon Pease
Wes. Lebanon, J, Dana
Madburv. Ehjih Austin

No. Enfield, W. L. Blair

Wist Plymouth, S Little

Lym in, Horace Duncan
No, Dunbarton, J P.Tenney
Weare Centre. Otis Chase
Krancestown. Jos. Willard
No. ( !onw iv, S A Hanson
Wllmot. E. ('. Knowles
Centre Ossipce, I. Ames
Colebronk,- Cliarles Bailey
Wol'eboro', L. T. Horsey
Bedl'ord, Thomas Chandler

P. P. U'ondburv
B. Sleitluck

Jafliry. A. W. Howe
EastJalfrey. Solomon Rand
No. Sutton, N.W.Knowlton
Milliard, E Hutchinson

N. II Bartlett

Pittsfield, Israel W. Page

Woodstock, Mr. Coombs
li. F Barron

Epsom, William 1' Cilley
Oliver Brown

Franklin, G. W, Ni smith
James Clark
J. F. I> inlets

B C Morrison
Canterbury, D Morrill
Deering. Herod Chase
Sutton Mill Village, Reu-

ben Porter

Orlord, E. M. Bissell

Upper Gilmanton, Ira Moo-
ney

Nil Marlow, W. Royce
Newbury, N. Baker
Dublin, Benjamin Perrv

A. llcald

Raymond, Oilman Folsom
Sunconk, J. E. Smith
Richmond, A. Brown
Lincoln, Simon Tuttle
East Moullonboro', Orin

Clark
Londonderry, J. W. Hartley
i: isi Northwood, B Cilley
Antrim, Luke Woodbury
Alexandria, II P. Haines
Sugar Hill, Lisbon, Levi

Parker
Orange. G. H. Kimball
N'.rth Wolfeboro', John L
Goldsmith

Brookline, Joseph Sawtelle
Orfordville, S.H Cumminga
llopkinloii, S B. Sargent

Joseph Barnard
Stephen Sibley
Jos. Slanwood
Horace Ciiase

Cotoocookville, A. Brown
Joab Patterson
J. B Emerson
Phin. Clough
J. Barnard, jr.

Salisbury, Moses Greely
Jesse Eaton
Dan'l F. Sawyer

New Boston. S. Dodge, jr.

Portsmouth Stage, R. Cilley
Cheney's Express

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston, John Marsh. Gene-

ral Agent I'or the State
Hubb irtston, E A. Green-
wood

East Salisbury. S. True, 3d
Lowell,Tappan Wentworth

J. G. Moore
Dracut, Asa Clement, jr.

West Cambridge, James
Russell, 2d

Lexington, Sam'l Chandler
Sam'l Pliinney

Somerville, Wni. V Tul'ts
Wavlaud. Judge Mlllan
East Lexington, O H.Dana
Newton Upper Falls, Dr. A.
D Dearborn

Harvard, Stephen Goodhue
Andover, Wm. Coleman

John Mail Hid

Sudbury, Reuben M. Moore
Lincoln, F. A. Hayden
llolliston. Wm. Rockwood
Mill'ord, Rev. A. Ballon
East Foxboro*, J. Kingsbury
hall River. S. B Has >i

Henry Buckram
Northampton, Wm. Clark
Salem. Eiiab Gilmore
Lancaster, S. Nourse
Lewiston, Edward Knowles
Franklin. Dr N. Miller

Kingston, N. T. Willis
Falmouth. S. L Hatch
Woburn, Bowen Buckman
South Reading, J. H. Stono
Petersham, E. G. Miles
New Bedford, E. Gardner
Belchertown, F. Dickinson
Brsinlree, J. Thayer
Randolph. J Stetson
No. Beverly, A Nesmith
Newbury, Col Benj Poore
Ashburiiharii, R. Townscnd
li, lham. M .Marsh

Cambridgeport, W. Russell

North Andover, N. Peters

Westminster, ( > II. Esty

Barre N. Holland
SpringS Id. Galen Ames
Raynuam, B. & II. 'P. Gil-

more
Fitchburg, J (.'. Thompson
Blandford, S Shepard
Concord. Simon Brown
Neponset Village, Asa Rob-

inson
Souiii Adams. Benj. Peck
Worcester. W S. Lincoln

Newton, Messis Kenncks
Medfield.O. Cutler.jr-

Hanson, P. W. Perkins

Sturbridge, V Bradford
Horace Hamant

Marahfieid, Daniel Webster
Weal Brookfield, E. B
Taintor

West Tisburv, J A.Jones
Piusheid. Phinehas Allen
Amherst, Benjamin Adams
Taunton, ( laius Dean
North Danvers, Rev. P. S
Ten Broeck

West Springfield,J 11 st I in I'.'i

Blai-kstone, Manufacturing
Company

Holmes' Hole, R True
No. Chelsea, John Fenno
Amesbury, Jona. Beede
Dartmouth, Thomas Almv
Whit.ngsville, N. E Car-

penter
New Englaud Village, II.

1 1 W. Sigourney
Bedford, I . Cngswell
Wes! Pittsfield, R.Harskens
Nantucket, Wm. P. Culey
Pepperell, E. Shattuck
South Boston, [,. F Merrill
Cabotville, John Chase
Cambridge, Harvard Col-

lege Librarian
Grafton, John Whitney
Tewksbury, Rev. Moses

Kimball
East Needham, W. W.

M'Inlosh
Carlisle, Amos Spaulding
E isi Randolph, Th«s. West
Winchendon, S. S. Cool-
edge

Wallhain, Abraham Sawyer

MAINE.
Cherryfield. C. S II ill

J. T. Wallace
East Machias, C. Sanborn
Ex. i.t Mills, C. E istman
Si. indish. Lemuel Rich
Portland, Sanborn otCarter
Alfred, B. J. Herrick
Farminglon Falls, E. Bass
West's Mills, S. C. West
Fryeburg, E. L, Osgood
North Pownal, David Gmce
Waterl'ord, Dr. C. Farrar
Brownfield. W. Wentworth
Levant. S. P. Balchelder
Brunswick, R. T. Duuiap
Keimebunkport, Dr. Jason
N. Langdon

Wells, I. Curtis
Parsonsfield, R. M'lntire
Aroostook, Nath'l Blake

Dixniont, Col. Buttman
Ball... E. Clapp
New Gloucester, Maj. I. H.
Chandler

Westbrook, Samuel Jordan
VViscassett, Uiitns Hilton
Stetson, Hon. A. Stetson
Cai me I, G. VV. Chamberlain
Hampden, T. S'elson

Lincoln Centre, J. Cham-
berlain

Bangor, Paul Varney
Sebec, VV. K. Lanney
East Siandish, Miles
Thompson

North Yarmouth, L. Whit-
comb
W. Baxter

(
'ma mi, E. G. Crowell
Eden, N. J. Thomas
Phillips, M. Shelburne
Eastport, J. R. Chadbourne
South Berwick, G. C. Wal-

lingford

Turner, J. Sw< n

Houlton, I. W. Taber
Patten, Jonas Drury
East Knox, J. Dot ton
H. inland. E. Wood, jr.

St. Albans, Nath'l Hilton
Blooinfield, J, hu M'Lellan
Surry , E. I. Jarvis-

Ell worth, CI. Whiting
Andover, J. 1'. Brairrr, jr.

I" Her (.;. M. Burleigh
East Vasselborongh, Jere-
miah Stinehh'i Id

Vanity, G, & P Beede
North Dumnnt, F. Rollins
Lyman, F. Wentworth

1 1, Samuel Shaw
Saccarappa; It C. Johnson
Orono, Israel Mansfield
West Elliot) J. G Jenkins
( loopi r, W'l.h ir,, r 'noper
Springvale, J T Paine
Waierbnrn', S K. Roberts
Bell '

,
.1 lines While

Linneus, .Moses Bailey
Cnrinib, Is iac Hndsdon
Vugusla, Rev W. A. Drew
F ii mingtnn Nathan Cutler
Milltown, (.'alias, T. J. D.

Fuller

Wrlii. Isaac Tyler
I icu i >ii. J. 0. L. Foster
\V in-low, Robert Ayer
(iik Hill, Seth Storer
Plymouth, Col. S. Buttman
Seal Cove, I. D. Norton
Dixfichl. 11. B. Smith
Kern's Kill, Tailor, Hitch-
cock vV ( ...

;...rt, M. G Buck
Dresden Mills, L. Wood-
ward

Srnrlinro', R. Soulhgate
Charleston, E. M Thurston
Uinonviiie, Farminglon,, A.
G'e isoo

King! field, Benj. Bookman
Lai rrange, Nath'l < Ireene
Naples, Eoenezer Choate
Pittston, J t\l. Carpenter
Brewer Village, S. Wiswell
East liiewer, T. J. Win
Chester

Buxton Centre, Z. Merrill
Gray, I' Wilson
C.aslino, Chas. A. Abbot
Kennebunk, B Palmer
Limerick, Benjamin llsley
Freeport, A. Soule
Robbinstown, S. Gates
Lebanon Centre, Thos. M.
Wentworth

So. Lincoln,!'. L. Williams
No. Lincoln. Chas. Merrill
Bristol, Joseph Hunter
North Edgecombe, William
Hodge

North Bethel, Peter Powers
North Wayne, R. B. Dunn
East Bethel, Joseph Holt
Searsport, Moses Mosman
Bradford. Alna Trask
Strong, PI M.rnll
Saco, J. L. Goodale
Acton Corner, Peter VounL'
Biddefofrl, W. P. Haines
Cilias, Thomas Paine
Athens, William James
No. Berwick, Sam'l Rich
South Wesl Bend, Leonard
Macomber

Narraguagus, T. B. Cun-
ningham

VERMONT.
West Randolph, D. H. Fish
Cambridge, F F. Dickinson
Sll disburv, Hiram Barton
Hyde Park.V.W. Waterman
Morrisville, Am. Spaulding
Sunderland, J. S Pettil
Tunt.ridge, D. VV. Cowdery
Slow, N Robinson
Brookfield. Dan'l A. Morse
Weston, F. Farrar
South Hardwick, S. Rich-

ardson
Wolcott, Carleton [Tdall

Waterviile, Nathan Smilie
Jotters. .nville. F. Smilie
Bake'rsfield, Fail Smilie
Bellows Falls, J. W. Moore
Putney, Col. Thomas White
Townscnd, Cipt. H. While
Cral'lshurv, N Buulwell

VV. E P.,ddock
Walden, Abijah Jeniiison
So Walden. Isaac Eastman
Glover, John Farr
Grafton, T. Bancroft

Thomas Hill
Waiislield, A. Lockwood
Grand Isle, Dan'l Lamson
Sutton, E. Aldrieh
Montpelier, .1 W. Howes

S. D. Colby
Norwich, L. M. Nichols

P. W. Brigbam
Ira Davis

Woodstock, O. P. Chandler
Chelsea, Levi B. Vilas

E. C Redington
(' :1ns. .1 Blanchard, P. M.

indolpb, L. Spencer
Wesl Enosburgh, J M. Dean
Past ,,! ii

. R S oners
Randolph, P T. Bl'.dgelt
Wit. rlord, R W. Peabody
Danville, A, .M'.Millan

Pern. G. Balchelder
Felchville, J. Pratt

Bradford, Asa l..w a

Bradt'ord Centre, i'.lias T,
Flanden

Roy lllon, ^nlllcy s. Slllilll

South Woodstock, A. Wil.
lard

Vershire, Lyman Fills

Wheeluck, E M. \l igoon
Be nninglon .1 S Robinson
( Ireenbush, Jnhn Spnfford
I,.,, enburg, G VV Gales
I

I

: ., .'hi cs Morrill

Braintree, J. Waite
No. Danville, J. F. Pope

•. Willi uni i

'P. Stockwell
Dover, A. Ilosklns
Lowell, Elms I.eland
John, on, (,. VV. Hill
Guildhall. 11. oi. J. Dewey
Bethel, Jacob Smith, jr.

Si. Johnsbury Centre, II.

A. W) .

Fairfax, i i. phen < rale

Peai ham, Willi im Wheelei
Braltleboro', Zenas I rosl
West Derby. Orcutt and
White

Plymouth, R. B Pollard
Corinth, J B Dearborn
North Springfield, J. Wood-

bury
Topsham, W. H. Nourse
South Reading, Jubal Buck
South Barre, O. F. Walker
Tyson Furnace, J. A. Pol-

lard

Barnet, A. II Wilson
Pomliel Centre, L. E.
Cbeedal

No. Troy, Stephen Scott
Waterbnry, A.S. Richardson
Irasburg, T P. Ri ,ni, Id

Andover, J B. Manning
Silas Robinson

Albany, Seth Phelps
Barre, Caleb Keith

M. Keith

Cheater, P. O Sargent
Brownsville. Dr. p, Slory
Eden, VV. VVheelock
Alburgh Springs, E. Rey-

nolds

Proctursville, P.W. Spauld-
ing

CONNECTICUT.
Moose Meadow, N. Morse'

jun.
Burlington, C Barnes
Wealherslii hi. L R. W, Ms
Trumbull, E. E Edvi ir.'-

I iitoii
. Samuel Crawford

Norwich, Edmund Bacon
Deep River, David Read
Colchister Col. G. Bigelow
Meriden, A. Bald w in

West Meriden, J. S. Brooks
James Pomeroy

Central Village, E. Lester'
Mansfield, A. Newcomb
F'ssex, A. Scovell
Norwalk. Stephen Smith
South Norwalk, J. Benedict
Derbi, Levi Dur.md
Farminglon, VV. & R.

t'rampton
Bristol. A. Atkins
Madison, Russell Evarts
Saybrook, (i. II. Chapman
Cnlebrook, C B. Phelps
Enfield. .1. Collins
Noank, V. 'Stoddard
New London. G. M Brown
Hartford, S. H. Huntington
West Hartford, Dr. H. Dow-
West Granby, A. Goddard
Huinphreysville. J.N. Stod-
dard

Westminster, P. Spioer
Hitchcockville, J. Demins
South Coventry, George T.
Clarke

I'l: infield. David Gallup
Lebanon, J. Wattles
Westville, Eli Burnett
Chester, W. D ( link

Bethany, M. W. Itradley

North Colihrruik, E. Bacon
Stafford, I'!. Fainnan
Wellington, H H.Felch
Killingworth, R. Redfield
Tliompsonville, Philip Bur-

lingnam
Si'iners. O. II. Wood
Newington, J. Atwood
New II irtfi r.l Centre, J. F.
Henderson

Tolland, Lucius Brett

NEW STORK.
VVoodville, Jefferson Coun-

ty, Anns E. VVo-'il

Ticonderoga, F. Arthur
Plattsburgh Rev. .' Rooney
Broadalbin. E. P. Parmelee
N. V. City, Geo. P. Parker,
770 Broadway
V. B. Palmer's Nevvspa-
pei A

Roxbury, Del. Co., L. Prcs-
ton

Troy, Job Pierson
North White (reek. Wash.

Co., II G. How
Burnt Hills. Cady Hnllister
Schenei ladi . VV B. Walton
Albany, E. P. Pren'icc
Kind' riiook, Post M.'Stcr

An Salle Forks, J. Rogers

d im C. Ellsworth
Nayari, o, Onondaga Co.,0.
Cum I.

.

I

|
per I. isle, Broome Co.,

I Clark
1 ive l orni is. Cayuga Co.,
Charles Croi ker

Brough River, V\ . st Ches-
ter Co., C. W. Si. John

OHIO.
Athens, Al ii son llihbard
Union, David Schlenker
Fairfield. Greene Co., J.

< luihree
Ci Iambus, Sd.is Kempton
Hastings. Richland Co , J.
Tucker

Streetsboro', Portage Co..
A. V\' I

Perrj Lake Co., Ferdinand
Haskell

RHODE ISLAND.
Providence, Di I. I.. Miller
Wickl'ord, .1. R. Sherman
Smilhfield, A Spear
Lonsdale, J. Scott

.MICHIGAN.
Ann Arbor. ('. C 'I'aylor
Iron Creek, John Fisk

ARKANSAS
Little Rock, Geo. Brodie

MISSOURI.
Milford, Scotland Co.. Ed.
Mellignn

Si. Louis, G. C. Nealley

TENNESSEE.
Columbia, J. II. Thomas
Irving College, H. W. L.

Hill

SOUTH CAROLINA..
Pendleton, R, p. Simpson

TEXAS.
\ icogdoches, T. J. Rusk

ILLINOIS.
Bunker Hill, Mnconpin co.,
Edward H. Davis

Springfield, G, W. BiHmcs
Asburj , Lasalle co., Frank-

lin Partridge

LOUISIANA.
New Orleans, Wm. Austin.

WISCONSIN.
Azlatan, Jef. co.. HO Scott

NORTH CAROLINA.
Harrell's Siore, New Han-

over co
, Bryan Newkirk

NEW JERSEY.
New Brunswick, Dr. D. J.
Janewav

GEORGIA.
Milledgville, B. A. White
D ilton, Maury Co., D. P.
Nuns

1 ooi iwatic, Murray CO.,
Mark A. Ci oper

ALABAMA.
Tuskeegee, John M'Gee
Mobile, (.. M. Mallet
Montgomery, S, Robinson
Lockland, Macon co., Jos.
N. Knox

IOWA.
Dubuque, Thos. M. Knight

\ IRGINIA AND MARY-
LAND.

Washington City, Wm M
Morrison
B. B. French
Wm Patton

Fredi rtckaburg, L. G. Al-
kins

Vlexaiu!' la, Levi Parker
Georgetown, I). C, Daniel

Kn'i/

Warrenlon Springs, George
< larter

Elktnn, Md J Ramsdell.jr
( Irleans, Md.. Gen Catlell

Centreville, Md., Tin n i

Wright, Jd

Richmond, Va., W. II.

Roane
Wnrrenton, Va., VV. Smith
Scntlsville Va , B Brown
Laurel Factory, Md , II.

( 'apron

Woodville. Va., Jos Tuley
Valiclnse, W ood co, Va.,

Willi.on M Taggart

PENNSYLVANIA,
Pottsville, J. Shcafe

Philadelphia, P. S. Brown
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Are offered to the four Agents of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor who will -procure the four largest numbers of new sub-

scribers' for that paper, paying in all cases the subscription for one year in advance according to the terms of the conditions.

These four premiums will be as follows :

1. Webster's Dictionary, the largest and best in the English Language—the entire work unabridged in one volume

crown quarto, with the portrait, of the Author : revised by Professor Goodrich of Yale College. Price f 6.

2 The Complete Works of William Shakspeare ;
with a portrait from the Chandos Picture, and forty beautiful en-,

graved illustrations, bound in Russia leather. Price $6.

3. Sparks' Life of Washington, royal octavo icith illustrations : Price $5.

4. Sparks' Life of Franklin, royal octavo with illustrations : Price $5.

Agents of last year with renewed lists for advance, payment may include present subscribers in their count of numbers.

rjrj= Subscriptions to be returned on or before the 2,5th January next.

THE CHEAPEST AGRICULTURAL PAPER IN THE UNITED STATES

:

THE FARMER'S MONTHLY VISITOR
PUBLISHED AT CONCORD, N. H.
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" Those who labor in the earth are the chosen people of God. whose breasts he has made his peculiar deposit fur substantial and genuine virtue."—Jefferson.

Oa the first of January, The Monthly Visitor will have

been published ten years in one hundred and twenty suc-

cessive numbers, containing each sixteen pages of the royal

quarto size, and being of itself a library of instructive mat-

ter, valuable even after its time, to the common farmer.

During the term of its existence, in all the old thirteen At-

lantic States of the Union, there has been an awakening at-

tention to the necessity of agricultural improvement ;
and

in that time the six New England States, in many of their

counties, have made greater agricultural advances than in all

the previous half a century of years. The Visitor has had

its humble share in arousing the spirit of improvement; in

none, or very few instances, has it published those mistaken

articles calculated to mislead : it claims the alone merit of

holding back in the Morns Mullticaulis speculation— it has

recommended no new plan or system of agriculture where

its editor felt any uncertainty about its practicability. Our

aim has been to adapt all recommended improvements es-

pecially to New England and to Northern cultivation. That

the Visitor has had its influence in many neighborhoods, is

proved to its editor in repeated acknowledgments of its

readers and patrons in all the Now England States.

Our annual subscription list has varied in the last nine

years between 2500 and 6000 : the smaller number will

scarcely pay the ordinary expenses of publication at the re-

duced prices. The labor of the editor all the time has been

gratuitous.

While our paper is the cheapest in the country for the

quantity and value of its matter, it is such a publication as

interferes with the circulation of none of the other useful

publications of the day. It has no controversy with any of

the religions or political dogmas of sects or parties—it has

presented no matter calculated to provoke the hostility of

the mendacious, to awaken obstinate prejudice, or to raise a

blush upon the cheek of modesty— it is fitted for the read-

ers of both the parlor and the kitchen.

The Visitor is issued from the Bookstore of JOHN F.

BROWN, Concord, N. H., to whom all subscriptions and

communications (paid or free of postage if possible] may be •

directed as for the business of the new year.

TERMS.
To single subscribers, Fifty Cents. Ten per cent, will

be allowed to the person who shall send more than one sub-

scriber. Twelve copies will be sent for the advance pay-'

merit of Five Dollars ; twenty-five copies for Ten Dollars ;

sixty copies for Twenty Dollars. The payment in every

case to be made in advance. Old subscribers who neglect

payment beyond the year will be charged seventy-five cents

a year. Those paying in advance, who receive the first

number of a new year, will return it at once if they do not

wish to continue, with the name of the town or place where -

it is received : otherwise, they will be considered permanent

subscribers.

tTj= Money and subscriptions by a regulation of the Post

Master General, may in all cases be remitted by the Post
,

Master, free of postage.

85= All gentlemen who have heretofore acted as Agents

are requested to continue their Agency.

33= Subscribers' names as far as obtained, may be return-

ed to JOHN F. BROWN, Concord, N. H. Agents can if

they please retain the heading of the subscription for new

subscribers. This heading taken from the newspaper and -

pasted over white paper may be used by any of our friends

as a subscription for extending the circulation of our cheap

paper.

AGENTS FOR THE VISITOR.
Gentlemen to whom this number of the Visitor is direct-

ed are requested to act as Agents in extending the circula-

tion of the Visitor. We have taken the liberty to publish

the foregoing list, from among our generous patrons, and to

ask each of them to take the agency at their respective

places.

SUBSCRIBERS' NAMES. RESIDENCE. KO. COPIES.
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the east side of the meadow. The ground is

high enough for a wall to stand, and there are
stone enough on the knoll which ought to come
out to make it."

Mr. Butler made no reply, but, together with
Saul, went to digging stone.

" This looks like a new farm," said Mr. George
one day to his neighbor, as they rode by Mr.
Butler's house.

" Yes," replied the neighbor, " there is a new
band at the bellows."

" Does Hendricks work it on shares ?"

"No, he works by the month."
" Does he ? What makes him drive on so?"
"I don't know for certain, but J guess Butler's

daughter is at the bottom of it."

When the winter set in, Saul, though be was
a good boy to work, felt a desire to iiave a little

more furniture in the upper story, and asked
leave to go to the Centre to school. " Uncle Zeb
says he will board me, if I'll come."
"I don't see bow I can spare you. We must

build in the spring, and we have all the timber
to get to the mill," said Mr. Butler.

San! lookedrather down-hearted.
"Yon can go," said John, who was sitlinsr be-

before the blazing fire, between Saul and Lizzy.
"I'm going to stay, that is, if they will let me.

I tell you what it is," turning to Mr. Butler, " if

you will give me this critter," laying his hand
upon Lizzy's arm, '• I will stay and work lor you
ut any pay you choose."

Lizzy turned very ted, but neither ran for the
pantry nor pushed awav John's hand.
"Well," said Mr. Butler, who had recently

Eeen what things were coining to, " that must he
pretty much as you and she can agree—must is

it not, mother ?"

"I guess so," said Mrs. Butler, dropping seve-
ral stitches in a stocking she was mending for
John.
'There won't be much difficulty about it, then,

I guess," said John. " Saul may go to school.
He may go to college if he has a mind. I can
get his support out of the farm without hurting
anybody, I reckon." Then, turning to Lizzy, he
said, " the road is good, and Jack wants to stir
himself, and I want you to go over to mother's.
Suppose you jump into the wagon and ride with
me."

Lizzy looked towards her mother and rose up,
and went to put on her things. The horse was
soon at the door, and Lizzy was soon at John's
mother's, and John's mother was soon .introdu-
ced to Lizzy, who soon became her daughter-in-
law, that is to say, on New Year's Eve.

Pure Air.

Let us follow the human being through the. va-

rious periods and circumstances of his life, and
observe with what degree of freedom the atmos-
phere is allowed to exert the full influence of its

invigorating powers upon him.

The Infant.—He scarcely has made his en-

trance into the great stream of air, and uttered

his plaintive petition for a portion of the new
element to expand his little chest, ere, bv the

careful nurse, he is tucked away under the cov-

erlid, with his head closely wrappeil in a blanket

shawl, lest the already impure ajr of the cham-
ber should be too strong for his weak organs.

Should an anxious aunt, led by her curiosity)

throw off a fold of the mummy-like case—or

should the infant, in its suffocating throes, pene-
treate an opening through the woolen walls

which confine it, his little throat, expanding in-

stinctively with the touch of a somewhat better

air, greets it with swelling notes of mournful
joy. Alas ! it is but the signal for the good nurse
to "protect" the babe against the danger ot'taking

cold, in an atmosphere of perhaps ninety degrees
Fahrenheit. She has no notion that her delicate

charge shall get the sniffles by undue premature
exposure. The louder little Oliver cries for

more oxygen, the closer he is confined to hush
the noise.

The Schoolboy.—And here we find him, with

from four to five hundred others, immured be-

tween close walls—perhaps in a low ceiled apart-

ment, half under ground—with doors and win-

dows closed, and caulked tight, to save the heal

from the fuel burning in a little red hot stove,

and exhausting a large portion of what little ox-

ygen there may be present in the air. His brain

is stimulated by threats of punishment or hopes

of reward ; his body is constrained within the

narrowest limits; motion is denied to him ; and
his lender and growing muscles are forbidden to

participate, as they should, in even the poor

nourishment which the imperfectly oxygenized

blood might furnish. At night he occupies a

room, rather larger than a prison cell, which-con-

tains sufficient air to allow him to breathe it in

its purity for the space of from thirty to sixty

minutes
; after which, as the room is so small, for

fear the night air will blow right on him, if the

window sash should be lowered to give an exit

to some of the foul air, he inhales and re-inhales,

in larger and larger proportion, the carbonic acid

thrown off from his own lungs as excrementious

poison, until, in the morning, he creeps from his

bed in a dripping sweat, drooping, languid, and
tinrefreshed by his sleep, and poorly fitted to

engage in the severe mental task imposed upon
him by his teacher.

Can we wonder that he should "creep like a

snail, unwillingly to school," where the artificial

stimulus of the rod, is substituted for the natural

stimulus of oxygen ?

The Apprentice.—In very few of the various

trades, or professions, is he subjected, during the

hours of labor, to any other atmosphere than

such as is polluted, by either the respiration of

numbers of persons in a small room, or the efflu-

via of materials of manufacture, increased and
concentrated by the back situation and narrow
enclosure of the house itself, by which all visi-

tation of genial atmospheric currents is pre-

vented.

There are some trades, which, happily for

their followers, require the labor to he performed
in the open air ; such are those of the house
builder, farmer, gardener, and some others ; but

the laborers at these occupations at night are

generally subject to vitiated air, in small crowd-
ed chambers, whereby the good effects of the

exposure of the day are generally counteracted.

But all others, at least those pursuing mechani-
cal trades, pass their working hours in close, un-
ventilated shops, redolent with the fumes of
steam, smoke, while lead, sour paste, acids, alka-

lies, the gasses from decomposing animal and
vegetable matters, and many other matters,

which add more or less to the deleterious prop-

erties of the air respired by many lungs.

A ventilated workshop is almost an unknown
thing; and he who decides upon himself, or his

child, becoming an apprentice to any one of the

great majority of trades, must calculate upon a

prostiation of strength, paleness of countenance,
languor of spirits and body, frequent sickness,

and almost inevitably, as statistics show, a pre-

mature death.

This results, too, in very many of these occu-
pations, without the action of any peculiar cause
connected with them. A large proportion of the

evil is believed to be due to the foulness of the

atmosphere necessarily produced by the absence

of ventilation.— Uses and *1bust.s of Air.

From the Plow, Loom and Anvil.

Bone Dust.
Nearly all recent experiments seem to corrob-

orate former statements relative to the great util-

ity of bone-dust when properly applied, and
many farmers are availing themselves of this

valuable article to increase the fertility of their

soils. But, if its properties and effects were
more generally understood, none but judicious
applications would be made and it would, doubt-
less be in much greater demand, and, as a con-
sequence, all hones would be preserved in a fresh

state, and mills would be erected purposely to

prepare them, and an article decidedly superior
to that at present employed would be obtaina-
ble.

Some interesting facts and inquiries in regard
to its use, has been presented to us of late, that

we deem well worthy of publication. Thev
were received from an intelligent gentleman re-

siding in Bucks county, Pa.,'and are the results

of his own experiments, which he is prepared to

substantiate. He slates that, in 1845, he applied
ten bushels of bone-dust (cost $4) on three-

quarters of an acre of clover sod, and obtained
eight bushels of wheat, extra, worth ten dollars.

His land was ploughed the first of September;
after which the dust was applied broadcast, and
then cross-ploughed quite shallow, sowing the
wheat September 25lh. The subsequent season
he manured with barn-yard manure the rest of
the field for corn ; hut says the corn and oats

have been decidedly superior where the hone-
dust was applied, and now produces a much
larger quantity of clover. In 1840, he applied

110 bushels (cost $44) on seven and a half acres
of oat stubble without other manure, and gather-

ed 113J bushels of wheat, and thinks, had the
season been favorable, the yield would have
been even 140 or 150 bushels. In 1847, he ap-
plied one hundred bushels, with six loads of
yard manure, on seven acres of clover sod, and
obtained 200 bushels of wheat. He says, by
leaving some pieces without bone-dust, he has
satisfied himself that it is more efficacious than
a covering of yard manure.

In the fill of 1847, he mixed two bushels of
bone-dust with ten of fine soil, keeping it moist
during the winter, and, in the following spring,

placed one handful under each hill of corn, thus

applying not over two bushels to the acre, and
obtained ten bushels the acre more corn than on
that portion to which ashes and plaster were ap-

plied. The soil was a loamy one, and he re-

marks that its effects are more visible on loam
or clay than on sand, and that the dust use. I was
obtained at the button manufactories.

He also observes that it is less perceptible on
land that has been recently limed, and stales

that he applied bone-dust and caustic lime togeth-

er on one portion of a field, and on another pure

bone-dust, and the result was that double the

quantity of wheat was produced on that portion

to which the dust was applied alone. He further

states that the experiments of his neighbors cor-

roborate those of his own, and then, in conclu-

sion, wishes our opinion in regard to the cause

of t lie failure. A correct explanation of this

phenomenon would be full of interest as well as

value; but, owing to our limited knowledge of
the action of the phosphates, it is exceedingly

difficult to arrive at an accurate conclusion : nev-

ertheless, we submit the following remarks us

(t?° Eight hundred pounds of" gold are used I the result of our brief reflections. And, in or-
up in making pens in this country in a year. At der to he clearly understood, we shall be obliged
least 1,000,000 pens a year are manufactured. | to rehearse some matters of fact that may not
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1 be generally known. Bone-dust prepared from

I fresh bones that have not been exposed to the

|_

action of the atmosphere, or any other modi ly-

igencies, conluin about one-third of their

weight of animal, the remaining two-thirds of

-"..ri'iiv matter, live-si.\llis of which is phosphate

.of lime, the rest principally carbonate of lime.

'Ibis is the composition of the hone-dust em-
ployed in England with such beneficial resn lis.

Now, some of the most eminent chemists differ

f iirt!»eir views in regard to the cause of the in-

creased luxuriance in the growth of vegetation,

produced by the application Of this article—
>'Min' attributing it exclusively to the phosphates,

and others to both the phosphates and animal

mjpter.

The latter opinion we consider decidedly pre-

I
i . >, though some experiments would lead to

an adoption of the former. Embracing this

itiew, then, we can easily conceive that there

Wiay be cases where the animal matter may be

more efficacious than the phosphoric acid, and

d.-o the reverse. For instance, in those soils

that are abundantly supplied with [he phosphates,

he "n'.creased fertility resulting from the use ol

bone-dust will undoubtedly be occasioned by the

niriial matter. In an example of this kind, the

prj isence of lime in the soil will be of value, for

it will hasten the decomposition of the organic

ii( . lion and render it more immediately availa-

ble. Hence the reason that some assert that

lone-dust is of more utility on calcarious soils

han on others.

But the dust obtained from the button manu-

tiCtfiries undoubtedly contains a less per centage

if animal matter, it being eliminated during the

ling process; therefore the efficacy of the

rlicle used in Bucks county may principally he

ttributed to the action of the phosphates. Now.

I changes does the phosphates of lime un-

ergo after being incorporated with the soil be-

ne it is in an available form ?

The answer to this we will preface with a few

•marks. It is well known than the effects of

i, s-diist are ofien very lasting, being percepti-

e for several years after its application. This,

e imagine, results from the strong affinity ex-

ia between the acid and the lime, and the in-

ilubllity of the compound in water, which

ould of course, he inert unless dissolved. It is

r lliis reason th t a patent was granted to J. B.

. Esq., in England, in IS4'?, for a method

wring it. It was to decompose the ground

ines Gy the addition of as much sulphuric acid

juld liberate enough of the phosphoric to

Jssolve the phosphate of lime. The tree phos-

livic acid is thereby ready to combine with the

ioua alkaline earths contained in Ihe soil. In

s state, when applied, its operation would be

mediate and prompt, consequently not so la.-t-

t as when employed in its original condition.

cojurse, cases occur when this mode of ap-

ing it would be advisable. We conceive that

liiilar change takes place with the phosphates

lime in the soil to that described when Battl-

ed with sulphuric acid: thai is, there must be

i,i- acid present to assist in dissolving and par-

ly decomposing it, when it will he in u con-

suitable for vegetable aliment.
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jll'lmt such acids exist in soils, there can he no

4 ibt, and to them we would attribute the <le-

osition of bone-dust, that would proceed

lidly when they were in liberal quantities, and

Iwly when not. On those soils where it con-

ies lo operate for a long series of years,

doubtless the quantity of acids is Ben; small, so

that the chemical changes that are necessary to

render the phosphate of lime available proceed

very slowh ; anil when its effects soon cease,

the opposite of this exists. Admitting these

views to be correct, we can easily account for

the failure in .question, where caustic lime was

applied in connection with bone-dust ; for caus-

tic lime, which is a strong base, would at once

unite with all the acids in the soil, thus leaving

none to dissolve ami decompose the phosphate

of lime, which would consequently remain inac-

tive for a long time. But, in addition to this, the

caustic lime would also liberate the ammonia
firmed during the decomposition of the vegeta-

ble matter in the soil, and thus prove injurious

in two ways. The same result might he antici-

pated, though to a less extent, on finds that had

been recently limed, for it requires a long period

for caustic lime to absorb from the atmosphere

its equivalent of carbonic acid.

This view of the subject would lead us to be-

lieve that phosphate of lime would be compara-

tively inactive on soils that contain potash and

soda in large quantities, for these alkalies would

also neutralize the acid. Now, it is known that

soils derived liom the disintegration of the met-

ainorphic and plutouic rocks are highly charged

with these alkalies, the felspar yielding potash,

and the alhite soda— both these minerals forming

component parts of these two classes of rocks.

The soils in Philadelphia county. are mostly de-

rived from these rocks; hence we can anticipate

the effects of phosphate of lime when applied to

them. Experiments have been made with it in

this vicinity, and we were recently informed by

a gentleman who has made applications of it,

and has satisfied himself that it is of no utility

on his land. Doubtless if it were mixed with

earth and saturated with diluted sulphuric acid,

it would be equally as visible here as elsewhere.

Bone-dust, however, may be useful on such

lands if the 'alkalies have been greatly exhausted

by long cultivation ; and indeed it may be known

to produce good (fleets when this change has

not taken place; but, in such instances, we
would attribute it principally to the animal mat-

ter, which would operate on such soils with as

much facility as most others.

Then, to sum up our remarks, we are induced

to believe that, when the good effects of the use

of bone-dust are owing to animal matter, it is

most effectual on soils that contain lime; hut

when lo ibt; phosphate of lime, on those soils

that have nut been limed and are not abundant

in alkalies. And, as the bone-dust obtained at

the button manufactories contains less animal

matter than that prepared from fresh hones, we
think it can be used to the best advantage on

soils of the latter class, unless it be acted upon

by sulphuric acid, as before described, when it

will act with nearly the same promptness on

both. These remarks as premature as they may
be, are offered to the public with the hope that

they ma\ awaken a spirit of inquiry in reference

to this article, which we believe, if judiciously

applied, will be of vast Utility. P.

Laboratory of Mount Aiiv Asricul- )

1848,
i

tural Institute, Nov, 14, IE

The Lowell agent of the most celebrate Pinno

Forte manufacturers in Boston, states that he

has sold no less than eight pianos dining the

past six months, to girls now actually employed

in the factories in that city. The prices ranged

from $250 to $350 each.—NttefoirypoH Herald,

Singular Disease of the Eye.—A singular

case occurred last week at the Glasgow Eye In-
hrmary. A girl, of sixteen years of age, having
applied on account of loss of sight of her left eye,

the cause was ascertained to be the presence of
a living worm hydatid (the cysticercus ofscientific

naturalists) in the eye, close before the pupil,

which it completely obstructed-. The species of
animal consists of a round bag about the size of
a small pea, from which on one side springs its

body, which is a (lament, consisting of numer-
ous rings, and capable of being elongated and
retracted at the creature's will. The body ends
in the neck and head, and the latter is supplied

with four lateral suckers. All this was plain to

the naked eye in this instance, but appeared Mill

more so when the animal was viewed through a

microscope. As the existence of such a creature

in the interior of the eye not only prevents vi-

sion, but ultimately destroys the whole textures

of the organ, it was resolved to remove it by

operation. This was successfully effected on
Saturday last. The patient behaved with per-

fect steadiness, and found her vision immediate-

ly restored. The hydatid continued to live for

more than an hour after being extracted. As only

four similar cases are on record, the worm exci-

ted much curiosity, and was examined by nume-
rous visiters, both lay and medical.— Glasgow

(Canada) Chronicle.
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Vegetable Instinct.—If a pan of water be

placed within six inches on either side ofa stem

of a young pumpkin or vegetable marrow, it will

in the course of a night approach it, and will be

found in the morning with one of its leaves

floating on the water. This experiment may be

continued until the plant begins to fruit. If a

prop be placed within six inches of a young
convolvulous or scarlet runner, it will find it, al-

though the prop be shifted daily. If after it has

twined some distance up the prop, it be unwound
and twined in the opposite direction, it will re-

turn to its original position or die in the attempt

;

yet notwithstanding, if two of these plants grow
near each other, and have no stake around
which they can entwine, one of them will alter

the direction of its spiral and they will twine

round each other. Diihnmel placed some kid-

ney beans in a cylinder of moist earth'; after a

short time they began to germinate, of course

sending the plume upwards to the light and tbo

root dow n the soil. After a few days the cylin-

der was turned one-fourth round, and again and

again this was repeated until an entire revolution

of the cylinder had been completed. The beans

were then taken out of the earth, and it was
found that both plume and radical had bent to

accommodate themselves lo every revolution,

and the one in its effort to ascend perpendicular-

ly and the other descend, had formed a perfect

spiral. But although the natural tendency of

the roots is downwards, if the soil beneath be

dry, and any damp substance be above, the roots

will ascend to reach it.

—

Farmer's Magazine.

The odor ol turpentine is a deadly poison to

moths and their grubs. A few pieces of paper
smeared slightly with turpentine, and placed in

drawers where furs and woolens are kept, will

completely prevent the ravages of the above
named destructive insects.

Tools and Implements.— Let every descrip-
tion of tools ami implements he examined, have
those requiring it repaired, and those not in use
carefully put under cover. Such attention saves
both lime and money.
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Office of Indian Affairs—The Sioux, or Dah-
ko-tah Nation.

A recent visit to that department of the Bu-

reau of Indian Affairs that is under the manage-

ment of Henry R. Schoolcraft, Esq., has elicited

the following facts respecting the Sioux, or Dah-

ko-tah Indians :

—

The territory now claimed hy this nation is

principally watered hy the St. Peter's river, and

is ahout nine hundred miles in length, and from

two to five hundred in width. The original

name of the ti ibe was Dah-ko-tah, the interpre-

tation of which is said to he a confederacy or a

united natron, the name of Sioux (for which

there seems to he no acknowledged meaning,)

having been given to them by the early Jesuit

missionaries. The population of this tribe is es-

timated at about fifteen thousand, and they are

divided into bands numbering from fifty to a

thousand souls. Occupying as they do an im-

mense prairie region, they make use of the horse

instead of the canoe, and the wealth of a Sioux

chief is universally estimated hy the number of

his horses. Private rights are respected among

them. They compute time by the four seasons,

but their month only contains twenty-eight days.

They designate the month of January as the

hard moon ; February, the moon in tvhich the rac-

coon runs ; March, the moon of sore eyes; April,

Me moon when the geese lay ; May, the moon for

planting ; June, the moon for strawberries and hoe-

ing corn ; July, the midsummer moon; August, the

moon for gathering corn; September, the moon

ivhen they gather wild rice ; October and Novem-

ber, the moon for the running of the doe ; and De-

cember, the moon when the deer sheds his horns.

They are kind to their sick, hut take more

care of their youth than they do of their old

men. They are averse to the custom of bleed-

ing, and seldom draw blood except in severe

cases of illness. Their medicines are chiefly

composed of roots and plants, and they never

make use of metallic medicines. They are par-

tial to vapor baths, and resort to them for the

cure of many diseases. Their' bodily sickness

they frequently attribute to the displeasure of

some animal which they have hunted with diffi-

culty and slain.

The Sioux Indians consider it lawful to take

the life of a fellow-being by way of revenge, but

a great crime to take life under any other -cir-

cumstances. They invariably have a great fear

of the spirits of the dead, whom they think have

the power of injuring the living; and it is

thought that this fear is what prevents them

from committing murders more frequently than

they do. The practice of lying is considered as

exceedingly wrong.

They believe in a Great Spirit, but have no

definite idea of his attribute*. Whenever any

calamity happens to them, they allege that the

Great Spirit is angry ; and so, when they recieve

a blessing they acknowledge it as coming from
the same being. They look upon the death of a

human being as a manifestation of Divine dis-

pleasure. Thpy resort at times to sacrifices, and
cases have been known where Sioux fathers

have sacrificed their children to appease the an-

ger of the Great Spirit. They are much afraid

of a creature which they look upon as a kind of
vampire, and to see this creature is a sure sign

of approaching death.

They are exceedingly superstitious in regard

to file, which they consider a gift from the Great
Spirit. In former times they obtained it from
friction of wood, but at the present chiefly from

the flint. When about to partake of a religious

feast, they remove all the old fire from the lodge,

and rekindle it, for the purpose of cooking the

food, so that they may he sure that there will be

nothing unclean ahout the feast. They have no

idols or images which they worship, but are in

the habit of making offerings of tobacco and

other articles which they value.

They venerate the rattlesnake, and seldom or

never deprive it of life, excepting when they

wish to employ its skin and rattles in their in-

cantations. They believe in fairies, which they

allege have the power of taking the form of any

animals, and of living either on land or in the wa-

ter ; all their rivers and lakes are closely associ-

ated with little people. They look upon thun-

der as emanating from a large bird. Among
their fabled monsters they acknowledge a huge

giant, who can destroy an Indian by the glace of

his eye.

When a man dies they place his remains upon

a scaffold, which they ornament with trophies of

war; and when the flesh has decayed they bury

the bones in the earth, and cover the grave with

pickets or a rude house. They do not bury in a

sitting posture, but invaribly clothe the deceased

in his finest robes, covering him with all his fa-

vorite ornaments. They express their grief at

the loss of a friend hy cutting off the hair, going

barefooted, dismal shoutings, mutilating their

bodies, and by making a feast for the dead.

—

Na-
tional Intelligencer.

Song of the Snow-Bird.

BY MISS COULD.

The ground was all covered with snow one day,
And two little sisters were busy at piny,

When a snow-bird was sitting close by on a tree,

And merrily singing his chick-a-de-de.

He had not been singing that tune very long
Ere Emily heard him, sn loud was that song,
" O, eisler, look out of the window," said she,
" Here's a dear little bird singing chick-a-de-de.

"Poor fellow ! he walks in the snow and sleet,

And has neither stockings nor shoes on his foet

!

I pity him so ! how cold he must be !

And yet he keeps singing his chick-a-de de.

" If 1 were a bare footed snow-bird, I know
I would not slay out in the cold and the snowj ,
I wonder what makes him so full of his glee,
He's all the time sniging that chick-a-de-de.

" O, mother ! do get him some stockings and shoes,
And a nice little Irock, and a hat if he choose

;

I wish he'd come into the parlor and see
How warm we wou!d make him, poor chick-a-de-de."

The bird had flown down for some pieces of bread,
And heard every word little Emily said

;

" What a figure I'd make in that dress !" thought he,
And lie laughed as he warbled his chick-a-de-de.

" I'm gralefnl," said he. " for the wish you express,
But 1 have no occasion for such a fine dress;
I had rather remain with my limbs all free,

Than be hobbled about, singing chick-a de-de.

" There is One, my dear child, though I cannot tell who
Has clothed me already, and warm enough, too.
Good morning 1 O. who are so happy as we ?"

And away he went, singing his chick-a-de-de.

Pork Trade of Baltimore.— Baltimore was
many years ago, the great pork market of the

country, and bids fair again to take the same po-

sition. Since the commencement of the present

season, beginning with the first of October,

100,000 hogs have arrived here; 20,000 have

been driven East, and the balance (80,000) have

been cured there, mostly for the English mar-

kets, in the. following manner, viz: single sides,

long middles, short middles, prime mess pork,

and bladdered lard. It is estimated that 120,000

hogs will be packed there this season.

—

Niles'

National Register.

The Ice Trade.
The American Almanac for 1840, has from

the pen of N. J. Wyeth, Esq., a very interesting

article upon the ice trade of the United States,

or rather of Boston and vicinity, where his jry

quiries have been confined. The trade we are

told was commenced in 1805, by Frederic Tudi.r,.

Esq., of Boston, who made a shipment from

Sangus to St. Pierre, Martinique, in a brig called

the Favorite, of Boston ; the speculation resulted

in a loss of §4500. He continued bis operations

until 1815 with varied success until he made a

contract with the Government of Cuba, which

proved profitable. In 1817 he extended the

trade to Charleston, next to Savannah, "and in

1820 to New Orleans. In May 1833, his operations

extended to Calcutta by a shipment in the ship

Tuscany, which was the first ever made to Cal-

cutta and the foundation of a now very profitable
'

and extended business. The increase in the

trade was small, the shipments reaching in 183J

only 4352 tons, all shipped by Mr. Tudor. The
objections of ship owners to take ice, and the

want of information as to the best means of

packing it so as to preserve it, kept the trade

small, but perseverance and ingenuity, soon re-

moved all obstacles, and in 1847, the shipments

coastwise from Boston, reached 51,887 tons,

forming part of the cargoes of forty-nine ships,

thirty-nine barks, forty-five brigs and one hun-

dred and twenty-five schooners, with a foreign

export of 22,591 tons, in twenty-one ships, twen-

ty-four barks, thirty-eight brigs and iweiys

schooners, in all 74,478 tons. The coastwise

shipments are to all the seaports, from Phila-

delphia to Galveston, Texas ; while the foreign

market includes, besides the West Indies, and

the West Coast of South America, Mauritius.,

Isle of Bourbon, Manilla, Calcutta, Madras, Bom-
bay, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Whatnpoa, Batitvia

and Liverpool.

The freights of this trade are perhaps greater

than any other in the world, inasmuch as the ar-

ticle shipped is of no value, except that incident

to labor and machinery. The freight paid on

the 74,478 tons shipped in 1847 from Boston, is

estimated at $2 50 per ton, or $186,195, and the

value of the ice $2 per ton, $146,95(5. There

were also shipped in ice from Boston, by car-

goes, of perishable materials, valued at $72,500,

which could not have been taken to market

without the ice. To all this may be added

8100,000 for profits to those engaged in the ice

trade, and we have a return to the country of

$507,651. The ice thus shipped, is the outward

cargoes of vessels seeking freights, thus enabling

them to make a profitable voyage, and at tho

same time affording this luxury to the South at

a small price.

In the early part of the ice trade, the manner

of fitting vessels was very complicated, and con-

sisted in forming an air-tight chamber inside the

hold of the vessel, filling the space between the

chamber and the ship's side with tan, shavin ss,

etc. The process is now very simple, and a lay-

er of saw-dust between the ice and the ceiling

of the ship, is the only protection. The saw-

dust used at Boston, is brought from Maine, and

no less than 4600 cords were used in 1847, at a

cost of $2 50 per cord.

The price at which ice is sold to the consumer

varies very much. At Havana, where it is a mo-

nopoly, it costs six and one-fourth cents ; at New
Orleans one-half a three cents, which has stim-

ulated the consumption to 28,000 tons in 1847,

against 2,310 in 1832. At Calcutta the price has
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not been over six cents per pound, and is now
two and one-hull' cents. The consumption of

ice in Boston mid vicinity for 1847 was 27,000

tons, costing the consumer $72,900, and yielding

a profit to seven houses which supply the mar-

ket of §18,135. The capacity of the storehouses

for ice was in 1847 equal to 141,332 tons, ex-

clusive of those at Charhstown and East Boston,

where temporary deposits are made. The sea-

son for gathering ice is very short, not over

twenty days in a good season, when the ponds

have the active appearance of a harvest field.

In 1847, ahotit $1)50 was paid daily for the ser-

vices of men, and §230 for that of horses em-
ployed to secure the crop. In the infancy of the

trade, common agricultural implements were

used to gather the ice, hut the progress of the

trade has brought into use machines as closely

adapted to ice as the spinning machines for cot-

tiTti. Horse power and machinery are now used

to scrape the accumulations of snow from the

tops of the ponds, to allow the ice to freeze thick

and solid. Machinery is also used to cut it into

blocks, to draw it to the ice house, and to slow

it nlien there. The trade is no small one, as is

shown by the statistics, and illustrates, in the

most striking manner how profitable a trade can

be created by the ingenuity of commerce from

materials that in themselves are without the

least value, hut rather an obstruction to ordinary

business.

Among the shipments from New York in Sep-

tember last, as an experiment, were a basket of

peacb.es packed in ice. They were as fresh and

as highly flavored when they reached London as

when they left New York, and this little experi-

ment, we predict will prove the beginning of a

trade by which American fruit will be sold as

readily in Paris and London as at home. Honor

to the "universal Yankee nation," who com-

menced and pushed this enterprise to its present

profit and success.—.Veic York Express.

America i.n England.—The following extract,

from a London letter in the National Intelligen-

cer, has matter in it qualified to set one a-think-

ing :—
London, Dec. 15, 1848.

It is curious to observe, on a ramble through

a lew of the principal streets of London, how
many more articles are advertised of "American"
origin than were to be met with even two years

ago. American Newtown pippins and other va-

rieties of American apples are exhibited in the

fruit-shops; every shoe shop has a display of

^American over-shoes;" " Philadelphia, Albany
and other American ales " are advertised at the

taverns and eating houses; "American biscuits"

are found in every cake shop ; "American cheese"

in the appropriate places, and "American rock-

ing chairs," "American wooden clocks," and
"American baby jumpers" have their various pla-

ces of sale. Once I saw " mint juleps and other

American drinks" advertised in a window;
there are regular agencies for the sale of" Wen-
ham ice;" there are two, if not more, regular

importers of American books, and the Ameiican
star-spangled banner floats from many a tall

mast in the crowded docks and river. This is

truly the best imaginable mode of fraternizing.

It is a profitable and pleasant exhibition to the

Old World of the rich plenty, the industry, and
the ingenuity of the New. These are the fair,

Ueligbtful flints of peace and commercial inter-

course ; the means by which civilization is

thread over the earth ; the heart of man made
better, and the head made wiser, and the human
race taught the blessings of individual freedom
and national independence.

The annual sweepings of the streets of Paris

sell for §700,000, after they are collected in the

depot for manure.

Natural Curiosity.—At the Liverpool Mer-

cury office may be seen an American clam, a

species of shell-fish similar to the English mus-

cle. Its history is singular—"Mr. Scott, a gen-

tleman residing at Huytongate, about four years

ago had some rough stones carted from the quay

at Liverpool to his garden, to form n rockery

round his fish-pond. Upon these stones several

clams have grown. The stones were brought

from Lake Ontario, and had been used for some

time as liallast in an American vessel ; they

were lying on the quay four months previous to

removal to Huyton, and remained there in a

heap for some time previous to being used. How
they obtained the moisture necessary to the

growth and nourishment of shell-fish, is a mys-

tery. There are eight or ten of the kind, and

they are in a healthy condition."

—

Liverpool Mer.

The Golden Ringlet.

Here is a little golden tress,

Of 90ft unbraided hair,

The all that's left of loveliness
That once was thought so fair;

And yet, though time hath dimm'd its sheen,
Though all beside hath fled,

I hold it here, a link between
My spirit and the dead.

Yes, from tills shining r'nglel still

A mournful inerftory springs,

That melts my heart and sends a thrill

Through all its trembling strings,

I think of her, the loved, the wept,
Upon whose forehead fair,

For eighteen years, like sunshine, slept

This golden curt of hair.

Oh, sunny Iress the joyous brow
Where thou didst lightly wave

With all thy sister tresses, now
Lies cold within the grave,

—

That cheek is of its bloom bereft;
That eye no more is gay

;

Of all hei beauties thou art left

A solitary ray.

Four years have passed, this very moon
Since last we ftndly mel ;

Four years, and yet it seems too soon
To let the heait forget-

Too soon to let lhal lovely face

From our sad thoughts depart,
And to another give the place
She held within the heart.

Her memory still rviihin my mind
Retains its sweetest power;

It is the perfume left behind,
To whisper of the flower

;

Each blossom, that in moments gone
Bound up this sunny curl,

Recalls the form, the look, the tone
Of that enchanting girl.

Her step was like an atrial rain

O'er beds of violets flung
;

Her voice the prelude to a strain,

Before the song is sung
;

Her life, 'twas like a half-blown flower,
Cosed ere the shades of even,

Her death the dawn, the blushing hour
That opes the gates of Heaven.

A single tress ! how slight a thing
To sway such magic art,

And bid each soft remembrance spring

Like blossoms in the heart.

It leads me back to days of old

—

To her 1 loved so long.

Whose locks outshone pellucid gold,

Whose lips o'eiflowed with song.

Since then, I've heard a thousand lays

From lips as sweet as hers
;

Yet when I strove to give them praise,

1 only gave the.n teats;

I could not bear, amid the throng
Where jest and laughter rung,

To hear another sing the song
That trembled on her tongue.

A single shining tress of hair

Tn bid such memories start!

But, tears are on its lustre—there

I lay it on my heart.

Oil ! when in Death's cold arms 1 sink,

Who then, with gentle enre,

Will keep for me a dark blown link—
A ringlet of my hair ?

—Louisville, Ky. Journal. Amelia.
—-^5»-

Time.—Every day is a year to a silk worm,

and has in it the four seasons. The morning is

Spring, the middle of the day Summer, the eve-

ning Autumn, the night Winter. To man, life is

a year, and a year is a day—past scenes are

generally recollected with a solemn sadness, caus-

ed by the thought that the time is gone which

will never return. Our days must be well and

profitably spent, if we would remember them

with pleasure.

From the California Star.

The City of San Francisco.

Yerba Buena, (San Francisco) the name of our

town, which means "good herb," is situated on

the sout-west side of the principal arm of San
Francisco bay, about five miles from the ocean,

on a narrow neck of land, varying from four to

ten miles in width—the narrowest place being

sixteen miles south-west of the town. It is in

latitude 37 45 N. This narrow strip of land is

about sixty miles in length, extending from the

point formed by the bay and the ocean, to the

valley of San Jose. The site of the town is

handsome and commanding— being an inclined

plane of about a mile in extent from the water's

edge, to the hills in the rear. Two points of

land—one on each side, extending into the bay

form a crescent, or small bay, in the shape of a

crescent, in front, which bears the name of the

town. These points afford a fine view of the

surrounding country—the snow-capped moun-

tains in the distance—the green valleys beneath

them—the beautiful smooth and unruffled bay

in front and on either side, at once burst upon

the eye. There is in front of the town a small

island, rising high above the surface of the bay,

about two miles long, and one wide, which is

covered the greater part of the year with the

most exuberant herbage of untrodden freshness.

This little island is about three miles from the

shore. Between it and the town is the principal

anchorage. .Here vessels of all nations rest in

safety and peace, and their flags are displayed

by the aromatic breeze. Two hundred yards

from the 6hore, there is twenty-four feet water,

and a short distance beyond that as many fath-

oms. The beach immediately in front of the

now business part of the town is shelving, but it

will no doubt in a short time be filled up and

become the most valuable part of the place.

The climate here is, in the winter, which is

the rainy season, damp and chilly. During the

balance of the year it is dry, but chilly, in conse-

quence of the continual strong winds from the

north and north-west. There is but little varia-

tion in the atmosphere throughout the year : the

thermometer ranging from fifty-five to seventy

degrees Fahrenheit. Yerba Buenai so ne of the

most healthy places on the whole coast of the

Pacific. Sickness of any kind is rarely known

among us. The salubritry of the climate— beau-

ty of the site of the town— its contiguity to the

mouth of the bay—the finest harbor on the

whole coast in front—the rich and beautiful

country around it, all conspire to render it one

of the best commercial points in the world. The

town is new, having been laid off in 1839, by

Capt. John Vioget; and notwithstanding all ihe

troubles in the country, has gradually increased

in size and importance. It now contains a pop-

ulation of about five hundred permanent citi-

zens. Two years ago there were but about two

hundred. Three miles south is the Mission Dol-

ores on Mission creek, surrounded by a small

valley of rich and beautiful land. The water

from this creek can easily he brought by means

of aqueducts to any point to supply vessels. For

the supply of the citizens the best of well water

is obtained in every part of the town, by boring

the distance of forty feet. In going south from

Yerba Buena, the traveller passes over this nar-

row neck of land ; a most delightful region, in-

terspersed with hills, \alleys and mountains—

the valleys rich and beautiful—the hills covered

with tall pines, red-wood and cedar, that have

withstood the tempests and whirlwinds of a cen-
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tury, and the mountains rising in majestic gran-

deur to the clouds. In passing out, the valley

of San Jose opens to the view in all the loveli-

ness of the climate of Italy and beauty of the

tropics.

This valley is ahout sixty miles in length, and

ten in width. The Pueblo, which means an in-

corporated town, is the principal place of busi-

ness for the valley, and is about five miles from

Santa Clara, the landing, on the bay, or as it is

termed here, " the embracadaro.'' Passing on

from here north-east, the traveller in a few hours'

ride reaches the Straits, which separate the Su-

sisiin bay, formed by the confluence of the Sac-

ramento and San Joaquin rivers, from that of

San Pablo. Here it seems that the accumulated

waters of a thousand years had suddenly rent

the opposing mountains asunder, and flowed

with tremendous force to the great bosom t)f the

deep. On the north side of the bay, from the

straits to Sousilito, is one of the finest districts

of country in all Upper California. Next to

Yerba Buena, Sousilito is the best point on the

whole bay for a commercial town. It is seven

miles n little east of north from this place, on

the opposite side of the bay, and has long been

n watering point for vessels. An attempt ha

recently been made to lay off and build up a

town at the straits, to supersede the two last

mentioned places. It will no doubt, however, be

an entire failure. San Francisco bay being the

safest and most commodious harbor on the en-

tire coast of the Pacific, some point on it must
be the great mart of the Western world. We
believe Yerba Buena is the point, commanding
as it does now, all the trade of the surroundin

country, and there being already a large amount
of capital concentrated here, The town of

Yerba Buena is called in some of the old maps
of the country, San Francisco. It is not known
by that name here, however. The town takes

its name from an herb to be found all around it,

which is said to make good tea : and possessing

excellent medicinal qualities, it is called good
herb, or Yerba Buena.

®l)c Visitor.

CONCOKD, N. H., JANUARY 31, 1849.

OyWe hope our subscribers will pardon us

for the deficiency in our editorial department in

this number of the Visitor. The editor is now
comfined with a severe attack of spasmodic asth-

ma^nd has not touched pen to paper for a num-
ber of weeks. We trust his health will be so

much improved that he will be enabled to make
the next number amply repay for the deficiency

in this.
gii _

From the New England Furnier.

Science in Agriculture.

The various sciences that aid agriculture are

comparatively new, and their application to this

department of industry is still more recent; yet

they have already thrown much light on various

subjects, and have clearly explained what before

seemed as mysteries, enabling the farmer to act

understandingly, by using the proper means to

accomplish desirable purposes. The following

articles illustrate our proposition :

—

Bone Disorder in Cows.—Some years a"o, in

the great dairy district of Cheshire, England,
the cows failed from a waste, or lading in of the

bones; and able chemists were called on to ex-

plain the cause. On analysis, they found that

milk contained a quantity of phosphate of lime,

or bone earth, and that the same substance form-

ed a large portion of the material of bones.

They also discovered that old lands became ex-

hausted of phosphate of lime, and that common
stable manures did not sufficiently supply the de-

ficiency. A cow, fed on an acre of land, for

seventy-five years, would carry off, in her milk,

one ton of phosphate of lime.

As this material became exhausted, the land

produced plants that contained but a small por-

tion only; and that being appropriated mostly to

the production of milk, the animal had not a sup-

ply to repair the natural waste of her bones
;

hence she failed, having what is now called the

bone disorder. As a remedy, bone meal and dis-

solved hones were given ; and as a preventive,

bone manure was applied to the land, and then

it produced plants for fodder that abounded in

phosphate of lime. With a renovation of the

land, the disease disappeared.

Many farmers have seen their milch cows at-

tempting to eat bones, without being aware of

the cause; and since the subject has been better

understood, bone meal is kept at agricultural

stores, as a medicine for cows that feed on old

lands and become afflicted with the bone dis

order.

The English have become well skilled in thi:

subject, and they import a vast amount of bones

from the continent of Europe, even from the bat-

tle grounds; and they also import largely fron

this country, and from those very cities around

which the lands are old, and becoming barren fo

want of the very material for manure which is

exported to foreign lands; and only a few years

since, some of the produce of this manure was
imported into this country, to supply a lack occa-

sioned for want of intelligence and energy in a

ricultural pursuits. But we arc now learning on

this, as well as other subjects, and improvements
follow. When proper machinery is in operation

for grinding bones, or the process of decomposi
tion by acids and alkalies, this valuable manure
will he used exclusively to enrich our own lands,

and aid in filling our own granaries, and keeping

our animals in healthy condition without resort

to medicine.

The following analyses show that hones are

composed largely of the phosphate of lime, and
that the same ingredient is a component part of

milk, and though but small, daily, it amounts to

a large quantity in the course of a year, as twen-
ty gallons of milk contain an ounce of phosphate
of lime

:

Composition of Bones.

Organic animal matter, (gelatine.) 33i
55i
3

3s
3d

Phosphate of lime,

Phosphate of magnesia,
Carbonate of lime,

Soda and common salt,

Chloride of calcium, 1

100
Some analyses show thirty-eight parts of

phosphate of lime, and teu parts of carbonate

of lime, in bones.

Composition of Milk.

Water, 873
Butter, 30
Cascine, 48.20
Milk sugar, 43.90
Phosphate of lime, .... 2.31

" magnesia, ... .42
" iron, .... .07

Chloride of potassium, ... 1.44
" sodium, .... .24

Soda in combination with caseiue, - - .42

1000

The Tea Plant.

In ten years we shall astonish the world by

producing tea in the United States, superior in

quality to and cheaper in cost than the tea of

China. This is no idle prediction. Already we
find it produced in large quantities and of excel*

lent flavor in Brazil ; and Mr. Junius Smith is
"

now planting the shrub in one of the southern

States with a view to its extensive cultivation.

Mr. Spencer Bonsai), of Philadelphia, has been

for some years engaged in superintending a very

extensive range of tea plantations in Assam, hav-

ing some thousands of hands employed in the

field and the factory. The success was perfect.

-

and Assam is now a tea country. This gentle-

man has returned to Philadelphia under the cer- '

tain conviction that tea can be grown here with-

out doubt or difficulty of any sort. We have

been favored with a perusal of bis notes, which
record every particular of his valuable experi-

ence, and from them we are enabled to preset*' -

.,

to our readers such a satisfactory summary as

will convince them that we need no protection

to grow our own tea. Assam is the northeast-

ernmost part of British India, lying diagonally

between 25 and 28 N. Lat. It is watered by the

Brahmapootra.

The tea plant, which, in Clrina, is a shrub,'

grows native in Assum to the height of thirty

and forty feet. But for plantation use, it is ne-

cessary to trim it, so that it shall not grow over
.

five or six feet, to place the leaves in reach of

the gatherer. With Yankees, it might be allow-

ed to glow much higher.

Green and black leas are made from the same'

plant, the difference being owing to the manner
of curing, though some leaves are allowed in

making black tea which would be rejected in

green, because of their being a little too old.

The wood of the tea bush is light colored and

close grained, and it smells, when peeled, like

the black currant. The flowers are white and

fragrant. It is very leafy. The green leaf is bit-

ter, pungent and unsavory, and its decoction'

would be any thing but palatable. The seed

consists of two to five hazel-like nuts, enclosed

in a smooth, broad capsule. The kernel is
-

white, oily and nauseous.

The tea plant is remarkably hardy, and it flour-

ishes on the high slopes of mountains, where

frost and snow prevail three months in the year!

Its favorite soil in China and also in Assam, is .

the puorest yellow sandy loam, with carbonate

of iron in analysis. Silex, 76; clay, 10; carbo- '

nate of iron, 10; water, &c ,
4— 100. No lime.

-

Planting.—Cuttings do well. But usually sev-

eral seed are, when gathered, put at once into

shallow holes four feet apart, and allowed to

grow up bush-fashion. Or it is grown in nurse-

ries and transplanted. In four or five weeks the

germ appears above ground. It grows about a

foot every year. In the third year they begin to

gather the leaves ; nipping oft' the end bud so as to

restrict its height and breadth. It is desirable to

select hill-side ground, where the sun shines

about haif the day. A good tree is expected to
"

yield—

At 3 years li oz. tea, or 187 pounds per acre.

At 4 " 2.J
" 312 " "

At 5 " 4 " 500 "

At six years, when it is in full bearing, six oz. ,-.

tea, or 750 pounds per acre.

Two thousand trees are allowed to the acre.

The tree lives to fifty years of age.

The process of manufacture consists chiefly in

oft repeated exposure of the leaves in well heat-

1
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ed iron vessels, with quick and accurate mani-

pulations, till the pungent oil is extracted from

them, and in dexterously rolling them in hall

masses, to curl the leaf as we see it. This hand
process spoils a vaM deal of it, for the least over-

toasting, or the smoking of a stray leaf, injures

.'.he flavor of the mass. Mr. Bonsall contrived a

machine to dispense with a deal of labor em-
ployed in heating the leaves between the cook-

ings, by which one boy did the work often men,

and fully as well. He feels confident that the

expensive hot-hearth process can he done with

far greater nicely by steam-heated metal plates,

.vhich would preserve the flavor of the most

delicate teas ; and circular wire screens, moving
by steam power, would sort the teas easily

enough. Tints the whole manufacture is per-

fectly adapted to machinery, and Mr. Bonsall

thinks that the best teas can be produced in this

latitude, at a cost not exceeding a shilling n

pound !

When we say the best teas we do not wish to

be understood to mean the best that we know
here. For—nota bene—we will let you into a

secret, asking pardon of our tea drinking and

chatter-exhilarating friends, for the necessity

which the conveyance of scientific information

imposes of thus letting the cat out of the sack.

Good tea, or rather real genuine tea at all, is a

commodity which, like the delicate and blushing

aurora borealis, we read of every day, but see

only once in years, and then by chance. Real

tea begets the most refined and lady-like allu-

sions to the foibles of our neighbors; while the

trash we drink gives our lea-table scandal its

proverbial harshness.

There is not a single box of tea, after all the

pains taken by the country makers, that is not

opened and extensively be-ruhbished by the Can-

ton dealers before it is allowed to get into the

hands of Christian barbarians. In our cities it

undergoes also a liberal be-Yankeefication be-

fore it reaches our tea-rooms; so that what is

real tea is the exception, and what is not tea is

the rule.

Almost every farmer in China raises his own
family ten, and thus escapes the adulteration.

Now we would earnestly recommend some of

our agricultural friends to form an association

for the cultivation and manufacture of tea, and

to secure the aid of Mr, Bonsall, whose charac-

ter is entirely free from sanguine enthusiasm,

and who is the only person in our country tho-

roughly familiar with tea culture in all its details.

The seed is easily procured ; of its adaptation to

our soil there cannot be a doubt; and of its pro-

fits there can scarcely be much fear, while the

risk of loss would in any case be trifling.

Our agricultural societies throughout the land

and the governments of every State should be

earnestly pressed to turn their attention to this

.matter, and to do whatever is in their power to

promote so useful a branch of home indus-

try.

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

Tea Cultivation IK Sodth Carolina.—Ex-
tract of a leller from Junius Smith, Esq., dated

.Geenville, S. C, December 30, 1848:

"Dear Sir— 1 should have finished setting

out my Tea plants to-day, if the weather had
been kind. J put out three cases yesterday in

fine order. Indeed, several plants were in full

Bloom, decorated with green leaves, fresh and
shining, as if growing in the Celestial Empire;
others with blossom buds just opening their

snowy breasts, panting to develop all their beau-

ties. You may therefore lell all the skeptical

that the Tea plant is in full bloom in South Car-

olina."— Charleston (S. C.) Mercury.

From the Annual Report of ilie Commissioner of Patents

The Hog Crop of the Western States.

BY M ft . CIST.

The want of ready and cheap access to for-
eign markets, led the settlers of the western
States to raising hogs and distilling whiskey, as
a convenient means of taking corn, their great
staple, in these shapes to market. To compre-
hend this subject thoroughly, a glance at the fol-

lowing table will be necessary:

Exports of Indian Corn from the United Stales for
fifty-seven years.

Total exports of corn and corn meal from the United
Slates from 1791 to 1847.

Year.

1791
1792
1793
179+
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801

1302
1803
1804
1S05
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811

1812
1813

1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1340
1841
1842
1813
1841
1815
1816
1817

Corn.
bushels.

1.713,214

1,961873
1,233.763
1,505,977
1,935.315

1,173 552
804.922

1,218,231

1 ,200,492

1 ,694,327

1,768,162
1,633,283

2,079,608

1 914,373
861,501

1 .064,263

1,018 721

249,538
522,049

1,054,252
2,790 850
2,039.998

1,486.970
61.284
830,556

1,077,614
387,454

1.079,190

1,086,762

533,741
607,677
509,098
749 031
779,297
869,644
505,381

978,661
70.492

897,666
444,109
671,312
451,230
437,174
303,449
755,781

124,791

151,276
172.321

162,306
574 279
535.727
600.308
672,608
825,282
810,184

1,826,068

17,272,815

Meal.
barrels.

351,695
263,405
189.715

241,570
512,445
540,286
254.799
211,694
231,226
338,108
919,353
266.816
133.606

111,327
116,131

108 342
136,41.0

30,813
57,260
86,744
147,426
90,810
52,521

26.438
72.634
89.119
106,763
120,021
135,271

146,318
131,669
148,228
141,505

172.723
137,225
158,652
131.041

174,639
173,775
154 301
207,604
146,710
146,673
149,609
166,782
140.917

159,435
171,843
165,672
206 063
232 234
209,190
174,252
247.8S2
269 030
298,790
945 035

This table is published in this connection to

show how small a proportion of the crop of this,

ihe most important of all our cereal products,
finds iis way in the shape of grain and meal to

foreign countries. This will be rendered appa-
rent by the returns of the corn crop of the Uni-
ted States. This was by the census of 1840,

377,531,857 bushels. The patent oflice report

estimates the crop of 1845, at 450,000.000
bushels.

The crop of 1840, as far as can be ascertained,

appears to have exceeded 500,000,000 bushels.

The present crop— 1847, is not yet gathered, but

from the extent of ground cultivated in this arti-

cle, the present year under the late stimulus of
high prices and a demand limited only by the

means of getting it to our seaports, and with the

advantage of weather uncommonly favorable

alike to its growth and ripening, not less than

700,000,000 bushels may be expected as the

yield of the United States for the present year.

The corn raised ill reference to the whiskey
market is independent of that which is feil to

hogs, no price that can be paid by the distillers

affording adequate remuneration to growers of
corn who have to transport it far- by land car-

riage.

Cincinnati being the business centre of an
immense coru-growing and hog-raising region,

is in fact the principal pork market in the United
States, and without even the exceptions of Cork
or Belfast, Ireland, the largest in the world.
The business of putting up pork here for dis-

tant markets, is of some twenty-six years' stand-
ing, but it is only since 1833, that it has sprung
into much importance.
The following table furnishes a list of hogs

put up each year since, including that of 1833,
and the prices at which the market opened.
The season begins in November and ends in
March. Each year refers to that in which busi-
ness closed.

Table—A.
Year. Number of Hogs. Price
1833 85,000
1834 123,000
1835 162,000
1836 123,000 CC ,
1337 103 000 6 a
1833 182.000 3 50 a
1339 199,000 5 50 a
1840 95,000 3 a
1841 160,000 3 50 a
1842 220,000 2 00 a
1843 250,000 1 62 a
1844 240,000 2 25 a
1845 213.000 2 50 a
•846 287,000 4 00 a
1847 25,000 2 70 a

Table—B.
The hogs packed in Ohio in

'?««"« 560 000
\*% 450000

5^ ,
4«.M>0

lb*7 325,000

Of which aggregate Cincinnati packed in

'8ff 43 per cent.^ 47 per cent.

J8« 68 per cent.
•847 70 ,,er cent.

The entire packing of the West for three years
may be divided as follows:

Table-C.

C25
7
4
G

350
3 75
250
2 00
2 65
2 70
425
2 80

Missouri,
Tennessee,
Kentucky,
Illinois,

Indiana,
Ohio,'

1844
16 000
16,000

91,000
136.709
257,414
560,748

1845
31,700
1,500

83,800
67 964

147,420
445,533

8,850

1846
70 898
42 975

215,125
68,120

251,236
420.833
18,675

Minor points, 1,200

The hogs raised for this market, are generally
a cross of Irish Grazier, Byfield, Berkshire, Russia
and China, in such proportions as to unite the
qualifications of size, tendency to fat and beauty
of shape to the hams. They are driven in at
the age of from eleven to eighteen months old,
in general, although a few reach greater ages.
The hogs run in the woods until within five" or
six weeks of killing time, when they are turned
into the corn fields to fatten. If the acorns and
beach nuts are abundant they require less corn,
but the flesh and fat although hardened by the
corn is not as firm as when they are turned into
the corn fields, in a less thriving condition dur-
ing years when mast as it is called is less abun-
dant.

From the 8th to the 10th of November, the
pork season begins and the hogs are sold by the
farmers direct to the packers, when the quantity
they own justifies it. Some of these farmers
drive in one season, as high as one thousand
head of hogs into their fields. From an hun-
dred and fifty to three hundred are more com-
mon numbers, however, where less than an hun-
dred are owned, they are bought up by drovers
until a sufficient number is gathered for a drove.
The hogs are driven into pens adjacent to the re-
spective slaughter houses. As soon after the
drover or farmer sells to the packer, the hogs are
put into small pens where they are crowded as
thick as they can stand, and a hand walks over
the drove knocking them on the head success-
ively, with a two-pointed hammer adapted to
Ihe purpose. They are then dragged out by
hooks into the sticking room, where their throats
are cut, the blood passing through a drain or
sewer below into large tanks prepared to receive
it. The blood is saved to be sold together with
the hoofs and hair, to the manufacturers of prus-
siate of potash and prussian blue. Adjacent to
the sticking room, are the scalding troughs
which are heated by steam. These troughs are
of one thousand gallons capacity each. After

* Five minor points in this State not ascertained and
included in this list, are supplied by estimate in tnble B
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being scalded the hogs are tossed by machinery

on to a log bench, as many persons getting to

work on a hog as can get round it. One cleans

out the ear, which work must he done while the

hog is reeking with steam, others pull off the

bristles and hair which are thrown on the floor,

others again scrape the animal. When these

operations are through, his hind legs are stretch-

ed open with a stick called a gamhril, and the

bog is borne off by three men, two of whom
carry the front part on their crossed hands and

the other seizes the gamhril by which he carries

to the proper place and slings the hog to a hook
which suspends him from the floor. Here the

animal falls into the bands of the gutter, who
tears out the insides, stripping at the rate of

three hogs to the minute. The slaughter houses

of Cincinnati are in the outskirts of the city, are

ten in number, and fifty by one hundred and

thirty feet each in extent, the frames being

boarded up with moveable lattice work at the

sides which is kept open to admit air in the ord-

inary temperature, but is shut up during the in-

tense cold which occasionally attends the pack-

ing season, so that hogs shall not be frozen so

stiff that it cannot be cut up to advantage.

These establishments employ each, as high as

one hundred hands selected for this business,

which requires both strength and activity, and
always commands high wages.

The slaughterers formerly got the gut fat for

the whole of the labor thus described, wagoning
the hogs more than a mile to the pork houses

free of expense to the owners. Every year,

however, enhances the value of the perquisites,

such as the fat, heart, liver, &c, for food, and
the hoofs, hair, &c, for manufacturing purposes.

For the last two years from ten to twenty-five

cents per hog have been paid as a bonus for the

privilege of killing.

The hauling of the hogs from the slaughter

house to the packers, is itself a large business,

employing fully fifty of the largest class of wag-
ons, each loading from sixty to one hundred and
ten hogs at a load.

The hogs are taken into the pork houses from the

wagons and piled up in rows as high as possible.

These piles are generally close to the scales.

Another set of bands carry them to the scales,

where they are usually weighed singly for the

advantage of the draft. They are taken hence
to the blocks, where the head and feet are first

struck off, each blow needing no repetition. The
hog is then cloven into three parts, separating

the bam and shoulder ends from the middle.
These are again divided into single hams, shoul-

ders, and sides. The leaf is then torn out, and
every piece is distributed with the exactness and
regularity of machinery, to its appropriate pile.

The tender loins, usually two pounds to the liog,

are sold to the manufacturer of sausages.

The bog thus cut up into shoulders, hams, and
middlings, undergoes further trimming to gel the

first two articles in proper shape. The size of

the bams and shoulders varies with their appro-
priate markets, and with the price of lard,

which, when high, tempts the putter up of pork
to trim very close, and indeed to render the en-
tire shoulder into lard. If the pork is intended
to be s: ipped off in bulk, or for the smoke
house, it is piled up in vast masses, covered with

fine salt in the proportion of fifty pounds salt to

two hundred pounds weight of meat. If other-

wise, the meat is parked away ill barrels with
coarse and fine salt in due proportions—no more
of the latter being employed than the meat will

require for immediate absorption, and the coarse
salt remaining in the barrel to renew the pickle

whose strength is withdrawn by the meat in

process of time.

The different classes of cured pork, packed in

barrels, are made up of the different sizes and
conditions of hogs—the finest and fattest making
clear and mess pork, while the residue is put up
into prime pork or bacon. The inspection laws
require that clear pork shall be put up of the
sides with the ribs out. It takes the largest class
of bogs to receive this brand. Mess pork— all

sides, with two rumps to the barrel. Prime—for
this, pork of lighter weight will suffice. Two
shoulders, two jowls, and sides enough to fill the
barrel, make the contents. Two hundred pounds
of meat is required by the inspector, but one
hundred and ninety-six pounds, packed here, it

is ascertained, will weigh out more than the

former quantity in the eastern or southern mar-
kets.

The mess pork is used for the commercial
marine ami the United States navy. This last

class, again, is put up somewhat differently, by

specifications made out lor the purpose. The
prime is packed for ship use and the southern

markets. The clear pork goes out to the cod

and mackerel fisheries. The New Engenders,
in the line of pickled pork, buy nothing short of

the best.

Bulk pork is that which is intended for im-
mediate use or for smoking. The former class

is sent off in fiat boats for the lower Mississippi.

It forms no important element of the whole, the

great mass being sent into the smoke houses,

each of which will cure a hundred and seventy-

five thousand to five bundled thousand pounds
at a time. Here the bacon, as far as possible, is

kept until it is actually wanted for shipment,
when it is packed in hogsheads containing from
eight to nine hundred pounds, the hams, sides

and shoulders put up each by themselves. The
bacon is sold to the iron manufacturing regions

of Pennsylvania, Kentucky and Ohio—to the

fisheries of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia,

and to the coast or Mississippi region above New
Orleans. Large quantities are disposed of also

for the consumption of the Atlantic cities. Flat

boats leave here about the first of July, and they
all take down more or less bacon for the coast

trade.

For the purpose of further illustrating the

business 1 have been describing, I shall take the

operations of the present season, J847-18-I8, al-

though the quantity of hogs which will be put
up here cannot he ascertained with exactness lor

some weeks yet. There is little doubt that an
estimate of four hundred and twenty thousand,

by far the largest quantity ever yet put up in

Cincinnati, will not be beyond the actual fact.

This increase partly results from the growing
importance of the ciiy as a great hog market, for

reasons which will be made apparent in a later

page, but more particularly to the vast enlarge-

ment in number and improved condition of hogs
throughout the West, consequent in this year's

unprecedented harvest of corn. What this in-

crease is may he inferred from the official regis-

ters of the hogs of Ohio, returned to the auditor

of State as subject to taxation, being all those of

and over six months of age. These were one
million seven hundred anil fifty thousand, being
an excess of twenty-five per cent., or three hun-
dred and fifty thousand hogs, over those of the

previous year. Those of Kentucky, whence
come most of our largest hogs, as well as a con-
siderable share of our supplies in this article,

will exhibit a proportionate increase, while the

number in Indiana and Illinois must greatly ex-

ceed this ratio of progress.

If there be four hundred and twenty thousand
bogs cut up here during the present season, the

product in the manufactured article will he

—

150,000 barrels of pork,

21,000,000 pounds of bacon,

13,800,000 pounds of lard.

These are the products thus far of the pork
houses' operations alone. That is to say, the ar-

ticles thus referred to are put up in these estab-

lishments, from the hams, shoulders, sides, leaf

lard, and a small portion of ihe jowls—the resi-

due of the carcases, which are taken to the pork
houses, leaving them lo enter elsewhere into

other departments of manufacture. The relative

proportions in weight of bacon and lard rest up-
on probabilities. An unexpected demand and
advance in price of lard would greatly reduce
the disparity if not invert the proportion of these

two articles. A change in the prospects of the

value of pickled pork, during the progress of
packing, would also reduce or increase the pro-

portion of barrelled pork to the bacon and lard.

The lard made here is exported in packages
for the Havana market, where, besides being ex-

tensively used, as in the United States, for cook-
ing, it answers the purpose to which butter is

applied in this country. It is shipped to the At-
lantic markets also, for local use as well as for

export to England and France, either in the

shape it leaves this market Of in lard oil, large

quantities of- which are manufactured at the

East.

There is one establishment here, which, be-

sides pulling up hams, &c, extensively, is en-
gaged in extracting the grease from Ihe rest of
Ihe hog. This will probably the present year
operate upon thirty thousand liogs. It has seven
large circular tanks—six of capacity lo hold each
fifteen thousand pounds, and one to hold six

thousand pounds— all gross. These receive ihe*
'

eulire carcase will) the exception of the hams,
and the mass is subjected to steam process iir-..

tier a pressure of seventy pounds to ihe square
inch, ihe effect of which operation is lo reduce.!
Ihe whole to one consistence, and every hone to

ponder, The fat is drawn off by cocks, and the
residuum, a mere earlhy subsiance, as far as
made use of, is taken away for manure. He-
sides the hogs which reach this factory in entire

carcases, the great mass of heads, ribs, back
bones, tail pieces, feet, and other trimmings of"

the hogs, cut up at different pork bouses, are
subjected to the same process, in order to ex- I

tract every particle of grease. This concern
alone will turn out this season three million six-

himdred thousand pounds lard, five-sixihs of
which is No. 1. Nothing can surpass the purity >

and beauty of this lard, which is refined as well

as made under steam processes. Six hundred,
hogs per day pass through these tanks one day
with another.

I come now to the manufacture of lard oil,

which is accomplished by divesting the lard of
one. of its constituent parts— siearine. There
are probably thirty laid oil factories here on a
scale of more or less importance. The largest"

of these, whose operations are probably more
extensive than any other in the United Slates,"

has manufactured heretofore into lard oil and
stearine, one hundred and forty thousand pounds
monthly all ihe year round. The great increase
of hogs for the present season will probably en-'

large that business ibis year fifty per cent.

Eleven million pounds of lard will be run in-

to lard oil this year, two-sevenths of which ag-
gregate will make stearine, Ihe residue lard u\,\
or in oilier words, Iwenty-four thousand barrels

of lard oil, of forty to forty-two gallons each.-

The oil is exported lo the Atlantic cilies and for-

eign countries. Much the larger share of this is

of inferior lard made of mast-fed and still-fed

bogs, and the material, to a great extent, comes
from a distance, making no pari of these tables.

Lard oil, besides being sold for what it actually

is, enters largely in ihe eastern cities into the

adulteration of sperm oil, and in France serves
lo re luce ihe cosl of (dive oil. The skill of the»-

French chemists enables them to incorporate
from sixty live to seventy per cent, of lard oil

with that of the olive. The presence of lard oil

can be detected, however, by a deposit of stear- ,

hie, small portions of which always remain with
that article, and will be found at the bottom of
the bollle.

I now come to the star candles, made of the

siearine expressed bom the lard in the manufac-
ture of lard oil. The siearine is subjected to

hydraulic pressure, by which three-eighths of it

is discharged as an impure oleiue. This last is

employed in the manufacture, of soap. Three
million pounds of siearine at leasl, have been
made, ill one year, inlo star candles and soap in

these factories, and they are prepared lo manu-
facture six thousand pull nils candles per average •

day throughout the whole year. The manufac-
ture of this year will probably approach that

,

amount, as Ihe present supply promises the raw
material in abundance.
From ihe slaughterers the offal capable of

producing grease goes to another description of
grease extractors, where are also taken hogs dy-

ing of disease or by accident, and meat that is

spoiling through unfavorable weather or want of
care. The grease tried out here goes into the

soap manufacture. Lard grease is computed
to form eighty per cent, of all the fat used iu ihe

making of soap. Of the ordinary sonp one linn- .

(bed thousand pounds are made weekly, equal

at four cents per pound lo two hundred thousand
dollars per annum. This is exclusive of the

finer soaps, and of soft soap, which are probably

worth twenty-five per cent. more.

Glue to an inconsiderable amount is made of
the hoofs of the hogs.

At the rear of these operations comes bristle

dressing for the Atlantic markets. This busi-
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ness employs one hundred hands, mid affords u

product of fifty-five thousand dollars.

Lust of all is the disposition of what cannot
be used for other purposes, the hair, hoofs and
other offal. These are employed in the manu-
facture of prussiate of potaah, to the prodtiet of

which also contributes the cracklings or residu-

um left on expressing the lard. The prussiate

of potash is used extensively in the print facto-

ries of New England, for coloring purposes.

The blood of the hoys is manufactured into

prussian bine.

A brief recapitulation of the various manufac-
tures out of the hog at this point, present

:

Table-D.
150 CXI barrels of pnrk.

21.000,000 pounds of bacon.
13.S00 000 pounds No 1 lard.

1.000 000 gallons nl lard oil.

I,li7o.000 pounds of star candles.

5 200 000 " of bar soap.

7.800.000 " of fancj and soft soaps.

50.000 " ol prussiatQ of potash.

Four hundred and twenty thousand hosrs ave-

rage, including seven pounds gut tat to each,

eighty-four million pounds as the carcase weight
when dressed. This is distributed as follows;

Table-E.
150.000 barrels pnrk— 196 pounds net 29 400.000 lbs.

Bacon 21.000,000 '

Number one or leaf lard J3.SOO.000 "

Lard or g-ease run into lard oil. sleanne
and soap oleme 5,000 000 "

inferior grease Tor soap l.OUO.OOO "

Evaporation, shrinkage, waste cracklings
and otfal lor manure 13,800 000 "

84,000,000 lbs.

The value of all this depends of course on
the foreign demand. Last year the pork, bacon,

lard, lard oil, star candles, soap, bristles, &c, ex-

ceed six millions of dollars in value. This year

it will probably reach eight millions. But for

the reduced prices which a greatly increased

product must create it would far exceed that

value.

The buildings in which the pork is put up, are

of great extent ami capacity, ami in every part

thoroughly arranged for the business. They
generally extend from street to street, so as to

enable one set of operations to be carried on
without interfering with another. There are

thirty of these establishments besides a number
of minor importance.

The stranger here during the packing and es-

pecially the forwarding season of the article, be-

comes hew ihh.-red in the attempt to keep up with

the eye and the memory the various ami succes-

sive processes lie has witnessed, in following the

several stages of pulling the hog into its final

marketable shape, and in surveying llie appa-
rently interminable rows of' drays which at that

period occupy the main avenues to the river in

continuous lines going and returning, a mile or

more in length, excluding every other use of

those streets, from daylight to dark. Nor is his

wonder lessened when he surveys the immense
quantity of hogsheads of bacon, barrels of pork,

and kegs of lard for which room cannot be found

on the pork house floors, extensive as they are

and which are therefore, spread over the public

lauding and block up every vacant space on the

side walks, the public streets and even adjacent

lots otherwise vacant.

It may appear remarkable, in considering the

facilities tor putting up pork which many other

points in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky
possess in their greater contiguity to the neigh-

borhoods which produce the hogs and oilier ad-

vantages which are palpable, that so large nil

nmoiiirt of this business is engrossed in Cincin-

nati. It must he observed, however, that the

raw material in this business (the hog) consti-

tutes sixty per cent, of the value when ready for

sale, and being always paid for in ensb, such

heavy disbursements an- required in huge sums,

and at a day's notice, that the cssary capital

is not readily obtainable elsewhere in the West.

Nor in an article, which in the process of curing

runs great risks in sudden changes of weather,

can the packer protect himself, except win-re

there are ample means in extensive supplies of

salt, and any necessary force of coopers or la-

borers, to put on in case of emergency or disap-

pointment in previous arrangements. More than

all, the facilities of turning to account in various

manufactures, or us articles of food in a popu-
lous community, what cannot be disposed of lo

profit elsewhere, renders hogs to the Cincinnati
packer worth at least five per cent, more than
they will command ut any other point in the
.Mississippi valley.

Asa specimen of the amazing activity which
characterizes nil the details of packing, cutting,
&.C., here it may he stated, that two hands in one
of our pork houses, in less than thirteen hours,
I'lit up eight hundred and fifty hogs, averaging
over two hundred pounds each, two others plac-

ing them on the blocks for the purpose. All
these hogs were weighed singly on the scales, in

the course of eleven hours. Another hand trim-
med the hams, (seventeen hundred pieces,) in

Cincinnati style, as last as they were separated
from the carcases. The hoys were thus cut tip

and disposed of at the rate of more than one
to the minute.

The price of pickled pork in the eastern mar-
kets varies greatly, as may he seen by tlfe follow-
ing table ol prices in New York, during the hist

twenty-four yeurs:

Table—P.

Average price per year.

Year. Mess. Pickled. Year. Mess. Pickled.
1823 #13 31 S'J 73 1836 S23 13 «I7 65
1821 13 73 10 32 1837 21 66 15 99
1825 13 83 10 22 1833 21117 16 3)
1826 11 55 7 84 1839 49 32 15 72
1827 lo 21 8 62 1840 15 07 12 il'i

1828 13 71 10 06 161-1 1 1 36 9 48
I--'.' 12 79 10 21 Iti42 9.7 7 23
1830 13 64 9 .7 1843 10 32 9 59
1831 14 30 11 13 1814 9 28 7 39
1882 13 77 11 22 1345 12 13 9 51
1333 14 97 1153 1846 10 50 8 78
1831 14 29 10 21 1347 15 00 J2 58
1835 16 96 13 08 .

Those who are cognizant to the importance of
the domestic market will not be surprised lo

learn by the table of our exports of pork to

foreign countries, the small proportion it forms
to the quantity packed. The following is the
export table for the last sixteen years

:

Table—G.
Year.
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Steam Navigation.

The present great increase of personal inter-

course between the people of different nations,

is the result of different applications of the

steam engine. Many who look upon splendid

steamers, forget that they are the result of a dif-

ferent application of the steam engine from that

of the locomotive. It is true that the difference

is great, hut still there is a similitude. It is the

steam engine that may he called the great civil-

izer of the present age. The application of the

steam engine to navigation has created a perfect

revolution in commerce already, although it is as

yet hut in its infancy. The origin of applying

steam to propel vessels is claimed by many.

Pap'm, in 1G90, proposed to propel boats by racks

and pinions with pistons working in steam cylin-

ders. This was undoubtedly the first steamboat,

although Spain claims that invention as hers in

the person of one Blasco de Garey, who exhibit-

ed his steamboat before Charles V., in 1543, at

Barcelona. The first patent for a steamboat was

granted to Jonathan Hulls, of London, in 1736.

He constructed a boat and the experiments were

very fair, but he met with much opposition and

abandoned the project. His method of propul-

sion was by a wheel at the stern. In 1786, Fitch

and Rumsey of this country, made some very

promising experiments, but from the great im-

perfections of their engines, their schemes were

abandoned. It was not until James Walt had

greatly improved the steam engine that it was

successfully applied to navigation, and it was

one of his engines that Fulton applied to propel

his ever-lo-be-remembered " Clermont," in 1807.

Previous to this, Messrs. Miller, Symington and

Taylor constructed a boat on the Forth and

Clyde Canal, Scotland, which went at the rate of

five miles ail hour, an account of which was

published in the newspapers of that period, but

that boat was laid aside for eighteen years—the

period when Fulton successfully ancLpermanent-

)y established navigation by steam. Some have

endeavored to make light of Fulton's claims to

this invention, but we must remember that it is

he alone who brings an invention into successful

operation who is entitled to the reward. It was

not until 1812 thai Great Britain again attempted

steam navigation. This was done by Henry Bell of

Glasgow, with a boat of twenty-five tons, named

the Comet. It was perfectly successful, and

fiom that day to this steam navigation has in-

creased and improved, and never been suspend-

ed in Britain, while in this country it is older by

at least five years. It is somewhat singular that

New York in America and Glasgow in Scotland,

still maintain a supremacy over other places for

steam-ship building— the first impulse seems

still to be felt. The first line of steamboats ever

established between tuo distant seaports was by

David Napier, uncle to the engineer who has fit-

ted up all lite engines of the Cunai'd line; this

was in 1818, and to this fact of steamboat en-

gine building having been so long in the Napier

family, may be attributed the facilities at com-

mand and the experience to guide w hich have

raised the name of Robert Napier to such emi-

nence as an engineer.

About twenty years ago it was a common
opinion among seafaring men that " steamboats

might do very well for navigating rivers, but nev-

er for crossing the ocean." This idea seems

strange lo us now, but all men are apt lo doubt

new projects. What would Fulton himself now

say to sen the Washington, the Hermann and the

United States making the passage to England in

twelve days, and a weekly communication kept

by steam between the United States and Britain ?

Perhaps it is not too much to predict that in fifty

years from this period, mere sailing vessels will

scarcely he known on the Atlantic, and for fifty

dollars any citizen will be able to go and visit

London and return to New York. Far greater

wonders than these have been accomplished dur-

ing the last fifty years. The people of Scotland

have erected a monument to Henry Bell at the

place to which his first steamboat made her first

trip. It is a neat pile with the inscription, "To

Henry Bell/' It stands upon the ruins of the

old Roman wall that divided the dominions of

the then mistress of the world from those of the

fierce and uncowpiercd Caledonian— it is a ro-

mantic spot. We hope yet to see as suitable and

a still more noble monument erected to Robert

Fulton.

—

Scientific American.

From the Boston Cultivator.

A Persian Tale.

One day :i fair and blooming maid,

In all celestial charms arrayed,

With perfect form, enchanting smile,

C.tird at a poor man's house awhile.

The house that hour, lo hts surprise,

Became a palace in his eyes

He woo'il her much lo be hts own :

She smil'd. but was not to be won :

''For 1 have many friends to view

Each day,'' she said," as well as you."
But so indulgent was her care,

She seein'd to be forever there.

She call'd at morn, she call'd at night,

And all immediately weni right.

i\o pain or sorrow durst invade

The house where she her visit paid.

'Twas rapture all —The riding sun
Smil'd on ihe scene of joys begun

;

The conscious moon, with eye serene,

Beheld the same continued scene.

Some months of this sweet dream had past,

The poor man saw his Iriend, at last.

With wings he never spied before,

Approach, but enter noi his door.

She Epread her wings, prepared to fly,

'My Iriend," she stud, and seem'd to sigh,

'Adieu ! 1 grieve to check your mirth
;

But we musi meet no more on earth."

Kent to the heav'nly vision low.

In vain he wepi and told his woe.
"One" she replied, "I must obey,

Commands my flight—forbids my stay;

BuL lest, will) unavailing pain,

You try to find me out again,

What, yet, you have not known, I'll tell,

Jio'.h who I am, and where I dwell."

''Ah \" cried the swain, " 'tis well I guess
Your name, bright maid, is Happiness."
She smil'd assent: 'Know ihen my plan

—

I make oo fitc'U abode wilh man.
Invited and adored by all,

On some like you 1 deign to call.

But if you would not for me roam,
JTis you must seek my nalive home,
To mortals lent, hut never given,

I visit here—my home is Heaven."
B. VV.

The School Teacher's Soliloquy.

Botanical Curiosities.

The Hot Houses attached to the National In-

stitute, where are deposited the botanical treas-

ures collected by the Exploring Expedition, are

under the superintendence of Mr. W. D. Brack-

enridge, who was the Botanist of the Exploring

Expedition, and by whose especial care many of

the plants were transplanted from the remotest

corners of the earth to the city of Washington.

The collection at the present lime embraces

somewhere about eighteen hundred species.

Generally speaking, they seem to be in a healthy

and flourishing condition, and many of them are

now in full bloom and glory. K has been sug-

gested to us, however, that the plants are too

closely crowded together, and that there is ereat

need of additional buildings, where the larger

specimens might be fully developed.

Our object, however, on the present occasion,

is merely lo gratify the curiosity of our readers,

by giving them the names of some of the

more cutious plants to be seen in the Institute

Hot Houses. In the first place, then, we would

mention the New Zealand Flax, which the Eng-

lish at New South Wales are in the habit of

using for the manufacture of a superior quality

of cordage. Of the Aloe, there are to be fcund

here between forty and fifty species, brought

from the different portions of the world ; the dis-

play of Cacti is exceedingly rich, the species

and varieties numbering near one hundred and

fifty; beautiful .Miammosas are here, not only

from New Holland, but also from Mexico; also,

three or four specimens of the singular Banksia,

which derives its name from the celebrated Sir

Joseph Batiks. Rich specimens of the Pitcher

Plant, from the East Indies, are also to be seen

here; one plant of the Zetnia, or Hottentot

Bread ; air plants from Mexico ami Brazil

;

strange looking flowers from China, such as the

Chinese Lady's Slipper ; together with luxuriant

specimens of the Green anil Black Tea, the Cin-

namon, Chocolate, and Black Pepper. There is

also to be seen here, a small Pine tree, which

Mr. Brackenridge plucked with his own hand

from one of those mountains in California from

which uncounted gold is now being extracted, ac-

cording to the rumors of the present hour. Up-

on the whole, the Floral treasures of our Gov-

ernment are really very valuable, and we hardly

knew of a place in the Metropolis where our

readers can spend a more agreeable or profitable

hour.

—

Washington A'alional Intelligencer.

Weary and alone the teacher stood
;

The wish of his heart was to do good.

He spoke not a wotd, but sick at heart,

Was wondering why Ihere did not start,

Parents, indulgent, and make it a rule,

One day ill a Icrm lo visit Ins school.

'"Can parents forget their child," he said,

» "And endure lo hear him cry lor bread.

And will they not see what kind of lood,

Milk, meat or fruit, is for his good I

And if ho is sick, needing their care,

Leave they the room while the doctor's there 7

If, that the body may better grow,
They carefully watch what they should do.

To heller Ihe mind, and give it power
Thai will fail it not in trial's dark hour V
By nature, the mind is weak and low,

And e'er it is strong, niusl much undergo.

The teacher 'e the doctor employed to cure
The mind so perfect 'Iwill ever endure.
And yet I lie parents have not a care

—

Deem it sufficient— the doctor is there.

O ! w lien win patents try. all, to find

Enough of leisure for the young mind !

-Fowle's Teacher's Institute.

fX/
53 Charcoal, ground to powder, is one of the

best things ever discovered to clean knives. This

is a late and valuable discovery.

Mackerel Fisheries of Cape An.n.—During

the year 1848, there were caught by the vessels

from Cape Ann, sixty-one thousand two hundred

and fifty barrels of Mackerel, viz: From the port

of Gloucester, 44,810 barrels; Annisquam, 8,690

barrels; Rock port, 7,750 barrels. This is a much

larger quantity than ever caught before by the

Cape Ann vessels, yet in consequence of the ve-

ry low prices and the poor quality of ihe fish,

the business resulted in loss to those engaged in

it. Many of the vessels from Gloucester at the

end of the season could not meet their bills.

The prices of mackerel have lately improved at

the markets of New York and Boston.

Steam Power.—The whole number of steam

engines employed at the coal mines of Schuylkill

co.,Pa., is one hundred and forty-two,whose aggre-

gate power is equal to that of four thousand five

hundred horses. At the estimate of ten men to

a horse power, they perform the labor of forty-

five thousand men.— TV/wiV/V (Pa.) Journal.



A Chapter on Pigs.

Diving Pigs.—The following scientific piece of

information, says the editor of the Pottsville (Pa.)

Emporium, "wa* recently published in the American
Zoological Journal." It evidently shows that there

are great things going on in the world vet—greater,

even than any geologist can boast of in all the terres

trial transformations by ancient fire and water. But

to our talo and the Pottsville pigs, which no doubt

are of the Irish duck progency that .Nancy Mctira h.id

so much difficulty in learning to swim.

The writer after speaking of the greatest changes

which occur in the physical character of animals, con-

sequent upon change of situation, very seriously de

scribes a new race of "web-looted" pigs, to be

found in Pottsville, as follows :

—

The diving pigs which exist in the interior of Penn-
sylvania are remarkable. The town of Pottsville is

situated at the point where the Norwegian creek

empties into the river Schuylkill. The creek is a rapid

stream but the river, where the creek enters is ren-

dered deep and sluggish by a dam below. The butch-

ers of the town reside along the creek and are in the

habit of throwing their offal into the stream which is

washed into the river. A large number of Irish labor-

ers live near the river, keeping as is customary with

them, many pigs. These obtain their subsistence

chiefly by diving for the offal at the bottom of the riv-

er, here about ten feet deep. A particular race of

pigs called "Divers," has been bred- in the place,

differing from others in the fact that they are web-

footed and are remarkable for their ability to dive and

for the length of time that they can remain under wa-

ter. Their power in this way seems to increase with

age. One male of two years of age was observed to

remain under water more than thirty minutes; young-

er pigs ten, fifteen and twenty minutes. An ordinary

pig is drowned in less than one minute as is ascer-

tained by experiment. The peculiarities of the div-

ing pigs are supposed to result from long practice and

physical change transmitted and increased from gene-

ration to generation. The reason why they remain

so long under water is, that they may there devour

their food, which is in danger of being taken from

them by other pigs which frequent the shore. The
young of this amphibious breed take to the water

with great alacrity at an early age and soon learn to

dive. Nor do they strike their throats with their fore

feet in swimming as do others of the race, by which

they frequently destroy theft* lives. These singular

facts relating to this peculiar breed of pigs show in

a striking manner the ability of nature to adapt herself

to peculiar circumstances, and throws some light on

the origin of the many varieties of the different spe-

cies of animals.
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A Pig Story!—Do snakes hiss—has been a mooted

question, do ducks swim—has been another, the last

is do pigs reason, and by the following incident told

us a few days ago we should think they did :

There are certain persons in this city who have

dogs who will carry their marketing home, thus re-

lieving them from the necessity of returning home in

the morning. Such a dog was returning home, the

other day, with a basket in which were potatoes, tur-

nips, a little meat,- and a can of butter. A hungry

looking pig beset him on his way home. His lirst at-

tempt was to take the whole, but in this he failed, for

the dog, setting down the basket, took him by the ear.

His next was to run against the basket, and tip the

contents out. In this he so far succeeded as to grab

a potato, when the dog, dropping the basket, made

at him. The pig, true to his intent, led the dog off on

a short detour and turning suddenly dashed at the

basket, upsetting it in his hurried career. Nothing

was now left to the dog but to stand guard over the

ruins, but this was no easy job. Grunting with evi-

dent satisfaction, the pig approached the heap; and

now commenced the battle. The pig seized the but-

ter box by the handle and started with it; the cover

came oil' and the butter rolled out in the street. Drop-
ping the now empty box he started for the heap and
took the steak, which lay exposed, bearing it off in tri-

umph. At this moment one who knew the dog ap-

proached and relieved him from the unequal con-
test, lie picked up the fragments excepting the steak

and butter, and putting them in the' basket, went
home with the dog to explain the scene—leaving the

pig to enjoy the buttered steak.

—

Boston Aurora
Borenlis.

Coal Trade in Pennsylvania.—The Potts-
ville Journal, in reference to the business of the
yew just past, says: "To tlieni (the operatives)
the last year's business has been disastrous in
the extreme. At least $200,000 have been sunk
in the trade this year in Schuylkill county, and
in the opinion of many the amount is greater."

Coal Trade.— Official return of Coal sent
from the anthracite region of Pennsylvania to

market during the year 1848:

1847.

Schuylkill \
C«?al 1360081

J
} Railroad 222/193

Swatara 67,457

1848.

121(5.233

434,852

01,530

1650,831 1712,615
Lehigh 643,973 680,740
Lackawanna 388,203 437,500
Wilkesbarre 284,398 237,721

2967,405 3068,132

2967,405

Increase— tons 100 727
In 1846-2,331,013 tons.—Mies' Register.

'

Iron for Ruilding.—The introduction of iron

fur the first story of stores, is becoming very
common. But an entire front is a new thing in

this city. At the corner of Centre and Duane
streets, a large edifice is going up with a front

on each street, entirely of cast iron. Judging
from the appearance of what has already been
put up, and the mode of doing it, there can be
nothing to compare with it in point of durability,

and even beauty. Its economy, the builder can
best determine.— .V. 1". Journal Commerce.

Honor to the Toiling Hand.

All honor to the toiling hnnd,
Or in the field or mine;

Or by the harnessed fire or steam.
Or on the heaving brine.

Whatever loom, or barque, or plough,
Hath wrought to bless our land

;

Or given around—above—below,
We owe the toiling hand.
Then honor—honor to the toiling hand !

In battles with the elements,
It breaks the stubborn sward

;

It rings the forge—the shuttle throws
And shapes ihe social bn ird.

It Conquers clime— il stems ihe wave

—

And bears from every strand
The sweetest, best of all we have,

Gifts of the toiling hand.
Then honor— lienor to the toiling hand I

A Daring Exploit.— Win. Coulter and a Mr.
Btirtlebnugh were following the trucks of a deer,
about ten miles north of this place, on Friday,
the 12th insl.; they soon came to the daur, u hich
appeared to have been lately killed by some ani-
mal; its entrails were torn out, anil its carcase
otherwise much mutilated. They soon observed
tracks of a wild cat, and tracing them a short
distance, it was discovered the cat had entered n
hole in a ledge of rocks. A trap was prepared,
and set at the mouth of the hole. Next morn-
ing the wild cat, nearly full grown, was found in

the trap— last by the toes of the fore foot. The
question then was, bow to secure him alive.

Coulter directed fiartlebaugh -'to amuse him
with a stick." The attention of pussy being
taken up with the slick, Coulter caught is by the
back of the neck, threw il and got his knees up-
on it. They then took their suspenders and tied
the feet, and Bill pulled off one of his stockings
and drew it over his bead; thus secured, they
carried it home.

—

Indiana (Pa.) Register.

A Literary Cai.-Vuh have heard of literary

men and literary women ; hut did you ever hear
of a literary cat ? Bibliomaniacs you have seen
and read of, men whose whole lives have been
spent in the collection of books of whose con-
tents they were, perhaps, as: ignorant, as the
wonderful animal of which [ am about to write.
A strange cat she was, this cat of the bookstore,
this cat bibliomaniacs. From her earliest kii-

tenbood accustomed to play among books, catch-
ing mice on the shelves, and playing bo-peep
with her little victims, between the covers of
huge tomes of ancient lore, or behind ihe goyer
covers of lighter literature. A playful cat she
was; a sleek and gentle one, kindly in her na-
ture and petted by nil who visited the slore,

whether to lounge or buy. Wise men, men of
learning, of science, poels, statesmen, schol-
ars, all bestowed caresses on this cat antiquarian.
Well, it fell out, as they say in the story books,
that for her rare qualities puss was coveted, and
carried— in a bag or out I do not know— but car-
ried she was to a new home, and here her pecu-
liarities began to show themselves. " A cat in a
strange garret" she was to be sure. She was
lost without her strange surroundings. She
missed the atmosphere of the store, and from
the gentlest cat alive, she became all at once, the
wildest and most untameable. In the basement
she would* not remain, but sought the cellar,

where she stayed two days, and where she was
found, at last, alter long searching, stowed away
in a box, in which books bad once been packed,
the only thing she had met, probably, which re-
minded her of her early home. Slie was then
taken to the library, and you should have seen
her delight when she found herself among her
beloved books once more. An opening was
made on the shelves, which she sought eagerly,
and lying dow n, commenced to purr contentedly.
Her eyes lost their wild expression, and she took
food when it was placed on the shelf with the
books, which she had refused to do before.
When taken from the library, she again sought
the box in the cellar; but when brought back,
hurried with alacrity to her place with the books.
A sore trial it was to poor puss. She lost her
flesh, her playfulness, and really pined for her
beloved haunts. Now is not this a literary cat,

and should not her name be placed on the list

with all great biblimonincs ?—Corr. Prov. Jour.

A Mr. Jackson, employed in one of the slaugh-
tering establishments in Quincy, Illinois, while
cleaning a hog on ihe 25th u It., accidentally cut
one of his fingers. The wound immediately
commenced swelling, which emended to ihe
arm and breast, and mortification followed
which terminated his life in a week from ihe
day on which he cut his finger. Though under
the constant care of a physician, all efforts to

arrest the disease were ineffectual.—Si. Louis
.Ye «! Era.

Carrots for Coffee.—Wash and scrape the
outside off; then cut them in pieces the size of
about ball" an inch square; then dry on a stove.

Parch and grind like coffee; or mix equal por-
tions of carrot and coffee and grind and make
your coffee as usual.

If you know it to be mixed you may say that
it tastes a little sweeter than coffee generally.
We got our information from our neighbors who
came from Germany a few years ago; and who
say in their country there ate large factories
where it is packed in pound papers and sold.—
Prairie Farmrr.
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Railroad to Sau Francisco.

[Extract I'rom P. P F. Degranci's Remarks.]

' Wlien the railroad is in operation from Bos-

ton to San Francisco, tlie length of passage Cor

its three thousand miles, (going night and day, at

the rate of twenty-five miles per hour, including

stops) will, for the express train, be otdy five

days.

For first class cars, at two cents per mile, the

fare will be oidy $60

For second class cars, at one cent per mile, the

tare will be only $30

The cost then of transporting, from the Atlan-

tic seaboard, 150,000 persons to California and

of bringing back 50,000 persons from California,

will be as follows

;

Fare of 150,000 passengers, first class, at sixty

dollars each §9,000,000

Time and food for said 150,000 passen-

gers, for five days at $5 per day,

say $25 for each person 3,750,000

Fare of 50,000 second class passengers

at $30 each 1,500,000

Time and food for said 50,000 passen-

gers for five davs at $2 per day,

say $10 for each "person, . . 500,000

Total cost by the railroad line $14,750,000

The express train can be provided with berths

and other conveniences, for the night time. It

can make short stops, at convenient places, for

meals. It can be provided with newspapers,

pamphlets, books, chess-boards, backgammon

boards and other amusements, as is a steamboat.

The cars can be well ventilated, night and day,

by Espy's at the top, and can be lighted by-

lamps, serving also as ventilators. On a portion

of the road, they can occasionally have a baud of

music.

If it be said that all the travellers will not se-

lect to go by the express train nig-Af and flay, and

that there should be, for their time, a greater al-

lowance than five days, the reply is that many of

the travellers will, at their starting point, be at

the west of the Atlantic seaboard, as for instance,

be who staits from St. Louis in Missouri. Start-

ing thence, he will spend otdy about half the

time and pay only about half of the fare of him

who starts from the Atlantic seaboard; because

his journey will be only sixteen hundred miles.

We may, therefore, safely estimate that the

above amount, $14,750,000, will be the average

of the whole, by the railroad line.

Let us now examine what is the expense by

the sta route, for the same individuals.

To transport, by the sea route, the same num-

ber of persons, will cost as follows, part going

round Cape Horn, part through the straits of

Magellan, and part through the Isthmus of

Panama :

Passage for 150,000 first class passengers, at

$150 each $22,500,000
Time of said 150,000 passengers, for

100 days on an average, at $3 50
per day, say S35 f

J for each person, 52,500,000
Passage for 50.000 second class pas-

sengers, at $50 each 2,500,000
Time of said 50,000 passengers, 100

days on an average, at $1 per
day, say $100 for each person, 5,000,000

Total cost by the sea route $62,500,000
Deduct cost by the railroad line. . . 14,750,00(1

Clear saving in the expense $67,750,000

To this saving, we may add the extra risk of

life, by the sea route, and the disappointments

and delays occasionally incident to a voyage b\

sea.

In point of time, of great hardships, and of

expense, the route by land, as it now exists over

a trackless waste, compares even more unfavor-

ably with the railroad line.

If, then, we estimate that there will go to Cal-

ifornia annually, 150,000 persons, and that 100,-

000 of them will settle there, and 50,000 come

back, the annual saving of expense by having

the railroad, will be $67,750,000.

In other words, the saving in two years ivill more

than repay to the nation, the whole cost of the rail-

road from St. Louis to San Fraticisco.

If we adopt the plan now before Congress, of

building the road with the cash produced by the

sale of the land given by the United States,

(which cannot be sold and reduced to cash until

the road is built,) we shall inevitably delay the

completion of the road more than fifty years.

The loss of $67,750,000 a year amounts in fifty

years to $3,387,500,000, a sum sufficient to pay

the whole British national debt!

Shall this enlightened nation—responsible as

we are for our high fame —tamely submit to this

disgraceful and enormous loss? Or shall we

avert it and show ourselves worthy of our high

destiny, by the simple process of borrowing

United Slates Stock, to the amount of $98,000,-

000 ; thereby creating the tangible and efficient

means of completing this great national work,

in the short space of five years?

Bacon.—In saving bacon through the summer,

many persons have it injured by skippers, and

for fear of this, they use the hams and shoulders

early in the season.

1 have saved mine in the following manner:

When taken out of the salt, I let the brine drain

off a little, and then take black pepper, ground

very fine, and rub well over the flesh side— being

very particular to rub it into the cracks, then bang

it up and smoke it. I never lost any when well

put up in this manner. About one pound of

pepper to six hundred pounds of meat. Try it

once, and perhaps it will benefit you as much as

the "Farmer" has me.

—

Prairie Farmer.

The Recorder and the Monkey.—An Ital-

ian organ-grinder was lugged before Recorder
Geuois yesterday morning, accompanied by a

very sagacious monkey, upon a charge of giving

exhibitions without a license. The musical for-

eigner had a most woe-begone air, quite equal to

any his organ could be tortured into producing,

and never was monkey so distraught as was the

individual monkey that bore him company. A
perfect picture of misery and despair did bis

countenance exhibit, and he seemed to be per-

fectly well aware of the disadvantage his master

and self labored under in not understanding
either French or English. He grinned and
chattered, scratched his head, flew into the most
violent passion, fondled and carressed his pro-

tector and master as would a loving child. Then
he would mount upon his master's shoulder, lake

oft' his cap to his honor the Recorder twenty
tunes in so many seconds, favor him with a tune

upon the tamborine, and exhibit all the little ac-

complishments of which he was possessed, to

induce the worthy magistrate to induce a trifling

amount of lenity to his master. His appeals
were stronger anil more forcible than would
have been the elaborate arguments of a well-

bred lawyer, and excited the risibles of bis hon-
or to such an extent that he let the itinerants

depart in peace. The organ-grinder was pro
fuse in bis thanks and bows, but was excelled in

the expressions of gratitude and politeness by
ihc monkey. lie clambered up the official desk,

extended his hand repeatedly, pulled off his Ut-

ile velvet cap again, grinned like a moustached
exquisite, and would have drank a happy new
year to the Recordi r in a vessel of flowing ink,

but that the inkstand was removed from his

grasp. Never did monkey make such a sensa-

tion in a court of law, or acquit himself with so
much credit.

—

New Orleans Picayune.

Method of Training Frnit Trees in Russia.

The severity of the winter at St. Petersburg is

so great that few fruit trees will survive it, even
with careful matting; to prevent the loss which
is thus usually sustained, I have for more tlmn
twenty years pursued a mode of training which
has been attended with complete success. It con-
sists in leading the branches of the trees on hori-

zontal trellises only ten or twelve inches from the

ground. When the winter sets in, there are

heavy falls of snow
; and as the frost increases,

the snow generally augments, by which the trees

are entirely buried, and receive no injury from
the most intense frost. The winters of 1819 and
1820 were very severe, notwithstanding which,
last summer, I had a great crop of apples, ami all

the tender sorts, while none of the gardens in the

neighborhood produced any; even many of their

trees, although doubly matted, were killed. From
my Green Gage and Orleans Plums I gathered
ripe fruit on the 29th September last; 1 bad also

a very full crop of Morello Cherries. Another
very great advantage of training trees in the above
method consists in the growth of the wood, it be-

ing of equal strength, and the fruit produced be-

ing all alike, the bloom comes out much earlier,

and the crop ripens sooner. The trees are always
clean and free from insects ; I have observed this

even while some Standards near them have had
their leaves curled by aphides. The only cherry
that does not succeed in this way is our Black-
heart; this 1 attribute to the damps which affect

the early blossoms, but in a milder climate this

injury would be obviated by placing the trellis

higher from the ground. When the trellis de-
cays under the apples, I never renew it, as the
trees always keep (from the strength of the bran-

ches) their horizontal position. There are other
advantages of treating fruit trees in this manner:
they come sooner into bearing, and their frail is

not affected by high winds. I never gather the

apples, but let them drop off, for the distance

they fall is not sufficient to bruise them. Proba-
bly pears trained in this way would answer well

in England.
JOSEPH BUSCH.

Adventures oj a Bank Note.—A one dollar

note of the Granite Bank, Exeter, N. H., was ex-
hibited at the Ledger office, Philadelphia, the
other day. Upon the back of it was written the

following narrative of its adventures while in the

possession of its last owner. It can certainly

claim to have gone further than most of its fel-

lows :

—

Nov., 1848.

This bill has been in my possession since Nov.
1, 1844. I received it in Boston. Since that pe-
riod it has been through several of the Southern
States; on the Island of Lohos ; has been in

every battle from Vera Cruz to the city of Mexi-
co ; has traversed a large portion of the Atlantic

Ocean ; has crossed the Gulf of Mexico twice;
has traversed the length of the Mississippi and
Ohio rivers ; and after all these "imminent dan-
gers and bail breadth 'scapes," is "now restored to

circulation with the best wishes of
E. B. MOORE.

Many of our readers will recognise in the

above the signature of a young man who served
his time in our office. Partaking somewhat
largely of the spirit which actuates a great many
of our craft, he has sought his fortune in nearly

all climes of the earth, having been the compan-
ion of this bill in all its recorded wanderings. We
are very glad to know that he has escaped some
of the ills which seem peculiarly to belong to a

printer—he has not been out of money in all bis

wanderings.—.Yew Hampshire Ttlegraph.

Chippewa Indians.—A few days since, a del-

egation from this Northern nation of aborigines,

consisting of six chiels, three warriors, and two
-quaws, with their agent and interpreter, Major
.1. 15. Martell, arrived in our city. They are from
the Lake Superior region, and have come to visit

their "Great Father," the President, to lay before

him some grievances in relation to their treaty

with the Government, and to ask of him some
lavor which will soon be made known. They
are represented as a fine looking set of men, and
they bear with them the best testimonials from
Government agents and others as to their chief-

tainship and respectability.—A'aC Intelligencer.
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From the Boston Cultivator.

Farming a Trade.

Panning, to carry it on successfully and v\itli

profit, is as much a trade as many other kinds of

business. It is as necessary that a regular ap-

preuticesbip should be served on a farm, in order
to make a neat and profitable farmer, as it is to

spend two or three years in learning other trades

which might be mentioned. The difference is

easily discernible between the latin of a work-
man, one who has served his time on a farm,

and one who has had litlle'or no experience in

bis business. While the former keeps every
thing in good order about his premises, and
raises good crops, the latter lefs things go at

"loose ends," and has stinted crops for his pains.

One will endeavor to raise crops with bide or

no manure, and with land hall' cultivated, and in

return for bis labors receives scarce enough to

pay for his trouble; hence the complaint of
small profits of farming. While another, who
lias devoted bis lime and anention thereto,

"served tits time on a farm," deems it to bis ad-
vantage to manure bountifully, and cultivate ac-

cordingly. He calculates not only on his profits

the present year, but for his laud to pay in the

same ratio, in succeeding years. The one who
considers (arming no trade, but thinks each and
every one capable of successfully managing a

farm in all its varied parts, often has cause to

change his opinions. It is true, most any and
every one can work on and till his land, but it is

not true that any and every one can do it with
the same profitable results. It is true again, that

the individual who has plenty of capital with
which to improve bis land, has altogether the

advantage over the individual whose means are

limited. But it is not true again, that the one
hiving the largest amount of capital always re-

ceives the most actual profit. While one may
have a capital of three thousand dollars at his

command, to take the advantage of in his farm-
ing operations, another may have but five hun-
dred, and still receive a higher per cent, in pro-

portion to the amount invested. The cause of
this, in a great measure, is owing lo the belter

management of the latter. Now, it is very evi-

dent that the man who has "served an appren-
ticeship," been brought up on a farm and devoted
himself to bis calling, will, through his skilful

husbandry, receive nearly double the profit from
the same amount and quality of land, that the

individual will, who goes on to a farm with

scarcely any knowledge of his business. Tine,

be can plough his ground and plant his seed,

after a fashion ; but will it be done in a work-
manlike manner ? As well might a farmer go
into a blacksmith's shop and attempt to forge out

a shoe for a horse. No doubt be would make
something that would resemble a horse-shoe, but

would it be a suitable shoe for a horse to wear?
Just so with the unpractised, would-be-farmer

;

be might manage a firm and get a living from it;

but how would the looks of his firm compare
with bis, who was a farmer by trade? Farmers
often experience the difference in those whom
lliey hire to labor on their land. While one can

earn eighteen dollars a month, another equally as

strong and healthy, cannot earn more than ten.

The reason of this is plain. The one who has

eighteen dollars is a farmer by trade ; he knows
bow and where to take hold, and how to pro-

ceed ; while the other, who lias but ten dollars,

(and perhaps is a dear hand at that,) is so little

acquainted with the business, that be can scarce

begin a job without being told bow and where
by his employer, and then he will go to work in

a very bungling sort of a way. The fact is, he

is a " raw baud "—be has got the trade to learn

before he is worth eighteen dollars a month.

The saying is, "Everyone to his trade," anil

there is more truth than poetry in the remark.
ALBERT TODD.

Smilhficld, R. I
, Dec, 1848.

Profits of Dairying.—The Ohio Cultivator

states that Orr'ni Wilson, of lliiiilshurg, Geauga
Co., Ohio, realized from 17 cows, the past sea-

son, the stun of §00(5. equal to $34,64 to each

cow. The calves sold and the hogs fattened

from the waste of the dairy, are not included in

tin' above amount. Cheese was the principal

article, but the quantity made or the price ob-

tained, are not mentioned.

[Selected paragraphs.]

Railroads at the close of the year 18-18.—The
Railroad Journal, in summing up the extraordi-

nary influences of railroads upon the country

and upon the world, says it may be safely estima-

ted that the entire expenditure within the last

twenty-live years, in the projection and construc-

tion of railroads, will not full short of one thou-

sand millions of dollars! and their influences in

facilitating business, in reducing the expenses

and time of travel, and in opening up new re-

gions of country, has given an increased value to

property of twice that amount ! ! and yet their in-

fluences are only just beginning to be felt.

The Post Office Army.— It appears from tables

which occupy the Postmaster General's report,

that the Post Office Army directly under the

control of the Post Office Department, numbers
twenty thousand four hundred and twenty-four.

Deputy Postmasters 16,159
Contractors 4,017
Roule Agents 47
Local do 21
Mail Messengers 180

Total 20,434

And this is entirely irrespective of the im-

mense army of drivers, owners of coaches,

teams. &c, indirectly under the influence of the

Department.

The Post Office Department.—The Postmaster

General,- in his report to Congress, represents

bis department as ill the most prosperous condi-

tion. The income of 1848, up to June 30, was

$4,374,000; the expenditures, §4,326,000; the

department having a surplus left, after paying its

own expenses, under the reduction of postage.

He nosv recommends a uniform system of five

cents for every part of the United States.

Wealth of the Union.— It is estimatod that the

value of the crops in 1848, in the United States,

will exceed 8640,000.000. The value of the live

stock on farms, is estimated at over 8557,000,000.

The sums invested in manufactures for the same
time, amount to £3-13,300,00*0. The sums invested

in merchandise amount to §322,000,000, exclu-

sive of SI 49,000,000 employed in the commission

business and foreign trade. The aggregate of

the productions and - business of our country,

then, amounts to the enormous sum of more
than 82,000,000,000.

The Periodical Press.—The whole number of

periodicals in the United Slates, in 1775, was 38.

They now exceed 3,000.

Banks in the United States.—There are 778

banking institutions in the Union. Capital over

8200,000,000. Circulation about 8125,000,000.

Specie about $25,000,000.

.in Ohio Dairy.—The Cincinnati Advertiser

says, that one firmer who supplies that city with

cheese, has 1,150 cows.

Lynn, Mass., lias a population of less than

12,000, yet 3,000,000 pairs.of boots and shoes

were made there last year. Nearly 8,000 of its

inhabitants of both sexes are engaged in the

business. The value of the boots and shoes

manufactured in Massachusetts in 1847, was

$17,000,000.

.Massachusetts Enterprise.—Since 1846, about

857,000,000 have been invested in public enter-

prises by the people of Massachusetts. The divi-

dends to be made on those investments the pre-
sent year, will exceed $10,000,000. The valua-

tion of the State is over 8-1 50,0C 0,000.

A nest of Iron Factories.—One of the most im-
portant neighborhoods for the production of iron

on the Ohio river is at a place called Ranging
Rock. Within a circle of twenty miles their are
thirty furnaces—twenty in Ohio and ten in Ken-
lucky. The produce of all combined amounts,
when in full work, to 60,000 tons per annum.

Growth of Wisconsin.—This territory, in 1840,
contained scarcely 30,000 inhabitants. Now it

numbers over 240.000.

Western Products.—A firm in Cincinnati is now
packing 2.500 tierces of pork for the use of the

French navy. It will be delivered immediately.

Debt of Great Britain—The interest of this

debt is 834,000,000. The animal coinage of
the British mint is only about 817,000,000.

The French Army, nuclei the republic, consists
of about 550,000 men. The expense nearly
£17,000,000.

(IT
3 A double plough, ploughing two furrows

at the same time, with which one man and one
team can do as much in one day as two men can
do with two teams and two single ploughs, has
been invented by George Bartlett, of Rhode
Island. It works admirably.

From the Albuliy Cultivator.

Preservation of Grafts.— Messrs. Editors:
I have, dining the past year, noticed several
communications recommending the use of saw-
dust for preserving scions. From my ovi n ex-
perience, I find that it should be used with ex-
treme caution, on account of its liability to heat,
when a large quantity is used. A nursery firm
with whom I am intimately acquainted, lost
nearly their whole slock ot" apple roots and
grabs, by packing them in sawdust during the
past winter. I have found Irish loam, dug di-
rectly from the earth, much belter than am other
preparation for preserving gratis or roots, and
every person engaged in this kind of work will
find their operations more successful, ihe closer
they stick to nature. Now in the way thai grafts
are usually kept, some become surfeited «iih
water; others are shrivelled and dry, while
others may happen to receive jn»t moisture
enough. The latter, if selected and set by them-
selves will all be found to grow strong and
healthy, which would not he found to be the
case with grafts kept in a haphazard way, as is
usually the case. When loam is used for keep-
ing scions, it should be used bountifully, as it re-
tains a more regular degree of moisture. 1 have
sometimes wrapped bundles of grabs in news-
papers, and afterwards buried them in loam, and
they have kept in this way admirably; the paper
seems to absorb and retain pist moisture enough
from the earth to keep the scions in excellent
condition.

ISAAC HILDRETH.
Big Stream Point. Yates Co., )

New York, Jan. 2, IS 111. \

Improvements for Railroads.— Mr. Upton,
of the Cheshire Railroad, a very ingenious me-
chanic, says the Keene Sentinel, has invented a
snow plough, attached, like (he cow-catcher, ou
the front of the engine; it works Well. In the
rear of the plough, and lying diagonally across
the rails, are scrapers which clean the rails from
snow. The engine, with ibis plough, will clear
the track of two feet of snow without any mate-
rial delay. It weighs but about fifty pounds more
than the cow-cotcher. He has also invented a
very compact and neat switch, which is changed
by a horizontal wheel, and handled with more
care and expedition than any oilier we have seen :

but the especial advantage of it is that il springs
ihe rail to its place, from which it cannot be
moved a hair's breadth by the passing trains.
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Learn to Cook Well.

We again propose this advice to those of our

young female friends who may cliiince to look

into this journal. There need be no scruple, on
the ground that the aim proposed is not suffi-

ciently high for a generous and cultivated mind.
To do well, whatever it becomes our duty to

do at all, is an ambition sufficiently elevated, for

the highest and most gifted spirit. The care of
the family will be the duty of the woman till we
all get translated to a higher sphere of existence

—and family care will always, as now, be made
up of details, small in themselves, 'tis true, but

in the aggregate, and in their connections, vastly

important. We say then, learn to cook well.

The health of the family depends upon it.

Wr
e know there are those who associate luxury,

effiuiinacy, and all dependent ills with every at-

tempt of the kind recommended. Hut we do
not believe that health is promoted by eating raw-

carrots, or doughy bread —or that to secure long
life, it is necessary to turn cannibal. Nor were
men made to graze like cuttle, or eat food like

dogs.

Nor is it necessary, in order to shun the errors

of which we speak, to rush into the opposite ex-
treme. Good cookery does not consist in pro-
ducing the highest seasoned dishes ; nor such us
foster a morbid appetite, but in preparing every
dish well, however simple or common it may be.

There are, for instance, families who never eat
any good bread from one century to another, and
have no idea in what it consists. Nor are meats
cooked any better within their precincts. Those
little, simple, and healthful delicacies, which the
good housekeeper knows intuitively how to

produce, are never seen here. Even a dish of
potatoes cannot get themselves well boiled. A
member of the family might as well fall among
the Hottentots as lar as any proper musing is con-
cerned. These things ought not to be, nor is

there any need of their existence, if the wife has
any just notions of her obligations to herself
and those about her.

The science of bread-making, of meat-broiling.
stewing, roasting, and boiling ; of vegetable
cooking, and of preparing the multifarious small
dishes of all sorts, which go to make pleasant
the table, and all abou', are bors— hers to under-
stand, and practice. They are sciences tun, quite
as exulted hi their nature as are those which lie

at the foundation of litigation, cloth-selling, im-
plemffnt-muking, or wheat-growing. The wo-
man who can cook well is an Empress, to whom
all that wait at her table will do unhooght lioin-

aL'c. Learn to cook well, lair friends.

—

Prairie
Farmer.

A LADY BOUND FOR THE Gold MlNES.— It is

staled in the Boston Journal that a young man
from the north-eastern section of Massachusetts,
became afflicted with the prevailing mania, ami
took passage t'm- California in a brig now fining
nut from Boston. His young wife, -on bearing of
his determination, immediately declared that she
would accompany him and share his fortune, be
il good or evil. Expostulation was useless, and as
a last resource the husband determined to take
her to Boston, show her the limited accommoda-
tions on shipboard, and explain 10 her the vari-
ous inconveniences .which she would be obliged
to endure. She was accordingly taken on board
the vessel, and duly escorted through every part.
The lady was perfectly delighted with every thing
about the vessel, anil declared with true woman
spirit, that if the Voyage was perilous her hus-
band should not undertake it without a friend
and companion to share his dangers, and soften
his discomforts. The husband finally decided to

yield the point, and encaged a passage lor his
wife. The agents of the vessel an: doing every
thing that lies in their power to make her situa-
tion as comfortable as possible (luring the long
voyage.

—

New York Sun.

Liquid Manure—Grapes.—The Ohio Culti-
vator says that a grape vine at a hotel in that
Stale, hut three Mars old, has climbed to the sec-
ond story, arid has extended its branches round
the corners of the building to a distance of twen-
ty or thirty feet, nearly the whole being full of
clusters of fruit. The only unusual treatment it

had received, was a watering every day with
dish-water, and occasionally with soap-suds.

The British Army.—A London journal suy»
that two hundred members of the British House
of Commons are directly or indirectly connected
with the army and navy. The army con-
sists of about one hundred and twenty-four thou-
sand rank and file, officered by five thousand
seven hundred and thirty-four gentlemen. The
household troops who never leave London, for
foreign service, have among their officers fifteen

noblemen and many honorables. An ordinary
regiment of British cavalry costs about $90,000
a year. One regiment of the Horse guards costs
$130,000, and the Coldstream guards costs $250,-
000 per annum. There are on the staff forty-

four generals receiving pay, and one hundred
and thirty-five more who are colonels of regi-
ments. Among these generals there are three
kings and two princes. There are also three
hundred and one colonels, and six hundred and
eighty-four lieutenant-colonels. The friends of
reform point to these "superfluous veterans,"and
ask that the diminution of the public burthens
may begin by a reduction of epaulettes.

Our Wondrous Atmosphere.
The atmosphere rises above us with its cathe-

dral dome, arching towards the heavens, of
which ii is the most familiar synonyme and sym-
bol. It floats about us like that grand object
which the apostle John saw in his vision—"a sea
of glass like unto crystal." So massive is it, that
when it begins to stir, ii tosses about great ships
like playthings, and sweeps cities and forests,
like snow-flakes, to destruction before it. And
yet it is so mobile, that we have lived years in it

before we can be persuaded that it exists at all,

and the great hulk of mankind never realized 5

the truth that they are bathed in an ocean of air.

Its weight is so enormous that iron shivers be-
fore it like glass

;
yet a soap bubble sails through

it with impunity, and the tiniest insect waves it

aside with its wing. It ministers lavishly to all

the senses. We touch it not, but it touches us.
Its warm south winds bring back color to the
pale face of the invalid : its cool west winds re-
fresh the fevered brow, and make the blood
mantle in our cheeks ; even its north blasts brace
into new vigor the hardened children of our
rugged climate. The eye is indebted to it lor all

the magnificence of sun-rise, the full brightness
of mid-day, the chastened radiance of the gloam-
ing, ami the clouds that cradle near the setting
sun. But for it the rain-bow would want its"trf-
iiuiphal arch," and the winds would not send
their fleecy messengers on errands round the
heavens. The cold would not either shed snow
leathers on the earth, nor would drops of dew
gather on the flowers. The kindly rain would
never fall, nor hail storm nor fog 'diversify the
face of the sky. Our naked globe would turn
its tanned and unshadowed forehead to the sun,

I one dreary, monotonous blaze "of light and
heat dazzle anil burn up all things. Were there
no atmosphere, the evening sun would in a mo-
ment set, and, without warning, plunge the eunh
in darkness. But the air keeps iu her hand a
sheal of his rays, anil lets them slip hut slowly
through her fingers ; so that the shadows of eve-
ning are gathered by degrees, and the bowers
have lime to how their heads, and each creature
spaee to find a place of rest, and to nestle to re-
pose. Iu the morning, the garish sun would at
one bound burst from the bosom of night, and
blaze above the horizon

; hut the air watches for
his coming, and- sends at first but one litile ray
lo announce his approach, ami then another, and
by and by a handful, am! so gently draws aside the
curtain of night, and slowly h-ts the light hill on
the face of (he sleeping earth, till her evelids
open, and like man, she goeth forth again to her
labor till the evening.— Quarterly Review.

Oregon dispeopled.—The Mary Frances,
which arrived at Honolulu in October, from San
Francisco, brings word that all the sealers are
leaving Oregon for the gold diggings. The
Spectator and Free Press had both suspended
publication, ami editors, printers, and imps gone
with the rest. The harvest promised an abund-
ance, but so many had left for the gold region
that few reapers remained. An emigration of
nearly three thousand had started overland.

A Patient Man.
Forty years ago in St. Paul's church-yard, that

famous place in the metropolis of England, there
w'as a dry goods store, the favorite resort of la-

dies. The partners of the bouse, and all their
clerks, were known for their respectful and in-
dulgent conduct ; but one of bis clerks had earn-
ed the appellation " of the patient " man. He
had never been known to loose his temper or
polite attention, under the trying tedium of a la-

dy's whim—a thing of^ourse remarkable.

A lady of title and large fortune determined
she would test his patience. She induced an-
other lady to accompany her, dressed in courtly
style, drove in her elegant carriage, with coach-
man and two footmen in their splendid livery,

to the store, and singled out the patient man.
She first desired to see some satins, and after

handing down all that were there, none of them
suited her. She then requested to be shown the
velvets. These were as little to her mind ; and
they were left for muslins. These were unfor-
tunate in price and quality, or breadth or length,
or something, and she asked to see some rib-

bons. Some were too plain, and others too
much fringed ; some were too narrow ; and
others were too broad. At length she bought a
yard of calico, and paid the price, (and not with-
out grumbling,) one shilling.

The patient man folded it up, handed it to her
carriage, and politely bowing, went back to his
counter, and put up his satins, velvets, muslins,
ribbons, calicoes, &c, an occupation costing him
an hour or more.

" He is a patient man," exclaimed the lady,
when she had relaxed the tension ol her face and
mind, which hud been requisite to the perform-
ance of her part. " He is deserving of encour-
agement, I will return to-morrow, and really

purchase."

She went again, and singling him out, she
pleasantly apologized for her behavior yesterday,
and said she meant lo buy to-day. He said there
needed no apology; he never wished to sell
what the ladies did not wish to buy.
She now had down the satins, ami look a piece

— she looked the velvet over, and selected tho
best piece. She look two or three pieces of
muslin, end several rolls of ribbon. Selecting
other things, she made up an amount of £50,
for which she gave her bunker's check—and ask-
ed the favor of the partners, for the patient man
to go home with the goods.
He went with her, and as the carriage drove

along, she asked him li why do you not go into
business for yourself?" "I have no capital," he
replied.

She told him if he would select a place where
business could he dune, she would assist him to
set up in a good store, and promised lo secure
him many families.

lie was not prepared for this, and pleaded in-
experience, and his fears of failure. She insist-

ed his indomitable patience would surmount all

difficulties, and she would run all risks if he
would try. lie wished to led his worthy em-
ployers and ask their advice. She consented

;

and they advised him io accept the offer.

The lady sent her own surveyor and her law-
yer witli him, and they chose a place in Ludgate
Hill. She adv :ed £-2000 in cash and hacked
his credit for £2000 more. He commenced and
was successful. He took in partners, and in

thirteen years retired from the Lurlgure Hill
"Great Shawl Establishment," with "£40,000.
The basis of all which was one hour's patince.

—

.V. I". Organ.

The Farmer and Store-keeper.—A farmer
in Connecticut, who has occupied the same
larni on lease for about thirty years past, was
lately complaining that he had not been able lo

lay up any thing from his thirty years' labor. A
neighboring store-keeper offered to explain lo

htm Hie reason, and proceeded as follows: '-Dur-
ing the thirty years you have been on that firm,
I have been trading in this store, and the distilled
spirits 1 have sold you, with the interest of the
money, would have made you (he owner of the
farm you hire." On examination of the hooks
of the store-keeper, his assertion was found > or-
rect. The firm was worth about five thousand
dollnrp,
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Inn i km of the Earth.

Professor Silliman lias, among oilier matters
of interest, concerning which he lias made some
very valuable observations, provided us also with

the following suggestions. A fact, he remarks,
of great interest has been proved by the borings
for Artesian wells in the suburbs of Paris,

namely, that as we go towards the centre of the

earth, the temperature increases at the rate of
about one degree for every fifty feet. That the

whole interior portion of the earth, or at least fl

great part of ir, is an ocean of milted rock,

agitated by violent winds, though I dare not af-

firm it, is still rendered highly probable by the
phenomena of volcanoes. The tacts connected
with their eruption have been ascertained and
placed beyond a doubt. How then are they to

be accounted for ? The theory prevalent some
years since, that they are caused bv the combus-
tion of immense coal beds, is perfectly puerile,

and is entirely abandoned. All the coal in the
world would not afford fuel enough for a single

capital exhibition of Vesuvius. We must look

higher than this ; and 1 have little doubt that the
whole rests on the action of electric and galvanic
principles which are constantly in operation in

the earth.

We know that when certain metals are
brought together, powerful electric action is

evolved, and a light is produced, superior even
in effulgence to the splendor of the sun. Now
if a small arrangement produces such results,

what may we not expect from the combination
of those immense beds of metals to be found in

the earth ? Here we have the key to all the
grand phenomena of volcanic action. An illus-

tration on a small scale may he seen in an in-

strument called the tbeo-electrical battery, made
of zinc, bismuth, and antimony, packed in a box
and varnished. In this, heat is evolved below,
while the top is cold ; and here we have the very
cause of the volcano, when in the interior a fiery

ocean is heaving its surges, while its peak is

capped with everlasting snows.

—

Bost. Cultivator.

. Patent Wago.v.—Mr. Start, of Smyrna, Dela-
ware, has made an improvement in manufactur-
ing wagons, which will certainly be a great ad-

vantage to the farmer, inasmuch as it will effect

a great saving in labor. The bed of the wagon
is placed on small rollers, fixed in the frame
work on which it rests, ami in front is a fixture

for a lever by which a lad can run the wagon
bed back, and shoot its contents on the ground.
It would seem that this wagon can be introduced

to great advantage among those who haul fresh

lime or manure on their farms, as tbey can at

once discharge the load just as readily as they

can the! of a cart, thereby saving, where the load

is limp, an hour's work or more. Old wagons,
at a slight expense, say some ten or fifteen dol-

lars can be rijjged on this plan. It was exhibited

at the New Castle County Cattle Show, and was
highly spoken of by the gentlemen who exam-
ined it.

—

Farmer and .Mechanic.

Cotton for Shoes.—The London correspon-

dent of the New York Commercial Advertiser

says :

—

"There is a new patented material for hoots

and shoes called the Pannas corium, or leather

cloth, invented by a person named Hall, which
has met with a great share of patronage, fiom
the Royal family down. The material is cotton

but has the gloss and general appearance of

leather, and receives a polish from ordinary

blacking and in the same way. It is used only

for the upper part of the hoot or shoe, the sole

being leather. It is said to he as durable as

leather, never cracks or splits, and possesses the

advantage of not drawing the fool— a great de-

sideratum for persons with lender feet. They
yied to (he action of the foot without the slight-

est pressure. 1 speak from experience, having

feed [hem in my family."

A load of three hundred stools, manufactured

in Sterling, in this county, passed through our

streets last .veek, boxed up for California. Tbej
are designed for seats for diggers. They are

worth here about fifty cents, but may he consid-

ered as good for 810 to §25 each in El Dorado.—
Worcester (Massachusetts) JEgis.

Effects of Mud on Crass Lands.— Last
season, Mr. David Choate of Esses, Massachu-
setts, sent us, says the Boston Cultivator, some
heads of grass, showing the effects of mud on
the crop. At that time no particulars were com-
municated, but since, Mr. Choate has given the

following:— In the fall, meadow-mud was hauled
from low land, and laid in a heap on high dry
land, that yielded a very light crop. In a short
time the heap was removed, leaving about an
inch depth of mud, in consequence of which a

very stout crop of grass was produced the next
season. The heads of herdsgrass from the land
thus manured by the mud are eight inches long,
and of a large size. This shows the very pow-
erful effects of mere mud, which abounds in

nearly every section of the country. Almost
every farmer has on his farm a mud mine, more
valuable in contributing to the happiness of him-
self and others, than a mine of gold.

How to manage a kicking Horse.— First
make a stall or pen for your horse, in which he
cannot turn round, anil with slats, through which
you can put your hand to rub him in the face,
and all over, two or three times, raising his tail

gently three or four limes, then touch one of his
fore legs, and say to him, "foot, loot," till he
shows a willingness to raise his loot; raise his
foot and put it down some three or four times,
and then go all round until fear is removed. All
you wish a horse to do, ought to he done three
or four times, repeated two or three days in suc-
cession.

To teach a Horse to lie down.—First with
some soft hankei chief or cloth lie up one fore
leg; then with a slick, tap him on the other and
say "kneel." Sometimes by rubbing him on the
head, and patting him on the leg, you will in-
duce him to lie flown. It appears that all horses
are inclined to obey when you teach them that
you will not hurt them.—Domestic Animals.

Patent Safety Bridle.—Mr. Henry Seitz, of
Marietta, Lancaster county, Pa., is the inventor
of a very ingenious Bridle for which letters pa-
tent were recently granted, whereby it is im-
possible for the most spiiited horse to kick or to

run away, and perfectly safe Cora lady to drive
or ride. The principle on which ir is construct-
ed is to hold the horse by ihe application of a

pulley around which the reins are made to pass
at the side of the horse's mouth, which enables
the rider to exort a great deal of lever power to

control the mouth of the animal, to check him
it any moment. *

U. S. Coinage for 1848.—The total coinage
of all the U. S. Mints lor 1848, is as follows

:

Gold, $3,775,512 ; silver, $2,040,050 ; copper,

$64,157. The total number of pieces coined
was 12,649,790—their total value was $5,879,728.
The total coinage of the U. S. Mint since 1793.

has been $151,017,714, consisting of 340,281,750
pieces of coin.

Ancient Apple.—The Worcester Spy gives

an account of an apple more than filly-six years

old. It has been presented to the American An-
tiquarian Society by Col. Samuel Jaques, who
received it from a young lady, as a birth-day gift,

in 1792.

The total amount of teas exported to the Uni
ted Slates from China, during the year ending
June 30, 1848, was 19,332,647 pounds. Since
that time, in the months of July, August, Sep-
tember and October, 1,900,821.

&?" The Bay Slate Mills, at Lawrence, are

mm lighted with gas, manufactured on the pre-

mises of the company. Many manufacturing es-

tablishments find ibis the cheapest method of
lighting their mills. The Bay Slate Company
propose to lay pipes and furnish the citizens of

Lawrence who desire it, with gas lights.

Cheap Happiness.— Perform a good deed

—

speak ii kind weird—bestow a pleasant smile—and
you will receive the same in return. Tin; hap-

piness you bestow upon others is reflected hack
to vour own bosom.

Beauties of Trees.
What can be more beautiful than the trees?

Their lofty trunks, august in their simplicity, as-
serting, to the most inexperienced eye their in-

finite superiority over the imitative pillars of
man's pride— their graceful play of wide, spread-
ing branches, and all the delicate and glorious
machinery of buds, leaves, flowers, and fruit,

that, with more than magical effort, burst from
the naked and rigid twigs, with all the rich, and
heaven-breathing delectable odors, pure ami an-
imating essences, pouring out spices and medici-
nal*, under brilliant and unimaginably varied co-
lors, and making music, from the sollest and
most melancholy undertones to the full organ
peal of the tempest! We wonder not that trees
have been the admiration of men in all periods
and nations of the world. What is the richest
country without trees ? What barren and mo-
notonous spot can they not convert into paradise ?

Xerxev, in the midst of his most ambitious en-
terprise, stopped bis vast army to contemplate
the beauty of a tree. Cicero, from the throng,
and exertion, and anxiety of the forum, was ac-
customed, Pliny tells us, to steal forth to a grove
of plane trees lo refresh and invigorate his spir-

its. In the Scaptan grove, the same author adds,
Thueydides was supposed to have composed his
noble histories. The Greek and Roman classics,

indeed, abound with expressions of admiration ;

but above all, as the Bible surpasses, in the splen-
dor and majesty of its poetry, all books in the
world, so is its sylvan ahorescent imagery the

most bold and beautiful. Beneath some spread-
ing tree is the ancient patriarch revealed to us,

sitting in contemplation, or receiving Ihe visit of
angels; and what a calm anil dignified picture of
primeval life is presented to our imagination at

the mention of Deborah, the wife of Lapidoth,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel, between Ra-
uiah and Bethel, in Mount Ephraim, beneath the

palm tree of Deborah. The oak of Bashan, and
the cedar of Lebanon, are but other and better

names for glory and power. The vine, the olive,

and the fig tree are imperishal le emblems of
peace, plenty, and festivity. David in his psalms,
Solomon in his songsand proverbs, ihe prophets
in the sublime out-pourings of their aw lul inspi-

ration, and Christ in his parables, those most
beautiful and perfect of all allegories, luxuriate

in signs and similes drawn from the fair trees

of the. East.

—

Anon.

Culture of Wheat.—A discussion in rela-

tion to this subject by a farmers' club in Eng-
land, resulted in the following conclusions:

1. Preparation of the land—the land to he well

cleansed, followed by grass or clover, depastured
by sheep. Ploughed with a furrow eight to nine
inches wide and lour inches deep. Heavy land
lo be as light as possible at ihe lime of sow ing,

and light laud to he made lis heavy as possible.

2. Time ofsowing and quantity of seed to be
regulated by ihe season and the slate of the

land—early in ihe season nine pecks per acre,

and more as the season advanced.
3. Treatment of Ihe crop—ihe crop to be kept

clean, and to he rolled in iho spring will] one of
('n -kill's clod -crushers.

4. Time of reaping. Early reaping—grain

not allowed to get ripe before being cut.

The soil to which ihe discussion referred was
described as of a lime-stone character. Ii is not

staled whether a Rllhsoil plough was to be userl,

or whether a greater depth of furrow than four

inches was made at any time. We presume
there is hut little, if any land devoted lo wheat
in this country, where so shallow ploughing
would be advisable.

—

Albany Cultivator.

The late Mrs. lion. Roger Sherman, of Fair-

field, Conn., received into her family, and educa-

ted at different periods, twelve destitute orphan

children. She hail lost her own children, and

both herself ami husband bring impressed with

the conviction that they might do good by filling

the place of parents lo the homeless, liny com-

menced the work—and as one and another be-

came settled in life, their places were filled by

others.
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The English Languagf.—It would be well if

Americans could renjjze, liotb at lionie and

abroad, the superior elevation and advantages oi

our country. Some Americans so far forget

themselves as to disparage their native land

abroad. But they ou^Iit to be aware of the Diet,

that both our country and language will bear

comparison with any on earth; It is an undoubt-

ed fact that we speak the English language a

"little better" than they do in England ; and it

is also a curious fact that the English', having no
standard author on English pronunciation—
(Walker was a Scotchman, and Sheridan an
Irishman)—are publishing a very splendid edi-

tion of Webster's Dictionary.—" .1 traveller's

thoughts in England," published in the "Indepen-

dent," January 85, 1849.

Messrs. G. dc C. Merriain have received an or-

der from the city authorities of New York for

forty-seven copies of Webster's Quarto Diction-

ary, to be placed in forty-seven of the public

schools of the city, for the use of teachers and
pupils.—Springfield Republican.

Could a copy of it he provided, as the perma-
nent property of every district school, the effect

woidd be deeply anil extensively felt, in the in-

creased skill of the teacher, ami the higher at-

tainments of his pupils.— William Russell, author

nf Lessons in Elocution, etc. clc, and Principal cf
the Merrimack (.Y. H.j School for Teachers.

Passion Flower.—The New Haven Herald
gives the following interpretations of this curi-

ous and much admired flower :

" The leaves resemble the spear that pierced
our Saviour's side ; the tendrils, the cords that
hound his hands, or the whips that scourged
him ; the ten petals, the Apostles—Judas having
betrayed, and Peter descried ; the pillars in the
Centre, the cross Or tree; the stamina, the
hammer; the styles, (he nails; the inner circle
around the centre pillar, the crown of thorns;
the radiance, the glory, the white, the flower, the
emblem of purity; and the blue the type of
heaven. On one species, the pasifiora alia, i veil
drops of blood are seen upon the cross or tree.
The Bower continues three days open, and then
disappears, thus denoting the resurrection."

Happy or.o Farmer.—Said a venerable old
farmer of eighty years, to a relation on a visit to
him: "I have lived on this firm tor more than
half a century. I liuve no wish to he any richer
than 1 now am. I have worshipped the God of
iu\ fathers with the same people more than forty
years. During that period I have scarcer) ever
been absent from the sanctuary on the Sabbath,
and have never losi more than one communion
Benson. I have never been confined to a bed of
sickness for a single day. The blessings of God
have been richlj sliei I round me, and I have
made up rny mind long ago, thai if 1 wished to
be happier, I must have more religion than I

have at present.''

A GOOD BOOK COMING!

COLE'S
AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK

^J
>\. COLE, Esq., Vulhnr nf the popular Work

CT» entitled "The n Veterinarian 'of which
22,000 <- :b I ive uln dj been published has afiei
years ol patient labor nnd i lo i investigation, completed
his great work, entitled

COLE'S AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK:
A work which we believe is destined t<i have a more
" ide ) i it ndud circulation than any similar Work, ovei
1 lore offerc d lo the American public. We beheve'so for
the follow ing rea

First—Ii is a m nnd a practical one, one
which Mr. Cole has iftnt lanj years of study and close
examination, and knowing the wants of the community

has met those wants, in a plain, concise and familiar

manner, avoiding technicalities, nnd ultra scientific spe-
cifications anil definitions, useful only to the lew," he hits

made a work intelligible to nil. ll will bo emphatically
n book I'or

FOR THE PEOPLE.
Seconpi.y— It will have an unprecedented sale on ac-

count of its CHEAPNESS. It will make a volume of 288
closely printed pages. Illustrated with over one hundred
beautifully executed engravings, by Brown, and will be
sold for SO cents, firmly bound in leather, and CM cents
in fancy Cloth, with gill backs. It will contain lull di-

rections for Raisins,, Propagating and Managing fruit
Trees. Shrubs nnd Plants, with a description of I lie best
varieties of FRUIT, embracing several new and valuable
kinds; embellished with Engravings and Outlines of
FRUIT TRF.F.S, and various other designs. Emphati-
cally a

BOOK FOR EVERYBODY.
As well fur the man who eats Fruit as for him who
raises it.

This valuable work will be published early in February

100 AGENTS,
Active, intelligent and honest, are wanted to sell this

hook, in every State in the Union. A cash capital of
from g25 to ,^oO will be necessary. Address (post paid)
the publishers,

JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
23 CORNII1I.L, BOSTON.

05*" A rare chance for Agents to make money.

Boston, Dec. 31, 1848. . 3ms.

• CALIFORNIA GOLD.'
DISCOVRED BY

SIGNOR D'ALVEAItS GOLDOMETER!
THE

GOLD SEEKER'S GUIDF.

!

OR

Secret Art of finding Mines nf Gold. Silver, Iron,

Lead, Copper, Coal, and other Mineral Riches.

rjjtUE FIRST DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN
JL California was made by HOi\ JOSF. U'ALVF.AK,
an eminent Sp sh Geologist, Chemist, ami Natural Phi-
losopher, by means of a newly invented Magnetic instru-
ment, called

The Goldometer, or Gold Seeker's Guide!
Signer IVAIvear has just arrived at New York, from

the Gold regions "f California, by way of Panama, Cha-
gres, and New Orleans, bringing *with him a very large
quantity of Cold roe. vnlued nl nearly one million of
Dollars, which he collected there, long before the exist*
ence "I the Gold mines became known to the residents
u\ Ualifoi rail

.

History of the Discovery.
Signnr D'Alvear went out lo California nearly two

years ago, in consequence of certain information which
he had received of the geological character ufth.u conn
try, with the firm beliel that vast mint's of precious met-
als would be revealed thpre, upon careful investigation
He was < ournged to this enterprise, also, hv his confi-
dence in the p'owers of a certain Magnetic instrument
winch he hot invented, called the "Goldometer," In

whose aid lie expected tn be directed at ones to ihc
" Gold Placnrs," it an) Mich existed. i\oi w*re his ex-
peci.iiiohs disappointed. His scientific calculation prov-
ed to be founded in truih and profound wild ami his
new instrument, the ' Goldometer," fulfilled las highest
hopes, In less than twp mouths after reaching Califor-
nia, he s'nick upon eiir el the richest gold mines in that
country, upon :m obscure branch ei the Sacramento nv
or, in a gorge ol hills extreiia ly rocky and difficult of ac
re-s, and seldom visited hv the native Californians. Dis-
guising his objeel under the pretence of purely scientific

research, he obtained the aid of some fifteen or twenty
simple and faithful Indians, and steadily pursued hi

collecting often more titan JgS,OUO worth of gold in a sin-

gle day, which he concealed in a deep ravine, wilhoul
exciting any suspicion whatever, until after the discovery
of gold a ('apt. Sutler's mill, when the mountains were
ransacked by gold seekers, and Signer D'Alvear's " g,,] u
placer,'

1

tile richest in all California, wis hesel v>i[h

greedy adventurers. Itis now found thai the real mines
or soon, g of the gold, he in (he gorges ol" the mountains.
and not in the beds or sands of the rivers. Previous to

C lifornia, Signer D'Alvear sold Ins instrument,
the Goldometer. a verj imperfect one, for gS.OOO. The
person who purchased it confidently expected in make a

li .i d oiiie fortune, by simply finding " gold placers " and
Ming out the right of digging to the gold workers.

.ilaniil'aelure of the Goldometer, and Publica-
tion of the Guide.

Si niir D'Alvear, in compliance with the request ofnu-
merous sc entific gentlemen, has commenci d ihe manu-
facture

. , is ni ' Magnetic Instrument, the GOLDOM-
ETER, which he now nffere l>u sale, in the United

i the I-'- n irkabkj lot pi ice ol THREE 110!—
LARS each, accompanied by full instructions for use,

* ' of Philosophical hints drawn from the au-
cs, or the

Art of finding Mines of Gold I

Silver. Platinum. Quicksilver, Coal. Ir..n. Cupper, Lend.
and other Mineral Riches, Ihc whole being given in a

publication called the

Gold Seeker's Guide!

This new work, and the GOLDOMETER, are both
now ready for sale.

The GOLDOMETER is so simple an instrument, that
a chilli may learn to operale With it in five minutes. It is

not affected by climate, moisture, or any oilier known
cause, (except the natural magnet,) and will retain its

power of pointing out mineral riches in the earth lor any
number of years. By the aid of the Guide any person
may use the instrument at once with perfect success.

Farmers and Land Owners.
Farmers and Land Owners throughout the United

States, who have reason to suspect the existence ol any
kind of Mineral riches upon their lands, should avail
themselves ol tins opportunity to test that fact, bv the
surest ol all known tests, betore the abundance of discov-
eries in all parts ol the cnuniry shall have lessened this
source of wealth in their estate.

Adveuturers to California.
Persons going to California cannot make a better in-

vestment than by purchasing one of these instruments,
which will not only be worth filly limes its value there,
to sell again, but will be of ineshm.ible worth to those
who go in search of Gold, as has been proved by the most
abundant experiment botli in California and the United
Slates.

Testimonials.
Signor D'Alvear does not cieem it nescessary lo en-

cumber this notice with a long list of testimonials, in

proof of the value of Ins GOLDOMETER, and GOLD
SEEKER'S GUIDE. The brilliant lesulis of Ins labors
in California, and the discovery, tins very week, ol Iresh
veins ei fluid in Virginia, and beds of Coal in Rhode
Island, hv its use. are alone sufficient to s'amp il as I lie

greatest d scovery ol iheage. Nothing but the extreme
cheapness of the instrument, and his desire lo see it used
t'ur the benefit of mankind induces him to dispose of it

at the low price fur winch he offers it Besides litis, his
own desire fur ivealih is nearlv satisfied.

The following Testimonials, in proof of the value of
the Goldometer, Belecled from a great number equally
satisfactory, must suffice for ihe present:

AsTOB llonsK. JNkw York, Dec. 21, 1848.
The undersigned, having this day witnessed the practi-

cal operation of Signnr Jose DcAlvear's newly invented
magnetic instrument, the Goldometer, feel entirely
satisfied that it possesses ihe extraordinary power of de-
tecting Mineral ores hidden beneath the -surface nf the
earth,.and have no doubt lli.il it will prove an invaluable
aid in the discovery of the .Mineral resources of the Uni-
ted States and the world.

.1. R DRAPER, .In . Chemist.
I,. S. TIERMANiN, Magnetic'

Instrument Maker,
G. S DANA, Geologist.

Lor. Avr.n .n«, Cami'ornia. Aug 18=13.

This may certify that ihe undersigned is forty convin-
ced that Signer JoseDe Ai.vi. ir was the fir- 1 discover-
er of the Gold depusites of Culituru i, m i Uial ill

eovery was made by the aid of a Magnetic inolruin ni

called the t 0LD0METER, which I have seen successfully
applied to the discovery of veins of Gold ore. in place's
where nn indications el that Bubslance appeared upun the
surface <>f ihe enrth

.

T. W. SHERMAN, Lieut. 3J Artillery, U. S. A.

No Agents.
In consequence of the difficulty nf finding faithful

agents, nad of preventing frauds, where articles nf this
n a lure are sent out for general safe, Signor D'Alvear has
determined lo BeN run ,- nf Ins works of Instruments un-
less ordered by letters sent directly to him, when the de-
sired publication, or instrument, « ol be forwarded under
his -i rnaiure ami seal, so that all doubt as lo its genuine-
iii - iii ,v he removed.
0=BF.W.\!:i : I L IMITATIONS of this Inslru.

ment which may hereafter an; --.u ihe secret of im-
parling tin- Hold Detecting power is known to no person
w bail vi-i. < xcepl 'he nri; mal inventor.
Tho GOLDOMETER nnd GOLD SEEKER'S GUIDE,

will both be sent hi mail, closely enveloped and s ill I,

and therefore, not subject to inspection by postmasters,
in

' te sum "i Three Dollars, seni posi-pai i i , >h,'-
NOS JOSE Dm ALA EAR, Box S13. N«# York Cily.
The Instrument is very light, ami the Guide is

|
led nn

linn paper—so thai the charge by mail or express, will be
very smnll to nny part of ihel niled States, The price
of the GOLD SEEKER'S GUIDE alone, is One Dol-
lar, sent as nbm - Vddress,

SIGNOR .JOSK DeALVEAH,
Box 2*13. Now York City.

OFFICE fur Ihe sale III ihe GOLD SEEK
Gl lilt: ,ml GOI iniMK'l ER, i\.> 38 Centre Street,
New York City, where visiters may se i sevei iJ > i-ks of'

California Gold, in ihe rough state, ns extracted bv Sig-
nor D'Alvear from ihe Sacramento Mines, aiid also wit-

: lie operation of (he GOLDOMETER, when held
within tie- in ignetic influence of the precious metel, and
ihe unerring manner in which u indicates the presence
of th it and otbi r metal ' -nces.

NOTICE TO INGIIAFTERS.
THE subscriber, a member of the Shaker Society, be-

ing engaged in ihe Nursery business, is prepared to
-||; tl - tl vho in be in want ui SCII INS of ihe

- ' Fall -ind '.Vim
; Ippl is in I irge ni small nn mil-

lies, vie: Baldwin. Shaker Pippin, Blue Pearmain, Early
Seek-nct-further, Early Shropshire, Early Sweet v ce
Apple, lull Harvest. English Russet, Lebanon '-uie,

DanversSweet, Fl 'I Swi at, Nqdhead,, Porter, R. 1. Green-
ing and Garden Apple.

HF.NDRICK ROBI\SO.N.
Enfield, N. H., Jan

, 1849
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Prom tie- Albany Cultivatoi

Climate and Products of Morocco.

LETTER. FROM THE UNITED STATES CONSUL.

" Land of the Moon," f

Tangier, Nov. 9, 1848 ,

Friend Tucker—When, three years ago, I

wrote my lust communication for your excellent

Cultivator, from my little Rural Gothic Cottage

at Elmwood, on the hanks of the Genesee, al

Rochester, I little thought that my next would he

nddressed m you from an antiquated Moorish

mansion, on the hanks of the Straits of Gibral-

tar, in such a strange, wild, unique country as is

this "Land of the Moors." Ami much less did

1 expect, while cultivating my rata bngns and

rearing my Short Horns and Hereford?, in the

valley of the Genesee, ever to he engaged in

cultivating the orange, the lig, the olive and t lie

I
omegramite, ami training my Seel harb, or Ara-

h'mn charger, on the plains of Africa. Vet all

these strange ami unforeseen transitions have

taken place in three short years, besides a great

variety of equally incongruous incidents which

have transpired in the interim, lint you know
that a love of change, .and a propensity for ad-

venture ami experiment, are characteristics of

the people of Yankeedom ; ami In; must he sad-

ly deficient in the attributes pertaining to a gen-

uine sou of Yankee-land, who has not, as occa-

sion may oiler, the ingenuity and tact to turn his

hand to any employment that may soil his limey

or convenience—whether it he that of an ama-

teur cultivator of nature's productions, eilher in

the frigid or torrid zones, in tin: temperate or

tropical chines— whether it lie in wielding :i

pruning knife or an editorial pin— ploughing the

I, mil or ploughing the sea—whether in culling

l|ie GorUiau knot of political tacticians, or the

knotiy limbs of an unsound sapling— or whether

in treading the thorny paths of political strife, or

the more dignified ami pleasing walks of diplo-

matic life. This versatility of temper and charac-

ter, which so peculiarly characterizes the Amer-
ican people, seems strange and unaccountable

In Europeans, although litllo is thought of it

among ourselves.

Define leaving New York, I promised to com-

ply with your request, to give you some account

of the climale, soil, productions, modes of culti-

vation, \c, in the Empire of Morocco. But I

have been SO short a lime in this country, lluq

1 have not yet had an Opportunity of observing

personally, all the different operations of these

strange people ; ami as they till speak ill un-

known tongues, (at least to me,) hut little idea

can he obtained by their descriptions, and 1 fear,

therefore, thai I shall not at this lime ho able to

afford much either to instruct or interest your

readers.

Tangier is in latitude 35 deg. 48 minutes. I ar-

rived here on the 14th of July. Previous to

leaving my Country, my friends thought it would

he imprudent in me to reach this hot, scorching

climate, in the height of its midsummer heat.

But you may he surprised, as I have been, to

learn that the heat of summer is not near as in-

tense here as in the United Slates—even in the

most northwardly Slates of New York, Vermont,

&c. I commenced on the 27lh of July, noting

the temperature by my thermometer, at 9, 12, 4

and (i o'clock, and have kept it up nearly every

day since; and from that date to the 20lh of

September, the mercury never rose above 77i,

nor fell below 70S degrees. It is the most uni-

form climate that I have ever lived under ; we

have almost constantly fresh sea breezes, which

very much temper the he.it of the sun. 1 hap-

pened to notice in a New York paper, that the

thermometer at Washington, on the 28th of July,

was at 86 deg. ; here it was at 73 on the same

day. We had no rains here during the summer

season, nor until the 'JOih of September, and _\ct

vegetation seemed to thrive, and ihe land has

produced its usual abundance. While the pas-

ture lands in the valleys ami Oil the uplands,

were baked so hard that they cracked open,

leaving fissures large enough, in some instances,

to admit a donkey's hoof, yet the grounds, vine-

yards, &c, which were under the process of

Ullage, did not appear to suffer al all from the

drought.

We had a few days of rain here, I he latter part

of September and the forepart of October, w bieh

gave a very rapid growth to vegetation, making

a most remarkable change in the appearance of

the whole landscape Around. The weather, for

the last two or three weeks has been clear and

remarkably mild. Since the comencemeiit of

this month, the thermometer has ranged at about

lio degrees, and the people are now making their

gardens, planting their vegetables—and in many

instances, these productions are already Up, and

looking fresh and green. During a short ride into

the country yesterday, 1 saw ihe heaths, in some

places, literally covered with a most beautiful wild

flower, a specie of crocus. The pear, the cherry,

plum, orange, Her., are in hlossoni. it is no unusual

ihing lo see the fig, orange, and oilier trees, hav-

ing on them at the suinc time, fresh budding blos-

soms and ripe fruit. The fresh Jig is a tnosl de-

licious fruit, anil it comes on in such a continu-

ous succession that wo have it in perfection dur-

ing nearly the whole summer and autumn. It

may seem somewhat paradoxical to say that one

kind of this Iruit is green when ripe, and another

black when green—yet such is the fact.

Most of the tropical fruits grow here in per-

fection—ihe orange, lemon, lime, plantain, ba-

nana, fig', olive, date, &C, and the grapes are de-

licious. There are great varieties of lids excel-

lent fruit—some white, some black, and some of

a wine color; the muscatels are very fine, and

there is a kind which, from their remarkable

length, and delicate, slender tapering form, I

should call "the lady's finger," that are ofa rich,

sweet flavor. We have had ripe grapes^ here

since ihe middle of July— a single cluster which

was sent me by a friend, weighed three pounds.

This luxurious fruit may he bought here during

most or all of the summer months for brie cent per

pound ; fine oranges and figs, from two to three

cents n dozen—or much cheaper by the quantity.

The hills ami valleys, for miles around this

place, are covered with vineyards and orange

groves—and most of my consular and diplomat-

ic, colleagues have fine gardens, filled with all

these delightful fruits. The Swedish, Dutch,

Danish and Spanish gardens are most charming

places of resort. There also aie a great variety

of flowers, and ornamental trees and shrubs;

hundreds of yards of the different varieties of

geraniums, maybe seen bordering the walks;

and oleander.-', as large as good sized cherry

trees, put forth most beautiful and fragrant flow-

ers. The linden, the horse chestnut, the calalpa,

the palm, the mountain laurel, the larch, and the

various firs also adorn the grounds.

You will not he surprised, I presume, that

amid such scenes, and under such templing cir-

cumstances, my old horticultural mania should

return. I have purchased of a Moor a litllo

vineyard and garden, containing about an aero

of ground, and which, although somewhat run

down for want of proper care and attention in

cultivating it, has nevertheless, a large variety of

grapes and figs, and a small assortment of oran-

ges, pomegranates, &c, with pears, peaches, ap-

ricots, cherries, and the like ; these latter are

much inferior to our fruits of those classes, and

I have ordered an assortment of all the best va-

rieties of our American fruits, from our friend

Moulson, of Rochester, which 1 intend to plant

in my little domain, as soon us they arrive ; to-

gether with a small, choice assortment of flower,

garden and field seeds, which I' have urdered to

he sent me with ihe trees; and 1 may hereafter

advise you ns to the success of my experimcuis.

My little plantation is si'.uatod on the slope or

terrace pf a hill, a few rods outside of the cily

walls, (enclosed with a hedge of the ever-ver-

dant cane, already fifteen to Iwcuty feel high,)

ami commands fine views of the surrounding

mange groves and vineyards, Ihe mountain pinks

of Morocco, and the lime-renowned " Pillai s .(

Hercules "— as well as of the Caslle and tipper

portion of the town, and a delightful water; view,

overlooking the hay and the straits, wilh the

mountains of Andalusia, and the reeky fortress

of Gibraltar, peering up in the gray distance ;
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all vessels going in or out of the straits, pass

within range of our view.

Labor here is remarkalily cheap. The usual

price for gardeners and other laborers, per day,

is but two and a half ounces or doces, which is

equal to only fourteen cents, our money. The
usual hours of labor are from sunrise to four

o'clock, P. M., without stopping for a regular meal.

But if these Moors and Arabs work cheap, they

also live cheap; ihey will work all day on a

small bit of bread and a handful of dates, or an
onion.

Most kinds of provisions are likewise cheap.

Beef is usually about four cents per Moorish
pound, which is twenty-four ounces, or a pound
and a half, our weight. Eggs, one doce, or

about five and a half cents per dozen ; chickens,

from three to four doces each. Potatoes are

dear, from two to three cents per pound. There
is no reason for this, that I know of, excepting
that it is loo laborious raising them ; for I be-

lieve that nothing of the rot has yet appeared
in the potato here. I do not find any of the

sweet potato raised here; I intend to try them.
Butter is not sold by the pound ; it is brought
to market in small earthen jars of various sizes,

and sold by the lump. It is churned in goat
skins, is as white as lard, and is generally diny
stuff, not fit to eat. We pay two and sixpence,
(thirty-one and one-fourth cents,) per pound for

English or Irish butter, of a passable quality,

which we obtain through Gibraltar. Why do
not some of our Yankee dairymen send over a
cargo of their fine butter for this market?—
They might make a good speculation by it.

Barley sells for three to four doces a mood—
which weighs twenty-seven pounds—and wheat
from four to six doces—which is equal to about
half a dollar a bushel ;—aldora, or Egyptian
corn, sells for about the same as barley—and al-

so Indiau corn, about the same. There are no
oats of consequence raised. Wheat, barley and
aldora are sown in January; the first two are
harvested in June and July, and the aldora in

October. Corn is plunted in March, and gather-
ed in September or October.

The cattle of this country are of a medium
size, quite small boned, and with compact forms,
and almost universally of a dull dun color, occa-
sioned, 1 suppose, by their constant exposure to

the hot sun of these latitudes ; and they all have
immensely long, slim, branching horns; the
bulls are no exception in this particular; on the
contrary, I should think they excelled the rest of
the herd in this respect. The cattle all seem to
be of a hardy nature, and keep in good condi-
tion on very slight feed ; the cows, I believe, are
about of a medium rate as milkers. The sheep
are of a good size and fine form, but, judging
from those that have come under my observation-
they appear quite inferior as to wool :— they have
very lung, heavy fleeces, but they are much too
coarse. The goats are the finest, I think, that I
ever saw. Their long, finej glossy fleeces, hang
ill rich profusion from their sides, resembling
the most beautiful silk—their color is generally
black—a few are white, and some are black and
white.

This is the commencement of the sheepfestival
of the Moors, and thousands of sheep and goals
have been thronging the markets for a week
past. You could not go through the streets
without meeting—here a Moor leading ,, buck or
wether by the horns—there, one with a sheep's
hind legs in his hands, trundling him along on

his fore feet, after the wheel-barrow fashion—
and yonder a wild-looking Arab, with a live

sheep across his shoulders and around his neck.

In thinking of the dreadful slaughter to be
made among these poor animals, I could not

help repeating the words of the poet

:

" The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to day
Had he thy reason would he skip and play 1"

But of all the domestic, animals of this coun-
try, the Arabian horses, or barbs, as they are call-

ed, are the most noble and beautiful. They are,

in fact, renowned the world over, for their noble
qualities and superior points. I have had the

good fortune to obtain one of these fine, pure
blooded stallions. Although hut four years old,

he stands full sixteen hands high, is of a jet,

glossy black color, with a beautiful mane, a long
sweeping tail, a finely arched neck, and clean
limbs; and his movement is as light and grace-
ful as that of a gazelle. He was procured for

me of a Kahyle chief, in one of the interior pro-

vinces, through the exertions of a kind friend.

Several of my consular colleagues have beauti-

ful specimens of these noble barbs. The Moors
and Arabs are strongly attached to their horses,

and are very reluctant to part with them ; they
pet them, caress them, and even kiss them ; and
it is said they treat them with more kindness and
fondness than they do their wives; but that

must of course, be a scandal ! The power of
endurance which these horses possess, is truly

surprising
; they will travel day after day, over

sandy plains or rocky mountains, on an amount
of feed that would scarcely suffice for a sheep.
Horses are not allowed to he taken from this

country without paying an export duty of one
hundred dollars each ; excepting that, as a mat-
ter of courtesy, the Emperor gives to the vari-

ous Consuls General residing here, the privilege
of shipping one occasionally, to their several
countries. Mares are not allowed to be taken
away at any price, and an export duty of ten
dollars per head has to be paid for shipping bul-
locks from here.

No such thing as a wagon or wheeled carriage,
was ever seen in this country. Horses, camels,
nudes and donkeys, or asses, are used as beasts
of burden; but the beast of all work and all

drudgery is the donkey ; on his back are borne
loads of wood, stone, straw, sand, lumber, ma-
nure, wild Arabs, live sheep, and in fact, everv
thing portable. A drove offorty of these ani"-

mals marched in defile before my door the other
day, all laden with sand, to be used in re-build-
ing a portion of the consular house.

On market days (which take place on Thurs-
day and Sunday of every week,) hundreds of
these patient animals, and hundreds of camels,
may be seen winding their way along the rugged
mountain (.asses, and through the intervening
valleys, and pouring from the hill-sides into the
market place, (or soco, as it is called,) laden with
the strangest looking cargoes and most wild and
grotesque looking beings that man ever looked
upon. You will see the wild Bedouin Arab
from the desert, the ebony negro, the fierce

mountaineer, the swarthy Kahyle—many with
their huge shoulders and bronzed breasts, and
their long brawny arms and legs, entirely naked
—some mounted on lumbering camels, some on
mules and asses—with the tattered remnants of
their garments streaming to the breeze—some
dashing onward on foot, driving droves of beasts
before them:—and then, as they enter the soco,
to see them running furiously through, and min-

gling with, a ciowd of a thousand persons, com-
posed of troops of fine, manly looking Moors of
the town, with their white flowing haiks and
their snowy-white turbans — and sharp-eyed
Jews, with their close black caps, shrugging
their shoulders and seeking for a close bargain

—

and amidst all this, to hear the loud yells, the al-

most deafening clamor and confusion of tongues,

wh.ch rend the air—such scenes as these—so
strange and so novel, combining the oriental

with the grotesque, the savage and the ludicrous,

are beyond any thing that the wildest imagina-
tion, in its strangest flights of fancy, can well

conceive of.

But I am digressing. In speaking of the do-

mestic animals of this country, I omitted to no-

tice swine, for the very good reason that here
they rank as wild animals instead of domestic.

You are aware that the creeds of the Jews and
Mahometans interdict the use of pork. Conse-
quently, there is nothing of the swine species to

be found in this country, excepting the wild boar;

and these are quite abundant. Hunting the wild

boar, is rare sport, and very exciting, withal. I

have been on one of these wild forays among
the mountains, and had two fair shots at a young
Boar, and one at an Ichneumon, but my little

daughter, who accompanied me to our encamp-
ment, says that I was "too humane to kill the

poor creatures." I was obliged to accept of her
ironical apology, for the want of a better one.

Our party, however, killed two huge wild boars,

and I must confess that my " humanity" did not

deprive me of the gratification of " being in at

the death." They had immense tusks, and
would weigh, I judged, two hundred pounds
each, although they were not fat. Their hair

was of a dark iron gray color, and quite coarse.

The meat of the wild boar is sometimes very
tender and of good flavor.

I have been trying to procure a young wild
boar to send you alive, hut have not yet succeed-

ed
; for neither the Moors nor Jews dare he

seen bringing one of them in—they dare scarce-

ly touch these " unclean beasts," as they regard
them. They do occasionally, however, slip a pig

under their haik or blanket, and bring them
stealthily into town. When I succeed in obtain-

ing one, I will send him to you, if you wish. If

they will not beat your neighbor Bemeni's Berk-
shires in hearing down the scales, they certainly

will in rmtning. Leeches put up for market, sell

here for $14 per 1000.

Well, I rind I have written you a long, miscel-

laneous letter, without touching upon half the

subjects I designed to. As to the modus operandi

of tilling the soil, sowing and planting, and har-

vesting the various crops—the qualities of soil,

and many other like matters— I shall have to de-

fer a description of them until another time ; if,

perchance, yon and your readers are not sated

with a perusal of this lengthy, disjointed letter,

which 1 have been obliged to dash off in great

haste, without regard to method or systematic

arrangement.

I must, however, before closing, notwithstand-

ing its irrelevance, tell you of a self resurrection

which took place here the other day. Some two
or three weeks since, while passing across the

soco, or market place, 1 saw a troop of Moorish

cavalry winding their way up the crooked road

leading from the beach ; after them and with

another detachment of cavalry in the rear, came
about one hundred prisoners, on foot, marching
in single file, with a long, heavy chain extending
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along llie whole line, resting on the shoulders ol

the
|

> 1 isoners, with a smaller lateral chain fast-

ened around the rieok ol' each prisoner, and

in, nl,: fust to the main chain. In this position

.they were marched from (he prison at Tetuan

(aliout thirty miles distant) for the purpose ol

being; secured in the castle at 'rangier. On the

way, and jusl hefore reaching this place, one ol

t'lie prisoners fell, exhausted wild fatigue. On
taking him up, they found him lifeless. When
they arrived at the soco, it was nearly sunset

;

.the cavalcade halted, and the officers held a con-

sultation as to what should he done with the

poor fellow's remains. They finally determined

to deposit them in an open " saint's house,"

which stands near the centre of the market

place, until morning, when they would have

them interred. The hotly was taken upon the

shoulders of three or four Moors, and, with the

legs and arms dangling, as they passed l>y where

I stood, thus conveyed to this temporary dead

house, ami there left, without a single watcher

to guard it from violation. * * * In the

morning, they found that the dead man had

run away

!

Yours, truly, T. I]. H.

P. S. It may not he known !o the American

commercial interest that there has recently been

a radial reduction in the tariff import duties of

(his country. The duly used to he twenty per

cent.— it is now reduced to tin per cent, ad valo-

rem— on all articles imported save on iron, which

is reduced from £5 to 84 per cwt. Raw cotton

to £3 per cwt.; taw silk from §1 to fifty cents

per pound. It is hoped (hat this favorable

change may give a new impulse to our com-

merce with this country.

Maternal Courage.

We have rarely, if evr, met with a more

striking example of maternal self-devotion, uni-

ted with singular presence of mind, than is of-

fered hy the following circumstance, which oc-

curred two or three weeks ago iu the Stale of

New York The extracts which we give are

made, as will he perceived, from a letter written

by the heroic mother herself to a friend, a few-

days after the event narrated had occurred.

Mrs. , accompanied hy her daughter, a

young girl about twelve years of age, and some

young children with their nurses, went to visit

cemetery. A favorite do::, named Carlo,

was permitted to accompany them as escort, and

the little ones were amused with his gambols as

• he ran and leaped hy their side. On reaching

the cemetery, Mrs. and her daughter

" were a little in advance of the rest of the party:

" When suddenly we were all arrested by the

most horrible yelps Irom Carlo, who came plun-

ging, writhing, and foaming, furiously mad! The
dog look a circuit round, anil as the shrieks

went forth from , and ,
' lie is mad ! he

is mum 1
1'

I echoed, yes he is mad— run fur your
lives I In the same breath I tore from my shoul-

ders a large heavy blanket shawl, as my only

defence. Carlo immediately made for Mary,
who was running with all the speed possible. I

shrieked— Mary, 'tis you he pursues, turn quick

as thought. At [he same time, I kept nearly

pace w'iih the dog, and, as dear Mary turned, J

enveloped him completely with my shawl, wind-

ing the corners ('which I held in my hand for the

purpose) closely round his neck. It was, ol

course, only for one moment, J could hold him,

but every instant counted, and enabled Mary to

change her course, so that he was unable to

pursue her in any direct line. Hut the instant

lie escaped from me, he made directly for her

again, a frothy foam issuing from his mouth
accompanied by that unearthly yelp.

"The others hail made their escape from

the cemetery, and I was left among the dead,

to contend with, and protect my child against

a raving mail dog! Oh, who can imagine my
feelings! ("aim and perfectly self-possessed I

remained, giving directions unceasingly to Ma-
ry who lol lowed them quicker than given. All

the time the dog was at lull speed, save when I

niiitHed li i in with the shawl. It was only liy

Mary's malting short turns and leaping upon
palings that I had an opportunity to wind it

around him at all. Several times he so nearly

reached her as to raise his paws to spring up to

the wpot ^\w. occupied, and each time strength

and thought was given me to cover him with

the shawl and wind it round his neck. Thus she
escaped until aid was sent. Even that, I fear

would have been too late had he not fallen in a

tit, from which he was never allowed to rise.

His head was severed from his body hy the

heavy blow of an axe, given hy a strong arm,
while Mary stood directly over him, upon a high
fence, whither he pursued her.

"One week has passed, and last night was the

first time I have been able to shut out from my
sight that I'm inns dog, gnashing his jaws, uller-

in_r those horrid yelps, and foaming thick froth

from his mouth, rushing after my poor child."

In the midst of the horrors of the scene de-

scribed with such simplicity and vividness, how
touchingly sublime appears a mother's love.

One word on the remarkable presence of mind

here displayed. It is invaluable iu the hour of

danger, and who knows when that hour may he

at hand? The timid and irresolute are in im-

minent peril themselves and entirely useless to

others, while those who have learned to main-

tain a control over their thoughts, and to pre-

serve presence of mind, are often made the hap-

py instruments of saving those whom they love,

from danger and from death.

—

Christian Chron.

I have no Wife.

BY AM OLD AND INCORRIGIBLE MEMBER OF THE BACHELOR'S
CLL'B.

1 have no wife!—young pirts are fair,

Hui how uis I cai i oil,

No Conner are they wed, than ilieir

Enactment hide ihem ml i.uewril.

Tin- gnls, God Mess ihem ! make us yearn
To rls.Ii all odds and take a wife :

To cllllg to one, anil lint lo lurn

'i'en thousand In the dance ol life.

I have no wife ! who'd have his nose
Forever Lied I e lone (lower.

E'en Llmugll thai flower should be a rose,

elm k',1 wah light hand from (airy bower?
O, liel'er lir tile bright b- qnet
of flowers ni every clime and hue,

By turns to charm the mind away,
And fragrance in tin: heart renew.

I have no wile '.— I now can change
From grave to gay, from light to sad,

Ami iu in> freedom wide can range,
Fret for a While and tlieil be ylad.

I now can In eil a sy reti's tongue,
Anil know that e} cs glance no* invaln—

Make love apace, and being ' dung,"
Get up anil try my lock again !

I have no wife!—and I can dream
Of girts u lo.'ie Wolltl their weight ill gi Id,

Can bask my lleait in Love's broad beam,
Anil dunce lo think it yet unsold ;

On I can g i/.e upon a brow
u hictl moid and beauty both enhance,

Go tn the shrine and make in} bnwj
And thank the fates I have a chance

!

I have no wife !— and. like a wave,
i an II iat art ay to any land,

Curl ti|i anil ki-s, or gently lave,

The svveelesl [lowers that are at hand.

A pilgrim, I can bend b-tore

The slnuie which heail and mind approve,

Or, Persian like, I eau adore
Each star that gems llie lleav'n tif love.

1 haveno wife !— in heaven they Bay,

Si oh iimiius as wedding* are not known

;

Unyoked on- blissful spirits stray

uer liiiils, where care no shade has thrown.
Then why not have a heaven below,
And lei fair llynlen hence lie sent?

It Would lie lino'; hut a- things go,

Unwedded folks won't be content

!

A Mr. Forbes, from Aberdeen, Scotland, has

become possessed of one of the richest quick-

silver mines in the world iu California. Fifteen

hundred flasks, id' Seventy-five pounds each had

been got In a very short time, at an expense ol

ten to twelve dollars per one hundred pounds.

Playing the Devil. — We were a good deal

amused at an anecdote we heard the other day,

of u certain preacher, whose calling confined
him within the limits of old Kentucky, lie had
preached in his parish many years, and of course
hail run short of the eloquence so much needed
lo keep his hearers awake anil astonished Let
him preach ever so well now, it makes no differ-

ence, they have got used to him, and used to

sleeping; ami sleep they would, lo his great an-
noyance. At last he hit upon an expedient to

bring 'em up standing, as the saying is. He
procured a small tin whistle, which he took with
him into the pulpit, and after taking his text, and
•' blazing away " until his hums were sore aiid

his hearers all comfortably dozing anil nodding
approval to each other, he suddenly drew it forth,

anil gave a shrill toot-a-toot. Iu tin instant, the

whole congregation were awake and upon their

feet, staring at the minister, at eatdi oilier, and
wondering what in the name of pickles ami hu-

man nature, as Sam Slick says, was lo come
next. "You're a set of smart specimens «f hu-
manity, aint ye ?" saitl the divine whistler, as be
slowly gazed around upon his astonished assem-
blage. " When I preach the gospel to you, you all

•in lo sleep; but (he moment 1 go to playing ihe

devil, you're all wide awake, up and a coming
like a rush of hornets with a pole ill their

nest!"— Hallowell Gazette.

Agriculture.— I may claim for it, that it is an
innocent pin suit, that it can do no injury to any
one; that it invades no man's just rights,

and prejudices no man's safely, health, peace, or

reasonable enjoyment. It is a beneficial em-
ployment, for whoever cultivates Ihe earth ami
covers it with rich and golden crops, renders it

more beautiful; whoever causes the eaith to

yield its fruits, increases the means of human
comfort and subsistence; and iu proportion as

this cultivation is improved and skilful—and hy

such improvements and such skill, the products

of the earth are many times increased—so the

means of human subsistence and comfort, and
of subsistence and comfort to a very large por-

tion of the brute creation, are correspondingly

extended.

—

Colman.

Sowing Grass Seed in March.

When the laud is well prepared llie previous

fall, March, as soon as the ground is bare, is a

very favorable lime for sowing grass seed.

Those fanners who sow herdsgrass and red top

late in August and early in September, omit

sowing clover till March, as it is liable to be

winter-killed if sown at the time of the other

grass.

Some sow nearly all their grass seed in March,

preferring it to till other seasons. But when the

land is ready for sowing late in summer, or early

in fall, that season is preferable, as the grass will

get a start and yield a larger crop than if sown

iu March. Yet when the land is not prepared

till late iu autumn, the most favorable lime for

sowing is Match. If the hind he in good condi-

tion, Ihe crop will be pretty good. We have

sown seed in the middle of March, and had a

crop so large that some of it lodged. When

sown at this season, no harrowing, brushing, or

raking in of the seed is necessary ; and these

operations on the wet land, would he far worse

than useless. The seed lalling on the wet soil

is sure to vegetate before it is warm enough to

•dry the surface of the soil.

We have been astonished at the amount of

water the seed would sustain, not only will t

any injury, but with the best success. We have

sown grass seed in March, when there were

puddles of water that we could not drain oft', as

the ground was frozen. We sowed seed on the

water, supposing that it would vegetate alter the

water disappeared: and it has often vegetated

the earliest and best when sown on the water,

which shows the hardy nature of the seed as

I well as of the grass.—Mm England Farmer.
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Horizontal and Vertical Drilling Machine.

We were invited the other day, to witness the

operations of a machine of the above descrip-

tion, invented by Mr. Joseph J. Couch, a young

man residing in this city. The principles upon

which the machine is made to operate are very

simple. The frame in which the drill operates

is hung on two journals, or bearings, near the

centre of weight, in such a manner as to be ad-

justed in any position with great ease; and when

placed, it is made perfectly firm and rigid, by

means of suitable stays. The mechanism for

operating the drill is attached to two parallel

oaken bars, connected by cross stays, and con-

sists of two cross-heads connected together by

two round iron rods. In the larger of these

cross-heads is disposed an iron box, through

which the drill-shaft passes. This box is gov-

erned by a key, or wedge, so as either to gripe

the drill firmly, or let it play freely through it.

This key is attached to a lever, which extends

over one of the oaken bars and connects with a

cam-block, which draws or drives the key, as

circumstances may require. At the end of the

drill-shaft farthest from the rock to be drilled,

is attached a third cross-head, for the purpose

of increasing the weight of the drill and keep-

ing it in the right direction. This last head

play3 freely on the two iron rods that connect

the other two cross-heads. The rotary motion

of the drill is effected by means of a small

rachet wheel near the largest cross-head, whose

pawl is connected with a cam on the opposite

bar to the one above mentioned. The cross-

heads and rods which hold the drill-shaft re-

ceive a backward and forward motion by means

of a crank, which is driven by a small engine

placed on the oaken bars at the end farthest

from the rock.

In operating the machine, the drill is drawn

back from the rock, and then thrown towards

it by the crank ; and as it advances to the rock

the key which binds it is drawn, and allows the

drill to strike the rock with a full momentum,

without jarring the machine, and also admits of

that free concussion of the metal in the drill-

shaft, which is so important to its doing full

execution. The trial of this machine was most

satisfactory. It was placed in a horizontal po-

sition, and commenced operations upon a large

block of the hardest granite, with a drill four

inches in diameter. With this drill, it cut into

the rock at an average rate of twenty-two in-

ches per hour. It struck one hundred and

thirty blows per minute, without any urging;

and on being pressed, it gave from one hun-

dred and seventy-five to one hundred and eighty

blows per minute, or about three blows per

second. It was then tried with a three inch

drill, with equal success, drilling from twenty-

five to thirty inches per hour. This was done

on a horizontal, where the blow depends upon

the momentum given by the crank alone. In

a vertical and inclined position, where gravity

assists the momentum, the execution must have

been proportionally greater.

One peculiarity of this machine is, that the

power of the Mows increases with the speed of

the machine, so that it not only strikes a greater

number flf blows when driven fast, but it strikes

them with greater force ; so l.
l
?at its power in-

creases in a much greater ratio than its speed.

The weight of the drill-shaft and cross-head

in the machine is two hundred pounds. It re-

quires the attendance of two men, and is capa-

ble of doing the work of seventy or eighty hands.

This machine would be of great value in such

works as the proposed tunneling of the Hoosic

Mountain, on the Troy and Greenfield railroad,

as it is particularly adapted to that kind of labor.

Letters patent for this valuable invention are

now pending. Anyone interested in such works

can see the machine at W. Fowle's, No. 16 East

Orange street ; and it well deserves the attention

of railroad contractors and others engaged in

heavy work requiring much drilling, horizontal

or vertical.

—

Boston Traveller.

Products of Main'.—The rpport of Commis-
sioner of Patents has the following statistics of

the State of Maine for 1848:

Population 615,000

Bushels Parley 290,000
" Corn 3,000,000
" Potatoes 9,000,000
" Wheat 90,000

Oats 2,000,000

Rye 200,000

Hay, tons 1,200,000

This is much less than an average crop would

present, as the reward in part of our agricultural

industry.

—

Maine paper.

Pure Mr for Bread.—Bread undergoes a great

change for twenty-four hours after it is baked,

and chemists have made estimates that during

this time it absorbs nutriment from the atmos-

phere equal to twenty per cent, of its value.

Whether these chemical calculations are correct

or not, it is evident that a great change takes

place in biead immediately after it is baked, and

this change is doubtless effected by absorption.

From these remarks it is evident that as soon

as bread is taken from the oven, it should be set

in pure air. It should not be placed in a cellar,

nor in the passage to the cellar, nor in a closet

opening into a room much used by the family,

as from fires, and from perspiration and transpi-

ration of persons, the air becomes measurably

impure.

—

JVew England Farmer.

From the New England Farmer.

Deep Tillage.

Mr. Cole: All cultivators of the soil, I think,

will agree that it is better to have a deep, rich

soil, than a thin one. Crops on a deep sod are

not so easily injured, either hy drought or exces-

sive rains. In dry weather, there is a better cir-

culation of the moisture amongst the roots of

plants, and in wet, a free opportunity for the ex-

cess of water to soak down, and thus be reserved

for use in time of need.

While all agree with me in my views thus far,

there is a great diversity of opinion in relation

to the propriety of deepening the thin soils;

some contending that the subsoil contains poison,

which, if brought up and mixed with the surface

soil, will surely blast all the hopes of the un-

lucky farmer, who shall be bold enough to at-

tempt it, and that it is not best to bring up a par-

ticle of the earth, in order to deepen the soil,

however thin it may be ; while others as strongly

advocate deep ploughing and deep tillage, bring-

ing up the subsoil, to be acted upon by the at-

mosphere, and at length forming a deep, free

soil, suitable for the production of abundant

crops.

Having advocated, and practised upon the last

of these opinions for more than twenty-five

years, the object of this communication is. to

give some hints to farmers respecting deepening

the soil.

The nature of the soil and the circumstances

of the cultivation should always be considered.

If the subsoil is clay, or very hard and tenacious,

the land should be ploughed in the fall, that the

frost may operate upon it; and if there be not

an abundance of manure, a smaller quantity

should be brought up; so that there may not be

sufficient to injure the growth of the crops the

first season, but rather to increase them. Grav-

elly ai?d sandy loams may he ploughed deeper

at first. If lands are wet, all the good effects of
" deep tillage " cannot be attained until draining

is resorted to. My practice has been, and my
advice now is, to deepen gradually; but as I

have before stated, how fast, depends tqion cir-

cumstances. By all means, however, obtain a

deep rich soil wherever you intend to till.

A gentleman, who has travelled through the

eastern and southern parts of this State consid-

erably, amongst farmers, and who is himself a

cultivator of the soil, remarked to me, a year or

two since, that he could pick out those farms
where deep ploughing had been the practice,

from the superiority of the crops, and that, upon
inquiry of the owners, he was seldom or never

mistaken in his opinions.

Yours respectfully,

S. M. STANLEY.
West Attleborough, Feb. I, 1819^

Signs of a Poor Farmer.

He grazes his mowing land late in spring.

Some of his cows are much past their prime.

He neglects to keep the dung and ground from

the sills of his buildings. He sows and plants

his land till it is exhausted, before he thinks of

manuring. He keeps too much stock, and many

of them are unruly. He has a place for nothing,

and nothing in its place. If he wants a chisel

or a hammer, he cannot find it. He seldom does

any thing ill stormy weather, or in an evening.

You will often, perhaps, hear of his being in the

bar-room, talking of" hard times. Although he has

been on a piece of land twenty years, ask him

for grafted apples, and he will tell you he could

not raise them, for he never had any luck. His

indolence and carelessness subject him to many

accidents. He loses cider for want of a hoop.

His plough breaks in his hurry to get in his seed

in season, because it was not housed; and in

harvest, when he is at work on a distant part of

his farm, the hogs break into his garden, for

want of a small repair in his fence. He always

feels in a hurry, yet in his busiest day he will

stop and talk till he has wearied your patience.

He is seldom neat in his person, and generally

late at public worship. His children are late at

school, and their books are torn and dirty. He
has no enterprise, and is sure to have no money

;

or, if he must have it, makes great sacrifices to

get it; and as he is slack in his payments, and

buys altogether on credit, he purchases every

thing at a dear rate. You will see the smoke

come out of his chimney long after daylight in

winter. His horse stable is not daily cleansed,

nor his horse curried. Boards, shingles, and

clapboards are to be seen off his buildings, month

after month, without being re-placed, and his

windows are full of rags. He feeds his hogs

and horses with whole grain. If the lambs die,

or the wool comes off* his sheep, he does not

think it is for want of care or food. He is gene-

rally a great borrower, and seldom returns the

thing borrowed. He is a poor husband, a poor

father, a poor neighbor, a poor citizen, and a

poor Christian.

—

Baltimore Farmer.

Work! Work!—If you would be free, work.

When a man stops working, he in effect dies.

He starves in the midst of abundance ; for what
is dyspepsia but the worst sort of starvation ?

God may have cursed the ground, but be blessed

labor. He made man to subdue the earth. Yet
he is also the blessed Creator of sleep, of rest,

of recess, of mirth, hilarity, and fun. Enjoy su-

perfluity? Yes, but oidy in oneway— helping

the needy. Hoarding up a fortune to live in

idleness, is not enjoying superfluity, nor rest. It

is being miserable, and that no man litis a right

to be. He who works, and has enough to work
with, and is sure of enough to live on while

he works, enjoys the conditions of happiness.

Idleness is no less a crime in the rich than the

poor.
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An Incident in Real Life.

A gentleman of lliis cily has furnished us

with the following interesting narrative of one

of those real struggles of the young, to assist

their parents, which sparkle like diamonds along

the pathway of human life. In traits like these,

there is a moral heroism manifested, which

marks the pure gold of human character.

" Business called me to the United States Land
Office— while there awaiting the completion of

my business, a lad apparently ahout sixteen to

seventeen years old came in and presented the

Receiver a certificate of purchase for forty acres

of land. 1 was struck with the countenance and
general appearance of the lad, and enquired of
him for whom he was purchasing the land ; the

reply was, ' for myself, sir.' 1 then enquired
where he got the money ? he answered, ' I earn-

ed it by my labor.' 1 then said, you richly de-

serve the land. I then enquired, where did you
come from? 'New York,' said he. Feeling an
increased desire to know something more of this

lad, I asked him whether he had parents, and
where they lived ; on this question he took a

seat, and gave me the following narrative :"

"I am from New York State—have there liv-

ing a father, mother, ami five brothers and sis-

ters— I am the oldest child. Father is a drink-

ing man, often would return home from his day's

work drunk, and not a cent in his pocket to buy
fooil for the family, having spent all his day's

earnings (or liquor with his drunken compan-
ions— the family hail to depend chiefly on mother
and myself for bread ; this distressed mother
much, and had a powerful effect on my feelings.

Finding father would not abstain from liquor, I

resolved to make an effort in some way to relieve

mother, sisters and brothers from want—after

revolving things over in my mind and consulting

with mother, I got all the information I could
phout the far Wes'. 1 started from home for

Wisconsin with three dollars in my pocket. 1

left home on foot ; after spending my three dol-

lars, I worked occasionally a day, and renewed
my travel so long as the money lasted. By la-

bor occasionally and the charitable treatment I

got on the road, I landed in Wisconsin : here I

got an axe— sat to work, and cleared land by the

job—earned money—saved it till 1 gathered $50,
which money I now pay for this lorty acres of
land."

" Well, my good lad, (for by this time I be-

came much interested in his history,) what are

you now going to do with this land r" " Why,
sir, I shall continue to work and earn money,
and when 1 have spare time prepare some of

my laud fur culture, raise myself a log-house,

and when prepared will write hither and mother,
brothers and sisters to come to Wisconsin and
enjoy this home ; this land now bought by me, I

design for my mother, which will secure her
from want in her declining years." "What," said

I, " what will you do with your father if he con-
tinues to drink ardent spirits to excess ?" "Oh,

• sir, when we get him on the farm he' will feel at

home, keep no liquor in ihe house, and in a short

time he will be a sober man." I then replied:

—

" Young man, these being your principles so
young, I recommend you to improve on them,
and the blessing of God will attend you. I shall

not be surprised to hear of your advancement lo

Ihe highest post of honor in the State— with

such principles as you have, you are deserving
of the noblest commendation."

By this time the Receiver handed him his du-

plicate receipt for his forty acres of land ; rising

. from his seat on leaving the office, he said : " at

LAST, 1 HAVE A HOME FOR MY MOTHER !"

—

Daily

Wisconsin, of December 7th.

Pore Air for Animals.—As the weather be-

comes warm, those farmers who have been care-

ful to make their animals comfortable by close

buildings, during the cold winter, should be

equally careful to supply them with pure air, as

warm weather approaches. If many animals

are in the same apartment, or near each other, in

close shelters, and exposed to the gases arising

from the manure, the atmosphere around them

becomes contaminated, and the animals are. very

liable to become diseased.

In ventilating a barn or stable while the

weather is rather cool or chilly, carefully

avoid directing a fresh draught directly on

the animals, for, like human beings, they

are liable to colds, under great exposure.

—

Plaster, charcoal powder, and various other ab-

sorbents, spread on the floor where stock are

kept, are excellent for imbibing the gase3 arising

from manures, and rendering the air pure. Com-

mon earth, of almost every description, as loam,

sand, gravel, pulverized peat, and sods, &.C., are

good absorbents, tending to render the air purer,

and save the manure ; and some of these are

within the reach of every farmer in the coun-

try.

—

New England Farmer.

Past Memories.

BY JOHN G. WH1TTIER.

How thrills tnce more, the lengthening chain
Of mem'ry at the thought of thee?

Old hopes which long in dust have lain,

Old dreams come thronging back again,

And boyhood lives in me ;

I feel its glow upon my cheek,
Its fullness of the Inart is mine,

As when I learned to hear thee speak,

Or raised my doubtful eyes to thine.

t hear again thy low replies,

1 feel thine arm within my own,
And timidly again uprise
The fringed lids of hazel eyes
With soft brown tresses overblown,

And memories of sweet summer eves,

Of moonlit wave and willowy way.
Of slam and flowers, and dewy leaves,

And smiles and tears more dear than they.

Ere this, thy quiet eye hath smiled,

My picture of thy vouth to see,

When half a woman, half a child,

Thy very artlessness beguiled,

And Folly's self seemed wise in me:
I too can smile, when o'er that hour
The lights of memory backwaid stream,

Yet feel trie while tint manhood's power
Is vainer than my boyhood's dream.

Years have passed on, and lefl their trace

Of giaver care and deeper thought,

And unto me the calm, cold lace

Of Mankind, and to thee, the grace

Of Woman's pensive beauty brought.

Oh life's rough blast, for blame and praise,

The school' boy's name has widely down;
Thine, In the green and quiet ways
Of unobtrusive goodness known.

And tvider yet, in thought and deed,

Our still diverging paths incline;

Thine, the Genevan's sternest creed,

While answers lo my spirit's need
The Yorkshire peasant's simple line

;

For thee the priestly rile and prayer,

And holy day and solemn psalm
;

For me, the silent reverend, where
My brethren gather, slow and calm.

Yet hath that spirit left on me
An impress Time has wom not out.

And something of mysell in thee,

A shadow of ihe past I see
Lingering e'en thy way about

,

Not wholly can the heart unlearn

That lesson or its belter hours.

Nor yet has Time's dull footsteps worn
To common dust that path of flowers.

Scraps of History.

First export of lumber.—The first export of lum-

ber from New England was in 1633, only three

years after ihe first landing of the Pilgrims at

Plymouth. The ships Anne and ihe Little James

had been sent from England to Plymouth, laden

with supplies and passengers. They arrived in

Plymouth in July, IG23. On their return, Sep-

tember 10, 1G23, the pilgrims loaded them with

clapboards and furs. The clapboards they bad

made themselves, and the furs they had obtained

from the Indians. This was the commencement

of the lumbering business in this part of the

world, which since then, has been, and even now

is immense. The necessities of the colonists as

well as their inclinations soon pushed them into

commercial life, and they and their descendants

have pursued it with a vigor, perseverance and

success unrivalled by any other people on earth.

The first settlers were an industrious and en-

terprising people. Although for the first two

years they suffered for the lack of bread, on the

fifth year (1625) they were so successful In the

cultivation of Indian corn that they became over-

stocked with it. They were not the men to let

this surplus lie idle. So they laid a deck on one

of their little shallops, loaded her wilh corn, and

sent her to Kennebec, and traded it off with the

Indians for furs.

This is the first coasting voyage that we find

on record, and the first starting of a coasting

business which still continues to increase, and is

even now of an incredible amount.

It is related that although the shallop was pro-

vided with a deck amidship to keep the corn dry,

yet the men were exposed to the weather with-

out shelter. Having no seamen for service, Mr.

Winslow and some of the "old standards" per-

formed this voyage, in a tempestuous season, on

the approach of winter. They disposed of the

corn to advantage, and returned with seven hun-

dred pounds of beaver besides other furs, and at

the same time opened a profitable trade for fu-

ture occasions. After this a large business com-

menced with England, in which the colonists

supplied their English friends with dry fish,

lumber and furs.—Maine Farmer.

Easy method of breaking glass in any required

direction.—Dip a piece of worsted thread in spir-

its of turpentine, wrap it round the glass in the

direction that you require it to he broken, and
) then set fire to the thread ; or apply a red-hot

iron round the glass, and if it does not immedi-
ately crack, throw cold water on it while the

wire remains hot. Glass that is broken by this

means may often be fashioned ami rendered use-

ful for a variety of purposes.

—

English paper.

Earliest Food for Bees.—In a conversation

the other day with a worthy ami observing farm-

er, lie remarked that the earliest food for bees, in

the spring, is maple sap. He states that he has

seen them gather round the sap troughs, in the

woods, during the warm days in the spring, be-

fore the buds or tassels of the willow and other

trees and shrubs had put out, sipping ami making

themselves glad with the sweets that they find

there. It wouldn't be a bad plan, if a person had

any maples in the vicinity of his hives, to tap

them for the use of his bees,

—

Maine Farmer.

Value of Human Excrement.— Boussingault says

that the excrements of a man for one year con-

tain about twenty pounds of nitrogen, a sufficient

quantity for the growth of nine hundred pounds

— fifteen bushels—of wheat, rye or oats, or for

one thousand pounds of barley. And as they

can be disinfected and rendered pleasant to han-

dle by admixture with peal ashes, all farmers

who have peat upon their estates should see that

the valuable fertilizer at the head of this para-

graph be not wasted, but that it be treated so as

to be rendered tributary to the improvement of

his land.

If the peat in the process of being burnt into

ashes be so burnt as to prevent the fire from

bursting out, a large proportion of the mass will

he carbon, which will act as a fixer of the vola-

tile part of the nitrogen of the excrement, and,

by arresting loss by evaporation, give the prop-

erty of lastingness to it as a manure, thereby

enhancing its value.

—

American Farmer.

Elevated.—A farmer was elected to a corporal-

ship of a company. His wife after discoursing

with him some time upon the advantage his fam-

ily would derive from his exaltation, inquired

in a doubtful tone—"Husband, will it. be proper

to let our children play with the neighbor's
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Letter prom Maria Edgeworth.—Tlie Al-

bany Ar^us published llie following leller, re-

ceived :i lew (Jays since, by a gentleman of iliat

ciiy. The writing is described as very clear and

beautiful :
—
" EdgiiForthtotcn, January 21st, 1849.

We are all Well and sale in this part of the

country ; 1 wish I could say the same of all Ire-

land, bill we live in hope from the good govern-

ment of Lord Clarendon and the had success ol

all the disturbances in France and elsewhere all

over the world. As to potatoes, we are not sure

what llie result will he ; some will remain in ihis

country, sufficient for seed ; and the wish, J be-

lieve, of sensible people—meaning particularly

myself—is, that potatoes should not be given up

entirely, but that they should never again be

made the staple or only food of the people. As
the judicious Ricardo long sjnee pointed out to

me, it can never be advantageous to a nation to

have its national food defective in the essential

requisites of storahility—nor to have it of the

lowest priced production that can support hu-

man lile, in which case there can be neither re-

serve nor relief when there is a failure. One
great disadvantage peculiar to Ireland, in its sole

dependence on the potato crop and culture, is,

that it would humor and encourage the lazy ha-

bits of the people— I do not mean merely in lazy

bed potatoes, but in the whole system. The cul-

tivation of other vegetables, and the having re-

course to other means of subsistence, will in

time raise the character and call forth the ener-

gies of the Irish people. So said Berkeley, in

bis Jurist, long ago.

We are now looking with much curiosity ami
some with much hope— but I am not of the last

number— to what may be the consequence of

the discovery and working of the new California

gold veins. 1 wish you would tell rue your opin-

ion, and any facts J oil have collected, though it

is hardly time yet to ascertain such lads. ]t is,

however, time for me to finish this leiler and to

assure you that I am, very sincerely and affec-

tionately, your grateful friend,

Maria Edgewortu, in my 83d year."

QL\)t Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., FEBRUARY 28, 1849.

The value of a number of the Visitor contain-
ing ouly extracts*

When, near the close of ihe month of Febru-

ary, the editor saw, six hundred miles from

home, the first number of his favorite Monthly

Visitor for llie year 1849 wilh only a single origi-

nal notice as an apology, announcing the cause

of such an omission as laid never occurred in

the whole space of len years of its previous ex-

istence, he felt mortified in that little pride

which physical and mental suffering had left

him. It would, perhaps, take an entire number

of ihe Visitor to recount all the troubles of the

editor for the last two years—doubles which

have called him many limes from home with

the additional worr'unent and suffering of an in-

curable disease of body, in which, for the last

ten years, his life hail been lengthened out much

b •yoiul his own expectation. In that time he

has seen many of his friends and acquaintance,

Jiis coleinporaries in public and private life

—

many in apparently better health than him-

self—cut off in the midst of their years and

numbered now only with the men and things

that were.

With the melancholy reflections resulting

from nearly a month of utter physical pros! ra-

tion, and the continued labor to right a most vex-

atious personal prosecution commenced againsl

iii in in a distant Slate, the editor of the Visitor

took up the first number of llie present year,

prepared in his absence. He sat down and read

it over article by article ; and before getting

through with it, he will declare upon his honor,

that he found as much or more interesting mat-

ter lo the farmers of New Hampshire and of

New England than the paper would have con-

tained if half of its pages had been filled wilh

the matter which he could have prepared from

abundant materials noted down in journies of

the last four years, which he has not yet found

time and strength to write out. We think our

diligent readers—and diligent attentive readers

we know we have had from the frequency of

personal inquiries relative to our own produc-

tions—will agree with us that the number of the

Visitor bearing date January 31, 1849, is not the

least interesting of the one hundred and twenty-

one numbers of the paper that have appeared

in the last ten years.

As a matter of curiosity and valuable for ils

information to farmers, we will take the article

copied from the report of the Commissioner ol

Patents on the " Hog Crop ol ihe Western

States," written by Mr. Cist of Cincinnati, Ohio.

When at that flourishing "Queen of the West,"

four years ago, in a residence of two weeks, we

had occasion to meet the gentleman who fur-

nished and wrote the above article, as we did

oilier gentlemen, ready and willing to show us

all over the extensive establishments of a cily

which scarcely finds a parallel in the rise and

progress of cities of the known world. At ihe

time we were there, an introduction was had to

a medical school, at which our own professor

Mussey was giving a course of lectures on sur-

gery to two hundred and fifty young men pre-

paring to go forth in practice, as required by ihe

calls of the new settlements. At the same place

we saw immense iron establishments, where

pigs and blooms were converted into wrought

iron flanges of the size of large timber beams.

The season of hog-killing had passed by; but

we were shown the place where not long previous

seventeen hundred had been killed and dressed

in a day, beginning with one man rapping the

animal on the head—another sticking lo be

Med—two more handling for a scald; and thus

in a row going through ihe whole process of

opening of spring, the editor hopes to return to |

the scene of his Ions active life, and to make of ,

his monthly periodical for this year a contribu-

tion not less useful to his brother farmers than it

has heretofore contained and sent forth.

Essex County Transactions.

dressing. The article of Mr. Cist graphically

describes every thing: it has the uier.t of doing

Ihis literally, so that the raisers of pork in

smaller quantities in New England may under-

stand how much heller the economy of man-

agement of the great Western pork establish-

ments than that where the greater cost of rear-

ing hogs in our part of the country would seem

lo require that every part should be saved. The

extraction of lard oil and the manufacture of

star candles from the refuse fat of Ihe hoc were

introduced as the invention of German--, of

whom nearly one-third of the population of Cin-

cinnati consists: every panicle of what might

seem to he wastage is brought into profitable

use. Is it not wonderful, in the infancy of the

young West, that a single city should furnish for

commerce to the value of six millions of dollars

as the product of only one animal ?

We will not enumerate here all the articles of

llie first number of the. Visitor which we claim-

ed valuable to he read and preserved. We read

the penny papers that are daily published in Ihe

cities: each succeeding morning conies with a

seeming continued repetition of events and

speculations that grow up in a night and perish

in a night. Such matter as is given in the Visi-

tor is interesting at all limes: the volumes of six,

eight and ten years gone by, are good to go back

and look upon. With health reinstated on the

We are again indebted lo the Hun. D. P. King,,

member of Congress from Massachusetts, for a

copy of the Transactions of the Essex Agricul-1

tnral Society. In a neat style of legible type.

these transactions embrace an annual pamphlet

of more than a hundred pages oclavo ; and of

its expenditures no part is probably more useful

than that which diffuses among its members lltftj

information which carries along the history of a

society whose usefulness is proved by the spirit

which has kept it in progress for thirty years.

The Massachusetts Legislature patronizes ihe

county agricultural societies of that Sla'e by an.

annual appropriation equal lo the income of '

permanent funds invested within the county for'
1

a like purpose: the income of llie Essex sociely '

from the two soirees, according to the statement

of the treasurer, exceeds one thousand dollars

to be annually paid in premiums wilh the de-

fraying of incidental expenses. The sum of'

.?741 25 was awarded in premiums for llie year

1848. Besides rewards lor the best farm pro-'; '

ducts and improvements, and for various manu-

factures, the Essex Sociely awarded premiums

for the best written essays of three gentlemen*

on different subjects. From the essay of Mi:

Temple Cutler of Hamilton, on ihe improvement

of Wet Meadows and Swamp Lands, we extract

a portion which will be of interest as a guide to

ihe farmer who, for the want of accurate iufor- ,

million, might misapply his labor:

RECLAMATION OF LOW LANDS.

The fust great and important point to be at-

tended to, is thorough draining ; ihis is the great

desideratum,— no one may expect complete suc-

cess in attempting to reclaim wet, or hog mea-
dows, or swamps, without first sufficiently drain-

ing [hem ; and unless this is practicable, no one-'

should wilh confidence attempt Ihe enterprise.

It is on this point many have failed of success.

They may, indeed, for one or two years, obtain

a tolerable crop, but laud not fully drained, even
with all its top-dressings of gra.el, id' loam, of
soil, or of good manure, will soon go back lo iis

natural slate, proriut ing litlle besides its natural

wild grasses, and will be entirely unlit for any
kind of cultivation. 'Ihe first great object then

should be lo ascertain if llie laiiriiu view can bo

drained: there is not much land, that may not

be well drained, if right measures are taken ;

but the draining of sume pieces of meadow is

lirr more expensive than others, and this should

he the first item of expense, lo he taken into iho

calculation, and in general the first operation to

be performed.
If there is a fall sufficient for water to run, no

one need hestitale lo commence ihe operation of

draining. If ihe growth is trees, they are not

thrifty while it remains flowed, or in its quagmire
stale, anil such land is not profitable for a growth
of fuel ; the trees must he taken off root and
branch, and this is more easily performed oil

peat ground than some may be aware. The
roots of some kinds of trees, and generally all

kinds on such land, do not run deep, but spiead

on the surface. Cutting off a IV.w roots at a dis-

tance from the body by a stroke or two of ihe

axe, and affixing a rope near the top lo sway
them over, one man cutting such roots as seem
to hold on, in a few moments a tree may be

brought to ihe ground, wilh a thin sheet of ihe

lop of the soil turned op. The tree may then

be easily managed, and freed from most of llie

soil attached to the roois. Some practice cut-

ling the trees down near the ground, and then
removing ihe slumps by various ingenious expe-
dients, or with machines made for thai purpose.
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But I believe the former the most expeditious,

nnil cheapest method, where the soil is suitable

for its performance. When the ground to he

reclaimed is covered with hushes and briars, not

worn saving for fuel, the ground should he
burnt over and all humps and hassocks smoothed
off', and when the meadow is drained, and in dry
weather, piled and burnt to ashes, ami the ashes
spread on the ground, which is one of the best

of top-dressings.

To perform the work of draining, dig a large

ditch in the centre or lowest part of the mea-
dow, beginning at the lower end, where there
must he an outlet for the water. This ditch

should he about four feet wide, at the lop, and
about two feet at the bottom, dug down to the

hard pan, which in such land is generally from
two to lour or five feet deep, and composed of
hard sand, often inclining to clay, which is im-
pervious to water. This is the great conductor
of all water from the laud, or is a reservoir to

bold it, where the descent is so small as not to

carry it all immediately off. Then cross ditches
made shoal and narrow, tapering to the bottom,
about four rods, and sometimes only two rods
apart, where the springs are abundant, running
cross-way to the main ditch. In most instances,

anil where the cold springs flow in from the up-
land, marginal ditches between the meadow and
upland are required, and absolutely necessary to

take off* this water, and of more importance
than any of the ditches. But where the water
from the hillsides comes only on the surface of
the ground, it runs over the meadow, and makes
an irrigation that enriches it, greatly promoting
the growth of the glass. It will often be seen,

that in the shallow cross ditches, where water
runs in them from the upland, forming an irriga-

tion, a thick set grass called blue grass, grows in

abundance, and is an excellent kind. In some
instances, deep ditches should he interspersed

among the cross ditches to take off the occasion-

al springs; these ditches, if convenient, should
be stoned up and covered. These cross ditches

form beds, which should he raised in the centre
between them, by throwing the mud from the

ditches and sides into the middle, or if ploughed,
commence in the centre and back-furrow to the

sides, which will raise it sufficiently.

If such a meadow as 1 have described could
be ploughed, it would he best so to manage, and
to plant it with potatoes or corn, or sow it with
rye, ami grass seed at the same time, or lay it

down, sowing glass seed alone, in dry weather
in August or September, which I think better

than to sow later, as the crop of grass will be
far more abundant the following season; or, it

may be sowed late in the fall, and even the next

spring very early, but 1 think the chance by the

last methods is by no means so favorable. But
before any thing of this is done, a top-dressing

of coarse gravel of the depth of two inches will

be necessary, and will have an astonishing effect.

Sand will answer the purpose, and loam is bet-

ter than mere sand, but gravel better than either.

A top-dressing of lime or ashes on the gravel or

sand, 1 think may well pay the expense, or a

compost with lime still better. Yet the effects

of mere gravel or sand, I think would astonish

anyone who has not before experienced the trial

of it, producing an abundant crop of grass. The
sand or gravel seems to correct some acidity in-

cident to such soils, or they supply some princi-

ple wanting to iliern. The precise manner in

which thesi' substances act upon the peat soils,

and the exact principles each contain, we will

not stop now to enquire ; let chemists determine
these points, hut suffice it to say, experience has
shown these important results.

It will be perceived that I rely more on the

tests of experience than on theory, but in many
instances the one will corroborate the other.

Experience has shown that sand, gravel, lime,

ashes, &,c, are absolutely necessary to produce
fertility on peat lauds; it is shown as well in

hoed crops as in those lands laid down to grass.

These peat lands, well drained, and made
smooth by cutting off the protuberances, or

bumps, and covered with gravel, say one bun-

drep and fifty loads to the acre, will produce, il

sowed, more grass and hold out longer, than that

laid down after a hoed crop, and being also well

ploughed, with the sward well rotted, where no
gravel has been spread. It seems by these re-

sults, that the theory proves true, that the alkalies

supplied by the substances I have mentioned,
render the peat soil almost a bed of manure.

I wish to call the attention of our practical

fanners particularly to this subject. I should
wish them to ascertain, by actual experiment, the

true value of those peat lands, now almost whol-

ly unproductive ; I mean not those peat lauds

suitable for the digging of peat for fuel, such as

is firmly bound together by fibres, and make
good fuel, for such land, in most localities in our

county, will readily sell at two dollars per square
rod ; and the top being thrown in where the

peat is taken out, will produce in a short time

more than double its former value in coarse fod-

der. I w ish them to convince themselves, that

they have no lands of comparative value with

these, which are olien the rich depository of the

wash of other lands. Experiments may first be

tried on a very small scale. Many farmers now
yearly haul a few cart loads of soil or loam on to

some bog near the house, for a garden, and I

have never seen any garden spots more produc-
tive, bearing the drought better than upland, and
good, even in wet seasons for vines or roots, for

culinary purposes.

I have spoken of the various ingredients for

spreading on wet lands or peat meadows, such

as sand, loam, gravel, &c, as possessing fertiliz-

ing qualities, but perhaps they do not, properly

speaking, enrich, for these depositories are rich-

es of themselves, and the applications mention-

ed may only correct some acidity, or render the

land more retentive of moisture ; however this

may be, they give powers of production. And it

is well known, from various experiments, that

such lands do, in some instances, continue to

produce from two to three tons of good hay to

the acre, without additional lop dressing, for six

years; there are few instances, I think, of up-

lands doing this. It is also an encouraging cir-

cumstance to any who fear, on the score of ex-

pense, to experiment on the improvement of

these meadows and swamp lands, that we have

within our knowledge several instances where
the first crop has amply paid the whole expense
of the operation of reclaiming.

Sulphur and Charcoal for Swine.— Let your

hogs, at this season, have a plentiful supply of

these articles. The former may be administered

to them at proper intervals, in their food ; the

latter, for convenience sake, may be deposited

weekly in their sties. Boxes of the proper size,

permanently secured, should he provided for its

reception, and kept well replenished with the ar-

ticle, at all times. Salt, also, should be kept by

them, or it may be administered as a seasoning

to their food. The withholding of this article

is, in many cases, attended with fatal results, es-

pecially when the animals are kept principally

on green and fermentable food. Turn a ball

pint of salt into a bog's trough, and if his diet

has been fresh and unseasoned for some lime

previous, be will devour it ravenously, and at

once.

—

Maine Cultivator.

Prepare Implements.

Before spring's work commences, farmers

should have all their implements in readiness,

whether they purchase or make them. Wheels,

carts, ploughs, barrows, drags, rollers, and vari-

ous other implements and machines should all

be in good order in due time, that there may be

no delay in the busy season for want of these

useful things.

A farmer, who has timber, and is ingenious,

or can get a neighbor who is skilled in the. use

of tools to assist him, can often construct coarse,

rude implements cheaper than be can buy them.

But small tools, and all machines and imple-

ments that require nice work, may be purchased

at a much cheaper rate than the farmer can

make them.

It will cost a firmer three times as much to

construct a plough in the old-fashioned mode of
employing the carpenter and blacksmith, as it

will to buy ploughs of the best construction.

And the improved ploughs now sold at the agri-

cultural stores require so much less draught than

the old, rude implements, that they are cheaper
at the usual prices than (be home-made ploughs

are at nothing. These remarks are unnecessary,

at the present day, in most parts of the country.

Some tools have been so much improved, that

they bid defiance to all competition, excepting

that which has been the result of long experi-

ence, great ingenuity, and expensive implements
and machinery in their construction

; and it is

far better for the farmer to buy such superior

tools at a moderate price, than to use heavy,

bungling implements, if he could have them as

a present.

Let a farmer procure his implements as he
may, be should now commence bis preparations,

if he is not already about it ; for spring, with its

long, busy train of operations, will soon be upon
us, and we must be careful, lest, in the sudden
change from the rigid cold of winter to the

genial warmth of spring, old Time shall gain an

ndviiiitage, and find us unprepared. A good
preparation for spring and summer's work, by

having all implements prepared and of the

best construction, is a great deal towards the ac-

complishment of the labor.

—

New Eng. Farmer.

Forest Trees.

In the perusal of the interesting pamphlet of

Transactions of the Essex County Agricultural

Society in Massachusetts for the year 1848, our

attention has been especially called to the Re-
port of the committee on Forest Trees: the

chairman of that committee, R. S. Fay, Esq.,

with a commendable zeal to restore the denuded
hills of old Essex, many of which, from neglect

of exertion to keep up their fertility, have be-

come as barren of profitable cultivation as they

are naked of wood, has presented the Society

with one hundred dollars as a portion of the

foundation of premiums to be offered annually

fiir the encouragement of forest planting. At
the outset of his report be laments that, as yet,

the efforts made by himself and others have pro-

duced no " newly awakened action to the sub-

ject." He says of his own ancient county, " the

acorns still fall unheeded from the few oaks

which remain ; the pine cones still open them-

selves upon their boughs, the wind blowing

where it listetb ; the cattle are still allowed to

gain a scanty and hard subsistence by grazing

over lands that nature plants, but plants in vain."

As an inducement to the farmers of Essex to

disregard the objection that no immediate profit

may be expected from the planting of forest

trees, Mr. Fay presents the following cogent

reasons :

—

" We have not the spaoe allowed us to enable

us to descant upon the pleasurable satisfaction

to be taken in seeing one's trees growing from

year to year, adding new beauty to our estate,

nor to enlarge upon the inward content that fills

the breast, as we behold woods of our own
planting springing up around us, for which those

who succeed us will bless our memories, and

which may afford the most pure and unalloyed

enjoyment to generations yet unborn. We shall

confine ourselves to the subject as a mere matter

of thrift, and wo shall speak of a tree only in

the light which the Laird of Dumbiedikes view-

ed it: 'Jock, when ye hae naetbing else to do,

ye maybe aye sticking in n tree ; it will be grow.
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ing, Jock, when ye'er sleeping.' Before pro-

ceeding, however, more minutely with those

considerations which we hope will induce some

few to attempt forest planting, we wish to no-

tice, and if possible, to overcome the objection

that is always foremost, when we press tree

planting upon the notice of our friends and

neighbors. It is an objection more deeply fel 1

than expressed, because we are hardly willing to

have so selfish a hindrance appear in all its

strength, and it is this: We are told, that it is a

species of improvement from which we ourselves

cannot hope to reap the benefit, since our lives

are too short to witness the maturity of trees of

our own planting. This is a weak and selfish

objection, at the best, and it is false, too, in its

premises. The first Duke, John of Alhol, for

example, saw a British frigate built entirely of

larch of his own planting. It will be seen,

moreover, if we will examine a little into the

subject, that the benefits commence at once in

the increased value given to the land planted.

In another point of view, as a provision for our

children, how important planting becomes.

—

There is no surer way of making a provision for

one's children than by planting timber trees.

The advantage of restoring portions of our

worn-out lands to wood, are also most important

to New England welfare. We are every year

developing more highly the mechanical arts, and

in their progress, wood, in various forms and for

numerous purposes, is required. Our lands

have been already stripped of the most valuable

kinds for these purposes, and no measures are

being taken for a new supply. They have been

pastured upon and exposed to our cold and

piercing winds until, in many cases, the power

of vegetation is nearly lost. Now, who can not

foresee a prospect for an increased demand and

value for every species of wood that grows? Do

we not perceive this enhancement from year to

year ?

" We come now to such data as we have been

able to obtain from practical persons, as to the

profit and loss of planting ; and we shall com-

mence with those furnished by the English and

Scotch planters, who have made planting the

business of a life-time, in a country where plant-

ing forest trees has been practised for centuries.

And first, we shall extract from the Transactions

of the Highland Society, a slight notice of the

Larch, a tree which has been found to agree sin-

gularly well with our bleakest and most hungry

soils :

'"Larch will supply ship-timber at a great

height above the region of the oak ; and while a

seventy-four gun-ship will require the oak lim-

ber of seventy-five acres, it will not require

more than ten acres of larch ; the trees in both

cases being sixty-eight years old. The larch,

instead of injuring the pasture under it, im-

proves it. The late Duke of Athol planted in

the last year of his life six thousand five hun-

dred acres of mountain ground solely with

larch, which in the course of seventy-two years

from the time of planting, will be a forest of

timber fit for the building of the largest class of

ships in Her Majesty's navy. It will have been

thinned out to four thousand trees per acre.

Each tree will contain, at the least, fifty cubic

feet, or one load of timber, which at the low

price of one shilling per cubic foot, only half its

present value, will give £1000 per acre, or in all,

a sum of £0,500,000 sterling. Besides this, there

will have been a return of £7 per acre, from the

thinnings, after deducting all expense of thin-

ning and the original outlay of planting. Fur-

ther still, the land on which the larch is planted,

is not worth above ninepence or one shilling per

acre, yearly rent. After the thinnings of the

last thirty years, it will be worth ten shillings

per acre, by the improvement of the pasturage.'

"Montieth, an experienced timber planter and

appraiser of timber land, gives the following

statement of the profit of an oak plantation for

twenty years, on one hundred acres of land,

worth five dollars per acre yearly rent, and 1

have placed the estimate in dollars, instead of

pounds sterling.

" If the proprietor, he says, plants one hun-

dred acres of ground, the trees being four feet

distant from each other, each acre will contain

3422 plants.

" ' Plants and planting per acre, $30. . .$3000 00

Rent of land for 10 years, at $5 pet-

acre 5000 CO

Interest on rent 1125 00

Expenses of thinning, pruning and

trimming for 10 years, at $5

per acre 5000 00

Total expenditure $14,125 00

Deduct produce of 1000 trees

thinned from each acre,

first 10 years, at $10 per

acre $1000 00

Deduct value of 2422 trees

per acre, remaining, at

$37 50 per acre 3750 00 4,750 00

9,375 00

Balance at the end of ten years 9,375 00

Expense of thinning and pruning

for second ten years, at $10

per acre 2000 00

Rent of land for same period, at $5
per acre per annum 5000 00

Interest do 1125 00

Interest on $9,357, old balance for

ten years 4685 00

Total outlay for 20 years $22,185 00

Deduct produce of 1000 trees thin-

ned out from each acre, at 12J

cents per tree, at $125 per acre. . . 12,500 00

Deduct for enhancement of value

during the last ten years of

1422 trees per acre, remaining

at $100 per acre 16,000 00

28,500 CO
Leaving an actual profit, after pay-

ing rent, interest and expen-

ses, of 6315 00

" Up to this period, the comparative gain is small,

but the same calculation continued for ten years

more, will show a profit of $1 18,335 00, and the

end of forty years from the time of planting, the

round sum of $205,000 00.

"These calculations, as Montieth remarks,

may to those who have paid no attention to ibis

subject, excite wonder, if not doubt, but in mak-

ing them, he says he has been careful to lessen

ratliei than to exaggerate the profits.

"The following facts, given in the Encyclope-

dia Brittancia of Art and Agriculture, confirm

Mr. Montieth. Mr. Pavier, in the fourth vol. of

the Bath papers, computes the value of fifty

acres of oak timber, in one hundred years, to be

$60,000, and Evelyn calculates one. thousand

acres of oak in one hundred and fifty years, at

no less than at three million and three hundred

thousand dollars. Both these writers, who are

of known authority, made their calculations at a

period when the timber was of less value than at

the time of Montieth's calculation, by at least

one-half.

" Let us hear what Mr. Low, in his valuable

work, ' Landed Property and the Economy of

States,' says. 'The planter has been character-

ized as the most disinterested of men, because

be labors for posterity. The claim of the planter .

to this distinction may be questioned, although

he may enjoy the thought that the workmanship

of bis hands will not perish with him. Like

every one who labors from choice, the planter

experiences gratification in his pursuit The
little tree which he places in the ground, quickly

becomes a part of the landscape around ; and

thus the taste is gratified, almost as soon as the

work is done. In a few years more, his woods

yield shelter from the winds and thus increase

I he value of the lands around, while it is rarely

beyond the expectation of human life to look for

a direct profit from the wood as it advances to

maturity. To expend capital on planting, in

deed is merely to lay out a fund to increase at

interest, and often at a high rate of interest. Let

it be supposed that a wood requires sixty years

to reach the age of good timber ; that the land

is worth one dollar per acre of yearly rent in its

original state; and that the expense of planting

and enclosing it is twenty-five dollars per acre.

Then rating money at five per cent., supposing

it to increase at compound interest, the amount

will be found by calculation, for sixty years to-

gether with the assumed yearly rent of one dol-

lar per acre for the same period, to be nine hun-

dred dollars per acre. So that. if the wood be

worth that sum, it will return the capital, inter-

est and rent. But the sum of $900 per acre

would be very small, including the progressive

thinnings made during the period for timber of

even the least valuable kinds, of sixty years

standing, and therefore, it will be seen that wood

may yield a high return on the capital expended.'

" It will be seen in all the estimates of profits

of forest plantation in England, a considerable

item of cost is the annual rent of land, varying

from five dollars to one shilling per acre ; anoth-

er large item is fencing and enclosing. James

Brown, in a work of much utility and excellence

upon this subject, makes the cost of fencing one

half the expense. In the planting which we

propose to the farmers of Essex, we shall make

no account of these items of expense in Eng-

land, because the lands which we shall recom-

mend are those that have been used as pastures

and fields, worn out by poor cultivation, which

are almost universally fenced or walled, and

which are hardly worth in themselves the walls

that enclose them. They possess no yearly val-

ue, to he placed among the items of expense in

forest culture, although we shall allow interest

upon one that we shall assume.

" With these premises, we now propose to

urge upon every farmer in the county to trfke

any worn-out field, huckleberry pasture, or other

waste land, and to convert it into a wood planta-

tion, whether of birch, larch, pinen, oak, ash or

maple, or all combined. And we will endeavor

to give a fair statement of the transaction, valu-

ing his own time and attention at the highest

market price for farm labor.

"In the first place, it must be observed, that in

the estimates of the cost, we assume the work to

be well done; for, unless it be so, it had better

not be attempted. Merely putting an acorn in

the ground, or any number of acorns, is not for-
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est planting. Tliey w ill germinate, undoubted-

ly, but tliey will remain of no value alter tbey

have come up for many years, unless something

more is Hone. It would lie as unwise to plant a

field of acorns, without preparing that field, as

to sow corn or potatoes without ploughing, ma-

nuring and after-cultivating the ground. We
shall, ill another place, speak more particularly

of this ; we speak of it now, lest our estimates

should appear high. So in calculating the value

of the product, we assume a rapid production,

such as care und cultivation alone will give, and

not such as springs up from unassisted nature.

We will now suppose that a farmer has a ten

acre lot upon his farm, which has run to waste,

or for which he has no profitable use. We offer

to his consideration, as the most productive em-

ployment of this lot, its conversion to a wood

lot; and as an inducement for him to attempt it

we state to him the cost of an oak plantation,

and its profit and loss for forty years, as follows:

Cost of planting, including ploughing,

harrowing, manuring and keeping

fence or wall in order, at $25 pet-

acre $250 00

Thinning, pruning and weeding, for 10

years, at $3 per acre annually 300 00

Interest for ten years, assuming the

land to lie worth §15 per acre 270 00

Whole cost at the end of ten years 820 00

For the next ten years, the thinnings

will fully pay for the cutting and

other slight attention. We will

therefore add to the above, at the

end of the 2d ten years, interest

upon interest, &c. &c 492 00

$1312 00

At the end of 20 years, if the labor

which has been charged for, has

been faithfully performed, there

will remain, say 1000 trees to an

acre, of the average height of 30

feet, worth at lecsl 30 cents each,

or $300 per acre $3000 00

Deduct the cost up to the expiration of

this period 1312 00

And there remains a profit, after

paying interest and expense, of §1088 00

For the next twenty years, the cost of

thinning, which is the only i x-

pense, will be more than balanced

by the increase in value of the

wood cut, at 30 cents per tree, over

that valuation. During that time,

the trees will have been thinned to

about 400 trees per acre, which is

about the number of timber trees

that can be grown to full si7.».

These trees would be worth for

fuel merely, as they stand, at least

$5 per tree, any where ill Essex

county, or $2000 per acre. The

account then would stand, at the

end of forty years, thus:

Profit at the end of twenty years

400 trees per acre, at the end of forty

years, at $5 per tree

1088 00

.20,000 00

$2,688 CO

Less previous value given the same, at

30 cents per tree, remaining 1200 00

$20,488 00

"Which sum, large as it may appear, shows

the smallest profit to be anticipated from an oak

plantation of ten acres, upon suituble land, of u

medium quality, at the expiration of forty years

from the lime of planting."

It will he seen that Mr. Fay calculates the

value of four hundred full grown trees in Essex

"for fuel merely," ut five dollars per tree, or two

thousand dollars per acre !

The denuding of the forest trees in the lower

counties of New Hampshire, admonishes us of

the necessity of sparing the growth that is

springing up on hundreds and thousands of

acres of land that has been deemed of little or

no value for cultivation. The growth on much

of the lands cleared off' within the last ten years

— the natural growth springing up without plant-

ing, would in twenty years probably increase

the value to from fifty to a hundred dollars the

acre.

A gentleman in Norfolk county, Massachusetts,

who lives ten miles out of Deillnim and twenty

miles from Boston, lately informed us that he

has attached to a small farm about one hundred

and twenty acres of the impracticable laud, fit

only for the growth of wood; and that he makes

a very profitable business in the employment of

cutting and carting or sledding wood from his

premises during the winter season. His wood is

of the hard kind of oak or maple. The most

profitable mode of taking off" this wood is to

clear the land entirely as often as once in twenty

years: the young sprouts, without the delay of a

single year, commence at once to supply the

growth just taken away. Jn this way, a forest of

one hundred and fifty acres may be made to sup-

ply say from one to two hundred cords of wood

annually with an improved growth left on the

whole at the end of twenty years. This wood,

in all the easterly sections of Massachusetts, is

now worth about four dollars the cord standing.

In the town of Worcester, at the heart of the

commonwealth, we were surprised to find such

hard-wood selling the present winter at seven

dollars the cord. What it would have been with

the present business of that new and nourishing

city, if railroads and cheapened transportation

had not lessened the price of anthracite and

bituminous coal one-half, we will leave the pub-

lic to conjecture. There .are wood lots in the

county of Rockingham, where the wood has to

he carted from six to ten miles to market— wood

lots suffered to grow up as a new growth, be-

cause the land was unproductive for any valua-

ble purpose— the growth on which in the space

of thirty years has raised them to the value of

eighty and a hundred dollars the acre.

The calculation that four hundred full grown

trees in any purl of Essex county will make an

acre of them 'Tor fuel only," worth two thousand

dollars, is by no means extravagant. These full

grown trees, however, might be expected to

have attained at least a growth of fifty yetus.

What better application of labor and capital to

increase the value of farms could be applied in

that county than a cultivation of forest trees on

one half of a sterile pasture, with the effort of

DO very considerable expenditure to make the

other half produce twice as much of pasturage

or other vegetable productions that the whole

now yields.

Of that extensive part of New Hampshire

north of Wimiipissiogee lake, including the

counties of Carroll, Grafton and Coos, personal

cibservation satisfies us that one half, at least, is

covered with forest trees, all of which may be

made valuable for some purpose— for timber, fur

fuel, or at least for coal. Within ten years from

this time, if the progress of manufacturing and

commercial towns below towards the seaboard

continues, may we expect that easy railroad

transportation will reach every section of this

New Hampshire forest growth not lo exceed the

distance of rarely over fifteen miles for wagon

transportation in any location.

In the town of Carroll, Cues county— formerly

that impracticable town of " Bretton-woods,"

thai when we first visited this While Mountain

region about the year 1822, contained, according

to the estimation of the second Rosbrook, who
was born and bred there, scarcely a hundred

acres tit for cultivation— in a corner of this town

a sale has lately been made of one pine timber

lot of a few hundred acres at the price of some

forty thousand dollars, to a company of persons

in Manchester, by a gentleman in the State of

Maine. There is no mistake as to the number

anil value of the beautiful tall pines in that town-

ship of Carroll and its vicinity.

Of the vast timber forests in what has long

been treated as the impracticable mountain re-

gion of New Hampshire, there is hardly begun

to be an estimate placed upon their value. The

Manchester purchasers have ascertained the

value of wood and limber hinds by their visible

scarcity in their own neighborhood. They have

done well to look beyond the ridge that divides

the waters of the Merrimack and the Connecti-

cut livers in anticipation of the railway trans-

portation that at no very distant period is to di-

vert the splendid forest pines that abound in the

upper region of the Connecticut river valley to a

more profitable and ready market than the long

way by expensive cartage down stream. When
it is considered that for the building purposes of

Lawrence, Lowell, Manchester and other manu-

facturing towns, materials from the State of

Maine are called for at Boston and other seaport

towns, to be carried at an additional expense in-

to the interior, well may we learn to put an esti-

mate upon the increased value of the timber

lards northerly of these towns in New Hamp-
shire, to be appreciated as soon as the railroads

already begun shall he completed to their termi-

nation. In the revenues of the railroads even

before they are completed, it is remarkable that

the manufacturing towns on the way contribute

more than even Boston itself. Lowell furnishes

more passengers and business for the railroads

passing to and from it, than all the business of

Boston for the same roads; and if we cannot

say as much for Manchester and Lawrence now,

the time is not distant when such will ho the

case.

If the owners of lands and others interested

in the mountain forests of New Hampshire as

vet give them not their due credit for the value

of their wood and timber, so neither do they he-

gin to appreciate the value of the soil for agri-

cultural purposes w hen these mountain lands

shall he cleared. This country is not like the

great open prairies of the West, where scarcely

a tree is seen for miles: it is generally covered

Willi close timber trees. To extended forests

of close timber trues where there is no means of

ready access, the idea has generally been to look

upon good and poor land as alike impracticable.

Several miles removed from roads, the clearing

of the best lauds for cultivation costs mure than

the land is worth after il shall he cleared.

We consider it fortunate for New Hampshire

that she has many thousand acres of forf st lands

not yet touched by the axe. At this late day we

would not advise the sudden culling off" and
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clearing of these remaining forest lunds. By no

means would we recommend tlie cutting down

ami burning olf the growth upon a single acces-

Biblu acre of forest in the State : tlie standing

trees upon all these lands will in a very few

years become of sufficient value at least to pay

for the clearing.

Bathing or Washing in Winter.

This operation so essential to good health, is

so liule practised in winter, that the very naming

of the subject will send a thrill through the sen-

sitive frame;) of many of our readers, and they

w ill draw their garments close tiro I llieni, and

move nearer die fire to save themselves from

taking cold while reading this article.

There is hut liule trouble in bathing in hot

weather, when the application of cold water lo

the system is often grateful. But in cold weath-

er, there is in most minds a dread of water al-

most as meal as in one afflicted with hydropho-

bia, and bathing and washing in winter, are gen-

erally discontinued ; and this is one cause of

colds at this inclement season.

In summer the skin is soft and moist, and by

profuse perspiration, and the frequent change of

garments, tlie system is cleansed, in some meas-

ure, without washing ;
yet washing is necessary.

But in winter the perspirable matter passes out

on the surface of the body, where it lodges, lorill-

ing 8 dry scurf, closing the pores of the skin, and

perspiration altera while becomes impeded, and

Ihe redundant matter is thrown inward upon die

lungs, and must be thrown off hy coughing ;
thus

requiring a double office of these delicate organs,

which have enough lo do in their own peculiar

province, in a climate where the thermometer ot

leu varies in twenty-four hours as many degrees.

Infants are generally washed daily, hut when

they become large children and adults, they often

go six months without this operation, so essen-

tial to health and comfort. The face is washed

often, the body seldom, Why this difference?

A thorough washing' of the whole system once a

week is not a harsh task, and the advantages from

it will he great. It will not only add to health and

happiness, hut to life itself If one thinks he has

not lime, let him take the time from the hours

of sleep, even if he he already limited in that

respect to tive or six hours iu the twenty lour.

He will sleep faster after bathing, and make up

for the deficiency.

After bathing or washing in cold water, brisk

rubbing, with a coarse cloth will produce a pleas-

ant glow, and prevent injury to a person ol deli-

cate constitution. But those who choose can use

warm water in a warm room. We say to our

reatlers.as you value health, life and happiness,give

due attention to thorough and frequent bathing

ami Mashing. See that every member ol'lhe family

attends to it, at least once a month ; once a week

is belter. There is no excuse for the gross neg-

lect on this subject, fur if any one has not a hath,

or show er bath, a tub is sufficient ; and any one

who has six hours to sleep can take half an hour

fur bathing, and then he will gain an Injur in

sweeter and sounder sleep.— Hartford Rep.

Boys should be Mechanics.— Boys should have

tools for their own use, ami they should be

taught to use them, and keep them in order. In

this way every boy may learn the use of com-

mon tools; and then, in case he is a farmer, he

can attend to various mechanical affairs, and not

have to spend a few hour's time lo procure a

mechanic to do an hour's work, as is often the

case with the farmer, especially iu sections

sparsely settled.

Some boys know so little about the use of

tools, that their fathers pay a considerable bill

annually to furnish ihem with playthings, when

they are big enough to make all carriages, &c,

that they need for amusement, if they were fur-

nished with tools, and had but very little instruc-

tion.

When a boy is big enough to haul a sled up

hill and slide down, he should be capable of

making his own sled, and not depend on another.

Every boy can do far more than he or his pa-

rents are aware of, if he is placed under favora-

ble circumstances for trying, and for developing

his mechanical powers.

A farmer once remarked to us that he was iu

want of a drag at a busy season, and after spend-

ing more time iu trying to get someone to make

it, than would have been required to construct

it, he was under the necessity of attempting the

job himself; and he succeeded well. Had that

farmer been trained lo the use of tools in his

boyhood, he would have known his ability, and

would not have wasted his lime in the vain en-

deavor to procure another to do what he could

do himself: and that was doubtless only one

among many instances of his depending on oth-

ers for what he might have accomplished him-

self at much less expense.—JV. E. Farmer.

Birds.—It is proved that a pair of sparrows,

during the time they have their young to feed,

destroy, on an average, every week, three thou-

sand three hundred and sixty caterpillars. This

Calculation is founded upon actual observation.

Two parents have been known to carry to their

ne.-t liiuj caterpillars in an hour; and, supposing

the sparrows to enter the nest only twelve limes

during each day, ihey would cause a consump-
tion id hair hundred and eighly caterpillars:

this Mini gives thirty-three hundred and sixiy

caterpillars extirpated weekly from a garden.

Bui Ihe utility of liie birds is not limited lo this

circumstance alone, for ihey likewise f-ed their

young wiih butterflies and oilier winged insects,

each of which, if not destroyed in this manner,
would become the parents of hundreds of cater-

pillars.

Russia.— Dr. Baird, who has travelled exten-

sively in Russia, says there are over 7,000,000
lion, an Catholics, 3,000,000 Protestants, general-

ly Lutherans, nearly 2,000,000 Jews, and about
4,0C0,000 Pagans and .Mohammedans.

Our Homestead.

BT MISS PUEBt CAKEY.

Ourold brown homestead reared its walls,
From the wayside dusl aloof,

YV here i lie apple boughs could almost cast
Their fruitage on its roof:

And the chetry Iree so near it grew,
Thai when nwake I've lain,

In the lonesome nights, I've heard the limits,

As ihey creaked against Ihe pine:
An-i those orchard irees— o, those orchard trees!

I have seen lay little brothers rocked
In their lops, by the eununei breeze.

The sweet brier under Ihe w indnw sill,

Who h Ihe early birds made glad,

And the dam tsk rose by the Harden fence,
Were all ihe flowers we had.

I've looked at many a flower since then,
Exotics rich and rare,

That to other eyes were lovelier,

Hut not to me so fair

;

For l hose roses bright—O, those roses bright !

I have twined I hem Willi my sisters locks,
Thai are laid ill the dust from sighl!

We had a well, a deep old well,
Where Ihe sprin» was never dry,

And the cold liiops from the mossy stones
Were falling constantly :

And lliere never was i\ .iter half so sweet
As that in my little cup.

Drawn np lo i lie curb, by the rude old sweep
Which my f.ilh r's hand set up:

And lb it deep idd well—O, ihal deep old well!
I remember yet the splashing sound

Of the bucket, as it fell.

Our homestead had an ample health,
Where at night we loved lo meet

;

There my mother's voice was always kind,
And iier smile was always sweet :

And there I've sat cm my Cithers knee,
And watched hie thoughtful hrow,

Wi'h my childish hand in his raven hair

—

That hair is silver imu !

Rut that broad health's light—O, that broad
hearth's liglll !

And my father's look, and my mother's smile,
They are ill my heart to night. —.Kutional Eva.

The collector at Cleaveland, Ohio, states that

the lake commerce of that place last year ex-

ceeded in value $ 10,000.000.

Kentucky has sent litis season to Cincinnati,

over 120,000 hogs, which realized to ihe owners
$790,000.

Interesting Facts about the Indians.

The last report of Col. Medill, the indefatiga-

ble Commissioner of Indian Affairs, abounds iu

much useful information. Some of ihe facts

stated are very gratifying—some are extraordin-

ary. We have been particularly struck with the

condition of the Choctaw Indians, now n arly

all located west of the Mississippi. They ave

eight laige hoarding schools iu Iheir country, at

which males and females are taught. They have

also set apart ihe interest upon certain monies

invested in stocks of the United Stales, for the

education of such of their youth as evince most

aptitude for a classical education. Last summer
five of their boys were sent to Delaware College,

under this plan, and in a few months were found

sufficiently advanced for admission to the fresh-

man class, where they have since maintained

their standing, manifesting mental capacity, in-

dustry, and self-denying application, fully equal

to their associates.

Besides the boarding schools, many neighbor-

hood schools are established, which are taught

by natives in their own language. These schools

are attended by adults and children.

The Choclaws, as we learn from Col. Piche-

lin, one of llieir leading men, a half-breed of

considerable information and intelligence, are

good thrillers— better, indeed, than some of their

civilized neighbors in Missouri. What will in-

terest our readers the most, however, is the fact

that several thousand slaves are held by the

Choclaws! Every successful farmer has his

slaves. This no doubt resuhs from tlie charac-

teristic Indian aversion to all kinds of labor, dis-

tinct from the baltle-field and the chase.

There is a considerable production of cotton

iu the Choctaw nation. The increase over the

crop of last year is over three hundred bales.

Their legislature or general council is conduc-

ted upon strict parliamentary rules, and contains

some powerful intellects. They are now dis-

cussing the propriety of altering the punishment
of capital crimes—hanging is about to be insti-

tuted for shooting, as al present directed by their

criminal code.

The Choclaws, says Mr. Rutherford, the U.

S. Agent, have a delightful country—good soil,

ami a climate favorably adapted to the growing

of corn, cotton, wheat, &c.

A vigorous and apparently a successful effort

is making to elevate ihe Choctaw females from

the state of inferiority and degradation to which

Indian women have been subjected. The effort

is very general iu its character, ami the results

are gratifying. The females are taught not only

the branches of a literary but also of a social ed-

ucation. They are compelled lo speak English,

taught lo read, lo write, to sew, to spin, lo cook,

&c.
One of the agenls writes: "The people gene-

rally are waking up to the subject of education

and general improvement. Iu three different

places Saturday and Sabbath schools have been

commenced. The expense of these schools is

raised by individual subscriptions. The whole

number of learners is between seventy and

eighty. The man of thirty or thirty-five years,

is seen silling with the little child of seven or

eight, learning lo read their own language. Ma-
ny of ibis people are determined lo learn soitie-

thing; if ihey cannot learn the English, they will

learn their own language. The effects of these

schools have so far been good. Their minds have

been turned off from llieir former hat. ils and cus-

toms, which have olien prevented llieir making

gootl crops. Another good effect is, these schools

tend to instruct and elevate the mind. From
twenty years' close observation on the habits and

manners of ibis people, I can truly say that ihe

'ball slick ami ihe violin ' have done very liule

towards civilizing or Christianizing them. But,

on Ihe other hand, I am happy lo say that schools

and the preaching of die gospel of Jesus Christ

have done much. I would not deny this or any

other people of their pastimes, but I would re-

commend those which would elevate them. Tho
Choctaws have this proverb now among them-

selves: ' We begin to improve just in proportion

its we give heed lo the preaching of the gos-

pel.'"

Another says: "The students were examined

on the following studies : spelling, reading, tir'uh-

melic, geography, English grammar, chemistry,
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algebra, geometry, and the Lntin grammar. The
snide ins in ilii- New [lope (female) hi audi of our

school were examined on the billowing day.

The studies of the female seminary were the

same ol" ilie mule, excepting rhemistry, algebra,

geometry, and Lulin. It affords me a great deal

of pleasure to say to you, in truih, that the stu-

dents liir surpassed any of ili«; mo^t sanguine ex-

pectations of a stranger."

Such is an abstract of the condition <if one of
those irihes, for whom the sympathy of our peo-

ple lias been so often excilud, and in whose be-

lia f too tn in- Ii en iincii he done hy t lie govern-
ment.

—

Pennsylvania!).

Horn-Ail in Cattle.

This is a disease rather prevalent in this part

of the country, the actual seat and character ol

which, I think, is but little understood among

our fanners. The horn is not, as is general!}

supposed, I lie original seat of the disease, it be-

ing merely a continuation of the frontal hones,

the sinews of which extend to the very tip of the

horn, and in which, with the surrounding mem-

brane, the disease first commences, afterwards

extending to the horn. At this time the fanner

generally commences his treatment, notwith-

standing the disease may have existed several

weeks unobserved, the possibility of which I

will endeavor to convince him, hy relating some

of the primary symptoms of this disease

—

Horn

.lit, so called. They consist ill impaired appe-

tite, absence of dew upon the muzzle, pulse and

breathing accelerated, increased heat of the

horns, thirst, and frequent constipation of the

bowels. Now, at this stage of the disease, were

the farmer or owner to apply the proper reme-

dies, horn- ail would seldom exist. Instead of this

being done, little notice is taken of the animal

till all the primary symptoms have subsided, and

another set show themselves, such as, greater

loss of appetite, depression of the spirits, staring

coat, wasting of the body, horns cold, discharge

from the nose, a dull, spiritless appearance. This

morbid change of the parts, having extended to

the horn, terminates in suppuration of its softer

parts, and consequently the honeycomb-like cells

appear empty when hored into with a gimlet

—

that being the farmer's remedy at this stage of

the disease, generally to him the first stage. He

follows the operation hy pouring into the hole

Borne irritating mixture, which seldom proves of

any avail. I would not say this is the esse with

every one, hut it is thus too frequently. Home,

at an earlier stage, commence giving a dose ol

purging medicine, applying all external stimu-

lant between the horns, changing the diet for a

more laxative one, and one easy of digestion.

By these proceedings, in some instances they

restore the animal to health; at oilier limes the

disease terminates differently, hy extending to

the organs of respiration, producing catarrh,

bronchitis, or even pneumonia, (inflammation ol

the lungs) which, if nut promptly and properly

treated, terminates in death. The causes which

give rise to [his disease are generally pretended

difficult to discover Vet, upon reflection and

inquiry, they are easily traced out. Perhaps the

door or window of the cow-house has been left

open, and a cold wind allowed to blow directly

upon the animals. Perhaps they have been

turned out into the yard during a cold storm,

Supposing that, they tiling animals, it will not hurl

them, while they are just as liable to lake cold as

man, if exposed to the same vicissitudes of tem-

perature. Again : frequently their diet is not suf-

ficiently nutritious to keep up the necessary de-

gree of animal heat to resist the excessive cold

of our w inters, for it is at this season when it pre-

vails the most.

For two years past, I have attended the neat

stock belonging to the State Agricultural Society,

under the care of E. Phinney, Esq., ol Lexing-

ton, during which lime I have never seen a case

of horn-ail, its non-existence being attributable

to the comfortable manner in which they are

treated.

Another cause of this disease is in the fodder

wilh which the cattle are fed, it being full of

dust. In breathing, the dust is draw n up the

nose, into the cavities of the head; irritation of

the lining membrane is occasioned, and extends

till the disease is established in one or all the

parts before named.

The treatment I prescribe, when called to ani-

mals laboring under this disease, in its primary

stages, is to place them in a comfortably warm
situation, giving them a clean, dry bed to lie up-

on, a diet easy of digestion, should they he in-

clined 10 eat; a (lose of moderately-purging phy-

sic, with such medicine, once or twice during

the day, as the ease may require, and which

shall allay lever at the same time, anil allow the

patient to drink at liberty of cold water. Should

I not be called till the disease has assumed a

chronic character, I thereafter seeing the patient

housed comfortably, and giving it a dose of lax-

ative medicine, commence giving one or two

doses in the day of cordials, combined with

vegetable and in some cases mineral tonics.

There are cases, in some instances, wherein

the cure is performed by the operations of na-

ture, and without any aid from medicine. In

most cases, however, of this disease, as well as

all others, nature can he materially assisted by

the timely aid of medicine properly applied.

—

Lowell (Mass) Journal.
«--.—

-

An Insect Destructive to Fruit Trees.

."!//-. Editor: The two past years I have been
annoyed wilh an insect which appears to he de-

structive to fruit trees. Its ravages have been
chiefly confined to the plum and English cherry.

The attack is made when the tree is in full foli-

age, ami while the fruit is green. The first ap-

pearance is that of a sluggish or mucilaginous
substance, somewhat resembling a small snail,

deposited on the leaf, having very little appear-

ance of life. In a few days it makes its way
over the leaf, leaving il perforated and withered;

and in a week or two, the whole tree has a dry

and withered appearance. I have, as yet, been

unsuccessful in finding a rem-dy.
Yours Irulv,

JAMES ALLEN.
Bingnr, (Mo ) January, 1349.

We suppose that the insect referred to is the

cherry slug. If so, it is very easily destroyed by

the application of wood ashes or powdered lime,

as these substances adhere to the slimy surface

of l!ie insects, and readily destroy them. These

slugs are very destructive, hut this remedy is

easy and effectual.— .V. E. Farmer.

Poor Little Bird.—We saw a robin yester-

day, which presented a singular spiclacle : sink

iug through the skin of its neck just above the

left pinion, was a twig of some tree, about four

inches in length, perfectly straight, and knotted

at intervals of an inch. The wound bad com-
pletely healed round the twig, and the bird was
as fat as its fellows. No doubt it had struck

again-; the sharp point of the twig which was
thus forced through the gristle of the neck, and
protruded half its length by the fluttering of ihe

bird, (which, " struggling to be free," became
'•mure engaged,") by which il was finally snap-

ped off'. The broken part was worn round anil

smooth hy ihe vain efforts of the little sufferer

to extract it.

—

Erehange Paper.

Education of Farmers' Daughters.
In the families of many larmers there are fur

too many unproductive hands. In the changes,

which, since the introduction of extensive man-
ufactories of cotton and woolen among us, have

taheii place in our habits of domestic labor, some
of the internal resources of the firmer have

been dried up, and new occasions of expendi-

ture introduced. I cannot belter illustrate this

matter than hy a recurrence to a conversation

which I ha<l with one of the most respectable

farmers in the country. "Sir," said he to me,
" 1 am a widower, and liave only one daughter at

home. I have gone to the Utmost extent of my
limited means fur her education. She is a good
scholar, and has every where stood high in her

classes, ami acquitted herself to the satisfaction

of her instructors. She is expert in-all the com-
mon branches of education. She reads Latin

and French; she understands mineralogy ami

botany; and I can show you wilh pleasure some
of her fine needle-work, embroidery, and draw-

ings. In the loss of her mother she is my whole

dependence; but instead of wailing upon me, 1

am obliged lo hire a servant to wait upon her.

I want her lo take charge of my dairy, but she

cannot think of milking; and as her inoiher was
anxious that her child should he saved from all

hardship,— for she used to say the poor girl

would have enough of that by anil hy,—she nev-

er allowed her to share in her labor; and there-

fore she knows no more of the care of the dairy,

or indeed of house-keeping, than any city mil-

liner; so that, in fact, I have sold all myrows
but one. This cow supplies us with what milk

we want, but I buy my butter and cheese. I

told her a few days since that my stockings were

worn out, and that I had a good deal of wool in

[he chamber, which I wished she would card

and spin. Her reply was, in a tone of unaffec-

ted surprise, ' Why, father, no young lady does

that; and besides, it is so much easier lo send it

to the mill, and have it carded there.' Well, I

continued, you will knit the stockings if I get

the wool spun ? ' Why, no, father; mother nev-

er taught me how to knit, because she said it

would interfere with my lessons; ami then, if I

knew how, it would take a great deal of time,

and lie much cheaper to buy the stockings at

the store.'"

This incident illustrates perfectly the condi-

tion of many a fanner's family, and exhibits a

serious drawback upon his property, and a great

impediment lo bis success. The false notions

which prevail among us in regard to labor, cre-

ate a dislate for it ; and the fact, that if the time re-

quired to he employed ju many articles of house-

hold manufacture he reckoned at its ordinary

value, ihe cost of making many articles of cloth-

ing would exceed that for which they could be

purchased at the store, is deemed a sufficient

reason for abandoning their prod in lion at home.

In many cases, however, the lime is turned to

no account, In:; absolutely squandered. But ihe

clothing, if not made, must he bought; and ihey

who might produce It must be sustained at an

equal expense, whether they work or are idle.

—

Report of the American Board of Etlnenlion.

Kicking Cows — Richard C. Stone, of Sher-
burne, has lormed a piece ol' wood, in the shape
of a hind leg of a cow, and so that il exactly

fits the gambrel joint, w hich he straps and buck-
les very light on the hind legs ol' hi.- most excel-

lent and valuable cow, which causes stiff legs,

and wholly prevents her from kicking— in that

way it is said thai Air. Some can milk her with

perfect safety and free from danger.— Ploughman.
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From the Massachusetts Ploughman

Agriculture—True Source of National Wealth.

Among the various employ inenls and pursuits

of men, not least in importance is that of the

Agriculturist. While each and every other use-

fid occupation contributes essentially to national

prosperity, by multiplying the facilities for social

and domestic enjoyment, agriculture furnishes

the staple productions upon which man is de-

pendant for subsistence.

The wealth of a nation is not to be estimated

by the amount of its financial resources, or the

magnitude and extent of its mineral productions,

but by its ability to confer upon the whole pop-

ulation—from the highest to the lowest—the

greatest amount of social and domestic felicity.

In this respect the people of this country stand

far in advance of any other nation upon the face

of the globe. In no other country are the means

so abundantly enjoyed by all classes ill commu-
nity, for procuring the comforts of life as in the

United States. Nor can we find a nation where

all ranks in society are so thoroughly guarded

against the approach of want and whose condi-

tion is more prosperous and happy. Recently

our ears have been pained—our hearts have

sunk within us, as we have listened to the reci-

tal of suffering and woe visited upon the sub-

jects of a foreign government, upon whose pos-

sessions it is said that the sun never sets, and

" whose sails whiten every sea." We have seen

in this instance, that the wealth of a nation, con-

sisting of dollars and cents merely, however

abundant, is totally incapable of guarding it

against the approach of famine and saving its

population from actual starvation.

While subjects of the British Government,

during the period referred to, were suffering for

want of the means of subsistence, our own
country was enabled to contribute liberally,

breadstuff's from her surplus to save from death,

multitudes ready to perish. Starving men, wo-

men and children can not (em\ on dollars and

cents, and the reason why aid was received from

this country, was not because in financial re-

sources the United Slates exceed Great Britain,

but because in agricultural productions we are

so far ahead of her in proportion to our popula-

tion.

In the year IS 10 there were employed in ag-

ricultural pursuits in the United States 3,717,750

persons and more than four times as many as

were engaged in all other industrial employ-

ments put together.

From the most authentic sources of informa-

tion we learn that tin; total value of the products

of agriculture in 1847 amounted to 1,291,151,130

dollars. During the same year there were raised

in the United States 114,215,500 ' bushels of

wheat—539,350,000 corn — 1)2,222,700 bushels

rye— 11,673,500 bushels buckwheat. After mak-
ing reasonable allowance by fair estimation for

the amount consumed by man and beast and re-

eerviug a sufficient quantity for seed, a surplus

i- left of about 224,384,502 bushels for exportation,

the value of which would not vary far from

121,079,421 dollars—and this for breadstuff's

alone.

The agricultural population of the United

States are spread over a vast territory, embrac-

ing natural and artificial advantages imequaled

by any oilier section of the globe. The ex-

hv.ni'ly low price of government land in the

new ly settled portions of the country, furnishes an

opportunity lor a man with limited means, and ii

might be said, to a man of industrious habits

with no pecuniary means to possess himself of

a good farm with a fair prospect of having in a

few years, "a home of bis own." Multitudes

have availed themselves of advantages thus af-

forded and now are enabled to live in a style

truly independent.

During the last twenty years great improve-

ments have been made in agriculture, and much
light shed upon the pathway of the tanner, from

the numerous agricultural publications which

come or which should come to him weekly

freighted with a store of useful knowledge. No
farmer should be without an agricultusal paper.

No occupation or calling demands more investi-

gation— research and study, than that of the ag-

riculturist. W.
Sturbridge, Feb. 17th, 1819.

The Dying: Storm.

BV H F. GOULD.

1 am feeble, pale, and weary,
And my wings are nearly furled

;

1 have caused a scene so dreary.

1 am glad lo quit the world.

White wnh bitterness, I'm thinking
On the evil I have dune,

To my caverns deep I'm sinking
From the coming of the sun.

Oh ! the heart of man will sicken
In that pure and holy light,

When he learns the hopes I've stricken
Willi an everlasting blight !

For. so widely in my madness
Have I poured abroad my wrath,

I've been changing joy to sadness
;

And with ruins strewed my path.

Earth has shuddered at my motion,—
She, my power in silence owns;

While the troubled, roaring ocean
O'er my deeds of honor moans.

1 have sunk the dearest treasure,

I've destroyed the fairest form
;

Sadly have 1 filled my measure,
And I'm now a dying storm.

Yet, to man among the living,

Wilh my final gasp and sigh,

1, a solemn caution giving,

Fain would serve him while I die.
Not like me, shall he, descending

Swift to death, from being cease :

—

He's a spirit !—fleeily tending
To eternal pain or peace !

Sympathy.— It is a pure stream that swells the
tide of sympathy— it is an excellent heart that

interests itself in the feelings of others— it is a
heaven-like disposition that engages the affec-

tions, and extorts the sympathetic tear for the
misfortunes of a friend. Mankind are ever sub-
ject to ills, infirmities, and disappointments.
Every breast, at some particular period, experi-
ences sorrow anil distress. Pains and perplexi-
ties are long-lived plagues of human existence;
hut sympathy is the halm that heals these
wounds. If a person, who has lost a precious
friend, can find another who will feelingly parti-

cipale in his misfortune, he is well nigh com-
pensated for his loss. And delightful is the task,

to a feeling heart, of softening the painful pillow

of disease, of amusing the unfortunate, and al-

leviating the tortures of the afflicted.

Sorry lo sec it.— It is a sad indication of char-
acter lor a man to take a paper from the office

six months, and then tell his Postmaster to order
it discontinued without payment. The law re-

gards it as presumptive of fraud, and can any one
deny its justice ? Is the character worth more
than three or six month's subscription to a news-
paper Are such persons willing we should
publish facts and names? We discontinue no
paper, except we so prefer, till it is paid for.

—

Maine Farmer.

Decidedly Mean.—A woman who puts less

shortening in the under crust of a pie than the

upper.

Clarified honey, applied on a linen rag, is said

to cure the pain of a burn almost instantane-
ously.

Health of Children.— Rising early is a habit of

high importance to fix in children; and in form-

ing it, there is far greater facility than in other

cases. There is a natural propensity in children

generally lo early rising, which needs only lo be

gratified and encouraged. They usually retire

to bed some hours before their parents, and at

daylight, or at least sunrise, are generally awake,

and anxious to rise. Many of them are actually

bred up with difficulty to the habit of taking

morning naps, which, when ouce formed, gene-

rally prevail through life. Let his father deny
himself so far as to retire early, and become an
early riser also. His health, enjoyment, and
usefulness, he may depend upon it, will be per-

ceptibly benefited. And this may be connected

with another preventive of disease—active em-
ployment. The morning is the season for activi-

ty ; the frame, invigorated by repose, is prepared

for exertion, and motion gives pleasure. The
pure atmosphere, so much more bracing than at

other hours, so much sweeter and more exhila-

rating than the air of a confined chamber, has

been prepared to be breathed; and, like all na-

ture's medicines, it is superior to any which sci-

ence can produce. Early rising and early exer-

cise might more properly he called food than

medicine, as they are designed for daily use, and

to protect us from disease rather than to remove

it. Every thing, except mere sloth, invites us,

nay, requires of us, to train up our children to

use them. The morning is Ihe most favorable

season for exercising the frame, as well as for

making useful impressions on the mind and

heart; and whoever tries to conduct the educa-

tion of his child independently of this practice,

will lose some of the most favorable opportuni-

ties.

—

Dwighfs Father's Book.

Recipe for Hhile Swellings and Felons.—To
cure white swellings and felons, a correspondent
of the South- Western Farmer says, " take cop-
peras, blue stone, alum, table salt, and flowers of
sulphur, of each the size of a pea, put them into

a four-ounce phial, and fill it with strong apple
vinegar, and in twenty-four hours or less it is fit

for use. If to be applied to a bone felon on the
finger, the skin is to be pared with the razor, the
phial being well shaken ; wet lint, and apply it

three limes a day. It will instantly relieve pain,

take out the fever, and effect a cure. If a sore
leg, the sore must be washed twice a day wilh
Castile soap—then apply the wet lint." Most
bruises and diseases of the flesh may be benefit-

ed, and generally cured, it is said, by this appli-

cation.

Pateut Office.

The Patent Office was organized in 1790, and
from that time up to the commencement of the

present year, 1849, the number of patents issued
was about 16,200. It is an interesting moral de-
duction, lo be able to draw from this statement
the fact, that useful invention has kept pace wilh
physical want. Thus, the largest class of inven-
tions have been for agricultural improvement;
the second for articles of clothing, or the textile

fabrics, and the economies and comforts of im-
parting warmth lo the body,

Dectruciive inventions have come few and far

between, and the whole number lias not exceed-
ed 250 of the lu',000 and upwards which have
been granted by the Patent Office. A fact like

this speaks well lor ihe triumphs of peace, and
of the moral turn given to the inventive genius
of the country. Indeed, there is no department
of the public service more suggestive of inter-

esting fact, than that of the Patent Office.

New York has the honor of receiving almost
one third ol all the patents granted.and New Yoik
city almost as many as the entire slave Slates.

The great bulk of the whole come from ihe free

States, a fact which will suggest others of inter-

est without the necessity of comment.—.V. T.

Express.
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Destruction of Human Life in the Mines of
Potosi.

This celebrated city formerly belonged to Pe-

ru, but is now under ibe government of Buenos

Ay res. It is situated in the interior, about three

hundred miles from the Pacific; Ocean, being

built in a narrow glen on the skirts of an eleva-

ted mountain. It owes its origin and importance

to its silver mines, the richest in South America.

The mountain of Potosi is the most elevated

summit in this quarter, and is always capped

with snow,

It rises to the height of I(>,2f)0 feet above the

level of the sea, and 431)7 feet above the plain

on which the city is built. The city must of

course be nearly 11,000 feet high. This eleva-

tion renders the climate cold ; the environs are

barren; the valleys almost destitute of wood,

and the sides of the bills covered with moss.

The mountain is of easy ascent, and from its

summit it presents a grand, picturesque view of

valleys, lakes and mountains.

The population of Potosi once amounted to

100,000, but in consequence of the diminished

importance of the mines, it has been reduced to

40,000. The streets are narrow and irregular

;

the houses are built of brick or stone, and are of

only one story— they are without chimneys, and

the apartments are kept warm by being closed

and covered with alpacca skins, and by burning

perfumery in them. On entering'the house, the

visitor, as the first salutation, is presented with

a silver chafing dish of perfumery burning.

The mines of Potosi were accidentally discov-

ered by Diego tfualca, an Indian peasant, when
pursuing wild goats. Arriving at a steep place,

he laid hold of a small shrub tu prevent himself

from falling, but the shrub, being unable to sup-

port his weight, was torn up by the roots, and

disclosed to the astonished hunter a rich mass of

silver, lumps of which adhered to the earth, and

came away with the plants. Not long after-

wards the discovery was made known, and the

mine was opened in 1G45.

Prom the first discovery of these mines to the

year 1803, the quantity obtained from them

amounted to the enormous sum of one thousand

and fifty millions of dollars. The annual quan-

tity thirty years since was about five millions

dollars. Although their produce is reduced to

about one-quarter of what it once was, yet they

are still the most productive mines in South

America.

These mines have caused the destruction of

thousands of human beings in the latter end of

the lOlb century. Sixteen thousand Indians

were constantly compelled by the subscription

of the metal to work in them. At present there

are only about two thousand miners employed,

who are well paid, and work from choice.

—

Al-

bany Knickerbocker.

Bonaparte's Habits.— His partiality for the

bath he mistook for a necessity. He would usu-

ally remain in bath two hours, during which time

I used to read to him extracts from the journals

and pamphlets of the day, for he was anxious to

hear and know all that was going on. While in

the bath he was continually turning on tin: warm
water to raise the temperature ; so that I was
sometimes enveloped in such a dense vapor,

that I could not see to read, and was obliged to

open the door. Bonaparte was exceedingly tem-
perate and averse to all excess His flatterers,

probably under the idea that sleep is incompati-
ble with greatness, have evinced an equal disre-

gard of truth in speaking of his night watching.

Bonaparte made others watch, but he himself
slept, and slept well. His orders were that I

should call him every morning at seven. I was,

therefore the first to enter his chamber ; but very

frequently, when I awoke him, he would turn

himself and say, ''Ah Bourriene, let me sleep a

little longer." When there was no very pressing
business, I did not disturb him again till eight

o'clock. He generally slept seven hours out of
the twenty-four, besides taking a short nap in the

afternoon.

Among the private instructions which Bona-
parte gave me one was very curious. "During
the night," said he, " enter my chamber as sel-

dom as possible. Do not awake me when you
have good news to communicate ; with that there

is no hurry; hut when you bring me bad news,
rouse me instantly, for then there is not a mo-
ment to he lost." This was a wise regulation,

and Bonaparte found his advantage in it.— liour-

ritnne's .Memoirs ojWapoleon.

A Song of .steam.

BY GE0UGE W. CUTTKR.

Harness me down with your iron bands,
Be sure of your curb and rein,

For I scorn the strength of your puny hands,
As the tempest scorns a chain ;

How I laughed as 1 lay concealed from sight,

For many a countless hour,
At ihe childish boast of human might,
And the pride of human power.

When 1 saw an army upon the land,

A navy upon the seas.

Creeping along, a snail like bind,
Or wailing a wayward breeze

;

When 1 saw the peasant faintly reel,

Wiih the toil which be faintly bore,
As he turned at the tardy wheel,
Or tugged at the weary oar:

When I measured the panting courser'6 speed.
The flight of the carrier dove,

As they bore a law a king decreed,
Or the lines of impatient love

;

1 could not but think how the world would feel,

As these wore nu (stripped afar,

When I should be bound to the rushing keel,
Or chained to the flying car !

Ha! ha! ha! They found me at Inst

;

And they invited me forth at length
;

And 1 rushed to my throne with a thunder blast,

And laughed in my iron strength !

Ob ! then ye Baw a wondrous change
On the earth and ocean wide,

Where now my tiery armies range,
Wor wail for wind or ude.

Hurrah! hurrah! Ihe waters o'er

The mounlains sleep decline ;

Time—space have yi tided to my power

—

The world— the world is mine !

The gianl streams of the queenly West,
And the Orient floods divine.

The Ocean pales where'er I sweep,
To hear my strength rejoice,

And monsters of the briny deep
Cower trembling at my voice

;

I carry the wealth and the lord of earth,

The ihoughts of the god-like mind,
The wind lags at my going forth,

The lightning is lefl behind.

The darksome depths of the fathomless mine,
IVJy tireless arm dolh play,

Where the rocks ne'er saw ihe sun's decline,
Or the dawn or the glorious day

;

I bring eatlh's glittering jewels up
From the hidden caves below,

And I make the fountain's granite cup
Willi a cryslal gush o'erflow.

I blow the bellows, I forge the steel,

In all tin', shops of trade
;

1 hammer the ore. and turn ihe wheel,
Where my arms of strength are made,

I manage the furnace, the mill, the mint

—

I carry, 1 spin, I weave
;

And all my doings, I put in print,

On every Saturday eve.

I've no muscle to weary, no breast to decay,
.No bones to be " laid on the shelf,"

And soon intend you may-'* go and play,"
While I manage ilie world myself.

Cut harness me down with your iron bands,
Be s e of your curb and rein,

For 1 scorn the strength of your puny bands,
As the lempest scorns a chain.

The last resource to raise the wind is that of
a shrewd and unscrupulous Yankee, who bought
a bushel of shoe pegs, anil on discovering they

were made of rotten wood, sharpened the other
end, and sold them for oats.

From the New F.ngland Farmer.

Coal Ashes for Manure.—Grapes.
Friend Cole : In looking over the debates it)

the last two numbers of thy valuable paper, on
the subject of manures, I do not find any notice
taken of anthracite coal ashes. It occurred to

me that it might he profitably used as un absorb-
ent, or medium to take up the urine, &c, in out-
vaults, for the reception ol chamber water from
the house. Why would it not take the place of
charcoal or plaster ? Perhaps the thing has hern
fully tested, but as I had not seen an article on
the subject, I thought it well worthy of notice,
in these days of economy, when coal is our
cheapest fuel, and wood is becoming too expen-
sive lor common use.

I am not desirous of appearing before tlio

public with my small experience in horticulture,
and still smaller ability of telling what I do know;
hut one experiment of mine, which succeeded
to a charm last season, 1 think it would be well
to lay before our horticultural brethren who are
" known by their fruits," and that is the ingraft-
ing of the grape.

I took my cuttings from the Diana Grape,
(which is the best native hihrid I know of,) at the
usual time of pruning in the fall, and laid them
in the earth out doors until the first of August,
and then insetted them into our common native
grape by cleft, grafting near the earth, and soon
had the satisfaction of seeing my effort crowned
will] complete triumph over what I had before
supposed tin impracticability, having tailed in

every former effort, from Ihe fact of not know-
ing the exact time to do it— to guard against
bleeding or drying up. I am confident we can
now forward the Diana, Isabella, and Catawba,
so as to count on their crops with as much cer-
tainly as we can on the Indian corn crop— be-
lieving, as I do, that the early habits of our na-
tive will have a tendency to shorten the time
needful to ripen the above named varieties. IMy
Diana Grapes ripened about two weeks before
the Isabella. I therefore place them in the fol-

lowing order as to lime of ripening : 1st, Diana
;

2d, Isabella; 3d, Catawba.
Respectfully,

JAMES OLIVER.
Lynn, (Mass.) 2d Wo. 17, 1GJ9.

Coal ashes are a good manure for all kinds of

lands. We have seen excellent effects from

their use; and in some experiments we have

found them very useful. Yet we are not prepar-

ed to say what is their value, nor to what lands

and crops they are best adapted; but we may
give the result of experiments at some future

time, after varied experiments. We have found

them excellent for turnips on a clayey soil ; but

this was a single experiment.

We are pleased to learn that the Diana Grape

is so early. It has been doubtful whether it

would be any earlier than the Isabella, and some
think that it will be us late as its parent, the Ca-

tawba. We find the Diana very hardy, and of

luxuriant growth. The fruit is excellent, and

from our experience and observation, we have

thought that it was a little earlier than the Isa-

bella.— Editor JV. E. Farmer.

How to catch Hawks.—The following ingeni-

ous method for destroying these pests to the
frrmer is given by S. Webb, Esq., of Waldo
county, Maine, in a late number of the Belfast

Republican :

—

" Erect a pole, twelve or fifteen feet high, in a
place where there will not be any thing else

near for llit'in to light upon, and upon it set a
common fox trap, on which they will light. A
strong rat trap will answer the purpose, by tying

it to the pole lengthwise, with the jaws raised

above the end, ihe pole being u liule leaning, so

thai the jaws will not fall together. When one
hawk is taken, lie it on the ground near the pole,

and its mute will be in the trap in a short time.

The season is near for the hawks to re-appear,
and if farmers do not wish to have their chick-

ens destroyed by them, ihey will do well to

adopt this method of putting a slop to their de-

predations."
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The Faimer.

There is no class of men, if times are hut tol-

erably good, ih.it enjoy themselves so highly its

farmers. They are little kings. Their concerns

lire not llmidled into a corner lis those of the

town's tradesman are. In town, many a man,
who turns thousands of pounds per week, is

hemmed in close liy buildings, mid nuts no figure

at all. A narrow shop, a contracted warehouse,

without an inch of room besides to turn in, on

any hand— without a yard, a stahle, or out-house

of any description— perhaps hoisted aloft, up

three or lour pair of dirty stairs— is all the room
that the wealthy tradesman can often hless him-

self with ;—and then, day after day, month alter

month, year alter year, he is to he found, like a

hat in a hole id' the wall, or a toad in the heart

of a stone, or an oak tree. Spring, and summer,
ami autumn, go round; sunshine and flowers

spread over the world; the sweetest breezes

blow, the sweetest waters murmur along the

vale- ; hut they arc all lost upon him; he is the

doleful prisoner of Mammon, and so he lives ami

dies. The tanner would not tnke the wealth ol

the world on such term". His house stands in

its own stately solitude; his out-houses stand

round extensively, without any stubborn and

limiting contraction ; his acres stretch over bill

and dale; there his flocks and herds are feed-

ing; there his laborers are toiling; he is king

and sole, commander there. He lives among the

purest air anil the most delicious quiet. Ample
old fashioned kitchens, with their chimney corn-

ers of the true projecting beams and seated con-

struction, still remaining ; blazing hies in winter,

shining on suspended hams and flitches, guns
supported on hooks above, dogs basking on the

hearth below ; cool, shady parlors in summer,
with open windows, ami odors from garden ami
shrubbery blowing in; gardens wet with purest

dews, and humming at noontide with bees; and
green field and vednrotis trees, or deep wood
lands lying all around, where a hundred rejoic-

ing noises of birds or other creatures are beard,

ami winds blow to and fro, full of health and life

enjoyment. How enviable do such places seem
to the fretted spirits of towns, who are compel-
led not only to hear their burden of cares, but to

enter daily into the public, strife against selfish

evils and ever-spreading corruption. When o»e
calls to mind the simple abundance of farm

houses, the rich cream anil milk, and unadulter-

ated butter, and bread grown upon their own
lands, their fruits ripe and fresh, plucked from

the sunny wall or the garden bed. or the pleasant

old orchard ; when one casts one's eye upon, or

calls to one's memory the aspect of these housu-s,

many of them so antiquely picturesque, or so

bright looking, by beautiful streams or among
fragrant woodlands, one cannot help saying, with

King James, of Scotland, when be. met Johnny
Armstrong:—''What was these men that a king

should have ?"

—

.Maine Farmer.

The Soil on which Plants Grow.
What does the soil consist of?—The soil con-

sists of an organic or combustible, and of an in-

organic or incombustible part.

How do you show this?— Hy heating a portion

of soil to redness on a hit of sheet iron, or on
the end ofa knife, either in the fne or over a lamp.
The soil will first turn black, showing the pre-

sence of carbonaceous matter, and will afterwards
assume a grey brown or reddish color, as this

black organic matter burns away.
Whence is the organic part of the soil deriv-

ed ?— It is derived from the roots and steins of
decayed plants, and from the dung and remains
of animals and insects of various kinds.

Does this organic part form a large proportion
of the soil?—Of peaty soils it forms sometimes
three- fourths of the whole weight, but of rich and
ferule soils it dues not usually form more than
from a twentieth to a tenth of the whole weight.

Can a soil bear good crops if it does not con-
tain, a considerable proportion of organic mat-
ter?—Not In our climate. A rich soil generally

contains at least one-twentieth of its weight (live

percent.) of organic matter.

Does the organic matter increase or diminish
in the soil according to the way in which it is

cultivated?— Yes. It diminishes when the land

is frequently ploughed and cropped, or barely

manured ; and it increases when the land is

planted, when it is laid down to permanent pas-

lure, or when large doses of farm-yard manure
or of peat compost are given to it.

What purpose does the organic matter serve

in the soil ?— It supplies the organic food which
plants draw from the soil through their roots.

Do plants draw much of their organic lood

from the soil ?—The quantity they draw from

the soil varies with the kind of plant, with the

kind of soil, and with the season; but it is al-

ways considerable, and is necessary to the

healthy growth of the plant.

If plants always draw this organic matter from
the soil, will nut the soil become gradually poor-

er and less productive ?— It will, if badly mana-
ged ai (I constantly cropped.
Then how can you keep the supply?—By

ploughing in green crops— hy growing "clovers,

and other plants which have long roots in the

snil— hy restoring all the hay and straw to the

land in the form of manure, or by laying down
to pasture.

Whence is the inorganic part of the snil de-

rived ?—The inorganic part of the soil is derived

from the crumbling down of the solid locks.

Of what do these rocks principally consist ?—
They consist of more or less hardened sand-
stones, limestones, and clays.

Do all soils consist principally of the same
substances?— Yes. All soils consist principally

of sand, clay, and lime.

How would you name a soil which contained
one of these substances in huge quantity ?— ll it

contained very much sand, I would call it a san-

dy soil ; if much clay, a more or less stiff clay

soil ; if much lime, a calcareous soil.

Hot if the soil contained two or more of them
in hu'ce proportions how would you name it?

—

A mixture of sand and clay with a little lime, I

would call a loam; if much lime was present, J

would call it a calcareous clay.

What do urn understand by light and heavy

lauds? — Light land.- are such as contain a large

proportion of sand or gravel; heavy lands, such
as contain much clay.

Which of these two kinds of lands is most
easily and cheaply cultivated?—The light lands,

are called often also barley or turnip soil.

Why are these lauds called barley or turnip

soils?— Because they have been found to he
particularly fitted for the growth of barley anil

of turnip, and other green crops.

Do heavy or light lands usually stand most in

need of draining ?—The heavy clay lands retain

water most, and should therefore he generally

drained first.

Do light lands not require draining?—Yes.

Though dry at the surface, such soils are often

wet beneath, and would pay well for draining.

To what depth would you drain your lauds?—
If 1 could get a fall I would never have my
drains shallower than thirty inches.

Why would you put them so deep ?—Because
the deeper the i\ry soil is made, the deeper the

roots can go in search of food.

How deep will the roots go in a favorable

snil?—The roots of corn, clover, and flaw will

go down three feet, and even turnip roots in an
open soil will go down upwards of two feet.

Can you give me any other reason?—\ es.

When my drains are so deep I can go down
twenty or twenty-two inches with my subsoil

plough without any risk of injuring them.

Does draining serve any other purpose be-

sides that of carrying oft' the water from the

land?— Yes. it lets in the air to the subsoil,

and allows the rain-water to sink down and
wash out of it any thing which may be hurtful

to the roots of the plants.

Do such hurtful substances often collect in

the subsoil ?—Yes. Very often, and crops which
look well at first, often droop or fail altogether

when their roots get down to the hurtful mat-
ter.

Why are many of the heaviest clays in the

country laid down to permanent pasture?— Be-

cause the expense of ploughing and working
these soils is so great, that the value of the corn
reaped from them is often not sufficient to pay

the farmer lor his trouble.

How could these heavy clay lands be rendered

lighter and more cheap to work?— By draining,

subsoil ploughing, ami by the addition of lime

or marl when it is required.

Would the ifte treatment also give
greater crops of corn ?—Yes. Not only would
it be more cheaply worked, but it would yield a
greater number of husliels of wheat per acre
than before, and would grow green crops in ad-
dition.

Would this increase be sufficient to pay the
cost of draining?— Ye^. The cost of draining
clay lands is generally paid back in three, or, at

the utmost, in five, years, and the crops still con-
tinue greater than before.

—

Johnston's Catechism

of Chemistry and Geology.

The ice crop which has been secured at Fresh

and Spy ponds, is handsome to look at, and to-

gether wilh a desire to witness the carrying on

of the work, has attracted many visiters to the

ponds. The ice houses are tilled, and the deal-

ers are now engaged in slacking the ice— to be

covered, unless exported hereafter. A stack of

clear, blue, transparent i^e, of the size of a meet-

ing bouse, is no ordinary sight, but is a sort of

J'unAee pyramid, worth going to Fresh pond to

behold. To show the rapidity with which the

ice is taken from the water, under favorable cir-

cumstances, we are told that Mr. Wyelh has put

into bis ice house, with the aid of a steam en-

gine and his machinery, no less than eight hun-

dred tons of ice in one hour and a ha'f! This is

a degree of expedition in the work, that has

probably never been exceeded.—Bunker Hill

Aurora.

Now I Lay me down to Sleep.

There are probably no four lines in the Eng-
lish language that are repeated so many times
daily as the following :

" iSnw I lav ine down to sleep.

I pray lilt: Lord my soul lo kf ep
J

It' I should die b toie J wake.
1 pray the laird aiy soul to take.*'

And it is not only children and youth that re-

peat them. Many v hose heads are "silvered

over with age," have been accustomed to repeat

them as their last prayer hefbre closing their eyes
to sleep, every fright since they were taught them
in inlancy. The late ex- I're.-iilent of the United
Stales, John Qiiiucy Adams, was among the.

number. A Bishop of the Methodist church in

addressing a Sabbath School, told the children

that he had been accustomed to say that little

prayer every night since his mother taught it to

him when he was a little buy.

In conversing recently wilh a ship-master, over
seventy years of age, and w ho has been lor many
years a deacon in the church, he said that when
he followed the seas, and even belore he indul-

ged a hope that he was a Christian, he never lay

down in his berth at night without saying with

great seriousness, and he thought sincerity,

" Now I lay me down to sleep,"

He felt so strongly his need of religion, and
his danger without ii, that he used always to

read his Millie, and place that precious bonk un-
der his pillow at night, and often to kiss the sa-

cred volune, trusting, no doubt, in this reverence
lor the word of God, instead of trusting alone
in the Saviour.

Let every reader learn, and every night repeat

that little prayer,

'• Now 1 lay me down to sleep. \ &ic.

Slow motion of Oxen.— .Mr. J Re) nobis, ofSotilli

Strafford, Vi., makes the following judicious re-

marks on the cause of a slow motion in oxen :

One of the principal causes of the slow mo-
tion of oxen is ill the motion of the man who
trains or drives them. I have noticed that a slow
mull always has slow oxen, and on the contrary,

a man of quick motion has quick oxen. Anoth-
er thing, 1 think many teamsters talk too loud to

their oxen. They w ill hear as quick as a man
when called to their fond, which proves that

their bearing is good. Why, then, should the

teamster scream so as to be beard half a mile,

or more. ?
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Can a Man make .Honey by Farming I

A new year lias commenced mid formers
should look ubout iliem and determine whether
limy can muke any money by farming ; for if they
in ill, on inquiry, tliey cannot, they may as well

. go to California first as last, ami live on a product
that is all ready to he picked up ill the fields, and
which they may exchange off at almost any lime
for bread and clothing.

All must not go at once, however, for if there
is nut In imiI enough and to spare in some parts
of the earth, even gold will not bring it, and it

is noise to have gold and nothing else than bread
and nothing else. If man may not live on bread
alone it seems certain he should not live on gold
almi '.' Gold and bread are both good in their

places, hut bread is the more ini| orlant article.

Money has been made by farming, and what
has been may he again. Therefore money may
be made by (arming, But we have many fann-
ers who make no money. So we have many
mechanics and merchants who make no money.
There art vaiioiis reasons for failure. Some un-
derstand but litlle of the business they engage
in. Some begin without capital and depend on
loans. Some count on making a fortune with-
out toil. They are too lazy even to oversee and
Watch the workmen they employ.
Young men who have served as clerks in

stores and shops till they have arrived at twenty
or twenty-one years of age, must set up lor

. themselves at once. Borrowed capital in most
cases is relied on, lor most young men with cap-
ital are quite above engaging in any business.

The banks are applied to lor loans—and as the
hanks always want sureties, two or three ol these
moneyless young men are surety for each oilier.

And though the books say that all the cyphers in

creation never can equal a unit, yet at the banks
cyphers are often estimated in a different man-
ner.

Well, after a few payments of small sums,
punctually made, the young borrowers have a
standing at the bank, or banks, for it is more
convenient to have two banks than one. Pay-
ments to one being made by loans from anoth-
er. Money is plenty and the banks waul to keep
out as large a sum as possible on interest when
they can have sureties.

Hut money is not so plenty at one time as at

another. Too many goods have been imported
on credit and foreigners will not take our hank
bills in payment. Hard money must go. Hard
money is drawn from the banks. Discounts
must be curtailed.— Ajnl filially all who owe
banks any thing must " pony up." " Our specie
is drawn out and we have nothing to discount
upon." Money of course must he scarce when
three fourths of the hank bills that circulated are
now returned to the banks to procure specie to

send abroad.

Well, "now pay up, young men, we have ac-

commodated you when we had so much money that

wo could not circulate it, and now you must ac-

cotnnioilale ns. We are obliged to call on you,
for hard money is scarce." The poor fellows

must now pay up or stop. Some lengthen out
their days a little by going to the brokers and
'agreeing to pay at the rale of thirty six per cent.

for money. How long can the best of this class
• live by dealing in this way ? One in fifty may
engage in a lucky speculation or may stumble on
a lump or two of gold that may help him along.
But oihers despair and accept of the offer made
to them by the legislature to go through Chan-
cery and Repudiule.

Fanners can succeed quite as well as other
classes, but they must not count on becoming
rich at once. Young farmers, of small capital

Blntld a much better chance than young traders
of small capital. Neither should set up for

' themselves Without a competent stock of know I-

edge and some capital of I heir own. Young far-

mers are sure to accumulate capital if they will

but labor for others who have it, and who lake
all the risk on themselves.

But ibis is too slow a process for our young
go-a-heads. They would be rich at once. They
sigh (or a fortune on which they may retire, and
.enjoy themselves free from care, not considering
tin- (lunger of having nothing to do. They are
unacquainted with the wisdom which teaches
that " the very first step out of business is into
vice or folly.

No man should think of living longer Ihan he
can be useful to society anil his liunily. Farm-
ers cannot often accumulate property with ra-

pidity— hut farming is the safest business that is

followed. And limners are less dependent on
other classes than oihers are on them. Farming
too is the most healthy business that has ever
been followed, and it culls into action the ener-
gies of the mind as well those of the body.

—

Massachusetts Ploughman.

Mercy to Animals.

II Y MARTIN P , T U P P E R .

bnys and men of British mould,
With mother's milk within you 7

A simple word lor young and old,

A word o warm and win you
;

You've each and all got human hearts
As well as human lealures.

So hear me, while I lake Ihe parts
Of nil ihe poor dumb creatures.

1 wot your lol is sometimes rough
;

But theirs is something rougher

—

No hope , no loves—but pain enough,
And only sense lo sutler

;

You men and hoys, have friends and joys
And homes and hopes in measure,

But these poor brutes are only mules,
And never knew a pleasure !

A little water, chaff and hay,
And sleep, ihe boon of heaven,

How great returns lor these have Ihey
To your advantage given :

And yet Ihe worn-out horse, or ass,
Who makes your daily gaining,

Is paid wiih goad and ihong, alas!

Though nobly uncomplaining.

Stop, cruel hov
;
you mean no ill,

But never thoughi about n

—

Why beat that palient donkey still ?

He goes as well wiihoul it:

Here taste and try a cul or two,
Ha ! you can shout and feel it,

Boy— tri.it was Mercy's hint lo you,

—

la shorter measure deal it.

Stop, sullen man ! I well can tell

How ill the world has used von
j

The fanners did'llt Ireat you well,
The squire himself refused you :

But is that any reuson why
A bad revenge you're wreaking

On that poor lame old horse— wliose eye
Rebukes you without speaking ?

think not thou that this dumb brute
Has no strong Friend lo aid him ;

.Nor hope, because Ins wrongs are mute,
They rouse not God who made him!

A liule while, and you are—dead,
Willi all your bitter feelings;

How will ihe Juoge, so just and dread,
Keward your cruel dealings ?

Go, do some good before you die
To those who make your living;

They will not ask you reasons Why,
JNor tax you for forgiving

;

Their mouths are mute ; but most acute
The woes whereby you wear them;

Then crime with me, and only see
How easy 'i is to spare Ihem !

Load for'ard ; neither goad, nor flog;
For rest your heasi is flagging

;

And do not lei that willing dog.
Tear out his heart with dragging

;

Wail, wait awhile; Ihose axles grease.
And shilt Hns buckle's netting

j

Anil give that galling collar ease ;

—

How gralelul is he gelling !

So poor yourselves, and short of joys,
Unkmuly used, unfairly,

1 sometimes wonder, men and boys,
You're merciful so rarely

;

If yon have lell how hun-er gripes,
Why lamish and ill use Yin.'

It you've been weal'd by sores and stripes,
How can you beat and bruise 'em 1

O fear ! lest Cud has taught in vain,
And so your hearts you harden

;

hope ! lor Lo! He 'calls again,
And nuw's Hie lime for p.rdon :

Y'es, haste lo-day lo put away
Y'our cruellies and curses

—

And man at least, if not his beast,
Shall bless me lor my verses.

Bricksfrom Europe.— \n the early days of this
republic, most of Hie bricks used in New Fork
were brought from Holland. A ship arrived at

New Bedford, Mass, recently, wiih 50,000 bricks
from Bremen, Germany.

From the Boston Cultivator.

The Past and the Present.

BV KI.ORA FIELDING.

It is well fur us, who are enjoying so richly
the benefits of freedom, and basking in ihe sun-
shine of prosperity, to occasionally roll hack ihe
tide of years and stand on that lonely rock, wiih
the pilgiini-banil, who sought in ihe wilderness
a home Irani oppression and freedom to worship
God. Carry ourselves back in imagination lo
Puritanic days, when the broad cultivated fields
now bilore us were one dense loie.-l, w hich had
never echoed ihe woodman's axe,—silent, ami
unbroken save when made vocal Willi ihe songs
of ihe feathered tribe,—or when the shrill cry of
ihe war-hoop, as it came shrieking upon ihe air,
proclaimed that ihe red men were wending their
way into its deep sombre .-bade,— when ihe Ptirl-
i g smoke wreathed darkly up from savage huts:
rendering more heauiillll by iis own magic hand,
the workmanship of nature's self, and adding io
the comfort and convenience of civilized beings.

We stand with thai pilgrim-baud, and stretch-
ed out before us tin- and wide, is one howling
wilderness. Hideous eye-halls glare, and v isa^
ges grim swarm around us—all is one scene of
desolation, How palient and protracted must
he the efforts of man, lo rear in ihe midst of
such barbarism, ihe fabric, of civilization and re-
finement. We pass over ihe thrilling events,
connected wiih the sentiment of our lauds,— the
bloody scenes of Ihe revolution— ihe various
struggles of each period in our nation's liistorv,
and we find that patient, persevering effort has
reared the noble structure, ihe admiration and
praise ol every clime. The savage has ili.-a|i-

peare.d at the sound of the woodman's axe, and
the towering finest lies low beneath its heavy
stroke. The stubborn glebe, which once gleam-
ed wiih the council-fires, now yields to ihe mel-
lowing plough, and rich fields of waving grain
repay the laborer's toil. Thriving low ns anil vil-
lages now rise up to view, where once ihe wig-
wain of Ihe savage stood. The shrill cry of the
war-whoop has ceased, and in its stead, is heard
the shriek of Ihe u hislle, ihe panting of the iron
steed, wheeling the clattering car, where once
darted wiih agile limb, ihe dark form of ihe In-
dian. Surely, '• ihe desert bus been made lo bud
and blossom as ihe rose, and the wilderness and
solitary places have been made lo rejoice." The
toils and sufferings which have achieved such
glorious results, it was not oUr's to endure; the
present is ours to enjoy. Our civil ami religious
institutions secure to ns privileges, lin- superior
to any other on the globe. Honest industry and
frugality here gain a livelihood, ami peace and
plenty sii smiling at the social board. The foun-
tain of knowledge is open equally to all; the
high and ihe low, the rich and the poor, may
alike slake their thirst al ihe perennial spring.
Oihers may roam among the vine-clad hills of
France— repose beneath ihe Italian skies—
hreathe the rich fragrance of oriental climes,
hut dearer far lo me, is my quiet New Eng-
land home.

A Noei.f. Boy.—A boy was once tempted by
some of bis companions, to pluck some rich ripe
cherries from a tree which his father had forbid-
den him to touch.

You need not he afraid, for if your father
should find out that you b,u| them, he is so kind
thai he would not hurt you.

'•That is the very reason," replied the boy,
"why I would not touch them."

"It is line, my fuller would not hurt me; yet
my disobedience, I know, would hurt my father;
and that would be worse lo me than any thing

i „ J n
else.

A boy who grows up with such principles
would he a man in Ihe best sense of the word.
It betrays a sacred regard lor rectitude that
would render him trustworthy in ihe hour of
trial.

Don't believe it.— It is said that llipre are peo-
ple in the '• Moimiaiii Districts" of Kentucky so
green thai ihey followed a wagon which happen-
ed to pass thai way, twenty miles, "just lo see
whether the hind wheels would overtake the
fore ones."
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Every Farmer should make an Orchard.

The profits of the Nursery man who disposes

of his grafted or budded trees three years from

the time of planting, ;u thirty-three or even

twenty-five dollars the hundred, must make that

an excellent business. A man having begun a

nursery three years ago, may annually dispose of

thousands, the whole expense of plaining and

cultivating, which will not probably amount to

six cents each. We have been surprised that

the prices of nursery trees have not offered such

an inducement as to cheapen them. The flavor

and hardihood of the New England apples give

them a demand over most other kinds: there is

no finer early winter apple than the Baldwin,

which has perhaps become the most common.

The supply of these cannot soon exceed the de-

mand. Good apples are every where growing

more and more into use.

To start an orchard at once, thirty-three cents

seems to be a high rate to pay for apple trees.

High as the price is, every farmer who has suit-

able ground for an orchard, and who has a tasle

for its cultivation, cannot perhaps do better than

to commence at once by purchasing and trans-

planting his 25, 50 or 100 trees. He cannot of

course afford to purchase trees at this price

without taking due care to save them. The

planting of an apple orchard will perhaps be

best in a cultivated field where the plough has

stirred the whole ground to a suitable depth.

We would begin an apple orchard in such a

field, placing the trees at right angles on a di-

rect line each way of not less than forty feet dis-

tance each way. With the growth of trees at

this distance, the cultivation of such an orchard

for the few first years need not interfere: the

trees may be even aided by such cultivation

where the team or the plough shall not interfere

with them.

The ground chosen for an orchard would

probably be a hard-pan soil with rocks such as

usually accompanies the hard pari. We think

artificial means may he resorted to, giving to

common plains land, especially if it be under-

laid with clay, equal advantages for an orchard

with the hard and rocky soil. We have a good

opinion of the laying of bones, and if these may

not he had, oyster-shells some eighteen or twen-

ty-four inches under ground in the same bed

over which the tree is transplanted : if these

have any effect in promoting the growth of the

tree or the size of the apple or other fruit, that

effect must continue for years. In setting the

tree, full space should he given for the laying

and growth of the roots in their natural position:

these should not, however, be laid far below the

surface. The runts, like those of all the com-
mon vegetable productions, reach down of them-

selves in search of the necessary aliment.

It can scarcely be too late in life for men to

think of planting an orchard, if they have not

one already. We have known farmers at the

age of seventy years live to enjoy the fruits of

their labors at that age in producing orchards

ten and twenty years afterwards. Some orchards

in full healing have given an income which
would allow of their valuation from five hundred

to a thousand dollars to the acre. With the pro-

per attention, orchards may be made in a bear-

ing condition in ten to twelve years from the
planting id' the seeds. With the certain prospect
that good apples raised in New Engl Hid may be
always sold to a profit, and that the use of good
apples i-< among the best of family comforts,
why should any farmer neglect to plant and
cultivate an orchard ?

JYeiv and valuable Discovery.—Catch a rat in a

wire trap, keep him until night ; then procure a

preparation of phosphorus in oil. Apply it all

over the rat except his head, and turn him loose

into his hole. Such scampering and getting out

of the house as occurs, as bis phosphorescent

majesty pursues his alarmed friends, who he is

anxious to overtake, affords certainly a security

against the return of the depredators for a long

season.

Ji Discriminating Youth.—A gentleman trav-

elling in Tennessee, stopped at a bouse for the

night, and during the first meal observed an ur-

chin eating a loaf of corn bread. At length the

youngster remarked.
" Mammy here's a har in this bread."

The old lady remarked, " that it was only a

piece of corn silk."

" Corn silk, the mischief," replied the young
'tin
—" how came com silk to have a nit on it ?"

Pathetic.—A short time since a man was heard

lamenting the death of two of his sons. "Two
stunt, hearty boys," said he, "and died just afore

hayin'— it enytnost onriid me !"

The Springfield Republican says that there

was once a man in that town who was so polite

as to say, as he passed a hen on her nest, "Don't

rise, ma'am."

The friendship of some people is like our
shadow, keeping close while we walk in the sun-

shine, but deserting us the moment we enter the

shade.

A Book for Everybody.

COLE'S
AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK.

£J W. COLE, Esq., Editor of the JVcw England
k? • Farmer, and Author of llie popular Work entitled

"The American Veterinarian " of which 22,000 co-

pies have already been published, lias, afier years of pa-

tient labor and close investigation, completed his great

work, entitled

COLE'S AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK:
A work which we believe is destined to have a more
widely extended circulation than any similar Work, ever

before offered to ihe American public. We believe so for

the following reasons

;

First— Ii is a mature work and a practical one. one in

which Mr. Cole has spent many years of study and close

examination, ami knowing the wants of the community
lias met those wanis, in a plain, concise and familiar

manner, avoiding technicalities, and ultra scientific spe-

cifications and definitions, useful only to the lew, he has

made a work intelligible to all. It will be emphatically
a book for

FOR THE PEOPLE.
Secondly—It will have an unprecedented sale on ac-

count of its cheapness. It will make a volume of 2S8
closely printed pages. Illui-lrated with over one hundred
beautifully executed engravings, by Brown, and will be

sold for 50 cents, firmly bound in leather, and G'JA cents

in Fancy Cloth, with gilt backs. It will contain lull di-

rections for Raising, Propagating and Managing Fruit

Trees, Shrubs and Plants, with a description of the best

varieties of FRUIT, embracing several new and valuable

kinds ; embellished with Engravings and Outlines of

FRUIT TREES, and various other designs. Emphati-

BOOK FOR EVERYBODY.
As well fir the man who eats Fruit as for him who
raises it.

This valuable work is just from the press and is now
for sale at our counler and will be oli'ered for sale by

our regular Agents throughout the country.

JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
23 CORNHILL, BOSTON.

Boston, Feb. 31, 1843. 3ms.

Webster's Dictionary.

The Entire Work Inabridged,

fjN
one volume crown Quarto ; containing all the mat-

ter of Dr. Webster's original work, his improvements
up to the time of his death, and now thoroughly revised

and greatly enlarged and improved by

PROF. C. A. GOODRICH, of Yah College.

Price reduced to 6$.
In the language ol an eminent critic, "in Vs Definitions

—the object for which nine tenths of our references to

such a work are made—it stands without a rival in 'he

annals of English lexicography ." These definitions, wiih-

nut abridgement or condensation, are only given in this,

Dr. Webster's larger work—and are not f< und in any

mere abridgements, or works on a more limited plan. It

contains three times the amount of maiter found in any

other English Dictionary compiled in this country, or any

Abridgement of this work, vet is sold at a trifling ad-

vance above the price of other and limited works.

TESTIMONIALS.
From James K Polk, President of the United States.

" It is the great work of an American citizen, accom-
plished alter a life of indefatigable study and hbor, and
deserves the public favor."

From George M. Dallas, Vice President of the U. States.

'"' The crown QuarLo edition ought to receive universal

favor, as a monument of American intellect and erudi-

tion, equally brilliant and solid—more copious, precise

and satisfactory than nnv other work of this kind.

—

March
1848

From President Olin, of the IVeslcyan University.

" Webster's American Dictionary may now be recom-

mended with<mi reserve or qualification, as the best ex-

tant.

—

Dccnnbir 1817.

From President Hitchcock, of Amherst College.

'1 have been in llie habit of using Dr. Webster's Dic-

tionary for several years past, in preference to all others,

because it far excels them all, so far as I know, in giving

and defining scientific terms/'

From Rev. Dr. Wayland, President of Brown Universi-

ty, i'rovidence, li I.

t: I have always considered Dr. Webster's work in Lex-
icography as surpassed in fullness and accuracy by none

in our language."

"The new edition of Webster's Dictionary, in crown
Quarto, seems to us deserving of general patronage lor

the following reasons :

—

in the eAhibition of the Etymology of the language, it

is superior to any other dictionary.

[Here follow specifications of its excellence, in its

Definitions, Orthography, Pronunciation, extent of Vo-

cabulary. Tables of Geographical Scripture, and Classi-

cal Proper Names]

NOTICE TO INGRAFTERS.
THE subscriber, a member of the Shaker Society, be-

ing engaged in the Nursery business, is prepared to

supply those who may be in want of SCIONS of the

choicest Fall and Winter Apples in large or small quanti-

ties, viz : Baldwin. Shaker Pippin, Blue Pearmain, Early

Seek-no-furlher, Early Shropshire, Early Sweet Spice
Apple, Early Harvest. Enulish Russet, Lebanon Sure,

Dan vers Sweet, flat Sweet, Nodhead, Porter, II. I. Green-
ing and Garden Apple.

HENDRICK ROBINSON.
Enfield, N. H., Jan., 1819.

We recommend it to nl! who desire to possess THE
MOST COMPLETE, ACCURATE -\i\D RELIABLE
DICTIONARY' OF THE LANGUAGE."
March 1818.

Theodore Frelinghuvsen, Chancellor of University of

New York.
William H. Campbell, editor N. V. District School

Journal.
Daniel Webster, United States Senator.

Thomas H. Benlon, " "

• John Davis, " "

Jefferson Davis, "

S. A. Douglass, " "

George N. Briggs, Governor of Massachusetts.

W'lliam B. Calhoun, Secretary of Slate of Massachu-
setts.

Richard S. Rust, Commissioner of Common Schools

in New Hampshire.
Tneodore F. King, Superintendent of Scools in New

Jersey.

Robert C. Winthrop, Speaker of the United States

House of Representatives.

Edmund Burke, Commissioner of Patents.

John Young, Governor of New York.

Christopher Morgan. Secretary of State, and Superin-

tendent of Common Schools in New York.

Alvah Hunt, Treasurer ot New York.

Millard Fillmore, Comptroller.

Rev Samuel H. t '-a, D D.

Lyman Beecher, D. D. President oT Line Seminary.

Calvin E Stowe, 1>. 1>
, D II Allen. Professor in do.

Rev, Heman Humphrey, D D. late President of Am-
herst College.

Rev. Ezra. Keller, D. D. President of Wittenberg Col-

lege, Ohio
M. A. Diehl, N. A.Giegpr, Professors in do,

Benjamin Larahre, D. D. President Middlebury Col-

lege, and other dislingu.shed gentlemen.

Published by G.& C. MERRIAM,
Springfield, iVL.ss.

and for sale by Booksellers generally throughout the

country.
JOHN F. BROWN, Concord.

Crocker & Brewster, Mussey & Co., Reynolds &. Co.,

Little Sc Brown, Phillips &. Sampson, Boston.

February 28, 1318.
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To the Editor of the Fanner's Monthly Visitor

:

Sir—The; enclosed article, cut from the col-

umns of" a liusion paper, contains suggestions so

well adapted to the benefit of all who are select-

ing choice varieiies offruits, especially in relation

to kinds hesi adapted to cultivation on a small

scale, that I am induced to request yon to give it

an insertion in the next number of the Visitor.

A SUBSCRIBER.

legislative Agricultural Society.

FRUIT ARD FRUIT TREES.

The meeting of the farmers of the Legisla-

ture, on Tuesday evening, was occupied with the

discussion of the general topic of fruit ami fruit

trees.

Mr. Wilder, of the Council, the President, on
introducing to the meeting the subject for dis-

cussion, remarked :

Formerly, the cultivation of the finer fruits

was limited to the gardens of the opulent, or lo

the immediate proximity of a market; hut the

multiplied facilities of intercourse and transpor-

tation, the emulation excited by horticultural ex-

hibitions and conventions, and the increasing

importance of this product in a commercial
point, has awakened an interest which has
spread, as with magnetic speed, throughout our
land. Thousands of trees are planted, instead

of dozens, orchards and gardens on the most
extensive scale have been commenced, ami so

generally has this taste been diffused in our vi-

cinity, thai the cottage of the most humble la-

borer, without its fruit tree or grape vine, would
almost be considered an anomaly.
The fame of American fruit is already pro-

verbial in foreign markets, ami the day is not

distant, when, in addition to the enormous con-
sumption at hom«, we shall supply England with
the finest pears, as we now do with the finest

apples that appear in her markets.
It becomes a matter of the first importance to

.-'ill:: lie- best and mo.-t successful mode of

cultivation, the great preliminaries of which, I

think, may he comprised in the following con-
siderations :

1—The selection of such sorts, and only such,
as, by uniformity of character, in various locali-

ties, particularly our own, have, after a trial of
yi ;n>, been proved to he hardy, productive, and
of excellent quality.

2—The right soil, and the proper preparation
of it.

'',—The appropriate kind of manure.
.Much disappointment litis been experienced

by the selection of new varieiies and of high-

sounding names, rather than for any known ex-

cellence. To avoid this error, and in compli-

ance with frequent requests, 1 submit a list of

such varieiies in the various classes of fruits as

have been well tested and found generally to

possess the above characteristics.

APPLES.

For three sorts— Large Early Bough, Graven-
stein, Baldwin.

For six sorts—add Reii Astracham, Porter,

Rhode Island Greening.
For twelve sorts—add Early Harvest, Williams,

Fall Harvey, Minister, Huhbardston ISonsuch,

Roxbury Russet.

Fur Winter Sweet Jlpples—Dwvers Winter
Sweet, Seaver Sweet, Tahnan Sweet.

Our country abounds with native varieties of

the Apple ; and there are, no doubt, many others

equal or superior to the foregoing, but not yet

generally tested. Among those of high reputa-

tion, are the Northern Spy, Melon, Mother,

Foundling, Magnolia, Jewell's Red, Twenty
Ounce, and the beautiful Ladies' Sweeting, now
before us, and which, should it prosper in our

soil, will take high rank as a very late keeper

and superb fruit.

PEARS.

For three varieiies—Williams Bon Chretien, or

Bartlett, Vicar of Winklield, Beurre d'Arem-
berg.

For six varieties—add Bloodgood, Louise bon-

no de Jersey, Flemish Beauty.

For tivelve do.—add Seckel, Fondante d'Au-

tomue, Urbiiniste, Golden Beurre of Bilboa,

Beurre Bose, Winter Nelis.

For eighteen do.—add Dearborn's Seedling,

Andrews, Tyson, Heathcot, Long Green, Buffum.

For newforeign sorts of good promise—Beurre

d'Anjou, Paradise d'Automne, .Doyenne Bos-

souck, Duchesse d'Orleans, Jalousie de Fonte-

nay Vendee, St. Andre.
For new native sorts—of high reputation where

they originated— Pralt, Westcott, Abbott, Oil's

Seedling, Brandy wine, Leech's Kingsessing,

Howell.
PEACHES.

For three varieties— Early York, (serrated)

Crawford's Early, Old Mixon Freestone.

For six sorts—add Geo. 4th, Grosse Mignonne,
Crawford's Late.

For twelve sorts—add Walter's Early, Nivette,

Btiigen's Yellow, Laie Admirable, Jaques, Old

Mixon Clingstone.
CHERRIES.

For three varieiies—May Duke, Black Tartarian,

Downer's Late.

For six sorts—add Black Eagle, Elton, Down-
ton.

For twelve sorts—add Knight's Early Black,

Grafiioii, or Bigarreau, Sweet Montmorency,

Spai hawk's Honey, Coleur de Chair, Late Duke.

PLUMS.

For three varieties—Green Gage, Jefferson,

Washington.
For six varieties—-m\<\ Lawrence's Favorite,

Purple Gage, Imperial Gage.

For twelve varieties—add Bingham, Bleeker's

Gage, Yellow Gage, Red Gage, Smith's Orleans,

Royal Native.

Mr. Gray, of Boston, thought our country des-

tined to become a great fruit-growing country,

for our climate was peculiarly adapted to it.

To counteract the dryness of our climate, Mr.

G. regarded subsoiling as very important. By
this means those roots that have a tendency to

shoot downwards, can do so. It was also re-

garded as very important to keep the soil around

the trees light— not to dig round them with a

spade so as to injure the roots, but to stir up the

soil with a rake or fork. The soil being kept

light, operated as a non-conductor of heat. The
roots of fruit trees that are plained shallow, are
found to run very near the ground, and there is

danger therefore of their becoming parched. To
prevent this, the soil should be covered with
leaves or moss, by which means the moisture is

retained in the earth, and the necessity of wa-
tering it, which would be very troublesome, is

dispensed with. The ground around the trees

should not lie kept in a state of cultivation.

Transplanting is a very important process, and
should be performed with great care. The
spring is the best season for planting trees with

us. Our winters are so long and severe, that

trees planted in the fall do not flourish well.

Mr. Rice, of Newton, mentioned some of the

obstacles to the cultivation of fruit trees." Cat-

erpillars may he easily destroyed if attended to

in time. Borers may be removed by a wire, and
may be prevented by scraping the hark of the

trees. To prevent apples from becoming wormy,
Mr. Rice had taken pains to gather up all those

that had fallen from the trees. He approved of
digging around the trees, not in their immediate
vicinity, (for that did but little good) but so far

as the roots extended.

Law of Love in School.

A most effectual way to secure the good will

of a scholar, is to ask him to assist you.

There is a boy in your school who is famous
for his skill in making whistles from the green

branches of the poplar. He is a had boy, and
likes to turn bis ingenuity to purposes of mis-

chief. You observe him some day in school,

when he thinks your attention is engaged in an-

other way, blowing softly upon a whistle which
he has concealed in his desk for the purpose of

amusing his neighbors, without attracting the at-

tention of the teacher. Now, there are two rem-
edies. Will you try the physical one? Then
call him out into the floor; inflict painful pun-
ishment, and send him smarting to his seat, with

his heart full of anger and revenge, to plot some
new and less dangerous scheme of annoyance.
Will you try the moral one? Then wait till the

recess; and while he is out at his play, send a

message out by another boy, saying that you
have heard he is very skilful in making whistles,

and asking him to make one for you to carry

home to a little child at your boarding house.

What would in ordinary cases be the effect? It

would certainly be a very simple application
;

but its effect would be, to open an entirely new
train of thought and feeling to the boy. "What!"
he would say lo himself while at work on bis

task, "give the master pleasure by making whis-

tles? Who ever heard of such a thing? I nev-

er thought of any thing but giving him trouble

and pain. I wonder who told him I could make
whistles?" He would find too, that the new en-

joyment is far higher and purer than the old,

and would have little disposition to return to the

latter.

I do not mean, by this illustration, that such a

measure as this would be the only notice that

ought to be taken of a wilful disturbance in the

school. Probably it would not. What measure

in direct reference to the fault committed would

be necessary, would depend upon the circum-

stances connected with the cause.

—

Abbott.

Never give up.

Here is something for those who are mourning

under misfortune, from the New York Star.

Read it and " try again."

All the young men have to be ruined once— it

they begin rich and prosperous. Nothing but a

miracle can save them. They either get mar-

ried before they can afford the luxury of a wife—

or fail, and then, and not until then are they

"ood for anything. Men are not made by coax-
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in"-. They seldom thrive on sugar plums, lo

be"men they must rough it; and the sooner they

begin the better. Oaks are rooted in wind and

storm: oaks, therefore, are trustworthy. Hot

house plants come in a few days—and perish

accordingly. .,, , „ „ .

Look about you, and you will hardly find an

old rich man who has not been at some period

of lite, a bankrupt either in health or piopcrty.

Such men have learned by God's providences

the value of what they have lost, instead ot be-

ing discouraged, have always found themselves

strengthened by their fall.

Disposal of the Filth ol Paris.

From Coleman's late work on European Agriculture.

There remains one establishment to be spoken

of, directly connected with, and of great impor-

tance to, agriculture, as well as comfort and

health ; but which, having no oilier than a disa-

greeable interest to many of my readers, I For-

worn them at once to pass it over ; though a

French writer humorously observes, that "a book

written upon assafcetida is in itself no more of-

fensive than a book written upon roses."

This subject considered in a philosophical and

practical view, is of the first importance. It

would he altogether a false, in truth, a mere af-

fectation of decency, to hesitate to treat it as its

importance demands. In all the arrangements

of Divine Providence, nothing strikes the re-

flecting mind with more force than the beautiful

circle of mutual dependence and reciprocity in

which everything proceeds; so that the humble

elements perform their part, and the most eleva-

ted and brilliant can do no more; and the part

of the former is as essential to the common
well-being as that of the latter.

Look at a heap of manure, composed of every

offensive substance which can be congregated

together, reeking with detestable odors, and pre-

senting a mixed mass of objects utterly disgust-

ing to the touch, the smell, and the sight. Yet

this is the food of the vegetable world ; contain-

ing all the elements of richness, nourishment,

health and beauty. All these, the plants know

how to separate, to analyze, to digest, and appro-

priate, with a skill distancing the sagacity of sci-

ence, they will return it purified and sublimated

in bread and wine, and oil ; in flowers of exqui-

site coloring and beauty ; in perfumes the most

odorous which nature's toilette can furnish ;
in

fruits luscious to the taste ; and, above all, in pro-

ducts indispensable to life, and full of health and

th. The farmer, standing in his barnyard

In Paris every species of refuse is husbanded
j
in one body, which, in the opinion of the Com-
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knee-deep in its offensive accumulations, may
proudly say, " Mere is tiie source of my wealth

;

that which has fed my cattle shall now feed my
crops ; that which has given fatness to my flocks

shall now give fatness to my fields." A mysteri-

ous power is ever operating in every department

of nature ; suffering nothing lo fail ol its use
;

"gathering up the fragments, that nothing be

lost;" ami providing for the various wants of the

infinitely-varied forms of life, to which existence

has been given and from whom, if the Creator

should, for one second, withdraw his guardian

care, the whole must instantly perish.

The refuse of a city may be considered as of

at least five different kinds; first the ordinary

refuse of a house, such as fragments of vegeta-

bles, remains of food, hones, rags, and a thou-

sand miscellaneous and nameless substances;

second, the remains of fuel, such as ashes and

soot; third, the refuse of different trades, of

workers in leather, workers in bone, workers in

horn, soap boilers, glue manufacturers, workers

in hair and wood, sugar refineries, and the in-

numerable oilier trades always to be found in

Ibe busy hive of a city; fourthly, the dung of the

domestic animals, cows and horses; and lastly,

human odnre, or night-soil. I shall say little of

some other substances, which have been used

for purposes of manure ; but it is well known
that many graveyards have been ransacked for

the purpose of gathering up their mouldering

relics, and that many hundreds of tons of hu-

man bones have been transported from the field

of Waterloo, to England, for the purpose of en-

riching the cultivation. It cannot be denied in

this case lo be a more rational, humane, and 1

will add, Christian use, than that to which they

were put in the bloody arena, where they were
first deposited.

in the most careful manner. No refuse is allow

ed to be thrown into the streets after a very earlj

hour in the morning, nor until after ten o'clock

at night. This refuse consists of what may he

called the house dirt, and is laid in heaps in

front of the houses near the gutters. A very

numerous class of people, called cliiffonniers,

consisting of as many women as men, with deep

baskets on their hacks, and a small stick with a

hook at the end, carefully turn over every one of

these heaps, selecting every article of bone,

leather, iron, paper, and glass, which are thrown

at once into their baskets, and being carried to

their places of general deposit, are there again

examined and assorted, and appropriated to any

specific, application lor which they may be suit-

ed. These persons appear like a most degraded

class; they inhabit particular quarters of tl.e

city, and the interior of their habitations is sur>h

as might be expected from their occupation.

The profession descends in families from father

to son, and from mother to daughter. They are

a most industrious race of people ; and many ol

them may be seen, even at midnight, will) their

lanterns, taking advantage of the first pickings,

and anticipating the labors of the coining morn-

ing; ami with the earliest dawn they are sure to

be" found at their tasks. No article of food es-

capes them ; and they call the street their mo-

ther, because she often thus literally gives them

bread. Though their occupation is necessarily

dirty, yet they are almost always comfortably

clad, and are' never ragged. They never beg,

and disdain to be considered objects of charity.

They are licensed by the city authorities, for

which some trifling sum is paid, and for which

they must he recommended for their sobriety

and good conduct. They have their particular

districts assigned them, and are very careful to

prevent all foreign intrusion.

The chiffbnniers having done their work, next

come the sweepers and collectors of dirt. Every

inhabitant of Paris is required, under a penalty,

to have the side walk in front of his place of

business or residence carefully swept every

morning. The sweepers of the streets of Paris

are almost universally women, who, with long

twig or birch brooms, sweep the streets tho

roughly, and all the accumulations are taken in

carts to be transported to the great places of de-

posit. The women assist as much in loading the

carts as the men. These women appear to work
extremely hard, carrying always a long broom in

their hands, and a shovel fastened to their backs,

to be used as occasion may require. The gut-

ters in Paris are washed out every morning, by

fountains which are placed in every street, and

what these sweepers are not able to collect for

the carls, they are careful to sweep into the

drains leading into the common sewers. 1 have

looked at these people and at the cliiffonniers

often with great interest; and, filthy and dis-

gusting as their occupation necessarily is, I have

always fell in my heart a sincere respect for per-

sons who, poor as they are, would be ashamed
to beg; and who, by the severest and most use

ful labor, are proud to obtain for themselves and

their families, though a VPry humble, and honest

living. All this refuse is transported to places

appropriated for its deposit, where it remains un-

til it is decomposed, and is then sold to the

farmers for manure.

A Sample Massachusetts Farmer.

The Essex Transactions, in the repuil of the

Committee on Farms describes one in Alethuen

entered by Leverett Bradley, which stretches

nearly a mile upon the hank of the Merrimack

river. The annual increase of twenty-five tons

of hay per \ ear upon ibis farm, shows how much

the production of New England may he en-

larged by the judicious application of labor and

capital.

The soil is inclining to sand. Probably there

is not a rock upon the whole of it too large to

be turned out by the plough. The accompany-
ing statement of Mr. Bradley shows what it was

a few years ago, and what it now is. Probably

no farm in the county was more attractive in iis

appearance than was this, when your Committee

mitlee, would produce two tons of hay per acre,

on the average, and fifty acres of rye, at that

time ready for the harvest, adjoining, which

could all he seen distinctly from Air. Bradley's

house, without a tree, a shrub, or a stone, to in-

tercept the view, is a sight rarely to he met with

in the State, ami probably in the county has no

parallel. Indeed, very few farms can be found

anywhere, which, for beauty of location, can

equal this.

LEVERETT BRADLEY'S STATEMENT TO TIIE COM-

MITTEE ON FARMS.

Gentlemen—The farm which 1 offer for premi-

um contains in all about two hundred acres.

Twenty-five acres, or thereabouts, are now cov-

ered with trees and bushes, which I have not at-

tempted to clear. The remaining one hundred

and seventy-five acres are now in pasture, mow-
ing and tillage, very nearly in the following pro-

portions, excepting about two acres covered by

the buildings, enclosed as yards, &c, lo wit:

seventy acres mowing, fifty rye, fifty pasture,

three potatoes. It is five years since 1 commen-
ced any improvements. At that lime, the whole

quantity of hay cut upon the entire farm did not

exceed forty tons. Of this, a large proportion

was meadow grass and of a poor quality. About

fifteen acres had been kept clear, for the purpose

of tillage. The remainder of the one hundred

and seventy-five acres was covered with wood
and hushes, in a great measure, there being some
open laud among them, which was used for pas-

ture,—twenty acres, at least, of what is now
mowing, would have been considered almost

worthless. I have this year about seventy acres

in mowing, which has averaged tuo tons of hay

per acre. The quality of the hay you can deter-

mine, from what jou saw of it in July. About

thirty of this seventy acres of grass land, is a

reclaimed bog. It has cost me about forty dol-

lars per acre to bring the remainder of my grass

land into the state which you saw it in, as jou

made the examination of ilie farm. 1 have gain-

ed about twenty-five tons of hay per year, for

four years, and as much in quality as quantity,

over the hay formerly cut.

The rye on my fifty acres, averaged twenty

bushels per acre. This land 1 seeded down to

grass, and intend it for pasture another year.

The. crop of rye and the straw will pay for the

labor of reducing the laud to a state of cultiva-

tion, and for seeding it to grass. The fifty acres

in pasture. I intend to seed in the same manner
another year, with rye and grass and alternate

from year to year, feeding one year and cropping

with rye the next, and I think that I can thereby

keep the land up to its present condition. Alost

of my rye land, as you perceived, was pretty full

of slumps, which gives jou an idea of its former

state. The wood which I have taken Irom it

has paid me about one thousand dollars above

all expenses. My three acres of potatoes gave

me an average yield of about seventy-five bush-

els per acre.

There were about three hundred old apple

trees upon the farm, all of which have been

grafted anew. In addition, I have had put down
within the last and the previous year, one thou-

sand apple trees and about three hundred peach

trees. The produce of my old trees was about

fifteen barrels, this year.

Formerly, I have kept some twenty cows, and
sold the milk, a market for which is furnished

by the new town of Lawrence. This year, I

have no dairy, except for private use— my stock

consisting of eight oxen, four horses, and a few
small cattle.

Very respectfully,

your obedient servant,

LEVERETT BRADLEY.

Facts in Pruning.—The action of roots and

that of leaves are reciprocal. If yon diminish

the quantity of foliage, you will proporlionably

lessen the increase of roots. If one hundred re-

presents the quantity of roots made by a tree

with all its foliage, then fifty will represent the

quantity of roots formed by a tree similar to the

other in every respect, except in having the pro-

duction of foliage repressed, by whatever means,

to the extent one half. You will, therefore, per-

ceive that by summer pruning, both roois and

visited it in July. About seventy acres of grass I tops are equally reduced, and that what may be
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termed the balance of power between these is

still iiiaintuineil. On the contrary, it' you prune
only in the winter, the roots are, in consequence,
hut little affected, their increase lor the season
having been completed in the previous summer;
and in the following season the whole amount of

force exerted by the full complement oi' nun.- is

brought to hear on a top limited by winter
pruning, and tins force i.- evinced bj over-lux-
iii i ii

, which some remedy by root pruning,
Will, regard to young spray springing from

tin' ends oi' previously shortened shoots, ii may
be cut bach to two eyes, in -ill cases.— I/mdlei).

The following, among the interesting proi il-

ings at the Legislative Agricultural discussions

in the Massachusetts State house, presents the

beat experience of the best practical men—
worthy perhaps to be regarded in relation to

what must become a must profitable, branch of

Nevt England culture :

Eleventh Agricultural Meeting at the Mate
House, .11 in cli 'Z7.

Subject— Fruit and Fruit Trees.

Hon. Mr. Brooks ol Braintree, said, lie did not
make mi much pretension to a knowledge of
Horticulture as he did to Agriculture. The ex-
tensive raising of fruit is a new thing in this

section nl the country. He thought that farm-
ers engaging in the husinees should start right.

The nursery was l lie place to begin ; the tanner
should raise Ins own trees, and not make his

iiursery^iroitnds much richer than the land
vt mild lie n here he intended to plant his orchard.
Trees taken froth highly manured nurseries,

with a luxuriant ami forced growth, would mil

do well on land of a poorer quality ; the trees

wotdd soon fail, lie did not think, for an or-

chard, ii was necessary to trench or subsoil the

land, or Ml' any advantage to put straw or other
similar materials about routs of newly planted
ir.es; it uuulil tend in keep the roots too near
the surface ; roots of trees strike downwards, to

obtain potash, lime and other inorganic matter
from the subsoil. Fruit front moderately rich

soil, was better to keep, belter flavored, and not

so watery and mawkish, as that from highlj cul-

tivated ground. It took a great many years to

get an orchard from the seed, and farmers could
not well afford to purchase trees from the regu-
lar nurseries.

Mr. Dexter of Plymouth, observed, that he
feared the remarks of the gentleman last Up,

would deter the ureal body of farmers from at-

tempting to grow fruit, lie knew a man some-
what adv. meed in life, thai planted an orchard
and lived m realize large quantities of fruit and
profit. Mr. Rice, at our last meeting, spoke of
Several kinds of insects that annoyed our fruit

and trees, hut said nothing of a kind of lice that

hud, within a few years, appeared i:i great num-
bers in his vicinity, attacked the under side ol

the Is if and the ends of t lie tender shoots, and
did much damage. Col. Wilder thought that

whale oil soap dissolved in water and forcibly

applied with a syringe, would destroy them.
Mr. Mice of Newton, hoped gentlemen would

not be discoMraged in planting fruit trees from
his remark ut a former meeting, that it look as

long to raise an orchard as it did a hoy; he
meant, from the seed of the apple; hut several

years might lie gained in raising fruit, by obtain-

ing thrifty trees from nursesies. VVe now had
nurseries upon many different kinds of soil, and 1

.hi kinds of cultivation, from very hijh
in \"ii low, so I hat a proper selection could be

made, lie thought there should be a special

law lor the otection of small birds, as they

destroyed myriads of insects, and he thought
thai even the crows, as n general thing, did the
farmer mot e goi il than e\ il.

Col. Wilder said he had great respect for the

opinions of the gentleman from Princeton, on
agricultural matters; hut he had known sev-

eral! istances in which mm bad, at a late period
in life, pi inled fruit trees and lived to enjoy the

ml ;' profits. One, at the age ol sovi n-

i;. years, planted an orchard, and then lived tiil

ivas more than one hundred and seven years
of age.

Mr. Brooks remarked, that it would take twen-
i\ years to raise apple trees from the seed, to a

hearing state. Farmers could not afford to buy
trees from the nurseries; besides, they ure too
highly manured to be lasting, healthy trees. A
farmer might force a few trees by high cultiva-
tion.

Mr. Wm. Parker said, he had long practised
packing his winter apples in oat chaff He pick-
ed his apples and packed them in barrels wiih
chaff, let them remain out doors until there was
danger of freezing, then placed them in his cel-

lar. Within ten days pasl, he had opened and
picked over four barrels of Baldwin apple.- thus
stored last I ill, and there was not half a peek ol'

decayed apples to a barrel, lie had plained Oul

one hundred and filly trees; had always prac-

tised covering a lew feet of the ground about
the base of the newly-planted trees the first

season.

Air. Junes of Waylaml, said he had grafted
within the past twenty years many old trees with
Lireat success and profit. One old tree In- graft-

ed some years ago; in 1844 and '46 h< picked
twelve barrels of market apples each year; last

season, ten barrels, and four barrels of bruiseil

fruit. Il w ill nut take a man's life lime to raise an
orchard. Pour years rgo, lie grafted an old ap-
ple tree ; ibis year he sold six dollars worth of
fruit from ii. He has found it a good plan lo

graft sweet apple scions on trees that naturally
grow sweet apples, lias found the cultivation
of the pear very profitable, having realized over
fifty dollars in cash from one tree in four years.

Col. Uuhbel of Berkshire, said he had suc-
ceeded remarkably well in preserving winter
fruit in layers of oat chaff and air-slaked lime;
he places the apples stem upwards in the bar-
rels, and mixes the chaff and lime in among ihe
fruits; in this way he keeps fall apples sound in

[rood flavor till March, Winter apples kept in

ibis way, preserve their freshness and flavor bet-
ter than any other that he had ever tried.

Air. Mci lam said, he came into possession of a
farm ten years ago, upon which there was no
good fruit, lie had set over three thousand
scions in one year. His practice hail been to

remove ihe whole top of an old tree at once, and
graft. This was in accordance with Col. Phin-
ney's experience. We can, in tins way, obtain
fruit much sooner than fiom young trees. He
had been very successful in planting apple trees
in grass ground, by digging a large and deep
hole, and putting in small stones at the bottom,
covering iliem with the inverted sod, and filling

in about the toots of the trees with the excava-
ted earth. By hoeing about his trees, he kept a

circle of four feel in diameter free from grass,

and his trees grew well. In this way he had
been successful in planting about one hundred
trees, as lale as the first of June.

Mr. Sheldon thought there was no branch of
farming that needed encouragement more than
it/at of fruit-culture. Twenty-five years ago, he
set out one hundred and fifty apple trees ; they
were more profit to the owner now. than all tin-

iest of the farm. Trees when well set out, cost
a dollar each, and one dollar each for the next
ten years; Ihe next ten, they will pay hack all

the expense. The soil should he dry where
trees are planted. There was a great difference
in the quality of laud lor fruit trees; land that

naturally produced walnut trees, he had found
favorable for the growth of the apple tree. He
thought it the duty of every farmer to graft,

plant and cultivate trees the same as if he was
going to live here a thousand years. Those that

have preceded, have planted for us ; we should
plant fiir those lli.n are lo succeed us.

Mr. Cole thought we should go hack to the

beginning—select our seed for the nursery. The
seed of ordinary apples are better for the nurse-
ry than those from good grafted fruit, lie

thought the last ol Sepleinber ami early part of
October, the best season for transplanting fruit

trees Trees thus earlj planted, sent out new
fibrous roots, ami were prepared to groweailv
the next spring, lb- did mil believe it was the
extreme cold of our winters that killed ihe blos-

som buds of our peach trees, but alternations
from cold lo warm, or vice versa.

Subject for next meeting— Darning, Draining,
and the Growth of Forest Trees.

Every action in company ought to be with
some sign of respect to those present.

Pruning Stone Fruit Trees.

If has been but a few years since ihe cultiva-
tors of fruit have been in the habit of pruning
peach trees at the extremities of the branches,
instead of culling off hmbs at the Hunk. This
system of shortening-iu, as it is called, is gaining
ground, ami ii is a great improvement. The
reasons lor ibis mode of pruning are evident on
examination. Most kinds of stone fruit grow
rapidly, and hear the greater part of their fruit

ou new wood, which is, of course, near the ends
of Ihe limbs. In this way a Iree spreads over
much land, and has naked branches near the
trunk; and pruning at the trunk causes the gum
io ooze out, which sometimes endangers the
health or lite of the tree.

On the contrary, by pruning at the ends of the
branches, the tree is confined to a small space,
the wounds have no unfavorable effect, or only
affect the twigs, and mil the trunk, and much
new wood is produced for the production of
fruit.

We might say much more in favor of the
shortening-iu system ; hut we prefer offering a
valuable communication from the " Working
Farmer," remarking, in regard to the time of
pruning, that it may be done at any time from
the fill— nearly the close of vegetation—to the
time vegetation commences in the spring.—JVew
England Farmer.

Shortening in Peach Ttees, &c. — At a
meeting of farmers, which is held weekly at
Lynns Farms, the following facts were eliciied :

Several of (he persons present gave evidence
of tint propriety of shortening-in the limbs of
the peach, plum, nectarine, and other rapid
growing trees. The effect of this practice has
been to render them not only more durable, hut
to increase the quantity ami quality of Ihe fruit.

The peach tree, in common with others Haul-
ed above, is short-lived in our climate : and in

addition to the ravages of the peach worm, and
ihe disease called the yellows, the following may
be given as the cause

:

The tree grows more prolifically here than in

Europe, and in each year's growth exlends its

branches many feet ; the new wood always
growing on the ends of the previous year's
growth, and ihe fruit ill all eases occurring ou
the new wood. The weight of the crop, in con-
sequence, is so far removed from the body of the
tree, as to render each limb a lever ; and the re-
sult is either to split oft" the branch, or, from its

extreme pressure at the point of its insertion at

the tree, to compress the capillary tubes of the
main trunk, and thus destroy Us organism.
The fruit, by this means, is robbed of its ne-

cessary pabulum, and prematurely ripens or fills

off. The number of fruit-hearing .-hoots at the
same time increase to so fearful an extent, that
the roots are unable to supply the whole number
with sufficient nutriment, and our markets are
flooded with half-grown and prematurely ripen-
ed peaches.

If however, when the tree is young, the shoots
are shortened-in one-half their length each year,
the new shoots will occur nearer the parent
stock, and with less leverage for its destruction ;

the crop of fruit may safely be greater in weight,
although less numerous, as the fruit will be
larger, ami both the health and beauty of the,

lice will be preserved. .

A dispute arose as to the proper time am!
manner of performing tins shorieiiing-in or
(rimming process, and the result was as fol-

lows :

Time.—During winter, ihe firmer has most
leisure, and the branches cut are of so small a
size, that no harm will ensue from the effect of
frost, nor will \\ iU trimming cause any prema-
ture swelling of buds, lo be injured by spring
frosts.

Manner.—With a very sharp knife, first head
down the tree lo the required height, so as io be
convenient for the gathering of the fruit ; then
trim all protruding branches, to improve the

symmetrical appearance of ihe head; cut out all

centre-inclining shoots which crowd the tree and
cannot get the sun ; these should be cut close to

the Hunk; then shorten-in all other new growth
one half, and if excessive, two thirds, culling
next beyond a wood bud, avoiding the fruit buds

;

and by this means the new shoot, starting from
that bud, will cover and heal the wound perfect-
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ly; cover the trunk of the tree with a mixture of

soft or whale oil soap ami potass water or wopd

ashes; pour a gallon of boiling water on the

trunk near the ground, to kill the peach worm, it

any exist in the bark at the surface of the

ground; manure the tree with cold manure,

muck, or pond mud; and you may have fine

fruit and long-lived trees so long as this treat-

ment be continued.

Similar treatment was recommended for the

other kinds of trees named above, and numerous

instances quoted of the advantages which has

arisen from the proposed plan.

This farmers' club, as I suppose it may be

called, forms a useful adjunct to the ordinary

means of information to be obtained by farmers.

A question is chosen, and each person present

states what he may know on the subject; and

when the conversation flags, some member asks

a question, which is sure to elicit an answer

from another member ; and thus the experience

of all present is collated by each member.

&l)c Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., MARCH 31, 1849.

New England Enterprise well rewarded on

New England soil. A compliment from

Vermont.

The editoi of the Visitor is greatly apprehen-

sive that protracted engagements at a distance

and vexations abroad which he had hoped to be

temporary, have produced that neglect of a favo-

rite child at home, which will lessen both him

and his feebler pet in the estimation of the prac-

tical friends and patrons of the soil whose good

opinion he most highly prizes. In the progress

of the last ten years, as a farmer and improver of

the soil, we have abated not a particle of our

first zeal: nay, in that time, has the unparalleled

pleasure of the growing fruitful field converted

from comparative barrenness, been kept up

without abatement ; and the hope and wish that

the business of the farmer might become not

only the more certain but the better business has

ended in the conviction that fruition has become

the fixed fact.

Our own experience in this business of farm-

ing has not been a failure or a disappointment :

the theories that we maintained eight and ten

years ago have in nearly every instance, turned

out to be every thing that we have predicted.

In that ten years the value of our little State

—

little as one to six and ten to other newly open-

ed States in its number of improvable acres-

has been doubled in price if it should to-morrow

be sold at auction: in that time its intrinsic val-

ue, from the profits of production brought to the

pockets of the producer, has been increased

probably four-fold. Now although such may be

"a good State to emigrate from," yet this advan-

tage to it results from the value which high in-

tellectual and physical education and culture

have given to the sons and daughters of our

land. Their enterprise, their practical tact, as

well in all the common events of life as in the

higher emanations of mind and talent and in the

development of all the moral excellencies, has

been scattered broadcast in the distant new States,

where the effects become almost immediately

visible. For instance, as of but yesterday, the

States of Wisconsin and Iowa were a wilder-

ness : this day either of them probably numbers

a population nearly as large as our own State.

Many times has it been our lot within the last

six years to meet men, and some of them dis-

tinguished men from these young sisters who
have sought us out to be informed that they

were born in the Granite State since wo com-

menced business here forty years ago at the

time of this writing, and that they had received

their first lessons here ill that school of enter-

prise and industry in which we individually

claim in all that time to have been a humble

laborer.

What is here said of New Hampshire may be

said of all the States of New England. The

hardest and severest soil perhaps of the whole

present great domain of the Union, New Eng-

land is at this time in no particular behind the

very best of our land, If other States possess a

soil of great spontaneous production, she makes

her poor soil equally productive by artificial

means; and with our own practice comes along

the truism, that capital applied here to increase

production upon what is esteemed our poorest

lands may he now expended to equal advantage

to capital applied in the purchase and cultivation

of the richest new countries which the extended

settlements of the West and South-west are an-

nually opening.

It has been our pride and our pleasure in the

monthly numbers of this paper to open to our

full grown men and youth all the blessings and

advantages of our own home. More and more

are we convinced that these under our hand

have suffered no exaggeration : personal obser-

vation every where now teaches us thai, wild and

enthusiastic as we have appeared, the reality has

not yet been attained. The very neglect of what

has been esteemed worthless in our State, the

mountain forests with more extended valleys be-

tween, thousands of whose acres have hardly

yet been explored, has contributed to make them

the more valuable. We said it a week or two

ago to a friend in Grafton county, that the intrin-

sic value of that and Coos counties, embracing

probably more than half the whole extent of our

State, was greater at this moment in their un-

cleared lands than in all the cleared farms and

personal estate nosv existing within their bounds.

The value of these uncleared lands has as yet

hardly begun to be developed: it suffices to say

of them that after the immense growth of forest

upon them shall be taken away they will open

to soil as good as the best for all the purposes of

agricultural industry and enterprise.

A letter from our friend J. W. Colburn, Esq.,

at Morris Flats, bordering on the New Hamp-

shire line upon Connecticut river, an original

subscriber and patron, feeds not a little the vani-

ty which we feel in claiming for New England a

place in front with the best States of the Union

for producing crops to which her soil may be less

congenial. No district of country, (we will haz-

ard the assertion) not even the inexhaustible fer-

tility of the best Western bottom lands, could

show greater than the Indian corn crops raised

among the Green mountains of Vermont near

the New Hampshire border.

From a business letter to our publisher, dated

at Morris Flats, Jan. 15, 1849, we extract the

following:

—

"Now lam writing I will give you a short

sketcii of the doings of our Agricultural Society

at its annual meeting held at Woodstock, on the

10th inst. (I mean the Windsor County Agricul-

tural Society) fiom which you can glean some-

thing for the Visitor, if you please.

The Society met for the choice of officers, and

to award premiums on best cultivated farms,

1 10s bushels, 995 bushels, and 95i bushels. For

the best managed and best cultivated farm in

the county, premium awarded to J. W. Colburn,

of Springfield, consisting of 107 acres, only 35

of which is in cultivation by mowing and

ploughing; the remainder being pasture and

woodland. On this thirty-five acres was raised

the last season ffty tons English hay, ten hundred

and forty bushels grain, and twenty-four bushels

potatoes. This is (he way we farmers do up

things up here in Vermont.
"

I perceive you have some patrons here in

this county, and if there is any thing worth com-

municating in the above, you are at liberty to

use it. I have in former years in my feeble man-

ner, written out some communications for the

Visitor, which were published, and some two or

three I believe copied into other papers, which

was rather flattering, but I am an unlettered

man as you will perceive ; what little knowledge

1 possess upon farming is mostly from experi-

ence, though 1 think 1 have gained something

from a constant perusal of the Visitor. It is in-

deed a welcome visitor, and ought to adorn the

centre table of every farmer in New England.

It is cheaper than the cheapest, and I esteem it

the best paper for our latitude that is now offer-_

ed. I proposed at the late annual meeting of

our County Agricultural Society, that the Society

subscribe "and pay lor a copy of the Visitor for

every member—about five hundred : it passed

by a large majority ; but after getting our treas-

urer's report we were, not so strong in funds as

we expected. It was found that our list of pre-

miums for our next Fair must be essentially cur-

tailed by this appropriation: a reconsideration

of the vole was called for and sustained, and

thus the proposition went overboard.

"My own opinion is that quite as much benefit

would result to the farming community by dif-

fusing information among them, such as every

intelligent man could obtain by the reading of

such a journal as yours, as there is by the stim-

ulating process of cash premiums for good ani-

mals, good crops, &C.
"I liope your senior Editor, Mr. Hill, will take

the trouble to be present at our next annual Fair

to be holden at the town of Windsor, first Wed-
nesday and Thursday of Oct. next. I notice that

he travels much : it would be a pleasant trip for

him now all the way by railroad, but a few hours

ride; we will show him what Windsor county

can do if he will honor us with his presence.

Yours, &c,
J. W. COLBURN.

field crops, &c. There was a strong competi-

tion on grain crops. On fields of four acres of

coin, four premiums were awarded, viz: 1st, 104

bushels per acre ; 2d, 98 bushels per acre ; 3d

and 4th, about 90 bushels per acre. On single

acres of corn, four premiums, viz : 1U24 bushels,

0J= We will not claim for our Visitor the title

of '' the best" even for the purposes of the New

England farmer: there are other agricultural

papers, in Massachusetts and Maine especially,

with information more varied, in whose manage-

ment there is more talent, more experience, and

more heads concerned than in our unpretending

monthly contributor. As the agricultural paper

of unsurpassed research and talent, of more use-

ful originality than any other in America, we

will name that of our persevering friend Tucker,

the Albany Cultivator.

Rearing ol Onions.

We turn again to the rearing of Onions,

wherever the soil and climate are suitable, as a

most profitable production. The Essex Trans-

actions present the crop of Mr. John Peaslee of

Danvers, as "entirely unparalleled," for which he

received the Society's premium of six dollars

:

this crop was four hundred and eleven bushels

from one half acre of land. This land Mr.

Peaslee describes to be of yellow loam, southern

descent. A less crop of onions was taken from

the same land the previous year. Well-rotted

stable manure, which cost four dollars per cord,

was buried in the ground by deep ploughing :

about the middle of April, one pound and a half

of seed was sowed. The usual method of hoeing

with a machine and weeding by hand was pur-

sued. The crop was harvested about the last of

the month of September and carefully measured
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in a bushel basket. Mr. Peaslee states as the

expenses of this crop, three cords of manure at

$4 per cord ; one and n half pounds of seed at

$2; other expenses, $10—making in the whole

S'25. We must conclude in this, could not be

included all the expenses of labor. If that bad

been as much more, making fifty dollars in the

whole, the cost of the crop would not have

amounted to more than twelve and a half cents

a bushel. The wholesale price of onions is

never less than one dollar per barrel or fifty

cents per bushel. The last season, from a par-

tial failure of the crop, was .*l Ji.'i a barrel as the

lowest price.—As for our own use after the sum-

mer is past we find it for our gain to send sev-

enty-five miles to the Boston market and pur-

chase onions rather than to attempt the rais-

ing them in our own garden : the raising of

potatoes by wholesale is much more easy and

profitable.

The Model Farm ot New Jersey.

The following letter from Professor Mapes
published in the Newark Daily Advertiser, will

be read by agriculturists with interest. The
farm of Mr. M. is regarded as the " model farm"
of New Jersey. The means used to improve
bis laud are thus described :

"I would state that my success may be mainly
attributed to the use of the subsoil plough, and
a proper system of manuring.
"The land is a clayey loam, underlaid by clay

ten inches thick on a substratum of decomposed
sandstone, and until the clay was cut through by
the subsoil plough, the surface was too wet to be
productive.

"It may not he uninteresting to your corres-

pondent to know the different methods adopted
for the manufacture of this manure. The chlo-

ride of lime and carbonate of soda is made by
slaking three bushels of shell lime, hot from the

kiln, with one bushel of common salt dissolved

in water. Common salt being composed of chlo-

rine and soda, the lime combines with the chlo-

rine, forming chloride of lime, which in turn re-

ceive carbonic acid from the atmosphere and be-

comes carbonate of soda. This mass should be

turned over every other day for ten days, at the

end of which time it is ready for use. Four
bushels of this mixture thoroughly divided
through one cord of muck, will decompose it

perfectly in ninety days in winter, and in a pro-

portionately less lime in summer.
" When this muck cannot readily be procured,

any other organic matter will answer the same
purpose: pond scrapings, river mud, decayed
leaves, or even head lands, with one twentieth

its bulk of stable manure, or weeds will answer
well.

" My stables are arranged thus : tinder the ox-

en, cows, &c, the earth is removed to the depth
of eighteen inches, making a space capable of

holding a half cord of muck for each animal.

This muck is covered at night with salt hay for

bedding, and the liquid manure voided by the

cattle is absorbed by the muck, and rapidly de-

composes it. This decomposition is assisted by

the warmth of the animal while sleeping upon
the bedding. The solid manure is removed
from the bedding each morning, and after being

mixed with twenty times its hulk of muck is

placed under cover. The muck containing the

fluid portions of the manure is removed every
four days, and 13 also placed under cover; after

I
ten days the manure heap is turned over and
wetted with a weak solution of nitrate of soda,

alter which it is permitted to remain until suf-

ficiently decomposed for use

—

thirty days.
" All thje weeds of the farm are daily thrown

into the hog pen, and the hogs are induced to

root among them, to obtain which they keep the

weeds in continuous motion until decomposed.
About once in ten days the pen is emptied and
after salting the weeds to prevent the possibility

of their again germinating, they are mixed with

twenty times their bulk of muck, and four bush-

els to the cord of the salt and lime mixture, and
placed under cover, where the mass readily

heats, and after twenty days is ready for use.

"These manures, with the occasional use of
special manures for special crops, selected with

reference to their chemical components as com-
pared with the requirements of the plant desired

lo be raised, constitute the manures used.

"The amount of manure I am enabled to

make by these methods, and the assistance of six

OSen, three COWS, three burses, and twenty hogs,

is about fifty half cords per week.
"The subsoil plough is no less important than

a sufficiency of manure, and without its assist-

ance no great results can he obtained.

"The capacity of soil to perfect vegetables, is

precisely ill proportion to the quantity of its par-

ticles, presented to the action of the atmosphere
for oxidation, and nut one of the most inconsid-

erable uses of manure is to leave space by its

decay for the admission of the atmosphere.
" To bring about these conditions, deep plough-

ing is necessary, and to avoid bringing subsoil

of a sterile quality to the surface, while disinteg-

rating to a great depth, the subsoil plough must
be used.

" My surface plough maybe Used to turn a

furrow ot any depth between four and twenty
inches, the depth of action being regulated by

the guide wheel. VV'e always use this plough at

one inch greater depth than the thickness of sur-

faced soil ; thus, if the surface soil be fourteen

inches deep, the plough is set fifteen inches.

One inch of the subsoil is thus brought to the

surface at each ploughing, and by the action of
the sun and atmosphere, is gradually converted

into loam.

"The subsoil plough follows in the bottom of

the furrow left by the surface plough, and is us-

usally set at not less than seventeen inches: this

plough is so constructed as to throw up nothing,

but merely to disintegrate the soil at this great

deptb, replacing it where taken from without

mixing it with surface soil. The advantages,

beyond the admission of atmosphere, are, that

in dry weather the roots can pass down below
the sun's more immediate action and obtain

moisture, and in wet weather the excess of

moisture can pass down through the subsoil cut.

If the land is thus kept free from the excess of

moisture it can never become cold or sour. Af-

ter one thorough subsoil ploughing the land can

be worked for much less expense, and is ready

for use at an earlier date in the spring.

"My seeds being all planted by a drill barrow,

and the rows of plants consequently equi-distant

from each other, they can be cultivated and
weeded by a horse cultivator, instead of using

the slow and expensive hand hoe.

"Should your correspondent think proper to

visit me, I shall be happy to answer any other

question he may wish to propose.

Yours, respectfully,

JAMES" J. MAPES.

Gladly does the editor of the Visitor find, in

the successful example of Professor Mapes, a

fellow-laborer who with him can bear testimony

in favor of " the subsoil plough and a proper

system of manuring."

Our want of his science will not enable us to

say that with any assistance we have yet had we

could make any thing near "fifty half cords pet-

week" of compost manure; but we have in a

less rapid manner brought our manures to that

action, which, upon the lightest subsoiled ground,

tells well for our experiment.

The method of manuring, which we have ta-

ken up, is the manufacture of compost by clear-

ing the barn-yard in the fall of the manure made

in the previous summer, and placing it with

three or four times its quantity from the muck

bed, headlands and all convenient decaying mat-

ters, including common ashes leached or tin-

leached, the more the better where the composi-

tion is to be laid upon light grounds. Twenty

and twenty-five loads to the acre ill n season

while the ground is planted have been applied

to our fields spread broadcast over the laud.

We have for the present year, at a distance

from home too great to carry our yard manure

to advantage, about four hundred half cords of

compost prepared, to go as far as it will in cov-

ering a twenty-five acre field to be planted with

potatoes, if the ground can be prepared in sea-

son. This manure in the body is mainly from

an inexhaustible black muck bed lying in a hol-

low which divides a pine plain lot on the east

side of the river Merrimack. Our experience

enables us to say of this muck bed that in a se-

ries of years it is fully equal in value to an equal

volume of best stable manure. The muck is to

be meliorated with the addition of ashes leached

and unleached, with lime equal to a cask for

every ten loads of muck, covering over the top

of each pile with seventy-five bushels of salt

which cost little more per pound (less than one

half cent) than so much ground Novn Scotia

plaster. To this coat of manure, after it is

spread and the ground harrowed, we are prepar-

ed to add a sowing over the surface and after

harrowing or ploughing in of two hundred

pounds South African guano (weaker as six to

nine than the Peruvian guano) mixed with about

the same weight of ground plaster. The plaster

serves the double purpose of adding to the fer-

tility of the soil at the same time it preserves

and holds the ammonia of the guano. We are

free to use four tons of the guano this way the

present season from the great success attending

the use of the mixture last year. Then we used

two tons of the African guano mixed : that cost

us $40 the ton in Boston : our guano this year is

purchased at $30 per ton. We believe we owe

much of the excellent success we had in raising

two thousand bushels of potatoes without the

sign of rot or defect to the composition of guano

and plaster.

The guano is of value in stimulating the first

crop upon land newly turned up and subsoiled:

our muck-bed compost enters into the crops

better perhaps in the second and is even felt up

to the fifth or sixth succeeding year than in the

first year. To new land, especially to the new
turning up of pine plains land reposing with a

thin surface soil over loose sand and gravel, a

mixture of compost will be valanble for two or

three years till it becomes thoroughly incorpora-

ted with the soil. As deep as it becomes neces-

sary to move this soil so deep will the ground

change and become a dark and rich mould, such

ground as we are habituated to find In the early

and belter gardens: the ground will become as

if alive to the tread, and will exhibit that moving

action as a "thing of life" which seems to give

animation to the vegetation springing out of it.

This has been adopted by us as the most

"proper system of manuring" which we could

devise with the means in our hands.

Willi Professor Mapes we cordially unite in

llie opiuon that "the subsoil plough is no less

important than a sufficiency of manure." With-

out the subsoil plough we cannot have confi-

dence that the drought of summer may not ar-

rest at the, most critical moment the growth of

the small potatoes in the hills or the delicate ears

of corn upon the stalk. With the stirring of the

ground sixteen inches below the surface, the

drought upon the pine plains is by us hardly

more feared than it is upon the deepest cultiva-

ted limestone fields of perennial green. Indeed

we are almost of the confident opinion that sub-

soiling will produce contined crops of hay upon

the lightest lands almost as surely as upon the

well-stimulated clay meadows.

For light lands one subsoil ploughing will suf-

fice probably half a dozen years, going deeper
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and deeper with the surface plough in each suc-

ceeding annual preparation. In this way the sod

will grow more and more rich; tor it has he-

come with us almost a settled conviction, that

there is no ground so poor where the Buhsoil, al-

ter the ilue atmospheric action, welling and dry-

ing, freezing anil thawing, will not present more

virtue than will he found after a few years colli

vation in the upper soil. The mineral manures

are brought into new action by the moving nl

the soil lie'ovv : their effects may have been par-

tially exhausted in the used soil above.

The blight and rust in the several crops and

the potato rot are more apparent in old ground

than in new : we do not believe the potato rot

will he found at all where there is a mixture of

twenty-five per cent, of the underlying sand,

gravel, or even marly subsoil, especially after the

action of frost.

Of intervale land we have now twenty-five

acres subsoiled : the aim has been to reach the

stirring of the ground to the depth of sixteen

inches. The subsoiling has been in the fall:

the winter action has generally produced an en-

tire change upon the giound. The color of the

dark, adhesive intervale has tended to ihe choco-

late complexion—the whole surface of the

ground, from the lightening of the soil, has been

raised up. Twelve acres subsoiled three and

four years ago produced thirty-six loads of

herdsgrass and clover hay well dried last year,

which was mowed, cured and got in at an ex-

pense not to exceed one dollar the ton : the sec-

ond crop and feeding off of these twelve acres

was greater in quantity and more valuable than

the entire crop of bay had been previous to sob-

soiling. To these twelve acres we add for a

crop of grass five more acres embracing the thy

river sand-bank upon the Ferry plain lot : the

clover of the new land has a good catch. Upon

the remaining eight acres of intervale subsoiled

we had potatoes: the ground was filled with the

fin or witch grass, to which the subsoiling was

an excellent check, killing the roots of that trou-

blesome intruder, and lessening the labor ol hoe-

ing at least one half. Ol' the crop of potatoes

upon this ground, one and a half acre were ol

the new kind called New York reds. VVe had

from a barrel of seed raised between twenty-five

and thirty bushels of these the previous year:

twenty-two bushels were plained. The product

was considerably larger than our other potatoes

upon this giound : it was two hundred and fifty

bushels. Leaving us a hundred bushels of these

for planting this year, these potatoes have been

to us of the net value of a dollar the bushel.

We have had no experience of so great value

for the same amount of labor as the product of
this acre and a half.

Another field of ten acres of pine plaiifnear

the line of Bow, which went through the pro-

cess of subsoiling two years ago, will be laid into

clover after a crop of oats. It gave US the profit

of thirty dollars to the acre in a crop of potatoes

two years ago: four of the ten acres gave us a

similar profit in potatoes last year: the six re-

maining .acres planted in corn on the first of
June averaged at least fifty bushels to the acre :

the corn stuff was worth nearly the price of the
labor done upon tbis land. The oats, sowed
down early in April, will upon this ground he
an almost certainly valuable crop—so will be at

least two cropu of grass following this season
without manures.

The twfiity-tive acres, subsoiled and preparing
IHiifiBMii^i

for a potalo crop the present year on the pine

plain east of the river, we will look upon with

pride, as we are quite sure of eminent success.

When the wood was Cleared off this land a leu

years ago, ue had never expected (rem it more

than a crop of rye once in a i'ew years. With-

out subsoiling the muck- bed near by had made

a portion of this land most excellent clover pas-

ture for several years. Last year fifteen acres of

ibis laud gave in feed the pasture for half the

number of cows through the season. Turning

up the ground in the fall we observed upon land

where no manure other than plaster had been

spread, that the yellow sand had been changed

to blackness wherever the roots of western

clover abounded. The cows left much of this

clover growth to be turned in. What with the

clover, the subsoiling, the compost and the gua-

no, we anticipate this field in most excellent

condition for a crop. It will he our pride to

show in this field that hundreds of the best

farms in the county of Merrimack may he made
along the extended pine plains of Concord,

whose fine growth of wood has recently receiv-

ed so great diminution mainly for supplying the

locomotives which are whizzing in our ears

nearly every hour of the. day and many times

of a night.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The Cottage in the Wood.

Give me a cottage b> side llie wood land.

Where 'h nightingale Nies and ihe lall [lines stand,

Where Ihe robin is singing all day loi g,

The enchanting notes of his plaintive song.

I'd envy no monarch on earth his throne,

Bui near my meandering brook sit down,
While nature'8 own hand has woven lor me
A carpel of moss 'mid sweet shrubbery.

Where the stately oak and the lofty elm

Evtend their branches to shield me from harm.

And the beautiful bass, the queen of the forest,

Affords delight to Ihe sage botanist.

Oft as the soft balmy zephyr blows

It scatters perfume from llie fragrant rose.

Willi the woodbine enlwin'd around my door,

And a few tried friends, l'il ask lor no more.

While the sweet evergreen—pure emblem ofHeav'n.
Reminds ol the promise to mortals given

—

Of llie world where roses eternally bloom,

And nought will have power to cast a deep gloom.

There is not a boon which mortals inherit

Tint will so sooth the turbulent spirit.

As a neat, quiel cottage beside yonder brook,

Shaded in branches of llie fav'rue oak.

Where the names oft hose friends who've bid me adieu

Are carved so deeply they yet are in view,

By fingers alas—long perish'd away,

Which still in the mem.ry had no decay.

Then, ere I am old and decrepit with a^e,

Hie lo the woods and build me a cottage,

There can I smile al the bustle and strife,

For bubbles which float on the ocean of life.

P. F E. W.
Lancaster, A'. 11

Care of Preserves, &c. —As the weather
becomes warm in spring, preserves, sauces, jel-
lies, &<•., are liable to become sour, if not attend-
ed to, unless they are composed of a large
amount of sugar or other preservative. B\
scalding preserves, &c, occasionally, after the
weather becomes warm, and setting them in a
1 1 phiee, much may be done lo continue them
in a good condition. In some cases, it may he
necessary to add more sugar in order to keep
conserved preparations into summer.

In scalding them, great care should he taken
to cover them closely before they cool, and in all

cases expose them as little as possible to the air.

Mould is considered a vegetable substance, of a

low or imperfect order, which is propagated by

fine seeds floating in the atmosphere, that readi-

ly vegetate in numerous substances that have a

strong tendency to decay, as in various prepara-

tions of fruit, bread, cheese, pumpkin, &c, &c.
Heating substances that are liable to mould, de-

stiny s the seeds of mould, ami close covering of

vessels prevents their admission.— A". E. Farmer.

A Journey of last year not yet obsolete.

Among the interesting alone travels from home

which we made during the summer of 1848, that

which was undertaken, first lo ihe city of New
York on business, thence hy Albany to Buffalo

to attend the great Agricultural Fair of the Em-
pire State, thence back on the same track to

Cayuga bridge, from there up that beautiful lake

twin to ihe Seneca farther west to the village of

Ithaca, and thence by Owego into Pennsylvania,

combined much that was calculated to drive

ennui and even sickness away. We left our

home on Saturday, Sept. 1, was in llie church

near the Astor house, t\. Y., in both the next fore-

noon and afternoon after doing our errand in the

morning in the upper part of the city: of a Sun-

day evening ami night (the fair al Buffalo on

Tuesday requiring expedition) spent in quiet on

a North river steamer, with the full silver moon
presenting his rays, not in the golden glare of

the sun but in all the rich hues of ihe sylvan

shade, walking on the wave to reach Albany at

early breakfast, and from thence in a night and

a day passing in a long train of cars first some

twenty miles to Schenectady the seat of ihe old-

est S;ale University— thence to Utica seventy-

eight miles— to Syracuse fifty-three— to Auburn

twenty-six— Rochester seventy -eight— Attica for-

ty-four—Buffalo ihii ly-one— making the travelled

distance from Concord to Buffalo in three days

and three nights—resting on the way almost ihe

entire of two days—seven hundred and seveuty-

three miles nearly.

The State of New York is a magnificent, a

rich, a thriving and a noble Slate : since we first

passed over il from ea.-t in west in 18'io, its

towns along the Erie canal near which the rail-

road now passes are flourishing under a contin-

ued prosperity. In that tune the ancient city of

Schenectady has enlarged with ihe growth and

increase of the surrounding country— Little

Falls, where the Mohawk breaks through a

mountain chasm, is awakened to die sound of

the saw, the anvil, and the loom— Utica, in her

staid old maiden neatness, as a pattern town

from the start, retains the bright lace of prosper-

ous trade in her calico attire—Syracuse has en-

larged from awkward wooden dimensions to coj- •

lonade brick blocks, emitting the smoke from

her salt-pans which have sent away, as obtained '

from springs under ground, enough of ihe saline •

material apparently to fill and make dry land of I

ihe lake which extends along her western bor- .5

ders—Auburn too has grown beyond the size

which we were wont to image of llie '•lovelies,' v

of ihe dale" immortalized by Goldsmith, to a ,|

city of enlarged cupolas and spires—Geneva
next meets us upon ihe shore of ihe Seneca, as '

elegant ill ils rural borders as in its rich close city

structures—Canandaigua, more beautiful il not. J

more flourishing than any other town, because

the chosen spot for earlier wealth to concentrate,

brought here that true style of laying out streets

and yards and arbors which lime can never cor-

rode in the eye of true taste—Rochester, young-

est of the several towns named, claims a lille to

more business from her giant flour mills pro-
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pel led In tlie magnificent Genesee river water-

falls, from her rich country trade and the various

mauufhctures into which she has grown, than

perhaps any other town or city upon the waj

which we have yet called— Batavia, further on,

is also a beautiful village grown into wealth

from the trade of n rich fanning country which

surrounds it. For nearly thirty miles out ol

Buffalo to the eastward until recently a rich and

beautiful soil has been in the ownership and

possession of the Indians who in a few cleared

spots carried on n slovenly agriculture and made

every thing look as we might expect poor land

to look. Rapid and cheeriiy has been the action

upon this fine territory since it was opened to

purchase from the Holland land company to

whom it belonged as soon as the Indian title was

extinguished. A community of Germans some-

thing on the plan of property by the Shakers

has pitched upon a portion of this land with

wealth anil means to carry on improvements

which are made in the best style of the country

from whence they have emigrated: these new
lands have also presented a temptation to indi-

vidual settlers, many of them probably from

Yankee laud. In this part of the country an

abundance of magnificent trees is not yet esti-

mated as the timber trees so valuable in New
Hampshire. The trees upon the Indian reserva-

tion of Erie county are girdled or cut down to

be got rid of in the easiest and least expensive

manner possible. The cap stone to the base of

our pyramid of towns is Buffalo, on this occasion

made the place of the greatest and most noble

agricultural exhibition of the country. When
we consider that this already great city, whose
buildings and widened extended streets seem to

be upon a larger scale as she is destined to be-

come of enlarged dimensions in the great trade

flowing to, and by her, has entirely grown up
since the war of 1813, during which the earlier

erections were laid in utter desolation by fire as

its inhabitants were annihilated by the sword of

a mixed civilized and savage atrocity prompted
to cruelty by the feeble pretext of retaliation for

American cannonades and burnings on the Brit-

ish side; the mind is lost in wonder at the ex-

tent of business which an entire area of country

in the great West settled and grown up as ol

yesterday, has opened to the Atlantic trade.

The generous enterprise of this new city of

Buffalo had made ample preparation for the

great annual festival of three days which collec-

ted not only citizens from a distance within the

Empire Slate, but citizens from many and most

of the Slates at a still greater distance. Buffalo

was the city to bring together the fresh products,

the giant animals and vegetables of the country

to be found both east and west. From Loin; Is-

land to the upper lakes whatever was calculated

to show off agricultural and horticultural skill

upon a fertile soil was here to be found: not on

ly implements of agriculture, but machines and
inventions exhibiting and evincing mechanical
ingenuity and contrivance characteristic of the

times saving and standing in the place of man-
ual labor and wonderfully cheapening products,

might here be found. The elegant taste ami
skill of the fair sex volunteered to add to the in-

terest of the scene— the productions of cotton,

wool and flax, the fine work of the fingers in

the useful ornaments of the person and in all

the various articles of fancy, attracted the atten-

tion of crowds greater than could gain ready

admittance. A single person in the vast multi-

tude obtaining egress within the ample ground

enclosed for this exhibition, what with the num-

ber and magnitude and almost endless variety of

animals, of vegetables and fruits and flowers,

and the efforts of handiwork skill, in things of

fancy and use;—a single mind at one view was

incompetent to grasp the know ledge necessary

even to give it u description. For the particu-

lars we might refer to the papers of the day
;

and in a condensed form in the last as in

the former years will be shown in that excel-

lent vehicle the Albany Cultivator what the

grand exhibition for the benefit of the farmers

of the Empire State was for the year 1848, as it

had been in previous years. Indeed the life and

soul of the N. Y. Agricultural Society seems to

have emanated from the sparkling intelligence

which brightens the pages of that paper: to

such men as Tucker, Howard and Prentice, does

Agriculture owe much of the spirit of enterprise

which is placing the occupation of the farmer

at its proper elevation.

The three days of this exhibition at Buffalo

were to us a feasting of reason and an overflow-

ing of soul. On this theatre, just on the eve of

an excited Presidential election, that subject was

forgotten in the more appropriate subject of the

farmers' joy. All the public bouses were full on

our arrival Tuesday morning; but while we
were inquiring for quarters, an old family friend

and legislator, whose fine dark flowing hair had

become whitened with the frost of twenty -five

additional years, the fire of whose piercing eye

had in no sense abated, broke upon us, with an

invitation at once to his family which we had

never before seen. This gentleman, who has

been both a representative arid a senator, is of

the younger part of the Langdon family, every

one of whom of that name has either deceased

or left the Slate—a family whose name becomes
the more venerated as the groupe of acquain-

tance of the original patriots grows less and less.

Hon. John Langdou, the son of Judge Wood-
bury Langdon, has resided at and near Buffalo

some twelve or fifteen years: his lady, a sister

of the wealthy family of Ladd, of whom was

the deceased philanthropist William Ladd, who
spent much of his life in gratuitous devotion to

the cause of peace and to the melioration of the

sufferings of the imprisoned for crime and for

debt, is the mother of seven daughters, some of

them settled in life, and all of them, like polish-

ed stones, fitted for ornament or for use either at

the fireside of home or in the social circle. It

was an unexpected introduction to scenes of by-

gone days that are hardly now familiar to the

present generation. Walter Langdon. the young-

est brother of John and married to the daughter

of John Jacob Astor, departed this life in the

city of New, York a few months before the mil-

lionaire.

From our friend on this occasion we learnt of

the Langdon family what had never before come
to our knowledge, that Woodbury Langdon, af-

terwards the judge, was the elder of John and

introduced him as captain and supercargo of

one of his own ships into that career which

crowned him ultimately with success in a private

fortune, as it gave him the ability to furnish the

means to sustain that gallant valor and enter-

prise which shone conspicuously in New Hamp-
shire from the commencement to the close of

the war of the revolution. A sister of Gov.

Langdon, whom we remember to have seen in

the year 1810, married a Mr. Barrel, of whom
she was a widow then residing in the Governor's

family : another and the youngest sister, married

to a British surgeon by the name of Goldthwait,

living with whom she recollected well as the

acquaintance of Andre, who suffered ignomin-
iously punished as the instrument of Arnold's

treason. The excellent wife of John Langdon,
with her only daughter, long a widow and now
resident of Philadelphia, was also present at our

visit at the family mansion now nearly forty

years ago : that mansion, elegant yet as an an-

cient wooden structure, is the present property

and residence of the Rev. Dr. Burroughs, who
has officiated constantly as the acceptable rector

of the first episcopal church of New Hampshire
longer than any other living clergyman of the

Stale. The son informed us that Judge Woodbury
Langdon had become wealthy as a merchant

prior to the revolution: he was absent in Eng-
land on business at the opening of the revolu-

tion when his brother John headed the enter-

prise before the battle of Lexington of surpris-

ing and taking away the armaments at the mouth
of the Piseataqua. Lord North attempted to in-

gratiate the elder Langdon into the British inter-

est by offering him the office of Governor of the

colony: this offer be declined ; and returning to

the country lie was imprisoned in the city of

New York. He owned the Hamlin privateer, of

which the late Elijah Hall, afterwards an officer

with John Paul Jones, was the third lieutenant.

Judge Langdon was a member of the State le-

gislature as late as the year 1708, when with a

few only be recorded his name in disapproval of

the celebrated alien and sedition acts of John
Adams. John Langdon, for twelve years the

first senator and presiding officer of the Senate

of the United States, was found with the few

republicans of New England as early as 1793 a

voter in the minority to admit Albert Gallatin as

a member of this first deliberative legislative

body on earth. Gallatin was then excluded as a

senator, but took his place in the house of re-

presentatives as a member from Pennsylvania,

in which he qualified himself for a display of

those eminent talents which rendered him the

right hand man of Jefferson, second only to the

amiable father of the Constitution and afterwards

President, the worthy Madison.

The present Rockingham bouse at Portsmouth,

completed in 1793, was the elegant residence of

Woodbury Langdon after his retired life. Evi-

dence of his wealth may be gathered from the

liict that the building of this mansion involved

an expenditure of $40,000. There were no

such bricks then made in New Hampshire as

those of which this house was built. Not only

were the bricks brought from Philadelphia; but

the Judge had his gang of quaker masons from

that city to lay the bricks. The house is proba-

bly the most perfect building ever erected in the

State: it stands yet as a model of good taste

and thorough work in the trades of both the ma-

son and carpenter and of the true taste and skill

of the architect.

A rapid journey on Thursday in the crowded

cars to the Niagara falls kept up our activity for

one of the three days of the Buffalo fair. Our

first visit to witness this great scene of attraction

was in 182(i, when the two sides could be view-

ed otdy by crossing as low as Lewiston. The

second visit, in 1833, seven years afterwards, in

which, with Lewis Cass then Secretary of War
as a companion, we rapidly passed over the

grounds of the two battles of Chippewa and

Lundy's lane, taught us to think it safe crossing

directly at the foot of the falls and in the midst
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of the foaming flood which boils round and

round and over from the impending rush and

weight of waters from above : this rapid climb-

ing up and down the steeps and again down-

ward to the space left under the mighty sheet of

wa'ers in the cavern of the clifted limestone

rock which underlays the country at a level both

above and below the falls, was followed by the

chased walk of more than a mile around Goat

Island over the then recently erected bridges

which connected that with the main land. A
quarter dollar apiece for foot passengers pays

well the proprietors for the expense of this erec-

tion. The lands and bridges hereabout belonged

to Judge Potter, whose brother made a figure as

a military man on that frontier during the war,

and was afterwards Secretary of War. It is

strange, when we see how simple and cheap the

bridges were made, thaj the work had not been

before thought of. The timbers, of which there

is a great abundance in this country, were laid

down over the channel supported by a superin-

cumbent weight from the shore: at the other

end underneath on the waterside a stone pier was

made to stand. From this point other timbers

were laid over further into the stream, and made

to rest upon another foundation ; and so the

bridging was completed at an expense hardly

more than a similar erection over a common
stream. Our rapid pedestrian travel around

Goat Island of a summer day in July 1833,

brought us in contact with the descendant and

representative of the Kembles and Siddons, who
at this distant day is holding the mirror of

Shakespeare's fame up to the admiring gaze of

the amateurs of the stage, then young and with

a face of enchantment, on a tour with her lover

and future husband : Mr. Butler and Miss

Kemhle were sauntering upon the island

as if returning from its circuit near the

bridge. Her then well-known peculiar face

was ascertained as one of perhaps little more

than half a dozen actors we ever recognized off

the stage, many of whom in more youthful days

we had admired as better representing than we
could read the productions of the immortal

bard.

The curiosities, new and splendid, that broke

upon us seventeen yeais ago, on this 6th day of

September, 1848, were magnified still beyond

every body's conceptions of things then formed.

In a hurry leaving the cars near Whitney's at the

village against the American side of the falls, we
took our chance in a crowded omnibus for the

new suspension bridge two miles below, in com-
pany with gentlemen and ladies, who talked on

the way of its trembling and its perils. Alone,

as if undertaking this expedition in shortened

time, we jumped from the omnibus, paid our

fare, and in a rapid walk commenced our journey
over the deep chasm which in the course of

time the receding of the immense mass of wa-
ters bad worn down, broken and forced off.

This suspension bridge, whose commencement
was in a rope shot as a target from one side to

the other, was intended as the instrument to aid

in the erection of another of enlarged dimen-
sions for carriages or perhaps railroad cars, is in

a single span of eight hundred feet across : its

strength is in iron wires or rods, stronger when
several are united than the same quantity of
metal in one body alone. The wires are sup-
ported on either side by a tower of rocks whose
stable standing are its sole security. The path-
way of the bridge may be five or six feet wide:
each side has an open trellis like rounded basket

work. Our walk was quick with a sensible vi-

bration every step over to the British side.

Arrived there we made no tarry longer than to

listen to invitations to ride and see the battle

grounds and other curiosities on the British side,

for which we had no time. Returning near the

centre, a clever Irish attendant invited us to the

view of the foaming over the whirlpool of wa-

ters, a large body of which protruded constantly

from the surface more than twenty feet: the

view was over the basket work. The distance

looking down reducing all objects to a pigmy

size, we prepared by holding on as a protection

from the head swimming : it was strange to us

that neither the fragile nature of the bridge

trembling in mid air, nor the whirling and boil-

ing of the waters, at all discomposed the nerves.

Hastening back, we found the company we had

left just entering upon the bridge in trembling

hesitation, answering to their inquiries that we

had no belief of more danger to them than we

had encountered.

To adil to the attractions of visitors to the

falls an excavation has been made upon the

great hank of the American side which the wa-

ters have cut out encountering the rise from the

water in an inclined plane for foot travel-

lers or for carriages down to the water's edge.

To the geologist the several strata of this deep

excavation present abundant subjects for specu-

lation in the lapse of time since creation on the

long, long distance which from high to low the

several layers represent. As for ourselves we
can oidy look upon such a series of the varying

rock formed myriads of ages after the granite

which has been upheaved to make the moun-

tains of more primitive origin, with admiration

how little the better science of the better in-

formed of mankind can yet grasp and compre-

hend. At the foot of this excavation ingenious

contrivance has been able to introduce up the

boiling waters below a steamer of the smaller

class, which has been named ''Maid of the Mist."

The daily expeditions of this craft we thought

full more dangerous than a foot journey over the

suspension bridge. Joined in a party of some
hundred persons of the two sexes, we paid the

fare and entered as passenger, looking up a mile

and a half through the chasm directly into the

face of the gteat falls. The waters in this inter-

val are by no means quiet at any point: the cur-

rents are in many directions from one side to the

other, now forcing downwards and receding in

seemingly endless eddies. The boat under a

headway of steam, more and more trembling as

the waters became of stronger force, first ap-

proached the falls on the American side, after

duly warning the passengers that they must re-

tire under cover to avoid an entire immer-

sion from the spray which goes off from

the falling body that knows no cessation.

The falls on the American side, which seem
when at that point as iarge as the great horse

shoe on the British side, hut which are probably

not half their magnitude, come down in a lesser

and larger channel parted by a rocky protube-

rance between the shore and Goat Island, the

whole of which with the channels of waters on

on both sides is broken off with that cliff of

rocks which composes the immediate height and

depth of the falls and the body of waters in which

the fall is merged. Breaking off in fragments the

uncovered rocks in masses preserve yet the

shape below of the cliff above out of which tin)

have fallen. The boat came into the spray of

the falls on the American side so near as when

looking up the mighty waters rushing down
seemed to he poured directly overhead : turning

and touching even the rocky base of the fallen

down material, the Maiil of the Mist emerged

from the mist going over to take her position

still further up the chasm into the very centre of

the horse-shoe which has been enlarged within

our own recollection by the breaking off at once

of a large portion of the Table rock not less

famed as the first viewing spot than the falls

themselves. The misty Maid on this occasion,

under the power of raised steam, forced herself

into the very jaws of the narrowed inside of the

shoe, passing far by an even line of the great

sheet of water rushing down on either hand.

Pushing forward until the power of the water

became stronger than the power of steam, the

Maid, as the fabled Venus from her Adonis, re-

luctantly was forced out of the contest into the

comparatively smoother waters down below,

which we had been taught years ago to regard

as not dangerous, yet seeming to be yawning for

victims of such as should have the temerity to

venture upon the fragile vessel that might be

capsized in a commotion that looked much less

hazardous. Returning to Buffalo, our intelligent

new acquaintance the editor of the Buffalo Ad-

vertiser expressed his hesitation about encoun-

tering an expedition in the Maid of the Mist,

since it was his belief that if any of the machin-

ery of the boat should give out while under way

in the falls, the whole craft must encounter in-

evitable destruction. Returning over the exca-

vated plane road out of the chasm, we made our-

selves the witness of the assured talent of the

untutored aborigines of the country by purchas-

ing from the hands of one of two females busily

employed at their work in the shade of a tree,

an elegant head bag resembling the Indian moc-
casons that are always found at Buffalo, orna-

mental to the lady's foot as they are exceedingly

conducive to the lady's warm feet and better

health and enjoyment in a northern country cli-

mate. The females we found to he of the Tus-

carora tribe, whose residence upon the high

grounds about three miles out of Lewiston, we
visited twenty-three years before.

The river shore between the Falls and Buffalo

seems not much to have improved : it is emi-

nently a fever and ague country, which appears

to have forbidden its rapid growth. The Erie

canal comes along down the bank of the river

till it reaches the mouth of Tonnewanda creek

entering Niagara river above the falls, which has

been made for several miles towards Batavia a

navigable part of the canal itself. Navy island

on the American side lies down along the shore

for several miles: it is mostly covered with mag-

nificent trees. An eastern company erecting

mills here for the purpose of taking the manu-

factured lumber through the canals to Albany

and thence by water to Boston, has not well suc-

ceeded. At the mouth of the Tonnewanta creek

is a settlement from which some entire families

have moved away, after having suffered much
from chills and (ever, which often accompany

their victim years after he has removed back to

a more healthy position.

Our visit at Buflalo was crowned with that ex-

treme hospitality and attention which have been

personally bestowed on us at all distant places

where we find men and women from New
Hampshire. Mrs. S , the daughter of an

old friend in Grafton county, made a party i'm-

our second evening, at which we in a pleasant

interview, met as former acquaintance, Mr. Fill-
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more (then a candidate but now Vice President

of the United Slates) Mr. J. C. Spencer and

niece, with his son-in-law I\lr. G. W. Clinton and

daughter. Mr. Spencer on that day had deliver-

ed the address as the successor of Silas Wright,

whose preparation the year before we heard ut

Saratoga as delivered alter his sudden decease

by Gen. Dix. We did not hear Mr. Spencer:

his address was said not to be equal to that of

Mr. Wright. We give in 10 the belief that the

more eminent statesmen of the country are but

as infants in the calling of the practical farmer

to which they are taken as instructors.

Intending when we left home to visit and find,

if alive, in this journey, our kinsman and friend

the venerated John Adams, residing in a part of

Pennsylvania to which we were not acquainted

with the most ready means of access, we return-

ed in the cars directly to Cayuga bridge, where

we found that the steamer run daily to Ithaca in

the line towauls Pennsylvania. The car-travel-

ling from Albany to Buffalo is twice as expensive

per mile as the passenger prices on the better

New England roads, with the comforts and ac-

commodations lessened in the ratio of price.

The steamboat on Cayuga lake, a beautiful sheet

of water adorned with line farms all along its

borders wherever an opening breaks lo the view,

we suspect is no heuer in its accommodations

than it was twenty-five years ago : the lessened

facilities, here as in the New York railroads, as a

natural consequence reduce the travel and busi-

ness. Ithaca, at the head of the Cayuga lake, is

n flourishing place with a population of six

thousand inhabitants: a small creek brings the

steamboat some distance out of the lake to liie

landing. The soil and climate here are well

adapted to fruit trees; and many of the yards of

the residences are adorned with trees and shrub-

bery. This part of the country on all sides of

the lake is productive of clover, which is raised

for '.he seed. The seed clover, we take it, is

generally the growth of a second crop. Exten-

sive fields on the tenth of September were black-

i ned by the clover which lies along in the open

air for the more ample curing.

From Ithaca, the capital of Tompkins county,

to Owego, the shin- of Tioga county, the dis-

tance is forty miles. Over this distance is a rail-

road made some twenty years ago, intended to

connect the business of the country on the south

line by means of the lake with the Erie 'canal

passing east and west. The outlet of both the

Cayuga and Seneca lakes connects these lakes

with this {rrand canal. But the railroad tip lo

this time has been n failure. Steam locomotives

were first employed to oarry passengers and

freight: the great expense of the road affording

no dividends with the corporation in debt, re-

pairs were neglected. Finally breaking through

a bridge weakened by age with the loss of hu-

man life, the steam engine was taken off; and

the travel over the road is now once a day with

horses in even a slower pare than over a good

common road, on which at night We took pas-

sage. It was a cold Saturday night, but a bright

moonlight. The first few miles out of Ithaca

the rise several hundred feel in the ridge which

divides the upper waters of the Susqtiehannah

from those which (low into Ontario lake is en-

countered. The course of the road from the

height downward was along one of those valleys

common to that region where a mountain ridge

from three to live hundn d feel in height uniform

on both sides lies along the way, leaving an open

intervale on the stream of various width and

fertility. It was our regret to pass this distance

of a night when we could not distinctly descry

the lay and value of the hind. We came to

Owego nfter midnight cold anil tired ; and sleep

rested on us so long that we had no time after

hastily rising to dress next morning to get break-

fast before we had sought out and attended the

morning service of the episcopal church. The

only recognized acquaintance we met here was

the lion. Mr. Leonard, who, a printer at first,

became afterwards a member of Congress, and

was now occupying the quiet position of post-

master to the village which was somewhat near

the size of Ithaca. Sunday at the tavern, we re-

gretted to observe, was a time for the exercise of

great bar-room political bitterness. The inmates

of the tavern, at the two extremes of the old

parties in New York, claimed to cover all the

possible ground of strength. The event here, as

in other portions of New York, proved a few

weeks after that the valiant combatants did not

much overrate their strength.

passable road for a stage and four horses. The

first lawyer of Bradford county with another in-

telligent gentleman joined company on the way

from Athens to the Towanda court. The gen-

tlemen regretted that there was no capital in the

country left to effect internal improvements.

Millions of dollars in the time of the United

States bank of Pennsylvania had been expend-

ed ; and its whole product was thrown away in

impracticable excavations of rock, gravel and

other soils intended for a canal ! The best ami

only use that we saw over the distance of the

immense waste of our travel was that the exca-

vatiqn in some short distances was made the

pathway of the travelled road. At other

places it was turned along the steep side of

the mountain ridge near the river. As the

ground was more steep, so the one track for the

carriage wheels was proportionally lower on the

one side than upon the other. The accidental

striking of a rock would for considerable dis-

tances have capsi/.ed the two-horse hermaphro-

dite stage-wagon, precipitating passengers and

baggage down a long ami frightful steep : the

gentlemen on the lower sub-, each of them about,

twice, our weight, made an exchange of sides

with us: more frightful did it look to us in the

altered position. The land in this part of Penn-

sylvania is much of it of that limestone cast

which is long fertile, producing generally wheat

as a sure crop. Put such has been the incubus

weight bearing upon them from the taxation of

a wanton State expenditure which has given no

benefit, that they have probably been discoura-

ged from doing any thing to improve their main-

ly travelle'd roads. The Susquehannah valley,

as beautiful and fertile by nature as our own
Connecticut, has been blighted and cursed by

the influence which inconsiderate expenditures

fur supposed internal improvements by the Slate

have brought to her floor. The country has yet

left great natural advantages: it possesses the

stamina which will assuredly bring prosperity

at some future day. The recuperative energies

of Pennsylvania w ill return as she leaves and

casts behind a mistaken, if not corrupt policy.

Towanda, the shire town of Bradford county,

is on the western side of t'ne Susquehannah as

it turns south and east from iis south and west

course above. The turning of the river leaves

a peninsula with the county of Susquehannah at

its base and a portion of Bradford county at its

westerly point. The character of tins peninsula

is somewhat remarkable. Going east and west

you cross a succession of hills and valleys;

but generally in the other direction are valleys

north and south through which, when the wa-

ters stood at a higher former level, thry broke

the bills down at si verol points, seeking in vain a

(dear field until their accumulation found its

passage far west of iis natural direction towards

the sea. Our way, spending an agreeable day

and night with the best attentions of our friends

Gen. Patton, whose acquaintance we had first

made at Washington city, his amiable lady,

daughter and niece, after being greeted with a

call and hah' an hom's animated conversation at

the taverr. with the lion. Mr. \\ ilmot, the popu-

lar member of Congress from the district j—our

way, the second day from Towanda was in the

direction over the ridges of Bradford and Sus-

quehannah counties on the peninsula forty miles

to Montrose, the shin- town of the latter county.

Through that whole region the severe drought

At the recommendation of our friend Leonard,

we entered Pennsylvania by encircling the great

bend of the Susquehannah: we should have

saved in distance to go the other way eastward,

which at this point is up the river. The New
York and Erie railroad is to pass down the river

from Binghamtnn to Owego to the line of

Pennsylvania westward. The civil engineers of

the part of the road to be worked this year were

at Owego. From Owego to Athens, Pennsyl-

vania, where the Chemung river unites with the

Susquehannah, is twenty-two miles: this dis-

tance we passed entirely before light after mid-

night of Monday morning. Nearly all the way

we encountered evidence of that fatuity which

both in Pennsylvania and New York as well as

in other States, has forced expenditure on State

or National improvements before prudent calcu-

lation could have time to lay a practicable useful

plan. Passing by moonlight along the river road

appeared a continuous range apparently of black

or decaying tree slumps. On inquiry of our

driver with whom alone we started, we found

these slumps to he piles driven in the earth to

save filling ami excavation in the construction of

the road. Prom sixty to a hundred miles of this

construction existed, and not a rod of it had ever

arrived to the completion of the road. This

great waste of expenditure descends as an heir

loom to the stock of the New York and Erie

road, which since we passed that country last

lall has been openi d some hundred and fifty

miles above Port Jervis, making over two hun-

dred miles in the whole, to the flourishing village

of Binghamtnn, situated highly up at the con-

fluence of the Susquehannah river with the Che-

nango, on which is the track of the canal from

Binghamton to Utica: this latter canal, a State

work commenced since 1833, has as jet hardly

paid one per cent, dividend on the original ex-

penditure. It may he made: hereafter more ex-

tensively useful iu the transport of anthracite,

which looks for its supply over to the Susque-

hannah valley in Pennsylvania as low down as

the county of Luzerne.

F.ntering Pennsylvania at Alliens, a village

considerably less than Owego, a new feature

striken ns directly mi leaving the line of New

York. From Alliens to Towanda, the shire

town of Bradford county, is fifleeli miles. Down

this river which finals tor many miles above large i

wag PuUillg ,, tli ,, September the growth of corn

masses of pine and other timber, there is not a nn(j potatoes. Thirteen years before we had
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visited Montrose, travelling in another direction,

which since that lime has much increased and

the' lands around been sreatly improved. The

county of Siisquehannah easterly and westerly

of Montrose much resembles the rough granite

ridues of the highest parts of Worcester in Mas-

sachusetts, and old Hillsborough, Cheshire and

Grafton in New Hampshire with the improve-

ments upon them fifty years ago.

The stage-house where we stopped over

night was the meeting place for stages thai

brought in the evening a bouse full of passen-

gers passing north and south, cast and west.

We had only been able to find Harford of that

county upon the map easterly of Montrose : after

much inquiry we ascertained the object of our

search was nearer to the stage road in Milford

than the stopping place in Harford. Just as we

were leaving a -gentleman stepped up and in-

formed us that it had been reported the old gen-

tleman was dead for whom we had inquired:

and we went from Montrose to Milford under

the strong apprehension that we had undertaken

this journey too late.

Depositing our baggage at the village in Mil-

ford about ten miles out of Montrose, we found

the residence of Mr. James Adams, to whose

family his father had removed at the age of

ninety-four years after having journeyed alone

when over ninety years of age out anil back

from Ashbuniham, Massachusetts, over a most

difficult and hilly country to the distance from

home one way of more than four hundred miles,

to be s«me four miles from llie stage road. We
were gladdened by ihe report that John Adams

was still alive ; and after some delay we engaged

the minister of the parish with his own young

horse to carry lis out, all the horses else of the

village being employed in transporting the men

and boys to a military muster in another town.

The clergyman was acquainted and had often

visited the Adams family without the limits of

bis own town, and he gave of them and of the

old gentleman such a character on the way as

we had desired to bear of our childhood acquain-

tance of forty lo fifty years ago until we left

their State and neighborhood.

John Adams will he recollected for the several

letters written over the atie of one hundred

years, the last of which was addressed to the

editor of the Visitor in his own hand after he was

one hundred and two j ears old. That letter, con-

densing more facts than we ever recollect seeing

in any epistolaty manuscript of a single common

sheet of letter paper, has been shown to hun-

dreds as a mark of wonder. The like of it, we

presume, cannot be presented in the country.

With limited means ol education nearly a cen-

tury ago the old gentleman has advanced as

the modern improvement both in the arrange-

ment ol capiials and in the spelling: he has

written u letter that would not discredil the lite-

rary acumen of the man who bad made reading

and study the business of his lite.

Information probable and further than we had

received when the aged man was first noticed

has BUice come n> us, that the Adams family (the

mother of our mother, deceased thirteen years

aim ,-it the age of ninety-four was, the only sister

of John Adams by one mother) has been of a

long-lived race. Thomas Adams, their father,

well remembered in our youth, died at Ashburn-

ham iii 1802 at the age of ninety-two years.

The letter of our venerable relative taught us

how to seek out the spot in Worcester where

this sreat ancestor lived one hundred years ago,

and where his first living children were born.

Our friends, Gov. Levi Lincoln and Col. John

Waldo Lincoln sought out and introduced us to

the spot: it had been purchase. I by Dr. Green

ninety-seven years ago, and remains in that name

to this day. There stands the ancient house

eiccled by Thomas Adams a century old: upon

this farm, as a married relative of the Green

family under the name of Ruggles, was buried

the body of Airs. Spooner, whose execution more

than seventy years ago in company vvith two

British subaltern officers as tee murderers of her

husband at Brookfield produced a sensation not

yet forgotten by the oldest inhabitants. The old

Adams now Green farm lies about one mile

north-east of the Insane hospital on the norther-

ly declivity of the same height of land improved

as the hospital pasture and mowing lands. The

house, at first of a hip-roof making only one

story upon the hack, has been altered to squared

upright dimensions: the front parlor and the

front entry and stairway, ample ill their ex-

tent, stand as Ihey were first finished. The old

clock, proving its age by the receipted bill in the

case, stands in the square front room, bearing

date as of the year 1752. A friend of the Ad-

ams family, curious to obtain information, wrote

us lately as follows :

"I was at Worcester this winter, and examin-

ed the church and city records in relation to

dipt. Thomas Adams' family. I found the

death, of bis first wile Anne Frost, and son Jo-

seph both Oct. 6, 1740, and the birth of his son

John (living) Jan 31, 1744-45.—I have an old

sermon of Rev. Samuel Conk (of West Cam-
bridge) preached Nov. 12, 1758 ' Upon the re-

turn of ("apt. (Thomas) Adams and company.'

1 copied and sent it lo Mr. John Adams in Har-

ford. His son read it to him, which brought all

fresh to his memory. He was then about four-

teen years old, and heard the sermon preached

ninety years ago last November."

We found the aged centennarian residing

under the humble roof with the favorite son of

his old age, James Adams, the latter being sev-

enty years old, himself having raised six sons

and five daughters, six of them by a first and

five by the second wife still living: the two

youngest sons, Andrew Jackson, aged 20, and

William Byiugton, aged 17 years, were at home

with their father—the daughters and sons re-

maining were all married and settled with fami-

lies, most of them as and with respectable farm-

ers in the neighborhood. The old gentleman of

a sunny September day was not resting in his

house. He was abroad leaning upon his cane

not far off. Not having seen him for over twen-

ty years who bad been forty-five years since fa-

miliar as our own grand ance-tors living in the

same neighborhood, we could not but look upon

ihe venerable old gentleman with admiration as

living far beyond all bis neighbors of t ho same

n"e. He did not hesitate long to turn with all

the affection of a lather to his child, as soon as

our name was announced. "Gov. Hill (said he)

1 did not think you would ever journey lo this

rough country to see an old man tottering on the

grave." We tarried with him from eleven in

ihe forenoon until about eight o'clock the follow-

ing morning, thai time being given us to pursue

our travel with only one day's delay at Harford.

During the twenty bonis id' our tarry the man

of one hundred and four years three times sat

he. ide us at the table of his family, and helped

himself as well as the rest, lie entered at once

upon conversation, and continued for the resl <>l

lie day to talk upon all those subjects to which

we turned his attention. His memory was so

perfect that we regarded as truth and no mistake

every word of his utterance. He was the old

man, hut not the tottering old man. He bad

used not even a cane till be was a hundred and

one years old, and his step even now was firm :

his flesh was not that of the wrinkled old man.

The eyes deep, set in the head very near on

either side of the nose, with general uniformity

in feature of face, under prominent eyebrows

.over which horizontal wrinkles stood as the base

of a high forehead—marked the highly intellect-

ual head which had been preserved beyond the

natural time of a man of perishable bone and

flesh.

It would be uninteresting to the reader to give

the substance of every thing said during this in-

terview. The old gentleman who in generosity

to others had parted with what he perhaps

ought to have retained for tb • support of old

age— it required at no time thousands of dollars

to carry him through—was really stinted and de-

pendent: he found in the ten last years of his

life a willing support in the son who was but

little able to do for others beyond the wants of

his own family. . The small rough farm which

gave them all support was only about fifty acres:

the labor of their own bands, constant and per-

servering labor, was indispensable to the means

of comfortable subsistence. The son informed

us that the father between the age of ninety-four

to a hundred that 'he had resided with him in

Pennsylvania had dune a portion of the time the

work of one man: reaping wheat on trial at 102

he had done it for two hours with the agility of

a young man : be laid over and bound seventy

common sheaves in about as many minutes.

The young men of the neighborhood had erec-

ted a liberty pole with the flag of the Union as a

tribute to Independence for the 4th of July

1847. His son loaded high a musket for a loud

report : the old man held out the gun fairly at

arms' length, and tired after the exclamation,

" May the Eagle continue to float high as long

as the sun shines."

In his destitution of means, ihe old man had

fixed on his mind the idea of a pension from the

government for services done in the war of the

revolution: his papers four or five years ago had

been made out and sent to Mr. Wilmol, the re-

presentative in Congress from this district. He
supposed his grand nephew, from the public po-

sitions he had filled, might aid him in procuring

this stipend which he wanted for the relief and

benefit of the limited means of that son and

daughter-in-law who made his support ample

and his home happy. It turned out that his

proof of service did not literally comply with

the laws. We consulted Mr. Wilmnt during our

last short resilience at Washington, but could

make no pi ogress in his behalf. The very day

that the patriarch died, just at the close of

the session, we urged on the representative

of his district, the propriety of action : there

was too much confusion at the close of

Mr. Polk's administration then lo make any

headway towards the passage of a special act of

(.'ongress for bis benefit.

The personal relation of Mr. Adams of the

events of the revolution was to us exceedingly

interesting. The revolution broke out in the

Lexington battle or " Concord fight" on the 19ih

April 1775: the first guns were fired near ihe

spot of his nativity. Mr. Isaac Muzzey, one of

the eight soldiers first shot down on the utter-

ance of the British commander " Disperse you
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reliels—Damn you. throw down your arms and

disperse," was tbe brother of his wife, lie re-

Intes that while this tragedy was acting and his

own relatives and friends were falling, bleeding

and dying under the murderous fire of the Brit-

ish regulars, he was at his new farm and settle-

ment .'it Ashliiirnham about fifty miles distant

anil then considered far in the woods. The
spunky settlers of the new town had only to

hear the news to prepare for the conflict. In

two days after tlie battle, John Adams, as one

of the company of Capt. Deliverance Davis, was

on the march to Lexington to remain where

danger was apprehended " until the matter was

settled." On his way at Concord lie saw the

blood in the pathway that flowed from the

bosom of the gallant Capt. Davis id' Acton re-

sisting the enemy at tin- head of his company at

the bridge over Concord liver. The men killed

there and at Lexington had all been buried ; hut

be saw ill the house when: his wife was born

tin' coat of her brother hanging liji pierced with

four bullets. Further on a few miles at Menolo-

niy, ihi'ii a part of Cambridge, In: entered the

house ul' his uncle D.-ae. Joseph Adams, which

had been rifled and set on lire by the British.

One Antil Gallup, (be informed us) a tory, hav-

ing a .strong antipathy to the Deacon, was at the

lime supposed to have pointed out his bouse for

the vengeance of the British: the Deacon was

at that time, in a somewhat advanced period of

lili-, a non-combatant. His family consisted of

full en children, four by tno first and eleven by a

second wife. The youngest (now the wife of

Ja iii's Hill, Esq. of West Cambridge) was then not

a fortnight old. The enemy approaching his house

with evident purpose of hostility, Deac. A, told

his wife that if he left, sin: might he saved— if

be tarried, both might be destroyed. In bis

bouse upon the same side of the way a short

distance below, tin- venerable Jason Russell was

literally butchered while sitting in his own chair

in no offensive attitude from which he finally re-

solved he should not retreat as to a better place

of protection. D.-ae. A. had not left his wife

five minutes, going into a compact wood in the

rear of the house, before the British soldiery en-

tered : they rifled the house of the church plate

for tin: communion service in the custody of the

Deacon, and other valuables— lie", drove .Mrs. A.

with her young child out id' the house, scattered

tbe family of children frightened like so many

young partridges, and set the lower front room

on lire with such combustibles as weie at hand.

The daughter by lire elder wife, some fourteen

years of age, taking upon herself the hard labor

of the family, bad tubs of suds left of the wash

of that forenoon, and saved the house by putting

out the fire, not until it had burnt through the

floor to the cellar, and chalked with blackness

the wooden summer and chamber floor over

head. The army was moving down at the lime

of these outrages, and fought the ground all the

way through the high road leading over the

MeilOtomy plain. The old Adams house and

the Dr. Wier house, riddled with bullets, stand

to ibis day in the near vici lity : Dear. Adams'

bouse was some half a mile above the meeting

house of Dr. Cooke on the Lexington road.

Mr. Adams was absent from Ashbumham on

this expedition four weeks—just long enough to

escape being present at the time of the buttle Ol

Bunker Hill on the 17th June following.

lie was again in the public service and march-

ed to New York in the summer of 1776. George

Wood was his ea| lain: Col. Sawyer. Maj. Rand

and Adjutant Coliant were of his regiment : his

corps was within hearing, hut not actually en-

gaged in the battle of White Plains.

lie rallied willl those armed men who went

over the Green Mountains in 1777, and on the

way met the news of Burgoyne's surrender: he

was with the military guard at Winter bill near

Boston on the arrival there of the captured army

of British and Hessians at Saratoga. His actual

proved service as a military man was a little less

than six mouths: in one year, detained lit home

by the necessities of his family, he hind and

paid for the services of a substitute. Indeed

either while he was absent at Lexington or in a

very few days after, his wile in ihe new settle-

ment gave birth to her second child.

In relating these and other events under a

most clear recollection was the day taken up of

our visit to Ihe veteran. He retired alone to his

own apartment and to his repose soon alter sun-

down. Next morning be arose and left his room

dressed soon after sun-rising. He was evidently

not as vigorous as on the preceding day : we

supposed the excitement from the presence of

one who had occupied bis thoughts with no ex-

pectation of meeting, his over-taxed recollection

and conversation must have exhausted him. He

proceeded however to the washing sink and

bow I, and with drawn tip sleeves washed hands

and face as he bad done after rising before thou-

sands of times— his hair, not yet entirely whit-

ened, hut thick over the head like that of a

strong man in health, was carefully adjusted and

parted on the forehead in ihe way it should lay.

We asked hiin how he had rested. He answer-

ed not as well as usual: be had slept for a few

hours after retiring, hut he was disturbed in

dreams of past events, in confused contact with

acquaintance of ihe olden time, which prevented

ihe usual sound sleep that had attended him so

many vears. Alier he had sat down and finished

breakfast, he said he felt now that a recent

change was going over his memory— that bis

faculties failed him: us evidence of this be said

that when conversed with be found the questions

passing out of bis head before the mind could

grasp them for an answer. We answered him

that the very consciousness of his weakened

faculties was proof that the power of true ex-

ercise of the intellect was not deserting him.

But it was at the moment before leaving him

forever, that our admiration and reverence for

the patriarchal relative was raised to the highest

pitch. 'I'le- letter written him which drew forth

the last considerable effort he ever made to col-

lect his ideas upon paper, his son informed i>^,

was received by him with an unwonted enthusi-

asm: he read it and scanned it I'm' the entire

forenoon. And alter candle-light of ihe same

evening be retired from company to re-peruse

die letter. The writer who had winked a field

when a boy with the then aged man, talking ol

history, of the revolution and the men known to

him early as figuring either in the field or in Ihe

civil service before the country, had in this let-

ter, written nearly hall' a century afterwards,

Stricken a cord in the old genllcmaii's mind that

was perhaps unlike all his late experience. We
had gone away from him soon after: good and

had forlunc had accompanied US. We had gain-

ed the favor and the knowledge of the' C nu-

llity into w Inch w e removed, making Us more

conspicuous before the public, hut perhaps not

more useful, than the man of unceasing personal

manual labor: he thought we might forget the

early little evems that wound him and his ex-

cellent wife around the heart of our childhood.

Me was elated at the particulars w hieh our letter

:ave him: his son said that for mouths after-

wards he talked more of his last correspondent

than of all his oilier relativi his children yet

living and bis many grandchildren. Standing

with his hand in ours, with a condensation of

language beautiful and comprehensive— in words

that we would give much to remember exactly

as they were spoken— he pronounced on us his

benediction in substance as follows, writing it

down as we did, not according with his words,

hut with bis ideas, the fust opportunity after the

hasty parting with bis son who curried us hack

lo the stage house j'ist in lime nut to miss it.

"My prayer for you to God is, that you may
have health and live long; that you may be

happy and useful while you live ; that you may
die in peace and enter with joy and rejoicing
ii.io a happy future slate."

Piety to God and love and kindness to man
were the living characteristics of this good old

man: in an excellent good neighhoi hood he

passed about sixty years often marked as a peace-

maker and philanthropist, beloved and respected

by all. His was a life of work peculiar to the

necessities of the times in which he lived. Few
ifany men of Ihe country labored as many hours

in a humble calling— he was a worker for at

least one bundled years. [lis parting words

were to us like "apples of gold in pictures of

silver"—they came to tis as if they weie the

words of inspiration through a source where

humanity could speak to us hut once of this

life.

Since we parted another birth-day' was passed

by this good old man, who has since given up

the L'host and gone to his rest. Three several

letters from Harford tell the story of his demise.

The report of tin.- death of a person of the same

siruaine a few weeks after we left induced us to

write his son to ascertain Ihe fact. ()u the first

of January the son wrote that tbe report of his

death was not true. ' lie is now living ami so

that he walks about. I can see that he fails: he

may live some time yet. He does not read so

much as ho did. last year, but he is now reading

bis bible, lie has had a number of poor turns

since you was here." In another letter dated

t'eh. 21, written at tin: anxious n quest of the old

gentleman, Mr. Adams informs us that bis father

was alive and comfortable as could he expected,

although quite feeble, "lie sends his love and

respects to you, and says that he should like In

see \ou once more, hut thinks it doubtful." lie

lived only five days alier the writing of this let-

ter. The next communication dated .March Dili,

1849, announces bis demise as follows :

"My dear friend— a! this time I will inform

you ol' ihe death of my honored father. The
twenty-sixth day of f'-hriiar at eight o'clock in

ihe afternoon his spirit took its flight to ihe (Sod

who gave it— March |sr, bis body was returned

to the earth from whence it came.''

The letter relates ihe manner of his death as

follows: In ihe morning he rose and dressed as

usual, and ate break!:.-', his SOU noting at the

same lime an nlte:ed appearance. About noon

he seemed io h ,ve nervous writhing*—at dinner

he swallowed hot two or ihree spoonful.-', and

desisted, saying be wanted no mine. In ihe af-

ternoon he laid down and slept as easy as had

been usual. In his changed condition bis gr I-

son Jonas came in and offered to watch Willi

him through the night. Noticing a diffi rent
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breathing in about one hour he called his father

to the room: in less than one minute from the

call the son was there, and he came in to see

him breathe only once. He went asleep without

the least motion that could lie perceived as one

falling into quiet rest.

Thus lived and died a man who, noiseless and

unpretending, did as much for his immediate

connexions and dependents, for his country and

the world of mankind, as many whose praises

and whose name have been louder sounded. He

had scarcely ever been sick during his long life

—he had no occasion to follow medical pre-

scriptions, never having taken, as he declared to

us, twenty-five cents worth of doctor's medicine.

With extremely restricted means of education,

he was a scholar improving through life and

keeping pace with the advance made in his

mother English language. His letters written

at the age of more than a hundred years—their

chirography, their orthography and their con-

struction of sentences—woidd not disgrace a

man of learning. Mr. Adams was not only a

man of work, but he was a man of thought, of

discriminating deep thought, seldom failing to

arrive at the right conclusion.

As he left the world as one falling into easy

sleep, so we had the great gratification a few

months previous to see the man of long career

of good experience cheerfully awaiting the great

change as one who feared no evil in the arbitra-

ment of a just God. A descendant of the Puri-

tans, he was brought up in the strict Calvinistic

faith of the churches of the last century. The

religious cjist and profession of those who came

to Massachusetts two hundred and twenty years

ago and settled at and around Boston, was of the

uncompromising sort — it regarded more the

stringent education of youth than the practice

even of the severest religionists of the present

day : it was then the fashion to be strict, and

church government, the instructions and moni-

tions of the minister and elders of the church,

were regarded as law even to those who had not

yet become professors. Mr. Adams with his ex-

cellent consort early after marriage united with

the church of his town. We have the copy of a

letter to his children written at the age of ninety-

four years, in which he details the circumstances

which induced him to change to a more liberal

religious faith. With this change there came no

change either in his devotion or his morality.

Entertaining-, after long thought ami study of the

bible, which was the great anchor to his soul,

and which he read almost to the last hour of his

life, the opinion that God would he gracious to

all, he found comfort and consolation in the last

great change which awaited him on earth : he

looked upon death rather as a friend to bring

him relief than ail enemy to mar his happi-

ness.

The long life of that branch of tho Adams

family which settled in Cambridge is worthy of

notice. Deac. Joseph Adams, as has been men-

tioned, bad fifteen children by two wives. The

youngest of the family, the daughter who was

an infant driven in the arms of her mother out

of bouse h\ the British soldiers at Menotomy in

April 1775, mentioned to us a few months ago,

that on the day she was sixty years of age all of

the eleven children of her mother above her age

were living: one of that family, Thomas Adams
of .New Sali Ms., died the last year at the age

very nearly of 0110 hundred years. So the whole

family of nor John Adams, nine in number, lived

to grow up and settle each in a married life: so

also his son James Adams has raised an entire

tamiiy of eleven, the youngest now eighteen

years of age.

The family of Adams, as is written in the

records of Quincy, Ms., came to that town about

the year 1G30, and settled Mount Wallostan.

The father, Henry Adams, brought from Eng-

land eight sons according to one account. An

obituary notice of a descendant in the Ports-

mouth Journal gives the number as twelve. We
incline to the belief that the former is the true

number. These sons scattered to different di-

rections of the country: we must suppose one

of them, a millwright, settled at Menotomy in

the north-west corner of Cambridge, and there

erected his mill and the old Adams house now

standing, about the year 1G36. This was the an-

cestor of John Adams and our ancestor in the

female line of the mother. At the same distance

are other names of a long-lived ancestry that

came from England with the Puritans more than

two centuries ago.

N. B. Since the foregoing journal was writ-

ten out, we have received from our kinsman and

friend, Hon. James Russell of West Cambridge,

a descendant of the Adams family in both the

father and the mother's line, the following, under

date of April 6, 1849:

"1 have been anticipating making a visit this

spring to our old uncle John Adams, now de-

ceased, had he survived till the season should

have become favorable for such a journey. Ear-

ly in the winter i sent him some money, and re-

reived an answer from his son just ten days be-

fore his death. From the tenor of this letter I

was led to believe that he would probably have

his life extended at least one year more; but it

has been otherwise ordered. In the letter of

James Adams to me, one fact was staled which

1 consider most wonderful. Mr. Adams says

that his hither one morning in December last

seemed depressed in spirits—said nothing

—

seemed thoughtful ; and on being inquired of

what was the matter, remarked that ' one hun-

dred years ago to-day my father came to my bed

side and woke me up, and told me my mother
was dead.' Who is there now living that can

distinctly remember nil occurrence which hap-

pened one hundred years ago ? I doubt if such

an one exists in ihe United States—perhaps not

in the world."

The strong impressions remaining upon this

old man—impressions that seemed to conquer

and override the physical prostration which al-

ways comes to extreme age—were evinced as

well in our personal interview last September

as in the truly graphic account he. gave of him-

self in the letter written to the editor of the Vis-

itor when he was of the age of a hundred and

two years. To the day of his death the attach-

ment formed for his mother in his first four years

remained in all its strength : it was even his

" passion strong in death." The truly interest-

ing narrative of his life written two years ago

well accords with that event whose annual cele-

bration he kept one hundred years after its oc-

currence: he then wrote as follows:

" When I was in my fourth year my father's

family were all taken sick except myself with a

fever; but all recovered except my mother; but

alas, she died; and oh! how to this moment my
heart aches for little children deprived of their kind,

careful, prudent mother."

The tenderness of Cowper, mourning for a

similar privation, can scarcely excel this.

THE SF.CJUEL.

The stage road through Bradford and Susque-

bannah counties over the back bone of the pe-

ninsula hv Montrose to Carbondale and thence

over the ridge which divides the waters of the

Snsquehannah from the Delaware rivers, is

equalled only by the unpromising aspect of the

country. The succession of continued hill and

valley continues all the way— it seems to be all

up hill and down. Travelling the distance lie-
,

tween Montrose and Carbondale the progress

was not more than two or three miles an hour.

Carbondale has grown up entirely from the coal

bed existing near its location, to which access

by railroad has been found over the ridge as be-

tween two valleys. The coal region is all on

the Snsquehannah side of the valley. The

mountain has been pierced for miles running in

a horizontal direction. Far under ground the

miners enter to do their work : the coal is bro-

ken out by drilling and blowing in square lumps,

splitting in regular lines like granite. The rise

from the Carbondale mines to the top of the

ridge eastward is several hundred feet. This

rise is encountered by inclined planes at various

distances under the power of stationary steam

engines. The car loaded with from three to five

tons of coal comes out of the mountain with a

single horse who generally in a pace no faster

than a man's walk takes it to the first rise, where

he leaves it to take an empty car back. The

steam is applied to the loaded car which passes

up the inclined plane seemingly of its own self-

movement, while in another track an empty car

comes down to supply the place of that just ta-

ken away. In this manner the railway, which

has been constructed solely for the coal trans-

port, encounters the up-hill distance for about

six miles. The distance from Carbondale to

Honesdale is sixteen miles: over the last ten

miles inclining towards the Delaware the loaded

cars go down all the distance as of their own
weight, drawing up the empty cars with the

downward heft. At Honesdale the coal takes

the Delaware and Hudson canal which commu-
nicates with the latter river above the highlands

near Kingston in Ulster county. The Carbon-

dale coal bed is in the Lackawana valley com-

municating with the Snsquehannah river in Lu-

zerne county. Lower down are the beds of an-

thracite which yield the immense supply for the

city of Philadelphia. This coal business has

created for the latter city a trade which is

relieving it from that blighting curse coming out

of the great bank speculations which reduced

her from the proudest and most wealthy to the

condition of the poorest and meanest of the cities

of the Union. The coal and iron (better than

mines of gold) coining through Philadelphia

down the Schuylkill and Delaware have extend-

ed the limits of that city to an entire covering of

the long vacant space on the westerly side with

dwellings and places for business: here is the

extensive depot which supplies coal and iron

and employs thousands of ships to transport it

to the various ports of the country. New York

is making the effort to obtain her supply of

coal through her own waters. She has tapped

Pennsylvania through a mountain region by the

Delaware and Hudson canal crossing the Dela-

ware several miles above the line of the Erie

canal. This canal down the slope of the wester-

ly side of the Delaware winds its way for some

distance along the track of the road which we

travelled. Jn the same track we encountered

another enterprise which is now nearly in com-

pletion for the benefit of New York— a new
railway lo another extensive coal bed, on which

the well-known Irish shanties indicated hundreds

at work. This new railway when completed
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will soon build up other settlements now in the

leep mountain forest supplying sustenance for

he underground employment to new thousands

ingaged in the coal supply. As the wants of the

sountry call for an addition of fuel, so will be

ucreased the facilities (or procuring that supply

md for cheapening an article so necessary for

lie business and comfort of both rich and poor

n the colder parts of the Union. It is compara-
tively as of yesterday within our recollection

hot anthracite coal was looked upon as an im-

practicable material for general use : it was sup-

posed that the difficulty of ignition left it as of

10 value. First, from its greater amount of la-

eut heat, it became of use in smitheries. Grad-

lally it advanced in the public favor until it has

became the cleaner favorite fuel for the parlor,

requiring in the fixed grate not more than two
br three renewals to continue the comfortable

.-hcerful fire for the entire twenty-four hours,

riiis and the other coal—the bituminous being

[hat prevalent in the West and so abundant on

:he vvaters of the Ohio and its tributaries as to

make the cost of production almost as low as

:lie price of transport, and the vital article that

:ias built up the great business of Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, St. Louis and other western cities

—

is the more portable fuel for the steamers upon
[he ocean, enables them to navigate the wider

;eas and oceans at distant points where wood as

:he feeder of the steam power must lie exhaust-

ed in a far lessened distance.

Every portion of the country has its uses— it

is all made for wise objects, and answers the

purposes which Providence designed in iis crea-

tion. In northern Pennsylvania poorer and

aoorer seems to become the country turning as

you pass from the west down the side of the

Delaware valley: the coal region is over the

ridge beyond ; but along this distance t lie coal

lias to pass towards its destination. For miles

the track of the travelled road was over a soil of

Mule thickness with a surface of pebbles the

picking away of which would open to a new
supply. The country up and down, denuded of

its larger trees perhaps hy fire, perhaps because

there was not soil on which to grow— was a field

«f bastard oak or chtnqiiipen hushes of stinted

growth so low as to open a space around to the

view. The people acquainted with this country

informed us that it was considered as entirely

without value: of the creeping animals sustained

upon the ground the rattlesnakes were the al-

most exclusive lords of the soil. There was real

clanger to the traveller so great in their encoun-

ter that few persons ventured a field in this soli-

tary region: the hawk and the buzzard were

.safe upon the limbs of the scattered trees which

the fires had left: none hut the swine, whose

skin is impervious to the bite of the rattlesnake,

fearlessly ranged the "wilderness anil the solita-

ry place," which pained the mind as ii passed

along that we might here give to what was of

less value than " airy nothing a local habitation

and a name."

The valley of the Delaware far np,thruiigh which

tin- New Vork and Erie railroad has been con-

structed at a tremendous expense, is wild in the

extreme. We came down and off these barrens

at Dairies fifteen miles below Carbondale, into

the loner level of the Delaware where the liver

was crossed, to Port Jervis: no fill ther than to

this place was t lie Erie railroad opened on the

fill- enth September, 1848, the time of our pars-

ing. The tardy mail slage with the driver a.-

ose and unaccommodating as the lace of the

country we had just passed, made us some

amends by driving the three last miles at a pace

which brought us after crossing the ferry over

the river within a minute of losing the cars.

The distance from Port Jervis to Piermont on

(he Hudson is ninety-six miles : from Piermont

to the landing at the citj of New York is twenty-

nine miles. At three o'clock, P. M., we entered

the car at Port Jervis; at hall-past eight o'clock

the same evening we were in the Astor house at

.New Vork, having passed the whole distance in

the car and steamer in a little mure than five

hours. The track of the Erie road is six feet,

more than a foot and a half wider than our com-

mon New England cars: the cars thus widened

are constructed much to the ease and comfort of

the travellers, three of whom can sit on a side.

Port Jervis is at the north-west point of Or-

ange county in New York, through the extent of

which the railroad passes diagonally into and

over the more mountainous county of Rockland,

which is first above the New Jersey line upon

the Hudson. In the valley opening the fine ag-

ricultural county of Orange westerly from the

highlands through which the railroad has its

way we pass several villages, the most conspicu-

ous of which is Goshen, the shire town of the

county: the largest town of the county is New-
burgh on the Hudson, the first town above West
Point in the highlands. Goshen gives the name
to the fine butter which i-n late years has pre-

served a character well understood in New York

and other cities further south. The railroad has

changed the dairying character of this part of

the country almost entirely. The farmers find a

great temptation in supplying fresh milk to the

city of New York: twice a day does a train of

cars pass over this road exclusively to carry milk

to the cily. This milk is all contracted lor

with the farmers, and is delivered at the several

slopping places along the line. The empty cans

are returned to their owners, who receive one

set when they go to supply another set filled.

This milk comes for several miles on either

hand, further in the winter than in summer on

account of its longer freshness in cool weather.

Since t lie change of dairying the number of

cows has been generally increased : farmers are

induced to raise all their promising heifer calves,

good cows being high of price. Few of the

Orange county farmers exceed a cultivation of

seventy-five acres: there are perhaps mure he-

low fifty acres than above. Yet so svell do they

understand the better methods of cultivation,

that twenty, thirty and forty cows are kept upon

the farm of less than double their number of

acres. The railroad opening has placed these

farmers, at a distance of sixty and a hundred

miles, as conveniently near to New York as those

seven miles out who transport their milk in con-

veyances drawn by horses. Furnishing the milk

at the railroad at prices not to exceed three cents

a quart, it might seem that these tanners fully

earned all their monej : yet so great is the value

which industry gives to such a production thai

the hill farms in Orange county often exceed in

price one hundred dollars the acre. Duchess

county, lying along the Hudson on the easterly

side, is equally valuable in its whole extent for

its producing farms. Rough Rocklund, environ-

ed by mountains, turns out a surplus for the New
York market which has carried great wealth to

its sturdy farmers: the Dutchmen there, as a

place of greater safety, receive and keep I < 1 1 1 ir

liie hard silver dollars to he divided as a selling

out of numerous sons and daughters, nearly all

living under the healthy exercise of toil in a

pure atmosphere to grow up into men and wo-

men. The beautiful lakes of Rockland are turn-

ed into usefulness, furnishing from their bosom
I he hot choice ice in daily use in the city

through the year.

The Erie railroad finds its way commencing
at the south-east corner of Rockland through

valleys which seem to have been left fur such an

outlet. The mountains along on either hand
rise overhead as if they might fall upon the train

of' cars running through. Passing in new paths

different portions of the Union known only as

we have looked over a map, the progress of en-

terprise every where strikes us giving new value

to our country and its excellent institutions.

May the blessing of our new experiment rest

upon the land until the close of time!

(£f^ The following communication, in a most
beautiful hand-writing, comes from our female

friends of the First Family at Canterbury, of

whom and the graces that adorn the sisterhood

the Visitor intends hereafter modestly to speak :

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Directions for making Sweet Butter.

The pans or other vessels in which the milk
is to be set should be made perfectly sweet by
scalding previous to putting the milk into them.
A room in the basement story where the air will

circulate freely is preferable to a cellar (when
the weather will admit of it) for setting milk.
Forty-eight hours is a sufficient length of time
to raise cream for making butter to keep through
the winter season.

After this cream is taken nffj the milk may
stand the same length of time, hut the cream
that rises after the first forty-eight hours will nut
make butler so palatable as the first which rises,

and should be churned separate.

As soon as the cream is taken from the milk
it should be put into a tin pail and set into a ket-

tle of scalding water, taking care lo stir the
cream after, otherwise it will turn oily at the top :

it should remain in the kettle till the cream is

scalding hot, being parlieu ar lo place it in a tub
of cold water immediately. Stir it often till it is

nearly or quite cold
; ii it remains long after hot,

it will be injured much. It will be necessary to
change the water once or twice before the cream
can be perfectly cold. It may then be kept
three or four days before churning without in-

jury.

After churning the buttermilk should he par-
tially worked out: then add one ami one-half
ounces of salt to one pound of butter. It may
i Inii be covered tight and stand till the follow-
ing day: then work it over again, taking great

care lo work out every particle of buttermilk,

which will prevent the butter from growing ran-
cid by age. It may then be formed into cakes or

[lacked s did in a cask, which should be perfect-

ly sweet and well dried.

The inside should be sprinkled and a little

fine salt rubbed thereon. After the cask is filled

dip a cloth in melted butter, and spread il snugly
over the top—cover il with line sail and fasten

up the cask sufficiently light to keep out the air;

it should then lie set in a cool place lo remain
through the winter.

N. B. A cask made of red oak staves is pref-

erable to any other for preserving the original

sweetness of butler.

It will add to the flavor of butter to work in a

little sugar at the last working over; say, a table

spoonful to four or five pounds of butter.

«a- -

Wet Feet. — In endeavoring to preserve
health, there is no subject of more importance
than that of keeping the feet dry. We! feel af-

fect the whole system, even ihe head. The feet

may be cold, almost to freezing, without injury;

but damp, and more especially "el feel, for one
who is not in constant exercise, have a most de-

structive effect on health; and as a person values

this inestimable blessing, he should cautiously

guard against any thing thai is liable to de-

stroy it.

Those who are exposed to waler and mud, so
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common at ihis season, should he provided wilh

stout and light hoois in- .-hoes, and ihey should

he frequently slutted with some water-proof

composition. Some persons use neat's foot oil,

others castor oil. Tar mixed with oil or tallow

is good, Inn it litis »n unpleasant smell. Linseed

oil is also used. A simple and convenient pre-

paration, which we generally Use, with excellent

success, :s nun part of heeswax and two pans of

heel's lallow.

The leather should he mule quite warm, and

the composition applied in a warm stale, and ihe

leather again exposed to as much heal as il "ill

hear, without injury. Apply it to uppei and sole

leather, till it is fully saturated, even so full that

it begins to ecMiie through the upper leather.

Repeat ihe application i asionally during the

wet season, ami very often wWn constantly ex-

posed. A little extra expense and pains, to pre-

serve he.-ilih at this season, is economy.

—

JYew

England Farina:

Farming near Washington.

The progress made in ihe renovation and im-

provement of ihe soil in the District of Colum-

bia,, and ten ami fifteen miles around within the

limits of Virginia ami Maryland, furnishes the

innsi gratifying proof that the old grounds worn

out may he made all that has ever been realized

from the laud when new. The great deficiency

in the South as we have seen it has every where

seemed to be in ihe loo light and shallnw

ploughing. A two-horse team is there thought

to be a heavy team : in a hard red clay soil the

ploughing ran he but shallow with two horses.

Manures highly charged with ammonia lose

much of their effect by being spread over a hard-

baked clay soil perforated wilh the plough from

three to five inches only. To gel crops on such

grounds a great deal of manure must he laid on

every year: generally ii is not felt beyond the

year in which it is applied.

We have some of the best men in that region

who have been several years readers of the Visi-

tor who have been pleased with the improve-

ments going on about them. Among ihe enthu-

siastic on this subject whom we always meet

with pleasure when at the Federal city, we re-

gard our friend Gen. Henderson, the command-

ing officer of the Marine Corps, ihe veteran of

two wars, whose tent is pitched in his country's

service near the Washington navy yard. Thai

gentleman has taken up ami lined vacant lots of

the worn-out grounds eastward of liie capitol.

We walked with him in ihe month of Slay last

over these grounds: he then had a piece of live

acres of corn growing knee-deep to a second

hoeing before our corn field last spring had been

planted. This field yielded him, as lie informed

us, nearly twenty barrels or one hundred bush-

els of corn lo the acre.

Geo. Henderson, for the love of the occupa-

tion, buys up and gathers every material lo be

found about his neighborhood for the manufac-

ture of compost manures, which he spreads over

his ground and obtains in succession the largest

crops of grain and grass. As large an amount

of hay ill his field we have seen as we ever saw

in any field; and it should be understood thai

the climate south is not so natural 10 an abun-

dant crop of hay as iu New England.

We found in one enclosure of Gen. If. that

bad laid iu grass for the third year that where

the ground had become dry from the absence of

rain little or no grass was growing; hut where

a ditched ridge thai had he-jn sunk some eigh-

teen inches had been levelled over, the grass

was obtaining a growth I hat would return a large

amount upon ihe .-.en-: this matter struck him

as ii did us at ihe time that the stirring of the

ground far beyond the customary ploughing

would very materially assist the abundant ma-

nuring which he spread over his cultivated

grounds.

Colonel Caprnn's farm, near the Patuxent and

Laurel factory, half way between Baltimore and

Washington— farming on a great scale with a

large outlay for manures— ii calculated to arouse

iu emulation if not in competition the spirit of

the farmers and planters all around him. We
look with interest every lime as we pass along

by his beautiful fields enclosed in while-washed

board fences: all winter has ihe horse cart team

been laying out manures in piles upon an en-

closure between the railroad and the factory.

We do not any where perceive that he has yef

applied the subsoil plough. We think, if he

would do it, ili.it his manure and his expense of

labor would tell even to greater amount than ihe

yet best production of his fields. Such farmers

as himself and Mr. Calvert, who inherits ihe pa-

ternal estate near Bladenshurgh, have the taste

for improvement and the means of displaying

all the benefits to be gained by ihe best process-

es of cultivation.

Be Kind.

Be kind lo thy father—for when thnu werl. young,
Who loved Ihee so fondly as he /

He caught the first acceois thai Cell from ihy tongue,
Anil joined in thv innocent glee.

Be kind to thy father— 1''>r now he is old,

His locks intermingled with gray
j

His footsteps are feeble, once learless and hold :

Thy lather is passing away.

Be kind to thy mother—fur lo ! on her brow
May traces of sorrow he seen

;

O, well must thou cherish and comfort her now,
For loving and kind hath she been.

Reoiemb r thy mother—for thee v\ii| she pray,
As long as God giveth her breath

;

With accents of kindness then cheer Iter lone vvav

E'en to the dark valley of deaih.

Be kind to thv brother

—

his heart will have dearth
If ihe smile of thy joy he withdrawn

;

The flowers of feeling will fade at the birth,

If the dew of affection he gone.
Be kind to thy brother—wherever you are,

The love of a hroiner shall he
An ornament purer ami richer by far

Than pearls from the depth of the sea.

E" kind to ihy sister—not many may know
The depth of true Bislerly love:

The wealth of the ocean lies fathoms below
The surface thai Bparkl'es above.

Thy kindness shall brinur thee many sw^el hours,
And blessings ihy pathway to crown

;

Affection shall weave Ihee a garland of flowers,
Wore precious than wealth or renown.

Spring.

As hope to the heart
Which has sunk in despair,

\\ a Ii clouds of affliction

Ami billows in care,
Even -o Hi.' soli lo, athiitzs ,.f Spring,
Over Kanh Iheh fltsi influence fling.

As Ugh! t" Ihe ntil.ir

When tosse'l on the wave,
As life In the sniV'rer

Condemned to the jrrave,

—

Even so f.dis the lisht of the Spring
On the shadows of Winter's wing.

American Apples in England.
Mr. !'. Barny, (of the linn of Ellwnnger &

Bnniy,) editor of the horticultural department
of the Genesee Farmer, furnishes from England,
lor that paper, ihe following account of Ameri-
can apples iu teat country, which contains valu-
able hints lo ihe growers ami exporters of fruit:

"Large quantifies of American apples have
been hroughl into Liverpool recently, hut the
most of them have been of indifferent quality,
ami badly gathered ami picked; ami hence they
do not command high pi ices, nor do us anv
credit—nor can the shippers gain by the: opera-
tion. Then: is an unfailing markel here for nir
orcharil products; but lo make the shipment ol

them profitable, it is absolutely necessary thai

select varieties he sent, that I hey he carefully
hand-picked and packed in the best manner.

One barrel will then sell for as much as three or
lour; and ihe freight, which is the great item,
will lie no mure on a barrel that will sell more
readily lor five dollars, than one that will bring
only two dollars. Many of the apples I see here
cried up as ' nice American apples,' ' beautiful

American apples,' &c, would scarcely .-ell at all

in our market
;
yet they are sold here ai three to

six cents each.

'•The English people have fairly given up grow-
ing tipples lor markel, unless il be Codlius, &c., !

that come in early lor cooking, and Beaufius, &c,
lor drying. They see it will be impossible fur

them to compete wilh American orchurdists.

Yesterday J examined two or three hundred va-

rieties in ihe fruit rooms of the London Hotli-

culimal Society ; and among them all, there was
not a single large, clear colored, tine-looking

specimen. One would suppose at first sight,

that Ihey were all wind-liills, gathered from un-
der the trees lasi August. The Roxbury Kusset,

Fa'i Pippin, ami Rhode Island Greening, were
among Ihe best specimens; ami ihey were not

half the size we grow them. The most esteem-
ed varieties pointed out lo me by Mr. Thomson,
such as Pearson's Plate, Warmsley Pippin, Pom-
me Royal, (not our Pontine Royal,) Golden Har-
vey, Stunner Pippin, &c, are small, inferior

looking things— in size from thai, of a small

Pontine Gris to thai of a Siberian Crab; hut

ihey are generally harder anil richer than ours.

The Newtown Pippin and Roxbury Russet come
nearer ihe English lasje limn any other varieties

we cultivate. i had some Northern Spy and
.Melon wilh me, that 1 have here now in London
iu line condition. They have elii ited the admi-
ration of all who have seen them. There are,

indeed, no such apples to-day iu England. The
Northern Spy may he sent to Coven I GurdeiH
market, just as well as lo Fulton or Washington]
markets, New York, 'ihe pears iu ihe markers
here now are from France or ihe Island ol Jer-

sey. They come in half-bushel baskets, colitaiuf-i

ing fifty lo one hundred, according lo the size of

the fruit. They are packed iu very dry, soft,

meadow hay: a layer of ibis bay, two or tlnee

inches deep, is laid on ihe bottom, then a later,

of fruit, then another of hay, and so on lo Ihe

top: ihe fruits are not allowed to touch, and in

ibis way they go any distance with entire sulci _.

>

I saw ai Liverpool lilile baskets of Gintit Alur-

cean and Chauinoutel, fifty in each, sold lor three

to four dollars each, lo ihe confectioners and
markel women to retail.

•'In Coveut Garden market, which is head!
quarters lor all rare and fine garden cumiundi--

ins 1 see line Sf. Ge cumins, (the old one.) .Mane
Louise, Passe Col mar, Winter Neiis, Beurr.y

Ranee, Easter Beurre, &c, sold at twelve and a

half lo eighteen and three-fourth cents each. If

we ever succeed in raising pears beyond vvltM

may he required lor home consumption, then
will find market an. I good prices here. Not onrf

person iu a thousand— J might say live thousand
— ever tasies a line pear."

Report of Ihe Committee oj the Windsor (VI.) Court*-

ty Agricultural Society on

Breed ins Horses.

We extract ihe following from a report made
at tin- lasi fair of the \\ iudsor County Agricd-
tural Society, by ihe Committee on Morses. Tin
Report is fhe best paper we have seen amoMS
fnose yet produced by toe agency of our CuuulJ
Sn ietii • f. reasons lur making ihe award;

are g veil in full, with excellent practical retmirlfi

on ihe buisness ol breeding horses:—
Yon.- Committee are of opinion that there i

no branch of stock -raising more profitable ihoj

the reining of ihe best of horses; and ihey con

si. ier there is no trouble in accomplishing ihil

provided that none but Ihe vtsty best stallion

are hied lo. and none are bred from, any but

Cel lent horses, which, by Ihe way, arc vei*

scarce, and hard lo be obtained, and for ihe Co

lowing reasons:— Owing lo the high price goo
•' horse flesh " will ever command, (he inajonl

ol our best marcs, as soon as Ihey come to lint

.

rity, find their way mi ir village and city ma
ki ts, ami are never Allowed he breed, save a le

that may be returned to the country aller h

coining unsound ii. limb, or having [heir eons

Illtion broken now n w |[h hind usage and old of

and main [hat remain among the limners a

Hi
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a
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Valued so highly for their labor nnd fine appear-
ance ih.it they are never permitted to breed until

they are in it similar condition to tho.-e returned
from our business markets. The consequence is,

that nearly the whole of our horses are produced
from ordinary mines, or unsound ones. An un-

soundness ol the limits may not impair the value

of a breeding mure, but it she has a weakened
constitution, it must, more or less, impair the

strength, .speed, and endurance of the offspring,

although they may have tine tonus. Your Com-
mittee believe it would he far more profitable to

purchase and breed from mans worth one hun-
dred and tilt) dollars, than from those whose
average value, for the last ten years, in a sound
state, has been no more than lorty dollars, (anil

this, we believe, is the class of a majority of our
breeding mares.) from mares ol this stamp,
and to good stallions, we cannot raise colts

which, at lour years old, would have sold,

through the above mentioned time, higher than

fifty dollars to seventy-five dollars ; whereas,
from the first class of mares, and to the same
stallions, w« could with equal certainty raise

colls that would command double these prices,

and occasionally one may command four limes

us much.
Another thing that has a great tendency to

multiply the number of poor horses is, that for-

mers too often estimate the profit of raising colts

by the first cost ol gelling them— bestowing
their patronage where they can he insured with
Ibal lor the least money, ami frequently to a

horse of ordinary qualities ; when, by the addi-

tion of a few dollars, they might secure the ser-

vices of a horse whose stock would afford them
a profit similar to that spoken of with the best

class of breeding mares. It should he remark-
ed, however, that stallions are of a much
higher quality than the breeding mans. Take
these as a whole, there has been a great im-
proveuitiit in them within a lew years. And al-

though we may have only a few but what are

valuable horses, yet there is a great difference

between them— and even among those ol a very

high order. Independent of the pecuniary ad-

vantages of breeding from none but ihe very

best of horses and sires, one may enjoy, accord-

ing to the fancy of the owner, from five dollars

to twenty dollars' worth of satisfaction, in pro-

ducing n superior animal.
Allow your Committee to throw out a few

hints in relation to breeding colls— docking,

nicking, framing. Colts should always he kepi

in a good condiiiou ; not extravagantly fed, yet

ihej should have something more than dry food

the first two winters. The starving of colts will

not only impede their growth, but will bring on
a contraction of the ribs, cords, and muscles,

especially about the chests ami shoulders, thai

will, more or less, impair their power, action,

speed, and endurance, alter coming lo matu-
rity.

It is the opinion of your Committee that a

horse will have ihe most perfect strength and ac-

tion wuh a natural tail; yet, for appearance, thev

would recommend a moderate docking, which
should he governed by the build of the animal
and ihe character of ihe tail ; but we should ve-

ry seldom leave a dock of less than twelve inch-

es ; and the docking should be performed when
the colls are one or two years old, (one year old

is preferable.) Colts may be docked at these

a^es with less injury lo them than when nearly

grown; they will have more of a hush to the

tail, with longer hair, and will lie inclined lo

carry it in u more elevated position. [Sicking

should be looked upon as a cruel and useless

practice, which undoubtedly impairs the strength

ami action of the horse, and may sometimes se-

riously injure the constitution.

Great care should he used, in breaking colls.

to have them kind ; and there is but little diffi-

culty in this, piovided the) have proper and gen-

tle treatment. They very seldom need but little,

if any whipping. They should be learned lo do
their work in an easy and handsome manner.
and without fretting. A horse that is trained lo

chafe and dance in the harness, or under the

saddle, may do very well for fops and horse-

jockeys, but il is not what a sensible man wants
in a horse designed for service, as it is a waste
of strength and action, without accomplishing
any useful porpose. And iu forming an opin-

ion of a restless horse, it will he well to con-
sider whether ihe apparent energj and action
is natural, or whether it is brought about by

training, and thenar of ihe braid.

All of which is respectfully subn itted,

In behalf of the < Innimittee,

EBENEZEK BRIDGE,
Chairman,

The Old >Iau.

In a dwelling lone and dreary,
By iir quemed road,
Marked I . . 1 1 an ul I man weary,
Dwelllne id I los drear allude

;

i 'M m in wear)

.

Dwelling d-reary,

Form bowed down bj flight of years

;

\g-,l stianger,
Lone j w union r.

Sorrowing through tin- vale of tears.

Oft l marked iiim, aged stranger,
A i In- -i.i i m meal,
And I feared lesi harm, or danger,
Unawares Bhould on hiiu sii .il i

Sad ami lonely,
i llieel ir b, kI icimy,

Full of trouble, lull of care,
Hopeful never,
Sorron ing . ver,

Loads of grief lu? sesmed to bear.

Enterrd I one mini his dwelling,
Wishing much bis grief In heal

,

Noble thoughts my mind impelling,
And my lean was full of zeal,

I .nvi- and kindness,

—

Never mind less,

Of ihe sufferer, though he be
Sail and wi ary ,

l.nne and dreary,
Tossed upon hies troubled -ia.

" Why sn -in y ? Why so sorrowing ?

Whj .... given u|i lo sriel ?

Aned pilgrim, tionble borrowing,
Sny,,;ei'sl tllOU tilid 110 lelkf?

Evi r gt ieving,
None rein VII, £i

Thy |n..r »id and aching heart,
('an naught lighten,
Nothing brigbli n ?

Nothing joy or hope impart?"

" .Many sad years have t wandered,
Full of sorrow, lull of Brief,

Anxious thoughts my mind has pondered,
And 1 could iiini no relief:

V. i I ling r,

A lone traveler

Sorrowing through ilii* dreary life
;

No on. caring,
No one sharing

" Willi me the world's hitter strife."

" Bui can hope, no bliss imparting
To thy sad and heavy I" ail.

Causing (urief and care departing,)
Tears ol joy nnbidd. n start?

Ilnlli hope c'irer the,

When thus n earj

,

Sod, and given up to grief?
Doth il lighten ?

D.dli il brighten ?

Doth it give thy soul relief?"

" \ \ <," resp( ndiiig, thus he answered,
41 Hope, t!i- beacon of ihe soul,
Liglus me to a happy goal.

tle.i* mi's hi, --sill...,

Hope impressing.
Gives in,' stri n-lll. and gives me power,

God doth aid in-,

G.„l w ill save mr, .

God will lieu my .!•. mg hour.

t; Thus i linger, llni I linger,

Sorrowing, sorrowing, sorrow ing on,
Hut bop beers toe as I wander,
I lope bids all my feai begoot ."

TI, i- replied he,
*• Sad ami gloomy,

Hoping \ el and i arrow ing on,
Tim- I u.,1,,1, r,

Trie 1 linger,

Till tlii- ive.irj I T lone."
—A*. )'. Journal of Commerce.

Never ho back.— Never go hack— never.

—

What you alien, pt, do with all your strength.

I), termination is omnipotent. If ihe prospeci is

somen hat <in kened, put He- fire of resolution to

your soul, and kindle a flume that nothing but

ihe strong arm of death can extinguish.

Bulm-of-Gilead buds, bottled op in New Eng-
land ruin, make the best cute in the world lor

fresh cms or wounds. Every family should

have a bottle of it. 'Ihe buds should he gather-

ed in a peculiar state; jnsl when they are well

swelled, ready lo burst into leaves, and well cov-

ered with gum. They last hut two or ihree days

ill this stale.

If not convenient to add ruin lo the buds al

the time of picking, put litem into a bottle, and

cork 111.- bottle, tightly, and ihe buds will keep in

good condition for a long time. -.V*. E. Farmer.

Grafting;.

This operation is of great importance to the

fruit-grower, as he can readily change a worth-
less tree lo a variety of ihe highest character.

Many cases can be named in w hicll a greal profit

ha.- resulted by changes under ibis valuable pro-

cess. A person unacquainted with grafting, on
examining into the vast utility attending il, is

struck with admiration at an operation so won-
deilul, and jet so simple, and of easy applica-

tion.

Scions for grading should be cut Ire fore the
buds begin to swell, as they will not only keep
longer, hut ihey will succeed better, than those
cut later. When cut in fall, or early winter,

they will ki ep in good condition later than those

cut iii .March. This shows ihe importance of

cutting before vegetation commences. If scions

are cm after ihe hud- begin lo swell, ii is better

to set them immediately, as they will he cui cited

by delay, which has an unfavorable effect.

To preserve scions, prepare a tight chest or

box, moisten the inside, and place in the bottom
either moist saw-dust, moss, loam, or sand, or a
moist chilli, or mat, to hold moisture, and keep
the scions cool. Lay in the scions— the more
the belter, as they preserve each other by their

freshness or moisture. Cover them with a moist
cloth or mat, and renew ihe moisture occasional-

ly, as warm weather comes on. Place ihe box-

in a cool part of the cellar ; if in a damp, dark
part, the heller. It is much heinr to surround
the scions with moisture than to apply water di-

rectly tn [hem. Some persons destroy scions by
too much care iu keeping them wet. When set

on quite moist, or rather wet earth, they absorb
moisture to their injury.

Scions may he set, in this climate, from the

latter part of .March to ihe last of June. Those
set in June will make a smaller growth. April

and May are wry favorable months for this ope-
ration, and Ihe greater part of grafting is done
in April, or the latter part of April ami early in

May. Stone fruit should he grain d rather early,

as ihe scions do not keep so well as other kinds,

and ihe scions will not lake so well after vegeta-
tion commences and the hark peels.

Grafting composition is now generally used
instead of clay, as was formerly ihe practice.

This composition is made with one part of beef
tallow, two parts of beeswax, and four parts of
rosin, milled together, and then turned into cold
water, and pulled and worked thoroughly, like

shoemakers wax. The articles should he pure
anil of the best quality.

Sometimes mutton tallow or lard is mixed
with beef tallow, meal with beeswax, or ihe wax
may be dirty and poor; and ihe greater part of
rosin sold iu ihe interior is dark colored and in-

ferior. Good rosin is of a light color, and al-

most transparent; and when ihe very best is

used, the composition will hear five parts, (ball-

ing composition is generally for sale ai agricul-

tural stores, and some may find il more conveni-

ent to purchase it than lo make it.—A'. E. Farmer.

Culture anil Preservation of Potatoes.
In the January number of ihe "Agriculturist,"

of New York, a communication from the pen of
Mr. John Wilkinson, of the " Mount Airy Agri-
cultural Institute," on the above subject, has
been read by us with much interest. The av-
erage yield throughout the field was two hun-
dred and fifty bushels per acre. The mode of
cultivation we can confidently recommend, hav-
ing tested it repeatedly on a large scale. A
potato crop, managed m ihe manlier described,
would cost hut a hide more than making a na-
ked summer-fallow, and with very different re-
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suits iii the pocket. Spring wheat, hurley ant

flax, may he made to follow the potato crop

with most perfect success in nine cases out ot

ten; ami with those crops, toe land may he

sown with clover with much advantage and

profit.
,

The great point, after all, since the prevalence

of the potato epidemic, is the saving ol the crop

after they are grown. Until more light be thrown

upon this difficult subject, it would he unwise to

cultivate the poiato to any great extent. With-

out further comment, we give the following ex-

tract from the letter in question :—

"About the first of May, 1 planted five acres

in the following manner: the soil was a dry, mi-

caceous, sandy loam, gradually rolling with a

southern exposure ; the seed used was both

while and purple Mercers, principally large ones,

cut into three pieces, and rolled in gypsum, and

allowed to lie but a few hours after cutting.

The field was an old sward, chiefly of moss and

garlics; the manure employed was entirely from

the yards, made from the cow and horse stables

and the styes, about twenty-five two-horse loads

per acre, spread broadcast before the plough—

the land having been heavily limed several years

previous. The planting process commenced

with the tillage, by dropping the pieces of the

tubers (prepared as above) about one foot apart

in the bottom of every other furrow, which was

five inches ill depth and ten inches wide, strew-

ing them with ashes and fine charcoal (from a

locomotive, in which pine wood was consumed,)

about twenty bushels per acre. The ploughing

was performed in the usual manner, in the lands

of twenty-five yards each.

"Immediately after planting, the ground was

thoroughly rolled. After it had lain a few days,

it received repealed harrowings, lengthwise of

the furrows, in the warm part of the day, which

was continued until the tops were three inches

in height, alter which they remained without til-

lage until they were some eighteen inches high,

when the cultivator was passed through, between

the rows, and the weeds, if any, removed. They
then received a light lop dressing of gypsum,

after which they remained untouched until fit to

harvest,which was done as soon as the skins ofthe

new tubers were firmly set, but before all the

lops were entirely dead. We began 10 dig about

the first of September, before the autumnal rains

commenced. They were placed in a cool, dark

cellar, and spread" on the ground floor, about

eighteen inches thick, where they remained for

two months, when they were assorted and placed

in bins about foul feet deep, there to remain un-

til marketed in the spring. They have so far

kept perfectly, there being no visible traces ot

disease in the entire crop."

been given to horses for cough, with good suc-

cess. A dose of this fodder occasionally, in the

winter, is good for the health of horses; and it

should be saved for that purpose.

Another.—We once cured a horse of an obsti-

nate cough, on which a number of medicines

were tried without effect, by feeding him exclu-

sively on sheeps' orts. They have peculiar me-
dicinal properties, which they imbibe from the

dung and urine.

Another,— Boil a small quantity of flax seed
;

mix it in a mash of scalded bran, adding a few

ounces of coarse sugar, or some molasses or

honey.

A good toast for an agricultural dinner party :

" The Plough— Its one share in the hank of the

earth is worth ten in the bank of paper."

A Practical Analysis of the English Language,

with selections for Parsing, designed for com-

mom and high schools, academies, and oilier

seminaries of learning— by H. D. Hodge.

Published by JOHN F. BROWN.
The above work is just from the press, and

may be found at all the principal hook stores in

Concord. The system of analysis it presents is

critical, simple, and highly practical, and being

adapted to any of our approved systems of

Grammar, we think must secure a large circula-

tion. Its selections for parsing are also of a

choice character.

liaywas-d's IVew Hampshire.

A GAZETTEER OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, con-

taining descriptions ol all the counties, towns, and

districts in the State. Also, ot Us principal mountains,

rivers, waterfalls, harbors, islands, and fashionable reports,

to which is added stauslical accounts ol its agriculture,

commerce, and manufactures ; with a great variety of

useful information, by John Hayward, author of the "The
.New England Gazetteer"—"Book of Religions," &c.
With three fine engravings. This morning published and

for sale by
JOHN P. JEWETT, 23 Coruhili.

This is 1 lie second volume of Hayward's Gazelteer of

JNevv England, and is for sale only at the store ol the pub-

lisher, and his travelling Agents in the Slate of New
Hampshire.

A Book for Everybody.

COLE'S
AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK

£J W. COLE, Esq., Editor of the Ne
3. Fanner, and Author of the popular Work

Cough in Horses.

In all disorders accompanied by a cough, the

true cause should be astertained. Sometimes

the cough is only a consequence of" a chronic or

seated disease, as is the case in heaves, &c. At

other times it is symptouiic of recent inflamma-

tion of the mucous membranes of the head and

glands about the throat. We have found salt,

given freely, together with an occasional dose of

saltpetre, to be an excellent remedy in cases

where a horse has had the horse-ail, anil the

cough holds on after the original disease seems
to have gone. I'*or a dry, hu.-ky cough, not at-

tended with the heaves, green or laxative food,

such as roots, or mashes of scalded bran, in

which is put the pulverized root of elecampane

and lavage, lias been found beneficial. If there

should be found indications of heaves, put a

spoonful of gingir, once per day, in his proven-

der, and allow him to drink freely of lime water.

Horses that are kept on musty hay will very soon

begin to cough. The best remedy lor musty hay

cough is, to change the diet to good sweet

clover.

—

Maine Farmer.

Another remedy.- -Human mine put into a buc-

ket, of water, and given lo the horse, or sprink-

led on his fodder. This remedy has been much
used by some, and with excellent success.

Another.—The houghs ol' the cellar have been

used as a remedy, with complete success. Thej
should he rut tine, ami mixed wuh the grain

given to the horse.

.Snorter;—Arse-smart, as dry fodder, lias often

England
entitled

The American Veterinarian." of which 22,000 co-

pies have already been published, has, after years of pa-

tient labor and close investigation, completed his great

work, entitled

COLE'S AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK :

A work which we believe is destined to have a more
widely extended circulation than any similar W
before offered to the American public,

the following reasons:

First—U is a mature work and a pructicnl one, < ni in

which Mr. Cole has spent many years of sillily anil > ksc
examination, and knowing the wants of the community
has met those wauls, in a plain, concise and familiar

manner, avoiding technicalities, and ultra scieniitic spe-

cifications and definitions, useful only lo the few, he Ins

made a work intelligible to all. It will be emphatically

a book for

FOR THE PEOPLE.

rk, ever
We believe so for

Secondly— It will have an unprecedented sale on nc-

count of its cheapness. It will make a volume of 2U8
closely printed pages. Illustrated wiih over one hundred

beautifully executed engravings, by Brown, and will be

sold for SO cents, firmly bound in leather, anil b'2A cents

in Fancy Cloth, with nil' ba- ks. It will contain lull di-

rections for Raising, Propagating and Managing Fruit

Trees, shrubs and Plants, with a description of the best

varieties of FRUIT, embracing several new and valuable

kinds : embellished with Engravings and Outlines of

FRUIT TREES, and various oilier designs. Emphati-

BOOK FOR EVERYBODY.
As well for the man who eats Fruit as for him who
raises ll.

This valuable work is just from the press and is now
for Mile at our counter and will be offered for sale by

our regular Agents throughout the country:

JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
23 COR.MULL, EOSTOX.

Buslon, Feb. "2, 1848. 1ms.

Webster's Dictionary.

The EeitDre Wwl* Unabridged,

IJN one volume crown Quarto ; containing all the mat-

ter of" Dr. Webster's original work, his improvements
up to the lime ot his death, and now thoroughly revised

and greatly enlarged and improved by

PROF. C. A. GOODRICH, of Yale College,

Price reduced to G$.

In the language ol an eminent critic, "in ifs Definitions

—the object for which nine-tenths of our references to

such a work are made—it stands without a rival in the

annals of English lexicography.''* These definitions,with-

out abridgement or condensation, are only given in this,

Dr. Webster's larger work—and are not found in any

mere abridgements, or works on a more limited plan. 1

1

contains three times the amount of matter found in any

other English Dictionary compiled in this eouutry, or any
Abridgement of this work, yet is sold at a trifling ad-

vance above the price of other and limited works.

TESTIMONIALS.
From James K. Polk, President of the United States.

" H is the great work of an American citizen, accom-
plished after a life of indefatigable study and labor, and
deserves the public favor."

From George M. Dallas, Vice Prtsideiil of the U. Slates.

" The crown Quarto edition ought to receive universal

favor, as a monument of American intellect and erudi-

tion, equally brilliant and solid—more copious, precise

and satisfactory than any other work uf this kind.

—

March
1848.

From President. Olin, of the Wesleyan University.

• Webster's American Dictionary may now he recom-

mended, without reserve or qualification, as the best ex-

tant.

—

December 1847.

From President Hitchcock, of Amherst College.

*'
I have been in the habit of using Dr. Webster's Dic-

tionary for several years past, in preference to all others,

because it far excels them all, so far as I know, in giving

and defining scientific terms."

From Rev. Dr. Wayland, President ofBrown Universi-

ty, Providence, 11 I.

' 1 have always considered Dr. Webster's work in Lex-
icography as surpassed in fullness and accuracy by none
in our language."

" The new edition of Webster's Dictionary, in crown
Quarto, seems to us deserving ol general patronage for

the following reasons ;

—

In the exhibition of the Etymology of the language, it

is superior to any other dictionary.

[Here follow specifications of its excellence, in its

Definitions, Orthography, Pronunciation, extent of Vo-

cabulary. Tables of Geographical Scripture, and Classi-

cal Proper Names.]

We recommend it to all who desire lo possess THE
MOST COMPLETE, ACCURATE AND RELIABLE
DICTIONARY' OK THE LANGUAGE."
March 184b

1

.

Theodore Frelinghuvsen, Chancellor of University of

New York.
William H. Campbell, editor IS. V. District School

Journal

Daniel Wehsler, United States Senator.

Thomas H. Benton, " '*

John Davis, "

Jefferson Davis, " "

S. A. Douglass, " ' ;

ii i -gc.N. Bnggs, Governor of Massachusetts.

William R. Calhoun, Secretary ul State of Massachu-
setts,

Ricli'ird S. Rust, Commissioner of Common Schools

in New Hampshire.
Theodore F. King. Superintendent of Scools in New

Jersey.

Robert C Winthrop, Speaker of the United States

House of Representatives.

Edmund Burke, Commissioner of Patents.

John Young, Governor of New York,

Christopher Morgan. Secretary of State, and Superin-

tendent of Common Schools in New York.

Alv,i!i Hunt, Treasurer ol New York.

Millard Fillmore, Comptroller.

Rev Samuel H. ('ox, L> D.

Lyman Beeclier,D. D. President of Lane Seminary.

Calvin E Stowe, D. D . D H. Allen, Professors in do.

Rev. II- in in Humphrey, D. D, late President of Am-
herst College.

Rev. Ezra Keller, D. I' Pr. ident of Wittenberg Col-

lege, Ohio.
ftl. A. Diehl, ,\. A.Girger, Professors in do.

Benjamin Larcbee, D. D. President Middtybury Col-

lege, and other distinguished gentlemen.

Published by G. & C. IHERRIAjU,
Springfield, Mass.

and for sale by Booksellers generally throughout the

country.
JOHJN F. BROW;;. Concord.

Crocker & Brewster, Mussej <^ Co., Reynolds & Co.

Little *fc Brown, Phillips & Sampson, Boston.

February 28, 1848.
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For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Mr. Editor: A society was last fall organ-

ized by the name of" The Rockingham Farmers'

Club," which has held weekly meetings through

the winter at Exeter. The exercises have been

principally discussions upon subjects connected

with Agriculture, previously assigned ; and at

the close of those discussions, reports have been

made in writing by Committees embodying the

information collected upon the subjects discuss-

ed. At a recent meeting a vote was passed to

furnish to the Visitor two reports on the subject

of potatoes, which 1 send herewith.

I also sentl a printed copy of a report upon

Transplanting Forest Trees. 1 fear however,

that we may be too late for a publication of it

this spring.

We are hoping that in due time our Club may

grow into a regular County Agricultural Society.

Much interest is felt in the subject, and all that

is wanting is concert of action throughout the

towns.
Truly yours,

H. F. FRENCH.
Exeter, N. H., April 9, 1849.

At a meeting of " The Rockingham Farmers'

Cfnb" at Exeter on the -lib day of April A. D.

181!). Voted that the Reports of the Committee
upon the Culture of Potatoes be furnished to

the publisher of the Parmer's Monthly Visitor

for publication.

Attest,

S. B. SWETT, Secretary;

Cultivation of the Potato.

The committee to whom was referred the sub-

ject of the cultivation of potatoes having listen-

ed with mttch interest to the remarks made by

members of the Club on that subject, and having

given such consideration to it as their limited

lime would allow, beg leave to report, that, in

their judgment, the subject under consideration

is one of very great importance. To such an

extent has the potato become one of the com-
forts, if not one of the necessaries of life, that

its loss would be not a national only, but a world-

wide calamity. In one country at least it forms

a large proportion of the subsistence of the peo-

ple, and ill most civilized nations, but particular-

ly our own, it forms the almost indispensable

dish of all classes and all ages; and is the espe

einl favorite of both bipeds and quadrupeds.
Every thing then, tending to increase the quan-

tity, or improve the quality of so important an

article of food ; everything tending to an im-

provement in its cultivation or its use, is worthy

of serious consideration. More especially also,

since from the wide-spread disease that has re-

cently attacked it, fears are entertained of its to-

tal extinction, every thing tending to show how
it may be preserved will be exceedingly impor-

tant and valuable. Hence the advantage of the

meetings of the Club, to bring out the facts with-

in the cognizance of the different members, to

compare different modes of farming, and to pro-

fit by each other's experience.

The committee understand their particular

duty on this occasion to be, to condense the in-

formation elicited at the meetings of the Club,

to arrange under appropriate heads the informa-

tion thus obtained, and to add such other facts

on the subject as may have come to their know-
ledge.

They propose to present the subject in the fol-

lowing manner:
First.—The cause and preventive of the rot.

Second.—The best varieties for the table, and

for stock.

Third.—The soil most proper for their growth.

Fourth.—The manure most suitable for them.

Fifth.—The proper time for planting.

Sixth.—The size, and quantity most suitable

for planting : anil

Seventh.—The best mode of planting and cul-

tivating them.

First.

—

The cause and preventive of the rot. The
chairman is happy to say that this branch of the

subject will be specially reported by one of the

committee, whose earnest enquiries and philoso-

phical investigations will enable him to present

it in an entertaining and instructive manner.

Second.— The best varieties for the table andfor
stock. On this subject great difference of opin-

ion obtains—almost every new variety has its

advocate, while others maintain that the old

English while or yellow potato is the standard

of excellence for the table. It would be tedious

to enumerate all the kinds for which superiority

has been claimed. For the table in the early

part of the season, we are of the opinion that

the Mercers, better known among us as theChe-

nangos, are as good as any ; not perhaps as the

very earliest that can be had, but as an excellent

variety for the fall anil early part of the winter.

For a baking potato at all seasons of the year,

the variety known in some localities as the Lon-

don kidneys, have perhaps no superior; for boil-

ing, the English whites, the Carters and the Peach-

blows, are all excellent. The pink-eyes tire also a

good potato. For swine and stock, if quantity

alone determines, the long reds and the veto arc!

probably the best, as they are generally consid-

ered the most productive.

It does not necessarily follow, however, that

the variety which will yield the greatest given

quantity per acre, is the most valuable, even for

stock. That kind which "ill give the greatest

per cent, of nutriment according to its weight,

would seem to claim the preference.

The committee are not aware that this matter

has been sufficiently tested, so that it can be sta-

ted with any degree of certainty, which variety—

taking every thing into consideration— is the

most valuable for stork.

Third.—The soil most proper for their growth.

So far as regards the quality for the table, a dry

gravelly soil is probably the best. The greatest

quantity to the acre has been produced on a

deep moist loam. Newly cleared land produces

better potatoes than old land, and land newly

broken up than that which has been long culti-

vated.

Fourth.— The manure most suitable for them.

On this point it is believed that potatoes are nev-

er better in quality, than when grown on new

broken up pasture land with nothing but plaster

for manure, or on land newly cleared and burnt

over without any dressing whatever. But long

manure from the yard or barn cellar, spread on
the land and ploughed or harrowed in, is much
used, and probably the greatest crops have been
produced by manure applied in that way. Com-
posts, lime, marl, bone-dust, poudrette, sea weed,

guano and other substances, are also used with

success as a manure for l lie potato.

This plant being one of those which are sup-

posed to draw considerable nourishment from

the air, it would seem that the manure that will

push forward the plants most vigorously in the

early part of the season is the most suitable, and
guano being in the slate in which ammonia es-

capes most readily would on this supposition be

the best.

Whether the theory will bear the test of expe-

rience, experience alone must determine.

Fifth.— The proper time of planting. It is be-

lieved that as a general rule, early planting will

be found the best, both for the quality and the

quantity of the crop. A variation of the season

may produce a different result, but it is believed

that successful late planting will be found the

exception, and early planting the rule. So far

as the experience of the committee has gone,

anil they understand that most of the members
of the Club have had the same experience, it es-

tablishes the fact that those who have put in their

seed at the earliest moment the state of the

ground will admit of, have obtained better pota-

toes- a greater yield per acre, and have escaped

to a far greater extent the disease that has proved

so destructive to the crop.

Sixth.

—

The size and quantity most suitable for

seed. Until recently, the committee entertained

no doubts that large or medium sizeti potatoes

were the most suitable for seed :— late experi-

ments by members of the Club, and by men of

science in other parts of the world, go to shew
that on some accasions at least, those of small

size have produced as good crops as those of

large size. At the present price of potatoes this

is a matter of considerable consequence, because

to plant an acre of ground containing four thou-

sand hills with one potato to a hill, each weigh-

ing one pound, will require sixty-five bushels,

while if one-quarter of a pound weight of potato

to a hill will answer, it will require but sixteen

bushels to plant the same land, making a differ-

ence of forty-eight bushels of seed in the plant-

ing of a single acre; and if potatoes weighing

two ounces each will do just as well, the saving

will be proportionally greater.

The committee however are not fully satisfied

with the experiments that have been made, and

find it difficult to give up the long cherished be-

lief that '* like produces like ;" and until further

experiments shall have settled the question, they

should be unwilling to rely entirely on " small

potatoes."

Until better advised, therefore, they think it

safest to plant them of medium size at the rate

of from sixteen to twenty-five bushels per acre.

Seventh.

—

The best mode of planting and culti-

vating them. As a general rule, highly cultivated,

well tilled and well manured land, with the rows

from three to four feet apart, and the hills as

near as they can conveniently stand, say from

eighteen to twenty-four inches apart, the ground

stirred with the hoe or cultivator often enough

to keep it loose and porous, and prevent the

growth of every thing but the potato, will pro-

duce the greatest crops.

They may, however, be raised easier and

cheaper. The mode prescribed by the president

of the Club, to spread the manure on the grass,

turn over the ground with the plough, make the

holes for the potato between the furrows with a

stick, plant them with the foot and hoe them
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with the cultivator, is certainly a very cheap and

easy vvav to raise them, and if the success winch

attended his experiment shall he found to at-

tend this mode of cultivation in any reasonable

decree, it is well worth the ailenlion ot farmers,

especially of those where labor is high and where

high cultivation is not desired.
.

Another mode of cultivation, somewhat simi-

lar to the ahove and equally successful in lis re-

sults, was mentioned hy some members ot the

Club The committee had also heard ol it from

other sources. In this case ihe ground was hack

furrowed, one furrow only being turned each to-

ward the other, then another set ot hack-furrows,

and so on throughout the held. The potatoes

were dropped on the ground in the interstices

between the back-furrows, that is, in the line

where the two furrows meet. The mode ot al-

ter cultivation was not particularly described, but

the crops were represented as being good.

The mode of planting in drills has been re-

commended by some as giving a greater yie Id on

the same quantity of land. For garden cultiva-

tion, or on land richly manured and highly culti-

vated, it might do well. For common held cul-

tivation we should doubt its expediency.

Various methods have been adopted to hasten

the growth of the potato, and obtain them for

the table as early in the year as possible, 1 he

mode described by the chairman was to spread

out on the south side of a building or high lence,

n small cart-load of horse manure about ten or

twelve inches deep. The p.otatoes were spread

over the surface of the manure very close to-

gether, and covered an inch or two deep with

loam. They remained there until they had

sprouted up through the loam, some of them

three or four inches high and others higher.

They were then transplanted to the ground

prepared for them as early in the season as the

state of the ground would permit, and cultivated

in the usual manner. Potatoes fit for the table

Were obtained in this way by the twentieth ol

June. The chairman thinks their growth may

he forwarded in this way, at least two weeks.

There are many other important considera-

tions connected with the cultivation of the pota-

to, which, if the committee had time, might pro-

fitably be adverted to, but which we must lor the

present omit'; and wilh an apology for the im-

perfect manner in which the subject has been

presented, we respectfully submit this report.

DAVID CURRIER, for the Com.

Potato Rot.

dropsy, caused by an excessive accumulation of

unelaborated juices in ihe tuber. The truth ot

this proposition will appear evident from several

considerations. The commencement of the rot

in the tuber is always subsequent lo the blight

of the leaves. This tact indicates with sufficient

plainness, that the disease has its origin in the

lops. It becomes, therefore, important to know

the part which these tops perform in the econo-

my of vegetation. The leaves of the plant sus-

tain towards the luher the same relation which

the lungs of a man sustain to the human body.

They discharge two important functions: the

one of respiration, the other of perspiration. In

the first place, then, ihe leaves are ihe respirato-

ry organs of the plant. The sap or blood of the

potato plant is not fit for the growth of ihe tuber

until it has undergone a certain chemical change

in the leaf, when it comes in contact with ihe

air. The fact that the peculiar mechanism ol

the leaf does work a decided and important

change in the sap of a plant, is strikingly illus-

trated ill the process of grafting. The scion,

and not the root or trunk of the tree in which it

is inserted, determines the character of the fruit.

Animals in respiration give off carbonic acid

and absorb oxygen : plants, reversing this pro-

cess during the day, absorb carbonic acid, which

Amid the heterogeneous mass of testimony

presented on ihe subject of the potato rot, it is

extremely difficult to ascertain the truth. The

witnesses on the stand, embracing the most ex-

perienced agriculturists as well as men eminent

in science, contradict each other on some of the

most important points in the case. Experiments,

conducted apparently with equal care and skill,

have lead to totally different results. There was

method in Hamlei's madness, but there seems to

be no method in the potato rot. Every sort of

seed, prepared in every imaginable way, has

been planted at every period in the season, in

every variety of climate and temperature, on

every kind of soil, cultivated in every conceiva-

ble method, dressed with every species of ma-

nure, applied in every practicable degree and

manner, and yet the rot, without any apparent

discrimination or regard to any regular system

of procedure, has committed its ravages alike

under all circumstances and in all places.

Countless, as well as unaccountable theories in

relation to the mailer have been advanced and

defended, each in its lurn, with commendable

zeal and ability. But if nature, as Pope says

with more truth than poetry,

" Acts not by partial but by general laws "

—

laws simple and immutable, then every theory,

lo deserve our notice, must be founded on the

laws of nature. The theory, which seems to

your committee lo harmonize best with the es-

tablished and well known laws of vegetable

growth and decay, and at the same time to re-

concile to the greatest extent the discordant

facts in the case, we will endeavor briefly to

state and explain.

THEORY.

The rot is not the result of accidental causes,

but is a disease ; and ihe disease is a ground

in the laboratory of the leaf is analyzed, the ox-

ygen thrown off and ihe carbon appropriated to

the growth of the plant. This carbon not only

furnishes the elements for the woody matter in

plants, hut in the case of ihe potato, contributes

three-eighths of ihe starch or nutritive substance

of the tuber. The moment, therefore, the leaves

of the potato are from any cause destroyed or

rendered incapable of performing their duties,

the sap ceases to be carbonated, and becomes,

as a necessary consequence, unhealthy and stag-

nant in the stalk, until at length by mere force

of gravity it settles down through the cellular

tissue into the tuber.

In the second place, the leaves are the perspi-

ratory organs of the plant. The watery parts of

the sap are thrown off by the leaves, just as the

watery parts of the blood are thrown off by the

lungs. This is seen in the excessive perspira-

tion which constitutes mildew, as plainly as pul-

monary vapor is seen in a frosty morning. Now
if the leaf is unseasonably destroyed or blight-

ed, ihe insensible perspiration is checked, and

all the vessels of ihe plant become distended

with a superabundance of aqueous moisture.

If the tops should be light and the weather at

the time dry and hot, evaporation from the stalk

might carry off the excessive sap before it should

become diseased and settle down into ihe tuber;

but if the tops should he rank and the weather

wet, Ihe sap would stagnate in the stalks and

result eventually in the rot.

The whole process of the potato rot, then,

would seem lo he this: First, the leaves are

from some cause blighted. Secondly, the sap,

excessive from want of transpiration through the

leaf and uncarbonated from want of contact

with the air, becomes diseased, and finally settles

down by its own weight into the tuber. Under

this pressure of circumstances, the luher, sur-

charged and bloated with the corrupt and fetid

juices of the decaying plant, rots, as in duty

hound.
The inquiry now arises, what is the cause of

the blight in the leaves of the potato? Your
committee do not feel prepared to answer this

question. It probably results from one of two

causes—either from the ravages of minute in-

sects, or from some peculiar atmospheric influ-

ence. The fact that the blight occurs every year

at about the same time, would he equally liivora-

ble to either of lliese suppositions. Every spe-

cies of insect has a distinct period assigned lo it,

in which to commit its depredations. The rose-

bugs arc a familiar illustration of I his truth. So
too in the atmosphere, those subtle agencies,

which are fatal to life in the animal as well as

the vegetable world, exercise their power only

in fixed periods and at regular intervals. Fevers

are a familiar illustration of ibis truth. An ex

animation of a diseased potato vine with a solar

microscope, would settle the question at once,

whether the blight is the result of insects. Cer-

tain well-attested facts, however, would seem to

indicate, that some hidden agency in the atmos-

phere causes the blight. Of two contiguous

fields, of precisely similar soil, dressed alike and
planted with the same kind of seed and at the

same time, but of different aspects or exposures,

the one, open to ihe wind, is blighted; while

ihe other, protected from the wind, escapes. In

the same field, rows sheltered hy the fence or

in some other way, continue green and flourish-

ing when all the rest have withered. A few
hills covered with glass in the midst of a field,

yield sound potatoes, while all the others are

rotten. Without attempting any philosophical

investigation of this branch of our subject, we
simply submit these few considerations, and wait

for further light.

In view of all the facts in the case, which
have come to our notice or knowledge, your
committee feel assured that the potato-grower

need not yet say in the language of despair:

"Othello's occupation's gone." The Asiatic

cholera may not he entirely prevented, yet by
scientific treatment it may be made to assume a

milder and less fatal form. So this vegetable

cholera, the potato rot, may be under the control

of laws not yet fully discovered
;
yet the experi-

ence of practical agriculturists and the experi-

ments of men of science, warrant us in the

belief, that ihe disease may he alleviated and
counteracted to a great extent. As a means of
prevention, or at least alleviation of the rot, we
venture to make, with some confidence, the fol-

lowing brief

RECOMMENDATIONS.

First.—Plant early. The blight, as a general

if not universal rule, strikes the lops in the

month of August: at any rate, not before that

time. If planted early, therefore, the sap of the

plant may all be assimilated and the potatoes be
ripe, before the plague co:i es. Counl Gasparin,

an eminent French scientific agriculturist, men-
lions, as recently reported hy ihe Commissioner
of Patents, that "in the south of Europe two
crops of potatoes are obtained in one year. The
first crop is planted in March and harvested in

June; the second is plained in July, after the

wheat is cut, and taken up in October. The
first of these crops was absolutely sound ; ihe

;

second was diseased."

Second.— Plant on lighl soils, with light dress-

ing and this never put in ihe hill. The richer

the soil and the more abundant and concentrated
the manure, the ranker and more luxuriant will

he the vines. Let ihe blight strike the leaves of
such vines, when in full sap, and the heat of the
weather, however intense, will hardly he able to

carry off by evaporation ihe raw and unrarbona-
tcd juices ; and if not thus carried off ihey will

as a matter of course become putrescent and
eventually corrupt iheir way down to ihe tuber.

On the other hand, the lighter and feebler the

soil, the smaller will be the vines. The proba-
bility, therefore, is, that should the blight strike

them, the evaporation, especially if the weather
should fortunately he dry and hot at the time,

would carry off the sap without endangering the

tuber. Il is worthy of remark, too, that if the

soil should be light-colored, the reflection of the

heat from it would greatly facilitate the process
of evaporation.

Third.— If, as some have supposed, the blight

is caused by an excess of ammonia in the at-

mosphere, sprinkling the tops at just the right

time with gypsum or piaster, would remedy ihe

difficulty. The sulphuric acid of ihe gypsum
would immediately combine with ihe ammonia,
which would thus he converted into a neutral

salt, perfectly harmless. !u relation to this point,

some interesting experiments are detailed in ihe

last report of the Commissioner of Patents, oil

page 145.

Fourth.—If the blight results from any active

and malignant agency in the atmosphere, any
thing which would shelter the tops in some
measure from the direct action of the air, would
he of service. It might he well, therefore, to in-

tersperse rows of corn occasionally among the
potatoes, especially on the windward side of the
field.

Fifth.— Select the seed from a field which has
not been attacked by the rot, and plant the pota-

to whole. Tubers, apparently sound, if taken
from a blighted field, must sympathize more or
less with the general disease. Though they may
not he absolutely putrescent, yet their tendencies
are all that way. Under such circumstances
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they may be said to he predisposed to rot, as a

child is to sin. If the seed is cut and the raw
surface exposed to the juices of the manure, its

inoculation would seem to follow as a natural

consequence. Why might not dung juice act

upon the potato, as vaccine matter acts upon the

huii Kin system i

Sixth.—If in spite of all precautions, the tops

should he blighted, cut them oil' immediately

close to the ground—the closer the better. This
will prevent the diseased sap of the stalk from
descending into the tuber.

Seventh.—The potatoes when dug, should be

carefully sorted and thoroughly dried; and then

placed in small bins in the cellar and kept as

free as possible from the light and air.

Respectfully, in behalf of the Committee,
J. G. IIOYT.

Exeter, N. H., January 23, 1349.

At a meeting of the Rockingham Farmers'

Club, held at Exeter, on the HSlh day of March,

1840,

Voted, That the Committee on Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees he instructed to prepare u report

on Transplanting Forest Trees.

At a meeting of the Club holden on the 4th

of April, 184!»,

J'utcd, That the report of the Committee on
Fruit ami Ornamental Trees be accepted, and
that the Secretary cause two hundred copies of

the same to be printed.

S. B. SWETT, Secretary.

REPORT.
Why are not the streets of all our villages

shaded and adorned with trees? Why are so

many of our dwellings still unprotected from
the burning heat of summer, and the " peltings

of the pitiless storms" of winter? Is it because
in New England hearts, hurried and pressed as

they are by care anil business, there is no just

appreciation of the importance of the subject?
Or is it that failure in the attempt which almost
every man has made, once in his life, in this way
to ornament his home, has led many to the be-

lief that there is some mystery passing the com-
prehension of common men, about this matter
of transplanting trees? The answer may be

found, partly in each of the reasons suggested.

Ask your neighbor why he has not more trees

about his house, and lie will tell you that they

are of no great use, and besides, that it is very

difficult to make them grow, that he has tried it

once or twice and they all died. Now these, the

common reasons, are both ill founded. It is of

use for every man to surround himself with ob-

jects of interest, to cultivate a taste for the beau-

tiful in all things, and especially in the works ol

nature.— It is of use for every family to have a

home, a pleasant happy home, hallowed by puri-

fying influences— it is of use, that every child

should he educated not only in sciences and arts

and dead languages, but that his affections, antl

his tagte should be developed and refined— that

the hook of nature should be laid open to him,

and that he should learn to read her language in

the flower and the leaf, written every where, in

the valley and on the hill side— antl hear it in

the songs of birds, and the murmuring of the

forest. If you would keep pure the heart of

your child and make his youth innocent and
happy, surround him with objects of interest

and beauty at home. If you would prevent a

restless spirit— if you would save him from that

lowest species of idolatry "the love of money,"
and teach him to " love what is lovely," adorn
your duellings, your places of worship, your

school houses, your street* anil public squares,

with trees and hedges, and law us, and flowers,

so that his heart may early ami ever be impress-

ed with the love of Mini who made them all.

As to the failure of success in planting trees,

we have something to say.—So long as it is true

that by far the greater part id' the trees set by

the streets in our village parish in the first two
years— while of those properly set and protected

not one in ten is lost, it must be evident that ac-

curate knowledge on the subject is still wanting,
and in the hope of aiding to supply that want,

we propose to suggest, in a practical form, our

views upon the subject. And first as to

THE KIND OK THICKS.

Above all others, for the street, the Elm is to

be preferred; For beauty, gracefulness, grandeur
even, it has no equal in New Fnglaud. Besides,

it is hardy, long-lived, easily procured, and free

from the attacks of insects and disease. The
rock-maple comes next—a beautiful and stately

tree, though somewhat precise and rigid in its

outline, anil of much slower growth than the

elm. It is hardy, bears transplanting well, af-

fords an impenetrable shade, and alternating in

rows with the elm, by the wayside, or mingled

in groups where there is room for them, it af-

fords a beautiful and desirable variety. Neither

the red-maple nor the white-maple can be com-
pared with the rock-maple. They are smaller,

shoiter lived, less hardy, and altogether inferior

to it in grace and beauty, and are recommended
only where there is room for variety.

The white-ash is a tree which seems not to

be appreciated, and is one of our i'men trees, and
lor size, durability anil beauty, entitled to the

third place in our list.

Then we have the bass, or American linden,

not surpassed by any tree in the richness and
beauty of its foliage—a tree not sufficiently

hardy perhaps fur the street, but, " beautiful ex-

ceedingly " in a lawn or private grounds.

The beech is a tree deserving its classic fame,

but too full of local attachments and home feel-

ings to survive removal without great care, anil

the walnut is liable to the same objection.

Where space allows, as in public squares and

lawns, avoid rows and squares and circles, and

mathematics in general, in tree planting—avoid

sameness in kind and size and shape, and en-

deavor to imitate the cunning hand of nature in

tasteful inequality of grouping.

TIME FOR TRANSPLANTING.

All deciduous forest trees may be removed at

any time after the fall of the leaf in autumn, and

before the bursting of the buds in spring. If re-

moved in the bright warm days of spring, their

roots should be carefully shaded from the sun,

and in fall and winter they must not be exposed

naked to severe cold.

PREPARATION FOR SETTING.

For your trees upon the streets, dig the holes

six feet in diameter and eighteen inches deep

before the trees are procured

;

—re-place the subsoil

with eood soil and procure enough more and de-

posit "near, to fill up level with the earth, so as

not to use the sand or gravel from the bottom,

and have ready two pieces of joist or plank four

inches wide, with proper strips of board for pro-

tection of the trees. Do all this at your leisure,

before the trees are dug. It is the largest half

of the whole operation, and should never be left

to the hour when returning late, weary and

heavy laden from your labor of procuring them,

you will have neither time nor strength to per-

form it carefully and speedily, and when your

poor trees, like so many fish out of water, are

panting and suffering for a return to their native

element.

SELECTION OF TREES AND DIGGING DP.

Procure trees from open land rather than from

thick woods, if possible, and those of thick and
low growth, rather than tall and slender trees,

and be sure they are young and growing. It is

generally advised to take them from land similar

to that where they are to he set, but this is not

essential. Elms from swamps and bogs, trans-

planted on dry lands and pine plains, are now
growing all about us in Exeter. It is of more
importance to take them from such soil as will

allow their removal with least injury to the roots,

and therefore not from land tilled with stones or

large roots.

Some writers insist that the trees be marked
before removal, that they may be set in the same
position as to the points of compass as before

—

and the theory is reasonable, though the practice

however it may promote their growth and com-
fort, is not essential to their life. They soon

"get the hang" of their new position, if the

theory is disregarded, u hile Sam Weller's reason

lor a father's whipping his boy "it can't do any
hurt it' it don't do any good," may he given in

support of the practice,

Having selected a tree of about three inches

in diameter, with a sharp spade, an axe and a

bog hoc, dig a trench about two and a half feet

I'r.'un it, completely round it, deep enough to cut

off every root ; then dig under it till it is loosen-

ed, using no crow-bar or lever to gall and split

the roots, carefully preserving all the small roots
and fibres. Load the trees when dug upon a
long wagon, putting pine houghs under them to

prevent rubbing, and cover the roots from the

sun. About a dozen such will make a load for

one horse, and three or four smart men can dig
and get them home in half a day.

TRIMMING AND SETTING OUT.

With a liiu: saw, and a knife, cut off smoothly
all the broken roots. .Wit cut aicinj one-half at

least cfthc lop, either by shortening the limbs, or
cutting part of them away entirely, as the shape of
the tree may require. We are aware that this is

disputed territory, and take the responsibility of
holding it. We suppose that the sap is supplied
through the roots, that ill hot dry weather, evap-
oration goes on rapidly from the leaves—that if

that evaporation exceeds the supply of sap, the

leaves wither and the tree dies.

Hut there are other reasons for lessening the

top. The tree has grown in a sheltered position,

protected from the rude "winds ol Heaven"

—

perchance in society, resting its long arms on
the shoulders of its friends and kindred—sup-
ported in the loving embrace of its companions.
It has had no discipline or preparation for the

cold and lonely and trying exposure of a public

position. But now you have cut away its old

supporters

—

literally root and branch. With its

full top exposed to the tempest, the small newly
formed roots which should attach it to its new
position are constantly broken off, and it cannot
live. This is the cause of the failure of many
attempts at transplanting. Plant the tree no
deeper than it grew before. Nature who has at-

tended to growing trees some six thousand years,

understands well how they should be set, .and

cannot be improved upon. Drive, your stakes

before the roots are covered, that you may not

injure them. Then having carefully placed the

roots in their natural position, fill up with finely

pulverized soil and see that no space is left be-

neath them. When the roots are fully covered,

place about half a bundle of straw or as much
hay over the whole surface of the hole and cov-

er it with soil, leaving in spring a little hollow

about the tree. If you plant in the fall, make a

little heap of earth about the tree, to turn of!" the

water, and remove it the next spring. The straw

will prevent the evaporation of the moisture

about the roots, and keep the soil around the

tree light for several years; it tends to prevent

the growth of weeds and grass, and admits the

free passage of rain, or water artificially applied.

Do not omit this precaution ; it is almost essen-

tial, on sandy laud.

CARE AFTER PLANTING.

If yon plant trees in a public street, do not

consider the work complete, until they are pro-

tected from animals, as well as from motion
by winds, by securing them with stakes, as be-

fore suggested. A strip of board on each of" two
sides of the tree, or a strip of leather put round

it and attached by a wire to each stake, will pro-

tect it sufficiently against the racking of the

winds, and against roving cattle, which delight

to find a new tree to rub against. But we may
still utter the prayer "save lis from our friends,"

for many of them seem to think that trees are

principally useful as a means of securing horses.

Trees then, near your dwellings should be boxed

lis about seven feet high, if you do not intend to

lose both your friend and your tree. He will tie

bis horse to your tree, and the horse, of course,

will amuse himself with gnawing the bark. You
will be exceedingly vexed, and possibly rude,

anil will be consoled by the assurance that he

never knew his horse to do so before, and you

will part, your friend grieved at the accident,

and you wishing him and his horse at the

end of their journey!

If a drought comes in midsummer, such as

those forgetful people I lie oldest inhabitants do not

recollect to have seen, and such seasons are no-

thing unusual,— if then, once a week, you give

the trees a copious watering, it will be an act of

generosity, which they will not forget; hut if

planted, 'according to the foregoing directions, in

ordinary situations, nineteen of every twenty of

them will live with only the water from the

clouds to moisten them. We believe it to be not

only unnecessary, but a positive injury to trees,

to water them daily.
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TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.

There are no trees more beautiful than the

hemlock, the white pine, the spruce and the fir

—trees of our own hill-sides, and yet, compara-

tively few of them are seen about our dwellings.

The reason is to be found, partly in the want of

of what is so common, aird
The reason

a just appreciation

partly in the idea that this class of trees cannot

be successfully transplanted.—This idea is en-

tirely erroneous. In the month of April, 184/,

one hundred and forty white pine trees from five

to eight feet high, were transplanted in Exeter,

only one of which has died in consequence ot the

removal. They should be moved in the spring,

before they have made any growth for the sea-

son. In the moist climate of England the sum-

mer is said to be the best season for transplant-

ing evergreens, but a variety of experiments

have satisfied us beyond doubt, that this is not

the case here. The method to he pursued is

this: Select trees on the open plain, and with a

spade cut down round them, leaving a circle of

turf two feet or more in diameter about each

tree_then lift the tree and set it upright in the

wagon, with the hall of earth unbroken. At the

place of planting, a hole is to he made to corres-

pond with the ball of earth, the soil at the bot-

tom made light, and the tree set in, and with a

little earth thrown on and pressed down, the

work is done. Care must be taken to load the

roots with stones, or by driving a short stake by

each tree and confining it, that the wind does

not upset it. Evergreens should not be much

pruned. Their foliage is covered with a gummy
substance, so that evaporation does not go on

so rapidly from them as from deciduous trees,

and they do not readily recover their beauty ol

form, if mutilated. Evergreens should be plant-

ed in groups, both for beauty, and that they may-

be partially shaded and sheltered. Plant then

the evergreens of our own forest. In no way

can bare walls be so readily screened or the

starched and blank landscape so beautifully va-

riegated and adorned, as by setting here and

there little oases of the white pine and hemlock.

TRANSPLANTING IN WINTER WITH BALLS OF

EARTH.

The best of all methods of moving trees of

any kind, is that suggested in the above title.—

The process may be described in a few words:

Late in autumn dig a trench completely round

the tree, at a distance proportioned to its size,

cutting off all the roots, and dig under the tree,

but no°t so as to loosen in it; then dig away the

earth on one side of the hole, so that a sled or

dra" may be backed down under it; place some

straw or leaves in the bottom of the trench, or

cover it with boards that the bottom may not

freeze too hard. Leave it until the ball of earth

is frozen hard, and when there is a little snow,

remove it. It will of course he necessary either

to dig the hole for receiving it, before the ground

is frozen, or to cover the place intended for it

with straw, that the hole may be made in winter.

In the former case, a few loads of soil with

which to fill up may be kept in a barn-cellar or

otherwise protected from frost. Great care

should be taken to fill compactly every crevice

about the hall in setting, and it is well to confine

the tree to an upright position, by braces from the

ground against its lower limbs, or by other

means, that it may not lean when the frost comes

out of the ground in spring. By this process,

we have known elm trees of twelve and eigh-

teen inches diameter, and hemlocks twenty-five

feet in height removed with perfect success. In-

deed, if the work is done with skill and care,

the tree on awaking in the spring will scarcely

know that it has changed its place, and will soon

become entirely reconciled to its new position.

In this mode little pruning is necessary, and

most of the top may be saved, as the greater

part of the roots may he preserved.

The weight of an elm tree a foot in diameter

with a ball of earth six feet across and eighteen

inches in thickness would be probably five or six

tons, and in order to execute the work properly,

a set of ropes and pullies would he found conve-

nient. Trees of six inches in diameter, may be

readily moved with a yoke of oxen and the im-

plements commonly at hand.

In conclusion, we would say to all, plant trees.

Let every young man plant trees, that lie may

have something ever near to bring back pleasing

recollections of his youth—something when he

is an old man that will seem of his own age, and

sympathize with him, and look on him, with a

familiar face—that he may not feel quite alone

among a new generation. Let the old man plant

trees. They will perhaps be beautiful in his

own time, and entice him to remain longer where

there is still something left to interest him, and

where he may still be useful—and at least they

will keep alive in the minds of men the memory

of one who lived not for himself alone.

For the Committee,
H. F. FRENCH, Chairman.

Exeter, N. H., April 4, 1849.

&l)e bisitor.

CONCORD, N. H., APRIL 30, 1849.

Beginning with Shoe-Pegs—terminating with

subjects more magnificent.

Shoe Pegs.—The following, interesting sketch

of a factory where one thousand bushels of pegs

are made annually, at Vienna Village, Kennebec

county, is from the Maine Farmer:

"The logs are sawed into blocks of suitable

length for fhe pegs, and the ends are planed

smooth. Grooves are then cut on the ends of

these blocks, crossing each other at right an-

gles, and these form the points of the pegs.

They are then separated by splitting the blocks,

a knife being introduced between each row of

points, corresponding with the grooving. All

these operations are performed by the machinery

with the utmost precision and celerity. The

pegs are then bleached, dried and prepared for

the market. We do not know what further im-

provements can he made in the manufacture of

shoe-pegs. We recollect the time when the

' sons of Crispin ' made their own pegs—split-

ting them from the block, anil pointing them

with the shoe-knife. The machinery in the

above establishment, we will venture to say, is

capable of turning off more pegs in one day than

all the shoe-makers in the State could make in

the old way in the same time, while the machine

pegs are altogether superior. The machinery

here used was invented and patented by a New
Hampshire Yankee.

'• Mr. Thomas C. Norris, the proprietor of this

factory, informed us that since September last,

he had sent one hundred and twenty-seven bar-

rels of shoe-pegs and pins for cabinet work to

Manchester, England. He has further orders

from the same place, which he is unable to sup-

ply at present, in consequence of the water be-

ing so low in the stream that he could not keep

his works in operation through the winter."

The village at Meredith Bridge, one of the

most flourishing in prospect in New England, as

it is most beautiful in location, may claim the

right of precedence in the manufacture of shoe-

pegs: the establishment in Maine is but an ema-

nation from this greater establishment in New

Hampshire. We will hardly dare to say how

many bushels of shoe-pegs are daily turned out

at Meredith—quite as many as bushels of meal

ground in the rapidly turned stones of a modern

grist mill. Our information is that as many as

two tons of pegs a day are made at Meredith

Bridge, and such is the rapid increase of the

boot and shoe manufacture in New England thai

all the pegs manufactured under the New Hamp-

shire Yankee patent will be consumed as fast as

they are made.

Shoe-pegs are an item of manufacture pre-

senting a clear gain from materials of our own

soil : no wood is better for shoe-pegs than white

birch and poplar, both of which until of late have

been considered of little value either for fuel or

timber. All the trees around Gunstock and Os-

sipee mountains and the Red Hill and other less

prominent hills and intervening valleys central

in New Hampshire, are becoming more and

more valuable. The shoe-peg manufacture at

Meredith will raise the price of white birch and

poplar up to the point of the highest estimated

woods for timber.

Meredith Bridge may also be noticed for an-

other New Hampshire Yankee patented inven-

tion, which may call for the saving of woods not

deemed even of value for fuel : artificial legs are

there made so much in the tone and spirit of the

living natural leg that the wearer who has been

deprived of that great aid to man is said to ex-

perience little or no inconvenience in using as

the other good leg. This manufacture of legs

at Meredith, from the increasing demand vvhere-

ever the value of the invention has been known

is already considerable—enough to give the high-

ly ingenious inventor and patentee as much busi-

ness (and we hope as much money) as he de-

serves.

Meredith Bridge village has also lately added

to its other business that of the manufacture of

railroad cars, which will give employment to

several hundred people. The village is extend-

ing since the railroad has reached there so as to

make that and the Lake village one continuous

settlement. The two villages, soon to become

one, are located on each side of the stream part-

ly in Meredith and partly in Gilford. The two

towns lie along side the unsurpassed fine sheet

of water, the largest body in New England of

interior fresh water, the Winnipissiogee lake,

embracing the south-west arch of the lake.

At Sanbornton Bridge, twenty miles out of

Concord, the Boston and Montreal railroad takes

the valley of the Winnipissiogee river, one of

the most steady and stable streams for water

power to be found in this country. Crossing

this stream once or twice the railroad passes be-

yond the old Union bridge over the head of the

Sanbornton bays which extend to the north

some ten miles, being the mark of division be-

tween Sanbornton and Meredith : the fine hill

farms of both towns on either side and in its

whole extent overlook the larger bay. Between

this and the lake is another hay in Meredith of

considerable extent, connecting itself with the

main lake at Wier's bridge, five miles above

Meredith Bridge and uniting Meredith and Gil-

ford. Either of these hays is of sufficient size to

be regarded as a lake of note in almost any

other region. Beyond Wier's bridge comes
down the Meredith neck, running several miles

into the lake : then comes, further north after

passing Centre Harbor, the Moultoiiborough

neck running down into the lake. Both of these

necks, as does Long island and several other

islands, contain valuable farms, and other good

lands yet to be cleared.

The railroad from Meredith and Lake villages

pursues its course first along the westerly shore

of the Meredith bay, then passing near Wier's

bridge, takes the lake shore to Meredith village,

ten miles above the bridge, wher it rises above

the level first of another pond or lake discharg-

ing itself into the Winnipissiogee and making

in its few feet fall a most eligible water power

for various manufacturing purposes at the vil-

lage. This fine body of water bears the unbe-

coming cognomen of Measly pond. A rise of

some fifty to a hundred feet is encountered for

the railroad between this and the Long pond

which discharges itself in the same channel

with the Squam lake into the Pemigewasset river

at Holderness village, four miles below Plymouth.

A perpendicular height of several hundred feet
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south of the railroad comes down almost direct-

ly over the Long pond : into the granite rook at

this ledge uu excavation is made for the passage

of the railroad. The rise and fall all the way
over the route of the Boston and Montreal rail-

road to Rnmney, and from thence l>y VVentvvorth

and Warren, over the Benton meadows, and

down the Oliverian valley, is the merest trifle.

No where does the elevation exceed fifty feet to

the mile, and this only in two such short distan-

ces as to make them no obstacle. Taking the

nearest course either by Wait's river to Montpc-

lier, or by St. Johnsbury and Lyndon more di-

rect to the Canada line, no route so near or so

easy of access from Boston to Montreal will

compare with this easy way. The expense of

building this road thus far has been less as the

ground has been abundantly more favorable than

the best.

At Plymouth the railroad turning a little more

westerly takes its course up the valley of Baker's

river: it is most remarkable that this valley in

the midst of magnificent mountains is so situated

that upon the margin of the river the railroad

preserves an entire level without a single turn

in a straight direction of between six and seven

miles. Over this level westward as well as along

the distance south-easterly of more than twenty

miles by Loud pond and Measley pond on the

shore of the lake almost down to Meredith vil-

lage, may the whole course of the railroad as

well as Wiunipissiogee lake in its entire length

be overlooked from the Pleasant mountain situa-

te I four miles out of Plymouth.

The excavation of the road now nearly finish-

ed will enable the directors to complete the Bos-

ton and Montreal railroad well on its way to

Connecticut river as far as Rumney the present

summer. The business and receipts of this road

with its extension, first from Sanbornton to Mer-

edith Bridge, thence to Lake village last fall, and

to Meredith village this winter, have been far in

excess of the highest calculations of its friends.

We took this course to Haverhill, N. H., early in

April—when the travelled roads were in the

most wretched condition, encountering a stage

ride at night of over forty miles, for the purpose

of seeing the railroad as far as completed.

Branching off as it soon must to Conway in that

direction to the White Mountains, and perhaps

up the Pemigewnsset in another direction by the

Old Man of the Mountain and the Frunconia

notch,—opening to Connecticut river in an ex-

tent of nearly half of the whole length of Ver-

mont—opening also by the Coos country to the

Portland and Montreal railroad, the Boston and

Montreal road is destined to become one of the

most profitable as it will be the most inviting

road for summer travel in the whole country. It

leads to the very heart of the "Switzerland of

America." ^^^
From the Cheraw (S. C.) Gazette.

Agricultural Letter from General Washington.

We are indebted to the kindness of an old

friend for the following valuable document— val-

uable not only because of the revered source

from which it emanates, but because it affords

many excellent lessons from an able and practi-

cal farmer. It is, too, strongly characteristic of

the American hero. We see here the exercise

in private life of that attention to detail, that in-

flexible devotion to order and discipline, which

bo eminently marked the public character of

Washington. No one can read this letter with-

out Becing at once that the writer was an indus-

trious, sound, practical farmer. He whose in-

domitable energy bad given freedom to the

world, did not esteem the most minute details of

agriculture unworthy his attention.

It will probably surprise the reader to find

General Washington insisting upon the use of

harrows and cultivators in the culture of his

corn. This we have been accustomed to plume

ourselves upon as a much more modern inven-

tion.

The letter, directed to his overseers, is taken

from the manuscript copy in Washington's own
hand writing, and, as we are informed, now ap-

pears in print for the first time:

Philadelphia, July 14, 1793.

Gentlemen: It being indispensably necessary
that I should have some person at Mount Vernon
through whom 1 can communicate my orders,

who will see that those orders are executed, or,

if not obeyed, who will inform me why they are

not: who will receive the weekly reports and
transmit them; receive money and pay it; and,

in general, to do those things which do not ap-

pertain to any individual overseer, I have sent

my nephew, Mr. Howell Lewis, (who lives with
me here,) to attend to them, until I can provide
a manager of established reputation in these

matters. You will, therefore, pay due regard to

such directions as you may receive from him,
considering them as coming immediately from
myself. But that you may have a general know-
ledge of what I expect from you, 1 shall convey
the following view which I have of the business
committed to your charge, as it appears to me,
and direct you to govern yourself by it, as I am
persuaded nothing inconsistent therewith will be
ordered by Mr. Lewis without authority from me
to depart from it.

1st. Although it is almost needless to remark
that the corn ground at the farm you overlook
ought to be kept clean and well ploughed, yet,

because not oidy the goodness of that crop de-

pends upon such management, but also the

wheat crop which is to succeed it, I cannot for-

bear urging the propriety and necessity of the

measure in very strong terms.
2d. The wheat is to be got into the barns or

into stacks as soon as it can be done with any
sort of convenience, that it may not (especially

wheat, which is subject to injury by bad weather)

sustain loss in shocks; and because the shattered

grain in fields may be beneficial to the stock
;

but no bogs are to be put on stubble fields in

which grass seeds were sown last fall, winter, or

spring ; other stock, however, may be turned

on them, as it is rooting that would be prejudi-

cial.

3d. The whole swamp, from the road from

Mauley's bridge up to the lane leading to the

new barn, is to be got into the best and most
complete order for sowing grass seeds in August,

or, at the furthest, by the middle of September.
The lowest and wettest part thereof is to be

sown with timothy seed alone. All the other

parts of it are to be sown with timothy and clo-

ver seeds mixed. The swamp on the other side

of the aforesaid lane (now in corn and oats) is to

be kept in the best possible order, that the part

not already sown with grass seeds may receive

them this autumn (as soon as the corn can be

taken off with safety) or in the spring, as cir-

cumstances shall dictate.

No exertions or pains are to be spared at

Dogne run to get the swamp from Mauley's

bridge up to the meadow above, and the two en-

closures in the mill swamp, in the highest order

for grass, to be sown in the time and manner
above mentioned ; but, that no more may be at-

tempted than can be executed well, proceed iu

the following order with them, accordingly as

the weather may happen to be ; for this must be

consulted, as dry weather will answer to work
in the low parts best, whilst the higher grounds

may be worked at any time.

1st. Begin with the swamp from Manley's

bridge, and gel all that is not already in grass

well prepared for it, and indeed sown. 2d. That
part of the low meadow on the mill run which
lies between the old bed of it and the race and
within the fences. 3d. After this is done, take

that part of enclosure above (which was in corn
last year) lying between the ditch and Fence No.
1, up and down to cross fences. 4th. Then go
over the ditch, and prepare slipe after slipe us
the ditch runs from the one cross fence to the
other, and continue to do this as long as the sea-
son will be good or the seed can be sown with
propriety and salety.

1 conceive that the only way to get these
grounds in good order and with expedition is to
give them one good ploughing and then to tear
them to pieces with heavy barrows. Whether
it be necessary to cut down and take oft' (he
weeds previous to these workings can be decid-
ed better by experiments on the spot than by reas-
oning on it at a distance. My desire is that the
ground shall be made perlectly clean, and luid

down smooth, without which meadows will al-

ways be foul, much grass left in them, and many
scythes broken iu cutting what is taken oft".

4th. The buckwheat which has been sown
for manure ought io be ploughed in the moment
a sufficiency of seed is ripe to stock the ground
a second time; otherwise, so far from its ans-
wering the purpose of manure, it will become
an exhauster. For this reason, if the ploughs
belonging to the farm are unable to turn it in

time, those of Muddy hole, Dogue run, and
Union farm must combine to do it, the work to

be repaid by the farm which receives the benefit

as soon as the work is accomplished thereat.

5th. Where clover and timothy seeds are mix-
ed and sown together, allow five pints of the first

and three of the latter to the acre ; and where
timothy only is sown, allow four quarts to the
acre. Let the seed be measured in the propor-
tions here allotted, and put into a half bushel,

and the half bushel filled with sand or dry earth,

and extremely well mixed together in your own
presence, or by yourself, which will answer two
good purposes, viz : 1st, to prevent theft, for seeds

thus viixed would not sell; and, 2dly, the seeds-
man being accustomed to sow a bushel of wheat
to the acre, would he at no loss to cast a bushel
of this or any thing else regularly on that quan-
tity of ground.

6th. It is expected you will begin to sow wheat
early in August, and in ground perfectly clean
and well ploughed. I would have, and do ac-
cordingly direct, that not less than five pecks of
seed be sown on each acre. The plan of the

farm over which you look is given to Mr. Lewis,
from which the contents of each field may be
known. And it is my express direction that ev-

ery watch and the best attention may be given
to see that this quantity actually is put in

; for I
have strong suspicions (but this ought not to be hint-

ted to ihtm) that the seedsmen help themselves to a
pretty large toll.

7th. As soon as you have done sowing, and
even before, if it can be done conveniently, you
are to set heartily about threshing or treading

the wheat, and as fast as it is got out to have it

delivered at the mill or elsewhere, according to

directions. The longer this business is delayed,

the more waste and embezzlement will there be of
the crop. The wheat is to be well cleaned, the

chaff and light wheat are to be properly taken

care of for the horses or other stock, and the

straw stacked and secured as it ought to be

against weather and other injuries; and, until

the whole be delivered, it will require your con-

stant and close attention.

8th. The oats at the farm you overlook are, I

presume till cut. In that case, let all scythes,

and cradles, and rakes which you have received

be delivered over to the mansion house ; or, if

you choose to keep them against next harvest,

you must be responsible for them yourself.

9th. The presumption also is, that the flax is

ere this pulled. Let it be well secured, and at a

proper season stripped of its seed and spread to

rot. During this operation let it be often turned

and examined, that it he not overdone or receive

injury in any other respect by lying out too

long.

10th. Get the cleanest and best wheat for seed,

and that which is freest from onions. I would

have about one-third of my whole crop sown
with the common wheat; one-third with the

white ; and the other third with the yellow

bearded wheat. The overseers (with Davy, as

he knows the state of his own farm and the

quality of wheat which grows upon it) may meet
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and decide among themselves whether it would

be best to have some of each of these sons on

every farm ; or, in order more effectually to pre-

vent mixture, to have one sort only on a farm.

In the latter case, the cutting of that which ri-

pens first, and so on, most be accomplished by

the force of all the farms instead of each doing

bis own work. If the seed on one farm was to

be sown on another, especially if seed which

grew on a light soil was to be sown on a stift

one, and that which grew on a stiff one sown on

a light ground, advantages would unquestionably

result from it.

J lth. The potatoes at the mansion house must

be worked by the ploughs from Union farm, and,

when this is required, it would be best, 1 con-

ceive, to accomplish the work in a day.

13th. It is expected that the fences will be

made secure, and no damage permitted within

them by creatures of any kind, or belonging to

anybody— mine any more than others.

13th." The greatest attention is to be paid to

stocks of all kinds on the farms; and the most

that can be made on the manure and litter.

They are to be counted regularly, that no false

reports may be made ; and missing ones, if any,

hunted for until found, or the manner of their

going can be accounted for satisfactorily.

14th. A weekly report, as usual, is to be hand-

ed to Mr. Lewis. In this report, that 1 may know
better how the work goes on, mention when you

begin to plough, hoe, or otherwise work in the

field, and when that field is finished. The in-

crease, decrease, and change to be noted as here-

tofore—and let me ask :

loth. Why are the corn harrows thrown aside, or

so little used, that 1 rarely of late see or hear of their

being at work. I have been run to very considerable

expense in providing these and other implements for

myfarms ; and, to my great mortification and inju-

ry, find, generally speaking, tluit wherever they were

last used they remain, if not stolen, till required

again; by which means they, as well as the

carts, receive so much injury from the wet wea-

ther and the heat of the sun as to be unfit for

use ; to repair or supply the place of which with

new ones my carpenters (who ought to be other-

wise employed) are continually occupied in these

jobs. Harrows, after the ground is well broken,

would certainly weed and keep the corn clean

with more ease than the ploughs. I hope, there-

fore, they will be used. And it is my express

orders that the greatest care he taken of the tools

of every kind, carls, and plantation implements,

in future ; for I can no longer submit to the losses

I am continually sustaining by neglect.

16th. There is nothing I more ardently desire,

nor indeed is there any more essential to my
permanent interest than the raising of live fences

on proper ditches or banks
;
yet nothing has ever

been, in a general way, more shamefully neglect-

ed or mismanaged; for, instead of preparing the

ground for the reception of the seed, and weed-
ing and keeping the plants clean after they come
up, the seeds are hardly scratched into the

ground, and are suffered to be smothered by

the weeds and grass if they do come up; by

which means the expense 1 have been at in pur-

chasing and sending the seeds, (generally from
Philadelphia,) together with the labor, such as it

is, that has been incurred, is not only lost, but

(and which is of more importance to me) season

after season passes away, and 1 am as far from

the accomplishment of my object as ever. I men-
tion the matter thus fully to show how anxious 1

atu that all the seeds which have been sown or

planted on the banks of the ditches should be

properly attended to, and the deficient spots

made good, if you have or can obtain the means
for doing it.

17lh. There is one thing that 1 must caution

you against, (without knowing whether there be
cause to charge you with it or not,) and that is,

not to retain any of my 7iegroes who are able and fit

to work in the crop in or about your own house for-

your own purposes. This 1 do not allow any
overseer to do. A small hoy or girl lor the pur-
pose of fetching wood or water, tending a child,

or some such thing, I do not object to ; but so
soon as they are able to work out I expect to

reap the benefit of their labor myself

18ih. Though last mentioned it is not of the

least importance, because the peace and good
government of the negroes depend upon it, and

not less so my interest and your own reputation.

I do, therefore, in explicit terms, enjoin it upon

you to remain constantly at home, (unless called

off by unavoidable business, or lo attend Divine

worship,) and to be constantly with your people

when there. There is no other sure way ofgetting

ivork ivell done bu negroes ; for, when an overseer's

back is turned, 'the 'most of them will slight their

work or be idle altogether, in which case correction

cannot retrieve either, but often produces evils

which are worse than the disease. Nor is there

any other mode than this to prevent thieving and

other disorders, the consequence of opportunities.

You will recollect that your time is paid for by

me, and if I am deprived of it, it is worse than

the robbing of my purse, because it is a breach

of trust, which any honest man ought lo hold

most sacred. You have found me, and you will

continue to find me, faithful to my part of the

agreement which was made with you, whilst

you are attentive to your part; but it is to be re-

membered that a breach on one side releases the

obligation on the other. //', therefore, it shall be

proved to me that you are absenting yourself from

the farm or the people ivithout just cause, 1 shall

hold myself no more bound to pay the wages than

you do to attend strictly to the charge which is en-

trusted to you by one who has every disposition lo

be your friend and servant,

GEO. WASHINGTON.

REMARKS.

We publish the foregoing, not so much to

commend Washington as a "sound practical

farmer," as to shew the process by which hun-

dreds and thousands of acres of the best soil

have become barren and useless under the slave

cultivation of the South.

No man in the nation sixty years ago was more

anxious than George Washington to keep up the

production of the country by improving the soil.

The virgin lands of the Virgin State at their first

opening, inviting the introduction of slave labor,

had made the agricultural calling a most profita-

ble and lucrative pursuit. Laid off in large

plantations, the early income of their English

owners created for ihem the great wealth which

made a proud and talented race. Soon it be-

came disreputable for any but slaves of the col-

ored race to labor in the soil with their own

hands. The. seeds of the degeneracy were sown

broadcast amidst the rising germs of a present

prosperity.

The tobacco crop was the first source of wealth

to Virginia as the tobacco crop was the first great

exhauster of the Virginia soil. Washington pos-

sessed in right of bis own inheritance, an exten-

sive fertile tract of land embracing the several

plantations named in the foregoing letter, con-

sisting of more than twelve thousand acres: be-

sides this large extent of territory -he occupied,

in the right of his wife who was a widow with

two children of whom he was the guardian,

other plantations lower down in Virginia. From

what we can learn of this excellent man and

patriot his income from the tobacco crop must

in his early life have been very considerable ; it

was all but sufficient to freight a ship for London

to which place he was wont to send out orders

as a return cargo for many of the comforts and

even elegancies of life.

It is remarkable that the value of the tobacco

crop of Virginia should at the most difficult crisis

of the revolutionary war furnish that assurance

of credit which alone enabled the country to

make its first loan of France for the sole tem-

porary means at the time of sustaining Inde-

pendence.

From the revolution may probably be dated

the decline of agricultural wealth in that glorious

commonwealth: Washington's estates at Mount

Vernon seem to have gone into decay at the

same time. His plantations undoubtedly suffer-

ed dilapidation from his long absence in the rev-

olutionary service. What must we think of his

anguish of thought in relation to his own private

affairs when, in his long absence, he was obliged

to exercise his wits to " prevent theft" and "em-

bezzlement" from those in his employ; and

when even his overseers would scarcely listen to

any suggestion of improvement he should make

where he had furnished the implements at a

large expense?

Our inferences from this letter of Washington,

despite of his watchful vigilance and thought

about the cultivation of his lands, can be no less

than that the whole would become what it has

become—stale, worn-out and unprofitable. The

Washington plantations, the twelve thousand

acres of land once so flourishing and profitable

to their proprietor—returning from Europe be-

fore the revolution the means of living in easy

affluence—do not at this lime yield more, if as

much as the pine barrens lying along our rivers

and around the lakes whose waters when at a

higher elevation left them at their present level.

At the time Washington wrote the above letter

the art of an improved agriculture was not well

understood even in Europe: if it was understood

at all, it was but little practised. Washington's

taste for agricultural improvement brought him

into correspondence with Sir Arthur Sinclair

and other farmer economists of that day ;
'"it

his letter discovers to us that he had grasped

but little of that science which enabled the great

farmer of Hot ham, the earl of Leicester, to

change sterile, worn-out lands into fruitful fields

in after times. It reflects great credit on the

improving system in England, that the Earl of

Leicester has taken up an extensive track of

sterile lands and converted them into fruitful

fields, improving his estates at a great profit, at

the same time the cultivation of those lands has

given employment lo hundreds of peasantry who

are thus enabled to live in comfort from the fruits

of the soil.

For almost the whole term <it' an active life

Washington was engaged in ihe public service

of the country. Seven years at the head of the

army of the revolution— personally the soul of

that revolution: in the intermediate term before

the adoption of the present constitution at the

head of affairs calling him from home—for eight

years our first President— the plantation business

in Virginia must have been good to enable him to

meet the expenses and support of the slave la-

bor necessary lo carry it forward.

Washington was absent one season as the pre-

siding officer and one of the master spirits who
formed the constitution at Philadelphia: in that

absence his journal proves that lie at no lime

lost sight of ihe means best applicable to the

cultivation of the soil. In journies and excur-

sions out from and around Philadelphia, thru as

now the garden spot of America, this subject as

a matter of observation was always uppermost

in his mind: in that absence he first learned the

use of buck-wheat to be ploughed in for the

renovation of the soil. This he seems to have

carried into effect four years afterwards.

It is not to bo wondered that indifferent crops

of hay should he procured from the lands upon

the Potomac. It might be discovered that the

fault lies more in the cultivation than in the soil.

As far as our observation has extended the depth

of ploughing in that country is even less than

the most shallow ploughing in New England.

Year after year the fields are turned up either
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for coin or some small grain with a single mule

I or horse, to the depth perhaps of three to five

inches upon the surface. Were it possible heav-

lily to manure such fields half of the stimulants

I would he lost in the first application : nay, the

I effect of highly stimulating manures will often

I be deleterious upon such land, assisting the

I drought of the hot sun to burn up ihe crop. All

I that is valuable eight inches below, if stirred

I and brought into action, would even assure n

crop, where nil must fail under the one-horse

I system of ploughing. No wonder this land is

I considered poor: the more manure there is put

I upon it, the more likely is the crop to fail. The
I substratum of this soil is generally a red clay,

I sometimes inclining to Band. Such soil we be-

; lieve to he the very best for any improvement.

r Willi buck-wheat (we like clover better) and

I lime or plaster in no very great quantity, the

I most inferior of this lands may be made as pro-

I Stable for a judicious investment of capital as

tin; best lands in the United States. Indeed in

I the first settlement of Virginia and Maryland

I those lands now considered so poor must have

I been as fine as the lands of the west which

I have opened so great a temptation to emigin-

I lion on account of their extraordinary fertility.

With a large field cultivated as the Virginia

plantations are in the negro manner, what could

f
be expected of the crop of hay " where clover

and timothy seeds are mixed and sown together,"

allosving "five pints of the first and three of the

I
latter to the acre"? Such seeding as this in

land more natural to the grasses in New Eng-
land would hardly he deemed sufficient: it might

perhaps be as much as a very thin soil would

bear. No considerable hay crop on land highest

manured could after the first year he expected

where the surface of the land had been skim-

med by the plough not over the depth of five

inches.

Washington at that early ilay paid considera-

ble attention to the live fences. We cannot find in

any part of the country that this mode of fencing

had been extensively resorted to; and we are

now entirely unable to present an opinion as to

their utility. Fencing of lands where stone wall

cannot be conveniently constructed is quite an

expense encroaching upon the income: good

fences around lands that yield but little are a

severe tax upon the income. We ought of right

to have such security from invasion of all culti-

vated fields as not to be obliged to fence them at

all. Pastures for cattle should be well fenced;

and if land was sometimes for cultivation and

sometimes for pasture, good fence around it

would he always indispensable. The live fences

we have seen in the State of Delaware are many

of them very beautiful : they must require con-

stant and persevering attention to make them

so—manuring perhaps to keep them up in a

uniform living action, and cropping and trim-

ming to keep them in shape. If Washington

succeeded in making live fences on the Mount

Vernon estates to any extent, we do not recollect

on any visit to that place having seen the fences

remaining. It is twelve or fourteen years since

we. visited Mount Vernon. The garden and

grounds on either front of the mansion had been

laid out in great taste: they must have been ex-

ceedingly beautiful when he lived. The orna-

mental garden at the side fronting opposite to

the Potomac was elegant down to the time ol

our first visit at Mount Vernon in 1817: it had

sadly changed sixteen years afterwards. Its

beautiful green houses were accidentally binned

on that cold night of (he year 1835 which pre-

sented the great conflagration of New York city.

If no change for ihe better has occurred in the
last ten years, the grounds about Mount Vernon
are but the sad memento of what they once
were. If Washington ever succeeded in his ex-

periment of live fences, there is now not a rem-
nant remaining to speak in commendation of the

praise-worthy act.

May we not attribute the close attention and
concern of Washington for Agriculture to that

pre-science which leads great minds further info

the future than others around them—looking in

advance to the time when his native Common-
wealth should lose its high character in ihe de-

terioration of the productions of mother earth

as the best and only true source of wealth ?

We accidentally encountered at Warner last

summer a colored soldier of the revolution nam-
ed Anthony Clark, now in his ninety-fifth year.

As much respected in that neighborhood as if

he was the best white man in the world, the aged
veteran has all the cheerfulness and much of the

activity of youth. He was twenty-five years
of age at the time of the battle of Lexington,

and sixty-four at the time of the passage of the

pension act of J8I8: he is the father of a num-
erous family of grown up daughters by a second
wife younger than himself, all born since he re-

ceived his annual pension of ninety-six dollars

per annum. He had no family previous to this,

having as he says no means of supporting them.
Born in the commonwealth of Massachusetts,

when Gen. Lafayette visited Concord in 1825, he
was among the soldiers of the revolution to do
him honor: he was deeply wounded because

Lafayette called him "African": not suffering

the supposed reproach to pass without a denial,

Clark procured the amende honorable by receiv-

ing from the hand of the illustrious visitor the

present of a dollar. He was of Gov. Brooks'

Massachusetts regiment, and was of the party

which accompanied Gen. Sullivan through the

Wyoming expedition. He served through the

war of the revolution and was present at the

surrender of Cornwal lis at Yorktown. Within
our recollection, when the annual State election

was more of a holiday than it is at present, An-
thony Clark and other colored men living in the

towns of this vicinity, then more numerous than

at this time, including several revolutionary sol-

diers—for the colored race of New England
fought well in resistance to British tyranny

—

used to make their appearance with the soldiers'

uniform parading under the march of drum and

fife. Anthony was then in his prime—he was a

musician, and playing on the violin he would

throw himself through the window outward up-

on his feet without losing time. Among his feats

here in former times under an uncommon elas-

ticity of body, was that of throwing the body

backward with head and feet at once touching

the ground. His movements even at this great

age are quick as the man of forty years.

Railroads.

In Massachusetts there are 32 finished rail-

roads of an aggregate length of 1,047 miles, of

which 217 miles are provided with a double

track. The average of their dividends last year

was 7j; per cent., in 1847 it exceeded 8 per cent.

The average speed of the passenger trains in

.Massachusetts has been 23.13 miles, and of the

freight trains 12.35 miles per hour. In New
York the average speed of the passenger trains

has not exceeded 13 miles per hour, but is fast
increasing.

In New York there are 982 miles of railroad,
average dividends 34 per cent, in 18-18, showing
these works in New York to be vastly less pro-
fitable than in Massachusetts. But the roads
many of them are being re-laid with good rail,

and their profits will vastly increase.

In Vermont and New Hampshire there are
about 500 miles of railroad finished and in pro-
gress.

In Connecticut there are 410 miles of railroad.
The average dividend last year was only about
two per cent.

The number of miles of finished railroad
throughout the Union is 6,500, and about as
much more in progress, at an uverage cost of
$30,000 per mile.

In England there are 4,500 miles of railroad
completed at an average cost of £150,000 per
mile, all of it with a double track. The gross
receipts of the English railroads in 1848 were
$52,000,000

;
the nett income or dividend 4i pet-

cent.

In England the average speed of the express
trains is 45 miles per hour, this speed is the rule
not the exception, some trains have been run at
the rate of 65 and some more. The older our
roads become, we will increase in speed, for wo
only want good tracks to equal England.—Scien-
ce American.

A chapter on the Shakers.

On the 15th April, 1849, died at Canterbury of
apoplexy after an illness of seventeen days, Jo-
seph Whitcher, at the age of 73 years. This
man was the son of Benjamin Whitcher, whose
connection with the Shakers dates from their

first establishment at Canterbury. We believe

Joseph was horn upon that ground then belon"
ing to his father, with other brothers and sisters,

which afterwards became the common property
of the first family. One brother of the Whitcher
name left them and married : of his children
three sisters who came with their mother to Can-
terbury are still resident there.

At the lime of our last gratifying visit at Can-
terbury, spending with the first family two days
over the Sabbath in August last, John Whitcher
accompanied the editor of the Visitor about the

premises: he was horn upon that ground, and of

the seventy years of his life we have known him
nearly forty. Every thing that is creditable to

humanity may be inferred from the character of
John Whitcher, who drew his first breath upon
that ground and received a highly finished edu-

cation there under his own self-instruction with

the liberal means which were furnished by the

generation before him who planted Shakerism in

New Hampshire : such men as Job Bishop and
Francis Winkley in many respects as to things

pertaining to this life, the true economy of living

and adaptation of means to their true ends, were

in advance of the age in which they lived. The
matrons of the Shaker societies in New Hamp-
shire, noiseless and unpretending, were fully

equal to the males of the association. We might

cite as a true sample of these people, Francis

Winkley and his wife, the father and mother of

a highly promising family at the medium age of

between thirty and forty years, from the convic-

tions of conscience eschewing the evils of the

outward world, taking up their cross, and spend-

ing more than forty years out of the natural con

dition of man and wife— with the most generous

affections to the world, and with the stronger af
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fections to the household of faith ;
so liberal to

the children that they carried to the society, after

fitting them with the capacity, as to give them

the voluntary choice in the pursuit of the busi-

ness of life: the sons of Deae. Winkley, of

whom we have often heard him speak with

pride, went forth into business as some of the

most enterprising. One of them as a successful

manufacturer at Amesbury, Massachusetts, lias

been well known.

Of John Whitcher, a child of this society, we

can speak as of our own knowledge. In the at-

tempt to array the authorities of the State against

the Shakers thirty years ago—in the attacks up-

on them< then by a " talented creature" woman,

who lives to this day and has not yet forgotten

her resentments backed by all the prejudices

which ignorance had engendered from suspicion,

and by all the hostility which the arts of men of

more enlightened professional practice could

bring into the warfare ; in this warfare upon

them, John Whitcher was found with the pen of

a ready writer to be fully equal to the conflict.

With the sword and spear of truth, his arm was

mighty in an array of facts and arguments which

fully exonerated them from the false charges

then made, and which effectually closed the

mouths of the slanderers who had belied them.

Strange it may be considered that, after a lapse

of more than the fourth of a century, these "ob-

solete" false charges, almost letter for letter and

word for word, should be revived to the beget-

ting and propagating to a new generation "that

knew not Joseph," a prejudice and an injustice,

if possible, still more aggravated, than those

which Whitcher had allayed and driven from

the field with the keen satire of talent not less

than by the force of truth.

The Shakers have always been the friends of

toleration : no denomination of Christians in the

State were better pleased than the noble frater-

nity at Canterbury and Enfield then living, at

the passage by the State Legislature of the Tole-

ration law of 1819: by the generation which has

been born since, it would now be scarcely cred-

ited that up to that time every taxable inhabitant

was compelled to pay his money for the support

of the clergymen of the prevailing denomina-

tion of Christians, whether he agreed with them

or not. Not only Shakers, but Baptists, Metho-

dists, Universalists, considered themselves as

among the persecuted for conscience sake. It is

well for the credit of our jurisprudence, that the

cases in court of persecution for conscience sake

do not now exist in print in the shape of law

reports.

John Whitcher, although educated under all

the supposed prejudices of Shaker exclusion,

was the man to seek for truth wherever it could

be found—he could not be caught up and car-

ried away by every impulsive enthusiasm. In a

beautiful grove at Allenstowu more than twenty

years ago, the editor of the Visitor attended a

Methodist camp meeting. The old preachers

who had caught the spirit of Whitfield and Wes-
ley—men of impulse, some of whom were hard-

ly scholars enough to write their own names and

who of course preached from no written notes

—

were the men to manage a camp meeting. A
veteran preacher from Cape Cod in Massachu-
setts took the stand: he had converted perhaps
thousands by his persuasive eloquence, by the

song of the syren charming most sweetly. John
Whitcher with another Shaker brother was there,

more for argument than passion, to listen to the

voices of the speakers—he had travelled twenty

miles to hear preaching from those not of his

denomination. The thousands of the camp

meeting were enchanted by the Cape Cod

preacher: they drew up to the stand, hundreds

falling upon their knees. John Whitcher and

his Shaker brother with the writer of this article

found themselves standing at some rods distance

from the moved up outside, listening all of us to

the voice raised to a pitch loud enough to be

heard far beyond us. After the sermon was fin-

ished it became a matter of no little merriment

that the strictly staid and consciencious Shaker

should have been as immovable as the man who

at that period had perhaps been wrought upon

by no artificial religious impulse.

John Whitcher, up to this lime is a preacher

occasionally in the religious services of the Sha-

kers on Sunday ; but, free from superstition, he

has been of great advantage as the schoolmaster

at Canterbury, teaching and making of the or-

phans who have been there brought up some of

the best educated business men of the State.

His talent has shown itself in preparing others

to take up and instruct a new generation.

Of his three nieces at Canterbury, (and the

other two highly qualified as leading in the busi-

ness of household management,—"seeking wool

and flax and working willingly with their hands,"

their works " praising them in the gates,") Mary

Whitcher, as the polished, persevering instructor

of female orphans, has scarcely found her equal

even among the most celebrated Sisters of Char-

ity of the Catholic communion, whom these sis-

ters at Canterbury and Enfield in many respects

resemble. Mary has indeed exhibited evidence

that in her calling she had taken the " better

part" to which her talents were adapted.

Neither John Whitcher nor his niece is at

present the immediate instructor of some fifty

youth, orphans and destitute, under twelve years

of age, who have recently been taken to the first

family at Canterbury to be brought up as child-

ren should be, in those habits of purity and in-

dustry which shall reach the walks of future life,

whether they shall go again forth to the world

or remain voluntarily with the people who have

treated them with this great goodness. None
but contented adults—none but such as volunta-

rilary choose the crown by taking up their cross

—can or will long remain as the inmates of the

Shaker association.

We cannot better illustrate the meaning of the

self-denial of the Shakers than by taking the

case of Peter Ayer of Canterbury : he is now
eighty-nine years of age, and neither the firm-

ness of his limbs nor the fire of his eye has as

yet abated : he was born at Voluntown, Connec-

ticut, and joined this people at Canterbury sixty-

nine years ago. This man in that time has ex-

hibited an amazing personal vigor in the pursuit

of the business of the family. He has been in suc-

cessive winters a hunter of foxes with dogs and

gun following up on rackets many miles in the

deep snow : he has had work within doors, as is

the common practice of the Shakers in rainy or

foul weather—he has within the last ten years

laid many rods of stone wall on a distant adja-

cent farm lately purchased, working alone with

the aid only of a yoke of oxen. The farm lies

at the distance of a mile, going to it through en-

closed pasture grounds. Here the contrivance

of Peter was to see and take care of his oxen

and cows, his heifers, steers and calves, while on

his way to and from his work. Peter Ayer said

to us that he took up his cross and crucified the

flesh before he became a Shaker ; that he had

waged war against the world, the flesh and the

devil; that all the time, while in solitary work,

his heart was after the gospel. " Every man
that has hope (said he) purifies himself as Christ

is pure." Deac. Winkley, who had gone to his

rest, was a year and a half older than himself:

he was a man better qualified to do common
business and look after concerns abroad ; but he

,

said "the Deacon was ahead of him only in out-

ward things—there was never superiority in the,

old family or idea of superiority."

The church at Canterbury, built fifty-seven

years ago, preserves the same freshness as it had

in 1809, when we first attended the Shaker wor-

ship in it. The original shingles upon the build-

ing, as they are upon dwelling houses built in

1794, are yet in a state of good preservation.

This church is not sufficiently capacious lo hold

all the worshippers at the same time. At the

time of our last visit the two upper families at-

tended the open worship of the forenoon to

which spectators from abroad were admitted ; and

the first family at the place of the church loca-

tion worshipped afterwards on the same day.

Through the day, with Mr. Southvvorth and wife,

then on a visit from New York, we had the priv-

ilege of three exercises, two of them out of the

church, all of which were truly gratifying.

The second wife, much younger than himself,

of Mr. Soulhworth, was a Miss Blinn of Provi-

dence, R. I. They came to the Shakers from

New York city, where Mr. Southworth is pursu-

ing editorial labors in a weekly newspaper, to

visit Mrs. S's younger brother, Henry Clay Blinn,

now about twenty-one years old, who at the age

of about fourteen, his father being dead, obtain-

ed the consent of his widowed mother to come
and live with the Shakers at Canterbury, on the

strength of the assurance of David Parker whom
he met at Providence that he should be treated

there to his satisfaction. He had not only been

satisfied there, but he had in the time obtained at

the Shakers such an education as qualified him
to become the eminent schoolmaster of the flock.

We have no room to go a; length into the details

of a Sunday morning exercise of some twenty

boys under twelve years of age who were under

the charge of young Blinn. In manners and in

morals nothing human within our observation

ever exceeded these youth, some of whom had

been wrested from the very gutters of ignorance,

and all of whom, in poverty at home, found a

more improved, if not easier condition with the

Shakers. Every thing here useful in schools

had been taught these boys; and not the least

important were the moral and religious lessons

which on this Sabbath occasion were by them

repeated. Of the boys present, each of whom i

gave a familiar account of his parentage, birth

and age, recalling the events and the treatment

which had made them happy and contented at

their present home, Mr. Blinn presented the fol-

lowing list:

Andrew Jackson Moore, bom at Portsmouth, aged 13yrs.

Benjamin Cummins Freeman, born at N. Y. city, " 13 ''

Charles Stephenson, born at Washington, D. C, " 12 ''

Albert W. S. Davis, born at Providence, R. I ,
"12 "

Daniel Merrill, born at Pictou, N. S., " 12 "

James Volney Chase, born at Pittsfield, " 12 "

Thomas Russell Shute, horn at Boston, Mass., '• 11 "

Jesse A. Davis, born at Providence, R. I ,
" 10 "

Charles Jerald, born at Concord, " 10 "

James Rodman, born at New Orleans, La., " 9 "

James Shepard, born at Amherst, " 9 "

John Robinson, born at ISewburyport, Mass., •' y "

Charles Wesley Main, born at Philadelphia, Pa., " S "

John Matthew, born at Portsmouth, " 8 -;
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For uniform decency of Lehavior as in dress,

with faces of manly soberness in the mixture of

youthful innocence with a gravity of intellect

that would have done credit to faces of men,

these boys cotdd not be excelled. The specta-

tators, strangers to Shaker education and Shaker

practices (and anion;; them the sister of young

Blinn) were delighted at this exhibition. She

came not in vain to see this brother who when

he parted with her a boy himself of the age of

his pupils, had become the man with all the

qualifications of a first rate teacher.

If the gratification was great at the exhibition

of the young man and his school in the morning,

higher still was the intellectual treat after the

church service of the afternoon in the exercises

of some twenty females, from the age of thirteen

down to that of two years, who went through

the labors of their accustomed Sabbath worship.

Children as they were all, every one, down to

the prattling infant of two years, was a lady in

manners and motion. There was not in this

gathering any thing of carelessness or rudeness,

bashfulness or indifference or disobedience,

which we accustom ourselves to meet in the

schoolroom of young children: obedience and

cheerfulness shone in every face. Affected to tears

to hear the recitals of these children each of whom
repeated a personal narrative in rhyme of what

they were and what they had become— finding

the destitution, some of parents and all of them

of means of living, made up to repletion where

they now are—we warmed otirself into the con-

viction that female innocence would all but

make female perfection on earth. The school of

females was under the direction of two young

women— beautiful specimens of the fair laces

and polished minds which adorn the granite hills

of New Hampshire ;—women who, denying

themselves those associations with the other sex

to which nature prompts with a strong hand, are

the polished granite not entirely rejected and dis-

used, but who act their parts in a provoking sep-

aration from the youth to whose association na-

ture alone would urge them perhaps even to a

more useful purpose than that of rearing families

who may or may not conduce lo the sum of hu-

man happiness. The female school was under

the direction of two young ladies, our hasty

memorandum having escaped us, only one of

whose names we can now repeat. These two

persons were the instructed children of Mary

Whiicher, whose works follow her in an ability

to put the finishing polish upon females that

makes them as nearly perfect on earth as beings

of God's creation can be made. The only name

we have of the two lady pupils of Mary Whiteh-

er, as distinguished for talent as her uncle John

and even now more comely than we might ex-

pect a single, woman of forty, is Dorothy Durgin,

daughter of William Durgin of Sanhornton who

was brought up, instructed and qualified here as

an accomplished teacher. It was, we believe,

Dorothy Durgin, whose elegant manners and

beautiful lace might almost tempt any one of the

other sex from his propriety, who led in the in-

struction of the twenty girls, beautiful children

often and twelve year--, who were under her

charge. Each child heir, as in the male class,

heard in the morning, gave account of themselves

in nursery rhymes probably composed "by their

instructors. At the request of the editor made

to one of the sisters, we were presented with the

following, which were repeated as with one

voice by all the females of the school. The po-

etry from (he nature of the case might be expec-

ted to be homely: we think it decidedly better

than much of the poetry that passes for good in

some of our magazines and modern novels:

[The following lines, repeated by the children in

the Lower Family, Canterbury, New Hampshire,

were copied by request for Isaac Hill, August

11, 1848:

How could any children enjoy themselves better

Than we, who are gathered to this pretty fold

—

Taught meekness, taught kindness, and lo love one an-

other,

And all that is needful we seem to be told :

We know we are blest beyond many children

—

Here we have warm houses, good clothing and food

;

But not altogether for the purpose of living

Are we gathered here, but to daily grow good.

We're taught how to read, how to spell and to cypher,

To write, English grammar, geography, loo,

To sew and to knit and to mend up our garments,

And many more things we are taught how to do :

We're taught to improve every talent we have given

In service lo God ; so we dance and we sing,

Our hands and our feel we give in devotion

As well as our voices to honor our King.

We're taught to be neat, lo be prudent and saving,

For God gives us all the good things we enjoy

;

And we have a plenty while many are wanting,

So not the least thing should we wasle or destroy.

We're taught to respect our natural parents

—

To honor superiors and treat equals kind,

And if we are haughty, ungrateful or slothful,

'Tis because precious counsel we neglect to mind.

We know we are favored beyond many children

Who run in the streets and have little that's good,

Who suffer lor counsel, for learning and clothing,

And many, (we're told) suffer greatly for food.

So let us be thankful, each dear litile sister,

for what we enjoy, and obey what we're taught,

Thai we may repay our faithful kind teachers,

And Ihey may be thankful that we were here brought.

The most interesting spectacle of all was that

to which we were called when on the point of

leaving them on Monday forenoon: it was that

of a class of six infant boys, four, five and six

years old, under the charge of the sister Sally

Miller, herself brought up with the Shakers, and

at this time forty-three years old. These child-

ren were instructed to make the work of sewing

and knitting a pastime; and their work was done

with all that perfection and completeness which

are so peculiar to the Shakers. That we might

not be mistaken about the character of their

work, we purchased two pairs of the woolen

stockings adapted to our own wearing and a pair

of well manufactured checked pocket handker-

chiefs which these children bad hem-stitched.

At the same time the children did this work, they

were being taught reading and spelling. The
names of the boys were as follows:

John Holland, born at Plaistow, aged 6 years.

David Proctor Campbell, burn at Hampton, aged 6 "

Edward Grover, born at Worcester, Mass., " G "

Abraham Libbey, born at Norlhtield, " b "

Nathan Kills, born at Springfield, " 4 "

Henry Campbell, born at Maiden, Mass
,

" 4 "

Charles Shepard, born at Amherst, " 5 "

The following were repeated by the little boys:

ihivid Proctor Campbell.

I've a father and mother, and one lilllc brother,

A second I had—{he is dead)

Who came here with me the Shakers to see,

Of whom wc had oftentimes heard.

If one little child was ever beguiled

By the hours of life sweetly passing,

II surely is me, for I, like the bee,

Sip honey at eve, noon, and morning.

Here sisters, who're kind to body and mind,

My every want do attend,

And here 1 am happy in each liltle duty

By being obedient and kind.

I sing, read and spell, learn lo sew and knit well-
Do often go out in the field.

The orchards and gardens, the meadows and pastures,

And pick the fine tilings which they yield.

I thank my dear father and kind tender mother
For this pretty home with the just;

I'll strive to repay in some future day
The debt I now owe and still must.

1 love to be sporting with playmates so loving :

My dear little brothers and me
Do take so much comfort, how can we but show it,

And pleased with our homes always be ?

O, is it not pretty to [cam such a ditty

Instead of some vain wicked play ?

Some good thing be learning instead of contending,
That 1 may grow wiser each day ?

Edward Augustus Grover.

My name is Edward Augustus Grover

—

Was four when I came here

—

Born in town and county of Worcester,
Eighteen forty-two the year

—

Was brought here by my parents

A happy home to share,

They were firm and zealous advents,

But took of me good care :

I love my father and mother,

And mean to be so good

That they can love their little son

They've given to the Lord.

I love my little brothers,

To them I will be kind

—

I'll condescend to others,

No fault with any find :

So I shall be beloved

By all, both old and young,

And often shall be praised

By those I dwell among
Is not Ih is right and pretty

For such a little child

.
To imitate the Saviour,

Be harmless, simple, mild 1

Charles Shepard.

My name it is Charles Shepard, in Amherst I was born,
December the eleventh in the county of Rockingham :

(Hillsborough)

Born eighteen forty-two, my age was some past three
When 1 came from New Boston to the North Family

;

1 was not hardly four when to the church I came.
But now I am some more; and much I love my home.
I love and thank my father for letting me come here
With fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters near and dear :

I have three natural brothers, Robert, James and George
Have also several sisters with whom I'll serve the Lord .

1 love my playmates well : they're kind and loving too—
With them 1 read and spell , and learn to knit and sew,
And tho' my name is Shepard, I'll be a little lamb-
Keep in the fold contented, for happy here 1 am.

John Holland.

My name is John Holland, and this I relate

I was born in Plaistow, New Hampshire State,

I'm six years old and over—born November 2d day
In eighteen hundred forty-one, in Rockingham county.
When a year and eight months old my parents brought
me here

And placed me in this fold under believers' care;

Now 1 will be an honest child and learn what good I can,
That all may love and bless me when 1 grow up a man.

Nathan Fills.

My name is Nathan Filts, I now am five years old

—

Was little more than two when brought here 1 am told.

In Springfield town was born, in county of Sullivan,

December the filth morn, named for my grandfather Na-
than :

I have an older sister, Fransina is her name,

Her age was some past six ^hen to this place we came.
I've one more lilllc sister, dear Ednah, she is small,

Tho' I've no natural brothers, my males 1 brothers call.

My parents both were Advents, ihey'd shout and praise

the Lord,

And kinder natural parents the earth could not afford.

1 thank my tender parents for this my privilege here,

And love my kind instructress for all her lender care.

A pleasant liltle Shaker I ever mean to be

—

A pretty lillle peace-maker, a babe of purity.

I love and bless you, father, for giving me up free
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That in this place through him I may protected be :

And for jour care, k.nd mother, which I have ever shared.

My little heart shall tender goodness in days ahead.

I'm happy and contented, as a little boy could be,

And kindly led and clothed, as you perhaps may see.

Henry Campbell.

I know I'm small and very young, and need parental care,

And kindest friends 1 am among who Teed with pleasant

fare,

They leach me to be very good wherever I may be,

And tell tha. there is a God who all my works can see

O! what kind friends, such pains to take with little liny

ones

And always labor for their sake, that they may good be-

come.

1 love my friends, and always shall— I'll be a pretty child.

Be always ready at their call, be simple, meek and mild.

My age is now Tour years, and when four and ten,

If you should again call this way,

1 hope you will iind me as gentle, as when

1 tell you the joys of today :

A friend to mankind and a lover of Cod,

A generous, kind-hearted brother,

A preacher by works of his most sacred word

If chancing to meet me hereafter.

Another of the Whitcher family we remember

to have seen several years ago in a sister w ho

took charge of the dairy. She seemed then to

claim precedence at Canterbury on account of

the soil of the first family's farm being the prop-

erly of her father. The number of cows kept

at the first family in the summer season of milk-

ing is generally forly. Ichabod Whitcher now

lias charge of the cattle: with him we bargained

for the purchase of a heifer calf, whose mother

during the last summer had given the milk which

made fourteen pounds of butter in each week.

Under the management of young Whitcher, the

Shakers have greatly improved their cows in a

mixture of the native with what he calls the Bul-

luck, the Durham and the English breed. The

heifer we have in possession, and now only a

year old, is a fine specimen of a cow. Although

we gave lor ihe calf the high price of fifteen

dollars, we should be loath to part with her for

twice that sum.

Supplied by a stream entirely artificial brought

down from some of the highest grounds in the

county of Merrimack, the Shakers, at an expense

of about $10,000, erected the best flour mill in

the county several years ago.

Upon this artificial stream there are seven wa-

ter falls embracing as many mill privileges. The

first use of ihe falls further up is by Ihe tipper

or third family with the motive power for manu-

facturing rakes, wheels, tubs, and for sawing

wood. The first family upon ibis stream have

abundance of water for six mills— first a mill for

threshing grain and grinding bark for tanning

—

then a clothing mill, at which power looms for

weaving flannels have been introduced— ihen a

variety shop for turning iron and wood, making

large wood screws, &c.—then the saw and grist

mill, with bur stones for manufacturing the best

flour; a mill fur sawing, planing and splitting

boards. Next downward is a mill for sawing

fire wood; and next a mill for carding and spin-

ning, turning iron, grinding medicine, roots and

bark, &c.

The visiting company was grandly entertained

at the office, sleeping in beds covered with an

outside counterpane of home-manufacture and

w^th blankets softer ihan silk. In all their rooms

there is a ventilator carrying off the disagreeable

smoke from caudles or lamps. The sisters all

dressing alike and walking generally with the

same gait", few of them look old: the most of

them live to a great age, proving that an active

life conduces to health. The floor of the dining

hall of Ihe office stained with yellow covering,

was clean enough to be eaten from any part.

Our attendant, Philenda Winer, a sister who had

been here twenty-one years and now thirty years

of age, seemed like a girl of twenty. Not so

much for its poetry as for its sentiment do we

copy the verses which we found in the eating

room whose table furnished for us the most

palatable and perfectly cooked meats, bread and

vegetables :

TABLE MONITOR.

Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing be

lout.—Christ.

Here Ihen is the pattern

Which Jesus lias set;

And his good example
We cannot forget :

Willi thanks fir his blessings

His word we'll obey
;

Bui on this occasion
We've somewhat to say.

We wish to speak plainly

And use no deceit
;

We like lo see fragments

Left wholesome and neat :

To customs and fashions

We make no pretence
;

Yet think we can tell

What belongs to good sense.

What we deem good order,

We're willing lo state—
Kal hearty and decent,

And clear out our plate

—

Be thankful lo Heaven
For what we receive,

And not make a mixture
Or compound to leave.

We find of those bounties

Which heaven docs give,

That some live to eat,

And, that some eat to live

—

Thai some think of nothing

But pleasing the taste,

And care very liltle

How much Ihey do was^e.

Tho' Heaven has bless'd us

Willi plenty of food;
Bread, butter arid honey
And all lhal is good

;

We lothe to see mixtures

Where gentle folks dine,

Winch scarcely look fit

For the poultry or swine

We often find left,

On the same china dish,

Meat, applesauce, pickle,

Brown bread and nune'd fish;

Anoiher's replenished

With butter and cheese;
With pie, cake and toast.

Perhaps, added lo these.

A'o.v if any virtue

In this can be shown,
By peasant, by lawyer,
Or king on the throne,

We freely will forfeit

Whatever we've said,

And call il a virtue

To waste meat and bread.

Let none be offended

At whal we here say
;

We candidly ask you,

Is that the best way ?

If not,—lay such customs
And fashions aside,

And lake this monitor
Henceforth for your guide.

[ Visitor's eating room. Shaker 1'iflage.]

There is not in the world perhaps any people

whose properly and pecuniary condition is so

little liable to fluctuation as are ihe Shaker soci-

eties in New Hampshire: there are certainly no

people of the country whose lives have been

more lengtliend out than they ; and must we not

for this give them credit for less abuse of ihe

bounties of Heaven than almost any other com-

munity ?
nu

Smart Weed made into tea, is said to be a

good remedy lor colic. When cut and dried

in full bloom, it is said to be an excellent pre-

ventative for hots in horses, and an excellent

physic likewise. About one pound per week
should be given.

From the Newport Argus.

Culture of the Potato.

Messrs. Editors—Having had uniform success

in growing good crops of healthy potatoes for

several seasons past, 1 have been requested by

many members of the Agricultural Society of

Sullivan county, to give, through the columns of

your paper, a statement of the method of culti-

vation.

The following are the fads and results, with

so many of the circumstances as thought profita-

ble for the practical farmer, as well as the ex-

perimenter. Laud selected, one acre; surface

soil, a sandy loam; not exposed to cold winds;

ten loads of composted manure, spread and

turned under by deep ploughing, then harrowed

down smooth and furrowed out lightly; distance

three feet, for the rows. A compost made by

thoroughly mixing.

150 bushels scurf or dry swamp muck,

40 gallons urine (human,) 8 lbs. sulphuric acid

added.

2 barrels ashes, or one of lime, dry slaked.

40 lbs. epsom salts, dissolved in water.

40 lbs. salt.

200 lbs. plaster paris
;

laid out one quart in the bill and slightly cover-

ed befoie the potatoes are dropped—seed, fifteen

bushels, unripe, the large potatoes cut, smaller

ones planted whole, hoed but once, and the crop

secured rather late; result, two hundred and

fifty bushels sound and healthy potatoes per

acre, and yet room for great improvement.

It will be seen from the above that we view

the plant constitutionally diseased, brought on

no doubt, by repeated transgressions and in-

fringements upon certain physical laws which

govern the vegetable kingdom. Therelbre, in

order lo improve and restore the vital power of

this truly invaluable esculent, we must have re-

course to a " little medicine, proper diet," a ra-

tional method of agriculture, having respect to

local circumstances, and those of climate gene-

rally.

D. D. MARSH.
Mountain Home Farm, Croydon, N. H.

Origin of the Soil.™" Scientific Agriculture."

We have, received, in pamphlet form, the Ad-

dress of Professor Norton, of Yale College, de-

livered on the occasion of the great fair at Buffa-

lo, in September last. It affords a rich repast.

The following is an extract :

—

The fanner of the present day, who desires to

improve, and to thoroughly understand his pro-

fession, lias a wide range open before him. All

of the natural sciences offer advantageous fields

f,r exploration. In ihe air, the earth, ihe water,

in the vegetable and animal worlds, the mind
once aroused, finds sufficient space for ils tltmoH

energies.

Each one of the subjects that I have indicated,

affords ample scope for a host of observers dur-

ing a long series of years ; even with the. great

progress already made in research, each possess-

es within itself" a multitude of unresolved pro-

blems wailing for solution, and harmonious laws

which we only need to understand, lo be im-

pressed with a still greater admiration than that

we now feel when we are only able lo see their

incomprehensible workings.

These assertions it is my purpose to illustrate

to-day, by some observations upon one of the

above topics.

I have selected the soil—not that it affords n

broader field lhau some of the others, but it

seems naturally lo conic first when we speak of

improvement, and because it is the foundation

from which all progress must be made. 1 ^liall

confine myself to one part of this great subject

—the structure, the physical properties, and the

chemical composition of the soil. This may
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seem lo some a narrow limit, hut there will be
mi difficulty iu proving it fur too broad for the

limits of a single address.

The soils which now exist upon the face of
our earth, have been produced by u variety of

agencies; the chief of these have been, the

gradual decomposition and crumbling down of

the rocks themselves, and deposition by water.

We know that the external outline of the earth

has undergone most extensive changes. In some
places it has sunk, in others risen. Sometimes
it is evident, from the present conformation of
surface, that violent currents of water have
swept across strata of reeks, wealing away the

Uppermost, and transporting their ruins to till up
depressions elsewhere. We olten lind strata

upheaved and dislocated by accident from below,

and in many eases see the inferior rock present-

ing itself on the surface, having hurst upwards
ill a state of fusion, in spite of every obstacle,

Scarcely a region can he found which does not

present striking evidences of the throes, convul-

sions, and changes, which took place before man
became an inhabitant of t'nis planet. It is for

geologists to decide, if they can, how long a lime

was occupied in these changes; suffice it for our
present purpose that they have taken place, ami
that they seem to have been especially ordered

for our benefit. Had the stratum last deposited

or formed, continued unbroken and unchanged
around the whole earth, we should have none
of the beautiful variety of scenery which now
.'reels our eyes on every side ; no alternation of

bill anil dale, mountain, plain, and valley, with

the attendant variations of climate and produc-

tion, which now remind us of perfection itself

The soil would have been identical in compo-
sition over vast districts, if not over the whole

earth, being all formed from at least allied spe-

cies of rocks. Now as few rocks contain all the

material for a good soil, this soil would doubt-

less have been imperfectly tilted to sustain most

of the plants necessary for our existence ami

comfort. When exhausted, too, we. should have

had no stores of mineral substances in forms

convenient for supplying the deficiency.

The convulsions of nature, however, have

been directed for our good, and they seem lo

have continued in a verj long series before this

earth was deemed fit for the abode of man.

Geological researches have shown us the ex-

istence of races of animals, that lived and died

and succeeded each other in countless myriads.

through long and indefinite periods of lime. We
find them all changed to stone, entombed in

rocky sepulchres. Sometimes the appearance

of tlic rock denotes that it was deposiled from ;i

calm and quiet sea, where the animals died nat-

urally, and in consequence seldom remain whole

or unharmed. In other cases life and its func-

tions seem to have been suspended by some sud-

den change, so that we find large fish with smal-

ler ones in their month hut hall' swallowed, and

others with their thorny tins yet erect in the ilt-

titude of fear or rage with which they received

their death shock, when that sudden mysterious

destruction came upon them. In some of these

periods also, upon that part of the land elevated

above the water, there flourished a vegetation ol

exceeding luxuriance.

Internal tires have borne a decided part in all

these changes, if they have not been the chief

agents. It is well known that even now, as we
go towards the centre of the earth, for each foot

in depth the boat increasta, indicating interior

combustion slid active, in the early history of

our globe these fires must have burst (brill many
limes. The masses of melted matter may lie

plainly seen, penetrating the stratified rocks, fill-

ing cracks in their substance, flowing over their

surfaces, or upheaving or contorting them.

I5ut while some rocks were thrust upwards,

others sank in corresponding depressions ; and

vast currents of water produced by these con-

vulsions, seas ami lakes turned out of their he.ls,

seem to have swept over the world: completing

the scene of confusion by tearing away ami

grinding down strata, healing lie: materials to

other regions, there to form beds of sand, clay,

or gravel, according to the nature of the original

rock. The vegetation, at such periods, seems to

have been carried into hollows, and buried deep

by succeeding or continuing shocks, to form, un-

der enormous pressure and a high temperature,

beds of coal, for the advantage of beings yet to

he created.

Thus all these tremendous revulsions and
changes of surface, seem to have been made
with the great end of preparing the earth for the

habitation of man, making its resources available

to him.

in such a view the globe appears to have been
a vast manufactory lor our benefit. Its beds of
limestone, of marl, of gypsum, are dispersed in

every direction, that they may be accessible to

all ; the various composition of lis rocks, produ-
ces soils capable of growing every necessary

plant; its ores are abundant in proportion as

they are the more indispensable for tbe forma-
tion of necessary implements; while on the

walls of our coal mines, we may still trace the

forms of a gigantic vegetation which flourished

long ages ago, and was then stored for our use.

It is not to be supposed that the present sur-

face assumed its present shape, in every place at

the same time. Some regions, without doubt,

became tranquil long before others, hut all must
at first have presented a strange naked aspect.

There was of course no soil, except in the tract

of some former current where mutter in suspen-
sion hud been deposited. This appearance of

absolute raggedness and sterility, could not have
continued long unaltered. Atmospheric influen-

ces, heat and cold, moisture and dryness, worked
surely then as now, and after a time the most
enduring rocks began to crumble. As the de-

composing fragments became minute, little

patches of soil were formed here and there.

If it were on the side of a hill the line particles

had a tendency to descend into the hollows, be-

ing washed down by the rain. Jn ordinary cir-

cumstances, therefore, soil must have first ap-

peared in the valleys in every little hollow of the

hill sides. The durability of each particular

species of rock, had of course much influence

upon the readiness with which the soil formed.
Thus most of the slates, many limestones and
sandstones, soften and decay readily when ex-

posed to the air; on these were to be seen soils

at a comparatively early period, and such soils

soon became deep, lint the granites, and some
of the harder limestones, remain almost unchan-
ged for a long period of years, and we see i veil

at this day that the soils upon those formations

are thin, while at frequent intervals project

masses of the native rock, yet defying the influ-

ence of lime.

—

Michigan Farmer.

appointed in the loss of my fruit, I have persua-

ded myself to write this article, iu which 1 pro-

pose to give your readers my views in relation

to the habits of the curculio, as well as the vari-

ous remedies which have been suggested to pro-

tect the young plum from its fatal attack with

the design of not only giving the results of my
own observations, hut also lo induce all of your

readers who have had any experience in this

matter to furnish the public with the same
through the columns of the Visitor.

The habits of the curculio are not yet fully

and entirely ascertained, says Mr. Downing in

his valuable work entitled the " Fruits and Fruit

Trees of America "; but it is well known that

the insect deposits its eggs in the young plum
in which they hatch a small white grub. This
little grub as soon as hutched begins to eat its

way to the heart. The eggs are deposited in the

plum by the curculio when it is about one half

grown, anil it is hut a few days after the egg is

deposited before the young grub makes its ap-

pearance and commences its destructive work.

As soon as it reaches the heart, the plum shrivels

and drops. Soon after the plum falls, the grub

which has now reached pretty nearly its full size

following tbe order of its nature, escapes from

the worthless plum into the earth, where it un-

doubtedly goes through the change from the

grub to to the beetle, and there lays until the in-

creasing warmth of the next spring invites it

forth to resume its work of destruction. Jt comes
forth from the ground a winged insect of the

beetle kind, ht is very shy ; so much so, that it

will roll itself up looking something like a raisin

stone and fall to the ground from the tree upon

its being shook or jarred.

Having closely and carefully watched it, I have

seen how it performs its work. In the first place

the insect crawls out upon the plum, and eats

out a small new moon-shaped bed in which it

deposits its egg-, and then immediately crawls on

to the next, and then goes through the same pro-

cess and so on until iis work is done, which
however is scarcely ever completed until every

one has been punctured. Jt does not work
merely by day, but as I believe also by night,

and 1 am very much inclined to believe it flies

abroad more in the night than in the day time;

and herein I believe many horticulturists who
have written upon the habits of this insect have

made a great mistake in asserting that the cur-

culio never uses ils wings. But of this 1 will

speak more soon. It does not confine itself in

its attacks entirely to the plum, but will when
they cannot be found, attack the apple, cherry,

pear, &c. Yet in the order of nature the juices

of the young plum seem to be the most natural

food they will select for their young.

This insect scarcely ever so far t.s my obser-

vation extends deposits more than one egg in a

plum when there are plums sufficient for its

purpose or use; hut if by chance that one is

disturbed, ii w ill supplj iis place forthwith. This

I have proved by culling away with my pen

knife the small scar or bed in which the egg is

deposiled. In a short time alter in every in-

stance the crescent-shaped puncture iu another

place upon the same plum would denote that the

work was done.

Jt flies from tree to tree and from orchard to

orchard iu search of what appears to he the nat-

ural place for the deposit of its eggs. Some

so much that the subsequent cold weather in cultivators deny this, and assert that it does not

February killed them all. Feeling no little dis- | fly at all. Others admit that it does fly, but only

Fur '.lie Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The Curculio or Piam-Weevii.

Hon. J. Hill—Sir: Within the last eight years

I have taken some considerable pains to procure

and cultivate for my own use and pleasure the

very best varieties of the plum kind I have been

able to find at huine or abroad.

My trees have all done finely, and I have now

in as good a condition as any I have ever seen

some fifteen or more kinds, some of which are

saiil to ripen their fruit as early as July.

They Imve been selected with the design that

they shall ripen iu the order of their kind dining

the space of three months in the year at least,

and I have anticipated hitherto no sin. ill degree

of pleasure iu lite use of their rich and luscious

fruit. But I begin to fear that I shall be in a

measure disappointed. In the year 184G many

of ih'-m blossomed and formed their early fruit;

but the curculio spoiled them all. The next

spring many of them covered themselves with a

great abundance of beautiful blossoms, and set a

plentiful crop, which grew finely until about the

tenth of .lime, when they were simultaneously

attacked by the curculio and in the course of

about three weeks were almost wholly destroyed.

Only one tree which was the Royal Native ripen-

ed a single perfect plumb. Last year there were

no blossoms, the warm weather of the previous

December and January having swoolen the buds
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from tree to tree in .he same orchard ; but I be- j of its nature by folding up its wings and never

lieve I can prove my position above taken lie- u#ng them at all

yond a doubt. Near my garden there is not for

a great distance a single fruit tree of any kind,

and in it there never were any until I planted

mine; yet the first season they fruited they were

attacked by die curculio and all destroyed. Now

1 ask from whence did they come ? They could

not come up from the earth under the trees as

many contend, because there never had been

any fruit of any kind in the garden or near it

before, in which they could have bred. This,

Mr. Editor, is a very important point, as you will

see at once, for many of the remedies both of

prevention and destruction are based entirely

upon the idea that they do not fly or emigrate

from place to place.

i will here state another fact which tends to

prove my position. On examining the fruit on a

young apple tree which stands far away from

any other fruit tree, and which had never fruited

before, I found this insect at work upon the

young fruit and some of them had already

blighted and fallen.

Again in the summer of 1847 I attempted to

destroy the curculio by placing sheets under my

trees, and then, after shaking and jarring the

same, killing them as they dropped upon the

same. This process I repeated night and morn-

ing. 1 sometimes caught as many as thirty from

a single tree at night, and as many more in the

morning, but generally the most in the morning.

They could not have come from the ground un-

der the tree, because some of them had not

fruited before, but must have flown there as 1

think during the night and from abroad.

One other fact as to their flying I will here

state, which is this. I have caught them and

holding them in my hand, jammed them not

enough to disable them by rolling them over

with my knife ; in almost every instance have

they spread their wings and flown away directly

through the air as far as my eye could follow

them.

From all these facts I am satisfied that the

curculio flies abroad in search of food for its

young and itself; and that the contrary opinion

of some writers is altogether incorrect. This

insect has as strong an instinct, if such it may

be called, to hunt out the most natural place and

food for its young as have all the higher order of

animals to find their proper food and place.

What teaches the apple moth or butterfly to

select the apple or cherry tree upon which to

make her water-proof cells in which she depo-

sits her eggs to the almost total exclusion of all

others? The answer is obvious. The young

and tender leaves and opening blossoms of those

trees furnish the young caterpillars with their

natural food, and that same instinct teaches the

curculio to search after that place and kind of

food most acceptable to its young.

According to the economy of nature nothing

was made in vain; and if so, will those cultiva-

tors who contend that the curculio does not use

his wings explain why they were so made ? 1

believe they were made for use, and the sooner

this point is conceded, the quicker will some pre-

ventive remedy be discovered by which we can

protect our plums from their fatal attacks.

With just as much reason might it be asserted

that the beautiful little robin had had wings giv-

en to it not to use by flying, and that it had per-

verted entirely the laws of its nature in using

them, as that this insect had changed the order

The reason why I have written so much on

this habit of the curculio, Mr. Editor, is, that al-

most every body who has paid any attention to

the prevention of its attacks upon their fruit,

has undertaken to do it with the belief that it

does not emigrate from place to place.

1 hope I have written enough to turn the at-

tention of those who have been afflicted by the

loss of their fruit to a careful consideration of

the whole subject.

I now propose to examine some or all of the

various remedies which have been from time to

time proposed.

Mr. Kenrick recommends paving with stones

beneath the trees, which he thinks will prevent

the descent into the earth of the grubs as they

leave the fallen fruit. This remedy is based en-

tirely upon the idea that the curculio does not

fly from tree to tree. 1 do not think it will ans-

wer the purpose. If all the fruit trees in a given

territory could be so paved at one and the same

lime, a great many grubs might he destroyed, but

the expense would be enormous. The remedy

is impracticable. It may have answered some

good purpose in some city gardens where the

flight of this insect is impeded by the high

walls of the houses, but for the country it is of

no use.

Salt has been highly recommended by some,

and is no doubt an essential fertilizer of the soil

particularly for the plum tree; but the reader

will see at once that even if it has the power to

destroy the grub in its changing state as it lays

in the earth, that to be effectual there should be

a general simultaneous use of it by all in the

same neighborhood. By some it is contended

that the silt is taken up in the sap, and is thus

conveyed to the place which makes the taste of

the plum so offensive to the curculio as to cause

it to abandon it without making the usual depo-

sit of its eggs. This may possibly be true, but

I apprehend that it will prove to be more theo-

retical than truthful. My experience justifies

this conclusion.

Mr. Downing recommends the application of

clay to the surface of the soil to extend from the

body to the extremities of the limbs, especially

on sandy soils where this insect is usually the

most destructive. He says he has never known

this insect to do any damage on stiff clayey soils.

Have any of your readers or you, Mr. Editor,

any information upon this point which can be

given to the public hereafter in your paper?

Not long since 1 saw what was stated to be a

perfect remedy, which was merely an application

of soot, ashes and sulphur mixed in a given pro-

portion. This mixture was to be thrown all

over the trees and fruit early in the morning

while the trees were yet wet with the dew. I

tried it as directed and found that the wind and

rain soon washed or blowed it away. I derived

no benefit from it. The best remedy 1 know of

is to take some sheets, spread them out under

the tree, then shake or jar them off. They will

roll themselves up and drop upon the sheets

when they should be immediately killed. This

ought to be done twice a day at least while they

continue to deposit their eggs, which will depend

some upon the weather, say from two to four

weeks. Yet this is not a sure remedy, and most

severely taxes one's patience ; but it is the best

yet known. There are other remedies proposed,

but none of them are any surer than those of

which I have already spoken.

What I have written thus far, Mr. Editor, has

been as I have suggested, to arouse the attention

of the fruit-grower to a patient consideration of

the matter I have written about. The plum may

be successfully cultivated in this State. The tree

is very hardy and very prolific. There are said

to be some trees in Massachusetts which yield an-

nually from twenty to thirty dollars worth of fruit.

It may become a source of profit to our State,

especially now when from the increased means

of intercourse we have almost hourly communi-

cation with the great towns and cities below us

from almost every part of the State.

The only drawback to its successful cultiva-

tion is in the destruction of the fruit by the cur-

culio. How shall this be remedied, seems to be

the great question. I am satisfied it never will

be by the use of salt—nor by paving under the

trees—nor by any means yet tried ; but I am
much inclined to think that there may be a rem-

edy in the application of some offensive prepar-

ation thrown on to the trees which shall not kill

the leaves or fruit, or by some preparation which

being put into bottles and hung in the trees shall

continually send forth a disagreeable offensive

smell. The moth will not endure the smell of

the cedar. The chamomile plant is very offen-

sive to the yellow bug. All insects have a strong

repugnance to strong odors. Says Downing,

" The vapor of oil of turpentine is fatal to

wasps, and that of tobacco smoke to the green

fly."

And so it seems to me that some preparation

which shall expel the curculio from the plum

tree may be yet discovered. I have thought the

more of this from the fact that the tree which

bore me some fruit when all the rest was de-

stroyed in 1847 had left under it a small heap of

fresh horse manure which must have emitted u

strong smell of ammonia for some time. Some-

where else have I also seen the fact stated that

an apricot tree which stood near a large heap of

horse manure ripened its fruit entirely Ciee from

the attacks of this insect, while all around it

were destroyed. Will ammonia or some am-

mor.iacal preparation prove so disagreeable and

offensive to the curculio as to drive it from the

tree on which it may be applied ?

With these views as to the habits of this in-

sect and the prevention of its attacks and also

the suggestions made as to further trials for the

discovery of a full prevention, I most respectful-

ly call upon all your readers interested to care-

fully watch this insect the coming season for the

purpose of obtaining such knowledge of it as

shall tend to bring about the great desire of a

complete expulsion of it from all of our fruit

gardens.

And now, Mr. Editor, you will permit me to

say, that having been a regular subscriber and a

constant reader of your excellent monthly from

the first number to the present time, I can safely

say that I know of no other agricultural paper

which ranks so high in my estimation as yours.

Of the highly creditable stand it has always ta-

ken in the diffusion of correct opinions and ex-

perimental knowledge of all thai was best calcu-

lated to promote the increase and expansion of

the vast and multiplying interests of agricul-

ture and horticulture, 1 think you may well be

proud.

It has been said and truly said, that he who
causes two blades of grass to grow where but

one grew beftne, is a real benefactor of bis race;

but pre-eminent beyond comparison is his bene-

faction who by his pen, his money and his time

devoted to the cause, has induced thousands to go

and do even better.

ASA P. CATE.
Northfield, April 9, 1849.
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Agricultural Address.

We are glad to be able to record ibe fact that the

fine agricultural county ofLenawee, Michigan, lias

at last wiped off that reproach of having no agri-

cultural society—a reproach under which several

of our oldest and most populous counties still

rest.—How long will they suffer this reproach ?

The following is an extract from the interesting

address of John Gibbons, Esq , delivered on the

occasion of the organization of the above named

society. We shall give more of it in our next:

" One farmer believes, (and I am sorry to say

that so far from this being a mere imaginary

case, there appear to be many such men, that he

has arrived at the ' ne plus ultra ' of agricultural

knowledge—that ' no man can leach him much

about fanning— he was brought up to it and has

followed it all his life— he would not give a cent

for all 'the book knowledge' contained in all the

agricultural papers in the country.' Another by

careful observation and enquiry into the natural

history and habits of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, by making himself acquainted with

the experiments and facts ascertained by others,

and by investigating the laws of chemical analy-

sis, and ascertaining the constituent principles

that compose the various kinds of plants and

vegetable productions of the earth, and the soil

that produces them, together with the relation

and effects of light, he^it, electricity, air, water,

&c, upon them, and discovering by the re-

searches of geologists in relation to organic re-

mains, that the earth has at some former period

of its existence, produced plants of immensely

larger growth than any of the same species to

be found at the present time, and knowing from

the fixed and established laws of nature that ex-

actly similar circumstances would necessarily pro-

duce similar results now, he concludes like the

great Newton, that so far from having nothing

more to learn in relation to agriculture, he is but

'as a child playing on the sea shore and gather-

ing a few trilling pebbles, while the whole ocean

of truth lays unexplored before him !' That man,

then, has the best right to his opinions, who has

taken the most pains to investigate, and the best

means to arrive at a just conclusion in relation

to any proposition. But few, if any of us, have

a very good right to think we know much about

farming yet; that is, we so understand the true

scientific principles of Agriculture and Horticul-

ture, as to reduce them to the greatest practical

benefit, and therefore, that in forming our opin-

ions we should not only pay a due and proper

regard to the views of those who have given

greater attention to the subject, but in addition

to their investigation and experiments, we should

make, use of the best means within our power

to arrive at the just and correct conclusions,

founded on experiment to lest theories, establish

facts, &c. No doubt but many a self-conceited

professed practical farmer would ridicule such

sentiments as some of the preceding, calling

them 'stuff, mere theory, book farming.' Sup-

pose we should set such an one to work side by

side with a ' hook farmer,' a real full-blooded, tho-
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«i urough-going book farmer, such as that eminent
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iFrench Chemist, Lavoisier, (who, although he

lj>robably never performed a day's manual labor

|at farming in bis life, so instructed those who

labored for him, that from his farm of two hun-

dred and forty acres, he is said to have obtained

Idouble the produce of his neighbors on the same

quantity of land,) or as the late Judge Buel, or

Javid Thomas, or Lewis F. Allen, or Doctor

Lee, or very many others that might he mention-

ed in our own country, all ' book farmers,'

(though to confess the truth, I do not know that

I should call them, or that any of them would

claim to be thorough bred book farmers, as that,

in my estimation, would require in addition to

the facts and experiments of practical farmers, a

knowledge of almost the whole range of natural

sciences, among which geology, chemistry, and

vegetable physiology would claim very prominent

places.) But I seem to hear some one say,

'what! is he so simple and visionary ns to sup-

pose that every farmer must thoroughly under-

stand chemistry, and botany, and geology, mine-

ralogy, ornithology ; entomology, physiology, and

all other ologiesT Not by any means; for great

as the pleasure and advantage of such knowledge

would be to him, I very well know that every

farmer has not the time, or means, or even the

capacity, for acquiring such knowledge. But

some farmers should understand them and apply

them to practical use, and we should be willing

to avail ourselves of the benefit of their know-

ledge, and pay due respect to their suggestions

in making experiments to test the truth and

availability of principles they have discovered,

and in obtaining through their agency, the analy-

sis of our soils, &c. In this way we might com-

mence a set of rational experiments that would

probably lead to very great improvements in

your agricultural operations; for is there not just

ground to believe from well authenticated tacts

that are constantly reaching our ears, that such

improvements may be made ? Some of us have

repeatedly seen in this county, on some of the

lightest soil in the vicinity, more than one hun-

dred, even as high as one hundred and thirteen

bushels of corn grown to the acre, by our highly

respected and much lament friend and fellow

citizen, the late Darius Comstock, (another ' book

farmer;') and he assured me in the strongest

terms, that it was a great mistake in any one to

suppose that the increased trouble and expense,

were in proportion to the increased yield—one

hundred and thirteen bushels of such a crop

probably not costing more than two-thirds as

much as they would have done raised in the

same way, on three acies of bind, which I think

would be a full average yield in this county.

Now, the probability is, that, were we fully ac-

quainted with the principles of chemistry, geolo-

gy, vegetable physiology, and other branches of

science that relate to, or have some connection

with agriculture, so as to adopt a proper system

of rotation, and to give to every crop only those

manures or substances necessary for its full de-

velopment, reserving those not necessary for

other crops of a different nature, we might in-

crease them all in at least a two-fold proportion,

which you readily admit woidd be as great a

change as any that has been going on in the pub-

lic mind within the last year, or two. Not only

so, hut while making these improvements in our

agricultural operations, we should be very likely

to make corresponding improvements in our

buildings, our orchards, our gardens, &c, con-

verting our country into a second Eden, a real

Paradise, if we were equally careful at the same

time, that the improvement in our minds and

manners should keep pace with our other im-

provements.

" But as our book and anti-book farmers a;-e

all this time waiting to he at work, let us give

them farms of the same quality side by side, and

watch their operations awhile. B. being a che-

mist, and acquainted with the elementary princi-

ples that constitute the different crops he wishes

to cultivate, and knowing that no organic body

can be formed in perfection without a due pro-

portion of ull the constituent principles that en-

ter into its composition, he thinks a careful anal-

ysis of the soil of his farm is necessary before

he can go to work understandingly and econom-

ically. Perhaps he finds it sufficiently supplied

with all the organic and inorganic substances

necessary to produce thirty-five or forty bushels

of wheat to the acre, except phosphate of lime,

silicate of potash, or some other material of

which it requires hut an exceedingly small quan-

tity, and yet without which he knows that he

could no more obtain a good crop of wheat than

he could make soap without oil, or egg shells

without lime. Now suppose the soil is so defi-

cient in phosphate of lime as to be incapable of

producing more than ten or fifteen bushels of

wheat to the acre— instead of incurring much
trouble and expense in giving the land a heavy

coating of manure that might add but little if

any thing more than such materials as were al-

ready in the soil, he knows that about fifteen

pounds of old bones dissolved in a little diluted

sulphuric acid, (and that he might find in some

corner of his neighbor's fields, left there by a

valuable horse or cow that had died of the bolts

or murrain, or some other disorder, because its

owner had not read in some agricultural paper

how he might have prevented or cured the dis-

ease,) would furnish all that is lacking so far as

the soil is concerned, to produce forty bushels to

the acre. Will any man of observation at the

present time, pretend to say that it is impos-

sible for fifteen pounds of hone-dust, or any other

substance, to increase a crop from fifteen to forty

bushels to the acre? Which of us have not had

ocular demonstration that from a peck to half a

bushel of gypsum will add at least a ton of clov-

er hay to the acre? And it appears, (if I re-

member right,) by experiments recently made in

France, that one quart of sulphuric acid, diluted

in a large quantity of water, and sprinkled over

an acre, has produced as great an effect. Nor is

this at all strange when we understand that all

plants ' require certain salts for the sustenance

of their vital functions, the acid of which salts

either exist in the soil, (such as the silicic, phos-

phoric or sulphuric acids.) or are generated from

nutriment derived from the atmosphere ; thence

if these salts are not contained in the soil, or if

the bases necessary for their production be ab-

sent, they cannot be formed, or in other words,

plants cannot grow in such soil—and as different

plants require different salts, and in different

quantities, the aptitude of a soil to produce one,

but not another kind of plant, is due to the pre-

sence of a base which the former requires, and

the absence of that, indispensable for the devel-

opment of the latter;' therefore it is evident that

upon the correct knowledge of the bases and

salts requisite for the sustenance of each plant,

and of the composition of the soil upon which

it is grown, depends the whole system of a ra-

tional theory of agriculture. By understanding

these, then, our thorough-bred scientific ' hook

farmer,' with the leust possible expense, may go

on as Lavoisier did, increasing the products of his

farm, orchard, or garden, until they are double

or treble those of his anti-bookfarming neighbor,

who we will suppose is a good, industrious tho-

rough-going ' practical farmer,' knowing well

how to plough and sow, harrow and hoe, reap

and mow, and perform all the manual operations

relating to his occupation, well ; and having
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come, perhaps, from a part of the country where

he has seen great effects produced hy the appli-

cation oflime, -finding his land does not produce

well, and not possessing that scientific 01 ' book

knowledge,' that would discover to him that his

land is already sufficiently supplied with it, he

goes to much expense in giving it a coating of

that material, and to his surprise finds it produ-

ces but very little if any good effect—or perhaps

he has seen very beneficial results from the use

of ashes, and applies a coating with like success,

because the salts of potash were already in the

soil in sufficient quantity.

" Thus, then, may he toil on with wealth ready

at his hand, only that he does not, like his scien-

tific neighbor, know how to take hold of it.

" As two such farmers once I knew,

Could I but fairly bring to view

IVhy one had ever good success

In raising crops, the other less:

Vnu'd see, perhaps, with some surprise,

Why ' one was foolish,' one was wise.

A trifling difference I could see,

Which made the reason plain to me :

One laughed at scientific men,

Who labor only with the pen,

Pretending that ihey understand

How working men should till the land,

And how they might improve the soil

With surer hope, and less of toil,

By help of analytic art

To show them each constituent part,

That forms the land and the grain,

That springs from out the ferlile plain,

And where there might for barren ground,

The lacking element be found,

And thus with scientific skill,

Their lengthened barns and grananeB fill.

The other deeming wisdom's part,

Would be, to give to every art

Relating to his avocation,

A little time and observation
;

That thus perhaps he might discover

That £11 improvement was not over;

And having early learned to read,

Within his mind at once decreed,

He'd baud some money to a friend,

And for a farmer's paper send,

And read its pages o'er with care.

To see if aught presented there,

Might to his bent-lit acrue.

And now. what I would ask of you,

Is just to come along with me
To these two neighboring farms and see

A working man, with pains and labor

Much greater than Ins bo >k learn'd neighbor,
_

Possessing, too, as good a soil.

Get fir less produce for his toil,

Merely because he does not know-

That not a plant on earth can grow,

To form a cn>p both I irje and good,

Without it,: own appropriate food,

—

That never yet a plant was made,

By all the help of hoe and spade,

(So Nature's Auihor did provide,)

Unless its growth were well supplied

Both from the earih and from the air,

Ry help of man, or .Nature's care,

With every element we find

In every plant ' after its kind.'

If then a farmer still ' would thrive,'

Not only must he ' hold or drive,'

But wisely study Nature's laws,

And learn the ' wherefore and becausp.'

"I had no thought of running into such a

1 doggerel ' strain as this. It come a little like

the hoy's whistling that ' didn't whistle— it whist-

led itself.' But as variety is said to he ' the spice

of life,' 1 thought I would not suppress it. It

may serve to ' please the buys,' and may possibly

catch some si-ant corner in their minds in which

to plant a new idea."

—

Michigan Farmer.

The best snuff in the world is a snuff of the morning an .

Choosing a Horse.

There is much pleasure and profit in the ser-

vice of a good horse, but very little of either in

a bad one. There are many mean horses that

make a good appearance when taken from the

bands of a jockey. In purchasing a horse, then,

trust not to the seller's words ; lei your own
judgment, or that o 1 ' a friend, be chiefly relied

on. See that he has good fore feet anil joints,

and that he stands well on his legs. See that

his fore teeth shut even ; for tansy horses have

the under jaw the shortest: these will grow poor

at grass. See that his hair is short and fine ; for

this denotes a good horse. Observe his eyes,

that they are clear, and free from blemish—that

he is not moon-eyed or while-eyed ; for such are

apt to start in the night. A large, hazel-colored

eye is the best.

Look at his knees ; see that the hair or skin is

not broken, for this denotes a stumbler. Take
care that his wind is good ; for a trial of this, let

him be fed on good hay for twenty-four hours,

take him to water, and let him drink his fill, pla-

cing him with his head the lowest; if, then, he

will breathe free, there is no danger. See that

his countenance is bright and cheerful : this is

tin excellent mirror to discover his goodness in.

If his nostrils are broad, it is a sign that he is

well winded ; narrow nostrils the contrary.

See that his spirits are good, but that he is

gentle and easily governed ; not inclined to start.

In travelling, mind that he lifts his feet neither

too high nor too low ; that he does not interfere

or overreach, and that he carries his hind legs

the widest. See that he is well-ribbed back, and
not high-boned. The size may be determined by

the purchaser. Age from five to ten is the best.

There are many tricks practised by jockeys to

make horses appear young, but it is not consist-

ent with the size of my book to detect them ; till

I would say, is, that horses' teeth, when young,

are wide, while, and even ; the inside of their

mouths is fleshy, and their lips hard and firm.

On the contrary, the month of an old horse is

lean above and below; the lips are soil and easi-

ly turned up; their teeth grow longer, and are

of a yellower color. —Selected.

the house s eye.

I will now inform you how, for certain, you
may know whether a horse has a strong and
good eye, or a weak eye, and likely to go blind.

People in general turn a horse's head to a bright

light to examine his eyes. You can know very

little, by this method, what sort of an eye the

horse has, unless it be a very defective one. You
must examine the eye first, when the horse
stands with his head to the manger. Look care-

fully at the pupil of the eye, in the horse ; it is of.an
oblong form ; carry the size of the pupil in your
mind, then turn the home about, bring him to a

bright light, and if, in the bright light, t he pupil

of the eye contracts, and appears much smaller
than it was in the darker light, then you u.ay he

sure the horse has a strong, good eye ; but, pro-

vided the pupil remains nearly of the same size

as it appeared in the darker light, the horse has

a weak eye ; therefore, have nothing to tin with

him.—from an old Almanar.

From the Genesee Farmer.

Drill Planting.

Some of the most prominent benefits to he

gained by drill husbandry, are—a saving of about

one-fourth in seed ; the regular distribution of

seed in rows lo a uniform depth; the free ad-

mission thai is given to the air and rays of the

sun, between the lows of the plants: the excel-

lent opportunity that it affords the fanner for the

eradication of noxious weeds that may appear in

the growing crops; and for the use of the horse

hoe in the early spring and summer months, by

which a lunch larger growth of straw and yield

of grain will be produced on most soils, and

besides the ground will be thoroughly cleansed

and improved in texlure fur the succeeding

crops.

When the seed is sown in rous, the roots of

the plant.-, especially of winter wheat, become

interwoven in each other and hence are not so

likely to be thrown out and destroyed by the ac-

tion of winter and spring frosts as if sown

broadcast, and besides the tops of the plants

spread and cover the roots, which afford a natu-

ral protection to them during the most critical

period in the growth of the wheat plant, in the

northern sections of our country.

If a portion of a field be sown with a drilling

machine, and another portion be sown broad-

cast, that which is drilled will not suffer nearly

as much hy severe frosts as that sown broadcast.

After an extremely cold winter or a cold back-

ward spring, wheat sown in the ordinary method

will in most cases have a sickly and stunted ap-

pearance, ; whereas that sown with a proper

drilling machine will scarcely ever be affected

by the frost.

The regular width between the rows should
"

not be less than nine nor more than twelve inch-

es. Where drilling grain crops is practised with

a view of employing horse hoes to clean the

gn und, the rows should be about eleven inches

asunder; a less distance than this would be ad-

visable, if the crops are not intended to he hoed ;

but if the rows be much less than a foot apart, it

will be found difficult to efficiently work the land

with hoes while the crops are in a rapidly grow-

ing state. Horse hoeing a crop of wheat or other

grain, once or twice in the early part of sum-

mer, will promote a strong and healthy growth

of plants, and land that ordinarily produces only

fifteen or twenty bushels per acre, will, under
'

favorable circumstances, yield from thirty to

thirty-five, and even as high as forty bushels per

acre. While this statement will he found to fully

accord with the practice of most of those who
adopt drill husbandry and horse hoeing, yet it

must not be forgotten that soi.s which do not

possess a sufficient amount of the requisite ele-

ments of food for the wheat plants, to produce

so large a product, and hence a much less aver-

aged increased yield must he taken in the aggre-

gate.

A smart plough-boy, with the aid of a horse

and a single thill horse hoe, will find no difficul-

ty in cleaning three acres per day, in the long

days of the month of ftlay or June. Two such

hoeings would not cost more than one dollar per

acre, which is a very trifling expenditure, when

the advantages resulting therefrom tire carefully

taken into account. By the use of the improved

English self-expanding horse hoe, one man and

a horse will clean in a more perfect manner than

can be done by employing hand hoes, from eight

to ten acres per day ; hilt as these machines, be-

ing constructed entirely of wrought iron and

steel, are very expensive, their use in this coun-

try is not likely to become very general.

The increased quantity of straw produced by

horse hoeing a crop of wheat, barley, peas, oats

or rye in the manner described, may he salelj'

calculated at an average of thirty per cent, on

the amount that would he produced by the ordi-

nary method of sowing those grains broadcast.

Although horse hoeing is not indispensable to

drill husbandry, still, on the score of economy, it

should rarely, if ever be neglected, and hence, in

discussing tlie merits of the latter, we shall in-

variably press upon the attention of our rentiers

the importance of the former.

Clay as an Absorbent.— Miv Teschemanker

of Massachusetts, thinks clay is equal to char-

coal in its power to absorb and give out the am-

monia and other alkaline elements of manure.

—

.V. Y. Independent.
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Sicenee of Farming.

BY LKVI BARTLBTT.

There are four otlier elementary bodies that

enter into the growth and composition of plant?,

and it is from these that the greater part or hull;

of plants anil animals are composed. These

four substances are oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen,

and carbon. The three first of these are known

to us only in a gaseous form. Carbon is pure

charcoal, and when burned, it combines with the

oxygen of the air in certain and exact propor-

tions, forming carbonic acid. These four are

termed by chemists organic bodies, and they are

susceptible among themselves (and with the or-

ganic constituents of plains) of forming an in-

finity of chemical combinations, and yielding an

endless variety of products.

The atmosphere we breathe, and in which

plants grow and live, is composed principally of

a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen gases, in the

proportion, very nearly, of twenty-one of the

former to seventy-nine of the latter. It also

contains, as a constituent necessary to the very

existence of vegetable life, a small per centage

of carbonic acid, on an average of about one

twenty-five hundredth pari, and however incred-

ible it my seem to those unacquainted with agri-

cultural chemistry, yet it is a fact, that from this

source is derived about one-half of the solid

substance of all plants that grow upon the face

of the whole globe.

At the first view it would seem impossible

that this apparently small amount of carbonic

acid diffused through the atmosphere could sup-

ply to growing plants the carbon found in their

solid parts, as it amounts to from forty to fifty

per cent, of all trees, plants, and vegetables, in

fact, all the parts of plants which are cultivated

for the food of man or animals, and unquestion-

ably most of this carbon is derived directly from

the air, by the agency of the leaves of plants, al-

though there can be no doubt but a small por-

tion of it is taken up by the roots mixed with

water, and some of the inorganic matters that

are in solution, such as potash, lime, &c.

When we reflect that the atmosphere not only

entiiely surrounds the earth, but extends in eve-

ry direction about forty-five miles, " and if the

whole acid were collected in a stratum or bed

occupying the lower part of the atmosphere,

such a stratum would have the thickness of about

thirteen feet," and this would be spread over the

entire waters of the oceans, seas, lakes, rivers,

the deserts of sand, the frozen regions of the

' poles, and, in (act, over every part and place of

the globe, and, by the wisdom o( the Great Con-

triver, this gas is, in innumerable ways, returned

to the air as fast as abstracted, by growing plants.

Here, then, our wonder ceases.

We know, if we take a given quantity, by

weight, of well-seasoned wood, and distil it in a

close vessel, or burn it in heaps, covered over so

as to exclude the free access of air, wood char-

coal is left behind. When this process is well

performed, the charcoal will weigh from forty to

fifty per cent, as much as the wood did. The
' charcoal consists of carbon, wilh a slight admix-

ture only of earthy matter and saline matter,

which remains behind when the coal or carbon

is burned in the open air. When the charcoal

or carbon is burned in the open air, it combines

with the oxygen of the air, to keep up the com-

bustion, and the whole of the coal enters into a

h chemical union with the oxygen, and forms car-

bonic acid, or in other words, carbonic acid con-

sists of oxygen, with a definite or fixed quantity

or charcoal or carbon dissolved in it. This gas is

composed of two proportions of oxygen ami one

of carbon. In this state it is taken in by the

leaves of plants. The leaves of plants are their

lungs, and they possess the power of absorbing

from the air carbonic acid, and in daylight it is

decomposed, but much more rapidly in clear

sun light. When thus decomposed in the leal,

the oxygen is set free, and is again restored to

the atmosphere, but the carbon is retained and

mingled with the true sap of the plant ; and, in

obedience to those mysterious laws of chemical

combination, is made to form a moiety of the

endless variety of wood, fruits, seeds, &c. &c,
which are the results of vegetable life.

Jt may seem a mystery bow the leaf of a plant

can take from the air the carbonic acid, when in

such apparent small quantity, and separate the

carbon from its oxygen. We grant it is a mys-

tery ; but then we know for a certainty the fact

of the leaves of plants possessing this power of

absorption and decomposition; it is the way the

growth of B plant has been provided for—the

Creator has so willed it.

Plants take from the atmosphere, by their

leaves, carbonic acid, a deleterious gas, and de-

compose it, and restore to it the oxygen that is

taken into the lun»3 of animals, which combines

with the carbon of the food, and by the process

of respiration is given off to the atmosphere in

the form of carbonic acid, the food of plants.

It is sometimes said that politicians and gam-

blers play into each other's hands for their own
private good. Animals and plants perform a

more honorable operation ; they play into each

other's mouths for the general good.

go without. It is an easy matter, however, to be

at all times supplied with good vinegar, and that

without much expense. The juice of one bushel

of sugar beets, worth twenty-five cents, and
which any farmer can raise without cost, will

make from five to six gallons of vinegar, equal

to the best made of cider or wine. Grate the

beets, having first washed them, and express the

juice in a cheese press, or in many other ways
which a little ingenuity can suggest, and put the

liquor into an empty barrel ; cover the hung with

gauze, and set it in the sun, and in twelve or fif-

teen days it will be fit for use.—Farmer's Advocate.

Marks of a gooo workint. Ox.— Mr. Asa G.

Sheldon, of Wilmington, who has great experi-

ence ill cattle, particularly in working oxen, and is

regarded as the best authority, gives the follow-

ing :—
Long head, broad and oval between the eyes;

the eye full, keen and pleasant. Hindi marks
denote ability to receive instruction and a readi-

ness to obey. The short-faced ox starts quick

at the whip, and soon forgets it. The black eyed

ox is inclined to run away. An ox with very

large horns near the head is apt to be lazy, and

he cannot endure heat well.

Forward legs straight ; toes straight forward;

hoof broad, not picked ; the distance short be-

tween the ankle anil knee. These properties

enable an ox to travel on pavement and hard

ground. If the ox toes out, the strain conns on

the inside claw, and w hen travelling on a hard

road, be will be lame at the joint between the

hoot' and the hair. When the toes turn out the

knees bend in. An ox with crooked knees is

apt to become lame by holding heavy loads down
hill.

Breast full ; straight on the back ;
round ribs,

projecting out as wide as the hip hones. These

are indications of strength and a good constitu-

tion.

Weaving Ribbons.— Eight ribbons tire gene-

rally wove at once in a loom something like our

coach lace looms. In those countries like Eng-
land w here a great (leal of ribbon weaving is

carried on, the looms have eight shuttles, one to

each ribbon, and they arc: so attached that they

are worked as though they were but one shuttle.

They weave very fist. In Switzerland there is

considerable business done in the ribbon line,

mostly by females, who spend part of their lime

m the" fields and part ill guiding the spindle and

directing the shuttle.

Vinegar.—Many families purchase their vine-

irar at a very considei able expense: some "make

do" wilh a very indifferent article; and others,

for want of a little knowledge and less industry,

Rearing Lambs for Market.

At our request, Mr. George Edwards, of Me-
chanicsville, Saratoga county, furnished us with

the following account of his mode of managing
sheep and rearing lambs for market:

"As my farm is near our large market and
well adapted to what I call mixed husbandry, that

is sheep, grain and grass—the soil a loam high
and dry—I find the rearing of fit lambs the most
profitable branch of firming! The ewes have
generally been bought in September, always se-

lecting those of rather coarse woo), they being

larger and generally the best nurses. The rams

(pure South Downs) are put to them early in

November, and the lambs are dropped about the

first of April. The ewes are fed during the win-

ter upon cornstalks and straw, and about one

month before lambing', and from thence till they

go to pasture, they are each fed with three quarts

of brewers' grain per day.

" Last year one hundred ewes raised one hun-

dred lambs. The wool, which was sold at Troy
at thirty-two cents per pound, brought $104 75.

Twenty-five lambs sold at S2 each, one rain

lamb $5, one do. $3, and the remaining seventy-

three at $1 75 each. They were all taken away
by the last of July. The ewes were sold to the

butcher at $2 each in October—so the hundred

ewes realized $-190 50.

" It is desirable to get rid of the lambs early,

that the ewes may have time to fatten, so that

they may he sold to the bnlcherin the fall—giving

room for a new flock which should he In ought

in for the next season.

"It is a good mode, and one which we have

frequently ndnpted, if we have a piece of rye

which has been sown on a clover sod, (or where

the land was- otherwise in good order,) to plough

the stubble the very moment the rye is off the

field, and sow turnips. The furrows are first

harrowed with a light harrow lengthwise and

crosswise— the seed sown broadcast, two pounds

per acre—ending with rolling the ground witli a

very light roller. The turnip called the stubble

turnip is preferred. A larger quantity of seed is

sown that some usf, in order to get a good stand

in spite of the ravages of the fly. I have now
procured one id Emery's seed-planters and shall

probably sow the turnips in drills henceforth—
the rows two feet apart, to give space to work

between them with a horse and small plough or

cultivator. As soon as the turnips are up about

two inches, we put on the light harrows, passing

both ways, keeping a strait cour»e. If the tur-

nips are in drills, the drag only runs across the

rows. About two days alter the harrows are

run over the turnips, they are gone over with

hoes and thinned where they are in bunches.

"Ten acres of turnips, with a tojerable even

plant, will supply and fatten one hundred and

fifty sheep and will afford line keep for them

from the first of October to the end of Novem-
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ber, (if lliere is not much snow

pasture is generally short. About an acre should

be (fenced off to commence with, after four or

five days add about one-fourth of an acre every

other day. At first the sheep will not appear to

like the turnips, but after three or four days will

eat them rapidly. A boy should be placed with

the sheep for two or three hours each day, to

chop up the shell—the sheep will fall back and

eat them up clean.

" While the sheep are on the turnips, it is an

advantage to give them a little hay in troughs-

say about three bushels per day for one hundred

and fifty sheep.

" Let any man try this plan, and if his land is

in good heart, he will not only find his sheep get

redly fat, but they will leave the land in fine

condition for a spring crop. It must be observed

the more attention that is paid to keeping down

the weeds, the better the crops pay cost!"—Alba-

ny Cultivator.

Great Profvts.—The Genesee Farmer for

January has a letter from Richard J. Hand of

Mendon,New York, giving the product for twen

ty-three apple trees, standing on one acre of

land, as follows:

100 bbls. Roxbury Russet at $1 00. ... . .$100 00

100 bbls. Northern Spy, 2 75 275 00

10 bbls. " " 3 50 35 00

30 bbls. " "2dqltyl00 30 00

t a time when I equal if not superior to plank roads. In powder

it is the best thing to clean knives. It is a useful

application for putrid sores; and ought to be

tried in all cases of putrid diseases.

Prater for Sleep.—In a beautiful hymn
composed by Sir Thomas Brown, as a half adieu

for each night to the world, are these striking

lines :

—

" Sleep is a death ; O make me try,

By sleeping, what it is to die
;

And as I gently lay my head

On my grave as now my bed
;

How'er 1 rest, great God, let me
Awake again, at last, with thee.

And thus assured, behold 1 lie

Securely—or to wake or die.

These are my drowsy days ; in vain

1 do now wake to sleep again.

O come that hour, when 1 shall never

Sleep again, but wake forever."

3' s

The Eaitia'e Work ITisabridgecl,

IM one volume crown Quarto ; containing all the mat-

ter of Dr. Webster's original work, his improvements

up to the time of his death, and now thoroughly revised

and greatly enlarged and improved by

PROF. C. A. GOODRICH, of Yale College.

Price reduced to 6$.

In the language of an eminent critic, "in its Definitions

the object for which nine-tenths of our references to

such a work are made—it stands without a rival in ihe

annals of English lexicography." These definitions,with-

I out abridgement or condensation, are only given in this,

t Dr. Webster's larger work—and are not found in any

mere abridgements, or works on a more limited plan. It

contains three limes the amount of matter found in any

other English Dictionary compiled in this couutry. or any

Abridgement of this work, yet is sold at a trifling ad-

vance Move the price of other and limited works.

Southern Crops.—The storm and cold at the

South (says the Boston Post,) have injured the

cotton and other crops so much that prices are

already affected. The accounts are disastrous,

and unless informants were unnecessarily alarm-

ed, cotton and even grain will fall largely short

of an average in parts of Alabama, Georgiu and

South Carolina, unless the re-planting shall be

sufficient to bring them up in quantity.

$440 00

The Northern Spy apples were mostly sold to

J. H. Watts, of Rocheste

ket.

for the Eastern mar-

Immense Cargo.—The fine steamer Sultana,

Captain Yore, hound from Quincy to New Or-

leans, reached this port yesterday morning. The

Sultana has on board the largest cargo believed

to have ever come down the upper Mississippi

on one boat. To her obliging clerks we are in-

debted for the following list of her freight:

Total

weight.

1,309,440

1340 tcs.

Mayward's TCew MampsMa*e.

A GAZETTEER OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, con-

taining descriptions of all the counties, towns, and

districts in the State. Also, of its principal mountains,

rivers, waterfalls, harbors, islands, and fashionable resorts,

to which is added statistical accounts ol its agriculture,

commerce, and manufactures; with a great variety of

useful information, by John Hayward, author of the "The
New England Gazetteer "—'' Book of Religions," &c.

With three fine engravings. This morning published and

for sale by
JOHN P. J EWETT, 33 Cornhill.

This is the second volume of Hayward's Gazetteer of

tfew England, and is for sale only at the store of the pub-

lisher, and his travelling Agents in the Stale of New
Hampshire.

Number of
packages.

39G8 bbls.

Description.

Pork and beef,

Pickled beef,

hams, shoulders

Lard, 483 tcs.

Lard, 10(i3 bbls.

Flour, 2275 bbls.

Pork taken on

Cin., Illinois,

Average
weight.

330

440 590,600

lt
570 bbls.

370
270
220

330

178,810
287.000

720,500

188,100

DELANO'S

Horse Lafee,

3,193,350

Total amount of tonnage, 1400 tone, 1783 lbs.

At this place she takes on hoard 250 head of

beef cattle, which will swell her enormous

freight to nearly sixteen hundred tons.— St.

Louis Republican, X^ilh instant.

Improvement.—The editor of the Genesee

Farmer says he has seen a girl in a couon mill

tend si.x power moms, weavingone thousand two
hundred and sixty yards in a week, for which
she was paid five dollars. In India, where labor-

Baying machinery is not introduced, a woman
must labor twenty weeks to produce an equal

amount of goods, and will receive four cents a

day, or twenty-four cents a week, for her ser-

vices.

Pulverized Charcoal.—In many places it

would doubtless pay well if farmers would de-

vote portions of their superfluous forests to char-

coal for manure, grinding it in a hone or hark

mill. It absorbs ammonia from the air and the

muck heap, and gives it out to plains. It should
always he mixed with stable and liquid manure.
It helps amazingly the rooting of transplanted

trees and shrubs. It gives unexampled vigor to

wheat and corn.

Charcoal.—Many are its uses. It is the sur-

est disinfectant that is known. It makes roads

THE undersigned hereby certify that we have used

Delano's Independent Horse Rake the past haying

season, and have lound it decidedly preferable to any

other rake now in use. It is much easier tended than the

revolver or spring tooth, and its work preferable to either,

particularly on ground of uneven surface, it being so con-

structed that the hay is removed from knolls and hollows

with the same ease and certainty as from even ground, lt

is tended by a man or boy who rides and drives the horse.

By placing his foot upon a lever attached to the axeltree,

the hay is discharged in winrows. It is perfectly adapted

to the purpose for which it was invented, therefore we
cheerfully recommend it, as a very useful implement to

all concerned in cu-rin

Mayhew Chase,
F. F. Haines,
L B. Young,
Charles Page,
H. L. Morrison

hay.

Tristram Tilton,
W. B. Small,
Francis Morrill.

Elishii Peiiingill,

Leonard Farrui<Uon,and
of East Livermore

;

P. F. Pike, Samuel Hersev,
Richard Hubbard, S. N. Watson,
F. A. Chase, Reuben Crane, iand
Jos. Martin, of Fayette

;

James Wing, of VVaync
;

Isaac Boothbay, David Wheeler, and
D. S Loring, of Leeds;
Abijah Upham, of Head field;

S. \V Chase, of Mont Vernon
;

William Wyman, Orin Haskell,

of JNorlh Livermoro
;

T. Croswell. Jr., J. A, Hamuli n,
D. C. Morrill. Benjamin Butler,

Hiram Russ, of Farminglon
;

J. W. Morrill, B. F. Morrill,

of Cheslcrville
;

Samuel S. Wood, of Wilton
;

Ephrami Swan, F. M. Swan,
Frederick Swan, of New Sharon

;

Charles Farrand, S. D. Greenleaf,
of Starks.

The ondersignecTj hating received his letters patent for

his improvement in the Horse Rake, is prepared to dis-

pose of said improvement by Counties or Slates. All in-

fringemenis will Ire legally prosecuted.

The above Rakes are manufactured at Farminglon
Falls and at Livermo-rc, and will he kept for sale by the

patentee at his residence in Fast Laverinore, Maine.
CALVIN DELANO.

East Livermore, Me . March 5, 18-19.

TESTIMONIALS.
From James K. Polk, President of the United States.

" lt is the great work of an American citizen, accom-
plished after a life of indefatigable study and labor, and

deserves the public favor."

From George HI. Dallas, Vice President of the U. States.

" The crown Quarto edition ought to receive universal

favor, as a monument of American intellect and erudi-

tion, equally brilliant and solid—more copious, precise

and satisfactory than any other work of this kind.

—

March
184-3.

From President Olin, of the Wesleyan University.

" Webster's American Dictionary may now be recom-

mended, without reserve or qualification, as the best ex-

tant.

—

December 1847.

From President Hitchcock, of Amherst College.

tl I have been in the habit of using Dr. Webster's Dic-

tionary for several years past, in preference to all others,

because it far excels them all, so far as 1 know, in giving

and defining scientific terms."

From Rev. Dr. Wayland, President of Brown Universi-

ty, Providence, It I.

" 1 have always considered Dr. Webster's work in Lex-

icography as surpassed in fullness and accuracy by none

in our language."

11 The new edition of Webster's Dictionary, in crown
Quarto, seems to us deserving ol general patronage for

the following reasons :

—

In the exhibition of the Etymology of the language, it

rs superior to any other dictionary.

[Here follow specifications of its excellence, in its

Definitions, Orthography, Pronunciation, extent of Vo-

cabulary. Tables of Geographical Scripture, and Classi-

cal Proper Names.]

We recommend it to aM who desire to possess THE
MOST COMPLETE, ACCURATE AND RELIABLE
DICTIONARY OF THE LANGUAGE."
March 1848.

Theodore Frelmghuysen, Chancellor of University of

New York.
William H. Campbell, editor IN. Y. District School

Journal.
Daniel Webster. United States Senator.

Thomas H. Benton, " "

John Davis, " "

Jefferson Davis, " "

S. A. Douglass, " "

George N. Briggs, Governor of Massachusetts.

W'lliam B. Calhoun, Secretary of State of Massachu-
setts.

Richard S. Rust, Commissioner of Common Schools

in New Hampshire.
Theodore F. King, Superintendent of Scools in New

Jersey.

Robert C. Winthrop, Speaker of the United States

House of Representatives.

Edmund Burke, Commissioner of Patents.

John Young, Governor of New York.
Christopher Morgan. Secretary of State, and Superin-

tendent of Common Schools in New York.
Alvah Hunt, Treasurer of New York.
Millard Fillmore, Comptroller.

Rev Samuel H. Cox, D D.

Lyman Beeoher,D. D. President of Lane Seminary.
Calvin L\ Stowe, D. D., D H. Allen, Professors in do.

Rev, Heman Humphrey, D. D. late President of Am-
herst College.

Rev. Lzra Keller, D. D. President of Wittenberg Col-

lege, Ohio.
M. A. Die hi, N. A. Gieger, Professors in do.

Benjamin Larabee, D. D. President JViiddlebury Col-
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The Beautiful of Spring.

The days we used to read of
Are come to us again,

Willi sunninesls and sunniness
And rare delights of rain

;

The lanes are full of blossoms
The fields are grassy deep,

The leal'ness and flowenness
Make one abundant heap.

The seasons of blossoms is now in its perfec-

,
tion. Never ilitl tlie country look so beautifully

as at lliis moment, while the apple trees and the
cherry trees are in full bloom, while the Cubage
of tin: lines! trees is yet tender and but half de-
veloped, and the around is heavy with its wealth
of (trass. The moist warm weather of the last

wick has stimulated vegetation, and thrown a
line upon the verdure as evanescent as it is beau-
tiful. Gii into the country, if yon have not been
the present Spring, anil take a look around VOU,

and drink the inspiring draughts which the full

cup of Nature's beauties present, before this

fresh, glittering pomp, with which the young
Spring conn s robed, is dimmed and sullied ; he-

lore these white and crimson jewels, with which
her emerald mantle is adorned, tire scattered anil

trodden under foot. Go, man of the counting-

room, of the simp, and of the official deo, go
forth, and see what the good God has done for

us, had we hut the ej es and the hearts to gaze
and appreciate.

Do you preiend to say, that you have not the

time or the opportunity ? Then make the time
and the opportunity. You can do it; and per-

haps for others as well as liir yourself You are

tint so indispensable as you imagine yourself, we
will venture to say, to your business; or, if it

claim your unremitted care, then it is lime to

take the alarm, to feel that it is paining upon you
too much, and that there are other claims than
those of traffic and worldly occupation, the neg-
lect of which also brings its evil.

Do you say, you cannot afford the luxury of

rural visits? Ask your own conscience if this

he true,— put the question fairly and liberally

—

and if the decision is against you— if circum-
stances protest against your departure lor a few
hours from routine and labor—we can only fay,

Heaven deliver you from circumstances, which
prevent 1 the indulgence of those tastes and de-

lights, to which the spring-time so beneficently

ministers. Bui do not fro forth and gaze on this

affluence of foliage ami hear this music from in-

numerable throats, wishmg yourself all the

while hack ill your counting-room, or tearing

lest you have lost a customer by your momentary
absence; hut rather believe, if ihe scene do not

touch, enchant and gladden you, that there is

something wrong in that world-worn nature ol

yours, that there is a spring rusty from long dis-

use, or a sinew undeveloped from lack of exer-
cise. Do not lay the blame upon the prospect,
but upon your own untuned, unresponding
heart ; and resolve to drag forth and cultivate
those innate, old-liishioned though smothered
sympathies, which exist to some extent in every
human soul.

In these days of telegraphs and weekly trans-
atlantic steamers, we fear it is very unfashionable
to prate about the glories and the beauties of
this brief season of blossoms; but if we have
erred, we will crown our error with a quotation
from one James Thomson, who wrote a poem
somewhat celebrated in its day, entitled The
Seasons:

Now from the town
Buried in smoke and sleep and noisome damps
Oft iei me wander o'er ihe dewy fields,

Where freshness breathes, and dash the trembling drops
From Hie bent bush, as through the verdanl maze
Of sweet-briar hedges i pursue my walk;
Or laste the smell of daisy, or ascend
And see the country, far diffused around
One boundless blush, one winie-empurpled shower
Of mingled blossoms. —Boston Transcript.

From Godey's Lady's Book for April.

Ruth; or the Reward of the Daughter-in-Law.

BV RKV. JOHN P. DURBIN, tl. D.

Daniel O'Connell's Wife.—A ereat deal has
been said about the late Daniel O'Connell, but
little is known of his wife, who was the object
of hi3 warm affection for many years, if we may
credit his sincerity in the following neat reply
which he made—when his wife was toasted at a
political festival given at New Castle several
years ago :

"There are some trophies of so sacred and
sweet a nature, that they may be comprehended
by those who are happy, but they cannot possi-
bly he described by any human being. All that
I shall do is lo thank you in the name of her
who was the disinterested choice of my early
youth; who was the ever-cheerful companion of
my manly years ; and who is the sweetest so-
lace of that 'sear ami yellow leaf of aire, at

which I have arrived. In her name I thank you,
and tliis you may readily believe ; for experi-
ence, I think, wiH «linw to us all, that man can-
not liattle and struggle with the malignant. ene-
mies of his country, unless his nest at home is

warm and comfortable— unless the honey of hu-
man life is commended by a baud that be loves."

Woman and Flowers.—Woman, says a news-
paper writer, loves flowers, and flowers are like

women in their beauty and sweetness, so ihey
ought to grow up together. No flower-garden
looks complete without a woman in it— no wo-
man seems so lovely as when she is surrounded
by flowers. She should have her fragrant bou-
quet at the parly ; window plants in her parlor;
if possible, some rich and rare flowering shrubs
in her conservatory; but belter than all these,
and supplying all, every woman in the world
should have a flower-garden, livery man who
has the least gallantry or paternal feeling, should
make a flower-garden for his wife ami daugh-
icrs. Every house—the smallest cottage, as well
as the largest mansion — should have around it

the perfume of lilacs, pinks, and other hardy
odoriferous flowers that cost no trouble, but
bring with them every year a world of beauty
and fragrance.

Unparalelled increase in population.— In 1830,
sa_\s Ihe Lowell Courier, the population of Man-
chester. N. II., was 877; in 1840, 3,235. By a
recent census it appears that the present popula-
tion is 14,542, an increase almost without paral-
lel. The number of males is 5,938; females,
H.MI4

;
excess of female-, 2,(588 ; sain in two last

years, 2.256. It is estimated that by the first of
July ihe population will he full fifteen thousand,
as the uew factory will add several hundred to
the present number.

As the autumn approached, the husbandmen
pf Judith prepared lo sow their seed. AH things
were ready, and they waited for the first rain.
The month of November was fast passing away,
as each morning the eyes of the inhabitants of
Belhlehem-Judah were turned to the west, hop-
ing to descry the gathering cloud impending
over the Mediterranean. Not a speck was seen
in the skies, and the glorious sun continued daily
In ascend to his meridian, and scorch the dusty
hills of Jtnlea. At length the vernal equinox ar-
rived that should have brought the latter rain,
but it came not. The wells were dry, and the
cisterns had no water. The flocks fainted in
the fields, and the herdsmen returned to their
masters and sat down before them in sorrow.

Elimelech, the chief of the Belblehemites,
looked upon Naomi, the wife of his youth, and
beheld her womanly (brm yielding to the tiiinine.

He scarcely dared to cast a steady glance upon
his two sons, Mahlon and Chilon who, a year
ago, were two vigorous sprouts shooting up in
his house, and promising to overshadow and re-
fresh the old age of their parents, and maintain
the supremacy of their family among their peo-
ple. Eliuielech ascended southward to the
heights that overlooked the Dead Sea, and com-
manded a view of the land of Moab. He be-
held its fields whitening to the harvest, and its

crystal streams sparkling in the sun. And al-
though it was a land of the Getililes. where all

the people bowed down to Chemosh, yet he re-
solved lo go thither, that he might obtain bread
and water, and bis family live. He quickly
found n grave in this laud of idolatry, and Naomi
was left a widow wiih her two sous blooming
into manhood. Obeying the dictates of nature,
which triumph over conventional rules, the
young men looked upon the ruddy daughters of
Moah and loved their). They chose from among
them Uutli and Orphn for wives. In a few years
the widowhood of Naomi was rendered unutter-
ably hitler by the loss of her two sons and the
bereavement of her daughters-in-law, who were
doubly afflicted by being left childless. In the
dark hour Naomi turned her thoughts towards
her people in Bethlehem-Judah, from whence
the report had reached her that plenty bail again
blessed her land. She arose to depart to her
own country, and Ruth and Orpha accompanied
her to the borders of Moab.
Here Naomi proposed to take leave of these

two young widows; and her address to them is

one of the most touching passages ever pro-
nounced by the lips of woman. The essence of
woman's heart and hopes, as God hath made
I hem, is disclosed in it. She begins with n pro-
found a-id lunching expression of gratitude

—

"The Lord deal kindly with you, as ye have
dealt wiih the dead and with me." What an ex-
alted character of these two young widows does
this expression suggest! Their conduct to-

wards their husbands had been such as to sctisfy
even their mother-iu-law, and to become the
measure of the divine blessing which she desir-
ed should be given to them—" The Lord deal
kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead
and with me."

But when she comes to specify the blessings
of tlie Lord which she deems a just reward for

their fidelity and kindness to their husbands and
herself, she descends into the secret fountain of
the female hea't. and titters forth the precious
trnih which dwells unchangeably there. "The
Lord grant that ye may find rest, each in the house

of her husband." Her words recalled to these

young widows the happiness of former days;
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and as their mother-in-law gave them the part-

ing kiss, they lilted up their voices and wept

and said—" We will return with thee to thy peo-

ple."

The reply of Naomi glows with the great liv-

ing truth, that woman can find her natural and

permanent rest only in the " house of her hus-

band." And Naomi said—" Why will ye go with

me ? I have no more sons that may be your

husbands. J am a widow; and had I a husband,

and should I also have sous, would ye tarry lor

them till they are grown?" And when she bad

uttered these words, " they lilted up their voices

and wept again." Orpha hearkened to the advice

of her mother-in-law, gave her a parting kiss,

and returned to her own people in Moab. But
Ruth clave to Naomi. Now commenced a more
earnest struggle between these two remarkable

women. Naomi was unwilling that the beauty

and bloom of youth should be wasted in her

service ; and she took the advantage of the ex-

ample of Orpha, and said—"Behold, thy sister

has gone hack unto her people and unto her

gods; return thou after her." For three thou-

sand yeais the answer of Ruth to the earnest

and disinterested advice of Naomi, has stood

forth in the history of filial affection and duty as

the sun in the firmament of heaven. There is

no parallel to it in the records of humanity.
And Ruth said—"Entreat me not to leave thee

or to return from following after thee; lor whi-
ther thou goest, I will go; and where thou lodg-

est, I will lodge; thy people shall be my people,

and thy God my God. Where thou diest will I

die, and there will I be buried ; the Lord do so

to me, and more also, if aught but death shall

part thee and me." "

To these words Naomi made no reply ; they

were unanswerable ; and silently the two widows
journeyed on foot towards Belhleheni-Judah.
When the relict of Elimelech appeared among
her people, they said in amazement—" Is this

Naomi? The sound of her name used to sug-
gest to us her beauty and happiness. She de-

parted trom us with her husband and sons, and
lo, she returns to us in sorrow, and with but one
poor hand-maiden."
And Naomi said—"Call me not Naomi, but

Mara ; for the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly

with me." Truly a dark cloud hung over the

house of Naomi and Ruth. But they had given
brilliant examples of the brightest of womanly
virtues— fidelity to their husbands and to each
other. This was remarkably true of Ruth; and
now God was about to honor her with very great

honor, even to make her one of the builders of
the house of David.

Naomi and Ruth arrived in Bethlehem in the

spring, "in the beginning of barley harvest;"
and this apparently small matter was the open-
ing of the magnificent designs of Providence to-

wards Ruth the Moabitess widow. The custom
of the country permitted poor young women to

glean in the fields of the rich; and the pressing
wants of Naomi quickly prompted the excellent
heart of Ruth to say to her—"Let me now go to

the field and glean ears of corn after him in

whose sight I shall find grace." And Naomi
said—" Go, my daughter."

The first adventure of Ruth suggests clearly
the magnificent destiny which awaits her. Upon
returning in the evening, she related to Noami
the beautiful and prophetic incidents of the day.
"It was my hap," she said, " to light on a part of
the field that belonged to Boaz. And when he
came out to see the reapers he inquired 'whose
damsel is this?' And being informed, he suid to
the young men, ' Let her glean even among the
sheaves, and reproach her not; and let fall also
some of the handlhls on purpose for her, and
leave them, that she may glean them, and rebuke
her not.' Then turning lo me, he said, ' Go not,
my daughter, to glean in any other field, hut abide
here fast by my maidens, "i have charged the
young men that they shall not touch thee; and
when thou art athirst, go and drink of that which
the young men have drawn from the wells. For
it bath fully been shown me all thnt thou hast
done unto thy mother-in-law since the death of
thy husband. The Lord recompense thy work,
and a full reward be given thee of ihe Lord God
ot Israel, under whose wings thou art come to
trust. At meal time come thou hither, and eat
of the bread, and dip thy morsel in the vinegar,'

and as I sat with the maids, he reached me parched

corn with his own hands."

As Ruth related these incidents the blanched

and withered countenance of Naomi glowed
with sudden visions of hope ; and she saw the

star of her family about lo rise again. She per-

ceived, in the language and conduct of Boaz,

and particularly in that " handful of parched

corn," his young affection for the enchanting

Moabitess widow. At the same lime she re-

membered that Boaz was "a kinsman of her

husband, a mighty man of wealth," which in-

stantly brought to her mind the law in Israel,

that the childless widow should become the wife

of the brother or next nearest of kin of the de-

ceased, for the purpose of raising up seed on

the estate of the departed, so that it might not

pass out of the original family. She was now
old, and now childless ; but, Ruth, the young and
beautiful widow, was, in the eye of the law, in

her place; and she said—"My daughter, shall 1

not seek res' for thee, that it may be well with

thee?" And the ardent and dutiful daughter-in-

law replied, (lor she had seen and loved Boaz
the lord of the rich fields in which she had
gleaned, and with the instinct of woman on
such occasions, saw the hearing of Naomi's
question,)"AII that thou sayest uulo me 1 will do."

The introduction of Ruth to Boaz is too beau-

tiful, delicate, dangerous and sublimely virtuous

to be recited here. Read it in the book of Ruin,

and you will see that Boaz rivals Joseph in that

virtue for which his renown has come down to

us through three thousand five hundred years.

But there was one dark cloud impending over the

hopes and wishes of Boaz and Ruth. The law

of Israel gave Ruth to the nearest kinsman of the

deceased brother, and Boaz was only second of kin.

Boaz feared God as well as loved Ruth ; and ob-

serve with what dignity and frankness he un-
folds to her the appalling fact that another had a

right to her by law. " It is true," said he to

Ruth, " that I am thy near kinsman ; howheit,

there is a kinsman nearer than I. Tarry this

night, and it shall he in the morning that if he
will perform unto thee the part of a kinsman,
well; let him do the kinsman's part. But if he
will not do the part of a kinsman lo thee, then
will I, as the Lord livelh." Ruth related to Nao-
mi the result of this interview with Boaz, and
her reply is proof of woman's sagacily and
judgment in mailers of the affections. "Sit still,

my daughter, until thou know how the matter
will fall; for the man will not be in rest until he
have finished the thing ibis day."

She spake truly, for in an hour Boaz took
measures to test the matter legally. He went
up to the gate, and sat him down theie, and he-

hold the kinsman came by, unto whom he said—
"Ho! such-a-one, turn aside and sit down here.

I thought to advertise thee, that Naomi, the wi-
dow of our brother Elimelech, selleth her es-

tate. If thou wilt redeem it, redeem it; if not,

I will, for I am next of kin to thee." And he
said—" 1 will redeem it."

When this kinsman, Mr. " Ho ! Such-a-one,"
declared that he would buy it, he seems not to

have known that a young and lovely widow was
a necessary part of the purchase, lie supposed
that the aged and neglected Naomi was the only

embarrassment j and it might have occurred to

him that he might wholly disrespect her as a

wife ; and at her death, without children, the es-

tate of her former husband would come lo him
and his children. Boaz immediately reveals lo

him the condition of the purchase, "What day
thou huyest the field of Naomi, thou must buy it

also of Ruth the Moabitess, the wile of the dead,
to raise up the name of the dead upon his inher-

itance." And the kinsman answered—"Then I

will not redeem it."

The heart of Boaz beat high at his answer,
and he immediately turned to the elders present
in the gate, and said—"Ye are witnesses this

day that 1 have bought all that was Elimelech's.

Moreover, Ruth the Moabitess, the widow of

Mali Ion, have I purchased to be my wife, and to

raise lip the name of the dead upon his inherit-

ance."

And all the people said—" H'e are witnesses.

The Lord make ihe woman that has come into

thy house like Rachael and like Leah, which two
did build this house of Israel ; and do thou
worthily, and be famous in Bethlehem."

Behold now the reward of fidelity in the wife,

and of affectionate duty in the daughter-in-law.
The aged Naomi flourishes again in her old age,

and receives into her bossom the son of Boaz
and Ruth, who are transcendently honored in

being ihe ancestors of David ihe king, and Mes-
sias the Prince of Peace, in whose veins, there-

fore, ran the blood of the Jew from Boaz, and
of the Gentile from Ruth.

Growth of the West.—In 1832 there were

no white settlers in the county of Winebago,

Wisconsin, except four persons employed by the

government to instruct the Indians. The county

did not increase materially in population until

1846; in December of that year, it numbered

732, and in twelve months increased 2787. This

part of the country contains extensive pineries,

and from an article in the Oshkosh Democrat,

from which we gather these important facts, it

is estimated that 10,500,000 feet of lumber will

be made there this year. The number of per-

sons employed in the lumbering business, is

computed at 250.

—

Milwaukie Sentinel.

A poetical farmer.—The Clinton Radiator

tells a story of a jovial old farmer, whom the

muses, in detailing out their inspiration, had not

entirely neglected. One morning as the golden
light stole into his apartments, he called out to

his hired man, whose name happened to be
John Swain

:

John Swain,
If you've lain

Lung eno.ugh

;

Open your eyes,

And begin tn rise,

Though it's tough.

It is, almost needless to add, that after such a

poetical admonition, the bonny swain was not

slow in disengaging himself from the arms of
Soinnus, and bidding adieu to the land of dreams.

Franklin's Familiar Letters.

The following extract from the work, is a fail-

specimen of his style. It is a part of a letter

written to a mutual friend, on the death of his

brother :

—

Philadelphia, 23d Feb. 1756.

I condole with you. We have lost a most
dear and valuable relation. But it is ihe will of
God and nature, that these mortal bodies be laid

aside when the soul is to enter into real life.

This is rather an embryo slate, a preparation for

living. A man is not completely born until he
is dead. Why then should we grieve, that a

new child is born among the immortals; a new
member added to their happy society?

We are spirits. That bodies should be lent

us while they can afford us pleasure, assist us in

acquiring knowledge, or in doing good to our
fellow creatures, is a kind and benevolent act of
God. When Ihey become unfit for these pur-

poses, and afford us pain instead of pleasure, in-

stead of an aid, an incumbrance, and answer
none of the intentions for which they were giv-

en, it is equally kind and benevolent that a way
is provided by which we may get rid of them.
Death is ihat way. We ourselves, in some cases
prudently choose a partial death. A mangled,
painful limb, which cannot he restored, we wil-

lingly cut off". He who plucks out a tooth, parts

with it freely, since ihe pain goes with it; and
be who quits the whole body parts at once with
all his pains and possibilities of pains and dis-

eases, which1

it was liable to, or capable of mak-
ing him suffer.

Borrowing troubles. — One of the best

things in Tupper's Proverbial Philosophy is the

following:

"Thou hast seen many troubles, travel-stained

pilgrim of the world. But that which hath

vexed thee most, has been the looking for evil.

And though calamities have crossed thee, and
misery been heaped upon thy head, _\ct ills

lhat never happened have chiefly made thee
wretched."
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Michigan*

Michigan is one of the greatest wheat-growing
States of the West. The amount she yearly
sells cannot be less than 5,000,000 of bushels.
This one product at sixty cents per bushel, {jives

§3,000,000, and makes lor her an immense lake
trade Almost every article of agriculture can
he raised in rich profusion, and with her rich

and only sparsely-cultivated soil, her great in-

land seas, canals and railroads, she must soon be
-one of the richest Slates in the I'liion. In pass-

ing through the interior, the observing stranger
will discover unerring indications ojfa high slate

of prosperity iu the occupants of many of the
estates—lor he will notice, not uiifmpieiitly,

three several gradations iu architectural skill

on the same farm. In the first place, the small
cabin huilt of rough logs, with two little win-
dows, about as large as the port-holes of a

' frigate, sometimes wilh only a single pane ol

glass, and a chimney at one end of the hut, con-
structed of slicks and clay. The single room
answers all the purposes of a kitchen, dining-
room, parlor and lied room, for the parents, with
perhaps half-a-dozen liltle bare-looted white-
beaded children. Thifl liltle hut was hastily

thrown up by the poor emigrant, in the dense
forest, as a shelter for himself and family, on his

first entrance into the wilderness, and he must
be content with it until he shall he able to erect

* a more convenient residence. A little further
on, a building of somewhat greater pretensions
may be seen. This is also constructed of logs,

but larger and more commodious, being divided
into two or three rooms, with one oi more addi-
tions in the rear. The windows are larger, the
glass in them more abundant, and a brick chim-
ney peeps through the tools. The fields have
been enlarged-—good barns have been huilt—and
the numerous stock, and farming implements
indicate that the owner has overcome the difficul-

ties and hardships of his forest home, and is

now in comparatively comfortablecircumstaiices.
. '. few years more brings the two-story porlicoed
/louse, painted and corniced, and surrounded by
a picket-fence with a green gateway—and if the
owner's flaxen-haired daughters have grown up

• into gentle maidens of taste and refinement, the
yard will he ornamented with rose-bushes and
beautiful shrubberies. The barns and sheds,
the handsome buggy before the door—the fat

and sleek cattle—the almost houndless fields,

where the yellow grain is waving in "billowy
pride," now denote that Uod has prospered the

enterprising emigrant—that he is above the

frowns of poverty, and no longer fears the
" proud man's contumely."

The Wife.— It needs no guilt to break a hus-
band's heart; the absence pi content, the milt-

terings of spleen ; the untidy dress, and cheer-

less home ; the forbidding scowl and deserted

hearth; these and other nameless neglects

—

without a crime among them, have harrowed to

the quick, the core of many a man, and planted

there, beyond the reach of cure, the germ of
dark despair. Oh 1 may Woman, before that

long, sad sight arrives, dwell on the recollections

itlf her youth, and cherishing the dear idea of
that tuneful time, awake and keep alive the

promises she then so kindly gave; and though
rhe may be the injured one— the forgotten, not

the forgetful wife—a happy allusion to that hour
of peace and love—a kindly welcome lo a com-
fortable home—a smile of love to banish hostile

Words—a kiss of peace to pardon all the past,

and the hardest heart that ever locked itself

within the breast of selfish ma i will soften to

her charms, and hid her live as she had hoped,

for years, iu matchless bliss—loved, loving and
content— the soother oftlie sorrowing hour—the

source of comfort and the spring of joy.

The Bath—Hints for the Season.

There is a great deal of good sense in the fol-

lowing suggestions of some letter-writer in the

Mobile Tribune; suggestions, loo, which are
good for any latitude :

' "To tin; young, we earnestly say—as you are
now throwing aside your winter clothing, bathe

;

if you would avoid colds, the sine precursors of
all sickness, bailie; and if you would enjoy your
youth, blitheness of limb and cheer of spirits,

bathe frequently. The ancients knew its effica-

if you

ey, and practised it throughout, as (he wisest of
the mod, ,ns do. The theory of Beau Brummel
has grown into a Proverb— ' there is no perfume
like that ol fresh linen; no cosmetic like pure
water, and plenty of it.' But what boy has not
fell the invigoration of a swim, or what man fa-
tigued, of a free ablution ? Bathe, then
would be healthy.

"But while bathing is so important to the
young, it is no less so to the mature. Of all the
ihonsand ills ihat flesh is heir to, none can ex-
ceed these three common curses—dyspepsia,
rheumatism and gout. Though when these are
once seated they are deemed immovable, the
most experienced physicians assure us they can
be prevented, as they are clearly traceable to tiie
stopping up of the pores of the skin.

" I hen if you would preserve your digestion
ami enjoy th c g0m\ t|,jngs of this life, bathe! If
you would avoid rheumatism, and indulge in that
joyous exercise which brings health anil every
other comfort, bathe! And lest vou be bed-rid-
den, and tortured everlastingly with gout, bathe,
and bathe freely.

" With the best of motives, we again affirm, i
r

there be a cheap luxury iu the world, it is a hot,
cold or shower bath."

The Old Printer.

Something of a fancy sketch, but too near the truth to make much
fun of.

I see him at his case,
With hid anxious cheerless face,

Worn and brown:
And the type's diseasing click,
As they drop within his siick.
Seems of Life's old clock the lick

Manning down.

Years, years away have flown,
And the printerl ong I've known,

Boy and man;
Time was when slep elate
Distinguished his gait,
Anil his form was tall and strait

We now scan.

You could see him every day,
As he passed along the way

To his toil;

He labored might and main,
A living scant to gain,

And some interest small attain
In the soil.

And hope was high at first,
Anil the golden cheat he nursed,

Till he found
That hope was but a glare
In a cold and frosty air,
And the promise, pictured fair,

Barren ground.

He ne'er was reckoned bad,
But I've seen him smile right glad

At " leaded" woes,
While a corresponding frown
Would spread his features round,
Where virtue's praise did sound,

If 'twere " close."

Long years he's labored on,
The morning hues are gone,

From his sky;
For others are his hours,
For others are his powers,
And his days, Iikepa9sing showers,

Flitting by.

You can see him, night by night,
By ihel.unji's dull dreary light,

Standing there,
With cobweb curtains spread
In festoons o'er his head,
Thai sooty showers shed

In his hair.

And when the waning moon
Proclaims of night the noon,

If you roam,
You may see him, weak and frail,
As his weary steps do fail,

In motion like thesoail,
Wending home.

Character and Integrity.

We have somewhere seen a notice of a Rot-
terdam thread merchant who hud accumulated
liliy thousand dollars by his own industry, punc-
tuality and integrity, and it was remarked of
I'ini that he never let a yard of bad thread go out
of his hands, and would never take more than a
reasonable profit. By these means be acquired
such entire public confidence, that bis customers
would as willingly sen j fl bIim , man or a child
to buy for them as to go themselves.

We refer to the case not to intimate that we
have no such instances among ourselves, but for
the purpose of suggesting the great value to any
business man of such a character and the ex-
ceeding agreeableness to dealers with him of the
confidence he inspires. And we affirm nothing
extravagant in saying that the character for strict
integrity acquired is of as much real worth to its

possessor as the pecuniary savings of his indus-
try. Let such a man lose by any misfortune all

his money, be is still a man of capital, of weight
of influence, and is the superior, on mere busi-
ness calculations, of many a man of large monied
means.

But the beauty of the thing is this, that any
man, however small his business and limited his
capital, has just as good an opportunity of win-
ning confidence us the millionaire. Integrity in
small things is even more impressive than integ-
rity in great things. And after all that men may
say in praise of the enterprise, skill, shrewdness
and tact of particular business men, there is one
character towards which all minds instinctively
render their reverence—and that is, the man
who had rather be honest than wealthy, and
who prefers integrity to gold.—Mw York Dry
Guods Reporter,

II is form by years is bent,
To his hair a tinge is lent

Sadly giey;
And his teeth are sore deeayed,
And his eyes their trust betrayed

—

Great havoc Tune has made
Willi his clay.

But soon will come the day'
When his form will pass away

From your view,
And the spot shall know no more
The sorrows lhat he bore,
Or the disappointments sore

Thai he knew.
— Boston Path Finder.

A young dandy, who sported an enormous
monstachio, asked a lady what she thought of
his looks. "Why," said she, "you look as if

you hail swallowed a squirrel, and left the tail

sticking out of your mouth."

Singular case.—The marriage of Mr. Henry
Apple and Mrs. Sarah Apple was solemnized at
the clerk's office in Indianapolis on the 7th inst.,

by Judge Smith, one of the Associate Judges of
this county. Mr. and Mrs. Apple have been liv-

ing together as husband and wife for some twen-
ty years, and have raised a large family of chil-
dren. Their re-marriage was made necessary
by the following mysterious train of circumstan-
ces, as we learu by a friend who was present ut
the examination of the case in the circuit court
now iu session in this city. Mr. John Apple,
many years ago left this county as a volunteer of
the Black Hawk war. During bis absence a
traveller passed through the county who inform-
ed Mrs. Apple that her husband had been killed,

that he, the traveller, had aided in burying him,
and bad marked, with an axe, the tree under
which he was interred. Apple did not return
and no doubt was entertained by his wife or her
friends of his decease.

Time passed on, nothing was beard to dis-

credit the traveller's story, and Mrs. A., after

having continued for a proper length of time in

a stale of supposed widowhood, was formally
married to Mr. Henry Apple, a farmer of this

county, with whom she has since cohabited. A
few months since, it was authentically ascertain-

ed that John Apple was actually living! A di-

vorce was obtained by Mrs. Apple and she was
re-married on Monday last, as above stated, to

Henry Apple, the man with whom she has heen

innocently living for many years past as her sup-

posed husband. We have beard no cause as-

signed lor the singular manner in which the first

husband acted.

—

Indiana State Journal.
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Cultivate Fruit.

On this point we are disposed to give Our

readers line upon line, and precept upon pre-

cept, and to insist upon attention thereto. The

real value of these products for home consump-

tion, and the increasing demand for them, as

well as the high price they bring in the market,

all would seem to justify the increased attention

their cultivation is requiring from year to year,

and a far greater increase of that attention. We
stated a few weeks since that in our be'ief fruit

constitutes the most profitable production of the

farm or garden. We find in the last Granite

State Whig, an article read before a conference

of farmers at Hanover, March 14th, by J. Pin-

neo, of that place, who is extensively engaged in

the raisins of fruit trees, from which we select

a few facts:

"There are several appletrees in the United

States that are over two hundred years old,

whose trunks measure from nine to twelve feet

in circumference, producing from seventy-five

to one hundred bushels of fair fruit in a year.

"There is a Baldwin tree in the vicinity of

Boston, that has borne twenty-five barrels in one

year; twenty-three barrels of which sold for

$2 50 per barrel, and the other two for $2 25,

making the sung little sum of sixty dollars, (the

interest of $1000,) for the produce of one tree,

standing in the coiner of the garden,
" The average income of this tree, I am told is

about fifty-four dollars a year, making the tree

worth four hundred dollars.

" Large size Baldwin trees, generally, in the

vicinity of Boston, pay the interest of one hun-

dred dollars, and of course are worth that to the

owner, as long as they live. There are some

pear and plum trees also, in the vicinity of Bos-

ton, that yield from twenty to fifty dollars' worth

of fruit a year.

"Thereare hundreds of farmers in Massachu-

setts and elsewhere, with whom it is their main

item and source of profit, selling from $500 to

$2500 worth a year, of their own raising."

Many among us are deterred from engaging in

this department of farm labor, from the fear that

it will be overdone. To such we commend the

following facts stated by Mr. P.:

"Thousands of barrels are now annually

exported to foreign countries in vessels

freighted with ice. One man from New York

has taken out twenty thousand barrels to

England the present year, and a demand

sufficient to swallow up all our surplus fruit

may be safely relied on for years. Since 1 com-

menced this business I have set not far from

400,000 grafts, and sold from 10,000 to 12,000

trees, in New Hampshire and Vermont, most of

which are now in a bearing state.

"Thousands of grafts have been set and trees

sold by other individuals in this region, ami an

increasing interest has been taken in the cultiva-

tion of good fruit— still the increased supply has

fell far short of the increased demand. So that

after all, instead of being obliged to send our

apples otf for want of a market at home ; there

has been not less than six thousand barrels of

fruit, the produce of Massachusetts, New York,

and New Jersey, brought in on the railroads,

and sold in New Hampshire anil Vermont, this

present season, at the probable expense of about

$15,000. Over three hundred barrels of foreign

fruit have been sold in Hanover."

In view of such facts we hope no one will he

deterred from setting out trees.

—

Amherst Cabinet.

do." " Well," said the man, " he owes me about

thirty-nine dollars, and I can't get it. I don't

think he's good." We looked secretly at his ac-

count and lound him all paid up. We then re-

plied to the enquirer, that man is good ;
your

debt is safe; he may have forgotten it, or some-

thing else may have prevented his pacing; but

be is good. The man's eyes brightened. Said

he, "1 have been to several printers, and could

not find where he took a paper. I thought of

you, and said I would come here." Said he

again, after a pause, "This is the way we find

out whether people are good. We ascertain what

paper they take, and contrive some way to peep

into their account. Men who are good are sure

to pay for their newspapers ; and if they do not

A sew fact disclosed.—We were not aware,

until recently, that the books of newspaper pub-

lishers are consulted to quite a large extent, by

people in business, to ascertain the pecuniary

standing of persons. Debts for newspapers
come due once a year; and persons who pay up
regularly for these papers are regarded as

prompt men, and worthy of co"fi(leiire. We
iiad a person come into our office a few weeks

since, and ask, "JJo you send the Trumpet now
to — ?" We replied, " Yes, we certainly

pay for these, we think them not good." We
were forcibly struck by such an idea. " Well,"

said he, " 1 will send up my bill to ,
by

express." [These expresses, by the way, are one

of the best inventions of modern times.] In a

few days, the person came ill again. Says he,

"I sent up my bill." "Well, did he pay you?"

"Yes, sir-ee,"(said he) and opened his hand and

shewed a roll of bills. "There," said he, "give

me a printer's books after all to tell whether a

man's good—they're a complete thermometer,

sir, a credit thermometer; we always know a

man to be bad if he don't pay the printer." He

then made a polite bow, and retired.— Trumpet.

Passing Away.

Was it the chime of a tiny belt

That came so sweet lo my dreaming ear,

Like the silvery tones of a fairy's shell,

That he winds on lite lieach so mellow and clear;

When the winds and the waves lie together n?lccp,

And the moon and ihe fairy are walcliing Ihe deep-
She dispensin" her silvery light,

And he his notes as silvery quite,

WT
hile the boatman listens and ships his oar

To catch Ihe music that comes from the shore.

Hark! the notes on my ear that play,

Are set to wolds : as they float, they say
'• Passing away ! Passing away."

But no! It is not a fairy's shell,

Blown on the beach, so mellow End clear,

Nor was it the tongue of a silver bell

Striking the hours ihat fell on tny ear

As I 1 iy in my dream
;
yet was it a chime

That ti-ld oft 'C flow ol the stieam of lime.

For a beautiful clock ffotn the ceiling hung,

And a plump little girl lor a pendulum swung;
( Asyou've sometimes seen in a little ring

That hangs in his cage, a Canary bird swing ;)

And she held to her bosom a budding bouquet,

And as she enjoyed it, she seemed to say,
" Passing away ! Passingaway !"

O ! how bright were the wheels, that told

Of ihe lapse of lime, as ibey moved round stow !

And the hands as they swept o'er the dial of gold,

Seemed to point to the girl below.
And lo ! she had changed ; in a few short hours

Her bouquet had become a garland of flowers

That she held in her outstretched hands, and flung

This way and that, as she dancing swung
In the fulness and grace of womanly pride,

That told me she soon was to be a bride

—

Yet then, when expecting her happiest day,

In the same sweet voice I heard her say,

"Passingaway! Passingaway!"

While I gazed on lhal fair one's cheek, a shade

Of thought, or care, stole softly over,

Like that by a cloud in a summer's day made,
Looking down on a field of blossoming clover.

The rose yet lay on her cheek, hilt its titi^h

Had souielhin2 lost of its brilliant blush;

And the light in hereye,and the light on the wheels
That matched so calmly round above her,

Was a till le dimmed -as when evening steals

Upon noon's hot (ace : Yet otiecould'nt hu' love her
;

For she looked like a mother whose hist habe lay

Hocked on her breast, as she swung all day
;

And she seemed in the same silver lone to say,

''Passingaway! Passingaway!"

While yet I looked, what a change there came !

Her eye was quenched and her cheek was wan ;

Stooping and staffed was her withered frame,
Yet just as busily swung she on.

The garland beneath her had fallen to dust

;

The wheels above her were eaten with rust

;

The hands that over the dial swept,
Grew crooked and tatni.hed, hut on Ibey kepi ;

And still there came that silver lone,

From the shrivelled lips of Ihe toothless crone,

—

(Let me never forget to my dying day,
The lone or the burden of that lay.)

" Passing away ! Passing away !"
— Pierpont.

selves with the idea that your situations are par-

adises compared with some others. When you

have enough lo eat to satisfy hunger— enough to

drink to quench thirst—enough to wear to keep

you decent and comfortable—just enough of

what is vulgarly called "tin" to procure you u

lew luxuries: when you owe no one, and no one

owes you, "not even a grudge—then if you are

not happy, all ihe gold in the universe can never

make you so.—A man much wiser than 1, once

said, "Give me neither poverty nor riches"; and
1 look upon him as the greatest philosopher that

the world ever produced. All lie wanted was a

contented mind, sufficient bread and cheese, and

a clean shirt. Take a pattern after him, O ye

discontented mortals who vainly imagine that

bliss alone is to be found in palaces of wealth

ami opulence.— .Dote, Jr.

Agricultural School.

From the report of the committee on Agricul-

ture, in the New York Legislature, we take the

following extract. After speaking of the impor-

tance of an Agricultural school, and what should

be regarded in it, the committee say :

—

"The coming generation of farmers, through

the influence resulting from such an institution,

would be an intelligent, a reading and thrifty

class of men. Agriculture would then cease to

be a mere calling, but would most appropriately

be denominated a profession. Men educated at

such an institution would not only be initialed

in the arts, mysteries and beauties of their pro-

fession, but would be well fined to lake position

in all the active, useful and public stations of life

by the side of those coming from our high semi-

naries of learning, and from the learned proles-

sions. From the labor of the farm, and from

his consumption of merchandise, are now deriv-

ed more than three-fourths of the canal lolls,

amounting to three millions annually; of the

town and county taxes levied anil paid in ibis

State exclusive of the cities, more than three-

fourlhs are paid by the farmer. It would seem
that a noriion of our citizens contributing thus

largely to our resources, should he entitled to

draw something for the education of their class

from the State Kinds; and we doubt not that

this subject will receive all that attentive consid-

eration which its importance demands."

Milwaukie— Progress.—In the fall of 1835, a

passenger on boartl of a schooner, freighted

with lumber, we lauded at Milwaukie. Il was a

beautiful spot of earth, bin its name was then
" unwritten " upon maps. With the exception

of Indians, Solomon Juneau was the only per-

manent resident of the place. He was an Indian

trader—an enterprising, benevolent anil most
hospitable man, and has since been mayor and
postmaster of the city which he planned.

There were two or three log-cabins, the coun-

try around wild yet lovely, and in company with

sixteen others, we slept under some loose boards

in the first, (then unfinished) frame-building in

Milwaukie.
This spot then fir beyond the borders of civi-

lization, is now a flourishing city of some 16,000

people—the territory of Wisconsin, then of re-

cent geographical existence, is now a Slate, with

ils Senators and Representatives in Congress.

This personal reminiscence was suggested by

the notice of the erection of a splendid hotel in

that young city, the dimensions of which will he

120 feet square, five stories high, Ihe dining

room to be 65 by 35 feel ; to contain 327 apart-

ments, everyone of which will be provided with

one or more ventilation flues, and in ibis respect

will he superior lo any public house in the

United Slates.— Cincinnati (Ohio) Gazette.

My dear friends— I will tell how to enjoy

as much bliss as heaven can a fiord humans. Be
contented with what you have, no matter how
poor it is, till you have an opportunity to get

something better. Be thankful for every crumb
that falls from the table of Providence, and live

in the constant expectation of having the luck

to pitch upon a whole loaf. Have patience lo

put up with present trouble?, and console your-

Facts in Building.

One fact is, that a square form secures more
room with a given cost for outside walls, than

any other rectangular figure. Great length ami
little width may afford convenient rooms, but at

an increased expense.

Another fact is, that ventilation is an essential

in a human dwelling. No other consideration

should exclude this. The halls, windows, and
doors should be so situated with regard to each

other, that a full draught of air can be secured,
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nt any time, in the summer season by day and
by night through the whole house. The stories

should also he sufficiently high to afford a suffi-

ciency of air in all the rooms. Nine feet is a

good height 'or lower rooms, and eight lor up-
per. l$i:d rooms should also be larger than they

Commonly are. Great injury to the health is the

result ill' sleeping in small, close apartments.
The third fact is, that a steep roof will not on-

ly shed rain and snow tiir better lhau a Hat one,

but will last immensely longer.

The fourth fact is, that a chimney in or near
the centre of the building will aid to warm the

whole house, while if built at one end or side,

the beat will be thrown out and lost.

The fifth fact is, that a door opening from the

outside into any principal room without the in-

tervention of a hall or passage, costs much more
than it saves, in the free egress of air into it.

The sixth fact is, that the use of paint is the
best economy, in the preservation it affords to

oil wood work.
The seventh fact is, that if the front door is

made at one side instead of the middle of the

front, a partition will be saved and in small
bouses this should not be forgotten, but for large

bouses have the main door ami lobby in the

middle of the house.— J'alley Farmer.
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Aid to the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The indefatigable Commissioner of Common
Schools in New Hampshire, Professor Rust, is a

practical as well as a learned man. Absence

and an enfeebled state of health have prevented

our personal participation in ibe efforts made
within the last few years to improve the com-

mon schools of New Hampshire. The forth-

coming report of Professor Rust to the Legisla-

ture, we understand, will impart much useful in-

formation in relation to the progress made and

to be made in the system of teaching for the

New England youth. The editor of the Visitor

is both flattered and gratified at the choice which

the Commissioner has proffered to him of mak-

ing the Visitor a vehicle of information ta the

public in relation to the subject of common
schools: be engages to write and furnish for the

future successive numbers of this paper articles

that may be of great interest to the farmer and

mechanic. We will make room for him once a

month in our ample columns ; and hope that the

value which his aid will impart to them will give

us some hundreds of new subscribers, who cer-

tainly can afford to take a paper, any single

number of which will often give the value of a

whole year's cost.

The Month of May upon the Farm.

We hope it may he our destiny to finish the

personal labor of this life in that occupation in

which it was begun. The father of the editor

of the Visitor was n filler of the ground, a gar

den cultivator, occupying only a few acres with

a, single horse as his whole team, doing the work

with little else than the aid of his own hands-

making his market day af Boston (seven miles

distant) ill the vegetable season as often as twice

a week. A hard and constant laborer, our earli-

er recollections of between filiy and sixty years

ago turn to the eight acres of land, which, still

continues in the Hill descent in which it has re-

gained two hundred years, were then as they

were when we visited the place during this

month, in amount of production, whether of

grass, or vegetables, or fruits, probably exceeded

by no other eight acres in the State of Massa-

chusetts.

Working alone mainly in carrying on this

beautiful plat of ground lying along the Me-

nmomy road from the site of the old meeting

house to Walertown directly against the huge

elm which branches all the way over the street,

in whose elevated limbs hundreds of birds re-

turn annually to build their nests, it might be

well supposed that all sorts of expedients would

be resorted lo for the economy of labor. The
pasture for six and seven excellent cows, whose

milk was daily despatched lo Boston by a person

who carried for several farmers, was full a mile

distant. We can scarcely credit the fact that at

the time when we drove the cows at five years

of age the father was a young man of twenty-six

and the mother only twenty-one years ofage.

There ran be no mistake in the recollection of

this time that at the age of five years the boy,

the eldest of three children, then drove and re-

turned the cows from pasture morning and night,

generally procuring the aid of the larger children

of a relative family near the pasture to let down
and put up the bars. The pasture went by the

name of the Perry pasture from the contiguity

of this family ; and in October, 1793, a day on

which was the extraordinary military parade of

the funeral of John Hancock, James Perry, a

young man of the Menotomy train band, pretty

early on that morning relurned with us from

pasture on his way in military uniform to that

greatest funeral occasion that had yet occurred

in this country. The people of that lime ap-

preciated the merits of John Hancock, whose
bold signature stands at the bead of the signers

of the glorious Declaration of Independence.

It was well for us that we had a father and a

mother who labored bard with their bands lo

make the two ends meet. Afterwards, when the

hired lands of a garden farm near Boston were

exchanged for a harder farm of more acres by

purchase fifty miles further in the country, the

editor, lame from an early injury and consequent-

ly effeminate, continued to the age of fourteen

years to perform quite as much manual labor

upon the farm as boys of even greater health

and strength. When the master called to invite

our services at that age in .the printing office,

where we labored in that vocation as an appren-

tice for nearly seven years we will undertake to

say a greater number of hours than any other

boy in this State at that trade ever labored, we
were then in a field gathering corn by the side

of that father in whose labors we had from in-

fancy shared. He taught us to do many things

upon the firm, which to this day we can do well:

every thing we learned when a child (we hope

we then learned among other things to speak

the truth) has stuck to us down to this time.

What we did not then learn we cannot now well

do: an excellent dropper and coverer of corn,

we are now no mower and but an indifferent

plough-holder.

With the exception of about three days in the

month of May we have been personally employed

more or less every week day in the business of

planting. Compared with the humble farming

in which our parent first initiated us, we are now

doing a great business of our own. Our plant-

ing is loo extensive to do it with that careful ac-

curacy and preparation in which we were in-

structed. The corn anil potatoes were ihen all

planted in hills wilh the full shovel of well adap-

ted manure deposited : now we spread our ma-

nures broadcast, and generally find it convenient

to furrow only one way. The elbow furrows, out

of which we cannot well persuade our work-

folks, annoy us exceedingly. It comes to us

now how we were taught lo make the furrows

and checks equi-distant and nearly straight as

the shot from an arrow. Seated on the faithful

horse's back the object was struck at the oppo-

site side of the field, and as upon the sight of the

gun ibe eye continually rested central between

the animal's ears and that distant object; and

except the plough was thrown out by some ob-

stacle the furrow came out direct as the shot

from a gun. More than once, when the length

of the rider astride was not sufficient to reach

half over the horse's body, has the arresting of

the quick paced animal by striking the point of

the share against a fast rock thrown the urchin

over the horse's head. "Never mind—up again

and take another," with u toss of the bottom

hare foot upon the palm to the back of the

family hack, restored the rider to his po-

sition, generally without hurt from falling into

the soft ground prepared for the intended crop.

Those labors and those feats of youthful days

confirmed the editor in his attachment to a call-

ing such as will not soon desert him. We are

at this age of sixty-one years, after the vicissi-

tudes of severe labor as a printer, editor, book-

maker and book-seller, and after an elevation to

various public stations, now in the full tide of

successful experiment as a farmer! As we have

arrived at that point where we have raised the

last year much hay and potatoes from land that

produced very little when we begun upon it, we
think we have a right to bluster and even sput-

ter iu the boast of our own farming.

Last year upon fifteen acres we raised over

two thousand bushels of potatoes: this crop

alone sold in Boston, after paying the expense

of transport, with the value of what we sold at

home and reserved for use in our own planting,

for a greater sum of money than the price of the

whole expense of our farm operations for the

year. The product of one acre and a half we
think exceeded the product of any equal amount
of land in the county of Merrimack for the same

labor: we had nearly three hundred bushels of

the kind of potato called the.Yeu? York reds upon

this acre and a half. One hundred and fitly of

these bushels, or thereabouts, were sold at Bos-

ton, at two dollars and a half the barrel, or one

dollar the bushel.

This year, we completed on the 19th of May
thirty-three acres of planting, of which twenty-

eight acres are potatoes, and sixteen of these

acres of the New York reds, which Maj. Coburn

of the Portsmouth Rockingham bouse insists on

calling in New Hampshire the Hill potato. They

are of that rich kind that secures them a price

one-fourth and one-third beyond ibe common
kinds of potato. Our crop of the last year ex-

ceeded any potato we have ever yet raised

:

about one hundred bushels—and of these the

small ones selected—have been used for our

planting. We believe our crop coming in early

will enable us lo send to the Boston market for

sixiy consecutive days after the first of August a

car-load of twenty barrels or fifty bushels of po-

tatoes per day.

But the greatest pleasure of this planting month

of May to us has not arisen simply from the an-

ticipation of a remunerating crop. The grand

effects upon the soil of our method of cultivation

has most of all pleased us, because it goes in

confirmation of the full belief that deep plough-

ing will make our lightest lands the best and

most profitable for cultivation. Every acre of
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our prepared ground (with the single exception

of one steep side-hill) has been subsoiled. Our

method of ploughing at first is to turn over the

sward to the depth of eight inches; and

below this the subsoil plough drawn by a heavier

team stirring the ground at least eight inches

further. All our land prepared in this way was

ploughed in September and October last, and

has found great benefit from the deep freezing

through the ground stirred. With this simple

operation the soil of light or heavy lands upon

which water does not stand, becomes of the con-

sistence and life of the meal in a trough under

the action of yeast. Our manure of compost,

made principally of black muck tempered with

fresh slaked lime, with unleached and liached

ashes, and with salt to the amount of about a

bushel for every five full loads, is spread first

over the ground in the spring: the harrow fol-

lows, lightening up the ground most beautifully.

We were able to give the full dose of this com-

post to only about fifteen acres of the field ot

twenty-five acres upon the pine plain. The re-

maining ten acres has had the benefit of about

two hundred bushels of strong ashes. Previous

to a second harrowing, all our planted land has

been dosed with about three hundred pounds of

African guano mixed with something over two

hundred pounds of ground plaster—strewed

over the around and harrowed in just before

planting. Upon the last field of potatoes on the

intervale of three acres, the plaster being ex-

hausted, we used the guano without the plaster.

The last of our planting closed upon the inter-

vale where we used all the manures (about one

hundred loads) taken from our own yard and

stables, with the planting of five acres of corn

upon a field which was subsoiled a year ago last

fall. This land was chequered in squares, or

rather diamonds from the step of one man carry-

ing the chain reaching further forward than the

other: the five acres were marked out one way,

dropped and covered by nine hands, (the editor

leading off in the dropping at the right,) between

the hour of twelve at meridian and half past six

o'clock in the afternoon of Saturday, May 19.

For several days during the month, as the

weakest and least expert of our men, have we

covered our half acre of potato s in drills of one

foot and eighteen inches, with the rovvsal the dis-

tance of three and a half feet. The contrast be-

tween subsoiled and unsuhsoiled land has been

shown upon our ground from the circumstance

of ploughing with a stout team the sward ground

over which the manure piles rested during the

present spring. The subsoiled land all lies

smooth as an old field, and no turf or grass will

appear in the hoeing. The unsuhsoiled land of

the manure piles, with the rough turf exposed

as a matter ofannoyance in all directions, would

have exposed a green surface for hard hoeing

had not the strong manure killed the grass

roots.

We might write a long yam of what we saw

in our absence of three days, the 8th, 9ih .\nd

10th, of the month of May ; hut as we are called

to repeat the absence in the last days of the

month, the reader will excuse, if he be not glad

for the omission.

Mr. Masson, of Paris, has lately grown a new
root, called the ullnco, which some think will

become a substitute for the potato. It originally

came from Pern, and the flower resembes that of
the potato. The part above ground furnishes a
very agreeable vegetable, something like the
bean in flavor.

The New Hampshire Mountains better than

< 'n I i torn in Gold Miues!

We are sorry that in their progress down from

the mountains the mass of the flowing lumber

logs of Mr. Norcross should have been the occa-

sion of causing it to be said that bis method of

sweeping the river might carry away the bridges.

The frail bridges erected at Concord with slight

wooden piers rotting away under open exposure

to the weather in a very few years, are never ex-

pected to stand any high freshet: a breaking up

of stiff ice in a winter freshet is almost always

sure to carry them off. Rivelled, firm-laying

granite piers are almost sure to siand any power

that may be brought against them. With the

high freshet in May came down the river the

rotten materials of Sewall's falls bridge, the up-

permost in Concord.

Far up in the mountains near the Franconia

notch, Mr. Norcross has prepared in the forest

during the last winter lumber logs numbering

about six millions of feet. Early in the opening

spring these were brought down from the higher

branches and secured mainly at the Woodstock

boom, from whence, like droves of cattle, they

have been forced along by falls and all other ob-

structions, until the last of the lot passed the in-

tervale bank opposite the village of Concord on

Friday, May 25.

In his winter's work in a sparse neighborhood

upon the branches of the Merrimack or Pemige-

wassett above its confluence with Baker's river

at Plymouth, Mr. N. has had the equal of thirty-six

teams of three yokes of oxen engaged during

the season of sledding, which in that region has

been very favorable for this business. Although

he has an abundant supply of splendid trees upon

his own lands, yet he has generously given em-

ployment to several men who until recently had

not dreamed of lumbering upon their own lots

to any advantage. These persons had generally

cleared their lands, glad to he rid of the incum-

brance, by burning upon the ground the beauti-

ful trees which nature had reared in the lapse of

many years. For extra services of farmers in a

few months Mr. N. has paid out, in a neighbor-

hood where such a sum will do abundance of

good, for lumber additional to his own, about four

thousand dollars.

We had an opportunity in the month of April

from the attention of the lumber monarch at

Lowell to ascertain how much value had been

created out of the long-waste forest far in the

mountains by the enterprise of a single individ-

ual out of the Slate, who has become a proprie-

tor of large tracts of land considered impracti-

cable, and who has introduced a novel as well

as an effective mode of bringing down timber,

as we think, for the public benefit. By blowing

rocks in the channels and by constructing wing-

dams far up towards the sources of the stream,

the proprietor of the mountain lands has been

able to float down the largest logs; and although

he has done and expended much in the larger

river below, he has found it even more difficult

to bring along the logs lower down than higher

up. He has paid for spruce logs taken out at

Thornton four dollars the thousand: above that

three dollars the thousand.

TIip timber which he has brought down the

present year is principally pine and spruce:

some of the logs are grand specimens of both

these evergreen forest trees. Hemlock trees of

the great original growth, fit for the purposes of

the largest buildings, stand in that up-country

region in almost countless numbers. They will

be perpetually called along to supply the build-

ing in the large manufacturing towns and coun-

try all the way down the Merrimack. In the

easy transit which will be furnished by the

Nashua and Worcester railroads they may be

sent to a profit to the heart of Massachusetts,

and even to Rhode Island and Connecticut by

land.

The cash sales of manufactured lumber from

logs brought down from the New Hampshire

mountains, in Mr. Norcross' yard at Lowell, as

the product of his single mill for the year end-

ing March 1849, footed up on his books the

amount of $56,921 08, the whole being 3,250,892

feet. The sum derived in the whole time of

over two years since this new product came

down is $130,345 27 for 7,989,800 feet. The av-

erage price of manufactured lumber in 1847 at

Lowell was about $14 per thousand—for 1848

about $16.

In the manufacture of lumber from these moun-

tain logs at Lowell, Mr. Norcross has a steam

mill of fifty to seventy-five horse power: strange

as may seem, the saw-dust or small grains fall-

ing out of the logs at the lime of sawing furnish

nearly the whole fuel for creating the steam

power which gives action to the saws and other

machinery. The slabs of the logs are all con-

verted into some useful material either of lum-

ber or fuel, which go to increase the profits of

the business. The proprietor says he would a3

readily receive the log at his mill for the profit

of the slabs and bark and endings as take the

boards in feet equal to the feel allowed for log

measurement.

In the floor of a tremendous new factory brick

building we believe rive hundred feet in length

just erected to be supplied with power from the

new canal recently made at Lowell at an ex-

pense of more than a million of dollars, we were

shown a specimen of the boards manufactured

and planed at Mr. Norcross' mill from the moun-

tain spruce: they were what are called clear

stuff and very beautiful. The great convenience

of Mr. Norcross' mill at Lowell is that he can at

any hour on short notice furnish ready prepared

articles fur building.

Of the logs which have gone by us down
stream the present year were some immensely

large Norway pines from Campton: the spruce

from above seemed to be larger and longer than

we had yet before seen.

On Saturday, May 26, by invitation, the editor

of the Visitor went down to Garvin's falls iii

Bow to see the jams carried over. He found

the encampment for the red-shirts some hu

died rods below the falls, where the men were

engaged with six yokes of clever oxen in draw-

ing off and setting afloat the large logs that had

been piled high and dry upon the flat, some of

them far out of the way, by the first floating

down of the ice. Here we met the lumber king

himself, who came in with a single railroad en-

gine from Manchester after the first train had

passed, stopping and dismounting while the lo-

comotive went along. Nothing remarkable in

appearance, we were soon surprised with the

energy and intelligence by which he directed

the adjustment of the chain with which the oxen

rolled the log to its destined element which v. is

loo heavy for the same team to draw by main

strength.

The hour of meridian was approaching ; and

one man was cooking the out-door dinner of the

camp. Flour bread was baking at the fire for

which abundance of fuel was at hand: pots with
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meat and vegetables were boiling. The tempo-

rary oven for baking beans was a bole in the

ground surrounded with stones, which, when
well heated, received the great iron pot with a

close cover, all enclosed until it tinned out the

well browned pork and cooked beans in most

excellent condition.

Bui our most gratifying sport was at the jam

above the falls, whither u tew minutes before

twelve o'clock we followed the great lumber

king, who we think in stature, if not in size of

limb, is a little shorter than we are. His son, a

lad of sixteen years, who has worked down the

great body of logs in a red-shirt all the way, was

directing the floats to the channel in a skiff at

the very foot of the falls: the hands, with the

stalwart foreman, Mr. Barslon, were upon the

jam directly over the falls. In one hour's time

they had let down line after line of ihe logs

until more than half had already disappeared.

We tried our luck and found we could soon

walk the floating log straight wherever it was

necessary. Soon were we in the river midway

nearly at the edge of the most precipitous pitch

of water. A little further on as the large logs

parsed over they were thrown upon and tossing

and receding in great labor before they could

emerge to he on the way. A large division pass-

ed over while we were looking on, leaving us

nearly outside over the foaming of falling waters.

The lumber king nearer the shore pointed to

the tier on which we stood already starting, and

said if the mass moved too fast the men might

assist in saving us in the boat which stood be-

low near the foot of a less precipitous fell. With

not much of a scare we came off
-

safely from

this romantic excursion from one floating log to

another which slowly passing left us time to

reach the shore ; and all this was done before

we rode home three miles to Concord for dinner,

after which we have taken little less time in

writing this article than was consumed in going,

tarrying and returning from the ride.

We have received a very fine present of a bee-

hive from Mr. James Priest of Oil Mill Village,

Weare, N. H. It is indeed a great improvement

upon all the other plans that have come under

our observation and comes to us highly recom-

mended. The Committee upon articles of Spe-

cial Improvement in our County Agricultural

Society, after speaking of other articles say

—

" Last hut not least we would bestow a word

upon Cutting's Patent Changeable Bee-Hive, ex-

hibited by Mr. James Priest. This invention

was offered for our inspection with numerous

certificates of its excellence, without which we
shotdd not hesitate to pronounce it a highly beau-

tiful, ingenious and useful invention, and we
most cordially recommend it to the patronage of

all who need an article of t he kind."

We would advise those farmers who keep bees

to make an investment of five dollars in one or

more of Mr. Priest's hives, which will n fiord

protection to their bees against the ravages of

the moth, cold weather and the starvation of late

swarms, thereby saving them each year more
than twice the money invested.

Prospects of the Season.
The season is unusually backward and the

White Mountains are still clothed in a mantle of
spotless white; a recent fall of snow upon them,
having repaired the ravages made upon their
winter raiment, by the rain and sunshine of the
spring. Various trees have begun to open their
leaves, and some of the fruit trees have given

notice of their intention to blossom, an operation
however, which they would do well not to hurry
about. They may learn a lesson of prudence, in

that respect from the Progs, who having serena-
ded lor a few evenings, have wisely adjourned
the conclusion of their course of entertainments
until more agreeable weather.

—

Lancaster Coos
Democrat, .May 24.

We do not consider the late snow upon Mount
Washington as at all an unfavorable index to the

present season. The new snow melting off

gradually swells the mountain streams, which
are the feeders below of the larger rivers : this

snow continuing long in the spring, is the

forerunner of a dry cold season most of all un-

welcome. Thus far, if the season be backward,
we consider it to be quite favorable to the growth
of most crops in New England. The fruit trees

have been here saved whose crops have been cut

off entirely at the South by untimely frost. We
have bad in May several sunny summer days;
but generally they have been wedged in with

easterly chilling winds suddenly following them.

Although the cold maybe unwelcome, the check
which they give to vegetation is often useful.

If we had the summer days of a single week
succeeding each other in May, grass and grain

would be of a sudden spindling growth, and the

crops woold of consequence he light. In all

these matters, the ordering of Providence is bet-

ter than any design or wish of man.

What our Soil needs: deep and deeper culti-
vation.

TTie agricultural ivealth of Ohio is strikingly
exemplified in the statistics for the year 1848,
presented in the report of the Board of Agricul-
ture. The Cincinnati Atlas estimates the wheat
crop of the Stale, that year, from the data thus
furnished, at 25,000,000 bushels. Eighteen
counties only, not including several of the lar-

gest wheat-growing counties, produced upwards
of 8,000,000 bushels. The statistics of corn are
not full— but in ten counties only, where there
are returns, the product is estimated at 12,000,000
bushels; in the whole State it is supposed to he
70,000,000 bushels. Of wool, the Atlas estimates
that 8.000,000 pounds were sheared in 1848—
2,000,000 pounds in eleven counties. This pro-
ductiveness is scarcely excelled by the gold-
bearing soil of California.

—

Exchange.

Every new portion of the United States has

exceeded in the quality of its lands the reports

of the first examiners. In New England some
of its land deemed to be impracticable, if not

without value for cultivation, is found to be ex-

cellent on trial after the lapse of many years

from the time of its first surrounding settlement.

The higher mountain region even of New
Hampshire in the midst of rocks which give

coloring to the surface at a distance presents

some of the very best pasture lands: hundreds
and thousands of acres of these have but recent-

ly been cleared and improved, embracing some
of the ample pastures on which cattle from the

neighborhood of the sea are placed for fattening

after the opening of spring. The many thousand

acres of these yet to be opened are immensely
increased in value from their clearing having

been delayed until the time when all the timber

and fuel may be used to a profitable purpose in

supplies of the country below, to which it will

be easily taken whenever the contemplated rail-

ways already in progress shall reach their vi-

cinity.

The settlements of Kentucky, earliest of the

West, opened about the time of the commence-
ment of the American revolution, say seventy-

five years ago. That country, underlaid every

where by limerock with superincumbent soil at

various depths, was exceedingly fertile : the deep-

er surfuce soil was however only deemed practi-
cable for agriculture. A large portion of the
Stale was considered valueless— its now most
productive county, as is said, derives its name of
" Barren " from the prevalent opinion at the lime
of its origin. The greatest wheat-producing
county of Ohio was reported in this country
thirty to forty years ago, because it was of light

soil, as the poorest part of the State: this is the
county of Stark, in which we believe Massilon
is located, where more surplus wheat and flour

is now gathered and manufactured than in any
other equal territory of that noble fertile State.

So poor was considered that grand peninsula
between the great lakeB which constitutes the
present State of Michigan, that Gen. Tiffin, the
surveyor general of the United States for the
north-west territory, reported to the government
that there were not enough practicable lands in

the territory to be of any amount to be laid off
as the soldiers' bounty land after the war of
1812. This bounty land was then fixed so much
further west than Michigan, in Illinois, that very
few participators in them at any time dreamed
of the ability to personally visit them. Twenty-
three or four years after this, in 1838, on our first

and only visit to Michigan, the new State was
importing flour from Ohio up the lake for the
subsistence of its new settlers. Now it is sec-
ond only perhaps to Ohio in the production of
wheat and flour for exportation.

At the opening of the grand canal of New
York about the year 1817, great was the produc-
tion of the virgin soil of the western part of that

State in the growth of wheat and flour. The
country about Rochester at once furnished the

wheat which had been nearly run out as
a crop in all the territory eastward of the
Hudson

; and soon we find not only Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island, but even New
Hampshire and Vermont importing their bread-
stuffs from that region. From that day to
this most of the best New England families
within seventy-five miles of the sea use for

their daily bread the best western flour. But
since the first opening of a surplus of wheat
raised in New York, the production has reached
further and further west. The best of the New
York wheat lands are becoming tired or worn
out under the repetition of this as a crop, without
the due care and attention requisite to the keep-
ing of the land up to its first high production in

a series of years. It is to this point that we
would call the attention of agriculturists every
where. Our own memory and eye-sight have
proveil to us that in this country, as in the best

agricultural countries of Europe, for every kind

of production, the capacity of the land to yield

may be kept without deterioration ; and that the

most profitable cultivation of the land for a pre-

sent crop may be where the work is done
each year as much with a view to the after

crops as to the particular crop of the present

season.

The whole West, as well as the East, must be

made acquainted with this important principle

of agriculture, which is destined to convert even

the barren and waste places of New England
into the fruitful garden and orchard, always pro-

ducing an abundance of each necessary kind of

food for man and beast sufficient for ourselves,

and leaving a supply for the due commerce with

foreign countries. The earth cannot be worn
out by any artificial action of man over its sur-

face. The soil of New England that has been

cultivated now two centuries, some of which
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but now under our own eye, is as good as that

of any country in the world, is proof that the

more we take aw.iy from the soil the great-

er may be made its capacity for production. On

the 23d (lay of the mouth now passed, we hap-

pened to he pitched by accident for some three

hours among the celebratois of the bi-centennial

anniversary of the settlement of Maiden in Mas-

sachusetts, where one branch of the family of

our own name which came to Charleslown on

the other side of the river thirteen years before.,

pitched their residence. The ground of the cel-

ebration was an amphitheatre formed by a

branch of Charles river near its estuary three

miles out or Boston surrounded by green fields

and vegetable crops already arising from the

ground under the early stimulants of a well

prepared soil, which was none the worse for

having been cultivated and improved annually

for two hundred years. The neat farm houses,

comfortable for both man and beast, all around

showed that men in successive generations had

well subsisted from the product of these lands

yet to be improved in a greater degree than

heretofore. On this soil, hard and sterile

by nature, where the savage had made his

insidious midnight attacks— where the infant had

often dinged closer to the mother's breast from

the appalling danger that beset them, often in

apprehension only, but sometimes in reality—on

this ground wc remarked a new evidence of

Yankee ingenuity in renovating the soil: the old

pasture where the first meeting house stood in

which was the hill from whence the church-

bell, not then upon the church without steeple,

was sounded, was covered with a remnant of

woolen and cotton rags, the refuse of some fac-

tory, in small pieces ascertained to be that kind

of manure best adapted to the resuscitation of a

worn down pasture. Many centuries ago, in

apostrophizing the Diety, the royal psalmist ac-

knowledged to his Maker, " the earth is full of

thy riches." Strange it is, that the science of

future years should have poorly discovered, and

little understood this doctrine in its full extent.

The earth is indeed full of riches ; and happy it

is for mankind that some of the present genera-

tion understand this doctrine so as to avail them-

selves of its benefits. Every portion of our soil

has that near about it which will restore its full

original fertility: we have only to give the un-

dersoil its due atmospheric action—we have only

to supply that small portion of the elements

near by of which cultivation has deprived our

| an( | s_io give to the ground its best capacity to

yield abundance of food. It is painful to see so

many farmers working in a dead soil made by a

round of superficial tillage when the enlivening

principle lies so near underneath, which is all

that laud wants to restore it to its best production.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

" What I know of Farming."

Mr. Editor:—In the New York Tribune of the

7th of April, is an article with the above caption,

by Prof. Mapes. This is the first of a series of

letters which is to be given in that journal on

his own experience in farming] And as I al-

ways have been connected ami interesied in that

business, it always affords me gratification to

read the experience of others engaged in the

same calling. It seems that Prof. Mapes has

chosen a farm that most farmers would shrink

from buying, to try experiments merely, wet

unburned land to be reclaimed by thorough

drainiui.' and good cultivation. However these

lands after they are reclaimed become the most

valuable for the cultivation of the grasses, and

other crops, of any land on the farm, as all farm-

ers know who have had any experience in the

business. But what struck us more forcibly in

Prof. Mapes' experiments is, the astonishing ra-

pidity with which he carried on his experiments

in so short space of time. He says that he com-

menced operations in October 1847, but only

had time to drain, &c. a small part of his laud

before severe frost set in. And further he says,

that "in the spring of 1848, the whole farm was

deep ploughed and subsoiled, and during the

summer a large portion was underdrained," &c.

In another place he says that his farm consists

of thirty-two acres of arable land, and in 1848

this was all ploughed and subsoiled, which would

be equal to once ploughing sixty-four acres in

time, and labor, and by the way this is more

ploughing than any half-dozen farmers will do

in this State in a year with one hundred and fifty

acres of land. We do not speak of this extra

ploughing as lost by any means, but as highly

beneficial ; only the expense of ploughing and

suhsoiling so many acres in so short a time

would be entirely nut of the reach of ordinary

farmers. Asain he says, "from October 1847 to

this time (March 1849) fifteen hundred loads of

muck have been brought from the meadows and

converted into valuable manure, anil ploughed

into the land," &c. And in another place " he

was anxious to apply chemistry to agriculture,

and was constrained by circumstances to get at

profitable results with but litile outlay," &c.

Now how so many acres could be double plough-

ed and fifteen hundred loads of muck made into

good manure, and ploughed in for crops, which

hv the way is only two items; and all this with

hut "little outlay" or expense, is beyond our

ideas of economical farming. The carting of

fifteen hundred loads of muck from his meadows,

he the distance ever so short, and the same to be

put into his stables, yards, hog-pens and made

into compost will require three or four limes

handling over, and this too, by hand-labor, is no

small item of expense. I will not pretend to say

that all this labor cannot be done in the space of

time given by Prof. Mapes. But that it can be

done in that time, and that too with only a small

per treatment, they have been revived and are

now in renewed vigor, bearing again full crops

of fruit during the past season." In this case we

think that this orchard must have been one

which formerly was well cultivated with grafted

fruit, but of late years neglected. Now it would

be only necessary to prune the trees judiciously,

scrape off all the loose bark and moss from the

trunks of the trees, and then give them a tho-

rough washing of lye from wood ashes, or a

composition made of lime, ashes and plaster,

and laid on with a white-wash brush will do

very well to kill insects and keep the bark .

smooth. Sotne such course as this, we think

that Prof. Mapes would adopt, and then we could

see no reason why the orchard might not give a

fair yield of fruit the past season. But as a gen-

eral thing old apple orchards only have natural

fruit, which is of little consequence. Then if

the trees have a low umbrella top, they may be

cut off and a new top set on by grafting. Some

of the trees which grow very large will require

to be leveled down to a distance to prune a low
j

top, taking care to cover the wounds with some

kind of composition ; then let the shoots grow

out, and in course of a year or two, they may

he budded or grafted as you choose. On old or- I

chanls treated in this way fruit may he raised to

some extent in from five to eight years. Where

a young orchard of trees is taken, of course a C
much longer time must elapse before they will

come into bearing. Though in this case, not

half as long a time as most farmers imagine, that

is if they only will take and cultivate tliem well.'-.

If a crop of apples could be grown as quick as*

a crop of corn or wheat, we should not see so

many knotty apples in farmers orchards as we- *

now do. But some length of lime, care, labor

and expense is the " same ever "in this case

among farmers. ,

Again Prof. Mapes says, " farmers living near

large markets can better afford to buy their sup-

plies of grass and grain, and in their place raise

such crops as will pay belter profits," &c. We
very much doubt the utility of farmers who keep

much stock, even if they live within ten, fifteen "

or twenty miles of New York, of buying all v

their hay and grain at the expense of other

crops. Of course, farmers near the city may own «

a little land, and raise such crops as ihey can

market every day, and perhaps it may be better

for them to purchase their hay and grain for their

stock. We shall he glad to read the coming let-
*'

ters of Prof. Mapes on his mode of farming, and • •

have given these ideas out by way of criticism,

but as they occurred in course of practice to us,

Yours, &c,
L. DURAND.

Derby, Ct., April 20, 1849.

Extract of Clover.—The Shakers of Can-

terbury, N. H., prepare a delicate article, whicl

is represented to possess very important proper,

ties, by boiling the blossoms of red clover (Tri- outlay in capital, is beyond my ideas of cheap

folium Pretence) till an extract is obtained, of a rarlnj„«r. yVe think that the business of farming

I

certain consistency, recognized by them as being

the medical point, and which is particularly used

as an external application in ulcerations. Those

who have made themselves familiar with ibis

comparatively new preparation, say that it acts

like a charm in altering the condition of the

most formidable class of ulcers. Such, in short,

are the favorable representations from reliable

sources, that hospital surgeons might find it ad-

vantages to use it nt once, especially as it is so

mild and delicate that no disturbance in the sys-

tem may be feared, however liberally the extiact

is applied.

—

Medical Journal.

in the long run is more safe, and if well man-

aged and understood, will pay as well or better

than any other business followed. But farmers

with moderate means must make their improve-

ments gradual and sure, and not at loo great an

expense in the commencement, to ensure suc-

cess.

Again he says, " on the farm is an old orchard

of apple and other fruit trees, most of which

was considered valueless from age, but by pro-

The father of his country, whose wisdom

was manifest in every thing he performed, has

left us a record for the benefit of his country-

men. In his speech, on the opening of Con-

gress, December 5th, 1796, he says : »

" It will not be doubted that, witli reference

either to individual or national wellare, agricnl-.

lure is of primary importance. In proportion as

nations advance in population, and other circum-

stances of maturity, ibis truth becomes more
apparent, and renders the cuhivatiou of the soil

more and more all object of public patronage*

institutions for promoting it grow up, Mipported
,

by the public purse; and lo what object can it

be dedicated with greater propriety?"

Those who are of the opinion that money will

do everything, may be reasonably suspected of

doing everything for money.
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American Enterprise autl Talent.

The mechanics and others of Charleston re-

cently formed nn association for their mutual

benefit. A more diversified industry is (he ob-

ject. Mr. Gregg, well known for bis writings on

Southern labor, spoke as follows :

"Travelling North, some time since, I became
acquainted with ihe great mechanic, J. B. Bige-
low, of Boston, now in the receipt of $15,000
per annum, as consulting engineer to the la> lo-

ries at Lowell and elsewhere. In a personal in-

terview he gave me a short account of his singu-
lar litis. He had in his youth studied physic, and
taking his degree in the profession, endeavored
10 make a living in its practice. His heart not

being in the pursuit, but always hankering to

give his mind employment according to its turn,

he tidied entirely. He next tried merchandise,
and formed a co-partnership with that view. In

n short lime his interest slackened in litis busi-

ness also, and Ins attention became so taken in

the completion of a machine he bad designed,
and was constructing, that his partner found it

necessary to dissolve the connection. This was
done, and he was thrown upon himself, embar-
rassed, unhappy, wilhout money anil in debt.

He had nothing and owed four hundred dol-

lars.

"In this condition he encountered a manufac-
turer, showed him his machine, which was made
to weave a Marseilles quilt, lis plan was ap-
proved, and the manufacturer purchased it for

$400. With this sum he paid his debts and be-

came free. Soon after he went to New York,
and saw in a shop window a Marseilles quilt of
finer texture, woven in a style different from any
previously known. It immediately occurred to

him, that he could make a machine which would
accomplish a similar work. He returned to

Boston, saw bis friend, the manufacturer, men-
tioned his new plan, told him of its superseding
the first one, and offered it lo him for sale. The
manufacturer proposed lo him a co-partnership
in the application of the new machine. It was
accepted, factories were erected, and from that

time his fortune dated. He afterwards invented
machines for weaving ingrain carpets, Brussels
carpets, coach lace, and ginghams, lor the doing
of which, there are no mills in ihe world, ex-

cept those in the State of Massachusetts."—.«^—
A beautiful extract.—Labor ! Why, man

of idleness, has labor rocked you in the cradle,

and nourished your pampered lite; without it,

the woven silks and wool upon your back would
be in the silk-worm's nest, and the fleeces in the

shepherd's fold. For the meatiest thing thai

ministers to human want, save the air of heaven,
man is indebted lo toil ; and even the air, by
God's wise ordination, is breathed with labor. It

is only the drones who toil not, who infest the

hive of ihe active-like masses of corruption and
decay. The lords of the earth are workingmen,
who build or cast down at their will, and who
retort ihe sneer of the "soft-handed " by point-

ing lo their ti opines, whenever art, science, civi-

lization and humanity are known. Work on,

man of toil! thy royalty is yet to be acknow-
ledged, as labor rises onward lo Ihe highest

throne of power.

Maple Sugar Crop in Vermont.—We learn
by a gentleman, recently returned from the
north of Vermont, where he spent several weeks,
that the present season, on account of its cold
and backwardness, has proved unusually favor-
able for sugaring, the trees averaging a yie d of
about four pounds of sugar each, as the follow-

ing facts will show :

Caleb Aldrich, of Su'ton, Vt., from 1700 trees,

made 6000 pounds of sugar.

Mr. Noyes, of Sutton, Vt., made 2000 lbs.

Woolston Brock way, of Sutton, Vt., from 300
trees, made 900 lbs.

Harlow Brooks, of Sutton, Vt., from 350 trees,

made 1300 lbs.

Ferdinand Walker, of Lyndon, Vt., from 400
trees, made 1700 lbs.

These amounts are exclusive of Ihe last run
or molasses, they being all stirred sugars, equal-
ling in whiteness our muscovado, and are worth
there, at least six cents per pounds.

—

Boston
Daily Times.

Brilliant Whitewash.
.Many have beard of the brilliant stucco white-

wash on the east end of the President's house ai

Washington. The following is a receipt Un-

making il, as gleaned from the National Intelli-

gencer, with some addiiional improvements
learned by experiment :

Take a half bushel of nice unslaked lime;

slake it with boiling waler, cover it during the

process to keep in the steam. Strain ihe liquor

through a sieve or strainer, and add to it a peck

of clean salt, previously well dissolved in warm
water: three pounds of ground rice, boiled to

ihin paste, and stirred in boiling but; half a

pound of powdered Spanish whiting, and half a

pound of clean glue, which has been previously

dissolved by first soaking it well, and then hang-

ing it over a slow fire, in a small ketlle within a

large one filled with water. Add five gallons of

hot waler to the whole mixture; stir il well and

let it stand a few days from the dirt. It should

he put on right hot; for this purpose, it can be

kept in a kettle on u portable furnace. It is said

that one pint of this mixture will cover a square

yard upon the outside of a house if properly

applied.

Brushes more or less small may be used ac-

cording to the neatness of the job required. It

answers as well as oil paint for wood, brick, or

stone, and is cheaper. It retains ils brilliancy

for many years. There is nothing of ihe kind

lhat will compare with it, either for inside or out-

side walls. Coloring matter may be put in, and

made of any shade you like.

Spanish-brown stirred in will make red or

pink more or less deep according lo the quantity.

A delicate tinge of this is very pretty for inside

walls. Finely pulverized common clay, well

mixed with Spanish-brown before it is stirred

into ihe mixture, makes a lilac color. Lamp-
black in moderate quantities makes a slate color,

very suitable for the outside of buildings. Lamp-
black and Spanish-brown mixed together makes
a reddish stone color. Yellow ochre stirred in

makes yellow-wash; but chrome goes farther,

and makes a color generally esleemed piettier.

In all cases the darkness of the shade of course

is determined by the quantity of coloring used. It

is difficult to make a rule because tastes are very

different ; it would be best to try experiments on

a shingle, and let it dry. We are told that green

must not be mixed with lime. The lime de-

stroys the color, and the color has an effect on
(he whitewash, which makes il crack and peel.

When walls have been badly smoked, and you
wish to have them a clean white, it is well lo

squeeze indigo plentifully through a bag into

the water you use, before it is stirred in the

whole mixture.

If a larger quantity than five gallons is wanted

the same proportions should be observed.

—

Bowen ,

s Farmer.

Facts for Farmers.

No. 1. Milk coolers.— Farmers about to build
a dwelling, should know lhat by carrying up n

large flue (twelve inches diameter anil circular
is the best) in t lie chimney slack from the cellar,

anil having a window or two opening to the
north, or cold side of the house out of ihe cellar,

they can have as good a "milk room" under
their house as could be had over a spring thai
may be perhaps two hundred yards olf; which
is so pleasant lo go to in bad weather, especially
by the female portion of the family.

The floor should be flagged with stone, as they
can be kept sweeter ami are colder than are
either brick or cement, which absorb "spill
milk " and thus tniut the atmosphere. The wall

and ceiling should be plastered to facilitate while
washing and cleansing. Nothing but milk and
cream should he kept in the room, as a pure at-
mosphere for cream lo rise in, is absolutely es-
sential to ihe making of sweet butler,

What is needed lo have a cool, street cellar, is a
current of air, which will be secured by the
aforesaid tine and the Open windows—as a strong
current of air is at least ten degrees colder than
Ihe same air at rest.

No. 2. Churning.— Farmers ought lo know
that churning can be done with any good churn
in filieen minutes, as well in winter as in sum-
mer—by having the temperature of the cream
light, say 58 lo O'O degrees; anil a closet opening
lo such a room, would be ihe best place to keep
the pot in the winter. In ihe summer ihe
cream can be readily reduced lo the right tem-
perature by breaking up clean ice and puuing
into the churn.

A thermometer, which is necessary to regulate
these matters, costs hut one dollar, (seventy-five
cents.

—

Ed. Cut.) ami such an investment every
farmer ought to make, who has churning lo do,
and thus save labor and time, which is money—
and make this dreaded part of the duties of
farmers' wives and daughters much pleasunfer
and easier—and for this I know they would
ihauk your modest correspondent, if they knew
him.

—

Indiana Farmer.

Hamilton County, Ohio, January 10, 1849.

D.

Expedition to the Great Salt Lake.—We
understand, lhat the expedition for a trigonome-

trical and nautical survey of the Great Salt and
Utah Lakes, and the surrounding country, lying

in the northern portion id" Upper California, is

now being fined out in this city. Il has been or-

ganized by Col. J. J. Abert, of the Topographical

Bureau, and the command given to Captain
Howard Stansbury, assisted by Lieut. J. W. Gun-
nison, of ihe Topographical Engineers—a corps

which may well be called the workingmen of
the army.

The survey will particularly develop the agri-

cultural resources of the country, with a view to

ihe supply or our Forts and Troops stationed in

that country, as also to embrace the astronomi-
cal, meteorological and other purposes which
>hall give a complete view of its physical geog-
raphy.— .Si. Louis Bepublican, of 9th inst.

Sea Coast and Territories of the United States.

The sea coast of the United States, according to

a recent report of the land office, is five thousand
one bundled and twenty miles, including ihe

Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific, or a "shore line" fol-

lowing ihe irregularities of the shore and sea

islands, according to an estimate of the Superin-
tendent of the Coast Survey, of 33,083 miles.

The territories of ihe United Stales, including
those recenily acquired, contain two millions,

one hundred and eighty-seven thousand, four

hundred and ninety-six square miles, or 1,023,-

518,080 acres, which is sufficient to give fifty-one

acres, wilhout including the Stales, to every one
of the twenty millions of inhabitants in the

country. This territory is distributed as follows :

Northwest Territory, west of the Mississippi

river, 723,218 square miles; Wisconsin Territo-

ry, 22,33li square miles; Oregon, 341,462 ; Upper
California and New Me.\ ;co, 526,078; Texas,

325,520. The newly acquired territory lying

north of 30 degrees 30 minutes is 1,642,784,

souih 544,713,

—

Free Press.

Egg Pone.—Three eggs, a quart of Indian
meal, a large table spoonful of fresh butler, a
small tea spoonful of Bait, a half pint or more of
milk. Beal the eggs light and mix them with
milk ; then stir in gradually the Indian meal,
adding salt and butter. It must uot be batter,
but a sofi dough, just thick enough to he stirred
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well with a spoon. If too thin, add more Indian

meal ; if too stiff", thin it with a little more milk.

Beat or siir it loiii» and hard. Butter a tin or

iron pan
; put the mixture into it, and set the

pan immediately into an oven, which must be

moderately hot at first, and the heat increased

afterwards. A Dutch-oven is the hest for the

purpose. It should hake an hour and a half or

two hours, in proportion to its thickness. Send
it to the table hot and cut into slices. Eat with

butter or molasses.

—

Exchange.

Commerce and Navigation.

We are indebted to Mr. Smith, member of

Congress from Illinois, for one of the most valu-

able of the congressional documents, namely,

the report from the Register of the Treasury, of

the Commerce and Navigation of the United

States for the last fiscal year. This document,

being difficult to print, generally makes its ap-

pearance among the very last, although laid be-

fore Congress at an early period of the session.

The report was not made this year, however, un-

til the twentieth of January, on account of the

illness of a principal clerk in the Register's

office. The fiscal year ended June 30, 1848.

The document presents as complete a view as

the public offices and papers afford, of the Com-
merce and Navigation of the United States, viz:

the Exports, Imports, Tonnage, Ship Build-

ing, &e.

The value of exports was $154,036,436

—

$132,904,121 of the growth, produce and manu-

facture of the United Slates, and $21,132,315

foreign produce. Of this, more than three-

quarters were agricultural products, namely, cot-

ton about $62,000,000, breadsluffs $25,000,000,

tobacco 7,500,000, anil beef, pork, butter, cheese,

&c., $12,500,000.

The value of imports was $154,998,928—ex-

ceeding the exports by less than a million of

dollars. The revenue collected on these imports

is not given in the schedules. By a statement

which we publish to-day in another column, it

will be seen that the value of the dutiable mer-

chandise imported at this port exceeds $21,000,-

000, on which duties to the amount of nearly

$5,000,000 have been collected—averaging about

twenty-five per cent.

The number of vessels which cleared from

the United States for foreign countries, dining

the year, was 17,329, of an aggregate burthen of

3,865,439 tons, embracing crews to the number
of 170,715 men and 7,256 boys. Of these 9,695

were American vessels. The clearances from

Boston exceeded those from New York, viz:

from Boston 1006 American, and 1834 foreign

vessels— total 2840 ; from New York 1351 Amer-
ican, and 992 foreign—total 2343.

The number of vessels which entered from

foreign countries was 17,274, of which 9,643

were American. The number of entrances into

Boston exceeded those into New York, viz: into

Boston, 1098 American, and 1825 foreign vessels
;

into New York, 1924 American, and 946 foreign.

The tonnage of New York was much larger

—

nearly double.

The total registered and enrolled and licensed

tonnage of the United States is 3,154,041 tons;

that of Boston being 285,410 tons, New York
733,077 tons, and New Orleans 225,080 tons.

The whole number of vessels built in the

United States during the last fiscal year was
1851, of an aggregate burthen of 318,075 tons,

viz: 254 ships, 174 brigs, 701 schooners, 547

sloops and canal bouts, and 175 steamers. Maine
bears the palm in ship-building— having buih

130 ships, 1 18 brigs, and 1 14 schooners ; Massa-

chusetts comes next—53 ships, 17 brigs, and 107

schooners; New York next—27 ships, 5 brigs,

and 100 schooners. Pennsylvania built the most

steamers, 48; Tennessee 39; New York 21 ; and

Missouri 20. The tonnage built last yearexceeds

that of any former year seventy-five thousand

tons.

—

Boston Traveller.

From the Plow, Loom and Anvil.

Book Knowledge of Farmers—Derided by
whom !

With a man of any reflection and honest care

for progress in all the arts and employments of

useful industry, there are few things more trying

to his patience than to hear men, sometimes even

gentlemen, who have some pretensions to edu-

cation, and who therefore ought to know belter,

denouncing book knowledge, as affording any

guide in practical husbandry. Now, to all such,

and especially to practical men who succeed

well in their business, and who have always

something useful to impart, as the result of their

own personal experience, does it not suffice to

say, "lam obliged to you for what yon have

told me
;
your integrity assures me that it is true,

and your success convinces me that yours is the

right rotation, and yours the proper process,

since I see that while you gather heavy crops,

your land is steadily improving ; but now, my
friend, let me ask you one question further.

What you have imparled is calculated to benefit

me personally, and unless communicated again

by me to others, with me its benefits will rest.

Now, suppose, instead of the slow and unsocial

process of waiting to be interrogated, and mak-

ing it known to one by one, as accident may
present opportunities, you allow me lo have re-

course to the magical power of types, which will

spread the knowledge of your profitable experi-

ence, gained by much thought and labor, fur and

wide throughout the land, that thousands may
enjoy the advantages which otherwise I only

shall reap from your kind and useful communi-
cation. Will not that be more beneficial to so-

ciety, and is it a benevolent and christian duty

not to hide our lights under a bushel.-" Doubt-

less such a man, if not a misanthropic churl or

fool, would say, Yes. Yet the moment, by

means of types, such knowledge is committed to

paper, it becomes (by fools only derided) book

knowledge.
mi

Culture of Stisaweberies.— A practical

man who writes in the Horticulturist, says:

—

" Strawberries can be produced in great abun-
dance, and wiili more ease than any oilier valu-

able fruit. Willi a moderate degree of care and
attention, they will yield at the rale of one hun-
dred bushels per acre. They will grow freely on
any soil that will give a good crop of corn ; and
if planted early in spring, will yield a fair crop
in June." He says a common error is to plant

them in an old worn-out garden soil, or to ma-
nure them too highly, which gives vines, hut no
fruit. The best is a good, de-p, new soil, not ex-
cessively rich.

of nightingales, and bearing only the. lowing of

oxen, you are taken by surprise.

Out steps a fair creature—crosses a glade

—

leaps a stile. You start—you stand lost in won-
der and astonished admiration ! You take out

your tablets lo write a sonnet on the return of

the Nymphs and Dryads to earth, when up comes
John Tompkins and says, "lis only the farm-

er's daughter." What ! have farmers such

daughters now-a-days? Yes, I tell you they

have such daughters. Those farm-houses are

dangerous places. Let no man with a poetical

imagination, which is only another name for a

very tender heart, flatter himself with fancies of
the calm delights of the country; with the se-

rene idea of sitting with the farmer in his old-

fashioned chimney coiner, and hearing him talk

of corn and mutton; of joining him in the pen-
sive pleasure of a pipe and a jug of brown Oc-
tober

; of listening to the gossip of the comfort-
able farmer's wife, or the parson and his family,

of his sermons, and his pig; over a fragrant cup
of young hyson, or wrapt in the delicious luxu-

ries of custards or whipped creams. In walks u

fairy vision of wondrous witchery, and with a
curtesy and a smile of winning and mysterious

magic, takes her seat just opposite. It is the

farmer's daughter, a Jiving creature of eighteen .

fair as the lily, fresh as May dew, rosy as the'

rose itself, graceful as the peacock perched on
the pahs there by the window, sweet as a posy
of violets and clover' gillivers, modest as early

morn, and amiable as your own imagination of
Desdemona or Gertrude of Wyoming. You are

lost. Its all over with you. I wouldn't give an
empty filbert, or a frost-bitten strawberry, for

your peace of mind, if that glittering creature

he not as pitiful as she is fair. And that comes
of going into the country, out of the way of
vanity and temptation, and fancying farm-houses
nice old-fashioned places of old-established con-
tentment.—" The Hall and the Hamlet," by Wil-

liam Howitl.

The Farmer's Daughter.

There's a world of buxom beauty flourishing

in the shades of the country. Farm-houses arc

dangerous places. As you are thinking only of

sheep or of curds, you may be shot through by

a pair of bright eyes, and melted away in a be-

witching smile that you never dreampt of till

the mischief was done. In towns and theatres,

and thronged assemblies of the rich and titled

fair, you are on your guard
; you are exposed to,

and put on your breastplate, and pass through

the most deadly onslaught of beauty safe and
sound. But in those sylrnn retreats, dreaming

John Randolph and the Merchants' Bank—In

New York, many years ago, during a suspension

of specie payments, John Randolph, of Roanoke,
went there on business. Having a check on the

Merchants' Bank for a large sum, be called for

the cash, and would take nothing but specie,

which the tellers obstinately refused to pay.

Randolph disdained to bandy words with their

clerks or principals; believing himself swindled!

he withdrew and had a handbill printed and cir-

culated all over the city, which set forth that

"John Randolph, of Roanoke, being on a visit

to New York, would address his fellow-citizens

that evening on the Banking System, from the

steps of the Merchants Bank," Long before the

hour, a crowd began to gather, which increased

to a fearful number, when the officers of the

hank taking the alarm, sent Mr. Randolph his

money in gold, who received it with a sardonic

smile and apt quotation -.— Chastatium invention

dorcan keliquil. Me lefi New York next morning
in a stage, before day; and his being unknown
in the city, the handbill passed off" for a hoax on
the public.

—

Massachusetts Stale Register.

A World on Fire.—Lieut. Maury, Superin-
tendent of the National Observatory, Washing-
ton, says, in a late address; It may be that there
is now, at this very time in the firmament above,
a world on fire. Argus, a well-known star in

the southern hemisphere, has suddenly blazed
forth, and from a star of the second oi third

magnitude, now glares with the brilliancy of thu
first.
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Benefit of Luderdruiiiinp.

Messrs. Editors

:

—In the December minibcr of

t lie Farmer my attention was culled to llie sub-

ject of draining hinds, nnd believing the subject

too little practised or understood in this country,

with your leave 1 will give you n trifle of my ex-

perience in under draining.

I have now more than lolly acres of wheat on

which there is not a surface drain, the whole
being under-drained. It is some six or eight

years since I began the work. My first experi-

ment was on a lot of about twelve acres, very

wet and miry in the spring, so much so that we
could not get on to ii till late. It being more
particularly designed for spring crops, it became
necessary to have it drained. Accordingly we
commenced an under-drain through the dampest

part first, until the whole was done. The result

was most satisfactory, making the whole dry

early in [lie spring, and rendering the clayey

parts friable and easy to cultivate. During a

freshet the water will run a day or two on the

surface and then all disappear. Streams running

from the road and other fields, coming in contact

with the drains immediately disappear. 1 have

observed in wet weather the water would he

running out at the lower end of the drain when
no water was to be seen on the surface. 1 have

been draining more or less for a number of years
willi the very best results.

It is observed in digging drains that the sub-

soil is full of veins or water-courses, conveying

the water considerable distances. 1 once ob-

served in digging a drain some thirty or forty

feet distant from a small pond of water that had

stood a long time, that when we got nearest to

it, the subsoil, which before had been dry, was

full of water and commenced running off, and

in a few hours the pond was all gone. In addi-

tion to what is already stated, I have found a

never-failing spring of water, which by using

about fifty rods of lead pipe, is conveyed to the

lane where it is convenient for stock, and teams

going to and from work—the benefit of which

will pay for draining the whole farm.

Many other advantages of draining might be

named, but enough for the present. This heing

the first communication ever sent by me to an

editor, 1 will wait and see its fate,

AD1N MANLEY.
Clarkson, N. Y., 1849.

Our friend acquits himself well for a beginner.

He apparently understands that plainness and

brevity are the essentials in writing for an agri-

cultural journal. Now that his hand is in, we

shall lie glad to receive a brief statement of his

mode of constructing drains, Sec.— Gen. Farmer.

Hearing Lambs.— Like all other young stock,

lambs ought to be kept steadily growing, with-

out getting too fat. Where a healthy, strong,

and young ewe has a good range of pasture, the

lamb may acquire so much fat as seriously to in-

terfere with its thrift, when taken away and put

upon its winter's food. Experienced flock-mas-

ters say th-it they have frequently lost lambs

from this cause, and that when a ewe has twins,

and the milk is divided between the offspring,

this lo-ss never occurs. This is an important fact

for the practical man.

It is well to have the lambs accustomed to dry

forage before they are put up for the winter. If

good, sweet hay, dry clover, or oats in the sheaf,

or threshed, be thrown out to a few old sheep,

surrounded by all the lambs, while the latter are

in fine condition, brisk and lively, they will at

once begin to nibble at the dry food, and soon

will be entirely familiar with, and enjoy it. If

left, however, till weaned, and they have become

pinched by the snows and frosts of approaching

winter, and the scarcity and insipidity of au-

tumnal forage, their stomachs are in a weak or

diseased condition, they have no appetite for

their new dry food, they stay away from the

racks, and daily become loo far reduced to re-

cover ; or if they survive, it is with a constitution

permanently impaired

—

American Agriculturist.

Fertilizing Manures.

Professor J. J. Mapes, in a letter to the New
York Tribune, makes mention of a great mea-

dow in New Jersey, and its value us a fertilizer.

lie thus treats of the matter, which cannot but

he instructive to all friends of agriculture:

"This meadow muck may he Considered as

organic matter not iti a state of decay, nnd if placed

in soil without first inducing a chemical change,

it will not act as a fertilizer. As compared with

well decomposed stable manure, it bears the

same analogy that sour-krout doe3 to cabbage.

If sour-krout be buried under the surface of the

earth, it will remain for many years unaltered,

while cabbage under similar treatment would be

readily decomposed. If the excess of acid be

first removed from krout, it will then decompose

as readily as cabbage and from the same causes.

The muck is composed of the lighter particles

of surface-soils carried to its present locality by

the rain; ulier being saturated frequently with

salt water, its decomposition is arrested, and un-

der this organism a style of gases peculiar to

marshes lakes possession of its surface. These

gases are continually adding the carbon which

they receive from the atmosphere in the form of

carbonic acid gas to the muck as the principal

result of their decay, and thus the muck is found

to contain large amounts of carbonaceous mat-

ters. When muck is exposed to winter frosts,

the ultimate fibres of the decomposed roots it

contains, are torn asunder, and the mass is thus

rendered pulverulent. In this state it is fit for

easy decomposition. The quality of the grasses

is much better on meadows which have been

ditched for the purpose of supplying muck, and

thus part of the cost of procurement is paid by

the improved mowings.

" Muck may be decomposed in various ways,

and will always produce beneficial results when

used after decomposition as a manure. When
mixed intimately with wood ashes, either the

leached or unleached, it forms one of the best

manures for fruit trees; and while the quantity

of common salt it contains is insufficient to injure

the peach, it is sufficient to prove highly service-

able to the plum; while its large proportion of

carbonaceous matter renders it capable of re-

ceiving and retaining the ammonia of the atmos-

phere until required for the use of the roots.

Muck is not a protection against the peach-worm,

but trees, the trunks of which are surrounded

by it, are less liable to their attacks. Muck,

when mixed with ashes readily receives mois-

ture, and, if water he in great excess, the muck

will for a long lime pievent the land from sour-

ing or the water from becoming fetid.

" When urine of animals is mixed with swamp

muck, it already undergoes decomposition, and

the resulting gases are retained. One-tenth part

of stable manure, well mixed wilh muck, will

be found sufficient to cause the mass to heat

readily and become as clear manure for farm

use. If muck be placed under cows, oxen, &c.

and covered by the bedding, so that their urine

will pass through the bedding and combine with

the muck while it contains the animal warmth,

then the muck will be decomposed, and the

warmth of the body of the animal while sleep-

ing will materially assist in the decomposition.

The solid manures, remaining atop of the bed-

ding, should be removed each morning, and

mixed with new portions of muck in the prepar-

ation before stated for mutual decomposition.

If the liquid manures from stables be led by gut-

ters to cisterns, and, when cold, pumped upon

muck, it will not decompose one-half the quan-

tity as when applied containing the animal

warmth. Each horse, ox or cow, will supply

the means of converting one cord of muck per

week into manure equal to ordinary barn-yard

manure; while the ready pulverent character of

the mass renders such compost much more easi-

ly divisible dining tillage. Large quantities of

muck may be thrown wilh advantage into the

hog-pen and new quantities should be added as

often us any odor can be perceived arising from

the sin face of the pen. 1 have used large quan-

tities of muck in these manures and have found

it advantageous to remove and renew the muck
of the stables and hog-pen every ten days, always

placing it under manure-sheds lo prevent ils ex-

posure to useless currents of air, for evaporation,

and to assist in maintaining an equable tempera-

ture, to assist its decomposition. When larger

quantities of manures are required than can be

formed from these means, then new quantities

of muck may be decomposed by the process

given in llie ' Working Farmer,' page 4, under

the head of ' Lime as a Manure.' By use of

the lime and salt mixture as there described, any

amount of manure may readily be formed from

muck.

"Either fresh or salt muck makes a good di-

visor for night soil, absorbing all the more fluid

parts and at the same time rendering llie

mass, with the slight addition of two bushels

of plaster of Paris to the cord, entirely inodor-

ous.

"Dead animals, if cut into small pieces, (say

from one lo ten pounds each) coating slightly

wilh ashes and then burying them in muck, will

convert the whole muck into a most powerful

manure. The waste of glue factories, slaughter

houses, &c. may be so treated, and every hun-

dred pounds of animal matter will convert one

cord of muck into good manure. The spent

ley of the soap boilers, if thrown upon muck,

soon converts ii into available manure, and every

ten gallons of this spent, or salt leye, as it is

called, is fully equal in its beneficial effects upon
soil, after proper division wilh muck, to one

bushel of ashes.

"Guano, hen and pigeon dung, bones after

having been treated with sulphuric acid, and in-

deed, all the more powerful classes of manure,

should he divided by admixtures of muck before

being used upon land.

" When muck cannot readily be procured,

then surface-earth from old woods, pure mud,
headlands, &c. may be similarly used, anil if" of

a character not containing sufficient carbona-

ceous matter and charcoal dust. Some have ob-

jected to taking the surface-earth from woods,

under the impression that they should impover-

ish the soil; but if they will replace half the

value in lime and salt mixture in the place of

the surface taken, the woods will generally gain

by the exchange.

" When muck composts are used on sandy

soils they are rendered more tenacious, and when
mixed with clay, this soil is rendered more valu-

able. In my uext communication, I will treat

of my experience in the effects produced by deep

subsoil ploughing. The facts stated above in re-

lation to muck and its compounds are in strict

accordance with the results obtained in my
practice, and may he depended upon as correct."

The Raleigh (North Carolina) Register says

that the property of the city of Boston is valued

at $167,000,000'; the whole State of North Car-
olina at $140,000,000.
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A CHARACTERISTIC OF THE AGE.— VVIieil WP
look abroad upon the worlil and scan its most
striking features, and compare tliem will, [he
features of the days gone hy, we cannot fail to

perceive that there is one trait at least which
eminently characterizes and distinguishes the
present from all others that have preceded it

;

we refer to the spirit of rapidity in locomotion.
Jt was the boast of Csesar that his legions in one
season had conquered in Asia and Europe; but
in the same space of time which Caesar's legions
took to come from Rome to Albion's coast, an
army could now be transported from the Thames
to the Indus, or across the wide Atlantic— that
ocean which to the ancients was a vast unknown.
History records with pride the feats of swiftness
performed hy their sure-footed "steeds of metal
true ;" but what is the speed of the swiftest ani-
mal in animated nature, in comparison wiih the
swift-winged messenger that travels along the
copper wire of the telegraph, or the disc-looted
courser that pants unwearied on his iron-girdled
course from lake to ocean ? Last year our coun-
try was thrilled by a famous horse on Long Is-
land trotting one hundred miles in ten hours,
and fifieen years ago Mr. Oshaldistone in Eng-
land astonished the world by riding two hundred
miles in ten hours, by relays of famous racers;
but what are all these feats in comparison with
the feats of a few iron wheels driven with ex-
panded water? The crippled soldier, whose
luckless limbs were left on some well-fought
field, can, hy the aid of science, travel as quietly
as if sitting at his own fire-side, from Albany to
Buffalo during the lime the swifiest-footed racer
could gallop one-fourth of the distance. We
may boast of " the speed of the Aral, steed," and
we may admire the eagle in his flight through
the air; but neither the race of the one, nor the
flight of the other, has so much poeiic inspira-

j

lion in it as the locomotive that fleets faster than I

the whirlwind, or the steamship that marches
proudly against wind and wave over the stormy
deep.—Scientific American.

Metropolitan Manure.
A joint stock company of a novel character

has been established in the vicinity of London,
called the Metropolitan Sewage Manure Compa-
ny. The works of the company lately erected
at Stanley Bridge, near Fulham, are described,
in an article in the London Times, as deserving
the attention of all persons interested in the pro-
gress of agriculture. The objects of the compa-
ny, and their system of operations, are thus de-
scribed in the article here referred to:—
The company was incorporated by act of Par-

•ai nent, lor the purpose of conveying the con-
tents ol the London sewers in a liquid form into
th

s
country, and distributing them over the fieldsand gardens which surround the metropolis, ata tnfl.ng cost. The mechanical means by which

these objects are effected are very nearly thesame as those by which water is carried into all
irge cities, reservoirs being formed for the

gave great satisfaction to a large and highly re-
spectable company of gentlemen assembled on
I be occasion. The general result went to show
the perfect ease with which the sewage can be
taken horn the main and applied to the land in
any quantity for this purpose. Mr. Coode's pa-
tent irrigator, which was one of the implements
exhibited, excited much admiration.

Deserved Testimonial.—The Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, at its last meeting, presen-
ted to Hon. M. P. Wilder, the late President of
the Society, a massive silver pitcher, superbly
chased and wrought, and bearing the following
inscription :

—

r

HON. MARSHALL P. WILDER
President of the Massachusetts Hon, cultural Society

Tk . „ , J'""' A D. 1841 to m-J.
3 '

1 hi. I ,eee of Piate is pre.cnted by the Society, as a tes-timonial ol respect and appreciation of his »alu- ,
able services during the above period.

January. 184y.

Mr. Wilder has eminently deserved this gift
or bis services in behalf of the Society have
been numerous and enduringly valuable.

London Market for American Provisions —The
following statement shows the comparative im-
ports ol American provisions into London for
the past two years, and the first quarter of the
present year :

—

18*7.

2,736
35 108

8,722

1,458

2,040

3,237

274
113

%\
0,195

Cheese—casks,

buxes,

Bacon—packages,
Pork—lierces,

barrels,

Beef— lierces,

barrels,

Hams—casks,

Lard— lierces,

barrels,

ke"s.

1848. To April 5, 1819
3,499
32 009
23,117
3,067
10.427

12,076

1,053

82
397

2,105

13,280

362
1,384

2324
345

1,779

862
105

7

68
908

1,120

More refinement.—Instead of saving a man
runs on Ins own hook, the phrase is' now more
elegantly rendered, by saying, « He progresseson his personal curve."

=

reception ol the sewage, an engine being con-
structed to pump up as much of it as may be re-
quired, and pipes being laid down lion, theworks into the districts where this species of
"-""ire ,s likely to be in demand. The plan
has been already tried, it appears, with greatsuccess near Glasgow and Manchester, but ofcourse on a small scale compared with the ope-
ration contemplated by this company. They
•aye already laid down about nine miles of pipes"
i
the parish of Fulham, and thence they intendextending the,,, wkhout loss of time into thebl™ ,"

f "leworth. The estimates of profitformed by them show that they calculate on sup-ply ug sewage to thirty thousand acres of landand that farmers, market-gardeners, and landowners cultivating about sixty -eight' ,bou
acres, have by petition lo Parliament expressed
their .merest ,„ the success of the experiment.

I Ins reveals the extent of the scheme in whichHie company have embarked, and its great j,„.
}>'» ance to the interest of agriculture, no, onlyn the neighborhood of the metropolis and otherarge towns, but generally throughout .be coun-

m'ne^i" ,", Srea,
f
difficulties with whichhrme shave Intherto had to contend, are thescarcity of manure, its inferior-quality and thenimense expense incurred in J purchase andtransport. J he Aletrop.diian Sewage ManureCompany pro |loses t0 re|ieve (|ie^^ e

.

he soil „, the neighborhood of London lionbis he , ^ t si
•ecu,, erred an inestimable boon upon the ag-

ricultural mtereM, besides turning to good ac-

wa!ero't
e
h^.

age W '" Cl
,' "?w «»««•««•* thewatei o the Thames and poisons the atmosphere

m "-lung the soil, and greatly increasing its pro-ductive powers, there now remains aimZ'be
doubt. '8 chemical properties have bee,, anal-vzed and nave heen (()1Jli(| {n

.

highly concentrated form, all .hat is best adapted
lor making the ear,!, yield her increase. I,
l '.'".";" ,0

1

" '°, S' ass ,all(,s ""'I Sieen cops, espe-
cially, has been attended with very smprismg
results

j
and from the body of evidence collectedon the subject, it is quite clear that if the com-pany are successful in the means for niacin* ita he disposal of the ma, ke.-gardener anbirmers around London, they will ,,jve an im-mense impulse lo the productiveness of the soilIbns manured.

The company are now about to commence
operations and we shall watch with imeresnhe
refills ol their first experiments. Ti.ey will finda" '".mense mass of ignorance and prejudice tocontend with among those whose interest theyseek lo promote, and some time must elapse he-lore the enlightened views which actuate them
••'re dulj appreciated, but ii is impossible that ihe
existing state of things around London can longcontinue, or that men will persevere in watering
their crops at an expense each time of from 21 to5b an acre, when the same can be done far more
effeclnalv with liquid manure, applied to ,he
'''Hi b) he hose at a cost of 1s.au acre. OnWednesday last some very interesting exneri-
meiiuj were made at Stanley bridge with severalijej inventions for ,|, e economic and efficien
distribution of the sewage on the soil. Theseexperiment* were completely successful and

Bone Dust.—An experiment tried hy Mr.
Mortimer, Silverton, furnishes a remarkable
proof of the efficacy of this manure. At a re-
cent meeting of the Netherexe Farmer's Club,
Mr. W. Strong, of.Powhay mills, offered to give
some bone dust to any agriculturist to be tried
against guano. Mr. Mortimer took the offer, and
manured a piece of land, one part with bone,
another with Peruvian guano, and a third portion
with farm-yard dung, leaving a small strip with-
out any dressing. The whole was planted with
turnips, and we are assured by an agriculturist
who has seen them, that, while on the boned
ground there are turnips larger than his hat, the
part left unmantired has not one so large as his
finger. The guano crop is finer than the dung
turnips, but by no means equal for the size,
though superior in thickness and rapidity of
growth to that grown where bone manure was
used.—Mark Lane Express.

Suspension Bridge.—It is proposed to bridge
the Ohio river, between Cincinnati and Coving-
ton. Mr. Charles Ellett, Jr., the distinguished
engineer, has written a letter, declaring its prac-
ticability, and the lower House of the Ohio Le-
gislature has passed a bill incorporating a com-
pany to build the bridge.

Mr. Elicit says, in his letter, that it is entirely
practicable to span the whole breadth of the
river with a single arch, which will not impair the
navigation in the lejst, at a cost of $300,000.
The gigantic, arch is to be 120 feet above the

centre of the river, at low water; the towers for
the suspension of the wire cables 230 feet high

;

twenty cables four inches in diameter, capable'
of sustaining a weight of 7,000 tons.

The bridge at Wheeling is to he ninety-two
feet above low-water mark. The bridge con-
lemplated across the Mississippi, at St. Louis, is
to have an elevation of forty-five feet above the
highest freshets. But this bridge is proposed at
one hundred and twenty feet above low-water
mark, or fifty feet above the great flood of 1832.
—Louisville Journal.

Great Farm.—The United Slates Patent Of-
fice Report says, " One of the greatest dairies inour country ui that of Colonel Meacham, of Pu-
laski, N \. His farm consists of one thousand
acres, three hundred of which are devoled to
grass; and lie keeps one hundred head of cattle
and ninety-seven cows. In one year he made
thirty thousand pounds of cheese, twenty thou-sand of which sold at one time, in New York
•>r from six and a half to seven cents per pound.'He feeds his cows mostly on hay and carrots; of
the latter, he raises two thousand bushels and
gives each cow half a bushel per day. And be-
sides the benefit derived from his grass for his
slock he gathers not less than three hundred
bushels ol grass seed."

Mineral Wealth of Russia—The mctalic pro-
.-Jce ofthe Russian empire in 1848, was, accord-
ing to official documents, as follows

; 1,826 poods
ol gold,

1 p„ud platinum, 1,192 poods of silver
2o4,o(,9 poods of copper, and 8,513,673 poods of
wrought iron. The pood is equivalent to a littlemore than thirty-six pounds avoirdupois. The
gold from Russia, therefore, represents a value
". 3,944,832/. (or 98,120,800.:) [about nineteen
million, six hundred thousand dollars,! making
due allowance for the English alloy. The silver,
at ns.txl. the ounce, represents a value of 188,000/.
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Family Gardening.

The great secret of getting rich is to make the

most of what we have ; uml whether this applies

to money, to lime, or to land, it is the Kinif.

You may almost tell what a man is by the ap-

pearance of his garden. Does he make the

most of his ground ? then there is some hope he

is prudent. Does he make the most of Ids la-

bor? he will rarely want. We do not mean that

such men are never unfortunate, that they have

not their troubles and trials like oilier men ; but

under every kind of visitation such men are bet-

ter prepared, and therefore suffer less than care-

less reckless persons. In a garden no rod of

ground should be ever idle. If a man who is

naturally lazy has not kept his ground well crop-

ped, he may have his excuses about laying fal-

low, ridging it in winter to mellow the soil, or

leaving it rough that the frost may get into it
;

but there is no occasion for all this,—the soil

need on no occasion to be at rest; change of

work is a holiday to man, and change of crop is

all that any ground needs; for no two crops re-

quire the same kind of feeding, and consequent-

ly, by changing from one which requires high

feeding of one kind to another that requires no

feeding, or feeding of another sort, the ground

continues at work without being exhausted. If

ground has been used for carrots, parsnips, or

beet roots, it may be immediately cropped with

lettuces, or some crop which has no tap roots.

Turnips, also, and potatoes, may be followed by

peas. Very little attention (if that be properly

devoted) will be necessary to prevent ground be-

ing wasted, or crops being out of place.

Carrots, parsnips and beet roots.—All grounds

are not suitable for these crops, for they require

fifteen inches of good, rich, light soil, free from

gravel and stones. The soil should be trenched

and well broken. When the plants are up, they

should be hoed to leave them eight or nine inch-

es apart, nor should a single weed be allowed to

grow. For early carrots, the best is the Early

horn and its varieties; the best for the late is the

Altringham. For storing they ought not to be

taken up until the foliage turns yellow.

Onions.—The principal art ill their culture is

to well dress the ground; well decomposed night

soil, a good two-inch thickness all over the soil,

forked into and well mixed with the top six inch-

es of mould, will be found an excellent dressing;

but it must be well decomposed, or it will be too

strong. The surface should be well levelled, the

lumps well bruised, and the seeds sown thinly

and equally over the bed ; this should be rolled

in or trodden in solid, and raked smooth and

even. Where they come up close together, they

should be drawn by hand, so as to leave only one

in a place at a distance of six inches apart, and

they must be kept clear of weeds all through

their growth. When the foliage begins to turn

yellow the bulbs are ripe, and may be lifted and

left on the surface of the ground to dry out

some of their moisture; they should be preserv-

ed in a cool, dry, airy place.

Cabbages.—Of all green crops this is the most

valuable. It stands almost any frost. It is eata-

ble from the lime it is large enough to handle

mil it has acquired a hard, close heart. It is a

crop to put on every bit of otherwise idle ground ;

it can be planted between rows of any thing and

every thing, either to be eaten as greens when

large enough, or left to cabbage on the coming

off of other crops. Nor is the use of this < gcel

lent vegetable over when the lull grown cublmgt

is cut, for the i-prouts which follow are egtially

good. Planted out to cabbage, they should he

eighteen inches apart in the rows, and the rows

two feet asunder. When the best part of the

cabbage is cut, other crops may be planted be-

tween the rows, the ground being first dug, and

the stumps may be all taken up and be planled

close together in some otherwise useless spot,

and yield a mass of greens when scarcely any

thing else is to be had. The seed is but little

object ; sowing, therefore, to provide at all times

plants to put out is a necessary precaution. The

best sorts are new Early nonsuch, Wheeler's

imperial, Sprotsborough, Nonpareil, and Early

York ; the Battersea is not to be despised,

though it grows to a large size and wants plenty

of room.

Red cabbage.—Few people know the worth of

this, except for its use as a pickle, but a mo-

ment's consideration will convince any thinking

person that the immense number brought to

market can never be consumed for that alone.

It is used raw as a salad, and is excellent. When
grown well, loo, and cut at the right time, the

red cabbage will store the best part of the win-

ter, merely losing two or three of the outer

leaves. As a salad it is economical and capable

of being eaten by itself, and only requires to be

cut into the thinnest possible shreds. When
the plants have established themselves after final

setting out and begun to grow, the earth should

be drawn up to their stems, and they may re-

main in the ground until they are hard and

solid, for in that state they will keep for months.

Rhubarb.—This has become so general a fa-

vorite from its wholesomeness and flavor, in sea-

sons when fruit cannot be had, and is moreover

so strongly recommended lo families, that a por-

tion of the garden ought to be devoted to a few

good toots— a dozen will be found enough lor a

moderate family, and they ought lo be two feet

from each other every way. The ground should

he well dressed, the plants young, the season

autumn. They should be planted without bruis-

ing their roots, and tliey will do all themselves.

II" wanted earlier in the spring than they will

come naturally, put a box, or rather a wooden

trough, two feet high and one foot diameter, over

a plant, cover the open end that is uppermost

with a fiat tile or a proper cover, and surround

the whole with dung or leaves; it will hasten

the growth: or pot up a strong root or two and

put them ill a warm cellar, or a kitchen cup-

board, or a green-house, or any other place

where the temperature is raised; but it is never

so good as from the natural ground, grown in

the natural way.

—

London Horticultural Magazine.

Clf.assi.ng the Bark ok Fruit Trees.—This

operation should be performed in early spring,

as well as in mid-summer. The rough, loose parts

uf the bark should he scraped off, as well as

moss and other parasites. The bark should be

covered with the following mixture, as high as

the operator can reach, with an ordinary long-

handled while-wash brush:

Five pounds whale oil soap,

One pound line salt,

One pound fine sand,

Two pounds potash,

Two ounces nitrate of soda,

dissolved, or mixed with water, to the consist-

ency of cream, and thoroughly rubbed upon the

bark.

Many kinds of insects are kept from trees by

a solution of whale oil soap alone, and many
such as are resident in the crevices of the hails,

arc destroy, d by salt. The finest sand is intend-

ed during the rubbing to scratch tin- outer coal-

ing of the hark, and thus assist the other ingre-

dients lor more perfect action. The potash and

nitrate of soda will decompose or soften the
bark, so that during the summer they will be
thrown oft' by the healthy action of the glowing
hark. If the above mixture be applied in dry
weather, it will become so hard as to remain
during several showers, and thus have time lo

perforin its office Trees with smooth bark,
such as the plum, many of the cherries, &c,
should In; rubbed with a wet rough woolen cloth

in a lew hours after applying the mixture; this

rubbing will cause the Band to clean the surface
so perfectly as to give ihe hark an improved and
more healthy surface. Trees so cleansed are
not as likely to be re-visited by insects as those

left with their natural surfaces, nor are they as
likely to become bark-bound.

A word to Apprentices.—Stick to your trade,

boys, and learn how to work, if you wish to be

truly independent. There is no more pitiable

sight than a half-learned mechanic applying for

work, lie is always at the foot of the hill, and

labor as he may, unless he has become perfect

in his trade before he attains the years of his

majority he never will be perfect, and can calcu-

late on poverty as his portion with a good deal

of safety.

We have in our mind's eye a man of eighteen,

who a few months ago was at work in this office

at fair wages; but his parents encouraged him

in the idea that he was a man, and should have

a man's pay.

He left us with the feeling that he could get

rich faster in Boston, and since that we have

learned of his having been engaged for a short

lime in three different offices in three several

cities.

Of course with his slight knowledge of busi-

ness, he could not have permanent employment,

and so he hits taken up a new trade. He joined

a company of corps dramatique, and the last no-

tice we bad of his whereabouts was from a

handbill announcing his appearance before the

citizens of Worcester for a benefit, in the char-

acter of the "Irish Tiger."

Parents, if you wish well to your children, urge

them to learn their trades perfectly.

A neglect of this counsel makes" Irish Tigers,"

and Yankee mutton-heads of thousands of blight

hoys every year.

—

Christian Citizen.

Dissolving Bones by Steam.

A statement litis lately been made to the High-

land Agricultural society, in relation to pulveriz-

ing bones by steam. It was slated that bones of

any size rotdd be reduced lo a soft mass by this

agency alone. A small boiler with a steaming

vessel connected with it, capable of standing a

pressure of twenty-five to thirty pounds to the

square inch, was all that was required. If the

vessel was filled with bones, and subjected to the

action of steam above the level of the boiler (as

they will not dissolve if covered with water.) at

twenty-five pounds pressure for a few hours,

they will become quite dissolved—thus saving

all the expense of grinding, and the sulphuric

acid commonly used, which amounted to double

the price of the rough bones. All the hones

were so much softened, that t lie largest |Heres

found could be easily crushed fine by pressure

in the hand. Dr. Anderson, the chemist of the

society, thought the steaming would be cheaper

than grinding. Prof. Tiaill thought the steamed

hones would be preferable to those dissolved

with sulphuric acid, because when the acid was

added to hones, there was a destruction, in part

at least, of the animal matter. The gelatine,

which was of itself a valuable manure, would

he 6aved by die steaming process.— Albany Cult
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Apple Orchards.

We are glad lo notice, at length, that we are

"etting a right class of mini hold of apple or-

chards. The subject is becoming reduced to a

science, and a man who does not make his trees

grow rapidly and produce abundantly, may pos-

sibly pass for a worthy, honest man, if not other-

wise disqualified for the title, but he must be put

down as a great ignoramus, and a most negli-

gent, slovenly manager, so far at least as the sub-

ject of fruit is concerned.

People who pay attention to their fruit trees

are sure to make them bear. We have a glori-

ous fruit soil and climate, the best on the face of

the globe, and ought to produce it in such quan-

tities that every household should be profusely

supplied with the choicest varieties throughout

the year. The best may be as easily raised as

the worst, as the trees of such are not frequently

the greatest bearers.

Shrewd men who raise fruit for sale, now gen-

erally select one, two, or at most three or four

kinds, which are of standard demand in the

market, good yieiders, and proved to grow to

perfection where cultivated, and confine them-

selves entirely to these. They see that they are

properly laid out, properly manured, the land

properly cultivated among them, properly trim-

med, and properly managed in every particular,

and they are sure to find an abundant supply of

choice fruit on their trees in the autumn.

A gentleman within our knowledge has a

small orchard on the Hudson river, of less than

seven acres, which produces from $500 to $750

worth of apples annually. This is not one year of

plenty and another or two of famine, but is a

steady regular average yield. This man does

not have what we often hear called by bap-haz-

ard farmers bearing years, or rather he has no

other. And all this secured by the simplest pro-

cess, viz: good management. He scrapes the

trunks of his trees every year, and immediately

before the insects and their larvse can find a hid-

ing place; when thus exposed, he gives them a

thorough drenching of wood ashes and hot wa-

ter, as can be made to run freely from a white-

wash brush. This practice, with lime occasion-

ally added about the roots at the trunk, with the

management we have before indicated, gives the

satisfactory results we have mentioned. After

carefully hand-picking his apples, he heads them

up in barrels, with a few auger holes in each

end, which are thrown upon their bilge, or sides,

and allows them to remain exposed to the wea-

ther under the trees, till there is danger of freez-

ing, when they are housed if not previously

sol d.

—

American Agriculturist.

Caterpillars—These insects are among the

most destructive of any that inlest an orchard;

yet, as they may be easily destroyed, the farmer

is without excuse if he allows his fruit and trees

to be destroyed by them.

There are numerous ways of destroying them.

Among the most simple and effectual, after they

have hatched, is that of crushing them with the

hand as soon as lliey begin to lorm their nests
;

or, if too high to be reached, they may be taken

off with a pole.

Strong whale oil soap—one pint of soap to

four and a half gallons of water—applied with a

syringe, or a mop of rags at the end of a pole,

will destroy them, and, if used towards sunset,

or early in the morning, or on a dull day, it will

not injure the foliage; and at such times the cat-

erpillars are at home, excepting the dull weather

is of long continuance, su thai necessity com-
I ...... c . g ;

-

while.

There arc various other modes of destruction,

and every one who pays proper attention to the

subject will find some way to rid his trees of this

nuisance. The satisfaction of seeing his trees

in a flourishing condition will amply repay all

the expense, to say nothing of the superior value

of the trees and fruit.

Tonnage of the Lakes.—Under this head

the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser of Friday

gives a series of valuable tables, setting forth the

tonnage licensed and enrolled at the several

American ports on the Lakes. We have room
to-day but for a mere summary of the informa-

tion contained in the tables; but the extent and
value of the information they contain, may be

surmised when we state that they comprise all

the vessels of all classes, steamers, propellers,

harks, hrigs, schooners, sloops, and scows, en-

rolled on lakes Michigan, Huron, Superior, St.

Clair, Erie, Ontario, and Champlain, embracing
within that space the collection ilistricts of Buf-

falo, Presque Isle, Cuyahoga, Sandusky, Miami,
Detroit, Chicago, Michilitnackinac, Lewiston,
Rochester, Oswego, Oswegatchie, Cape Vincent,

Sackett's Harbor, ami Champlain. The grand

total is thus presented in the Commercial Ad-
vertiser :

JVumber of vessels and tonnage.

95 steamers, 38,913.53 tons.

45 propellers, 14,435.37 "

5 barks, 1,645.88 "

93 brigs, 21.SW.27 "

548 schooners, 71,618.22 "

128 sloops and scows, 5,484.25 "

153,426.62 "

Total tonnage and Valuation.

45,067 tons, steamers, $3,380,000
15,685 " propellers, 950,000

101,080 " sail vessels, 3,538,000

$7,868,C00

The Wife's Complaint.

When woman will, you tell me, John.
She really will, depend on't ;

And when she says she won't, eh ! John !

She won't, and there's the end on't.

I know not why you think, John,
Her will is so much stronger.

Or when she's once determined, John,
She will hold out much longer.

You know your mind is fixed, John,
" For Califnrnia-fl Ho !''

To stop you 'twere as easy, John,
To slop .Niagara's flow.

I've scolded, leased and begged, John,
With lears, lo stop your going

;

But 'lis as light a task, John,
To stop the wind from blowing.

'Tis but a lew years since, John,
You sought me for your bride ;

Then, lor a weight of gold, John,
You'd not have left my side.

But now your brain is turned, John,
Your heart is growing cold

—

You'll leave your wife, for what, John 7

To dig for paltry gold !

For days you scarce have eaten, John,
You're growing pale and thin

;

Arid see your dress—your beard, John,
It's a week old on your chin !

See you where'er 1 will, John,
You've a paper in your hold

—

Y
r
ou think, dream, read of nought, John,
But California gold.

We've seen little children, John,
Olive plants around our tahlc

;

With thriving trade and stout arm, John,
To fill their mouths you're able

We've a smiling little cot, too, John,
Clustered 'round with trees and vines

—

You'll leave them all to dig, John,
In C'alilornia mines.

You say you'll leave us all, John,
To Providence alone

;

Y
r
ou'll trust to fill our mouths, John,

—

With bread when you are gone.

Be it so. I'll trust Him loo, John,
And turn mv tears to laughter;

MVio'/; leave his wife for gold, Juhn,
/.* not worth crying after !

Cohhet said :
" Women, so amiable in them*

selves, are never so amiable as when they are

I for beaut}'] though men may hill in

love with girls at play, there is nothing to make
them stand to their love like seeing them work."

Beans as Food for Animals.

Chemical analysis demonstrates that beans and

peas are rich in nitrogen, or nitrogenous com-

pounds: hence it is inferred that they would

form a valuable food for laboring animals—the

nitrogen supplying the waste of muscular tissue!

But some trials which have been made show
that they are valuable for animals in other re-

spects. Beans are excellent for fattening sheep,

and peas are highly prized for fattening hogs.

Beans are not usually relished by hogs; but we
have heard of their being ground and the meal

mixed with potatoes and fed to them, with good

results. Bean meal lias also been given to cows

The writer was acquainted with a farmer in

Maine several years since, who was somewhat
noted for the general excellence of his milch

cows, and who made it a rule to feed his cows

with about a quart of bean meal, each, for two

or three weeks before and after calving. The
cows appeared to be very fond of it, and the

farmer thought it was the best food for the com
bined objects of imparting strength, and pro-

ducing a good flow of milk that could be used.

A writer in the Massachusetts Ploughman states

that he has lately been feeding a milch cow with

bean meal with good effects. We hope experi-

ments will he made in such a manner as to test

its value, compared with meal from Indian corn.

Mere conjecture, without actual trial, is worth hut

little.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Commfrce of Pittsborgh.—The Pittsburgh
Gazette says the following is an annual aggregate
of the arrivals of steamboats and other vessels

at the port of Pittsburgh, together with the

amount of tonnage from the year 1843 to 1848
inclusive

:

Number. Tonnage.

1843, steamboats, 1,707 165,317
" keels and flats, 582 13,675

1844, steamboats, 1,966 216,236
" keels and flats, 560 12,515

1845, steamboats, 1,169 227,994
" keels and flats, 621 14,180

1846, steamboats, 2,585 276,572
" keels and flats, 634 15,965

1847, steamboats, 3,171 372,465
" keels and flats, 764 20,730

1848, steamboats, 2,885 361,009
" keels and flats, 705 20,501

Different Crops in Alternate Rows.

J. G. Charclsey, of Wiekford, R. I., made tin

experiment last year in relation to the cultivation

of onions and carrots in alternate rows. The
result was, that a piece planted with onions, in

rows one foot apart, produced 207 bushels pel-

acre ; and the piece planted with carrots and

onions, in alternate rows, at the same distance as

on the other lot, gave 380 bushels of onions, and

774d bushels of carrots per acre. The value of

the crop on the first mentioned lot, was $202 80;

manure and expense of cultivation, $93 10, giv-

ing a nett profit of $109 10 per acre. The piece

with onions and carrots together, gave an aggre-

grate value of $306 80 per acre ; manure and

expense of cultivation, $177 59; leaving a nett

profit of $189 21. Part of the onions were sold

at fifty cents, and the remainder at forty cents

per bushel. The carrots sold mostly in the field,

at twenty cents per bushel. The advantage of

cultivating the carrots and onions together, is

thought to be owing to the more ready admission

of the sun's rays. The onions are sown six

weeks before the carrots, and they mature and

are taken off before the carrots shade the ground

—the latter making their greatest growth in the

last half of September, and through October.

—

Albany. Cultivator.
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Benefits of Salt as Manure.
We liave recently been perusing several Eu-

ropean articles, detailing experiments made with

salt as manure, and from them we have made

the following brief synopsis of its utility :

—

It attracts the humid vapors and repels frost,

and thus assists in keeping the land moist in dry

weather, and warm in cold. It keeps every thing

in the soil in a soft and soluble state, and assists

" to digest and prepare the food for vegetable nu-

trition. It destroys many kinds of vermin and
- weeds, and usually increases the amount of the

crop one-fourth to one-third ; strengthens the

growth of every thing to which it is applied, and

brings all crops earlier to the harvest. It gene-

rally adds from five to seven bushels per acre to

the yield of wheat used in the most moderate

quantity, and in all kinds of grain makes more

ear and less straw. Mr. George Sinclair obtain-

ed at VVoburn, on plots of thirty-six square feet,

at the rate of seventy to ninety-five bushels of

wheat per acre, by the use of salt mixed with

other manures. It is found equally beneficial to

pasture as well as root crops, sweetening all

vegetation, and making it more wholesome (or

man and beast. It is a great safeguard against

blast, rust, mildew, and indeed all the diseases

of grain and vegetables.

Salt is inoperative applied near the sea-shore,

where salt-water spray is already in excess on

the laud ; but every where else it is beneficial.

It may be used at the rate of five or forty bush-

els per acre, though ten or twenty bushels are

better. It can be sown broadcast on the land,

or be incorporated in the manure or compost

heap. Mr. Prideaux informs us, that mixed with

lime and its compounds, it undergoes decompo-

sition, producing soda or its combination with

carbonic acid, or with humus ; all more powerful

digesters and feeders than the salt itself; and the

muriate of lime, which has the strongest attrac-

tion for moisture of almost any thing known.

Salt and lime work vegetable matters to decay

quicker than salt alone. With gypsum it will

supply soda and sulphuric acid cheaper than

any other material, besides the muriate of lime,

so valuable for its moistening quality.

—

American

Agriculturist.

As to the quantity of salt to the acre, much

depends on the crop, and sufficient experiments

have not been made to settle this subject in eve-

ry respect. Asparagus requires more salt than

most other vegetables, as it is a marine plant. It

will bear one hundred and sixty bushels to the

acre, and be greatly benefited by the application;

yet it may not be profitable to apply so much.

Plum trees require more salt than oilier trees.

Cabbages and turnips are much benefited by

salt, and will bear rather a large quantity.

Corn and beans have flourished well where

we have planted them on lands overflowed by

salt water at the time of high tides in spring

and fall ; hut on the same land potatoes were

inferior, just as far as the salt water extended.

We need further and more definite experiments

to show the utility of salt in agriculture, and de-

termine what crops are most benefited by its ap-

plication.

—

J\tew England Farmer.

To have fine Mutton.—The sheep, as soon

as killed, should be disembowelled. It is the

neglect to remove the entrails at once, and not

the meat being touched by the wool, which itti

parts to it that strong mutton-taste. The reason

of this is, that the warmth of the body, carried

off by the loss of blood, is for a time supplied

from the warmth of the bowels, and thus the

objectionable taste created.

Good Cows.
The statement in regard to the cows which

received the premiums at the last sho.v of the

Worcester county (Mass.) Agricultural Society,

showed the following results: Joseph A. Heed's

cow, which took the first premium, was said to

have been n Devon, five years old ; calved the

20th of April. From June 10th to 20th, her

milk produced 20-] lbs. of butter; from Septem-
ber 10th to 20th, 155 lbs. of butter. Feed, pas-

lure. Samuel 11. Flagg's cow, which took the

second premium, was of "native" breed. Calved

May 15th. Prom June 10th to 20th, average six-

teen quarts of milk per day, which yielded 22j

lbs. of butter, from September 10th to 20th, elev-

en quarts |>er day, which gave li\ lbs. of butter.

Feed, pasture only in June; in September, hay

at night, (pasture being dried Up) with' two quarts

wheat meal. S. B. Watson's cow, which took

the third premium, calved on the 21st of March.

From June 10th to 20th, made 22 lbs. of butter;

from September 10th to 20lh, 15 lbs. of butler.

Kept with other cows in pasture, with no other

feed. Neither breed nor age mentioned. Sime-
on Carpenter's cow, which received the fourth

premium, was half Holderness, half " native."

Four yeais old. Calved in April last. From
June 10th to 20th made Ifii pounds of butter;

from September 10th to 20lh, 145 pounds of

butter.

The Society required that a statement should

be made of the weight of butter produced in ten

days from June 10th to 20th, and in ten days,

from September 10th to 20th.- Albany Cultivator.

Uses of Soap Suds.—At Towne's Hotel in

Warren, Trumbull county, we saw an Isabella

grape-vine, said to be but three years old, plant-

ted under the kitchen window, which had clim-

bed to ihe second story, a good way towards the

ridge-pole, and extended its branches round the

corners of the building to a distance not less

than twenty or thirty feet, and, from within four

or six feet of the ground to the extremes! branch,

was full of clusters of fruit. We were assured

that the only extra advantage it had was water-

ing it well, nearly every day with dish-water and

occasionally soap-suds. The following is from

one of our exchanges:

—

Soap Suds. — The finest peach and apricot

trees that we have ever seen, received a weekly

or monthly wash of soap suds, after the clothes

of the family had been duly cleansed. A bucket

full to a tree, taking them in rotation, answers a

capital purpose to destroy the eggs of insects,

and supply potash where it is much needed.

Never waste in a sewer, or about the kitchen, a

fertilizer so valuable as soap suds.— Ohio Cult.

Growth of Coffee and Pepper.

In extent, Java is about seven hundred miles
iu length, and in width it varies from eighty to

one hundred and forty miles. Its area is less

than 20,000 square miles. The face of the
country is more or less broken by mountains,
but the soil generally is rich and productive.
The products are lice, sugar, ci.fti.'e, pepper,

spices, and a profusion of the finest tropical fruit.

We were much interested in seeing some ol

these tropical productions growing. Coffee is

cultivated here to as great perfection as in almost
any oilier part of the world. It grows on large
bushes, that xnry much resemble our large chin-
qnepin bushes, and the grains of coffee are
formed, two iu a berry, about ihe size and shape
of our common plum. The skin of the berry
is about as thick as that of the pi , ami the
rolur, when ripe, that of n pale scnrlei. The
bush is very productive. Every brauch is loan-
ed with the berries, which grow two in II place,

on opposite sides of each other and about one
inch and a half apart. When ripe, ihe skin
Hursts open, ami the grains of coffee fall out on
the ground, lint a more general way is to spread
something under the bush, and shake the coffee
down. After the outer skin is taken off; there
remains a kind of husk over each kernel, which
is broken off after being well dried in the sun,
by heavy rollers. The coffee, after this, needs
winnowing, in order to be freed from the broken
panicles of the husk. It has been saiil by some
writers that one bush will not, with another, av-
erage more than a pound of coffee ; but it seem-
ed to me, though 1 could only judge from ap-
pearances, that Ibis was too sma'll an allowance
for each bush.

Black Pepper is also raised to some extent on
the island of Java; but Sumatra, which lies just
across the straits, is by far the most celebrated
for this commodity. Her pepper is, perhaps,
the finest and most abundant of any one country
in the world.

Black pepper grows on a vine, very much like
our grape vine, and the pepper vineyards re-
minded me much of our American vineyards of
grapes. The pepper-grape grows and looks,
when green, a good ileal like our currants.
There is this difference, however : the currant
has each its own distinct stem, but the pepper
has not. Each grain grows hard on to one com-
mon stem, just as each grain of Indian corn
does on to the cob, or husk, as Virginians incor-
rectly would say. The color of pepper, when
first ripe, is ahnost a bright red, and changes to
the dead black, common to us, by being exposed
to the heal of the sun.

The famous white pepper is nothing more than
the common black with the outer skin taken oft'.

It is first soaked until this skin hursts open, which
is then rubbed oft' and the grain dried. The
white, therefore, is not considered so pungent as
the black, though it is nicer and more expensive,
as more labor is necessary in order to prepare it.

Birds.

The following excellent remarks on the sub-

ject of destroying birds originally appeared iu

the Boston Patriot -.— Valley Farmer.

"Wr

e are of opinion, that the labors of ihe sci-
entific ornithologist are of far more practical
uiiliiy-than the casual observer supposes; and
that, even in the business of legislation, a regard
lo his researches might prevent many errors,
which may much affect the public welfare. Le-
gislation on the subject of birds has been mark-
ed by some essential errors, which have led to
real evil. By it woodcocks, snipes, larks, and
robins, are protected at a certain season of the
year, whilst war to the knife is declared against
crows, blackbirds, owls, blue-jays, and hawks:
these lasl are treated as a sou of pirates, subject
to a suspension at the yard-arm, w ith the least
possible ceremony. Il so happens that the char-
acter of these very birds has been singularly
mistaken

; for while the ordinance of legislation
has been thus systematically levelled at them,
they, on the principle which man would do ex-
tremely well lo imitate, have been returning
good for evil; they have been diligently engaged
in exterminating all sorts of vermin, whilst never
were the vilest vermin half so ill-treated by the
human race. The crow, for example, who is

generally regarded as a most suspicious charac-
ter, has had great injustice done him.

" In the spring, when the ground is moist, he
lives in a state of most triumphant luxury on
grubs; he eats the young corn, it is true, but it

is a necessary of life to which he never resorts
except when his supply of animal food is short-
ened. Alter the corn is tolerably grown, he has
nothing more to do with it; and iu any stage he
destroys five hundred pernicious grubs and in-

sects lor every blade ol grass which he pillages

from man. In the Southern States, he is regu-
larly permitted to accompany the ploughman,
and collect ihe grubs from the newly opened
furrow ; his lite is thus secured by the safest of
all tenures— that of the interests of man iu per-

mitting him to live."

Industry.— Fhere is more pleasui in sweat-

ing an hour than in yawning a century."
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Cuiiosities of Science.—Geological Changes
of our own time.

Lyell, Darwin, and others have lately collected

nnd powerfully applied a curious class of facts,

to prove the slow and continuous upheaving or

Repression of large tracts of laud in different

parts of the world, in effect of subterranean

changes going on underneath. The phenome-
non lielongs to our own time, as well as to ante-

rior ages in the history of the globe. In Sweden,
for instance, a line traverses the southern part of

that kingdom from the Baltic to the Cattegat, to

the north of which, even as far as the North
Cape of Europe, there is evidence, scarcely dis-

putalde in kind, that the laud is gradually rising

at the average of nearly four feet in a century:

while, to the south of this axial line, there are

similar proofs of a slow subsidence of surface in

relation to the level of the adjacent seas. This

and various other examples of what may be

termed secular changes of elevation particularly

in South America, anil amidst the great coral

foundations of the Indian nnd Pacific Oceans
have led the eminent geologists just named to

regard such slow progressive changes as the

probable cause of many or most of those great

aspects of the earth's surface, which by others

have been attributed to paroxysmal actions of
subterranean forces, sudden, and violent in

kind.— Quarterly Review.

The secret of success.— It may to some ap-

pear like vanity in me to write what I now do, but

I should not give my life if I omitted it. When
filling a cart of manure at the warm dunghill, I

never stopped work because my side of the cart

might be heaped up before the other side, at

which was another man; I pushed over what 1

bad heaped up to help him, as duuhtles he did to

help me, when I was last and he was first.

When I have filled my columns of a newspaper,
or sheet of it magazine, with the literature for

which 1 was to be paid I have never stopped if

the suhjpet required more elucidation, or the pa-

per or magazine more matter, because there was
no contract for more payment, or no likelihood

of there being more. When 1 have lived in

barrack-room, I have stopped my own work, and
have taken a baby from a soldier's wife, when
she bad to work, an.! nursed it, or have gone for

water for her, or have cleaned another man's ac-

coutrements, though it was no part of my duty

to do so. When I have been engaged in political

literature and travelling for a newspaper, I have
not hesitated to travel many miles out of tnv

road to ascertain a local fact, or to pursue a sub-

ject into its minutest particulars, if it appeared
that the public were unacquainted with the facts

of the subject; and this at times when J had,
woik to do which was more pleasant and profit

able. When 1 have needed employment, I have

Effect of Railroads on Property.—The
increased value of real estate ari.-ing in a section
of country by the passing of a railroad through

accepteil it at whatever wages I could obtain '•> ' s a subject on which data are not yet collec-

at plough, in farm, in drain, in slunc quarry, at -
ed t0 est"',,isD » general rule. The lollowin

From the Dollar Newspaper.

Deep Ploughing.
I was pleased with the remarks of " J. M. F.,"

your correspondent from West Stockhridge, and
fully agree with him. i think many facts might

he brought to light, proving the importance of

deep ploughing, for light soils in particular. In

the lall of 1836, I lived with my father in

Chelmsford, Mass., and ploughed a piece of land

for winter rye; the soil was light and sandy. I

ploughed it very deep— nearly to the beam of

the plough. One of the neighbors came along

and told me I was spoiling the land, and should

raise nothing by turning up the cold yellow dirt
;

his father never did so, fee. The same piece of

land was ploughed deep every year, and sowed
with winter rye for ten years in succession. The
first year the crop was small; second a little

better; and the crops continued to increase un-

til the fifth year, when a heavy crop was harvest-

ed. It was astonishing to see the change which
had taken place in the quality of the soil. As
far as the plough had reached it, it was black

and rich, and bore heavy crops of rye until 1846,

when it went into other hands, and is now used

as corn land. Now, the question is what caused
the improvement? There was no manure used

but the wheat and stubble ploughed in, and a

crop taken oft" ten years in succession. These
are facts that came under my own observation

and can be proved by others.

E. P.
Ballardvale, (Andover,) Mass , 1849.

Detroit a.\d Cincinnati Trade.— Since the

completion of the railroad and canal from San-

dusky and Toledo to Cincinnati, an extensive

trade has sprung up between the Queen city and

the cities on the lakes, which we of Detroit par-

ticipate in to a great extent. We almost daily,

in our perambulations along the docks, come
across some article shipping or receiving from
our southern friends. Last year we furnished

them with cargo after cargo of ice as one of the

luxuries to be found so extensively in this re-

gion, and early this spring, by way of variety,

we baited them a bit on snipe, prairie chickens,

venison and other game just to keep them good
naturetl.

Fish— fine delicious trout and white fish are

cried around the streets of Cincinnati, fresh and
almost kicking, direct from the water. This,

however, is only a few of the delicacies, and
forms an Unimportant part of the trade when
compared with the heavy shipments. They, in

return, grease matters along with their lard, lard
oil and such like articles and sweeten tilings up
with their molasses and sugar, so that we are
fully repaid f >r our attentions.— Detroit Free Press.

"Good Night."— In that expression of kind-
ness bow sweet and soothing a sentiment is con-
veyed. The toils of the day are over; the fer-
vent heat of noon is past; the maddening pur-
suit after gain is suspended ; and mankind seek
in the arms of sleep, a temporary asylum from
care of mind and enervation of body. Even
Ir.oin guilt beneficent nature withholds not the
solace of repose, and passing through the " ivory
gate ofdreams," the days of youth, of happiness,
of innocence, in shadowy glory, Hit before the
soul. Insupportable, indeed, would be the heavy
tribulation, on our pilgrimage through life, we
must endure, were it not for these intermittent
seasons of rest which it is alike the privilege of
the houseless wanderer and the palaced lord to
enjoy. And night, gentle night, is the lender
nurse that woos the toil-exhausted frame to steep
its cares m forgetfulness. The wise provisions
of nature indicate the season for repose ; and
her beneficent laws are reverenced and obeyed
by all save the being by whose comfort and hap-
piness they are chiefly promulgated. When the
sun withdraws from the heavens, and the earth
is shrouded in darkness, the labors of insect in-
dustry cease

•; the flowers close their petals, de-
fended from the chilling dews of evening, and
that svv°et watchman of the grove, the nightin-
gale, trills forth in varied cadences the parting
song "good night." Cynthia and her glittering
train of stars, robed in the grandeur of eternal
light, come forth and hover above the earth and
its children, like fair and holy spirits keeping
vigils over mortal sleepers, and preserving them
from the influence of the powers of darkness.

With a downright taste for fruits and flowers,

a man may have occupation and amusement for

years in a hundred feet square of good soil.—
Downing.

breaking stones for roads, at wood-cutting, in a

saw-pit, as a civilian, or as a soldier. I have in

is a statement of the increase of population in
some of the towns of Massachusetts—.since rail

roads were extended to them—during tl,e five
London cleaned out a stable and groomed a cab- I > e!l| s between 1839 and 1845:

man's horse for a sixpence, and been thankful to

the cabman for the sixpence. I have subsequent-

ly tried literature, and have done as much writ-

ing fur ten shillings as I have readily obtained—
been sought after and offered— ten guineas lor.

But bad I not been commit to begin at the be-

ginning, and accepted shillings, I would not

have risen In guineas. 1 have lost nothing by
working. Whether at laboring 01 literary work
with a spadi ... with a pen, 1 havi been my own
helper.

—

.ijuiobkgraphy of a hoiking Man.

Uoxbury, 67 per cent. Lowell, 38 per cent.
Brook 1 1 ne, 50 " Worcester, 56 "

Cambridge, 33 " Springfield, 33 "

Cltelsea, 128 " Fall River, 59 "

To train a horse to the harness, you must be ve-
ry gentle with him. Von may commence by
throwing n rope over the back and letting it hang
loose on both sides; then lead him about, cares-
sing him, until he becomes satisfied that it will

bun him ; then put on the harness, ami pull

gellllj on the traces. It] a .--hurt lime, by this
kind of treatment, he will he prepared for work.

Drinking water neither makes a man sick, nor
in debt, nor his wife a widow.

—

Spanish Proverb.

A bnght ploughshare is the cheapest commodi-
ty ever used by a farmer.— Cobbett.

DELANO'S

Independent Horse Rake.
rrUIE undersigned hereby certify that we have usedX Delano's Independent Horse Rake the past haying
season, and have Inund it decidedly preferable n> any
oiln r rake now in use. It is much easier tended than ihe
revolver or spring loolh.and its work prelerable to either
particularly on ground of uneven surface, it being so con!
strutted that the hay is removed Irom knolls and" hollows
with the same ease and certainly as Irom even ground. It
is tended by a man or boy who rides and drives ihe horse.
By placing his foot upon a lever aliached to the axeltree,
the hay is discharged in wiurows. It is perfectly adapted
to the purpose lor which it was invented, therefore we
cheerfully recommend it, as a very useful implement to
all concerned in curing hay.

Mayhew Chase, Tristram Tilton,
F. F. Haines, W B Small,
L. B. Young, Francis Morrill.
Charles Page, Ellsha PetlingiJ],
H. L. Morrison, and Leonard Farriirgton,

of East Livennore
;

**• F. f'ke. Samuel Hersey,
Richard Hubbard, Sj. N. Watson,
F. A. Chase, Reuben Crane, and
Jos. Martin, of Fayette

;

James Wing, of Wayne
;

Isaac Boothbay, David Wheeler, and
D S Lo.ing, of Leeds;
Abijah Upham, of Keadfield;
S. VV Chase, of Mont Vernon;
William Wyman, On, Haskell,

of North Livennore
;

T. Croswell, Jr., J. A. Hamblin,
D. C. Morrill, Benjamin Butler,
Hiram Ktiss, of Farmington

;

J. W. Morrill, B. F. Morrill,
of Cheslerville ;

Samuel S Wood, of Wilton';
E|ihtann Swan, F. M. Swan,
Frederick Swan, of .New Sharon

;

Charles Farrand, S. D. Greeuleaf,
of Starks.

The undersigned, having received his letters patent for
his improvement in the Horse R ,ke, is prepared to dis-
pose of said improvement by Counties or Stales. All in-
fringements will be legally prosecuted.
The above Rakes are manufactured at Farmington

Falls and at Livermore, and will !„• kept for sale b.
=
the

patei lee at his residence in Easi Lii rnWIrp, Maine,
CALWiM DLLANO.

Last Livermore, Me., March 3, I8t3
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Minesota.

A new paper railed i tie Minesota Register lias

just been commenced tit Si. Paid, the principal

place in llie new territory of MinesolS. The
chief towns of Minesota Territory are Si. Paid

situated on tlie .Mississippi river about six miles

below Fort Snelling and thirteen below the

Falls of St. Anthony, and Stillwater, at the

head of Lake St. Croix, which is the most north-

ern point of certain siearnboat navigation in the

Mississippi Valley. Si. Paul has a population

of SiO souls, and Siillwaier something more
than a thousand. The Register bears date April

7ib, mill already we find tin; ''splendid steamers"

Doctor Franklin, Capt. i\l. VV. Lodwich, Sena-

tor, Caul. Orrin Smith, and Doctor Franklin,

No. 2, Cunt. A. C. Monitor!, advertised in it

as " now running as regular packets" Instween

those places and Galena and St. Louis. Willi

sni'li facilities of travel, and the inducements

held onl by the i it'll soil and the healthful cli-

mate ol Minesota to emigration from the old

States and from Europe, the settlement of that

region will be much more rapid work than was

that of the first Western Stales. (Many of our

New England people are emigrating to this re-

gion, and propose settling in the neighborhood

of the. falls of St. Anthony.) Minesota, beyond

ti doubt, will in time become as famous for lum-

ber as Maine is nuw. She has the timber, the

rapid water courses upon which it can be con-

veiled into hoards, scantling, &c, and the rivers

to b'ing it to a market ; and having these, with

what else she has, she will not be long without

men to put the whole business in motion. We
subjoin a portion of an interesting article

from the Register which will give our readers

Home idea of the resources of lb" new territorj :

'The Mississippi river, for a distance of over

two bundle I miles north of the month of the

St. Croix, runs through a rich valley of prairie

and oak openings; the banks above the tidls of

St. Anthony are from ten to thirty leet high;

the river nms over a gravelly bed, and is led

by innumerable small rivers of clear and rapid

waier; no marshes or low ground of stagnant

water are found in the vicinity—consequently

the country is free from lever and ague and

bilious diseases that are so common further

South, The soil is rich and admirably adapted

for raising wheal, com, oats, and potatoes.

Vegetables yield plentifully, and there is not

a better country in the world for raismg stock.

The. farmer finds a ready market for all bis sur-

plus crops; nearly half a million dollars will he

paid out annually to lite Indian tribes and for

the support of the military establishment above

the tails of Si. Anthony ;—this amount is paid

in specie by the agents of the Government, and

a large portion finds its way into the pockets of
the liirmeis ami mechanics, in exchange fur

their produce and labor.

"On the St. Croix and its tributaries the pine-
ries are very extensive, and hundreds of la-

borers find steady employment, good prices and
ready pay. Above the mouth of Crow Wing
river, on the Mississippi, the pinery extends
north lor three or four hundred miles; it is one
of the most extensive in the world, and the day
is not far distant when it will supply the Val-
ley of the Mississippi with building material.
The country bordering upon the bead waters
ol the river is strewed with large and beautiful

lakes, which are filled wilh excellent fish. The
white-fish are found in them in great abun-
dance and of very large size, even larger than
those in lake Superior; Ked lake is over one
hundred miles in circumference; Leech lake

more than fifty, and probably one-lonrih pait of
llie country is covered with lakes of the purest

water, 'file sugar maple is found in great abun-
dance upon the streams and some of the hikes,

and llie land is of the finest quality. So soon as

the Indian tule is extinguished, thousands ol

lumber-men will find employment in the North.
At the month of Crow Wins; river there is now
a Fort in progress of erection; the site was
selected by Gen. Brooks last summer; it has
been named by the War Department ' Fort
Gaines.' Two companies, one of dragoons and
one of infantry, have been assigned to garrison
it. Another Fort is now in contemplation by
the government ; it will probably be located

near the head waters of Sunk river, nlvoiti

seventy miles west of Fort Gaines. The atten-

tion ol the Government has also been directed

to the importance of establishing a large Fort

on the Red river of the North. The British

Government has already established one on her

side of the line, Fort Gary, and garrisoned it with

lour hundred men.

"The valley of Red river is one of the richest

valleys ill the world— mostly rich prairie, skirted

with pine groves ol limber. The population

of the valley of ibis river is nearly twenty thou-

sand— mostly half-breeds— allhouo.il theie are a

great many English, Scotch and French fanners

of the first class. The principal settlements

are north of the line, and the inhabitants Brit-

ish subjects; they raise large herds of cattle,

horses and sheep. Beef, pork, wheat, flour,

flax, wool and potatoes are cheap and abun-

dant; heretofore the trade of this settlement

has gone to the Hudson Bay, but the settlers

are now turning their attention South; the

Forts now building remove the only obstacle

thai has been in their way— fear of the Sioux

Indians of the plains. Last summer about five

hundred carts came down from Lord Selkirk's

settlement, loaded wilh llie produce of their

country, and with money and furs to purchase

supplies from our merchants. They were much
pleased, and from 1000 to 2000 are expected

down the coming summer.
"It is to be hoped, and has been strongly re-

commended, that our Government will make a

treaty wilh the northern Indians for the pur-

chase of the valley of the Red river south of

the 49th degree ami so soon as it shall be done will

be filled with an industrious and moral set of

hardy pioneers, who will soon enrich themselves

and the country from the bountiful crops the

soil will produce. We hazard nothing ill saving

that Minesota before the close of this year will

contain twenty thousand people. A more intel-

ligent, industrious and moral population cantun
be found. The inhabitants are mostly from the

Northern Stales, and we venture nothing in say-

ing thai Ihej cannot he excelled in enterprise or

true worth.

"The climate is remarkably healthy, nnd well

suited to Eastern people. Four years ago, one
boat a mouth at Si. Paul, Siillwaier, and St.

Peters, was looked upon as au event worthy of
nonce. Last summer the arrivals amounted to
one hundred and fifty-four. St. Paul has sprung
up as if by magic; it now contains nearly 1000
inhabitants, and is l lie largest town ill the terri-

tory except Stillwater, which is situated at the
head of lake St. Croix, and the most northern
point of certain Steam boat navigation in the val-

ley of the Mississippi. Stillwater is a large and
flourishing town, filled wilh fine ami beautiful
cottages that would do credit to an Eastern vil-

lage, with churches, saw-mills, &c. ; ii has two
large and well-conducted hotels, where travellers
can be well accommodated ; it is about twenty
miles north-east from the falls of Si. Anthony.
Parlies of pleasure will find a plenty of fine

hunting and trout-fishing near this place ; the
scenery is magnificent, wild and beautiful. The
health of the place is unequalled, ami will doubt-
less be resorted to by invalids ami persons of
pleasure; it has several large and well-filled

stores, at which every necessary and many luxu-
ries can be bad at moderate rales.

" At St. Paul there tire two good public bouses,
built with a reference to the comfort of pleasure-
parties visiting the falls of St. Anthony; there-
is also a large livery stable. At the falls of St.

Anthony there are now four saws, one shingle
and one lathe machine. A village has sprung
up there within a lew months; a large hotel is

under contract, and will soon be ready for the

reception of visiters. Regular packets are now
miming between Galena, Stillwater, St. Paul
and St. Peters; also from St. Louis a daily boat
may now be depended upon; these packets are
of the first class, the tare low and accommoda-
tions equalled by none ; at every point on the
river the producer finds a market ; all he has to

do is to raise a flag, and ihe first boat stops and
takes whatever he may have to dispose of. Eve-
ry boat that goes up is loaded with goods and
supplies, and many are engaged as traders; they
supply the inhabitants at their doors with such
articles as they may stand in need of"

Planting Fruit Trees.—" Will it answer to

plant trees in grass ground ?" This question
which has been answered tor the thoiisandlh

time, is still propounded frequently; and wilh
an interest which implies, that a great saving of
labor may be effected, and full returns for the

expenditure received, though the plaining be in-

differently performed, and the subsequent care
neglected. If the ground has been deeply
ploughed, the " putting out " is soon accomplish-
ed, and if all is properly performed, the growth
and value will be increased ten fold. A neigh-

bor set out some apple trees in turf; soil deep
and rich. At a few rods distant, be planted

others, which were kept under cultivation. In

his own language, "The last were as big as his

leg, the. first but little larger than when taken

from the nursery." Au extensive fruit-dealer

once called my attention to the difference be-

tween that part of his peach orchard which had
been ploughed, and that in which it hail been
omitted for the present year only. The deep
green leaves and vigorous growth of the cultiva-

ted part, contrasted strongly with the other, al-

lliongh to the casual observer, both would appear

in good condition.

—

Albany Cultivator.b
W. R. S.

Lo7lgtevity.—Mrs. Elizabeth Grindle, residing

at Goshen, N. II., was one hundred andfour years

of age last March. She is probably the oldest

person in the Slate. She has always been very

temperate in her habits, both in eating and

drinking, and n great worker.

—

.Yashua Gazette.
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ADDRESS
On Horticulture before the Agricultural Society, at

Bedlord, .V*. H-, by Rev. 'I'homas Savage,

May 28th, 1849.

The branch of Agriculture on which I pro-

pose to offer a few thought?, is that of gardening,

a subject that has not been particularly discussed

in our meetings, though well worth the most

careful attention.

In the cultivation of a large farm, this is apt

to be passed by, as a matter of minor impor-

tance, though a little patch of ground well culti-

vated for vegetables and fruits, may be made

more productive and profitable than almost any

object that employs the farmer's time and in-

dustry.

There is nothing, probably, in which capital

may be employed to greater advantage than high

cultivation of small parcels of land, let it be ever

so sterile and barren by nature.

Say, in his " Political Economy," speaking of

the employment of capital most beneficial to so-

ciety, remarks

—

"That portion of capital embarked in domes-

tic agriculture, is employed best for the interests

of the nation. It enhances the productive power

of the land and of the labor of a country. It

augments at once the profits of industry and

those iif real property. Capital employed under

intelligent direction may make barren rocks to

bear increase.

"The Pyrenees in Europe present on every

side the view of mountains, once a scene of un-

varied sterility, now covered with verdure, and

enriched by cultivation. Parts of these rocks

have been blasted with gunpowder and the shiv-

ered fragments employed in the construction of

terraces, one above another, supporting a thin

stratum of e&rth, carried thither \>y human labor.

In this manner is the barren surface of the rock

transformed into shelving platforms richly fur-

nished with verdure and teeming with produce

and population."

Thus far this political economist:—And no

doubt, if farmers would get into the habit of cul-

tivating less ground and cultivating it more tho-

roughly, the profit would be much greater. But

my object is to treat of a well-cultivated garden.

Every farmer should have a garden ; not a mere

potato patch covered with weeds, but a garden

with flowers and fruits and a generous variety of

vegetables. It brings both pleasure and prosper-

ity to the family.

The choice of a spot is of some importance.

It is recommended that the garden be on a gen-

tle declivity, toward the south, if possible a little

eastwarrily inclined, if convenient. If it be a

low bottom, the winds have less effect upon it,

hut damps and fogs may he injurious to the

fruits and herbage. If it be too high situated,

violence of the winds will damage the branches,

blossoms and fruit. If sheltered from the north-

east winds, it would he well to prevent the

blighting of plants. Certain it is, that in our

climate, in sdecting a garden spot, shelter should

be a primary consideration.

In laying out a new garden, if I could have

my choice, I would select a good soil, the deeper

the belter, of a mellow, pliable nature, moderate-

ly dry in quality. No matter if the surface of

the ground is uneven and irregular ; do not be

at the trouble to level it. A gentle undulation,

a slight swell, is rather an advantage. With re-

gal d to the best soil, there may be different opin-

ions. Some say, in every garden, there should

be two varieties—strong and light, or clayey

lo..in and sandy loam— different plants requiring

these respective kinds. For common, a loam of

middling quality, but rather of the sandy than

the clayey is accouuled the best. But let the

soil be what it will, some dressing every year is

desirable ; as it gives quickness to vegetation.

In the best gardens on the Mississippi bottoms, I

noticed during a recent visit to the South gar-

den manure was brought in and applied, as

though the land had been weak and poor.

Spare, if you can, two or three acres for your

garden; it will not be too much for vegetables

and garden fruit, especially if you cultivate for

the market. Besides, you will have room for

walks and alleys: if you allow for your main

walk six or seven feet, it will not be too much:

it would afford an agreeable promenade for your

family, and if occasion required, room for a carl

to pass. 1 like to see a garden well laid out in

this way, a garden uniting the ornamental and

the useful. It makes in reality but little work—

with sand, brick-rubbish, drippings of stone, gra-

vel, &c, you may easily make a permanent and

durable walk. In our eager desire to make eve-

ry thing tell to most profit, we are apt to neglect

those little improvements that really add much

to the happiness of life. I like to see some taste

manifested about the house, the garden, the out-

buildings and the farm generally : it does not

cost much, and it speaks well for the neatness

and good sense of the owner. In passing

through some parts of New England, the eye is

delighted not only with fertile, plains and rich

meadows, but neat walks, rows of shade trees,

&c. We have yet to learn, that utility and beau-

ty are by no means incompatible, and that rural

enjoyment may grow up by the side of agricul-

tural wealth.

In the laying out of a garden, if you allow for

long beds, you gain an advantage for convenient

ploughing. With a light plough, drawn by a

single horse, you may easily cultivate your gar-

den, ploughing through its whole length, say

parallel to the great main walk just mentioned

—

then your cross-paths—according to your taste

and convenience.

It is recommended great pains should be ta-

ken to plough deep and manure well, if it be not

already rich—dried thoroughly if inclined to

moisture. Want of attention to these points

has prevented many from having productive

gardens, when sufficient labor has been bestow-

ed otherwise.

In the enclosure of gardens, great dependence

is placed in some countries on high walls, not

only for protection from depredation, hut also to

hasten the progress of vegetation. For a high

white-washed wall, it is said, will make a differ-

ence of six degrees of latitude or two or three

weeks in getting vegetables and fruits into mar-

ket.

In such a granite country as ours, we have

stone enough generally for walls, both for the

garden and the farm; but in the want of these

and even when they can he obtained, a hedge of

hawthorn or other shrub makes a very pretty

enclosure. Some plantations at the South em-

bracing hundreds of acres are enclosed entirely

and effectually by a hedge of what is called

Cherokee rose, a luxuriant briery rose-hush that

grows very thick and full, and keeps out every

thing but birds that fly over it, and snakes

that will wind their way through every thing.

(laving mentioned birds, 1 would just say that

they are useful in destroying bugs, ami other

vermin so injurious to plants. Dr. Barton, in his

Natural History of Pennsylvania, observes that

insects appear to be the first food of all birds of

our country. Almost all birds live in some mea-

sure on insects, and in this way often protect cab-

bages, beans, peas, melons, cucumbers, squash-A

vines and other vegetation in the garden. The

vegetables of a whole garden may perhaps ht

preserved from depredations of different species

of insects, by the feathered tribes who fill the air

with their melodies. 1 should be sorry to de-.

stroy them. Even the crow is useful— he may
destroy a few hills of corn on your farm, but de-

removes the materials of disease in the putrid

substances he consumes. I have doubted the I

wisdom of that legislation that gives a bounty

for killing the crow. The turkey-buzzard is the

scavenger of the South; and so useful is he con-

sidered in this office, that instead of a bounty for

his head, a fine in some States is or was imposed'

for killing him.

Willi regard to vegetables, the gentlemen* 9
address could belter instruct me, than the speak-

,

er enlighten them. Situated as we are, in the

vicinity of a growing market, it will be more*

and more an object to have vegetables early.

Some plants may be much hastened by being
I

started in pots or other suitable vessels in a

warm room. I tried the last year with the tomtf~'

to, or rather through the kindness of a towns-

man I obtained some plants, and should have

had an abundant and early supply, had it not "

been for a remarkable early frost and neglect to

do what I have since seen recommended—re-

move the rank large leaves from the branches of

fruit to accelerate the ripening.

Early potatoes is an object of importance. [

know that raising of potatoes is considered the

business of the farm ; but a patch in the garden '

for early potatoes ought io be found. It is said

thai early plantings of the earlier kind have not

as yet suffered from disease. So that a double,

object will be answered—sound poiatoes and nil

early supply of the market. With regard to

carries, 1 would quote from an English publica-

tion :

" For the original production of the varieties

called earlier, we are indebted to the kitchen giw-
deners near Manchester. Enconrgeri by the de-
mand of that populous town, they vie with eacii

other to have poiatoes first in the market. They
noted those plants that flowered early, saved
them, and sowed their seed. By again watching
the earliest of these, they procured varieties*

which arrive so much sooner at a stale ap-
proaching maturity, thatynung potatoes may he-

had for the table two months after plaining.

The most productive of them and least apt to

degenerate, are such as do not show a disposi-

tion to flower."

This plan of procuring early potatoes may be

practicable, but would hardly apply to stone-

fruit, if it be true, as 1 have heard with regard

to the peach, that some peach trees that blossG'.li

latest produce the earliest fruit.

With regard to saving seed for garden pro-

duce, it is the advice of an experienced gard-

ener— lay out for ten limes as murh as it is

thought will be needed. Many accidents from

storms, insects, &c, happen ; and whatever may
be above the wants of the garden it will be a

pleasure to supply the wauls of your neighbors..

It is a good tiring to pay attention to herbs.

Have your camomile bed, sage, &c—gather in

the fall and put away securely in a paper, and

mark the paper. It is excellent to have oil hand

in case of sudden colds or oilier indisposition.

Asparagus is an early esculent of value. Tae

appropriate soil for this vegetable is a black, freft

or sandy loam, marie rich hy an abundant addi-

tion of manure. The subsoil should be such .••,!)

to let thi reely, while the topsoil

should be tolerably reteutive of moisture. The
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bed shoulil be so situated ns lu have the full ben-

efit of ibe vim .-ill day und free from the drip of

trees, shrubs, &c, and if practicable, should

ran^e east and west. 1 have generally bad this

vegetable in my garden, but from not attending

to the bed properly, have not succeeded very

well.

The currant is a garden fruit of great value.

It is recommended that it should he transplanted

in place—two years from the cuttings, and in

putting them out he sure not only to dig the

holes as large as you intend the roots to expand,

but also to a depth of at least two feet, filling up

the space previously occupied by the subsoil

with good earth. I have succeeded very well

with the currant. I have not generally trans-

planted the cuttings, but let them grow as they

were first set out.

The strawberry is the earliest of all fruits

generally cultivated in this part of the country,

and it is one of the most delicious and whole-

some. This fruit is easily raised—any good til-

lage being adapted to its cultivation ; but it pays

well for high manuring and thorough cultivation

1 know we have the wild straw berry in consid-

erable abundance, but 1 think attention to the

culture of this fruit would pay its way and com-

pensate for the trouble. The production is

large, so much so as to render the crop profita-

ble, whether raised for market or family use. It

is a great luxury at a small expense.

Farmers do not consider the importance of

stone fruit, or, owing to their having much other

business on hand, they neglect it. Let the neg-

lect he from what cause it may, the good lady of

the house should take hold of the subject and

encourage the business, and assist all in her

power—and that is a great deal— in having a

spot of laud well prepared and set with fruit

trees. In many cases ladies lake the principal

management of the fruit garden, and we never

knew n case of that kind that was not suc-

cessful.

Cultivate the peach: we are not too far north

for this frllit I have proceeded well with the

peach and plum, and have no doubt, were I to

try, could turn what I have to account in the

market. But the peach is worth the trouble

against times of sickness in the family. In the

season of peaches, fevers are apt to abound.

They have been of use for this purpose iu my
own family, (and sound ripe fruit is no doubt ex-

cellent when judiciously used.) 1 think we

might all succeed with this fruit. Cole in his

Fruit Hook says he has been iu the finest

peach regions, hut never ate better fruit of this

kind than in Maine. I have no doubt by efforts

to raise fine hardy earlies, from seed true to

their kind and judicious selections of soil and

location, we could do as well as in any part of

New England.

Smile not, if I should speak of flowers as

worthy of some attention. For my part, I wish

there was more general interest in this subject

—

we want more beauty about our bouses. The
scenes of our childhood are the memories of

our future years. Let our dwellings be beautiful

with plants ami flowers.

Flowers, it has been said, "are the playthings

of childhood and the ornaments of the grave.

They raise smiling looks to man, and grateful

ones to God."

Milton represents the first garden as thus

beautified

:

" Tliu-s talking hand in hand, alone they passed

On to their blissful bower—it was a place

Chosen by the sovereign Planter, when he planned

All things for man's delightful use. The rnof

Of thickest covert was interwoven shade,

Laurel and myrtle and what higher grew

Of firm and fragrant leaf. On either side

A canihus and each odorous shrub. Iris all hues,

Roses and jessamine reared high their flourishing heads

Between, and wrought Mosaic, under foot the violet,

Crocus and hyacinth, with rich iolay, broider'd the

ground

More color'd than with stones of costliest emblem."

I conclude with a quotation from Thomson's
Seasons in praise of agricultural life:

" O knew he but his happiness, of men
The happiest he who, far from public rage,

Deep in the vale with a choice few retir'd.

Drinks the pure pleasures of the rural life :

What though the dome he wanting, whose proud gates

Each morning vomits forth the sneaking crowd

Of flattered false—and in their turn abus'd
j

What though his bowl flames not with costliest juice

;

Sure peace is his, a sober life—estrang'd

To disappointment and fallacious hope :

Rich iu content, in .Nature's bounty rich,

In herbs and fruits. These are not wanting:

Nor the milky drove, luxuriant spread

O'er all the lowing vale. Nor bleating mountains,

i\or the chide ot streams and hum
Of bees inviting sleep sincere

Into the guillh-sa breast, beneath the shade,

Or thrown at large amid the fragrant hay."

Before the same society, Mr. Thomas G. Hol-

hrook read the following remarks, which have

been communicated for the Visitor by request.

As a highly successful cultivator of the apple,

Mr. llolbrook's remarks will be found of great

value :

AGRICULTURE.

This, we are glad to say, is becoming a subject

of more moment in the minds of not only the
practical agriculturalist, but also of tbe man of
science and general intelligence ; and well may
it, for where is the community, where the indi-

vidual, who does not subsist on tbe products of'

the earth? and these products are not of an en-
tire spontaneous origin, but are increased by the

energies of the mind and hand of him who tills

the ground.
Societies are being formed throughout various

parts of the country for the purpose of creating

an increased interest in the cause of agriculture.

These we think tire of importance to v\akeu the

energies of all that are in any way engaged in

the business of firming. Society meetings too

have their weight of importance by coining to-

gether and consulting about modes and plans of
different individuals, as they are continually

learning something of importance to he known
and practised by all who are engaged in the

laudable, and as is beginning to he thought hon-
orable business of agriculture.

We agree with many in regard to the best

method of conducting agricultural meetings:
the practice heretofore has been in ours as in

others to take too wide a field for discussion,

and not definite enough on one subject.

The subject for this meeting, as has been se-

lected, is the raising of apples and appletrees. In

commencing with raising of trees we must be-

gin with the germ, the seed ; and here we may
fail, as farmers are too Apt to in raising other

products, in not selecting good seed. Some have
began a nursery by washing and cleaning the

seed entire from the pomice and sowing the most
plump and best looking. My practice has been,

after having prepared the ground by manuring
and well pulverizing it with the plough as fin-

ally garden vegetables, say just before tbe ground
freezes in the fall, to strike off tbe plot thus pre-

pared by running the plough as lightly as possi-

ble in straight furrows about four feet apart as

for sowing peas: then with a basket stiew new
ground pomice along the furrows so thick as to

produce three or four limes the trees that should

erow in a nursery. This affords opportunity for

selecting the best to remain by pulling up the

smallest, and thereby loosen tbe ground around
those that are left to grow. This, v\ illi the keep-
ing them clean of weeds, is all they need tbe first

year. The second summer they require cuhi-
vating the ground around them and a little prun-
ing. In the fall, after two summers' growth, or
in the spring following, they should be taken up
and transplanted in rows the same as before,
and may he set on the same ground, taking care
to have the rows straight so as to pass between
with a cultivator without injuring the trees.

Before re-setting, care should be taken to have
the tap or parsnip root cut off, leaving all other
roots to nourish tbe tree. In re-setting, a wide
and deep furrow should be made to receive the
roots, and if not broad and deep enough it may
he holed out with a hoe. The third summer
they may be budded. This should be done in
the month of August, commencing in the fore-
part or whenever the bark will slip, for this is

the only time it can he done. As far as mv ex-
perience goes, this has to be varied according to

circumstances, for we find the hark will not slip

on all trees at the same time, but generally the
best time is after a shower or a spell of wet
weather, when the bark starts more Ireely. As
to the best mode, there is some difference of
opinion. Some practice one way, some another:
the usual way is to cut a slit in the bark in the
form of a T and slip the bud down. Some cut
the slit in the form of an inverted Tand slip the
bud up. We think it is of little importance
which way it is done, provided it is done well,

and the best way for every one probably is to

pursue the course most easy and natural for

him.
The size of the tree best adapted to bud-

ding we would say would be that of a common
pen-holder to that of one a half an inch in di-

ameter. We have usually practised setting the
bud near the ground four to six inches from the
surface on the north-west side of tbe tree, there-
by to have north-west winds in aid of perpen-
dicular growth. Trees two years growth of hud
will do for final setting, which may be done
either in fall or spring. Great care should be
had in taking up not to injure tbe roots, all of
which most invariably are near the top of the
ground in consequence of their having been
transplanted. Having now been set in the place
of final standing, a little attention is needed
yearly in order to have them well succeed. If
set near a wall or any place where mice harbor
in winter, they may be secured by tying a strip
of birch bark around the bottom of the trunk.
If proper care is commenced in season as to
pruning, nothing is required but a good jack-
knife or very fine saw to cut out the sprouts in

the centre and keep the top shaped somewhat
iu form like an inverted umbrella.

Cultivating the ground we think to he of vital

importance, especially in young orchards. The
ploughing should be done with care not to break
the roots, anil always keep the soil loose, to the
extent of at least the longest branches; and
then remember that in some cases we are not
out to half the extent of tbe longest roots. Po-
tatoes, turnips and beans may be re sed around
appletrees ; but in no case should grass he suf-

fered to grow beneath the boughs of a good or-
chard. Better had the farmer pay twenty dol-
lars per ton for hay, than attempt to raise it

around his thrlty-growing and good bearing
Baldwin appletrees.

Pruning old trees. This may be done more
convenient when the leaves are off by belter
seeing what branches should be removed. Some
are of opinion that June is tbe best lime, be-
cause it is thought the wound heals sooner than
if done earlier, but large wounds that require
two or three years to heal must of course re-

main bare a long time before closed, and there-
fore will not he materially affected win tber
made in Juno or March. But at all events let

the pruning he done at sometime, even if at

harvest-time when picking the apples.

Scraping and washing. The question is some-
times asked, I- it good to scrape and wash trees?
To the enquirer we would say, go to the livery

stable man and ask him if it is of any benefit to

his horse, after a previous sweating and matting
of the hair, to have him curried and brushed.
Or rather we would ask such an enquirer, if he
ever took notice of the orchards in (he vicinity

of Boston just previous to harvesting, and con-
trasted the appearance and profit of them to

that of the orchards in the vicinity of Manches-
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ter, ami we doubt not ns to the conclusion whe-
tlier nil labor mid pains with trees is not more
than compensated.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

44 What I know of Farming."
Mr. Editor:—In the Tribune of May 7th, is the

third article of Prof. Mapes on " Deep Plough-

ing." But before entering on the general sub-

ject of deep ploughing, be gave his reasons why
ploughing at all was necessary l"l* the growth nf

plants, under lour different heads. This may all

be wed enough for the scientific man, but for

the ordinary practical man, we think it is more

detinue than is necessary. From observation

we are satisfied, that the plainer and more sim-

ple the language used in describing any branch

in agricultural operations, the belter will it be

appreciated by the mass of farmers. For in

stance, the object of all ploughing is, or should

be, to break up and thoroughly pulverize the soil

to a greater or less depth as the case may he, so

that growing plants may send their roots down
in search of food for their growth to perfection.

Of course, we do not give this sentence ns a

model for any one to describe the process of

ploughing, but only to show that short descrip-

tions, as a general thing, are better than lout'

ones. Ploughing we consider one of the most

important nf all farming operations, inasmuch
as it depends almost entirely in what manner
this is done, in order to ensure good crops. The
importance of deep ploughing is now so well un-

derstood by all men who practice in improved
farming, that it is not necessary to spend much
time to prove its value. All practical men who
have given any attention at all to this suhj.-ct,

must have come to the conclusion, that there is

no other way to render a soil permanent hut by

deep ploughing, and we will add that of sulisoil-

ing with it. Subsoil ploughing is comparatively

a new business in this country. But few as yet,

in comparison to the mass, have made experi-

ments in this kind of ploughing, but such as

have done so are well satisfied of the importance
of ibis branch of improvement. We are so well

satisfied with it ourselves, from the experience

of others, that it is our impression now, that any
soil—from a stiff clay up to a loose sand—would
be benefited by subsoil ploughing. The more
particular benefit of subsoil ploughing is to

break up and loosen the soil below the reach of

the surface plough, so that the roots of plants

may strike down in search of food. And also

that the surface water may be more easilv drain-

ed off. Again, Prof. Mapes says "that if mea-
dows be deeply ploughed, they will last much
longer without re-seeding, and when both subsoil-

ed and deep surface ploughed the [We wish our
correspondent had made il possible to ascertain

these two words.] and not yet occurred

when re-seeding became necessary."

Although we have not bad experience in sub-
Boiling, yet we very much doubt the truth of this

asseition, when carried into practice, as it does
not look reasonable lo us. It is well known that

herdsgrass or timothy will begio to disappear in

quantify, in about three or four years after seed-

ing, unless it he heavily top-dressed with com-
post manure, and in a moist soil. Clover gradu-
ally begins to lessen in quantity in about the

second year after seeding ; while red-top will

last much longer than either of the other grasses,

ns this grass forms a thick tight sward, and in

some lands it would seem that this grass was al-

most indigenous to the soil. That meadows

longer in the cultivated grasses than when shal-

low ploughed, is probably correct. But that

such lands will never want re-seeding we think

needs more proof than the simple assertion of

one man.

Again, he says " such parts of my farm as

were thoroughly ploughed, to the depth of the

loam, say seventeen inches, did not give as good

crops as other parts where the subsoil hail been

disturbed to a still greater depth by the subsoil

plough run in the bottom of the furrow left by

the surface plough." We should have been very

happy if Prof. Mapes bad mentioned the kind of

plough which he uses to plough a furrow thai

depth. At ibis busy season we would travel a good

distance, and in a leisure season a hundred

miles to see a plough that would plough a fur-

row " seventeen inches deep" on ordinary up-

land soil. We have two of Pronly's centre

draught ploughs, and we have laken the trouble

to measure the height of them; and we find one

of them to measure from the bottom of the sole

to the top of the beam, where the upright bolt

goes through, nineteen and one-half inches, and
the oilier eighteen and one-fourth inches, which
we presume is about the ordinary length of the

improved ploughs now in use. So that in

ploughing a furrow "seventeen inches deep"
will) these ploughs, one of them would show
the beam at the main bolt two inches and a half

above the surface, and the other one inch and a

quarter above the surface soil. Now we leave it

for any candid practical man to say, thai plough-

ing a furrow at such a depth with these ploughs,

would be perfectly absurd. We cannot imagine
how a furrow can be ploughed at such depib,

unless it should be on a soil where there was
three or four inches of water on the surface.

We think thai Prof Mapes must be mistaken as

to the depth of bis ploughing; if net, then by

bis surface and subsoil ploughing together, he
must reach a depth of three feet. Willi the
centre draught plough, it has been our object lo

plough as near eight inches deep as we coiild,,and

in some cases ten inches, although we think thai

we never have been able to plough an ncre at

the depth of ten inches. However, we believe

in "deep ploughing," and should be glad to

plough ten or even twelve inches, if we could
get the plough down.

Yours, &c,
L. DURAND.

Land which has been long pastured by milch
vows, has been found to become so much ex-
hausted of phosphate of lime— the earthy mai-
ler of bones— that the milk was deficient in this
principle, and the cows became weak in their
frames, and mi healthy. On manuring the land
with bones and with phosphate of lime, the
composition of the herbage again became per-
fect, and the cows were strong, and gave good
and nourishing ut'iik.— .ilbany Cultivator.

Mil

Buckwheat without Grit.—Did any person, who
eals buckwheat cakes, ever have the good for-

tune to get any containing not a panicle of grit?

A method not generally known was lately slated

to us by a practical farmer, who says that buck-
wheat raised in this way is entirely free from the

difficulty.

The buckwheat is sown at the usual time; but
before harrowing, a bushel of rye is sown with

it lo the acre; they both come Up together, and
the buckwheat, being much the most rapid in

growth, soon obtains the ascendency, the rye

only forming a smooth, green carpet beneath,

which completely prevents the dashing of the

grit of the soil by rain upon the buckwheat,
when il is cut, and otherwise keeps it clean.

After the crop of buckwheat is removed, the rye

obtains sufficient growth before winter, and the

next season affords a good crop of itself. Thus
the buckwheat is projected, and two crops ob-

tained from a single seeding.— Pennsylvania
Cultivator.

Derby, Ct , June 9, 1849

both deep ploughed and subeoiled will last much
j found it an effectual remedy.

Bone Meal for Cows.
Il may have been frequently noticed that cows,

while giving milk, evince a disposition lo eat
hones. The appetite is sometimes very strong
lor them; indeed so voracious are some cows
that they will leave all oilier food for the sake of
obtaining hones,wbirh they will chew by the hour
together. This apparently morbid propensity is
accounted for by the following theory : Chemical
analysis proves thai milk contains bone; and it

is hence inferred that the food of the cow should
contain the elements of bone, in order to pro-
duce milk of proper quality, or that which is ca-
pable of affording due support to all parts of the
system. If the food is destitute of any of the
essential principles of the milk, the effort of na-
ture to protect tiiis fluid, may occa.-iou a draw-
back on some of the bodily tissues, and the sub-
stance of the bones and muscles may be carried
off in the milk. The bones from this cause be-
come weakened, and are unable lo support the
body. Thi* effect is sometimes called ilie "hone
disease." Prof. Johnston, several years since,
suggested thai bone meal fed lo cows, would he
•

' id useful in such cases. A ate number of the
Massachusetts Ploughman stales thai a number of

port that tlicj have
fan

i I

Heating Greeu»houses, &c.
This subject, which is attrni ling so much at-

tention in 'England, is not less important in our
variable climate.

Theoretically considered, there can be no
doubt of the great superiority of " healed air

"

for this purpose, combining as it does, the essen-
tials of warmth and ventilation.

Practically, every attempt to introduce this,
seems, s faras we are informed, to have proved
a failure in this country; although, abroad, the
" Po'maise" method, by which a due proportion
of moisture is secured, appears to find favor.
To ensure success in tins mode of wanning,

two tilings appear essential. The first is, that It
current of air is established through the room to
be wanned. Unless this is done, inequality of
temperature, aiid stagnant viipor, will soon de-
stroy the plains. The current can easily be se-
cured by a large pipe, connecting ibe bottom of
the air chamber, with an aperture in the floor at
the opposile end of the room. The second re-
quisite is, that the air shall be supplied with its
due proportion of moisture. This may be done
in pari, by consiruciiiig „ sln;,|| air chamber, and
by providing for the admission into the air cham-
ber, ami into the room to he warmed, a very
large volume of air. Tlie temperature will
therefore he low, and its capacity for moisture
be little increased. If a greater degree of damp-
ness should be desired, ii will be furnished by
drippings from a tank, placed over the warn) air
pipe.

It is much to be hoped that some ingenious
mechanic should construct a furnace, which,
with ibe principle of the air-light stove, should
combine cheapness, efficiency, anil economy in
fuel. The demand for such an article is unmis-
takable.—Mbany Cultivator. W. R. g.

From the Allwny Cultivatur.

Drainage of Land.
The principal object of draining is to take away

surplus water, but in effecting this, other impor-
tant benefits are secured. It is obvious that a
larger quantity of water in the soil than is re-

quired for the support of plants, is injurious. It

is injurious in various ways. That wet lands
are "cold and sour," is a common expression,
and an acquaintance with the principles which
ibis condition of the soil involves, shows that

ii is corn ct. I. :...

ledly proved that evaporation produces coldness,
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— lliat in the exhalation of moisture, heat is also

carried oflj—and this is one of the reasons whj
a wet is i > i I is really a cold one. 'I'liat such a sml
is also sour, is proved by ilie fact that vegetable

matters form acids, when decomposed in water.

The sourness of peat may lie taken as an exam-
ple. Prof. Johnston observes— " When [soils

are] soaked in water, their vegetable matter
either decomposes very slowly, or produces arid

compounds, more or less injurious to the plant,

and even exerts injurious chemieal re -actions!

upon the earthy and saline constituents of the

oil."

One of the first objects in the production ol

any plant, is to secure n temperature congenial
to its habits. Every person may have observed
that vegetation makes no progress till the wea-
ther becomes sufficiently warm. Different spe-

cies of plants require different degrees of heat

;

but as a general rule, those which grow in the
lowest temperature, are hast valuable.

The effect of drainage has been found highly

favorable in raising the temperature of soils.

Experiments have been made which proved
that, at seven inches below the surface, the ave-

rage degree of heat for thirty-six successive

days, on a soil which had been underdrained
and pulverised, was ten decrees higher than on
a soil precisely similar, that had not been drain-

ed mid worked. [See experiments of Mr.
Parkes, Journal Royal .%. Society vol. v. pp. 14],

143] The more rapid growth and perfect ma-
turity of crops on drained lands, is doubtless at-

tributable in a considerable degree, to the higher

temperature thus attained, and is an evidence of

the great value of drainage in high latitudes,

where, from the shortness of the season, the

results of agricultural labors are peculiarly un-

certain.

It may be safely assumed that draining is the

basis of the great improvement which has taken

place in British husbandry within the last fifty

years. In America, the practice of draining sys-

tematically, can hardly be said to have been in-

troduced. Various trials have, however, been

made in different parts of the country ; the sub-

ject is beginning to attract great attention, and

We expect, shortly, to see the business carried

on largely and profitably.

It has been objected that drainage is less ne-

cessary here than in Britain—that in our drier

climate, crops are more liable to injury from

drought tlufn moisture. To this it may be re-

plied, that proper drainage, with a thorough

working of the soil, is the best possible protec-

tion against drought. A little observation will

convince any person that those lands are most

affected by drought, which at some seasons of

the year are too wet; of this class are stiff clays,

and soils with a "hard pan" subsoil. Clays,

which ure not drained, keep the water so long

on the surface, that the soil "runs logeiher"

and forms a mortar, which, when the water has

evaporated, becomes like sun-burnt bricks— un-

workable, and totally unfit for the growth ol

plants. On the hard-pan soil, the surface is

completely saturated with water in spring, or in

wet weather, the compact subsoil not permitting

it to soak into the earth. In both rases, the

workable soil is usually thin, and as soon ns a

drought comes on, the plants droop, and " be-

cause they have not much root, they wither

away." Crops on such soils are very precarious;

the only bed for their roots at any lime, is the

little portion moved by the plough, and it is but

a small part oftbe time, comparatively, that even

this is wholly available to them-il being almost I bulk, than that of dry land. If the lam
always either too wet or too dry. The roots

cannot, perhaps, penetrate the hard subsoil, or

if they do, are liable to be brought in contact

with substances more or less poisonous to vege-

tation. The effect of drainage in such ruses, is

to increase the depth of the soil, to render it

mote permeable to the roots ol" plants, and less

liable to lie affected by drought.

The first action of the drain is to take away
the water from that part of the soil with which
it is in direct contact. A contraction of the soil

soon follows, and cracks are formed, beginning
at the drain, and extending laterally and vertical-

ly, which admit the percolation of water and
conduct it into the drain. When the soil is thus
brought into n state which allows the water
readily to pass through it, the former difficulties

of its running together and baking, are obviated
;

the soil remains open and friable, and plants are

protected against extremes of wet and drought.
It is a fact that plains suffer less from drought

on a friable soil, than on a compact one ; as may
be seen by a comparison of crops on cluy and
loam. This results from two causes. The roots

of plants have more scope in a loose soil, and
are thus enabled to draw support from a greater

source. A mellow soil is also most moist in

time pf drought—pulverization favoring the as-

cent of moisture from below, as well as its ab-

sorption from the atmosphere. A heap of mould-
ing sand will seldom dry but to a little depth,

while hard clay in the same situation will be-

come almost destitute of moisture.

Professor Norton, in his lecture on draining
given at Hartford in 1847, states that during the
extreme drought which prevailed in Scotland in

1845, it was found that in all ordinary cases, the

crops on drained land withstood the drought
much better than those on undiained, " because
of the greater depth of soil available to the

plant." And he adds that " it is now a proposi-

tion regarded among the best English and Scotch

farmers as completely established, that drained

land is not only better in wet seasons, but in dry

seasons also."

The full benefit of subsoil ploughing, on tena-

pasture, animals will reject the herbage that
grows on these damp spots, till forced by hunger
to e.it it. If the grass is made into hay, the
same reluctance of animals to eat it is manifest-
ed, and their loss of flesh when kept on it, is

evidence of its want of nutriment. Prof. Norton
states that analyses of samples of grain from
two fields, one drained and the other undiained,
showed n decided inferiority in that from the
uiulruiiied field. It is plain, therefore, that

draining not only increases the quantity of pro-
duce, but also improves the quality.

Another great advantage of draining, is the
prevention of giain anil grass from being " win-
ter killed." This effect is caused by sudden
freezing of the ground while the surface is wet.
Land on which wheat and rye have been very
uncertain from this cause, urn found to produce
the best crops after having been thoroughly un-
dentrained.

But the advantages of draining In a sanatory
view, are in many instances of the highest im-
portance. It is well known that stagnant water
is very prejudicial to health. In those sections

of our country which are particularly subject to

bilious fevers, and fever and ague, the soil usual-
ly abounds in vegetable matter, and during wet
seasons is flooded with water, which frequently

covers a large portion of the surface for several

days or weeks, and finally goes off chiefly by
evaporation. Sad experience has taught the in-

habitants of these sections to regard such fiond-

ings as the precursors of sickness. Similar

causes have produced like effects in Europe.

An eminent physician, Dr. McNab, observes

—

"After twenty-six years' practice, I venture to

add, that 1 have scarcely ever had a case of ty-

phus fever in a malignant form, without discov-

ering some stagnant drain, or overcharged cess-

pool, or some other manifest cause of malaria,

in the immediate residence of the patient." An-
other writer observes in reference to the situa-

tion of a neighborhood where fevers had pre-
vailed—" Most of the houses surround an un-
diained common, full of pools of stagnant wa-
ter, that in the winter season ovei flow. In the

cious soils, cannot be fully obtained without tho- summer months, and greater part of the spring

and autumn, they are stagnant, and undoubtedly,

a fruitful source of malaria,"

The benefits of draining on the health of the

inhabitants of the wet and marshy districts, have
been striking. An English report on this sub-
ject, says in reference to one district, where the

inhabitants were formerly exposed to the mala-
ria of marshy lands—" for the last few years,

owing to the excellent plan of draining, very few
diseases have occurred that can be said to be

produced by malaria. There is very little ague,

scarcely any continued fever, and a case of ty-

phus fever has not been known along the bor-

ders for the last three or four years. Some years

back, a great portion of the parishes adjoining

these marshes, was under water from the end of

autumn to the early part of the following spring;

then fevers and agues of nil characters prevailed

to a very great extent," Much testimony of a

character like this, has been obtained in Briiain,

and leaves no doubt of the great benefits of
drainage in regard to health.

Several diseases of domestic animals, such as

" liver-cofiiplaiut," in cattle, and "rot" in sheep,

are known lobe connected with the same causes

which produce the diseases in man above men-
tioned. The effects of malaria and watery suc-

culent herbage, in producing the rot, have lot.g

rough draining. If the water is not drawn off,

it soon packs the soil together again, after the

plough has been used. Prof. Norton states, that

where drains have been laid at proper distances

in hard-pan soils, the air and rains soon break

up the crust, the water filters through into the

drain, and the ocheous deposit is gradually dis-

solved and carried away. Air ami heat being

thus admitted into the soil, the noxious com-
pounds which had there formed are decomposed,

and wholesome food for plants is produced.

In regard to the question—Where is it proper

to make drains? it may he said that they are ne-

cessary wherever the character of the natural

vegetation indicates water. Rushes, ferns, and

what are generally called water-grasses, always

grow where there is loo much water in the soil

at certain seasons of the year, for the growth ol

the more valuable plants. When the soil is

properly drained, these aquatic plants can no

longer live. There is scarcely a field on any

common farm, that has not spots that would be

benefited by the drain, even for grass, and still

more for grain and vegetables. The farmer

ihinks, perhaps, that as the produce of grass is

apparently large, nothing is wanting. But ii

must be recollected that the produce of wetland

is of less weight and value in proportion to its
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been known. As might be expected, the health

of sheep and cattle has been benefited by dram-

age to an equal or greater degree than that of

the human race. C. VV. Johnston states that the

rural population of drained districts in England,

have often remarked the favorable effects ol

drainage on the health and improvement ol ani-

mals, by which losses of stock have been pre-

vented to a great extent.

There is no insuperable obstacle to the drain-

age of those sections of this country which have

heretofore heen so subject to particular diseases.

A gentleman of great experience in draining,

states that drains will draw effectively, if proper-

ly made, where there is a descent of oidy four

inches to the mile. There are few cases where

a much greater fall cannot be had. How im-

mense would be the benefits which would fol-

low from the adoption of n thorough system of

draining, in those sections!

Modes of forming drains -Drains have been

made in various ways. In clayey soils they have

been formed by digging a trench to the required

depth, and then placing a block of wood four

inches square in the bottom, around which the

soil is rammed hard- the timber being then

drawn along, and the same operation repealed.

The subsequent contraction of the clay allows

the water to enter the cavity thus formed. Such

drains operate well for a time, but are not proba-

bly, very lasting.

Stones have long been used for the construc-

tion of drains. They are made both with and

without an eye, or open space, and if rightly

constructed, are considered as efficient as any.

It has heen found that small stones are best for

this purpose, and in England and Scotland they

are broken to about the size ordinarily used for

McAilam roads, or so small that they will pass

through a ring two and a-half inches in diame-

ter. Prof. Norton says—" The bottom of the

[stone] drain should be about six inches across,

and from six to eight inches in depth of these

sm«ll stones should be thrown in. Turfs cut

thin and very carefully so as exactly to fit, should

be laid nil the top, over-lapping each other, and

the earth rammed down hard, as the object is to

prevent entirely, the access of water from above ;

it should all filter in at the sides, for if it finds

an entrance at the top, sand and small stones

will wash down, and eventually choke the

drain,"

But the principal operations of draining in

Britain, for the last few years, have been with

tiles made of clay, and burnt after the manner

of burning bricks. Th^se could he used with

more economy, especially in districts where

stones were scarce, the expense of transporting

the former, being much less. They have been

made of various forms. The curved or " horse-

shoe " shape was first adopted. The tiles were

made in leuglhs of fourteen to sixteen inches,

and three to four inches wide, with "soles" for

the tiles to rest on when laid in the drain. The

manner of making drains with these, has so fre-

quently been described in our pages, that no-

thing further seems necessary in regard to them.

Of late, another form, called "pipe" tile, has

been introduced. We have never seen any ol

this kind ; hut in regard to the manner of making

them, and their operation, we presume they can-

not be better described than in the language ol

Prof. Norton, who during his resilience in Eng-

lund and Scotland, made drainage a subject

of particular investigation. We copy from his

lecture on draining, before referred to in this

article :

"
It is a simple round pipe, made in lengths

like the first and for the cross-drains of not more

than an inch and a-half in the diameter of the

bore. These can he made much cheaper than

the other kind, as they are smaller, and all m
one piece. They are not more than halt the

weight of the old-fashioned tile and sole, and

therefore an additional saving is effected on the

transportation. The trench for their reception

is also much smaller, being at the lop just wide

enough to allow the trencher to work, and cut

at the bottom with a narrow tool, to exactly 'In-

proper size fop the reception of the pipe. The

pieces are simply laid end to end, and wedged

with small stones when necessary. The water

finds its way ill at the joints. Many have ex-

pressed doubts as to the operation of these

drains, thinking that water would scarcely pene-

trate into so small a channel, through such mi-

nute apertures. No difficulty has been experi-

enced in any case. One gentleman, residing in

the south of England, who has employed these

small pipe tiles in draining exceedingly stiff

clays, laying them at the depth of three feet, and

ramming the clay hard down, offered a premium

of £100 io any person who would keep the wa-

ter out of them. These tiles, ot both varieties,

are made, by machinery. The clay is worked m
an ordinary pug mill, such as used in brick-

making, care being taken that no stones are pre-

sent ; it is Ihen forced through a die of a circu-

lar or horse-shoe shape, according to the kind ol

tile intended to be made. It passes through in

a continuous stream, which is cut off into the

proper lengths by hand, or by a little apparatus'

connected with the machine."

It affords us pleasure to state that Hon. John

Delafield, of Oaklands Farm, near Geneva, (N. Y.)

has lately imported from England, one of the

most approved machines for making tiles. It

has received two prizes of £20 each, from the

Uoyal Agricultural Society, and the Highland

Society, as the best tile machine exhibited at

(heir shows. We have received from Mr. D. the

following remarks in reference to the machine :

"It was made by Sera gg, of Cheshire, Eng-

land. It is of the largest size and embraces eve-

ry improvement to the present lime. This ma-

chine works the clay and screens it, so as to re-

move all stones and other substances— it is then

carried forward by the machinery and passed

through dies of any required form or pattern,

and delivered at the end of the table, ready tor

the kiln. The dies which accompany the ma-

chine, will produce dram-pipes ol 1, 14, 2, 2£, 3,

5 and 6 inches bore. Horse-shoe tiles, rising 2A

and 4 inches, with soles to match the tiles

—

semi-cylinders of 8 and II inches in diameter.

A pattern has also arrived lor a new form ol

pipe, with a foot attached. This is a new fea-

ture, and, as it seems, an improvement. The
machine is arranged also for making ridge tiles

and pan tiles for roofing.

"As soon as the machine is put into work, 1

will send a specimen of each tile to the Agricul-

tural Rooms. It is probable that it may be in

operation by June, and then drain-tiles will be

furnished for not over ten dollars per 1000, and

I hope in good time to see iheiu delivered for a

less cost. We cannot form an accurate calcu-

lation, but we we are sure not to exceed ten dol-

lars per 1000.
" I hope to cause the works to be erected close

to the canal, that a ready delivery may be made

to distant farmers.
" In procuring this machine, I have been much

favored by the gentlemanly attentions of Mr.

John Girdwood, of Chirk Castle, Scotland, who
interested himself much and earnestly in the

erection of this particular kind, lam also under

obligations to Prof. Norton, who first brought

ibis machine into notice in this country in one

of his lectures, and through whom I received an

introduction to Mr. Girdwood."

branches of the business become fully under-

stood and systematise!, the cost will be reduced.

But Mr. Johnston, near Geneva, whose draining

operations have been several times spoken of in

our pages, states that at the cost which he has

incurred, twenty-eight cents per rod, the in-

vestment is the most profitable he has made on

his farm.

We are not prepared to lay down any definite

rules as to the distance apart which drains should

be laid. This must depend on the condition of

the land. In many fields, drains are only need-

ed in particular situations or wet spots, other

portions being sufficiently dry. Where the soil

is uniformly wet, or is generally injured by wa-

ter in the subsoil, the rule which is followed in

Britain will probably be found best, and that, ac-

cording to Prof Norton, is to lay the drains at

eighteen to twenty-four f el apart, which he says

will drain the stiffest and wellest land.

The depth of drains, it is generally agreed,

should not be less than two and a-half feet.

They should be so deep that there is no danger

of their being effected by any operations on the

soil, either in using the common plough or the

subsoil plough. When the tiles are once laid,

anil ibe earth is properly fixed around them, they

should never be disturbed, except to remedy

some obstruction.

As to the expense of drainage in this country,

no precise statements can at present be made.

When machines for making tiles shall have been

brought into full operation here, and all other

Proper selection of Stock.— At a late agricultural

discussion in Derbyshire, Mr. G. Greaves re-

marked thai the choice of a breed of stock was
as important as the management. It seemed to

him thai enough attention was seldom paid to

the particular kind of produce it was intended

to obtain from slock. The same breed did not

answer for feeding and for the dairy too ; for the

early maturity of stock and the propensity to

fatten, were most observable when the genera-

live functions were not so perfect, whereas the

good milker was almost alwajs a goo I breeder.

For early feeding stock, it would always be ad-

vantageous to mix good nursing dams with sires

that bad a great tendency to fatten. He agreed

in the opinion that feeding slock should be kept

well when young; but calves intended for the

dairy, and ewe lambs for the breeding flock,

should not be made fat.

Advantages of Agricultural Education.

The following remarks are from the address

of L. F. Allen, late president of the New York

State Agricultural Society, before lhat associa-

tion :

"Another, and a prominent advantage, which
we should receive from good agricultural educa-

tion, would be, that of more Stability of charac-

ter in our tanning population. It is proverbial

among travelled foreigners in this country, and it

would be a subject of wonder among our slaid

people at home— if an American could wonder
at any thing—lhat we are the most changing
people ill the world. We, as a population, have

few. scarce any, local attachments. This, to an

extent, is a true, although a severe censure. Jt

arises, no doubt,—and naturally enough loo,

—

from the wide extent of national domain of

which we are the possessors, and from the natu-

ral sterility of much of the soil in our older

communities, which cause an effort, and a laud-

able one loo, to belter their condition in our ru-

ral population ; bin more, I imagine, from the

low standard of agricultural improvement, anil a

mistaken estimate of the value ol the soil, and

its application to the products which properly

hnlong to it. Bui no matter »hat the cause.

The fact is so, and it is a defect in our national

character. How many among us but will, with

a slightly tempting offer, sell his homestead
without remorse— break up the cherished asso-

ciations of his life—turn his back upon the

graves of his kindred and his children— his

birth-spot—the old hearth-stone of his boyhood

—his family altar—even the brave old trees,

which have, life-loug, waved their branches over

\
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liis childish sports, and shadowed liis innocent

Humbert when weary of liis play, all— all. pass

mil of liis hands, like a plaything of yesterday,

unwept and nnregrelted, for the fancied advan-

tage of a fresh spot in a strange and a newer
rami.

" I must, however, in justice, make some exrep-
' nous to this general propensity in American
character. There are some among the descend-
ants of tin? early New England Puritans, and the

ancient Dutch settlers of this State, who have,

avUIi a pious regard to the memories of their an-

cestors, and a *\ is'e attachment to the spots of
- their hirth, retained, and, through the influences

of a correct education and well-settled principle,

. bid lair to retain, the paternal acies which tliey

hue inherited—homes of plenty, contentment,

and genuine hospitality; where retired virtues,

Itfke those practised hy their fathers, have long

hallowed them with a local habitation and a

name. Such stand out as strong land-marks in

the fitful changes of place and name throughout
<awr country, and redeem, to some extent, the

caustic, remark of the late John Randolph of
' Roanoke, who once declared on the floor ol

Congress, that he scarce knew an American hut

'-would sell his very dos: for money I"

*
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Farming operations in June, with a touch at
an llliuois farmer.

The editor of the Visitor has been a very busy

•man during the month of June up to the time of

this writing ; and he now expects that he may

Carry the month out by a further excursion fur-

ther into the mountains than his travel to Kear-

sarge. His potato and corn fields have come to

hoeing: in addition to this be has brought a new

team into the clearing ol a new and extended

field upon the plains for future operations if he

should live.

~ Just in the busy time of this busiest month of

the year, we have been called on hy an old

friend w ho has heeu absent from the State four-

- teen years, and whose face, as fresh as that of

yesterday, is yet very familiar. Friend John

Rage was a member of the Legislature from

Gilmanlon about twenty years ago. He had a

fine farm in that town a little eastward of the

Iron works village ; and we said of him afier

passing that farm for the first time ten years ago

in the Visitor, that we did not think he had

greatly bettered bis condition by removing to the

then wilds of Illinois. Friend Page wrote hack

advising his friends that were doing well here to

stay here: he would not himself have left but to

repair inevitable pecuniary losses. But he has

done well in Illinois Slate, where his intelligent

good sense has made him a conspicuous mem-
ber of the Legislature there at a later period of

tile. He went there with a family of seven sons

nud two daughters, all of whom, with the excel-

} lent mother that bore them, yet live: two of

these sons, volunteers in the army of Mexico,

have returned to their home with the living,

having escaped many perils. One of these, with

I
the elder son, married before he left, accompa-

nies friend Page on his fir.-t visit to his native

town after a lapse of fourteen years.

Friend Page, when he removed to Woodford

county in 1835, about fifteen miles eastward of

Peoria, found no English settlers then near him.

All about the country has since become well

settled and cultivated. His own cultivated farm

.consists of about two hundred acres: on this he

and his son raised the last year 3000 bushels of

corn, and about 5000 bushels of all grains. He
brought us samples of two kinds of Illinois

corn; both were twin ears : unlike our own
corn, they were beautiful of their kind. A short-

er ear he called the Buckingham corn— it was

eiidit inches in length, very heavy and stout.

The other was called the Palmer corn, and was

ten inches long. It is remarkable in nature bow

every growing thing is adapted to its locution

and circumstances. These ears of corn were

wedged so deep and tight into the cob, as to

make it impossible for the birds to pick them

out: this friend Page thought to be because the

fields of the Western prairies were more expo-

sed to the depredations of birds than the fields

were in New England. The Illinois corn is a

different thing from our corn—more compact

upon the ear—the kernel of another shape, and

the color unlike our yellow corn. Late in June

we have planted twenty kernels from each of

the Illinois ears, to see what might come of it.

At least it may be useful in soiling our cows
when the pasture fails from drought.

Friend Page, with another amateur farmer

horn Bedford rode over to our own sterile pine

plain fields. He gave us due credit for our per-

severance, but he was hardly willing to admit

the prospect to he as encouraging here as upon

the rich Illinois lands that had never yet failed.

On the whole, he said, from the profits and pro-

spects of a nearer market, the farmer of New
England might make as much money from his

labor as the Illinois farmer.

Of the prospect of a crop in our own fields

upon the plain, we will say on this twenty-fifth

of June, under a parching drought that has

reached much of the stronger upland, that our

potatoes, of a most excellent deep green, are as

yet all we could have expected or wished. We
have twenty-five acres large in one field.

The Flowers of a country Village.

We must pay the ladies and gentlemen of

Concord—especially that portion of the younger

class more numerous than the old inhabitants

who have enme among us and erected on many

new streets beautiful cottage or other fancy resi-

dences—credit for great industry and good taste

in the cultivation of flower beds, roses and tu-

lips, climbing plants, trailers and creepers, and

a whole retinue of flowering shrubs the names

of which are not to us so familiar as their ap-

pearance. It is impossible to pass our new

streets without the conviction that to good judg-

ment and an elegant fancy our fair population

tire of the class who with their husbands best

understand that motto of health coming down

to a prosperous old age, of " work, work, work!"

A British lady, the wife of a celebrated author

who has written and published every thing al-

most that is practically good in English Agri-

culture, Arboriculture and Horticulture, and who

has herself written a book on one of these

subjects for the instruction of her sex, says

—

" When 1 married Mr. Loudon it is scarcely pos-

sible to imagine any person more completely ig-

norant than I was to every thing relating to

plants and gardening ; and as may be easily im-

agined I found every one about me so well ac-

quainted with the subject, that I was heartily

ashamed of my ignorance. My husband of

course was quite as anxious to teach me as I was

to learn, and it is the result of his instructions

that I now (after ten years' experience of their

efficacy) wish to make public for the benefit of

others." We believe as a general thing in rela-

tion to the verdant beauty that adorns this cer-

tainly growing beautiful village (perhaps becom-

ing a city hy legislation while we now write)

that more is due to ladies than to gentlemen as

lo taking the lead. Those who began to set out

trees some fifteen years uj;o, and who live

10 enjoy in a heated atmosphere the refreshing

effluvia that next lo soil music " charms the air,"

can appreciate now the value of what they have

done. Indeed within the short space of five

years the trees and shrubbery have been grow-

ing while we have Bleeped: houses that hove

risen as by manic seem at once to he adorned

with trees shading the green which surrounds

them and with flower beds exhibiting all the va-

ried tints of color so pleasing to the eye.

The roses have greatly multiplied as within

our recollection: we know not bow to give

names to half of them. But almost within a

stone's throw of our own residence on the main

street, out of sight to all passers hy, Mr. Brown,

our publisher, called, in one of the intensely hot

days of June just passed, our attention lo a bush

named the " Boursault Rose " which had grown

in many new branches in the space of three

years nearly twenty feet in height. This hush

was covered with more than a thousand full

blown roses, which are of a variable purple red,

making a most beautiful adornment, richly re-

paying the efforts of those who have nursed the

tree to its rapid growth. Mr. Brown's bush is a

most surprising tree evidencing the beauty of Na-

ture in her most magnificent attire; and stand-

ing in a place so near us lo open for the first

time in so great beauty, it surpri.-ed us no less than

have many beds of blooming flowers within our

borders planted and cherished by the flowers of

creation who have but recently alighted among us.

A day upon Kearsarge.

Of all the mountains of New Hampshire, that

Kearsarge (for there is a Kearsarge at the foot of

the grcut White mountains bordering nearly on

the State of Maine between the towns of Con-

way and Chatham) lying nearly in the territorial

centre of the granite State, is the most regular

and comely in its appearance. On all sides of

Kearsarge the open pasturage in spots begins

to extend itself high up towards the mountain

top. The mountain peers high above other sur-

rounding hills of less magnitude: there is Rag-

ged mountain on the north between which and

it courses the Northern railroad, and there are

the Mink hills on the south of the valley of War-

ner river, along which the Concord and Claremont

railroad has its way. The excellent pasturage

on which range two of the finest flocks of Saxo-

ny sheep in the country, those of our friends

Sibley and Barnard, who winter their flocks

nearer hy us in Hopkinton, extends over the top

of the mountain as it reaches towards the west

end in Sutton. Hundreds of cattle and thou-

sands of sheep ore kept from spring through

autumn in the pasture range lying at the easterly

base of Kearsarge, comprising the westerly end

of Salisbury and nearly the whole of that part

of Warner which was formerly known as the

Gore. Generally, Kearsarge on all sides is less

precipitous than most of the other high hills: it

lies on such an extended base that on the south-

easterly side in the basin of the Mill brook there

is a travelled road for teams having no very ab-

rupt steepness at any point all along |he moun-

tain to its highest clearing. With very little ex-

pense other than that of fence dividing several

pasture lots a good carriage road might be made

very near if not quite up to the highest point of

the mountain and over that to Wilmot and An=
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dover on tlie north. The Bald mountain, whose

base lies nearly central on the westerly end ot

Salisbury, is a Separation from the larger moun-

tain not generally distinguished in u view from

the south-e>st. This mountain, together with

the great mountain itself, was run over with fires

some forty years ago, and an immense amount of

trees of the larger growth which covered the

mountains nearly all the way over were burned.

The idea of the surrounding inhabitants has

been that with the trees the soil of the moun-

tain, burned by long continued fires, was also

destroyed. The parts of the mountain made

nailed by the fires have been esteemed as im-

practicable ledge of little value. In some parts

of the lower valleys in the sides of the moun-

tain the fire did not take effect, and there still

remains the black forest generally of spruce and

hemlock of the original growth. Within the

last ten years the uncleared part of the moun-

tain is assuming n different appearance: it is

fouad that the naked ledges will continue to

grow trees. Four or five years ago, in ascend-

ing Bald mountain the greater part of which

happens to lull in a wild lot which we purchas-

ed in 1839 as a part of nil undivided remnant of

the Masonian proprietors, we discovered many
acres of a close rock maple growth almost to

the pinnacle top of the ledge.; and that the

sheep had pathed their way from the pastures

down below and found a secure resting-place at

the high point from which New Hampshire can

be overlooked over nearly the whole of its

southeasterly extent.

In the first week of June the editor, of im-

proved strength and health and activity from
greater exer-ise in attending to his farm opera-

tions at the opening of spring, determined per-

sonally to inspect his mountain lot, all as yet

uncleared, only one end of which he had as yet

toucher!. This lot extends about a mile and a

half on the westerly line of Salisbury, and from

that up the mountain an equal if not greater djs

tance to the line of Wihnot. It was sold for a

hundred at'ie lot, Jieeause all of it supposed to

be of any value embraced a single spot of the

black growth. IllIbrmed that the northerly side

of this lot next to Andover was at the distance

of not over two miles from the railroad as ii

passes near the westerly meeting-house in An-
dover, we had supposed the mountain rklges

would prevent access in that direction : in this

supposition we find now that we were entirely

mistaken, for although the uncleared mountain
seems to look in a south-easterly direction, all

the streams of water north of Bald mountain
take their course northward and run into Black-
water some of it as far to the north-west as the

Potter place. The mass of valuable timber up-
on this lot (whjph is not a hundred but perhaps a

thousand acres) will find an easy way towards
the market so soon as roads at no very great ex-
pense shall be constructed up the several valleys.

We see no reason also why pasturage of the usual
excellence shall not be made when the timber
and wood are cleared off nearly to the moun-
tain top.

Moses Greeley, Esq. of Salisbury, has owned
for-several years a mountain lot: upon this, after
selling off first the whole of his lot southerly ol

Mill brook to a farmer in Concord, and dividing
the remainder by a sale to a neighbor, be has
left enough of pasturage for all his own wants.
Monday, June 5, we started for the mountain,
having despatched our little flock of young cat-

tle, which up to this day had been kept yard-

confined, while hundreds of single cows with

other young kine had ranged the streets of our

village, committing deprecations Upon yards,

gardens and fields, ever since the opening ot

spring— by one of our men, to another lot some

of which is cleared pasture a little farther south.

We this lime took the Salisbury road. AH the

way to the mountain from the West parish of

Concord the farme-s who understood the best

time of year to improve roads, were at work tip-

on the highways, clearing away or covering over

the naked rocks which had been made bare in

the repeated rains and in lalions— giving a

new course to the travelled track where hills

could be cut down. For the first seven or eight

miles out of Concord to the Mast yard, as ii is

called, near t lie line of Bosrawen, the new rail-

road which is to lead up boih the Contoocook

valley and to Claieinont has in comparatively

few (lays been constructed as if by magic; and

this enterprise in that direction seems to have

impelled the owners ol the soil all the way to

improve the common travelled highways of their

locality that they may he the better able to reach

the railroads expected to he in running order

sooner even than any common new road has

generally been laid out and made.

The first striking fact on our way to the moun-

tain was that of the railroad now making at the

point of Rattlesnake about two miles out of our

village—the disclosure that the pure beautiful

granite such as has the preference ill the con-

struction of the ornamental part of buildings

and in monuments that will stand ages without

change or decay, retaining for length of years its

original beauty, underlays the whole of Rattle-

snake hill, making an inexhaustible mine ol

wealth hereafter to the proprietors. Marble

bears no comparison to the durability of this

granite, and if the beauty which results from

Utility be the test, true taste will adjudge to our

granite a value hereafter hardly yet begun to be

estimated. Four of the most common grave

yard monuments, constructed by Luther Roby,

Esq. have lately been erected near the front of

the Concord old grave yard : the larger and better

specimen of monumental granite yet produced is

that of the monument fifteen feet high at W. Cam-
bridge, six miles out of Boston, near the railroad

depot, over the remains of some thirteen bodies

slaughtered and slain at the first open assault of

the British regulars upon our unoffending citi-

zens in the war of the revolution.

But we stray from our subject, the visit to

Kearsarge. Our friend Greeley was upon the

highway with his neighbors when we approach-

ed his home at near high twelve. This gentle-

man has roared a large family male and female,

every child of which settled in life has removed
from the abode of their nativity: the younger
second wife, with whom he has lived fourteen

years, was a neighbor from among us— a lady

highly estimated in her neighborhood who from
her own house has married off of her husband's

children by the first wife five sons and daugh-

ters. Of the washing day soon the lady had
upon the table for us and the youngest son of

our family, whose attention was rather towards
the trout of the mountain brook than to the tall

limber trees and the value of the soil, and who
united with herself and an invalid sister and
husband in doing justice to as good a dinner us

we ever eat at the Astor house or any where
else. Losing no time, because it was uur inteii

tion to reach the top of the mountain and return

before sundown, at two, P. M. we were on our

way from Mr. Greeley's residence. Passing down
the valley where still remain a few acres of the

splendid tall pines which have been wasted on

the ground to but little purpose in a series of

years, specimens of what might be now die value

of many hundred thousands if not millions of

dollars bad they been suffered to stand, over the

Blackwater, soon we began to ascend the base

of Kearsarge. Emerging from the wood, we
perceived evidences of a storm gathering over

the m uutain: the clouds had the hurricane ap-

pearance of fury which was developed all along

the south base of this mountain thirty-two years

ago. The appearand; of that tremendous cloud

which conveyed a power over the surface of the

earth unrivalled and unprecedented within the

recollection of any living inhabitants, in our own
village, beyond the reach of its vortex, was such

as we had never before witnessed: it came near

to us, but it did not strike us. The same angry

appearance in a much diminished degree, came

with the cloud of the first Monday of June :

it rose over the mountain quicker than we had

anticipated, leaving us insufficient time to reach

a shelter at the house where we had intended to

Call. Taking the wagon with Mr. Greeley, our

own gig with the Canadian poney and son went

ahead: thoughtless and inexperienced he saw

not the cloud to note it until the wind and large

drops struck him some fifiy rods before us. For-

tunate it was that the weight of the cloud did

not come here, and that he was able to stem the

current of the wind until the lapse of an interval

of a few moments from the divided cloud ena-

bled him to turn and drive back to the shed of a

barn yard, where the horse and carriage remain-

ed sheltered in the very severe rain and wind

which continued u full hour. The first flaw of

wind near where we stood took up a board

twelve feet in length and handled it as a feather

in the nir. Striking the south road village in

Salisbury proceeding eastward, the hurricane al-

most instantaneously prostrated two large barns.

Next day around the foot ot the mountain we
came to many trees that years had fixed in the

ground in strength of root which were either

twisted off and broken, or uprooted, turning up

rocks, soil and turf. This hurricane storm spoiled

the anticipated business of the day, leaving us to

carry into the succeeding da), if we did it at all,

what we had calculated to be the work oftwo days.

After the shower, arranging the matter with

friend Greeley to meet him at his mountain

bouse at the foot of Bald mountain the next

forenoon, we rode up the Blackwater two miles

to the falls and residence of another friend,

William Filigree, Esq. whose enterprise brings

to him a profit from the lumber taken principal-

ly from a mountain lot adjoining ours perhaps a

thousand dollars in a year. Especially enter-

tained by him and his excellent lady, the relative

of our deceased poetical female correspondent at

Plainfield who first delighted the readers of the

Visitor ten years ago, but has since gone the way
where we all will soon follow her; our stay over

night with Mr. Pingree was only pained by the

bad health of his amiable wife.

At eight o'clock next morning we moved on

foot on our way to that part of the mountain

most in front near the line of Andover, from

which our own lot is only divided by an inter-

vening half mile the length of three several

small lots owned by Mr. Pingree who in its

wild retirement is perhaps alone familiar with

this track. With him in the thick forest we rose
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up ilie sleep between h;s line ami our own some
half a mile from t lie marked trees dividing the

two towns. Leaving ihat we returned nearly

down the mountain, crossing several streams

ridged between with a heavy growth of almost

every sort of trees, rock maple, heeel), black and
yelluw birch, as well as spruce, hemlock, hack-

matack ami firs with scattered brown and white

ash. The line of town, which is the line of the

hits, was near the upper point of the first moun-
tain steep through which, alter the great shower

of the preceding evening, there were gorges

with the rush over the rocks of magnificent wa-

ter-falls. It would hardly he credited by those

who look upon the mountain from the high

grounds at the centre village in Salisbury some
five miles off, that here in the mountain was

much heavy timbered land laying nearly at a

dead level, and particularly a fiat sufficient per-

haps for one of those beautiful farms which are

sometimes found perched high up between the

granite hills of our State out of sight and per-

haps out of mind to most of the inhabitants,

and especially whose beauty is unknown ami

uuappieciated to the passing stranger who view-

ing the mountains at a distance is disposed to

give us credit only its a Stale of distinguished

sterility.

We expected in the mountain midst to leave

our guide and our son, the latter to return for

the horse and gig and to go round and meet us

on the south side. They left us alone to the

solitary ramble over the gorges and cliffs; hut

in half an hour leaving ua to the passage over

one swift mountain stream in a wood which had

not been visited by perhaps twenty persons in

the last half century, our mountain companions

concluded that ours was an act of temerity, that

we might faint away or fall down over some

ledge, or that we might meet and he devoured

by some great wild cat or catamount. We saw

here no signs of wild beasts so prominent as

that noticed by our guide where the teeth of the

hedge hog had gnawed off all around as high as

he could reach the hark of hundreds of the

beech and birch, arresting the growth of all and

destroying the life of some. We had proceeded

only some half a mile before the heads of hu-

man beings following us from the north-east ap-

peared. Who could these be but the guide and

the son who had lately left lis, whose concern

for us soon grew to a fearful anxiety that we

might be lost, wounded or maimed, if not killed

in the woods. We had intended to go direct up

and down the steep sides of the easterly end of

Bald mountain ridge: Mr. Pingree's purpose

was to persuade us that this might he dangerous,

and to conduct us by the way of the first cleared

mountain pasture over the Salisbury line. Just

north of this is one of those mountain lakes

deep in its waters, into which flows the stream

coming down in the first valley north of Raid

bill. This pond discharges its waters northerly

to West Andover : it is not so elevated as to for-

bid it for the passage of a railroad much less

difficult and expensive than many passes en-

countered by the route of the present Northern

railroad, and culling off" a distance from the cap-

ital of the Stale to Connecticut river several

miles short of any other contemplated route.

Mainly over the east end of our lot defined in

its limits only by the marked boundary of the

contiguous owners north and south did we ex-

pend nearly three hours in wending our way

along a forest of the original timber so high as

to prevent a view in any direction to a distance,

We turned eastward into Salisbury instead of

pursuing the line over Bald hill : in the o|ien

clearing our guide again left us, and our way
nearly a mile more was to the Greeley mountain

house, which had but recently been occupied by

hands who had commenced coaling upon ihe

mountain, clearing, burning over, harrowing,

sowing in grain a«d fencing as a compensation

to the owner for the wood cut down to be used

in making coal.

We found Mr. Greeley wailing at his moun-
tain house, directly to the north of which some
hundred rods distant was the pile of stones

which marked his lot from ours, leaving us the

owner of a few acres on the south side of Da Id

hill coining down its almost perpendicular steep,

u the wood just at the loot of this hill, Mr.

Greeley conducted us to three large granite

boulders which have evidently been moved into

their place by a mighty power long since ihe

world began. One of these, of ihe size of a

large house affording a shelter nearly all around

formed by its rounded si les, seems to have been

laid upon a superstructure keeping it in position

as the skilful layer of wall fence would place his

foundation: a tall tree falling upon it had fur

several years been a way by which persons could

climb to the top : this tree, now rolled off and

broken, left us no opportunity lo mount the giant

rock whose capacious top was large as the deck

of a man-of-war ship.

Resting a short time after the forenoon jaunt

of as many as half a dozen miles among the

trees, over mountain ridges and water cascades

in the valleys, in the afternoon with Mr. Greeley

we took another direction. Our intention at first

was to go up the travelled road and path desig-

nated which led directly to the mountain top.

But turning out of our direction half a mile for

the purpose of seeing the young cattle turned to

another pasture lot, we were delayed loo long lo

effect that object before evening. We contented

ourselves with again visiting Bald hill entering

it on its south-west spur. Rising to the highest

peak of this hill, we were enabled to look at the

country at a distance more than half around the

horizon, and especially could we view the timber

covering of the extended side-hill which of all

these lauds was to us the most interesting. To
the very top of Bald hill the land exhibited evi-

dence of fertility. Here the sheep stripping

and clearing off the hushes had introduced the

grasses which make pasturage. Evidence of ihe

effect of the great movement of rocks from

north-west to south-east appears to the very top

of the mountain, portions of which lie as the

back of a turtle with a smoothed top surface.

The grinding off of the rocky face all showing

progress in ihe direction of the moved boulders

is as apparent as if the work had been (lone hut

yesterday. Among the trees springing up spon-

taneously since ihe fires swept away those of a

larger growth, are thousands of the beautiful

mountain ash. Settling off to a lower level on

the northerly side are numerous acres of young

sugar maples. Seeming lo come down the

mountain, we passed nearly the whole length ol

its back-bone ridge, and when we really encoun-

tered the main descent upon the sleep south

side we found il dangerous from the steep-

ness for the distance of several hundred feet.

The high-heeled hoots of the present time had

been through the day a tripping obstacle in this

mountain excursion : the obstacle increased as

the limbs became more weary ; and when we

arrived buck to the point of the afternoon start

ing, any comfortable resting place had been
most welcome. But by mistake of that one of

our company who preferred iriiut angling to

mountain views and mountain trees, the old

horse und buggy had not come up to our reli-f,

and a mile and a half further uu foot down the

mountain to one who had already travelled that

day a greater distance than any other day of his

life was accompanied by a physical suffering

which after it is over seems to add to the inter-

est of any laud or mountain excursion. Satis-

fied of the fact that our lot was greatly more ex-

tensive than il was supposed at the time of our

purchase, and that the direction of the moun-
tain valleys would bring the timber and wood
upon il very accessible to railroad communica-
tion, we thought our time well spent in that

day's jaunt upon Kearsarge.

Useful Invention.

During the past winter, a Horse Rake that

adapts itself to rough, uneven surface, and ran
be used as well on land of this description as

upon the smooth and level meadows, has been
patented by Mr. Calvin Delano, of East Liver-

more, Maine. This, in a broken and extended

country, like ours, where it is impossible for the

farmer always to get his grass or hay fields into

such condition as has been hitherto found neces>

sary to cut and secure the entire burden which
they have yielded, may be considered as one of
the most valuable improvements in agriculture.

Each tooth is made to act independently, and
adapts itself to the particular surface over which
it passes—whether it be level or raised, or de-

pressed. Premiums have been awarded by the

Kennebec and Franklin County Agricultural

Societies, and ihe most abundant and satisfactory

testimonials of its great value, and the ease and
perlect character of its operation, in raking the

entire crop of hay, and depositing it in winrows,
have been received by the patentee from a large

number of individuals who had it in use during
the last summer.—.V. Y. Farmer and Mechanic.

Hundreds of people at the capital of New
Hampshire have within the last two weeks had
opportunity to see in opeiaiion Mr. Delano's

new horse rake. Every observer must have
been convinced of its utility, if not its advance

in ready execution of a most important part of
hay-making, over every other invention, doing

the work quite as rapidly in rough ground us

the celebrated spiral horse rake, without the in-

convenience of incorporating wiih the hay a

bottom of dirt or other matters that do it injury.

We wait for experience in relation 10 Mr. Dela-

no's rake. But the thorough trial and approba-

tion it bus met with in the best hay-growing

country of New England— in Kennebec and
Franklin counties of the Slate of Maine—per-

haps are stronger its recommendation than any

thing we should offer from our own experi-

ence.

—

Ed. Farmtr'a .Monthly t'isitor.

(TJr* In a future number of the Visitor, by

permission of Professor Rust, we will re-publisll

from his Report the article which | resents spe-

cimens of school-houses in Dublin, Manchester,

Somersworth, &C, with the engravings; and

other interesting matters contained in the same
report.

fi'indfaU.—A very worthy, industrious, and
poor tit it lily in Ihis city lately received intelli-

gence of Ihe death of an uncle, by which the

fifth of £84,000 property of the deceased lulls 10

them. Good,— Cleaveland Plaindealer.
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From ihe Albany Cultivator.

Farming in Western New York.

Eds. Cultivator—On leading in the February

and March numbers of The Cultivator, F. Hoi

brook's description nf .Indue Hayes' farming on

a hard, hungry, New England soil, we have a

fine example of what industry, economy, and

practical science will do towards making the

" desert blossom as the rose." But it would he

not less an interesting spectacle if we could

once look upon a farm in this all alluvial* coun-

ty on which n tithe of the same labor and ma-

nure, had heen thus judiciously expended and

applied. 'Tis true, we have many good farmers

in western New York, iiii-n well read in the the-

ory, and practised ill the details of their great

calling, if we compare them with the mass of

farmers in the same favored section of the

earth's surface. But how will they compare

with such masterly men as Adam Anthony, of

Rhode Island, or W. A. Hayes of Maine, in the

art of overcoming great natural obstacles, and

the quickening of primitive sterility. As well

perhaps, as the general who takes his troops to

the battle-field on steamboats or railroad will

compare wi:h the Carthagenian of old, who had

first to soften and reduce the rocks before his

army could scale the Alps, to look down upon

the battle-field.

It will be urged that necessity is alike the

goail to genius and industry, and the mother of

invention: but that our soil requires no such la-

bor and expense as the barren detritus of New
England, that the extra amount of crop would

not pay for the outlay, &c., &c. To meet this

stereotyped argument, 1 only ask for a tithe of

the labor, and no other amendment to the soil,

than a judicious making, saving and application

of the manures which are inherent to, and may
be made on the farm. I now appeal to those

truly intelligent farmers of this (Seneca) county,

who read The Cultivator, if a tenth part of the

labor and expense bestowed by Judge Hayes in

carting clay on his sandy lots, with the other

amendments and extra tillage bestowed by him,

would not enable theiii to grow twice as many
bushels of grain to the acre as they now grow?

or at least half as many imperial bushels to the

acre, as is grown in England, on the best farms,

under the best cultivation. Beit if the best Sen-

eca county farmers are still behind some of" those

in Old and New England, they are second to

none in New York. The premiums awarded to

farms in our county by the State Agricultural

Society, two years successively, as the best farms

in the Empire State, are intrinsic evidence of

the fact.

Much good is to be anticipated from the im

proved and improving practice and example of

such men; while they adopt the mode of wheat

culture, the very tidy fanning of their immedi-

ate jieighhors of German blood, they ingraft up-

on it those late discoveries in the composition of

manure and the art of manuring, which proper-

ly belongs to agricultural science. Such is the

force of" the example of such individuals on the

rural economy of this county, that even those

funnels among us who have heretofore scandal-

ized book farming as empiricism, begin now to

yield to the ocular proofs of what the book bus

done, and is now doing. In fact, many of our

farmers begin of late to be impressed with the

dignity of their calling; and to embrace the be-

lief that the book is as necessary to the farmer,

as to the mathematician, the architect, the law-

yer or the priest. But there is still in every

community of farmers, that egotistic impractica-

ble class, which blindly abuses heaven's best

treasure. Such men will never take the him
that the fat of their soil is not as indefeasible as

their litle 10 its measured acres, until they learn

i' iu the diminution and failure of crop. Such
men not only waste their manure, but their gen-

eral practice of tillage is alike superficial, behind

hand, reckless. When they are told in order to

induce them to save Iheir field and house ashes,

that no plant can grow without the elements of

its ashes, and that the ashes of" all plants are

nearly the same, their reply is, "1 don't believe

in your book farming* I someiimes think that

the art, and 1 may now say the science of tillage,

has no charms for such men, beyond the present

* 1 say alluvial, because diluvion is often without the

elemeuls of rich alluvion.

food and dollars they force from the soil. The
earth's products, instead of" exciting the mind of

such individuals to the interesting study of na-

ture's laws, the modus operandi by which she

produces and multiplies, in her vegetable and
animal kingdoms, and then dissolves and re-

produces from the scattered elements. It would
seem that their marvellousness is ihe only facul-

ty of the mind interested in the matter. As the

Athenian raised an allar to the Unknown God,
so do such self-blinded men deify and erect an

altar to the moon, as the patron saint of their

trade and calling.

The farmers of western New York have yet

but a superficial knowledge of the inexhaustible

treasure they possess iu the rich diluvial forma-

tion of their soil ; 'tis said that layers of hard

pan are in some places deposiied near the sur-

iace, but the subsoil generally contains organic

remains, with all the sails necessary to produce
the maximum yield of cereal grains, to a great

depth. On the plateau of Vurirk and Romulus,
the table land between the Cayuga and Seneca
lakes, Ihe soil is a heavy loam; when the for-

est was first cut off, greal crops of wheat and
other cereals were produced, hut now the sur-

face soil is worn down heavy and dead ; water

sometimes stands on a, hundred fields until ihe

summer mouths, so that the average yield of the

cereal grains, according to the late statistics of

our Agricultural Society, is much lower there

than in the other towns of Seneca county.

Draining is the panacea for such lauds; their or-

ganic treasures are inexhaustible. One farmer
in Romulus, whose farm is almost a perfect lev-

el, told me that the only perfect wheat I e had
grown for many years, was on the subsoil

thrown out of the main ditch, which he had cut

the same season the wheat was sown, to relieve

ihe field from surplus water.

s. vv.
Waterloo, (Seneca county, JN. Y ) March 12, 1849.

The Crop of Acorns.

BY MRS. SIGOURNEY.

There came a man in days of old.

To hire a piece of land tor gold,

And urged his suit in accenis meek,
"One crop alone, is all I seek

;

That harvest o'er my claim 1 yield,

And to its lord resign the held,"

The owner some misgivings felt,

And coldly with the stranger dealt,

And found his last objection Tail,

And honied eloquence prevail.

So look Ihe prorler'd price in b and,

And lor one crop leased out the land.

The wily tenant sneered with pride,

Anil sowed Ihe 6)iot with acorns wide
;

At first, like tinv shoots they grew.

Then uroad and wide their branches threw,
Bui long before these oaks sublime
Aspiring reach'd their forest prime,

The cheated landlord mouldering lay

Forsaken with his kindred clay.

Oh ye, whose years unfolding fair,

Are freeh with youth and free from care,

Should Vice or Indolence desire,

The garden of your soul lo hire,

No parley hold, eject the suit,

Nor let one seed the soil pollute.

My child, their first approach beware,
AVuh firmness break the insidious snare,

Lest as the acorns grew and throve
Into a 6un-excluding grove,

Thy sins, a dark o'ershatlnwing tree.

Shut out the light of heaven from thee.

Culture of Grapes in Ohio.— It is staled in the

Report of the Agricultural Society for the county
of Hamilton, O., that not less than five hundred
bushels of Catawba and Isabella grapes were
sold in Cincinnati during last season, for " table

use"—the price $3 to S4 per bushel. But the

quantity sold for the table is said to have been
inconsiderable, compared with the quantity used

in the manufacture of wine. The grape culture

is profitably carried on in the vicinity of Cincin-

nati, on ihe roughest hill-sides, which are of but

I title value for the ordinary purposes of agri-

culture.

The wheat fields in Ashland county, Ohio,

promise fine crops. In Williamson county, III,,

the worm is destroying the wheat. The fruit

ibere has sullered severely from the frost.

Butter-Making.
Good butter is always iu demand in our mar-

kets, and at prices which will well repay the

cost of production. And the cost of manufac-

turing a superior article—one that will be credi-

table to the manufacturer and satisfactory to the

purchaser and consumer, is often but little if any

greater than when only an inferior and low

priced article is produced. It is, however, a

well-known fact that much of the butter manu-

factured in this Slate is not of superior quality,

and will not command the highest price in the

market. And this may be attributed, principal-

ly, to a want of knowledge, care and skill on the

part of those who make it.

To make good butter, good cows are requisite.

When poor butler is made we do not think the

fault is generally in the cows; although there is

a very perceptible difference in the milk of dif-

ferent cows, and probably from I lie milk of some,

good butter cannot be obtained. Suitable food

for the cows is another requisite. When cows

are obliged to obtain their food in swamps, or

to eat weeds, browse and foul stuff, it is unreas-

onable to expect to make good butter from their

milk. The best butter is obtained from the milk

of cows which are kept in good pastures cover-

ed with a healthy growth of the cultivated grass-

es, such as herds grass, red and » bite clover,

and free from weeds, &c. When the pastures

are short in the latter part of the season, the

stalks of Indian corn, fed when green, will be

found to be a very suitable and profitable food

for milch cows; when fed with these, more but-

ter may be obtained from their milk, than when

fed on grass alone, and that, too which is equally

good.

The following directions are from several au-

thentic sources, but principally from the pub-

lished statements of Mr. B. A. Hall, of New
Lebanon, N. Y., who, for two years in succes-

sion, received the first premium of the New
York State Agricultural Society for the best

Butter Dairy.

The milk room or cellar should he kept per-

fectly sweet and clean, and at a temperature of

not above CO deg., nor below 45 (leg. With the

best butter-makers a thermometer, and a supply

of ice for cooling the milk and regulating the

temperature, are considered almost indispensa-

ble. When the temperature requires it, Mr.

Hall draws the milk over ice placed in a can

with a faucet, by which means the cream rises

in much less time than when cooled in the ordi-

nary way. After it is strained, it is put into

pans, usually about eight quarts in a pan. Jt

ought to stand thirty-six hours before being

skimmed, but this time must be varied occasion-

ally as the weather changes. The cream should

he taken off when the milk is slightly changed,

and before it is coagulated. The cream may be

kept in stone jars, and its temperature should

never be suffered lo rise higher than about 58

deg., and it should he churned before any thing

more than a very slight fermentation takes place.

"The great anxiety of dairymen to churn

quick," says Mr. Hall, " is at the expense of a

first rate article. Any person, at all conversant

with butter-making, has observed the whitish

yellow color and oily appearance it will present

when taken from the churn, whenever the cream

has been, or is too warm when the operation of

churning commences, thus forever destroying its

rich flavor and keeping properties. The butter-

milk cannot be expelled without working too
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much, which makes it sticky and oily. On tlie

sonirary, cream lak«D from the milk at a proper

fiuie, kept and churned at 57 or 8 deg., will re-

piire more time in churning, hut the butter

v'ui present a high and rich color, will he firm

•in! hard— will not stick, and will readily hreak

vhen heing separated."

Many good butter-makers wash the butter in

lure cold water when first taken from the churn.

(Mr. Hall's method of freeing the butter from the

uilk, is to work it with a hreak attached to one

Rite ofan inclined table, handling it with a coin-

Hon butler ladle. It is not so well to work but-

er with the hands, the heat of which lias a len-

iency to injure the butter. After the butter-

• iiilk is thoroughly worked out, the butter is to

Jpa salted ; and for Jhis purpose pure ground

jock salt is considered the best, and less than one

iDiince of salt is sufficient for a pound of butter,
i '

Unless the butter is to be shipped or kept lor a

Long time, when an ounce of salt may he used.

\ i/ie quantity, however, is best regulated by the

1 Juste. Saltpetre is useless in butter, if it is not

JJiosiiively injurious. If any tiling beside* salt is

Allowed, is a very Utile refined sugar. It is well

ilo pass the salt through a fine seive, in order to

,eep out all lumps or particles that will not dis-

;olve. The salt should be well worked in, and
" it lias had lime to dissolve, the butter may

again worked a very little, when nothing will

>e expelled but a Mule brine slightly discolored.

Well-seasoned oak firkins are considered the

»st for packing butter. The Irish butter-dealer

tses no timber for his fiikius that has not been

[seasoned at least two years, and even then he

6\ke-i the precaution of having his staves baked

ID an oven before they are set up. Pots of stone

•vare with a vitreous and durable inside coating

^ie frequently used. Mr. Hall, we are informed,

ises firkins made of well-seasoned spruce,

Rlear of sap, firmly put together, and neatly

lined in the manner of what are called Shaker

Jails. Before the butter is packed, the firkins

uould be well saturated with brine.

BWlieit butter is properly made and packed,

othing more seems required to preserve it for

;lmost any length of time, than to keep it from

Ine air in a cool place. For the purpose of

ceping it from the air, we know of nothing

ter than to place a cloth which has been dip-

fed ininelted butter over the butter in the fir-

lins," and cover it with brine.

—

Maine Farmer.

Protect your Vines.— We are informed by a

enlleuiaii of this town, (says ihe Lynn News,)
f an experiment made by him, last year, upon
us squash vines, which proved successful in

'fearing ntl ihe hugs He strewed on llie vines

le 6ra» ofpepper, which may he obtained at any
" ilje spice mills where pepper is ground. Ev-
rv one who has a garden will appreciate the

Liue of a remedy so cheap and simple, and }iive

a trial. We should like to have those who try

e experiment give us the result if they find it

UCCessful.

An Eagle shot by a woman.—A correspondent

lates that a few days since, in a newly settled

ar'.'of Milo, in Piscataquis county, a large grey

rt
le, measuring seven feet across his exiended

injis, was shot by Airs. Bagley, under the fol-

iwiug circumstances: Her husband was away

him home, and while her child was at play

one in the garden with a hoe, she saw this Ba-

le pouncing dowii upon her child, ami iuimedi-

ely seized a gun and ran to his rescue. The
n!e fellow raised his hoe and screamed to keep

ihe eagle, and he alighted in a tree. Mrs.
ajjley fired, and brought the " proud Rod of ihe

ountuiu"to the ground.—Bangor (Me.) Whig.

From Ihe Albany Cultivator.

Shall we make Composts 1

In The Cultivator for January, 1849, I read a

notice of a work entitled "Scientific Agriculture"

&.<.:, by Dr. M. M. Rodgers. 1 have since pro-

cured ihe hook, and in glancing over ils pages, I

came to the following, under the head of " Com-
posts :"

" It was formerly supposed, that great advan-
lage was derived from the combination of seve-
ral different substances together, and forming
what are called composts. The recipes lor these
compounds are numerous, and go to prove that
Ihe discovery of a good compost requires but
little scientific or practical skill. When a com-
post heap is made up of several materials, which
are all separately good manures, it follows of
necessity, that the resulting compound must be
a good fertilizer. Rut it is impossible to supply
any more in this way, than if these several in-

gredients were applied to the soil separately.
And a litile knowledge of chemistry will show
lhat by this means no new elements can he gen-
erated. Neither c hi any new property he develop-
ed which could not he done hy their separate ac-

tion. We see that whenever a substance which
has little or no fertilizing power, is in this way
manufactured into good manure, it is done at the
expense of some powerful fertilizer which is

distributed by the mixture, and consequently,
loses just as much of its efficacy as the other
gains. Thus, although this process serves to
dilute and extend manures which are too pow-
erlul or too expensive, it absolutely supplies
none."

The author goes on siill further to explain,

that the principal advantages of composts, are

the dilution of manures which are too strong

when used by themselves. Thus, among other

substances, he mentions "caustic lime," the ob-

ject in using which, he thinks can he much bet-

ter attained by mixing and diffusing it through

some other substance, "such as saw-dust, sand

barn manure" &c.

Now the inference from the above remarks is,

that ordinary composts are unprofitable—that no

effect is produced that would not take place if

the substances were applied separately, and that,

consequently, the labor of forming the com-

pound is lost.

It strikes me that Dr. R's reasoning is not en-

tirely sound, and that his conclusions are not

wholly reconcilable with lacls. It is not strictly

true that the same effect is always produced hy

the use of substances applied separately, that

would follow from their combination. For in-

stance, peat, iu ils natural state, frequently con-

tains an acid which is prejudicial to. vegetation,

and its fertilizing properties are locked up, as it

were, until they are liberated by the action of

some substance which causes a decomposition.

Hence it has been found highly useful to mix

with peat, alkalies of some kind, by which the

acid is destroyed, and the peat brought into a

soluble condition. Potash and ashes are used

for this purpose; the ammonia of animal ma-

nure, urine, and all animal mailers produce a

similar effect. Thus, Doctor Dana, in his Muck
Manual, states that—" the power of alkaline ac-

tion is alone wanting, to make peat good cow
dung," and that—"by the addition of alkali to

peat, it is put into the same state which ammo
nia fiives to dung."

Here, then, is one example of the advantage

of combining or mixing substances to be used

as manure. Rut it may be asked—" Why will

not the same effect be produced, if the peat and

ihe alkalies are both spread, separately, on the

same land ?" For the obvious reason that they

are not brought sufficiently, and for a proper

length of lime, into contact. The alkalies being

spread over a larger surface, and exposed to the

air and rains, are soon dissolved and carried into

the soil below the peat.

Rut there are other advantages, in mixing dif-

ferent substances in a manure heap. The farm-
er should endeavor to save all the excrements of
his animals, both solid and fluid, us well as all

other substances which are capable of enriching

his land. The readiest way of saving urine, is

to retain it by means of some absorbent— such
as charcoal dust, peat, loam, straw or other veg-
etable rubbish.

Again, if it were true lhat substances ultimate-

ly produced the same effect when applied to the

soil by themselves, as when combined, there is

still, iu many cases, a convenience in composting.
It is inconvenient to use corn-stalks and other lit-

ter in their crude state. If applied to the sur-

face, they do not readily rot, and [hey interfeie

with cultivation by obstructing the operation of
ihe implements used. If buried beneath the

surface,

—

which is not always readily effected,

—

Ihey sometimes cause the soil to be dry and

h".ffy- There is no way lhat these mailers can
be used lo so good advantage as hy mixing them
with animal manure, and saturating them with

urine. Hy this means, the ammonia soon brings on
a decomposition, by which ihe fibrous structure is

cut down and they are brought into a comminu-
ted state, fit to be used as circumstances require.

Rut we may cite other authority iu favor of com-
posts. J. PrideaUx, an agricultural chemist of
considerable distinction, advises to mix in the

manure heap—" peat, sods, turf-parings, ditch

and pond scourings, way-soil, humus soil in

whatever form, and ashes of all kinds. All /i-

uuids iu which vegetable or animal matters have

been soaked or boiled; and all that contain fer-

tilizing materials, as soap-suds, dish-washings,

pot-liquor," &c. " We must remember," he

adds, "that vegetable matters work sour, and
lhat animal substances generate ammonia, which
neutralizes the acid, and is fixed by it, so that in

due proportion they correct each other. Urine

gives most ammonia."

One word, before closing, iu regard to mixing
" causlic lime " with " barn manure," recommen-
ded by Dr. Rodgers, as one of ihe means of " di-

luting" the lime. This is a kind of compost

that I am not in favor of. I had supposed, if any

thing has been established hy chemical investi-

gation, that caustic lime should not be mixed

with animal manures. Thus Prof. Johnston

says, guano should not be mixed with quick

lime—"because the quick lime sets free the am-
monia contained in the guano, and causes it to

escape into the air." He observes, also, that

"quick lime will, in the same way, drive off tho

ammonia contained in liquid manure, and in

horse or farm-yard dung." Farmers who have

bought poudrelte that has been compounded

with fresh lime, have often complained of its in-

efficacy.

T. Sedgwick, a writer in the English Agi\-

cullurat Gazette, says—"The employment of lime

with dung, is a most baneful practice, as it ren-

ders the ammonia caustic and volatile, to the

greatest degree, and causes the loss of the most

energetic portion of the dung. When lands re-

quire lime, it should he applied separately, and

avoid as much as possible ils contact with the

dung."

The effect of mixing lime with animal ma-

nure, may be explained as follows ;—Lime-stone

contains nearly half its weight of carbonic acid.

In the process of burning, the carbonic acid is
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driven off; lint the lime hiis a constant tendency

to return !o its original eonilition by the re-!il>-

sorplion of' the properly it had lost. Animal

manure contains ammonia, combined with car-

bonic acid. When fresh lime is added, it at-

tracts the carbonic acid, which, uniting with the

lime, sets the ammonia dee, and it escapes.

A. B.

Rearing and Feeding Stock.

The following is a summary of remarks made
by Mr. Lyon, in a lecture before the Derby Inr-

triers' Club. The principles laid down are

worthy of attention :

Young animals grow more quickly for a given

amount of food than older. By high feeding, a

land> of Southdown breed (not a large sort) may
be fifteen or sixteen pounds a quarter at it year

old ; at the same aire, a young ox may be from

five to six score a quarter. This produce, from

the smaller quantity of food which animals

consume while young, is equal to what they will

yield in any subsequent year, from a larger

quantity.

If young animals be reared well, or kept fat

from the beginning, they acquire a constitution

which ensures their growing more in subsequent

years from a less proportion of food. The pro-

geny of well-reared stock improves from gene-

ration to generation.

When ail annual is ill good condition, it yields

a greater produce for its food than when it is

poor and lean.

If, therefore, an animal be first fed on good

pasluie till it is fresh and fit, and then removed

to poor keep, so as to lose its condition, not oidy

is the food wholly Inst on which it declined in

flesh, but all the good food which it may con-

sume for some time afterwards has very much
less effect.

The feeding of animals should therefore be

qniie continuous, as well as liberal, in order to

be fully profitable.

All animals pay best for that amount and kind

of food which causes them to produce most

largely. That which makes rearing stock

grow and thrive fastest, that which makes feed-

ing beasts or sheep fatten most quickly, and thai

which makes milking beasts mi k most profnse-

Iv, and for the longest time, is the most profita-

ble kind of food.

The principle of continuous feeding is espe-

cially applicable to milking cattle. For if the

milk he suffered to fall off, it cannot be brought

fully to return, like the fattening propensity ; and

if, during the interval between the cessation of

the milk and caking, the state of constitution

which promotes the flow of milk decline, it re-

quires a 1 1 1 riir period to bring out the full effect

of the liberal food given afterwards, and the cow
never yields so largely as she otherwise would

have done.

It is always profitable to grow on land a suc-

cession of nutritious food for all slock kept on

it. But in those cases where the natural pro-

duce of the land is deficient ill richness, or

where much straw, in proportion to other forage

is grown, or where the casualties of season

cause crops of cattle-food to be deficient, it is

always advantageous to add a portion of artificial

strong food, such as cake, or corn, or linseed,

to the food of animals, whether rearing, feed-

ing, or milking stock.

inequalities of the land's surface have been lev-

eled to practical grades. Wagons, however, to

bear such increased weight, should be made

some stronger than they are commonly made for

ordinary use—but yet a common wagon will

bear a much greater weight on a plank than on

a common road, for the reason that the pressure

is direct and uniform on a plank road, whereas

on a common road, by reason of ruts and ine-

qualities of surliice, the wagon is subjected to

severe trials by oblique and Internal strains.

Both wagon anil harness in constant use on a

plank road by means of this steady action and

diminished friction, will last longer than on ordi-

nary public roads

From the Genesee Farmer.

Address before the New Vork State Agricul-
tural Show at Syracuse.

We learn from the Secretary of the society,

that Prof. James F. W. Johnson, of Durham,

England, has accepted the invitation of the Ex-

ecutive Committee, and will deliver the annual

address in September next, at Syracuse. Prof

Johnson is one of the most distinguished agri-

cultural chemists in Great Britain, ami we doubt

not the announcement of bis name for that oc-

casion will secure the attendance of many dis-

tinguished gentlemen from our country, as well

as from the British Provinces.

Prof Johnson, we understood, is expected to

pend a year or more in this country and the

Suppose a farmer living some ten miles out of
«,,.,, is |, provinces, to make himself familiar with

From the Commercial (Detroit) Bulletin.

PlanK Roads.
Scientific experiments have proved that the

same power required to move one ton in a com-

mon lumber-wagon on a level earth road, will

move the same wagon with a load of four and

one-third tons, on a level wood surface.

One ton is the average practical load for a

two-horse team over a tolerably level common
road ; it follows then, that the same team can

with equal ease draw a load of four and one-

third tons, on a properly graded plank road.

Practical results have proved this to be true, be-

cause four tons now constitute the usual load for

a two-horse team on all plank roads where the

Detroit, has one hundred and forty bushels of

wheat to take to market, in his wagon, over com-

mon roads in the condition in which they gene-

rally are. He would not ordinarily carry more

than thirty-five bushels at a load— the weight of

which at sixty pounds the bushel, is 2,100 lbs.;

one would occupy so much time that he could

only make one trip a day, and then he would

have to make four trips and consume four days

in conveying his one hundred and forty bushels

to market— hut if he could travel on a plank

road he would carry the whole one hundred and

forty bushels at one load ; the weight of the

whole at sixty pounds the bushel is four tons

and four hundred pounds. How then dons the

account stand? Four trips over a common

road will cost, four days for himself and team

at $1 50 a day, $6 00.

One trip over a plank road, in one day is SI 50.

Toll both ways, at two cents per mile is $1 90.

Difference in favor of plank road is $4 10.

The first impression is very strong against be-

ing taxed for travelling to market, and great hos-

tility is naturally felt against the conversion of a

free into a toll road, hut this arises from not un-

derstanding the advantages of a plank road.

The above calculation shows that the payment

of forty cents for toll is not in fact a tax out of

pocket, but the cost of a privilege by which four

dollars and ten cents are saved. Money saved,

is money made—and in the case above stated,

the farmer takes forty cents out of his pocket

and puts 84 50 in the place of it.

In the above calculation no notice is taken of

the cost of strengthening the wagon, because

such cost is more than made up by the saving in

blacksmiths' and other mechanics' bills for re-

pairing damages which continually accrue on

common roads and in the greater duration of

wagon and harness.

Raising Chickens.—Many persons fail in raising

chickens, for want of a little attention to them at

this season of the year. Convenient boxes for

them to lay and hatch in should now be made.

They should be cleans d, scalded with boiling

water, anil the bedding renewed. As soon as a hen

shows a disposition to sit, twelve or fifteen eggs

should be given her, and a date twenty-one days

in advance, should be marked with chalk in a

conspicuous place. Hens should be preferred

that have proved themselves good sitters, and

that have been successful in raising their broods.

The difference between a good and a bad hen is

worth attention. 1 have a hen whose long and

polished spurs prove her six or eight years old,

which lo my recollection, has hatched her eggs

and raised two broods of vigorous chickens n\e-

ry season.

—

Albany Cultivator,

the progress of agriculture in this new world.

We trust be will be most cordially welcomed by

the agriculturists of America, who have long

known him through bis writings and who we

doubt not, will be truly rejoiced to form a per-

sonal acquaintance with one who has done so

much for the improvement of agriculture. His

Catechism on Agricultural Chemistry and Geol-

ogy, adapted lo common schools, has been intro-

duced into many of the schools in this country,

with the most gratifying success: and he will

find on his arrival here that many of our youth

have, through his instrumentality, been enabled

to enter upon a course of study that will lead

them onward, until they become thoroughly pre-

pared for their profession as agriculturists. We
think the society have been peculiarly fortunate

in securing the attendance of this distinguished

gentleman at their annual convocation.

From the Albany CultiTator.

System, Order and Economy.
An evil of great magnitude seems to pervade

and influence too many farmers, and that is the

employment of an insufficient force to perforin

their duly at the proper season, and with econo-

my of time. The oft-repeated excuses for such

neglect, ami for the losses flowing from it, are,

too much land in occupancy, or want of means,

alias capital. Doubtless there are instances

where such causes do operate harshly, but they

are probably exceptions only, anil by no means

a general feature. As a general rule, the due

cultivation of one hundred acres requires a per-

manent steady application of the force of labor

of one man, a lad, and one good team of horses.

With less power, it cannot be maintained in

good condition, or continue profitable. This

proportion of force is indispensable for any

larger quantity of kind. The owner of a farm

of one hundred acres, if an able workman,

needs the addition of but one laborer if study-

ing the closest economy ; but a liitle reflection

will convince us that two laborers will be more

effective, and provide against the contingencies

of sickness, casual calls from the farm to the

neighboring markets, or occasional public duties,

to which every man is called to contribute a por-

tion of bis time. Judging from the county best

known to me, the great bulk of our State is di-

vided into farms of about one hundred and fifty

acres, or less—a size quite easy to coutrol by a

proprietor, with two laborers, rendering the ex-

cuse of too much land in occupancy, as untrue

and invalid.

The next excuse, the want of capital, is equal-

ly unsound ; for no man ever pays wages out of

his capital or principal. Wages are ever derived

from profits, and every farmer most naturally

enlarges or diminishes the rate of wages, no-
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cording to the increase or decrease of li is pro-

fits. This is a law we all follow, though we do

not all study it, or consider its bearings upon

our profession, whether farmers, merchants, or

manufacturers.

If profits cease, we cease to pursue the voca-

. tion, and turn our attention and means to objects

of greater demand anion;; our fellow-men.

But at no time in the history of man, did the

cultivation of the earth, properly pursued, ever

cease to afford abundant profit to the capital em-

ployed, and sufficient wages to all engaged in it.

I am aware that this position will be denied by

men engaged in other pursuits, and am willing

to admit that some portions of the earth do not

exhibit the feature above claimed ; but the cause

for such an exception, is an artificial interfer-

ence with the farmer, forcing him from his natu-

ral position to meet the exigencies or desires of

some other class of his fellow beings. Happily

with us, the position 1 claim for the American

lend beyond the year 1822, or thereabouts, when

a very imperfect one was put up in Saratoga

county, brought from New Hampshire. Not

operating with the desired success of the pro-

prietor, it was transferred to Mr. T. I). liuirall, a

farmer at Geneva, in Ontario County. He being

a skillful and scientific mechanic, as well as far-

mer, very soon improved upon its mechanism,

and in 1830 gave to us the machine which can

thresh for us three hundred bushels per day or

more. A more conclusive proof of excellence

need not be required than the fact that, since

1830, full four thousand of these Threshing Ma-

chines, have been put into operation in the Uni-

ted States. They are made of various sizes
;

the most convenient for the firmer, being capa-

ble of threshing about two hundred bushels per

day, with the power of 'our horses.

Having for several years used one of these

threshing machines, 1 compute the cost of

threshing and cleaning my wheat, (both opera-

farmer is well sustained, and needs no other I lions being performed by the same force of pow-

proof, than the existing prosperity of the whole

. breadth of our land— its uniform, steady, on-

ward increase from year to year, since the dawn

of our freedom.

I have been led to these remarks, because the

above excuses are offered as cause to adhere to

the plough, the harrow, the scythe, and the flail,

as the oidy absolutely necessary implements for

. the farm.

Has it not been proved already, that the

work accomplished in former days, is now per-

formed by other implements, or improvements

on old ones, with much less labor and in much
less lime") Is not our work generally belter done

at this day, by all who use these improved im-

plements? Surely it is so, as has been proved

by the economy with which wheat can be raised,

and as we hope further to prove, in llie raising

of Indian corn.

Let us now proceed with the examination of

other farm implements uud machinery, testing

their economy.

There is music in the sound of the flail, but

its notes are seldom heard since the introduction

of the Threshing Machine. It is more than one

hundred years ago, (1733) that the first machine

for threshing grain was patented, by a worthy

Scotch farmer. All however, that was claimed

for it was, that by its use, one man would do the

usual work of six men. In 1755 another and

betier machine was produced in Scotland. In

1772 the English began to feel the necessity to

save labor and time, and a machine was produ-

ced by Mr. Smart; and in 1785, a London me-

chanic brought forward an improvement which

was more successful than its predecessors,

er,) as follows:

One man to feed the machine, at 39 cts. per day,

do to supply the feeder, 38 " "

do to pitch from the mow, '.Mi" "

do to deliver the straw, 32 " "

do to attend the fanning

mill, generally done»l>y self, 50 " "

Per day,

Four horses and a driver,

$1 934 for labor.

2 50

Making the total per day, of $4 43A

Wheat is threshed at an easier [nice, delivering

two hundred bushels (often more) per day, which

at the above rates, makes the cost per bushel to

be two cents, 21.1000.

It should be remarked that the rates of wages

above named are the actual rates paid ; the

work being done by yearly hands, whose wages

amount per day lo the sums stated.

Itinerant threshing machines can generally be

hired to thresh for farmers who do not possess

these implements. The charge for threshing in

such cases, is from four to five cents per bushel,

anil the supply by the farmer, of all necessary

horses except two, and all the necessary labor

except the owner, who commonly feeds his own
machine. These machines are generally used

on the field, the wheat sheaves are brought from

:he shocks, and the straw is left in numberless

instances occupying the same resting place sea-

son after season.

The economy of the threshing machine is

readily understood, when we compare the cost

per bushel as above slated, will) the cost per

bushel when threshed by the flail, and cleaned

through the fanning mill. There are incidental

benefits, also, of much value, such as prompt

though far from perfect ; others followed rapidly separation for market before winter sets in,

—

until the year 1790-93, when an American farih- saving in weight— no destruction by rats and

er, Mr. Ampibill, of Virginia, invented a ma
chine for threshing grain by moveable rods,

and this machine was introduced favorably into

England.

Prior to 1790, an ingenious Scotch mechanic

had conceived the plan of passing the grain be-

tween rollers, which probably led to the impro-

ved machine now so extensively used in this

country; nevertheless, it .was left lor American

ingenuity to supply the English farmer with the

Mine perfect machine, for it is the American de-

sign now mostly used, as patented by Jafl. At-

kinson, of Braham Hall, in Yorkshire. It is the

application of spikes on the revolving drum, thai

ran. 'I lie use ol the thresh-

verinin— no loss of interest ;— it gives abundant

lime to house or stack the straw for our stock.

In all estimates for work done by our machines,

we ought to charge about ten per cent, on the

cost of the machinery, for its wear and tear an-

nually ; and in this case, we must distribute this

charge rateahly between the crops of wheal,

barley, rye and oats, or whatever crops are sub-

jected to its operation.

Thus far, it is hoped that farming, when con-

ducted under a system where the labor is per-

formed by well -constructed machines, or imple-

ments, is proved to be economical, and necessa-

rily more profitable. After the consideration of

a lew more important implements, I propose lo

enter upon the easy task of censuring the want

of system; but in such a manner, I
:

, as to

i

I
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ing machine in this State, does not, 1 believe, ex- 1 Soncca counly, (N. Y.) May, 1849.

Kinduess the best Punishment.

A Quaker of most exemplary character, was
disturbed one night by footsteps around his

dwelling; and lie arose Irom Ins bed and cau-

tiously opened a back door lo reconnoiire. Close

by Was an oui-liou.-e, and under it a cellar, near

a window of which was a man busily engaged
in receiving the contents of Ins pork-barrel Irom

another within the cellar. The old man ap-

proached, and llie man outside fled. He stepped

up lo the cellar window and leceived the pieces

of pork from the thief within, who, alter a little

while, asked his supposed accomplice, in a whis-

per, "Shall we lake it all ?" The owner of the

pork said softly, " Yes, take it all," and the thief

industriously banded lip the balance through llie

window, and then came up himself Imagine

his consternation when, instead of greeting bis

companion in crime, he was confronted by the

Quaker. Both were astonished, for the thief

proved to be a near neighbor of whom none
could have suspected such conduct. He plead

for mercy, begged the old man not to expose

him, spoke of lite necessity of poverty, and

promised faithfully never to steal again.

" If ihuu hadst asked me for meal," said the

old man, •'
it would have been given thee. 1 pity

thy poverty and thy weakue-s, and esteem thy

family. Thou art forgiven."

The thief was jireaily rejoiced, and was about

to depait, when the old man said, "Take the

pork, neighbor."

"No, no," said the thief, "1 don't want the

pork."
" Thy necessity was so great that it led thee

to steal". One-half of the pork thuu must lake

with thee."

The thief insisted he could never eat i morsel

of it. The thoughts of the crime would make
it choke him. lie begged the privilege of letting

it alone. Bui the old man was incorrigible, and,

furnishing the thief with a bag, had half the

pork put therein, and laying it upon his back,

sent bun home With it. He met his neighbor

dally lor many years alterwards, and the families

visited together, but the mailer was kept a se-

cret; and though in after lime the c. Ireuinstance

was mentioned, the name of lhe delinquent was
never known. The punishment was severe and
effectual. Ii was piohahly his first, it was cer-

tainly his lust attempt to steal.

Had the man been arraigned before a court of
justice, and imprisoned lor the petty theft, how
different might have been the result His family

disgraced, their peace destroyed, the u mi's char-

acter ruined, and his spirit broken. Revenge,
not penitence) would have swayed his I earl, lhe

scorn of the world would have blackened his

future, and in all probability he would have en-

tered upon a course of crime at which, when
the first offence was cum milted, bis soul would
have shuddered. And what would the owner
id' the pork have gained ? Absolutely nothing.

Kindness was the best punishment, lor it saved

while il punished.

The following illustration in point is going lhe

rounds of lhe newspapers :— ..

Isaac Hooper, who wasa member of lhe Friends'

Society in Philadelphia, once heard a colored

man, a painter, by the name of Cain, a hardened

wretch, using profane language, and lhe most

horrid oaths, while engaged III a street fight ; and

supposing persuasion would have no effect upon
him, he took him before a magistrate, who fined

him |br blasphemy. Twenty jears idler, Isaac met
Cain while travelling, and observed that his ap-

pearance was very much changed ; that his dress

was tattered, and his countenance care-worn.

This touched the Friend's heart, and lie stepped

up anil shook hands with, and spoke kindly lo

lhe lorlorn being. At first Cain did not recog-

nize him, when the Quaker said lo him, "Dost
thou not remember me, and how 1 had lliee fined

for swearing ?"

"Yes, indeed, I do," said the colored man.
" Well, did it do thee any good ?"

" No," said he, very gruffly, " not a hit ; it only

made me mad lo have my money taken from

me."
Hooper then invited Cain to reckon up lhe in-

tercut on tin- fine, and paid him Imlli principal

and interest, I meant il lor

thy good, Cain ... I il sorry I did thee any

harm." Cain's countenance changed—the tears
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rolled down liis cheeks— lie look the money will)

thanks—became a quiet man—and was never af-

terwards heard to use an oath.

Such was the happy result of kindness. It

did what punishment could not do.

*a»

From JNewmm's History of Insects.

Insect Slavery.

The most remarkable fact connected with the

history of ants is the propensity possessed by

certain species to kidnap the workers of other

species and compel them to labor for the benefit

of the community, thus using them completely

as slaves ; and as far as we yet know, the kid-

nappers are red or pale-colored ants, and the

slaves, like the captured natives of Africa, of a

jet black. The time for taking slaves extends

over a period of about ten weeks, and never

commences until the male or female are about

emerging from the pupa state; and thus the

ruthless marauders never interfere with the con-

tinuation of the species. This instinct seems

especially provided ; for were the slave ants cre-

ate! for no other end than to fill the station of

slavery to which they appear doomed, still even

that office must fail, were the attacks to be made

on their nest before the winged myriads have

departed or are departing, charged with the duty

of continuing tlieir kind. When the red ants

are about to sally forth on a marauding expedi-

ti ,n, they send scouts to ascertain the exact po-

s tion in which a colony of negroes may be found.

The scouts having discovered the object of their

search, return to the nest and report their suc-

cess. Shoitly afterwards, the army of red ants

marches forth, headed by a vanguard, which is

perpetually changing ; the individuals who con-

s'.iiule it, when they have advanced a little before

the main hotly, halt, falling into the rear, and be-

i.ig replaced by others. This vanguard consists

of eight or ten arils only.

When they have arrived near the negro colo-

ny, they disperse, wandering through the her-

bage and hunting about, as aware of the pro-

pinquity of lhe object of their search, yet igno-

rant of its exact position. At last they discover

the settlement; and the foremost of the invaders,

rushing impetuously to the attack, are met, grap-

pled with, and frequently killed by the negroes

on guard. The alarm is quickly communicated

to the interior of the nest; the negroes sally

forth by thousands, and the red ants rushing to

the rescue, a desperate conflict ensues, which,

however, always terminates in the defeat of the

negroes, who retire to the innermost recesses of

tlieir habitation. Now follows the scene of pil-

lage. The red ants, with their powerful mandi-

bles, tear open the sides of the negro ant-hills,

and rush into the heart of the citadel. In a few

minutes each invader emerges, carrying in its

motnli the pupa of a worker negro, which it has

obtained ill spite of the vigilance and valor of its

natural guardians. The red ants return in per-

fect order to their nest, bearing with them their

living burdens. On reaching their nest, the pu-

pa appear to he treated precisely ns their own
;

and the workers when they emerge, perform the

various duties of the community with the great-

est inergy and apparent good will. They repair

the nest, excavate passages, collect food, feed

the larvae, take the pupa into the sunshine, and

perform every office which the welfare of lhe

colony seems to require. They conduct them-

si Ives entirely as if fulfilling their original desti-

on.

j , |

al the sigl t

tre-s who would do better to drop a sixpence.

Origin of various Plauts.

Every farmer ought to be so fur acquainted

with the history of ordinary plants and trees as

to know their nature, country and condition.

Such knowledge, besides being on every account

proper and desirable, will sometimes explain

phenomena in their habits that would otherwise

appear anomalous and inexplicable.

Wheat was brought from the central table

land of Thibet, where it is original, and yet ex-

ists as a grass, with small mealy seeds.

Rye exists wild in Siberia.

Barley exists wild in the mountains of Hima-
laya.

Oats wild in Northern Africa.

Maize (Indian corn) found in America.
Rice from South Africa, whence it was taken

to India, and ihence to Europe and America.

The garden bean from the East Indies.

The horse bean from the Caspian Sea.

Buckwheat originally came from Siberia and
Tartary.

Rape seed and cabbage grow wild in Sicily

and Naples.

The poppy from the East.

The sun-flower from Peru.

Flux, or linseed, is in Southern Europe, a

weed in the ordinary grain crops.

The radish from China.

Garden cress out of" Egypt and the East.

Hemp is a native of Persia and the East In-

dies.

The nettle, which sometimes furnishes fibres

for spinning, is a native of Europe.
Of dye plants, madder comes from the East;

dyers's weed grows in Southern Germany ; sal-

flower comes from Egypt; dyers' knot-grass

from China.
Hops come to perfection as a wild plant in

Germany.
Mustard and carraway seed the same.

Anise from Egypt, and the Grecian Archipel-

ago.

Koriander grows wild near the Mediterranean.

Saffron from the Levant.

The onion out of Egypt.
Horseradish from South Europe.
Tobacco is a native of Virginia, Tobago, and

California. Another species has also been found
wild in Asia.

Fullers' teazle grows wild in Southern Eu-
rope.

The grasses are mostly native plants, anil so

are clovers, except lucerne, which is a native

of Sicily.

The gourd is probably all Eastern plant.

The potato is a well-known native of' Peru
and Mexico.

Turnip and mangel-wurzel come from the

shores of the Mediterranean.
iMouali ibi and white turnips are natives of

Germany.
The carrot is supposed by some to have been

brought from Asia, but others maintain it to be

a native of the same place as the white turnip.

Amongst other kitchen garden plants, the

spinach is attributed to Arabia.

The cucumber from the East Indies.

The melon from Kalmuck.
Parsley grows in Sardinia.

Celery in Germany.
Of fruit trees and shrubs, the currant and

gooseberry came from Southern Europe.
The medlar pear and apple are likewise Eu-

ropean plants; but the sickle, the best of pears,

is traced to near Philadelphia, its original locali-

ty so far as known.
The cherry, palm and almond came from Asia

Minor.
The walnut and peach from the same country.
The citron from Media.
The qtlllice from the island of Crete.

The chestnut from Italy.

Of forest trees, the majority are natives of
England, except the pine and horse-chestnut,

lhe former of which was brought from America,
and the latter from Thibet. But the greatest

variety of oaks, and other fine timber trees, are
naiives of North and South America.
The whortleberry is a native of Asia, Europe

and America.
The cranberry, of Europe and America.

It is said the crops look well in Pennsylvania.

From Horn's Rail Road Gazette.

The Indian and the Rail-Cars*

BX AIM L. SNl.t.I ING.

What is this monstrous wigwam trail,

Its windows crowded with laces pale
;

With chimney of" fire and smoke before,

Like council pipe at the red man's door !

See it come dashing—chattering through
The caverns where nick and forest grew :

The deer and wolf before it flying.

And away from its hurry the fleet horse hieing !

The cow that quietly feeds by the way.
Where the whueinan rides in carriage gay,
Gallops away in terrible fright

As soon as the monster appears in sight.

'Stop thy speed, thou huge strange thing :

And let the Indian his arrow fling
;

Could I but pierce thy long dark side,

I'd put an end to thy magic ride."

Bui hark ! it -peaks ! and the whistle shrill

The startled chief with terrors fill,

"lis the 6pirit's voice," the red man cries,

"And this is the car he rides in the skies.

When behind the big blank cloud he speaks,
And the heavens with forked lightning streaks.

He has come to the earth in Ins chariot of fire,

And calls his children in accents dire,

To prepare for his presence, to go with him there
In the fiery car through the boundless air,

Where the forest is filled with the antlered deer,
And the Indian shall hunt with bow and spear,

. i\o longer the white man's power to fear."

CI

To prevent plums fulling off.—The editor of tl

Plymouth Memorial says:
" We have recently seen it stated by a gentle

man over his own name, that the last season li

bored a hole with a half-inch augur two-thin
of the way through his plum trees, and fille

lhe hole with sulphur, covering it up with ei

grafting wax. From this, or some other can;

he had an abundance of fruit on his trees."

Wire-xvorms.—The Albany Cultivator stut

that a tanner near Albany has preserved his Co.

from wire-worms the present season by roll

the seed in sulphur.
3

On the plantation of Mr. Bibb, at Thibonen.'i

La., thirty -six negroes died in four days of a di

ease resembling cholera.

In Paris, (Illinois,) Miss Jane Q. killed a pre

rie wolf wiili an axe, while the animal was fig

ing with her father's dog.

DELANO'S

Independent Horse Rake.
rBTHE undersigned hereby certify that we have us

A Delano's Independent Horse Rake the past hayi
season, and have found it decidedly preferable lo i

other rake now in use. It is much easier tended than
revolver or spring tooth, and its work prelerabJe to eilb

paruculurly on ground of uneven surface, it being so cm
strucled that the hay is removed from knolls and hollo*

with the same ease and certainty as from even ground
is tended by a man or boy who rides and drives the bon
By placing his foot upon a lever attached to the axelir

the hay is discharged in winrows. It is perfectly adapt
to the purpose for winch it was invented, therefore i

cheerfully recommend it, as a very useful implement
all concerned in curing hay.

Msyhew Chase, Tristram Tdton,
F. F. Haines, \V B. Small,
L. B. Young, Francis Morrill.
Charles Page, Elishft Pettingill,

H. L. Morrison, and Leonard Farnngton,
of Fast Livermore

;

P. F. Pike, Samuel Hersey,
Richard Hubbard, S. IN. Watson,
F. A. Chase, Reuben Crane, and
Jos. Martin, of Fayette

;

James Wing, of Wayne;
Isaac Boothhay, David Wheeler, and
D S Loring, of Leeds;
Abijah Upham, of Keadfield

;

S. W Chase, of Mont Vernon;
William Wyman, Onn Haskell,

of North Livermore
;

T. Croswell. Jr., J. A. Hamblin,
D. C. Morrill. Benjamin Butler,
Hiram Russ, of Farmingion

;

J. W. Morrill, B. F. Morrill,
of Chesterville

;

Samuel S. Wood, of Wilton
;

Ephtaim Swan, F. M. Swan,
Frederick Swan, of JS'ew Sharon

;

Charles Farrand, S. D. Greenleaf,
of Starks.

The undersigned, having received his letters patent i,

his improvement in the Horse R ike. is prepared t< .

pose of said improvement by Counties or Slates. All \
fringemenffl will be legally pmeeculed.
The ab»ve Rakes are manufactured a" Farming -

Kills and ..t Livermi re, and will bfl kept lor sale In 'I

patentee at las resiuence in Gael Livermore, Maine, -

CALVIN DKLANO
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Gazette for Granite Common Schools.

CONDUCTED BY PROFESSOR RUST.

Introductory.

The friends of education in different pnrts of

the Stnte have long felt the importance of u spe-

cific medium of communication with the public,

in regard to the improvement of the Common
Schools. Sufficient encouragement has not heen

offered to induce any competent individual 10

embark ill the enterprise. The brief existence

and untimely death of numerous papers devoted

specifically to the cause of education in other

States, have deterred many, friendly to this

movement, from so hazardous an experiment.

The willingness of the press generally to insert

well-written articles on this suhjeel has ohviated

the necessity of making any great personal sac-

rifice in establishing a paper to be devoted ex-

clusively to the interests of this cause. Every

family paper should devote several of its columns

to this controlling instrumentality of civilization.

The (people can have no higher interest than the

intelligence and morality of the youth, both o(

which may he secured by good schools. It is

our true policy, then, to furnish interesting com-

munications on the snhject of education for the

papers in our respective neighborhoods, and we
may thus gain access to n larger circle of readers

than we could by a single paper devoted exclu-

sively to Common Schools. The generous offer,

to allow a few pages in each number of the Vis-

itor for the cause of education, furnishes no

equivocal evidence of the editor's deep inter-

est ill the cause, anil I trust that the example of

an offer horn an individual of so great influence

may he extensively followed by the press in dif-

ferent parts of the Slate.

There are no antagonistic elements between

agriculture and education. The common school

is the most potent auxiliary within the farmer's

retich— it is scarcely less necessary than the im-

plements of husbandry, for mere tools are worth-

less without intelligence appropriately to use

them. The yeomanry of New Hampshire have

been educated in the common school, and they

are greatly indebted to thin instrumentality. To
it they owe a generous support, and the interest

exhibited by them in this movement is clear

proof that they cherish a lively sense of their

obligation. We appeal to intelligent farmers for

aid, with the fullest assurance of success. Ac-

customed as they are to watch the siirns of the

times, and deduce the elements of national pros-

perity, they know full well that it is fatal policy

to allow the best system of education in exist-

ence to languish for the want of sympathy and

co-operation. We repeal it, the Common School

has no truer friends than the intelligent yeoman-

ry of New Hampshire; and to them must we

look for assistance in carrying forward this mag-

nificent enterprise of educating every child in

the Stale.

Educated Labor.

The most abundant proof exists, derived from
all departments of human industry, that unedu-
cated labor is comparatively unprofitable labor.

1 have •before me the statements of a number of
the most intelligent gentlemen in Massachusetts,

affirming this tact as the result of an experience
extending over many years. In Massachusetts
we have no native-born child wholly without
school instruction ; Inn the degrees of attainment,
of mental development, are various. Haifa doznii

years ago, the Massachusetts Board ol Education
obtained statements from large numbers of our
master manufacturers, authenticated from the

hooks of their respective establishments, and cov-
ering a series of years, the result of which was,
that increased wages were found in connection
with increased intelligence, just as certainly as
increased heat raises the mercury in the ther-
mometer. Foreigners, and those coming from
other Stales, who made their marks when they re-

ceipted their hills, earned the least; those who
had a moderate or limited education occupied a

middle ground on the pay-roll ; while the intelli-

gent young women who worked in the mills in

winter, and taught schools in summer, crowned
the list. The larger Capital in the form of intel-

ligence yielded the larger interest in the form ol

wages. This inquiry was not confined to manu-
factures, hut was extended to other departments
of business, where the results of labor could he
made the snhject of exact measurement.
This is universally so. The mechanic sees it,

when he compares the work of a stupid with
lhat of an awakened mind. The traveller sees
it, when he passes from tin educated into an un-
educated nation. Sir, there are countries in Eu-
rope, lying side by side, where, without compass
or chart, without hound or land-marks, I could
run the line of demarcation between the two,
by the broad, legihle characters which igno-
rance has written on roads, fields, houses, and
the persons of men, women and children on one
side, and which knowledge has inscribed on the
other.

This difference is most striking in the me-
chanic ails; but is clearly visible also in hus-
bandry. Not tiie most fertile soil, not mines of
silver and gold, can make a nation rich without
intelligence. Who ever hail a more fertile soil

than the Egyptians? Who have handled more
silver and gold than the Spaniards ? The uni-
versal cultivation of the mind and heart is the
only true source of opulence;

—

ilie cultivation ol'

the mind, by which to lay hold on t lie treasures
of nature; the cultivation of the heart, by which
to devote those treasures to helieficelit uses.

Where this cultivation exists, no matter how
barren the soil or ungenial the clime, there com-
Ibit and competence will abound ; lor ii is the
intellectual and moral condition of the cultivator
that impoverishes ilie soil, or makes it teem wiih
abundance. He who disobeys the law of Cod
in regard to the culture of the intellectual and
spiritual nature, may live in the valley of the
Nile, hut he can rear only the " lean kiue"of
Pharaoh ; hut he who oheys the highest law,
may dwell in the cold and inhospitable regions
of Scotland or of New England, and " well-

formed and fat-fleshed kine" shall feed on all

his meadows.

—

Speech of Horare Mann.

Normal Schools.

The idea has heen advanced, and let it he re-

iterated till it is seen and tell by every one who
has entrusted to him a soul to train, that everv
reason will hold good for a specific training of
teachers, for the purposes of giving instruction,

which can he lound for the specific training of
persons lor any oilier profession, and lor any
other department of business. So plain, reason-
able, common sense a principle is disregarded
no where else. What ! Expect a person to

preach or plead efficiently who has taken no
pains specially to fit himself lor the pulpit or
the bar? Expect a young man to administer
medicines skilfully who has only been doctored?
What! The city belle employ a men: seam-
stress to make her saluon attire? The man
of taste to have the parlor of his splendid house
finished by one who will di> it because he can
make more money during the winter in this way
than by chopping wood? What! Have your
portrait painted by one who has only practised
upon barns and door-yard fences? Or your
dress coat cut by a man who never knew how to

take a measure ? True, almost every one can
do almost every thing—"alter a sort," as Robin-
son Crusoe abundantly shows. I knew a minis-
ter who wanted a wheel-harrow, and being in a

hurry and choice of his funds made one himself.

He called it a wheel-harrow ; his neighbors
laughingly called it a wheel-harrow ; he actually
made it serve his purpose of wheeling wood.
Bui to mv certain ki owleil; •• up to this time ' e

has ii i rows from
any of his neighbors. Almost anj person can
teach u child some things ; almost any one can

with the hook open, bear a scholar say his les-
son

; most adults uie stronger than children and
can give them a sound drubbing by way ol gov-
erning them

; and this can be, this ts, called
school-keeping! This is no caricature upon the
thing called school-keeping in more than half of
the fifteen thousand districts of New England.
The teachers never think of doing any thing
more than hearing the scholar say the given
quantity of lessons; the teachers are incompe-
tent in do any thing more ; they never had any
thing more done for them. From the child
learning ihe alphabet to ihe youth beginning and
ending the grammar, it is one continual ques-
tion—" What's thai ?" No intelligible, explana-
tory answer to whulisit? The scholar rarely
ever learns what it is; any more than Crusoe's
parrot knew what Robinson Crusoe was. I do
not charge the parrot with being as ignorant and
as thoughtless in all respects us though it had
never entered " Poor Robin's " school. By no
means. That parrot had thoughts— a kind of
knowledge which ihe other parrots of Juan Fer-
nandez lhat received no education did not have.
I am not certain that it did not really think it

had learned, in the dialect of the Island, "to
speak Ihe English language v ill) propriety "

—

(writing was not required.) Now where human
intellect is the subject lor discipline, I maintain
that more enters into n right education than a
repetition of sounds. Instruction is to he com-
municated. There should he light 10 dissipate
darkness, knowledge to supply the place ol igno-
rance; all the various faculties of the mind are
to be roused, strengthened, developed, expanded.
Every recitation should he attended with a short
lecture familiarly illustrating the subject of ihe
lesson. The scholar should he made to know
the thing, and he made to know thai he knows
it! The scholar in arithmetic is receiving no
mathematical training any farther than his mind
clearly sees the reason of every step iu the pro-
cess. He may work out a problem iu interest,
or any number of problems, and if he never un-
derstands that he lakes such portions of the i:iv-

en time in order to have his multiplier money
instead of months and days, he is learning no-
thini! to the purpose of educating his mind. He
strikes his decimal point by guess unless he is

made to see the nature of decimals. And I tell

no news to most teachers when I say, that, with
most scholars, it is a hazardous step to point off
their figures. Many a teacher has crimsoned,
and the scholars grinned intelligence the entire
breadth of their faces at the " Whys " ol the vis-
iting committee.—Rev. Merrill Richurdson.

Education of the Young.
It were far belter, that ihe atheist and Ihe

blasphemer, and he who since the last setting
sun has died u parricide, or sunk his soul into
sacrilege, should challenge equal political power
with the wisest and best, [bun the great lesson
which Heaven, fur six thousand years, has heen
teaching the world, should he lost upon it— ihe
lesson lhat the intellectual and moral nature of
man is the one thing precious in the sight of
God, and therelore, that unless lhis nature is en-
lightened and refined, and purified, neither opu-
lence, nor power, nor learning, nor genius, nor
domestic sanctity, nor the holiness of God's altar
can he safe. Until the immortal and god like
capacities of every human being lhat comes in-
to the world are deemed more worthy, are
watched more tenderly than any other thing,
no dynasty of men, no form of government,
shall stand on the liice of the earth, and ihe
force id' fraud that would ask to uphold them,
shall he hut letters of flax to hind ihe flame.
Lit those who are jeopardized or lost by fraud
or iiiisgovernnient— let those who quake with
apprehension for nil they hold dear ; let those
who behold and lament the desecration of all
that is holy— let rulers who are perplexed, whose
laws are violated or evaded— let [hem all know
that whatsoever of ill they tear or feel are but
jual retributions of righteous Heaven for neg-
lected childhood. Remember then, the child
whose voice first lisps to-day, before that voice
shall whisper I reason, or thunder sedition al the
he d of an arn '

:
'

' child

shall scattei fire-brands and arrows of
death. Remember those sporting groups of
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youth ill whose halcyon bosoms there sleeps an
ocean as yel iiururned by the passions which
will goon heave it as with tempest strength.

Reineinlier that whatever siation in lile they may
fill, these mortals—these immortals are our care.

Then should we ilevote, expend, consecrate our-

selves to the holy work of their improvement.
Let us pour out light and truth as God pours out

rain and sunshine. Let us no' seek knowledge
as the luxury of a lew, hut dispense it as the

bread of life— let us learn how the ignorant man
may he instructed, the innocent preserved, the

vicious reclaimed. Let us call down the Astro-
nomist from the sky, the Geologist from his sub-
terranean explorations. Summon it" need he, the

mightiest intellects from the council chaml.er of
the nation. Enter cluislered halls where the

scholiast muses over his superfhiousannniations,
dissolve conclave and synod, where snhtle po-
lemics are vainly discussing their harren dogmas.
Collect whatever talent or erudiiion or eloquence,
or authority this broad laud can supply, and go
forth and teach the people. For in the name of

the living God it must he proclaimed, that licen-

tiousness must he the liberty, and violence and
chicanery the law, and superstition and craft the

religion, and the self-instructed indulgence of
every sensual and unhallowed passion the only
happiness, of that people who neglect the edu-
cation of their children.

—

Horace Mann.

National Convention of the Friends of Com-
mou Schools.

The undersigned, deeming that the great cause
of popular education in the United Stales may
be advanced, and the exertions of its friends

strengthened and systematized, by mutual con-
sultation and deliberation, respectfully request
the friends of Common Schools, and of univer-

sal education throughout the Union, to meet in

convention at the city id' Philadelphia, on Wed-
nesday, the 2'J<I day of August next, at 10 o'clock

A. IM., tor the promotion of this paramount in-

terest of our republican institutions.

Rt. Rev. Alonzo Potter, D. D., Philadelphia.
George l\l. Wharton, Esq., President of the

Hoard of Controllers of Public Schools, Co.

of Philadelphia.

Hon. Joseph R. Chandler, President of Board of

Directors of Guard College, Philadelphia.

John S. H. irt, A. M„ President of Central High
School, Philadelphia.

Allied E Wright, editor of " Wright's Casket"
and " Paper," Philadelphia.

Townsetid Haines, Slate Sup. of Public Schools
of Pennsylvania.

Christopher Morgan, Stale Superintendent of
Public Schools of New York.

Dr. T. F. King, Slate Superintendent of Public
Schools of New Jersey.

Hon. Henry Barnard, Commissioner of Public

Schools id' Rhode Island.

Seth P. Beers, Slate Superintendent of Public
Schools of Connecticut.

William G. Crosby, Sec. of Board of Education,
Maine.

Richard S. Rust, Com. of Public Schools, New
Hampshire.

Hon. Ira Mayhew, Superintendent of Public In-

struction, State of Michigan.
Samuel Galloway, State Superintendent of Pub-

lic Schools, Oliio.

Robert J. Bracken bridge, D. D., Sup. of Public
Schools, Kentucky.

Hon. Horace Mann, lor twelve years Secretary

of the Board of Education, Massachusetts.

S. S. Randall, Esq., lor eleven years Dep. Sup.
of Public Schools, Stale of New York.

Ex-Governor Horace Eaton, of Vermont.
Hon. Salem Town, New York.
Jnilge VVillard Hall, Delaware.
M. D. Leggetl, Esq., Ohio.
Asa D. Lord, Esq., Ohm,
D. L. Swain, A. M., President of the University

of North Carolina.

LOCAL COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENT.

The following named gentlemen have con-
sented to act as a Committee of Arrangement
for the National Coi on School Convention:

Hon IOSEPI : "I W'DLKr". Clmir

.. RED E. vVPUGH I. i n lary.

James J. Barclay, William Martin,

George Einlen, Jr., John Miller,

Daniel M Fox, Mordccai L. Dawson,
Joseph Cowperthwait, f". S. Randall,

Edward C. Biddle, J. Fugle Negus.

Communications in reference to the proposed
Convention should be addressed to the Corres-

ponding Secretary. Those intended lor publi-

cation, should be addressed to the editor of
" Wright's Casket," Philadelphia,

Suggestions on Health.

Children should be taught to use the left hand
as well and as much as the right.

Infants should be sponged with cold water

every day. Infants should he carried into the

air every day of the season. Inlauts should he

nursed at regular intervals, once iu about three

hours. From the time they are weaned, until

they have passed the first dentition, children

should he fed on bread and milk.

Coarse bread is better for children than fine.

Children should sleep in separate beds, and,

where it is practicable, in separate rooms, and
should not wear night-caps.

Children under seven years of age should not

he confined over six or seven hours ill the house

—and that lime should be broken by frequent

recesses.

From the time of the first, to that of the sec-

ond dentition, children should be denied animal

food.

Children and young people must be made to

hold their heads up and shoulders back, while

standing, sitting or walking. The best beds lor

children are of hair, or iu Winter, of hair and
cotton.

At proper limes, and in proper places, children

should he indulged ill the free use of their limbs

and lungs. A play-room is a useful appendage
to a house.

Alter the second dentition is passed, young
people may eat all kinds of wholesome food.

Young children should drink only water. One
pint of liquid to a person a day, is sufficient lor

health ; ami that slronld neither be hot nor very

cold, and should be taken at some interval alier

eating.

From one to one pound and a half of solid

food is sufficient for a person in the ordinary

vocations of business. Persons in sedentary

employments should drop one-third ol their

food and they will escape dyspepsia.

Young persons should walk at least two hours

a day in the open air.

Young ladies should be prevented from band-

aging the chest. The author has known three

cases of insanity, terminating in death, which
began in this practice.

Every person, great and small, should wash
all over iu cold water evtry morning.

Reading aloud is conduc.ieve to health.

The more clothing we wear, other things be-

ing equal, the less food we need.

Sleeping-rooms should be furnished with a

fire-place, or some other mode of ventilation be-

sides the windows.
The proper temperature of sleeping-tooms is

from 55 to 00 degrees Fahrenheit.
The temperature of a room warmed by an

open fire-place is sufficiently high lor health and
coin tort at 70 degrees Far., hut in a room warm-
ed by an air tight stove, it needs to be at 75 de-

grees. Air-light stoves are not good for health

unless the room is plentifully supplied with

cracks and crevices.

Young people and others cannot read and
study much by lamp-light with impunity.

The best remedy for eyes weakened by night

use, is a fine, stream of cold water frequently

applied to them.
When eyes fail by age, the aid of spectacles

should he called in, instead of being deterred as

long as possible.

—

Dr. WarmCs Trad on Health.

Another Child in Heaven.
It was mid-day when, softly ami unobserved, I

entered the chamber of death. A silence, broken
only by occasional ouigushings of grief, reigned

there. On the couch before me lay the almost

lifeless form of one who was just on the verge
of heaven. An aged Duller whose emaciated
form and tremulous voice lnhl of the many years

he had spent in winning souls to Christ, a ten-

der mother, brothers, sisters, and dear friends

hail gathered around the bedside of this dying
girl, a lovely young lady of nineteen summers,
who had iu the morning of life learned to love

Jesus. Not a tear fell from the eye of that father;

but with a countenance lighted up wiili a heaven-
ly radiance he sat watching the last short breath-
ings of his child; and as she sank in death, he
exclaimed, "Another child in Heaven."

Scarcely had these accents fallen from his lips,

when the bereaved almost involunturialy kneeled
and commended themselves to that God who
has promised that "he will never forsake those
who put their trust iu Him."

What was it that so cheered and sustained this

father, as he saw his darling child in the em-
brace of death ? It was this: he had trained

her for heaven. He felt that she had gone to

that blessed home, whither he and his dear fam-
ily were fast gathering.

Reader, are you a parent ? What is the influ-

ence you are exerting over your children ? Are
you preparing them for a blessed immortality?
Are you so training them that you can have the

assurance, when death enters your family circle

and removes one therefrom, that you have "a
child in Heaven:"—Independent.

A hard-working Teacher.

Tearher.—John, what is Geography? What?
How ? Ii is a description of the Earth, is it ?

John.— Yes, sir.

T.—How is the earth divided? How? Into
land and water, is it not ?

./.—Yes, sir.

T.—How much of the earth's surface is laud ?

How much ? About one-third, is it?

J.—Yes, sir.

T.—Very well. You may take the next page
to-morrow. You hear, do you?

J.—Yes, sir.

The Lower Classes.— Who are they ? The toil-

in u millions, the laboring man and woman, the
farmer, the mechanic, the nrtizan, the inventor,
the producer? Far from it. These are nature's
nobility— God's favorites— the salt of the earth.
No matter whether they are high or low in sta-

tion, rich or poor in pelf, conspicuous or humble
in position, they ate surely the " upper circle'*

in the order of nature, whatever the fictitious

distinctions of society, fashionable or unfashion-
able, decree. It is not low— it the highest duty,
privilege and pleasure, for the great man and
the whole-souled woman to earn what they pos-
sess, to work their own way through lile, to he
the architects of their own fortunes. Some may
rank the classes we have alluded to as only rela-

tively low, and, iu (act, the middling classes.

We insist, they are absolutely the very highest.
If there is a class of human beings on earth,
who may be properly denominated low, it is

those who spend without earning, who consume
without producing, who dissipate on the earn-
ings of their fathers or relatives, without being
any thing in and of themselves.

A good one.—A few months ago a large num-
ber of distinguished persons assembled at Mid-
dletown, Conn., to participate in the commence-
ment ceremonies of the Wesleyan University.

Among the rest Governor Bissel was expelled,
and elegant looms were provided for him at the

largest anil best hotel in the place. At length

his Excellency the Governor arrived. He is a
plain, diminutive-looking man, though of a strong
masculine mind and great powers of oratory.

He went to the hotel where quarters had been
assigned him and entered his name; hut nobody
was in who happened to know him, and he was
not suspected of being anything more than an
every-day man from the country. At length he
asked for a room i nil bed. He was told that

every room in the house was occupied, and that

the best thing they could do for him was to make
him a temporary bed on the floor. To this he
did not object, and bivouacked for the night on
a blanket spread over the carpet. The mortifi-

cation of the landlord maybe imagined when
he found out, on the next day, that the stalely

rooms prepared for his Excellency were unoc-
cupied and wailing, while the Governor himself

had been obliged to take quarters on the floor.
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The Dying Gold-Seeker.

The sun was slowly sinking behind the west-

ern horizon, and cast its last rays upon the ex-

tended surface of a desolate and dreary plain.

One wide unlimited waste, as far as ihe eye
con !il reach, alone tell upon ihe vision of a soli-

tary individual, who lay reclining at full length

upon ihe earth. His cheek was wan and pale,

and his haggard countenance bore Ihe marks of
disease legibly stamped upon it. His eyes were
sunk fir back in his head, and emitted a wild

unearthly gleam, such as is often seen in the

glance of a person on the brink of eternity. His
limbs were shrunken and dried up, and every
thing betokened a speedy dissolution of ihe soul

and body.

Wi 1 a powerful effort he raised himself upo'i

his elbow, and gazeil long and steadily around
linn, until his eves grew dim with ihe painful-

ness ol the look, and his form trembled like an
aspen leaf from ihe over exertion.

"Yes," be at length bitterly exclaimed, "they
have gone and left me to perish alone— may Ihe

bitterest curses of a dying man follow forever.

Oh ! why did 1 ever leave my home, dragged off

by Ihe cursed thirst of gold to perish miserably
here r" and a shade of mortal agony gathered
upon his pallid brow.

Again he glanced his eye round the plain, mid
far in the distance, just where (he sun seemed
sinking into the earth, the form of a man mount-
ed on horse-hack, came out in bold relief for an
instant against Ihe sky, and then disappeared.

" It is Hueston, he is coming back to me,"
muttered the dying man, as be shaded his eyes
Willi his emaciated hand, and strove again to

catch a glimpse of the distant horseman. "No,
I must have been mistaken, they are gone, and
he too among the resl, and J must perish', die like

a doe;, unwept, uncared for, anil alone—why
should I complain—did I not tear myself from
home against the wishes of my friends and rela-

tives, and tell my gray-haired mother as she
pressed me for the last lime to her bosom, that 1

would soon return laden with gold from these

Western mines, and how I scoffed at ihe lears of

my own Edith, as she told me 1 might never re-

turn '- And here I am quivering upon Ihe thresh-
hold of eternity— with every fibre prostrated by
disease, and dying inch by inch in the desolate
wilils of a western prairie— fool, fool that I was,
why did I seek for riches and wealth ? why did

1 peril life, health and happiness, by venturing
in search of such an idle bauble, or follow until

too hue to repent it, ihe wild and liital delusion?"
and, overcome by Ihe power of his emotion he
sank exhausted upon the ground.
Suddenly the iramp of a steed echoed over the

spot, and an Indian warrior galloped up to the

side of the prostrate man, and bounding from

his steed, drew a tomahawk 'i'om his bell, arid

bending over him, raited the glittering weapon
in the air. As it flashed in the sunlight, the

sick man again struggled to his elbow, and rivet-

ed his gaze with a steady look upon the eye of

the savage, while a smile stole over his ghastly

features. For an instant the savage contempla-

ted bis feeble foe, then slowly lowering bis

hatchet, exclaimed—
" Pale face warrior weak—much sick—me no

kill him— Indian kill strong man," and lie point-

ed to a fresh scalp hanging at his girdle.

" While warrior here—me shoot him—lake

scalp—lake gun—see," and he pointed a rifle

strapped to his saddle.

The eyes of the dying gold-seeker followed

Ihe direction pointed out, and rested upon the

well-known rifle of bis friend. The truth flash-

ed instantly upon him—Hueston had attempted

to return to bis aid, but was waylaid and shot by

ihe prowling savage.

VV ill) a deep groan he sank back for the last

time to the earth, his lips trembled for an instant

with a convulsive movement, the limbs stiffened

slowly out, and quivered for a single instant, the

under jaw fell, the eyes became set in his head,

and as ihe Indian bent his keen eyes once again

upon him, they rested upon the icy face of a

corpse

!

Thus perished one who, buoyant in life and
health, was allured by the inducement held out

to view, to seek for riches in the New Eldorado.
Ye who are bound for the same land, ponder
well before ye go, upon the fale of The Dying
Gold-Seeker.

From the Journal of Commerce.

Good Farming.
Mr. John Johnston near Geneva,had on his farm

a cow, which probably gives more milk ihan any
cow in the United Slates. Through ihe mouth
of June, 1848, she gave 42 quails per day; and
for five days she gave 45 quails per day ; which
is probably without any parallel in this country.

From the cream only, they made 144 lbs. butter

per week. Had they churned from ihe milk,

they would have got more butter. The cow was
milked three times a day. The only feed she
got, was grass in the pasture. She is of a roan
color, half Durham and half native breed, and
is seven years old. She is finely formed, and a

handsome animal. She was raised by Mr. John-
ston, who says she will be a good cow al twelve
years or more. He has eight cows in his pas-

lure of clover up to their knees, all fine animals,
which it is a pleasure to look at.

Mr. Johnston is a Scotch fanner and glazier

of great celebrity, and sells many fat catlle for

New York. He has a farm of 30ti acies, in one
compact body of laud, on the easl side of Sene-
ca lake, about three miles from Geneva, in fields

of eight to eighteen acres, all in the best condi-
tion. One field of eighteen acres of Indian
corn, last year yielded eighty-lhree bushels of
shelled corn per acre. One field of eight acres
yielded ninety-one bushels and forty-five lbs. of
corn per acre—and a field of wheat, of sixteen
acres, yielded forty-five bushels per acre. Mr.
Johnston drains his land by underground drain-
ing, and has some miles of earthen pipes (made
at Waterloo) which he has been laying the last

eight years. From the rich feed in his pastures,
the cattle are all in the best condition, lie does
not feed his grass down to the ground. This he
calls had farming—as ihe roots get scorched hy
the summer drought, and frozen in winter. Bui
a covering of grass protects Ihe roots from both,
and also keeps the cattle in good condition. He
has large barns, and yards and sh^ds for the cat-
tle. In the yards the cattle make lame quanti-
ties of manure—from wheat straw. He carts no

mud from meadows into his barn-yard. He puts

the manure on Ihe laud in (he fall, spreading
and ploughing it in at once, and not letting it re-

main for the sun and wind to dry up.

He observed lo the writer of this, that he never
saw laud loo highly manured, bin he had seen
much land loo little manured. Land will always
give a return for till that is put upon it. The
best proof of ibis is, that in ihe* Inst twenty
years, he has [nought his farm from what was
called worn-out land, to ils present superior con-
dition, not by borrowed capital, lint solely by

the proceeds of the firm itself, obtained by his

practical knowledge of good farming, combined
with industry and economy.

" A TRAVELLER.

Power of the Soil to ahsorh odors.— It is well

known that onions, if buried in ihe earth fur a

few days previous to being cooked, will have lost

much of their rank flavor. Wild ducks, which

are often too fishy in flavor lo be good, may be

rendered much more palatable by being wrapped

in absorbent paper and buried in ihe ground for

a few hours. Dried codfish loses much of its

austerity of flavor [if we may coin a term) by

similar treatment. During the plague, in Eu-

rope, clothing was often buried for a lime lo dis-

infect it. This absorbent property of the soil is

due lo the presence of carbonaceous matters
;

for clean sea-beach sand will produce no such

results, while, pulverized charcoal will act with

much greater energy (han common soil. On
this principle, animal matters coaled with un-

leached ashes, and then buried in pulverulent

peat or muck, will not only decompose without

giving offensive odors, but the muck will also,

by absorbing the resulting gases arising from
decomposition, be. rendered highly valuable as a

fertilizer. Dr. Dana says that a dead horse, if

cut in pieces and treated as above, will render

twenty loads of muck equal in quality to Ihe

best stable manure.— Working Farmer.

Advice for Summer.— Hon. Maj. Noah says:
" Don't gormandize. We bate a glutton at "all

times, but especially in summer. Il is monstrous
to see men, when the mercury is up to 90, cram
a pound of fat meat down their throats. Don't
you know that animal food increases the bile?
Eat sparingly, and be sure and masticate well
what you eat. Don't bolt your food like an ana-
conda. Take exercise in early morning. Ah !

what fools we are lo sweat in bed when the cool
breezes of the morning invite us forth, and the
buds and the dew, and the streams are murmur-
ing, in their own quiet way, pleasant music,
which arouses a kindred melody in the soul.

"Be good natu red. Don't get into an angry
discussion on politics or religion. There will be
lime enough to talk the former over when the
weather becomes cooler, and as for the latter,

the less you quarrel about it (he belter. Religion
is n good thing, but when you fight in its name,
yod show yourself ignorant of ils principles, and
unswayed by ils influence.

" Bathe often— three limes a week— every day.
The expense is nothing to the benefits derived,
If you would enjoy health, have a clear, a sweet
stomach, a cheerful disposition, put your carcas-
es under ihe water every day, and when yon
emerge use the brush vigorously for five minutes.
There is nothing like the pure bracing water.
We never dip beneath its surface without thank-
ing God lor having placed such a health-promot-
ing element within our reach."
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Triumph of American Industry.—During the

past week we have had our attention calle'l to

another triumph of American manufacture, that

of producing French harages. For the entire

season our auction rooms have heen crowded

with these goods. All thought that the French-

nan had catered wonderfully in designs, peculi-

arly suited to the American taste, as well as to

the prevailing whims, until one of our johhers

called upon an importer of whom he had pur-

chased a case of harages, " to arrive ;" his design

was to inform hi in if not delivered soon he

would withdraw from the purchase. The im-

porter was out, and the salesman, who was not

60 »ell posted as to the importation, informed the

jobber that they would soon he forthcoming, as

his employer was then absent at the print works,

urging up the work. Here then, was the secret

of the whole business exposed ; the tissues were

imported in the grey, and with the tissues came
a workingman accoustomed to the preparation

of colors lor this kind of work. A bargain was
immediately struck with the celebrated printers,

Messrs. Dunnell & Co., and all the harages

which have paid a profit to the producer are

Yankee printing on imported cloths.

The above is from the .Yew York Dry Goods

Reporter.

A fact far farmers.—Farmers may rely on this

fact, that most of their luxuriant cultivated crops
are produced by the presence, or application of
line proportions of potash, (as wood ashes, leaf

mould, green-sand marl, decomposed felspar,

saltpetre, larm-\aid dung, Si.c.,) phosphoric arid,

(as bones, crushed, burnt, or dissolved, guano,
farm-yard dung, ovster-shell lime, shell fish, co-
prolites, and super phosphate of lime.) and nitro-

gen, {a* sulphate and muriate of ammonia, urine,
guano, and animal manures generally,) combined
with small quantities of lime, salt, magnesia, &c.

Shoe business in Lynn.—The «hoe business is

the life of Lynn. Only women's, misses' and

children's siloes are made here. Engaged in

this business there are of manufacturers, or men
who "carry on" the business, 78 ; of cutters, or

men who "cut out" the shoes, 175; of men and

boys employed in making shoes, 2458; of men
and boys so employed but living out of town,

900; of women and girls employed in binding

shoes, 4925; of the same so employed but living

out of town, 1600; making of employees an ag-

gregate of 10,058. The number of men and

boys employed in making shoes is more than

seventy per cent, larger now than it was in 1842.

The increase of the number of women anil girls

employed in binding shoes has, we presume,

been correspondingly great. But it should be

stated that the shoe business in 1842 was unusu-

ally depressed ; that much less of it was done

during the last than will probably be done dur-

ing the present year. The number of pairs of

shoes made during the last year was 3,190,000

;

the number purchased from other towns was

&50,000; making in all 3,540,000 pairs. The
cost of the material of these was §1,435.545;

that of making them $957,030; making the cost

of the 3,540,000 pairs of shoes to have been

$2,392,575. The cost of making shoes now is

about one-sixth less than it was a dozen years

ago.

—

Lynn Pioneer.

A wealthy Californian.—The Journal of Com-
merce says that Air. Larkin, United States Gov-
ernment agent at Monterey, is now the wealth-
iest man in California. Valuing his real estate

at San Francisco at what it was worth there at

the last advices, he would doubtless bs the rich-

est man in North America.

Cotton consumption in the United .Stales.—In

1842 the consumption of cotton in the United
Slates was 300,000 bales, and in 1848, 600,000
bales. Eighty-three years since there was not a

spindle on the continent of America— whereas
there are now in five of the New England Stales,

not less than two millions of spindles. Vast as

the number is in the country, they promise to

increase in full proportion to its growth. The
ottoti crop of 1848 was 988,099,0a3 pounds;
supposing six cents per pound, which is liberal,

to be returned to the planter, the sum realized

from the crops is in round numbers, 360,000,000.
The capital required to grow this cotton, includ-

ing the cost ol laud, negroes, horses, mules, gins,

etc., would at least be $300,000,000.

From the N. y. Mercury.

The Wolf and the Lamb.

BY W. k. KENTISH.

The reason of the strongest party's bestj

Which in the following Fable's manifest.

On the green hanks of a pure stream,

A lamb, most innocently drinking, stood.

Just at the time, as it would seem,

A wolf, half famished, left the wood,

Eagerly in quest of prey
;

And thither, by accident, he bent his way.

' How dar'st thou," said the wolf, in rage,

" Disturb the stream, where I my thirst assuage?"

" Thai cannot be,"

Replied the lamb
;

11 Because your Majesty must see,

That wheie I am,

Some twenty paces, here below,

The stream must come to me, from you !"

" Thou dost," replied the wolf most stern ;

" 1 further tell thee loo, 1 hear,

Thai thou hast done me many an ill turn,

Aye ! grossly slandered roe, last year."

'• Vou are mistaken," said the lamb forlorn,

'' For last year, sire, I wasn't born !

It must, indeed, have been some other."

*' Then," said Ihe wolf, " it was Ihy brother."

•' Brother, your Majesty, I've none."

" Then I've no doubt, 'Iwas a relation.

For I am never spared. 1 know,

By you, your dogs and shepherds too.

This I have often heard, and so,

Villain, I'll be revenged on you!"

On this he bore him bleating to the wood,

And without mercy, shed his blood

!

Profits of farming.—The July number of the

(Baltimore) American Farmer contains a highly

interesting communication on the above uaineTN

subject, front Edmund Ruftin, Esq., of Virginia,

author of a well known and highly esteemed

work on " Calcareous Manures," and one of the

most distinguished practical fanners in the An-
cient Dominion. Successful in all his own ef-

forts in ihe renovation of old exhausted lands,

Mr. R's experience is the more authoritative, as

well as interesting; and his account is a very

encouraging one of the profit that may be actu-

ally realized in the intelligent pursuit of those

rural occupations, which, in other respects, are

known to yield such goodly returns of health,

independence and happiness. Mr. Itutliti gives

the results of his farming operations for five

years, the profit and loss account of which is as

follows: for the first year, there was it small loss

of 27- lOOths of 1 per cent.; second year, a net

profit of 8 16 per cent. ; third year, a profit of

12.81 per cent., fourth year, a profit of 22.86 per

cent. ; fifth year, a profit of 20.10 per cent. The
average profit for the whole five years was near-

ly 13 per cent. ; for the last three years nearly

20 per cent.; and all this exclusive of the en-

hanced value of the property from improvement

of soil, &c, &c. We suppose it is not every

farmer who can do so well as this ; but industry,

intelligence and business habits and principles

always commaud success in town or country.

—

Philadelphia JVorth American.

Importance of cookery.— It is a curious fact, that

during the war in Spain, some forty years since,

when the French and English armies were alike

suffering from the scantiness of provisions, the

French soldiers kept up their strength much

better than the English, solely because they put

such (bod as they could get to much lieiler ac-

count. The English soldier would take the

lump of meat, and broil it on the coals till a

good part ol it was burned almost to a cinder,

though even then part of the remainder was

probably raw. The Trench soldiers, on the con-

trary, would club two or three together, and

stew their bits of meat with bread, and such

herbs and vegetables as they could collect, into

a savory and wholesome dish. So great was the

difference between these two ways, in their ef-

fect on the strength anil health of the soldiers,

that it was remarked that a French army would

live in a country in which an English army

would starve.

—

Family Economist.

Enjoyment.—If we would enjoy ourselves, we
must lake the world as it is—mix up a thousand

spots of sunshine—a cloud here and there—

a

bright sky—the chill piercing winds of autumn,

and th» bland reviving airs of summer.

The frsl saw mill.—The old practice, in mak-

ing boards, was to split up the logs with wedges
;

anil inconvenient as the practice was. it was no

easy matter to persuade the world that the thing

could be done in any better way. Saw-mills

were first invented in Europe in the fifteenth

century; but so lately as 1555, an English em-
bassador, having seen a saw-mill in France,

thought it a novelty which deserved a particular

description. It is amusing to see how the aver-

sion to labor-saving machinery has always agita-

ted England. The first saw-mill was established

by a Dutchman, in 1663, but the public outcry

against the new (angled machine was so violent,

that the proprietor was forced to decamp with,

more expedition than ever did a Dutchman be-

fore. The evil was thus kept out ol England

for several years, or rather generations ; but in

1758, an unlucky timber merchant, hoping that

after so long a time the public would be less

watchful of its own interests, made a rash at-

tempt to construct another mill. 'Ihe guardians

of the public welfare, however, were on the

alert, and a conscientious mob at once collected

and pulled the mill to pieces. Such patriotic

spirit could not always last; and now, though

we have not seen the fact distinctly stated, there

is reason to believe that saw-mills are used in

England.

—

Exchange paper.

Grapes at all seasons.— Mr. J. F. Allen, of Sa-
lem, Mass., is said lo be the greatest producer of

grapes by artificial heat lit the United Slates,

haying tune graperies.—Some of his hot-houses

are over one hundred leet in length, and ripe

grapes of the choicest varieties are banging on

ihe vines every month in the year. His produce

this }ear will be about five thousand pounds,
and his arrangements promise to double the

yield— for market of course. Peach trees and
apricots are cultivated in the same way.

Two hard things.— First, to talk of yourself

without being vain. Second, to talk of' others

without slander.
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Rural Life.

The primeval employment of man is (he most

healthful of all occupations ; healthful for the

body; the mind, and the sold. What other pur-

suit by which men ohtain honest bread affords

such vigorous training lor the physical powers,

such various and extensive ranges of mental ex-

ercises .-

And where may the moral nature of man be

preserved unsullied from vice, and grow and ex-

pand more, than amid rural scenes and beneath

the purest air of heaven ?

The fanner's life is not scratch, scratch, with

the pen—rap, rap, with the hammer—nor an

everlasting unpacking and re-packing of the

product of another's labor. lie walks forth uu-

der the open sky, his broad acres spread out be-

neath his feet; the blue concave, sunlit or starlit,

or shrouded in clouds, is slill above him. Health

claims him as her favorite child, and the glorious

sun loves to kiss a cheek that is not ashamed to

wear the rud ly imprint of such affection. Na-

ture's own inimitable music of babbling brooks,

birds, breeze, or rustling foliage, enters his ear

on its glad mission to his heart. He listens to

instructive voices, continually speaking from the

universe around him. His eye gathers truth

from unwritten pages of wisdom, every where

open before him. Each day, each month, sea-

son after season, year after year, these teachings

are given to him, infinite in variety, and endless

in extent.

When, towards the close of a sultry day, the

summer's blessing comes pouring down, and as,

in the beautiful poetry of the sacred volume, "the

trees of the field clap their hands," and "the

valleys, covered with corn, shout for joy," the

farmer, retiring from his labors to the friendly

shelter of his collage roof, improves his leisure

boms w nli the treasures of written wisdom. So,

too, while his fields are sleeping beneath frost

and snow, what profession affords more available

opportunities for self-culture ? Where was the

lyric poetry composed that makes Scotland

prouder of her Burns than of all her ancient

race of war-like kings? Was it not between

the handles of the Mossgeil plough ?

Of all the employments that busy men here

in this present state of existence, the cultivation

of the earth is distinguished as affording the

best opportunities lor an extended range of men-

tal discipline, for advancing in true refinement,

for social, rural, ami religious improvement

!

And now, last of all, agriculture shall put forth

her highest claim. Of all men, the farmer alone

walks in the path where God himself first took

the created image by the hand and led the

way " to dress and to keep " his garden—the

earth ! Confiding in God, the husbandman
ploughs his fruitful fields, while the birds of

spring are singing praises around him. Buoyant

with hope, he scatters the seed upon the ground,

and gratefully receives the early and the latter

rain, coming down from heaven to give the in-

crease. And never did rational man yet apply

the sickle to the golden grain without some
vague idea of gratitude to God, the Giver of

harvests!

Indeed, the husbandman's whole life, rightly

viewed, is a " walking with God." And though

thousands may not often think of this, and but a

few, even in any small degree, appreciate it as

they ought, nevertheless the assertion claims to

be true.

—

Downing's Horticulturist.

GEORGE JAQUES.
Worcester. Mass., Dec. 1848.

California.— Letter from Goto Smith.
[From the Washington Union.]

A gentleman in this city has received a private

letter by the last steamer, dated at San Francisco,

from the gallant and mei itorious Major General

Persifer F. Smith, commanding the 3d, or Paeili-

ic division of the United States Army ; which,

although not intended to meet the public eye,

we ii'ceui so highly interesting that we have ex-

tracted several paragraphs for publication—the

gentleman yielding to our wishes in that respect.

"You only think of California in connection

with gold ; and indeed a most wonderful eon*

nec.lion it is. As to the extent of the country

holding the precious metal, and the comparative

facility with which it is procured, there has been

no exaggeration. The whole slope of the Sier-

ra Nevada, on the western side, for a length of

more than four bundled miles, and in a belt of

at least forty, contains it in greater or smaller

quantities; and it may extend still further, as

further research is made. It is found simply by

digging and washing the earth; no expensive

machinery and no intricate chemical process are

necessary to develop the magic board. A pick-

axe, shovel, or even a butcher's knife, to loosen

the earth and stones, and the most simple basin

for washing, having been as richly rewarded as

the most approved machines from other coun-

tries. Good luck in the laborer choosing his lo-

cation, has more than compensated for want of

skill. The real difficulties be in the hardships

to be encountered in the remote, uninhibited

spols where the gold is found. Want of food,

overworking excited by success, bad water, ex

posit re, and dissipation, all combine to exact a

heavy tribute for the wealth when found. All

are not successful; but every one works on, hop-

ing that the next blow of his pick will disclose

a treasure that will surpass all he has hitherto

heard of. Many die unheeded, many come off

sick; but there are ten arriving from each quar-

ter of the globe to re-place every one who goes.

Chinese, Sandwich Islanders, Chilians, Peruvi-

ans, Prussians, Mexicans, French, English, out-

number as yet the Americans, hut the hitler will

soon have their share. Provisions, woolen
clothing, liquors, kitchen and mining utensils,

sell at enormous profits in the mines : other ar-

ticles scarcely sell at all. Women's gear is alto-

gether a drug.

"The amount of gold hitherto found is hard
to determine. It is said about §4,000,000 have
been exported. I shall be able in a few weeks,
from facts 1 am collecting, to make some ap-
proximation to it.

" In the mean time, all this is disastrous to us.

No servants are to he had ; $250 a month has
been refused in my presence by a cook. All

my servants have quit, and yesterday I engaged
one at $100 a month, because he was too sick to

go to the mines; but I shall certainly lose him
if he gets his health.

" The quartermaster pays .$5000 a year for the

house I have, and it would make a poor toll-

house for a country bridge. The climate is cold

all the year round, and foggy in the summer.
The hills are hare and the country is all hills

—

(forgive the bull.) The beef is execrable, and
vegetables—none; and nobody has time to catch
fish, if there are any

—

voila la carte.

"Any one who will come here to dig gold, or

bring goods with him to sell to the diggers, will

make money. No other business will succeed.

Whoever comes must bring a house with him
;

there are hut few here, and lumber is $(J00 per
thousand."

Science and Agriculture.

Look at the wide valley, With its snow-clad

summits at a distance on either hand, and its

glassy river flowing, cribbed and confined, in

lowest bottom. Smiling fields, and well-trimmed

hedge rows, and sheltering plantations and com-

fortable dwellings, and a busy population, and

abundant cattle, cover its undulating sloops.

For miles industrious plenty spreads over a

country which the river formerly usurped, and

he lake covered, and the rush tufted over, and

bog and mossy heath and perennial fogs and

drizzling rains rendered inhospitable and chill,

But mechanics have chained the river, and

drained the lakes, and bogs, and clayey bottoms!

and thus giving scope to the applications to the

varied practical rules to which science has led,

the natural climate has been subdued, disease,,

extirpated, and rich and fertile and happy homei

scattered over the ancient waste. Turn to an

other country, and a river flows deeply through

an arid and desolate plain. Mechanics lift ill

waters from their depths, and form a thousam

artificial channels, directs them over its parche

surface. It is as if an enchanter's wand had

been stretched over it—the green herbage and

the waving corn, companied by all the industrial

of rural life, spring up as they advance. An
other country, and a green oasis presents itself, S

busy with life, in the midst of a desert and sandy 1

plain. Do natural springs here gush up ; as

the ancient oasis of the Lybian wilderness ? I

is another of the triumphs of human industry,

guided by human thought. Geology, and h

sister sciences, are lire the pioneers of rural

life and fixed habitations. The seat of hidden

waters at vast depths was discovered by her.

Under her directions mechanics have bored ti

their sources, and their gushing abundance no

spreads fertility around. Such are more setisi

hie and larger triumphs of progressing ru

economy—such as men may boast of— not only

in themselves hut in their consequences, and
vi

these may take their place wilh the gigantic ves-J

sel of war, as magnificent results of intellectual, _

effurt.

—

Blackwood's Magazine.
(
..

Brady's Leap.

Much has been said and written about McCul
lough's leap, when pursued by the Indians near

Wheeling, Va., hut, says the Detroit Bulletin, in

temerity it does not exceed that of Capt. Brady,

who was celebrated in his day for his gallant

feats upon the hostile savages along the frontier

of Pennsylvania. The Bulletin relates the story

as follows :
**

Approaching one of the forests occupied by
the Americans, one day, Capt. Brady discovered,

when too late to avoid it, that the savages bad
laid an ambuscade for him. In front, near the

left, large numbers of armed warriors lay con-

cealed, watching for their prey.

As Brady approached, and got within the am-
buscade, the Indians in the rear closed in behind

him. He was surrounded on three sides, and
on the fourth ran a river, the bank of which was
eighty feet of nearly perpendicular descent.

The savages felt sure of their prey, and rushed '

furiously on. |j
Brady saw at once the extent of his danger, I

hut being mounted on a high mettled horse, he
resolved not to be taken alive. He reined his/i1

horse toward the bank, and gave him the spur •

and rein ; the gallant charger went off like an
arrow, and approached the bank with such tre-

mendous speed that be could not stop on the

margin, and with a furious bound sprang off,

rider and all, into the air.

Fortunately there grew a large crab apple tree

at the foot of the bluff, on the border of the riv-

er. The bushy top was thickly interlaced with

a wild grape-vine, and into the top of the tree

fell the horse and its rider. The fall was com-
pletely broken ; the captain toppled into the

stream, reached the opposite shore amid a show-
er of bullets, and marched off in salety.

Boys.—If you have a family of boys, do not

permit them to lounge about the stores and sta-

bles, where they can scarcely fail to contract vi-

cious habits, hut keep them at work. They
may think you a hard father, but should they

live to become men they will bless you for eveiy

hour's labor you compelled them to perform.

.Many a youngster has been ruined by a neglect

on the part of his parents to provide him with

*\

,
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Juitable ami steady employment (lining his early

/ears, when llie mind, ever duotde and pliant,

/ields easily to temptation, and imbibes, with

;ager avidity, principles which may give the

>ervading line to the woof of life, and render

niserahle an existence which might otherwise

iave been cloudless and serene. No father

ihould ever allow his boys to contract habits of

idleness. There is always enough for them to

lo, and although we do not advocate a system

if tyranny, or unremitted application to labor

>eyond their sirength, yet we would rather a fa-

her should err in this than in the opposite ex-

reme. The fatigue of the physical system, is

jasily allayed in youth, and is a mere nothing

:ompared with the dissipation of the mind, which
is sure to result from association with dissolute

companions and constant contact with those

whose sense of moral rectitude has become so

ar perverted that they experience a pleasure in

:orrupting all who come within the influence of
heir pernicious power.

£l)e tlisitor.

CONCORD, N. H., JULY 31, 1849.

The Season and the Farmer's prospects.

It is now the last day of July. Up to this time

ticceeding an extremely dry and arid month of

une, the drought has been excessive in July.

Some few local districts have been blessed now

nd then with a limited shower of rain ; but in

ome other districts there has been scarcely suf-

ficient wet to lay the dust for nearly two months.

Since the last days of May no planting or sow-

ing has vegetated that has not been brought har-

vard by artificial means. The oats in the best

tnds will be no more than half a crop; the rye

:rop, being earlier, is a little better. The grass

in new laid down lands and in swamps and

low meadows is good in some instances: the

hundreds of acres of low ground reclaimed

within the last ten years, pursued and commen-

ced in many cases by the recommendation of the

Monthly Visitor, will tell well this season for the

jiipport of cattle. The best fields of potatoes

must fail, if the drought continues many days

longer: the corn on much of the good ground

is already spoiled. The extensive pasture

grounds upon our hills are dried to a crisp. As

a sample of the sad prospeet in the beautiful

valley of the upper Connecticut, we copy the

following from the Coos Democrat, printed at

Lancaster, of July 23d :

"FIRE AND DROUGHT.
"Never has a gloomier scene been witnessed

in this region, than Ibat which presented itself

oti the afternoon anil early evening of Friday the

20th instant. For six long weeks no rain of con-

sequence had descended. Day alter day, there

bad been an intense heat and a clear burning

sky. The earth had parched and hardened under

the sun— the grass every where shrivelled by its

rays, in the road, in many places literally crack-

ed and crumbled under the feet. In many high

and dry positions, it was dead. Even the corn,

the crop last affected with drought, dwarfed in

size, its leaves rolled up in the sun, in many fields

was sustaining great injury. In the meantime,

fires which had been imprudently kindled in the

forests, upon the hill-tops, and on the sides of

the mountains which surround our beautiful val-

ley, were sweeping unrestrained, through un-

derbrush and dry swamps, through evergreen

-ods even, and kindling anew in every direc-

iuii. Buildings in every quarter were consider-

ed iu danger. As the shades of evening came

on the scene was frightful beyond description.

On the west, at two points fires were blazing up-

on the Vermont hills. In one case a large tree,

probably a dead pine, on fire through its whole

height, flamed out high up against the dark side

of a mountain like a vast torch threatening the

valley below. To the eastward, fires were rag-

ing through a swampy and broken range of forest

some two miles in extent, not far in the rear of

the little elevations, which on that side eiie'.oss

our village. The dense smoke covered all that

region of the sky and reflected in all their chan-

ges, the flames below. To the south east and

south-west two more fires were raging—the last

sending up an immense column of dark smoke,

which, expanding as it rolled north covered the

whole broad sky above us. The base of that

column, as the night set in, assumed a dismal red

hue—which as the southern breeze grew stron-

ger, became higher and broader, and more like

the glaring flames below. Never before has this

valley been so engirdled with fire, and suffoca-

ted with smoke, as at the moment when there

came pattering upon the roofs and all over the

glad earth, the first drops of refreshing rain-

soon thickening into a generous and somewhat

extended shower.

"The shower, not very abundant, was yet suf-

ficient very much to refresh vegetation, and we
now live in hope of further rains. The fires al-

so, are temporarily checked. It is impossible to

calculate the damage sustained by this county

from fire and drought the present season. It is

safely estimated, we think at $300,000. Many
of the finest forests in the county have been

overrun by fire, and the amount of its entire ag-

ricultural production litis been actually dimin-

ished by one-fourth. We hear reports of dam-

age done to buildings, lumber, &,c. from various

quarters, but wait for definite information."

A rapid ride rapidly wiiitcii.---About Maine
State and its great Scythe establishment.

Quite as busy in the month of July have been

our personal labors, rising early and retiring late,

sleeping generally not over five hours of the

twenty-four ;—quite as busy have we been as well

in affairs that may not, as in those that may, inter-

est farmers in the current month as we had

been in May or June previous. Nearly every

day of the month has lieen a working day for

the farmer in that most interesting portion of

his yearly labors, that of haying and harvesting.

A third letter from a friend in Maine urging

us to a visit before haying came off received at

nine o'clock, A. M.on the fourth of July changed

our expectation of tarrying that day at home

with all the active part of our population gone

off on the railroads, some north and some south,

to spend ihe day in celebrations some twenty,

thirty, forty and even seventy and eighty miles

distant, at villages and cities now brought as

near to each other in point of time as were

former neighbors of eight or ten miles in the

dull mode of passing on foot, or with horse and

carriage. Our friend's letter changed our mind

on the instant : at ten o'clock with our carpet

bag covering a spare suit of clothes to guard

against accident of any kind, we Walked to the

depot for the down cars : at half-past eleven our

movement had been to Lowell, fifty miles. The

tarry there was two hours, when about twenty-

five or thirty minutes movement was upon the

Lowell and Lawrence new railway, at the termini

of which the waiting was some three-fourths

of an hour for the last train from Boston to

Portland. Swiftly then glided the cars by Nortb

Andover, Bradford, Haverhill, back again to

New Hampshire, passing Exeter and New Mar-

ket through the whole width of Rockingham

county, and Durham, Dover and Somersworth

in the whole south-east line of Strafford.

Crossing Salmon fills river the State of Maine

is touched at South Berwick, beyond which at

only a short distance ie £ie junction wiiicii ena-

bles the traveller to choose his route to Boston

either on the upper line through Dover and by

Lawrence or on the lower route through Ports-

mouth, Newburvport and Salem.

The manufacturing population all the way in

this roundabout route from Concord, N. H., to

Portland, Maine, gives an amazing impetus lo

the railroad business. Much of this travel is

that of the female operatives employed at the

manufacturing places, who are continually pass-

ing and re-passing from their homes to the fac-

tories and from one manufacturing town to an-

other. The fourth of July presented an unusual

array of beauty, adorned in rich and gay apparel.

Men young and old appeared in their best attire
:

the seats of the cars were generally' filled in

pairs. On no occasion, passing off of one road

to another, have we seen so many of the two

sexes seated. From appearance the expectants

of marriage were much more numerous than

those who were actually united in the bonds of

wedlock: yet many were the cases where the

parties carried along with them the evidences of

family relations: all seemed equally eager to

make the most of the fourth of July.

Running down into Massachusetts about sev-

enty miles without gaining any great distance in

the direct line of Portland, we found ourselves,

after two several delays of as many hours, in

the commercial capital of the greatest ship-

building State at eight o'clock in the evening.

The city of Portland, for the first time at the ex-

pense of the city, celebrated this anniversary by

a display of fire-works. To see these soon after

our arrival, in company with the late Senator

Moor, the grandson of that Capt. Moor recently

of our neighboring town of Pembroke, who was

at the head of his company in Stark's regiment

at the battle of Bunker hill, our way was on foot

from tbe hotel nearly a mile to that height of

Portland in the northeasterly section of the town

on which stands the observatory. A mass of

men and women represented to exceed the en-

tire population of the city of Portland were said

to have been gathered as spectators for this oc-

casion. The devices were ingenious—many of

the prismatic figures were splendid, and Ihe

whole effect was grand. It was an exhibition in

which all who could see might participate in the

enjoyment. All conditions of people must have

included the vast assembly of spectators; and

the orderly quiet demeanor of the crowd spoke

highly in favor of the morals of the city and

environs, the largest of the Slate of Maine.

The Bangor boat awaited the breaking up of

the great evening assemblage of the fourth ; and

at eleven o'clock our friend was under way for

his home at Bangor, where after a night's repose

upon the steamer he found himself next morn-

ing, having conquered the distance of some hun-

dred and fifty miles. Gen. Moor has obtained

of the Maine legislature the right of exclusive

steam navigation far up the Penobscot and some

of its tributaries, having hazarded the expense

and risque of an enterprise that was deemed to

be hut an act of presumption : his boat uow

traverses the noble river high up the distance ~ r

.1
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sixty or eighty miles. With him we talked of

an exploring expedition in tlie month of August

over to the St. John's hy the wiiy of the Aroos-

took, to seek out the probable practicability of

steam navigation upon the higher portion of that

river, which next to the Si. Lawrence is the

great river of the Northern Stales. The south-

eastern branches of the St. John's interlock with

the waters of the upper Penobscot, so that by

extensive damming the lumber collected upon

the one river is floated over to the other, and

brought down to Bangor. An immensity of

pine timber, the only kind of forest that as yet is

regarded of value in that part of the State of

Maine, remains yet undisturbed in the upper re-

gions of the Penobscot and St. John's. AH of it

is yet to be made accessible by means of im-

proved navigation of the rivers and railroad

transportation. The land of this extensive terri-

tory, we have good reason to believe, is among

the best for (settlement in New England: the

fertility of the far West scarcely exceeds that of

linicti of the new lands down East which we

have seen opened. Never having been as far as

the Aroostook, or upon any portion of the St.

John's, we are of opinion from the representa-

tions made of that country that it is far more

desirable, because equally productive, as the

West and more healthy and belter adapted to

northern constitutions than to encounter the

change which requires acclimation through

"chills and fevers" going to all parts of the

great West. We know a family who have been

settled twenty-three years in the upper and re-

"niaining wild region of our own rough granite

Slate upon the confluence of waters embracing

the Magallaway river and the Umbagog takes as

they are discharged and make up she head stem

of the Androscoggin river : the father and mo-

ther of this family with five children then pitch-

ed down in Errol— to these one child was after-

wards added; and if there had ever been occa-

sion for one, no physician had been called to

that family in all that time, and no death had oc-

curred. It Is pleasant to reflect that so well did

the parents of this family contrive as to educate

the six sons and daughters, making, we believe,

every one of them capable as instructors of

youth, two of the sons being at the head of re-

spectable schools in the city of New York.

The sons of New England have "looked to

the West," as we think, to a sacrifice, if not of

their pecuniary prospects, of that health which

is much more precious to life than all the prop-

erty that may he gained from the risque of life.

The opening means of intercommunication

through every part of the northern Slates make
it more desirable for our young men to settle

down upon the forests .of the most northerly

Slates which have not yet been taken up: the

mountains, even the higher mountains of New
Hampshire, with the shut out valleys lying be-

tween which every where constitute much the

greater surface, are found to be when opened to

clearing, the very best lands for summer pastur-

age of sheep and cattle: cleared off, the wild

animals which destroy sheep and cattle, as some
of these mountains already are and all of them

may he, they are a safe residence for the young

cattle and sheep of the farm from the first of

April to the last of November. The best beef

and mutton come from the pasturage of these

mountains; and the mares with their colts,

which in the training of horse-venders in coun-

try and city become of the value of two, three

and sometimes five hundred dollars cash, subsist

more than half the year Upon the spontaneous

growth of the rocky hill pastures. On enquiry

we were first surprised to learn that some of the

pastures so much covered with rocks as to have

all the appearance of a ledge at a distance, are

really more valuable as furnishing a greater

quantity and more sweet feed than the plain or

lowland pasture without rocks.

Our course on the 5th July going east for the

first forty miles was over the Maine and Montreal

railroad, commencing at Portland and running

eastward towards both Bath and Brunswick near

the sea, Augusta and Waterville up the Kenne-

beck, as well as in the line of Canada north-

westward through the Androscoggin valley to

the Connecticut river over New Hampshire

nearly half the distance down from its most

northerly line as lately settled by the boundary

commissioners, to the southerly bound upon the

State of Massachusetts. When this Maine and

Canada road shall be completed, it will open a

most valuable timbered region upon the very

best soil of the Slate to an easy and a ready sea-

board market ; so that to ail rich intents and

purposes the Maine enterprise will help New
Hampshire no less than it helps herself.

The first remark we have to make upon the

railroads east of Portland is their widened track

upon the rail, a foot if not a foot and a half wi-

der than any other track of the New England

railways westward. This is a decided improve-

ment: the cars from the widening of the seats

are much more convenient and comfortable

;

and we are told that decided advantage is given

in the construction of engines of enlarged ca-

pacity which will enable heavy merchandise

trains to pass with more celerity. The course

out of Portland for the Canada road, as we have

said, at least until it arrives near the Androscog-

gin, bears in various directions, branches of

which are already under way. At Lewiston in

Cumberland, about forty miles out of Portland,

where unite the waters of Little and Great An

droscogi;in, there is a splendid water power

which is unsurpassed by the Saco power or any

other in the country. The facilities of construct-

ing railroads have been wonderfully increased

since the enterprising spirit of the working pow-

er of New England has embarked in them.

While the main railroad which has agitated the

State of Maine and the British provinces, which

has called for successive missions to Europe for

the aid of the British government and British

capital, and which has been the subject of ear-

nest jealousy and contention as between Boston

and a more easterly and Higher route to Canada,

has "dragged its slow length along" in the last

ten or fifteen years, a single important branch

eastward from Lewiston falls, by enterprising

citizens of the secondary farming towns of the

interior, has been projected, laid out and will be

constructed within the space of about two years

far a distance of about fifty miles in the interior,

but on the most direct way north-east in the

Slate of Maine towards one of the most interest-

ing sections of the United States, its greatest

pine limber region. Over this new road from

Lewiston to Winthrop after leaving the Maine

Canada route we passed on the forenoon of the

•V.li of July. In finding the best passage for this

road from the Androscoggin across to the Ken-

nebeck above the larger falls of the former and

the lesser falls of the latter, it become necessary

to take the valleys of tributary low streams feed-

ing them. The Androscoggin and Kenneheck
road pursuing ibis low ground encounters suc-

cessive boggy and sunken morasses. In one ol

these the ground has sunk many feet at different
'

times: at one time loaded cars irreclaimahly

went down to the depth of full sixty feet. Ii

was said this ground was yet sinking an inch 1

every day. A similar sinking meadow has been

encountered on the Concord and Montreal road

between this and Meredith Bridge village, where
a train of cars at the last sinking had a most

fearful escape. This is a road, like that new
road in Maine, which the country people, inde-

pendent of Boston capital, have been carrying

on with their own means, and which has been

built at less than half the expense of any road

in New Hampshire exclusively under the direc-

tion of Boston brokerage. The friends of im-

provement in New England will rejoice to sea

and feel the effect of the measurement of their

own strength and ability in constructing cheap

railroads, which will make the price oftranspor
so low as to give its proper value to every pro

duct of the soil and every possible manufacture

to which our water power invites the applica

tion of labor.

But to the subject of our journey : in littli

more than twenty-four hours after we left home
having rested at night at Portland and enjoyed

the unexpected spectacle of celebrating the natal

day of Independence with many thousand stran-

gers, travelling in three States more than a hun-

dred miles out of the direct line, we found our-

selves at the present terminus of the road ten '

miles this side of the Kennebeck at the fine vil-

lage of Winthrop, which lies upon the neck of '

a waterfall dividing at no great distance two
long and beautiful hikes, which supply the mill I

power near the mouth of a tributary to the Ken-
nebeck that discharges itself at Gardiner, tbi

lowest of three villages which spread themselves

as a single city, lying upon both sides, but main-

ly upon the westerly shore of that river. Be-

yontl Winthrop the track of the new railroad on «

its way to- Waterville is seen for several miles as

it rises in a higher elevation ascending a portion

of the waters running into the Kennebeck at
j

nearly the same point as the course of the larger j

river itself. Here leaving the railroad, a carriage I

conveyance always on hand on arrival of a train

to carry passengers in any direction, took us to

the village of North Wayne, six miles north of

Winthrop ; a village which has heretofore been i

noticed in the Visitor as having grown up under )

the enterprise of Reuben B. Dunn, Esq., as the

most extensive scythe manufactories in the United

States and probably in the world.

No adequate idea would be formed of this •:

country and location from its position as between :

the waters of the Kennebeck and the Andros-

coggin, furnishing a water power especially

adapted to this kind of business—a steady water

power which neither overflows from swollen

sudden freshets nor gives out in long summer
droughts—a [lower whose water supply running

in a narrow channel with grass-plaited banks,

the resort of the trout and the perch, runs noise-

less where no impending jet of rocks lets <

down in a pouring cascade. The body of wy

is in a chasm of thirteen ponds which conic,

down from Mount Vernon by portions of Fay-

ette and Readfield some ten or fifteen miles.

North Wayne is about three miles from the vil-

lage of Wayne, and between the two is another

of that series of beautiful ponds which at a neck
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Se upon the lower as it does upon the upper fur-

„ nislies a motive power for manufactures.
lee '

V(; The moving genius of the institution which

on has brought this important agricultural imple-

lel ment at North Wayne to its best perfection is

j Mr. J. F. Titylor who has had the entire charge

iyc of these works for the last seven years. This

er gentleman served his apprenticeship at the cele-

*'} brated Farwell establishment in Filchburg,

Mass., whose scythes of our own personal re-

si collection run back full fifty years: his last pre-

>m vious employment was at the well known estah-

'K lisbment of Gov. Colby and Company in New
London, whose first reputation, we understand

e was gained for them by Mr. Taylor.

m During our short stay at Nurth Wayne, the

works were not in operation ill their full extent;

yet an opportunity was given us to see the whole
=

_ process of scytlie making.

"The system of division of labor has here

been successfully adopted. First the welders

mark and cut the bars of iron and steel in por-

" tions of suitable length for each scythe. A por-

ICC
' tion of iron about five inches or more in length

lne
is folded over another of steel, when both are

"" heated and drawn to the proper length for a

"' scythe. It then passes into the hands of the
mi pointer, whose business is to harden, draw, and
>ie break a small portion of the point, to see that

nc the steel has not been overheated—that the iron

S has not been drawn over the steel, and to exam-
al

ine the whole process thus far. The plater then

' spreads the rod to a proper width, leaving the

full thickness at the back. It then passes a pro-

cess of fitting for the machine hammer, when

the finisher turns the back and gives its general

shape. One fashions and finishes the point, an-

other turns and finishes the heel, when it passes

the hardening process by a different hand, from

° whom it is taken to the tempering forge, and

'I*' then into the hands of the grinders."

At these works scythes are manufactured for

all parts of the country, as well for the Western

and Southern States as for the British provinces

of Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
si

„ We were amused at the difference between the
ill

.. scythes made for and used in the different sec-

tions: no where is this instrument made so deli-

cate and light as the scythe used about the rough

New England bills. The Western New York

scythe was much heavier—that of Pennsylvania

in the German, use still more heavy ; and the

scythe of the slave country further south yet

more unwieldy. Some of the New York corn

scythes are fifty inches in length, while the

southern rice scythes are about twenty inches.

Mr. Dunn in 1840 manufactured 500 dozen

scythes; in 1841, 1500 dozen; in 1842, 2800

dozen ; in 1843, 3000 dozen ; in 1844, 5000 doz-

en; in 1845, 8000 dozen ; in 184(3, 11,000 dozen i

in 1847, 12,000 dozen ; and the year ending July

1849, presented an increase under the new ar-

rangement and the extended works at Fayette, to

15,000 dozens. The company had received or-

ders from August 1848 to the first of March

1849, to the amount of $60,000; and it was be-

lieved the sales at the close of the year would

amount to from 430,000 to 140,000 dollars.

There are three dams at North Wayne, and

the Scythe shops contain nineteen large trip

hammers, with the usual number of small ham-

mers or ponies. The machinery, forges and

tools are in excellent condition, so that the work

is carried through its various stages with perfect

accuracy and order.
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Scythe shop No. 1, is built of brick; is two

stories high, 75 by 30 feet. It contains, on the

lower floor, four large and two small hammers;

on the second floor is a room for painting and

ornamenting the scythes; one blower, a straw

twister for making straw ropes, to do up scythes

into rjozen bundles, which is an ingenious and

labor-saving machine, and a room for the last

named operation. Adjoining shop, No. 1, in the

rear, is a shop where heels are turned and rods

pointed, and on the north end is a shop contain-

ing one large hammer. Next adjoining is a

wooden shop, 80 by 28 feet, two stories high.

On the lower floor of this building are eleven

immense grindstones, on which the scythes are

ground. This department requires men of

great muscular strength, and skill, to determine

when nothing but the steel remains on the edge.

The grinders are enabled, by (heir great strength

and the rapidity with which these stones (weigh-

ing from four thousand to five thousand pounds

each) are driven, to grind these scythes with as-

tonishing rapidity.

Shop No. 2 is a wooden building 28 by 150

feet, and contains eight large and four small

hammers, and two blowers.

Shop No. 3 is a wooden building, of the same

dimensions as No. 2, and contains six large and

two small hammers, two blowers, together with

rooms for hardening and tempering the scythes.

There is on the middle dam a grist mill,

which is a model, not so much for its size, as

for the order in which every thing is kept and

vvniked. It is a very valuable and necessary

appendage to the establishment. It contains

four runs of stones, two of which are burr,

three bolts, two smut machines, and one corn

and cob cracker. In the basement story is a cir-

cular saw, and another in the chamber, with all

necessary tools for making boxes, in which

scythes, shipped to other States, are packed.

Wr
e visited the works at Fayette, situated iu a

beautiful fanning country near the Readfield lit-

erary institution, which, under the direction of

eminent Methodist teachers and supported upon

the manual labor plan, has sent forth distinguish-

ed and to become eminent in the world many

young gentlemen: of this institution, Mr. Dunn

has been among the generous patrons. The

Wesleyan seminary near Mr. Dunn's Fayette es

tablishment lies upon an elegant sloping hill,

being the height dividing the Androscoggin and

Kennebeck waters: it constitutes a farm of two

hundred acres, and originated in a donation of

this farm made in 1822 by Mr. Luther Sampson,

whose present was considered then worth ten

thousand dollars. An elegant brick edifice has

been lately erected for the seminary. For seve-

ral years this institution flourished asasuccessful

self-supporting manual labor school ; but under

men of too much speculation and theory, it

injght not be expected in that interior practically

to succeed as have other independent communi-

ties whose only business is the education of

work. Mr. Smart, late member of Congress

from Maine, was educated at the Readfield sem-

inary, as were Messrs. Larabee, Collins, Caldwell,

anil some others who are eminent us professors

and instructors beyond the limits of the State.

The Fayette works are two miles above those

at North W.nype and stand upon the line of

lakes. These works are new, having been built

in the summer of 1848. They are in full opera-

tion, and perfect in every department. In build-

ing these works, Mr. Dunn availed himself of

all the improvements suggested by his long ex-

perience in scythe business. The company own
attached to these works, about twelve acres of

land, with a barn standing on it. The factory

building is 36 by 206 feet, containing eight large

and four small hammers, eight grindstones, pol-

ishing works, straw twister, room for painting

and ornamenting; and all machinery and tools

for completing the scythes independent of the

works at North Wayne. The water is conveyed

to these works in a canal built of solid stone

masonry in the most permanent manner.

The machinery in the works at Fayette is so

arranged that the raw material (iron and steel)

enter at one end of the building and progress

through the different departments of the work,

till the finished scythes, straw ed into dozen bun-

dles, are taken out at the opposite. The iron

and steel necessary for a scythe are from four to

six inches in length in the. liars, and are drawn
out into the length of the scythe in the process

of welding. In perfect systematic arrangement,

this shop cannot be excelled. The water which
propels all the works both at North Wayne and

Fayette has all the power required in the busi-

ness at all seasons of the year, and is so warm
as to prevent the formation of anchor ice, and

there is no trouble arising from ice forming on

the wheels.

Nearly every operation in the manufacture of

scythes requires men of skill, which can only

ho the result of long experience and thorough

apprenticeship.

The entire works, including the large factory

recently built iu Fayette, are capable of tnrniirg

off" more than 200,000 scythes annually, and af-

ford constant employment to at least one hun-

dred and thirty hands. The iron, steel, coal,

&.<•., which is required for these scythes, conies

by way of the Kennebeck river, and weighs in

the aggregate about 2500 tons.

The young men who are learning the sevthe-

making trade, are taken as apprentices usually

are. The workmen perform faithfully their du-

ties in their various departments, having con-

stantly in view the approbation of their employ-

ers. The whole amount of wages paid to men
annually is about thirty-two thousand dollars, of

which ohetquarter to one-half is paid by their

own choice at the company's store. Iu all mat-

ters of morality, the workmen are exemplary, be-

ing removed from the many temptations which

frequently lead young men astray.

We have no where seen so smart and active

men at work, minding the business they were at

and working the hot steel and iron as true as

mathematical calculation into its destined shape,

as the scythe-makers of Mr. Dunn's great estab-

lishment. The village of North Wayne is the

abode of health and temperance, no ardent spirit

being used about this or the Fayette settlement.

Here we would think was no place or occupa-

tion for lawyers or idle men of any sort : here

are few or no genteel pr Sessional men whose

hands are too good for labor.

Knowing the value of Mr. Dunn's scythes

from his former presents, the very timely one of

the sixth of July, just as four and six mowers

were commencing in our field, of a bunch of

eight steel-backs, together with an elastic spring

grain-cradle, not yet used, was most of all grati-

fying. The gentleman of this establishment

honored the editor with his present for his poor

exertions to contribute to the scythe-maker's

employment He must respect the young men
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who follow and carry out I lie system of their

elder and leader, Mr. Taylor, for their kind faces

and civil treatment during the time of his tarry.

The scythe establishment having grown to an

extent too unwieldy for the management of one

man, Mr. Dunn has procured an act of incorpo-

ration under which he has disposed of a part of

iiis interest and responsibility. This arrange-

ment may place the establishment upon a more

permanent and sure footing than it could be in

the hands of an individual. The stock of the

company will consist under its intended enlarge-

ment of two thousand shares at one hundred

dollars each. The real and personal property,

ns we understand it, has been put in by Mr.

Dunn, less than the actual expenditure, as a por-

tion of the capital stock. Men who would in-

vest their money with a prospect of immediate

advantage, will choose this already established

in a name and credit which will aid in the assur-

ance of success. The capital as fast as it is in-

vested here is not obliged to await the construc-

tion of any part of the works, but commences
its earnings the moment it is paid in. The pro-

duct of scythes is said to he more than double

that of any ether known in the world, and is

still capable of increase. Straw knives and

grain cradles are also made here; and the com-

pany may extend their business to all kinds of

agricultural tools. Gentlemen who desire to

participate in the honor of giving success to the

efforts of a man so deserving as Mr. Dunn, might

promote their own as they could the interest of

a young and growing country by subscribing for

and taking shares in these great Maine scythe

establishments.

We were much delighted with the country in

that part of Kenneheck county which embraces

the valley of the thirteen ponds. Mount Vernon,

Fayette anil Headfielil, not to mention the splen-

did finning town of Wiiilhrop, turn out cattle

not to be exceeded in any part of the United

States. The working oxen raised and fattened

here are taken eastward and become the stalwart

workers to draw the millions of lumber logs

which are annually collected in the sledding of

winter upon the upper waters of the St. John's,

the Penobscot and the Kenneheck. Many are

the names and numbers of families in the inte-

rior of New Hampshire of our acquaintance

who removed to this part of Maine forty and

fifty years ago at the time of its first settlement.

We could go into no town where we had not

personal knowledge through such a New Hamp-
shire connexion. These men and women of

Maine, with their descendants do no dishonor to

their paternity. Many of them, from governors

and senators and magistrates do,wu to plain citi-

zens, are men of wealth and independence:

their strong characteristics have been sobriety

ami industry ; and generally long life and pros-

perity have been their reward.

As a specimen authorizing these remarks,

close by Mr. Dunn's establishment in Fayette

we pitched in his plain fanner guise upon the

Hon. J. A. U., whose family at Amherst was fa-

miliar to us as a boy forty to fifty years ago. He
had gathered wealth, and married two sisters, an

elder and a younger of the respectable family of

Aiken in Merrimack, N. H. From these he had

raised sons and daughters. We had no time to

enjoy an invited visit to his hospitable roof, sur-

rounded as it was with all the evidences of good

taste both within and without. We will here

name the fact mentioned us that Mr. U. raised

for market recently a yoke of oxen which weigh-

ed dressed 10(10 pounds each—a single ox thai

dressed 1900 pounds; and that his sou now had

upon his farm of the Hereford breed a pair of

steers four years old that girt seven feet.

We had forgotten to mention that Mr. Dunn's

establishment has an annual transport of3000 tons

sixteen miles to and from Augusta, the nearest

point of navigable waters, mainly of coal and

iron anil manufactures, which costs three dollars

a ton. The new railroad, when completed, will

reduce the distance over a much more level road

to be made, down to four miles. And the prob-

able time is not far distant when a railroad

branch direct from the Androscoggin may come
all the way up the fine valley of the thirteen

ponds from the point of confluence of this tribu-

tary stream.

Time and health will not permit us further to

descant upon the suggestions offered in this ra-

pid, but exceedingly pleasant excursion into

Maine from the fourth to the seventh July inclu-

sive. We brought along home our grain cradle

and bunch of scythes as extraordinary baggage
;

and in their diligent use in already securing

more than fifty tons of hay of the best quality

our farm has yet produced, we have since divid-

ed our attention with other busy laborious em-
ployment extending to the full measure of

strength of an enfeebled constitution.

Note.— Imiiiin .

Mr. Hill:—Have you ever practised sowing
oats on mi adow land turned over, rolled down
and hai towed ? 1 have this season tried a piece
of laud in ibis way where the grass had run out.

The oats came up well and grew vigorous as
any 1 ever saw till about the 20th of June, when
that hot scalding weather checked them, as the
grouni was somewhat gravelly iu places. We
had one good shower on Saturday the 7th inst.,

which revived them for a tew days. But the
scalding hot weather since has used them up
and to-day, July 20, I have cut them what was
left. Probably, if the land had been subsoiled,
they would have stood the drought beHer.
Should be glad also at some future lime, to

have your experience on the permanency of
grass on subsoiled land ; depth of ploughing,
&c, &c.

L. D.

In the experience of the present year thus far

the editor of the Visitor is able to present the

belief (to his own mind as strong as perfect de-

monstration) that if his correspondent had stirred

his ground to mi equal depth—say it was. eight in-

ches—below the movement of the surface plough,

his field of oats would scarcely have lelteven the

extreme drought of this dry summer: they

would have been a tolerable crop, although the

heat and dryness of the months of June and Ju-

ly have been unfavorable to the growth of oats

on the best of ground.

We find it has been considered by many good

practical farmers around us an act of temerity

bordering on folly and madness for us to make
and plant a field of twenty-five acres af potatoes

upon the sterile dark plains of Concord, where

if men had ever ploughed for a croj) of rye, they

had dared not go beyond the depth of six inches

lest the coarse and loose sand and gravel should

leach away if it did not poison every spear or

blade of vegetation that should start for a

growth. We state to our Connecticut friend

that we have braved all ridicule and all opposi-

tion about us, and planted such a field. And
what a season have we had in which to do this

work ? So dry that we can look on many up-

land fields unwind us usually sure of a crop,

burned up and producing little or no vegetable

growth. Our friend Carleton at the West parish

on the fine soil of a farm lying along the north

shore of Long Pond complained that the entire

destruction, upon his well-prepared ground, on
his early pens, was a loss of one hundred dol-

lars. We planted our field of potatoes upon the

dryest plains of Concord— to the weaker portion

of fifteen acres, after the alone hoeing which we
have given them, we applied two tons of ground
plaster which cost us sixteen dollars : this was
in that part of the ground which had not a tho-

rough manuring in the spring. While most of
the vegetation iu the fields off of the lower in-

tervale has drooped, this has preserved the

greenness of a growing crop all the lime. For
eight days of the severest drought previous to

the providential rain of Saturday, July 21, the

early potatoes at the roots remained stationary,

but the vines did not yellow and grow pale: in

five days after that shower the potatoes already

set increased in size one-half while the small

ones have formed and grown in unusual num-
bers and strength. With another such rain

within a week and no blight, a good crop of ear-

ly potatoes on two acres will he assured beyond
all doubt. As fur the fifteen acres of New York
reds, with the exception of the ground of the

manure piles where the alkali introduced into

the compost has left it destitute of every thing

green, we have no where seen—aud others who
have visited this field say the same—so luxuriant

and rich a growth of potatoes as we present up-

on this field. Upon a larger portion of this,

highly manured, we did not think it necessary

to sow plaster; and here, if any where, the

drought has done injury. The rich growth had
begun before the shower to yellow in its lower
leaves; but Jemmy Donovan, who came to us

from Ireland a year ago, and who has watched
and worked upon this potato field nearly every
day from the first planting and hoeing, assures

us that since the rain the yellowing is lessened
;

and he still thinks these potatoes "a fine gar-

den."

Nearly the whole of our potato field was sub-

soiled to a depth as far beneath the surface fur-

row as we could induce an additional hired

team to sink the point of the plough into the

sand : the result is, that the growing potato vine;

are a sure index of the depth of the plough
Wherever the ground was cheated of the sub
soil plough upon a balk or in the field, the pota

to vines are as much shorter and less as the twi

ploughs left the stirred soil of less depth.

Our experience on our longest subsoiled lam
is that of an intervale plat of five acres near th

Concord bridge on the easterly side of the Met
limack. This ground after it was subsoiled wa
planted three years aud has now produced
grass crop of three years. The depth of th

surface plough was eight inches—that of th

subsoil plough below it eight inches. The ph
had been previously mowed a few years, tr

last of which did not yield over half a ton t

bay to the acre. We purposely left a strip o

either side of a middle land over n rod wide o
the two sides: in all the six crops taken froi

this ground the diminution and inferiority i

growth, whether of potatoes, corn, oats or grae

have been apparent. The inferior growth I

gruss and grain might be traced at the distani

of forty and fifty rods. The hay upon tli

ground, being the higher intervale of the U
was only about two-thirds of the crop of tl

two last years ; the first crops each year we

i
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10
fully three tons of hay to the acre—the crop of

this year was about two tons, hut hay of an ex-

)0
cellent quality. Something must he done to this

nisi i

beautiful lot for the next year's crop if we shal

Ma
col

vio

lisl

Ln

wi

\v<

ye

have the ability to do it. Our intention is, not to

turn over the turf for planting.; the wild oats or

mel
witch grass which has been introduced all along

' our intervales up and down the liver make hoe-

' ing and cultivating extremely difficult : the hoe-

^er ing is not, however, half the labor upon the

la
subsoiled as upon the land stirred only at the

common depth of the plough—the sharp shire

of the under plough cuts the pervading roots of

this troublesome grass so that the hoe and the

cultivator do a more effective work at a single

turn, than the same process done over three

limes in common lands. With the sharpened

coulter, we will, in the course of the present fall,

tin the subsoil plough, drawn by a strong team

again as deep as it will go without turning over

( '" the turf. Next spring we will apply compost

made of yard manure, lime or ashes as an alkali

'- tempering four-tilths of the entire body taken

1 ""from the washings of the hill and the inexhaus-

I "°iit>lc ikli muck bed near the ground; sow and

c
tlo harrow in clover and herdsgrass. In this pro-

u ,s cess, not to be repeated oftener than every three or

'le four years, it is our belief that three tons of a

8C
'first growth, and one ton of a second growth of

••"the best hay may he taken every year. We
nr would go twenty inches deep with the subsoil

,n plough, if we could. This ground, like all the

'" lower intervale is without pan: if it had a pan,

,r we would believe the subsoiling in proportion to

p
l the depth would be still better.

' Our present impression is that the cultivated
c

crops, the potatoes, corn and small grains, laid

down to clover once in two or three years to re-

' main in grass or pasture at most not over two
(

years, will be procured at best advantage from
1

the highest lands—from the pine plains tliat have

been considered as without value; and that onr

richer intervales and low lands of hard pan re-

taining moisture may be best kept in that exeel-

1 lent pasturage and grass which make the States

! of New England the most desirable in the Union

1 for dairying and grazing—turning out excellent

a ^cheese and butler, fat beeves and mutton, and

T1 s'horses unsurpassed in beautv and strength.

ft ti «__
L c Egg Cream.—Take the yolk of an egg, with a

Pvdessert-spoonful of cream or new milk, and, if

, convenient, add two drops of oil of cinnamon :

. this will form a mixture sufficient to serve three

u 'people to mix with tea; for cream being chiefly

o B the oil of the milk, and the yolk the most nutri-

j tltive part of the egg, they are both lubricating

gand nourishing. The oil of cinnamon is cordial
s

' and tonic.

A kindly Spirit.

y. How pleasant ?
lis to see

Friends and brethren agree "

The Indiana candidates for Governor, of op-

posite politics, seem to progress very lovingly

together, as they travel cheek by jowl, stumping
the Slate, in favor of their own claims to office.

The following paragraph from the Brookville

(Indiana) American, exhibits how gentle courte-

sy, mutual esteem, and an observance of the

amenities which are recognizable among gentle-

men, may tend to soften xhe acerbities of party

warfare

:

'•Matson and Wright are canvassing the State

very pleasantly together. They ride, eat and
sleep together, nothing personal or unpleasant

occurring to mar their kind feelings for each

other. They are both professors of religion, and
members of the same church. This is the first

instance ill the history of our State, when both

candidates travel and speed together. It is much
better for the people, for truth, and for their own
characters. Their arrangements are for each to

speak one hour, then to close with a half hour's

speech from each—making in all three hours.

This makes reasonahle hours for the people,

and reasonable hours for the speakers."

Growth of Ifisconsin.—Over two thousand pas-

gSengers disembarked at Milwaukie in eight days,

closing on the 4lh insf.—890 cabin, 1272 steer-

age. The positive increase thereby of the pop-

ulation of Wisconsin can hardly fall short of

ififieen hundred. Probably one thousand more
jlanded during the same period at other points.

The Tribune thinks the population of the State,

'from its natural increase, and from immigration,

must swell to one hundred thousand per year.

h

A good wife.—Oh, it is beautiful to live blame-
less under the poisoned glance of the world

;

poisoned whether it be praise or blame; beauii-

ful not to be polluted by its observation, hut

4e nore beautiful to be intimately known to one, to

possess one gentle and honest friend, and that

friend a wife. Beautiful to he able to purify the

soul as in a mirror, and to be aware, therefore,
' Df every blot of one's own soul, and to be able
• to purify it against the day of the great trial.

Tin' Husbandman.

Ye pamper'd great, who proudly ride

In gilded coaches, as je glide

Among the vulgar crew-
;

Scorn not the man who tills the fields.,

Who reaps the fruits which autumn yields—
That man 's as good as you.

Tho' fortune adverse, for his home,
Has raised in slate no splendid dome,

Ps'or spread upon his board

Delicious dainties—and his name,
linblazun'd in the rolls of fame,

Ib last among the crowd
;

Yet calm content, around his head,
Will slill her genial influence shed

;

He envies nut your lot!

When day declining, night returns,

And on his hearlh one faggot burns,

He hastens lo his col.

His infante, sportive, round the fire,

In lisping accents greet their sire,

'{While each ahke*s Ins care)

With wanton gambolings strive to please,

And eager climb his honor'd knees,
The envied kiss lo share.

The greeting o'er, to rest he goes
;

Ambition breiks nut his repose,

JNor rob- his snul of rest

;

For envy, hate, corroding care,

The dire effects of fell despair,

Are strangers lo his breast.

Can all your wealth—can all your power

—

(Those gliti'ring playthings of an hour)

Bring happiness like Ihis ?

Can pompous titles and estates,

The fleeting gilts of blinded tales,

Be reckon'd equal bliss ?

I\o !—.hence, ye vain delusive toys !

Ye poor, fantastic, shorl-liv'd joys!

Give me a conscience pure :

Give me a mind conlent-~serene-r-
ISo cloud of guilt to intervene,

My joy6 will still endure.

There's not a heath, however rude,

But hath some little flower

To brighten up its solitude,

And scent the evening hour.

There's not a heart, however cast

By grief and sorrow down,

But hath some memory of Ihe past

To love and call its own.

Utilitt of Nettles.— It is a singular fact,

that steel dipped in the juice of the nettle be-

comes flexible. Dr. Thornton, who has made
the medicinal properties of our wild plants his

peculiar study, states that lint dipped in nettle

juice, and put up the nostril, has been known to

slay the bleeding of the nose, when all other

remedies have tailed—and adds, that fourteen or

fifteen of the seeds ground into powder, and
taken daily, will cure the swelling in the neck,

known by the name of goitre, without in any
way injuring the general habit,

—

Medical Times.

Eliot, Me., July 23, 1849.

Friend Hill;—I send you the names and ad-

vance pay of a few subscribers to your valuable

and interesting paper, the "Farmers Monthly

Visitor;" it is indeed a visitor that should find

its way in the residence of every New England

farmer, and adorn his library or centre-table, of

useful and entertaining knowledge : yet there

appears to be a strong prejudice existing amongst

farmers in general, against what they term

"book farming." Many disdain the idea of sub-

scribing or even reading an agricultural journal.

I am inclined to believe that the prejudice exist-

ing in the minds of those superstitious individu-

als is in many respects owing to their fathers

and grandfathers never having availed themselves

of such a source of useful information. Thus
such farmers remind me of the ancient custom

of carrying a grist of corn or other grain to mill,

putting the grain in one end of the bag, and

putting rocks in the other end to balance the

grist. "A man was once told to take those

stones out of his bag and divide his grist, and

his horse would have to carry only one-half of

the weight that he then did. He refused to

comply with the request, and replied that his

father did so, and so must I."

Such fanners as the above circumstance seems

to apply to seem determined to keep on the old

track, without ever enlightening their minds

with the improvements of the day, and with a

store of useful information that would be most

beneficial to themselves and their posterity.

They appear lo entertain a strong aversion to all

improvements that would tend to the advance-

ment of the agricultural community, which is

the most ancient occupation that was allotted to

man by our Creator, who instructed Adam in

paradise, " to dress and keep it,"—to work and

till the ground, let in the influence of heaven,

prune the trees, cherish the plants, preserve the

fruits from the beasts of the field and the fowls

of heaven, and to keep all his abode and the do-

main around it in good order. Thus we find

the Jewish farmer, however higljy favored, was

obliged to follow the rule which Virgil prescrib-

ed to Ids countrymen, to saturate the parched

soil with rich dung, anil scatter sordid ashes up-

on the exhausted lands, and the reward was the

most picturesque scenery and the richest pro-

ducts of the earth, and thus it will he the reward

of all who improve and perpetuate the fertility

of the soil, in every season to come, until the

end of time, for we have the promise of perpet-

ual seed-time and harvest to crown the labors of

the husbandman.
Yours, &c,

A FARMER.

Horned Frogs.— Messrs. Copeland and Prince

have brought home several living specimens of

the horned frog of Texas, a very curious animal

and well worth the inspection of naturalists.

They have several characteristics of the chame-

leon, and are perfectly harmless and inoffensive
)

uniting Ugliness and beauty in such a singular

combination that it is hard to tell which prepon-

derates. They are great curiosities to stay-at-

home people.— Salem Register.

Secrets.—The reply of Charles II., when im-
portuned to communicate something of a private

nature, deserves to be engraven in the heart of

every man :

—

"Can you keep a secret?" asked the suhtl :

monarch.
"Most faithfully," returned the nobleman.

"So can I," was the laconic and severe answer
of Charles,
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For Hie Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Scientific Agriculture.

Mr. Editor :—We think that there is no busi-

ness which :i man can turn his attention to

both in mind and labor, which will pay him

more satisfaction than the improvements in ag-

riculture. A man may follow this business a

great length of time for mere profit without any

particular desire for its present or future im-

provement. Such men only know what binning

is by being engaged every day upon the farm,

and so far as good health, long life, anil a good

flow of spirits are concerned (items by the way

which are important,) they can enjoy a farmer's

life. But how much more satisfaction is there

produced when a man gives his mind to act, in

connection with bis labor in this business? The
truth may be, that the world may give a man

very little, if any credit for all the labor, care,

and anxiety of mind which he may have given

through a long or short life to this subject. We
are well aware, as are other men, that labors of

the mind are the poorest paid, and the least cared

tor of any other labor under the sun in all conn-

Vies. And why so? Because, in the universal

struggle of mankind after shining gold mind

thinkers are entirely forgotten ; so that this class

of men must not look for pay from this source •

if they do they will be disappointed. But the

best satisfaction that such men find is in know-

ing that they have used their efforts in trying to

improve the condition particularly of those men
engaged in the same calling.

Twenty or twenty-five years ago, might have

been seen here and there a solitary man who
bad, unaided or cared for by other men,

been trying to improve the condition of far-

mers, as a class of men. For a long time it was

an up-hill business, as every one who was en-

gaged in it knows well. Alter a while the minds

of some other men of sterling worth were open-

ed to the subject, and when they saw its import-

ance they took hold of it iu good earnest. And

now agricultural schools are going into operation

in many sections of the country. Our colleges

of learning have taken hold of the matter and

are adding professors of agriculture to their in-

stitutions. This looks as though men had begun

to understand that it is as necessary that agr cul-

ture should he reduced to scientific principles as

that of any other business. This is as it should

be, and men cannot better employ their time

than by trying tu improve agriculture in all its

bearings. It is not an uncommon thing for those

who are not particularly interested or engaged

iu this business, to think it is a matter of little

importauceto them. But this is a great mistake,

as every one must see who is at all observing in

these matters. There is not an individual ill C'ty

or country, but what is or should he more or

hss interested in a prosperous agriculture. This

subject is beginning to be understood by the

mass of men, and when it is thoroughly so, it

will he better appreciated by them. Take any

one of the learned professions as they are called,

and let a man having o profession go into a com-
munity of farmers, and if he may have no prac-

tical knowledge of farming, if he has got a tol-

erable idea of the theory of improved farthing:

it will give him more influence in that commu-
nity than all the Greek and Latin he might show
off in years.

These ideas have been thrown out as they

have occurred to us while musing on this sub-

ject, and if they are worth any thing, we hope

those men who are not fanners proper will not-

withstanding give them some little attention.

Among the foremost as pioneers in this work of

reform are agricultural journals, which have for

the last twenty years been doing a steady bu 1

sure work. Beginning in a small way, and with

but little expense, they have increased and ex-

tended beyond the ideas of the most sanguine.

Much however remains yet to be done, which

will require all the energy that men interested

may give to this worthy object.

Yours, &c,
L. DURAND.

Derby, Ct., July 20, 1819.

P. S. Iii my last communication, the two

words that you could not make out are iyistance

and has. The original sentence reads thus

:

"If meadows be deeply ploughed, they will last

much longer without re-seeding, and when both

subsoiled and deep surface ploughed, the in-

stance has not yet occurred where re-seeding

became necessary." Yours,
L. D.

From the Knickerbocker Magazine.

The Grist-Mill.

BY R. H. STODDARD.

The grist, mill stands beside the stream,

With bending root' and leaning wall
j

So old. Unit when the winds are wild,

The miller trembles lest It fall;

But moss and ivy, never cere,

Bedeck it o'er from year to year.

The dam is steep, and weeded green
;

The gates are raised, the waters pour,

And tread ihe old wheel's slippery steps,

The lowest round fnreveruiore
;

Meilnnks they have a sound ol iie,

Because they cannot climb it higher.

From morn till night, in autumn time.

When yellow harvests load the plains,

Up drive the farmers Lo the mill.

And back anon, with loaded wains
;

They bring a wealth ol" golden grain,

Aud lake it home in meal again.

The mill inside is dim and dark ;

Bui peeping in the open door
You see the miller flitting round,

And dusty bags along the floor
;

And by the shalt, and down l lie spout,

The yellow meal comes pouring out.

And all day long the winnowed chad*

Floats tound it on the sultry breeze,

And shinelh like a settling swarm
Of gulden winged and belled bees

;

Or sparks around a blacksmith's door,

When bellows blow and forges roar.

I love our pleasant, quaint old milt

!

Il minds me ol' my e.irly prime
;

'Tls changed since then, but not so niuch

As I am, by decay and tune ;

Its wrecks are mossed from year to year,

But mine all dark and b ire appear.

1 stand beside the stream of life
j

The mighty current sweeps ah ng :

billing tlie flood gates of my heart,

It turns the m.ii;le wheel ol song,
And grinds the ripened harvest brought
From out the golden held of Thought.

him to the city, declaring that ihe army was
overwhelmed with terror. Iu a ship prepared
at the public expense, Quinetius and his three

sons are conveyed to Home: his relatives and
friends, anil all the nobles go forth to meet him.
Surrounded by an immense multitude, and at-

tended by lictnrs, he i.s conducted to his future

abode. Having met and overcome the enemy,
and restored peace to the city, he resigned the

ofiice of dictator at the close of the sixteenth

day, although elected for six months, choosing
to cultivate his humble farm, and abide in his

humble cottage, rather than control the destinies

of the Roman people.

Let those who cultivate the soil with their own
hands, reflect upon the following fads in the

story of Cinciniiatus : He was a humble farmer
— possessed only four acres of land— dwelt in

an humble hut or cottage—was found by the

commissioners actually employed in labor— was
covered with ilust and sweat, the necessary ac-

companiments of rural toil ; and yet even this

man, by the unanimous voice of the people, was
placed at the head of the Roman Empire, with

absolute power over the property and lives of
his fellow-citizens. Having accomplished the

object for which he was elected, he most readily

and cheerfully resigns his office and retires to

the shades of private life. The name of Cin-
cinnalus will never die; while simplicity and
virtue remain on earth, it will stand emblazoned
in characters that "can be seen and read of all

men."

Gems from Longfellow's Kavanagh.

Spring.—Ah ! bow wonderful is the advent of
the Spring!— tiie great annual miracle of the

blossoming of Aaron's rod, repeated on myriads
and myiiads of branches! the gentle progression
and growth of herbs, flowers, trees,—gentle, and
yet irrepressible— which no force can stay, no
violence restrain, like love, that wins its way
and cannot be withstood by any human power
—because itself is divine power. If Spring
came but once in a century, instead of once a

year, or hurst forth with the sound of an earth-

quake, and not in silence, what wonder and ex-
pectation would there be in all hearts to behold
the miraculous change?

Night.—How absolute, and omnipotent is the
silence of the night! And yet the stillness

seems almost audible! From all the measure-
less depths of air around its comes a half sound,
a half-whisper, as if we could hear the crum-
bling and falling away of earth and all created
things, iu the great miracle ol nature, decay,
and re-production, ever beginning, never ending,
— ihe gradual lapse and running of the sand in

the great hour-glass of time!

Common School Dqtiirtiuciit.

CONDUCTED BY PROF RUST.

Cinciniiatus.

Let those listen to the story of Cincinnalns,
who despise every thing when Compared with
riches, aud who deem the poor neither virtuous

nor honorable. Lucius Quinetius, the only hope
of the Unman Empire in the hour of peril. Cul-

tivated four acres of land upon the hanks of the

Tiber, He was there found by the commission-
ers dispatched for this purpose, while engaged
iu ploughing. Having exchanged salutations,

they besought him for his own sake, and from
his regard for the Republic, to listen to the com-
mands of the Senate. Amazed, and anxiously
inquiring, " if all was well," he desires his wife

Kaeilna to bring his gown from the cottage with
all possible haste. No sooner had he wiped
away the dust aud sweat, aud thrown around
him his garments, than the ambassadors, with
congratulation, salute him dictator, and invite

National School Fair.

Many of our renders are doubtless aware that

some of the leading friends of education in the

United Suites contemplate holding a " National
School Fair" hi the city of Washington dining
the session of the next Congress. Efforts are

making lo secure a general interest in ibis most
laudable enterprise.

Already have thousands of the children of the

Empire Slate commenced preparations lor this

object. A few weeks since, they " extended the

hand of fraternal amity and kind regard lo their

brothers and sisters of the Old Dominion, by
ihe presentation of' beautiful specimens of draw-
ing, painting, minerals, w riling and composition,

together with various articles of interesting

workmanship prepared by the pupils of the In-

siitutiun tor the Blind.

The children of New York have been invited

by Mr. Selon, the Agent for ihe Public Schools

of thai city, lo prepare "specimens of artistic

.-kill from the pen, the pencil, and the penknife ;

Slate maps, with staple commodities unci pro-

ducts pictured on their margins; county maps,

in the same manner, surrounded with interest-

ing and remarkable natural scenery, representa-

tions of organic remains ;
geological profiles,

with synoptical descriptions of their groups,
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collated 1*10111 the State surveys ; diagrams and
maps of a physical character, exhibiting the

depth nl' sens, elevations of mountains), sectional

views of canals, lakes, &c. in tlie United States

and elsewhere—accompanied occasionally with

brief historical sketches, specimens of needle-

work, plain and ornamental writing, comprising

evti acts from American oratory, patriotic senti-

ments, &c."
While the children of the Empire Slate and

of the Old Dominion are thus kindly greeting

each other, shall the children of Little Rhody
he ignorant of what is doing? Shall they he

idle spectators of the interesting scene? We
trust not. Inspired by the nohle example thus

set them, we believe that the children of litis

Slate will co operate with the children of New
York and Virginia in this common object.

Prospect Hill, Fairfax Co., Va. ?

November, 13, 1848. $

To the Children of the Public Schools of the
City of New York.

]\ly youngfriends :— In behalf of the children

of Virginia, and particularly those in that sec-

tion of the State where where I reside, I desire

to express to you, through Mr. Seton, their grate-

ful acknowledgement and most sincere thanks,

for the many tokens of your kind regard, for-

warded by our excellent friend Mr. Holhrook,
anil by him exhibited, and piesented to them
since his arrival here. The beautiful specimens
of drawing, painting, writing and composition,

the various minerals, and especially the interest-

ing workmanship of the pupils of the " Institu-

tion for the Blind," have been extensively exam-
ined and every where admired. Animated by
the generous and noble example you have set

us, we shall endeavor, at as early a period as

may he practicable, to forward you some of the

fruits of Southern industry, ingenuity anil skill.

In the mean time, Mr. Holhrook and myself de-

sign visiting Richmond and other portions of the

Slate, where We hope to be able more generally

to diffuse a knowledge of your exertions, and (o

interest in the great cause of Common School
education, the minds and the hearts of the legis-

lators and statesmen of this important portion

of our common country.

I should do erpial injustice to my own feelings

and to the warm hearts and generous spirits of
the children of Virginia, if I liiiled to express to

you, my dear young friends, some of the reflec-

tions which this novel and interesting embassy
from the children of the North to the children

of the South has excited. In my judgment, it is

destined, under the blessing of Divine Provi-

dence, to exert a stronger, more beneficial and
enduring influence upon the integrity and per-

petuity of our glorious Union, than any, and per-

haps than all other agencies combined. While
the incessant agitation ofexciting political topics

in the council halls of the nation, and through-

out the length and breadth ol our laud, threatens

to shake the foundation of that noble structure

erected by the patriots mid statesmen of the rev-

olution— while drifted far from the moorings of
those elevated principles inculcated by the great

and good Washington, trot a few of the ablest

anil strongest men of both the North and the

Souili are " calculating the value " of that Union,
which has hitherto been to us the sheet-anchor
of our political existence. And while the minds
of good men in every section are seriously

alarmed, lest in an evil and iiiennsiilciale hour,

some rash hand may he put forth to sunder the

bonds of brotherhood, which have joined us to-

gether as one people, and are to us our only
safeguard and highest treasure— the spectacle of

forty thousand children from the Empire State
in the Ninth, extending the hand of fraternal

amity and kind regard to their brethren and sis-

ters of the Old Dominion in the South, affords a

sure guaranty for the jndivisihilily and perpetuity
of the Union. That precious legacy which,
amid the furious storms of panizan exitement
and political passions, might rashly and incon-
siderately he forever forfeited, shall yet he pre-
served undiimiicd and untarnished by the young
hands aid the young hearts of our beloved re-

public. And is it not a most auspicious omen,
that the first offering on this noble altar of the
Union, " one and indissoluble," should be pre-

sented here, in the immediate vicinity of Mount
Vernon, on the hanks ol that Potomac where
sleeps the honored dust of Washington? Will

not Ins pure spirit smile heiiignnuily upon this

hallowed enterprise for ihe dissemination of

knowledge, tor the strengthening of the hands
of that Union, for which, with his dying breath,

be invoked the continued efforts of bis country-

men ?

Go on, then, my young friends, in the blessed

work you have so efficiently begun. Let your
voices be heard in affectionate greeting and
brotherly and sisterly love, from the broad and
beautiful Hudson mi the North, to the banks of

the Rio Grande on the South—from the shores
of the Atlantic on the East, to the waters of the

Pacific on the West. And doubt not that the

warm and enthusiastic blood of the South, the

restless enterprise and energy of the. West, will

respond to that appeal, in tones which shall

thrill and vibrate through every nerve and artery

of the great American Republic!
I have only to add, ihat in conjunction with

Air. Holhrook, it will always afford Lie the great-

est pleasure to aid in forwarding an enterprise

so beneficent as that, of which the first fruits

are now in process of distribution throughout
our State: and our common and esteemed
friend, Mr. Sfton, will, I am sure, he at all times
read to receive and transmit to us, these priceless

treasures of ihe intellect and the heart, which
beyond all others, will serve to bring in Hose
connection and companionship, those who are

so soon to become the inheritors of all our insti-

tutions, and the administrators of our extended
government.

Very truly and sincerely, your friend,

S. S. RANDALL.

TO THE TEACHERS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The importance, and interesting purport ol

the foregoing letter, induces me to remind the

teachers into whose bauds it may come, of the

valuable advantages they may s",cure to their

pupils, hy cordially acting upon the plan of sci-

entific exchange ii so high'y commends. These
advantages may be considered in the following
relations: Incentives to mental improvement,
moral development, and the consequent eleva-

tion of character. Efforts to please and improve
others hy our skill add ability, always result in

large improvement— because such efforts are

made under circumstances the most favorable to

mental development. Pure motives to ac*li< u

also, will equally stimulate to benevolent effort.

and moral improvement be its result. These
combined influences will give firmness and ele-

vation to character, and prove the best and
strongest incentives lo mental and moral nd-

vancemeni. The advantages Ihat have already

resulted lo our pupils from their frequent efforts

of the kind herein contemplated, have been al-

ready \fiy great lo themselves, and equally so
to others. But, as you are informed on ibis sub-
ject, ii is inn necessary here to particularize. 1

therefore immediately invite your attention to

die preparation by your pupils, of specimens for

the following objects: Maps of the State of Vir-

ginia, and Distiict of Columbia, to distribute to

members of the State Legislature of Virginia ;

specimens of linear drawing; &c, for the

schools; maps of Ihe several Slates lor distribu-

tion among the members of Ihe present Con-
gress— all these lo be sufficiently small to admit
of their being enclosed in a letter envelope.
The above to be forwauled to my address as

soon as possible. Larger and more varied speci-

mens are lo he in gradual preparation for exhi-

bition at a National School Fair, contemplated
to be held at Washington, during the session of
tlje next Congress.— Eflbrls are making to se-

cure a general attention to so interesting an ob-
ject. Such a measure, it is hoped, will be a

school incentive of die most powerful character;
and he productive of general good to the cause
of education, now so greatly occupying public

attention in all the Stales. For this occasion, it

would be desirable lo have prepared, Specimens
of artistic skill from the pen, Ihe pencil and the
penknife; Slate maps— with staple commodities
and products pictured oh their margins; County
maps, in the same manner, surrounded with in-

lerestiug and remarkable natural scenery, repre-

sentations of organic remains—geological pro-

files, with synoptical descriptions of their groups,
collated from the State surveys ; diagrams and
maps of a physical character, exhibiting ihe
depths of seas— elevations of mountains— sec-
tional views of canals, lakes, &c. in the United
States and elsewhere—accompanied, occasional-
ly, with brief historical sketches, specimens of
needle-work, plain ami ornamental writing, com-
prising extracts from American oratory, patriotic

sentiments, &c. Should the contemplated Na-
tional Fair fail to take place, these products of
your schools would then be highly useful for

Slate lairs of a similar character, that may be
held under ihe patronage of some of the numer-
ous " Teachers Institutes" and associations, con-
stantly being held in New York and other States.

Notice of the maturity of any of these plans,
will be communicated through the various edu-
cational journals of the country. Though the
foregoing is of a local character, all Common
Schools, and other Institutions, are invited to co-
operate in these measures of general improve-
ment.

S. W. SETON,
Agent for the Public Schools,

City ofJVeiv York.

EXCHANGE DEPOSITORIES AND FAMILY MUSEUMS.
In connection with Schools in New York and

Washington cities, the one the Commercial, the
other the JYalionat Metropolis of our country,
rooms are provided, as places of resort for the
friends of science and general education ; also
lor depositing', exhibiting, and exchanging mine-
rals, shells, plants, varieties of wood, writing,
drawing, painting, needle-work, mechanism, and
other productions of nature and art.

The object of these Depositories is to aid and
he aided by similar establishments, not only in

our principal cities and large towns, hut in small
villages, ami especially in the 80,000 schools and
5,000,000 of families in our republic ; and through
them, in schools and families in all nations.

Under such aid, one school in New York, in

one day, furnished, by tlieir own hands, substan-
tial beginnings lor more than five hundred Fam-
ily Museums, composed of labelled minerals,
showing what the world is made of—and of
course an instructive lessen to every person in

the world. Asa similar beginning list" a muse-
um, or a cabinet of curiosities, can be made by any
school or family in the world, any day when the
teacher or parent shall encourage the young
bands under their control in finding some mine-
rals, or preparing some drawing, or oilier work
for the purpose. Persons receiving ibis notice, or

the circular of Messrs. Randall and Seton, are
invited to aid their young friends in such an ob-
ject.

To hasten such measures for "self-education "

and mutual improvement, " scholars' /airs" are to

be held in all parts of the United Slates, and at-

tended by persons qualified to name and explain
minerals and other specimens exhibited a! them,
and otherwise aid all persons every where, by
taking a very simple step for their own improve-
ment, to unite with Exchange Depositories «t

the two great concentrating and radiating points

of our republic, and through them with similar

establishments, and with schools and families in

this and other countries, fur the priunutinu of
practical science, republican principles, and kind
reciprocations in this singularly interesting age
of ihe world.

Communications on this subject, post paid, di-

rected to the subscriber, at f40 Giand street,

New Vork, or at Washington, D. C, will receive

due attention from
JOS1AH HOLBROOK.

Effects of being a good boy.—Joseph Rit-

ner, who was for some time a member of the le-

gislature of Pennsylvania, and afterwards gover-
nor of that Slate, was once a hound hoy to Jacob
Myers, an independent farmer, who brought him
up. While be was governor, there was a cele-

bration of the fourth of July, at which Mr. My-
ers gave the follow iug toast : " Joseph Ritner—
he was always a good hoy. and has slid grown
better; every thing he did, he always did well;

be made a good fanner and a good legislator;

and he makes a very good governor." All this

man's greatness was the result of being a good
boy.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE N. II. COMMIS-
SION f.|{ of common schools.

The Commissioner of Common Schools, in accordance with the Act

requiring him " la make to the General Court u report upon the Common
Schools of the Stale, which shall romhine the Biibstance of the returns

from the several towns, anil such information and suggestions as seem to

him useful," respectfully submits his second annual Report, it being the

third from this Department:

—

As regards the interests of our Common Schools, the past year has been

prosperous. The nolile enterprise of appropriately educating the rising

generation has heeu winning its way to the understandings and affections

of ihe people. Although the efforts of the friends of popular education

have, heeu vastly disproportionate to the value of the contemplated heue-

fns, still they have exerted a powerful influence in awakening a deeper

interest, and urging to more vigorous exertions; The condition nf our
schools, though confessedly inadequate to the constantly increasing de-

mands of the age, furnishes occasion for much satisfaction in the present,

ami high anticipations for the future; ami our hearts should kindle with

profound gratitude to Cod for past attainments, and present success

;

white we still toil on, in hope ol additional triumph. The opinion is en-

tertained by a large number of our citizens, that the thorough education

nf our youth is a subject of greater magnitude, and Challenges public at-

tention and co-operation with a more authoritative voice, than tiny other.

The schools occupy a more prominent place in our affections ; and this

interest is not confined, as in former time, to particular sections, but is

generally diffused through the State.

In my official tour, 1 have been every where welrnmed by the friends

of education, and furnished With every facility requisite for obtaining a

correct knowledge of the character and condition of the schools. Com-
mittees have usually accompanied me to the various districts, and by their

kindness and attention given no doubtful evidence of attachment to that

noble enterprise of which i was the bumble advocate. Not infrequently

were we greeted in our visits by individual citizens, while large audiences
have attended the public lectures, anil united in the exhibition of strong

regard for the cause of popular education. In the discharge of my offi-

cial duties, I have delivered more than fifty public addresses, travelled

above two thousand miles, visited three hundred schools, and aided in

conducting several Institutes. I have also examined with great care the

reports prepared by the Superintending School Committees of the vari-

ous towns, and hud frequent interviews with the most devoted friends of

this cause in different parts of the State. As the result of my inves'iga-

tions, it affords me pleasure to be able to report to the General Court, that

it is my deliberate opinion, founded upon evideuc e the authority of which
it is impossible to resist, that the late educational movement, though tardy

in its inception, is now progressing with a healthy and vigorous activity,

and abounds with indications of an ultimate su ccess, which nothing can
defeat but infatuation and impatience among those who should be the

guardians and conservators, as well as pioneers and directors of reform.

Allow me, as a source of encouragement, to invite your attention to a

few of these indications ofprogress.
1. .1 majority of the towns hare, duririsethe. current year, voluntarily raised, by

a tax on property, a sum nearly one third larger than is required by law. The
amount of money voluntarily raised and appropriated to the improvement
of the schools, has for several years been gradually increasing, hut in no
previous year has the increase been so great as during the present. This
is not only a clear evidence of increased interest on the part ofthe towns,

hut it is a weighty and deliberate decision of the men, by whom taxes as-

sessed for this, as well ns other purposes must be paid, against the ade-

quacy of the present amount of money required by law, for the purposes
of education. It is cheering to witness with what earnest and unusual
liberality a mind mice aroused treats this subject, and with what demon-
strable certainty increased appropriations follow in the wake of increased

attention. When correct views aie embraced in regard to the iniilhnera-

ble benefits resulting from general intelligence, and w. en the admirable
adaptation of the Common School to accomplish an object so essential to

the best interests of man is Inly recognized, the amount of appropriation
hitherto raised seems so trilling for so laudable a purpose, that the people

freely vote to raise an ai ml of scho I money Which formerly would
have appeared to them only the imposition of additional burdens.

2. The passage of an act at the extra S'ssion ofthe Legislature, increasing Ihe.

amount of money to be raisedfor the support ofschools twenty per cent, on Ihe

sum previously required. This law will act lavorabh on those towns, it

there lie any sncli, winch have not yet been reached by the elevating spirit

of this reform, While so much was lost by incompetent teachers, incon-

venient school-houses, and uninterested citizens, the General Court judi-

ciously refrained from requiring the towns to make additional appropria-
tions. But since the era of improvement has commenced; removing so

many nf these obstructions, and there now exists the prospect of a tolera-

bly judicious expenditure of our school funds, it lias most cheerfully ac-

ceded to the wishes of the people— requiring an increased amount to he
raised. Nothing short of a deep conviction of the value of elementary
iusuuctioii, and the inadequacy nf former appropriations, could have se-

cured results so desirable and encouraging. This act has met with uni-

versal approbation, and will be productive of greater and more permanent
good to tiie Stale than almost any other of the session. Its passage sent

a thrill of joy to many aspiring youth, struggling lo obtain an education,
but sadly retarded by the numerous and hitherto insurmountable obstruc-
tions to he encountered in the smaller and poorer districts,

3. The increased exertions and solicitude exhibited in securing a corps of well-

qualified teachers. The qualifications of teachers have been too much neg-
lected, and the sad consequences of this neglect have long been fell and
deplpred by those who had not the power to remedy the evil. The dawn
is now breaking upon the masses. The truth.-;, which the friends of edu-
cation have been for years industriously laboring to inculcate—that the

teacher exerts a controlling influence over those intrusted lu his care, and
that it is ulleil) impossible to have a good School under ihe management
of an incuiupenienl teacher, for the reason that his character is a model

which are moulded the intellectual and moral characteristics of hisupon which are moulded the intellectual and moral characteristics of his

pupils—have become something more than mere fiction, designed to ul-

lure wayward children into obedience, and have assumed ihe tin porlance
ol stern philosophical entiries. They cannot be disregarded without in-

flicting irreparable calamities, and rendering the community liable to a
swarm of evils, more intolerable and lasting than the plagues of Egypt.
Tl'e intimate connection existing between the leacher and' the school is

so clearly recognized, by persons of intelligence, that the elevation ol the

former is deemed the most successful plan lor the improvement of ihe

latter. In consequence of mis, Hie demand for good teachers has recent-

ly become greater than the supply. To meet this exigency, u Teachers'
Department was established in several ofthe besl Academies in the Slate,

designed to aid those, purposing to leach, in securing higher qualifications

for their responsible dunes. Hundreds bale annually gone forth Irom
these seminaries to lake ihe charge of our schools, nitll slicing hope, en-
larged views, and valuable atlaiiimeuls. This expedient failing lo meet
the increasing demand for thoroughly qualified teachers, a temporary
school has been organized in several of ihe counties, called ihe Teachers'
Institute, having in view the same specific object. Experienced educators
and the friends of education universally agree in regarding the Institute

unrivaled as an instrumentality of immediate and extensive application,

as well as the must direct and economical means of improving the char-

acter of ihe District School, for it is placed iu more immediate proximity
lo the persons upon whom it is designed ultimately to aei, than any other
hitherto devised. Entertaining similar views iu regard to the peculiar

adaptation and usefulness of Institutes, 1 hail the increasing interest ex-
hibited iu their behalf with delight, and record with emotions of giati-

tude the encouraging fact, that iu no former year have so many been held
in this State, nor have so vigorous exertions ol any kind been employed
lo afford teachers facilities necessary lo fit them for their work. These
opportunities of improvement have been gratefully enjoyed and diligently

improved. Teachers have thronged to the Institute in crowds, and in

their subsequent success have furnished abundant evidence of ils efficien-

cy and influence. As a happy result of this movement, greater solicitude

is cherished by them iu securing adequate attainments and professional

skill, and the whole community has felt the far-reaching influence result-

ing from its sessions. As a pebble thrown into a lake repeals ils impres-
sions upon the entire mass of water, iu constantly enlarging circles, and
only terminates its effects on the distant shore, so every jusiiluie that has
been held has sent a wave of elevating influence to every retreating cove
and every shadowy eddy, where uiiud lay sleeping and stagnant, yet
wanting only some foreign impulse to ruffle its surface and originate that

series of ebbs and flows from which no sluggish equilibrium shall ever
be restored.

4. The increased attention devoted to School Architecture. The school-houses

of former times, too many ol which even now confront our gaze, exhibit
a fearful want of adaptation to the grand purposes for which they were
constructed; and it is a lamentable fact that so many of them have so
lung resisted the improvements of ihe age, and slid remain Ihe humiliat-
ing monuments, if not of a spirit of penuriousness in the highest degree

irehensible, at least, of culpable apathy and neglect, lint ihe work of
ineiii in ibis important department of reform is begun, ami a he-

ginning of sn much promise, under circumstances so unpropiliuiis, affords

the strongest encouragement of general success. Within a few years, a
large number of these ill-constructed and dilapidated buildings have been
displaced by those that are tasteful, commodious and well ventilated. In
connection with their fate, I have the pleasure of knowing thai I have aid-

ed lo the fullest exieni of my ability in hastening Ihe downfall of a class

of miserable hovels, which ought, in justice, a long lime since, to have
been razed to the earth, or consecrated to some more congenial purpose.
Several school-houses, jiuiterns ol lasie, beauty and comfort, have been
erected during the year— noble monuments, bul standing iu sad contrast
with Ihe venerable specimens nf former times which still linger among
us!

Their location has received increased attention. Instead of being
crowded into tire unoccupied nook of a dismal swamp, or unhealthy
marsh amidst vermin, choke-damps and pestilence, or even profaning ihe
sacred retreat of ihe dead, exposing its inmates lo the influence of con-
stant miasma, and depressing melancholy, the school-bouse adorns a

pleasant and health} eminence, where it can he visited by the (We air of
heaven, or with its ample play -grounds is embosomed in the retired grove,
where nature's charm's, rather than her more revolting features, are made
I In- companions of sludy, and influence and control ihe formation of
character;

The internal arrangements have not been neglected, but have been
adapted to preserve the health, and will respectful treatment. In these
houses, the children are no longer Compelled to sit in agony upon back-
less seals, will! Hair lower extremities dangling iu space, anil they are no
longer obliged to hreatl e an atmosphere destitute ofthe elements of vigor

and life: hut may freely inhale the pure ail of heaven, so abundantly fur-

nished for the happiness of the race. Confusion and disorder have thus
been removed, and the way prepared for the introduction of a more re-

fined and congenial system of discipline. Every additional appropriately

Constructed school-house is a perpetual argument iu favor of progress,

and eloquently pleads for universal reform. The blackboard so full of
light, in Ihe hands of an int< lligent instructor, ornaments nearly every

school-house iu the Slide. Appropriate and inspiring Mollos, Elementary
Churls, Outline Maps, and Globes are also found iu a lew, and it is very

desirable that more vigorous efforts should be employed lo secure their

general adoption.
5. The extensive introduction of improved text books. Many of our school

re
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books have been extremely defective, both in arrangement and adaptation

to the capacities of the learners. A strange medley of these lias for a

Ion;; time usurped authority in the school, or rather set all authority at

defiance, and rendered the labyrinths through which the student must
grope, oidy more intricate, and the darkness that envelopes the unguided

wanderer more visible. Hut a brighter day is beginning to dawn. Indi-

viduals of admitted experience, and known abdny are preparing school

books, whose increasing excellence is the only ground upon which the

authors base their claims of patronage. Such of those already in use as

possessed real merit, have, in numerous instances, been revised and im-

proved ; and in almost every department of science new ones have been

written of a higher order, and containing the latest discoveries and im-

provements. These hooks may be found in many of our Schools. Series

of valuable Reading books have also been introduced in very many dist-

ricts, in which the prime object of common school education has begun

to he appreciated ; and wherever the delects of the antiquated, inappro-

priate, and in many cases injudicious compilation of extracts, without any

accompanying rules or exercises, have discovered themselves ; the change

has commenced and is rapidly progressing ; and the rubbish of olden

times is being discarded with a rapidity, that exactly quadrates with the

advancement of intelligence, and the earnestness of attention with which

this subject has been treated. The work is still advancing, and we earn-

estly hope that it may be speedily consummated. We would recommend
among the earliest official duties of the committees, when it has not al-

ready been done, a thorough revision of their text-books, with a determi-

nation, though it he at some cost, to be satisfied only with the best. But
in no case should there be a change, or new ones introduced,' until they

have received the most thorough examination of the Superintending

Committees, and then only such as out of the mass that is presented for

adoption, the committee shall have decided, upon the most mature delib-

eration, are preferable to any others, or the change may not be accompa-
nied with the anticipated results; and the burdens of the useless expen-

ditures imposed upon the people will settle for years like an incubus up-

on the cause of reform.

b\ The improved methods employed in imparting instruction. It is a source

of profound regret to every intelligent mind, that the methods of teach-

ing so long used in the Districts Schools have been so defective. A ref-

erence to some of them, would provoke a smile at i he expense of an

aching bean. The duties of the school embraced an unchanging routine

of exercises extremely monotonous, and uninteresting. The idea that the

acquisition of knowledge could become a source of exquisite pleasure,

rather than a dreaded task, was hardly entertained. The great object of

education—the complete, harmonious and symmetrical development of all

the faculties— has been entirely overlooked. Time, whose capacity should

have been exhausted, in forging mental power, so necessary lor every ex-

igency of life, has been occupied in gathering a few disconnected frag-

ments of science ; and committing to memory a tew meagre rules, with-

out the least regard to ihe important principles upon which they were
based, was the daily mechanical task assigned to the pupils in the '' Dist-

rict School as it was." A greater change in this respect, than in almost

any other, has been effected within a few years, and this mechanical me-
thod, or rather unmeehanical— lor it violates all the laws of effective me-
chanism, and finds its parallel, and its native clime, only where there is

no division of labor among men, and no classification of phenomena in

science— is yielding to one more effective in discipline, and philosophical

in character.

The standard adopted in our improved Schools is elevated. It requires

the pupil not merely to commit, but to think, vigorously anil protractedly.

Ability, not acquirements merely, is the true test of scholarship. The
former secured, the latter is within our reach ; mere words are discarded,

ar.d clear ideas are demanded ; and the quality of instruction is deemed
vastly more important than the quantity. A greater familiarity with prin-

ciples is perceptible, and as a necessary attendant, an increased ability to

communicate them in a clear and agreeable manner.
The art of education is still in its infancy, but it possesses the true spirit

of progress. The work of reform has commenced, and it will advance,
shedding increasing light on remaining defects, and directing to more
appropriate agencies for their removal. However congenial it may he to

my ovmi feelings, and agreeable to those of my readers, to linger in con-
templation around this pleasing branch of the subject, duly compels me
to introduce other topics no less profitable, however unwelcome I hey

may be.

PLANS OF SCHOOL-HOUSES.

In my last Report, I endeavored to point put the defects of our school-

houses ; and ill this, I shall present a few plans, combining the latest im-
provements in this department. The friends of education, within a few
years, have devoted much attention to School Architecture, and many ex-

cellent plans have, been devised, by which former defects may be obviated,

and all deficiencies supplied. Our knowledge of the defects of the

school house of our boyhood is experimental and lasting; and it is very

desirable that we speedily acquaint ourselves with the most approved
methods of removing them, so that in the erection of a school-house, or

In re-modeling an old one, we may not he compelled to imitate the for-

lorn specimens of the past. It is a fact, and the announcement of it

should astonish us, that school-houses have been erected, within a few
years, in strict conformity to the models of former generalions. Greal
embarrassments have been experienced by pet sous employed to build

school-houses, from the want of suitable plans and descriptions. At my
solicitation, several of' the towns have generously borne ihe expense of

engraving plans of their school-houses, for the benefit of any who may
wish to erect an improved school-house. Such liberality on the part of
the friends of this cause furnishes an unequivocal indication of deep in-

terest.

VIEW OF A SCHOOL-HOUSE IN DUBLIN.

Description oj School-house in Dublin.

The building is 42 by 30 feet on the ground, and II feet high in the
clear, or between the timbers. The school-room is 29 by 35 feet inside,

with eleven windows, furnished with green wooden cm tains, by which
the intensity of the light can he regulated to any desired degree. There
are (34 seals, and as many desks, each funds ted with a sliel for books,
&c, for the convenience of every scholar, and the d 'sks are all numbered,
so that each scho ar may know bis own seat. The desks are all made of
birch boards, and painted green. t'hey are 2 feet in length, and from 18
to 15 inches wide, according to their location—the back seats being high-
est and widest, and those in front lower and narrower, to accommodate
the small scholars. The seats are in the form of a wooden chair-bottom,
and they, as well as the desks, are fastened down with long wood
screws, and are of varisus heights, for the convenience of scholars of all

sizes. The seats are from 16 inches down to 10 in height, and the desks
from 304 inches down to 20. The seats are placed at the left end of ihe
writing disks, lo make it more convenient for writing, and at the same
lime to give a space at the right end lor the scholars to stand in the seals.

The front of each desk inclines back so far that by cutting off the upright
plank square it gives the proper slope for the top of ihe desk, and also (as

this makes the b ick of the seat in front of it,) gives a suitable inclination

back for ihe ease of the scholars in silling. The sleepers under the floor

are so arranged that the supports at the ends of the desks are framed
down through the floor into them—there being twj tenons on the lower
end of each plank.

The aisles on the outside of the house are 18 inches, that in the centre
24 inches, and the others 16 inches in width. There are movable seats

in the area in front of the other seats, which are used for recitations, &.C.

The teacher's desk is on a plaifor n raised 15 inches, in the centre of the
front of the roo::>, with a small room behind it for the use of the teacher.
There are two doors of entrance, one for hoys and one lor girls, and the
entry of each is furnished with conveniences for hanging up hats, bon-
nets, over-gar enis, &c. These entries also seive as recitation rooms for

ihe younger scholars to recite to monitors. The teachers' room is also

used for this purpose. The scho.d-rooni is heated with on 3 of the Wor-
cester Common School Stoves. I cannot describe them fully lo you,
but the stove is enclosed in an air-chamber, to which is attached a pipe,

for the admission of fresh air from without, which, when heated, is let

into the room by means of apertures on top of ihe stove. The effect is

to give out a mild and agreeable heat, resembling that of Summer. The
cost of these stoves is about $18. The room is furnished with two venti-

lators, which open into the attic story, so that any excess of heat, or im-
purity of the air of the school room, can be very soon removed.

fLAN OF A SCHOOI.-HOUSE IN DUBLIN.
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References to the Plan.— A. Teacher's Desk. B. Platform. C C Step to
ascend the Platform. D. Stove. E 10. Pipe. F. Teacher's Room. G. G. Entries.
H H. H. Desks. I. I. I. Seats. J. J. End view nf desks. K. K. End view of Seats.
L. L L. Windows. M. M. M. Doors. JS. N. Recitation Seats.

VIEW OF A SCHOOL-HOUSE IN GREENLAND.

Description of School-house in Greenland.

The School-house in the " Northern District " in Greenland was erected

in 1847, is of brick, 50 feet loin; and 30 feet wide, and finished 12 feet

high inside. The walls are twelve inches thick, ceiled to the window
sills, and lathed and plastered uliove. Black-hoards fill the spaces on
each side, tinder which permanent henclies extend the whole len>rtli. Al
the end opposite to the entrance, a platform is raised one step high and
five feet wide, on which is placed fhe teacher's desk. This end is tilled

with permanent hook-eases am! ca hinets with doors, half nf which are

glased. The house is divided by a partition, forming a large entry lead-

ing to fhe school-room, both of which are heated by a stove placed in the

partition. There is one outside door, and there are two leading to the

school-room. These last are kept locked, except when the teacher is

present, by which regulation the school-room is kept clean, and the desks
are found, after a recess, in the same order as when they were left; the

entry being sufficiency large lo accommodate the scholars in foul wea-
ther, or at other times when the teacher is not present. In the entry are

hooks for hats and over-clothes, numbered to correspond to numbers on

the desks. In the school-room are 48 separate desks, of different heights,

PLAN OF A SCHOOL-HOUSE IN GREENLAND.
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Explanation —A. Passage to the C< II ar. B. Bookcases and Cabi ets C. CI 'Be'"

ID. Teacher's Desk. E. Entry. P. Teacher's Platform, clevalt d. S. Stove, placed

in the partition.

to accommodate scholars of all a^es, framed on posts permanently fixed
to the timbers of the floor, and fitted with chairs of corresponding heights,
set on cast iron frames secured to the floor, the whole being stained and
varnished. The floors are of Southern hard pine. The other wood work
is grained ami varnished. There are six windows in the school-room
and two in the entry, of 24 lights, 12 by fJ glass; the whole ot fhe sashes
being hling, the upper to let down, as well as the lower to he raised, and
those on the west side fitted with blinds. There is a cellar under the

whole, for fuel, with an outside door ami an entrance from the entr". A
well selected library, of nearly 200 volumes, is placed in the bookcases,

for fhe use of the district. There is a small apparatus for the use of the

school, and the walls are adorned with a complete set of Pelton'a large

outline maps. The lot on which the bouse stands, is one quarter of an
acre— all the district could procure— which is planted with shade trees,

and promises to become an ornament to the town.

VIEW OF A SCHOOL-HOUSE IN MANCHESTER.

PLAN OF A SCHOOL-HOUSE IN MANCHESTER.
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Eaplanation.—A A. Separate stairways, leading from the lower entries lo the

cl l-room. G.S.R. Grammar school room, 74 feel by 42 c. c. Single seats, d.

d Doable desks. P P. Platform e e. Behind the platform, between the windows,
ilack-bonrds. K R Recitation rooms, 14 feet by Pi. A Apparatus room, 14 leet by

8. S. S. Aisles between desks. 3 leet. B. Broad aisle, 6 feet.
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VIEW Of THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, GREAT FALLS.

. AND DEL. BT i. TWU.MBLY

Description of a School-house at Great Fulls.

This Engraving represents the front elevation of t lie school-house, now
in progress of erection in District No. 3, ;it Great Falls, Somersworth,

N. II.

The building is 71 feel long by 51 wide, with a from projection of 5 by

41 feel—two stories high; and is situated on Prospect Hill, a beautiful rise

of land overlooking the village. The lot contains upwards of two acres,

with streets on all sides.

There are two entrances lo the house, one for males and the other for

females, with ante-rooms connected with e:ich, for hanging cloaks, caps,

&c, mid furnished with sinks ami pumps.
The first story is to be divided into two departments, each 3£& by 33

feet, and 13 leet high in the clear, tine is intended at present for a pri-

mary school, hut probably will soon be occupied by a higher grade o'

scholars ; and the other lor an intermediate school. Each ot these rooms
will accommodate ninety pupils, and are so connected by sliding doors

that both may be placed under one teacher.

The second story, intended for the High School, is to be finished ill one

room, G'G by 36£ feet, and J Gi feet high in the clear, with two recitation

will accommodate one hundred and sixtyrooms, each 11 by 18-i feel, and
pupils.

The scholars' desks in the high and intermediate shnols are to he each
two feet in length, made of cherry wood, varnished, and together with
the chairs, are of the most approved Boston patterns. Each pupil is to

have a separate chair and desk. The scholars sit facing the teacher's

platform, with their backs towards the doors; consequently, there will be

no passing in front of the scholars, except by direction of the teacher.

The windows are to be furnished with inside blinds. Each room is to

be lined with composition black-hoards, three feet high.

The building is to be warmed by two hot-air furnaces, placed in the

cellar, and thoroughly ventilated by two of Emerson's ventilators, connec-
ted with the attic, and ventilating tines, through which the impure air is

conducted out of the building. The school-rooms are to be finished with

cornices and centre-pieces of stucco work. The partition between the

rooms, and the flooring between the first and second stories, are to have

an intermediate lathing and plastering, to prevent the transmission of

sound. I
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VIEW OF A SCHOOL-HOUSE l.N FISHERVILLE,
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Description of School-house in Fishervillc.

The School-house in Fisherville (District No. 20, Concord) is 50 feet

long and 33 wide, two stories, the lower story 12 feet high, and I lie upper
story 13 feet. An entry on the lower floor, from the front end, 11 feet

wide, extending the width of the building.; one entrance in front and one
on either side. In the entry arc stairs down cellar and up into the upper
story. There are two doors opening into the lower room, one on each
side of the house ; three windows on each side, and two at the farther

end of the room ; same ahove. The teacher's platform and desk are be-

tween the doors, and in front of the scholars. An aisle extends round
the outside of the seats, next the sides and end of the house ; that at the

farther end is four feet wide, to accommodate classes in reading and reci-

tations, that "Idle standing at one end of the room, and the teacher at

the other, they may have an opportunity of allowing full force to the

voire. The upper room is the same size, and is designed for the higher

department. In each corner af (he house, over the e :lry, is a recitation

room. Four ventilators in each room, hetween '.he ceiling and side of

the house, into the attic. The desks and all the inside wood finish are

painted and varnished. Black-hoards and a clock in each room. In the

cellar is a well, and place for wood, &c. The yard extends hack of the

house 200 feet ami ICO feet wide, into a tine grove. It is divided hy a

fence in the centre, allowing one side for the males and the oilier for the

(email's. Between the floors is a laying of lime mortar, half an inch

thick. Windows hung with weights. The seals are all numbered, and
the honks lor lints and outside clothes, in the entry, are also n II inhered to

correspond.

n.AN OK A SCIIOOL-UOrsE l.N FISHERY ILLE.
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AgriculturitI Societies.

It is a fact that ill all t lie best agricultural

counties in the Eastern Slates, Agricultural

Societies have for a long time existed anrl have

been munificently sustained. This has been

done because experience has proved that their

influences are productive of great good to the

agricultural interest. In the first place, they

have had the effect of placing the leading inter-

est of the country prominently belbre the peo-

ple. This has made those engaged in agricul-

ture feel their importance as a professional class.

It has stimulated their industry, ami made the

individuals composing that cla-s emulous to riv-

al each other in every branch of their business.

The finest stock of the country has been made

to attain a high point of excellence. Farming

lias been done with more system ; more neat-

ness; more economy; and with greater profit.

Experiments have been made in the composition

and value of manures, and every thing that could

be made available to increase the fertility of the

soil has been employed for that purpose. Waste

lands and brush pastures have been ploughed

up, and the earth worked to a great depth, and

a new source of wealth has been found in lands

which before had been scarcely worth fencing.

The black muck, or mud in sloughs, ponds, bot-

toms of brooks, the accumulation of ages, lias

been carted out, thrown into compost heaps,

made to ferment, and manufactured into valuable

manure, and when genereusly distributed on

worn-out or exhausted soils, has made a liberal

return for the labor thus bestowed. Farmers

have learned that small farms well cultivated are

more profitable than large farms half-cultivated.

That it was more profitable to raise eighty bu-

shels of corn on one acre, than upon two acres
;

that it paid far better to grow four tons of timo-

thy upon one acre than upon four acres. These

results began a disposition to farm upon a sys-

tem ; to make neat and beautiful farms, and to

beautify the country with good farm houses, out

buildings, fences, gates, and other improvements,

which make the business of farming pleasant,

desirable and profitable. It is this state of things

that has induced men of capital, taste and edu-

cation, to become indentified with the agricultur-

al class.

The same fact may be generally stated in re-

gard to some other distinct branches connected

with agriculture. Horticulture, as a branch of

agriculture, is now receiving great attention in

many portions of the Eastern Slates. The ad-

vances which this science has made, (it may
properly be called science,) within the last few

years, has astonished its most ardent friends.

Valuable varieties of fruits have been produced,

which were unknown in former years. Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Strawberries, Grapes,

Currants, Gooseberries, &c, have been greatly

improved. It is now esteemed essential to the

health and comfort of farmers, that they should

cultivate ihe most valuable fruits. Common
fruits may be regarded as an advance from the
savage or natural state of such fruits, while the
excellent varieties are an evidence of the most
refined civilization. It is even now slated by
intelligent pomologists that they have only ar-

rived at the starling point of horticultural im-
provement!). If so, lo what perfection fruils

must attain before they reach the goal of im-
provement ?

—

Illinois Journal.

Good rule.— I'he editor of the Prairie Farmer
says he was taught when a hoy to refrain from
grumbling at two things. Tl>- fine i~ that which
In cannot help—and the other, that which he
can help.

Agricultural Schools, and Schools for Instruc-
tion in the Mechanic Aits.

The following is from the late message of Gov.
Fish to the legislature of New York :

I think the time has arrived when the State is

called on to make provision for the advancement
of Agricultural Science, and of knowledge, in

the Mechanic Arts. Of late years, the science of

Agriculture has received much attention, and its

influence, in combination with the practical la-

bors of those engaged in the ennobling pursuit
of husbandry, has lessened the toil and increased
the returns of the idlers of the soil. Similar are
the results with respect to the Mechanic Arts.

If the wealth and power, and independence of a
nation are to be estimated by its ability to sup-
ply, from within itself; its most essential wants,
and from its abundance to minister to the wants
of others, it is both wise and politic for the State
to aid the advancement of those particular bran-
ches of knowledge more immediately bearing up-
on the pursuits of the great producing classes.

In this view, I cannot too strongly recommend
the endowment by the Slate of an Agricultural
School, and a School for Instruction in the Me-
chanic Arts. 1 »uuld suggest an annual Appro-
priation, lobe expended under the direction of
the Regents of the University, for instructors in

the several branches of learning connected with
Agriculture and the .Mechanic Ails. The appro-
priation should be sufficient to insure the best
talents, to test the utility of the plan, and, if

deemed expedient, its duration may, in the first

instance, be limited.

Keep at Work.

Does a mountain on you frown 7

Keep at work :

You may undermine it yet;
If you siand and tliump us base,

Sorry bruises you may get.

Keep at work.

D.>e8 Miss Fortune's face look sour ?

Keep at work :

She may smile again some day
;

II you pull your hair and tret,

Rest assured she'll have her way.
Keep at work.

Are you censured by your friends ?

Keep at work.
Whether they are wrong or right,

May be you must 'hide your time,
If for victory you tight,

Keep at work.

W the devil growls at you,
Keep at work :

That's the best way lo resist

;

If you hold an argument,
You may feel his iron fiat.

Keep at work.

Are your talents vilified ,
7

Keep at work.
Greater men than you are hated

j

II you're righl. then go abend

—

Grit will be appreciated.
Keep at work.

Every thing is done by labor:
Keep at work,

It vou would improve your station :

They have help from Providence
Who work out their own salvation.
Keep at work. —Franklin.

A i,essom for scolding VVivF.s.—"And I dare
say ton have scolded your wife very often, New-
man," said I once.

Newman looked down, and his wife took up
the reply

—

"Never lo signify—and if he has 1 deserved
it?"

"And I dare s ly if the truth were told, vou
have scolded him quite as often.

"

" Nay," said the old woman with a beauty of
kindness, which all ihe poetry in the world can-
not excel, " How can a wile scold her good man
who has been working for her and her little ones
all ihe day ? It may do for a man to he peevish,
for it is he who bears the crosses of the world

;

but who should make him for_et them but bis
own wife? And she had best for her own sake
— for nobody can scold much when the scolding
is all on one side."

Sandy Plains.—Clay, ashes, decomposed or
rotten manure, with clover, il is said, has proved
to be the best means of improving sandy plain
lands. Plaster is useful in situations where it

will act. This can be ascertained by trial.

Military Glory.

There is something inexplicable in the rever-

ence paid by men to honors won in battle. The
world's history appears, indeed to be preserved

rather in the history of battle-fields than in any
other way. It is very true that the struggles of

man with his fellow-man have been incessant, and
the contest for power or fame makes up the daily

current of political events; but that will hardly ac-
count for the fact that while a i'aw men worship at
old shrines of learning and do homage to the di-

vinity dwelling in them, by far the greater portion
of the race are better satisfied with viewing bat-

tle-fields and relics of hard blows, battered
swords and shields, and the like evidences of
man's haired to man. Few who visit Greece,
care to search out Ihe favorite resorts of the old
philosophers

; but all rush to Marathon or Ther-
mopylae. Even in countries made interesting
by modern events, few care to remain for any
length of time in the bouses of great or good
men, or to tread on ground hallowed by the foot-

steps of departed worthies, while ihe mass pour
s'eadily to Waterloo, to Culloden, Marston Moor,
and a hundred similar places, renowned as soil

fertilized by the blood of men. If further illus-

tration of the fact that men worship military
glory were needed, it may be found in ihe atten-
tion paid to soldiers who have fought bravely,
compared with that paid lo men who are only
known as giants in intellect : but the fact is loo
notorious to need proof.

An illustration is afforded by an anecdote of
Kosciusko in bis retirement, not long before his

death. He then resided in a cottage in a village

of France; and during the invasion of France,
a Polish regiment from the army passed through
the village. Some outrages were commuted by
the soldiery, and Kosciusko, an old and feeble
man, came out of his cottage and addressed
them. "When i was ay Polish soldier," said he,
" we did not do t litis." »

" Who are you that speak so boldly r" asked
an officer very rudely.

" 1 am Kosciusko," was the quiet reply.

The name run from rank to rank, from corps
to corps, until it grew to a shout of intense de-
votion, and the march abandoned, all gathered
in a mass around the veteran defender of Po-
land.—jV. Y. Journal of Commerce.

Novel Pels.—A correspondent of the Boston

Journal, writing from Hingham, Mass., which
place he had visited on a pleasure excursion,

says :

" We took the younger members of the party
to visit Wear Kiver Iron Foundry, and the pond
near it, and .Miss Thomas' pels— ihe fish and tur-

tle in it. This child of nine years had fed these
fish four years yvith bread. She was first amused
by throwing the crumbs into the water when she
eat her meals on the stones of the bank, and
seeing ihe fish dait for them she took an interest

in the fish, and has fed them regularly since.

Strange as it may seem, they know her voice.

On our -requesting her to teed and call them, she
did so, and called 'turte, turte, turte,' several
times; directly we could see the untie popping
their heads up over the pond, then swim lo her
and take the bread from her hands. The fish

did the same; several hundred of which, con-
sisting of large black pouts, six to eight inches
long, shiners and minnows of all sizes, flocked
around her, perfectly tame. The turtles were of
two kinds, ' snappers ' and the common yellow
spoiled ones. This was a most interesting sight,

and well worth a long ride to see it.

E.nvv.—When a statue had been erected to

Theagenes, a celebrated victor in one of the pub-
lic games of Greece, by his fellow-citizens of
Thasos, we are told that it excited so strongly
ihe hatred of one of his rivals, that he went to

it every night, and endeavored lo throw it down
by repealed blows, till at last, unfortunately suc-
cessful, he was crushed to death beneath iis fall.

This, if we consider the self-consuming misery
of envy, is truly what happens lo every envious
man. He may perhaps throw down his rival's

glory, but he is crushed in bis soul beneath the
glory which he overturns.
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Defence of the Privateer.

THE BOLDEST FIGHT ON RECORD.

The annals of modern warfare do not furnish

the recital of a more gallant action than that

fought at Fayal, Western Islands, in 1814, be-

tweeu a British gun brig and the hoats ol'a Brit-

ish squadron on the one; side, and on the other

the little private armed American brig General
Armstrong, of seven guns and ninety men, com-
manded by ('apt. Samuel O. Reid, out of the port

of New York.
The terrible engagement of Paul Jones with

a British crnsier, is scarcely a parallel to it, and
few naval battles, even by huge fleets, exhibit so

great a slaughter. A British resident of Fayal,

who was uitness to the action, in a letter to the

celebrated Cobbett, under date of Oct. 15, 1814,

thus describes the hold d fence and noble con-

duct id' the daring American privateersmen

:

"The American privateer brig General Arm-
strong, of New York, Capt. Samuel C. Reid, of
seven guns and ninety men, entered here on the

26th ultimo, about noon, seventeen days from
that place, for the purpose of obtaining water.

The captain, seeing nothing on the horizon, was
induced to anchor. Before the lapse of many
hours, his majesty's brig Carnation came in and
anchored near her.

"About BIX his majesty's ship Plantagcnot, of

seventy-four guns, anil the Rota frigate came in

and anchored also. The captain of the privateer

and his friends consulted the first authorities

here about her security. They all considered
her perfectly secure, and that his majesty's offi-

cers were too well acquainted with the respect

due a neutral port to molest her. But to the

great surprise of every one, about nine in the

evening, four hoats were despatched, armed and
manned, from his majesty's ships, for the pur-

pose of cutling her out. It being about tin: full

of the moon, tie night perfectly clear and calm,
we could see every movement made. The beats

approached with rapidity towards her, when, it

appears, the captain of the privateer hailed them
and told them to keep off several times. They
{notwithstanding pushed on, and were in the act

of boarding before .any defence was made from
.the piivateer. A warm contest ensued on both
sides. The boats were finally dispersed with
great loss.

"The American now calculating mi a very su-

perior force being sent, cut his cables and rowed
the privateer (dose in alongside of the fort, wilh-

'ii half cable's length, where he moored her,

bead and stern, with four lines.

"The governor now sent a remonstrance to

laptain Lloyd, of the Plantagenet, against such
proceedings, and trusted that the private r would

r >• s..»jy ...... .cggTBntTfi

not be further molested; she being in the dq-

minions of Portugal, and under tie: guns of the

castle, was entitled to Portuguese prelection.

'• ( 'aplam Lloyd's answer was, [hat he was de-

termined lo deslroy the vessel, at the expense of

all Fayal, and should tiny protection be given
her by the furl, he would not leave a house
standing in the village. All the inhabitants

were gathered about the walls, expecting a re-

newal id' the attack. At about midnight, four-

teen launches were discovered lo be coming, in

rotation lor the purpose.
" When they got within clear gunshot, a tre-

mendous and effectual discharge was made from

the privateer, which threw the boats into confu-

sion. They now returned the lire ; hut the pri-

vateer keep up so continual a discharge, it was
almost impossible for the boats to make any

progress. They finally succeeded, aiier im-

mense loss, in getting alongside of her. and at-

tempted lo board at every quarter, cheered by

the officers, with a shout of No quarters,' which
we could distinctly hear, as well as their shrieks

and cries. The termination was near about a

total massacre.
"Three of the hoats were sunk, and but one

poor solitary officer escaped death, in a boat

that contained fifty souls; he was wounded.
The Americans fought with great firmness;

some of the boats were left without a single

man to row them ; others with three, or four:

the most that any one returned with was about

ten ; several boats floated on shore full of dead
bodies.

" With great reluctance I state that they were
manned with picked men, and commanded by

the first, second, third and fourth lieutenants of
the Plantagenet : first, second, third and fourth

do. of the frigate ; and the first officers of the

brig, together with a great number of midship-
men. Our whole force exceeded four hundred
men ; hut three officers escaped, two of w bom
are wounded. This bloody and unfortunate

contest lasted about forty minutes.

"After the hoats gave out, nothing more was
attempted till daylight next morning, when the

Carnation hauled alongside and engaged her.

The privateer still continued to make a most
gallant defence. These veterans reminded me
of Lawrence's dying words, of the Chesapeake,
'Don't give up the ship!' The Carnation lost

one of her topmasts, and her yards were shot

away ; she was much cut up in the rigging, and
received several shots in her hull. This obliged

her to haul off to repair, and to cease her
firing.

"The Americans now finding their principal

gun (Long Tom) and several others dismounted,
deemed it folly to think of saving her against so

superior a force; they therefore cut away her
masts to the deck, blew a hole threw her bottom,

took out their small arms, clothing, &C, and
went on shore. I discovered only two shot bides

in the hull of the privateer, though much cut up
in the rigging.

" Two boats' crews were afterwards despatch-

ed from our vessels, which went on hoard, took

out some provisions, and set her on fire.

"For three days after we were employed in

burying the dead that washed on shore in the

surf The number of British killed exceeds
one hundred and twenty, and ninety wounded.
The enemy, (the Americans) to the surprise of
mankind, lost only two killed and seven wound-
ed. We may well say, ' God deliver us from
our enemies,' if this is the way the Americans
fig hi.

" After burning the privateer, Captain Lloyd
made a demand of the governor to deliver up
the Americana as prisoners—which was refused-

He threatened to send five hundred men on
shore, and take them by force. The Americans

immediately retired with their arms to an old
Gothic convent, knocked away the adjoining
drtw-bridge, and determined id defend them-
m'Ivi-s lo Ihe last. The captain however thought
better than to .-end his men. He then demanded
two men, which he said deserted from his ves-
sel when in America. The governor sent for

his men, hut found none of the description
given.

" Many bouses received much injury, on shore,
from the guns of the Carnation. A woman sit-

ting in the fourth story of her house had her
thigh shot off; and a boy had his arm broken.
The American Consul here has made a demand
on the Portuguese government for a hundred
thousand dollars, for the privateer; which our
Consul, .Mr. Parkin, thinks, in justice, will be
paid, and that they will claim on England. Mr.
Perkin, Mr. Edward Bayley, and other English
gentlemen, disapprove of the outrage and depre-
dotion committed by our vessels on this occa-
sion. The vessel (a ship of war) that was des-
patched to England with the wounded, was not
permitted to take a single letter from any person,
being an eye-wiiinss to this transaction, 1 have
given you a correct statement as it occurred."

New York State Fair.

This grand exhibition will be held at Syracuse,

September 11, 12, and 13. The premiums offer-

ed are liberal, and the list very extensive, filling

nearly five columns of the Albany Evening

Journal, amounting, as some have estimated, to

six or seven thousand dollars. As the affairs of

the New York State Agricultural Society have

been conducted on so liberal a plan, and compe-

tition invited from different parts of the Union

and from the Cauadas, this society assumes the

character of a national association, and the fair

seems like, a great national jubilee.

An address is expected by Professor Johnston,

of England, who is distinguished for his works

and lectures on agriculture and science. Presi-

dent Taylor has excepted an invitation to he

present at the coming fair, and it will doubtless

he the greatest exhibition, both in the show and

the concourse of people, that has ever occurred

in ibis country.

The railroad companies in the State of New
York offer unusual facilities to persons attending

the State Fair, and for the transportation of ani-

mals and other articles for exhibition. When
shall we witness so liberal a course in New
England ?

—

New England Farmer.

Our Country.— On no country more than our
own have the charms of nature been prodigally

lavished ; her mighty lakes like oceans of liquid

silver— her mountains with their bright aerial

lints— her valleys teeming with fertility— her tre-

mendous cataracts thundering in their solitude

—

her boundless plains waving with spontaneous
verdure— her broad, deep rivers, rolling in so-

lemn silence to the ocean— her trackless Ion sis,

where vegetation puts forth all Iter magnificence

—her skies kindling with the magic of summer
clouds and glorious sunshine—no, never need
tin American look beyond his own country for

the sublime and beautiful of natural scenery.

—

Irving.

The Law.—An editor down south, wdio served

four days on a jury, says he's so full of law, that

it is hard for him to keep from cheating some-
body.
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From Colroan's European Life and Manners.

NEATNESS OF ENGLISH WOMEN.

The neatness of the better classes of English

women is quite striking. The majority of them

wear white cotton stockings, without those dirty

pantalets which yon see bobbing about the an-

kles of our women, and they have too much

good sense under nn affected modesty to let their

clothes draggle in the mud; but they raise their

skirts a little, anil you will see them elegantly

dressed, and walking through and crossing the

muddiest streets in the rain, and not a speck of

dirt upon their shoes or stockings. I wish our

ladies at home eould take some lessons from

them. Another thing shows their good sense.

They all, in walking, wear pattens, or thick-soled

Bhoes, as thick as cork shoes, or else galoshes.

India rubbers are not seen. They have another

practice which I greatly admire. They seldom

wear false curls; but women whose hair is gray,

wear it gray; and seem to .take as much pains

with, and as much pride in their silver locks as

the younger ones do in their auburn tresses. I

baste met a good many ladies in company, but I

do not find them to differ greatly from those i

left at home, among the well-educated classes.

Manners, however, are certainly much more a

study than with us, and upon the whole make
society much more agreeable.; for they are not

put on for the occasion, but grow up with them

as matter of course. Every thing in society

proceeds much more quietly than with us.

From what I can see the English women must

be excellent house-wives, as nothing can exceed

the neatness and comfort of their establishments.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS IN ENGLAND.

Eight of us were mounted by our host at half

eight o'clock, and off we galloped, a sort of stee-

ple chase, with all the exhiliration of a fine day,

and with capital objects in view. Our excursion

was altogether agricultural ; and our first visit

was to a meadow, where by a moveable railway,

large amounts of loam were to be removed on

to peal or bog land, and the meadow brought in-

to cultivation. The result of what had been

done exhibited this as a successful and beautiful

experiment. The object was, an experiment on

a very bold scale ; no other than the redemption

of four thousand acres into one body of peat

and bog meadow, into arable land ; and this all

undertaken by the capital and energy of one in-

dividual. On this place is the dry bed of an old

river, filled with rich alluvial deposits. He has

undertaken to excavate this feed of mud to the

extent of eleven hundred feet in length, three

hundred and sixty feet in width, and twenty,

eight feet in depth ; all of which is to be dug
out and carried by railroads and cars to the ne-

cessary distance, and spread upon his meadows
at the rate of eight inches in depth. He ac-

complishes four acres per day. This is an as-

tonishing work, and will surely succeed, because

many acres which have already been redeemed,

present the appearance of very fine crops. The
next object was several miles farther off, to see

the process by which the waters of a very muddy
river were made by dikes, &.c. to overflow exten-

sive tracts of land, in which there is left a depo-

sit of eighteen inches of mud a year. This is

called warping. These were, you mav be sure

most interesting and valuable experiments, and
prove what may be done for land, otherwise

worthless, by skill, labor and capital ; and show
an extraordinary expenditure, which, in the end,

fully remunerates the proprietor.

SCOTCH FARMS AND FARMERS.

You would be surprised at the extent of their

farming. Mr. Oliver, the farmer with whom I

dined on Wednesday, pays an annual rent of

more than five thousand dollars for his farm,

which he has on a lease of nineteen years; and

Mr. Finnic, whom 1 mentioned, has this year six

hundred acres under the plough ; both of them,

though rich men, are only tenants. The tables

of some tenant farmers, who are men of wealth,

are covered with silver, and furnished with

wines of the most costly character. They took

me to visit the farm of a Mr. Hope, in their

neighborhood, who also is a tenant, and who

has made a fortune of sixty thousand dollars by

(arming. I never saw cultivation so fine as his

farm, and the extent of his cultivation is ab-

solutely immense. The farmers here are what

we should call gentlemen-farmers. They never

do the slightest work of any kind themselves;

but, then, they are thoroughly acquainted with

their business, and make it as much a matter of

calculation and study as any professional man
or merchant does his business. They have none

of their laborers in their houses, and, in most

cases, the laborers provide for themselves. You
would he surprised to find how poorly they live;

at least, we should think it so. They have oat-

meal porridge and skim milk for breakfast ; bread

and potatoes for dinner, with beer; and porridge

again at night. They cook their porridge for

themselves, and, 1 was going to add, do their

own washing; but 1 am inclined to believe that

a Scotch laborer never sees any washing, either

for his person or his clothes. The degree of dirt

in which they live in a Scotch bolide is unsur-

passed. And I have forgotten to tell you how fine

the small fruits are here—gooseberries, currants,

strawberries, and raspberries. Strawberries were

in the market when I arrived, or rather in May,

and are still to be had. They are sold now for

about twelve and a half cents a pint, and the best

raspberries for less. I saw strawberries in Hun-
dee, of which ten weighed a pound ; and one I

measured was nearly as long as my finger.

CROPS IN ENGLAND.

In New England you hear nothing of the

crops; in England you hear scarcely any thing

else. In the United States there is no dread,

and not even a thought of a famine. In Eng-
land the population increases at the rate of

more than four hundred thousand per year
;

that is, more than the whole population of

the city of New York ; and how they are to be

fed becomes a matter of great concern to every

one. In England, likewise, the incomes of most
of the people are limited, and they live up to

them. They have no extra resources. They
confine themselves to one business or pursuit

;

and if that fails, or the profits are diminished,

they are. reduced to hardships and distress.

The price of bread affects the price of almost

every thing else, and therefore becomes a matter

of universal solicitude.

DISTRIBUTION OF BREAD IN PARIS.

The French have adopted in Paris a most pol-

itic arrangement in regard to the supply of bread

to the poor. They do not limit its [nice, nor or-

der it to be given away, but they issue, from the

maries and public offices, to the poor who apply,

tickets which enable them to obtain, at the ba-

ker's shops, bread, at the former, oral reasonable

prices; and the government themselves make
good to the bakers, in these cases, the difference

between the prices at which the poor, by their

tickets, receive bread, and the current prices of
the article at that lime in the markets—which, of
course, bears its usual relation to the price of
wheat or other bread grains.

FLOWER MARKETS OF PARIS.

No person can walk through the flower mar-
kets of Paris, which are held twice a week in

three different parts of the city, without admir-
ing that where there is a demand which will

warrant to such an extent the cultivation of the

most beautiful and an infinite variety of plants

and flowers, there must be a very high percep-
tion of what is lovely and charming in nature.

THE FRENCH FARMERS.

I was in the midst of the land of grapes, trav-

elling for miles and miles, and day after day,

through vineyards loaded with their products,

and seeing hundreds and hundreds of men, and
women, and children, gathering the most abun-
dant harvest which has been known for years. I

hav3 never seen, so far as they have come un-
der my observation, a more civil, clean, well-

dressed, happy set of people than the French
peasantry, with scarcely an exception ; and they
contrast most strongly, in this respect, with ths

English and the Scotch. I seldom went among
a field of laborers in England or Scotland, es-

pecially if they were women, without some coarse
joke, or indecent terms; and seldom without be-
ing solicited for something " to drink your hon-
or's health ;" and never, especially in Scotland,
without finding them sallow, haggard, bare-foot-

ed, ragged and dirty. In France it is the reverse
;

they are well clad, with caps as white as snow, or
neat handkerchiefs tied around their heads; the
men with neat blouses or frocks, and good hats;
I have scarcely ever seen a hare-footed or a bare-
legged woman in Fiance ; let them be doing
what they will, they are always tidy

; the address
even of the poorest, (I do not at all exaggerate,)
is as polite as that of the best people you find in

a city
; and so far from ever soliciting money,

they have repulsed it in repeated instances, when
for some litile service, I have offered some com-
pensation. Count de Gourcy told me again and
again, that even the most humble of them would
consider it as an offence to have it offered to
them. I do not believe there ever was a happier
peasantry than the French; drunkenness is en-
tirely unknown among them ; and they are pre-
eminent for their industry and economy. I went
into one field, with a large farmer, where there
were nearly a hundred, principally women and
children, gathering grapes, and 1 did not see one
among them, whom I should not have been per-
fectly willing to meet at the table, or in any other
situation.

I visited several plain substantial farmers, and
several of the old nobility. They do not live in

the same splendor as the English; they have
not so many horses and carriages and servants

;

but they live elegantly. Their houses are most
comfortable, and their tables are covered with
more luxuries than 1 almost ever before saw
brought together in the same abundance.

Lawyers and Mechanics.—The New York Mir-
ror, in a late number, says:—"The bar is no
longer the resort of the ambitious youths of our
country. The mechanical departments are be-
ginning to be preferred. There are now twenty-
six young gentlemen in this city, that have re-
ceived a liberal education, who are serving their
times as ship-carpenters, &c. In a few years
the United Slates will have the most accom-
plished mechanics in the world. The union of
a substantial education with mechanical skill
will effect this.
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Signs of the Vigor, Maturity, and Decay in
Tree*.

Signs announcing the J'igor of a Tree.—The
branches, especially towards the top, are vigor-

ous ; the annual shoots strong and long; the

leaves green, vigorous, and thick, principally ai

the summit, and falling late in autumn; the bark

is clear, fine, united, and nearly of the same col-

or from the foot to the large branches. If at the

bottom of the veins, or divisions of the thick

bark, there appears smaller divisions, which fol-

low from below upwards, in the direction of the

fibres, anil live bark be observed at the bottom

of these divisions, it is an indication that the tree

is very vigorous, and rapidly increasing in size.

If some of the lower branches, stilled by others,

are yellow, languishing, anil even dead, this is

an accidental effect, and is no proof of the lan-

guor of the tree. Finally, it is a sign of vigor

when blanches arc seen at the summit of the

tree, rising above the others, and being much
longer; lint it is to be observed, that all trees

with round heads do not throw out branches

With eipial force.

Signs which indicate that the Tree is mature.—
Generally the head of the tree is rounded; the

shoots diminish in length each year, and the

farthest shouts add to the length of the branches

only by the length of the bud ; and the leaves

are put portb only in the spring, and become
yellow in the autumn before those of vigorous

trees, and at this time the lower leaves are green-

er than the upper. The branches incline to-

wards the horizon, and form angles sometimes

of sixty or seventy degrees. These apparent

signs, and the thinness of the layer deposited by

the sap, indicate that the tree makes but small

additions to itself, and now it should be cut

down. The nature of the soil should be exam-

ined, as well as the kind of tree, to enable a

judgment whether the tree should be left to in-

crease still further, or whether it will lie more

proper to fell it. ttn exact age cannot be as-

signed for each species; but it has been observ-

ed that an elm, situated in an insulated planta-

tion, may he felled with advantage, when be-

tween seventy and eighty years of age.

Signs of Decay in a Tree.—When a tree be-

comes crowned, (thai is, when the upper branch-

es die,) it infallibly indicates, especially for isola-

ted trees, that the central wood is undergoing

alteration, and the tree passing to decay. When
the hark separates from the wood, or when it is

divided by separations which pass across it, the

tree is in a considerable state of degradation.

When the hark is loaded with moss, lichens, or

fungi, or is marked with black or red spots,

these signs of alteration in the bark justify the

suspicions of alteration in the wood within.

When sap is seen to flow from clefts in the bark,

it is a sign that the trees will soon die. As to

wounds or gutterings, these defects may arise

from local causes, and are not necessarily the

results of old age.

—

Loudon's .Magazine.

Woman's invention.—A man was lately tried in

Woonsoeket, II. 1., for an assault anil battery. A
woman representing herself as the prisoner's

wife, appeared in court with a small child in her

arms, and made a tremendous squalling about
her poor, dead husband ; hut the mercy of the

court did not prove propitious, and the man was
committed. Afterwards, it came out that the

woman was not the wile of the prisoner, hut

was one who had volunteered to act in that ca-

pacity "for this lime only." In the meantime,
the baby was not hers, hut was one that she had
borrowed from another woman, for the occasion.

A*eie Zealand Flax.—The very strong fibre ot
the indigenous New Zealand Plus has attracted
the attention of many intelligent lovers of ag-
riculture. The New Zealanders use it for fish-

ing lines, and it is believed to have no superi-
or. The club lias sent for seeds at the Sugges-
tion of (Jen. Tallmadge, the President of the In-

stitute. We have now an opportunity to take
the lead of the world in the culture of this excel-
lent fibre. Lindley calls it Phonne'um Tenax,
and says it is the strongest of fibres for cordage,

&C. It is of the botanical family, the Liliaceae.

I find in the Memoirs of Agriculture, &c,
published by the Royal and Central Society of
Agriculture of Iloam, Paris, IS25, the following
remarks:— Captain Cook, in his second voyage
round the world, (in 1778 and 1779,) discovered
on the shores of New Zealand, a plant of the
family of" the Liliaceae, whose leaves furnish a

fibre more abundant and stronger than either flax

or hemp; and Captain Cook recommended the
cultivation of it to the civilized world. This
plant, which that celebrated and unfortunate nav-
igator called New Zealand Flax, has received
from botanists the name of Phormioti, (Phormi-
um Tenax.) Some years afterwards, France
first, and England afterwards, ordered marine
expeditions to bring the plant into Europe. At
this day we see it in a great many gardens. Ii

has flowered and produced its seed in the envi-
rons of Monteli nart, of Cherbourg and of Tou-
lon. Hut no attempt has been made to grow it

on a large scale.—A". Y. Farmer and Mechanic.

A Homestead for every .11 an.

BV JOHN A. HENDERSON.

The gaunt fiend sat in a blighted field,

And lie cast his eyes about;
And he thought of the labor that gave no yield,
And he gave a piercing shout.

The sickly scream rang out on the air,

And it entered the poor man's cot

;

And the inmates clasped their children dear,
And mourned their helpless lot.

And now he laughed as he heard them groan
1 n the depth of their despair,

"For to-morrow,'' said he' '-your only home
Will he in die frosty air.

"For the rich man's minion will come with his book,
To jot down your scanty store,

And with heart of stone and scornful look,
Direct your steps from the door.

"For what cares he for the years of toil

That have swelled his bloated nurse
;

He has the yield of the stubborn soil,

Your portiun a crust and a curse."

He grinned as he looked on their faces sad,
And heard their little ones cry

;

For he thought their woes would drive them mad,
And it fired his glist'ning eye.

He lingered behind, and dogged their steps,
As they wandered far and wide

;

Watched the last morsel that passed their lips,

As they sal by the bleak road side.

Oh ! what a joy lit up his wan face,

As he looked on the mother's stare,

When no lite in her infant could she trace,
As she gazed in mute despair.

And when the strong man, who had borne up long,
Willi not even power to weep,

Gave way 'nealh the weight of" unrighteous wrong,
His silence no longer could taep.

But another shout rang on the frosty air,

And a death-knell it seemed to afl
;

But it reach'd not the cars of the millionaire,
As he sat in his lordly hall.

Dr. Mitchel, professor of Theory and practice
in the Medical College of Philadelphia, in a late
lecture on the subject, gives the following safe
and unsafe food during the prevalence of the
cholera

:

Safe.—Beef steak, beef tongue, dried beef,
mutton, chickens, ham, mackerel, smoked her-
rings, rice, roasted good potatoes, toasted bread,
crackers, mustard, horse-radish, salt, pepper, vin-
egar, black lea, Java coffee, iced water, iced
lemonade', soda water, ice cream.

Unsafe.—Fresh pork, veal, fresh fish, oysters,
greens generally, unripe fruits, fresh warm
bread, sour bread, molasses and water, common
alcoholic drinks.

Economy of Farming.

In every department of industry, except that of
the farmer, special effort is made to cheapen the
expense of producing articles of manufacture.
This has resulted in diminishing also the price
at which articles are sold, though the profits to

the manufacturer, from the extensive sale of his

articles, are larger than formerly. Why, then,

may it not with propriety be asked, does the
farmer in most instances continue, in the beaten
track of olden time, instead of availing himself
of the facilities which have been furnished him
for cheapening the cultivation of his farm?
How many farmers content themselves with a
preparation for a single crop, instead of adopt-
ing a system of manuring that will, by a proper
rotation, be available for a succession of crops.

How little attention is given, after all, to systems
which have been adopted, by which the products

of many farms have been largely increased, and
the expenses of cultivation, by the use of im-
proved implements and the right use of manures,
have been very materially lessened.

Now it must be evident that any farmer who
does not avail himself of the means wilhin bis

reach, and thus economize the expenses of bis

farm, is pursuing a course that must result in

great loss, and in permanent injury. It may be
said, and doubtless truly, that this deficiency

arises from want of information. But are not
agricultural journals published at such rates as

to bring not only one, but several within the

means of every farmer ? and can it be excusable

in a farmer to make bis ignorance his apology,

when the necessary means of information are

placed wilhin his reach ? Our farmers read far

too little of what is going on in the world
around them. In the pages of our agricultural

journals, in the proceedings of our agricultural

societies, information is afforded that would ena-

ble one of these farmers greatly to increase bis

income, whilst at the same time his farm would
be rising in value and increasing in fertility.

Let me then urge upon the farmers of* our coun-
try to patronize liberally the agricultural press.

Give to their columns the results of experience
on their every farm—add to the usefulness of
these works by contributing the results of their

observations—and thus make these papers what
the editors desire them to be, the repository of

the experience of practical farmers. Were this

done, I doubt not economy in the management
of the farm would prevail every where, as it now
does in comparatively few localities.

Much might be accomplished toward attaining

the object suggested, economy, if the farmer
should become as systematic in his accounts

with his farm as he is with individuals. Iain
pleased to learn that many of our farmers are

adopting this system in their operation. Not
long since I was permitted to look at a farmer's

account for the year ; and I found a statement,

with all the necessary facts to substantiate it, of

the expense of all his crops— that is, what each

had cost him per bushel. Thus, wheat 36 cents,

oats 13, barley 29, beans 37, &c. Now who can-

not see that this farmer can at once determine

whether the course he is pursuing is the one

best for his interest, or whether a change is ne-

cessary ?—and, if so, he knows where to make
it.— Genesee Farmer.

Wheat in Western Wisconsin. — The Mineral

Point Tribune says the wheat harvest is pro-

gressing, and the crop is excellent in quality,

and exceeds in quantity any previous year.
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The Niagara Bridge.

On Friday morning last, the extensive circus

and equestrian troupe of Col. Mann crossed the

suspension bridge, en route to Canada. The
company occupied twenty-two horse teams, head-

ed by the four-horse band wagon, together with

their baggage and paraphernalia. As little delay

occurred as at any ordinary bridge, and the men
and horses appeared quite at home. The whole

flooring of the bridge, eight hundred feet long,

appeared occupied at one lime, and presented

from the water's edge, three hundred and twenty

feet below, n scene of unequalled beauty and

grandeur—the wires resembling more a spider's

web woveu across this otherwise impassable

chasm, than the firm and solid carriage way.

The fare on teams has been reduced, and sev-

eral hundred head of cattle, within the last last

few days, have availed themselves of the bridge

as a crossing plaee.

There cannot be a doubt of this soon becom-

ing the principal point of intercommunication

between the two countries. Jt is already the

great attraction of the neighborhood, and since

the strengthening has been completed, a drive

over into Canada is quite the thing.—Buffalo

Commercial.

&l)e Visitor.

CONCORD, N. II., AUGUST 31, 1849.

Events upon the Farm in August.

With scarcely more intense interest does the

statesman regard the effect of measures on

which he has staked his reputation, or the war-

rior watching the marchings and evolutions of a

wary invading enemy, than we have watched in

our humble sphere the growth of the crops of

the present season—indeed, we may say, the

growth upon the few acres under our own care.

We had tried a field in what might almost be

considered an untried field—an uncommon sized

field of potatoes for a small New Hampshire

farmer. This was upon the naked dry pine

plains—ground not considered as of strength

adapted to a potato crop. From the time of

planting through the last of the month of May,

and through June and July, what a season had

this been for an extensive field of potatoes upon

the dry pine plains! Week after week passed,

and all signs of even a cheering shower of rain

failed. Did you ever know a haying time from

early July to nearly the middle of August when

the farmer had nothing to do hut mow down his

grass and rake it up to well cure bis hay in any

quantity ? Potato vegetation needed rain so

much, that we had been even willing to have

two tons of mowed hay for each of four hands

drenched in wet, and even to be soaked our-

selves from head to foot, so that the parched,

famishing earth could receive a single copious

shower. But no! it seemed that the clouds with

all the usual signs denoting rain formed and

passed around and over us purely to tantalize

man and make him feel how dependent he is

on the smiles of that Providence which scarcely

fails to apportion the rains and the shines in

their due season.

Our potato field has probably attracted more

attention than has commonly been bestowed on

any cultivation of a secondary crop in a part of

the country by no means rich in agricultural

products. It was natural to suppose it must be

a failure upon that ground this year if it failed

no other year. We feared that we might at least

lose our labor and the use of all the aliment with

which we had fed a portion of the soil for the

first season. It gives us no pain to say that our

calculations have been disappointed. During

the whole of the month of July the anticipation

had been that the potato crop in all this part of

the country would be a failure: if so, we thought

our field of more than twenty acres must fail

with the rest. It is quite extraordinary, and cer-

tainly gratifying to be able to say, that while

every thing on the pine plains nliotit it was

parched and dry, our field preserved its green-

ness throughout. Nowhere in any field of the

lands strongest proof against drought have the

potato vines exhibited through the lengthened

drought a more constant greenness than ours.

The edge of this field which lies upon the upper

shelf or terrace seventy -five feet above the river

bed on the east side may be seen from the rail-

road on the west side of the Merrimack as we

pass along : the ploughed part lies on the level

to the very edge of the terrace. Below this

edge from the first part of July to the com-

mencement of the rains in August, the sun

striking his rays directly on the steep side hill

with a southerly aspect, had dryed the surface

to a crisp, changing the color as of evergreen

trees blighted by fire. Directly above them may

he seen the potato vines on this last day of Au-

gust as they had been the two previous months

in the most healthy vegetable green. This field,

called by our Irish laborers " the garden," attrac-

ted by a company of reapers working on the same

terrace level upon the opposite side of our muck-

bed valley in the hottest and dryest of the sum-

mer days of July, where a sparse, stinted crop

and for the weight of seed put in the ground we
believe the product of increase will be in the

plains crop nearly twenty for one: the seed-

ing was only seven or eight bushels to the acre.

Our planting for the most part was of the size

of potato smaller than a pullet's egg, too little

for cooking. The rows three and a half feet

apart, were laid in drills with one, and of the

very smallest kind sometimes two potatoes in

the distance of twelve to eighteen inches apart.

The subsoiled ground was furrowed in the mel-

low soil by a single horse plough after the laud

had been levelled with the harrow. A little

more than half of the large field had compos',

with no intermixture of stable or barn-yard ma-

nure, made from the black muck taken from the

hollow running half a mile into and dividing

the pine plain, with the alkali of lime and ashes,

to which was added a sprinkling of salt that cost

thirty-three cents a bunhel at the Concord depot.

This cheap-made manure was so strong that we

have learned a lesson how to improve it next

time by a lessened quantity of the alkalies. The
beds in the field where the piles were laid last

September are and have been through the sum-

mer as naked as the travelled part of the road

ways. A few potatoes started at first on the

ground of these manure beds, which was not

broken and then only with a single plough

until the present spring. Potatoes having failed,

a second planting of cucumbers, turnips and

ruta baga was put in : neither these or the

of rye had grown out of ground stirred four or

five inches deep, was regarded as a matter of

wonder. " What has he done to that ground to

make potatoes grow ? what does he put on it?"

One conjectured that the sheep and cattle which

had trespassed upon the ground till the snow

covered it, gnawing the clover down to its very

roots in three or four past seasons, had left on

the ground the richness which now gave life to

vegetation: another thought the owner of the

land had expended hundreds of dollars in buy-

ing stable manure to put upon it. Some con-

jectured one thing—some another. The truth

is, that the whole foundation of success on this

field was the double or subsoil ploughing and

preparation of the field last October: we car-

ried the plough eight inches deeper in the naked

sand than it had ever hefore been carried. We
can show upon this field that where with

the shallow ploughing we would have had

scarcely ten bushels, we will now have a hun-

dred bushels of potatoes.

It is needless to say to the experienced that

the quality of potatoes raised upon this silicious

soil makes them at least twenty-five per cent,

better than the potatoes raised upon the old

ground filled with stimulating barn manures:

there is little fear of the rot in our pine plain

potatoes. We are just beginning in the first of

September to dig the early whites, which are a

valuable round potato after they are finally ripe :

these come out smaller, but in greater numbers

than the pinkeye potatoes which are a fortnight la-

ter. The latter kind, still growing, bang upon the

vines with very few small ones. The early po-

tatoes, which had extended to the usual time of

maturity previous to the copious rains which

have fallen in the last four weeks of August,

have increased in size and weight one half in

that time. They are of a small vine which has

now become dead and nearly dry; but the pota-

toes continued to grow so long as greenness re-

mained in the stalk. In the double-ploughed

land the potatoes hang in clusters like grapes,

weeds have started upon these manure beds un-

til the present time. In many places over the

field where the small manure piles laid only a

few days the coming up and growth of the pota-

toes were seriously obstructed. There is evi-

dently great strength in the muck bed which lies

along the valley to which we have alluded. After

exposure to the atmosphere in its native bed it

is hard to make anything glow upon this muck:
upon it there arises a frost tasting as of strong

nitre. The action of this muck must be power-

ful upon a silicious soil; and this is more speed-

ily effected by the alkalies coming from fresh

slakeued lime and ashes. To the spreading of

about eight cords of this compost on the acre

were added before the last harrowing about two

hundred and fifty pounds of weakened African

guano and nearly the same quantity of ground

plaster mixed. Over ten acres of the field no

compost manure was laid on. About ten bush-

els of ashes to the acre were first spread, and

after this six hundred pounds to the acre of

mixed guano and ground plaster were sowed

and harrowed in as grain. The preparation of

this ground, first after the double ploughing of

last fall, was made with very little labor: the

whole cost of it would be scarcely as great as

the cost of hauling ten loads of stable manure u

single mile. The potatoes now standing upon

these ten acres, maturing and ripening as they

were in successive days planting, as far as they

have been tried, exceed our most sanguine ex-

pectations. They lie in clusters near the top of

the ground—for we formed little or no billing

beyond the swelling of the crop upon the sur-

face—they nearly all pull up with the vines from

the soft soil, leaving white rooly fibres which

may be traced in the ground to the depth of the

whole extent of ploughing. These rooty fibres,

reaching down to the dampened soil as the se-

vere drought dried up from the surface, we
think, must have furnished the aliment for the

potato crop in the time of its greatest exigency.

If the anticipated prices hold, our potato *•-
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upon this field will probably pay lis double nil

llie expense we have made in n year upon the

land. For I lie next year tlie same land will lie

in a better condition tlian ever for another crop.

The method of manuring, with a very little la-

bor, leaves few weeds: a single hoeing here was
i 'e effective than three hoeings upon the old

intervale fallow ground.

Another part of our business for August has

been the addition of about fifteen acres of culti-

vation to the pine plain field near the potato

ground. This preparation was the land from

which the pine growth was cut and cleared off

twenty months ago. Temporarily furnishing

ourselves with two additional yokes of oxen

from Mr. Norcross' river team about the first of

July, we have gone into the ploughing of this

field among the stumps. Furnished by each of

the gentleman plough-makers (Messrs. Doe and
Robinson) of this town for the purpose, we are

enabled to say that the town of Concord can

make ploughs belter than any instrument of that

kind we have ever yet seen operating in rough

ground. Our team of three yokes of oxen and

two horses cut every thing except stumps of the

larger growth as it went along: firm rooted

young oaks and pines, seemingly impervious

fern and brake loots, large stumps where the

fibres of the roots were not yet green and sound

—all gave way before these ploughs, which went

into the ground eight, ten and upon the side bill

twelve inches. The subsoil plough could not upon

this land be used. The surface ploughs were

pre-eminent for their strength as well as for

their near perforation to the larger stumps, leav-

ing none or very rarely the least naked balk

around them, and hugging the deep turned fur-

row all around the protruding wood. Harrowed

and sowed down to rye, ten of the fifteen acres

on the first of September show much of the

mellowness of a levelled rich old field : it is land

that now for the first time receives the plough.

We thought the operation of Mr. Doe's plough,

used at first several days, to be very fine indeed
;

and when our friend Robinson came into the

field with his larger plough No. 10, we much
feared that the holder among the stumps could

not give its due credit from the more severe

lifting necessary. The first round showed that

the Robinson plough was the true plough for

that ground: it stood in the ground better among
the stumps and roots, because it was larger and

went down deeper, liolh the Doe and the Rob-

inson ploughs, constructed much upon the same
principles, must have been of nearly equal merit.

Doe's larger plough would have been about

equal to Robinson's No. 10. These plough-

makers, we cannot doubt, if they might he per-

muted to furnish for the wants of the towns
will, in twenty miles of Concord, would add to

the value of their agriculture ten times the

whole amount of the cost of the manufactured

article. In the two specimens we have tried we
are gratified to he convinced that good cast iron

will be sufficient for the roughest treatment of

stumps; and we can see no good reason to be-

lieve that the same ploughs may not successfully

encounter the hard rocky grounds where the pan

moved deeper and deeper in the ground is capa-

ble of making the most certain and most pro-

ductive cultivation in all seasons.

Our anticipation of the finish of early haying in

August was frustrated by no very agreeable matter

on the one hand, and yet quite a gratifying event

on the other. All signs of rain having failed up to

the end of the first week in August, we were not

deterred on Thursday from the hope of driving

to the close of haying on Saturday by a south

wind, curving tin? light scuds directly up the

river towards the mountains. Never had we
known the river before so low as to take all the

waters from the frog ponds except in two places:

every thing was mowed and saved in these to

the low bottoms which hr.ve been tilling in from

year to year. As the ponds receded, the fishes

grouped at the lowest points had perished for

want of their accustomed element : these bottoms

were dried hard as the upper intervales. A heavy

day's work in getting in did not prevent the

mowing down of nearly half the remaining thick

grass to the extent of one hundred and twenty

cocks. All the hay was got in from the mowing
of! the previous day: that of this day being near-

ly fit, the prospect of change of weather promp-
ted to the further getting into the barn half of

the last mowed ground. Sixty cocks of the

reenest were left standing in the field. During
the greater part of this fine hay-day here fifty

lod a hundred miles above towards the sources of

our river (he clouds had broken and the rain was
pouring down in the mountains. Coining down
from Plymouth on Friday morning a gentleman
informed us that the Merrimack had already

risen six feet, when arriving at Concord in

the latter part of the day he found the water

had not risen as many inches. We awaited the

rain of Saturday morning over Sunday without

moving the sixty remaining hay cocks. On Mon-
day morning, not only the ponds, from the backing

in of the river were filled, but the overflowing

reached some eight or ten feet higher to cover

nearly over the lower intervales. The standing

grass left was all under water, and the comple-

tion of haying was delayed a full fortnight. Our
cocks of hay were all afloat, and while the water

was on the rapid rise were considered as good

as lost in the sea. A sudden check of this rise

however left it all upon the ground, so that after

the recession of the waters, the hay was saved

in not much worse condition than that which

encounters a single soaking of wet.

sold under titles merely imaginative: the conse-

quence was, that the good and valuable timber

lands with, a bona fide title were brought into

discredit with the rest ; and thus things have re-

mained while men who are not owners of the

land have been taking and carrying off the most
valuable timber. The pine and spruce are so

valuable that as well those who do own as
those who do not own the laud are engaged in

getting it down where it will float on Connecti-
cut river, where under all the disadvantage of
enormous taxation for tolls through canals and
other extras sufficient to cover a large part of the

value, it is carried down to Hartford, supplying
and making a great business all the way dowa
the river. An increased demand for this timber
will be given in the construction of the new city

at the South HadJey Falls. So well are the tim-i

her lands on the Connecticut river waters appre-
ciated, that a gentleman made a sale recently of
a single tract in the south-west section of Car-
roll to a company in Manchester for the sum of
forty thousand dollars, covering the loss which
he made of a had trade in the speculating times
twelve years ago. The railroads from the Mer-
rimack tapping the waters of the Connecticut
have sensibly affected the value of the timber
lands all along the upper region of New Hamp-
shire. The last account we have had of tree3

worth sixty and seventy-five dollars each upon
the stump was, that after being hauled on wheels
twenty and thirty miles, they have been carried

from Wells river oy.er the Passumpsic railroad

to Lebanon—thence over the Northern, Concord,
Nashua and Lowell railroads to Boston—thence
over the. Eastern railroad to Portsmouth, there

to be used as spars to the noble merchant ships

which have this year been constructed at thai

place.

We understand that a Mr. French of Chester-
ville has recently hauled to this market two ship
masts which he sold for the snug linle sum of
five hundred dollars. They were beauties, such
as .Maine only can furnish. Success to the "pine
tree Slate."— Hallowell Gazette.

There are tall pines near the White Moun-
tains, far up in the Granite State, that are said to

be worth fifty and a hundred dollars each where

they now stand : they are upon land that before

limber times of speculation was not counted as

fit for any thing. We visited (he town of Car-

roll, (then an unincorporated place by the name
of Bretton woods) in 1622, when there was
scarcely a single hundred acres of laud consid-

ered practicable fur any useful purpose within

the limits of a large township ; and these acres

were one or two cleared spots of intervale along

the bank of the Ammonoosuck. Sixteen years

afterwards, we passed by a new road over the

same town, portions of which had been cleared

and converted into farms ; and our way was

through the original white pine grounds grow-

ing up straight without a limb fifty and seventy-

five feet, and full an additional height taller than

the common forest trees. The lands in Carroll,

Whitefield, Dalton and Bethlehem that were
open were speculated up to a high price in the

great timber humbug of 183li—some lands were

then sold that really had no timber—some were

According to a letter, first published in. a news-
paper at Cincinnati, Ohio, the great constitution-

al lawyer and statesman, Daniel Webster, has

been engaged this sumjner since he left Wash-
ington, in improving land, beautifying his very

extensive farm in Marslifield, Massachusetts,

personally directing the numerous hands em-
ployed. It will require much money to carry

out a great New England farm of more than u

thousand acres in the manner of his cultivation,

where much, is done fpr fancy as well as for pro-

ducts under improvement. The profit of a varies

ty of vegetable crops cannot be expected where
there is no personal attendance for the sale in

market. Turnips, ruta baga,- beets and carrots

may be raised to an extent for the consumption
of stock upon a farm: the profits only can be

realized in the sale of stock. If consumed upon
the farm, the cost will not always be met. Mo-
ney is sometimes well expended in permanent
improvements : it is frequently thrown away in,

objects of mere fancy. One crop llie writer

from Mr. Webster's farm mentions which may
pay all the cost : twelve acres of potatoes in one
field it is supposed will produce two thousand

bushels, and if these sell as they did last winter,

will give two thousand dollars. Our field of

nearly twice twelve acres will do well for us if

it produce three thousand bushels— it will pay

all our farm expenses if that quantity shall net

us fifty cents a bushel.

(U
13 There are several interesting topics on

which we would have written for this number of

the Visitor, if our time had not been covered

with other labors than those of the farm.
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Wonderful Vegetation.

We liave on our premises about six square

rods planted about the 20th May of that kind of

maize called Virginia corn, thousands of bushels

of which are imported from the Southern Slates

for the annual supply of New England, paid for

in exchange for our manufactures, lumber, or

other surplus products. Some of the tallest of

this corn is now in the last days of August just

forming ears high as man can reach, from which

the accustomed silk is protruding. The corn

was drill-planted eight or ten inches apart in

rows three and a half feet distant : some of it

stretches full fourteen feet in height. Tour square

rods have been cut down from time to time, and

for several weeks have at night supplied the

short feed in time of drought for seven cows.

The part remaining would furnish one ton oi

green feed, stalk and leaf, for each square rod.

Only think of one hundred and sixty tons of

vegetation growing out of the ground in ninety

days upon a single acre. The corn seems to be

of the height of forest trees of several years'

growth.

We have also, from twenty kernels each of

two ears raised by friend John Page in Illinois,

corn full ten feet high, planted on the 20th of

June. In two months and ten days it has reach-

ed this height—it was planted in vacant spots of

two rows of beans where the seed had failed,

and has had a more rapid growth than any thing

we have seen of standing vegetables. It is now

in silk, and although nearly double the size aud

height of the common corn grown in this neigh-

borhood, we think, would here come nearly to

maturity in ninety to one hundred days of such

a summer as the present. Seeing the great lux-

uriance of this as well as the southern corn on

good lands here, we can scarcely wonder that

the great fertile valley of the West flowing its

waters through the Mississippi might be made

sufficient to feed nearly the whole population ol

the globe.

Endicott Pear Tree.

The famous Pear Tree, planted by Gov. Endi-

cott in 1628, (203 years) on his Farm in Danvers,

then a part of Salem, has this year born three

bushels of Pears. The species is Bon-Chretien.

This tree has survived many generations of men,

and is almost the first settler remaining.—Salem

Gazelle.

We take the above from a paper printed in

1831. We should like to know what has be-

come of the old tree. Whatever may now be

its situation it has surely given the lie to the

complaints of those who say " it does no good to

set out fruit trees, they do not last long enough

to pay the trouble." We were told a few years

since by a friend, that a peach tree was then

alive on his paternal lands which had lived sev-

enty years.

—

Berkshire Co. Agriculturist.

Eighteen years have transpired since the above

notice of the Salem Gazette : we recollect the

proprietor of the Gazette almost fifty years ago.

Thomas C. Gushing, long time its publisher, was

a most estimable man and citizen. It is nearly

thirty years since he showed us about the public

establishments at Salem—of these the East In-

dia Museum, whose curiosities were gathered

from the four quarters of the globe by ship navi-

gators, more remarkable from the port of Salem

than from any other port of the United States

for their enterprise and daring in visiting un-

known climes and unexplored seas in pursuit of

that wealth for which Salem was early celebra-

ted, was then to us a matter of curiosity, as ex-

hibiting the habits and costumes of the aborigi-

nals existing in all time beyond the knowledge

of the civilized world. Even at that time the

great man and philosopher, the familiar corres-

pondent and friend of Priestley and Jefferson,

William Bentley, had departed from a life ter-

restrial to a life celestial, as assured in the eye

of faith which " bopeth all things." Bentley,

year in and year out, was the voluntary contribu-

tor for the Salem Register, a semi-weekly paper,

long the political rival of the Salem Gazette :

both papers, under the same names, are contin-

ued—both now embrace the same side of the

political question. Bentley and Gushing are

known and recollected by i'ew of the present

generation of readers of the two papers. Yet the

Endicott pear tree still stands and bears fruit as

it was wont to do one hundred years ago. The

new railroad from Salem to Lawrence runs so

near to it, that the tree was readily pointed out

to us while passing it one day the present sum-

mer by Ebenezer Sutton, Esq., who resides in

Danvers, not far from it. There are both bear-

ing apple and pear trees in the vicinity of Bos-

ton and Salem that r.re over two hundred years

of age.

A pear tree standing beside the ancient road

leading from West Cambridge to Waterlow n, as

the earliest event of our recollection, was stricken

and shivered by lightning fifty-nine years ago the

present summer. The tree sensibly felt the wound,

for it is now smaller in body and limb than it was

at that distant period. It stood upon the premises

then occupied in the youth of those parents who

now both sleep in the dust. Its fruit was of

that acrid verjuice character that made it good

for no eating until late in the fall ; and then it

was good as for baking or cooking with the

sweetening of treacle. Late in the winter or

spring, barrelled and kept free from air aud frost,

it became mellowed and excellent for eating,

having a peculiar luscious flavor, equal to the

best pears that are early matured. Previous to

the stroke of lightning, that venerable tree,

which we may now count as having been plant-

ed there by one of onr ancestors as many at

least as one hundred and fifty years ago, annual-

ly, just before the frost set in, yielded five, ten

and sometimes a dozen barrels of the large sized

pears. We saw and marked this tree but the

other day : diminished in its proportion of limb,

it still continues to bear fruit. This appeared to

be smaller than it was when gathered of old
;

for it is over fifty years since we tasted of the

pears. Its present owner, who is of our name,

informed us that the old tree had kept up its

character, and its product was so well known

that, although bitter and repulsive when taken

green to the Boston market, the pears readily

sold always for not less than three dollars the

barrel.

scripture truth as above and beyond all sectari-

anism. Much of the teaching of the present

day regards rather the promotion of sectarian

dogmas than the true impress of religious truth.

All must acknowledge that the discourse of Fa-

ther Mathew is one exception to the failing

which protestants most charge upon Roman
catholics.

From the Boston Post.

What good can come out of Nazareth"!

The following account of the first sermon

preached at Boston after his arrival in this coun-

try by Father Mathew is from the Boston Post:

being mere, heads of the discourse, the beauty of

the original is undoubtedly marred. The mere

protestant sectarian may have taught himself to

believe that no good can come from the religious

teaching of a Romish priest; but how beautiful

would the words of his discourse be deemed

coming from the mouth of one of our own New
England preachers? The truth is, that there is

a great benefit pervading every religious denom-

ination founded on the precepts of the Saviour,

FATHER MATHEWS SERMON AT THE CATHOLIC

CATHEDRAL.

Yesterday forenoon, the Rev. Theobald Mathew
preached at the Cathedral, in Franklin street, to

a vast congregation, from the text, " O Lord our
God, how admirable is thy name in all the earth."

— Psalms, ch. 8, v. 10. He first adverted to the

natural theology suggested by the whole psalm,

saying that the amazing regularity displayed in

the works of creation, the alternations of the sea-

sons, seed time and harvest, the day and the

night, proved that an all-wise and sovereign

power presides over and governs the universe,

and that the Almighty ruler is as wise as good,

and as just as powerful, and that whenever it

seems to be otherwise to mortal understanding,

it is on account of onr inability to comprehend
his grand designs and means for accomplishing
his purposes. But the main object of his dis-

course, he said, was to consider the evils of the

moral world, in regard to which short-sighted

man was most prone to question the wisdom or

goodness of the Creator. Some of his hearers

might be of this class, for there was much in the

condition of their suffering country which they

found difficult to explain, it being the most
christian and catholic country in the world. To
our limited reason this is incomprehensible, until

we advance to the great truth, that through the

medium of religion our afflictions become our
chief blessings. When we come to realize this

fact, we shall submit to affliction without a mur-
mur. The want of religion swells the heart

with impatience — sharpens the arrow— gives

sting to the dan.

The subject had been forced upon his atlen-

fiori by the multiplied and long-continued afflic-

tions he had witnessed ; and he had sought for

consolation where alone it could be found,— in a

firm faith in the goodness of God, who never
permits calamities without a beneficial purpose.

Sudden changes from prosperity to poverty—
from happiness to despair—from life to death,

without the interval of a moment hardly, might
seem to the irreligious mind to be inconsistent

with design. But tbe believer could be made to

understand that the caprice of fortune and the

passions of unjust men were not the whole
causes of our afflictions. He sees in them ilie

manifestations of the power of Him who walks
invisible on the wings of t'le wind; but if he
have cherished christian aspirations, lie will not

say of such afflictions or disappointments—"A
God defeats my projects, and confounds my
hopes." Instead of evils he will see blessings in

them. It is our own discontent which gives all

its sharpness to the sling. In that frame of mind,
we forget that eternal glory and happiness are

the prizes to be won by patient suffering on
earth. When surrounded with prosperity, aud
in the enjoyment of health, our sense of depen-
dence on God, and our obligations to obey his

law, are often lulled asleep, and ne become re-

gardless of Him, of heaven, and the wants of our
fellow creatures. We see this in cases where
by some sudden fluctuation in the affairs of life,

a man unexpectedly attains wealth or power.
We see him puffed up with pride. He forgets

and despises his early friends. The beauty of
charity no longer forms the theme of his conver-

sation. Piety is a virtue which he leaves for the

poor. What shall bring him down to his true

nature and his duty ? Adversity. Yes, afllic-

tions are the sure messengers of the divine favor

and affection. Regarded in this light, the only

one compatible with the position that the Crea-
tor is at once all-wise and all-merciful, we see

the important office of religion in the economy
of life, enabling us to derive benefit from the

most grievous misfortunes. How wicked then

is it in those who seek to disturb the religiousthe beauty of which more abundantly appeal's

by those who observe the true teachings of faith of others, because it denies to themselves
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the lower gratifications which have so many
temptations for unreflecting man.

David, Joseph anil Susannah hail been made
to suffer under false accusations, and their souls

were purified by it. To us it may seem ili.it

their Bufferings were severe even to injustice.

But we can never know the extent of the disei-

pline necessary in these and similar cases. We
have no means by which to measure the rigor of

the punishment with the enormitj of the offence.

Hut having faith in the goodness ami wisdom of

God, we can believe that be will not afflict his

children beyond what is necessary to wean them
from the allurements of sin which would other-

wise lead them to destruction. Anil herein we
Bee bis divine love, the subject of his grace find-

ins comfort and even delight in what would
otherwise prove to he insupportable evils.

In delivering this discourse, Father Mathew
spoke in a tone of profound sensibility, as if he
fell the truth of every word he uttered.

Mr. Calhoun's farm.

A correspondent of the New York Herald,

who has been on a visit to Mr. Calhoun, gives

some interesting particulars respecting the resi-

dence of the great statesman of the South. We
extract those portions that relate to his planta-

tion and " people " :

—

"From the mill we passed into a large field of
Indian corn, and I assure you I do not exagge-
rate when I say that 1 never saw such a splendid

agricultural sight in my life. The field is in the

low ground or bottom, and covers one hundred
and twenty acres. The average height is twelve
to fourteen feet!—a sea of dark green, waving
with tassels and glossy silk of every hue and
color, and is grand beyond description. From
this we passed into a cotton field, which is as

large or larger, covering over one hundred and
twenty acres, and extending over hill and flat,

high and low ground. It was the first time 1

had ever seen cotton growing, and it was a new
and novel sight to me, Mr. Calhoun explained

to me the process of its cultivation. It is plant-

ed like Indian corn, and cultivated with even
greater care ; it is hoed four times. He pointed

out to me the blossoms; the first day after the

blossom appears, the flower is white ; the next

day red ; and the third it drops off, and the cot-

ton ball begins to form. It was in this stage I

saw it. It is a pleasant mode of farming.

"There is nothing wanting on the farm, fields

of oats, of wheat, of potatoes, and of rice, all in

a forward state. The lice field occupies a part

of the low laud near the Seneca river, and
its pale green was in striking contrast with the

dark green of the corn.. The farm is a model
farm. It consists of about one thousand acres,

four hundred and fifty of which are in cultiva-

tion. Mr. Calhoun's striking method and ar-

rangement are seen every where. His system of

drainage, of duelling, and manner of planting

on the hill-sides—so that the furrows carry off

the water without allowing the land to wash— is

novel; and so useful is it found, that his neigh-

bors copy his plan. They have the advantage of
his example constantly before them; ami his

crops are far ahead of any one else in this re-

gion. There is not any thing which escapes

him.
" After an hour had been spent in passing

through these fields, we returned towards his

out-buildings, cotton press, barns, granaries, fee.

1 was surprised. His uholo heart and soul

seemed absorbed in the farm. II.id 1 not known
with whom I was conversing, I should have set

him down in my mind as the most thorough go-

ing practical firmer I had ever met with. There
is no detail connected with it, which he is not

perfectly familiar, and as he carries you along

with him, he points out to you, and explains

every thing in the most simple manner possible.

* # # # '*
»t

"I went down to the slave quarter, and saw
them at work also in the field. 1 had heard so

much said in regard to Mr. Calhoun and his

slaves, that I was anxious to see them with my
own eyes. The slaves are certainly as happy
and contented as it is possible for them to he.

They love their master, and he is kind to them.
On Sunday they go to church, or do as they

please. They have their holidays. There seems
to he as much aristocracy among the negroes of

Mr. Calhoun as among while folks. The mar-
riage of bis young male or female slaves with a

slave on another plantation, creates as much
excitement as a marriage in Asior Place would
do. The mailer requires a deal of arrangement
and proper settlement. These matches are gen-

erally made up between parties residing on dif-

ferent plantations.

"A very intelligent house servant of Mr. Cal-

houn was married the second night I was at ii is

house to a female slave on an adjoining planta-

tion. The marriage ceremony was performed
in the evening, and in the mansion of the pro-

prietor of the plantation. I listened to the fid-

dles and the happy songs of the negroes, on

their way to and from the wedding, from this

and all the neighboring plantations, until nearly

daylight. The ceremony was performed by the

oldest negro, who was a sort of authorized, or

rather recognized parson of the Methodist order.

Mr. Calhoun has some very old slaves on his

plantation. One old negress that I saw, Monemi
Calhoun, (by the way, all the negroes on his es-

tate are called by his name in the neighborhood,]

is over one hundred and twelve years old. She
has sixty-three living descendants on this plan-

tation, who lake care of the old dame. Her
husband lived to a very old age ; his name was
Polydore. Both were brought from Africa, and
have lived with the Calhouns for a century. The
negroes on this place pay as much respect to

the old negress as if the was a queen."

Mr. Calhoun at Home.

The following account of the great South Car-

olinan will be interesting to every reader:

The family of the Senator consists of Mrs.

Calhoun, and seven children. Of these, one son

is a planter in Alabama, the next a captain in

the army at New Orleans—the eldest daughter

is in Europe, wife of our charge at Belgium. Of
the three sons at home, one is a physician, the

others are young men of twenty and eighteen.

Mr. Calhoun has upon his table every thing of
southern production hut is himself a spare eater.

The view from his house commands distant

mountain ranges, forty and sixty miles away.

His study is twenty feet south of his mansion,

has but one room and one door. His library is

not large, but choice, and most of the books re-

late to the Union and her interests. The key

of this building he keeps always under his im-

mediate control when at home. No one enters

it but himself, unless he is there. His house

stands on the Seneca river, one thousand feet

above the level of the sea, and two hundred feet

above the river. There are perhaps seventy or

eighty negroes on and about the place. The
largest part of his negroes are in Alabama,
where he owns a large cotton plantation under

the management of his eldest son.

Mr. Calhoun has a peculiar manner of ditch-

ing, drainage and planting, of such utility that

his neighbors regard his as a model farm. His

crops are represented as far before those of any

other cultivator in that region of country. His

farm is known as Fort Hill, from a fort which

once stood there in the revolutionary war. Mr.

Calhoun's habits are very regular. He lises at

four or five o'clock—exercises on horseback, or

in a long walk over the farm for an hour; writes

until breakfast at eight, and, after breakfast, is

busy in bis library until one or two. On Friday,

which is mail day, lie rides to the village. His

newspapers, of which a large number are sent

to him, are spread in the hall for the use of his

visitors. He is very hospitable, is a great lion

even in the very neighborhood of his own house,

and in all the relations of private life, is a most

estimable, upright and worthy man.

From some personal acquaintance with the

subject of the foregoing article more than thirty

years, although among those who have looked

upon Mr. Calhoun's political course as some-

times eccentric if not erratic, we can unite our

testimony to that of others in favor of the excel

lence of his character, and his walk as a man

who in private life, sets a good example. We
are glad to learn of such a man, whose domestic

ties and cares are often thwarted by a divided

public and private life that he lias succeeded

well in the cultivation of the earth in that part

of our Union where slavery necessarily exists.

The person could not be named who treats his

domestics with more humanity than Mr. Cal-

Itoun: under his management as laborers theirs

is a life of ease, such as the hired free laborers

of the North cannot expect to realize. Know-
ing that the enterprise of Mr. Calhoun had

taught him to seek new and more fertile ground

in the fresh lands of Alabama, where he, wilh.

his son, was engaged in raising cotton as the

great staple of that country, we had supposed

that upon his old Carolina farm, long under cul-

tivation, he must make a losing business, and

that this was made up in the first fruits of the

rich new soil, likewise speedily to be worn out

from exhausting cultivation. But the descrip-

tion of his home farm, on which is a field of one>

hundred and twenty acres of corn whose aver-

age height is twelve to fifteen feet, may give the

northern man some idea of what good farming

will accomplish even in the old part of the South

where thousands of acres have been run out by

bad management, and where we had supposed

the country must lie abandoned because the

work done would he insufficient to subsist the

laborers upon the soil.

Mr. Calhoun has what northern n>en would

consider extravagant ideas relative to those pe-

culiar institutions of the South which have been

the subject of quite a needless agitation of late

years throughout the country. The founders of

the Constitution knew better how to treat this

subject than the public men of the present day:

they did not countenance agitation for the sake

of agitation. Mr. Calhoun has a" enthusiasm

on this subject exceeded only on the opposite

extreme by a i'p.w men in the North who for the

last dozen years have been as monomaniacs on

the subject of slavery. Speaking upon the

prospects of the country, its. social relations and

improvements, no longer ago than the last win-

ter at Washington, Mr. Calhoun assured us that

the relations subsisting between master and

slave in the South presented a state of society

much more desirable than the best relations of

the people of the North ! Mr. C. probably

measured the relative condition of the two parts

of the country by what he had seen and felt in

the mixed confusion of our cities and thicker

settlements at the North, in many places of

which the notions of speculation and gain have

taught men to forget common humanity in the

ordinary traffic, and where it is but too much tho

fashion for the man of business to cheat or de-

ceive his neighbor. If he had been better ac-

quainted with some of our northern neighbor-

hoods where cultivation cf the soil is the sole

business, and where the desire to improve is a

prevailing sentiment, he must have given up his

notion that a state of servitude even under his

own system of humane treatment would he far

more desirable than that condition of happy equal-

ity which gives to every son and daughter of

Adam the privilege of education, qualifying them

for any conditio:, in life that may be found in

this colder country where free labor alone is

practicable.

Nearly half a century ago, John C. Calhoun

spent a larger part of four years in the severe

labor of obtaining a scholastic education at Vale

college: he could not have made a career so

brilliant as has been his own without hard work

while a student. Did he not learn of Contiecti-
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cut at that time, although then more staid Slid

straight-laced than at present, that New England

freedom and New England hsnYrfs were equally

conducive to all the attractions which make life

desirable as the very best state of society in the

most enlightened countries upon earth. We

have heard of the chivalry and high hearing of

the people of the South : there is probably no

city of the Union where traffic and commerce

are conducted upon more honorable principles

than in Charleston; the capital of Mr. Calhoun's

favorite State : every one who encounters a man

or family brought up and long resident of

Charleston, will scarcely fail to find a liberal

gentleman and an accomplished and amiable

family. And yet Charleston has been for nearly

two centuries a place where slaves have almost

altogether been employed in performing the ser-

vile labor.

Cattle Trade of the West.

An interesting and true, though very brief ac-

count of the catlle trade of the Western States,

especially of that portion of it which centres in

the Scioto Valley, Ohio, is given in the following

extract from one of Mr. Mansfield's letters to

the Cincinnati Atlas. Though a very important

branch of otir productive industry, the modus

operandi of this business is not generally under-

stood. It is conducted with much system, and

is yearly becoming of greater extent and im-

portance.

When the business of packing beef for the

English market, for some years under way in

this" city, and more recently commenced in

Chillicothe, shall have reached the extent to

which it is in all probability destined to attain,

the plains of the Scioto and the Big Darby will

be darlt with their thousands and tens of thou-

sands of cattle, grazing and fattening for the

slaughter.

Mr. Mansfield says:
" While at Yellow Springs, I saw a fine drove

of cattle, which were driven from the Wabash;

I was told that about 25,000 head a year passed

that point ; that heing a common route from Illi-

nois and Missouri to the grazing lands of Madi-

son and Fayette. This is an immense business,

and employs four classes of persons. 1. The

raiser of cattle, who sells his animals at one or

two years old, or even three, to the grazier. The

raisers are chiefly in the great prairies of Illi-

nois, Missouri and Iowa. 2. The graziers are

chiefly the owners, or renters of the great pas-

tures of Madison, Fayette and Union counties,

Ohio. 3. The cattle feeder, who is the corn

raiser, who takes the catlle in the autumn and

feeds them on corn, till they are fat enough fur

the markets of the Atlantic cities. Sometimes

two of these occupations are united; but not

often. 4. The fourth class of business, which

arises out of the cattle trade, is that of the hank-

er, who furnishes the funds. The banks of

Chillicothe, Circleville, Columbus and Xeriia,

taken together, do more of this sort of business

than of any other. It is the most profitable

hanking business done in the State. The cattle

trader about to buy a drove of cattle to fat with

bis corn, applies'to the bank for a loan. For

this he gives a bill of exchange on Philadelphia

01' iVew York, at four month's, which the bank

discounts—receiving the funds, when the cattle

are sold, and getting both interest and exchange,

which brings the profit to about 10 or 20 per

cent. But this is not all. The cattle feeder re-

ceives the notes of the haul;, which are paid to

the grazier, who pays them out for cattle,

through the entire Western States. In this man-

ner the circulation of the bank is kept out.

These transactions are as truly commercial and

safe, as they can hi- possibly made; for, they arc

all bused oil the actual sales of cattle in the At-

lantic cities. I suspect the sales of cattle in the

counties of Ross, Pickaway, Franklin, Madison

and Fayette, amount to near a million of dollars,

and which, therefore, supply that amount of bills

of exchange."

"Love labor," cried a philosopher; "if you

do not want it for food, you may for physic."

The Crops in New England.

Hay.—\n Massachusetts, the crop is very good,

and ii has been secured in most excellent condi-

tion. There is much old hay on hand. From

what we have heard from Connecticut and

Rhode Island, it is nearly the same there. In

some parts of Maine, the hay crop is good ;
in

others, it is rather light, but better than was ex-

pected before haying, flinch old hay on hand in

some sections. In the northern part of New
Hampshire and Vermont, the drought continued

longer than in other sections ; and as the grass

crop was later farther north, the crop will be

light. As many are trying to save all the fodder

thev can, and economizing in its use, and the

crop is well secured and will spend well, it is

thought that there will be a pretty good supply.

Corn is generally very promising. The hot

weather has brought it forward rapidly, and if

I be latter part of the season should be favorable,

the crops will be good. On very dry soil, where

the drought has been severe, the crop will be

rather light.

Potatoes were generally planted early in the

southern and middle sections of New England,

and nearly got their growth before the late rains,

and they will be very light. Those planted late

are very promising. In the northern section,

they were planted later, but in some parts of

that region, the drought has been so long and

severe, that the crops will be light. More pota-

toes were planted in this State than usual ; in

Maine, not so many, owing to light crops there

last year. The crop will probably be lighter

than it has been for many years.

Small Grains.—Wheat varies from very good

in gome sections to very light in others. Rye

generally good. Oats and barley vary much in

different places. In some parts, the crop is very

light by reason of the drought.

Fruit.—There has been about half a usual

crop of strawberries. Not more than a third of

a crop of cherries. Gooseberries and currants

have been pretty good. There will not be a

quarter of a usual crop of pears, perhaps not

more than a sixth or tenth part so many as usual.

PI urns are very scarce. No peaches on low lands,

nor on flat lands of moderate elevation. On
high lands, in some sections, the crop will be

tolerably good. The crop of apples will be very

light indeed, probably not more than one-fourth

or sixth as many as last year, confirming our

views, as to large crops in even years, and light

ones in odd years, geueVally.—JV. E. Farmer.

Cheering Prospect of the Crops.

We have intelligence from the fanning re-

gions in Penobscot, Piscataquis and Aroostook

counties, and learn that the prospect for good

crops generally is now very cheering. Contrary

to expectation and !o the sad experience of

three years past, the weevil has scarcely made

any impression upon the wdieaf, and wherever it

has been sown the present season good crops

will be realized. The quantity sown, however,

was much less than formerly.

The potato crop appears finely, no disease is

yet apparent, and good potatoes are now dug for

consumption and the market.

Barley and oats do well and will yield a full

average crop.

Corn is now promising, and is coming for-

ward very rapidly.

Turnips and other root crops and vegetation

generally are vigorous and healthy.

This great change from the few years past

will give new courage to the farmers of Maine,

particularly in the great valley of the Aroostook,

where are fine intervales and beautiful swells of

excellent soil. One man living there informs us

that he has twenty-five acres of buckwheat now

in excellent order. He will also raise this year

a thousand bushels of oats. The increased value

of the crops the present season over the last will

much more than compensate for the heavy

drawback upon the lumbering interest although -

less immediately felt in the money market at

the sources of trade. It gives us pleasure thus

to notice the prospects of that numerous and

essential class, the fanners of Maine.—Bangor

Whig.

Mosses on Meadows.

Mosses on meadows, like vermin on cattle, are

a consequence rather than a cause of evil. They

indicate a deficiency of stamina, health, or con-

dition in the field or animal, rather than induce

it themselves. But where either exist, they

show something radically deficient, which must

first be remedied before any useful results can

follow. A farmer might as well leave his money

with sharpers, or his manure heap under a spout,

as his meadows in moss, or his cattle covered

with vermin. All are spendthrifts together ;

and, if left to themselves, will, like Pharaoh's

lean kine, soon consume his evidences of previ-

ous plenty, and show no equivalents in return.

But how are we to get rid of mosses in mea-

dows ? Let us see how they get there. The
surest way to get rich, is first to know how you

become poor.

Mosses are generally the result of a feeble

growth of the grasses on a moist surface. The
moisture of the land is not of itself objectiona-

ble, but decidedly the reverse; hut wheu the

profitable occupants of the soil fail or become

thin and meagre, the profitless are ever ready to

come in and supply their [daces. This is the

case with the mosses; and it is not till the culti-

vated plants have declined, that these have gath-

ered strength. To remove the latter, the former

should be put in the very best condition. Scari-

fying, harrowing, closely feeding, and treading

them thoroughly by the sharp hoofs of sheep

and cattle, are all useful in extirpating the moss-

es from meadows. Sowing strong quick lime

over them, when recently mown, or after short

cropping by animals, is attended with decided

advantage. Ashes will sometimes produce a

similar effect. Guano, when mixed with mould

and sown broadcast, is exceedingly useful ; and

so, too, are compost manures of all kinds. These

help to destroy the mosses by invigorating the

grasses. Properly draining, and especially thor-

ough under-draining the lands, is one of the

most efficient modes of removing mosses and

worthless aquatic plants. By earning off all

surplus, and particularly stagnant waters, the at-

mosphere and heat penetrate the soil, and in-

duce a vigorous, healthy growth of the cultivated

plants, and thereby withdraw so much of the

space and food which otherwise wquld be mo-

nopolized by the intruders.

When these and some other of the most obvi-

ous means of renovating meadows fail, there is

no alternative but to break up the sod, ami sub-

ject the field to another course of cultivation. It

is not absolutely necessary that this undergo a

series of rotations, although for many reasons

this is better; yet a rotation may he secured ex-

clusively with the forage plants, the clovers, and

numerous varieties of the grasses. The mea-
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dow may, if ii be preferred, he thoroughly ina-

nured ivith unfermeirted dung, then turned over

t!:it, and after applying a top-dressing of com-

post, may he harrowed lengthwise of the fur-

rows, and sown with grass seed liberally ; and if

all has been properly managed, the mosses will

not for years again infest your meadows.

—

Amer-

ican . tericutturist.

From ttic Now Orleans l'ic lyune.

Upper California.

AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL A.KD Ml N KRALOGICAL.

Although the magnificent territory of Califor-

nia has now been in our possession nearly three

years, very little of a clearly definite character is

mi known of its resources. It is true that a

quantity of publications have from time to time
appeared prol to give outlines of its chief

characteristics, but most of what they contained,
besides being very meagre, was obtained at sec-

ond baud, and the whole was so highly colored

by the imagination of the writers, wlk) were
more or less under the influence of the sudden
mania, that they inspired but little confidence.
Any treatise, dissertation or other work, there-

fore, that seems to promise to shed something
like true light on that half fabulous land, is a

welcome addition to the sum of our scanty

knowledge, and claims at the hands of the jour-

nalist immediate attention, in order to increase

its publicity. It is in this view that we translate

from Trail «" Union on extremely interesting

letter, on California, written at San Francisco as

late as the 28th of June, and published in that

journal on the 4ih and Till inst. It was original-

ly addressi d to a Spanish paper, the .Irmonia

Social, of Gaudaiajara. The writer, who is evi-

dently a man of scientific research and lias lung
resided in the country, calls it, a summary de-
scription of Upper California, as well under its

physical aspect as in an agricultural, a com-
mercial, and a mineralogical point of view. We
In speak for it an attentive perusal, premising
that there is evidently a mistake in the date. It

was more probably written on the '28tli of .May.

Much lias been written of late years on the

territory and the productions of Upper California.

M. Humboldt wrote on the subject in 1823, with-

out an exact knowledge of the country, since lie

never visited it. Air. Alexander Forties publish-

ed a work on it in 1835; but, equally unacquain-
ted with the places he described, lie depended
on the accuracy of the accounts which bad been

related to him. His book is consequently full of
contradictions and conjectures, so thai from the

day of its publication, it fell into ridicule, and
the author now must be aware of the inconside-

rations with which lie wrote. Sr. Custanaras is

the author of another work on the same subject,

published in I !.j ; but it is a tissue of iuaccura-

i
-. particularly as regards agriculture, for the

culture of cotton, tobacco, and other products

he enumerates, has never been known in the

country.

Since that date, several Americans have also

published the result of their observations; but

eaidi of them was possibly actuated by private

interest—either because be possessed land in

| lie country, or beeause he was employed to

write by the large pi oprietors.

Anterior publications on California, then, can-
no' be consulted with confidence; for, to speak
of a country properly, one oUght to have a gene-
ral acquaintance w iib it, to have travelled through
it, and, above all, to be beyond the influence of

nal considerations, which insensibly'give a

i| posite to truth.

It is quite unnecessary to describe [be geo-
graphical position n| Upper California. That has
In in known from time immemorial, as the

Spanish navigators who lir.->t discovered it, de-

termined it with sufficient precision.

The most eligible portion of Upper California,

is that comprised between the north and south,

for from east 10 west It is very narrow, intersec-

ted by barren mountains, and full of sandy plains

and table lands, destitute of the It ast signs of

vegetation.

According to the writer's observations, and the

testimony of a few English agriculturists uho
have lived for many yours in the country, Upper
California is in general verj barren; its moun-
tains and hills are but little shaded with trees,

consequently firewood is very sea ice. The spots
where timber is most found are at the extreme
noi ib. and near a point called Santa I !ruz. Some
collections of trees are found at the fout.of the

mountains, on the few plains that skirt their

base, but they are of little importance; and there
are immense plains without a single tree. Su-
mach is the most frequently met with, although
iii re are oak and several kinds of dye-woods

;

pine and popular are of little importance.
The temperature of Upper California is gene-

rally ungenial. The immigrant is exposed to an
almost insupportable degree of cold, the prevail-

ing winds blowing from the norih-ucst, becom-
ing unusually piercing after the fogs, which are
exceedingly dense and frequent, are dispersed.
In the north-west are situated the Snowy Moun-
tains, (Sierras Nevadas,) at the foot of which are
the gold placers. Here during t lie day the heat

is as great as at San Bias or Vera Cruz, whilst

at night and in the morning the cold is excessive,
causing numerous maladies.

The temperature of the country comprehend-
ed between east and west is extremely hot. All

the arable land in Upper California lies between
the north and south ; and is monopolized by
twenty-four missions. The writer visited some
of them, viz: those of Sa Jose, Santa Clara,

Santa Barbara, and others. All indicate to the
traveller by the aspect of the ruins which they
present, that they were formerly important es-

tablishments. According to general opinion,
they fell with the law which ordered the secular-

ization of the missions. The effect of that mea-
sure was the complete destruction of the im-
mense quantity of cattle belonging to these estab-

lishments, through the abuses committed by the

administrators appointed by the Government,
who deprived the missions, most unlawfully, of
their lands which were their property. A fact

connected herewith is still to be more regretted;
that was the demoralization which was forthwith
introduced among the six or eight thousand In-

dians who composed the population of the mis-
sions and a few neighboring villages. Many of
ibein bad received elementary' instruction

; oth-
ers were in possession of trades; a large num-
ber worked at agriculture in the fields; even an

attempt not altogether unsuccessful bad been
made to establish manufactures, the Indians
.-bowing an aptitude for weaving. At present
nothing remains but a few vestiges of former
labors, and a few old looms, long unused.
The white population of the country is, as it

is well known, of Spanish descent, tall and ro-

bust, originally cultivating the land, and raising

sheep and cattle. They were calculated at the
conclusion of the war at about eight thousand,
scattered in ranchos, or tin ins, separated by im-
mense distances from one another. They dwell
in wooden bouses and lead a poor existence.

The Indians have a particularly disagreeable

physiognomy. The face, of bronze, and round,
is slightly compressed inward, the nose is rather

flat, till! forehead narrow, and the hair as coarse

as that on a horse's inane. The Indians on the
table lauds of .Mexico are Europeans ill compar-
ison with them. Their wigwams are like hives
in shape and convenience, and it is certainly

wonderful bow the missionaries succeeded in

giving them elementary instruction, teaching
them trades- even music, for I have seen them
perform on certain instruments.

It may be said that there is but little show of

government in the country at present. The
American alcades even seem to administer the

law capricious!} ugh. The religion that

dominates, is emphatically toleration, the first

step made by the conquerors.
The territory is generally laid out ill table

lands or plains at the foot of the mountains.
oil is of a deep color, the surface producing

numerous grasses, making good pasturage, such
as clover, oats, and particularly mustard tved.

I have seen the best lauds in tie; interior, the
plains of San Jose and Santa Clara, among oth-

ers; but on those lands and on others of im-
mense extent I have not seen the least sign of
irrigation. 1 have noticed Liu; remarkable scarci-

ty of water throughout the whole country ; this

inconvenience produces deplorable results, for
the sow mg of grain is very precai ions, in conse-
quent f the infn qui ncy of the rain. The
periodical rains commence in December or Jan-
nary, and end in February or March; ibis is
during what aie called good years, for occasion-
ally it happens that for two coi ciaivi yei is,
not a drop of rain falls from the clouds. Those
who baie any, even the slightest knowled
agriculture, may form an idea of the capabilities
of a country where there is almost a complete
absence of water.

The rivets Sacramento, San Joaquin and Sta-
nislaus, of which so many wonders have been
related, should be considered as comparatively
insignificant. The Sacramento is the one that
possesses the largest volume of water, and that
is because it is situated in the North, comigious
to the Sierra Nevada ; but the San Joaquin anil
the Stanislaus, which rise considerably bom
January to July, are fordable on foot in August
and September, and none of these water courses,
even comprising the Sacramento, sen e for irri-
gation, on account of the little elevation of their
beds. I, myself, have seen the San Joaquin and
the Stanislaus, and I am capable of expressing a
correct opinion on them in this particular. The
other rivulets in the country scarcely deserve
notice.

Water for drinking purposes is very scarce, or
rather none is found on vast plains, occasionally
forty or fifty leagues in extent. The few wells
that exist give a liquid of very inferior quality.
The best I lecolbct to have taken, is that from
the melted snow on the river Stanislaus: that of
the San Joaquin is unwholesome, and should not
be drank until after it has been boiled. In some
places the water has a taste as if strongly im-
pregnated with minerals. On my arrival" a't the
placers there was water in the "rivulets, beta
short time afterward, when 1 was on my return
the latter were dry.

The season for sow ins grain is dui'in" the
months of January ami February, that of°corn
and beans in May and June. The seed is scat-
tered iii the soft earth (literally mud) near the
coast, the better to profit by the fogs, of which
mention is made above.

I have spoken of the English and American
husbandmen who have resided here more than
twenty years. While declaring that the country
is not suitable to agriculture they laugh at the
importance which has been attached to these
miserable regions, and deplore the evils which
the new population will have to ei lure, from
all that I have seen and beard, 1 am of opinion
that the agricultural products of this sterile
country will scarcely suffice to sustain the popu-
lation which is pouring into it, and who will
find, moreover, a scarcity of wood for building
and fuel. I judge by ihe pasturages which J
have observed on the plains and bills, and the
large leads which about d, that the greater part
of ihe territory is suited to the raising of cattle,
for though there is a scarcity of will r there are
heavy fogs, and besides the cattle drink little

when they have green pasturages.

I believe yet, and it has already happened, that
in case of abundant snows, many of the cattle
will die for want of shelter. It will be the same
in limes of greal drought; bin the wool-bearing
animals, which thej succeed in raising, are of a
Sue quality, as there are no hedges to tear the
wool.

The products of the grain crops are exaggera-
ted b_\ those who estimate them at a thousand
for one.

There have been some good crops at the ran-
cho of Snnol. for example; but they were ihe
product of land which had for a hundred years
been used as sheep pasturages. The common
increase of grain is thirty-five for one. Corn
produces from one hundred ami twenty to one
hundred and thirty for one, but they rarely raise it

;

the grains are generally of a small size. Barley
and hemp produce well enough, bin in ten years
not an ordinary crop can be gathered. I have
seen in the month of April the pear trees and
apple trees without blossoms, and the vines al-
most eniiiely dry, without shoots or buds. The
lands at die south are a litlle more fertile. The
village of San Angelos is the only one which
produces oranges and citrons; but it lacks ws-
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ter, as the little stream which traverses it is dry

during the hot season.

The ports of Alta California are San Francis-

co (formerly Yerua Buena,) San Diego, arid San

Pedro. The others are only roadsteads, and il

the entrance to San Francisco and San Diej:o is

exposed, that to San Pedro and the other harbors

is dangerous. 1 do not know with what motive

the Bay of San Francisco has been chosen as

the principal port; for although it is of immense

size, the violent winds which prevail in it render

it dangerous for vessels which may seek it as a

shelter. The water at San Francisco is had.

The place is situated on a mountain, and is

composed of eighty to a hundred houses of

wood. The sail is very sterile, for it is nothing

but sand ; but it is true that this is the point

nearest to the placers.

The country about Monterey is more level, but

it is also barren, and the population of the place

is insignificant. The pine forests which termi-

nate here are very thin. At Santa Barbara there

is more vegetation, but it is a point of no im-

portance, and is remarkable for nothing but its

line church, and the stone house belonging to

the mission.

San Diego is fit for nothing but to contain a

garrison. All the places which 1 have named

are inferior to the plains of Perole in the month

of January. During the month of May the cold

is insupportable even to acclimated Europeans.

Judging from the nature of the mountains, J

believe the country to abound in mines of all

descriptions. The

one has made a fortune as the product of the

placers. 1 have seen many companies wash an

infinite number of cradles' iidl of earth of which

the greater part did not yield a particle of the

precious metal. The richest that I have seen

washed yielded twelve dollars.

It is impossible to describe the sufferings en-

dured by those who go to the placers. The
price "of passage to Stockton is thirty dollars,

and baggage is charged six dollars per twenty-

live pounds. From Stockton to the placers of

Stanislaus the price is six bitts per pound, the

distance being twenty-five leauges. If you em-
bark for the Sacramento you have to pay thirty-

five dollars to Sutter's, and fourteen dollars per

twenty-five pounds for baggage. From Sutter's

to the placers the charge is eight bitts per pound.

These are enormous prices for those who have

come in companies and have brought provisions

for six months. Those who go by land have to

purchase bad wagons at from five to six hundred

dollars, and oxen, of which three pair are need-

ed to a wagon, at from two hundred to two hun-

dred and fifty dollars a pair. The natives sell

horses for one hundred and thirty dollars which

would be well paid for elsewhere at forty dollars.

From San Francisco to the placer of Stanislaus

it is eighty leauges, and on the whole journey,

not a single article of sustenance can be procur-

ed, nor is there after passing the rancho of Lo
Positos any place to pass the night except in the

open field. Every moment in crossing these

immense deserts of sand, destitute of water, a

xistence of the placers of person risks his own life, and sees his animals

gold cannot be doubted. It is positively stated

that there are also mines of silver, copper, tin

and other metals. Quicksilver has already been

discovered at Nuevo Almaden, Guadalupe ami

San Antonio. 1 have visited in person the mines

of Almaden. It appears to me that the common
product is twenty-five to thirty per cent., while

with a belter system five lo sixly per cent, may

be produced. I believe that for a mining country

California needs the essential of wood. Those

who understand mining know what an enormous

quantity of wood is necessary for fuel, building

and a "thousand other objects. This want is

much felt at the quicksilver mines. It appears

that coal exists in the country, hut competent

persons declare that it is in small quantities, and

cannot be made of practical utility. Fine quar-

ries have been discovered, and also earth well

suited for the manufacture of bricks and tiles.

I have visited the places where the Russians,

English and Canadians bunt the beaver. I have

been to the. towns of Stockton, Venecia and

Sauraliao. The first is on the bank of the river,

on a plain which is inundated dining the rainy

reason, though good water is scarcely to he

found. This place is composed of seven tents.

The second, situated on a barren plain, contains

only a single house, and affords only brackish

water; the third, established at the fool of a

mountain on the borders of the hay, contains

two miserable houses. Here there is good wa-

ter, hut scarcely any vegetation. That which

has been said "concerning these seaport towns,

has no other aim than to deceive, and there are

n it wanting silly persons to purchase the lands.

The authorities were the fiist to practice this

hardly honorable system. They have so much
exaggerated the merits of this country, which is

entirely new to Europeans, that for some time

numbers of unfortunate persons will come in

search of gold, anil find misery, possibly death

by starvation.

The placi r- ar i ituated, as I have said, at the

foot of the Snowy .Mountains, which run north-

west. Without visiting them, one can baldly

imagine the painful labor demanded by the

Working of mines, i can assure you that out of

a hundred operatives there are not two who, al-

ter paying their considerable expenses, make a

profit from finding gold, which is not gathered

so easily, with the point of a knife, as has been

asserted. It is necessary to make an excavation

of two or three yards in length by a yard in

depth, in which a person must work with a

crow-bar, often up to the knees in water, exposed

during the day to a burning sun to be followed

in the nielli by severe cold. Only the most ro-

bust men accustomed to such fatigue can sup-

port it. There are workmen who abandon the

mines, having gained absolutely nothing, and not

perish.

Many animals are drowned in crossing the San

Joaquin and the Stanislaus. 1 have seen many
men give up in despair for the mere breaking of

a wheel or an axle. It is said that at the placer

of Stanislaus and other places there has been an

earthquake.

There may be now at the placers about 13,000

men, and I calculate that of this number 3000

are Mexicans, 4000 Sandwich Islanders, Peruvi-

ans ami Central Americans, 2000 English, Span-

ish, French and oilier Europeans, 1000 Califor-

llians, and :J000 Americans. About 1000 per-

sons are employed in the transport by land and

water, 2000 are merchants and traders, 2000

drink, gamble and vagabondize, and the other

8000 work at the mines, but these are not occu-

pied on the average more lhan four days in a

week. The whole population is iiilinerant, and

many abandon the mines. The new comers at

San Francisco shut their ears to advice and

evidence, ami mount the ultac of sacrifice, in

making themselves arricros, wagoners, &<\, to

overcome the distance which separates them
from the placers.

The Americans are charmed with a country

which presents so vast a field for the exercise of

their industry; but every sensible man knows
that if any thing was to be gained, the mission-

aries, with their great resources and the know-
ledge they certainly bad, would not have failed

lo turn it lo advantage. They would have

founded in this country, as in all others, great

centres of agriculture ami population.

The possession of Alta California by the Uni-

ted Stales will prove a great benefit lo South and

Central America, and also to the inhabitants of

lie- .Mexican Pacific polls.

I believe that the Republic of Chili will suffer

in some degree in its foreign commerce from

the Americans making San Francisco a depot.

Valparaiso will diminish in importance; bill

Chili will be compensated by sending its grain

to California, and by the revenue il will derive

from coal, which it possesses in abundance.

The con i me ice of Central America will increase :

ihe Pacific ports will more easily receive the

merchandise of Europe, and better than any

other countries, by reason of their proximity,

can send their agricultural products to San Fran-

cisco, This circumstance will give more im-

portance lo the States of Mexico, Siualon, Jalisco

ami Sonora.
Oregon and Vancouver's Island will also prufit

by the California immigration. The first will

-end wood for building am! other necessary ob-

jects. The second will furnish coal, which it

possesses in abundance and of good quality.

From Ihe Western Farmer and Gardener.

On the practical use of Leaves.

There are two facts in the functions of the leaf

which are worth consideration on account of

their practical bearings. The food of plants is,

for the most part, taken in solution through the

roots. Various minerals—silex, lime, alumina,

magnesia, potash—are passed into the tree in a

dissolved state. The sap passes to the leaf, the

superfluous water is given off, hut not the sub-

stances which it held in solution. These, ill

part, are distributed through the plant, and, in

part, remain as a deposit in the cells of the leaf.

Gradually the leaf chokes up, its functions are

impeded, and finally entirely stopped. When
the leaf drops it contains a large per cent, of

mineral matter. An autumnal or old leaf yields,

upon analysis, a very much larger proportion of

earthy mailer than a vernal leaf, which, being

yet young, has not received within its cells any

considerable deposit. It will be found, also, that

the leaves contain a very much higher per cent,

of mineral matter than the wood of the trunk.

The dried leaves of the elm contain more than

eleven per cent, of ashes, (earthy matter,) while

the wood contains less than two per cent. ; those

of the willow more than eight per cent., while

the wood was only 0.45 ; those of the beech,

6.69, the wood only 0.36; those of the (Europe-

an) oak, 4.05, the wood only 0.21 ; those of the

pitch pine, 3.15, the wood only 0.25 per cent.*

It is very plain, from these facts, that, in forests,

the mineral ingredients of the soil perform a

sort of circulation ; entering the root, they are

deposited in the leaf; then, with its fall to the

earth, and by its decay, they are restored to the

soil, again to travel their circuit. Forest soils,

therefore, instead of being impoverished by ihe

growth of trees, receive back annually the great-

est proportion of those mineral elements neces-

sary tu the tree, and, besides, much organized

matter received into the plant from the atmos-

phere ; soils therefore are gaining instead of

losing. If the owner of parks or groves, for

neatness' sake, or to obtain leaves for other pur-

poses, gathers the annual harvest of leaves, he

will in time take away great quantities of mine-

ral matter, by which the soil ultimately will he

impoverished, unless it is restored by manures

Leaf manure has always been held in high es-

teem by gardeners. But many regard it as a

purely vegetable substance ; whereas, it is the

best mineral manuie that can be applied to ihe

soil. What are called vegetable loams, (not peat

soils, made up principally of decomposed roots,)

contain huge quantities of earthy matter, being

mineral-vegetable rather than vegetable soils.

Every gardener should know that the best

manure for any plant is the decomposed leaves

and substance uf its own species. This fact will

suggest ihe proper course with reference to the

leaves, lops, vines, haulm, and ether vegetable

refuse of the garden.

The other fact connected with the leaf, is i IS

function of exhalation. The greatest proportion

of crude sap which ascends the trunk, upon

reaching the leaf, is given forth again lo the at-

mosphere by means of a particularly beautiful

economy. The quantity of moisture produced

by a plant is hardly dreamed of by lliose who

have not specially informed themselves. The

experiments of Hales have been often quoted.

A sunflower, three and a half feet high, present-

ing a surface of 5.616 square inches exposed to

The earth is said to be 7616 miles in diameter.
"See Dr. Gray's Bol .nic Text Bc.ok— an admirable

work, which every horticulturist should own and study.
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the sun, was found to perspire at the rate of

twenty to thirty ounces avoirdupois every twelve

hours, or seven times more than a man. A vine.

with twelve; square feet, exhaled at the rate of

five or six ounces a day. A seedling apple-tree,

with twelve square feet of foliage, lost nine

ounces a day.*

These are experiments upon very small plants.

The vast amount of surface presented by a large

tree must give off immense quantities of moist-

ure. The practical hearings of this fact of \> ge-

tahle exhalation are hoi a few. Wet forest lands,

by being cleared of timber, become dry, and

streams fed from snch sources become almost

extinct as civilization encroaches on wild woods.

The excessive dampness of crowded gardens is

not singular, and siill less is it strange that dwel-

lings covered with vines, whose windows are

clinked with shrubs, and whose roof is overhung

with branches of trees, should he intolerably

damp ; and when the good house-wife is scrub-

bing, scouring, and brushing, anil, nevertheless,

marvelling that her house is so infested with

mould, she hardly suspects that her troubles

would be more easily removed by the axe or

saw than by all her cloths and brushes. A house

should never be closely surrounded with shrubs

A free circulation of air should be maintained

all about it, aod shade trees so disposed as to

leave large openings for the li^hl and sun to en-

ter. The unusual rains of the current season

have produced so great a dampness in our resi-

dences that no one can fail to have noticed its

effect, both ou the health of the occupants and

upon the beauty and good condition of their

household substance.

11LNKY W. BEECHEli.

Breadstuff's of the United States.

A scientific report on this subject by Professor

Lewis C. Beck, of Rutgers College, giving the

results of some experiments made under the

patronage of the Federal Government, has re-

cently been published, and we are indebted to

the polite attention of the author for a copy of

it. Ii is a valuable document on a topic of gene-

ral interest. The fact that we sent flirty-three

millions of dollars' worth of food lo relieve a

famine in Europe ill a sing! I year— great as the

amount reall) is, dn udles nevertheless into in-

significance when compared with tin; profuse

abundance we enjoy at home. The aggregate

amount of the agricultural products of the Uni-

ted Slates convertible into breadsluffs or its sub7

the amount of water in different hinds of w heal

and Hour, lor all contain water in greater or less

quantities, lis amount is greater in cold coun-
tries than in warm.

Iii Alsace, from Hi to 20 per cent.

In England, from II to 17 per cent.

In I n mi I States, limn 12 to 11 per cent.

In Africa and Sicily, from !> to 1 1 per cent.

This accounts lor the fact thai the same weight

of Southern Sour yields more bread than North-
ern. English wheat yields thirteen pounds more
to the quarter than the Scotch. Alabama Sour,

it is said, yields twenty percent, more than thai

of Cincinnati. And in general, American Hour,

according to the authority id' one of the most
extensive London bakers, absorbs eight or ten

per cent, more of its own weight of water in

being made into bread, than the English. The
English grain is fuller and rounder than the

American, being in truth puffed Up with moist-

ure. All this is accounted for by temperature.

The warmer the country, the more is the water
dried out of the grain before it ripens, and
hence when made into bread, it absorbs more
water again, and is therefore more valuable.

Water also unfits it lor preservation. The
honks of a single inspector in New York city

showed that in 18-17 he inspected 218,(i7'.i bar-

rels of sour and musty Hour. In his opinion the

|
loss on these was $250,000. Every year the to-

tal loss iii the United States fiorn moisture in

wheat and Hour is estimated at from $3,000,01)0

lo $5,000,000 1 To remedy this great evil, the

grain should be well ripened before harvesting,

and well dried before being stored in a good dry

granary. Afterwards, in grinding and in trans-

porting, it should be carefully protected from
wet, and the flour be kept from exposure to the

atmosphere. The best precaution is kiln-drying.

By this process the wheat and flour are passed

over iron plates heated by steam to the boiling

point. From each barrel of flour sixteen or sev-

enteen pounds of water are thus expelled, leav-

ing still four or five per cent, in the flour, an

amount too small to do injury. If all the water

be expelled, the quality of the flour is deteriora-

ted.

The mode of ascertaining the amount of wa-
ter in flour is this: Take a small sample, say

five ounces, and weigh it carefully. Put it in a

dry vessel, which should he heated by boiling

water. After six or seven hours weigh it care-

fully, until it loses no more weight. lis loss of

weight shows the original amount of water.

1 be next object of Professor Beck was to as-

certain the amount of gluten ill the various sam-
ples of flour. Gluten is an adhesive, pasty mass,

and consists of several different principles,

though its constitution has not yet been satisfac-

torily determined. It is chiefly the nutritious

portion of the flour. The remaining principles

are mostly stai ch, sugar and gum. These three

latter have been thought not to be nutritious, but

their

aboutrelative amount in

as follows

:

Water,
Gluten,
Starch,

hundred pails

Kubankn \V

Stitutes, upon an average of three or fan j ears, is ibis is probably an error. On an averug

about nine hundred millions of bushels, of which
nearly one-half is Indian corn. The quantity of

' wheal may be put down at one hundred millions

of bushels. The whole amount id' this vasl ag-

gregate product required lor home consumpl
does not probably exceed three hundred millions.

Of course the' immense surplus is subject to ex-

portation ; so that it is not too much lo assume
that our country i; destined to be the granary of

the world.

In view, then, of the magnitude and impor-

tance of ibis great national interest, the late

Commissioner of Patents did well to make it the

Ruhject id' special scientific research; and he

happily selected a gentleman every way qualified

for the task, to ascertain how the intrinsic value

of the various breadstuff's may be determined,

their injur)' guard". i against, ami their adulter I-

lions detected.

Professor Beck received the appointment in

April of last year, and his experiments thus far

have been ciuil'uied to wheat and wheal flour,

which constitutes this subject of the report be-

fore us. Indian corn and meal, which have now
ne such important articles of export, will

receive d\\f attention in tin' course of his re-

searches. In entering upon the subject of his

present report, his first object was in ascertain

bent, the be.st.

Li
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* Lindl-y's Horticulture, p. 4i and 1 1.

p. 131.

C'ray'9 IJoiany,

The Professor examined, according untie pre-

si nt report, thirty-three different samples, from

different parts of the United Suites and Europe,
and he gives the preference lo the Kubanka va-

riety from the south of Russia. There would
probably be a prejudice against it in this coun-

try, from the natural yellowish hue of its flour

and bread.

The process for determining the relative

an io u i its of gluten, starch, sugar and gum is this

:

Put a few ounces of (lour carefully «i igbed io a

cotton or linen cloth. Pour cold water upon it

and work up llie dough with the fingers. All

except 1 1n* gluten strains through the cloth. This
is then dried and weighed.

The gum and sugar becomes dissolved in the

water, but the staicli settles al the bottom of the

ve el. This wtner is poured off and the starch

is thus obtained, ami ma) be weighed. The Wa-
ter is next evaporated, and the gum and sugar

also obtained in a dry stale lor weighing. This

is not a perfect method—other methods more
complicated give different results; but this is

sufficiently accurate in a practical way for ascer-
taining the relative values of different specimen-.
The report contains some valuable remarks on

agriculture in general. The inquiry is not simply
how productive a field may be made, however
important that may be, but concerns also lhe
rost of snch production. A man may astonish
the country by the gnat al dance of his crops,
and yet become bankrupt with bis great returns
— simply because they cannot repay their Cost.

The question therefore of economy of measures
and economy of treatment, are of the first im-
portance. It should be known also that wheat
raised on a rich soil is more nutritious, taking
the same quantity, than that raised in poor
ground.

We hope these enquiries will he continued
without delay. As yet, alter so few mouths' la-

bor, they are merely preliminary. Professor
Beck has given abundant proof of his ability to
pursue the subject in his noble report on the
mineralogy of New York, and in his valuable
works ou Chemistry and Botany ; and we may
reasonably anticipate thai his researches in or-
ganic analysis will be entitled to a place with
those of Professor llorslbrd of Cambridge, or of
Professor Norton of Vale.

—

Newark Daily Adv.

.In Important Invention.— Haven Iron.— Messrs.

Wickershow & Walker, of Pniladelphin, have a
patent right for the manufacture of woven iron.

This improvement does away with the necessity

of pivots for the purpose of fastening iron work
together, where it is used for grating of any de-

scription. The manufacturers are enabled to

weave iron as large as railroad bars, or the

smallest description of wire. They are now ap-

plying it to lhe following purposes: Iron railings

of endless varieties, embracing beauty, strength

and style of finish never surpassed, (or public

grounds, buildings, cottages, verandahs, lawns,

cemeteries, &c, iron bridges, galleries for

churches, gratings for prisions, window shutters,

and gratings for stores, columns and cornices for

cottages, tree-boxes, summer-houses, guards for

decks of steamboats and vessels, &c, &c, being

cheaper than wood or cast iron.— .V. }". Journal

of Commerce.

Tall Timber.—On Saturday there came into

Lowell from Enfield, N. ft., on the borders of

Mascomy lake, eight sticks of limber, measuring

fifty Ions of forty cubic feet. They were white

pines, and their destination was Salem and its

ship-building neighborhood, whither they went

over the Lowell and Lawrence road lhe same
afternoon. As a measure of their value it may
he proper to slate that it costs five dollars a ton

to transport such timber from Enfield to Law-
rence. They were a full load for twenty-three

stake cars. Two of them were upwards of

ninet) feet in length each; one of which meas-

ured over ten tons, wits as clear as a bell and

straight as a wand or candle.

—

Lowell Courier.

Boiling Potatoes.—'fin' correspondent of the

London Times says:—"The following method
of dressing potatoes v. di he found of great use

when skins are tough and potatoes arc watery.
Score the skin of the potato with a knife length-

wise and aero-.-, quite around, ami then boil the

potato in pleutj of water and salt, with the skin

ou. The skin readily cracks when it is .-cored,

and lets out the moisture, which Otherwise ren-

ders the potato soapy and wet. The improve-
ment lo bad potatoes h\ this method of boiling

them is very great ; and all who have tried it,

find a great advantage in it, now that good pota-

loi - an rery difficult to be obtained."

1 .'kin at one lime was tie- largi -I city in the

world. London is now the largest, and New-
York is the largest city in lhe United Slates.
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"The Camels are Coming."

We understand that a well-concerted move-

ment is now actually being made by prominent

citizens of Boston to carry out the suggestion

thrown out so.ne time since at Washington,

through the columns of the National \
\

'

I

j i y; and

Intelligencer, in favor of the immediate impor-

tation of camels for the uses of the commerce of

the Prairies of the great South-West. A tho-

rough examination of the whole subject has

convinced us of its great commercial import-

ance, and surprised us by the extent of the con-

tingent results which are shown to be conse-

quential upon this novel movement. The won-

der is when the extraordinary returns, which

may be clearly expected from such an enter-

prise, be considered, that it has not been under-

taken before by some of our heavy capitalists.

A citizen of the well-known prominence of

Robert Runtoul, Jr., having taken the initiative

among us in this movement, there is a prospect

of its immediate accomplishment. Our shrewd

Yankee merchants will open their eyes when

they come to see the heavy profits of this un-

dertaking, as a purely commercial enterprise,

shows ; and not the least feature of importance

will be found in the peculiar adaptation of the

dromedary for the exigencies of prairie warfare.

The idea of a regiment of dromedaries—such

as Napoleon had in Egypt and the Mexicans in

the war with Old Spain— introduced, which

should scour, with their invincible fleetness and

endurance the pampas of California, in pursuit

of the nomadic plunderers which infest then),

bus something exceedingly oriental and striking

in it, when combined with the wild and remark-

able associations already connected with that

country. The company forming may fairly look

forward to heavy contracts with government for

the importation of the animal.

—

Boston Times.

From the American Agriculturist.

The Best Merinos.

A purse of one hundred dollars having been

offered for the twenty-five best Merino ewes, and

the twenty-five best Merino lambs, under one

year old, by a private gentleman, the exhibition

to be at the Fair of the New York Stale Agri-

cultural Society, I purpose to he a competitor in

that exhibition, against any and all flocks of .Me-

rino sheep that may he brought against me. 1

give this out, not as a challenge, but simply as a

proposition, which shall call forth my brother

farmers throughout the length and breadth of

the land. My object is to convince myself where

the best Merino sheep are. If I have not got

them, 1 must havj them
; for 1 aoi resolved to

improve from the best, whatever may be the

cost. By a fair ami manly competition, we may

compare the best specimens from the best flocks,

and by that means learn where the best sheep

are to be found.

For a si ties of years, I have spared no pains

and • X] ense to possi ss myself of the best sheep

of the pure Merino race the United Slates could

afford, or to be found in the Old World, It re-

mains 10 he seen whether these efforts have been

successful ;
and to ibis end, I earnestly invite

the Merino wool-growers, throughout the Union,

to meet,me on the show ground, at Syracuse,

next September, in honorable competition, to

compare the twenty live best ewes, and the same
number of lambs from our respective docks, and
thus add another feature to this somewhat na-
tional exhibition, which will he made at the
." w York State Fair.

A. L, BINGHAM.
Cornwall, Vt., July 1C, 1849.

Soap Suds.

This is a most valuable article, and should be

strictly economized by every farmer who is de-

sirous of increasing the fertility of his lauds

Where no provision has been made to secure

the advantages resulting from a systematic eeon-

omization of this valuable liquid, by its convey-

ance to the compost heap, a large reservoir

should be constructed, into which the suds may

he conveyed daily, as fast as made, and from

which it should he removed every three or four

days to the fields, for purposes of irrigation.

Grain and grass crops watered frequently with

this valuable liquid exhibit surprising luxuriance,

and are usually much more forward than crops

of the same kind which are not so assisted.

Some fanners have a low carriage, on which

they place a hogshead, or old wine pipe, so fixed

as to admit of the contents being let off in vari-

ous directions over the soil as the carriage pro-

ceeds, and in a manner somewhat similar to that

in which our watering machines desseminate

their cooling contents in our streets during the

heat of summer. These irrigating machines,

though of unquestionable utility to the farmer,

are yet of moderate expense: the carriage may
be constructed by any laborer who can use an

augur and handsaw, and as to the "tank," or re-

servoir, it may he either a wine pipe, molasses

hogshead, or box. All that is necessary is to

procure a vessel that is tight, and sufficiently

strong to withstand the jolting of the carriage

when driven rapidly over rough lands, when full.

Of all the articles used for purposes of irriga-

tion, this is unquestionably and without doubt

the most valuable. It contains the food of plants

in a state of ready and complete solution, and is

consequently immediately available to the spon-

gioles, on being applied to the medium or soil

in which they grow. By waterinsr garden beds

with this liquid, we have found the ravages of

bugs and aligerous insects of all kinds, as well

as the depredations of slugs and worms, almost

immediately arrested. The striped bug, so fre-

quently found on viuiineous vegetables, although

it will not wholly forsake, will yet cease in a

great measure to infest them, if copiously water-

ed with suds. It is also highly beneficial to fruit

trees. By washing the trunks of plum, cherry,

peach, and apple-trees with fresh suds, many
cutaneous tliseases are speedy and permanently

cured. In many instances, cases of inveterate

barrenness, of long standing, have been reme-

died, and the trees rendered surprisingly healthy

and prolific.

—

Maine Cultivator.

An Affectionate Gobbler.—A friend, w ho has been
very successful in raising poultry, stales that a

turkey of his recently had a large brood, and
then suddenly died, and " made no si^n." The
uhl turkey cock, immediately upon her demise,
took charge of her young family, conducting
them abroad ill the day-time, and at night shei-
tering them under his whins with all the care of
a mother. The widowed gentleman with the
red gills is in all respects a pattern of kindness
and affection, not often seen among the di so nd-
auts of the tin key line.

—

Lrjirdl Courier.

We are informed of a still more singular case
than Ibis, which has occurred in a neighboring
town the present season. The turkey hen had
laid the proper complement of eggs, hut did not
incline tn sei

; therefore Master Gobbler took it

into his head lo do the setting, w Inch he did, and
hatched a fine brood. He attends to them with
truly maternal care, and more than maternal os-
tentation, and gives even promise of a most suc-
cessful experiment.— Worcester Spy.

He who knows himself best esteems himself
least.

Wheat Crop and Culture—Best Varieties.

Under this bead we find the following article

in the Ohio Cultivator, and we would call the

attention of farmers in New England lo the im-

portant fact that the rust and grain worm injures

wheat in Ohio, as well as in this section, and to

another fact that is worthy of consideration,

which is, that the average wheat crop ill Oh'o

does nut exceed twelve bushels to the acre.

Then why, with these disadvantages of blight *

and depredations, and lean crops, generally,

should farmers in Ohio raise wheat for farmers

in New England, or even a supply for our large

markets ?

—

New England Fanner.

"The recent failure of our wheat crop by rust

and insects, has afforded opportunity to observ-

ing farmers for gaining much valuable know-
ledge in reference to wheat-growing; and we
trust this knowledge will be made generally

available for the purpose of introducing such
improvements as will tend to lessen the chances
tor similar failures hereafter.

"In almost every neighborhood, some wheat
fields measurably escaped both insects and rust.

Now, we want to urge upon our readers the
importance of their carefully noting all the par-

ticulars in reference to such fields—especially

the nature, and condition of the soil, its elevation

and exposure, the mode of tillage, time and
manner of sowing, and last, but not least, the

variety or kind of wheat. These and ;my other
facts that may tend to throw light on this subject,

if carefully and extensively observed and pub-
lished, cannot tail to prove of immense public

advantage. We hope, therefore, that quite a

number of our intelligent and patriotic corres-

pondents will promptly favor us with communi-
cations, giving the results of their observations
on these points. Remember it is the simple

facts we desire, rather than opinions, or theories

based thereon.

"We have already received several communi-
cations of this kind, which we intend to use
idoog with many others expected in our next.

" In reference to varieties of wheat, we would
state, that in nearly all parts of the country, it

appears that the Mediterranean has done the

best. Perhaps, however, other early kinds, as

the Alabama, Virginia, &c, have done as well

under similar circumstances; and these we be-

lieve are considered of better quality for market
than the Mediterranean. We ask further infor-

mation on this point. We also suggest to farm-
ers, that it is not in the least probable, that we
shall often experience so disastrous a wheat
season as the present one, and in districts where
the crop has seldom before been injured by the

rust, it may not he advisable to abandon the

well-tried and hitherto most profitable kinds.

"Colonel Medary, of this city, it is generally
j

known, cultivates several early varieties of wheat.
One of these, called by him the reed straw, has,

for two or three years past, ripened earlier than
any other within our knowledge ; and many
other farmers have procured it for seed. This
year, although quite early, Col. M. informs us,

the berry is not quite as good as usual, being
slightly injured by rust ; and another early varie-

ty, called .Missouri, a bearded variety with brown
chaff and berry— has turned out heller than any
other with him. Roth these varieties are a litllo :

earlier than the Mediterranean, and of better

quality for market or for flour. He offers to fur-

nish either kind i'nr seed, to those who desire, at

.*! 25 to $1 50 per bushel."

Alarming Depression of Trade.—Fourteen hun-

dred tailors are now in London totally unem-
ployed, and hundreds daily applying for relief lo

the houses of call ; the funds are, however, ex.

hausted. Nine hundred shoemakers out of work,

have their names on the bonks, and seventeen

hundred are working for half wages. The cur-

riers and leather dressers are in the same situa-

tion. There were never known so many work-

ing jewellers out of employ, and meetings of

the trade are now holding to petition Parliament

for protection against the competition of foreign

labor.

—

Morning Post.
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From the Plough, Loom and Anvil.

Chemistry in its relation to Agriculture.

Of all .sciences, chemistry is that which has

the nearest relation to agriculture, and lends to

it the greatest aid. It is a Bcience that points out

to us means by which we may add to the fertility

of the ground through .the medium of foreign

substances applied to it : but, in tiie case of

chemistry, as in that of all other sciences, a cer-

tain degree of caution is necessary in carrying

into practice the rides laid down hy the theorist,

when in his laboratory. Chemistry enables us

at once to test the real value of any given sub-

stance, without the uncertainty and loss of lime

attendant on a trial ; and when ii is considered

how much lime must have been lost, how unsat-

isfactorily the result must repeatedly have been,

when no such knowledge existed to certify I he

progress of discovery, the value of this science

may in some measure he estimated. It is certain

that the principles on which vegetables are

nourished depend altogether upon chemistry
;

and agriculture, in its modern and improved

state, has led, with considerable precision, to a

knowledge of those laws of vegetation by which

we are enabled to ameliorate the laud, and to in-

crease the quantity as well as improve the quality

of its productions. The farmer who applies a

peculiar species of manure, which has been

found beneficial to his ground, being himself ig-

norant of chemistry, only follows the practice of

his predecessors or neighbors; hut while he

sneers at the theorist who would direct his at-

tention to the studies of the first principles of

his art, both he and those whom he follows were

probably originally indebted for that practice to

the observations of men of science. No one

who is at all conversant with the subject of ma-

nure can be ignorant that, notwithstanding the

management of intel'igeut husbandmen, a great

want of knowledge prevails among the common
run of farmers regarding the best modes of its

preparation and application. I think, if we were

to pay a little more attention in the nature and

properties of manure before we apply it to the

soil, we may in that way sometimes reap great

benefit. 1 think these things ought to he more

seriously considered, not only lor the benefit we

may ourselves derive from it, hut also the com-

munity. I know not that more cogent argu-

ments for the union of chemistry with agricul-

ture can he adduced than already exist in the

stimulus all parlies possess for advancing their

individual interests; but of this we may feel as-

sured, that as the end and object of all know-

ledge in connection with this Bllbject is to in-

crease the produce of the earth, so those who
will not avail themselves of the. assistance chem-

istry affords will be left behind in the struggle

which is going on; and further, those who do

n Ij on the science for an elucidation of the

hitherto mysterious operations of nature, will

not only derive a direct and immediate benefit

from the application of chemistry to agriculture,

hut they will also proceed with less difficulty,

fiom being assured that the laws of nature tire

uniform in their operations, and that a certain

cause will always induce a certain result. With-

out a fair trial being given lo the opinions of the

. one or the power of the other, the hints thrown

out by the scientific are often overpowered and

put down by that concentrated mass of ignorance

and prejudice through which the lighi of science

can rarely penetrate. Every year shows us

more and more clearly that we must find a surer

way of obtaining good crops than our forefath-

ers; we have the foreign grower to contend

with, and must now look to science, not leave it

to the ne.M generation of farmers, for the aid

which practice alone cannot afford us. 1 do not

mean to say a farmer musi he a professed chem-

ist and master of analysis ; on the contrary, I

think it would be useless for him to trouble him-

self with the sixly-two elementary or simple

bodies which the numberless forms of matter, of

which the crust of the globe is composed, are

capable of being resolved into; hut it is neces-

sar\ ever) farmer should have a certain amount
of information on scientific subjects, more espe-

cially with those that point out lo him the com-

position of the various plants he cultivates, and

of the manures he can ies on his land. Liebig

says, in his excellent work on "Chemistry in its

Application to Agriculture and Physiology,"

"Now that the conditions which render the soil

productive and capable of affording support to

plants are ascertained, it cannot well he denied,

that from chemistry alone further progress in

agriculture is to be expected."

G. S., A Young Farmer.

For I lie Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Dorothy's advice to her Niece.

My dear Harriet, 1 i Ii i-s -cloy

(As your brother is going away)

Stud you a bunch of stocking-yarn

—

1 behove you can Unit and darn.

Excuse the liberty 1 take,

Such a trifling present to make
Especially to you, Miss Martineau,

Being a niece I never saw.

While by your mother's side you sit,

I hope this y«a will please to knit.

For il is thought thai no young Miss

Fully accomplished is, in this

Enlightened ago, till she is laught

The mysteries of the '• housewife's part,"

And is skilled in the magic art

01' making a good pie or tart.

When you learn to do these things well.

And ev'ry English word can spell,

Then attend to Latin and Greek,

And learn hoth lluenlly to apeak.

I

I

for music you have an ear,

Let discretion be always near.

Should you gold from Ophir possess,

Do not indulge i men in dress :

Let sacrifices lo fashion's shrine

Be very " lew and far between."

Some have expired willing martyrs

On accomplishment's tine allars

—

Like bubbles on the ocean toss'd,

To society they are lost.

Bat 1 would banish far llie thought

That this will ever be your lot

—

Rather may v ou
;
erplex yiur brain

In some vast philosophic train,

Or that grand, ennobling pursuit

Which human beings oft dispute,

Finding how worlds on worhls are form'd,

And how this earthly ball is warned :

If of such subjects you c unptain,

To cold abstractions lay no cl :..,i.

'Tis said that word gives woman terror

:

May they have light to see their error. -

And may you never, never know
The whole extent of human woe.

Neither must you expect to be

From all sorrow entirely freej

Such was not. in mortals given,

May wc find it above ill heaven.

May you ever and c ver share

A heavenly Fathers kind care

—

As you leirn his goodness to see,

May your adorning ever be,

" Not outward," but a meek spirit

—

'lie- gre ii- il I n we can inherit.

Be systematic wl encVr \ ou can,

Praise the character of worn.hi.

Acoust 14, 1819.

JVewmode ofpreserving Butler.—There cannot

he a doubt that the cause \\ by butter is difficult

to preserve good, is, that some material or ingre-

dient of the milk combines so intimately with

the buttery particles, lli.it il is very difficult to

separate. It has been said that .Mr. E. II. Mer-
ryman, of Springfield, Illinois, has discovered

that this substance is casein, or tie cheesy mat-

ter, and that he has contrived a mode of separat-

ing it by mechanical means, and thus preserves

butter a long time if it he exposed to the atmos-

phere. The Scientific American, remarking up-

on this subject, says thai this separation of ca-

sein is done, by tiie Tartars of the Crimen, by

melting the butter over a slow lire ami removing

the scum as it rises. The butter is kept in a

melted slate there by means of a water bath at

one hundred and eighty degrees, until the case-

ous mailer subsides to the bottom. This is a

slow and tedious method, .and if Mr. Merryman's

method is successful, it must he a very great

improvement.

—

.Maine Farmer.

Dr. IMusseyon Brandy.
The following remarks on the use of brandy,

as a prophylactic in cholera, were made dining
a discus-ion on cholera, in the Ohio Medical
Convention recently held in Columbus:
"Upon boats on the river, the increase of

brandy drinking, consequent upon the approach
of the cholera, has been frightful, and the mor-
tality on hoard those has been terrible and un-
precedented. One boat lost forty-three, another
forty-seven, and a third liliy-oine of its passen-
gers and crew. To the temperate, ii is an active
exciting cause. For the thinker, it is not advisa-
ble to drop oft" the use suddenly ; hut the quan-
tity should be diminished rather than increased.

'•In Albany, in ISS2, the cholera was very se-

vere and fatal. Of 336 cases, all but JO termi-
nated fatally. Of these 140 were intemperate,
55 free drinkers, 131 moderate, 5 strictly tempe-
rate—hut all hut one immoderate eaters, two
members of temperance societies, and one idiot.

In that city, which had a population of 26,000
inhabitants, 8,000 were members of temperance
societies, of whom only two died. Willi these
facts in view, who can doubt the danger of spirit

diin king/'

The Jersey Crops.—The rye, wheat and oat
crops throughout the lower part of Jersey have,
by their abundance, fully come up to the expec-
tations of the husbandmen in thai quarter. Po-
tatoes ate growing finely, the rot having its yet
given bul luile indication of injury. The pro-
spect lor corn, through all the season favorable,
has been increased by the recent rains, which
carries it beyond danger. The late showers
have also been well-timed for buck-wheat, the
preparation of the ground for which is now in
progress. This is an important fact in which
all the lovers of buck-wheat cakes are deeply
interested.

—

JVetB England Farmer, dug. Ic3.

Crriosilics of the Earth.— At the city of Mode-
na, in Italy, and about four miles around it,

wherever it is dug, whenever the workmen ar-
rive al the distance of sixty-three feet, they come
to a bed of chalk, which the) bore with an augur
\\\i' feet deep. They then withdraw from the
pit before the augur is removed, and, upon its

extraction, llie water hursts up from the aperture
wilh great violence and quickly fills this new
made we'll, which continues full, and is neither
affected hy rains nor draughts. At the depth of
fourteen feel are found the ruins of an ancient
city, paved streets, houses, floors, and pieces of
mosaic. Under this is found a soft oozy earth,

made up ol vegetables; and at twenty-six leet

deep, large trees entire, Stich BS walnut trees,

with the walnut sticking on the stem, and their

h-aves and blanches in perfect preservation. At
twenty-eight fret deep a soft chalk is found, mixed
with a vast quantity of shell.-., and this bed is

eleven feet deep. Under these, vegelahles are

found again w ith leaves and branches of trees as
before, and thus alternately chalk and vegetable

earth, to the depth of sixty-three feet.
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Common School Department.

CONDUCTED BY PROF. RUST.

A visit to the Female Seminary at New
Hampton.

Nearly four years have" elapsed since I took

up my residence in Northfield, which place is

only twelve miles distant from New Hampton.

Being connected with a similar Institution, I

have long been desirous to he present on an an-

niversary occasion, but such have been my en-

gagements at those times, that I have never been

able to attend until the present year. On the

morning of the 15th inst., the day of especial

note in New Hampton, I started from home in

company with an esteemed friend, to enjoy the

pleasure of listening to the examination and an-

niversary exercises of the New Hampton Female

Seminary. This department is entirely separate

from the male, and is located one mile from it.

It has been eminently prosperous tinder the

management of Miss Colby, the daughter of

Gov. Colby. She is highly accomplished and an

elegant scholar, and exhibits admirable tact in

the management of the school. Miss Colby is

assisted in the instruction of the school by seve-

ral efficient teachers, all of whom seemed deeply

devoted to the improvement of their pupils.

The examination was a good one. The classes

passed through the ordeal with credit to them-

selves ami honoi to their instructors. We were

highly pleased with the classes in mathematics;

these were familiar with the principles, and illus-

trated them with clearness. The period of time

allotted to the different recitations was quite too

short. The class in arithmetic was limited to

fifteen minutes, and you might as well attempt

to compress the earth into a nut-shell, as tho-

roughly to examine a class in this science in so

short a period. Why should so much import-

ance be attached to the embellishments, while

the essentials are treated so indifferently ?

A young lady should not become enamored

with the accomplishments until .-lie has acquired

a thorough knowledge of the more humble ele-

mentary branches. The so-called common
brunches a;-e foundation stones, and it is perfect-

ly futile to attempt to place a finished education

on any other base. The time-honored method

of architecture, the laying a firm foundation first,

and then erecting the edifice and adding the em-

bellishments, should still be followed. The or-

der cannot be reversed without manifest injustice

to all interested.

It is one of the greatest evils connected with

our schools, that the elementary branches are.

neglected, and the precedence is given to the

higher.

The graduating class consisted of twelve, and

nearly all of them purpose to engage in the no-

ble work of teaching. We welcome them to

this our chosen profession. The duties are ar-

duous, but its reward is great. It is fit that wo-

man's gifted powers should be consecrated to a

work so elevated, and whose influence is so far-

reaching.

TSe compositions of the graduates were well

written, and imbued with elevated morality.

We were highly pleased with the poem of IMiss

Towle, and the valedictory address by Miss

Fletcher. They contain brilliant thoughts, and

were characterized by purity of Style and chaste-

ne-s of sentiment.

We were sorry to learn that Miss Colby has

been compelled, by the arduousness of her la-

bors, to close her connection with the Seminary.

It is certainly to be deeply regretted that one so

admirably fitted for so commanding a position

should deem it her duty to tear herself away

from so many loving hearts and hallowed asso-

ciations. Our friend Sherman, a very successful

teacher of Dover, leads Miss Warner to the altar

of Hymen in a few days, and thus the friends at

New Hani|)ton are deprived of another splendid

teacher. We congratulate our friends at Dover

on this accession to their educational depart-

ment, and would suggest that her valuable servi-

ces be secured in the improvement of their com-

mon schools, as she is eminently qualified for

any post of usefulness that may be assigned her.

This Seminary is under the management of

the Baptists, and is worthy of their liberal pat-

ronage. It has exerted a wide-spread influence

in behalf of that denomination, and has been,

and still continues to be an efficient instrumen-

tality in the cause of education.

Beautiful Sketch.

The character of the Indian, the majesty of the

forests in which be roams, and the perfect free-

dom he enjoys from all restraints of civilization,

naturally inspire the mind with poetic concep-
tions, when pondering on his race and destiny.

At least such an effect seems to have been pro-

duced on Mr. Bancroft, our Minister to London,
if we may judge from the following beautiful

description which he has given of the Indian

mother and her babe:

—

"How helpless the Indian babe, born without
shelter, amidst storms and ice : but fear nothing
for him, God has placed near him a guardian
angel, that can triumph over the severities of na-

ture— the sentinel of maternity is by his side,

and, so long as his mother breathes, he is sale.

The squaw loves her child with instinctive pas-

sion, and if she does not manifest it by lively

caresses, her tenderness is real, wakeful and
constant. No savage mother ever trusted her

babe to a hireling nurse: no savage mother ever
put away her own child to suckle that of another.

To the cradle, consisting of thin pieces of light

wood, and gaily ornamented with quills of the

porcupine, and beads, and rattles, the nurseling

is firmly attached, and carefully wrapped in furs;

and the infant thus swathed, its hack to the mo-
ther's back, is borne as the topmost burden, lis

eye now cheerfully flashing light, now accompa-
nying with tears the waitings which the plain-

tive melodies of the carrier cannot hush. Or,

while the squaw toils in the field, she hangs her
child, as spring does its blossoms, on the bough
of a tree, that it may be rocked by the breezes

from the land of souls, and soothed to sleep by

the lullaby of the birds. Does the mother die,

the nurseling—such is Indian compassion

—

shares her grave."

Respect for Genius.— Genius, stivctly speak-
ing, is only entitled to respect when it promotes
the peace anil improves the happiness and com-
fort of mankind. What should we think of the

gardener who planted his flower-bed with hen-
bane and deadly nightshade? What should we
think of the general who, being entrusted with
an army, and a plentiful supply of military

stores, applied these powers to degrading and
enslaving his own country? Ho should he visit-

ed with sL'orn, and punished as a traitor. And
why should the man who directs the artillery of
his genius, delegated to him for high and holy

purposes, to shaking those foundations on which
the happiness of his species rests, and who ap-
plies the divine spark within him to the kindling

of low and debasing passions, he allowed to hear
his plaudits swelled in proportion as his powers
ol doing mischief become apparent ? Talent is

always accompanied with the responsibility of
using it rightly; and the neglect or pity of the

virtuous is the penally which the child of genius
pays, or ought to pay, for its abuse. However
splendid tulents may compel our admiration,
they have no right to claim the general esteem
of mankind when their possessor exercises them
without regard of what is due to the well-be-
ing of society and himself

The Scriptural Accouut of Creation.

The Scriptural account of Creation is in strict

analogy with the prevailing character of the Di-

vine arrangements. To have spoken scientifical-

ly of t.'ie subject— in other words, to have made
science the subject of revelation, would have
been to degrade the character of revelation by
making it minister to man's curiosity; to defeat

its unique design by diverting his attention from
the permanent to the passing aggravating the

very evil it was meant to remedy by absorbing

him in the interests of the present; for if it ex-

pounded science, why not also art, political

economy, and all the formula; of civilization ?

and to reveal some of the deep-laid laws of the

Divine plan, and as such, to impugn the Divine
origin of the revelation ; for the entire scheme
of things is constructed with a view, not to ex-

empt man from effort, but to invite him to it ; to

enable him to make discoveries for himself; to

engage his powers so as to reward them, and by

engaging to augment them. But the sacredness
of its origin is Reducible from more than analo-

gical grounds. Even in a literary respect it is

unique. Ease, simplicity, and grandeur charac-

terize its statements.

Fable and speculation are unknown to it ; the

historical element predominates. No other an-
cient cosmogony will sustain a comparison with

it. While philosophy was still breathing mist

and living ill a chaos, the opening sentence of
the Bible had been shining on the Hebrew mind
for centuries, a ray direct from heaven. Nor has
science been able to transcend that sublime af-

firmation. It is loo spiritual for materialism to

embrace; too personal and substantial for pan-
theism to dispute. True, the narrative of the

Adamic creation which follows that primary an-

nouncement, wears a peculiar form ; the spirit is

clothed to mortal vesture; but the divine image
shines through. Obscured though it may some-
times have been by the false glosses of its

friends, the transfiguring power of the in-dwell-

ing truth cannot be concealed. Science has had

to recall her imputations on if, and to confess

herself forestalling in her own department.
Modern skepticism may be safely challenged

even to imagine a more credible account of cre-

ation. As science multiplies her ascertained re-

sults, new accordances with the Biblical narra-

tive come to light. The higher deductions of
reason harmonize with it. Nor can fhe time be

hopelessly distant, when in the blended radiance

of revelation and science, nothing shall be left

for their mutual friends to deplore but the long

want of that wise, confiding patience, and that

candid forbearance, which would have hastened

their union, and have added to their lustre.

—

Man Primeval.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Achievements of Scieuce.

Who can stand before the tombs of the illus-

trious dead, and think of the influence which

ihey exerted while moving among the busy

crowds of earth, without asking why this im-

mortality of name ? Thousands were their co-

temporaries who apparently possessed as much

native talent as they, but passed away and were

forgotten.

Why then, this fame that hovers over the

graves of buried greatness long after the casket

has mouldered and the gem departed to the

world of spirits?

' 'Tis knowledge : knowledge to the soul U power and
lib^rly and peace,

And while celestial ages roll the joys of knowledge shall

increase."

'Tis true, some ride to distinction by military

prowess, or some other casual circumstance.

But as a general thing', all those who write their

names upon Fame's glittering parchment have

passed their days in the flowery fields of litera-

ture, and have drank soul-refreshing draughts

from the deep, clear fount of knowledge.

Newton formed from the falling apple his

beautiful theory only after long years of study,

for which he has received a world's gratitude

and a name as imperishable as gravitation's laws.
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Franklin conceived the beautiful theory of

drawing lightning from the heavens hy his phi-

losophical researches, and now lie will be re-

membered so long as the fiery darts of Jupiter

shall hiss through the heavens and the bellowing

thunder echo along our hills. And thus it is the

world over; the influential men are thn educated

men. Earlier days were different; then the

most mighty were the most influential, for might

made right. The king sits upon his throne, not

because he has merited ii by his philosophical

researches, but from hereditary right, lint all

such customs are becoming forceless, and know-

ledge, that main-spring of national glory and

prosperity, will be the only criterion hy which

to judge of true greatness. Some of the coun-

tries of Europe have already adopted our com-

mon school system, and soon that spark which

was manifest when the pilgrim banner first

waved on Columbia's shore will be fanned into

a mighty flame, and ignorance he banished from

the world.

The sovereignty of knowledge cannot be dis-

puted ; then why not proclaim its worth from

the mountain-tops and through all the. valleys of

the earth ? Let New Hampshire not be behind

in the cause of education. She is manifestly

taking a high stand, and will, we trust, ere long,

be equal if not superior to any State in the

Union.

A high standard of education cannot he speed-

ily effected; it must he gradual. It is with you,

parents, to commence this great work— to set in

operation a train of influences in yotir tender

charge, which will eventually accomplish this

noble object. Nothing is gained, however, by

urging the infant mind too fast. As the tiny in-

sect in the South Sea adds cell after cell to his

structure until a mighty fabric is reared and a

green island emerges from the ocean, so mind

should be increased little by little until it can

grasp the largest ideas. Many an intellect that

promised much and would have shone with un-

surpassed splendor, has by improper culture

fallen far short of that high point to which it

might have attained, and thus been a curse ra-

ther than a blessing to the community.

Finally, reader, would you be remenrbered

when the march of life is over—would you tie-

sire a fame " as bright and durable as the stars ?"

improve your mind while here, and with this

knowledge uuntire others. This is worth more
titan the polished marble and the monumental
pile— this shall endure till

"The cloud-capt towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temple, the greal globe itself,

Sea, all thai it inhabits, shall dissolve
;

And, like the baseless fabric of a vision,
Leave not a wreck behind.''

DON CARLOS.

A Cautio.v.—Many a sensitive mind has been
destroyed hy unjust suspicion and false accusa-
tion—anil many a servant has been made a thief
by having been wrongfully charged with thiev-
ing.^ We were impressed u ith the obligation
resting upon masters and mistresses, by observ-
ing the other day that a poor girl hail been com-
mitted to the bands of the police, charged with
stealing a gold thimble; anil nftei the poor crea-
ture hail suffered for many hours the distress ol
her situation, the thimble was found by the lady
where she herself had dropped it. Any thing
which concerns the feelings and characters ol'

these often friendless ones, is worthy of reflec-
tion and caution, and we commend this incident
to all house-keepers.

Tart words make no friends: a spoonful of
honey will catch more flies than a gallon of
vinegar.

Geology for Schools ntid Families—No. 2.
BY JOSIAH HOLBRDOK.

Feldspar and mica are two letiers of the "Ge-
ojogicnl Alphabet." They are commonly com-
bined with each other, and united with quartz,
already named. The three, when combined,
form granite— the rock formed when it was said,
" Let dry land appear." These three ingredients
of granite are sometimes found in separate
masses of a large size, and sometimes in line

grains or scales. Quartz frequently exists in

large rucks, and even mountains. Sand-hanks
are commonly pure quartz; essentially so, in the
manufacture of glass. The slightest quantity
ol' feldspar, mica, or any foreign substance, un-
fits it for this useful manufacture.

Large rocks of pure feldspar seldom appear

;

mountains never: though large deposites of (eld-

spar, interspersed with small quantities of quartz
ami mica, are sometimes found. Mica, com-
monly called isinglass, is sometimes found in

plates, two or three feet in diameter, but not
often over a lew inches, and commonly in small
scales.

Quartz may be distinguished from feldspar by
iis hardness and fracture. Quartz scratches
feldspar slightly, and is of course harder, lis

fracture is more irregular, commonly bieaking
in no one determinate direction more than an-
other. Feldspar breaks ill small tallies or plates

—more properly, perhaps, sups—the surface in

short distances being smooth and flat, then
breaking suddenly in nearly a perpendicular di-

rection 10 the general surface. Quartz has al-

most an endless variely of colors and shades of
color. It is sometimes nearly a pure while,
when it is called milk quartz, it is also black,

blue, yellow, green, gray, clouded, and striped,

with an endless variety of shades in each. It is

frequently strongly colored with iron, and is

hence called ferruginous quartz. Sometimes
the iron appears in the form of an oxide or rust
on the surface, giving it the appearance of yel-
low paint,

It has already been mentioned that quartz crys-
tallizes in six-sided prisms, ending in six-sided
pyramids. A quartz crystal can he seen in the
American Museum ai New York, about the size
of a man's body, flinch the greatest quantity
are smaller than one's ringer; frequently much
smaller than a pea; though the crystals are reg-
ular and beautiful. Quartz, especially when
crystallized, is sometimes almost entirely trans-
parent, even more so than glass. It may then
be used for spectacles of superior value, as they
are not liable to he scratched.

Quartz, in the form of rounded pebbles, is not
unfrequently cemented into rocks of many miles
in extent, and of a great depth. Such deposiles
arc common and extensive in coal fields, furnish-
ing some of the greatest curiosities in ihe "Won-
ders of Geology."

Feldspar varies in color very little compared
with quartz, its most intimate associate, lis

most common color is yellowish white, some-
times almost pure white; also reddish, or flesh

color; especially so in Egyptian granite, exten-
sively used for pyramids, monuments, and vari-

ous kinds of architecture. The material in

"Cleopatra's Needle" and Pompey's Pillar, in

Alexandria, is principally flesh-colored feldspar,
ft is sometimes opalescent, having a plav of col-

ors. Opalescent feldspar is said 10 exist in large

quantities in Essex county, New York. Ii is al-

so abundant in Labrador, ami is hence called

Labradorite.
Thousands of buys in and about New York

are exploring ihe whole region in the neighbor-
hood of tin: ci.y, and are making large calcula-
tions for extending tin ir researches into the
country during the fall vacation, where, it may
be h iped, still more thousands will be ready to

join them. A lew days since, one ol' these
young bin efficient explorers discovered a mass
of granite, filled with line garnets, about ihe size
ol' a pin's head. They at once brought bushels
of this beautiful mineral to the city, though seve-
ral miles distant, when it became "stock in

trade," and by "exchanges'" brought a great vari-
ely of other minerals. It is hoped all boys, every-

where, will go ami do likewise.

Why are many of the small children in our
schools like Noah's dove ? Because they have no
place for the sole of their feet.

It is said that when the mother of Washington
was asked how she had formed ihe character of
her son, she replied that she had endea\ d
early to leach him three things—obedience, dili-

gence and truth. No better advice can be given
by any parent.

leach jour children to obey. Let it be the
first lesson, It requires constant care to keep
the habit of obedience, and especially to do it in

such a way as not to break down the strength of
a child's character.

Teach your child to he diligent. The habit of
being always employed is a safeguard through
life, as well ,is osi 1 1 1 i:i I lo tl.e culture of almost
every virtue. Nothing can he more foolish than
an idea which parents have that it is not respec-
table to set their children to work. Play is a
good thing, innocent recreation is an employ-
ment, and a child may learn to be diligent in
that us in other things. But let them learn early
to be useful.

As to truth, it is the one essential thing. Let
every thing else be sacrificed rather than that.
Without it, wjiat dependence can you place in
your child ? And be sure to do nothing yourself
which may countenance any species of prevari-
cation or falsehood. Yet how many parents do
teach their children the first lesson of deception.

Ma. Mann.—The Boston correspondent of the
Newburyport Herald stales that the Hon. Horace
Mann is employed in writing a history of the
Common Schools in Massachusetts. No citizen of
the Commonwealth is so competent to the task,
and no work is more needed, Iban a full and
complete history of our " peculiar institutions."

Nor are the people of this Slate alone interested
in this work. Our brethren on both sides of the
Atlantic are watching ns, and by our zeal and
devotion lo this subject, we are exerting an in-

fluence deep, broad and diffusive.

The Hon. Henry Barnard of Connecticut, late

Stale Commissioner of Common Schools in

Rhode Island, is engaged in writing u history of
Common Schools, and oilier means of popular
education in the United Slates. He is admirably
adapted to the task. We predict that it will be
an tilde, and an impartial wmk. He is a pioneer
in the cause of educational reform, and has sac-
rificed a fortune to its advancement.

A poet finds in ihe simplest flower that blows,
a volume of contemplation ; the scattered leaves
present bun with lessons of morality : he hears
the voice of (iod in the wind. He penetrates to

the mysterious meanings of all that meets ihe
mortal sense, and has sympathies of thought
which never yet were uttered in words.

Floating Bee-Houses.
In Lower Egypt, where the flower harvest is

not so early by several weeks as in the upper
districts of that country, the practice of transpor-

tation is rarried on to a considerable extent.

About the end of October, the hives, after being

collected together from ihe different villages,

and conveyed up the Nile, marked and number-
ed by the individuals to whom they belong, are

heaped pvramidically upon the boats prepared
to receive them, which, floating down the river,

and stopping at certain stages of their passage,

remain there a longer or shorter lime, according

to the produce which is afforded by the sur-

rounding country. After travelling three months
in this manner, the bees having culled the per-

fumes of the orange flowers of the Said, the es-

sence of roses of the Fannin, the treasures of

the Arabian jessamine, ami a variety of flowers,

are brought back, about ihe beginning of Febru-

ary, to the places from which they have been

earned. The productiveness of Ihe flowers at

each respective stage is ascertained by the grad-

ual descent of the beats in the water, and which

is probably noted by a scale of measurement.

This industry produces for iheEgyptiaus delicious

honey and abundance of beeswax.— Dr. Bevan.
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s" Numbers of the Visitor for llie present

year not taken up by subscribers, it is requested

may lie returned to the publisher as the best

means of remuneration for their publication.

From the North American and UnitPrJ States Gazette.

American Mechanics abroad.

We have from lime to lime recorded the pro-

gress of the great railroad which the Emperor

of Russia is constructing for the purpose of con-

necting Moscow with St. Petersburg!]. It has

been carried on entirely by American .Mechanics,

and the Chief Engineer, Major Whistler, v. as a

citizen of the United States. His death, a feu

months ago, lias caused the necessity for a new

chief, ami it is stated that the office has been

tendered to Major T. S. Brown, of the New
York and Erie railroad. The proffer comes

through the Russian Minister,' and has been ac-

cepted under certain conditions. The road is

four hundred and twenty miles long, ami it is

estimated will cost $40,000,000. All the appoint-

ments are of the completes! and most durable

character, and it is expected that the distance

will be regularly travelled in twelve hours The

road is graded all the way, four hundred feet

wide, and on this a double, five feet track is laid.

Concerning the personnel of the road, a writer

in the Railroad Journal says:

"An American house— Messrs. Harrison, Wi-
naus it Eastwick, of Baltimore— has the con-

tract for the equipment of this road, and they

have already supplied it with 102 locomotive en-

gines, averaging 25 tons weight, 72 passenger

cars, 2,580 freight cars, two Imperial saloon car-

riages, capable eaeli of carrying the Imperial

Court of Russia.

"The Imperial saloon carriages are of 80 feet

in length and 9h feet in width, having double

trucks, with sixteen wheels under each. They
are finished into five different compartments, the

imperial mansion in the centre, twenty-five feel

in length, titled up with every luxury for sitting

or reclining, and with every comfort in every

part of it that the most ingenious mind can de-

vise, or the most refined lasle can desire. Spa-
cious platforms are provided in llie front and
rear. The whole cost of them exceeds S15,000
each !

"The depots at each terminus, and Ihc station

houses and engine houses along llie line are on

a plan uniform throughout, and on a scale equal-

ly imposing. Fuel and water stations are placed

ut suitable points*. Engine bouses are provided

at the distance of filiy miles apart, built of llie

most substantial masonry, of circular form, one
hundred and eighty feel in diameter, surmounted
with a dome, containing slabs for twenty-two
engines each. Engines are lo run from one en-

gine house lo another only under one heat, and
are run back and forth frotn slaiion to station, so

that they are kept constantly in charge of the

same persons. Repair shops are attached to eve-

ry engine bouse, furnished with every tool or

implement that ibe wants of the road can re-

quire.
' Engine drivers have lo go through the ap-

propriate training before ihey are allowed to take

charge of an engine, ami every arrangement pro-

vided that skill, experience or ingenuity can de-

mand.
"The equipments have been built in Russia,

in shops prepared by the contractors, and sup-
plied by them with Russian labor. The whole
contract with Messrs. Harrison, Winans & Easl-
wick. has amounted to between lour and five

millions of dollars. They engaged lo instruct a

suitable number of Russian mechanics to take
charge of engines when completed."

Statistics of Immigration.
The number of immigrants into ihe United

Suites last year, was estimated on ihe most ac-

curate daia that could be obtained, at about

250,000. This year [he number will probably

reach 300,000. The X. Y. Commercial gives the

following as the emigration to New York :

The following table will present at one view
the number of immigrants wdio have arrived at

this port in llie first seven mouths of each year,

from 1S44 to the present lime ; and will show
the progressive increase which has taken place

each year, in what has now become an immense
and profitable business— the conveyance of im-
migrant passengers from Europe to this coun-
try, so far as respects this city.

Number of immigrants who arrived at New York
in each month from January to July, in

ihe years from ]S41 to 1849:

1844. 1813. 1846. 1817. 1848. 1819.

January, 662 1293 1011) 4427 7871 8248
Fehruary, 727 450 571 33G0 3o60 8390
March, 712 2677 3770 2095 4396 9049
April, 3372 5283 6256 21.412 14 531 19.934
May, 5333 10 6G2 16,772 27,643 32,370 37,406
June, 14,498 15450 18,596 85,255 13)041 29,078
Julv, 9401 13,117 13,226 17 926 24,622 30,098

31 C55 48,560 60,220 105,118 110,401 1 13.222

The increase in the present year is, it will he

perceived, 32,818 over the number arriving in

the same time of last year. And the number
arriving in seven mouths of the present year is

more than four-fold the number who arrived in

an equal time of 1844.

Of the 143,222 immigrants who arrived in the

first seven months of the present year, 101,220
were born in Great Britain and Ireland, or near-

ly seventy per cent.; being an increase in the

proportion over the previous year of four per
cent. : and of the remaining 42,002, there were
34,142 who were born in Germany, or nearly

twenty-four per cent., being a decrease in llie

proportion since last year of 4i per cent. In

hriefj llie comparison shows thus:

Seven months of 1848 from Great Britain 67 per cent.
" " 1819 " " 71 per cent.
'• " loi'6 from Germany 28£ per cent.

Seven months of 1849 " " 24 per cent.

How Thieves are made.
No one becomes a thief at once. It takes

time to form ibis character. The beginning is

small, but unless checked the work goes surely

on till great crimes are committed.

Stealing fruit from orchards and gardens is

generally the first step that leads to a thievish

character. Boys in their teens, or even younger,

do this— that is, some hoys do— those whose pa-

rents think little of moral discipline, and who
regard pilferii g rather as a cunning trick, than

as a ciime lo be abhorred and corrected at all

hazards. There are such parents in every com-

munity, and they are breeding thieves who are

to curse society. We have known an indulgent

mother, a zealous church member, who, as such,

is hound lo train up her children in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord, to send her son

out into another's cornfield before noon to get

an armful of corn for the family's dinner, v.ilh-

out his knowledge or consent, and, after feasting

upon it, go to meeting and rejoice to hear Uni-

versalism abused as a system that leads to all

manner of sin. There is a large orchard out-

skirting our village, to which many parents send

their children with bags and baskets for apples

to eat and cook, never thinking to ask the own-

er's leave for the fruit. This is the way to make
thieves. Children will begin by stealing a pocket

full of apples; next, they will fill bags or baskets

with them ; next, they will dig holes in the

ground, or burrough into bay-mows and lay in

barrels of fruit for winter's use. From the or-

chard they will venture into gardens and steal

melons, plums, &c, and from this will advance

into the barn and steal eggs, or into the house,

and steal something that strikes their fancy there.

The next we bear of them is, that they have pil-

fered from ihe stores, nuts, oranges, handker-

chiefs, money, &c. It now takes but a litile

more courage to break open a store or a bank, or

lo meet a man and rob him in ihe highwav, after

knocking him down, and perhaps stalling him to

death. Thus Ihe character is sure to ripen off,

from a pilferer of orchards and gardens to store-

breaking, highway robbery and murder—the jail,

the state prison and the gallows. We know-

hoys that we see every day who are running the

road to crime and ruin as fast as their legs can

carry them. If parents love their children, we
beg them to look at the consequences of their

own neglect. Restrain a child w hen he is young,

and there is hope that he will not bring himself

to ruin or you to disgrace ; but if you allow Utile

vices and crimes to go uncorrected, you may he

sure that those Utile things will soon become very

great ones, and then it will be too hile to rectify

them. The habits are powerful, and these are

formed in early life. Of what vast importance

then is it that parents should watch over the ha-

bits of their children and see that they are form-

ed on virtue's side. To allow children to loaf

about the streets or lie under fences concocting

mischief, when they should be in school; to rove

amongst fields and orchards on llie Sabbath,

when they should be in church ; to build little

houses, or cabins, out of sight of moral people,

and there call together kindred idlers by evening

to play cards, read licentious books, talk vile

stuff, eat the frail ihey have pilfered, the eggs

they have stolen, and otherwise amuse themselves

at the sacrifice of their virtue,— is a sure way to

educate them for the penitentiary and the gal-

lows. We have several such schools in town in

full blast, and the parents of the pupils in them

seem to look on with unconcern, if not with ap-

proval! Well, the world, we suppose, must al-

ways have its knaves and thieves and murderers

in it, and the next generation bids fair to have

enough of them.— Gospel Banner, .Qugusta, Me.

FARM FOR SALE.

THR subscriber 'offers for sale his Farm, situated in

the south-west part of Bedford, six miles frem Man-
chester. Said farm consists of 1-10 acres, divided into

mowing, pasturing, ullage and woodland, wild a good va-

riety of FRUIT TREES thereon in a bearing stale, enn-
sisling of Apple, Peach, Plum, Cherries, Grape, Currants,

'rries. iScc. The above rrmt has-been selected

from the choicest kinds with a view to the market. Also
one oilier Young Orchard of Baldwin Apples, three years

from the bud, consisting of eighly trees.

On the premises are two COTTAGE MOUSES, Shed
and Birn—90 by 30. The above farm lias been improved
lor the list four years as a milk anJ Vegetable farm.

Anv one wishing to engage in either or boih of the

above branches of farming, will do welt to call and ex-

amine the premises, as the crops will be a belter recom-
mend ition than any Ihing the subscriber may say.

Reference may be made to Hon. Isaac Hill, Concord,
or lo

BROOKS SHATTUCK,
on the premises.

Ai.so—One oilier Farm in said town, of 110 acres,

in i good condition, with buildings newly titled up.

For furl her paniculars enquire as above.
Bedford, Aug. 31, 1319. 3ms

FARM FOR SALE.
fj WIE subscribers oiler for sale their FARM in Ensom,
I well-known as the Cilley place, lying on the Turn-

pike road, and near the centre of the town, and close to

the line of the contemplated railroad from Hooksett to

Pit'.-field. The home place contains upward of 200
acres; a large proportion of which is mowing, and tillage;

the buildinos are two good DWELLING HOUSES, two
Birns with Sheds, and aW olher Out buildings suitable for

two families. Also, a large Pasture about two miles
from the home [dace, containing about 90 acres, well
watered, lying by Hie side of Odiorne's pond (so called.)

Also, a Wood and Timber lot, containing about 90
acres, about one and a half miles from the home place,

and very handy lo Long Falls Saw Mill. They also offer

the crops now growing, and the hay in the barns, being
sufficient to winter filly head of cattle ; the greater part

cut on the home place llie present season
If not disposed of at private sale llie present season, it

will be offered at public auction the 20th d iy ofFebruary,
1850.
Conditions of sale for the whole or such parts as may

be agreed upon, will be liberal.

W. P. CILLEY,
J. L. CILLEY.

Epsom, August 31, 1819. 3ms.
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Scenes at Sea.

letter from a whale-ship.

New Zealand Cruising Ground. )

Pacific Oce.ni, lat. 46 S. Ion. 160 \V.
5

For 1

1

io first time, on our now ten weeks' pas-
sage from iliu Sandwich Islands, we heard day
before yesterday, from the topmast head, thai

electrify ing, life-giving sound to ;i whaler,
."There she blows.'' The usual question and
orders frorrl tlie deck quickly foMowetT": "How

.
far off?" "Keep your eye' on' fieri" "Sing out
when we head r%bt." f tinned out tfiat three
whales were descried from aloft in different
parts, and in a sliort tinie, when we were deem-
ed near enough, tlie captain gave orders to

"stand by mid lower" for one a little more than
half a mile to the windward. Three bonts'cfews
pulled merrily away, glad of something to stir

their blood, and with eager hope to obtain the
oil) material wherewith to fill their ship. The
whale was going leisurely to windward, blowma

K
every now and again two or three times, then
"turning tail," " up flukes," and sinking. Tlie
boats "headed " after him, keeping a distance of
nearly one-quarter of a mile from each other, to

scatter (as it is called) their chances.

Fortunately, as the oarsmen were " hove up,"
that is, had their oars apeak, about the phice
where they expected the whale would next ap-
pear, the huge creature rose hard by to the cap-

' lam's boat, anil all the haipooner in the bow had
lo do was to plunge his two cold irons, which
•are always secured to one tow line, into the
monster's blubber sides. This he (lid so well, as
to hit the "fish's life" at ouee, and make him
spout blood forthwith. It was the first notice
the poor fellow had of the proximity of his pow-
erful captors, and the sudden piercing of the
barbed harpoons to his very vitals, made him
caper ami run most furiously. Tlie boat spun
after bim with almost the swiftness of a top

—

diving through the seas, ami tossing the spray,
and then lying still while tine whale sonucl.il, for
the space of an hour—during Which time aaolii-

er boat " not fust " to bim with its harpoons, and
the captain's cruel lance hail several times struck
bis vitals. He was killed, as whalemen call it

—

.that is, mortally wounded—an hour bel'ore be
went into his "flurry "and was really dead, or
turned up on his back.
The loose boat then came to the ship for a

hawser to fasten round his flukes, which being
done, the captain left his irons in the carcase,
and pulled for the ship, in order to beat to wind-
ward, and after getting along side, to "cut him
in." This clonp, and the mammoth carcase se-

cured by a chain to the ship, they proceeded 10

reeve the huge blocks that arc always made fast [a

for the purpose to the fore and mainmast head,
and to fasten the tackle. The captain anil two
mates then went over the sides on steps will se-

cured, and having each a breast-rope to slcailv
tliem and lean upon. The cooper then passed
them the long-handled spades, which he was
all the time grinding anil whetting ;,nd the\
fell lustily to work Shopping off the blubber.

First came one of the huge lips, which, alter
they had nearly severed close to the creature's
eye, was hooked into by what they call a blubber
hook, stripped oil) ami hoisted on board by the
windlass. It was exceedingly compact and
dense, and covered with barnacles. Next came
one of the fore-fins, alter that the other lip, and
then the upper jaw, along with all that peculiar
substance called whalebone, through which the
animal strains his food. It is all fringed with
coarse hair, that detains the little shrimps ami
small fry on which the creature feeds. The
hones, or slabs of bone, radiate in leaves that lie

edgewise to the mouth, from each side of what
may he called the ridge-pole of the mouth's
roof, forming a house almost big enough for a
man to stand up in.

Next came a lower jaw and throat, together
with the tongue, which latter alone must have
weighed fifteen hundred or two thousand lbs.;
an enormous mass of fat. not, however, so firm
and tough as tlie blubber. Whalers often have
to lose it, especially from the north-west whale,
it being impossible to get it upon deck detached
and alone, because it would not hold, and it is

generally too large and heavy to raise along with
the throat.

After this was hoisted in, the rest of the way
was plain sailing, tin- blubber of the body being
cut and pulled off in huge, unbroken strips, as
the carcase rolled over and over, then hooked
into by the great blubber hooks, and hoisted in

by the men all the time heaving at the windlass.
As often as a piece, nearly reaching to the top of
the main-mast, was got over the deck, thev
would attack it with great boarding knives, and
culling a hole in it at a place nearly even with
the deck, thrust in the strap ami toggle of the
"cutting block," that they might still have a
purchase on the carcase below. Then they
would sever the huge piece from the rest, and
lower it down into the "blubber room," between
decks, where two men had as much as they
could do to cut it into six or eight pound
I'leers, ,-,,,(! sWvi it away. It was from nine to
eleven inches thick, and looked like very large
fat pork slightly colored with saltpetre.

The magnificent swan-like albatrosses were
round us by hundreds, easily seizing and fight-
ing for every bit and fragment that fell off into
the water, swallowing it with the most carnivo-
rous avidity, and a low, avaricious greed of de-
l
i fi Lit, that detracted considerably ('mm one's ad-
miration of this most superb of birds

;
just as

your veneration for one whom the coloring of a
youthful imagination has made a little more
than human, is not a little abated by finding him
subject to the necessities and passions of poor
human nature. Gnnies, tiukards, horse-birds,
buglets, p,||| s and petrels, hail all many a pood
piorsel of blubber. For at any time in these
seas, though eight hundred or a thousand miles
from shore, the capture of a whale will allure
thousands of sea birds from far and mar.
Sharks, too, appeared to claim their share ; but
it was not until after a man had been down tw ice

on the wave-washed carcase, to get a rope fast
to a hole in the w bale's In ad, or I should have
trembled for his |< gs.

Before the blubber was all oft; the huge en-
trails of the whale burst out at the wounds made
by the spadeo and lances. I hoped the peeled
carcase would float, for the benefit of the ponies
nd other birds. But no sooner was I lie last

fold of blubber ofT, and the flukes hoisted in,
and the great chain detached, llian it sank
plumply down. About the same time two ships
bore down to speak to ns, tlie Henry, of Sag
il arbor, and the Lowell, of New London. Their1
captain came on board to congratulate „, on ou|.

success and "learn the news." They hud just
arrived on the ground, and bad not" yet taken
any whales.

Soon after we had finished eutting-in, about
eight o'clock in the evening, the wind increased
almost to a gale; making it impossible to try out
that night. But to-day, while the ship is lying-
to, the business has begun in pood earnest"; the
blubber-rneti culling up in ihe blubber-room;
others pitching it on deck ; others, forking it over
to the side of the "try-works;" two men stand-
ing by a " horse" with a mincing knife, lo cleave
the pieces into many pans lor the more easv
trying-out, as the rind'of a joint of pork is cut
fur roasting; the hoat-sleerers and one of the
mates are pitching it into the kettles, feeding the
fires wiih the scraps, and hailing the boiling fluid
into copper tanks, from which it is the duty of
another to dip into casks.
The decks present that lively though dirty

spectacle which whalemen love, their faces all

hegrimined and sooty, ami smeared with oil. A
fanner's golden harvest in autumn is not a
pleasanter sipht to him than it is lo a whaler to
have his decks and blubber-room " blubber-log,"
ihe Iry-w oiks a blazing, cooper a pounding, oil

flowing, every body busy and dirty night and
lay. Donkey -loads of Chilian or Peruvian gold,
filling into the custom-house at Valparaiso and
Lima, or a stream of Benton's yellow-boys flow-
ing up the Mississippi, have no such charms for
bim, as cutiing-in a hundred-barrel whale, and
turning out oil by the hogshead.

In continuing our inquiiies into the incidents
and peculiarities of whales and whaling, it is to
be remarked of the great right-w hale (Baltenia
in) sticeius) that, like the htigest of all land ani-
mals, its disposition is mild and inoffensive. It

never shows fight except when wounded, and
Ihen in an awkward ami blind way that proves
it is not used to war, either offensive or defen-
sive. Its immediate recourse is flipht, except
when it has young to look out for, and then it

is bold as a lion ami manifests .an affection which
is itself truly affecting. It grazes quietly through
the great deep, never using its prodigious strength
to seize or lord it over other inhabitants of the
seas, hut strains its insects like food through its

admirably-contrived apparatus of bone and hair,
that strikingly evinces His beneficence and wise
design,

Whose creating hand
Nothing imperfect or deficient left

Of all that he created.

It makes one think of the couplet we used to

read when boys, in the New England Primer

—

Whales in the sea
t.od's voice obey.

F."en the mute fish that swim the Hood,
Leap up and mean tlie praise of God.

The habits and living of the sperm whale are
quite as different from those of the right as its

structure, lis head is enormously huge ami un-
shapely, furnished with an immense under jaw,
that is armed with two rows of mammoth teeth,

forty-eight and lifty-four in number. It seizes
ils prey with llieso teeth, is without the whale-
bone scire or strainer, and is supported princi-
pally by the squid, of which one sperm whale
thai we have captured disgorged pieces as long
as the whale-boat, before going into ils flurry.

The last death-struggle of a large whale is

sometimes terrific. The sea will be lashed by
ils mighty tail wifji a sound that may be heard +
for miles like thunder, while the waters around
are purpled with its gore, a crimson tide is flow-
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ing from its spiracles, and portions of its lance-

lacerated lungs and the contents of its capacious

stomach are vomited at the mouth.
I cannot hear to see the death agony of any

creature, even the smallest that God. has given

lite to ; much more that of one in which life

is so lively, and tenacious, and animating so vast

a hulk. And though it he true what the dra-

matic poet said

—

The sense of death is most in apprehension,

And the poor beetle that we tread upon,

In corporal suffering feels a pang
As great as when a giant dies

j

yet 1 am not one that can see the last agony of

so mighty an organized creature as the whale,

with as little emotion as some feel at the crush-

ing of a reptile, or the writhing of a worm.
Nor do I believe that the suffering in the one

case is as great as that in the other; but it is

painful enough to see any thing bereft of the

boon of life, the gi'"t of him that made us all,

Who gives its lusire to the insect's wing,

And wheels his throne upon the rolling worlds.

Cowper's principle in regard to animals and in-

sects is the right one :

—

The sum is this : if man's convenience, health,

Or safety interlere, his rights and claims

Are paramount, and must extinguish theirs.

Else tfiey tire all—the meanest things that are

—

As free to live and enjoy that lile,

As God was free to form them at first,

Who in Ins sovereign wisdom made them all.

The substance called ambergris, and highly

prized in perfumery, is obtained from the sperm
whale, being formed in that stale of the system

which calls for a cathartic. A peck of Morri-

son's or the tomato pills, the horrrteopathic dose

of a pound of calomel and jalap, would probably

remove obstructions in the creature's abdominal
viscera, and prevent the formation of ambergris
concretions, with undoubted benefit to the whale
from the drastic operations. It is a pity that

nine-tenths of all such drugs in existence could

not he employed to purge the huge intestines of

whales, lather than to irritate the bowels, and
loosen the teeth", and produce caries in the bones

of men. If t lie gigantic denizens of the deep
were as much physicked i dare say there would
be full as much sickness among them as among
human bipeds on land.

The size of a sixty-foot right-whale, which is,

perhaps, that of the average, can be somewhat
clearly apprehended by Captain Scorsehy's es-

timate of its weight at seventy tons, or the

weight of three hundred fiit oxen. Some, whale-

men judge it does not attain its full size until

twenty-five years, by cerlain notches which they

think they can observe in the slabs of whale-

bone. But this cannot be deal ly ascertained.

The natural life-time of the annual is undoubt-

edly very much longer. Analogy would lead to

the inference that it might be as long-lived as

the elephant, to which it bears a resemblance in

cerlain other particulars besides its size. The
calf of a large right-whale, at birth, is about

fourteen feet long, and weighs a ton. The milk

of the cow is then very abundant. I have heard
those who have seen it, say that when the mam-
mae of the nursing cow whale are cut, the flow

of milk will whiten the ocean. The ascertained

fact that it brings forth its young only one at a

time, or at most two, anil probably onee a year,

together with the rapid decrease of their num-
bers by slaughter on ever} cruising ground in

the ocean, where whalers have found ihem, to

the number often of hundreds at once, would
seem to he evidence of its slow growth and long
life.

The only natural enemies it is known to have
are the sword-fish and killer. The latter is it-

self a specie's of whale that has sharp teeth, and
is exceedingly swift in the water, and will bite

nnd worry a whale until quite dead. When one
of ihem gels among a jam or school of whales,
he spreads great consternation, and the timid

creatures fly every way, like deer chased by the

hounds, and lall an easy prey to whale-boats thai

may he near to avail themselves of the opportu-
nity. I have heard a captain detail, with great

interest, a scene of this kind, in which ihe kill-

ers and the harpooners were together against

the poor whales, ami the killers actually Bucceed-
ed in pulling under and making off with one

prize, which the whalemen thought themselves

sure of.

Since I have become acquainted with the ha-

bits of the great right-whale, how quietly it

grazes through the great paslure-ground which
God has ordained for it, and rilled so well to be

its home, and have observed the hazards thai

have to be encountered, and the perils to he sur-

mounted in its capture by man, and have coupled

with this the consideration of the various other

sources from which the human family can now
he supplied with oil, whether lor burning or the

ails, 1 begin to be somewhat doubtful about the

lawfulness and expediency of the whale-fishery.

I am well aware that this may seem foolish.

But if the business cannot be successfully pur-

sued without the flagrant violation of the Sab-

bath now caused by il, and the consequent dis-

astrous effect upon the moral and religious char-

acters of those engaged in it, no well-grounded

Christian will he in doubt as to ils unlawfulness

and immorality.

Whale-ships, almost without exception, dese-

crate the Lord's day, by taking their game and
making away with it, just as on any common
day. They pay no practical regard whatever to

the great law of the Sabbath, seeming utterly to

forget the combined prophecy and principle,

Who resleth not one day in seven,

That soul shall never rest in heaven !

But of this more hereafter. Meanwhile, let

me say lo any seaman that may chance to read

this, hold fast to the Sabbath, claim it of your
employers as a right, stipulate beforehand il

shall be yours for rest, religious reflection and

worship, and refuse on principle to desecrate it

by any other labor than may he necessary for

Ihe safely and proper working of the ship. As
the fragment of a poem I have just met with

has it

:

Sailor ! on the dark blue sea,

As /our bark rides gallantly,

Praver and praise become ye well,

Though ye have no Sabbath bell.

_
H. T. C.

The Farmer's Wife.

The life of the farmer is so often made the

subject of complimentary remark, so often

praised for ils peacefulness and independence,

that the farmer's wife might very rationally be

supposed to be the happiest woman in the

world. From her relation to the " lords of the

soil," she should he ihe lady of the soil, a peace-

ful, healthy, independent woman. That the re-

verse of this is the general fact will be univer-

sally conceded by the wives of the farmers.

A young farmer arrives at an age when he

thinks il lime to get married and "seltle down."

He hae had a respectable education, and wants a

woman who is his equal. Me looks about him,

and makes his choice. She is a girl bred beside

him in the country; has been well educated:

reared by careful parents, and is in ihe truest

sense a lady. She loves books, possesses skill

and taste in music, and is in all points fitted to

reign the queen of a happy home. She becomes

the wife ol the fanner, is ambitious to do as

much as her neighbors, and her husband is soon

avaricious enough to allow the woman of his

love to become his most devoted drudge.

From thenceforth her life is one of the most

unremitting toil, it is nothing but mend and

patch, cook and hake, wash and iron, churn and

make cheese, pick up chips, and draw water,

hear children and nurse ihem. The family en-

larges, the husband grows wealthy, becomes im-

portant in the community, rides to town every

day, takes his ease when he chooses; but the

cares of his faded and broken down wife know

no relaxation. She may oullive her husband,

hut rarely does, and not uufrequeutly a second

wife comes in to share in the money that should

have been enjoyed by her predecessor, through

a quiet old age of rest.

This is no fancy sketch ; it is drawn from life,

and in every country town and neighborhood its

truthfulness will be recognized. Now we de-

spise the good-for-nothing of fashionable life, as

much as any one, and have no affection for

drones in any hive. We are aware that circum-

stances sometimes demand extreme labor of the

farmer's wife, but in New England those circum-

stances do not prevail; and while we would

leave no woman to eat the bread of idleness, we
would see the class of which we are speaking

released from the circle of everlasting drudgery,

which deprives them of the privilege of relaxa-

tion for a day, and the time which they would

gladly devote to the maternal education of their

children.

From this life (he girls of our day learn to

shrink, not because they are lazy, hut because

they know they are to he sacrified. Not because

the calling of the farmer is not respectable, but

because they do not wish to become his mistress,

maid-of-all work, nurse and boot-jack. Now
the foundation of all this wrong is that avaricious

spirit handed down by father to son, which makes
the dollar the standard of respectability, and land

the only source of happiness. We hope to see

the day when the farmer's wife shall share in

Ihe peacefulness and independence of ihe farm-

er's lot. and we call upon the ladies lo engage in

the reform themselves, and to teach the lords of

the soil, that there is something to live for be-

sides potatoes, and that life can be enjoyed more
truly by a proper preservation of the health,

beauty, accomplishments an/I good spirits of

their companions.

—

Springfield Republican.

Improvements in Farming.

Professor Mapes, in the July number of his
Working Farmer, thus speaks of the progress of
improvement, and of ihe beneficial influence of
agricultural papers. The Professor is a success-
ful ami scientific farmer, and both by precept and
example, he is doing much to arouse ihe farmers,
and to lead them lo the adoption of improved
modes of agriculture :

" We find whole neighborhoods, where our
journal circulates, adopting the improved jneth-
ods of culture we have suggested; and many
fertilizers long neglected, have been brought in-
to a. 'live use. Subsoil ploughing, Ihe greatest of
modern improvements, is being adopted even by
those who have always professed lo be opposed
to novelties—the wet and sour soils are fast
yielding lo the influence of uiider-drains.
"Our readers are beginning to understand the

use of charcoal as manure, and we have received
many letters which speak warmly in favor of ils

beneficial effects already ascertained. The mar-
ket gardeners who used slight top-dressings of
sail, find their young plants not destroyed by
grubs, and we daily receive letters of thanks Col-

our suggestions in relation to ihe destruction of
insects.

" Let any practical farmer read the agricultural
papers attentively for one year, and adopt such
parts of his acquired knowledge in his practice
the next year, as lie may have become convinced
are true, and our word for it his income will he
doubled. When we commenced in 1847, our
readers will recollect that we required three or
four yoke of oxen to move the subsoil plough iu

our hard pan subsoil. Let ihem come now, and
they may see a single pair of mules moving- the
same plough with ease; indeed our soil has been
more improved by subsoiling than by manuring,
but by the united effects of both, we have chan-
ged thirty-two acres of apparently worthless
soil, into a garden capable of raising any crop in
comparison with any field in our Slate. By lid-

lowing the rules we have collaied and published
in the Working Farmer, we have now the full

varieties of crops without a failure. We have
been neither lucky or unlucky: we have obtain-
ed the best results, and simply by adopting the
best means. We have no secrets, nor do we be-
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lieve any exist which are worth knowing. Our
farmers are philanthropists, and any new discov-

eries of importance are sure i<> find their »vay

into the agricultural papers. These are well

read divines, lawyers and physicians, and we are

unwilling lo receive the advice of any others.

Win [hen should we not have well read farmers?
What excuse can a tanner find lor not making
himself acquainted with the current improve-
ments of the day ? As to doubting the truth ol

these improvement's, he might as well shut his

eyes and then dunht that the sun shines. No
farmer's gate is shut against an enquiring broth-

er, and therefore the troth is not difficult to be

arrived at. Manure sheds are being built in all

parts of the country. Messrs. Allen and others

are called on for increased quantities of subsoil

ploughs; the refuse of factories and chemical
works are eagerly bought up by farmers, and the

marshes and other natural deposits of organic

matter, are being removed to ihe uplands by the

way of the compost shells. The comparative
value of the different kinds of fodder engages
the attention of farmers, and indeed the whole
face of [he country smiles from its improved
condition.

"Men of all grades are now engaged in agri-

Culture, and the best talent of the land is active

in the good cause.

••Look for the great men of our nation, and
you will find them when absent from public du-
ties, engaged in agriculture. We now only re-

quire the efforts of legislators in behalf of agri-

culture, 10 insure a state of national prosperity
such as we have never before enjoyed. Let our
statesmen join with one effort in the proper or-

ganization of a Home Department of Agriculture
at Washington, and we shall be enabled at an
early date to give a new impetus to commerce,
an increased amount of raw material for manu-
facture, and in due time an educated agricultural

community, such as is required for the proper
maintenance of our free institutions."

The Gold Dollar.

The little "almighty dollar " is a decided hum-
bug. It is suitable only for the most delicate

taper-fingered Miss Nancyish portion of the pub-

lic. To place one into the bauds of the farmer

for a bushel of potatoes, or into the hands of the

mechanic for a day's labor, would be a burlesque
;

still there is a curiosity to have the " little joker "

and we shall keep a measure of them to sell, so

lung B3 they will bring a premium.

—

Bank-JVole

Ktporti r.

The secret of this " broker"ish sneer at the

gold dollars is, no doubt, because it is too small

to be shaved. Every paper dollar remitted to

this city from the country leaves a portion of it-

self, in the shape of a discount, in the hands of

some broker or other before it gets back to its

place ol' issue. In fact, one half the paper mo-
ney afloat costs more to keep it in circulation

than the value stamped upon its face. The same
bank bill may, and beyond a question does, pass

in and out of a broker's office at least fifty times

a year, and each time it goes through the pro-

cess, h leaves behind three-quarters to one per

cent, of its value, which in the course of two

years, would eat it up altogether. But it keeps

good for shaving purposes a surprising long

time. Some of the bank hills which we occa-

sionally receive have been eight or ten years in

circulation, and from their tattered and torn con-

dition— have evidently submitted to hundreds of

shaves. Now the little gold dollar will submit

to nothing of the kind.

—

New York Mirror.

The Lowell Vox Populi states .-is an illustra-

tion of what a smart and skilful girl may earn,
and sometimes does earn, in Lowell, that at the
last payment on the Merrimack corporation, one
female weaver received for twenty-four (lays
work, $27; or, including board, $35 SO—about
$1 35 per day. She tended six looms, which

few can do. This is admitted us an extreme
case ; but (here are many who earn $4 to $5 per
week.

It is this kind of pay which draws so many
girls from Maine and the British provinces into

the mills of the Massachusetts companies, and
those in New Hampshire, which are principally

owned by people in [Massachusetts.

It is worth noticing, because it shows the dif-

ference in skill among operatives, that the girls

who tend so many looms, turn out the best work
in the mill, making better cloth than those who
tend two, three and four looms. If it were not
so they would not be allowed so many looms, as
the superintendents are generally reluctant to

allow them so many.
Those who think mere human machines only

are needed in mills, make a great mistake. No
where is the difference in " help " as it is termed,
more marked. With the best help in the mill,

the superintendents seldom or never have any
trouble. The only dissension, generally, is on
the part of the most inefficient class of opera-
lives, who have but little skill anil industry, and
who would not be employed were it not that in

tl new and rapidly growing country, labor of till

kinds is always scarce.

Neatness of Farming:.

We have somewhere beard the remark, that

with the good farmer, every thing gives way to

his business—that utility is all, and appearance

nothing; hence you are not lo expect neatness

about his dwelling, his door-yard being cut up

into mud boles by the farm-wagon and the ma-
nure-cart, and the contiguity of barns, pig-pens

and kitchen, such as convenience, and not free-

dom from the peculiar odors of hog-yard and

rich manure-heap, may dictate.

Now, to speak bluntly, this is all nonsense. It

so happens that in farming, neatness and thrift

almost invariably go together. The same love

of order which prompts the farmer to clear his

yard of broken barrels, old hoops, fragments of

boards and sticks of wood, and whatever else

defaces and defiles bis premises, also prompts

him to have a place for every thing, and every

thing it its place, which is calculated to bear

upon real substantial profit.

Some of the very best farmers with whom we
are acquainted—whose eminent success and

heavy profits separate them in litis respect in

bold distinctness from the rest of their neigh-

bors—are patterns of neatness; and the touch of

their hand in the expulsion of every kind of

nuisance is visible all over their farms. Their

door-yards show that the master is "at home;"
the barn-yard, which is not so near the bouse

that all the butter and cheese manufactured is

Savored with the effluvia, exhibits the same
neatness even where all the refuse of other pla-

ces is collected for enriching, in due time, the

rest of the farm. A farmer of our acquaintance,

with one hundred and sixty acres, in whose

farm-yard we could scarcely discover a wisp of

straw in the wrong place, remarked, "Ob, I

don't attempt to make a great deal from my
farm— I expend so much in improvements that

my clear pro/its are only about a thousand dol-

lars a year." Another of those neat fanners, in

whose fields cockle, docks and chess obtain no

foothold, nor along whose fences a solitary elder

bush or nettle is ever seen, raised twenty-seven

hundred dollars' worth of farm produce at the

prices of 1844; and both of these farmers live

in Western Pjfew York, where prices are com-
paratively low, entirely away from the peculiar

advantages of market which nearness to great

cities gives.

Now, let no one say that these remarks are

made at the wrong season of the year, and that

nothing can be done for neatness and order in

the winter. The same general rule, in some
shape or variation, has an almost infinite number
of applications. The care of domestic animals
ill winter needs pre-eminently the application of
this rule. No animal can thrive well in the
midst of dirt.

Even a pig does not love dirt for dirt's sake

—

he oidy happens to be so much of a philosopher,

or rather a stoic, that he is willing to endure
dirt for the sake of a toft and cool bed in sum-
mer, for it has been found that these animals
thrive better and fatten faster when kept clean
and well curried.

Horses and cattle are often neglected in clean-

liness. We have actually known some who did
not clean the manure from horse stables for

months, allowing it gradually to thicken uiider

feet with the accumulating liner till a foot in

thickness; reasoning, doubtless, as the boy did

who combed bis head once n month and was
astonished that such torture anil trouble from
the operation could be endured daily by other
people. A farmer who does his own chores, can
hardly afford to keep bis horse as finely as the
gentleman of wealth, who has a man for no
other purpose ; but every one should have his

stable floor perfectly clean at least twice every
day, once in the morning and once at night be-

fore littering, and oftener would be belter.

Remember that the oftener it is done the easier

it is accomplished.

There are many other particulars where neat-

ness may be attended to in winter.

Gate binges and gate fastenings ofien need re-

pair, that they may shut like lock-work
; boards

become loose on old barns and board fences;

tools become awkward for use, and- need re-

modeling or renewing; and many other small
matters in doors and out, require attention. Wo
are aware that to many of our readers, who are
already examples for others, such hints as the
preceding are not applicable

; to such we can
say that they need not read them— like the man
who chiseled on the stone at the fording place,

" When the water comes to this stone it is un-
safe to cross."

—

Lynchburg Virginian,

Improved Fence.
The friend of improvement in every thing, I

deem it my especial duty to suggest to those
who have lands to enclose, the propriety of mak-
ing trial of a species of fence of which I have
recently had a description, and which is said to
be both cheap and efficient. The posts tire

made of common clay, struck in moulds of the
desired size, and burnt in kilns, the same as
bricks. These posts are perforated with holes
of the size of a common pipe-stem, and are
either three or four in number, as required, and
are made before burning, or in the mould. The
posts are set in the soil, after receiving a coat of
coal tar. Wires are then passed throtlgh the
holes, from post to post, properly secured, and
coated with coal tar or

|
aint, to preserve the

surface from atmospheric action, and prevent
rust. This fence is cheap, looks well, and is

very durable.— Cor. Germuntown Telegraph.

Bensalem, May 39, 1819.

Converting Salt Water into Fresh.—The
Boston Journal speaks very favorably of the
condensing apparatus for converting salt water
into fresh, recently invented by Capt. II. IJ.

I'm hes and Mr. Ericsson, which the editor re-

cently saw in successful operation in that city.

The Journal says :

—

" The whole apparatus, including boiler, fur-

nace, condenser, &c. &.C., may be furnished at

an expense not exceeding two bundled dollars,

and it occupies so small a space as to he but lit-

tle in the way on the deck of a large ship. With
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fifty pounds of anthracite coal, it may be kept in

operation some twelve hours, furnishing drinka-

ble fresh water, at the rale of seven gallons an
hour. It is unnecessary to endeavor to point out

the advantages that must result from this appa-
ratus, especially on long voyages with a numer-
ous ship's company. It will also prevent the

necessity of making a harbor to procure water,

which is often done on a voyage to places be-

yond the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn, and
which is ever attended with vexatious delay and
considerable expense."

&l)c Visitor.

CONCOUD, N. H., SEPTEMBER 30, 1849.

New Hampshire Scenery aud New Hampshire
t Fruits.

The most pleasant, enlivening, exhilirating

spots and locations in New Hampshire are found

upon our highlands and eminences which have

been especially avoided by improved modern
roads and rarely can be approached by railroads.

These hills, as the most inviting for pure produc-

tion, were many of them first of the settlements:

the meeting house, or house of religious worship,

was always erected upon a hill, if one coidd be

found convenient, and over this hill, before car-

riages became of use for personal travelling, the

main road of the town took its course. So much
better did the first inhabitants consider the hills,

that they often went out of the way to make the

roads over them. As travellers we see much
less of the villages upon the hills than formerly.

Of the many pleasant hills of New Hampshire,

few will better command admiration than the

site of the old parish church in the east village

of ancient Londonderry—the spot where for

many years in succession was IHd the celebra-

ted " Derry Fair," which annually attracted the

attention and attendance of the inhabitants far

and near. It is now about twenty years since

we visited that village— it is more than forty

years since the air-line turnpike from Concord

to Andover bridge at the site of the new town of

Lawrence carried the travel away from the vil-

lage on the hill ; and it is now nearly twenty

years since the air-line turnpike has been avoid-

ed in its turn as a place of general travel by the

construction and use ofalree public road further

westward. Yet the Derry village upon the hill—
its ancient possessors passed away—still remains

not less beautiful and inviting than in former

days.

With the business of hasty railroad speed one

day of the past month the editor of the Visitor

made an hour's visit at the east village of Derry.

In the air of a clear autumnal day, he was sur-

prised to see how near from this eminence was
drawn to the vision the prominent bills forty aud

fifty miles distant westward between the Merri-

mack and Connecticut rivers. Among the most

striking beauties of the surrounding scenery in

a view from these hills is the nearness to which
they bring the high grounds and mountains at a

greater distance : these in falling down to the

valleys seem to recede as we come nearer to

them. Prominent in several directions at high
elevations appear the twin Unconoonucks and
Jo English not far from them standing almost
isolated as we enter upon New Hampshire: fur-

ther south, as if nearly all alone, rises the broad
based Wachusett—at a space midway hetween
that and the more magnificent Monaduock is

descried from many points the sugar-loaf We-
tatick, over which is the dividing line between
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, blanching

northwardly in the ridge of mountains separating

the Contoocook from the Sonhegan and Piscata-

quog valleys, where no railroad can find its

way but with a more expensive motive power
than to travel the way round the whole valley

distance.

Thus much for the distant prospect: the Derry
east village—the scene of the D Try fairs where
the " map of busy life, its fluctuations and its

vast concerns," was often displayed—was the en-

chanting spot from which we viewed the moun-
tains and hills at a distance. If the village can-

not draw what is most convenient to it, no op-

portunity is omitted to bring everything as near

as possible. It is too elevated for the railroad,

but the Manchester and Lawrence railroad to be

completed in a few months conies within two
miles of the great meeting house upon the hill.

Still nearer soon may come a proposed railroad

from north-east to south-west which will cut off

a considerable distance on the way from Maine
to the city of New York through Nashua and
Worcester.

Driving to the village, we had no spare time,

to go hack in one hour and a half eleven miles

to Manchester and take the Boston cars precise-

ly at twelve o'clock. Our"auld acquaintance"

upon the hill with their hopeful families born

and grown up since "fiist we were acquaint"

urged the stay : the favorite lady insisted that the

dozen chattering canaries tuned all their throats

and sounded ua a welcome at the moment of our

arrival. We could not stop, because our visit

was only an unexpected incident of the journey.

The farms all about Deny are as good as the

best in the Slate— the most of them owned and

cultivated by <;ood livers, enjoying such comforts

as the wealthy men of the cities fail to secure

wilh the greatest expenditures. One of the city

merchants, having made his fortune while young,

hrought back his wife to the spot of her nativity

more than twenty years ago. Here he has had

an opportunity to cultivate an exceedingly good
taste in the improvement of the soil. The great

farm on which was the mansion erected half a

century ago aud occupied by the lateJohn Prentice

(a long lime representative and speaker of the

New Hampshire House) and afterwords pos-

sessed by the late Gen. E. H. Derby, a gentleman
of great generosity and public spirit—once own-
ed by Alauson Tucker, Esq., was more than be

cared to occupy as a farmer: he restricted his

ground to fewer acres nearer the village, where he

erected a beautiful country villa and in easy af-

fluence has reared his family, looking well to his

household, and careful of the little events which,

not less than the larger transactions, contribute

to the comforts and even the luxuries of living.

Without opportunity of calling on Mr. Tucker,
we hardly had time to look on his grounds which
have grown into an abundant production under
a fine horticultural taste. In the quiet village

where the excellent uniform morals of the peo-
ple have long made every thing safe without

lock and key, and where cherries, plums, peach-

es and melons are as sure of repose in the open
garden and field as when gathered into locked

up apartments, Mr. Tucker's garden of fine fruits

is situated. We just looked over the hedge to

see what has not been common in New Hamp-
shire, fine rareripe peach trees bending under
the rich burden of their red-cheeked fruits. On
the point of leaving before having seen one of

Mr. Tucker's family, a message from over the

way came to us, that we must stop long enough

for him to send a box into the vehicle which was
to carry us back to Manchester: the unexpected
requirement was obeyed. A few minutes, with
no little anxiety to leave in season for return,

brought us the box wilh at least a full peck of
fruit of the very best flavor of any peaches that

had been tasted during the present summer.
They came home with us safely: and the treat

was a highly acceptable one, not alone to out-

own household, hut to some of our neighbors.

We have gone roundabout to pass a tribute to

that fine portion of New Hampshire selected

more than a hundred years ago by a very intelli-

gent Scotch-Irish colony which has spread over
the country scholars, divines and statesmen of
eminence, as well as to compliment the individ-

ual who was in haste to notice our entrance to

the ancient village after a long absence. Old Derry
has for several years distinguished itself for its

early advances in horticulture: for more than
twenty years, and some of them years when this

fruit was exceedingly rare in New England, fine

peaches have been produced in that town. The
garden and nursery of one man (Mr. Wilson, we
believe) attracted the attention of the country
about. Since that time it has been found that

the climate of those granite hills is not uncon-
genial to the fruits. Last week at the Quincy
.Market in Boston among the finest fruit of New
England—decidedly larger, fairer and of better

flavor than the New Jersey and Delaware peach-
es—were peaches raised in Chester, N. II., on
the hills contiguous to Derry. The attention

which has been paid during the last twenty years
to the rearing and cultivation of apple orchards
is already returned in profits to the proprietors

such as have not been usual from any other cul-

tivated grounds in the interior of our Slate.

Agriculture in Massachusetts.

The last week in September presented us the

hasty opportunity of attending Agricultural Fairs

in two Massachusetts Counties near the seaboard.
The first Norfolk County Society gave its annual
exhibition at Dedham on Wednesday the 26th,

and the Society of old Essex was at the ancient
town of Salem on Thursday the 27th of Sep-
tember. Each exhibition, it is said, drew to

both places the people in larger numbers than

had ever before met in either town on a similar

occasion. The week previous the always grand
agricultural celebration at Worcester brought to-

gether with the elite of farmers and manufactur-

ers of that great county, besides the massive
population of Worcester city itself novv num-
bering nearly twenty thousand, numerous spec-

tators from other counties and other Slates.

The Worcester and Nashua railroad made a

ready ride to the celebration out and back the

same day the occasion of carrying citizens of
New Hampshire lo the Worcester cattle show.

The shows of the three great counties of Mas-
sachusetts exhibited that increasing attention lo

the improvement and cultivation of the earth

which is due to it as the procuring cause of the

sustenance and wealth of mankind. Not being

present at Worcester, we can speak of it only

from information from others. Ex-Gov. Lincoln

has been the president of the Worcester Society

for nearly thirty years: any body else, while he

retains his accustomed activity and interest in

all the improvements connected with a prosper-

ous community, would hardly seem to be in

place on that ground. With one consent he is

there the head of the noble society which has

done much for the increase of earth's produc-
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tions at the heart of the commonwealth. Tlie
president of the Worcester society with numbers
from that county was present at Dedbam. There
were great fruits of the field—monster potatoes,
parsnips and pumpkins; hut tl )e exhibition of
men, trained statesmen and politicians, was
greater than had been common. Seven hundred
people sat down to the entertainment— ladies as
well as gentlemen— farmers' wives and farmers'
daughters in their best attire. The speaking o(
Gov. Briggs, of .M,-. Webster, Mr. Edward Ever-
ett, Mr. Speaker Winthrop, .Mr. Horace Mann
and others presentee; a rare Opportunity for both
sexes personally to hear on the same occasion
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ng so long spoken against, when brought to the
lest ol labor, is after all more conducive to peace
;""'

' "'dependence, to health and long life
to all the comforts of the heart, than any other
occupation whirl, can he named.

A Welcome Visit.
We had an unexpected hue visit from an old

friend and former resident of this town. Rev
John L. Blake, DD. Mr. Blake was some twen-
ty -five years ago rector of a cociety of episcopa-
lians in this village, the most of whom with the
exception of a single family had passed away

,
with the worship in that form , until revived in

iZLHl °™\rega,'de
-

" s a
_
mo"«>> ««t of| 'he year 1835, aince which a small church com-Massachusetts great men. Hon. Marshall P.

Wilder, to whose efforts the farmers of Norfolk
are much indebted, is president of the Norfolk
society: like almost half of the gentlemen who
most distinguish themselves about ihe capital of
Massachusetts in enterprises of utility as well as
in positions of public eminence, Mr. Wilder is a
native of the Granite State.

The following day we followed both Mr
Wilder and Gov. Briggs to the very gratifying
farmers' show of Essex at Salem. A better ex-
hibition of the capacity of cattle and the excel-
lence of improved ploughs we never saw than in
a match upon a field some half a mile from the
common near the Beverly bridge. There were
double yokes and single jokes of oxen an,! pairs I

of horses all doing their best. These teams dis-

1

played in a most striking view the aptitude for
work of the generous animals in best effiselinn
the objects of labor: the drivers and ploughmen
proved also the best of training; and even the
'"animate ploughs proved that much is due to
science in the construction of this most impor-
tant of all agricultural instruments. A well filled
room attending an excellent farmers' dinner at
the Salem city hall listened here again to the
speech of the Governor of Massachusetts on
well chosen topics; and at three in the afternoon
the society retired to the Tabernacle church,
w here after prayers had been offered by the Rev.'
Dr. Worcester, an address filled with all the rich
experience of an aged farmer, Hun. Asa T. New-
hall of Lynnfield, delighted and edified the "real
audience attending. Mi. Newhall opened his
address by a well-merited eulogy upon the life
an.l character of Rev. Henry Colman who had
been appointed orator for this occasion, but had
suddenly been cut pffhy death in England when
just about to return to this country. Air. Colman
was sometime a clergyman in Salem—a farmer
afterwards of excellent taste and fondness for
improvement both in Essex and in Franklin
counties — and subsequently agricultural com-
missioner for the -State of Massachusetts while
the office lasted. More recently he has travelled
and spent a.year and more in Europe, devoting
himsell almost entirely to this great and inter-
esting subject. The result of his research and
observation there Ba8 a | re„dy been committed to
the public press; audit is gratifying to know
that although resting from his labors, his merits

I live after him as one of the most fascina

tnensurate to the state of the society hself
"Inch by no means can compete with its neigh-
bors in the work of proselytism to any particular
form and doctrine, has been erected. But Dr
Blake while with us was more particularly dis-
f'^nshed as filling acceptably ,|,e position of
teacher of youth : he here in exceedingly good
taste compiled and edited several school hooks
among them the Historical Reader, which has'
been extensively used in schools. Leaving this
Place, he became a resident of Boston, and was
the first officiating clergyman of an episcopal
church at South Boston: afterwards he removed
to the city of New York, where with bis son he
was mterested in publishing many works of
merit In the midst of other avocations his pen
has been that of a ready writer in forty different
compiled volumes. He is now engaged in a
compilation and arrangement, original and se-
lected ol an extensive work on interesting topics
to he published in Philadelphia. As an author
and compiler, Dr. Blake has the happy faculty of
seizmg with avidity upon apposite illustrations
and elucidations, and seldom fails to present a
great variety of subjects in their most attractive
form.

Dr. Blake graduated at the Rhode Island col-
lege

:
he is a native of Northwood in this State

and is allied to families in that town which have'
been much in our esteem. He was the early
I'atron of a native lady of New Hampshire who
has since become distinguished in the literary
would as a writer of both prose and poetry-th"e
conductor of periodical works of merit, Airs
•Sarah J. Hale: her acquaintance with him
probably suggested the title of Northwood a
popular novel which was one of the first of her
productions.

Dr. Blake broke upon us a few weeks since
while on a visit to his friends and his native
State to which he had not returned for about
twenty years. He /bund himself in this town
almost an utter stranger: all or nearly all his
time while here, was spent with the editor of
heVisnor He had added to his other avoca- knovvle,

I that of rural improvement upon lands in

anticipation he baa sent lie the following commu-
nication. And to it we may add, if our printer
«••'" "'d room, an article which he has since sent
'" the New England Farmer, which we copy,
Propjwtng that the reader will find it necessary
to make some abatement from whatever be mav
I'ave said in our praise as he may from the quan-
tity ol tins year's growth of our potatoes :

For the Karmir's Monlhly Visitor.

Local Attachments in the Country.
lnrdr„ctfiom lluch.pln- on that subject in theAge* Every Da, Book-a u^in nuanZ

The fact is well known to every careful ob-
server, that, all other things being equal, local
attachments are in proportion to their duration
Let this rule be applied. A family living in

."

house a year becomes attached to it more than
living in it .month; living in it five years more
than living in it a single year; and for life pro-
port.onably more than for five years. And es-
pecially, if the same place be tenanted by suc-
cessive generations of the same family, how
wonderfully developed becomes the tendency of
our nature of which we are speaking ! If there
IS any thing that imparts a philosophical dignity
to human life; if there is any thing that rational-
ly binds one's affections to the world, it is livins
through life, or for a succession of years in
competence and without solicitude, sharing with
the same dear family circle the mansion of a past
generation. What varied associations cluster
around the fireside and the household altar'
1

1

he hours of morning twilight, the pensive and
the mellowed shades of evening, and no less the
dark watches of midnight, arealike flooded with
soothing recollections.

In the country upon the tidy and well cultiva-
ted farm, such associations and such recollec-
tions canvert the whole of surrounding nature
into a fairy scene, on which the eye and the
imagination never become weary. If „)e 8ta
and the moonlight heavens any where impart tohuman sensibilities a delightful emotion, it is
here If a landscape of hill, a„d dale, and way.
ing shadow, any where captivate the eye it is
here! If the murmuring rill, and the falling
cascade, and the distant echo of some disturber
ol midnight silence, any where send a thrilling
pathos to the soul, verily it is here ! Where else
do such inspirations spontaneously kindle and
swell the human bosom ? Where else, do such
chastened beautitudes bring up in vision the clo-
nes of ancient Eden ?-Here the children w^re
born. Here, amidst pure breezes and serene
skies, they are nurtured in body and mind '

Here, ,,, God's first temple, they are taught ,

bsp his praise! Here, away from the loathings
of vice, they receive the elements of useful

Here, in rustic simplicity, their
manners are formed I Here alalways at home,New Jersey: his lilSte fod him to think n

"taking the earth yield abundance where Zle . j££? ^ " ** 'M *

and ingenious authors and w
ture.

liters upon agricul-

V\e much rejoice that in Massachusetts the
spirit and taste for agricultural improvement are
on the increase: in that State men engaged in
calling* .hat have treated the farmer's occupation
as one ol too much labor with too little honor
are even becoming wont to believe that this call-

nothing had before been produced-that
I

was much in sympathy with our own. We took
'""' to a hasty view of our fields-we talked as
Well ol the events occurring a quarter of a cen-
tory ago as of what was growing around us,
Fad, sounded his own trumpet-each was as
garrulous as any two men advanced beyond the
""'I'll'' Period of life, while alone, had a right to
be. Both of us thought we might become farm-
ers, setting examples to be followed by others
Mr. Blake left us too soon

; but, returned to New
Jersey, he did not forget his visit. As a speci-
men of the original part of the work he has in

It is difficult to imagine what there is in a
large city analagous to all this, to operate on the
social affections. Persons of sufficient means,
'" Hie cty, may, and do occupy good bouses;
sometimes it may be princely mansions, provid-
ed also with expensive furniture; but is there
any thing in such establishments to produce this
strong focal attachment? It appears to us, that
such establishments produce about the same ef-
fect on the mind of the occupants, so far as our
present subject is involved, as the gilded scenery
of the playhouse. A sensation of delight is felt
at the moment

; but with the occasion it is all
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forgotten. How can it be otherwise ? Tlie oc-

cupants have no permanent interest there. They
can hence feel no possible identity with the ob-

jects around them. They live in one house one
year; in another the next year, and so on

through life, leaving each in turn with as little

thought or regret as they would step out of a

railroad car in Which they had journeyed a few
miles. Their furniture, also, instead of being

preserved for a life time, and cherished with af-

fection as in the country, is cast aside, and new
substituted in its place, with the unconcern of
casting away a pair of old shoes. In going from
house to house, they go from street to street in

the same unconcerned manner.

Now is it possible that, in such a whirl and
change— in such a perpetual transition from
place to place, there can be any permanent local

sympathies? And, if the local sympathies do
not arise, their intended influence is not felt.

Hence, under such circumstances, these auxiliary

agencies in producing the delights and the moral

influences of home are lost. In like manner all

similar agencies for kind purposes may be neg-

lected or repudiated, and we be left to the unas-

sisted impulses of our nature, like the primitive

inhabitants of our land. Others may ridicule all

this as old fashioned and nonsensical ; but we
trust the day will never come, when we shall

voluntarily neglect to gather fragrance and flow-

ers from the retrospect of life.

It is not indeed our lot, as it is the lot of some
favored ones, to connect a family chronology for

a life-time with the same local scenery. Our lot

has been one of vicissitude; but we would go a

day's journey with railroad speed for the pleas-

ure of retracing the woodland paths of our
childhood, and to survey anew the spot where
stood the cabin in which we were horn. Save
that cabin all around is comparatively a daguer-

reotype of those early days. Here, the sacrile-

gious band of ostentatious improvement has

committed but few depredations. The hills and
the vdleys remain as they were ! The forest

trees still spread out their long branches and
thick foliage for the comlbrt of man and beast

!

Close by stands Agonock—a cragged and pre-

cipitous spur of Saddleback — scowling and
frowning as of old ; his equanimity, to appear-
ance, not having been disturbed since the time
of Noalfs flood. To help form a landscape of
equalled magnificence and beauty, his granite

kindred. Kearsnrge and Mount Washington, of
more wide-spread fame, at greater distances,

cast their towering shadows on the blue sky. At
his feet is spread out dear Suncook, mild and
placid like a sleeping infant. On its shores we
were wont to bathe and fish

; and, here we would
again gather pebbles, casting one by one upon
its silvery bosom, causing rimple after rimple,

not unlike the pulsations of the virgin queen,
whose name it bears! Sadness might indeed
rise up before us

; for the grave-yard could alone
tell us of the human forms with which we were
accustomed to commune ! Nevertheless, it

would be good to resort thither; for in that quiet
S(JOt hopes of heaven, would kindle, and of
friendships there to be renewed and made per-
fect.

Who could count the thoughts that in one
short hour would there flit across the mind ? or
what painter could delineate the images that
would, as it were, rise from the ground and
dance before the mental eye? What sympathet-
ic being can say, it would not be good there to

bring up such reminiscences of a long track of

years, all but blotted from human recollection,

and to re-embody visions, reaching into the un-
seen future in that undying world, where the
pure in heart can alone enter? Can those born
in the growing city, after the lapse of half a

century, thus gather food for the soul ; thus re-

taste the sweets of childhood
; thus feel anew

the buoyancy of youth
; and thus be assisted in

their aspirations after the land, not to be warmed
and cheered by the light and the heat of the ma-
terial sun ? being overshadowed by the glory of
the Ancient of Days; the land whose waters
will be the rivers of salvation, and whose bread
will be the unfailing essence of immortal ex-
istence and plenitude!

FLEMING GROVE.
From the New England Farmer.

A nice Potato patch.

Mr. Editor : Having recently made a flying ex-
cursion through a section of the Granite State,

the interests of agriculture received a due share
of my attention. Jt was indeed a flying excur-
sion, for with the present well-arranged facilities

for travelling in that direction, no other term
would express the speed with which one may
progress. Such is the perfection of these facili-

ties, that it might seem that no further advance
can be made therein, unless bales of merchan-
dise and cars of men, women, and children, shall

hereafter be transported on magnetic wires, as
we now send billet-doux and price currents; a
thing not \ery probable, but as much within the
imaginings, as the other was twenty-five years
ago.

However, my object is not to give an essay on
the wonders of steam or electricity, or even of
their consequents in the growth of villages and
cities, as if under the influence of magic. Here,
indeed, the field is ample, and is filled with inci-

dent surpassing the utmost limits of romance in

the past age. What would then have been con-
sidered high-wrought ficiion is beginning to ap-
pear tame ami insipid, compared with the real
wonders in science and art, now as familiar as
household words. It is a truth which receives
universal homage, that the human intellect is

just waking up from a deep sleep— is just, as it

were, bursting asunder a prison-house which
hound it with a despotism as firm as the body
may be enslaved by statutes, and chains, and
bars of iron. We behold its achievements, but
cannot, at first, feel that they are realities. We
are half inclined, notwithstanding the evidence
of our senses to the contrary, to suppose the
whole a mjre dream of delusion.

Nor is this effervescence of genius, if it may
be so termed, confined to the use of steam, of
magnetism, or mechanical power. The bosom
of the earth, as if under some hitherto unknown
spasmodic influence, is participating in kindred
developments. It was feared that the eastern
portion of our country was worn out and be-
come worthless, like an old garment. Such is

not the fact. We are beginning to witness re-
sults in agriculture as unexpected and as much
surpassing calculation, as those in science gene-
rally and the mechanic arts, to which allusion
has been made. Who, a few years since, would
have dreamed of here raising forty tons of tur-
nips, or eleven hundred bushels of carrots on an
acre of land? Who would have thought the
means of fertilizing it so simple and so abund-
ant? The processes of our fathers in agricul-
ture were seemingly as inefficient as were those
in machinery; and now the farmer who undei

takes to produce corn, or hay, or esculent roots,
with as little regard to fertilizing agents as they
had, would be esteemed as much behind the
age, as to transport his produce two hundred
miles by an ox team requiring two full weeks,
when he might do it in two days on a raUroad'
at a fourth part of the expense.
On reaching the capital of New Hampshire,

knowing that Ex-Governor Hill, for the last ten
years, has devoted himself mainly to agriculture,
we were induced to call on him, to witness bis'

success. * * * « # s

We had no sooner exchanged civilities than
an invitation was given to accompany him on an
excursion over his farm. The invitation was of
course accepted. In a few minutes, we were on
a drive to his farm, lying mostly on the eastern
side of the Merrimack river. His farm consists
of three or four hundred acres of land—we were
not [.articular to take notes, as we now wish we
had done—perhaps a sixth part of the rich in-
terval on the west bank of the river, and the
balance of sandy pitch-pine land. The hitter,
till his own experiments with it, was deemed
worthless for agricultural purposes, and cost
him only about five dollars an acre, timber and
all. The timber was worth more than the cost
of the land. We believe it is five or six years
since he began to cut the timber and to till the
soil. Ten or fifteen acres annually yielded to
the axe and the barrow, and a good crop of rye
was the result. Succeeding to this, the plough
with a span of horses, and a subsoil plough with
six oxen, among the roots and stumps of trees,

upturned and loosened the upper strata, the
depth of sixteen inches. A muck bed in the
vicinity contributed freely its fertilizing proper-
ties, and good clover rewarded the enterprising
proprietor for bis labor. Next in order comes
a crop of potatoes; and, it would be difficult for
any one, who has not witnessed it, to realize
what skill and indomitable perseverance in agri-
culture can accomplish. Although we were We-
ighted with his subsoil ploughing then in pro-
cess

;
with a large rye field; with several In-

dian corn fields; with barns filled with hay that
would have elated the largest farmer in the
country; yet we most admired his potato field
on this pine timber land, which we had known
from childhood, and considered worthless.
Perhaps of this description of land there were

under cultivation, in the same or contiguous en-
closures, about sixty acres, and one third of it

composing the potato patch in question. Our
impression is, that no manure had been used on
it, but a compost made in the ordinary manner,
and a moderate quantity of African guano; yet,
« hat potatoes ! We pulled up samples here and
there all over the field, and found an increase
upon the seed of about twenty per cent, in
weight, and in some cases numerically; that is,

twenty new tubers for the single one used for
seed. What he has already dug, and from the
produce last year of an adjoining patch, he esti-
mates his crop this year at four thousand bu-
shels. As soon as harvested, they are to be con-
veyed to Boston by railroad, a distance of sixty
miles, and deposited in cellars till demanded in
the market, then yielding him, it is estimated—
such is their excellence—at least one dollar per
bushel; or four thousand dollars for the entire
crop this season. What an example for the imi-
tation of his neighbors and fellow-citizens!
What an example, especially, for retiring politi-
cians and retiring merchants or professional gen-

I tlemen! Here, the wane of life, rich in varied
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experience, and with means to impart it to pth- [ ten hour
ere, may continue, to its very termination, to

Mess tlie world ; and hence, in the retrospect, to

yield to those who do it the purest delights.

And, by the increased mental and physical ver-

dure acquired amidst rural avocations, they may
add a large percentage to the nn nber of their

own years, as well B3 to their joys
; thus making

human existence I'nll to its very brim in useful

labor and fruition, as God designed it s'lould he.

He staled that, in round numbers, the labor

bestowed on his farm this year costs about seven

hundred and fifty dollars, in addition to the use

of his teams, which, if h ; hired them, might be

two hundred and fifty dollars; making, in all,

one thousand dollars. His expenditure for ma-
nure was not given ; but we hope that on the

termination of the harvests, he will give a full

and authentic account of his farming operations.

Such accounts are of immense value to the com-
munity. By them others will be stimulated to

make similar efforts. Our time was too short to

avail ourselves of the statistics necessary for

such an account. Our aim, on the present oc-

casion, is only to call attention to the subject,

and to show in what manner persons making a

trip to the White Mountains or elsewhere, for

health or pleasure, may collect and then dissem-

inate agricultural knowledge. For ourselves we
believe that observations similar to those here

given, are among the most rational and useful

means to promote the aim of the summer tour-

ist ; and surely they may he made subservient to

the best interests of the country.

One word more. In the time of Queen Eliz-

abeth, men of rank, to ornament their heads,

wore heavy wigs, and to ornament their wrists

and hands, they wore wide ruffles. Many of our

eld-school farmers, as if in imitation of that

fashion, have allowed around their cultivated

fields broad margins of brush wood and shrubs,

doubtless for ornament; unless it be in kind

charily to furnish a comfortable shelter for

snakes, and skunks, and rabbits. In this matter,

Governor Hill is an ulna radical. Instead of

permitting such an ornament even on this sand

land, about his potatoes, all is grubbed up ; and,

instead (hereof, is a row of summer and autumn

squash vines, which have furnished about fifty

barrels of excellent fruit lor Quincy Market.

FLEMING GROVE.

s to accomplish the same journey

!

According to "the good old way," a press which
could strike oh* a thousand newspapers in a
night was viewed in a light hut little remofed
from the marvellous ; now, ; , press in the same
lime hurls from ils great iron bands fifty thou-
sand sheets! Jly " the good old way," nice old
ladies, who happened io he blessed with ugliaess
and black cats, were hung up or drowned as
witches; now, our nice old ladies are honored
only less than our handsome young ladies! B\
"the good old way," monarchs were clad, by
even Americans, in the light of divinity ; and
now, the Yankee

" Would slnke hnnils with the kin;; upon his throne.
And Hunk it kindness to his majesty."

By " the good old way," Columbus would slum-
ber an unknown man in an unknown grave.
But the spirit of progress pointed his ardent
eyes to another world, baptized by another sea,
in the far-off Hespei ides; and that race which
is the crown of humanity, now swarm oh the
lertile soil of lh.it new earth, to chain matter to
the car of civilization, illumine mankind with
the beams of liberty, and send hoary errors
crumbling away in the awful shadow of reform.
\\ hen you can hind the wing of the eagle with
a cob-web, when you can stop the world in its

motion by a priestiy dictum, then attempt to ar-
rest the giant of progress in his majestic career.
He who does attempt it before these labors have
been accomplished, must only he crushed him-
self beneath his mighty feet.—Selected.

from a marked tree—two out of three thus being
left for their use, if desired, renders the selected
tree free from the chance of being used. The
amount of fertilizing materials c inually wast-
ed upon roads would be rendered available by
such a practice, and nothing but extreme selfish-

ness will prevent the use of these materials for

public benefit. Many of the larger sorts of fruit

trees aro highly Ornamental and afford fine
shade, while the use of fruit trees alone for
shade, like the display of costly mansions, only
excite the poor to envy, without adding mate-
rially to their comfort or health.—Hoiking Far-

To dry a Cow ok her iwit-K.—Circumstances
render it necessary to stop the lactescent action
in cows; and when this occurs, all that is abso-
lutely required is to make a liquor by pouring
into a fresh rennet bag two quarts of pure well,

spring, or rain water; reduce the quantity of the

liquid, by boiling briskly, to about one quart, and
Strain it. Then let it cool to a lukewarm tempe-
rature, and give it as a drink to the cow. In
fony-eiglit hours she will be dry. For some
days, her food should be dry and unsucculent,
no water being allowed.

—

Selected.

The Patriot's Prayer in Battle.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OK TBIO. KORNER

Father, I call on Ihee !

Wild roars the thunder, ihe cannon pours forth.

Vivid the lightning 'twixt heaven and earth.

Umpire of battles! 1 call on Thee!
Father, oh ! guide thou me !

Father, oh ! guide thou rae !

Guide me to victory, guide me to death
;

Lord, 1 delight in the law of thy breath.

Lord, as thou wilt, so guide thou me
;

God, 1 delight in thee!

Cod, 1 delight in thee !

Thine eye beholdelh the leaf red and sear,

Thy helping arm in battle is near.

Fount of all grace, I rejoice in thee !

Father, oh ! bless thou me !

Father, oh ! bless thou me !

Into thy hands my life 1 commend
;

With thee, who didst give it, with thee is the end.

To live and to die, oh ! bless thou me.
Father, praise be to thee !

Father, praise be to thee !

Thou knowest we war not for wealth of this life,

Thine own cause to defend, we follow the strife.

Thus falling or conquering praise be to thee

Mercy, God, unto me !

Mercy, God, unto me !

When I sholl listen to death's thundering greeting,

When my last pulse shall end my heart's beating,

Then, God, show mercy to me ;

Father, 1 call on Thee !

The Spiiit of Progress.

Large as are the strides, and splendid as are
the triumphs of the spirit of progress in the
nineteenth century, she still numbers her ene-
mies by thousands. Chinese walls and Chinese
hatred to improvement .-lill hold some swav
among many of our people. They love anil

would foster "the good old way !" Why, in the
meridian time of "the good old way," ships re-
quired months to perform a voyage Ironi Liver-
pool to New York ; now, the winds and tides,

held in vassalage by llie spirit of progress, waft
the vessel from world to world in a single fort-

;llt ! By '• the good old way," a bark was poll-
ed and coaxed from New York to Albany in

twenty days; now, the superb vessel asks but
|
stage-driver to' regale his passengers with fruit

Fruit Trees by the roadside.

The practice of setting out fruit trees by the

roadside cannot be too highly recommended. In
many parts of Europe this practice is general,

and the fatigued traveller acknowledges the well-

timed hospitality thus afforded him. The ex-
cuse is often made that the fruit will be stolen

;

but if the practice were general, the amount of
fruit taken by wayfarers would only be what
common ho'spitulity would freely grant ; and in

Germany every third tree, by custom, may be
tabooed, (the owner of the adjoining farm ties a

piece of rag to one of the lower limbs of the
iree,) and no traveller will touch it. Travellers
inform us that no reward will tempt a German

Ainericau Butter.

Considerable shipments of butter, mostly of
inferior quality, have been made this season from
this port, and also from New York, to England.
In referring to a public sale of some of this but-
ter, the London Commercial Journal of March
27th says :

—

"At a public sale of American butter at Liv-
erpool, it fetched for best sorts, [one hundred
and twelve pounds,! eighty-four shillings; sec-
onds, seventy-two to seventy-four shillings, duty
paid; while inferior only sold at forty-three shil-
lings to forty-four shillings in bond, of which
the parcel chiefly consisted. The quantity ar-
rived at the London market shows the same re-
sults, the principal part being sold for grease
purposes. The American makets of butter are
very fur behind the Irish, English, or Dutch

:

from the first operation to the last, all seems to
be done without system or care; the same mate-
rials would, if managed by experienced hands,
fetch in this market twenty-five shillings or thirty
shillings more money: there is no attention paid
to the making, salting, putting, or packing.

F,xtract from a letter.

" As it is probable that American butter and
lard will in future seek a market in Great Britain
for the surplus product, it may he well that the
farmers and others should know that their inter-
est will be to take more care in making these ar-
ticles. Nothing can he superior to the rich flavor
of the Ohio and other western butter, fed on
prairie and other rich soils in the autumn, but
even a moderately short voyage, or the approach
of spring, changes the character of it into a
white and rancid grease; the evil seems to be,
that the butter-milk is not worked out, neither is
it properly salted. The best American butter,
imported this year, has sold not higher than
eighty-five shillings, while the best from the con-
tinent has fetched one hundred and ten to one
hundred and fifteen shillings. The latter will
keep (or years."—JY. Y. Ship, and Con. List.

Hills against level lands.—A correspon-
dent of the Gardeners' Chaonicle says : ' In a
lecture on land surveying by a French professor
on Mathematics, at the colllege of Blois, the lec-

turer informed his audience that in the purchase
of hilly or uneven land, its extent is estimated
or measured, not according to the area of the
surface, but according to the area of its horizon-
tal base

; because, he added, ' it is a well known
fact in agriculture, that no more can grow on a
lull or slope than on a horizontal piece of land
equal to its base.' Now, as this ' well known
fact' is not only not well known, but even
strongly, though in my opinion absurdly disputed
amongst many of our Yorkshire farmers, per-
haps you will be kind enough to give it publicity

in your next number. Perhaps of moss and
other low or creeping plants, a greater crop may
be grown on a slope than on a horizontal piece
of land equal to its base; but with regard to ver-
tically growing plants, such as hay-grass, corn,
or trees, it appears to me that the French pro-
fessor was perfectly correct."
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From the Boston Cultivator.

Cisteru Water.

Mb. Eeitor :—1 have no water in my barn

yard, anil as you are supposed to know all aliout

farm matters, allow me the privilege of troubling

you to inform me, whether a cement cistern filled

from my roof, will answer all purposes; will

cattle drink cistern water, or will a well be bet-

ter ?

WM. J. PETTEE.
Lakeville, Ct.

Remarks.—Cistern water filled from the roof,

when preserved in a tank, sunk so deep in the

earth as to be out of the reach of frost in winter

and heat of the sun in summer, is the best that

can be obtained, both for the house and barn

yard, and by an easy mode of supply. And

when this fact conies to be belter understood, to

sink a deep and expensive well, will be consid-

ered no longer necessary. It is but to build the

cisteru of sufficient capacity to contain the quan-

tity of water required for the supply of the fam-

ily or stock, and there need be no want of abun-

dance at all seasons of the year. It has been

ascertained, that sufficient rain falls from the

roof of every building for the ample supply of

the family it covers, be it ever so large ; and the

objection urged against the erection of so large

a cistern on account of the difficulty and hazard

in rendering it safe, is done away by the substi-

tution of two or more placed in contiguity, or in

different positions, with a connecting pipe lead-

ing from the bottom of one to the other. In the

erection of a rain-water cistern, the trunk, or

pipe by which the water is received from the

roof, must extend to within a few inches of the

bottom of the cistern inside, by which means

the water will always be preserved fresh and

good ; impurities, if any, floating away in a rainy

season by the waste-pipe from the surface,

changing at the same time a large portion of the

water in the cistern. Water from such a source

will alwavs be preferable to any other, and for

all purposes. We have a friend, whose large

stock of cattle are supplied with cistern water

obtained in this way from the roofs of his barns,

stables, <fcc, which, if left to discharge itself into

the yard, would be injurious in the washing

away of the most valuable portion of his dung-

heap.

Water Rams.

The beauty of this instrument for delivering

water at any height above the level of the spring

is unsurpassed in the history of invention. A
very small spring, with a few feet tall, may be

made to deliver water at any desired height, the

quantity being regulated by the latio of the fall

to the height at which it is delivered. A corres-

pondent of the American Agriculturist describes

the heights and distances as they are with a suc-

cessful machine of his.

"The following is a correct statement of a

water ram I have had in successful operation for

the last six months:

—

1. The fall from the surface of the water in

the spring is four feet.

2. The quantity of water delivered, per ten

minutes, at my house, is three and one-fourth

gallons, and that discharged at the ram twenty-

five gallons. Thus nearly one-seventh part of

the water is saved.

3. The perpetual height of the place of de-

livery above the ram is ten feet, say fifteen feet

above the surface of the spring.

4. The length of the pipe leading from the

ram to the house is one hundred and ninety

feet.

5. The pipe leading from the ram to the

house has three right angles, rounded by curves.

6. The ram is of Douglass' inuke of a small

size.

7. The length of the drive or supply pipe is

sixty feet. Its inner diameter one inch.

8. The depth of water in the spring over the

drive p'pe is six inches.

9. The inner diameter of the pipe conduct-

ing the water from the ram to the house, is

three-eighths of an inch.

1 consider it very essential that the drive or

supply pipe should be laid as straight as possi-

ble, as in the motion of the water in this pipe

consists the power of the ram."

To render wood durable.

In preparing wood for the purpose of building,

saw it into such lengths as the occasion demands

;

next, plunge the planks or beams into a pond of

lime-water. The pond is made thirty or forty

feet long, five or six feet deep, sixteen or eigh-

teen feet wide ; and the bottom and sides are

rendered water-tight. It is then filled with cold

water. Before receiving the wood, a quantity of

fresh-burned hot lime is thrown into the pond,

which is well stirred with the water, to dissolve

as much as possible of it. Into this strongly im-

pregnated solution of lime-water, the wood, in

the various shapes it has been sawn into, is then

thrown. As lime-water absorbs carbonic acid,

from the atmosphere, the lime previously IipIiI,

dissolved in the water, becomes insoluble, and is

slowly abstracted from the water, and deposited

at the bottom in a solid state, as carbonate of

lime; hence the necessity of now and then

throwing in fresh portions of recently calcined

lime, that the water may be re-saturated with

the strongest solution of this caustic alkaline

earth.

The timber remains in the water from two to

three weeks. The lime is absorbed by the pores

of the wood, and appears to destroy the albumi-

nous and saccharine principles, or so changes

them that the wood no longer affords the food

on which worms subsist. The slight petrifaction

which the wood thus undergoes, prevents air

and moisture from penetrating it, and renders it

almost indestructible. It should be thoroughly

seasoned before it is used.

There are some rivers having the quality of

turning ivood into slone, such as a famous lake

in Ireland. It is the presence of lime in the wa-

ter that effects the change. If wood be satura-

ted in strong alum, and then dried at an intense

heat, it is very durable, and more so, if a little

copperas has been used along with the alum.

—

Scientific American.

From the Dollar .Newspaper.

Plaster—its action.

When sulphur is entirely absent in oils, plas-

ter, by furnishing that salt so essential to the

growth of clover, wheat, &c, produces a marked

and striking effect, especially on red clover.

The result of the application of so small a por-

tion as one bushel to the acre, is almost magical

on some soils; so much so, that a spot which has

received none, may he seen by the yellow, sickly

hue of the grass, almost as far as you can see

the land. Although so small a portion of gyp-

sum will produce beneficial effects, it does by no

means hold good that one bushel per acre is suf-

ficient, although some will contend that a half

bushel is sufficient. Land which has been much

exhausted requires a much larger dose, and even

four to five bushels would not be too much for

one acre. Il is well known that most micacious

and granitic soils contain potash; such soils, af-

ter having become exhausted by severe cropping

and shallow ploughing on being deeply plough-

ed, to throw up fresh portions of soil, the potash

of which has been consumed by the crops, show

surprising increase of fertility upon the applica-

tion of plaster.

Plaster, then, not only acts by furnishing sul-

phur to the soil, but also by its chemical action

upon the potash of the soil, thereby rendering it

fit to enter into the growing crop. That such is

the case, is evident from the fact that after plas-

ter, upon having been applied for a series of

years, ceases to act, and the land, judging from

the appearance of the grasses, is growing poor,

the application of twenty-five to forty bushels of

ashes per acre to the sod, at once restores the

land to its fertility, and the crop of grass, in

many instances, greatly exceeds the best produce

of former years, when the plaster was doing the

most good. After having received one or two

dressings of ashes, plaster acts upon the same

soil as beneficially as when first used.

It is perfectly plain, that the failure of plaster

to produce beneficial effects upon the land to

which it has been repeatedly applied, arises first,

from an excess of sulphur in the soil; and sec-

ondly, from the exhaustion of the potash con-

tained therein.

We not unfrequently hear farmers complain

that plaster injures their land, and upon inquiry,

almost invariably find, that they uniformly sell

all their hay, and never think of ploughing their

fine crops of red clover under. This always

"taking out the meal tub and never putting in,

must soon come to the bottom." They might as

well complain that their plough horses grow

weak upon an exclusive diet of buckwheat

straw.

All are well aware that plaster produces no

visible effects upon some soils. In all such in-

stances there is already a sufficiency, or perhaps

an excess of sulphur in the soil. Such lands,

like limestone lands generally are more benefited

by the application of barn-yard manure, than by

lime or any other mineral manure, if the ex-

pression is applicable.

From experience and observation, I would ad-

vise that upon exhausted soils, a heavy dressing

of plaster, not less than two bushels to the acre,

should be applied. I have seen astonishing ef-

fects produced by such a dressing, when neither

lime nor stable manure had been used. Two
things seem, from the foregoing, if allowed to

be correct, to suggest themselves to the mind.

First, that upon worn-out soils the allowance

should exceed one bushel to the acre; and sec-

ondly, that upon plaster ceasing to act, ashes

should be at once applied to restore the potash

to the soil ; and a third may he added, plough

under clover.

AGRICOLA.
Long Green, Md., 1849.

Agriculture is the art of arts; without it man
would be a savage, and the world a wilderness.

The more I am acquainted with agricultural

affairs, (says George Washington,) the better I

am pleased with them; insomuch that I can no

where find so great satisfaction as in those inno-

cent and useful pursuits. In indulging those

feelings, I am led to reflect how much more
delightful to an undebaticbed mind is the task of

making improvements on the earth, than all the

vain glory which can be acquired from ravaging

it by the most uninterrupted career of conquests.

Western Agricultural Products. — Twenty-six

towns in Ashtabula county, Ohio, according to

the assessor's returns, in the past year manufac-

tured cheese to the value of $284,057 50, and

butter to the value of $26,057 46.
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From the Aew York Evening !

The Wild Horses.—A Poem for the Boys.

Once Ihere was a hltle boy that lived in a cottage by the

wood
j

'Twas on the edge of the prairies wide, his falher's cot-

t i ge s I
;

And the little hoy was good and brave, and he was fail

and true,

And hi" lather loved him very well, and taught him all he
knew.

He taught him lirst to read and write, and to shoot with

the Indian bow.
And how to aim his rifle-ball at the heart of the buffalo :

And lie gave him a little pony, too, and taught hnn how
to ride.

And chas<- the wild horses, where they flocked, across the

prairies wide.

And the little boy rose every dav as soon as the sky was
light,

And wns oil 10 hunt and shoot and ride, and fallow the

chase till night,

And he was dresi in a hunter's dres6, 'twas green from
top to toe.

But his plumes were black, and his belt was red, and his

ponv white as snow.

He carried his rifle on Ins back, in a tassel'd cord 'twas

slung,

His hunting horn was tipt with gold, and in his belt it

hung,
His lasso hung at his saddle bow, his spurs were blight

and keen,
And a prettier hunter boy than he, was never on the prai-

rie seen.

The little boy got on his horse and went to ride one day,

And he stopt a while at the village school with the village

boys to play
;

And the little girls came out to see, and they all admired
him so

They gave him a name to know him by and they called

him Captain Beau.

And Captain Beau had a little friend, and his name was
Chinkapin,

And the poor fellow had never a dress to go a hunting in.

He had no rifle, -nor cap and plume, nor hunter's belt and
horn,

And he sat down by himself and cried, his heart was all

forlorn.

Cheer up, cheer up, said Captain Beau, and come to-

morrow to me,
We'll see what can be done for you, cheer up my lad,

well see :

We'll give the tanner ten buffaloes to-morrow night, or

less.

But any way, well give hnn enough to pay for a hunter's

dress.

And so the nest day In the hunt they went, and they
bought the dress next night,

And the cap was as green as Captain Beau's, and the

spurs as sharp and bright

;

And Chinkopin w-as happy and proud, hut he had no horse

to ride,

And fo. as soon as he thought of that, he sat down again

and cried.

But Captain Bean bid him cry no more, for, said he, you
foolish child,

There are horses enough For us all to ride, on the prairie,

running w ild ;

—

Come down to my house, in your hunter's dress, to mor-
row, as soon as it's- light,

And 1 warrant we'll catch you famous horse before to-

morrow night.

So they went next morning away together, far out on the
prairie grass.

And before they had been an hour to look, they saw the
w ild horses pass

;

And they lound a tree where Chinkopin could climb in

the boughs and hide,

While Captain Beau went after them as fast as he could
ride.

And when the pony came near the herd, Ihey jumped and
pranced anil neighed,

And looked delighted, so prettily the little white pony
played.

—

And always followed him round and round, till at last they
came to a stand,

Just under the tree where Chinkopin hid with a lasso in

lis hand.

He had tied one end of it hard and fast to a stout old
knotty bough,

And there came a line horse just under him j says he, I'll

noose hitn now,

—

And In- slip! the other end over his head and dtew it Hose
and light,

And the wild horse kicked and pranced in vain, and the
rest ran oil' in a fright.

The pony came up : well done, well done, my friend,
said Captain Boau,

There's a line grey horse for you to ride, now didn't I tell

you so
;

Come out of the tree, come carefully, take care for his

wicked feet.

We'll leave him here tied up to-day with nothing to drink
nor eat.

And when he's hungry and tired enough to behave him-
self well, we'll come

And slip a bridle over his head, and away we'll lead him
home

;

And the tanner shall get you a saddle like mine, with a

UbSO at tbfl bow,
And every day next week for that we'll kill him a buffalo.

So when the wild horse was hungry and tired he began to

In- gentle and lame,
And the little boys left Into there till night, and then with

a saddle they came,
And they put a bridle over his head, and they quietly led

lino ii a iv

,

And put him sat'e into the stable at home, and fed hnn
with oats and hay.

iNext day Captain Beau and Chinkopin rode down to the
village again,

And all the village came to see the brave little hunter
men,

And the little boys all cried out well done, let's all be
dresl up so,

And lei's rule in a troop with Chinkopin and follow the

Captain Beau.

So every day they caught a horse till each little boy had
one,

And they paid lor their dresses in buffaloes as fast as the
dresses were done

j

And they blew their horns and cried hurrah, till the prai-

rie rang with noise,

And the prettiest troop in the world it was, Captain Beau
and his hunter boys.

- Krom the Maine Farmer.

The River Jordan and the Dead Sea.

The narrative of Lieut. Lynch, of the navy,

who commanded tin; expedition to explore the

river Jordan anil the jJead Sea, tinder the au-
thority of the United States government, has re-

cently been published. The hook is one of great
interest, anil will be found to he a valuable con-
tribution to biblical knowledge and the cause of
science. From the July number of Sartain's

Rlagazine we make the following extracts:

"On the 10th of April, Lieut. Lynch anil his

party, in two boats belonging to the ships which
bad been left at Acre, and one .small, frail boat

purchased at Tiberias, passed from the sea of
Galilee into the Jordan. At first the river is

three-quarters of a mile wide, with a sloping

and undulating country on the west, and the

eastern bank broken up into gullies anil alluvial

bills. In an hour it narrows to seventy-five feet,

banks thirty-five feet high, and rising anil retir-

ing away to the mountains which border the

valley of the Jordan on either side. On both
sides hanks and wavy hills were covered with

grass, and a profusion of wild flowers, among
which were the lily, anemone, oleander, and
marigold ; water clear, from fight to ten feet

deep. Scarcely had their wonder and delight

liiiii satisfied in gazing on this sweet scene,

when they heard the roar of a cataract; and in

a few minutes they saw with astonishment and
dismay, the waters rushing and leaping head-

long down the narrow, rocky channel. During
their seven days' voyage on the Jordan, they en-

countered more than a score of these dangerous
cataracts; anil that the reader may have an idea

of them, I give the Lieutenant's description of
the descent of one.

"The current, at first about two and one-half
knots, but increasing US we descended, until nt

8 20 we came to where the river for more than
three hundred yards was one foaming rapid: the

fishing-Weirs and tho ruins of another ancient

bridge obstructing the passage-. There were
cultivated fields on both sides. Took everything

out of the boats, sent the men overboard to

swim alongside and guide them, and shot them
successively down the first rapid. The water was
fortunately very deep to the first fall where it

precipitated itself over a ledge of rocks. The
river becoming more shallow, we opened a

channel by removing large stones, and as the

current was now excessively rapid, we pulled

well out into the stream, bows up, let go a grap-
nel and eased each boat down in succession.

Below us were yet live successive fills, about
eighteen reel in all, with rapids between—a per-

fect breakdown in the bed of the river. It was
very evident that the boats could not descend
them.

" l>V clearing out a side canal, which had
been cut to conduct the water to a ruined mill,

the boats were brought below the worst part of
the rapids, and by making a breach in the canal

so as to let the water flow into the river, they
were again launched on the current. In this
way they cleared these successive cataracts.
Others they descended by fastening ropes to
bushes on the banks, and thus easing the boats
ill their descent.

The Lieutenant describes the Jordan as a very
tortuous river, measuring at least two hundred
miles by its channel from the Sea of Galilee to
the Dead Son, while it is only about sixty miles
in a straight line. It flows in a deep channel, ill

BOtne places fori) yards, anil in others two hun-
dred witln. It has many little islands, some of
them thickly covered with shrubs, reeds, cane
and wild flowers-; others only sand-bars. The
hanks are generally Keep; composed of loam,
clay, and limestone; they rise from twelve to
thirty feet, and then the country extends back
from fbe river to the mountains on either side,
which are sometimes close at hand, sometimes
several miles distant. The country between
these mountain ranges is naturally fertile, and
was populous anil powerful not only under the
Romans, but also under the Mahometans. Be-
tween the mountains and the narrow lower bot-
toms which immediately border the river, the
valley is undulating with hills of alluvial forma-
tion, and in many places luxuriantly covered
with grass ami wild flowers. The narrow lower
bottoms dipping to the water are covered with
thickets; in which the willow, the acacia, and
some other trees mingle, rising above the almost
impenetrable jungle of undergrowth, composed
of grasses, flowers, vines and canes. These
thickets abound with birds of varied and beauti-
ful plumage, and with wild beasts, among which
are the tiger and the boar. The lion also may
yet lay down as in ancient days by the margin
of the consecrated Jordan.
The following is an interesting sketch of a

Simoon on the Dead Sen, and a night encamp-
ment on its margin :

"A 2.2.5 P. M., close in with the eastern shore,
but unable to land from the soft bottom and
shoalness oi' the water. At 2.50 a light breeze
from the N. N. \V., hauled to the north towards
the base of the peninsula. A long, narrow, dry
marsh, with a i'nw scrubby bushes, separated the
water from a range of stupendous hills two
thousand feet high. The clouds on the east
(nimbus) seemed to lie threatening a gust. At
3.50 Steered N. N. E. along a low marshy flat, in

shallow water. The light wind had subsided :

air ninety -seven degrees; water twelve inches
below the sin Dice ninety degrees. A thin purple
haze over the mountains increasing every mo-
ment, and presenting a most singular and awful
appearance; the haze so thin tli.it it was trans-
parent, and rather a bluish than a distinct color.

I apprehended a thunder-gust or an earthquake,
and for .some moments we feared being driven
out to sea. The thermometer rose immediately
to 102 degrees. The nun, closing their eyes lo
shield them from the fiery blast, were obliged to

pull, with all their might, to stem the rising
waves, at 4.30, physically exhausted, but with
grateful hearts we gained the shore. My own
eyelids were blistered by the hot wind, being
unable to protect them from the necessity of
steering the boat.

" We lauded on the south side of the peninsu-
la, near VVady Ilinneir, the most desolate spot
upon which we had encamped. Some went up
the ravine to escape the stifling wind ; others,
driven hack by the glare, returned to the boats
and crouched under the awnings. One mounted
spectacles to protect his eyes, bill the metal be-
came so heaved that he was obliged to remove
them. Our arms anil the bullous on our coats
became almost burning lo the touch, ami the in-
ner folds of our garments were cooler than those
exposed to the immediate contact of the w iutl.

We bivouacked without tents on a dry marsh, a
few dead bushes around us and some of the

thorny tiubk, and a tree' bearing a red berry, a
short distance inland, with low canes on the
margin of the sea. At a short distance to the
north-east, on the peninsula, we found some
fragments of an immense and very old mill-

stone. The mill had doubtless hern turned by
a canal from the ravine, down which the water
must flow copiously in the rainy season.

At five, finding the heat intolerable, we walked
up the dry torrent in search of water. Found
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two successive pools, rather than a stream, with

BOine minnows in them; the water not yet stag-

nant flowing from the upper to the lower pool.

There were huge boulders of sandstone in the

bed of the ravine; a dead palm tree near the

largest pool ; a living one in the cleft of the rock

at the head of the gorge ; and high up to the

summits of the beetling cliffs the sandstone lay

in a horizontal strata with perpendicular cleav-

age, and limestone above, its light brown color

richly contrasting with the deep red below.

The sandstone below limestone here, and

limestone, without sandstone on the opposite

shore would seem to indicate a geological fault.

Washed and bathed in one of the pools, but

the relief was only momentary. In one instant

after leaving the water, the moisture on the sur-

face evaporated, and left the skin dry, parched

and stiff. Except the minnows in the pool,

there was not a living thing stirring; but the hot

wind swept mourning through the branches of

the withered palm tree, and every bird and in-

sect, if any there were, had sought shelter under

the rocks.

Coming out of the ravine the sight was a sin-

gular one. The wind had increased to a tempest ;

the two extremities and the western shore of the

sea were curtained by a mist, on this side of a

purple hue, on the other a yellow tinge ; and the

red and ray less so ti in the bronzed clouds bad

the appearance it presents when looked upon

through smoked glass. Thus may the heavens

have appeared just before the Almighty in his

wrath rained down fire upon the cities of the

plain. Behind were the rugged crags of the

mountains of Moab, (the land of iiic'stjenvelop-

ed in a cloud of dust swept by the simoon from

the great desert of Arabia.

There was a smoke on the peninsula, a little

to the north of us. We knew not whether they

were friends or foes, and therefore that little

smoke was not to be disregarded. We had

brought one of the Ta'amirah with us for the

express purpose of communicating with the na-

tives, but he was so fearful of their hostility that

1 could not prevail on him to bear a message to

them. With his back to the wind and his eyes

fixed on the streaming smoke, he had squatted

himself down a short distance from us. lie

thought we would he attacked in the night. 1

felt assured that we would not if we were vigi-

lant. These people never attack each other, but

at advantage; and fifteen well-armed Franks

can, in that region, bid defiance to anything but

surprise.

The sky grew more angry as the day de-

clined

—

" The settling orb in crimson seems to burn,

Denouncing greater wops at his return,

And adds new horrors to the present doom,
By certain tears of evil yet to come.''

The heat rather increased than lessened after

the sun went down. At eight P. M. the ther-

mometer was 100 deg., five feet from the ground,

at one foot from the latter it was 104 deg. We
threw ourselves upon the parched cracked earth,

among dry stalks, and canes, which would have

before seemed insupportable from the beat.

Some endeavored to make a screen of one of

the boat's awning, but the fierce wind swept it

over in an instant. It was more like the blast of

a furnace than living air. At our feet was the sea,

and on our right, through the thicket, we could

distinguish the gleaming of the fires and hear

the shouts from the Arab encampment.

In the early part of the night there was
scarcely a moment that some one was not at the

water-breakers; but the parching thirst could

not be allayed, for, although there was no per-

ceptible perspiration, the fluid was carried off as

fast as it was received into the system. At nine

o'clock the breakers were exhausted, and our
last waking thought was water. In our disturbed

and feverish slumbers, we fancied the cool beve-

rage purling down out" parched and burning
throats. The mosquitos, as if their stings were
envenomed by the heal, tormented us almost to

madness, and we spent a miserable night,

throughout which we were compelled to lie in-

cumbered with our arms, while, by turns, we
kept vigilant watch.
We had spent the day in the glare of a Syrian

sun, by the salt mountain of Usdotn in the hot

blast of the sirrocco, and were now bivouacked

under the calcined cliffs of Moab. When the

water was exhausted, all too weary to go for

more, even if there was no danger of a surprise,

we threw ourselves upon the ground,—eyes

smarting, skin burning, lips and tongue and
throat parched and dry, and wrapped the first

garment we could find, around our heads to

keep oft' the stifling blast; and in our brief and
broken slumbers, drank from ideal fountains.

Those who have never felt thirst, never suffered

ill a simoon in the wilderness, or been far off at

sea, with
" Water, water everywhere
Nor any drop to drink,"

can form no idea of our sensations. They are

best illustrated by the exclamation of the victim

in Dante's Inferno:

" The little rills which down the grassy side,

Or Cassentino flow to Arno's stream,

Filling their banks with verdure as they glide,

Are ever on my view,—no idle dream,

—

For mwre than vision parches, make me weak,
Than that disease winch wastes my pallid cheek."

Our thoughts could not revert to home save in

connection with the precious element ; and many
were the imaginary speeches we made to vision-

ary common councils against ideal water carts

which went about unsubstantial city streets,

spouting the glorious liquid in the very wasteful-

ness of abundance, every drop of which seemed
priceless pearls as we lay on the shore of the

Dead Sea in the feverish sleep of thirst.

The poor affrighted Arab slept not a wink ; for

repeatedly when I went out as was my custom
to see that all was quiet and the sentries on the

alert, he was ever in the same place looking in

the same direction. At midnight the thermom-
eter stood at 98 deg., shortly after which the

wind shifted and blew lightly from the north.

At four A. M. the thermometer comparatively

cool.

Lime in Building.

The following is an extract from the address

of P. A. Browne, Esq., before the Society for the

Development of the Mineral Resources of the

United States, in Philadelphia :

"1st. From the time that the lime is drawn

from the kiln until it is slaked, it should be kept

in a dry and tolerably close place. The reason

is this, the burnt lime being an-bydroiis has a

constant tendency to abstract moisture, and per-

haps carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere, and

by so doing, to undergo a premature chemical

change.

"2d. A practice has been introduced into this

city and elsewhere, particularly when about to

make plaster, of suddenly drowning the lime in

an excess of water, instead of gradually supply-

ing that liquid as the operations of slaking slow-

ly goes on, and of limiting the quantity of water

to that which is sufficient to form a paste of

consistency of clay prepared for the potter's

wheel.

"Some of the best writers upon«cements con-

demn this practice of drowning the lime and

suddenly checking its temperature, in unmeas-

ured terms ; and it is confidently believed that

if our architects, builders, brick-layers, and plas-

terers, would exercise a little of that good sense

for which our operatives are so justly renowned,

that it would soon be abolished.

"3d. Of the mixture of the slaked lime with

an inert substance to form mortar.

" The inert body ought not to be added to the

lime until the lime is entirely slaked, which may

be known by it becoming cool. So far as my
observation goes, the sand or gravel are often

added while the lime is yet hot.

"1st. The inert body should be of a good

quality.

"2d. It should be supplied in a due propor-

tion.

" Of the abuse of the first, we have a striking

example in the use of sand from the sea shore,

the moisture of which holds in solution the

chloride of sodium.

"After the great fire in New York, it was the

subject of general remark that, many of the

walls which fell or were pulled down, were as

free from mortar as the day they were drawn

from the kiln ; and persons of knowledge and

experience attributed it to the mortar having

been made with salt sand. This doubtless, was
one cause, but there may have been others, viz:

that the bricks were loo dry when laid, and the

lime of a bad quality.

" The rule laid down for the proportions of

lime and the inert body, in order that mortar

may be of the best quality, appears to be a very

sensible one. It is this, that so much and no

more of the lime must be used as is sufficient to

fill the interstices between the grains of the in-

ert body. If too much lime is used the particles

are not allowed to come into that complete con-

tact, which, as is believed, is best suited lor their

crystal izatiori. If there is not lime enough to

fill the interstices entirely, the mortar will be

porous and weak. I am informed that the prac-

tice in this vicinity, is to mix one and one-fourth

bushels of lime with one-fourth of a team load

of gravel, (a team load being thirty-nine square

feet) and two bushels of lime to a one-horse

load of sand, i. e. to twenty-one square feet.

What is the rationale of this practice ? Those

who follow it do not seem to be well informed
;

but it would be easy and exceedingly useful to

experiment upon the subject. In the mean time,

by filling a vessel of a given capacity with the

gravel or sand about to be used, and then pour-

ing into it, from a graduated measure, as much
liquid as would exactly fill the interstices, a tole-

rable idea of the quantity of slaked lime that it

would require, might be obtained."

The editor of the " Scientific American " re-

marks as follows:—
" Houses should never be built in frosty wea-

ther. The best way to slake lime, is to gather it

in a heap, wet it gradually with water and keep

covering up the sides with sand, like a charcoal

pit, and when it has roceived as much water as

will reduce it to powder, then it should be en-

tirely covered with the sand and left undisturbed

for about ten hours. After this it should be

mixed with the sand by water aa it is required to

be used. This we know to be a good plan, but

it is seldom followed in our city."

Learning not Education.—There is a great mis-

take about what is called education. Some sup-

pose a learned man is an educated man. No
such thing. That man is educated who knows
himself, and who takes accurate common-sense
views of men and things around him. Some
very learned men are the greatest fools in the

world : the reason is, that they are not educated

men. Learning is only the means, not the end :

its value consists in giving the means of acquiring

knowledge ; the discipline which, when properly

managed, it gives the mind. Some of the great-

est men in the world were not overstocked with

learning, but their actions proved that they were
thoroughly educated.

Washington. Franklin, Sherman, were of this

class; anil similar, though less 3tnking instances,

may be found in all countries. To be educated,

a man must learn to think, reason, compare, and

decide accurately. He may study metaphysics

till he is gray, and languages till he is a walking

polyglot, and if he is nothing more, he is an un-

educated man. There is no class in the country

who have a stronger interest in the education of

their children than farmers; and the subject

should receive from them the attention it de-

serves.

—

Literary Union.
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Feeding mid Managing Milch Cows.
The grasses, particularly llie clovers, are the

best summer food. When these begin to fail,

the deficiency may lie supplied by green corn,

which is very sweet, and produces a large quan-

tity of milk, of excellent quality, The tops of

beets, carrots, parsnips and cabbage and turnip

leaves, are good. Pumpkins, apples, and roots,

may be given as the feiil tails. (Jive oidy a few

at first, especially apples, and gradually increase.

Roots are of great importance when cows art-

kept on dry fodder. Potatoes, carrots, heels,

tinnips, parsnips, artichokes, and vegetable oys

ters, are good. The last three and cabbage and

turnips keep good in the ground through the

winter, and are fresh and fine in the spring, be-

fore the grass starts.

Potatoes produce a great flow of milk, but it

is not very rich. A little Indian meal is good

with them, to keep up the flesh and give richness

to the milk ; and this is the case with beets and

most kinds of turnips, as they tend largely to

milk. A little oil meal or flax-seed is excellent,

in addition to the Indian meal, !o keep up a fine,

healthy condition, and impart a rich quality to

the milk, and gives a lively gloss to the hair of

cattle, and softness and pliancy to the skin.

In all cases of high feeding in winter, particu-

larly when cows have but few roots, shorts or

bran are excellent to promote digestion and keep

the bowels open. Three pints each of oil and

Indian meal, or two quarts of one and one quart

of the other, is as high t'rcd in these articles, as

cows should ever have. On shorts, bran and

roots, they may be fed liberally. Four quarts of

Indian meal, in a long run, will dry up and spoil

the best cows, so that they will never recover.

Carrots arc among the very best root3 for

milch cows, producing a good hut not very great

mess of rich milk, anil keeping the cow in good

health. Parsnips are nearly the same. Rtita

bagas are rather rich, and keep up the condition.

To prevent any unpleasant taste in the milk

from feeding turnips, use salt freely on them,

and milk night and morning before feeding with

turnips. Cabbage turnip, (or turuip-rooted-cab-

bage-below ground,) has no such effect. It re-

sembles ruta baga, is raised in the same vvay,

and yields as much or more.

Some keep cons in the barn, by night, in the

warm season. They are saved from storms, and

more manure is saved. There should be good

ventilation in hot weather. Cows are much bet-

ter lor being kept in the barn marly all the time

in cold weather. To drink freely of cold water,

and then stand half chilled to death, is highly

injurious. Bui they should go out a little while

daily, in favorable weather, and he driven around

gently for exercise. Inaction is death to all the

animal race.

Cows and other cattle are badly managed.

They are not watered, in short days, until ten

o'clock in the morning and their last chance for

drinking is about four in the evening. Thus
the_\ go sixteen hours without druik, and during

that lime they lake nearly all their food, which

is as dry as husk. They suffer to a great degree

from thirst, and then drink to excess. As a

remedy, give cattle a part of their breakfast, and

then water them, and water again alter finishing

their morning meal; and if kept up, water at

noon and at night. If it he too much trouble to

take gnoil care of stock, then keep less, and they

will he as productive and more profitable, if well

managed. We have fed sheep that had con-

stant access to water within eight or nine rods,

and after eating thirty or forty minutes in the

morning, they would all go and drink.

Milch cows are injured by being driven far to

pasture, especially in hot weather, and still more
if hurried hy thoughtless boys.

—

Cole's .imerican

Velinarinn.

Counsels for the Young.— Never be cast down
by trifles. If a spider break his thread twenty
limes, twenty times will he mend it again.
Make up your minds to do a thing, and you will

do it. Fear not, if a trouble comes upon you

;

keep up your spirits, though the day he a dark
one.

If the sun is going down, look up to the stars
;

if the earth is dork, keep your eye on heaven.
With God's presence, anil God's promises, a
man or a child may he cheerful.

Mind what you run alter. Never be content
with a hubble that will burst, or firewood that

will end in smoke and darkness. Gel that which
you can keep, and which is wbrth keeping.

Fight hard against a hasty temper. Anger
will come, hut resist it strongly. A spark may
set a bouse on fire. A fit of passion may give

you cause to mourn all the days of your life.

Never revenge an injury

If you have an enemy, act kindly to him, and
make him your friend. You may not win him
over at once, hut try again. Let one kindness
he followed hy another, till you have compassed
your end. I5y little and little, great things are

completed ; and so repeated kindness will soften

the heart of stone.

Whatever yon do, do it willingly. A boy that

is whipped to school never teams his lessons
well. A man that is compelled 10 work, cares

not how badly it is performed. He that pulls

oft' his coat cheerfully, strips up his sleeves in

earneast, and sings while he works, is the man
for me.

Evil thoughts are worse enemies than lions

and tigers; lor we can keep out of the way of
wild beasts, hut had thoughts win their way eve-
ry where. The cup that is full will hold no
more; keep your heads and hearts full of good
thoughts, that had thoughts may find no roam to

enter.

—

Jim. Cabinet.

.Hum.—The uses of alum tire manifold and
important. Incorporated with paper, it presents

a hard, smooth surface, fit for writing upon ; fur-

riers employ it in the preservation of the hairy

covering of skins; it retards putrefaction in an-

imal substances, and hardens the tallow used for

Candles, lis astringent properties are valuable

ill medicine, and its caustic properties, as calcin-

ed alum, in surgery. liut it is in dyeing that the

use of alum is most important and most widely
diffused. It is rare that coloring matters present

any affinity to the substances to he dyed; most
of them would disappear with the first washing,
were there no medium by which ihey could he

fixed. The suhslauee employed for this purpose
is called a mordant, or liitler-in ; and in this re-

spect alum holds a pre-eminent rank. This
mineral is also made subservient to other less

praiseworthy purposes; bakers use it to give a

good color to had floor, am! to swell a compara-
tively small lump of dough into a large loaf;

iced ginger beer and lemonade, offered for sale

at railway stations and other places in England,
if narrow ly inspected, will he found imbedded
in lumps of alum, which pass very well for ice.

— Farmer and Mechanic.

The Hear of the Niagara Falls.—The 710,000
Ions of water which each minute pours over the

precipice of Niagara, are estimated to carry

away a foot of the cliff every year. Taking this

average, and adopting I he clear ecological proof
that the fall once existed at Queenstown, four
miles below, we must suppose a period of

29,000 years occupied in this recession of the

cataract to its actual sile ; while ill the delta of
the Mississippi nearly 14,000 square miles in ex-

tent, an estimate founded on its present rate of

increase, and on calculation of the amount of
earthy mailer brought down the stream, has jus-

tified Mr, I.yell in alleging that G7.000 years must
have elapsed since the Ibniratiun of Ibis great

deposit began.— Quarterly Review.

Farming 011 tweuty-one ncres of land.

Messrs. Editors:— Many of the cultivators of

the soil who occupy large possessions, do not re-

alize the amount of labor that can lie profitably

employed in cultivation; and few farm laborers

are aware how small a piece of ground will af-

ford full employment to an industrious man, and
yield himself and family the comforts of life,

and make them an independent home.
In illustration of these facts, I will give an ac-

count of farmer 15. His farm consists of twenty-

one acres: one acre of it is occupied with build-

ings, yards and gar len. and twenty acres are for

cultivation— all made productive by thorough

draining and bountiful manuring. A good, sub-

stantial fence is all around it, hut there are no
division fences. He has fifty-seven rods of pa-

tent, portable fence, which is easily removed,
with which he encloses one-fourth of the ground
lor pasture.

The firm is divided intofourequ.il parts— five

acres in each part. First season, No. 1 is in

grass, clover and timothy, for clover; No. 2 in

hoed crops—one acre in wurizcls, one in pota-

toes, and three in corn ; No. 3 in barley ; and
No. 4 in wheat. Willi these crops he keeps a

regular rotation each year. The second season,

No. ] is manured in the fall with all the manure
he has collected the past year, and ploughed for

the next season's hoed crops; No. 2 is ploughed
in the fall lor barley (he next spring: No. 3 (bar-

ley stubble) is sown with wheat ; and No. 4
(wheat) is sown with timothy and clover for the

next season's pasture—which rotation he uni-

formly puisnes.

He keeps a yoke of oxen, two cows, and twen-
ty good ewes, and a breeding sow, for which
five ncres of fresh clover on a rich soil will afford

plenty of pasture, provided that he does not turn

into it loo soon in the spring. The wheal and
barley straw, corn stalks and roots, will be am-
ple forage for them in winter. He is industrious,

economical and prudent. Every thing is done
well, and in season. The gr id is kepi clean,

no weeds being allowed 10 grow, not even
around the fence; it is made rich by plentiful

applications of manure, which renders it very

productive. His wheat averages thirty bushels

per acre. It will (tike twenty-four bushels to

bread the family the year, which consists of him-
self, wife and four little ones, and will take seven

bushels fir seed, which will leave one hundred
and nineteen to sell ; Ibis, at one dollar per bu-

shel, will bring one hundred and nineteen dol-

lars. His barley yields forty bushels per acre; it

will take eight of it for seed, and one hundred

and ninety-two bushels to market at fifty cents

per bushel, will be ninety-six dollars. The corn

averages sixty bushels per acre ; llie three acres

produce one hundred and eighty bushels; it will

lake eighty bushels to feed the pigs, fat the pork,

and use in the family, (for they eat Johnny cake

and mush,) which leaves him one hundred bu-

shels to market, which, at fifty cents per bushel,

is fifty dollars. The potatoes and beets are all

used at home. The wool of the twenty ewes,

averaging one dollar per fleece, will he twenty

dollars. They raise twenty hunts, which he

sells in July or August for twenty dollars. 15y

taking ihe lambs from the ewes early, the latter

will get fat hy full ; fifteen of them are sold for

thirty dollars, with which he purchases twenty

ewes for next season's keeping—and he has five

lat sheep left for the use of the family. The
sow has six pigs the last of March or early in

April ; five of them, with the sow, are fatted,
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ami ei young sow kept for pigs next spring. The

five pigs and old sow, when fattened, will make

eleven hundred pounds of pork ; five hundred

will do for the family, with the five fat sheep,

and leave him six hundred pounds to Sell, which,

at five cents a pound, is thirty dollars. The two

calves me fatted and sold for five dollars. This

makes three hundred and forty dollars worth

sold from the products of the twenty acres, and

the family have had their farm living the past

year.

It may he thought that this calculation is too

large for an average production, hut I assure you

that if the operator is industrious, economical

and judicious, lie will seldom fall short of the

quantity stated. But it is asked, how can an in-

dustrious man be constantly employed on twenty

acres of ground cultivated for farm purposes?

Look at it. His ground for spring crops is all

ploughed in the fall. On the first of April he

commences operations for the season. He first

sims the grass seed on the wheat ; then ten cwt.

of plaster on the ground for hoed crops; as soon

as the ground is sufficiently dry, he harrows and

cross harrows until it is thoroughly pulverized,

and then he rolls it. By that time the planting

ground is ready to harrow, which operation is

continued until the ground is well pulverized,

and the nearer it can he made to a garden tilth

the better.

But if he is ahead of the season with his

work, he can always have full employment in

making the manure heap. He collects every

thing that will make manure that his time and

means permit; he puts on it at least one ton of

plaster at different times. Leached ashes,

swamp muck, marl, dirty salt, and old brine, are

all collected and mixed with the barn-yard dung,

so as to increase the manure heap to at least two

hundred loads.

The ground being in good order and the sea-

son favorable, he commences planting the first of

May, and takes time and does it well— for there

is more lost by careless planting than would pay

for four limes the labor of doing it well. lie

first plants the wtirtzelj then the potatoes

and corn. Planting done, the wheat is

to be wed ; and as soon as the wurtzels

are irp, he begins hoeing, which affords him em-

ployment until the first, and perhaps the fifth of

July. He then has some leisure, and assists a

neighbor in haying, to procure help in hauling

in the grain.

He commences harvest as soon as the grain

will answer, and barley will do to cut pretty

green. If it is not sufficiently dry to bind, let it

lie two or three days in swath. Harvest begun,

he may work as faithfully as he chooses until the

grain is all secured. That done he harrows, cul-

tivates, or ploughs shallow the bailey stubble, so

as to pulverize it thoroughly four inches deep,

and sows on it half a ton of plaster. The corn

is now ready to cut up ; that done, he ploughs

the barley stubble deep and well, and sows the

wheat. The summer crops are now ready to

gather, which employs him a while. When all

are secured, he takes out the manure, spreads it

evenly over thB surface, and ploughs it under.

The hoed ground is also to be ploughed for bar-

ley next spring, which keeps him busy until it is

time to prepare for winter.

In winter he takes good care of his stock,

threshes the grain, and provides the fuel—hav-

ing none on his farm. The orchard is planted

by the fence around the farm and door yard.

Now, my young friends, be industrious and

saving, and you will soon be able to purchase

twenty-one acres of land. And you who have

large possessions, and sons you wish to settle

near vou, divide your possessions with them, and

teaCh them to realize that industry and economy

are the sources of wealth, and that a neat, comfort-

able, and independent home, though it is small,

will afford more rational enjoyment in old age,

than large possessions, with a princely mansion,

even if it is not encumbered with debt.— Genesee

Farmer.

Labor.

BY FRANCES S. OSGOOD.

Pause not to dream of the future before us,

Pause not to weep the wild cares that come o'er us
;

Hark, how Creation's deep, musical chorus

Cnintermitting. goes up into Heaven !

Never the ocean-wave falters in flowing
;

Never the little seed stops in growing;

More and more richly the rose heart keeps glowing,

Till from its nourishing stem it is riven.

" Labor is worship I"—the robin is singing

;

" Labor is worship!"—the wUd bee is ringing;

Listen ! that elegant whisper upspringing,

Speaks to thy soul from out Nature's great heart.

From the dark cloud flows the life-giving shower
;

From the rough sod blows the soft breathing flower;

From the small insert the rich coral bower;

Only man, in the plan, shrinks from his part.

Labor is life !
—

'Tis the still water faileth
;

Idleness ever despaireth. bewaileth
;

Keep the watch wound, for the dark rust assaileth;

Flowers droop and die in the stillness of noon.

Labor is glory !—the flying cloud lightens;

Only the waving wing changes and brightens;

Idle hearts only the dark future frightens
;

Play the sweet keys, would'st thou keep them in tune!

Labor is rest from the sorrows that greet us
;

Rest from all petty vexations that meet us.

Rest frum sin-promptings that ever entreat us,

Rest from world-syrens that lure us to ill.

Work—and pure slumbers shall wait on thy pillow
;

Work—thou shalt ride over Care's coming billow
;

Lie not down wearied 'neath Wo's weeping willow !

Work with a stout heart and resolute will

!

Droop not, tho' shame, sin, and anguish are round thee !

Bravely fling off" the cold chain that hath bound thee !

Look to yon pure Heaven smiling beyond thee !

Rest not content in thy darkness—a clod !

Work !— for some good—be it ever so slowly :

Cherish some flower—be it ever so lowly!

Labor ! All labor is noble and holy
;

Let thy great deeds be thy prayer to thy God !

Pleasures connected with the pursuit of Sci.
ence.

There is no station in life, however lowly, but
has its sweets, and there is no station in lite,

however high, but has its sorrows. In no in-

stance can sorrow he traced to the pursuit of
science. Whatever pleasure it may bring, one
thing is certainly true,— it brings no sorrows.

On the contrary, it is a source of enjoyment to

every man who has a taste to pursue it, be that

man an humble tradesman or a wealthy mer-
chant. It is a common opinion that t.o man is

scientific unless he is master of all the abstract

knowledge relating to astronomy, mathematics,
chemistry, geology, and is somewhat versed in

Latin and Greek. But where can we find a man
so thoroughly endowed with scientific know-

Books.—Books may he likened to a vast re-

servoir, and the reading of" them to a conduit,

which leads out a stream of knou ledge to re-

fresh and invigorate the mind. Reading, to him
who is in search of knowledge, is a cloud by

day and a pillar of fire by night, to guide him
along an uncertain, dark, and rugged way. It

gives a constant and vigorous impulse to the

mind, and is as necessary to its healthful action

as food is to the body. By means of reading,

the treasures of history, the wonders of astrono-

my and chemistry, the beauties of poetry and
eloquence, are opened to our view, to enrich our

minds, to exalt and purify our hearts. The ex-

perience of ages is placed within our reach, and
we have only to cultivate our memories to retain

its treasures. It is true, much of this advantage

and improvement is predicated on the judicious

selection of books. If this he neglected, they

may he the instruments to minister to a diseased

imagination and a depraved taste, and afford as

little benefit to the reader as deadly poison would
to him who used it instead of healthful aliment,
— Common School Advocate,

True glory consists in doing what deserves to

he written, writing what deserves to he read, and
making the world happier and better for having
lived in it.

ledge ? There are men who have a partial

knowledge of these sciences, and we are among
the number of those who do not believe in the

old adtige, " A little knowledge does more harm
than good." That man is scientific who is mas-
ter of his trade, understands all its principles

and practices, or is master of his profession, he
it teacher of languages or mathematics. So
much for practical scientific attainments. And
now what shall we say regarding more know-
ledge than merely comes within the scope of a
man's business and profession? We have every
thing to say that is favorable. The more know-
ledge a man possesses, he is more likely to be a

belter citizen and member of society. Ignorance
degrades, knowledge elevates.

How much pleasure would a shoemaker de-
rive from being acquainted with the principles

of the steam engine, or the mysteries of chemis-
try ? He could not turn to the right or to the

left, in the course of a short walk, without hav-
ing his mind attracted to something interesting

and useful, and calculated to draw his mind
from the drudgeries of his own occupation,
which, we regret to say, often excites our sym-
pathies as we believe shoemakers are not so
well paid for their labor as they shou d he. And
with regard to chemical science, it would leach

many of them to labor in better ventilated apart-

ments, than they in general do. How much
pleasure would a tailor, or any other tradesman,
enjov, if he possessed some knowledge of geolo-

gy : it makes no matter how little it may he at

first,— it is of so attractive and pleasurable a na-

ture, that " the little leaven would soon leaven
the whole lump." If he takes a walk into the

fields, he is delighted not only with the prospec-
tive beauties of nature, but with its wonders too.

The mute rocks speak to him in a well-known
tongue, and the pebbles by the river-side chant
to him the song of mountain rill and cataract,

lie may lift up a grain of the carburet of iron,

and his mental eye sees it in the pencil of the

artist, sketching the outlines of some immortal
work of art. He may lift from beneath his feet

H crystal of the magnetic oxide, of iron, and his

mental eye may figure it transformed into the

pen of the statesman or author; or into the

sword of the warrior, or the husbandman's
ploughare of peace. He may lift up a blackish

brown powder from beneath his feet, and to oth-

ers it would be as an idle tale ; but his menial
eye can trace the chrotnate of iron adorning, in

orange or gold colors, the turban of the Tartar
or the scarf of the fair. Did space permit, we
might here branch out into a most interesting

and instructive field; hut it is as well, perhaps,

that we cannot do so at present, and we believe

that it is far better to present objects to make
others think, than to deal with subjects in such
a manner as to prevent them from thinking.

—

Selected.

John Quincy Adams.—A life of this distinguish-

ed man, by Ex Governor W. H. Seward of New
York, has just been published. The last scene
of his life is thus impressively described in it:

"He could not shake off the dews of death
that gathered on his brow. He could not pierce

the thick shades that rose before him. But he
knew that eternity lay close by the shores of
time. He knew that his Redeemer lived. Elo-
quence, even in that hour, inspired him with his

ancient sublimity of utterance. 'This,' said the

dying man, ' is the last of earth !' He paused
for a moment, and then added, 'I am content !'

Angels might well draw aside the curtains of the

skies to look down on such a scene."
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The Greatness of Man.
Mankind, viewed collectively, as an assemblage

of beings, presents to contemplation an object

of astonishing magnitude. It lias spread over
this wide world, to essay its powers uguinsi everj

obstacle and i very element; and to plant in eve-

ry region its virtues and its vices. As we pass

• along the plains, we perceive them marked
l>_\ ilie labors, the paths, or the habitations of

man. Proceeding forward across rivers, or

through woods, or over mountains, we still find

.man in possession on the other side. Bach val-

ley that opens, and each hill that rises before us,

presents a repetition of human abodes, coutrivan-

auces, and appropriations; for each house, uml
garden, and field, (in some places almost each
tree,) reminds us that there is a person some-
wh( n: who is proud to think and say, " This is

mine."
All the beautiful and rugged varieties of earth,

(from the regions of snow to those of the burn-

ing sand, have been pervaded by man. If we
sail to countries beyond the seas, we find him
still, though he may disclaim our language, our

.manners, and our color. And if we discover

lands ulj ri h • is not, we presently quit them,
as if the Creator, too, were a stranger there.

Here and there, indeed, a desert retreat is inhab-

ited by an ascetic, whom the solemnity of soli-
' tude has drawn thither; or by a felon, whom
guilt has ili iveu thither.

While In' extends himself thus over the world,

behold hi- collective grandeur. It appears promi-
ni mi in greal cities, built up hy his own hands;
it is set t) in structures thai look like temples
greeted to time, which promise by their strength

to await the latest years of his continuance with

frien; and seem to plead by their magnificence
against the decree which dooms ihem to perish

when he shall abandon them; it is seen in wide
"empires, and in armies, which may lie called the

talons of imperial power—to give security to

fiappiness where that power is just, but for cruel

ravage where it is tyrannical ; it is displayed in

fleets ; in engines, which operate as if informed
with a portion of the actuating power of his

own mind; in the various productions of beauty,

the discoveries of science, in subjected elements,

'nnd a cultivated globe. The sentiment with

which we contemplate this scene is greatly aug-

mented when imagination hears her flaming

torch into the enormous shade w hich overspreads

the past, and passes over the whole succession

of human existence, with all its attendant prodi-

gies. When we have made the addition lea- fu-

turity, of supposing the human race extensively

enlightened, and apprized of their dignity and
power, and combined in a far stricter union, till

the vast ocean of mind prevail over all its ac-
' customed boundaries, and sweep away many of

the evils which oppress the world—we may
pause a while and indulge our amazement.
Such an aggregate view of the multitude,

achievements, and powers of man, is grand. It

has the air of a general and endless triumph.

—

LiJ'c and Thoughts of John Foster.

Longevity of the Horse.

It has long been an impression that the ordi-

nary duration of a horse's life is much shorter

than it ought to he, and that the excess of mor-
tality is the result of carelessness or ignorant

management. The great error consists in re-

gard 10 the temperament ami general cousiiiu-

'.'u n of a horse as altogether different from those

of a human being; whereas they are precisely

tfie same in all important respects. Disease

arising from excessive fatigue, overheating, and
exposure to air, want of exercise, improper diet,

both as respects quality and quantity, and from

many other causes, affects the horse and his

master alike, and neglect in either case must ter-

minate thtally. Indeed, when a n an or a horse

Has acquired, by a course of training, a high de-

gree of health and vigor, the skin of eaeh is an
infallible index of the fact. It has been often

remarked in England, that the skin of the pnej-

i'ist, who has undergone a severe course of train-

ing, when he prepares hiinsell for the fight, ex-

hibits a degree of beauty and exceeding fairness,

that excites the admiration as well as the won-
der of the spectator. So' with the horse— his

skin is the clearest evidence of the general state

of his health. Even the common disease ol

foundering is not peculiar to the horse, but is

inertly a muscular affection, to which many
men, who have overstrained themselves at any

period, are subject. In fact, the medical treat-

ment of the horse and his rider ought to be the

same; and we confidently believe that if this

principle were acti d upon with a moderate share

of attention and resolution, the average age of

this useful animal would be much longer, and
the profit derived from his labors proportionably

greater.—^Norfolk Beacon.

"Thinks I to Myself."

We are indebted to a worthy and observing
friend for many of the following hints:

When I see a mass of chips accumulated in a

farmer's back yard, remaining year after year,

thinks 1 lu myself, if the coarser ones wen: raked

out, they would serve lor fuel, while the liner

parts Willi the addition of soap-suds, &C, from

the house, would afford a valuable source of

manure.
When I see a convex barn-yard, thinks I to

myself, there is comparatively hut little manure
made chare.

When I sei' banks of manure resting against

a bain dining the summer season, serving onlj

to rot the building— thinks 1 to myself, thai ma-
nure might he better employed.
When 1 see the ibainnigs of a barn-yard find-

ing their way into gullies ami rivulets, while,

with small expense, they might be throw ll on to

a valuable swill or declivity , thinks I to myself,

thai farmer is blind to his own interest.

When I see a hog-yard not well supplied with

materials for making manure, thinks 1 to myself)

that man suffers hiss lor want of care.

When I see a piece of hoed ground ill a mow-
ing field, and the turf, stalks and stones, that

were carried out by the plough, or harrow, not

collected together, thinks i to myself, there is

something Slovenish in the case.

When I see ploughing done, year alter year,

in the same track, beside a fence or a gully, till

a dyke of considerable height is thrown up, and
of course a corresponding leanness in the inte-

rior, thinks I to mysell, there is u want of good
husbandry.
When I see a stone wall toppeil out with a

single tier of round stone, thinks I to myself, the

upper foot in the height of such walls ought
never to have been put on, and look out for dull

scythes and loss ol hay.

When I see a fruit tree loaded with twice the

top necessary for healing well ; and this perhaps
partly dead, thereby keeping the needed rays of

the sun from the under crop, thinks I to myself.

there is an indication of had husbandry.
When I see stones piled around the trunk of

a fruit nee, thinks I to myself) here is an invita-

tion to suckers and to mice, and if dull scythes

should follow it would not he strange.

When I see a total failure of a crop of Indian

corn, thinks I to myself, if that man had bestow-

ed all the manure and perhaps two-thirds the

labor on half the ground, he would have had a

fair crop of ruta bags the billowing year.

When I see a firmer selling Ins ashes for ten

cents per bushel, thinks I to mysell] that farmer
had belter given his purchaser ten cents to leave

them for his corn and grain.

—

Maine Farmer.

The Old American Flag.
From the London Morning Chronicle, July 20, 177(3.

The American standard is thus described :

—

The colors of the American fleet have a snake
with thirteen rattles, the fourteenth budding, de-

scribed in tin- attitude of going to strike, with
this mono—" Don't tread on me." It is a rule

in heraldry that the worthy properties of the an-

imal in the crest hone shall be considered, and
the base ones cannot be intended. The ancients

accounted a snake, or a serpent, an emblem of
wisdom, ami. in certain attitudes, of endless du-

ration. The rattle snake is properly a represen-
tative of A riea, as this animal is found in no
other part of the world. The eye of this crea-

ture excels in brightness that of any other ani-

mal. .She has no eye-lid, ami is therefore an
emblem of vigilance. She never begins an at-

tack and never surrenders. She is therefore an
emblem of magnanimity and true courage.
When injured, she never wounds till she gives

notice to her cniinies of their danger. No other

of her kind shows such generosity. When un-
disturbed nnd in peace, she does not appear to

he furnished with weapons of any kind. They
are latent in the roof of her mouth, and even
when extended for her defence, appear io those
who are not acquainted with her to be weak and
contemptible, yet her wounds, however small,

are decisive and fatal. She is solitary, and asso-

ciates with her kind only when it is necessary
fm her preservation. Her poison is at once the

oecessnry means of digesting her food, and cer-

tain destruction to her enemies. The power of
fascination attributed to her hy a generous con-
struction resembles America. Those who look
steadily on her are delighted and involuntarily
advance towards her. She is frequently found
with thirteen rattles, and they increase yearly.

She is beautiful in youth, and her beauty increas-

es with her age ; her tongue is blue and forked
as lightning.

Exercise.— Exercise gives strength lo every fi-

bre, ami energy to all the vital powers. Jim ex-

ercise, like most g I practices and habits, may
be carried to excess. Extreme toil not only
shortens life, hut brings less to pas- than steady
but moderate labor. It is not, therefore, often
advisable Ibr farmers to undertake io perform
what are called "great days' works;'' for one
day of over-exertion may cause weeks of debili-

ty, if not months of sickness.

Value of Honesty.— An old trader among the
.Northern Indians, who had sum ' years ago es-

tablished himself on the W ,Va., nils a good
story, with a moral worth recollecting, about his

first trial of trading with his red customers.
The Indians, who evidently wanted goods, and
had both money (which they call sllil-ne-ah) and
furs, flocked about his store, and examined his

goods, hut for some time bought nothing. Fin-
ally, their chief, with a large body of I is follow-

ers, visited him; and accosting him with—
"How do, Thomas; slum me goods, I take

four yards calico, three coon-skins for yard, pay
yffu by'uiby, to-morrow ;" received his goods
and left.

The next day, he returned with his whole
hand, his blankets stuffed with coon skins.

" American man, I pay now ;" with this he
began counting nut the .-kins, until he had hand-
ed him over twelve. Then, alter a moment's
pause, he offered the trader one more, remark-
ing as he did it, " Thai's it."

"I handed it back," said the trader, tilling

him ' he owed me lot twelve, and would not
cheat him." We continued to pass il back and
forth, each one asserting thai it belonged to the
other. At last he appeared to he satisfied

;
gave

me a scrutinizing look, placed the skin within
the folds of his blanket, sie|i|ied to the door and
gave a yell, nnd cried with a loud voici—
"Come, come and trade with (he pale face, 1)0

no cheal Indian : his heart big."

He then turned to me and said : "You take

that skin 1 tell Indian no trade with you— drive

you off like dogs— hut now you Indian's friend,

and we jours.''

Before sundown I was waist-deep in furs nnd
loaded down with cash. So 1 lost nothing by

my honesty.

Gems from Longfellow's Kavanagh.

The End of the World.—To-day, to-mor-
row, every day, to thousands, the- end of the

world is close at hand. And why should w e

fear it? We walk here as it were in tin:

crypts of life ; at limes, from the great cathedral
above ih, we can bear lie' organ and the chant-
ing of the choir ; we see the light Stream through
the open door, when some friend 'joes up before
us; ami shall we tear to mount the narrow stair-

case of the grave, that leads us out ol' this un-
certain twilight into the serene mansions of the

life eternal ?

The Setting Sun.—The evening came. The
setting sun Stretched bis celestial rods of light

DCI'OSS the level landscape, and, like the Hebrew
in Egypt, smote the rivers and the brooks and
the ponds, and they became as blood.

A serpent hit a slanderer in his side:

What happened then ? The serpent died.
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Common School Department.

CONDUCTED BY PROF. RUST.

From the iN. Hampshire School Commissioner's Report

The Employment of Female Teachers.

The practice of excluding females from many
lucrative and honorable situations, to which by

nature and attainment they are so admirably

adapted, is unjust and impolitic, and should be

abandoned. Public opinion is gradually chang-

ing, and more liberal views are beginning to be

entertained. Although other professions still

frown, they are welcomed to the teacher's mis-

sion, and so successfully have they ministered at

the altar of mind, that they have disarmed pre-

judice and hostility of their weapons, and estab-

lished their claims to pre-eminence it) the great

design of aiding the young mind in its mysteri-

ous struggle, during its earliest unfoldings and

developments. In the estimation of eminent

educators, the employment of competent female

teachers is one of the most cheering indications

of improvement. Others entertain different

views, and question the propriety and policy of

the change. It is a subject worthy of careful

attention, and every friend of popular education

is interested ill its investigation*

In offering a lew suggestions on ibis important

topic, I shall confine myself to the following

items:
1st. What are the essential characteristics of

a good teacher ?

2d. Do females possess those characteristics

as fully as males?
The early culture of youth demands peculiar

qualifications. Erroneous views have been en-

tertained in regard to this critical period of life,

or we should never be shocked by seems it in-

trusied to persons of such limited attainments.

Eminent acquirements, good natural abilities,

and fondness for the peculiar and delicate de-

tails of their occupation, are essential requisites

for those purposing to engage in the work of

educating children. Farts warrant the assertion

that the destiny of manhood is reposed in the

hands of the educator of childhood ; and if any
period of life should be periled by the errors of

persons of limited qualifications, most certainly

it should not. be that which gives character to all

the rest.

In selecting teachers for children, only those

should be employed who understand the capa-

bilities and tendencies of youth, and have, ac-

quired the key to the peculiar and earnest work-

ings of the mind at this tender age. To the pa-

rent, and especially to the mother, the exercise

of these qualifications are at first confided ;

though with feeble essays and untutored hands,

even these fond and anxious guardians of their

offspring approach the task of developing these

expanding buds, and organizing the affections ol

innocent and confiding spirits. The parent is

the heaven-appointed instrumentality for the ed-

ucation of children, and if in any exigency it

becomes necessary to transfer this responsibility

to another, it should be committed to one re-

sembling the original in as many respects as

possible.

1. Kindness and affection are important
qualifications. It is impossible for any one des-

titute of these trails, to gain the pupil's confi-

dence and affection. The love ol" the child must
be secured, before much valuable instruction can

be imparted. This effected, nothing remains
but to take him by the baud and direct his fal-

tering steps to the fountains of knowledge; and
to this end, love must beam from the eye, glow
from the countenance, anil characterise all the

teacher's intercourse with his scholars. And
here the winning manners of females possess
many advantages over the stern and repulsive

demeanor of llie other sex. As the untimely
frosts in spring nip ihe swelling bud and blast

the opening blossom, so the reserved character
and repelling aspect of the sterner sex may chill

the tender spirit of the child, and repress the

unfoldings of its struggling sympathies. The
elements of education must he rendered inter-

esting to the learner. In its earliest stages, the
letters and words should be invested with their

tnosl fascinating charm-', and associated with
every thing that is attractive to the expanding

mind. Let ihe child, in the beginning, be taught

to love the alphabet, and understand its intimate

connection with ali knowledge, and it will be

strange and unnatural if he does not entertain

enlarged views of the value and pleasures of

education.

2. Patience is another requisite for success.

Endurance of labor, wiihout fretfulness, is de-

sirable in every department of duty, but especial-

ly is it essential in the business of teaching.

Almost every moment of a teacher's life is envi-

roned with difficulties and embarrassments,
which an impatient spirit greatly magnifies. It

invariably casts a dreary influence over the

school, and unless a teacher can so control him-
self as to divest himself of its influence, he is

unfit to be intrusted with the government of
youth. The child may be allured to learning by

the kind and protracted efforts of a faithful

teacher, but frowns and threats frighten him
away, or utterly stupefy bis mind. It is the

teacher's peculiar task to toil on in truthful hope,

devising new expedients, and presenting new il-

lustrations, until the dull eye glows and the fires

of inlellect irradiate ihe countenance with their

startling coruscations. This element of char-

acter becomes then an invaluable, and in every

well-conducted school, an indispensable aux-
iliary.

3. Purity of character is another essential ele-

ment. The teacher's influence is almost unlimi-

ted. The object of bis frowns assumes unwonted
hideotisness, and his approving smile transforms

even repulsiveness into loveliness and beauty.

His character and life should, therefore, be irre-

proachable, that no improper impressions may be
stamped upon the plastic intellects moulded un-
der his charge. His soul should overflow with
goodness, and reflect in baains of Heaven's un-
changing light the spirit of the Great Teacher.
In the beautiful language of President Olin

—

"The mind at this early period is exquisitely

susceptible to moral impressions. The delicate

surfaces on which the daguerreotype so exactly

portrays the human countenance, with no pen-
cil or colors but reflected sunbeams, arc not half

so impressible as ihe unsophisticated spirit of
childhood. The mind at that tender age is not

only open to all influences, good and bad, but it

spontaneously invites ihem to write upon its ex-
panded capacities their own image and super-
scription. It longs for impressions, as the parch-
ed cornfield for genial showers. It spreads out

its tender leaves to receive them, as the green
plant the dews of heaven. As some flowers fol-

low the sun through all his circuit, and open
their gay bosom full upon his glowing, rolling

orb, all day long, from morn to noon, from noon
to night, so are infancy and childhood irresistibly

drawn within the sphere of incessantly active

influences, which must go far lo fashion their

manhood, and impress upon ihem forms of moral
dignity or degradation, which will endure inef-

faceably through eternity."

No one can inspire youth with noble purposes,

and train ihem to a spotless life, without largely

possessing ihe spirit of purity and generous sac-

rifice. Mere formal lectures on morality will not

avail ; it is the soul of purity that is requisite,

giving utterance to noble thoughts and lofty aspi-

rations.

All these natural qualifications, it will undoubt-
edly be admitted, that females possess ill an emi-
nent degree. They may, therefore, with the

strictest propriety, advance their claims for em-
ployment, whenever their acquired attainments
are equal to their natural abilities.

The additional essential elements of a good
teacher, are—

1st. Literary acquirements. Waving all dis-

cussion of the question, whether females may
become distinguished for profound research in

philosophy, law and theology, anil the various

departments of ancient and modern erudition,

no one questions their ability lo acquire that ac-

curaie scholarship requisite for an instructor in

our District Schools. During the past year,

hundreds of females, possessing every desirable

qualification, have been.employed; and there are
others equally gibed, willing lo make all neces-

sary preparation lor the teacher's profession, so

soon as their services are required, and lair com-
pensation is offered.

2d. .intness to leach is an essential qualifica-

tion for an instiuclor of voutli. Without con-

troversy, there is evidently a vast difference in

the clearness with which individuals of similar

attainments are able to communicate their ideas.

One presents science in a confused and mystical
manner, while another unfolds and illustrates

every difficulty, until all its parts become as

clearly and fully understood as a piece of the

most familiar mechanism. Many fine scholars

fail of success, from inability to communicate, in

a style intelligible to others, principles with *

which they are quite familiar. Tact in leaching
is an acquisition of great value, and no one can
become distinguished in this profession without
it ; for it is of no particular importance lo a '

school that a teacher possesses great acquisitions,

unless be is able to impart a knowledge of ele-

mentary science in a manner adapted to the ca-

pacities of his pupils. Females have never been
considered peculiarly defective in the ability to

communicate their thoughts, and we venture IQ-

predict that after a fair trial, they will not be
found inferior to the other sex.

3d. Ability lo govern a school. This is one of
the most essential items in the enumeration of a

teacher's qualifications; for a school is compare.-'
tively woithless unless it is well governed. If

females, as a class, are unable to enforce strict

discipline, then they are disqualified for teaching.

Such an opinion is, I am aware, honestly enter-'

mined by some; and I am free to confess my
former concurrence in it, until compelled by ex-

tensive observation and unquestionable facts to

abandon it. Females govern by kindness and
the appeal to reason, rather than by threats and
the harsher measures of coercion. They direct

their appeals to the. intellect, the conscience, and
the affections—the three most active and irresist-

ible sources of influence with ihe young; and
they are seldom unsuccessful. They possess a
power to control that few have ability to resist,

and it can hardly be considered invidious to re-

mark, that woman even surpasses man, in man-
agement of youth. She accomplishes much by
her magical influence, while the strongest philo-

sophical reasoning, and the thousand modes of
punishment employed by man, accomplish little/

She possesses not the strength, which some mas-
culine minds have exhibited, nor perhaps the

brilliancy of others. The one is as t lie sun,

which sheds its strong beams upon the water,

and the waves proudly reflect his dazzling bril-

liancy ; the oilier, as the moon, wlose milder
light melts into the ocean, glows through all its

depths, heaves its mighty bosom, and elevates it

above its common level.

Females rely more on moral means in the

government of ihe school, and the world has be-

gin) to learn that these are far preferable to the

exertion of physical force. Their appeal is to

the higher and better feelings of our nature, and
they persuade their pupils voluntarily to abandon
the wrong, and adhere firmly to the right, rather

ban compel them to the performance of acts, in

which at the best there is no voluntary excel-

lence exhibited. They do not banish the rod
from the school, but use it only as the dernier
resort. Usually disturbances ill schools may be
traced lo large, unruly, and abandoned hoys; but

it requires a degree of depravity not often to be
found, even by the most reckless, lo quarrel with
a defenceless female. Even they ordinarily

cherish too much self-respect lo be engaged in

such contemptible business.

If any cases of insubordination should occu'".

the committee have a remedy, and should not

hesitate to use it. There is one appropriate
method of punishment, at least for the juvenile

rebels wdio commence their career of crime in a

woman's school—expel them, and that without
delay, h is thought that competent females suc-

ceed much better than males in schools most
notorious for their disorder. Several cases of
ibis description have come to my knowledge
during the winter, in which females were em-
ployed to complete the terms of schools com-
menced by males, who, unable to govern, were
either dismissed for incompetency, or were dis-

heartened and voluntarily retired. In many
schools it is absolutely necessary to employ male
teachers, but still it is my deliberate opinion that

a greater number of well qualified females might
be employed with the highest advantage.

Small districts would be essentially benefitted

by the course above recommended, for a thor-

oughly accomplished lady can be obtained for
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one-half or two-thirds of what must lie paid to

the other sex for t lie same servicer. The school

is, therefore not only proportionately lengthened,

mid corresponding advantages are afforded to

the pupils, but in very many cast's a teacher act-

ually superior in all the requirements to he

sought, has been obtained. It would also prevent

the constant change to which our schools have

been subjected, and which has proved so ruinous

to their best interests.

Neither sex on the present plan of alternating

teachers can afford to make suitable preparation,

for so brief a period of employment, when they

would cheerfully do it, provided there was a

prospect of continuing throughout the war.
Another great evil would also be obviated; the

confusion and waste of time arising from igno-

rance of the acquirements <>f his respective pu-

pil--, the consequence of which is that ever) new
teacher orders hack his class to the beginning of

their text-hooks, SO that the second, third and
fourth winter's labor is only o repetition of that

of thi! first. 1 have seen many pupils who had

attended school live or six winters, and each

year passed over the same ground, without be-

ing encouraged or permitted to penetrate into

unknown regions. No wonder that such schools

become a dead monotony, and the minds of

such pupils so alarmingly sluggish.

[We commend the following article to the readers of the

Visitor. It is from one of the earliest and firmest

friends of popular education in the State.]

Dublin, Sept. 10, 1849.

To Prok. R. S. Rdst:
Dear Sir—The opening of the columns of the

Monthly Visitor for the admission of articles on

the subject of popular education, is a favorable

omen. The friends of common schools must,

every where, accept it as such, anil take fresh

courage in the farther prosecution of the great

and good work, which lies near their hearts.

The people at large need information on this

subject. No one is really unfriendly to the insti-

tution of Ono schools, hut many are exceedingly

cold in their friendship. They stand aloof, he-

cause they are not informed of the want-, even

pressing necessities under which many of our

schools are struggling, as it were, for life. Our

legislators, when they enacted the law establish*

ing the office of commissioner of common
schools, did wisely, and their successors have

acted w uli equal wisdom in continuing the said

office. They were influenced, no doubt, not on-

ly by the manifestations of new interest among
portions of their constituents, but also by a con-

viction of the need of more exact information on

the subject being diffused throughout the State.

The commissioner was ordered to collect the

needed information. In each of the last three

years, this has been done to as great an extent

as the time allowed. .Much may be learned

from these reports. But that the information

they contain may prove effective to the end de-

signed, they must be read by those on whose in-

terest and action the welfare of schools depends.

Fathers and mothers should have access to them,

for otherwise, they will not know what delects

adhere to our schools and what remedies to ap-

ply, or what improvements are feasible, and what

efforts may best secure them. lint these reports,

important as they are, have as yet been very

sparsely circulated. Two copies to a town have

been about all that have been provided. It is

true that an additional number of copies was

struck off in 1848; but this was done late in the

season, arid the time for their doing most good

hail passed. In the present year, it appears that

additional copies were not ordered. It must

have been through some strange misapprehen-

sion, attributable to lack of due attention to the

subject, that our legislators thus withheld from

the people at large the very information, which

it was made an important part of the commis-

si i's duly to collect. If we consider the

amount of labor bestowed upon the report by

yourself, and by the superintending committees,

and, we may add. by the teachers also, we can-

not regard it as an inexcusable oversight, on the

part of the General Court, not to authorise the

printing of a sufficient number of copies to sup-

ply every school district in the State with one

copy at least. Such a report, containing, as it

dues, valuable statistics, needs to be read with

care, ami ninny persons would be desirous "f re-

ferring to it afterwards. 'I he copy fur the use

of a district should be put into the hands of the

teacher, and certain portions, as occasions serv-

ed, might be read b_v him to his pupils. In the

appendix are many valuable suggestions respect-

ing the instruction and discipline of schools, and

the go id influence* which they are calculated to

exi it must certainly, in a great measure, he lost,

unless a larger number of copies tire printed and

circulated.

Extracts from the report inserted in the news-

papers and periodicals of the State will do some-

thing towards making up for the deficiency of

reports; but this can he only .a partial remedy.

The report should he read and consulted as a

whole, not in the fragmentary manner in which

newspapers are obliged to present it. Many per-

sons, who would be benefited by the reading of

the report, do not take newspapers, and some

newspapers do not contain extracts.

The influence of females in regard to our

schools is very great. We all know ihe perse-

vering character of women, when they become

heartily engaged in a project. The pupils in

our common schools are specially under their

influence. Mothers have it in their power more

than fathers to elevate or depress the schools sit

which their children attend. Often has it been

found that when the father was making disturb-

ance in a school, the prime mover was the mo-

ther at home, and on the other hand, the father's

interest and efforts in behalf of improvement in

schools are often prompted by the mother. The

commissioner's report, therefore, should he put

into the hands of mothers. They will do much

in the way of securing a practical application of

its valuable suggestions.

The report of the school commissioner has al-

ready done great good in spite of its limited cir-

culation. From what it has done, we must infer

that it would do much more, if it were more

widely diffused among the people. Almost every

philanthropic object, at the present day, has its

peiiodical to advocate and promote it. The an-

nual report of our commissioner is the only pe-

riodical which New Hampshire has for ihe spe-

cial purpose of advocating and promoting popu-

lar education. It is a Slate document, anil one

of ihe most important that the Slate publishes,

lis matter concerns one of ihe highest interests

of ihe people. All the people, therefore, should

have free access to it.

Yours, very truly,

LEVI \V. LEONARD.

A distinguished friend of popular education in

New York, in a letter says :" I hope, ere long,

yon. will have a Stale Normal School. I think the

teachers need a more thorough mental discipline,

and more practical instruction in the art of teach-

ing than it is possible to give in the short term

of our institute. These institutes tiro belter to

ivake vp mind than to discipline it."

School Architecture.

It should be remembered that the General

Court at ils last session, ordered the Treasurer

to purchase a copy of Barnard's School Archi-

tecture for the benefit of each town in the Stale.

The work has been procured and is now ready

lor delivery. It can be obtained at ihe Treasur-

er's office.

It should be carefully examined by all those

intending to build or re-moihil school houses.

Read the speech of I'rof. Sanborn on the sub-

jecl while the resolution was before the Mouse.

Remark* of Mr Sanborn of Hanover, on the Joint Reso-

lution for the distribution of Barnard's School Arch-

itecture among the sever il towns in the Sl.le.

Mr. Speaker— I confess that I have been dis-
appointed ilt.it ihe resolution now under consid-
eration has unt with so little favor from this

House. It has slept quietly under your table for

a week, and there it seemed destined to sleep,
unless some kind liieiul should awake the slum-
bering intruder and summon him before the
House, to receive a sentence of perpetual exile.

I cannot believe that the resolution has received
ihe attention which ils importance demands.
The subject of School Architecture is not with-
out ils interest to every man who has a child to

educate, to every philanthropist who seeks lo

promote the happiness and preserve the health
of the rising generation, lo every patriot who
aims by legislation, to secure "the greatest good
of the greatest number." This House needs not
to be informed that many of our school houses
are badly located, badly ventilated, imperfectly
warmed in winter, having uncomfortable seals
and desks, without apparatus of any kind and
destitute of the ordinary conveniences of civil-

ized life. This House needs not to be informed
that some of these buildings are old. dilapidated
and ruinous, unfit for the occupancy of human
beings, almost unfit for the folding of sheep or
herding of svt ine.

The house where many of the best hours of
life are spent should be made attractive to the
eye of youth. The young mind is moulded by
the objects it contemplates. What is it that
throws sucl enduring charm about "sweet
home?" It is the undying recollection of child-
ish joys, of parental hue, of little domestic,
scenes, which are forgotten by all except the
child who participated in them. If the school
room be made agreeable and comfortable, ihe
child will love it as he does his own home. Let
every father who sends a child lo ihe town
school examine the house in which his child is

imprisoned for six hours a day, for nearly ten
years of his life, and see if he cannot detect
there some material reasons why his child hales
ihe old school house; hates the master

; quar-
rels with his associates and refuses to learn.

Many a child has been whipped for his aversion
io school when, if strict justice were administer-
ed, the parent should have been whipped for
sending him there. It is the parent's dill} to see
that the school house is inviting; that it is pro-
perly warmed and ventilated, and provided with
all the apparatus and furniture necessary for ihe
child's comfort. In many of our school houses,
children are suffocated by bad air. It is the
opinion of ihe most eminent physicians in our
country, that main chronic diseases are engen-
dered in our ill-constructed school houses; that
the seeds of consumption are planted in many a
delicate child by inhaling the noxious air of an
imperfectly ventilated school room. If the peo-
ple understood Ihe laws of health, would ihey
thus torture their children and make their lile

one long-continued disease ? Is money of any
consideration when weighed against health and
happiness? Ought we to he governed by mo-
tives of economy and parsimony in withholding
lion, ihe people ihe information necessary for
(he remedy of these evils ? Do we mean to sac-

rifice our children to the Moloch of' avarice? Do
we intend to confine another generation to ihese

modern Black Holes, where the air is, for a large

part of ihe day, as deleterious to health and life

as Ihe malaria of Campagna ? If we do not, Irt

us take ihe proper steps in disseminate light up-
on the subject. This book which the resolution

proposes to distribute, contains the Literature of
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School Architecture up lo tlie time of its publi-

cation. Jt was prepared by a gentleman emi-

nently qualified for the business; by one who
has devoted his life to the subject of common
school education. It treats of the school house

and its appendages; its location, St) le, construc-

tion, size, light^ ventilation, temperature, seats,

desks, apparatus, library, external ornaments and

accommodations, in a word, it contains all the

information necessary for the building of a

school house according to the most approved

plan. It contains numerous plans and models of

houses already built. It presents, in an intelligi-

ble manner, the inestimable advantages of a good

school house and the remediless inconvenience

of a bad one. The resolution proposes to place

a copy of this book in the office of every town

clerk in the State. I have heard but two objec-

tions to this plan.

1. "The people will not approve of the ex-

pense."
2. " But few persons will read the book."

Mr. Speaker, there may be danger of practis-

ing an unwise economy in regard to education.

No subject is presented to this House of greater

importance and none is treated with greater parsi-

mony. The book is offered to ns at one dollar

per copy, a price barely covering the expense of

publication. I paid two dollars for the copy I

hold in my hand. The sum required to place a

copy of it in every town is about $200.

1 do not believe that our constituents will ob-

ject to the appropriation, when they understand

the object of it. Jt is true, the people of New
Hampshire are comparatively poor, but they are

industrious and thrifty; and, as I trust, "rich in

good works."
But it said, "only a few persons will read the

book." Grant it: those few may be the active

thinking minds of the community, and through

them the whole body of the people will be

reached. I have had in my possession for some

years a prize essay published, I think, by the

Americau Institute of Instruction, on the subject

of school houses. 1 have often had occasion to

lend it to persons who have been appointed

committees to build school houses. This little

messenger has sometimes travelled ten or fifteen

miles to plead, with its mute eloquence, the

cause of the rising generation. The book we
propose to distribute contains the substahi e 61

this essay with other valuable information, in-

creasing Its size ten fold. What if all our con-

stituents do not read the hook? Do we expect

every voter in the State to be benefited by a new
bank or railroad? If we place information

within the reach of the whole community, it is

their own fault if they neglect it—some men
will read and he benefited. There is much wis-

dom as well as benevolence in the remark of an

old lady who manifested a deep solicitude for a

poor lad who was thrown from a horse in trout

of her dwelling, in one of our cities. A hy-

sounler observing her distress and her unwearied

efforts to restore the boy to consciousness, coollj

asked, " Is he your son, madam r" " No, indeed."
'• Why then, do you feel so anxious about him ?"

" Why, he's somebody's son," was the reply. If

our legislation fails to benefit our own constitu-

ents it may benefit' somebody's constituents. If

the book be read it cannot fail lo do good. II

it be read only by a few, somebody will derive ad-

vantage from it. Hon. Horace Mann, who is es-

teemed good authority on such matters, says in

his last report: "If a copy of Mr. Barnard's

hook could be placed by the Slate in the office

of every town clerk of every town, to be there

kept for general reference, it would greatly im-

prove the school houses to be hereafter erected,

and would save in the expense of subsequent

alterations, a hundred times more than il would

cost."

The Schoolmaster wasted.—The following

note was picked up near the Boston Custom
House the other day :

"Dear bob. Eve have two in form u that wee
shall dead eye Gate our knew haul next fry day

the 22d ultimo al won o klock. Due be on
band hearly.

Yourn til for bid.

GliFfJS KLARK.
p. S.. iff ruth has done them air stockings

bring uin with u."

—

Worcester Transcript.

Geology for Schools and Families—No^ 3.

BV JOSIAH HOLEROOK.

Quartz, feldspar, and mica are the first and
the most important letters in the geological al-

phabet. They are the elements of all granite

formations, which occupy the highest points on
all the highest mountains in the world. These
formations, though composed of the same mate-
rials, vary much in their internal structure, and
still more in their external appearance. Their
elements differ greatly in the proportions, also

in the compactness in which they are combined
;

in their color also. The older formations are

generally coarser than the more recent, and not

so well fitted for purposes of architecture, but

better for some of the arts. For glass, quartz

must be pure; as must feldspar for china. For
the doors of stoves, and other purposes in the

arts, the plates of mica must be large, transpa-

rent, at least translucent, and readily divided.

The granite formations are classed in three

divisions, under the names of granite, gneiss,

and mica slate. The first appears to be without

stratification, the materials being thrown together

with the greatest possible irregularity and con-

fusion. The other two are stratified or slaty, be-

ing readily divided into slabs, and thus fitted for

floors, bridges, side-walks—indeed, many pur-

poses in architecture and the other arts. Granite,

though always unstratified, still differs greatly in

its structure and appearance. It may especially

be divided into coarse and fine; the latter much
used lor building in all the Atlantic cities and
many other places. The "Halls of Justice,"

(Tombs,) in New York, present a good specimen
of fine granite, procured from Hallowed, Maine.

The color of the rock depends, of course, upon
that of its materials. If the quartz, mica, and
feldspar are white, or nearly so, as they some-
times are, the rock composed of them, of course,

exhibits a light complexion. Mica is sometimes
black, the quartz brown or smoky, and the feld-

spar red or reddish, when the appearance of the

mass is modified accordingly. In some instances

one of the ingredients is nearly or wholly want-

ing, the rock still bearing the name of granite.

Gneiss is slaty granite. The mica has one
uniform direction, and thus gives a stratified or

slaty character to the whole mass, which is thus

readily divided into slabs of any desirable thick-

ness needed for floors or other purposes. By a

few wedges slabs of gneiss, twenty feel or more
in diameter, are sometimes quarried, admirably
titled for moderate sized bridges; indeed many
purposes. As granite is unstratified, it is divided

first by drills, used a few inches apart, followed

by wedges, by which thousands of tons, in one
mass, are frequently separated from the main
rock, afterwards broken by a similar process

into such blocks, both in size and shape, as are

called For.

Mica slate differs from gneiss in wanting the

feldspar, being composed of quartz and mica so

finely embodied as not to be easily distinguished

in their separate state. This rock is less hard

than either of the other granite formations, and,

though smoother, is less even or plane in general

surface than either. It has frequently, not al

ways, a waving or undulating surface. Though
less strong and durable than gneiss, it is used

for the same purposes, viz., floors, bridges, &c.
Upon these three rocks, constituting the gran-

ite formation, and composed of the three letters

of ihe geological alphabet, already several times

named, depend in a great measure the business

of a country: indeed greatly modify the charac-

ter of its population. Granite rocks, as already

said, compose the very highest points of the

earth. They also render the general surface of

a country rough or precipitous, and give a sili-

ciotlS character to soils formed from them.

Si reams are hence rapid, possessing of course,

" mill power," leading to rnafiufaelories of various

descriptions. Climbing ringed hills ami subdu-

ing and fertilizing rugged and perhaps barren

soils, give strength, hardihood, and boldness of

character; also independence of mind and love

of liberty, with ability and determination to sus-

tain mind.
Hence the Scotch, Swiss, Welsh, and inhabit-

ants of other granite or hilly countries have

stood, and now stand, first among nations for

their mural, manly \ii lues, which constitute the

true dignity of man. They are industrious, eco-

nomical, enterprising, brave, independent, hon-
est, virtuous, religious. Under such results and
relations, commercial, physical, intellectual, mor-
al, and religious, who would not know the first

three letters of the geological alphabet, with the

three rocks formed from them, and occupying
the highest peaks of the highest points all over
the globe; especially as they can all be learned
in three minutes or thereabouts?

The N. H. Conference Seminary has a large

attendance of scholars the present fall term. No
academic institution in the State has so lame a

portion of adult, full grown young men—those

who are determined to be useful citizens, as this

Seminary. There are two flourishing literary

Societies sustained by them, the United Pano-
plean and the V. A. S., both of which have a
reading room and library.

Tubbs' Union Academy.—We are informed
that the fall term of this institution commenced
with over one hundred scholars. We have no
doubt that it will become one of the most popu-
lar academies in the Slate. Professor Sanborn
is a " gentleman and a scholar," and his pupils

are apt to imbibe his amiable qualities.

—

New-
port Argus.

HIGGINS' NURSERIES,
FLUSHING, NEAR NEW YORK.

THE proprietor offers for sale an extensive assortment

of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, comprising

10,000 Fear Trees. Irom one to three years growth:

Irom Ihe crafts ; 12,000 Apples; 10,000 Cherries;

15 000 Peach ; 6,000 Nectarines ; 3,000 Apricots;

6,000 Quince ; 8,000 Plums; 4,000 Grape Vines;
all the new varieties ol Strawberries, Has berries, Goose-
berries, Currants. &.C. Also, 20,000 assorted Orna-
mental Trees, for s'reets. avenues and pleasure grounds,

and cemeteries; 10,000 Evergieens and fifty varieties

«>f Flowering Shrubs; all the leading kind* of perpetual

Roses. Herbaceons plants, running Tines, Honeysuckles,
Wistarias, &c, and dwarf box for garden edgings, Ever-
green fvy for ornamenting the walls of churches, stone

buildings. &e, &c
Trees packed carefully and sent to all parts of the

Union, as ordered.

It is the desire of Ihe proprietor, that all persons wish-

ing lo purchase any of the above named, will do him the

favor of visiting his extensive nurseries, and judge for

themselves. Address the undersigned. Proprietor of the

above jNorseries, Flushing, near New York.
DANIEL HIGGINS.

Flushing, Sept. IS. 1C 19

FARM FOR SALE.
rilHE subscribers offer for sale their FARM in Ensnm,
_1_ well-known as the Cilley place, lying on the Turn-
pike road, and near the centre of the town, and close to

the line of the contemplated railroad from Hooksrtl to

Pit'sfield. The home place contains upward of 200
acres; a large proportion of which is mowirig.and tillage;

the buildings are two good DWELLING HOUSES two
Barns with Sheds, and all other Out buildings suitable for

Iwo families. Also, a large Pasture about two miles

from the home place, containing about 90 acres, well

watered, lyinu by the side of Odiorne's pond (so called.)

Also, a Wood and Timber lot, containing about 90
iert_s. about oi:e and a halt miles from the home place,

and very handy to Long Falls Saw Mill. They also offer

the crops now growing, and the hay in the barns, being

sufficient lo winter Bfly head of caltle ; the greater part

cut on the home place the present season

If not disposed of at private sale the present season, it

will be offered at public auction the '20lh day of February,

1850.

Conditions of sale for the whole or such parts as may
be agreed upon, will be liberal.

W. P. CILLEY,
J. L. CILLEY.

Epsom, August 31, 1849. 3ms.

FARM FOR SALE.
THE subscriber offers for sile his Farm, situated in

the southwest part of Bedford, six nines frem Man-
chester. Said farm consists of 140 acres, divided into

mowing, pasturing, tillage and woodland, with a good va-

riety of FRUIT TREES thereon in a bearing state, con-

sisting of Apple. Peach. Plum, Cherries, Grape, Currants,

Gooseberries, &.c. The above fruit has been selected

from Ihe choicest kinds with a view to the market. Also

one other Younu Orchard of Baldwin Apples, three years

frem the bud, consisting of eighty trees.

On the premises are two COTTAGE HOUSES, Shed
and 15 ii n—90 by 30. The above farm has been improved

fur the last four years as a milk and vegetable farm.

Anv one wishing to engage in either or both of Ihe

above branches or farming, will do well to call anil ex-

amine the premises, as the crops will be a butter recom-

mendation than any thing the subscriber mi) say.

Reference may be m >de to Hon. Isaac Hill, Concord,

or to BROOKS SHATTUCK, on Ihe premises.

Also—One oilier Faun in said town, of 110 acres,

in n guod condition, with buddings newly fitted up.

Fur further particulars enquire as above.

Bedford, Aug. 31, 1849, 3ms
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Soils on which Lime is useful.

BY JAMF.S HTATT, CHEMIST OF THE MOUNT AIRY AGRI-
CULTURAL 1BST1TUTE, GI RMANTOWN, PA.

Limo may be advantageously a|iplied, in pro-

. per quantities, and tinder proper circumstances,
tn ail soils, except to marly and calcareous ones;
that is, except lo those which already contain

" upwards of five or six per cent, of carbonate of

.
lime, and in certain cases, even, to some of

'these.

The lands which lime benefits in the greatest

•degree are the following : Peaty soils, and those

which contain large quantities of vegetable mat-
ter; clayey soils, which are needed to be render-

ed more light, open, and active; lands that are

worn out by long and exhausting culture; soils

sterile from the existence of green copperas
(proto sulphate of iron) in considerable quanti-

ties ; soils wanting potash ; and those which are

found to be deficient in the quantity of lime ne-

cessary lor its supply to the growing crops. On
other soils, lime nitty often be profitably employ-

" eil according 10 their mechanical condition and
chemical composition, and to the expense of
liming; ay will be hereafter explained. Those
soils which contain a proper proportion of
the other different mineral ingredients neces-
sary to fertility, together with sufficient organic
'matter, and which are of the right mechanical
structure ns to mellowness, being neither too

4
compact nor too open, may need no application

of lime for a lung series of years, although the

percentage of lime in them is very small.

Chemical analyses have shown, that soils known
to be fertile without manures, may contain no
'more than one five hundredth part of lime

; for

.then, though the proportion of lime is inconsid-

erable, yet we learn by calculation that an acre
of soil, six inches in depth, will contain about a

ton and a half of lime—undoubtedly more than
sufficient (or the supply of rotations of crops for

a quarter of a century.

These fertile soils, however, which contain

.such small, and even somewhat larger propor-
tions of lime, may doublless be made to yield

'larger and surer crops, by its addition in consid-

erable rpiantities. The effects of lime on such
soils are, with proper management, altogether

beneficial, notwithstanding that they then re-

quire, besides the expense of liming, a more
costly system of manuring. The increased pro-
duction thai follows the liming tends to exhaust
the soil of its necessary ingredients, and to de-

stroy its fertile properties, so that, while lime is

continued to be applied, instead of supplying the

place of other manures, it becomes necessary to

, lu. inn--'. |".i
!

•
' ; .j; ;

. ..;,,.. '''' :'

who increases his crops, without increasing his

manures, will soon rentier his soil barren. All

this extra labor and expense, however, will be

amply repaid by the gain in production ; lor if

there is any profit in raising a light or a medium
crop on a piece of land, this profit rapidly

swells, as the same land is made lo yield its

heavier products. It would not be advisable that

time and money should be lavished in the inju-

dicious and extravagant application of manures.
That which a farm is capable of yielding in the

shape of animal and vegetable manures, should

be carefully husbanded, as well as that which
can be economically purchased and applied.

And foreign substances, in the shape of ashes,

plaster, bone-dust, or salt, of which the land

may stand in absolute want, must be procured.

With care and good judgment in these matters,

such a soil as is referred to may be limed with

great advantage.— Transactions JVt Y.Jlg. Society.

In England, and some parts of this country,

great improvement has been made in lands by

the liberal application of lime alone. In some
cases, several hundred bushels have been ap-

plied to the acre, and the abundant crops from
soil that was previously sterile, have amply re-

paid the outlay.

But in New England, farmers have not gene-
rally found sufficient advantage from the use of
lime to pay the expense. In many sections,

there is sufficient lime in the soil ; and in some
cases, the failures from the application of lime

may have been owing to the improper applica-

tion. Caustic lime is often applied directly to

the growing crop, which would probably be in-

jurious the first season, even if it would prove
beneficial in future; and the cultivator often

judges hastily, and condemns lime without wait-

ing to give it a fair test. The result should be

carefully noted for several years. Some experi-

ments in England have shown a favorable re-

sult for twenty years after the application of

lime.

—

j\~eiv England Farmer.

Fattening Swine.—If your corn is hard, it

will do the animals more good if ground than if

fed whole. As to feeding the meal wet or dry,

there is probably no difference, unless it is to be

cooked. We do not suppose that it " adds to its

nutriment lo cook it "—but we think the cook-

ing brings the food to a condition in which the

nutriment is easier and more thoroughly extrac-

ted. The " proportionate " gain by cooking must

depend on circumstances, such as hardness o(

the grain, and the quantity fed to the animal

daily. A hog in good health will extract the nu-

triment from a small quantity of corn or raw

meal, daily, but if full fed he is unable to do it

anil the food is only partially digested. The

cooking assists digestion, and in some instances

will make a difference of half the nutriment the

food contained—that is, by cooking, the animal

oblains the whole, whereas if the corn was fed

whole and raw, only half the nutriment might

be extracted-

—

Albany Cultivator.

The Culture of the Grape.—We are glad

to notice a disposition on the part of citizens, in

various sections of the Union, to pay more atten-

tion to the culture of the grape. Vineyards are

springing up everywhere. In the neigboiing

county of Berks, we are told that already sixty

thousand gallons of wine are made per annum.

At the Syracuse Pair, specimens of American

champagne, manufactured in the immediate

neighborhood, also a specimen of port wine, so

called, manufactured from a native grape found

in the vicinity of Columbus, Georgia, were exhi-

bited. No spirits of any kind or coloring matter

was mixed with it, and the gentleman who sub-

mitted the specimen made two hundred gallons

last year. But for the early frost, which killed

much of the fruit, he would have made a thou-

sand gallons. While on this subject, we may
state that a few evenings since, we tasted, at the

house of a gentleman in ibis city, some very de-

licious American champagne, manufactured from

a vineyard near Cincinnati. A French gentle-

man present, who, we have reason to know, is

an admirable judge of wines, pronounced it to

he very superior — possessing the qualities of

strength, richness of flavor, color, and bright-

ness. When prepared and bottled according to

the most successful plans adopted in France,

and a full age given to it, this wine will, in the

opinion of the French gentleman, become an

article of domestic consumption and foreign ex-

port of great value.

—

North American Farmer.

From the New England Farmer.

The True Farmer.

Mr. Editor : With your permission, I am
geing to give you my views and ideas of what
constitutes the true farmer. We know that the

country is full of those who style themselves
farmers; but, in my opinion, there are but few
who cau justly lay claim lo so honorable a title,

as the true farmer. There are such, however,
scattered here and there all over the country

;

and wherever they may be found, they deserve
the respect and esteem of all classes of citizens,

—because they stand al the head of society,—as
there is no occupation in the known world more
respectable than that pursued by the tiller of the

soil.

It was the first business pursued by man in

the garden of Eden ; and it should stand first

now. But this is not justly telling what and
who the true farmer is. Well, to come right at

the point, the true farmer is one who owns a
respectable sized farm, stocked with just enough
lo keep the farm in a good condition, and the

grazing herds in a thriving state. This is one
essential feature. Next in order, he must be one
who has been brought up to the business, and
served a regular apprenticeship therein, that he
may know how to take the proper care of the

crazing herds that roam over his fields, and un-
derstand how to provide for their wants at all

seasons of the year. This is another essential

feature.

Again, he must be acquainted with the nature

of soils—understand what soils are best adapted
to the different crops which he grows. He must
be the overseer of his own affairs, as connected

with his farming operations, and see that every

thing is carried on tinder some regular system
or plan. He must see that his sons are brought

up to labor, and provide for them tools suitable

to their age and strength. He must have a work-
shop on his premises, provided with tools, where
his sons may employ their time rainy days.

(This is one necessary feature connected with

the farmer's trade.) He must, too, provide well

for the female part of his household. Every

thing should be made convenient in and about

the farm-house; the dairy room should be handy,

and all its departments provided with the neces-

sary articles with which to carry on the business

in the most expeditious manner.

(again, on washing days and other particular

days of hard labor, be will have the good wile

assisted by some one of the male part of the
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family, to make her labors less arduous, that her

constitution may not be too early broken down.

He will instruct his wife to train up her

daughters to moderate labor, that they may be

prepared, like herself, to engage in the duties

which may one day be assigned them. He will,

too, have a properly cultivated flower garden, for

the benefit of his wife and daughters, deeming

it (as it actually is) a lasting benefit, inasmuch as

it is a place of resort and exercise in the open

air, which is necessary for the preservation of

health.

Again, every true farmer will provide for his

wife and daughters a good, steady horse and

comfortable carriage, that they may attend meet-

ings, visit the sick, call on their friends, &c, &c.

To speak in general terms, the farmer's wife is

kept too closely confined in doors—is made too

much the slave of man : consequently is de-

prived of what is essential to her health and

happiness—exercise in the open air. The true

farmer is the true gentleman, and wherever such

a one is found, his worth ought to be duly ap-

preciated.
A. TODD.

Smithfield, R. 1., September, 1849.

Uses of conversational meetings at Farmers'
Clnbs.

Every one who has paid attention to the sub-

ject of education has found it difficult to induce

those to study in middle or after life, who have

not been accustomed to it in their youth. As a

geueral rule, those who arrive at the age of man-

hood without previous study can seldom be in-

duced to apply themselves to hooks, and there-

fore they pass through life without availing

at all of the knowledge of others. It is errone-

ously supposed by many that it is more difficult

to study, or rather to retain what we may learn,

in manhood, than in childhood: mere words, it

is true, may be more readily retained by a child ;

but the truths imparled by words can be more

easily understood, and therefore more perma-

nently impressed on the mind, in after life.

Such truths as apply to our business are seldom

or never forgotten ; and therefore we find our

greatest jurists, and indeed our most original

men of all kinds, among those who are styled

self-educated, having improved their minds after

arriving at the age of manhood. A child may

commit a whole hook to memory at the rate of

one or two pages a day, and thus in twelve

months be able to repeat the words. A man

may read the same book in one or two days, and

although he may not remember verbatim a single

passage, still his general knowledge of the sub-

ject of which the book treats, will be infinitely

superior to that of the child ; for impressions

made on the more mature mind of the man are

independent o the mere words by which the

idea was originally received. But notwithstand-

ing this fact, we are answered that men will not

read, and that it is even difficult to induce then)

to attend lectures. All this is true, and so far as

the lectures are concerned, we are not surprised

nt it ; for lecturers generally become tiresome

from their endeavor to exhibit their own erudi-

tion rather than to instruct their audiences. Un-

der these circumstances, the question naturally

occurs, How are we to induce men to improve

their minds? We answer, By inducing thein to

believe that they are instructing others; and the

plan is as follows: Suppose one hundred farm-

ers should meet together once a week, or once a

month, for the purpose of discussing the best

mode of performing any agricultural process,

and that, instead of its being a mere meeting for

promiseuous conversation, they would choose a

subject, appoint a chairman, and adopt the fol-

lowing rules of order :

—

1.. That a chairman, two vice-chairmen, and

two secretaries be appointed by the members at-

tending the third conversational meeting.

2. That it shall be the duty of the chairman,

and, in his absence, of one of the vice-chairmen,

to preside at all conversational meetings held

during the wintar; and that the secretaries keep

minutes of all the important facts stated at these

meetings, in a book to be provided for the pur-

pose ; which book shall be the property of the

institute, and open to the perusal of all the

members.

3. That no person shall be at liberty to speak

more than fifteen minutes at one time, without

permission from the meeting.

4. That in no case will a member be permit-

ted to reply to remarks made by another mem-

ber ; it being understood that at these meetings

members are only expected to state such facts

connected with the subject of conversation, as

their experience or knowledge may suggest, but

not to encourage debate.

5. That a list of subjects for conversation be

posted in the room, to which each member may

add such as he may be anxious to avail himself

of the information of members upon ; it being

understood that these meetings are intended to

disseminate any information possessed by one

member to the whole meeting.

b'. That, previous to the close of each meet-

ing, the chairman shall propose three subjects,

(if so many remain undisposed of on the list,)

one of which shall be selected for the next eve-

ning's conversation.

7. That the members shall he invited to at-

tend at seven o'clock, and employ their time un-

til eight o'clock in social intercourse, thus ena-

bling them to become acquainted.

8. The chairman shall call the meeting to

order at eight o'clock, and in all cases adjourn at

half past nine o'clock, if not previously ad-

journed.

9. All questions of order shall be decided by

the presiding officer.

10. Members may invite their friends to at-

tend these meetings.— Working Farmer.

A Plea for the Cow.

In our rambles about the city, we had the

good luck to fall in with Davis, the man who

keeps better cows, and has poured out more

quarts of milk to the good people of Detroit,

than any other man in it. And he knows some-

thing about cows, too. He says that you farmers

in the country hardly know the meaning of a

good cow. He brings against you the grave

charge of" scrimping " your cows, and well nigh

starving them ill the months of February, March

and April, so that there is nothing left of them

but a " rack of bones;" and then they are good

for nothing for the whole season. For a while,

after being turned to grass, they are reduced to

mere shadows by the scours, and by the time

they begin to recover from this back-set, the flies

are ready to tackle them ; and thus the poor

creatures are kept down the whole summer

through. That, he says, is bad economy, and it

is too. Verily, this is a great evil under the sun,

and if we knew what to say or do to correct it,

most gladly would we set ourselves to the task.

If scolding would do any good, for humanity's

sake, or the poor cows' sokes, we would scold

until you cried, "Enuf!" And now, in the name

of these poor, mute, suffering, meek, uncom-

plaining, unoffending creatures, we would ask

what you mean by sueh treatment. Do they not

reward you fourfold tor all you do for t'lem? If

you have no conscience then, no sense ofjustice,

no humanity, no cow-inanity, where is your self-

ishness ? Where is your love for money, as well

as of milk, butter, and cheese? Surely it must
be stone blind.

We heartily wish that those poor creatures

were gifted with the power of utterance, and
could speak in their own behalf; that they would
get up a sort of public sentiment among them-

selves, have a great cow convention, discuss their

wrongs, peaceably petition for a redress of griev-

ances, and, if denied, turn their horns against

their oppressors. That would be right, and the

whole world might be invoked as a witness of the

justice of their cause, and the coi»-ardly bipeds,

who have grown so insolent in the exercise of

their long-abused authority, would turn pale

with affright, and be glad enough to come to

terms. But we must restrain our indignant

pen.

—

Michigan Farmer.

From Die New England 1'armer.

Hen Lice.

Mr. Editor: I notice that in the Massachu-
setts Ploughman of the I lib inst., a correspon-
dent makes an inquiry, What will destroy hen lice ?

The editor, in answer, gives no specific remedy,
but recommends to give them liberty to range
through the fields, and wallow in sand, ashes,
&c. He also says, " When chickens are covered
with lice, the best way to rid them of the plague
is to catch them and smear them over with oil

or greasy matter." 1 was much troubled with
these minute insects on my hens and chickens
last year ; so much so, that one fine hen died
while sitting, just before the time for her to
hatch. The lice were so plenty, that I could not
put my hand or a finger upon their roosts, or
timber in connection, half a minute, but thar my
hand would be immediately covered with them,
crawling ahead as fast as possible; and if" not
immediately brushed off, would extend over the
whole body.

Being at East Foxboro' railroad depot, last fidl,

some person mentioned that a man was there a
short time before from Vermont, who stated an
injiiUiUe remedy for hen lice, as follows:

—

Buil up a quantity of onions in water. When
the onions become soft, mash them up, and with
he water stir in Indian corn meal till sufficiently
thick to give out to the liens and chickens when
cool. They will eat it, and not a louse will be
found on them twenty-four hours after, and they
will cease \o infest their roosting-places after.

We made a trial of the above remedy late last

fall, and have not been troubled with lice since.

ISAAC STEARNS.
Mansfield, August 20, 18-19.

A docile, sagacious Bull.— Boys, when you
come to be grown men, and have stallions, bulls,

and rams for breeding on your farms, among
other good points, or qualifications, don't forget

what we think the most important, namely, a

gentle disposition, or, in other words, kind temper.

Many persons have been killed by ferocious

males, and even females
;
you will see, therefore,

that in propagating sueh animals, you endanger
your own lives as well as those of others. Our
rule is, however good an animal may he in other

respects, if wanting in docile disposition, not to

breed from it.

We will now tell you a story of a Durham
bull which belongs to Prince Albeit, the hus-

band of Queen Victoria, of England. This bull

is kept in the little park at Windsor, so called, to

distinguish it from the great park, at the head of

which stands Windsor Castle, one of the largest

and most magnificent buildings in Europe, and

j

the principal summer residence of the Queen
and Prince. This animal, possessing a kind

temper, had been taught to work alone in » —
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like u horse, lie made himself very useful in

this capacity ; and was of such great strength,

•-. that he would take I load of more than six (liou-

6aud pounds (three tons) along a level road with

ns much Bfise, and perhaps more, that! any one

of you could trundle a wheelbarrow load of dirt

nut weighing over one hundred pounds.

Well, one day, alter a hard morning's work,

they turned him out into the park to feeil and

-frt'sli dims -If on the lich grass that was grow-

ing there. In the same pasture was another

•hull, which proved to he of a vicious temper;

for no sooner did he espy a farm laborer from

tir- adjoining field attempt to pass through the

pasture, than lie commenced bellowing: and paw-

ing, and then rushed forward with all his might,

determined to gore him todealli. The ferocious

beast had knocked the man down, and was in

the aet of stooping to to.-s him on his horns,

when lie- kind tempered Durham bull, seeing

his extreme danger, set off on a full run to his

rescue, lie came up with such prodigious force

as to knock the wicked bull prostrate at a single

blow of his head. He then commenced affec-

tionately licking the fallen uiau, which so revived

him, that lie turned over, and perceiving that it

was the friendly Durham hull, he at length got

strength to rise u\t, when, mounting the back of

his dumb iVieiul, he' was Boon earned out of dan-

ger.

Now, bo_\s, yoii will see the safety of possess-

ing good-natured animals; and there is not only

superior safety, but greater utility, in them ; for

. they will consume less food, do more work, give

mil!;, if females, and finally fatten better,

and of course be more valuable through life in
i

th .; end.—Mtierkafi .4grt'cuHnriV.

the presidency, he earnestly recommended Con-
gress to establish a Board of Agrieulture, or to

take some other measures to foster that peaceful

hut leading and important interest. They have
been since repeatedly urged to lend the strong
arm of government to the elevation and encour-
agement of that neglected calling. What have

lljey done ? Nothing. Millions and millions

have been expended t> learn young men how to

fight; not the "first red cent " to teaeh them the

noble, bread-giving, world-sustaining service and
art of agriculture !

—

.Maine Fanner.

from the New England Fanner.

The old familiar Farm-IIouse.

ay mhs. v.. c. looms:

The old fimiliar farm-house is falling to decay,
And those who were its annates have long since passed

away
;

Vet round it fondly lingers full many a vision bright

Ol childhood's sunny moments, so fraught with pure do-

light.

The old familiar larm-house ! Its lolly, ancient trecB,

Which catch the earliest sunlight, and wave in every

breeze,
Lake sentinels are standing, their lonely watch to keep,

While he whose lingers trained them has sunk in death's

long sleep

The old familiar farm-house ! Its garden once was fair,

With manv a blooming tloweret; but weeds arc rankling

there.

And tangled vines, neglected, o'er broken arbors cling,

And from their malted foliage the household robins sing.

The old familiar farm-house ! Alas ! 'lis desolate !

No words of cheering welcome the wearied traveller

greet,

And from its ample hearth-stone there comes no voice of
glee,

No gush of childish laughter, no song of melody.

The old familiar farm-house ! It wakens memory's spell,

And tells of by-gone pleasures, remembered, O, how well !

And though 'tis now deserted, and will soon in ruins lie,

Sweet visions round it cluster that cannot fade and die.

Lebanon, <.'t., August, 1849.

Feeding Cattle. — An English writer ob-

serves that two great points in feeding cattle are

regularity and a particular care of the weaker
individuals. On this last account there, ought to

he pl'iity of trough or rack room, that too many
may not feed together ; in which very common
rase the weaker are not only trampled down by

_ the stronger, but they are worried and become
rowed and spiritless: thaju u Inch there cannot

he a. more unfavorable state for thrift ; besides,

eiiuipelled to shift with the worst

of the fodder. This domineering spirit is so re-

maikahly prevalent among horned catlle, that

the writer has a hundred limes observed the

master beasts running from crib to crib, and ab-

6olnfW\ negfi "tmg their own provender for the

sake of driving the inferior from theirs. This

is, much ofteuer than suspected, the chief reason

of i hat difference in a lot of beasts, alter a wiu-

ter's keep. ]i is likewise, ho pays, a very com-
mon and very shameful sight, in a dairy of cows,

to see several of them gored and wounded in a

do/.eu places, merely from the inattention of the

miner, and ihe neglect of clipping the horns of

those that butt. The weaker animals should be

kept apart; and in crib-feeding in the yard, it is

a good method to tie up the master-beasts at

their meals.

Dr. Deane says, " There should be more yards

than one to a barn where divers sorts of cattle

are kept. The sheep should have a yard by
themselves at least; and the young stock an-

other, that they may he wholly confined to such
fodder tis the farmer can afford them."-

—

Yankee
Farmer.

From the New England Farmer.

Barren Apple Trees.

Mr. Editor.—Bear Sir: I have been looking
in the New England Parmer for something to

make barren apple trees bear; but 1 have looked
in vain, i can bear nothing in relation to that
subject. I have ti tree on my farm that is young
and thrifty: the trunk, within a foot of the
ground, is thirty-four inches in circumference:
it blossoms full, hut never hears. If you know
or can hear of any remedy, please to insert it in

your paper, and much oblige

Your friend,

JAMES MIL LIKEN.
Charlestown, N. H., August 30, 1849.

Editorial remarks. — To cure barrennness in
fruit trees, change the soil. If the soil is clay,

or a cold, muddy soil, remove a part around the
roots, and put instead gravelly or sandy loam.
If the soil is now too light and porous, change a
part for a more compact soil. Apply several
kinds of manure, such us ashes, lime, or old
lime mortar, soap-suds, sink-water, plaster, soot,

&c. Another aid to productiveness is moderate
pruning, to expose the branches to air and sun.
Clipping off a part of the present year's growth,
in July, tends to the production of fruit buds.
If a tree is not sufficiently vigorous, manure and
cultivation will render it more fruitful.

After all that is done to render a tree produc-
tive, some kinds will bear but sparsely, as they
are naturally poor bearers, and it is impossible
to change the natural habits of a variety.

Something to think or.— At West Point, our

government long ago established a military

school. Voting men are selected from different

Plates every yea'', sent there, and educated at

public expense. Every cadet that graduates

there, costs the United .States' government from

lour to live, thousand dollars.

More than four millions of dollars have been
bestowed by the United Slates upon that institu-

tion ; and all for w hat ?

Well, what then ? Before Washington left

Use of the Roller on grass lands.—In no

branch of husbandry is the roller more an im-

plement of utility than in the cultivation of grass.

It renders the soil compact and solid ; it encour-

ages the growth of plants, by bringing the earth

close to every part of the root; it assists in fill-

ing up and levelling any inequalities in the sur-

face of the field, thereby preventing surface wa-

ter from remaining stagnant, and eradicating the

grass from particular spots; and it tends to hin-

der the drought fiotn penetrating, which is an

effect of the greatest importance. In fact, a

grass field cannot be too often rolled ; and it is

not going too far to assert, that the application of

the roller, in autumn, to prepare the roots for re-

sisting the winter frosts, and in spring to set

them firm after those frosts, every year while the

field remains in grass, will amply repay the ex-

pense.

—

Transactions of the Highland Society.

At a convention of clergymen, tint long since,

it was proposed by one of the members, after

they had dined, that each man should entertain

the company with some interesting remarks.

Among the rest, one drew upon his fancy and

related a dream. In his dream he went to hea-

ven, and he described the golden streets, &c.

As he. concluded, one of the divines, who was
somewhat noted for his penurious and money-
saving habits, stepped up to the narrator, and

inquired jocosely

—

" Well, did you see any thing of me in your

dream ?"

" Yes, I did."
" Indeed ! what was I doing?"
"You were on your knees."
" Praying, was I ?"

"No—scraping up the gold !"

The steam engines at work in London are

equal lo the united force of 1,900,000 men, and

are managed by only 30,000 men.

Curculio.

Mr. L. Burt, of Walpole, N. II., inform us that

the curculio used to sting his plums very much
until be adopted the following practice: He
fixed spouts from his house to his trees, and the

soap-suds and wash from the kitchen were di-

rected around the trunks and roots of the trees.
9

and while he pursued the practice, bis plums

were untouched by the curculio; but when this

was neglected, his plums were destroyed. Other

persons had tried this preventive with the same

success.

The curculio will not sting plums when there

is not a suitable place for its young to borough

in the ground below; hence the advantage of

paving under trees ; but this is an expensive pre-

ventive. The wash from the house is not only

good to prevent the operations of the curculio,

but it forms a valuable manure for the trees, and

supplies moisture, a good share of which is es-

sential in the successful cultivation of plums.

—

.Veto England Farmer.

Keep the premises clean.

Every cultivator should keep his premises as

clean as possible, for the important purposes of
saving manure and promoting health. Some
discerning persons remark that in the hot sum-
mer, while vegetation is in a flourishing condi-

tion, it is more healthy in the country than in

the city, but the reverse is the case in September
and October, as at this season many vegetable

productions have come to maturity and are de-

caying, filling the air with noxious gases and
odors; hence arise fevers, dysentery, and other

complaints, which arc more common in the

country early in fall. We give this view of the

subject, which some have presented, and we will

make a few remarks on subjects that claim the

particular attention of every cultivator, whether
this view be correct or not.

Keep the premises, particularly around the

dwelling, perfectly free from every substance

that will taint the air. Every decaying vegeta-

ble or animal substance should be removed a

good distance, and then covered in earth, for the

purpose of manure.
The pig-pen, though at a respectable distance,

should be supplied with loam to absorb all liquid

matter. All manure in the barn-yard should be

covered with loam, sand, or mud, to save it from

waste, and to keep the air pure, as, in the changes

so common to the wind, the air is liable to be

wafted from the barn lo the house.
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Cellars should be made as clean as possible,

particularly as they communicate directly with

the dwelling above, and any foul air produced in

them is very liable to pass into the house. All

vegetables in the cellar that are tending to de-

cay should be removed immediately. It is best

to ventilate cellars thoroughly by opening doors

and windows, and to keep the door open as little

as possible that communicates with the rooms.

Ground plaster, and freshly burnt charcoal, set

in vessels or strewed around in cellars, or other

places where foul air exists, or is liable to be

produced, has a very healthful effect, by absorb-

ing gases.

Necessaries often produce a foul atmosphere
around them; and as the dwelling is near, the

offensive air is often wafted to it, and even when
not perceptible, it is often operating injuriously.

Some prepare these conveniences and cover
with loam or other substance all night soil, so as

to do away entirely with all unpleasant and un-

wholesome effects. When this is not the case,

charcoal, plaster, chloride of lime, or other dis-

infectants, should be thrown into the vault, to

absorb all noxious odors.

Water from the sink should be absorbed in

loam, &c, for manure, instead of rising in foul

gases, and being blown into the house. There
are some cases of malignant and fatal disorders

going through a family, while all the rest of the

neighborhood are in good health. This is often

owing to some local cause, some foul puddle,
pool, or stagnant pond near the dwelling, or a

general negligence as to keeping the premises
clean.

Decaying weeds, grass, potatoes affected with
the rot, potato tops, pumpkin and other vines,

and various productions, are undergoing decom-
position in the fall ; and in the aggregate the
amount is large, and filling the air with pestilen-

tial gases. Farmers may do much good to them-
selves and the community by burying all such
substances, and converting them into manure.
Make them into a compost heap, well covered
with loam, to absorb the gases.—A". E. Farmer.

®l)e bisitor.

CONCORD, N. H., OCTOBER 31, 1849.

Shall the Farmers' Monthly Visitor be discon-

tinued 1

If there is any value in the opinion of a man
who in this State has been, more than almost

any other, a vigilant and constant observer of

men and things, our unpretending monthly sheet

will deserve a better fate than to be discontin-

ued AT THE CLOSE OF THIS TEAR. It must be

sustained at a pecuniary loss at the present price, if

advance paying subscribers shall not volunteer for

its continuance. We have not the time personal-

ly to solicit subscribers. Taking the venerable

Dudley Leavitt's commendation to be true, can

any friend of the cause do less who has leisure

in his own district and neighborhood than solicit

the men in interest, the farmers to be benefited,

to subscribe, advance payment, take and read the

Monthly Visitor for the year ensuing ?

From Leavitt's Almanack, No. 34, for 1850.

Q~r" The Farmer's Monthly Visitor is one of

the best, if not the very best of Agricultural

Journals published in the United Slates. It is

conducted by Ex-Gov. Hill. This veteran editor

and able statesman, always a pattern of industry,

and whom Count Rumford himself never excel-

led in encouraging and promoting domestic
economy, and the means of increasing the com-
forts of life—after filling the highest offices in

the gift of the people of his State, and of their

Representatives, does not consider it as descend-
ing below the dignity of a gentleman, to lend a

helping hand to the cause of agriculture. May
his useful labors long be encouraged and contin-

ued.

The Cattle Show and Fair for Merrimack

County in October was not all it had been in

some former years. We were present on both

days, not long enough however to see and hear

every thing said and done. There was a grand

collection of people ; but the animals and arti-

cles in exhibition were not what might have

been expected. One of the best agricultural ad-

dresses we ever heard was delivered on the first

day of the fair by Hon. Asa P. Cate of North-

field, who although a professional man pursuing

the law as his main business, is, as we think, one

of the best, if not the best farmer and horticul-

turist within the limits of the county. Mr. Cate

cultivates but little land; but he succeeds every

year in raising great crops of grain and vegeta-

bles ; and no garden goes before his in the thrift-

iness of fruit trees, grapes, &c. Hamilton Per-

kins, Esq. of Contoocookville, did good service

in the cause as chairman of the committee on

farms: his report was interesting. The society

did well in its estimate of the two gentlemen by

electing Mr. Perkins President and Mr. Cate

Vice President for the ensuing year. Messrs.

Little and others made interesting reports on

various animals and articles of premium, all of

which will in due time be published. Dr. Wil-

liam Prescott of this town discoursed the second

day on Geology as connected with Agriculture.

The greater matters of attraction were the

ploughs of Mr. Doe and Mr. Robinson : strictly

impartial, we give the gentlemen alphabetically.

Two of their excellent ploughs weie dressed in

a style more for show than use. Embossed with

silver, which shone on a brilliant sky-blue, Mr.

Doe's plough was a beautiful model of that

great agricultural instrument which in its orna-

mental character reflected credit on the mechan-
ical talent and taste which adorned it. Mr.Rob-
inson's plough, although not so much of the

color to be spoiled in the using, was probably

not a whit behind in merit that of his competitor.

At the ploughing match which had been gone
through with nearly before our arrival on the

second day, the ploughs of differeut s ; zes made
by both of the Concord plough-makers were
tried by various teams: the sward of Col. Per-

kins' intervale was very hard for the single yoke
of oxen. The reports of the committee will tell

the merits of the ploughs as well as of the teams
and their drivers.

There is nothing which so much conduces to

large collections of people at an agricultural fair

as cheapened travel upon the railroads on such

occasions. Into the heart and almost to the

western range of Merrimack county within one
year the Concord and Claremont and the Con-
toocook valley railroads have been projected and
built. Over the Claremont road the cars in less

than one half hour each way carried hundreds
to the show : the distance from the capital is

eleven miles: it was a cheap diversion for the

people to ride, paying a trifle to the almost clear

accumulation of the funds which supported the

road. The Claremont road, now extended sev-

enteen miles to Warner, is already doing busi-

ness sufficient to pay a dividend of over six per

cent, upon the whole expenditure thus far. The
Contoocook Valley road, branching from the

Claremont road at Contoocookville near where
the streams part, had its rails laid seven miles up
the stream to Henniker and is ready to receive

them seven miles further to Hillsborough. This

road is remarkable for the cheapness of its con

struction, being only thirty-five thousand dollars

for fourteen miles including the bridges and cul-

verts. Carried up this valley to near the south-

west line of the State on the east side of the

Monadnock, this road can scarcely fail to swing
into it on its way to the seaboard not only the

business of the manufacturing establishments

which are built and to be built at each distance

of a few miles, but will increase the already rich

products from the soil of the wealthy towns all

along that beautiful valley in a width of some
twenty miles of which the river is the centre.

The cheap railroad, with the stock in the hands

of the owners of the soil, will forever assure a

cheap and rapid transit to and from a seaboard

market. Railroads, as common roads have been

proved at a longer distance on a level in the val-

leys, will be found in effect shorter in the long

run than across the country over the hills. A
stranger who went over a portion of the two

roads which have been projected and built with-

in the last year, interested in the Massachusetts

roads, said he did not believe a case could be

presented in the history of railroads where the

construction had been so quick and at so little

cost as that of the Concord and Claremont and

Contoocook valley railroads.

Should the editor of the Visitor attempt to

enumerate all the complimentary gifts and atten-

tions paid to him in the course of the passing

year, he might fill many columns of this journal.

The Visitor is quite as popular as might be ex-

pected in a State where it is fashionable to con-

demn new experiments to the farmer in a print-

ed form, and where practical men have often

suffered from too ready a reliance upon imprac-

ticable recommendations. The opinions of the

Visitor have not been without their effect. We
claim some credit for the improvements which

have been made within the last ten years in the

product and value of many acres that before

laid in useless waste ; and we would say, if those

who have profited by our opinions and the opin-

ions of others circulated through this journal

shall voluntarily abandon it for lack of support

from the indifference they feel towards any fu-

ture good it may do, we shall feel just as well

satisfied with what we have done as if an end

were put to our labors from some other cause.

In too bad health to be encouraged for any

steady employment—obliged a part of the time

to abandon home and its concerns for the privi-

lege of living and breathing in any tolerable

comfort—we have nevertheless pursued the call-

ing of improving a cultivated soil for the last

dozen years with a perseverance and steadiness

of which we have had no example around us

under similar discouragements. The Visitor has

been continued all that time ; and nearly every

number has received of our contributions. In

the more than one hundred months of its publi-

cation we know of no opinion expressed in it

that has made us an enemy ; and we are free to

express the belief that our writings in that time

have introduced to us many friends of both sex-

es. Men and women who were not merely politi-

cians while we published a political paper had

been our acquaintance and friends. None have

been mere constant than the Shakers especially

of the three Canterbury families. In all the

comforts and blessings of true economy and

neatness— in all the better productions from the

highest improvements of the soil—no portion of

the people have exceeded that community. Nor

less in the interior arrangements and naliage-

ment of their houses and places for mechanical
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and other labor, in the economy which best

serves and applies all the means of sustenance

and comfort, whether food or clothing, or what-

ever contributes to health and life—do these peo-

ple excel. We are pleased to be marked for so

great a length of time as somewhat a favorite of

the founders (now nearly all gone) of the Shaker

association, and of the two generations which

are succeeding them in a uniform train of pros-

perity which may be said to have made wealthy

in a happy state of equality every man and wo-

man among them. We have had great personal

gratification in the notice of the veteran oc-

togenarian in his Almanack for 1850, who has

compiled and mathematically calculated an an-

nual Almanack for more than half a century;

and we are the better pleased with Dudley Leav-

itt's compliment because we believe him, an old

acquaintance of forty years, all the time in this

State to belong to a different political party from

ourselves ; but the more delicate, if not more

acceptable compliment selected from the many

for publication is that which we received in the

month of September from the Sisters of the

Third Canterbury family accompanied by a nice

melon and three kinds of very sweet and lus-

cious native grapes brought home by them to

garden cultivation. Jn their usual neat, correct

and perspicuous chirography it is copied as fol-

lows:

Kind fbiend Isaac :—The nice present of

potatoes and squashes from your hand was re-

ceived in due time, for which we would tender

our sincere thanks, not so much for the prosent

itself as for the good friendly spirit which
prompted the donor to send it. This palatable

token of friendship will be treasured in our

memories many days, and may the giver thereof

be blessed in basket and in store while the brit-

tle thread of life shall run. Perhaps you may
be ready to ask by this time, " Where is my bas-

ket ?" We will tell you: we have been waiting

and praying for some " wherewithal " to fill it,

but it seems this article is very scarce in these

parts, so you must excuse this poor return and

forgive us for keeping your basket, so long.

Office Sisters, North family, >

Sept. 19, 1849. J

For Ihe Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Improvement of gravel and hill lands..

Mr. Eoitor—The subject of improving waste

gravel and hill lands to Ihe best advantage ought

to occupy the attention of farmers living in the

several States of New England. There is hard-

ly a farm lying in the above different Stales un-

less it be some farms lying W the vicinity ofour

rivers, Of on intervales, that has not more or less

of these waste lands lying upon them. Now
how to improve these lands to the best advan-

tage, and in the shortest lime, is the question.

Where there is much of these lauds on a farts,

it would be slow business to renovate theru by

the common method of ploughing and manuring.

In fact, manures could not be spared from

other crops to i m prove these lands to any great

extent. Great benefit would be derived by mix-

ing these soils with clay, or loam, to some ex-

tent, aud then manures, would act more readily

in course of renovation. Where clay or loam

lies near or on a farm, lands of the above de-

scription mi ght be improved to a considerable

extent, in course of time. So far as our know-
ledge goes on this subject, the ploughing of

these side hills and gravelly lands for a crop of

rye or other grains,, once in three or four years,

only tends to impoverish the soil, instead of

ever enriching it.. On these gravels there will

of course be buf yery little vegetable matter

grow to tur n under by the plough. And the

coBctant ex posure of t'asse soils to the scorching

sua end drenching rains will cause them to give

off acd waste a lar ge portion of their organic or

vegetable part, and have nothing but their inor-

ganic, ar mineral part in 'he- soil. Now if this

teeoryie true, then the (rei%

'"'*B6 o(" soi 's °^ tm8

kind in this manner will conduce only to impov-

erish instead of enriching the soil. What these

kind of soils want, to our mind is, protection

from the sun, heavy rains and dryiug winds of

our climate. And even can this be done ?

Well, we know of no other way of doing it than

by planting out shade and forest trees at distan-

ces on these soils. All men who have given any

attention to this subject must have noticed how

a single tree, standing on one of these gravels

has altered the character of tlie soil uuder and

near the tree, so that in course of a few years a

good sward would be formed on the soil. This

may be owing in part to the droppings of cattle,

which lodge under the tree for shade, &c. But

the principal reason, we think, is in the tree giv-

ing protection to the soil and the roots and leaves

of the tree helping to form, make and save a

large portion of organic or earthy matter to the

soil. On many soils of this character, if the

plough is kept out of the way for a few years,

trees will spring up naturally ; and, if protected

and encouraged to grow, will in a few years

make a fine grove. Where such is not the case,

it will be well to set out forest trees : such as the

white oak and many of the other oaks will grow

well on these soils with a little care and atten-

tion in setting theru out, and protecting them for

a few years afterwards. Near and in the lines

of old fences, where the soil is a little richer, the

hickory or walnut tree will often spring up spon-

taneously and grow well, making a fine shade.

This tree we think is one of the best forest shade

trees that, grows in our country. As the leaves

of this tree grow very large, it makes a very

thick, cool shade, and the leaves from their na-

ture, impart a very rich flavor to the atmosphere

around. Of course improvements of this char-

acter will take time to bring them about. But

when the trees are once set out, they are con-

stantly growing, and as they extend their branch-

es over the soil it will become renovated, and

in a few years it will afford fine' pasture for cat-

tle and animals. The timber itself, in a series of

years, will be valuable and worth more than the

land itself when there were no trees upon it.

Add to this, the improvement of the soil in grass

for the pasture of animals, and who will not say

that it is a profitable investment in capital and

labor laid out ? Apart from other considerations,

the beauty to whiah a fine belt of timber grow-

ing upon these high waste lands will add to a

(arm, is of no mean consequence. Besides giv-

ing protection to animals and the soil, they add

beauty to the farm and country around. And

whatever hard-fisted, money-catching farmers

may say to the contrary, though they are a class

of men for whom we have bat little sympathy,

yet we are satisfied that these improvements are

worm striving for, and laboring after, for what-

ever will add to the beauty of his farm and his

land will add to the pleasure and happiness of

the farmer's life.

Yours, &c,
L, DURAND.

Derby, Ct., Oct IS, 1849.

As n,o correspondent for the Visitor has been

as constant and persevering in writing (with aa

increased legible hand) for our successive num-

bers, so we think of few writers who bring forth

so much practical sound sense on agricultural

topics as our Derby friend.

As we travel over New England we have been

painfully struck with the appearance of hundreds

of acres of what may be called waste lands of

the kind described by our Connecticut friend:

we sec many fields or apologies for pastures in

the very vicinage of well cultivated fields, lots of

land that have generally taken the whole manure

of the barn and barn yard and been petted as

the sole favorite fields of the farm. The light,

beautiful lands nearest allied to sand and; gravel

have more easily and sooner from their nature

become waBte lands ; and when once worn, out,

the idea generally is, that the.y, are forever irre-

claimable, and they are abandoned tobe roamed

over by half starv 1 cattle or sheep as. forever

without value. Some of these lands— as the

hundred' and thousands of acrea lying along the

rivers and their sources soon after leaving their

springs in the higher hills from whence they is-

sue as rivulets—have been neglected all along,

because if any thing valuable could come from

them at first, the fact that they will soon be worn

ont forbids even their clearing for- any permanent

agricultural purpose.

In view of all these lighter lands—the lands

underlaid as well with coarse gravel as with

lighter sand—we look upon them some of the

very best as the foundation for a profitable in-

vestment of the farmer. The fact that the com-

mon yard manures cannot be had for application

to these lands makes not at all against them : we

are fully satisfied that they are lands which least

want the common barn and stable manures of

the farm. Friend Dtirand hits the nail on the

head when he shows how the growing trees

bring these waste fields into reaction. The ren-

ovation of the surface comes- from the subsoil. A
hand and a judgment greater than the hand and

the judgment of man is operating to renovate

these lands through the forest trees that come

up and grow without the pJantiug of man. How
beautifully has the God of nature provided for

this renovation by supplying the seeds of a new

kind of tree aa the germ of future fertility ?

Thus we see upon these plains in many instan-

ces the oak, the maple, the poplar and cherry

tree succeeding the pine when cut down and

wasted or otherwise applied to some more use-

ful purpose, and this where no seed of the sub-

sequent growth was known to exist in the

ground.

We say the renovation of lands comes ftom

the subsoil:, all lands must wear out in time

without the aid of the under soil. The rich

prairie lands and alluvial bottoms of the West,

the lands underlaid with limestone that may he-

come disintegrated by the roots of the grasses

and inferior plants, will produce great crops and

last long. We here see corn and grass grow

year after year without manure : in these lands

the nutriment, after the surface becomes stale

from repeated crops, is found in the underlaying

limerock or subsoil that is sought for and brought

up by the roots. The larger roots of trees make

the same beneficent use of the subsoil destined

to urge the gravelly knolls and sandy plains to

higher fertility. It is impossible to deny the

credit of stamina to these plains lands on which

we see the stumps of trees five and six feet

through whose wood above is charged with tur-

pentine and other fat materials. Whence did

this sterile soil derive that fat—the beautiful ma-

terial that by the hand of ujan is shaped into

houses and buildings ornamental and convenient

for the covering and comfort of man and wo-

Before we had completed even this hasty note,

passing the street where abundance of leaves,

tbe beauteous golden leaves changing from green

lay ripening and frost-falling to the earth cover-

ing its surface around them, the man along side

of us says—" I could raise no melons here until

1 made my manure from the rotten leaves of

trees fallen as we see before us." This practical

fact in relation to the value of leaves was con-

firmatory of the opinion which we had seen sci-

entifically advanced by professor Mopes that

among other ingredients essential to the growth

of plants leaves contained (we think) four for

one to other articles of vegetable growth potash

and other ingredients most stimulating Ho the

soil. Now is it not plain to all of us, who are

just entering on the a b c of seientiifi;© agricul-
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ture, that the roots of trees seek <lee|> in the

earth, perforating rocks and rocky subsoil, to

bring up this potash and other mineral manures

which they there find ; that this substance is an-

nually thrown off upon the ground to form the

rich soil which produces luxuriantly in the first

crops after the land is cleared ? And may we
not account for the greater sterility of the pine

plains by the lact that the evergreen growth, the

narrow leaf, remains on the trees, throwing a

greater stringency in both leaf and wood, and

thus requiring greater artificial aid and more

time to bring the land to its higher point of

production ?

Of all the smal'er verdant annual growth cal-

culated to make the earth productive we consider

clover to excel the other grasses, as well as buck

wheat and other small grains. There is a clo-

ver, the white honey suckle, that springs natural-

ly out of the ground : go where you may, fir in-

to the woods, and clear up the highlands, and
soon the honey suckle clover makes its appear-

ance— it is a sweet feed for cattle. The butter

made from the milk of cows feeding upon it has

a delicacy nf taste and flavor such as we find

from no other feed. The white clover is every

where brought out upon new land by the appli-

cation of ground plaster: from one to five hun-

dred pounds to the acre maybe applied to much
of our lands with great advantage. It is pre-

cisely that mineral material which the light lands

want to give out their best production. On all

the limestone soils of the Connecticut river val-

ley from the Green mountain ridge on the west
to the White mountain ridge on tiie east, plaster

is a most effective stimulant on land already fer-

tile to the largest crops. In the upland lime-

stone soil of Lisbon, N. H., we have seen a hun-

dred pounds of plaster to the acre double the

quantity of potatoes in the same field.

The southern clover, which gives .an early

crop for hay and a later crop for seed, is a most

effective worker in a light sandy soil upon the

Merrimack river where we have little or no

limestone. in its composition. Plaster will bring

up this clover upon such a soil— it will grow up-

on any sterile ground with plaster wherever sor-

ril will grow.: by subsoiling it will grow luxuri-

antly. The valuable office which clover per-

forms on these sterile lands we believe to be

more in the operation of the roots than in the

body of leaf and stalk above ground. These
clover roots, we have seen in a yellow pure sand
of probably ninety-five parts in a hundred run-

ning in the ground change the yellow saDdy soil

to rich blackness. Wherever the roots of the

clover take hold, the quantity of corn or pota-

toes from a single bill will be double that where
no clover grew the previous year if both places

should be eg.ua! in all other respects.

Further of this clover growth: as in the roots

of the beech and maple as well as the hemlock
which has planted itself upon the top or side of
some nearly naked granite boulder finding sus-

tenance in the rock itself for the growth of a
large tree, so we have seen the clover root work-
ing a crevice into the hard rock under ground,
by which it turns a portion of the rock into a

black soil. Its operation there is similar to that

upon the sand. The atmosphere, the influences

of frost, of rains and shines, the action constant-

ly going on which converts rocks into soil, with

easy artificial aids, will turn the "gravel hill

lauds" throughout New England into fruitful

fields.

{XT" Two thousand bushels of good potatoes
have been raised this season, byCapt. II. Nicker-
son of this town, on ten acres of laud.—This
beats Hon. 1). Webster and Gov. Hill out and
out, in raising potatoes. Piscataquis is "corning
up :'on potatoes this year, if nothing else—and
her pigs we think, can't be beat, if they can have
potatoes enough to eat.

—

Dover (Maine) Piscata-
quis Observer.

Never has there been a more une\pertedlv

agreeable disappointment than ill the growth

this season of late planted potatoes through the

interior country on ground of recent clearing.

Four hundred bushels per acre on ten ordinary

acres is the largest product that ever came with-

in our notice. Far in the interior potatoes are

worth twenty-five cents the bushel for the starch

manufacture: his crop at thai tate will give one
hundred dollars to the acre. Dover iu Maine is

the shire town of Piscataquis county about fifty

miles from Bangor, upon the river Piscataquis:

it is in the midst of a newly settled country fast

extending towards the north-east in Maine. The
fertility of these new openings probably exceeds
that of any other portion of New England : rail-

roads will soon bring that country to an easy

seaboard market. Who would go to California

to dig for gold rather than with a few days' labor

extract one hundred dollars from a single acre

of land in food for the sustenance of man better

than gold? This grand potato crop however
from those this year latest planted cannot be ex-

pected as a general thing: the occurrence sel-

dom takes place of frost holding off in this part

of the country from September 15 to October
15, as was the case this year. Our quantity of

potatoes would have been doubled if the whole
ground had been planted with long reds one
month later than the time of our planting. The
great crops of potatoes this year have been of
those planted in the month of June.

Genesee Valley outdone on the Granite
Hills.—Mr. Joseph Gage of this town has this
season harvested, threshed and cleared tip
120 bushels of clean handsome wheat from
three acres of land. Forty bushels to the acre
on the hard hills of New' Hampshire is pretty
well.— Clarcmont Engle.

Further up to the north on the Connecticut
river valley than Claremont, we have had notice

of fine crops' of wheat the current year at the

rate of twenty-five, thirty and forty bushels to

the acre. Down that valley has been floated the

timber from the tall pines which has been used
in the finish of the best houses of the southern
cities from Hartford onward. Hundreds and
thousands of acres have been cleared of these

splendid trees with no great advantage to the

owners of the soil. But there are maty acres

of these tail pines yet left ; and the straight long

spruce, almost of equal value, seems to be inex-

haustible. The railroads connected all the way,
to be extended to the northernmost point of this

valley, will soon give a higher value to this tim-

ber: these railroads coming in competition with

the river,, the reduced tolls will make the stand-

ing trees worth something. We have heard of
the pines selling as they stood on the ground at

forty, fifty and sixty dollars apiece two hundred
miles from the sea as the river runs. Mr. Pat-

terson at Orford, who owns the fine Pratt farm
near.xkc delightful village, had upon his back
lands a timber lot the clearing of which was
called for to furnish [nidge timber for a railroad

in Vermont. On this clearing he sowed k«8t fall

wiiile; heat ; and lliejigull of this sowing was
a l"f '^°^v>hels at the rate

°f ' -otf' the acre amid

ihe pine stumps. The brother of Mr. Patterson

at Piermont, next town above Orford, makes it a

common affair to raise his thousand bushels of

corn year by year. Ha curs hay enough to feed

a ton a day to his slock of cattle, and turns out
annually from thirty to forty fat beeves for the

market. His farm is that cleared sixty or seven-
ty years ago by ihe father of the family. Con-
necticut river farms go a little before all oiIi.t

localions in the State.

Few people living on sterile grounds can
appreciate the richness of much of the soil in

the Connecticut river valley. Potatoes, nearly
all grown since the drought was broken in Au-
gust, turn out on those lauds two and three hun-
dred bushels to the acre. One gentleman in-

formed us that Col. Thomas Kent of Orford on
twenty-three acres would have at least five thou-

sand bushels. There is some satisfaction in dig-

ging polaloes that give three hundred bushels to

the acre. The potatoes high up the river do not

bear the high price they do upon the seaboard:
they are taken at home for the starch factories

at twenty-five cents the bushel. The crop of
the present season is said to be better than it had
been for the last seven years previous. The de-

lay of frost until the middle of October has ad-

ded greatly to the value of both the potato and
ihe corn crop.

The clearing of lauds upon the tributary

streams of the Connecticut river high up the

mountain sides is but beginning— it will hereaf-

ter be done mainly for the use of the wood and
timber growing in the forests. These will be of
increased value as the opening railroads shall

extend towards them. What cannot be convert-

ed into timber and firewood will be turned into

charcoal, which would give a profit for the trans-

port two hundred miles from the interior to the

cities.

A few years ago we visited some firms be-

longing to Gov. Page near the Moosehillock
mountain in Benton, seven or eight miles out of
Haverhill. His lands, purchased for a trifle per

acre, reached up ihe sides of the mountain,
where were growing large orchards of the su-

gar maple. The fires of the past summer and
fall during the long drought have been destruc-

tive to the timber lots among the mountains. A
careless farmer burning his grounds run the

fires over the neighboring mountain lands of
Gov. Page, who thought, as is said, that ihe sum
of three thousand dollars would not pav him the

damage. Gov. Page, being a practical farmer

who has labored with his own hands and made
money from farming, may he supposed a eood
judge as to the value of these lands. For seve-

ral years he has been in the habit ol" clearing and
burning off entirely, and found his account in

making rich pastures by more than paving ex-

penses in the first crop of wheat.

Several instances of the success of a crop of
winter wheat at Haverhill, Bath, Lyman and
Lisbon were mentioned to us: the more suc-

cessful is a kind of winter wheat the seed of
which was brought from Wisconsin and north-

ern Illinois. It has been thus far a surer crop
than spring wheat. Upon ihe new hill land.-:,

the produce generally is never less than twenty

bushels to the acre. In New York we under-
stand the average crop of winter wheat not to

exceed sixteen bushels to the acre.

All along the northern forest line of New Eng-
land from the St. John to lake Cli:nnplain the

fine country is to become an agricultural region

profitable for cultivation. The climate, although
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severe, is more conducive to lie;ilth and long life

perhaps than nny other part of the United States

south. The forest growth, needed (or the naked

countries demanding them, wiTI he hctter proper-

ty than a mine of gbld Bought at the expense of

health and life. The Connecticut valley, more

productive ns we go higher up towards its

sources, already turns out its superabundance of

produce at the first opening of the railroads.

The rich hutter, cheese and meat derived from

their " cattle upon a thousand hills," whatever

else may betide the tanner's crops and products,

will always command good prices in the market.

A New Hampshire Mine !

On several occasions we have alluded to the

inexhaustible muck bed which lies in a low hol-

low of this town coming down to the Merrimack

river on the east side. This hollow originates

little more than half a mile into the plain, but

from it, collected at various succeeding points

from springs half way down the steep side hill

on either side, comes along a stream of pure

running water that might be suilicient for the

power of an over-shot wheel for machinery: in

time of drought, when water disappears from

other springs and wells, this fine stream contin-

ues to bring down nearly its uniform quantity.

With the water comes along and is lodged in

the way a residuum of red earth, more or less

leaving a deposit that, mixed with the sand or

clay with which it is incorporated, leaves a strata

characteristic and changing according to the

quality and degree of the composition. In the

course of time it would seem that the whole un-

derlaying strata of the higher hank in which

this valley has be«n formed by the continued

running stream had been laid in successive

overflowings of the waters when they had been

based at a much higher level: these strata some-

times predominating in clay, sometimes in sand,

are rich in mineral manure that we may denom-

inate marl. Ten years ago the editor first began

to prepare the plain on either side of this hol-

low which in its changing points is the minia-

ture represeatio.il of a river running at an ex-

tended level into the mountains, as the excava-

tion for a railroad, on Wait's and White rivers in

Vermont, and the Ashuelot or the Squhegan or

Contoocook in New Hampshire. Too far from

home to draw barn yard or stable manures to

any great extent, we first began the use ofthis ma-

nure in its crude state i;y spreading it over the

ground in piles. The quantity then used was

not great ; but seven \ears after its application

we saw the effect in distinct additions to the

pasture feed wherever a pile of it had hesn laid

for spreading. Nearly every year have we dug

out and used so much of this article as had been

in our power, mixing it by underlaying and over-

laying yard manures; lime, ashes and other ma-

terials in the field where it came to be used.

Our manure beds for the last year upon the

plain land were composted without the admix-

ture of any yard manures. The muck from the

hollow was the greater article: casks of lime

were slaked upon the muck, and over the pile

was laid during the fall and winter a covering of

unleacbed ashes that might have been equal to

one bushel for every thirty, anil one cask of

lime for every three hundred bushels of the

muck.

This compost without being shovelled over

laid through the winter until spring, when it was

carted and placed over the field in heaps to be

spread upon the ground that had been subsoiled

or deeply ploughed the previous fall. All the

ground was thus previously prepared for plant-

ing the coming spring. The larger heaps were

carried away and the top of the ground where

they' Jay along with them ; and the plough was

put in deep where the heaps lay. Potatoes were

planted in drills over the whole ground : these

came out of the ground and grew vigorously,

showing at once the good effect of the stimulant

compost spread over the whole surface. But

very few of the seed started out of the ground at

all where the manure piles lay. The overlaying

compost in the heap was too strong for vegeta-

tion—neither potatoes or weeds or grass started

there. Supposing the obstruction to come from

the ashes, and that a deeper digging and extend-

ed admixture of soil would make these spots a

good place for melons, cucumbers and turnips,

the ground was fitted, and with these was plant-

ed. Jn very few instances did any of these

spring out of the ground: the ground continued

naked with not a springing weed through the

summer.

The potato plat where the manure was laid

over the plains land was a subject of curiosity

during the whole season for its remarkable exu-

berance. Jt was visited at limes by several gen-

tlemen. Among others Henry F. French, Esq.,

of Exeter, in one of the latter heated days of

June, went with us over the field. In a nicer

smell than our own, he distinctly descried the

sulphurous character of the manure used in

this potato field, and examining some of the

lumps he said it was not the ashes or the lime

alone that gave the manure its strength. Re-

turning by the muck bed he observed as we
had done often the scent in a stronger degree

where the recently exposed surface presented an

incrustation like that of the frosting of while

sugar over pastry. This he tasted with the

tongue and found to be of the acid tartness of

potash. He took a sample along with him, say-

ing that a gentleman, his neighbor, professor

Hoyt of the Exeter Academy, had the means of

analyzing soils conveniently at hand, and that he

would hand it over to him. In a few days after-

wards we received the following letter from Mr-

Hoyt, which came to us at a moment to be laid

by, so that until the time of this writing, its con-

tents highly interesting to us had been locked

up for four months. The fact that the ink of

which the letter was written was extracted from

the lump taken by Mr. French shows our bed of

muck to be valuable for more than one purpose :

it is a most beautiful ink, and after the expiration

of four mouths it is much more uniform, bright

and distinct than the best manufactured ink with

which we now write..

The strength of this manure bed in our own
hollow will be sufficient for the fertilization of

thousands of acres round about us. The alkali

from ashes better perhaps than the application

of quick lime will soon prepare this muck for

action upon the crops. Deeply tinged with the

strength of vitriolic acid, it is the basis of a strong-

ly concentrated manure : it is organic as well as

mineral, and therefore docs not require the addi-

tion of barn or stable manures. Indeed as a

manure to be used on the plains laud we put a

much lighter esqmate upon the value of the best

barn manures than upon the muck from this bed.

We have this fall, after preparing two large

heaps combining many loads of black muck
with all our yard manures for the year for the

lower intervale, making probably four hundred

large o.x loads, carried upon the hill one hundred

more loads of the clear muck to be used with

some two hundred bushels of unleached ashes

upon that part of our great potato field that had
not this advantage last year. Another hundred

loads of the same material applied to five new
acres at the upper end of the hollow now lately

subsoiled, will complete our preparation for thir-

ty acres oi planting next spring. Half of the

work for the crop will be done when these ma-

nure beds shall be laid after the fall ploughing.

We now publish the letter of professor Hoyt
to show the value of our inexhastible manure
bed, and give him our thanks for the new dis-

covery which he has made to us.

Exeter, July 2d, 1849.

Ho.n. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir—My neighbor, H.

F. French, Esq., handed me a day or two since,

for analysis, a specimen of a substance which he

said was found in great abundance in a swamp
on your farm. The strong sulphurous odor

which it gave off, on being moistened with the

breath, showed that it was a sulphate of some

kind. Its styptic, inky taste indicated pretty

clearly, that it was the sulphate of iron, or cop-

peras, as it is commonly called. To determine

its character with certainty, I made use of the

chemical tests which happened so be at my
command. Sulphate of iron mixed with prus-

siate of potash will produce the Prussian blue;

and, dissolved in an infusion of nut-galls, it will

make ink. I applied both of these tests to the

substance in question, except that in the last

case, I was obliged to make use of tannic acid

instead of the galls. The result in the first case

was a fine Prussian blue, with a slight tinge of

green, which was caused by the presence of

some foreign matter—perhaps a little sprinkling

of saltpetre. The result in the second case was

the ink with which I am now writing. There is,

therefore, no doubt that the substance in your

swamp is sulphate of iron—a grand thing to mix
with night soils or horse manure, since it fixes

the ammonia without converting it, as lime does,

into an insoluble, useless salt. It may not be

amiss to suggest that the pale green rhombic

prisms in which copperas usually appears, al-

ways, when exposed to the air and deprived of

their water of crystalization, crumble into a pow-

der of a dirty white color.

In Mr. French's absence from town, I have ta-

ken. the liberty of sending this line to you. Per-

haps you have already analyzed the substance

under discussion yourself; if so, you will please

skip all of this letter, except the assurance that I

am, very respectfully,

Your friend,

I. G. HOYT.

A good vield.—The Eastpor:. Sentinel stales

that a farmer in Whiting has thii season raised

one hundred bushels of potatoes from four bush-
els of seed.

—

Halloioell Cultivator.

A better yield.—The last planting of this season

on the intervale by the editor of the Visitor was

from two barrels of selected Western red pota-

toes, which were procured from Boston after out-

own seed was exhausted last spring, containing

but very little over four bushels of large potatoes.

From these four bushels we obtained over

one hundred bushels of large selected potatoes

w Inch have sold in Boston for one dollar the

bushel : thirty additional bushels of small and

middling size potatoes reserved for seed, make

the whole product of the two barrels one hun-

dred and thirty bushels.

A still ereater yield.—While engaged in plant-
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ing last spring, Mr. Taylor, who cultivates the

farm of the Hon. Daniel Webster at Franklin,

called on us, and we consented to spare him two

barrels of the seed of Western reds which we

bad reserved for ourselves. These were sent up

to him by railroad, and we did not even hear of

their reception or fate until meeting Mr. Taylor

at the Contoocookville cattle show in October.

Mr. Taylor said he had followed our precise di-

rections as to subsoiling and manuring and

planting the two barrels of potatoes on one acre

of land. The crop he had assorted and measur-

ed himself, and the measure was two hundred and

two bushels. Mr. Webster, on his last visit to

Franklin, saw this acre of potatoes growing.

The Western reds are as beautiful in the vine as

they are superior in the tuber; and he says to

our friend Taylor while viewing the field, " I am

inclined to think your crop may beat our Marsh-

field field this year." The crop well secured at

home is worth at least one hundred and fifty

dollars: this, from a single acre of land, will give

a clear profit of at least one hundred dollars,

leaving the land better than the planting found

it last spring.

An apology to the worid far a persecuted sect.

The hand of Deity is evident in the order and

management of Nature—in that principle which

restores, not only in man and every animate

moving creature and thing, but in every thing

lying under or growing upon the face of the

.earth, whatever is worn out or destroyed. But

even more is the supremely divine Hand conspic-

uous to the close .thinker in the homage done to

Him by every thing in the natural world. The
lilies of the field, the beautiful flowers natural in

the forest and open ground as well as those

trained by the human aid of the skilful culturist,

the beasts and birds with more than human af-

fection providing for the young to supply their

;
p|afCe ; all speak the great Creator's praise.

Still ,more do men and women fijnaish evidence

cf $\o Divinity in the universal homage paid to

him "'by saint, by' savage and by sage 1
' at differ-

ent and distant points at the g.'obe, where devo-

tion and adoration in some spit are always in-

stinctive. We speak with respect of all doctrines

'id Opinions, however erroneous : if we, claim

-doiii of * »::.„„ alld conscience for ourselves,

to condemn othe^-even*'
5
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The Author of Christianity has instructed his

bllowers "Judge not, lest ye be judged."

Of the many different Christian deuomina-

ons the practice of mankind would teach that

e Shakers are more than any other iu error:

;ir doctrine leading to the extreme of denial,

ried out in human life, must tend to human

rmination. Nevertheless shall we deny to

those rights of person which we grant

to all about us? We compel no man or

< to unite in the matrimonial connexion—

tv

*

cat
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free!)

man nature: it is the abuse of that nature, not

its due use, that works all mischief. Excess of

restraint, while man is in his present state, must

fail of its present purpose. Yet in this very ex-

cess of restraint the Shakers find a substitute

for animal indulgence in the zeal and devotion

amounting as near beatific enjoyment as if it was

real; and this is their substitute for indulgence

of the animal passions. They are a world by

themselves as to the exercise of all .the worldly

practices. In the course of the past season we
have made the Canterbury families two visits,

the first of which was on the Sabbath at the in-

vitation from M. Vattemare, the distinguished

Frenchman who is replenishing the libraries of

the country with the rare productions of Europe,

then on a visit to our Legislature. Before him

was repeated the Shaker Sabbath worship ; but

most on that day was he interested with what

we hud before seen—the practical religious ex-

ercises of some fifty children of both sexes un-

der the instruction of persons who' had their ed-

ucation on this ground in their own peculiar

faith. The .testimony of Monsieur Vattemare

might be added to our own, that here are brought

up females with all the delicate accomplishments

which fit them for the most polished society on

earth. Children were there under the instruc-

tion of females who in like manner had first been

taught by their elders— little children lisping in

infancy, not with the irregularities that may be

expected at the first opening of the human mind,

beginning with those graces of manners that the

Shaker women are known to carry through life.

Their instruction in all the exercises going to

impart knowledge—exercises which carried the

art of working along with all the rudiments

usual in such a course—was their amusement,

and not their task. Some twenty girls generally

less than twelve years of age, orphans and desti-

tute for the most part and brought from a dis-

tance, here live like nestling doves, not even

knowing what it is for one to do an offensive act

to another—not embarking in those contentions

and struggles, that euvy, malice or hatred which

give so large a share to the action of the out-

ward world. The female instructors having

charge of these youth of their own sex realized

a pleasure in the task which was a perfect sub-

stitute for all the animal indulgences of their sex

in the outside world. The denial of the com-

mon associations, sometimes innocent and some-

times sinful, of the busy outside, was made up to

them in the enthusiasm of love and devotion ex-

ercised within their ~-
. . ,,

. o«u cloistered walls to-

wards the helpless of their sex, and in the en-

joyment of that complacency which entire purity

of life in the service of Deity gives to one who

looks at the vices and follies of life as through a

loophole or crevice out of sight of the world.

In fact, what with useful employment in the

work of the hands and fingers in preparation, as

well of food as of all the comforts of dress, the

George Washington, whom he regarded as sa-

cred and perfect so near as the world can ap-

proach perfection. So we perceived from some
of the Shaker sisters that their life and worship

led to direct communication from the Deity and
with the spirits of the just made perfect. It is

not to be wondered that much poetry should

come along with the harmony and devotion of

their lives. Not the least interesting part of the

exercisee of the children, both male and female,

was the account which each gave of his or her

own history, their place of nativity, their age,

their anticipations, their thanks for the treatment

and instruction they were receiving, their devo-

tion to God ; and this given in metre and rhyme,

some of it homely, but not more homely than

many rhymes which have been repeated in print

ever since the art of printing was discovered.

Samples of these little histories, both male and

female, have been furnished us by request by the

instructors of both sexes. These, which by

some miglrt be thought trivial, delighted tis, com-
ing in succession from the mouths of the chil-

dren repeating them. We have not room at

[/resent to give these juvenile exercises to our

readers. As a specimen of Shaker female poe-

try we present the following, which written upon

a scrap of paper, was placed over the door of

the room where the Sunday exercises of the

young females, under the instruction of two of

the sisters accomplished and well read, had de-

lighted the stranger visitors for about a full hour

of a Sabbath day in midsummer:

" Honor the Sabbath Day,

Respect my Sabbath, sailh the Lord
;

With lightened step and softened word :

Together dwell in godly fear,

Inviting holy Angels near;

Cease, cease the sound of empty mirttij

Shut out the ills and cares of earth
;

Unto my altar humbly come,

And blessings shall your spirits crown.

Received of the Holy Saviour wliile {he Ckureh wire in

ju-ayer in meeting, Sat. eve., Oct. 21, 1S48."

The charm of life.—There are a thousand
things in this world to afflict and sadden, but

how many that are beautiful and good. The
world teems with beauty— with objects which
gladden the eye and warm the heart.

We might be nappy if we would. There are

ills which we cannot escape, the approach of
disease, death or misfortune, the sundering of
earthly ties and canker worm of grief; but a

vast majority of the evils which beset us might
be avoided. The curse of intemperance, inter-

woven as it is will; a '|j the ligaments of society,

is one which never strikes but to destroy. There

is not one bright page upon the record of its

„„ iess—nothing to shield from the heartiest

finer and the coarser garments and ornaments of

vvomai. ,jj our asSociates for no restraint of the

we p"nit
opensities. Why shall we interfere

human Pv
1Unity which carries restraint to its

wUh a comn_ ^ amma l passions were implanted

? b eneficent purpose. Our belief

a"
,reate d all animate as well as inan-

|S ,
that Deity t.

d ,hmg8 for the highest and

imate creatures an -^jDga f man leading to

beat intents. T»e
' essential points of hu-

vice ate
engrafted on tW

extrei?
e

for a wise ^^ ,

the loom and the needle, and with the time spent

In worship and devotion, alike made subservient

to the better enjoyments of life, the Shakers

seem to have led themselves into the belief and

practice of holding direct communication with

the spirits and persons of the departed. Deacon

Winkley, now in his grave, a man of whom we

can say, after an acquaintance of many years,

that few men of less superstition and more libe-

rality have fallen within our acquaintance, assur-

ed us a few years before his death that he had

an interview and consultation directly with

execrations of the human race. It should not

exist— it most not. Do away with all this— let

wars come to an end and let friendship, chanty,

love purit?, and kindness mark the intercourse

between man and man. We are too selfish, as

if the world was made for us alone. How much

happier should we be were we 10 labor much more

earnestly to promote each other's good. God

has blessed us with a home which is not all

dark. There is sunshine every where— in the

sky upon the earth— there would be in most

hearts, if we would look around us. The storms

die away, and a bright sun shines out. Summer

drops her tinted curtain upon the earth, which is

very beautiful even when autumn breathes her

changing breath upon it. God reigns in heaven.

Murmur° not at being so bountiful, and we can

live happier than we do.

A substitute for Tea.— Dr. Graham, an old

and experienced physician in London, says: I

may state on verv respectable authority, that the

first leaves of whortleberry, properly gathered

and dried in the shade, cannot he distinguished

from real China teas."
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Management of the Sick.

All persons arc either sick themselves at sonic

^ime or have friends in that condition ; and it is

always necessary for each individual to be pre-

pared lor the emergencies of the sick room, it

is not easy to lay down rides lor treating the

sick which shall apply to all cases, for much de-

pends on the nature of the disease. Some gen-
eral directions may nevertheless he of service.

In Dr. Imray's Domestic Medicine wo find some
observations of value, from which we gather a

lew extracts

:

"Furniture.—This should always he both se-

lected and arranged so that every article when-
ever wanted, and however suddenly, may he in-

stantly found, and without needless disturbance
of the patient in any way. In cases of severe

sickness (to which alone we here refer) the sick

room should be disencumbered of all needless

furniture ; and all which can avail to the com-
fort and convenience of the invalid should, if

possible, be procured.

"The entire room should be carpeted for sake
of stillness, cleanliness and dryness. If but a

part of the room can be thus covered, let the re-

mainder never he washed, but swept, and (to

avoid annoying the patient) with a brush, rather

than with a broom.
" Beds and bedding.—Beds without curtains are

always preferable. In cases of fever especially,

the mattress should be placed uppermost. The
bed-clothing should not be burdensome, and
should be immediately removed and well aired,

when the patient is transferred from the bed.

The sheets used at night should be exchanged
for others in the morning, and again used, if not

soiled, at night. If this latter cannot be done,
the sheets should be changed once in twenty-four
hours, especially whenever the fever is infectious.

This will essentially prevent its communication
to the blankets or to the furniture of the room.

"Noise.—Even the slightest is excessively irri-

tating and therefore injurious to the sick. To
prevent it—open and shut the doors with the ut-

most gentleness, list them and oil their hinges

—

check the whistling of the wind through doors,

windows, and key-holes—move all articles in

the room with care— let every person in the

room be shod with slippers or with something
equivalent — forbid all needless conversation

even in whispers, for concealed conversation will

very probable excite the jealousy and fears of
the patient— and let no neighbor enter the room
merely to gratify curiosity, to express sympathy
or to give advice.

" Ventilation.—Ventilation is always of primary
importance, particularly in those fevers in which
jruliary eruptions display themselves ; under no
circumstances is it so essential as in febrile dis-

eases of an infectious kind. Infection, however,
rarely extends above a few feet from the body of

the patient ; and, even in the most malignant dis-
' eases, with the exception of confluent small-pox

and malignant scarlet-fever of the worst kind, its

influence does not exceed a few yards if the

room be well ventilated. On the contrary, if

_ ventilation is neglected, the power of infection

becomes greatly augmented, it even settles upon
the clothes of the attendants and on the furniture

of the room; and these imbibe most readily

when their texture is wool, fur, or cotton, or any
- 'loose or downy substance capable of receiving

and readily retaining the air. Smooth and
polished surfaces do not easily receive or retain

infectious matter; consequently the nurses and
. attendants, in cases of infectious diseases, should

have glazed gowns, and aprons of oiled silk.

. ,
" Temperature.—Next to ventilation, nothing is

of more importance than the regulation of the

Aemperature of the sick room, avoiding both ex-

tremes of elevation and depression ; but much
depends on the nature of the disease.

"So important is the regulation of tempera-

ture, especially in fevers, that it often does more
good than any other remedial measure. I have

seen patients laboring under high delirium, in a

Close, ill-ventilated room, become rapidly quite

collected by merely lowering the heat of the

•apartment twelve or fifteen degrees.

" Cleanliness.—It is scarcely requisite to insist

mil the necessity of the utmost attention to the

cleanliness of every thing in the sick room.

The moment after any vessel or implement is

used by the invalid, it should be removed from
the apartment, and returned as soon as cleansed.
"The necessity of cleanliness in the vessels

used tor the food of invalids is strikingly illustra-

ted in the bad affects arising from the neglect of
it when an infa'it is brought Up by band. In

such a case, if either the feeding bottle or the
boat which is employed be not immediately
cleansed after the meal has been given, the

small portion of the pap or food which remains
in the vessel becomes tour, and taints the whole
of the fresh food mixed with it, causing colic

and convulsions in the infant. The same risk

of injury occurs in the sick room, if the vessels

used for administering food to the invalid be not
instantly and well cleansed, alier every lime they
are used.

"Some medicines, when they are exposed to

the air, rapidly undergo changes which alter

their properties; and this alteration having been
undergone by the small portion which is always
left in the glass or cup, communicates the dispo-
sition to be decomposed to that which may be
next poured into the cup. An active medicine
may be thus rendered inert; or one which is

mild in its operation may be so changed as to

operate with hazardous energy."

A State Agricultural Society.

We take leave to suggest to the Farmers of

New Hampshire the propriety of establishing a

State Agricultural Society the present au-

tumn—and respectfully to invite the co-o'peration

of the press to promote the object. The com-
pletion of the various lines of railways through

our State will shortly give us facilities equal to

those of any other commonwealth, and we have

the faith to believe we can successfully rival, in

respect to our products, agricultural and me-

chanical, any territory iu the United States of

equal size. State Fairs held in our largest towns

successively on the New York system, say at

Concord, Manchester, Nashua, Portsmouth, Exe-

ter, Dover, Keene, Claremont, &c, would create

an interest through all the State' that would be

felt and seen in increased wealth and prosperity

for generations.

—

Claremont Eagle.

Pithy hints.—Snuff on the necks and backs
of calves and young cattle, will do more good
than in the nose of any maiden lady or dandy
bachelor ; and brimstone bought for the hogs.

will not prove that the itch has got into the

house. Cards, on the cattle, make them look as

much better as children with their hair combed.
A clean barn is a bint to the woman who takes

care of the kitchen. Good milking stools save
much washing in the house. A scraper on the

door step saves brooms and dust.

How much do our Crops obtain from the Air 1

One of the most interesting and important

questions which employ the skill and science of

the vegetable physiologists, as well as the practi-

cal farmer, is—How much, or what per cent, of

the food of vegetables, is obtained from the at-

mosphere ? That a large amount is obtained

from this source has long been known or believ-

ed ; but what proportion is not so well known,

nor what conditions arc necessary iu order to

enable the plant to take the most of this food,

and assimilate it to its own system in the best

way, is not yet fully ascertained. We have been

very much interested in reading an address, de-

livered by Dr. Lee, of Buffalo, before the Mon-

roe County Agricultural Society. He there as-

serts that plants—a field of wheat, for instance

—

obtain ninety-seven per cent, of their food, and

consequently ninety-seven per cent, of the

amount of the produce is derived from the at-

mosphere, and hut three per cent, only obtained

from the soil. How this fact is ascertained, or

how it may be demonstrated, does not appear.

There cannot be a doubt that every plant has

some peculiar character of its own, which re-

quires it to be placed in certain circumstances,

in order to enable it to absorb what the air sup-

plies for food, and to make it convert the great-

est portion of it to the growth and maturing its

peculiar fruits. There cannot be a doubt that

oftentimes a plant may grow in an atmosphere

full of the necessary elements for its increase

and health, and yet some little requisite—the

absence or scanty supply of another element

—

may prevent it from availing itself of this abund-
ant supply of atmospheric food. Hence the im-

poitance of thoroughly understanding all the

laws by which the germination, growth, and
maturity of every species of vegetable which we
cultivate are governed. But in order to ascer-

tain these exactly, it requires more critical know-
ledge of chemistry and botany than the great

bulk of farmers possess, and more time to be

employed iu research than many men, even of

scientific experience, have to bestow upon it.

For this reason, we suggest that agricultural so-

cieties should bestow some of their funds in the

shape of premiums, or otherwise, for the purpose

of instituting exact experiments upon this sub-

ject, and to elicit and make known to the public

all the knowledge which can possibly be thus

d iscovered.

—

Maine Farmer.

Be xind to Animals.—There are few things
more disgraceful in children, than to be cruel to
those harmless creatures which are unable to
defend themselves. If I see a child pull off the
wings of an insect, or throw stones at a toad or
frog, or take pains to set his foot upon a worm, I

am sure there is something wrong about him, or
that be has not been well instructed.

There was once a boy who loved to give pain
to every thing thai came in his way, over which
he could get any power. He would take the
eggs from the mourning robin, and torture the
unfledged sparrow ; cats and dogs, the peacea-
ble cow, and the faithful horse, he delighted to
worry and distress. I do not like to tell you of
the many cruel things that he did. He was told
that such deeds were wrong. An excellent lady,
with whom be lived, used to warn and reprove
him for his evil conduct. But he did not reform.
When he grew up, he became a soldier. He
was never sorry to see men wounded, and blood
running upon the earth. He became so wicked
as to lay a plan to betray his country, and to sell

it into the hands of the enemy. This is to be a
traitor. But be was discovered, and fled. He
never dared to return to bis native land, but liv-

ed despised, and died miserably in a foreign
clime. Such was the end of the cruel boy, who
loved to give pain to animals. His name was
Benedict Arnold ; he was born at Norwich, Ct.,

in America, and the beautiful city of his birth is

ashamed of his memory.

—

(London) S. S. Teach-
ers Offering.

«^
Advantages or Trees.—Cattle thrive much

better in fields even but moderately sheltered
with trees than they do in an open and exposed
country. An Italian (Gaulieri) has enumerated
and illustrated the advantages in point of climate
which tracts of country derive from woods and
forests. "These," ho says, "are arresting the
progress of impetuous and dangerous winds;
maintaining the temperature of the air; regulat-

ing the seasons; lessening intense cold ; oppos-
ing the formation and increase of ice; moderat-
ing intense beats; producing abundance of wa-
ter in the rivers; discharging the electricity of
the atmosphere ; opposing a harrier to washing
away or undermining hanks; preserving from
inundations

;
preserving the soil on bills and

mountains."

—

Selected.

An Indian chief being in an eating-bouse, was
asked whether he would have a glass of ale. He
cast a very aboriginal look upon the pale face,

and replied—"Thank you, sir, I have not be-

come so far civilized as to drink liquor."

-iween tln-m
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Written words.—It were well if we thought

more of the tremendous significance of written

words. They are irrevocable—unchangeable—

eternal; no alter penitence can erase, no lemm-
ing tenderness soften, no prayer remove them.

Once written, they are written forever upon the

heart of him who reads litem. Speak harshly to

a friend, and it may easily be forgiven, and soon

forgotten; the next tone betrays relenting, the

merest gesture pleads for reconciliation ; but let

cold or bitter or careless words be written, and

they remain forever in their full carlessness, bit-

terness, or coldness ; ruthless are they, for though

you weep as you read, they change not, and your

utmost shrinking avails not to make them strike

one wound less, or one whit less deeply. One
little page has power to change a whole life.

Moreover, the spirit which rules them is more

powerful for evil than good— at least in matters

of feeling. Kind words and gentle thoughts

lose half their force and all their charm, when
they lack the voice of impress, and the look to

sweeten them ; but the written repulse litis ten-

fold power to freeze—the written reproach has

all the bitterness of unmistakeable reality. No
power or self deception can withstand them.

Still more awful is it to write one sentence which

may tempt to wrong or throw even a moment's

difficulty into the path of virtue. If there be a

sin in the forgiveness of which it is hard for a

dying penitent to believe, though years of re-

pentance come between him and its commission,

it is this—to have put a weapon into Satan's

hand, which may last as long as time itself To
the sinner, perchance, it was but the deed of a

moment—forgotten as soon as perpetrated ; but

many a moment is as a pebble cast into the wa-

ters, the circle of whose vibration shall embrace

the whole time-ocean.

—

Portland Transcript.

Beautiful inscription.—The Uingham Pat-

riot says the most beautiful and touching in-

scription may be seen on a grave-stone of pure

white marble, in the cemetery in that town.

The only words are these :—

"OUR MOTHER
FELL ASLEEP

November 12, 1840.

M. 51.

When will the morning come?"

Simple, yet beautiful language! — language

that shall find a response in every heart made
sad by the loss of that best and dearest of earthly

friends— a mother. Many a faltering tongue

has asked that most significant question—" When
will the morning come ?" Peace, O sad Hearts

—

that morning will yet dawn, and that sleep shall

be broken. Yet a while linger ye in patience

and hope, and the glad fruition of faith shall be

realized ; and we shall no more ask, " When
will the morning come?"

Merrimack County Agricultural Society.

The twenty-sixth annual Fair and Show of

the .Merrimack County Agricultural Society was

holden at Contoocookville, on Wednesday and
Thursday, Oct. 24th and 25th, 1849.

On Wednesday, at nine o'clock, A. M , the so-

ciety met at the meeting bouse, and filled all va-

cancies in the several committees, who imme-
diately attended to the duties assigned them in

the examination of stock, &c, presented for

premiums. Alter the several committees had

finished their examinations, the society formed a

procession and marched, escorted by the Band,

to the hotel of W. A. Blodgett, and partook of
an excellent dinner. At two o'clock, P. M., the

society again formed and marched to the meet-

ing house, where the order of exercises were as

follows:

Voluntary by the Band; prayer, by Rev. E.
Worth of Fisherville ; original hymn: address,

by Asa P. Cute, Esq., of Northfield ; original

hymn; report of committee on Farms, by II. E.

Perkins of Contoocookville ; music by the Band
;

Anthem.
Adjourned to meet at this place on Thursday.

at nine o'clock, A. M.

Second Da v.—The society met according to

adjournment, when the reports of the several

committees were made. The society then re-

paired to the ploughing ground, and after wit-

nessing a well executed and well contested

ploughing match, the society again returned to

the hotel to dinner. At two o'clock P. M., the

society convened at the meeting house, and list-

ened to EM excellent Dissertation by Dr. Wm.
Prescott of Concord, on Geology as connected
with Agriculture. After which the reports of

the committees on Ploughing Match were made,
and in connection with those previously made,
the following premiums were awarded:

Asa L. Pervier, Franklin, best Farm, S 4 00
Charles Li. Putney, Boscawen, 3d best Farm, 3 00
P. VV. Coffin, " 2d " 2 00

Abraham Drown, Northricld, best »en. crops. 3 U0
Benj. Whipple, Dunbanon, 2d ••J " 2 00
Tlios. Elliott, Boscawen, 3d " " 150
James Gill, •{ best Corn, 3 00

E. Coffin, " 3d "
1 50

h. M.Chadwick, " 3d "
1 00

L. H. lib. ulwick, " best Wheat, 2 00
Jos. Pilisbury, " best Garden, 2 00
Abraham Burbank, Boscawen, best Ploughing
with oxen, 2 00

John Ivilburn, Boscawen, 2d best Ploughing
wit h ,i\i n, 1 50

Leonard A'oyes. Ilopkinton, 3d best Ploughing
with oxen, i 00

F. W. Coffin, Boscawen, best Ploughman, 1 00

Abial Rolfr, Eisherville, 2d " 50

John P. Farmer, Boscawen, best Driver, 1 00

John Kilburn, " 2d '• 50
Charles Farnum, Concord, if funds sufficient, 50

K. P. Gernsli, Boscawen, bsst Ploughing with
horses, 2 00

G. \V. Brown, Concord, 2d best ploughing with
horses, 1 00

A. P. Butbank, Boscawen, best Ploughman, 1 00

Wm. Burpee, " 2d " 50

A. P. Burbank, " best Driver, 100
E. B. Gitchel, " Sd " 50

Amos Currier, Ilopkinton, best Working Oxen, 2 50
Nahum Elanchard, Canterbury, 2d *' 2 00

Abraham Burbank, Boscawen, :
j d 1 50

Ephrahn Little, " 4th " I 00

Asa L.. Pervier, Franklin, best 4 vr. old Steers, S 00

Enoch Coffin, Boscawen, 2d " " 100
M. A.Pillsburv, Boscawen, best 3 yr. old Steers, 2 00

Benj. Farnum, Concord, best 2 yr. old Steers, 1 00

M. C. Sanborn, Boscawen, 2d " " 50

Joseph Pillsbury, Boscawen, best Heifer, 1 00

Abraham Burbank, " 2d " 50

Benjamin Farnum, Concord, best Bull, 2 00

Thomas Elliott, Boscawen, 2d " I 00

H. E. Perkins, Contoocookville, best Milch
Cows, 2 00

Be.ij. Farnum, Concord, 2d best Milch Cows, 1 00

Jos Ptllsbury, Boscawen, 3d, " 50

John P. Farmer, Boscawen, nest Mare and Colt, 1 50

Nahum Hlanchard, Canterbury, 2d " " 100
li. W. Brown, Concord, best Colt, 1 50

Reynold Way, Bradford, Sd " 100
Enoch Coffin, Boscawen, best Merino Buck, I 50

I. N. Sawyer, Sali,-h!ii> , Sd " 100
Joseph Barnard, Ho, kinton, best Saxony Buck, 1 50

I. N. Sawyer, Salisbury, 2d " 100
I. N. Sawyer, Salisbury, best Saxony Ewes, 1 50

I. N. Sawyer, Salisbury, best Merino Ewes, 1 50
Nahum Rfanchafa, Canterbury, best Boar, 1 50

Nahum Blauchaid, Canterbury, best Sow and
Pigs, 1 50

Joseph Pillsbuy, Boscawen, best Butter, 2 00

B nj. Walk •!,' " 2d " 1 50

Eiiuch Lit tb . " 3d ' 1 00

Benj Walker, " best Cheese, 1 00

John SSHUhuru, " 2d 110
Abial Gcrii.-ii, " 3d " 60

Almond Harris, Fisherville, In st Oasstmeiek, 1 00

Miss i;. Brown, Concord, best Needlework, 1 00

B. F. li II. Holden, Concord, best Flannel, 1 U0

Mrs. Iiidilb 13. Coffin, Boscawen, best [lose, 1 00

Miss Sarah Com li)
" 2u " 50

Miss R. A. Kimball. " 3.1 " 25
Jain;! Marsh, Fisherville, best Leather, Boots
and shoes, 1 "0

I, if Speiial Fmprpvemcnt',

Currier, Doe & Co., Concord, best Plough, 1 50

J. L. Robinson, '• 2d " 1 00

Ames, Gerrish Ac Co. , Fisherville, foi oneSlove, 1 no

II. li. Arnsden & Co, " " " 1 00

P.. u Gitchel, for one Thread Stand, 50

Voted to proceed to the choice of officers for

the ensuing year. Accordingly, the following

persons were chosen :

II. E. PERKINS, Contoocookville, President.

Asa P. Cate, Northfield, Vice President.

Abial Rolfe, Fisherville, Secretaty.

H. P. Geriusii, Boscawen, Treasurer.

David Morrill, Canterbury, Benj. Whipple,

Dunb.-irlon, J. Kimball, Fishei ville, C. E. Putney,

BosCltwen, C. O. Coffin, Boscawen, C. Woodman,
Sanbomton, Directors.

Voted I hat the thanks of the society be ex-

tended to Hon. Asa P. Cate, of Northfield, for

his eloquent address; also to Dr. Wm. Prescott,

of Concord, for his able dissertation on the pre-

sent occasion.

Voted that Walter Harrimnn of Warner be

requested lo give a dissertation on agriculture, at

the next annual meeting.

Voted that the thanks of the society be ex-

tended lo the Band, also to the Choir, for their

services on the present occasion.

Voted to dissolve.

Thirty-seven new members were added to the

society.

ABIAL ROLFE. Secretary.

Fisherville, Oct. 28, 1849.

Farming in Aroostook.
We give below a short account of what has

been done, and may be done again, in farming,

in this seclion of the world, by those who un-

derstand the business, and go into it right. It

was furnished us by a gentleman who takes

much interest in such matters, in the hope that

it might in some degree serve to allay the Wis-

consin and California fever, which is raging so

violently at this lime. It shows conclusively

that any person who is desirous, or expects to

get his living by farming, need not go to Wis-

consin, or any other part of the world, for soil or

climate—and many who are going to California

in the fond hope of realizing a fortune, and of
.

course, happiness, might find it nearer home if

they were to seek it in the way prescribed by

the good Book

:

"As I was passing through the town of Hodg-
don, county of Aroostook, a few days since, I

called on Mr. Walton, who took me over his

farm, and showed me 21,000 apple trees of vari-

ous ages, from one year old to trees bearing fruit.

The seed from which these trees are growing
was procured in Massachusetts, and a large pro-

portion of them were grafted from trees bearing

the choicest fruit. He finds a market for large

numbers of ihem in the western part of ibis

State and Massachusetts, and round that region.

He has almost every variety of ihe plum tree.

He has also crab apples, peach trees, walnut,
trees, butternut trees, cherry trees, ehesnut trees,

grape vines and white oaks.
" Last spring he had ten hives of bees. He •

has now twenty, containing nearly one ton of

excellent honey, besides having taken off COO
pounds of box honey. On this article he has tak-

en the premium for several years past. He sells,

it at 1GJ cents per pound, at which rale the honey
alone is worth StiOO. His hives he values a!

$10 apiece. He made last spring 400 lbs. of
maple sugar, part of which was refined, and •

was equal to loaf sugar in whiteness and sweet-

ness. This year he has raised 200 bushels of
buckwheat, and from two to three years' bread-

stuff. Mr. W. is a very industrious and intelli-

gent man, and his wife is an intelligent and lady-

like woman, and it most excellent housekeeper.
"The inside of the house will compare favor-

ably with the orderand neatness of the husband's
nursery and garden, which far exceeds any thing

of the kind to be found in this eastern country.

Mrs. \V. made during the past summer thirty-six.

cheeses of excellent quality, and a large quantity

of excellent butter. On the 4th of July last she.

hived, with her own hands, four hives of bees,

her husband being absent. She does all her

o.vn work with her own hands, keeping no hired

help. Her husband follows her example in this

respect, as he carries on his farm without hired

help. I am told he killed last winter five fine

moose."

Who will go to Wisconsin to get a living by

farming when it can be done so near home ?

And the money it lakes to land a man and his-

family in Wisconsin, would almost, if not quite,

purchase laud enough to make a farm of in

Aroostook county, and help to stock it.

—

Calais

Advertiser.

Plf.asurf. of reading.—Of till the amuse-
ments that can possibly be imagined for all in-

dustrious man, after his daily toils or in the inter-

vals, there is nothing like reading a newspaper.

It calls for no bodily exertion, of which he has

already had enough, perhaps too much. It re-

lieves his home of its dullness and sameness.'-.

Nay, it accompanies him to his next day's work,

and giVes him something to think of besides the-.

mechanical drudgery of his every day occupa-

tion : something he can enjoy while absent, and

look forward to with pleasure. If I were to

pray for a taste which should stand by me under !'_

every variety of circumstances, and be a source '

of happiness and cheerfulness to" me through

life, and a shield against all its ills, however

things might go atriiss, and the world frown up-

on me, it would be a taste for reading.

»«.*,
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Dr. Holmes' Kcport on the Berkshire Plough-
ing Jlatcli.

The committee on the ploughing match aie

fully sensible of the dignity and ini|ioi'tance of

the office entrusted to their judgment. To rje-

cide upon the comparative merits of so many

excellent specimens of agricultural art is a most

delicate, responsible and honorable duty.

The plough is a very ancient ifripTetnetit. Ii

is written In the Ihiglish language p-t-b-fr-g-h,

anil by the Association of Free and Independent

Spellers, p-l-o-w. It may be remarked that the

gentlemen can, by a similar process, turn

their Roughs into cows, Wlricu would he the

ehenpenl mode of raising live stock, but it is to

be leaved that rtiej (referring to the cows'; would

prove but low hied animals. Some have rli riv-

ed the English word plough from' the Greek

ploxdos— the wraith which comes from the form-

er suggesting its relation to the latter. But such

resemblances between different fangnages may

he carried too for, as, tor example, if a man

should trace the name of the Alataniaha to the

circumstances that the lirsl settlers were all

tomahawked on the mttrgin of that river.

Time and experience have sanctioned the cus-

tom of putting only plain, practical men upon

this committee. Were it not so, the most auk-

ward blunders would be constantly occurring.

The inhabitants of our cities, for instance, who
frequently visit the country during the fine sea-

son, would find themselves quite at a loss, if an

overstrained politeness should place them in this

position, Imagine a trader or a professional

man from the capital of the State unexpectedly

called Upon to act in rural matters.

Plough-shares are to him shares that pay no

dividends. A coulter, he supposes, has some

thing to do with a burse. His notions of stock

were obtained in Faueuil Hall Market, where

the cattle look funnily enough, to he sure, com-

pared with the living originals. He knows, it is

true, that there is a difference in cattle, and

would tell you that he prefers the sirloin breed

to all others. His children are equally unen-

lightened. They know no more of the poultry

yard than what they have learned by having the

chicken pox and playing on a Turkey carpet.

Tli ir small amount of knowledge of wool-

growing is lam(l))entable.

The history of one of these summer visitors

shews that his rural education must be very im-

perfect, lie no soonor establishes himself than

he commences a series of experiments. He

tries to drain a marsh, hut only succeeds in drain-

ing bis own pockats. Ibssoffers to pay for hav-

ing a compost heap carted ollj but is informed

that it consists of corn and potatoes ill an unfin-

ished state. lie sows a'. an, I. niily, but leaps lit-

tle or nothing, except with the implement le-

nses in shaving, a process which is Ireepieilllj

performed for him by other people, tine. '

pays no barber's bill. lb; builds a wire tree,

and paints it green, so that nobody can see it.

But be forgets to order a pair or spectacles a

piece for bis vow*, who, taking offence at some-

thing else, take his fence in addition, and make

an invisible one of it, sure enough, in no time.

And finally, having bought a m idiine to chop

fodder, which chops off a good slice of his divi-

dends and two or three children's fingers he

concludes that instead of culling feed, he will

cut farming, and so sells out to one of those

plain practical farmers, such as you have honor-

ed by placing on your committee, whose pockets

are not go full when he starts, but have fewer

holes and not so many fingers in them.

Clear the brown path to meet 'lie cou.lter's .'leam !

I. ', en . iind lotting team,

Willi toil'.-; Iin. ;hl dc'-v-ili nn . mi Ins sun- burn t brow,

The lord el' earth, the hero lough 1

Firtl in thelield before the redi

I. l-t el Lie .i ! . (lonO,

I me -tiler line along the burning -
l

I

Marks the broad acres whore bis feet has trod
;

Still where fie treads the stubborn clods divide,

'I'll smooth, fresh furrow opens deep and wide
;

Matted and dense the tangled turf upheaves.

Mellow and dark the ridgy cornfield cleaves

;

fp the steep hill-side where the laboring train

Slants the long track that scores the level p!

Through the moist valley clogged with oozing clay,

The patient convoy breaks its destined w iji
;

At every turn the loosening chains resound,

The swinging ploughshare circles glistening round,

'fill the wide field one billowy w ete appears,

And weaned hands unbind the panting steers.

These are the hands whose sturdy labor brings

The peasant's food, the gild n pomp of kings,

'fins is the page whose letters shall be seen

Changed by the sun to words of living green
;

This is the scholar whose immortal pen

Spells the first lesson hanger taught to men
;

These are the lines. O Heaven commanded toil,

That liil thy deed—the charter of the soil !

O gracious Mother) whoso benignant breast,

Wakes us to life and lulls us all to rest,

How sweet thy features, kind to every clime,

Mock with their smile the wrinkled front of time !

We stain thy flowers—thy blossom o'er the dead
;

We rend thy bosom, and it gives us bread;

O'er the red field that trampling strife has torn,

Waves the green plumage of thy tasseled corn
;

Our maddening conflicts scar thy fairest plain,

Srill thy soft answer is the growing grain.

Yet, O our mother, while uncounted charms

Round the fresh clasp of thine embracing arms,

Let not our virtues in thy love decay.

And thy fond weakness waste our sLrength away.

]So! by these hills whose banner-, now displayed,

In blazing cohorts Autumn has arrayed
;

By yon twin ciest, amid the sinking sphere,

Last to dissolve, and first to re-ap -ear
;

By these fair plums the mouiil.iiu circle screens,

And feds in silence from Us dark ravines;

True to their home these laithlul anus shall toil

To crowj] witii peace their own untainted soil;

And true to God, to freedom, to Mankind,

If her chained bandogs Faction shall unbind,

These stately forms, that bending even now,

Bowed their strong manhood to the humble plough,

Shall rise erect, (lie guatdi.itis of the land,

Tfie same stem iron in the same right hand,

'fill Greylock thunders to the parting sun

The sword has rescued what the pie von I

s£^—

What a Farmer should be. — A farmer

should be well instructed in chemistry generally,

more particularly as applied to agriculture ; he

should be well versed in mineralogy, geology,

botany, and in the physiology of seeds, plants,

is, and animals, including the species of bi-

mana; he should learn geometry, mensuration,

fitc. : he should study political i canomy so fat-

as ti have a clear conception of the sources of

wealth and prosperity.

In our republican government he should be

instructed in his constitutional rights, and taught

to vindicate them by a terse and condensed elo-

cution. It will be a happy event for our country

when our farmers, so educated, shall have the

ascendency in our halls of legislation, and there-

by put a stop to the fallacious special pleadings

of demagogues who have already reduced our

cpuntry, possessing all the means of prosperity

in a pre-eminent degree, to a most pitiable con-

dition, by their miserable legislation.

—

North
American Farmer.

from Hunt's Merchants' Magazine.

The Considerate Merchant; or, Payiug an Old
Debt.

There is a moral In tie anecdote,

which we consider too instructive lo he loW 1"

the readers of' the Merchants' Magazine. It was
originally published, we believe, in the Boston

Transcript. We give it as we find it in the

Home Journal of N. 1*. Willi.- I Geiternl Geo.
1'. Morris. We have reason to believe that the

slur', maybe taken by our readers as substantial-

ly true

:

A merchant, very extensively engaged in com-
merce, and located upon the Long Wharf, died

February 18, 1806, at the age of seventy-five, in-

testate. His eldest sou administered upon the

estate. This old gentleman used pleasantly to

say thai, for many years, he had fed a very large

number of the Catholics on the shores of the

Mediterranean during Lent, referring to his very

extensive connection with the fishing business.

In his day he Was certainly well known ; and, to

the present time, is well remembered by some
of the " old ones down along shore," from the Gur-

net's Nose to Race Point. Among Ins papers, a
package of very considerable size was ibtind af-

ter his death carefully tied up, and labelled as

follows: "Notes, due-bills, and accounts against

sundry persons down along shore. Some of

these may be got by suit or severe dunning.

But the people are poor: most of them have had
fisherman's luck. My children will do as they

think best. Perhaps they will think with me,
that it is best to burn this package entire."

"About a month," said my informant, "after

our father died, the sous met together, and, after

some general remarks, our elder brother, the ad-

ministrator, produced this package, of whose
existence we were already apprized, read the su-

perscription, and asked what course should be

taken in regard to it. Another brother, a few
years younger than the eldest, a man of strong

impulsive temperament, unable at the moment
to express his feelings by words, while be brush-

ed the tears from his eyes with one hand, by a

spasmodic jerk of the oilier towards the fire-

place, indicated his wish lo have the package put

into the flames. It was suggi .-!< d by another of
our number, that it might be well, first, to make
a list of the debtors' names, and of the dates,

and amounts, that we might lie enabled, as the

intended discharge was fur all, to inform such as

might offer payment, that their debts were for-

given. On the following day, we again assem-
bled—fhe list had been prepared—and all the

notes, due-hills, and accounts, whose amount,
including interest, amounted to thirty-two thou-

sand dollars, were committed to the flames.
" It was about four mouths after our father's

death," continued my informant, • in the month
of June, that, as I was silting in my eldest bro-

ther's counting-room, wailing for an opportunity
to speak with him, there came in a hard-favoTi d
little old man, who looked as if time and rough
weather bad been to windward of him for sev-

enty years. He asked if my brother was not ihe

executor. He replied, that he was administra-

tor, its our father died intestate. 'Well,' said

said the stranger, 'I've come up from ihe

Cape to pay a debt I owed the old gentlemen.'
' My brother,' continued my informant, ; request-

ed him to lake a seal, being at ihe moment en-
gaged with other persons at the desk.

"The old man sat down, and pulling on bis

glasses, drew out a very ancient leather pocket-

book, and began to count over his money. When
he bad done—and there was quite a parcel oi

bank notes—as he sat, waiting his turn, slowly

twisting his thumbs, with his old gray meditative

eyes upon the floor, he sighed ; and I knew tin;

money, as the phrase runs, came hard, and se-

cretly wished the old man's name might be

found upon the forgiven list. Mj brother was
soon at leisure, and asked him the common
questions—his name, etc. The original debt

was four hundred and forty dollars— it had stood

a long time, and, and with the interest, amounted
to a sum between seven and eight hundred dol-

lars. My brother went to his desk, and, after

examining the forgiven li-i attentively, a sudden
smile lighted up his countenance, and told me
the truth at a glance— the old man's name was
there! My brother quietly took a chair by his

side, and a conversation ensued between them
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which I never shall forget. ' Your note is out-

lawed," said my brother, 'it was dated twelve

yeare ago, payable in two years; there is no wit-

ness, and no interest has ever been paid
;
you

are not bound to pay this note; we cannot re-

cover the amount.' 'Sir,' said the old man, ' I

wish to pay it. It is the only heavy debt i have

in the world. It may be outlawed here, hut I

have no child, and my old woman and 1 hope
we have made our peaee with God, and wish to

do so with man. I should like to pay it,' and he
laid his bank notes before my brother, requesting

him to count them over. ' I cannot take this

money,' said my brother. The old man became
alarmed. ' I have cast simple interest for twelve

jears and a little over,' said the old man. ' I

will pay you compound interest, if you say so.

The debt ought to have been paid long ago, but

your father, sir, was very indulgent—he knew
I'd been unlucky* and told me not to worry about
it,'

" My brother then set the whole matter plainly

tiefore him, and, taking the bank bills, returned
ihem to the old man's pocket-book, telling him
that, although our father left no formal will, he

had recommended to his children to destroy cer-

tain notes, due-bills, and other evidences of debt,

and release those who might be legally bound to

pay them. For a moment the worthy old man
appeared to be etupified. After he had collected

himself, and wiped a few tears from his eyes, he
stated that, from the time he had heard of our
father's deatli, lie had raked and scraped and
pinched and spared, to get the money together

for the payment of this debt 'About ten days
ago,' said lie, ' ! had made up the sum within

twenty dollars. My wile knew how much the

payment of this debt lay upon my spirits, and
advised me to sell a cow, and make up the dif-

ference, and get the heavy burden oft' my spirits.

I did so—and new what will my old woman
•say ? I must get back to the Cape and tell her
the good news. She'll probably say over the

•very words she said when she put her hand on
my s'hotilders as we parted

—

I have never seen the

righteous man forsaken, or hh seed begging bread.'

After a hearty shake of the baud, and a blessing

upon our old father's memory, he went on his

way rejoicing.
" After a short silence—taking hie pencil and

making a cast— ' TJiere,' said my .brother, 'your
part of the amount would be so much—contrive

a plan to convey to me your share of the pleas-

tire derived from this operation, and the money
is at your service;"

Such is the simple tale which I have told as it

was told to me.

Agricultural Science.—The time has gone

by, when Agricultural Science was a subject of

derision or neglect by practical farmers. Every

one must rejoice to see the rapid advance which

it is making in the United States. Its greatest

triumphs have been hitherto in the old world,

and especially in England, where it has made a

garden spot of the whole island, and enabled a

mere speck on the surface of the waters to sup-

port at) unmenee population. But even in our

own country it has achieved its victories, for our

farmers are every day paying more attention to

the principles on which it devolves, and apply-

ing them with great success in their cultivation

of the soil. This is particularly observable in

some of the worn-out lands of our own State,

which have been made to renew their youth, and

though at one time as poor as Job in his lowest

estate, yet it may now he said of them, as it was

of the afflicted patriarch, that their " latter end

is better than their beginning." We have the

authority of one of the wisest practical farmers

of the State for the opinion, that Virginia, by

the advantages afforded by practical agricultural

science and the enlightened and persevering

employment of them, is destined not only to re-

pair her waste places, but make them equal in

fertility and beauty to the virgin regions of the

Western States.—Richmond (Va.) Republican.

From Sharpe's Magazine.

My Own Place.

BY MARTIN F. TOPPER.

Whoever I am, wherever my lot,

Whatever I happen to be,

Contentment and Duty shall hallow the spot,

That Providence orders for me;

No covetous striving and straining to gain

One feverish step in advance,

—

I know my own place, and you tempt me in vain

To hazard a change and a chance !

I care for no riches that are not my right.

No honor that is not my due
;

But stand in my station by day or by night.

The will of my Master to do
;

He lent me my lot, be it humble or high,

And set me my business here,

And whether I live in his service, or die,

My heart shall be found in my sphere

!

]f wealthy, 1 stand as the steward of my King,

If poor, as the friend of my Lord,

If feeble, my prayers, and my praises I bring;

If stalwart, my pen or my sword
;

If wisdom be mine, I will cherish His gift,

If eimpleness, bask in His love,

It' sorrow. His hope shall my spirit uplift,

If joy, 1 will throne it above !

The good that it pleases my God to bestow,

I gratefully gather and prize ;

The evil—it can be no evil, 1 know,

But only a good in disguise ;

And whether my station be lowly or great,

No duly can ever be mean,

The factory cripple is fixed in his fate,

As well as a king or a queen !

For Duty's bright livery glorifies all

With brotherhood, equal and free,

Obeying, as children, the heavenly call,

That places us where we should be

;

A servant—the badge of my servitude shines

As a jewel invested by heaven
;

A monarch—remember that justice assigns

Much service where so much is given !

Away then with " helpings " that humble and harm,

Though " bettering " trips from your tongue
;

Away ! for your folly would scatter the charm

That round my proud poverty hung;

1 felt that 1 stood like a man at my post,

Though peril and hardship were there,

—

And all that your wisdom would counsel me most,

Is—" Leave it :—do better elsewhere."

If " better " were bettor indeed, and not " worse,"

I might go ahead with the rest,

But many a gain and a joy is a curse,

And many a grief for the best

;

No !—duties are all the " advantage " I use
;

I pine not Tor praise or for pelf,

And as to ambition, 1 care not to choose

Mv better or worse for myself!

I will not, I dare not, I cannot !— I stand

Where God has ordained me to be,

An honest mechanic—or lord in the land

—

He fitted my calling for me :

Whatever my state, be it weak, be it strong,

With honor, or sweat on my face,

This, this is my glory, my strength, and my song,

I sland, like a star, in my place.

O^r" We find the following excellent article in

the N. Y. Sunt—
" Our farmers are just beginning to inquire in-

to and appreciate the benefit of applying science

to the cultivation of the soil. They resisted the

innovation at first, as resolutely as they did the

introduction of labor-saving machines, but inter-

est is ever mightier than prejudice, and a few

successful examples set by men who had taken

up agriculture more for experiment than liveli-

hood, soon loused the old fashioned farmer to

inquiry and imitation. The adaptation of soils

to particular products has been consulted from
time immemorial, but without scientific tests; it

was never more than a half guess and chance

work. The farmer planted corn where he could

no longer grow wheat, and running through the

scale of grains, at length found his field only ca-

pable of bearing beans. Science has taught him
that any soil may bn kept in its first strength,

and even enriched forever, and that land which
has once borne wheat, may always bear wheat.

"The plodding plough follower, who for cen-

turies turned his furrow m obedience to weather

signs, and knew nothing of chemical analysis

beyond the application of various manures in

greater or less quantities to his fields, has been

surprised to find the earth only a great chemical

compound, to be studied and worked into ser-

vice by the strictest rules of science, and that

guessing at the quality of soil is no longer ne-

cessary. What has a little science done simply

by its improved modes of grafting, towards re-

creating the fruit orchards of the country, pro-

ducing fruits of* new qualities and flavors? Hor
ticulture exemplifies the advantage of scientific

knowledge and application still more. With no

more expense and less labor, the scientific farmer

is enabled to produce from the acre double what
his 'old style' neighbor produces. By innocu-

lations, he produces new forms from old, and

raised two, three and four different crops from

his ground, instead of one yearly.

"The introduction of labor-saving machines

created a new era in the history of agriculture,

but the application of chemical science to the

soil was a grander step. This last key unlocks

the earth and lets the farmer into secrets, now
as simple and beautiful, as they were once mys-

terious and confounding. Without enlarging

the boundaries of the farm-field, its products are

doubled and trebled by scientific culture, and
the country finds itself, by an easy and peaceful

revolution, without tax upon labor, increased in

its truest wealth ten, fifty, and an hundred pet-

cent. Scientific farming is in its infancy, but

spreading rapidly, it will soon cover our whole

soil. And born of this revolution, are the na-

tional, state, and county exhibits of agricultural

science and industry, which are so many incal-

culable stimulants to emulation among our farm-

ers. The golden age is rapidly approaching, and

its zenith will be indexed by the perfection of

the Earth's culture. When the farmer becomes

as skilful in cultivating his fields, as the warrior

has been in desolating them, the Millennium and

Paradise will have descended upon mankind."

Parsnips.

A correspondent has written to inquire "whe-

ther we know, by our own experience, the quali-

ty of the parsnip for feeding and fattening pigs."

In answer, we beg to state, that, at our farm at

Catlunds Bingmea, we have been in the habit of

employing parsnips for that purpose for some

time. Upon reference to our books, we find that

on the 11 th of October, 1847, we put up two

shotes of eleven weeks old, and fed them on

skim milk and parsnips, for three months, when

they were killed, weighing two hundred and

thirty-one and two hundred and thirty-eight

pounds. They were well fattened, firm in flesh,

and the meat of excellent flavor. The quantity

of parsnips consumed by litem was nine bushels

each.

—

Sussex (English) Express.

We have often wondered that no account is

made of this valuable root. All the world is

alive to the value of the carrot ; while this escti-
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lent is entirely overlooked. That the parsnip

contains more saccharine matter than the carrot,

or even any of the beets, we are satisfied. A
very excellent wine is made of it, which we ven-

ture to assert cannot be made from any other of

the whole root crop. Its estimation as an edible

for the tabic also tells in its favor. And a herd

of hogs turned into a field containing bagas,

beets, carrots, and parsnips, would not be long

in settling the question which they like the best

;

and as they cannot read the Genesee Farmer,

and ure not influenced by any of our blundering

theories, and trust alone to experience, and that

unerring guide that nature has provided them in

the place of reason, we are disposed to give

them the credit of being very capable jndges

—

very.— Genesee Farmer.

From the Boston Courier.

Bartlett's Doable Plough.

Being at Worcester, a few days ago, I was in-

vited to examine the Double Plough, recently

patented by W. O. Bartlett, Esq. of that city, and

to see its operation. It is a very simple machine.

It is, in fact, two single ploughs yoked together,

and, like a well-trained yoke of oxen, that will

do their work without a driver, seems as if en-

dowed with sufficient intelligence to perform its

office without much labor on the part of the

ploughman. The machinery, by which the two

ploughs arc connected, is so contrived, that they

accommodate themselves to the ground. I never

saw a more beautiful agricultural operation. It

was in a field where corn had been raised the

past summer, and which, though not stony, had

rather a diversified surface, of plain and valley.

The plough was drawn by a single team of ox-

en, attended by one man, whose attention seem-

ed to be necessary only when be came to the

end of his furrow, to turn the plough into its

proper position for another. He walked gene-

rally by the side of his team. The man, the

team and the plough seemed to be so many parts

of a well-adjusted, self-moving machine, that

only required winding up to keep it in constant

motion. If anyone should have occasion or in-

clination to write a lecture on the Poetry of Hus-

bandry, let him first go to Mr. Bartlett's farm,

where he may get inspiration from the Double

Plough, and learn wisdom from various improve-

ments, which are there in progress.

1 think that no one, who has seen the opera-

lion of this plough, can, for a moment, doubt its

superiority over every oilier instrument that has

ever been invented for tilling the ground. On
some soils, it may require more draught than the

common single plough, (though I am not certain

of that,) but if it should, this requirement is im-

mensely over-balanced by the amount of work

performed. It requires no uncommon sagacity

in a farmer to perceive that he is in all respects

a gainer, when he can perform in a single day

the labor that bad formerly occupied two or

three. There, is no doubt that a good team,

eilher oxen or horses, would plough four acres

in a day, with this simple machine, and the

ploughman would have the pleasure of seeing,

at its close, his field with a new surface, beauti-

fully turned up in furrows of uniform width and

depth, and in parallel lines, almost as straight as

if drawn by a strict mathematical process.

Mr. Bartlett—a young man, and engaged in

business as a lawyer in the city of Worcester

—

is pursuing the practice of husbandry, on a scale

that would terrify, and in a stylo that would as-

tonish some of our respectable farmers, who

consider every improvement as an innovation,

and are afraid to do any thing in a manner dif-

ferent from that of their fathers, lest they should

be suspected of hook-farming. He has two

hundred acres, purchased about three years

ago, in a state of great impoverishment. Many
of its acres were in too poor a condition to pro-

duce 60rrel, and were covered with dry moss.

The past season he raised wheat at the rate of

twenty-five bushels to the acre, and his rye (I

think he told me) yielded thirty bushels. He
had just harvested corn from fourteen acres, on

which a hoe had not been used during the whole

season—the labor having been performed by

means of the plough, the corn-planter, and the

cultivator. The amount of the products was not

mentioned—perhaps not known, as the process

of husking was going on—but it was such as

will afford a rich compensation for the labor and

capital expended. Mr. Bartlett's prime object is

to make manure, and with it to make this old

and worn-out soil a source of profit and of

wealth. There is a plentiful supply of muck
and peat on his land, which is daily undergoing

a scientific process of conversion to manure of

the fiist quality. His domestic animals are high-

ly fed, and are, consequently, well fitted to co-

operate with their owner in effecting his pur-

pose of enriching his land, by returning to it in

the shape of manure, the greater part of what it

produces.

If there should be any young man, son of a

farmer, living within twenty miles of Mr. Bart-

lett's premises, who has a notion of going to

Boston in search of any kind of employment,

which that city can supply, let him first make a

visit to Mr. Bartlett, see his operations, examine

his theory, and ascertain its practical results ; if

such a young man has common sense, and ordi-

nary sagacity, he will, at once, give up his Boston

notion, and stick to the country, where an acre

of ground is a better capital than a note dis-

counted at the bank, with the proudest merchant

in the city for an endorser.

J. T. B.

From the Philadelphia Dollar .Newspaper.

On the Nature of Soils.

An all-wise Creator, for some all-wise purpose,

decreed that plants and animals should derive

their subsistence from the soil ; hence we find

all the elements of vegetable and animated na-

ture in the soil. For instance, in most soils we
find iron abundant; then, if we look into the an-

imal economy, we find iron in the blood and

muscles of both man and the lower orders of

brute creation. And the wonder-working chem-

ist detects nature in using the same ingredient

in coloring all the fruits and flowers. All things

having once been created, the making principle

stopped, and a changing one immediately took

its place, and has never ceased to act since mu-

tability was indelibly stamped upon all creation.

In the formation of plants and animals, Naturei

gradually collecting her materials, slowly forms

her most perfect specimens ; but like a human
mechanic, inasmuch as she lacks one or more of

the materials, in the same degree is her fabric

imperfect. Thus we see that if the soil in the

field lacks one or more ingredients in the forma-

tion of a vegetable, the plant assumes a dwarf-

ish, sickly appearance, like an animal robbed of

its food. Now, the farmer, to be a good hus-

bandman, must plant the germ, and place around

it all the materials of which it should he com-

uos< il : then Nature, the hatidyrworkmun, soon

rears the perfect plant.

The question now arises, what those ingredi-

ents and materials are. The chemist has given
us all the knowledge he has on the subject: the
air and the water, the f-oil and the subsoil, have
each a part in their possession, and should each
be made to contribute a share. Nature, in the

production of a perfect plant, does not restrict

herself to the animal, vegetable, or mineral
world. The opinion so generally prevalent that

the soil, two or three feet below the surface,

must consequently be entirely barren and use-

less, may be, and doubtless is, erroneous in

many instances, especially in that called hard pan.

If, in producing the perfect plant, nature needs
twenty ingredients, nineteen may possibly be

found in the surface soil, while the twentieth

may be found in the subsoil. Instances have

occurred where a good dressing from soil ten

feet deep, entirely destitute, to all appearance, of

vegetable matter, have had equally as good, or

the same beneficial effect, as a good dressing of

gypsum. This is truly an age of improvement.

Many a farmer has found, while others have yet

to find, a mine of wealth below the reach of his

plough, of which he was as unconscious as the

mountain of its ore. It is very reasonable to

suppose, that the newly-created world was at

first entirely a mineral mass of matter, from

which vegetables soon grew abundantly enough
to support all animated nature. Geologists gen.

erally suppose the action of the elements, for an

indefinite length of time, was necessary to fit it

for the abode of plants and animals ; but be that

as it may, I believe the action of frost upon

ploughed fields, with the winter's rain and snow,

to be a powerful fertilizer in this climate. Hence,

fall ploughing and deep ploughing should go to-

gether, and be followed by heavy dressings of

manure, and particularly such as the soil lacks,

is my creed, derived from experience, and as

such, 1 firmly believe it true.

LABORER.
Abington, Centre County, Pa., 1S49.-^

Tolls on Manures.
Much would be added to the wealth of our

country if turnpike companies would permit

manures to pass over their roads without the

payment of toll and when the transportation of

increased production is taken into account, the

companies themselves would be the gainers by

the reform. Every inducement should be offer-

ed to farmers calculated to make a market for

the refuse of factories, &c, which are now lost,

but might be rendered productive of real wealth

to the country, if brought into use. Untold

amounts of waste at the salt works of our State,

would be used as manures, if the canal toll on

this article, when required as manure, could he

lessened so as to deliver the dirty or unmer-
chantable salt along the line of the Hudson riv-

er. The English farmers pay neither tolls nor

duty on salt for agricultural purposes, and the

wealth of the nation has in consequence been

permanently increased to a much larger amount
than all the duties ever collected on salt, under
the old law. One hundred thousand dollars
worth of dirty salt could be sold annually at the
city of New York for twelve and a half cents
per bushel, which is now wasted for want of a
practicable market, and the increased annual
product in vegetable results, would be many
times that amount.— (forking Farmer.

Florida is said to grow the pineapple of the

first quality. A single acre of good soil will

produce, with little culture, §800 to $1000 worth
per year. When the Florida everglades are

drained, there will nol He i finer country in the

world for every species of tropical fruit.
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CONDUCTED BV PROF. RUSTi

From the Report ot" the N. H. Commissioner of Common
Schools.

Common School Education.

Great misapprehension exists in regard to tlie

nature of elementary education. A glance at

the etymology of the word will shed light upon

the subject. Education is derived from the Latin

word educo, and means to lead forth, to draw out.

Education, as applied to man, is the development

of the faculties, their direction to appropriate

objects and means of expansion. In connection

with the literal import of the word, we should

consider the constitutional elements of the child,

and then we may answer intelligently the oft-

repeated question " What is the appropriate edu-

cation of a human being?"

A physical constitution is a prime element of

humanity. This must he trained, and its pow-
ers developed. Physical education embraces
that training of the body which will render it

vigorous, strengthen its parts, and enable it to

resist every artificial appliance of art, calculated

to injure ils structure. Nature is the great

teacher, and we should follow her as rigidly as

possible. The tyranny of misdirected fashion

lias so controlled mankind, that great care is re-

quisite to break up these bad practices and ha-

bits, and woo us hack again to primitive simplici-

ty. Peculiar importance is attached to physical

education, in view of the intimate connection
existing between the body and the mind. Of
what value to a frail,delicate physical constitution,

is a gigantic intellect, a brilliant genius, or a

highly cultivated taste ? So choice a gem as a

cultivated mind should he enshrined in the

most appropriate and beautiful casket ; at least,

in one that glows with freshness and vigor. A
neglect of physical culture has darkened the

flattering prospects ol many promising youth,

dashed the brightest lights from the pulpit, and
lias crowded our grave-yards with magnificent

ruins. The proper culture of the body includes

that process of development that may be neces-

sary to furnish a symmetrical, healthy, and ele-

gant mansion for the residence of the priceless

mind.
Another prime element of humanity is intel-

lect. The intellectual education of a human be-

ing embraces all that influence exerted in the

symmetrical development and thorough training

of the faculties of the mind. It does not con-

sist merely in the acquisition of knowledge, but

also in rigid mental discipline. The latter is

pre-eminent in its claims. The mere acquisi-

tion of knowledge, though highly valuable in re-

gard to the practical purposes of life, sustains a

subordinate relation to that of thorough disci-

pline. This elicits the resources of the child's

intellect, and prepares him to think and act in

all the varied and conflicting exigencies of life.

It is by this discipline that our youth can secure

ability to govern their passions, restrain the

wildness of their imaginations, and devote their

attention to thorough investigation, regardless ol

the fiisciuatiorts of the senses. This power is

not the gift of creation, hut of protracted mental
discipline. Rigid training and close thought can

alone prepare the mind to unravel sophistry,

vanquish error, and defend the truth. Our
youth should he educated for the world of reali-

ty, prepared to grapple with life's bitterest foes,

and meet all the responsibilities peculiar to the

age with sterling ability and heroic courage.
The acquisition of knowledge is indeed an im-
portant item of intellectual education. A liimil-

iar acquaintance with the elementary branches
of science, a knowledge of the thrilling facts

and delightful phenomena of the natural world,
are acquisitions of great value. These inspire

the youthful mind with pleasing emotions, fur-

nish valuable material for contemplation, and af-

ford Increased facilities for the performance of
duty. That system of elementary education is

the most perfect which combines ti.is acquisition
with « In- most thorough discipline. A mind thus
trained is not only prepared to drive in the earth,
but to soar, in the heavens. It is fitted for fearful

conflicts and splendid achievements. It selects

the vast universe us the field of thought, <m<I

plucks flowers from the pathway of revolving

worlds.

A child possesses a mo'al nature, and its com-
plete education implies the cultivation of its

moral powers. These susceptibilities require

early training and careful culture. The con-
science must he enlightened and exercised. It

is a law of our nature, that the proper use of a

faculty is necessary not only for its perfection,

but even for its preservation. In educating the

conscience, we should endeavor to secure its

early development and vigorous exercise, and
illumine the path of the child with the rays of
heavenly light. A child will no more grow up
to a perfect moral development without educa-
tion, than he will become a splendid linguist, or

a profound mathematician, without it. Parents
who expect their offspring to become models of
excellence and morality, without patient moral
culture, will be sadly disappointed. We might
as well expect a fine crop of wheat from an un-
sown field, or an elaborate discussion of some
recondite branch of science from an illiterate

youth. Moral culture should receive special at-

tention in the district school. If it be neglected
in this early period of instruction, it may never
be obtained ; and the loss will be irreparable. It

is vastly easier and safer to pre-occupy the mind
with good principles than to allow bad ones to

take the precedence, and then impose upon the

educators of the rising generation the stupen-
dous task of breaking up aud eradicating them
before the mind can be prepared for the recep-
tion of correct ones.

The great work of education, physical, intel-

lectual, aud moral, should be carried forward in

harmony, without giving any particular depart-
ment of culture the precedence, to the neglect

of another. Great care should he employed in

securing a healthy physical constitution, as this

furnishes a permanent foundation for all subse-
quent attainments; aud if health be sacrificed,

all other acquisisjtions, no matter how valuable

or brilliant they may be, are comparatively
worthless. Intellectual and moral culture must
not be separated. Their union is crowned with
the choicest blessings, anil their divorce would
be a catastrophe most deeply to be deplored.
Even elementary, intellectual culture, without
moral, may prove a curse rather than a blessing.

Reading may become a source of evil, by famil-

iarizing the mind with thoughts Calculated to

debase the imagination and corrupt the heart.

Arithmetic may become the science of dishon-
esty, rather than that (d' numbers. Geography
and Navigation may prove powerful auxiliaries

in the destruction of human hopes and happi-
ness. Brilliant talents and extensive intellectual

culture, without morality, will lessen personal
enjoyment, and may vastly increase the miser','

of others. The mind may be imbued with the

Ime of ages, the imagination may revel amid the

splendor of her magnificent creations, but -id

these intellectual attainments, without moral in-

fluence, will in their effects resemble the sweep-
ing deluge, rather than the genial shower, aud
will bear in their path desolation and ruin, rather

than peace and happiness. The brightest beams
of knowledge have often gilded a corrupt heart
with dazzling light. Bacon was a star of the

first magnitude in the intellectual horizon, hut

for luck of moral principle richly merited Pope's
antithesis

:

" The greatest, wisest, meanest of mauUciuY'

Lord Byron, who "shot madly from his sphere"
and " from the zenith dropped like a meteor
star," is an illustration of defective moral culture.

Let those stars, which for a time shone so bril-

liantly in the firmament of intellect, but have
now gone down in darkness and gloom, remind
us of the stern necessity of recognizing the
moral nature of youth in our system of educa-
tion.

It would he equally disastrous to cultivate the

moral nature alone, to the neglect of the intel-

lectual. Such a course would curse the world
with a swarm of bigots and fanatics, who would
make sad havoc Willi Ihn dearest interests ot

the community.
Wherever ignorance enshrouds, the minds of

the people, superstition triumphs. Ignorance of

tin- laws of the natural world has converted the.

sublimes! movements into imaginary dangers.
It fills the head with puerile notions and foolish

whims; the atmosphere with frightful appari-
tions, and graveyards with ghosts;— in a word,
it transforms this beautiful world into a dismal
wilderness. The true idea of education em-
braces the harmonious development of the three-
fold nature of the child, and this important truth

should exert a controlling influence in the in-

structions of every teacher in the State.

The great desideratum of the State, is a more
period system of Common Schools, and it will

contribute more to her permnnent prosperity
thun any other measure that can be adopted.
Let some of the States boast, if they will, of
their internal improvements ; others that the
sails of their commerce whiten every sea, and
furnish us with the luxuries of every clime.
Let some pride themselves upon the amount and
character of their manufactures, and the ingenu-
ity of their artisans; and others in the advance-
ment of their agricultural interests ; hut let out-

great glory be, that we have been foremost in

furnishing the mind of a nation; that we have
made liberal provision for the education of our
youth. While neighboring States are distin-

guished by valuable facilities for commerce and
internal improvements of a varied character, do
not our past history and future prospects indi-

cate that eminent success will crown our efforts

in cultivating mind ?

In no other way can we retain our influence
in the councils of the nation, and perpetuate the
blessings of religious liberty, but in the eleva-

tion of our district schools, and the general dif-

fusion of knowledge. In this department of la-

bor, New Hampshire may compete with the
world. Our climate and scenery arc admirably
adapted to develop bold, gigantic intellect, sterl-

ing integrity, aud an indomitable Jove of free-

dom. Mountainous countries are universally

distinguished for vigor of thought and activity of
mind. Our children have been endowed by

nature with all the elements of greatness ; they
are inure I to healthy employments, aud are in-

vigorated by the mountain breezes.

The noblest intellects of the age, whose bril-

liant light now enlivens the hemisphere, and ex-
cites the admiration of the world, a few years
since emitted only a flickering ray in one of our
obscure district schools. And even now in the

common schools of New Hampshire may be
found intellects so vast, so far reaching, that,

with appropriate culture, they will call forth the
admiration of the nation. Let the district school,
located in the verdant valley, or on the rock-
ribbed hill, be so improved that it may afford all

ri qui.ite facilities for the thorough education of
our youth, surrounded by so many propitious

circumstances, and the Slate shall heroine dis-

tinguished for the number, as well as the great-

ness, of her great men. God designs that New
England shall be a fountain of moral and intel-

lectual power. By thoroughly educating the

rising generation, we may erect the most SUCH
cessful barrier against crime, add the greatest

security aud dignity to the State, and fill a

bright and cn;i~| ieuous chapter in our future
IlislolT.

Douele your .iio.NKV.— By taking an interest

in jour schools and Jour children.--' proficiency,

you can double the value of your school money
and make one dollar worth two. Let children

see that their parents feel a deep interest in their

improvement, and they will be likely to feel the

same. Talk with lliein—see if they learn tho-
roughly—encourage them, and always visit the

school. Half a day spent for that purpose vvSH

be worth mine than a five dollar hill to lengthen
out the school. Why not make the most of
your money ?

But if the scholars' mind become too intensely

absorbed in the studies, check it even if he or
sin' must be. taken from the school. It is danger-
ous to health and life. Such cases, however, are

comparatively few.

As gold is liiost frequently found in small
grains and sfltlorr) in large masses, so with

fcaowlerlge: He who would gather much and
become rich, must he content wit b obtaining a
grain at a time, lint let him not become wea-
ried, or discouraged, because of the slowness of
his gains; for he may rest assured that by pa-

tience and perseverance he will, in time, amuss
as much us he vents.
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From the>Newark Advertiser.

Physical, Mental and Social Education.—Our
Hoys and Girls.

''The mind is not the man."
" The heart must have Us teacher, as well as the head.''

A frienil who has two sons, tine intellectual

boys, who ure rapidly advancing in their studies,

complains, nevertheless, that Ihc system under
w liieh they are taught, is deficient in several es-

sential particulars, lie says that his hoys neither

walk erectly or speak distinctly. These are in-

deed serious objections; and the case of our
friend is by no means a rare one. Most of our
systems of education are sadly defective in the

matters alluded to. Too little attention is paid

to physical development. The mind is nursed
to the injury of the body. The mental flame is

kept burning, and often at the expense of the

physical nature. The teacher fancies that he
has accomplished his task when he has induced
the pupil to progress to a certain extent in a cer-

tain period of time ; but be is too apt to forget

that unless the physique he strengthened and de-

veloped, the boy is apt to become a sickly and
effeminate young man, and however highly edu-
cated, to be unfit, in fact, for the active and ar-

duous duties of life. Why is it that we see so

many of our students pale, thin and shadowy?
Does it so often happen that the highly cultivated

in a menial point of view, are deficient ill mus-
cular strength and physical stamini? Is it not

quite as important to encourage and fortify the

one as the other? Is not manliness of frame
quite as essential as precocity of intellect ? Of
what avail will mental accomplishments prove
unless they be associated with health, energy,

activity and a capacity to undergo toil ?

These things should be more considered by

teachers. Parents, too, are apt to lose sight of
then]. Who cannot point out among his friends,

tine polished and cultivated minds; but with the

physical man stunted, dwarfed, and stoop-shonl-

dered ? And so too, with the gentler sex. The
figures and attitudes of our girls are sadly neg-
lected. How few of the young and beautiful

walk erectly with dignity and grace! They con-
tract a habit of bending over while engaged in

their studies, and this is not counteracted by any
system of physical development. One might
suppose that the object was to contract the chest,

and thus to deform, anil provoke disease, while

it should be to develop that portion of the hu-

man frame, and thus not only to beautify the

figure, but to give strength and firmness to the

whole body. How often is the remark made

—

" she is a beautiful creature, but what a pity it is

that she cannot hold her head up ;" or " that her

walk is so ungraceful"—or " she's a charming
girl, but bow feeble her constitution."

Tne voice too, and the power of articulating

distinctly— how sadly they are neglected. An
organ that is so essential, so important, so capa-

ble of producing agreeable or disagreeable ef-

fects ; thai in many cases is regarded as an in-

dex of temper, disposition and character—how
little attention is paid to training, controlling,

and educating it. How many persons stutter,

slammer, articulate indistinctly, speak too rapid-

ly, or in a tone so low as to render it almost im-

possible to hear them. The defect in each case

is most serious, and in almost every instance

Diay be traced to an error in education. But in

early lite all these defects may be remedied by

the adoption of a proper course. Stammering
is, in a great multitude of cases, readily curable

in youth. But let the habit strengthen with

time, and its eradication uill bo found extremely

difficult. So also with rapid and indistinct

speaking, ami with monotonous drawling. These
may seem trifling matters to the superficial. In

many cases they make or mar one's fortune for

life.

What is nobler than an erect, manly, graceful

port— what is more delightful in man or woman,
than a clear, fill, round and melodious articula-

tion,? What higher compliment could be paid

to a teacher, than to see a group of hoys or girls

passing from their studies—all with the ruddy
glow of health in their cheeks— the fire of ani-

mation in their eyes, and ease, vigor ami grace

in their movements and altitudes? Or 'alien,

too, at a public examination, in I r litem enun-

ciate clearly, calmly, distinctly and harmonious-
ly? And what on the other band, could tell

more fatally against a system, than to witness in

contrast to tins picture, a group of thin, pale,

bent, and awkward boys ami girls, with drawling
or stammering voices, hesitation in the tone, in

the manner, and the looks? Surely this subject
is an important one, and entitled to a serious

consideration. We may have an odd prejudice,
but in our intercourse with our fellow creatures,

nothing impresses us so favorably as a frank.

easy, yet modest maimer, a clear, full look of the:

eye, a distinct and yet not boisterous employ-
ment of the tongue. All these Can readily he
inculcated in the young.

But, if a chilil, when put to a teacher, is natu-
rally timid and nervous, and instead of being
coaxed and persuaded into a more resolute spirit,

it is intimidated and lyranized over, he will gel
Horse instead of better; he will lose all his self-

p'-.-ession, and the very idea id" a lesson or a
lecture will terrify him out of the proper exer-
cise of his reason. The business of education
is at once arduous and responsible ; and to dis-

charge the duties of a teacher properly, requires
no little philosophy. But the whole course of
life is affected by early training— the manners,
the morals, and the habits. Too much care can-
not he bestowed upon the physical development,
as well as the moral and mental culture. The
form, the voice, and the gait should not be over-
looked or neglected, for a due attention to these
is almost as essoin ial as the grace, vigor, and
education of the mind.

Domestic Education.—The time is coming when
domestic duties are expected to he performed
upon scientific principles ; and we are bound to

employ every means in our power to make our-
selves acquainted with the sciences pertaining to

our domestic affairs. A knowledge of chemistry
and dietetics, in a cook, is invaluable to a family.
Information regarding the laws of health, and
life, and mental philosophy, is absolutely neces-
sary to the proper rearing of children. The suf-

fering I have seen and experienced for uaut of
knowledge, and the almost incredible advantage
gained by the application of a few practical
ideas, makes me very desirous for others, as
well as myself, that we should have "more
light."

1 think, however, it is not proper that we
should always be in performance of the sober
duties of life. Nature does not bestow all her
care on the sturdy oak and mountain pine, but
adorns the landscape wilh an endless variety of

fanciful colors and forms, enlivens the whole
with music, and the frolicsome play of animated
beings. Nor did she fail to implant in the hu-
man mind faculties harmonizing with the beau-
ty, melody, and gayety of external nature, which
find a legitimate sphere of action in ornamental
horticulture, vocal and instrumental music, &c.— Gen (sue Farm a:

£!c.lf df.pende.nci:.—Most young men consider
it a misfortune to be born poor, or not to have
capital enough to establish themselves at their

onset in life ill a good business. This is a mis-
taken notion. So far from poverty being a mis-
fortune to them, if we tray judge from what we
every day heboid, it is really a blessing: the
chance is more than ten to one against him who
Starts with plenty of money. Lei any man look
back twenty years and see who began business
at ihat time with abundant means, and trace

them lo the present day; how many have be-

come poor, lost their places in society, and air:

passed, hy their boon companions, wilh a look
which plainly says, " I know you not."

Adversity.— It has been truly said that in

medicine, the chief tonics are bilier. The mis-
fortunes of life are intended lo ool as such.
When a long series of prosperities have left the
energies of our nature illative— when the sun
has shone so lotfg anil so brightly that we bask
thanklessly in its beams, and with scarce a con-
sciousness of its beauty— tin n comes on the
lowering sky of the approaching tempest— then
comes on sickness, the loss of friends, pecuniary
lusyep, di-appoiiited hopes, unexpected Fi urs—
and theil ii is that the dormant potvei** iof'-out

noble facilities are stimulated—our sympathies,
our fortitude, our reliance on God.

Never too old to Icaru.

We extract the following from an article which
appeared some months since in the Portland
Orion, which forcibly illustrates, by a reference
to well autheuiicaied facte, the principle that
mnn is never too ot/l to learn.

.Socrates, at an extreme old age, learnt to play
on musical instruments. This >votild look ri-

diculous for soon: of ile- rich old men in our
city, especially if they should take into their
hands to thrum a guitar under a lady's window
which Socrates did not do, hut only learnt to
play some instruments of his time, not a guitar,
for the purpose of resisting the wear and tear of
old age.

Onto, at eighty years of age, thought proper
to learn the (.'reek language. .Many of our
young men in thirty and forty have forgotletl
even the alphabet of a language the knowledge
of which was necessary to enter college, and
which was made a daily exercise through col-
lege. A fine comment upon their love of let-

ters, truly.

Plutarch, when between seventy and eighty,
commenced the study of the Latin. Many of
our young lawyers, not thirty years of age, think

j

that nisi prius, scire facias. &c, are English ex-
pressions; and if you tell them that a know-
ledge of the Latin would make them appear a
little more respectable in their profession, they
will reply that they are loo old to think of learn-
ing Latin.

Dr. Johnson applied himself to the Dutch
language but a few years before his death.
Most of our merchants and lawyers of twentv-
five, thirty, and forty years of age, are obliged
to apply to a teacher to translate a business let-

ter written in the French language, which might
he learnt in the tenth part of the time required
for the study of the Dutch— and all because they
are too old to learn.

Colbert, the famous French minister, at sixty
years of age returned to his Latin and law stu-
dies. How many of our college learnt men have
ever looked into their classics since their gradu-
ation ?

Ogilby, the translator of Homer and Virgil,
was unacquainted with the Latin and Greek "till

he was past fifty.

Franhlin did not fully commence his philoso-
phical pursuits till he bad reached Ids fiftieth
year." How many among us of thirty, forty, and
fifty, who read nothing hut newspapers for the
want of a taste for natural philosophy! But
they are too old lo learn.

Accorso, a great lawyer, being asked why lie
began the study of law so late, answered, that,
indeed he began it late, but he should therefore
master it the sooner. This agrees with our the-
ory, that healthy old age gives a man the power
of accomplishing a difficult study in much less
lime than would be necessary to one of half of
his years.

Drijdcn, in his sixty-eighth year, commenced
the translation of the Iliad; and his most phas-
ing productions were written in his old age.
We could go on and cite thousands of exam-

ples of men who commenced a new study, and
struck out into entirely new pursuits, either for
livelihood or amusement, at an advanced age.
Hut every one familiar wilh the biography of
distinguished men, will recollect individual cases
enough to convince him that none hut the sick
and indolent will ever say, / am too old lo study.

When the question was asked hy a traveller
from a foreign country, passing in the stage-
coach,—" What is the cause of the enterprise and
prosperity of New England '-''— the answei was
given by one whose gyp rested upon the steeple
of a church and upon a school-house.—"These,"
said he, •'account for the enterprise and prosper-
ity of New England. The house of God first,

and the sehool-hou e next;—the one the result
of the other, and both going hand in hand lo

enrich and bless '.he whole community."

Ile that has never known adversity, is but half
acquainted with others, or with himself. Con-
stant success shows us hut one side of the world;
liir, as it surrounds us with friends, who will tell

us only our merits, so it silences those enemies
from whom nlone we can learn our defects.
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Do well what you attempt.

Thoroughness with the agriculturist as well as

with the student, is the only true rule. Although

perfection is to be expected hut rarely, yet it

should he our constant endeavor to approximate

the grand point of ultimate and radical com-
pleteness, and by every successive step in our

progress to render that point less difficult and

less remote. Carelessness, when it attains the

inveteracy of a confirmed habit, like any other

evil, grasps us with a controlling force,— its pow-
er and intensity of deteriorating and rendering

a bad and condemnable practice worse, increas-

ing in proportion as it is indulged. In farming,

every step, every act accomplished in the rou-

tine, is to be contemplated as a beginning. We
must plough before we plant ; and we must
weed before we harvest ; and the weeding of one
crop, and its removal from the field, is a labor

preparatory to the production and maturation of

unnumbered crops which, in succession, are to

spring from the same soil, and remunerate, in

distant futurity, it may be, the laborer for his

annual toil.

In the cultivation of arable lands devoted to

weeded crops, how essential is this principle of

thoroughness, and strikingly is its necessity dis-

played ! Weeds, especially those of indigenous

kinds, are gross feeders, taking from the nutri-

tive properties of the soil a far greater per cent,

in proportion to their bulk, than the most ex-

hausting cultivated crops; yet weeds abound;
they flaunt and luxuriate and multiply, annually,

in almost every field. It was not many years

since, that the " Canada Thistle" was introduced

into the gardens of New England as an orna-

mental production ! It was cherished and stim-

ulated and admired till, waxing mighty, it sent

forth its pestiferous germs from the garden and
the parterre to the fields, the pastures and the

road-sides, and, finally, like plagues of Egypt,

overran and devoured, literally in one sense,

—

and a most emphatic one,—" the fatness of the

land."

A few seeds of the dock are dropped, fortui-

tously, in some unfilled corner, or out of the

way place, and produce plants; yet the owner of

the soil sees no imperative necessity for imme-
diately destroying them ; they stand not in his

way at present. Rut the lime will come, should

he live, when their power will he felt. The
progeny of evil multiplies rapidly; and, in due
time, the soil all around will he infested and
overrun, till what might have been effected by a

single stroke of the hoe, demands, for its com-
pletion, the labor of many years, of many anx-

ious hours and painful toils.

In draining and enclosing lands, it is too often

that the operator consults present convenience

rather than future profit ; all the details are im-

perfectly designed and arranged ; nothing is

thorough or substantial. Instead of going to

work in the right way, and expending his money
to the best advantage, by investing every dollar

in a permanent "improvement," he expends
often a large part of his immediately available

resources in the construction of mere "gossamer
work "—drains that answer no purpose of prac-

tical utility, and fences that a twelvemonth will

prostrate, or the feeblest zephyr destroy. Such
conduct becomes not the liberal-minded and en-
lightened farmer; it is a part of the "penny
wise and pound foolish policy," which, by every
judicious person who rightly appreciates his true

rl. Yon

ing a great display with circumscribed means,
are too often cajoled into its adoption ; but a few
years' experience will be generally sufficient to

correct the evil ; its burdens and entailments of
toil and expense prove, commonly, an " open

sesame'" to the proper course, and their practice

is corrected and reformed. In manuring lands,

also, we should look more to distant results than

to present profits. A piece of soil, thoroughly
enriched, is a lasting treasure. Like a deposit

in a solvent bank, it pays annual dividends, and
by a judicious course of management will im-

prove rather than deteriorate for years. In this

department of farming, more than in any other,

probably, the beneficial effects of thoroughness
are convincingly displayed.— Germanlown Tele-

graph.

Rainy Days.—How much time is thrown away
by some farmers when the weather will not per-

mit them to work out doors ! And how well

this might be improved ! There are many days
and hours of wet weather in a year, in which it

is impossible to do any work on the farm; and
when these are lost, as they are to many farmers
of my acquaintance, they amount to a consider-

able sum. " Time is money," as my grandfather

used to say ; and further, " Take care of the

pence, and the pounds will take care of them-
selves."

Now, if this is good advice in money matters,

it will surely apply to economy in time, to those

hours and half days when the rain drives us un-
der cover.

Well, how are these hours to be best improv-
ed ? I will tell yon, my brother farmers. Get
yourselves a set of carpenter's tools, and make a

work-bench
; and if you can plane a board and

drive a nail, you will find enough to occupy all

your spare time.

The tools will cost but five or six dollars-
such as are most necessary; and then you will

be able to keep your out-buildings, fences, and
many of your farming implements in good re-

pair. If your barn or stable doors break down,
mend it immediately the first rainy day. If a

board is loose, put a nail in it or replace it. If

you want any plain, useful kitchen furniture,

such as pine tables, benches, &c, take those oc-

casions. But it is unnecessary to multiply the

things that might be made or repaired in such
times. Every farmer that looks around him (if

he is not in the habit of so doing) will find the

wood work on his place lamentably out of re-

pair.

Besides, every farmer should accustom him-
self to the use of tools. When he wants a small

job done, it wastes as much time often as it is

worth, to go several miles after a carpenter. I

know so.ne farmers who have not a hatchet,

drawing-knife, auger, plane, or work-bench about
their place. The consequence is, their jobs and
repairs generally go undone, and they have no-

thing to do half their time in rainy weather. Is

this economy! Yet such men will carry their

grain five miles farther to a market where they

can get two cents more on a bushel.— Genesee

Farmer.

were a superior variety of the Jannett. This
spring 1 examined the soil, and found that a vein
of iron ore passed just under the ten trees, so
near the surface that it bad been ploughed and
worked up with the top soil. A variety of the
large blue plum growing upon the same ground
is also very fine ; while grafts taken from the
same plum trees, and worked upon stocks grown
on different soil prove worthless."—Maine Farmer.

The Bible.
The following lines are attributed to Lord By-

ron, and are said to have been written by him in
his Bible :

—

Within this awful volume lies

The mystery of mysteries,

Oh ! happiest they of human race

To whom one God has given grace,

To hear, to read, to fear, to pray,

To lift the latch, and force the way
;

But better they had ne'er been born,

Who read to doubt, or read to scorn.

FARM FOR SALE.
T1HE subscribers offer for sale their FARM in Epsom,

well-known as the Cilley place, lying on the Turn-
pike road, and near the centre of the town, and close to
the line of the contemplated railroad from Hooksett to
Pit'.sfield. The home place contains upward of 200
acres

; a large proportion of which is mowing, and tillage;
the buildings are two good DWELLING HOUSES, two
Barns with Sheds, and all olher Outbuildings suitable for
two families. Also, a large Pasture about two miles
from the home place, containing about 90 acres, well
watered, lying by the side of Odiorne's pond (so called.)
Also, a Wood and Timber lot, containing about 90
acres, about one and a half miles from the home place,
and very handy to Long Kails Saw Mill. They also offer
the crops now growing, and the hay in the barns, being
sufficient to winter filly head of cattle; the greater part
cut on the home place the present season.

If not disposed of at private sale the present season, it

will be offered at public auction the 20th day of February
1350. ;'

Conditions of sale for the whole or such parts as may
be agreed upon, will be liberal.

W. P. CILLEY,
J. L. CJLLF.Y.

Epsom, August 31, 1849. 3ms.

FARM FOR SALE.
THE subscriber offers fir sale his Farm, situated in

the south-west part of Bedford, six miles frem Man-
chester. Said farm consists of 140 acres, divided into
mowing, pasturing, tillage and woodland, with a good va
riety uf FRUIT TREES thereon in a bearing state, con
sisting of Apple, Peach, Plum, Cherries, Grape, Currants,
Gooseberries, &c. The above fruit has been selected
from the choicest kinds with a view to the market. Also
one olher Young Orchard of Baldwin Apples, three years
from the bud, consisting of eighty trees.
On the premises are two COTTAGE HOUSES, Shed

and Barn—90 by 30. The above farm has been improved
fur the last four years as a milk and vegetable farm.
Any one wishing to engage in either or both of the

above branches of firming, will do well to call and ex-
amine the premises, as the crops will be a better recom-
mendation than any thing the subscriber may say.
Reference may be nnde to Hon. Isaac Hill, Concord,

or to BROOKS SHATTUCK, on the premises.
At.so—One other Farm in said town, of 110 acres,

in a good condition, with buildings newly fitted up.
For further particulars enquire as above.
Bedford, Aug. 31, 1349. 3ms

beginners, and those who arc ambitious of mak- 1 ed by all who saw and ate the apple, that thev

Iron for Apple Trees.
A correspondent of the Albany Cultivator,

writing from Fredericksburg, Va., says, " A friend

who has a large orchard of 'Itawle's Jannett ap-

ple,' has ten trues upon one corner of the or-

chard which always produce fruit a third larger,

and ftavoi mac
i
supi ri >r, that it was stippos-

IIIGGINS' NURSERIES,
FLUSHING, NEAR NEW YORK.

THE proprietor offers for sale an extensive assortment

of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, comprising
10,000 Pear Trees, from one to three years growth
from the grafts; 12,000 Apples; 10,000 Cherries:
15,000 Peach

; G,000 Nectarines ; 3,000 Apricots :

(5,000 Quince
; 8,000 Plums; 4,000 Grape Vines;

all the new varieties of Strawberries, Raspberries, Goose-
berries.^ Currants, <fcc. Also, 20,000 assorted Orna-
mental Trees, for streets, avenues and pleasure grounds,
and cemeteries

; 10,000 Evergreens and fifty varieties
of Flowering Shrubs; all the leading kinds of perpetual
Roses. Herbaceous plants, running vines, Honeysuckles,
Wistarias, &c, and dwarf box for garden edgings, Ever-
green Ivy Tor ornamenting the walls of churches, stone
buildings, &c. &c
Trees packed carefully and sent to all parts of the

Union, as ordered.
It is the desire of the proprietor, that all persons wish-

ing to purchase any of the above named, will do him the
favor of visiting his extensive nurseries, and judge for
themselves. Address the undersigned, Proprietor of the
above >' nearly *

Flushing, Sept. 15. 1819.

L'.VMLL U1GG1AS.
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Crossing (he Alps in a Balloon.

.Marseilles, Sept. 11.—M. Aiubuti, the aeronaut,

ascended in 1 1 i .-> balloon from tlie Clititeati de
Fleurs (the Vnuxhalj of this place) at hall' past

mx in the evening of the 3d instant, and alighted
at the village of Pion-Forte, near Turin, the fol-

lowing morning, at half-past hit), having accom-
plished the distance, about 400 miles, in eijilit

bonis. The particulars of this voyage are relat-

ed by M. Araban himself, in one of our morning
papers, as follows:

—

" I ascended from the Chateau tie Fleurs on the

3d instant, half-past six. At eight, I was over the

Wood pf Fsleret, where I ascertained 1 was at a

height of 4000 metres. The temperature of the

uir Wits cohl, hut dry ; toy centigrade thermome-
ter marked lour degrees below zero. The wind
was southwest, and sent me over Nice. For
Dearly two hours surrounded by very dense
clouds, my cloak no longer sufficed to keep me
warm ; 1 suffered much from cold feet. ) never-
theless determined to proceed and lo traverse lite

Alps, from wh ;eh I knew I was not far distant.

"My piovision of ballast was enough lo raise

me above the highest peaks. The cold gradual-

ly increased, the wind became steady, anil lite

I tnoon lighted me like Ihe sun (comme le soleil en

plein jour.) I was at the foot of the Alps; the

snow, cascades, rivers, all were sparkling; the

ravines and rocks produced masses of darkness,
which served as shadows to Ihe gigantic picture.

"The wind now interrupted Ihe regularity of
my course. 1 was occasionally obliged to ascend,

in order to pass over (he peaks. 1 reached the

summit of the Alps at seven o'clock, anil as the

horizon became clear, and my course regular, I

began lo think of supping.
* ; Iwas now at an elevation of 4fi00 metres.

It was indispensably necessary for me to pursue
my journey and reach Piedmont. Chaos only
was under me, and to alight in these regions
was impossible. Alter supper, 1 threw my empty
buttle into the snow beneath, where possibly
some adventurous traveller will one day find it,

and be led to conclude that another before him
had explored the same desert regions. At half-

past one in the morning 1 was over .Mount Missn,

w Inch 1 knew, having explored it in my first jour-

ney to Piedmont. There the Durance and the

Po take their source. I reconnoitred the position,

mid discovered the magnificent plains of the
mountain. Before this, certainly a singular opti-

cal delusion, occasioned by the shining of the

moon upon the snow, was like to make me think

myself over the open sen. But as the south-west
wind had not ceased to blow, 1 was convinced by
his fact, as well as by others I had noticed, that

I could not be over the sen. The stars confirmed
he accuracy of my compass, and the appearance

of Mount Blanc Batisfied me that I must be ap-

proaching Turin. Mount Blanc to my left, on a

I vi I with the spot' in which 1 was, being far

above the clouds resembled at: immense block

of crystal sparkling with a thousand fire's.

" At a quarter to three, Mount Vise, which was
behind inr, proved to me thai I was in ihe neigh-

borhood of Turin. I determined to alight, which
I did without any difficulty, having ballast enough
to go much further. 1 alighted near a huge farm
yard, where 1 was surrounded by several watch
dogs, from whose caresses 1 wus protected by

my cloak. Their barking awakened the peas-

ants, who were more surprised than frightened

tit seeing me. They admitted me to llieir house,

informed me that it was half-past two, and that

1 was in the village of Piuti-Forle, near Studini,

six kilometres from Turin.

"I passed ihe remainder of the night at the

litrni house, and in ihe morning the peasants ac-

companied me to the mayor, who delivered me
a certificate, attesting my arrival, &c.

"After packing up my lialloon and cor, I sel

out for Turin, where I arrived at nine in the

morning. I immediately set down to write to

the director of ihe Chateau de Fleurs, in order to

relieve the anxiety of my wile, friends, and the

Marseilles public who might he interested aboui

me. 1 then repaired to M. Bois le Cotnte, the

French Ambassador, who gave me a passport.

At 11 the same morning, 1 attended the church
of la Madre di Dio, where a funeral service was
performed in honor of Charles Albert's death.

This ceremony "as followed by a review of the

National Guard. 1 could hardly believe that the

evening before I was at the Chateau de Fleurs,

at Marseilles, one hundred and forty leagues off."

Every Man a Farmer.

The cultivation of the earth is congenial to the

nature of mankind ; and a very large proportion

of men, during some share o( their lives, either

do, or have a desire to, become fanners. Be-

sides those who, in civilized countries, are bred

to (he culture of ihe soil, and make it their sole

pursuit through life, there are thousands of

others who retire from the bustle and anxieties

of Hade, the vexations of a professional, or the

turmoils of a public life, to rural quiet and the

undisturbed cultivation of a few acres of land.

The merchant, whose youth has been spent be-

hind the counter, whose prime of hie and middle

age have passed between the leger and the

slrong-hox, between the hopes of gain and the.

lears of loss, having at length realized n plum,

retires, from the crowded city and the anxieties

of trade, to the pure air of the country and the

peaceful cultivation of a farm. The lawyer,

having acquired wealth and professional fame,

abandons his causes for a more, templing cause,

—ihe pursuit of agriculture,— or mingles with

bis professional labors the exercise of the spade

and the plough. In like manner, the physician

and the divine, the ctuers of physical and moral

diseases, consult their own health and quiet, tiud

find a balm for body and mind, by snatching a

few hours from the calls of professional duty, to

apply them to the grateful pursuits of tilling the

earth. Why should we mention the statesman

and the warrior? They, too, are inclined lo be-

come farmers; the one leaving the field of am-

bition, the oilier his harvest of laurels, both geek

a soil more congenial to the best feelings of man,

and end ihe career of life, like Cincinnalus, at

the plough. Even the mariner, the adventurous
son of Neptune, whose home has been for many
years, professionally and practically, on the deep,

—who has sailed to nil lands and visited every
sea, bringing with him the rarities of every coun-
try and the products of every clime—purchases
a home on the land, transphuiis his exotics into

his native soil, and prefers thai his lust rest

should be in the rural church yard with bis kind-

red, to finding a bed in the bosom of ihe deep.

The mechanic, loo, is smit with (lie love of farm-

ing, and exchanges ihe dust of the shop for the

furrows of the field, the confined air of crowded
rooms for the free atmosphere of the heavens,
and the noise of machinery for the music of
birds.

Nor is this prevailing love of agriculture, which
sooner or later in life discovers itself) to be won-
dered at, whether we consider it us implanted in

our nature, or whether it be the result of reason

and experience. If it be innate, it is merely kept

down for a while by the engrossing pursuits of
wealth, the c'alls of ambition, or the strife of glo-

ry. But, these being satiated or disappointed,

the mind, set free, returns to its native desires,

and applies its remaining energies to their peace-

ful gratification. But reason and experience may
well be allowed their share in bringing so large

a portion of mankind ultimately to the culti-

vation of the earth. Who, that values his- native

dignity and independence, would not prefer to

be lord of a few acres of land, with nobody's

humors to consult but his own, and nobody to

please but his Maker, to the cringing, the fawn-

ing, and lying that are apt to enter so largely in-

to political, professional, mercantile, and me-
chanical hie? If any man on earth can say, "/
ask no favors" it is the farmer. Skilful and hon-

est labor is all that the earth requires, and it

yields a due return—no favors dearly bought

with the surrender of independence, of honor,

of truth, and of all noble and manly feelings
;

no truckling for office, no fawning for popularity,

no lying for gain. No man can say of farming,

" 1 have served u faithless master! I have sacri-

ficed honor, and conscience, and independence

of mind ; and what have I gained?" Among
farmers there are no deserted Wolseys, and no

Belisarius lives a reproach to agricultural pur-

suits. The choristers of the field never sing to

deceive, the flowers of the mead never bloom to

hide a deformity, and nature never smiles to be-

tray .

—

Berksh ire Jlmerica n.

Insanity.—Miss Dix, the distinguished phi-

lanthropist, in a memorial to Congress, by which
she asks a grant of land for the benefit of the

insane of our country, shows that in ihe New
England Slates lite proportion of the insane to

the whole population, is about one in GOO ; that

in the Middle Stales it is one in i»00; und that in

the Western States it is one in 1300. The worst

Stale is Rhode Island, where there is one to eve-

ry 503; and the best South Carolina, where
there is one to every 6158. In some of these

States there is comparatively excellent provision

for ihe insane ; but in others little or nothing

has been done.
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Civil and Diplomatic Appropriation Hill.

The Washington Union brings lis the Civil and
Diplomatic Appropriation Bill. The document
is very long, covering over a page of the govern-

ment paper. The following are among the

items:

—

Compensation and mileage ofCongress-
men, $338,440

Pay of clerks and other officers of Con-
gress, 39,557

Contingent expenses of the Senate, 75,000
" " " House of Reps.,1 17,756

For the Jefferson Papers, 20,000

Salary of President and Vice President, 30,000

Expenses of State Department, 70,590

Expenses of the Treasury Department, 385,373

Contingent expenses of " 80,028

Expenses of War Department, 141,522

Contingent expenses of War Depart., 31,000

Expenses of Navy Department, 106,800

Expenses of Post Office Department, 172,050

Contingent expenses of Post Office, 8,700

Pay of Surveyors and their Clerks, 38,700

Expenses of the U. S. Mint, 84,200

Expenses of the Judiciary Department, 580,300

For repairs of capitol, &.C., 17,749

For lighting Pennsylvania avenue, 6,000

For repairs of White House and grounds, 14,368

For painting the capitol, 20,000

For U. S. Coast Survey, 65,000

For surveying Northern and Western
Lakes, 25,000

For contingent expenses under Sub-
Treasury act, 15,000

For bringing to Washington votes for

President and Vice President, 9,000

Expenses of Loans and Treasury Notes, 15,000

Pay for Congressional Globe for members, 8,208

Pay for Documentary History, 24,327

For Custom House in Savannah, 30,000

For Custom House in Charleston, 30,000

For Custom House in New Orleans, 30,758

For new Custom House, Boston, 12,500

For gravelling Indiana avenue, 13,500

For publishing Exploring Expedition, 30,753
For Virginia Revolutionary officers and

soldiers, 81,273
For supplying Light-houses, 140,394

For repairs and incidental expenses of
Light-house establishment, 78.889

For salaries of Light-house keepers, 132,598

For repairs of floating lights, &c, 79,265

For supplying loss of beacons, &c, 33,466

For Superintendent's commissions, 11,640

For completing Light-house, Boston
harbor, 10.000

For completing other Light-houses, 133,835

For surveying Public Lands, 130,000

For Clerks in Surveyor-General's offices, 22,900

For location of Private claims, &.C., 14,230

For compensation of Geologists, &c, 40,000
For salaries of Foreign Ministers, 60,000
For salaries of Secretaries to Legation, 12,000

For marking boundary between the

United States and Mexico, not ex-

ceeding, 50,000
Salaries of Charge d'Affairs, 76,500
Contingent expenses of Foreign Missions, 30,000
Intercourse with Barbary Powers, 9,000
For Relief and Protection of Seamen in

foreign countries, 75,000
Balauces due Creek Indians, 141,055

A Pleasant Surprise.

A young man, of eighteen or twenty, a student
in a university, took a walk one day with a pro-

fessor, who was commonly called the student's

friend, such was his kindness to the young men
whom it was his office to instruct.

While they were now walking together, and the
professor was seeking to lead the conversation
to grave subjects, they saw a pair of old shoes
lying in the path, which they supposed belonged
to a poor man who was at work in the field

close by, and who had nearly finished his day's
work.
The young student turned to the professor

saying, "let us play the man a trick; we will

hide bis shoes and conceal ourselves behind
those bushes, and watch to see bis perplexity
when he cannot find them."
"My dear friend," answered the professor,

" we must never amuse ourselves at the expense

of the poor. But you are rich, and you may give

yourself a much greater pleasure by means of

this poor man. Put a dollar in each shoe, and
then we will hide ourselves."

The student did so, and then placed himself

with the professor behind the bushes hard by,

through which they could easily watch the la-

borer, and see whatever wonder or joy be might

express.

The poor man soon finished his work, and
came across the field to the path, where be had
left his coat and shoes. While he put on the

coat, he slipped one foot into one of bis shoes
;

but feeling something hard, he stooped down
and found the dollar. Astonishment and won-
der were seen upon bis countenance ; he gazed

upon the dollar, turned it around and looked

again and again ; then he looked around on all

sides, but could see no one. Now he put the

money in his pocket and proceeded to put on

the other shoe; but how great was his astonish-

ment when he found the other dollar! His feel-

ings overcame him; be feel upon his knees,

looked up to heaven, and uttered aloud a fervent

thanksgiving, in which he spoke of bis wife,

sick and helpless, and his children without

bread, whom this timely bounty from some un-

known hand would save from perishing.

The young man stood there deeply affected,

and tears filled his eyes.
" Now," said the professor, " are you not much

better pleased than if you had played your in-

tended trick ?"

" O, dearest sir," answered the youth, "you
have taught me a lesson now that I will never

forget. 1 feel now the truth of the words which

I never before understood, ' it is better to give

than to receive.'

"

We should never approach the poor but with

the wish to do them good.

Pounds.
Tennessee, 36,000,000
Kentucky, 2,200,000

Arkansas, 25.000,000
Florida, 18.000,000

Texas, 12,000,000

Estimated Cotton Crop of the United States.

We glean the following facts in relation to the

cotton crop of last year, from the Report of the

Commissioner of Patents, submitted to Congress,

January, 1849 :—

Pounds.
Virginia, 2,800,000

N. Carolina, 45.000,000
S. Carolina, 105,000,000
Georgia, 220,000,000
Alabama, 165,000,000
Mississippi, 245,000,000
Louisiana, 190,000,000 1,066,000,000

or 2,665,000 bales of 400 pounds each, which, it

is said, is very near what the actual crop will

turn out. It will be seen by this statement that

Louisiana is the third largest cotton-growing
State, Mississippi and Georgia only surpassing

her. Of the twelve cotton-growing States, the

crops in part—and mostly entire—of eight of
them, find their way to New Orleans for expor-
tation. Alabama sends us a portion of her crop;

so do Florida and Texas.—.V. O. paper.

New mode of Building.—A small house may
be built in the following manner, with a saving

of expense, where lumber is as plenty and as

cheap as in this city, and where planing can be

done by machinery : Take two-inch plank, plane

them on one side, and tongue and groove them.

Provide good sills, and erect the building by set-

ting the planks upright; and battening the joints

with strips of half an inch stuff, the strips two

inches wide.—This forms the outside wall. Furr

out on the inside with half inch stuff, and lath to

that. The half-inch furring gives sufficient

room for the plastering to clinch, yet leaves the

space too narrow for mice. For small one-story

houses, this is a very pretty mode of building,

cheaper than by studs and clapboards, and in

many respects better. Several such houses have

been built in this city, and give good satisfac-

tion.

—

Burlington (Iotea) Gaz.

The editor of the Providence Star has seen

the man who minds his own business.

We wonder if he has seen the woman.

Railroads and the Press.

" Railroad companies must get rid of this ex-

pensive newspaper advertising," said a railroad

director to us the other day. And we hear on

every hand a good deal of muttering about free

passes occasionally granted by some railroad to

editors, newspaper reporters, &c. We like

economy in the management of railroads, but to

our judgment, this is beginning reform at alto-

gether the wrong place. Foot up the accounts

between the newspapers and the railroads of the

land, and upon which will fall the balance due?
There are not a half dozen railroads in the coun-

try that could ever have been built, had it not

been for the aid of the press. For example,

take our own paper and our railroad. Is the

Belknap Gazette under obligations to the Mon-
treal Railroad corporation, for its few dollars of

annual advertising? Had it not been for the

early, the unwearied, the constant advocacy of

the Gazette, we doubt if there had ever been the

first rail laid upon that road. The mere cost of set-

ling the type of articles in this paper, in behalf

of that enterprise, has been hundreds of dollars

—and it has secured them thousands of dollars

of subscriptions, and above all, kept the stock-

holders in good heart and courage. In the early

days of the Montreal, when friends were of value

in that enterprise, and the Gazette was under

the care of Col. Lane, where did the road find so

active and faithful a friend as in these columns?

And what is true of the Gazette and the Mon-
treal, is true of nearly every railroad and its

neighbor presses, throughout the country. If

every editor in the land, had a free ticket for life,

for himself and family, these corporations would

be but beginning to pay their honest debts to

this class of their friends.

Gentlemen directors, you had better commence
your retrenchment elsewhere, than with the

press. Both justice and self-interest so dic-

tate.

—

Meredith Bridge Gazelle.

A Wife in Trouble.
" Pray tell me, my dear, what is the cause of

those tears."

" Oh ! such a disgrace!"

"What—what is the matter, my dear? Do
not keep me in suspense."

" Why, I opened one of your letters, supposing
it addressed to myself. Certainly it looked more
like Mrs. than Mr."

"Is that all? What harm can there be in a
wife's opening her husband's letters?"

"No harm in the thing itself. But the con-
tents! Such a disgrace !"

" What ! has any one dared to write me a let-

ter unfit to be read by my wife?"

"Oh, no. It is couched in the most chaste and
gentlemanly language. But the contents, the

contents !"

Here the wife buried her face in her handker-
chief, sobbing aloud, while the husband caught
up the letter and commenced reading the epistle

that had been the means of nearly breaking the

wife's heart. It was a bill from the pi inter, for
seven years' subscription.—Sandy Hill Herald.

Early Rising.

Every young man, then, who desires to be in-

telligent, good, and happy, should learn to rise

early in the morning. He should do this for va-

rious and strong reasons ; among which are the

following:

—

1. It is healthy lo rise early.—It is scarcely pos-

sible to find a healthy person, very old, who has
not been habitually an early riser. Sickly and
infirm old people 1 know there may he, who
have been in the habit, through life, of late ris-

ing, but not many healthy ones. The following

are the names and ages of several men, most of
whom were eminent and remarkably healthy,

who were distinguished lor early rising. Some
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of them rose ns early as four o'clock in the win-

ter and summer; and one or t»o of them -as

early as three in summer.
Dr. Franklin. 74; John Wesley, 88; Buffon,

the naturalist, 81 : Stanislaus, King of Poland,

89; Lord Coke, 85; Fusefi, the painter, 81

J

President Chaunccy, of Harvard College, 81
;

Washington, 08 ; MatheW Hale-, 68 ; Dr. Priestly,

71; Dr. Samuel Bard, 79; Bishop Burnett, 73

j

Jas, Mason, 100; Lewis Carnaro, over 100.

2. // IS delightful to rise early.—Can any one
entertain n doubt on ihis point? None ran 1

am sure, who have tried it. All the early risers

1 have e\er seen, find early rising agieeable.

One author, in treating on this subject, has the

following remarkable words:
"There is no time equal in beauty and fresh-

ness to the morning, when Nature has just part-

ed with the gloomy mantle which night had dung
over her. The forest leaves sparkle with crystal

dew; the flowers raise their rejoicing heads to-

wards the sun ; the birds pour forth their an-
thems of giadness ; and the wide (ace of crea-

tion itself seems as if awakened and refreshed

from a mighty slumber.

3. 11 is good for the mental thinking powers to

rise early.—Solomon says, " Let us get up early

to the vineyard ; let us see if the wine flourtell
;

if the tender grape appears ; if the pomegran-
ates hud forth." The wise man takes it for

granted here that the mind is active at the hour
in observation, as it truly is. There is not a lit-

tle reason to believe that Solomon devoted this

sacred season, as some have called it, to the stu-

dy of " the hyssop," " the cedar," and other

plants and trees ; and that it was his morning
studies that enabled him to become a teacher of
all the kings of the then known world.

4. It is good for the feelings and affections to

rise early.—'See the peasants of Switzerland, for

example, going forth to their labors—young and
old, male and female—at the dawn of day, sing-

ing hymns about the rippling Stream, the tower-

ing cliffs, the tall forests, and, ere long, to the

rising sun, in strains scarcely exceeded by the

most joyous of the feathered tribes; anil then
again, see them playing with their babes in all

the tenderness of paternal love. If there are

hearts joyous, tender and affectionate to be found

in the world, it is among these -very peasants of

the earth.

5. // is economical to rise early.—Franklin used

to say

—

'• Early to bed, and early to rise,

Wakes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise."

Exercise of the body, whether in recreation or

at labor, is worth a great deal more in the morn-
ing th in at any other time of the day. An early

walk is much more agreeable, as well as more
useful than a later one. The labor of the farmer
and the mechanic is also more agreeable in the

morning than at any other time, to say nothing

of its usefulness. The lesson of the school or of
the family is easier Studied, better understood,

and more readily retained, than at any other

time. Devotion, too, is more spiritual at this

hour than at any oilier part of the day.

6. /( is rationed to rise early.—To lay snoring

in the morning after the sun is up, or even after

early dawn, not only renders us like brutes, but

like brutes of the most stupid sort—the wood-
chuck, the bear, the marmot and the swine.

Population.—A correspondent of the Boston
Republican gives the following table of the pop-
ulation oj the chief cities and towns of Massa-
chusetts :

—

129,746

30,625
21,000

20,721

18,370

37,550

J 6,852

16,807

15,662

16,365

is carefully calculated from the

number of children between the ages of four

and sixteen, the last presidential vole, and other

sources.

When adversity attends you, exert yourself,

and rise above so unpleasant a companion.

Boston,
Lowell,

Salem,
Springfield,

New Bedford,
Charlestovvn,

Worcester,
Lynn,
Cambridge,
Rovhury,

The above

Taunton,
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500 hands, 100,000 yards drilling; Tremont

mills., 500 hands, 120,000 yards sheeting and

shinin?; Lawrence, 1400 hands, 260,000 yards

ditto; Boott mills, 1100 hands, 220,000 yards

drilling, shirting and printed cloth ;
Massachu-

setts mills, ItiOO' hands, 470,000 yards sheeting,

shirting and drilling; Lowell Bleachery, 420

hands, dyeing 1,000,000 yards and bleaching

4000 Ihs. annually; Lowell Machine-shop, 700

hands. One pound of cotton will make three

and two-tenths yards of cloth. The wages of

the operatives are paid once a month. The ave-

rage pav of females is S2 per week, clear of

board, men 80 cents per day. Each corporation

has boarding houses to accommodate their own

employers. The population of Lowell at pre-

sent is 36,000.

®l)c Visitor.

CONCORD, N. II., NOVEMBER 30, 1849.

Work done in November.

Never was the ground in better condition for

ploughing in New England than it has been in

November, up to the very last day of the month,

since which the Massachusetts Thanksgiving

seems to have closed up the ground in ice and

snow. Called on business away from home, we

have been pleased to see the " long teams" of

many farmers employed in breaking up the

sward land. With a better subsoil plough (im-

proved on our suggestion at the great plough

manufactory of Messrs. Rtiggles, Nourse and

Mason at Worcester, Ms.) than we had ever be-

fore seen, we have given one week's service with

our whole team to the breaking up the sward

and suhsoiling a hard field on the intervale of

five acres. The sward plough was one made by

Mr. Robinson of this town, being of a smaller

kind than that commonly used in breaking up

sward land. Narrowed down to a furrow of

about ten inches in width, a team of two yokes

of oxen cut the turf to the depth of eight inches

with this plough and turned a beautiful furrow.

Immediately after, in the open furrow, a team of

three horses followed with the subsoil plough,

which, without turning over, moved the soil full

eight inches below where the plough had ever

before reached it. The subsoil -was not hard

pan or rocks: it was that alluvion which in ages

past has been made and increased by deposits

left by the overflow of the Merrimack river

—

sometimes a streak of clay marl and sometimes

a layer of apparently pure sand. Although not

as hard as the undersoil upon rocky upland, it

required quite as much strength of team to move

it as in the team employed to break up the upper

surface. Upon the intervales and pine plains

land our experience has taught us that the once

stirring of the subsoil will be sufficient for the

ground which does not require underdraining five

or six years. Where there is a natural wetness

of the soil, to make suhsoiling of any value,

there must be under-draining.

The fine state of the weather in November

has enabled us to do what we had not expected

to do, bullied as we have been with avocations

and cares other than farming, the present year.

We have transplanted apple trees upon a square

enclosure of about ten acies, to the number of

about four hundred. Of these, two hundred

and sixty are Baldwins, fifty Rhode Island Green-

ings and fifty Roxhury Russets, and about twenty

of other varieties. The trees fell short, leaving

a part of two rows in the lot to be completed

next spring. The trees, which cost twenty-five

cuts each, are two years from the bud ; but they

exhibit a healthiness and exuberance of growth

for the time such as we have seldom before seen

in young trees. The distance, never less than

one rod from the outside fence, is two rods in

the row from tree to tree. In order that one

tree shall not shade another, the rows east and

west are placed thus:

o o o o o o o o j,,

*"• o o o o o o o

For this orchard a field has been selected near

the confines of the town of Bow, along the road

known as the Londonderry turnpike. This en-

closure, by cultivation alone with the aid of the

subsoil plough, has become the field of hearing

crops such as is exceeded by few other fields in

the neighborhood. It came into our possession

about eight years ago as a field fit to raise an oc-

casional crop of rye once in four or five years.

The whole ground under cultivation resembles

now that of a garden bed : the clover, after a

crop of oats, had sprung out from the ground in

a luxuriant full growth". In this ground the holes

for the trees were excavated to the depth of

about eighteen inches in a diameter of three to

four feet upon the surface. About half a bushel

of oyster shells, intended to supply that defi-

ciency in this soil which a hard pan rocky soil

furnishes, was placed at the bottom of each ex-

cavation: over this the digged up ground was

placed to the filling of the hole within a few

inches of the surface. Upon this bed the roots

of the tree were placed as near their natural po-

sition of growth as might be convenient ; the re-

maining dirt was then thrown on without much

treading. In this way in the course of four days

of very fine weather, with our own hands placing

and holding the tree,were about one hundred trees

transplanted each day. The ground was pre-

cisely in the right state to receive them. If not

injured by any untoward accident, every one of

these trees may, when the frost of winter shall

have passed, keep on in their growth of root as

if they had never been removed from their posi-

In a portion of this orchard, between the rows,

we have added rows of budded peach trees of

different varieties, to the number of nearly one

hundred, giving them the same treatment as to

oyster shells and holeing. These being short-

lived, if ever they should grow to bearing, will

he out of the way before the apple trees shall

come to full bearing.

Calculating the value of an apple orchard

from what we have witnessed in Massachusetts,

where it is not uncommon to see a single Bald-

win or Porter apple tree yielding a profit of

twenty and thirty dollars in a year, we have

thought what our orchard might have been.

Eight years ago, four acres of this pine plain lot

were cleared and had been twice ploughed—the

remainder was a waste of small pines and white

birch trees. Had we then set out the four open

acres with Baldwin apple trees, with the careful

attention which might have been bestowed upon

them, each tree, worth a dollar in the first year,

would have grown in every subsequent year to

the value of a dollar more: one hundred and

fifty trees upon the four acres at this time might

have been worth twelve hundred dollars, which

added to the value of the land upon which they

stood, would have made the orchard lot of four

acres, at an estimate not exceeding that of other

lots of the kind, worth sixteen hundred dollars!

It has been found that a well cultivated orchard

of trees may be made to grow as much in five

years as the natural growth in an uncultivated

field would be in ten yearB. Our intention U, if

we live to realize our hopes, to treat this field

generally as under the plough, careful not to in-

terrupt the rows of trees either with that or to

suffer the depredations of cattle. A cart-load of

muck for each ro.v of twenty trees will in the

opening of spring be placed around them to the

amount of two or three bushels to the tree : the

muck, which has been anal} zed by Mr. Hoyt, we

believe will he just the kind of manure which

the trees and the soil will want for the best

growth and production of either. In the mean

time, while the main attention shall be given to

the trees, until they shall grow to bearing, the

land may each year be productive of some crop,

as corn, potatoes or other vegetables, now and

then laid down with oats or other grain to clo-

ver: the whole ground to he manured to the ex-

tent of five hundred bushels of compost to the

acre in every three years, with an annual sprink-

ling of a ton of plaster, whether in cultivation

for vegetables or grass.

In a country and neighborhood where the

morals of a portion of the people teach them

there is nothing criminal in robbing fruit or-

chards and carrying off not only apples and

melons, but even corn and potatoes ; in such a

place, it might be deemed presumption to set out

an orchard of ten acres away from, if not out of

sight of daily observation. We have calculated

that by the time our apple trees shall grow— if

we should live to see that time— orchards will

be so plenty that it will not be an object for peo-

ple calling themselves honest to steal ; or else

that here, as in Massachusetts, where fruits hang

upon the trees along the roads without disturb-

ance, the laws will be enforced to the protection

of a man's property that is not under lock and

key. At any rate, it is quite probable ten years

hence, if we should live to nurse our pet or-

chard a portion of that time, that we shall not

be in a place to disturb the depredators of fruit

fields and orchards, or further to annoy those

who insist on the right of keeping their cattle in

their neighbors' fields. We hope, however, that

some of the generation which succeeds may oc-

casionally remember the hand that transplanted

near the close of the first half of a century the

largest regular apple orchard that had yet been

begun in the capital town of the State.

The Season. Frost and Drought.

The advantage of a- mild climate will have

been realized by the farmers of New England

in the exemption of the country from frost ihe

whole of two months beyond the usual season.

After the first of October, in the three northern

States of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,

as well as in the hilly interior of Massachusetts,

we are not accustomed to look for much vegeta-

ble growth: in that time, the present year, the

growth of a large portion of the Indian corn

and potatoes has been so perfected that those

two highly valued products of the farmer have

come to a perfection which few of ns anticipa-

ted. The larger growth of corn is usually the

later: this year it was later in time than usual

—

its progress had been retarded by the severe

drought of midsummer, which for several weeks

made vegetation stand still where it did not en-

tirely arrest its growth. The latter season, after

abundance of rain fell in August succeeding the

drought, speedily made up the deficiency to the

late planted crops. Cornfields that were entire-

ly green in October had six weeks of favorable

season afterwards to perfect their ripening. Po-

tatoes lute planted, that halted *»-' •
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if past all recovery, took to a growth unexam-

pled in the course of our observation ; and of

these generally we have observed that the crop

of these planted as late as June, was from one-

third to one-half greater than from those plant-

ed the latter part of April and early in May.

The cause for the difference is to he found in

the circumstance that the early planted were at

the critical point when the tubers were forming

or had formed to the attainment of a partial

growth. The drought was earlier than common
ns it was more severe, so that while nearly all

the early potatoes were arrested in their growth,

the later planted potatoes escaped its effects.

The effect of the abundant fine rains upon these

late planted potatoes, and indeed upon almost

every other growth of the esculent kind, was

like that upon the grasses: none of them seem-

ed to feel the stinting effect of the long previous

drought through which they had lingered—all

came up and grew as if they had now first start-

ed from the planting or sowing. Generally it

may he anticipated that the earlier planting will

better escape the effects of the drought of sum-

mer than the later planting. The past season is

an exception which ought not perhaps to influ-

ence the future practice of the farmer.

The drought of summer does not often so

much affect the main crops of New England as

the later frost of spring and the earlier frost of

autumn. Frequently are Indian corn and pota-

toes exposed to injury from these. There are

some low lands surrounded by green woods,

shutting out the early influence of the sun, where

the frost strikes almost every month of the year.

The lands surrounding our numerous lakes and

ponds and along the living streams of considera-

ble width, are usually exempt from frost some-

times for weeks after it has stricken down the

crops upon the plains. The black growth of

evergreen pine and hemlock is peculiarly favora-

ble to the appearance of early frost. The high-

lands covered with the natural oak, maple and

birch, are generally free from frost. There is a

wide difference in the season of frost between

fields opened to a free circulation of air and

those shut in, especially by a hemlock or pine

forest. There is also a very decided advantage in

relation to exemption from frost in the better culti-

vation and dressing of lands : lands highly stimu-

lated with manures— lands that have imbibed a

living principle from deep ploughing— lands that

throw into vegetation an exuberant growth from

well mixed stimulating manures — will by no

means be so soon affected by frost as lands lying

dead and cold from superficial cultivation. Let

all our farmers regard this fact as being likely to

exempt their crops a fortnight to a mouth from

the effects of late and early frosts.

Western Red Potatoes. Four years use of
Guano.

In answer to our friend in Danbury, Ct., we
would say that our Western Red potatoes are

unlike the Peach Blow, several kinds of which

last, differing from each other, we have seen.

Two several lots of Western Reds from

Oneida county, New York, we have received

at the distant points of two years from

each other, which were exactly the same. Other

kinds somewhat resembling them have been

shown us in various instances. One kind called

the Jackson Reds has come very near them.

Our Western Reds have a delicate outside skin

with a thicker under skin which forms a most

palatable part of the potato w hen cooked : this

characteristic has distinguished them from all

others. We have sold about six hundred bush-

els of these potatoes in the Rostou market this

fall at an advance of seventy-five cents and a

dollar in the barrel above the price of the common
Pink Eyes. The Western Reds were this year

the most productive potatoes of our own plant-

ing. We saw no difference in the crop from

small or large potatoes planted. Indeed we
made as much as possible of the larger potatoes,

dividing them with a few eyes in a place. Of
the small potatoes we have reserved for seed,

we mig'il spare a few barrels to those wishing

them: they are worth to us two dollars the bar-

rel.

In relation to Guano as a manure, our Con-

necticut friend will be informed, that the editor

of the Visitor has continued to use it in increased

quantities for the last four years. For the two
first years we used the stronger kind of Peruvian

Guano, by placing a small dose, less than a com-
mon table spoonful, near by, in each bill, but

apart from the seed. We thought this too con-

centrated, and for the two last years we have

applied the weaker or African Guano, mixing it

with an equal quantity of ground plaster at the

rate of about three hundred pounds each to the

acre. In both ways, our opinion has been that

the Guano, at the stated L,ondou or New York
prices ($40 and $25 per ton) to be as cheap ma-

nure as we could purchase. The advantage of

this manure is that, when the ground is ready Im-

planting or sowing, a large field may be prepared

in quick time. We have always applied the Gu-

ano as the last thing to be done before the seed

is covered in the ground, and we mix it with the

earth with the plough or harrow as soon as pos-

sible after the manure is strewed over the ground.

From garden experiments made the last season,

we are of opinion that the greatest benefit from

Guano will be derived when applied to the

ground in a liquid state. A small quantity mix-

ed and stirred in water, much diluted, will have

a great effect in stimulating vegetable growth.

If applied in too much strength, it will burn up

or injure the plant. We have found its greatest

evident effect upon the growth and filling of an

car of corn. We are not discouraged from the

intention of increasing from the last to the next

season our quantity of African Guano from four

tons to six tons. As the Guano so much resem-

bles common and indifferent dirt, there should

be some assurance more than its appearance of

its genuineness.

(hnldhatl, J% Nov. 28, 1849.

Hon. Isaac Him,—Dear Sir: I wish to enquire
which you prefer for spring crops—spring or fail

subsoil ploughing?
Do you prefer a subsoil plough which only

stirs the subsoil without bringing it up 10 the

surface ; or would you like to bring the subsoil

up to the top of the two furrows so as intimately

to mix the sub and surface soils?

I am inclined to the opinion that a common
plough, if it will cut to a sufficient depth, say ten

or more inches, will very well answer the pur-

pose of a subsoil plough : passing twice in the
same furrow—the second furrow throws the sub-
soil up to the top of and against the first furrow
and leaves it for the whole depth of the two fur-

rows in alternate layers of surface and subsoil.

Bringing the subsoil up to the surface and ex-
posing it to the air and rains gives to it addition-
al qualities for vegetable production. The sub-
soil thus brought up and exposed absorbs from
the atmosphere certain nutritious gases in greater
quantities than the surface soil (which has been
long exposed to atmospheric influences) is calla-

ble of doing.

Is there much to be gained by subsoiling dry

sandy lands which have great depth of sand and
a very thin light turf on the surface ?

In subsoiling grass lands would you advNe to

apply the manure Indole or after the ploughing,
or having u given quantity of manure tor ihe

laud, would you apply a part before and a part

afier the ploughing ?

What is the greatest quantity of barn manure
that might be profitably applied to an acre?
Have you bound volumes of the Visitor for

sale, and if so, at w hat price per volume—and
on what terms would you exchange the bound
for unbound volumes?

Permit me to ask if a brief summary, a con-
densation of the more important matters con-
tained in the Cultivator and the New Vork agri-

cultural papers and published in the Visitor,

would not increase the circulation and extend
the usefulness of your already valuable Monthly ?

I am, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN DEWEY.
N. B.—I would be glad to learn what is the

greatest depth of subsoil ploughing of which
you have credible accounts—what the greatest

depth to which you have gone and what the

depth that you think the most profitable.

REMARKS.

We have not tried subsoil ploughing in the

spring, and we would not at any time do it where

fall ploughing was practicable, for the reason

that in every kind of soil the action of frost

with exposure will, in our belief, belter prepare

the mineral manures exposed by the subsoil

plough for action at once upon the growing

crops.

In land so fertile and adhesive as the Vermont

soil and that of the Connecticut river valley

generally one plough to the depth of twelve

inches, being at least an addition of one-third to

the depth of their common ploughing, might

answer all the purposes of eight inches each of

the sward and subsoil ploughs upon our inter-

vale or plains lands upon the Merrimack. The

undersoil there is probably of greater strength

and more enduring stamina than the undersoil

here. We would not in either case, as the use

of the common plough in the same furrow re-

peated might do, turn a great quantity of the un-

dersoil at once to the surface. It had better, in

the course of two or more successive years, be-

come gradually intermixed with what is consid-

ered from its rich blackness more valuable than

the paler soil below, which last, after the due at-

mospheric action, is in fact much the more valu-

able of the two for every kind of crop. The

subsequent reasons presented by Dr. Dewey for

the superiority of the undersoil are, in our opin-

ion, well and truly stated.

As much, we believe, may be gained by sub-

soiling where there is a great depth of sand un-

derlaying as where there is stiff clay, hard pan

or loam. Where land is thus treated, the thin

light turf will become deepened to the extent of

the deep ploughing continued. As deep us is

the cultivation, so deep will become the vegeta-

ble loam. Generally upon the lightest silicious

soils, plaster alone to the amount of one or more

hundred pounds to tho acre upon a clover sow-

ing will, with deep ploughing, give it a luxuriant

growth : the root of this clover, as may be ob-

served by the curious, is a wonderful worker in

converting light yellow or white coarse sand into

black surface soil. Presently this land, changing

its natural characteristic appearance, as we have

witnessed, will become of a rich chocolate color,

almost giving living action to the ground.

In subsoiling grass lands for a cultivated crop,

generally we would apply the stimulating organ-

ic manures in the spring upon the surface after
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fall breaking up. If the surface plough has

turned the sward to the depth of eight inches,

compost manures spread over the surface may

he ploughed with a light plough to the depth of

four or five inches without disturbing the turf

and thus mixing the manures with the soil.

Sometimes, where the soil is heavy and adhesive

from a clny or limestone mixture, harrowing in

the manures after they are spread, will he suffi-

cient. With a deep turf completely turned un-

der, and with compost in which the seeds of

weeds have been destroyed by alkali, in land

having neither hard pan or rocks, the cultivation

is easy and beautiful, requiring frequently not

half the labor of the common breaking up where

the turf, under the " cut and cover " system, is

broken upon the surface
1

.

Too much of stimulating manures may he ap-

plied to some lands: crops may fail from the

mere vegetable luxuriance superinduce.) by such

application. Often in superficial ploughing, such

as some farmers adopt on light lands for feat' of

leaching away the strength of their manures, the

influence of the sun without frequent rains will

make of high manuring an injury instead of a

benefit. The strength of the manures is lost,

not by leaching, but by the heat of the sun

drawing the ammonia away in the surrounding

atmosphere. Deep ploughing will give value to

an increased quantity of manures which shallow

ploughing will not bear. The quantity of ma-

nures that may be profitably applied will be as

various as the nature of the soil on which they

are used. Some soils require more—others re-

quire less. Each field or acre requires a differ-

ent aliment as it differs from other grounds. No

admixture of soils is in all cases the same: ma-

nures of course will not always operate alike,

nor can they always be used in equal quantities to

the same advantage. Land esteemed very poor

will of course require more to make it rich than

land considered very good : a rich alluvion is

chemically better prepared for immediate pro-

duction than a poor sandy pine plain. The lat-

tor will require more stimulants, and after all

may not give an equal crop. The transition

from poor to rich lands, in our opinion, requires

much less effort and expense than the generally

received opinion.

We have not, as we should have had if we had

been able as in the first twenty-five years of fol-

lowing our trade by personal labor in and about

the printing office, complete files of the Farmer's

Monthly Visitor for the whole term of its eleven

years' publication. A few copies of the three

first volumes bound have been preserved.

Such a "brief summary " as Doctor Dewey

might furnish from other agricultural papers,

and especially from that excellent monthly jour-

nal, the Albany Cultivator, would contribute

greatly to the value of our humble monthly

sheet. If avocations, part of which are practical

in personal superintendence of agricultural im-

provements, did not consume much of our time,

we might perhaps of our own freewill and ac-

cord give a greater value and variety to the Visi-

tor than our efforts have heretofore given it.

In conclusion of the answers to our Vermont

correspondent, we have no recollection of a

depth greater in subsoil movement, than that

of the celebrated William Cobbett, who, while a

resident on Long Island in New York, more than

forty years ago, wrote his work on Gardening: in

that he described the trenching or stirring of the

land we think to the depth of two or three feet

;

but his method was to reserve the surface of the

turned up ground to be replaced upon the top

after the ground was moved by the shovel or

spade. Of the value of this deep garden trench-

ing at the late Essex county exhibition in Massa-

chusetts, Col. M. P. Wilder and other gentlemen

bore testimony in confirmation of our doctrine

in relation to subsoiling.

New Hampshire Annual Register.

We are indebted to Mr. Lyon for a copy of the

New Hampshire Annual Register for the year

1850. It is executed in a beauty of typography

and letter press priming, and upon paper, which

strikingly show how much our art has improved

in the last forty years. While a boy in a print-

ing office at Amherst, the hand that writes this

notice set the types of the principal part of the

New Hampshire Register for the year 1804 in

the fall of the previous year. The type used

was Scotch long primer, then recently procured

ibr the first publication of the Farmer's Cabinet:

the paper, the best that could then be procured,

was of the rough grain and water-marks made by

the hand process, such as will be recognized in

files of the newspapers of highest repute in that

time. No sheet at that time coul-d be printed on

any known press larger than what is denomina-

ted small royal ; and good printing required the

"stiff pull" of a stout man with the moving of

the stone under the platten so as to cover

the exposed side of the sheet with a double

pull. Two hundred and fifty half sheets in

the hour was the full work of two hands at the

press. Now the process of printing has been so

improved that, without hands other than to lay

the paper on, presses are made to turn off one

thousand to ten thousand copies of an hour!

Mr. Lyon has done a great service to the history

of public men and events in this State by giving

twenty pages of his beautiful Register for 1850

to the purpose of rescuing and placing on record

the names and residence of the earlier Council-

lors and Senators under the State government

:

many of these lists had never before appeared

in print. It is to the credit of our State that in

every year during the last half century, a Regis-

ter of its officers and institutions, together with

a calendar of the principal United States officers
j

has been published. The preservation of this

little annual (of ten times the value of some of

the annuals costing ten times as much) will fur

nish the best material for an accurate history of

the State. The best encouragement is due to

the industry and enterprise of the compiler and

publisher: no one can grudge twenty-five cents

as the price of a book so valuable.

Ages of the Presidents.

The following have been the ages of the

Presidents of the United States, at the time of

their election to the executive chair:

—

Ages. Ages.

1. Washington, 57 7. Jackson, 61

2. John Adams, 61 8. Van Buren, 54

3. Jefferson, 57 9. Harrison, 67

4. Madison, 57 10. Tvler, 50

5. Monroe, 57 11. Polk, 49

6. John Q. Adams, 57 12. Taylor, 64

The average of the above ages is about 574

years, and it is a curious circumstance that five

of our twelve Presidents have been of the age

of 57 at the time of their election. Harrison

was the oldest of the Presidents, and Polk the

youngest, when elected.

The latest way to pop the question we have

heard of is to ask the fair lady " if you shall

have the pleasure of seeing her at the Minister's."

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Influence ol Farming on Morals.

Mr. Editor : Of all the useful kinds of em-
ployment followed for a living by men, that bus-

iness which has the greatest care for the morals
and welfare of a community, should be thought

the most important. Now we do not intend to

say that any one business, strictly speaking,

should be thought more of than another. Yet
if there is any preference to be given, we think

candidly that preference should he given in favor

of agriculture. And while we may claim no
more for agriculture than any other men do for

their employment, yet we think that it is equally

as important, and more useful, than most voca-

tions. In the open country and in agricultural

communities are generally found better order,

morals and society than are often found in large

cities and in manufacturing towns. That there

are sometimes, and perhaps often found, farmers

who are vicious in their habits and dishonest in

their dealings with their fellow-men, may be

true. Since the great temperance reformation

came up, the habits of farmers as well as of eve-

ry other class of men, have greatly changed for

the better. The time was not many years ago
when alcoholic drinks were thought to be neces-

sary anil useful in the hay and harvest field.

But time has wrought a great change in this

matter, and now only a few of the hardened and

obstinate will persist in their use. Cider-making

and drinking, we believe, has mostly been con-

fined to New England and New Jersey. We are

not aware that cider-making or drinking was
ever practised much west of the Hudson river.

At the West when cider-drinking was out of

fashion, young orchards were just being set out,

and they were of course grafted for market fruit.

But in New England, apple orchards have been

growing for a century and a half, and they bore

mostly natural fruir, just fit for cider, and, as the

farmer supposed, for nothing else. We well re-

collect twenty and twenty-five years ago, when
we were but a boy, that two-thirds of the farm-

ers time in the fall of the year was spent in gath-

ering apples and making cider. This was time

worse than thrown away to the neglect of other

and more important crops, and well do we re-

member of handling frosty apples in cold morn-

ings till we had wished the cider was all in

well, no matter where. Then of course the

farmer must fill his cellar full of cider, and the

remainder must be carried to the " still," to be

made into cider brandy, or what is known in

some parts of old Connecticut, by the name of
" Wiuk'em." It was not an uncommon thing in

many towns for almost every farmer, not only to

have his cider-mill, hut also to have one of these

" Wink'em mills" on his farm. And at this day

and age, we are sorry to say, that in this town a

number of these " mills" are in operation, where

froii early autumn till late in the spring the

smoke of the "still" may be seen. In this way is

it allowed to give off fumes of poison and death,

to be scattered wholesale and retail through the

community at large. Now there are some farm-

ers engaged in this business who claim to he

candid and moral men. And in conscience we
ask them, if they think by pursuing it, they are

sustaining good order, and are improving the

morals of the community in which they live. If

not, then let them abandon the business at once,

and come to a stand that not a single article of

production shall be sold off their farms to he

converted into alcoholic drinks. We know well

that there is no interest which governs mankind
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quite so strong as an article culled self-interest.

Of course it is on this principle, the desire of

making money, that fanners engage in this un-

holy business. And yet, we are far from believ-

ing that it is a money-making business after all.

For cider-making is a dirty, ugly trade, at the

best, and the extreme low price for which it sells

in market, will hardly pay the expense of laving

up a cheese and pressing out the cider. As to

the price of " Wink'em " in market we know
nothing, only that in communities and neighbor-

hoods where it is- sold and drank, there is moral

desolution enough. In the early stages of the

great temperance reformation some farmers with

a large amount of zeal for the cause, cut down
thrifty apple orchards, which was a great mis-

take, as they afterwards saw. Of all the fruits

raised in New England, the apple is the most

important, when well cultivated. The best

course farmers can adopt with their old apple

orchards, which only have natuaral fruit is, for

all thrifty growing trees, just cut off the top anil

set on a new one by grafting with good and val-

uable market fruit. Let all the old unthrifty

trees he removed at once, and with proper care

and attention, the thrilly trees will soon come
into bearing. As to a market for fruit, we be-

lieve that there will he a good one for the next

century to come, and in fact we much doubt

whether the supply of good fruit will ever meet

the demand, both in this country and in foreign

countries. As to the effect of cider and brandy

drinking on the morals of our agricultural com-
munity, who that has watched the course of

things for the list twenty-five or thirty years, has

not seen its deplorable effects. How many fine

farms and estates have passed into other hands,

which should have remained in the family name,

merely for this cause. We could name instances

ourselves if we chose, where it would seem that

the evils of drinking and drunkenness have been

handed down from grand-father to grand-son, so

that now hardly a family name exists. This on-

ly proves the old doctrine true, that " evil com-

munications and habits will always corrupt good

morals and manners every where." It is not ne-

cessary here to describe the condition of the

drunken farmer, with health, mind, property

wasting away and reputation gone, for it is a

melancholy sight to look upon. After all, we do

not think there has been as much shiftlessness

and ruin caused by drinking here as in some
of the western States. Inasmuch as here the

article was home-made, and was mostly drank

by their own firesides, so the evil was made more

social. But in the western States the drink was

all or mostly mult liquor and whiskey, and these

dri.iks were to be had ul the tavern and grog-

shops. And hence that reckless habit of tavern

and bar-room lounging among farmers, the worst

of all evils that can fall on an agricultural com-

munity. Then the converting of agricultural

produce into mult liquor and whiskey, was an-

other great evil, when this same grain should go

to sustain animal and human life, instead of be-

ing made into poison to kill mankind. We leave

every candid man to judge how much influence

improved (arming could have on the minds of

these farmers who paid mure attention to liquor-

making and drinking than to farm improvements.

In fact at the present day, it is hardly possible to

find a thriving agricultural community where li-

quor is manufactured and used to any consider-

able extent among farmers. We are satisfied

however at the present time farmers are lovers

of good order and morals generally, and if soi

we do not see how they can engage in that busi-

ness which helps to ruin mankind. But we be-

lieve that the time has already come when men
who will cntruge in brandy or liquor making,

selling, or drinking as a consumption or bever-

age, cannot be called gentlemen in the strict

sense of the term.

When we commenced this article we did not

intend to give a temperance lecture ; but know-

ing that farmers have bad a good deal to do

formerly, and more than they ought to have at

the present time, with alcoholic drinks, we have

thought that a few ideas might not be out of

place on this subject. If any thing has been

said out of place, it bus on our part been a fail-

ure of the senses and not of the heart.

Yours, &c,
L. DURAND.

Derby, Ct., Nov. 19, 184-9.

Ashes and Lime for Plum Trees.—H. Good-

win, of South Canaan, Conn., in a late number
of the Berkshire Culturist, gives the following

account of an experiment he tried with his

plum trees:

"I have in my garden a plum tree, which, for

three or four years past has borne very full, but
not till this year, has one of the plums been
sound.

"They all were bored, or rotted, and fell from
the tree before they were ripe. Two or three
other plum trees, of a different kind, which have
borne less, shared the same fate. Last year, a
young tree, which stood near an ash leach, and
which had never borne before, produced a soli-

tary iilum, and that was sound. This suggested
the idea, that its preservation was owing lo the
ashes which had been scattered around the roots

of the tree. Following out the hint thus given,

1 last spring spread ashes and lime, with manure
and salt, around all my trees. The result has
been, that they all have borne, this year, more
than usual, and most of the fruit has been sound.
This result I ascribe in part, to the ashes and
lime. The same, I find, is recommended by
'An Old Digger.' And the conclusion is obvi-
ous, that alkali enough will destroy the young
insects as they lie burrowed in the ground, or

attempt to emerge from it in the spring. If in

this way sound plums can be raised, it will be
found a very easy way. Let some of your read-

ers try the experiment and note the result."

Quality of Milk.—We have often remarked

that it is the quality of the milk, rather than the

quantity, which gives value to the dairy-cow.

Great astonishment is sometimes produced by

statements of the large quantity of milk yielded

daily, by some cows. But such statements are

of little consequence. The most remarkable

cows for the production of butter, have given but

medium quantities of milk. For instance, the

celebrated Sussex, or Cramp cow, which for sev-

eral years made an average of six hundred lbs.

of butler a year, gave, at the most, but twenty

quarts per day ; and the Oaks cow, which made

480 pounds of butter in a year, gave but sixteen

to eighteen quarts per day. John Uolbert, of

Chemung, N. Y., states that he has found, by

churning milk separately, that one of his best

cows will make as much butter as three of his

poorest—all giving an equal quantity of milk.

He states, also, that one hundred pounds of milk

drawn from his cows which give the richest milk,

will make one pound more butter than one hun-

dred pounds drawn from the whole herd ; and

he adds, that there is more difference in the

quality than in the quantity. His advice in con-

clusion is, that all dairymen look well to the

quality of milk their cows give.

—

Albany Cull.

He is n fool who makes his doctor his heir.

Value of Berkshire Swine.—A correspon-
dent from New Jersey thus writes us : "Some
years since, I had a very fine stock of Berkshire
hogs, hut from neglect and other causes, they
have entirely disappeared, since which, I have
not enjoyed the luxury of a good ham on my
own table; I am fully satisfied they have been
more sinned against than sinning, and am desir-

ous of procuring a few for breeders, but know
not where to apply for information except to

yourself."

The above is just what we told the public over
and over again, several years ago, would soon be
the complaint when the demand for this breed
of swine began to subside, and they were reject-

ed for some new-fangled notion. Taking every
thing into consideration, we think the Berkshire
the best farmer's hog ever raised in this country.
A large western pork-packer, just returned from
a six months' tour in Great Britain and Ireland,

informs us that he has now got to commence
growing a herd of Berkshire swine before he
can have a proper mixture of lean and fat in his

pork lo suit English markets. He also wants
jean hams, which he can find nowhere so perfect

as in Berkshire pigs.

—

American Agriculturist.

Effects of Imagination.—The following an-

ecdote was related by the celebrated father Tay-
lor, in the course of a recent lecture :

" It hap-

pened years ago, in the days of old-fashioned

meeting-houses, with their pews like pens, and

their pulpits perched up at an elevation which

placed them without the pale of human sympa-

thy, and when a fire for the purpose of warming

a church was a thing unheard of, that some en-

terprising young men who hud worshipped in

such a church, determined to have the house

warmed by stoves. But the project encountered

the most violent opposition from all the old peo-

ple. They declared that it should not be ; that

stoves were not a gospel ordinance ; that the

congregation must suffocate. The young men,

however, prevailed ; and one Sabbath the con-

gregation heheld in the chureh two formidable

black stoves, with the pipes traversing the entire

length of the house. The old men and women
looked on with horror, and held their breath for

the result. The exercises of the church pro-

ceeded. Soon a lady fainted away, and in a few

moments another gasped for breath, and was

carried out of the church, and then another. At

last a stout burly man swooned and fell. The
frightened minister at once dismissed the church,

and there was a general rush of the indignant

people toward the stoves. The windows were

thrown open, and they were about to precipitate

the offenders from the house, when, lo ! and be-

hold ! the stoves were cold ! and not a particle

of fire had been kindled in either of them. The
masons had not quite time to finish putting them

up, and no fire had been made. The triumph of

the young advocates of stoves was complete."

—

Alloa Monthly AdveHiser.

Analysis of Indian Corn.

One of the most valuable crops of America is

the Indian corn crop. As all of our readers

know, it enters largely into the sustenance of

man and beast. Not a particle of it need be lost.

What of it cannot be directly converted into

bread, for the food of man, can be fed out to his

cattle, sheep and hogs, and thus converted into

milk, beef, mutton or pork, and thus contribute

to his support.

A crop of such universal application to the

wants of life, and so extensively spread over a

whole continent, should not only be highly prized,

but well understood in all its parts, and in all its

stages of progress, from the germ to the full

ripeness of the kernel.

The New York State Agricultural Society

have procured a thorough analysis of Indian

corn, by Mr, Salisbury, an able chemist, which
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they have published in I'nil in their transactions

for 1849.

After giving an interesting history of the plant,

Mr. Salisbury goes into an examination of the

ingredients which form it in the different stages

of its growth. We cannot now give a very par-

ticular detail of the examination, hut extract such

parts as may give a better insight into the coin-

sition of this invaluable grain.pp We find in

the Genesee Farmer a condensed account of a

part of the analysis.

At first, the plant contains a large proportion

of water, which makes up a large part of its

stem and leaves. When ten days above ground,

100 pans will give, if dried, 13 parts of ashes.

At 25 days from planting, the proportion of wa-

ter was somewhat less than 67 percent., and the

ash 30.7 per cent. Young corn stalks gave 94

parts of water in J00. The more rapidly any

plant grows, the more water it contains, and also

of alkaline and earthy salts.

Mr. Salisbury found that some corn planted on

the 3d of June, gained most in the week preced-

ing the 16ih of August, when the ears were-

forming. The gain in weight in seven days was

2953 grains in a single plant: equal to 436 grains

a day, and eighteen and sixteen hundredths

srains per hour.

At this period Mr. S. found that there was
91 per cent, of water in the stalk, 83 in the leaf;

89 in the sheath, and 64i in the tassel. When
drv, the stalk gave 10.7 per cent, of ash, the leal

11.16, and the husks 6 per cent.

The writer in the Farmer here makes the fol-

lowing remarks, which accord well with our ex-

perience: "From observation and experience,

we have long been in favor of drying green corn,

rye and clover somewhat before feeding it out

to milch cows, horses or oxen. There is (as will

be seen above) an excess of water in such food

which should be evaporated by the skilful and
partial curing of the green forage.

"The addition of a little salt will render it

more digestihle and nourishing to the system.

Corn is a valuable grass and hay plant in every

State in the Union. In this relation it has not

received that careful study and attention which
its importance demands."

It is interesting to have the changes or varia-

tions of the different ingredients as the plant ap-

proaches maturity. It appears liy the calculation

of the writer above mentioned, that where you

allow three plants of the white flint variety so

called, to crow on a square yard, the crop will

carry off 382 pounds of mineral matters from

an acre of land, as follows :

—

Silica, (flint,) .158 pounds.

Phosphates of iron and magnesia. . . .72 "

Potash 48
Soda 47

Lime 12 "

Magnesia 7 "

Chlorine 15 "

Sulphuric acid 23 "

382 pounds.

Mr. S. says the plant, during the period of tas-

seling, owing to the very large percentage of su-

gar and extract, with the respectable quantity of

albuminous matter and dextrine, which the

stalks, leaves anil sheath contain, must afford

very palatable as well as nutritious fodder.

He also observes that the cob, when the kernel

is in the early stage of milk, is rich in albumen,
casein (which is cheesy matter) and dextrine, but

as the kernels grow and ripen, these matters de-

crease rapidly in the cob.

This accords with some experience we have

had in feeding corn at this stage of its growth to

hogs and cows. If you give a hog the ears of
corn at this stage of its growth he will eat husks,

cobs and all. After a while, as the kernels fill

out, he will strip off" the husks, and eat oidy the

green ears ; and alter this, as the kernels become
harder, he will eat only the kernel, rejecting the

cob. Cows will increase in milk and make more
cheese, if the corn be given to them in this stage

of its growth : and we have often thought it

would be an interesting, if not a profitable ex-

periment, to gather corn at this period, and dry
it, for the purpose of feeding it out to cows from
which cheese was to be made, after the grass

and other crops had failed, by reason of frosts

in autumn.

Enemies.— Have you enemies? Go straight

on and mind them not. If ihey block up your

path, walk round them, and do your duty regard-

less ol their spite. A man who has got no ene-

mies is seldom good for any thing— he is made
of that kind of material which is so easily work-

ed, that every one has his hand in it. A sterling

character, one who thinks for himself, and speaks

what he thinks, is always sure to have enemies.

They are necessary to him as fresh air: they

keep him alive and active. A celebrated charac-

ter, who was .surrounded by enemies used to re-

mark : " They are sparks which if you do not

blow, will go out of themselves." Let this be

your feeling, while endeavoring to live down the

scandal of those who are bitter against you. If

you stop to dispute, you do but as they desire,

ami open the way for mote abuse. Let the poor

fellows talk—there will be a re-action, if you

perform your duty, and hundreds who were once

alienated from you, will flock to you and ac-

knowledge their error.

The Farmer's Song.

The Plough, the Plough ! the ancient Plough

Has torn the yielding sod

—

Since first this world was given to man,

A heritage from Cod.

The Plough, the Plough ! the dashing Plough

That elevates the loam
;

We follow free its breezes track

Beneath the sky's blue dome.

The Plough, the Plough ! the glorious Plough

Extends her smiling reign,

Upon the flinty mountain's brow,

And o'er the sunny plain.

The Plough, the Plough ! the regal Plough

Holds on its kingly sway.

Alike where royal turrets rise,

Or humble hamlets lay.

The Plough, the Plough ! the conquering Plough

Unlike the conquering sword,

Has joyous life, and beaming wealth,

On swarming millions poured.

Oh, oh ! for help to drive the Plough,

And break the flinty clod,

Wo longer starve in man's employ,

Come, take our pay of God.

The Earth, the Earth ! the teeming Earth ;

God's store-house here for man.

We may go to God's own and draw

Gifts from the generous hand.

The Earth, the Earth ! the fair broad Earth,

has locked wilhin her breast

Rich gifts for alt the sons of men,

Awaiting their behest.

Labor, the key, God gives to man,

To bring these treasures forth,

We take God's key, and boldly come

To claim our charter's worth.

A time for all things.

Much is gained by improving the right time in

farming operations, and it requires no little con-

sideration to determine when is the very best

time to commence business. One farmer will

accomplish a third more than another by a care-

ful attention to the time when work should be

done.

Labor on wet lands should he done when the

springs are low. High lands should he worked

before ihey become too dry. Gravelly land in

particular should be ploughed soon after the

frost is out in the spring. When labor is to be

done on the highway one yoke of oxen early in

spring is worth more than two yoke at another

time.

On the other hand low and heavy ground

should never be ploughed when it is full of wa-

ter. Clay must he ploughed when it is neither

too wet nor too drv. When it is too wet the

plough makjs it into mortar. When too dry the

plough cannot work its way. The owner of

such land must critically watch an opportunity

to plough if.

Compost manure on grass land should always

be spread in the fall, for it cannot be done early

in the spring on account of the frost, arid if it is

done late it will be in the way of the scythe and

of the rake. And further, it will generally have

a much better effect when spread before winter.

Winter grain should always be sown early— it

not only takes better root and stands the winter

better, but it yields a rich supply of fall feed.

The soil too is improved more by early plough-

ing; and numerous worms are killed, while in

their insect state, by being buried tinder the fur-

row before they have laid their eggs.

In regard to the harvesting of English grain

farmers should be more particular. A great ma-

jority cut it too late. They forget that the kernel

will fill up some after cutting, and that it often

shrinks by standing uncut, too long. Wheat
and rye are whiter and sweeter when cut as soon

as the berry is nearly full, but not hard ; and

oats are brighter and better when cut early; and

not half so liable are they to be struck with rust,

which hurts the grain, and ruins the straw for

fodder.

It often happens that the frost holds off till late

in November. This gives an opportunity to pre-

pare grounds for the next season; and this is

important to him who has much to do ; for the

earlier he sows his spring grain, on ground that

is dry enough for the seed, the better will it be.

Corn hills therefore ought to be split open in the

fall and harrowed to pieces; then one ploughing

in the spring may answer. Some farmers

plough it well in the fill, and sow their grain in

the spring on the furrows—doing nothing in the

spring but to pass the harrow over it. By such

practices all the grain may he sown early in the

spring, and stand a better chance to fill out be-

fore the sultry weather comes.

Ditches to meadows are dug easiest in a dry

time ; but rocks on dry land are dug easiest when
the soil is wet. Grain should be threshed in

clear dry weather; hut seeds should he sown
when the air is wet. Grass should never be cut

soon after a washing rain, though the scythe may
go easier when there is no gum to be caught on

the edge.

Wood should be put under cover in dry weath-

er ; and if it is green and just from the wood
lot, it has more virtue in it than wood that is

dried in the open air; though it may not be

kindled quite so quick.

Rocks that are to he hauled to a distance

should be put in piles before winter, and lie

there till the warm sun of February has thawed

the snow from the heaps. Then they are hauled

without mittens, and the team will draw on the

snow four times as many as on bare ground.

There is generally a right time to do this work,

and the sagacious farmer will find it.

—

Ploughman.

Five miles of loadeh Wagons.—The new
city of Milwaukee, wherein dwelt, in 1835, hut a

single white man, there was recently received, in

one day, 21,000 bushels of wheat—allowing 40
bushels to each wagon, 525 wagons were requir-

ed to bring this quantity. There were, also, the

same day, 175 teams loaded with other produce
;

and allowing 45 feet for each team, we have five

mites of loaded wagons, coming into the city in

one day—a beautiful illustration of the progress
of American industrial civilization.

He who hopes for glory from new discoveries,
must not be ignorant of old ones.
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From the Patent Olfice Report.

Good Cows Described.

1. The udder. By feeling, ascertain whether

the size is owing In superfluous flesh or not. It

should be examined hotli before and after milk-

ing. Before milking, especially in the morning,

because then the most milk id collected, it should

be full ;
not hanging down between the ii-et, but

wide and broad, extending on the belly, and hard

and almost shining. After a clean milking out,

it should he soft and appear like a large en: ply

bag. Flesh udders may be known by the want

of this criterion.

2. The milk veins—that is, those organs which
form the blood channels, and run along on both

sides of the belly in two main branches, are not

less decisive proofs of the value or little worth

of a milch cow. If they run on clear, full with-

in and strong, or are they crooked, serpentine,

knotty and confused ; it; further, there are open-

ings, gaps, at which the milk veins on the belly

end, (little milk pits)—especially those on the left

sides, and they are large and distinct—these are

marks of a strongly developed milk system

which is favorable for the secretion of milk
;

and besides, indicate that the cow may, by good
food, afford a milk product in large quantity.

Here is the place to oppose a delusion which
I have often met among cow breeders ; thpy give

great value to compactly expressed milk veins,

as they believe that these mill; veins conduct the

milk to the adder, and accordingly maintain the

fluid running in the milk veins (the blood) to be

milk.

But they should know that these so-called

milk veins have scarcely any direct relation with

the milk and the udder; but they are the canals

which conduct the blood from the breast to the

veins of the groins. Besides, the two milk veins

ore not equally strong; usually the left one is

the stronger, which is therefore culled the main

milk vein. If these two great milk veins are

cranched into smaller milk veins, with little sep-

arate pits, before they end on the belly, this is

regarded as an admirable sign of capacity for

milk.

3. The stale of the other cover, i. e. the hide and

hair, presents also a mark by which to ascertain

the capacity. The hide should he thin, light,

supple and greasy— the hair short and fine. A
thick stiff and coarse hide, ami bristly hair, are

poor signs for the milk capacity of a cow, as

well as in general to be but little commended.
4. The bony and bodily structure, finally, must

not be too strong, the bones not too thick ; on

the other hand, the neck and snout long, the

rump broad, the forepart lighter, the tail long

and thin. Fine and shining horns many per-

sons also consider a property of good milch

cows.

The first and main impression which an ani-

mal rich in milk makes on the beholder must be

a certain feminine type—a female 1 might say,

softer form of body—which expresses itself in

all parts of the animal structure of the members.

A longer practice of the eye places us in a situ-

ation to form this impression at once ; and this

it is which will not deceive us, except in a very

few cases, anil the less when also the signs here-

tofore mentioned give a favorable indication.

We have no precise data on which to found

an extended estimate, for in none of the census

returns of the Slates do we find the number of

milch cows specified. But in the State of New
York, in 1845, the amount of butter reported as

made was about 80,000,000, and that of cheese

30,000,000 pounds.

Were we to allow for every pound of butter

thirty-five pounds of milk, which is probably a

low average, and reckon these at about ten or

twelve quarts, this would give 800,000,000 or

more quarts, or on.0,000,000 gallons of milk.

But considering the proportion of milk used for

butter as one-half throughout the whole State,

and this would give for the single State of New
York not less than 400,000,000 gallons of milk

used, besides what is applied to butter and
cheese; and were this reckoned at only two
cents per quart, would be the sum of $32,000,000,

while the butter at ten cents per pound, and
the cheese at five cents per pound, a low estimate

for each, would amount to $8,000,000 for butter,

and the cheese to $1,800,000, making the aggre-

gate of the milk product of the single State of
New York at a very low estimate at least $40,-

000,000, equal to two-thirds of the cotton *rop
of the United States.

A writer in the Loudon Gardeners' Chronicle

gives the following direction to make the hens

lay all winter, which would appear to be worthy
of consideration by those who may engage in

the business of raising poultry :

" Keep no roosters: give the hens fresh meat,
chopped like sausage meal, once a day, a very
small portion, say one half an ounce a day, to
each hen during the winter, or from the time in-
sects disappear in the fall till they appear again
in the spring. Never allow any eggs to remain
in the nest for what are called nest eggs. When
the roosters do not run with the hens, and no
nest eggs are left, the hens will not cease laying
after the production of twelve to fifteen eggs as
they always do when roosters and nest eggs are
allowed—but continue laying permanently. My
hens lay all winter, and each from sixty to one
hundred eggs in succession. The oidy reason
why hens do not lay in winter as freely as in
summer, is the want of animal food, which they
get in the summer in abundance in the form of
insects. I have for several winters reduced my
theory to practice, and proved its entire correct-
ness."

Keeping Hens.—Mr. J. M. Mason, of Orwell,
Vt., usually keeps two hundred hens. His prac-
tice is, to buy pullets in the month of November.
He buys those which are hatched early, as such
are the best to lay in the winter. They cost
about twelve and a half cents each. They are
fed in a great degree on mutton. Mr. M. buys
sheep in the fall, at low prices, about what the
pells and tallow are worth. The carcases are
boiled, the tallow saved, and the flesh and hones,
after being allowed to freeze, are kept until
spring—a suitable portion being led lo the hens
daily. They are allowed in addition to meat, a
little corn, oats or buckwheat. They lay well
through the winter—comfortable quarters being
provided for them—and continue to produce
eggs in abundance till June. It is found most
profitable to sell (he whole stock at this period,
as they are generally (at, and will bring from'
twenty to twenty-live cents apiece. If kept
through the summer, they lay but little in the
warm monihs, the eggs keep but a short time,
llie fowls yrow poor in moulting, and if kept an-
other year will not lay as well as young ones
Mr. M. keeps hens only, (no cocks.) and is inclin-
ed to think he obtains as many eggs, and that
they keep better when not impregnated. As to
varieties, he has tried several, and thinks the " to],

knots" will generally lay the most eggs the fi'rsi

season, hut their carcases are less valuable than
most other kinds.

Some writer says, " I once had a constant and
troublesome visitor, whom I tried to get rid of
First, I essayed smoke, which he bore like a
badger; then I tried fire, which he stood like n
salamander. At last I lent him five dollars, and
I have not seen him since."

Cultivation and Preservation of "Wood Lots."

Editors . of, the Cultivator: 1 can stand it no
longer. The inconsiderate clearing of the wood
lauds of New England by our lathers* without
regard to the selection of those lands suitable for
arable ami grazing purposes, funis an apologj Iii

I be laei that forests, generally, were an encum-
brance to them. The greater thoughtlessness
and improvidence of their sons, however, in still

persisting in the practice, while we have more
lands already cleared than a proper and profita-
ble husbandry is bestowed upon, is, to me, a
painful and surprising mailer. Besides being
ruinous lo the present owi er, it is a perfect
"devil take the hindmost " policy for the sons.
Go where we will, we are compelled to look up-
on rough, inaccessible lands, and tops and ac-
clivities of hills, which have been swept of their
natural covering and fertility, and turned into
pastures affording but scanty returns for the hard
labor of the animals attempting a subsistence
thereon, and still smaller returns lo the proprie-
tor. There is scarcely a farm in this section hut
has acres of this kind of land that would have
been worth five times, yes, in many cases, ten
times as much as they now are, had a second
growth of wood been permitted to run up on
them.
The operation of clearing and burning a laige

tract of hill-side woodland, has been going on
within my observation for a few years past. It
has been of the genuine, old-fashioned sort. A
large piece is chopped over, each winter, and
the wood ami timber marketed. The next Au-
gust, a heavy fire burns up the vegetable mould
on or near the surface, ami the ashes left, operat-
ing as a powerful and unnatural stimulus on so
light a soil, only cause it to give up its organic
matter, its fertility, the more speedily. Rye is
sown, and yields so fine a crop that another of
the same kind is put in the next fall, and possi-
bly a light sprinkling of grass-seed with it. At
the end of five years, the find is so far exhaust-
ed, that five acres will not keep an old sheep
alive through the summer. Then, again, a valu-
able tillage-field, which has had the protection of
this wood from bleak winds, is now exposed to
every northern blast, which, in this climate, is a
serums consideration. Had the inconsiderate
owner just taken off his wood, and " therewith
been content," leaving his hill-side to be covered
with another growth of trees, he could have
sold it to-day, if he wished, for twice what it
will now bring.

Ten years ago, 1 cut the wood off a long
Stretch of side-htll, and, in my inexperience,
burnt over a portion of it for pasturage. The
remainder was left to glow dp again to wood.
Many ol the young trees are six to eight inches
through; they are all very straight and tin illy,
and I value one acre of this land more than , ve
acres of that which is in posture. I shall not
again permanently clear up my steep hill-sides.

At the solicitation of a railroad friend, a short
lime since, I accompanied him into the country
directly south of this, to examine and estimate
the value of some ,; wood-lots." 1 was forcibly
struck with the amount of rugged, barren land,
inaccessible \\>r agricultural purposes, which had'
been thrown into open country, even by the pre-
sent owners. Had a second grow ill of wood
been permitted lo run up on the land, instead of
subjecting il lo the burning and cropping process,
it would have been now worth far more to the'
owners; for a railroad is lapping that country,
with its large and clamorous demands for wood
and limber. Hiding along with an old inhabitant
of one of the towns visiied, he pointed out a
wood-lot which was cm over twenty years since
and suffered to grow up again to wood, contrary
to the usual custom. It was sold at auction, a
short time since, for thirty-four hundred dollars.
It woidd not have brought over eight hundred
dollars, had it been in pasture from llie lime it

was cleared.

Warm lull-sides, having an eastern or southern
slope, send up a second growth of wood with
great rapidity. Although they may not eventual-
ly suppoi I so heavy a growth as strong, level
lam), they will yet produce all the wood thpy are
ca|ial.le ol' sustaining, much sooner. A friend
directed my attention, the other day, to a tract of
land, with an eastern slope, in a neighboring
town, which was cleared of an original growth
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of wood, twenty-five years ago, and left to itself

to produce anotlier growth from the sprout.

Tiie land, w'uh its present standing wood, was
appraised a year or two since, at fifty dollars an
acre. Ten dollars an acre is all that similar

land, in pasture, in that vicinity, has ever been
worth. By the application of a little arithmetic,

then, we find that the increase of this second
growth of wood has been equal to sixteen per
cent, interest, per annum, on the worth of the

laud, without a dollar's expense for the cultiva-

tion,—that is, ten dollars, at sixteen per cent,

simple interest, for twenty-five years, amounts to

forty dollars; to which add the principal, the

worth of the land, and we have fifty dollars, the

appraised present value, per acre.

1'ake another view. The importance of a due
proportion of wood in equalizing moisture, and
preserving the constancy of our small springs
and brooks, as well as restraining, in a great

measure, the sudden rise and overflow of our
rivers, is well known to observing men. Sev-
eral fine springs and little brooks, which were
familiar friends in boyhood, have either entirely

disappeared, or are only seen for a season in the

spring.

"In wet seasons, the decayed leaves and spon-

gy soil of wood lands retain a large proportion
of the falling rains, and give back the moisture,
in time of drought, by evaporation, or through
the medium of springs. They thus both check
the sudden flow of water from the surface into

the streams and low grounds, and prevent the
droughts of summer from parching our pastures
and drying up the rivulets which water them.
On the other hand, where too large a proportion
of the surface is bared of wood, the action of
the summer sun and wind scorches the hills

which are no longer shaded or sheltered by trees,

the springs and rivulets that found their supply
in the bibulous soil of the forest disappear, and
the farmer is obliged 40 surrender his meadows
to his cattle, which can no longer find food in

his pastures, and sometimes even to drive tli3m
miles for water. Again, the vernal and autumnal
rains, and the melting snows of winter, no longer
intercepted and absorbed by the leaves or the
open soil of the woods, but falling every where
upon a comparatively hard and even surface,
flow swiftly over the smooth ground, washing
away the vegetable mould as they seek their nat-

ural outlet, fill every ravine with a torrent, and
convert every river into an ocean,"

—

Jlddress of
Hon. Geo. P. Marsh.

Several successful attempts have been made
within my observation, in improving rugged and
exhausted lands by planting them out to trees.

Within sight, while writing, is a knoll that has
been completely renovated by a plantation of the
white locust. It was originally a coarse, worth-
less gravel, barren of herbage of any kind. I

remember that the proprietor was laughed at by
bis neighbors for attempting to grow trees on his

barren gravel. The locusts got root, however,
and although their growth was slow and feeble,

they gradually formed a soil by the annual shed-
ding of their leaves; and as the soil became
thus strengthened, their growth became more
vigorous, new shoots sprang up in all directions

from the roots; and after a while, clover and
other grasses began to appear on the open
ground. 1 have been curious to observe the
gradual improvement of this land. Last sum-
mer, 1 noticed that the grass was very luxuriant,

and woidd have yielded at the rate of a ton or
more of hay to the acre, in the open spots. The
locust wonderfully endows a poor soil with new
energy and fertility. It seems to make its de-
mands for nourishment more largely upon the
atmosphere than any other tree, and gains foot-
hold in soils absolutely barren of fertility. Then,
again, its leaves nre small, with very rough edges,
lying perfectly still where they fail, while those
of most other trees are blown about by the
winds, collecting in hollows or in large heaps.

In my notice of Mr. Rice's farming, last year, I

remarked that he ploughed tip a large tract of
unproductive hill-side, several years ago, and
planted it with chestnuts, in rows four feet apart
every way. The first sprouts coming up rather
crooked and scrubby, he went over the field, and
cut them down close to the ground, which caused
new sprouts to shoot up straight and vigorous.

The trees are very thrifty, completely shade the
ground, and grow more and more rapidly as the
soil becomes strengthened by the annual deposit
of leaves. So well satisfied is he with the ex-
periment, that he is now placing other worthless
lands in a similar course of improvement.
The late Hon. John Lowell, the first and most

zealous advocate for improvements of this kind
in New England, planted three acres of waste
land on his estate at Roxhury, Mass., to a variety
of forest trees,—the whole value of the land not
being ten dollars per annum.

In a communication upon the subject, he says :

"The land was about half of it ploughed and
kept open with potatoes for two years, and then
abandoned to the course of nature. The pines
were taken up out of the forest with great care,
not more than five feet high. Wherever 1 had
the cupidity or impatience to introduce a larger
tree, I either lost it or it became sickly. In some
places I planted acorns ; and as to my hard
wood forest trees, transplanted from the woods,
finding they looked feeble and sickly when they
shot out, I instantly sawed them off at the
ground or near it. This required some resolu-
tion, but I have been abundantly paid for it.

"The result of this experiment is this— that in

a period of from thirteen to fifteen years, 1 have
raised a young, beautiful, and thrifty plantation,
comprising almost every variety of tree which
we have in Massachusetts, which are now from
twenty-five to thirty-five feet high, and some of
which, the thriftiest white pines, actually meas-
ure from nine to twelve inches in diameter. The
loppings and thinning out of these trees, now
furnish abundance of light fuel for summer use;
and upon as accurate, a calculation as I am able
to make, lam convinced that the present growth,
cut down at the expiration of fourteen years
from the time of planting, would amply pay for
the land at the price it would have brought."

Mr. S. Brown, in a communication to the Bos-
ton Cultivator, says:

—

"I have one acre of land which, thirty vears
ago, was not worth more than ten dollars; 1 have
no recollection of there being a tree upon it,

with the exception of one apple tree, and some
scattering bushes; the appearance of the soil

was such as to forbid any attempt at cultivation,
and my cattle have rambled over it from that
day to this; in the mean time, the young pines
voluntarily sprung up, and became a forest; and
now, 1 would not thank any man to pay me sixty

dollars for the standing wood on that acre. Now,
if any man can tell me how to improve such
land to better advantage, I would thank him for

the information."

Mr. Webster has a great variety of thrifty,

promising young forest trees on his estate at

Marshfield, which he has raised by planting the
seeds. There are several reasons for preferring
this mode of cultivation to that of transplanting.
The expense of planting seed is less than that of
transplanting trees ; the trees will be straighter
and more vigorous; they neither require staking
nor watering; and at the end of eight or ten
years they will ordinarily have acquired a much
larger growth than trees transplanted at the
same time.

The success in attempting improvements by
planting waste or exhausted lands to wood and
timber, will very much depend upon choosing
those kinds of trees that are most naturally
adapted to the soil. Professor Johnston has
some very interesting remarks upon this point, a

part of which I will venture to quote. Speaking
of the improvements going on in Europe, in ren-
ovating exhausted lands by planting trees, he
says:—

" The most precise observations on the subject
with which I am acquainted, are those which
have been made in the extensive plantations of
the late duke of Athol. These plantations con-
sist chiefly of white larch, and grow upon a
poor, hilly soil, resting on gneiss, mica-slate and
clay-slate. In six or seven years, the lower
branches spread out, become interlaced, and
completely overshadow the ground. Nothing,
therefore, grows upon it till the trees are twenty-
four years old, when the spines of the lower
branches beginning to fall, the first considerable
thinning takes place. Air and light being thus

re-admitted, grasses spring up, and a fine sward
is gradually produced. The ground, which pre-
viously was worth only nine pence or one shil-
ling [rent?] per acre as a sheep pasture, at the
end of thirty years becomes worth from seven
shillings to ten shillings per acre.

" On the soil planted by the duke of Athol, the
larch shot up luxuriantly, while the Scotch fir

lingered and languished in its growth. Thus
the quantity of leaves produced and annually
shed by the former was vastly greater than by
the latter tree. Had the Scotch fir thriven better
than the larch, the reverse might have been the
case, and the value of the soil might have been
increased in a greater proportion by plantations
of the former tree.

"In regard to the relative improving power of
the several species of trees, the most rational,
natural rule, by which our practice should he
guided, seems to be contained in these three
propositions :

—

"1. That the soil will be most improved by
those trees which thrive best upon it.

"2. Among those which thrive equally, by
such as yield the largest produce of leaves;
and,

"3. Among such as yield an equal weight of
leaves, by those whose leaves contain the largest
proportion of inorganic matter—which bring up
from beneath, that is, and spread over the sur-
face in largest quantity, the materials of a fertile

soil.

"The mode in which the lower branches of
the larch spread out and overshadow the surface
is not without its influence upon the ultimate
improvement which the soil exhibits. All vege-
tation being prevented, the land, besides receiv-
ing a yearly manure of vegetable mould, is made
to lie for upwards of twenty years in uninterrup-
ted naked fallow. It is sheltered also from the
beating of the rain-drops, which descend slowly
and gently upon it, bearing principles of fertility,

instead of washing out the valuable saline suh-
stances it may contain. Beneath the overshad-
owing branches of a forest, the soil is also pro-
tected from the wind: and to this protection
Sprengel attributes much of that rapid improve-
ment so generally experienced where lands are
covered with wood. The winds bear along par-
ticles of earthy matter, which they deposit again
in the still forests ; and thus gradually form a
soil even on the most naked places."

Thousands of acres of waste lands in New
England, entirely unprofitable to the owners and
to community, might, by judicious planting with
trees, be redeemed from their sterility,— thus ad-
ding, in effect, to the territorial extent as well as
wealth of the country; besides in many cases
fivefolding the value of individual estates thus
planted. Numerous instances might be given
in proof of this statement.

It is worthy of separate and particular consid-
eration that our country is fast becoming pene-
trated in every direction by railroads, whose
consumption of wood is so enormous that we
must look well to our forests, or they "ill van-
ish. The facilities of transportation which they
afford will induce a greater demand for lumber
and stuff" for turning purposes, for the manufac-
tories near the sea-board. Thus new and greater
inducements for the cultivation and preservation
of woodlands are yearly becoming developed,
urging our farmers to awake to the importance
of this subject.

In treating this topic at this time, I have cho-
sen to give a somewhat desultory statement and
citation of facts and principles which are so
palpable as to come within the observation of
every one, rather than a methodical and formal
essay; hoping by this means the more surely to

attract the attention of the practical farmer.

F. HOLBROOK.
Bratdeboro', Vt., 1849.

Newspapers.—The reading of a good and
well-conducted newspaper, even for the short
space of one-quarter of a year, brings more
sound instruction, and leaves a deeper impres-
sion, than would be acquired, probably, at the
best school in twelve months. Talk to the mem-
bers of a family who read the papers, and com-
pare their information and intelligence with
those who do not. The difference is beyond
comparison.

—

Irish Paper.
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Advantages of Thorough Draining.

Draining, as understood thirty years tigo in

> England (and to this day with us,) merely meant

the making of channels to cany off surface wa-

ter, and under-ground drains, to dry bogs, or cut

off springs. It lias now an entirely different

. meaning in the agricultural world. Mr. Smith,

of Deauston, near Ediuhurg, was among the first

to practice and explain thorough draining, as it is

"called. His system is, that all land requires to

be drained—that the depth of loam, or soil con-

taining the food of plants, seldom exceeds a few

inches, resting on a subsoil, or pun of clay, or

, Jiard gravel, saturated with water. By making

drains from two and a half to five feet in depth,

at every twenty or thirty feet, the land becomes

'dry ; air takes the place of water; every shower

furnished with a stock of ammonia, permeates

the soil, and the result is, that instead of a few

inches there are as many feet of fertile loam, the

-action of the atmosphere being sufficient of it-

self to produce the change, although to hasten

the process, subsoil ploughing is made part of

the system.

The change produced by the introduction of

thorough draining in Britain, is said to be truly

astonishing. Not only has the produce been

• greatly increased, but wheat anil turnips have

.been grown at elevations, and in districts, where

their cultivation was not before thought possible.

"By it, crops have been rendered less liable to

disease, and harvest has been forwarded nearly a

month. This will be belter understood, if we
reflect, that when water is allowed to remain in

'.•lie soil until removed by evaporation, the beat

of 'he sun and air, instead of being imparted to

'the '-.-.'.id, will actually, through this process, pro-

duce an intense degree of cold. On the other

hand, were the soil so dry as to allow the rain to

pass through, it would imbibe heat from every

ray that fell upon it.

The British government has considered this

improvement of so great importance, that, during

""the last three years, large sums have been loaned

to all applicants, to be expended in drainage, un-

der the superintendence of inspectors. These

loans are re-paid by annual instalments of 6J

per cent., for about twenty years ; and as the

1 1 ii > 1
1

- v is borrowed by government at three per

cent., these payments cancel the loan and in-

terest.

—

Robert Junlinc.

sons, which succeed admirably in the county of

Penobscot. These facts have been fairly laid

before the public, through the public press, and

are now matters of record which all may con-

sult.

"I made a great mistake fifteen years since,"

said a farmer to us a few days ago, and one who

has been successful in his business, " because I

supposed that the orchards then begun would

more than supply the market with fruit before 1

could get an orchard under way ; but instead of

this, the demand for fruit has increased, and had

1 set an orchard often acres, when I commenced

farming here, it would have been worth more to

me now than the whole of my farm. 1 saw my
mistake sometime since, and have now a young

orchard just beginning to bear, and mean to

increase it." This is the opinion of a practical

man ; and to the same conclusion must all close

observers arrive.

Let us see what can be done in the way of

farming in this county, by reference to a few

facts, which have actually occurred, and which

cannot be disputed.

Major Ainasa Stetson, of Stetson, has a large

farm, but instead of exhausting himself and his

means in the effort to raise grain to compete in

the market with the grain-growers in the West,

he works his farm in raising grass for hay and

grazing, and keeps a stock of fifty cows, and

intends to increase the number to sixty or

more.

This season he raised one thousand bushels

of potatoes on four and three-quarters acres;

two hundred and fifty bushels of corn, six cords

of pumpkins, and ten and a half bushels of

beans on five acres; over one hundred bushels

of wheat—making forty-five and a half pounds

of flour to the bushel, on five acres. He bad ten

acres in oats, but like most of that crop this sea-

son, the yield was light.

The amount of the sales from this farm is as

follows :

—

Produce of the dairy $1,500
Hogs and pigs 300
Wheat, lambs, poultry, &c:, 50

Penobscot Farming.

There is too great a disposition among the

half and half farmers of Penobscot county to

"decry the agricultural resources of the county,

and to pant for Western lands where they can

f
engage in the cultivation of grain and swine in

4 'Jie abundance of " hog and hominy." "We
•annot compete," say they, " with the farmers of

the West in raising wheat and corn." Granted
;

nor is it necessary that we should, since we have

abundant markets for the products which our

soil and climate are admirably adapted to pro-

duce. The farmers of the West cannot compete

with us in the markets which we have for these

productions, and this they know and feel very

sensibly.

The article of fruit, the demand for which in-

creases far beyond the supply and will continue

to do for centuries, offers a sure profit to all who

'will engage in the business in an intelligent and

faithful manner. There need be no blind exper-

iments in this matter, since those who have led

the way have proved a sufficient variety of ap-

ples, pears, and plums, suited to the various sea-

Si,850

For hired labor and taxes, the sum of six

hundred dollars only has been expended, and

there has been at least $'250 in permanent im-

provements upon the farm, in buildings, &c.

There is a lively brook running near the dwel-

ling of Major Stetson ; on this he has a dam
built, with a breast-wheel for driving light ma-

chinery. Over this be has a building, the upper

part of which is a work-shop, and in the lower

part a dairy factory; In the gravel bank, between

the cellar of his mill, is his dairy, connected

with which is an ice vault. In this dairy, the

milk is kept without turning sour—the cream is

taken off and carried to the churns in the mill,

the machinery set in motion, and the power of

that little stream which has so long run here to

waste, churns out the butler ; often eighty pounds

of a morning. Lower down the brook is the

piggery, and into this the skimmed milk is con-

veyed by a duct.

Major Stetson began rather late with his fruit

trees, but he has now one hundred and sixty

grafted trees beginning to bear, and has a nurse

ry of three-fourths of an acre, with many grafted

trees of the best of fruits— among them one

bundled and fifty Green Gage and Washington

plums.

We obtained the fads here stated in a conver-

sation wilh Major Stetson upon the subject of

Penobscot farming, and make this mention of

ihcm, not for tin 1 purpose of glorifying Major

Stetson— he needs nothing of that kind, as his

works praise him— but fur the purpose of show-

ing what has been done in Penobscot, and what

others may do.

Poor farming, slack and ill-directed eflorts

yield but feeble results anywhere, but we think

that good farming pays as well for the capital

and labor expended in tin; comity of Penobscot

as in any other county in our country, and ibis

being the case, it is the extreme of folly for peo-

ple to leave farming here, for the West, or even

in the hope of making a fortune by digging gold

in California.

—

Bangor Courier.

New Hampshire State Convention

Of Farmers and Mechanic.?, to organize a State Ag-
ricultural Society, Jbr the promotion of Agricul-
ture, Horticulture, .Mechanism and the .Iris.

The undersigned, believing in the advantages

of a combination of effort to efiect any radical

improvement; fully believing that the great and

fundamental science of Agriculture is yet in

many portions of the Stale in its infancy ; being

persuaded that to develop the resources of the

soil, science and skill must fashion and guide the

plough and prepare both the soil and the seed ;

that all classes and conditions of men are bene-

fited by the elevation of husbandry ; that peace

and true progress are conserved in proportion to

the rank it takes in the occupations of men
;

and having great confidence in the feasibility

and eminent usefulness of such a society, well

organized—take this method of calling upon the

Farmers, Mechanics, Professional men—all who
appreciate the benefits proposed by association,

to meet wilh us in convention, at the city of

Manchester, on ihe 12th day of December next,

at ten o'clock, A. M., at the City Hall, to adopt

such measures and efiect such an organization

as will be deemed best calculated to ensure its

success and permanency.

Asa P. Cale, Northfield. Jos. Sawyer, Piermont.
Levi Bartlett, Warner. N. B. Baker, Concord.
Salma Hale, Keene. Harvey Huntoon, Unity.

A. (). Brewster, IlannverEzra Glidden, do
E. D. Sanborn, do L. Brooks, Charleslown.
Cbas. Haddock, do John M. Glidden, do
D. D. Marsh, Croydon. Sam'l Garfield, Langdon
L.P.Cooper, do W. R. Kimball, Cornish.

Jos. Ilealy, Washington. J. 1). Nettleton, Newport
G. W. Nesmit'i, FranklinA. Colby, New London.
I. Hubbard, Claremoni. J. E. Rowell, Claremont.
Samuel Tutherly, do John S. Walker, do.

—A" H. National Eagle.

The Yeoman.
The man who stands upon his own soil

; who
feels, that by the laws of the land in which he

lives— by the laws of civilized nations—he is the

rightful and exclusive owner of the land which

he tills, is, by the constitution of our nature, un-

der a wholesome influence, not easily imbibed

from any other source. lie feels, oilier things

being equal—more strongly than another, the

character of a man as lord of the inanimate

world. Of this great and wonderful sphere,

which, fashioned by the hand of God, and up-

held by his power, is rolling through the heav-

ens, a portion is his; from the centre to the sky.

It is the space on which the generations before

him move in its round id' duties; and feels him-

self connected by a visible link, with those who

preceded him, as he is, also, to whom he is lo

transmit a home. Perhaps his farm has come

down lo him from his fathers. They have gone

to their last home; but he can trace their foot-
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steps over the daily scenes of his labors. The

roof which shelters him, was reared by those to

whom he owes his being. Some interesting do-

mestic tradition is connected with every enclos-

ure. The favorite fruit tree was planted by his

father's hand. Me sported in his boyhood, by

the side of the brook which winds through his

meadow. Through that field, lies the path to

the village school of his earliest days. He still

hears from his windows, the voice of the Sab-

bath bell, which called his father and his fore-

fathers to the house of God ; and near at hand is

the spot where he laid his parents down to rest,

and where he trusts, when his hour is come, he

shall be dutifully laid by his children. These

are the feelings of the owner of the soil. Words

cannot paint them
;
gold cannot buy them—they

flow out of the deepest fountains of the heart;

these are the life-springs of a fresh, healthy,

generous national character.

—

Edward Everett,

Saxony Sheep.—We have much pleasure in

noticing a flock of sheep, twenty in number, that

have just arrived on board of the ship "Louisiana"

from Bremen. They are imported by D. W.

Catlin of this city, and C. B. Smith, Esq., of

Litchfield county, Ct., and are intended as an ad-

dition to their flocks inTorrington and Harring-

ton, Conn. They are from the flock of Maximi-

lian Baron De Speck Leitchena, near Leipsie,

Saxony, the same gentleman from whom Messrs.

Catlin & Smith received a lot last fall, noticed

by us at the time. Those first imported have

given, we understand, universal satisfaction to

all growers of fine wool. Those now noticed

are equal in every respect, we should judge, of

those first imported. They combine every re-

quisite in a fine sheep, fine form, good constitu-

tion, compactness and weight of fleece, am! fine-

ness of fibre. A shepherd accompanies them,

with u well trained shepherd clog, with a view of

introducing, as far as practicable, in this country,

the system of raising and training sheep, as prac-

tised in Germany.—.V. Y. Express.

Apples as Food.—The importance of apples

for fond has not hitherto been sufficiently estima-

ted in this country nor understood. Besides con-

tributing a large proportion of sugar, mucilage,

and other nutritive matter in the form of food,

they contain such a fine combination of vegeta-

ble acids, extractive substances, anil aromatic

principles, with the nutritive matter, as to act

powerfully in the capacity of refrigerants, tonics

ami antiseptic; and when fieely used at the sea-

son of ripeness, by rural laborers and others,

they "prevent debility, strengthen digestion, cor-

rect the putrefactive tendencies of nitrogenous

food, avert scurvy, and probably maintain and
Strengthen the powers of productive labor."

The operators at Cornwell, in England, con-

sidered ripe apples nearly as nourishing as

bread, and more so than potatoes. In the year

1801, a year of scarcity, apples, instead of being
converted into cider, were sold to the poor; and
the laborers asserted that they could stand their

work on baked apples, without meat ; whereas,

a potato to diet required either meat or fish.

The French and Germans use apples exten-

sively ; imbed, it is rare that they sit down, in

the rural districts, without ihem in some shape
or other, even at the best tables. The laborers

and mechanics depend upon them, to a very
great extent, as an article of food, and frequently

dine on sliced apples and bread. Stewed with

rice, red cabbage, carrots, or by themselves, with

a little sugar and milk, they make both a pleas-

ant and nutritious dish.

A young wife in Cincinnati lately received a

draft of s.")00 from her husband who is gold-dig-

ging in California, and before night she had
spent half the sum in splendid dresses.

A Specimen of Aroostook Farming.

It is admitted on all hands that so far as soil is

concerned the valley of the Aroostook is the gar-

den of Maine, and the only draw back to its ag-

ricultural resources has been thought to be the

climate rendering the crops liable to be cut off

by early frosts. For the purpose of showing
that the fear of the climate is not well founded,

we have collected statistics of the operations

and results of one farm in that county, situated

in Township No. 13, Range 6, at Portage Lake.

The first clearing was made on this farm in

the tall of 1844, and the first crop taken otf in

1845, and corn has not failed to ripen every year

upon it, and it is believed that it will not fail to

ripen in the county general y any year, if the

proper kind of seed be selected and the planting

done in season.

The produce for this year is thus stated:

—

70 tons of hay, $15 $1050 00

1000 bushels of oats, 50c 500 00

200 " of barley, 75c 150 00

40 " of beans, $2 25 90 00

1000 " of potatoes, 50c 500 00
Several hundred bushels of carrots, tur-

nips, and some corn valued at.... 200 00

$2490 00

The above are cash prices at which the lum-
bermen buy all the produce in that region they

can get. This is the amount and value of the

crop which can be spared and sold, besides what
the family need for their own consumption.
There is besides made on the farm all the but-

ter used for the house, being a tavern, at which
the average of family and travellers are twenty
per day.

The proprietors of this farm not being resi-

dents upon it they are enabled to get at, very

definitely, the cost of labor upon it. The ex-

penditures for the year are thus stated:

—

Wages paid out .'. . .$750 000
Provisions for workmen and family, ex-

clusive of produce of farm 300 00

$1050 00

This gives us the sum of one thousand four

bundled and forty dollars profit of the farm for

one year, while at the same time twenty acres of
land have been this year cleared for a crop next
season, which is estimated as a permanent im-

provement equal to the sum expended by the

family for provisions purchased.

This land was purchased of the State at one
dollar per acre, and more may be had at the

same price, payable, one-quarter in cash and the

balance in work on roads through the town-

ship.

Results such as these cannot be expected from

indifferent fanning nor where there is a lack of

either faith or works. They are the product of

both united. It is but justice to say that the

farm to which we have referred, though owned
by persons in this city, has been from the com-
mencement in charge of Mr. Mathew Stevens,

formerly of Athens, in this Stale, and whose
skill cannot but be advantageous to the neigh-

borhood in which he resides, as well as to his

fortunate employers.

—

Bangor Courier.

Southern Enterprise.

The Railway Times, a Boston print, gives the

following view of the manufacturing establish-

ments and railways in the southern States:

" We have seen it stated that Delaware has al-

ready a greater number of manufacturing estab-

lishments, in proportion to her population, than

any other State in the Union. Maryland has in-

vested over $45,000,000 in railroads, canals, and
manufactures, ami is still actively employed in

further enlarging her undertakings for internal

improvements and industry. She has within her

borders six hundred and sixty miles of railroad.

Virginia has over forty cotton factories, and has

about $60,000,000 invested in railroads, canals,

and manufactories; her railroads, either in ope-
ration or in different stages of construction,

amount to about fifteen hundred miles. North
Carolina has over five hundred miles of railroad

in construction, and about five cotton factories in

operation. In South Carolina there are about

forty-five cotton factories in progress, or in suc-

cessful operation, and over three hundred miles

of railroad; the people are looking forward to

more extensive railroad operations, and have al-

ready some considerable canal accommodation.
Florida has already invested over $4,000,010 in

railroads and manufactures. Georgia has over

six hundred miles of railroad, upwards of seven-

ty cotton manufactories, and has invested in

these matters over $55,000,000. Alabama has

sixty-seven miles of railroad, and over twenty .

cotton factories. Missouri has invested in inter-

nal improvements, mines and manufactures, over

.^4,000,000 ; of her railroads we have no ac-

count. Kentucky and Tennessee have each a

small number of miles of railroad, and they are

likewise proceeding rapidly forward in other en-

terprises, calculated to develop their real natural

resources, and attract to these States the enter-

prise and capital of the migrating people of the -

North and the East. Other States, which we
have not enumerated, are likewise proceeding

with spirit in the great work of internal im-,

provement, and from what we can now see, we
are justified in believing that the next ten years

of the history of this country will witness an ex-
.

trao-dinary revolution with regard to the course

of its internal trade."

Need of Courage in Adversity.

To see disease and wreck in the present ; and
no light in the future ; but only storms, lurid by
the contrast of past prosperity, and growing
darker as they advance ; to wear a constant ex-
pectation of woe like a girdle; to see want at

the door, imperiously knocking, while there is

strength to repel, or courage to bear its tyranny
;

indeed, this is dreadful enough. But there is a.

thing more dreadful— if the man is wrecked with
his fortune. Can any thing be more poignant im
anticipation than one's own self, unnerved, cowed
down and slackened to utter pliancy ; and help-

lessly drifting and driven down the troubled sea

of life ? Of all things on earth, next to his God,
a broken man should cling to a courageous inr ,
dustry. If it brings nothing back, and saves no-

thing, it will save him. To be pressed down by
adversity has nothing in it of disgrace; but it is

disgraceful to lie down under it like a supple
dog. Indeed, to stand composedly in the storm'

amidst its rage and wildest devastations; to let it

beat you over, and leave you undismayed'—this'

is to he a man. Adversity is the mint in which
God stamps upon us his image and superscrip-

tion. In this matter men may learn of insects.

The ant will repair his dwelling as long as the

mischievous foot crushes it ; the spider will ex-

haust hie itself, before he will live without a

web; the bee can be decoyed from his labor

neither by plenty nor scarcity. If summer be"
abundant, it toils none the less ; if it be parsi-

monious of flowers, the tiny laborer sweeps a

wider circle, and by industry repairs the frugali-

ty of the season. Man should be ashamed to he

rebuked in vain by the spider, the ant and the •

bee.
" Seest thou a man diligent in his business, he

shall stand before kings, he shall not stand he-

.

fore mean men."

—

H. Jl'. Beeehcr.

How to bear illnatured Criticism.

The main comfort, under injurious comments*
of any kind, is to look at them fairly, accept,

them as an evil, and calculate the extent of the

mischief. These injurious comments seldom
blacken all creation lor you. A humorous friend

of mine, who suffered some time ago under a

severe article in the first newspaper in the world,

tells me that it was a very painful sensation for

the first day, and that he thought all eyes were
upon him, (he being a retired, quiet anil fastidi-

ous person :) but, going into his nursery and find-^

ing that his children were the fame to him as

usual, and then walking out with his dogs and
observing that they frolicked about him as they,

were wont to do, he began to discover that there ,

was happily a public very near and dear to him,

on which even the articles in the "Times" could .

make no impression. The next day my poor

friend, who, by the way, was firmly convinced'

that he was right in the matter in controversy,'

had become quite himself again. Indeed he .

snapped his fingers at the leading articles, and
said he wished people would write more of them
against him.—friends in Council.

Tue.iv. is a great amount of philosophy in this
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single small paragraph. It depends much upon

the individual aimed nt, whether die sting of »

sarcasm or slander sliall rankle or lie harmless.

It it were not so, authors, actors, politicians ami

public men generally would have a most misera-

ble life of it, tor their reputations are generally

considered a common target lor every critic and

slanderer to shoot his arrows at. It is astonish-

ing how much newspaper abuse a man can stand

without sufleiing in the esteem of his friends or

the public, or finding his own temper fretted, af-

ter hfi once gets used to it. Most editors have

experienced this truth, and there are very few of

them who cannot extract an infinite deal ol

amusement from paragraphs that would drive

more sensitive persons mad.

—

Public Ledger.

Isaac Babbitt.

Who is Isaac Babbitt? lie is a Boston man

of the self-made, Ben Franklin sort. A solid,

substantial, lion-like, wholesome looking man

fifty or so, and flourishing. He started in life

there as a watch-maker and goldsmith, in which

be succeeded well. Feeling that too close ap-

plication was injuring his health, he set himself

about some chemical experiments, which requir-

ed more action and resulted in the manufacture

of Britannia ware, which he established in this

town. His improvements in this important arti-

cle of domestic use soon drove the British ware

almost entirely out of the market, and excited

the wonder and astonishment of the London

manufacturers. Finding, as is too common with

inventors, that the profits of his improvements

were mostly the prey of others, he applied him-

self to brass founding, in which his success was

so marked that it attracted the attention of Mr.

Alger, the South Boston Founder, who took a

large contract of casting cannon for government,

relying upon Mr. Babbitt's skill to carry him

through it. His confidence was not misplaced,

for Mr. Babbitt succeeded in obviating the diffi-

culties of the business and casting of several

hundred pieces of heavy bronze ordnance of an

excellence never before attained.

He next turned his attention to the reduction

of friction in heavy machinery. Friction is the

great destroyer of motion, and foe of engines.

Nature, in her machines, has taken wonderful

pains to guard against it. She not only supplies

a nice Inhiciating fluid, the sinovium, to all the

joints of her animals, but she sheathes the artic-

ulations with a very smooth coating, called a

cartilage. Were the bones allowed to rub and

grind together, they would, by any rapid motion,

burn through and set the animal's fat on fire. A

race horse, running his mile in two minutes,

without cartilages, would set himself in a blaze.

But who shall give cartilages to the Iron Horse ?

Mr. Babbitt has done it. It has been long

known that any metal runs easier on another

than on itself. But it remained for Mr. Babbitt

to discover an alloy of soft metals which being

confined in the journal boxes by a lip or fillet of

the hard metal, admirably serves the purpose of

a cartilage. With this lining the journal may fit

perfectly snug, and runs with very little oil, and

almost no heat or friction. The locomotive

which, on the old plan could only run eight or

ten thousand miles before its boxes were worn

out, can now run eighty thousand, and be as

good as new, or if by any accident the lining

should get out of order, it can be cheaply re-

placed. The saving of power, though not a very

large per centage, is of immense importance in

the aggregate ; even the saving of sixty percent,

of the oil, which it effects, amounts to an annual

fortune on any railroad. This alloy consists ol

id' antimony. It has been adopted by the gov-

ernment of the United Slates, and its use is very

extensive in Europe. In fact, it marks a new

era in machinery.

The happy competence which this great in-

vention has secured to Mr. Babbitt, has hy no

means seduced him from his labors in practical

science. With his new means he has set him-

self to the task of improving the great staple

comforts of life. Cleanliness is a most import-

ant condition of health, comfort, and intellect, and

by practical chemical inquiry Mr. Babbitt has el-

fected a most decided and palpable improvement

in the means of securing it, so that the engineer

will find as much advantage in "babbitting"

himself as his engine. The preparation which

Mr. Babbitt calls the " Cylherean Cream of Soap,''

little as it may excite observation, and much as

it may sound like the thousand and one trumpe-

ry cosmetics that crowd the belle's or the dan-

dy's toilet table, is really an era in general do-

mestic happiness, a victory over one of its

fellest foes, and a blessing in store for the daily

life of every body. It is a perfectly effectual pu-

rifier without being a destroyer. It seizes every

particle of filth, excretion or miasma which may

attach to the coarsest or most delicate skin, and

carries it off leaving the wonderful tissue as

bale and beautiful as if fresh from its Creator,

and diffusing through the whole form the glow

of a new life.

On such a subject, of course, we can produce

nothing like conviction in advance of experi-

ence. But curiosity will lead to experience and

experience to increased comfort every where, in

the almost religious ordinance of daily ablution.

As Mr. Babbitt's name is already incorporated

among the common nouns and verbs of the

English language, and is likely to become a

household word, we have thought this sketch

of the man and his doings might be interesting.

Taunton Daily Gazette.

A Change for the Worse.

In this age of general progress, there are some
changes which are not improvements! Among
these, we are disposed to regard the increasing

neglect oflndiau corn and rye its articles of food,

and the substitution of southern and western

flour instead. We would not advocate any

change whereby our farmers or their families

would be deprived of any of the substantial com-

forts of life, or of the indulgence in any health-

ful luxuries within their means. The coarser

fare which our good grandmothers so skilfully

prepared, was partaken of with its keen a relish,

and was as healthful as any of the more fashion-

able articles in modern cookery. A lady corres-

pondent of the Boston Cultivator has taken the

pen as the champion of Indian corn, having, as

she says, "a very feeling sense of the neglect, as

an article of food, into whicli it is falling." Af-

ter speaking of the change we have mentioned,

and describing the baked Indian pudding, which

she considers the most delicious of all dishes,

she thus continues

:

"Speaking of that old farm-bouse, and its

baking days, I can't help repeating the remarks

of one of our country girls, who, after several

years of city life, came home, to " rusticate," and

bring hack a bloom to her delicate cheek, by the

country fare of baked apples and milk, brown

bread, pumpkin pies, and " pudding and beans."

" Why, grandfather," said she, "don't you raise

any corn now ?"

"Corn," exclaimed the old gentleman, " why

certainly Polly— Mary, I mean. Don't you see that

field ? There aie. four acres of as stout corn as

ever grew on the place, and out heyond tin-

house are seven more."

" Well, what do you do with it all •

Why, we use some, keep a part of it for the

eighty-six parts of tin, four of copper, and eight stock, and the rest is sold."

" Or, in other words, you carry it to market
and exchange it for wheat flour."

The old gentleman stared, but she went on.
" It (hui'l seem a hit lien: as it used to. I could

always find brown bread enough in the buttery,

but now it is all wheat loaves and pies, and I

came home mi purpose to get away from tlirin.

I should like some hasty pudding and corn-cakes

and brown bread."

Now, my dear reader, the woman was half

right. The limes are changed, and I don't be-

lieve, in this respect, for the belter. A few

weeks ago, tit the table of a substantial fanner,

the mistress of the house absolutely apologized

to me for the appearance of some brown bread

on the dinner table. Said she. " we bake a loaf

once in a while, for the men-folks like some
with their meat."

She was ashamed of it, when, in fact, she

ought to have beet) ashamed of its quality. I

could make heller brown bread myself.

Hasty pudding I rarely find at our farmers' ta-

bles. Do not the good wives know that it is

the best of food, ami that fried hasty pudding is

one of the nicest dishes ever put on the breakfast

table? Or, have they ever had the good fortune

to meet with certain little cakes, brown and crisp,

known as fried bannochs? Or, do they ever in-

dulge their taste by baking on a plate before the

fire, one of the real, old fashioned, flat bannochs,

made of sweet milk and Indian meal ? or, do

they know how to bake those nice little bannochs,

known as corn cakes ? 1 fear not. These things

are out of fashion. Our grandmothers used to

make them, but we scorn such things. We can

make waffles, and lemon pies, and wafers, ami

buns, and soda bread,and cold water gjugerbread.

We should need receipts to make bread and

puddings of Indian meal. And plenty of receipts

can he bad in the cook hooks, receipts that would

make a substantial cook indignant, so many are

the ingredients to he used— eggs, and sugar, and
butter, and spice. I recently met with a recipe

(or receipt, if you choose to have il) for making
an Indian pudding, when a pint of molasses was
to he put in two quarts of scalded milk. It made
me think of the good woman, who, honored by a

visit from her minister, was pulling a quantity of

West India molasses into his tea. The good

man begged that she would desist, saying that

he did not care about any, but she had certainly

given him enough.

"Oh," simpered the good woman, " if it was
all molasses it would not be any too good for

y°""
_=>

Rise from a Humble Condition.

In a speech delivered by the Hon. and Rev.

the Dean of Ripon, at a late soiree of the Me-

chanics' Institution, Leeds, a few passages occur

worthy of being widely circulated:—
"I like to think with pleasure, and satisfaction,

and wonder, of the extraordinary advancements
which in the providence of God, particular indi-

viduals have made, who have just been able to

apply the operations ol their minds according as

they" were able to exercise them, and thereby to

place themselves in extraordinary positions both

in relation to their own prosperity and to the ad-

vantage of the country. It may lie a very familiar

subject, but it is one whicli 1 do like to think of,

and I will just allude to it. There was a young

man who was the youngest of thirteen children,

and his father a very poor man; and the best his

fat: er could do with him was lo apprentice him

tu a barber. In teat humble and praiseworthy

class of public life, that respected ilidit idual de-

meaned himself honorably, as long as he chose

to continue in it. He then bestowed bis care

and enterprise upon preparing the beautiful hair

of our heads—improving it to that degree that it

should be til 10 make a wig of. In that he ex-

celled also. Then, gentlemen, be betook himself

to a weed which 1 have seen, and which is a little

more than like a weed— I mean the cotton plant

of Carolina. He betook himself to improve ihu

manufacture of cloth made out of thai weed. He
gained a great success, adding merely to the ac-

quirements which he possessed—which you may

suppose were slender— the knowledge which lie

could pick up by associating with his Iclloyv-

meti, he gained that success whicli enabled him

to decide'lhe ware of the linen and the colton,
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so that a vestment should lie made all of cotton.

The barber's apprentice, gentlemen, that honor-

able improver of our hair," for the purpose of a

wig, was Sir Richard Arkwright, afterwards high

sheriff of his county, and who left his family half

a million of money." Well, gentlemea, I only put

this as one instance of a simple, plain man, hon-

estly following the call of Providence, using the

mind according ns God's providence gave him

the oppoiluniiy of drawing forth its resources

—

throwing himself into the opening which was
prepared for him, and thus gaining a prosperity

exceeded by no man in this country ; and I am
sure that language is not equal to say the advan-

tage which our nation has received from his in-

vention, enabling him thus to show the benefit

of the exercise of the mind, and talent, and ener-

gy, and reflection, and desire for improvement

in the humblest station of life. 1 will mention

another case, because I do dwell upon it, I con-

fess, with exceeding interest, from my personal

acquaintance with the individual. Gentlemen, it

is no more than forty years since, in my travels

in America, I came to New York, and I called

upon the famous Gen. Moreau, with whom I had

the pleasure of being acquainted. He said to me,
' Well, here's a strange thing! here's a ship to

go by hot water! and to-morrow the trial is to

be made, and 1 am invited to be of the party,

and my friends. Will you go with me? I ac-

companied Gen. Moreau in the first steam ves-

sel that sailed on the Hudson, in America, under

the auspices of Mr. Fulton, the inventor—a man
of similar caste of Arkwright, perhaps with some
greater advantages from his early education, but

of a similar tone and cast of mind; unsatisfied

with what he had done, and what he could do,

and always thinking that he could do something

better, and thankful for every information he re-

ceived, and every opportunity he could gain in

making progress in some improvement ; so that

from a painter in portraits, from a designer in a

variety of ways, at last he arrived at the extraor-

dinary eminence and success of making the first

practical steam vessel which could navigate so

severe a river as the Hudson.
Now, gentlemen, I remember with pleasure

standing upon the deck with Robert Fulton, and

dwelling with him upon the subject. 1 remem-
ber asking him, " Do yon think it will ever be of

any good ?" 1 recollect his countenance lighting

up almost with indignation at the idea that any

invention of his could fail of being useful. 1 re-

member very well, just as we approached the

mouth of the Hudson, just as it shuts on the At-

lantic, saying—" What will become of us if we
drift out to sea? How is it possible that a vessel

of this sort c&u stand the waves of the ocean ?"

Well, now, gentlemen, when I compare and bring

together that day, with the fact of the steamers

now crossing the Atlantic in eleven or twelve

days, with a regularity and precision which is al-

ways marvellous—why, how is it possible not to

see and to Ue persuaded that there is not a man
that lives, and comes within the arena of popular

and scientific institutions like this, who has not

an opportunity of being distinguished, by giving

his talent, industry and energy, to whatever sub-

ject in the course of bis investigation the finger

of Provideiu-e may poim out to him? It is im-

possible to say, unless we believe that we have

arrived at the acme and fulfilment of ever) thing

for the good of man— it is impossible not to think

that we may be conferring some great blessing

upon our own country—that we may, through

the means of some individual in the very hum-

blest class, whose mind we may touch, by just

giving him a perception and an intuition of com-

bination connected with science and art— we may
lender him an instrument of great good to his

country and the world, and a source of great

happiness and pride to himself."

Shall we take a '6h* up R road way ?" said a

young New Yorker, who was showing his coun-

try cousin the wonders of that city. "O dear,

no!" said the frightened girl, " I would not do

that in the street!"

It is said that in London there are 100,000

good mechanics seeking employment every Mon-
day morning, and that excellent house servants

out of place any day in the year, arc 10,000 to

I2.C00.

The Effects of Cosmetics on the Skin.

The deep interest I take in the moral improve-

ment of my young countrywomen, more parti-

cularly those who are so fortunate as to be the

wives and daughters of farmers, must be my apo-

logy for the following remarks upon the article

in the January number of the Agriculturist, on

the " Effects of Cosmetics on the Skin." J shall

therefore ask no other excuse for expressing my
difference of opinion, nor for pointing out what

I conceive to be mistaken views on the subject,

feeling very sure that a little serious reflection

will bring your correspondent over to my old-

fashioned way of thinking. Let me say, how-

ever, that I agree entirely with her observations

on the different kinds of soap, alcoholic prepara-

tions, &c.

We know that all kinds of soap are more or

less injurious to a delicate skin, and in cold weath-

er their too frequent use should be dispensed

with as much as possible; but when necessary,

the skin should be protected afterwards, for a

little while from the air. Therefore, when cleanli-

ness requires it for the face and neck, they should

be washed just before retiring at night; and in

the morning, nothing more will be wanted than

the usual sponge bath of pure, cold, soft water,

and a coarse rubber vigorously applied. Some
skins will chap under the most careful treatment

that can be bestowed upon them ; while others

will continue soft and smooth, though exposed

to every wind that blows, and seem to be proof

against all kinds of domestic labor. For the first

of these, the best purifier would be corn or bean

meal, or palm-oil soap, followed by a few drops

of honey rubbed on while the hands are wet.

Fine dry salt acts very pleasantly on the skin,

rendering it soft and smooth, and has also the

advantage of strengthening the system, on which

account it is highly recommended by physicians.

The best way to apply it is, to draw on a pair of

very coarse cotton or linen knitted gloves, that

have been frequently dipped in strong salt and

water, and dried after each immersion, and with

them rub until the skin looks red, and the blood

circulates freely.

Rut it is the second part of your correspond-

ent's remark that 1 intend particularly to notice.

That the writer does not speak from personal

experience I think is evident, or she would not

say that " rouge can be employed, without injury,

to brighten a lady's complexion."

Every school girl knows that even the common
carmine in her paint box, if put on the cheeks

with water, cannot be washed out without leav-

ing a permanent mark. I have been much in

fashionable French society, where the use of

rouge was not only considered unblameworthy.

but in certain cases openly vindicated; yet its

deleterious effects upon the skin were undoubted,

and openly lamented, as producing a sallow stain,

which, as it cannot be removed by ordinary means,

makes a continuance of the bad practice seem

necessary. And a bad practice it is, in sober

sadness, for any woman ; but for women living

in this bright, beautiful country, for the wives

and daughters of American farmers, even to think

of using rouge and pearl powder, would be ridi-

culous, could it be contemplated in any other

light than as a degradation— they, too, who enjoy

the glorious privilege, not to be too highly priz-

ed, of living in the pure, health-giving breath of

heaven,—who are at liberty to exercise daily on

horseback, and roam at will over hills and fields.

I will not think so badly of them as to suppose

that they would condescend to tolerate the use

of such miscalled beaulifiers. h is true, a pale

cheek is not esteemed so lovely as the one tinged

with

" Celestial rosy red, love's proper hue ;"

nor is a dark or coarse skin thought so desirable

as one fairer aad more delicate. Rut does not

every one know instances, among their friends,

of faces by nature ugly, to which intelligence,

benevolence, and good temper impart the charac-

ters of real, soul-like beauty ? Relieve me, God's

handiwork cannot be improved. And the admir-
ation of strangers is dearly purchased by ihe loss

of the respect of those in whose eyes and hearts

alone it should be their ambition to appear to ..

advantage ; for the mistaken ones, who resort to

these paltry arts, do not deck their faces with

rouge and pearl powder, to make themselves more
loveable to their husbands and brothers. It is not

put on when they alone are to see them. No

:

any garb, any faded looks, will do for the beings

who ought to make their hearts happiest; with

whom they are to pass their lives. For whom,
then, it may be asked, are they willing to take

60 much trouble ? They who know from expe-

rience may answer.

All substances, without a single exception, that

are, or can, be used to " impart a delicate white

tint to the complexion," are decidedly injurious
;

marring what they are intended to mend.

The ™ metallic compounds" are justly said to

be poisonous ; arid the effect, even when sparing-

ly used, is to make the skin look parched and
glazed. Magnesia, being a mineral substance, is

not much less hurtful; and powdered starch,

though the least objectionable of any, is serious-

ly injurious by the mechanical action of closing

the pores of the skin, preventing the escape of
the insensible perspiratiotl which would keep it

clear and moist, and finally producing a sickly,

unnatural thickness, that makes a fair girl, who
would otherwise be prelty, look like Jersey veal,

bled slowly to death by the butcher! and a brun-

ette more like a piece of old parchment than a

lovely young daughter of Eve. Of such a one,

in a neighboring city, I heard a physician re-

mark, that this disagreeable appearance, being

onlv skin deep, could be easily removed by the

application of a vegetable blister!

Rut I must close this already too long notice ;

though something might be said of the pangs of

wounded vanity that these short-sighted fair one9

would sulTer, if

" Some power the {zift would gie them
To see themselves as others see them j"

when a warm day, or a little over exertion, by

producing a free perspiration, throws off the beau-

tifier.', leaving the white in disclosed streaks, and

the red in unsightly blotches, to the mortification

of their friends, and the badly-disguised amaze-

ment of the very persons they wished to charm.

American women should be ashamed to appear

under " false colors."

It has been often asked why the women of
England have better complexions and more
healthful looks than those of the United States.

The humidity of the climate is doubtless one
cause of the greater and more lasting delicacy of
the skin ; but the bright bloom of their cheeks is

the effect of regular, systematic exercise. Eng-
lish ladies, of even the highest rank, wear thick
leather shoes, and walk every day six or eight
miles, without regard to the weather, and with
no other object than the preservation of health.

I will close with the assurance, affectionately

urged upon all who had patience to read thus
far, that early rising, cold-water bathing, and daily
exercise in the open air, as they promote health
and cheerfulness, are the only cosmetics that an
American woman should dare employ.

—

American
Agriculturist.
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CONDUCTED BY PROF. RUST.

Knowledge, i source or Happiness.

All are in pursuit of happiness. A desire of

happiness is an original, inherent principle of

human nature. Although this attribute exhibits

clearly the blasting influences ol the fill, yet it

still lives and glows with intense vigor in the

human breast. It is the main-spring of action,

the polar star of our existence, the nucleus,

around which all our efforts cluster with vigor-

ous tenacity. If a desire of happiness is stamp-

ed in such glowing and imposing characters on

human nature; why is it that so few attain th'/

desired good ? The answer is obvious. Th/y

err in the ohject and pursuit of happiness. In-

stead of repairing to the clear, crystal fountain

of knowledge ; instead of directing their ener-

gies to the cultivation and the irradiation of the

deathless miud, that principle which distingished

man from the beasts that perish, and, which so

vividly reflect the impress of Jehovah ; they

choose to range in the dark labyrinths of igno-

rance and superstition ; smothering their intel-

lects, and prostituting the brightest hopes of hu-

man bliss. Misguided effort is the rock upon

which thousands have foundered and shipwreck-

ed. Myriads are launching forth their fragile

barks upon the tempestuous sea of life, follow-

ing in the destructive wake of their predecessors.

But amid the dense darkness of ignorance in

which we are enveloped, a few rays of light

gleam, and soon a rainbow of promise shall be

seen gilding our horizon. Yes, science is spread-

ing her beams on the darkness of the present

age, scattering her refreshing influence over all

classes. Knowledge is to the mental world

what the sun is to the physical ; and as sadness

and sorrow would enshroud all things terrestrial

should the sun be blotted out from the firma-

ment, so would darkness and misery settle on

every thing mental should the sun of know-

ledge lie annihilated. There is indescribable

happiness in the acquisition of knowledge: eve-

ry new idea that darts into the mind is like a ray

of light Hashing in upon midnight darkness.

The most exquisite jny thrills the breast upon

the acquisition of some (as yet unknown) princi-

ple or truth. Who can fathom or estimate the

rapture that swelled the breast of the ancient

philosopher, who upon the discovery of a certain

important truth, cried out, "eureka?" Who
can comprehend the inexpressible delight that

Franklin experienced when be caught the elec-

trical spark from the gathering thundercloud ?

It is pleasant to stand upon some towering cliff,

and behold the sea-beaten, linen-winged mistress

of the mighty deep dance and leap from wave to

wave ; at one moment towering among the

cerulean clouds; at the next, engulphed in the

jaws of old Oceanus. But how transcendent is

the rapture, to stand upon the Alps of science,

bold sweet communion with the citizens of other

planets, to unlock the temple of universal na-

ture, to inspect the armory of heaven, and to

direct the flashing lightning in its raging career.

Yes, knowledge has shorn the hoarse thunder of

heaven, whose terrific peals struck terror to the

minds of men, of its terrible aspect ; and has

caught the forked lightnings upon the pointed

wires and conducted them harmless to our feet.

A few thoughts in the form of argument. The

Creator has endowed us with a priceless mind,

capable of acquiring a vast amount of know-

ledge, anil, of almost infinite expansion; man

may, by studious, persevering application, be-

come emphatically intelligent, a sort of a Cyclo-

pedia. History furnishes a vast amount of incon-

trovertible proof of this position. His mind

net 'Is 10 be cultivated ; this is the specific object

for which it was granted to man. God never in-

tended that this choice legacy should lie dor-

mant nor concealed in a napkin. He is guilty of

gross perversion of the will of heaven, who suf-

fers his mind to wither and die for the want of

cultivation. Man must necessarily be happy in

the performance of those duties inculcated and

imposed upon him by his Creator. The path of

duty, although it frequently leads through moun-

tains and forests, is a happy path. Obedience

is inseparably connected with happiness; culti-

vating the immortal mind is in perfect accord-

ance with the requirements of our Creator;

hence man obtains happiness in the acquisition

of knowledge. Ignorance is an eternal foe to

man; it is waging a war of extermination upou

every blessing sent by heaven to cheer life's rug-

ged pathway. What distinguishes man from the

brutes? The fragment of divinity that glim-

mers through the mortal part, which breathes

forth ardent aspirations after God, after know-

ledge, after happiness. Yes, it is the deathless

miud that adds dignity to man. But this mind

must be cultivated, or its loveliness and dignity

will soon fide away. Ignorance destroys man's

influence and usefulness. The first step to take

in order to ivield an influence over others, is to

cultivate ourselves and obtain a large amount of

information. An ignorant man who attempts

to be useful is like Sampson shorn of bis locks.

Ignorance is destructive to happiness. It makes

man cold, selfish, conceited, overbearing, banish-

es every noble principle from bis breast, and

leaves him an easy prey to vice and dissipation.

Our conclusion is, that knowledge is a source of

happiness, and should be sought with great en-

ergy by all, but especially by the young.

former years when there were neither Normal
Schools nor Teachers' Institutes. So have we
found distinguished philosophers like Franklin,
and mathematicians like Rowditch, where diplo-

mas did not herald their co .dug, but followed in

their wake. These exceptions to the general
course by which high scholarship is attained,

seems to us as having little or nothing to do will)

the case in hand. Good scholarship is indeed a
very needful preliminary preparation for a teach-
er, and it just qualifies him to go with advantage
into one of the Institutes, where he wiH soon gain
another degree of qualification by seeing how
others teach or have taught. After all, the first

school that a young person teaches, is lint an ex-
perimental school. Some say thai teachers are
born, not made. We think they are born, and
made too. We do not however believe, that be-
cause a young gentleman lias heen to college,

that hence be can leach a common school, any
more than we believe that reading a good author
on music, will make a good singer or player.

The Institutes expose fallacy, develops truth, and
make the teacher practical.

Teachers' Institutes.

These temporary institutions have never yet

been sufficiently known and understood by the

public at large to be fully appreciated. They are

now being held in many places in this and the

neighboring States, preparatory to the winter
campaign of teaching; and our advice is to all

young persons who desire to make teaching their

employment, that they by all means attend the

sessions of these Institutes. No matter what the

qualifications of candidates for the office of con-
ducting the affairs of a school bouse, they should
attend, either to impart or receive instruction in

these cheapest and in some respects the best of

all Normal Schools, where the best modes of
teaching are made a subject of special consider-

ation, by a company of inquiring persons who
are aiming at improvement. Teachers' Institutes,

so far as we have been able to observe them,
have in general been under the care and direc-

tion of competent persons, the ablest and most
skilful teachers (and none others should be em-
ployed to manage them) have been employed,
ami the learners have therefore been able imme-
diately to learn how the best instructors teach.

The skilful teachers who have been engaged in,

or have encouraged these Institutes, have receiv-

ed, and will hereafter receive, consequent and
incidental advantage from them. It tends to sig-

nalize and professionalize the teacher's calling.

The assembling of well educated persons liir the

purpose of improving themselves in the modes
of teaching, shows that something more than a

mere common scholastic course is necessary in

qualifying one for the profession. Hoes all] no-

vice, or any antiquated pedant, answer that all

this parade was not in former generations thought
necessary to enable the graduates of our higher
institutions to teach in the lower? It proves no-

thing to us that good teachers have arisen in

School Houses.
We trust our readers will not regard the sub-

ject of this article as one of limited importance.
It recommends itself most strongly to the notice
of all who feel an interest in general education

;

in other words, to every parent and to every pa-
triot. Every one who has reflected upon this

subject, knows how much the excellence and fit-

ness of the school house has to do with the suc-
cess of the school itself. The relation between
school-house and school, is almost as intimate as
that between body and mind, and it is as impos-
sible for education to be efficient where it is un-
dertaken in a crowded, filthy and badly furnished
school-room, as for the mind to develope itself

in a disordered body. Within a few years jrreat

improvements have been made in the structure,

comfort and neatness of our school buildings,

though a large proportion of them are illy suited

to the harsh winters of this climate. Still, the
public mind has been directed to this matter,

and at the last session of the Legislature, a reso-

lution passed, instructing the Treasurer of the

State to procure a copy of " Barnard's School
Architecture," for the use of each town in the

State. The author, Mr. Barnard, is the Commis-
sioner of Public Schools, in Rhode Island, and
has been for over ten years among the most zeal-
ous and successful laborers in improving the con-
dition of the Common Schools. The subject of
improved school rooms was forced on his atten-

tion in the very outset of his labors. Go where
he would, in the city or country, he encountered
the district school-house standing in disgraceful

contrast with every other structure designed for

public or domestic use. Its location, construc-
tion, furniture and arrangements seemed to" bin-

der and not promote, to defeat anil not perfect

the work which was to be carried on within and
without its walls. Mr. Mann, in one of his re-

cent reports, says that not one half of the public
school-houses in Massachusetts would be consi-

dered tenantahle by any decent family out of the

poor house or in it. Although many convenient
school-houses have been built in this State with-
in a few years, yet a majority of those in use are
badly constructed, poorly warmed, and wretch-
edly supplied with seats and desks. The friends

of education should see that these obstacles to

health, comfort, and improvement are at once
removed, and that every school room is furnish-

ed with all suitable aids to study, and to that

higher education which consists iirthe formation
of correct habits, correct taste, and sound princi-

ples.

This topic may seem a trifling one to those
who have not had their attention directed to this

subject, but no teacher will inns regard it. No-
thing is trifling on which the health of body and
mind of the future nun and women of the coun-
try in any degree depend, and hence the experi-

ence devoted to the Study of proper distribution

of room, suitable forms of disks ami seats, and
modes of wanning and ventilating, is must pro-

fitably employed. It is impossible to get at the

amount of discomfort caused by ihe neglect of
these matters, and how much ol the uneasiness
and inattention) restleness, weakness and languor,

to say nothing of ill health, exhibited by school

children, are caused by these delects.
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We have only glanced at the more immediate

good resulting from the use of neat and comfort-

able school rooms, lint other important advan-

tages tire to be gained by making our school-

lionses attractive and convenient. We believe it

to be vastlv important that school-houses should

be made welcome and loved places of report, in-

stead of temporary prisons; that the children in

our common schools should be taught by all they

see around them, those lessons of neatness and

order, those habits of refinement) which, per-

chance, their own homes may not always afford

—lessons which they will carry out with them

into the world, and into all after life; how im-

portant that they should be surrounded not only

with book knowledge, but with every influence

that can refine and elevate. The influence the

daily, hourly contemplation of neatness, order,

and* beauty, in a place devoted to instruction,

must have on the impressible minds of children,

some of whom, unfortunately can see this spec-

tacle nowhere if not in school, is all important.

—

Manchester Democrat.

From the New Hampshire Sentinel.

Teachers's Institutes.

Messrs. Ediiors:—l live in a town, whose valua-

>n by the selectmen is four hundred thousand

illars. It was proposed in town-meeting to raise

,venty dollars for the Teachers' Institute. Op-

losition was made. The argument of some was

that it would be wrong to lax the poor for such

a purpose, because tlie teachers who had the

benefit of the Institute were belter able to pay

the expense themselves. But how much would

the tax of a poor person be, in a town like the

above named, in order to raise twenty dollars?

No person is called poor in that town who is

worth a thousand dollars, for such a sum will

buy a pretty good farm with tolerably comfort-

able buildings. Now a man worth a thousand

dollars would be taxed just five cents in order to

raise twenty dollars, that is, half a cent on a hun-

dred dollars of valuation. If a man's valuation

was ten thousand dollars, he, of course, woidd

pay 50 cents for the Institute. The poor man is

likely to have as many children as the rich man,

but the rich man is taxed according to what he

is wor'.h for the education of the poor man's child-

ten. Some persons, in the above named town-

meeting, seemed to think, that the better prepara-

tion of teachers had no connection at all with the

better education of children, or that the appro-

priation for an Institute was altogether for the

benefit of teachers. Hut is it so ? Do not the

belter qualifications of teachers result in the di-

rect benefit of their pupils, both poor and rich ?

If a man denies this, then we may expect him to

denv that crows are black, or that snow is white.

I5nt teachers, who have been to the Institute, it

was said, demand and obtain higher wages than

olliers. This is used as an argument against pay-

ing their tuition at an Institute. But are they so

great gainers, after all, by their belter qualifica-

tions? Let us suppose thai male teachers, ob-

tain two, three or even four dollars a month
greater wages in consequence ol their attendance

at a few terms of an Institute of four weeks dura-

lion. Their board would cost lliem five dollars,

—they might earn by labor at least fifteen dollars

—their immediate expet ses for books, travel, &c,
would be not less than live dollars more— tweii-

u five dollars for one term, and fur two terms

50 dollars. Our best teachers, many of them,

have attended more than two terms. Now if

their wages are even four dollars a month great-

er, keeping school three months in the winter, it

will take lour winters to gain forty eight dollars.

But another thing is to he considered. Teachers
who obtain the highest wages for a succession

of years, obtain them, because they are believed

really to earn them. Yankees will not long con-

tinue to pay for an article mure than they believe

it to he really worth. Cheap teachers may be

obtained, at all times, but they are not employed,

when better ones can be had. The farmer will

pay L'oud hands, men well qualified to do his

work, as he wants it done,— touch higher wages
than lie i\')nn oihers. But those w ho receive high

wages, in either case, cannot obtain ihein year

after vear, unless they are found to be really good
workmen. Experience has shown that attend-

ance at Institutes does really improve the qualifi-

cations of teachers. None are so coed that they

cannot be made better, and Institutes are the

cheapest and best means that have as yet been

discovered for increasing their qualifications, and
through them, for promoting the welfare of com-
mon schools.

But another argument was used against appro-

priations for an Institute. Lawyers, physicians

and clergymen, it was said, were at the expense
of their education, and why should not teachers

he at the expense of theirs. Now this, without

doubt, was very honestly said, but just consider

for a moment how much the public have contri-

buted, in times past, for the purpose of giving

men of the above professions, a better education.

Look at our colleges, law, medical and theologi-

cal schools—what chance would professional men
for education, were it not for these? Vast sums
of money have been raised and applied for the

erection of buildings, furnishing books and appa-
ratus, and founding professorships, all for the ben-

efit of professional men, and while this has been
doing, just nothing at all has been done to aid

teachers of youths in a special preparation for

their work, a work certainly as important to have

done well, as that of any of the professions.

When ihe public have done a tenth part as much
for teachers as they have for the education of

lawyers, doctors and ministers, they will have a

central Normal School for the State, and a well

sustained Teachers' Institute of two terms of four

weeks each, in every County. The mode of sup-

porting a Teachers' Institute by a tax on the towns
is equal and just, or it would be so, if all towns
would do their part, for the rich must pay the

larger part of the tax and the poor would be

benefitted every whit as much as the rich. The
common school is the only school to which the

poor have access, and the better the common
school becomes, the nearer do the poor approach
to an equality with the rich, so far as education

is concerned, and it is acknowledged on all hands
that it is education that constitutes the real and
permanent difference between one man and an-

other. Our Legislature did well at its last ses-

sion to increase by five per cent the amount to

be raised by towns for the support of schools.

If they had gone farther and required every town
to appropriate two per cent, in addition to the

sum now raised, and made the selectmen respon-

sible if it was not assessed and appropriated, they

would have done that lor the children and youths

of New Hampshire for which they would ever

have reason to thank them and to cherish their

memory as that ol true hearted and large minded
patriots.

A Friend to Common Schools.

"Dedication Hymn.
The following beautiful hymn was written a fnw weeks

since by that true poet, Whittiek, to be sung at the

dedication of a school-house in Newbury, Mass. :

The south land lias its field of cane,

The prairie boasts iis heavy grain,

And sunset's radiant gates unfold

On crowded marts and sands of gold.

Rough, bleak and cold, our little State

Is hard of soil, of limits straight

;

Her yellow sands are squids alone

—

Her only mines are ice and stone.

From Autumn frost to April rain,

Too long her winter woods complain
;

From budding flower to falling leaf,

Her summer time is all too brief.

But nn her rocks, and on her sands.

And stormy hills, the school-house stands;

And what her rugged soil denies,

The harvest of the mind supplies.

The treasures of the commonwealth

Are free, strong minds and hearts of health ;

And more to her than gold or gram,

Are cunning hand and cultured brain.

For well she keeps her ancient stock,

The stubborn strength of Plymouth rock
;

And still maintains, with milder laws,

And clearer light, the good old cause.

Nor heeds the skeptic's puny trends,

While near her school the churt h-spne stands
;

Nor fears the blinded bigot's rule,

While near her church-spire stands the echool.

Anecdote of Franklin.—Doctor Franklin
and I (said Jefferson) were some time to-

gether in Paris, and we dined one day in a mixed
company of distinguished French and American
characters. The Abbe Raynal and Franklin had
much conversation; amongst other things, the

French philosopher observed that in America all

things degenerated, and he made many learned
and profound observations to show this effect of
the climate on people, although recently from an
European stock. Franklin listened with his

usual patience and attention, and, after the Abbe
had finished, pleasantly remarked, that where a
difference of opinion existed, it was the custom
of deliberative assemblies to divide the house;
he therefore proposed that the Europeans should
go to one side of the room, and the Americans
to the other, that the question might be fairly

taken. It so happened that the Americans pre-

sent were stout men, full or life, health and vigor,

while the Europeans were small, meagre and
dwarfish. The Doctor, with a smile, cast his eye
along the lines, and Raynal candidly acknow-
ledged the refutation of bis theory.

"Business first, and then Pleasure."—A
man who is very rich now, was very poor when
he was a hoy. When asked how he got his riches

he replied, " My father taught me never to

play till my wotk for the day was finished, and
never to spend money till 1 had earned it. if I

had but half an hour's work to do in a day, I

must do that the first thing, and in half an hoar.

Alter this was done, 1 was allowed to play; and
1 could then play with much more pleasure than
if I had the thought of an unfinished task be-

fore my mind. I early formed the habit of doing
every thing in its time, and it soon became per-

fectly easy to do so. It is to this habit thai 1 now
owe my prosperity." Let every boy who reads

this, go and do likewise, and he will meet with
a similar reward.

Set the time and keep it.— Keep it punctu-
ally—don't vary a hair's breadth. When you say

Monday, mean Monday. When you say Tues-
day or Wednesday, mean Tuesday or Wednes-
day. When you say six o'clock, mean six o'clock.

When yon say twelve, mean twelve—not twelve
and a hall; but twelve. Time is precious, infi-

nitely; gold cannot purchase it. Better rob your
ueigiibor of gold, or precious gems, than to rob
him of a moment. Set the time and keep it !

If you would not be forgotten as soon as you
are dead, either write things worth reading or

do something worth writing.

V. B. PALMER'S
Business Men's Almanack for 1850,

IS crowded as closely as possible with such facts as

seem most indispensable for daily reference by men
ol business in all us departments throughout the coun-
try

In some cases, the contents of an important work or

public document are crowded into a single page of the

Almanack, while ihe suggestions to Merchants, Manu-
facturers and deale rs generally, in both city and country,

as to the be*t mode of commencing, conducting and ex-

tending business, are believed to be of decided interest

and usefulness.— It embraces

CONDENSED STATISTICS OF OUR NATIONAL
INDUSTRY

:

Agriculture, Manufactures, Mining, Commerce, Duties,

Imports, Exports, Products, State Debts, Coal. Iron,

Cotton. Breads! utfs, Trade Reform, The Tariff. Finance,
Post Office, Railroads, Population, Banking, Wages, Ton-
nage Shipping, Navigation, Car Trade, Telegraphs, News-
paper Press, Systematic Advertising, &c.—Together
with a calendar adapted to all parts of the United Stales.

Astronomical Calculations, Tables of the Tides, Chrono-
logical Events, Biographical .Notices, Canada—Califor-

nia, Cuba, Anecdotes, ate.

The various articles and statistics have been carefully

prepared and condensed within sixty-four double-column
pages of line but new and lair type, containing more mat-
ter than an ordinary 12 mo. volume of three hundred
pages.

Supplied to the Trade at $1 per dozen, §7 per hun-

dred, ,$05 per thousand.

—

Single copies V2k cents, and
can be mailed to any p::rt of World,
Terms cash —Orders are respectfully solicited.

- Address V. B.' PALMER,
General Newspaper Agency, Tribune

Buildings, New York.

[ry Rnr sale at V. B. Pilmer's Agencies, New York,
Philadelphia, Boston and Baltimore, and at most of the

Book Stores, Periodical Depots and Newspaper Offices

in America.
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I-'rom the Albany Cultivator.

The Study of Nature Recommended.
Editors Cultivator—Much has been said and

written within the last lew years on ilie imijoit-

ance of ihe study of Natural Science to the
farmer; still, we ihtnk the subject is so import-
ant that there is little danger ol' too much being
said. The study of Natural History has received
so little attention in the United States, that very
few farmers have a familiar knowledge of cheni-
istry, geology, mineralogy and botany, not to
mention entomology, which may be said to be
in its infancy in this country, a large portion of
our insects yet remaining unknown and unde-
scrihed. Let the votary of Natural Science
Havel to collect specimens, and he will often he
questioned respecting the use of his specimens.
If be gather plants, the general impression will

be lhal they are for medicine. He will rarely

meet with any one who knows the utility of a

Cabinet or a herbarium, almost every body sup-
posing that they are to be converted into money
in some way; yet to what practical use many of
the specimens can be applied, they cannot im-
agine.

It is an old saying, that " knowledge is power,"
and ibis maxim is most strikingly verified in the
pursuit of farming; so much so that individuals,

farming in the same neighborhood, with farms
of an equal natural fertility, meet with widely
different results. The one has large profits on
bis capital invested, and the other, perhaps sinks
money, or with difficulty raises sufficient to de-

fray all expenses and support Ilia family. The
one obeys nature and her laws, and the other
manages without system and contrary to nature.
It may be said that many fanners make money
and are highly successful, with little or no know-
ledge of Natural Science. Granted

;
yet it must

be admitted rhat they llttvfe derived benefit from
the example of others, who were acquainted
wild natural science, or they have more or less

followed the instruclions of men who, by ex-
periment and observation, have obtained at least

a partial know ledge of the laws of nature. He-
sides, if we examine closely, we shall find that
most of our very ignorant rich farmers, have ac-
quired money by great industry and economy,
carrying the latter vir tie to so greai an extent as
lo deus ihemsob.s and families many of the con-
veniencies and comforts of life. All will admit
thill a knowledge of chemistry, geology and bot-

any, embracing a knowledge of vegetable physi-
ology, would be of great practical utility to the

fanner. Were he a chemist, he could analyze
the soil, and to do this, sufficient for nil practical
purposes, is within the Capacity of all. By anal-
yzing the soil, and knowing in addition the com-
position of ihe plant cultivated, the farmer knows

what his soil needs, to mow that plant in its

greatest perfooiion ; or, in other words, he can
feed the plant ils proper food, and in suitable

quantities. The farmer deals with nature. The
grealer portion of his life is spent amid Ihe

Mines of nature; hence, the more he under-
stands nature, ihe better will he know how to

manage her in her varied changes. The great

improvements that have been made in agricul-

ture dining the last few years, an; mainly owing
to the application of science; and as yet we are
but in the commencement of Ihe improving era.

Then it behoves us as farmers, to study nature,

and let the youth of our land, the future farmers
of the country, be taught the study of nature.

Then, by knowledge joined with experiment,
industry and economy, they will scarcely fail to

enjoy a competence, besides having a greater

opportunity to make new discoveries in agricul-

ture and science, than ihe professor whose life is

spent in ihe laboratory or academic hall.

Notwithstanding the great assistance science
affords in the acquisition of wealth, we think the

greatest recommendation to its study, is its pow-
er of affording happiness, which, after all, is the

chief end and aim of every rational being. Our
best and most permanent happiness, is mental,
or derived from the mind. All other enjoyments
are shared by the brutes, in common with man.
Hence it follows, lhal the highly cultivated mind
is capable of greater enjoyment than that which
is uncultivated, because the cultivated mind has
a greater variety of food to satisfy its desires.

We say its capacity for happiness is the greatest

;

not that, in every instance, the cultivated mind
is always the happiest. We think the cultivated

mind, versed in Natural Science, is the happiest
of all, because the study of nature is more con-
genial to the mind in its natural state than any
other. Most of us recur with pleasure lo the
period of childhood, when we roamed in the

woods and fields, gathering flowers and hunting
birds' nests, or chased butterflies and played in

the brooks. Then was the time that all nature
looked smiling, and Ihen was ihe lime to have
instilled in our breasts a love of suture, by in-

structing us in the first principles of natural sci-

ence. We have been told that Air. Barnes,
whose name is identified vviili the conchology of
this country, many years ago had charge of a
public school in the cily of New York, and was
highly successful in managing and improving
his boys, besides implanting in their bosoms a

strong love of nature, without interfering with
their other studies. He encouraged the boys to

gather curious stones, pebbles, shells, &c, dur-
ing times of intermission and vacation, and to

bring them lo him. He would then name them,
and talk about them, returning to each boy his

own specimens, ami ihe boys began to form
cabinets tor themselves. The effect was, it kepi
the boys out of mischief, besides affording them
useful knowledge. Many of the boys of that

school preferred gathering specimens in Natural
History, to play, and several of them afterwards
became distinguished naturalists. But the pre-

sent system of common school education tends
lo deaden, instead of strengthen, a love of nature
in children. Even in our higher schools and
colleges, the study of Natural Science is consid-

ered of secondary importance, and there, if

taught, it is generally dune very superficially
;

however, a brighter day begins lo dawn, and its

importance is seen and felt by many.

A great proof of the power of the study of
Natural History to afford happiness, is its hcalili-

giving principle. It leads its votai ies to spend
much time in the open air, amid the glorious
scenes of creation, where their minds are agree-
ably entertained by the surrounding objects,

whose order and beautiful adaptation of means
to ends, excite both wonder and admiration.

That the state of ihe mind has a great influence
Upon the health of ihe body, is well known lo all.

Its power lo restore to health consumptive and
dyspeptic poisons, is magical. We know of
several distinguished naturalists, wdio think that
they are indebted lo their love of nature for their
health and life. At one lime, ihe state of our
heallb was such, that our friends supposed we
would not live long, and we almost despaired of
life. Away from home, in the University at
Middletown, Ct., we began the study of mine-
ralogy, and the formation of a cabinet. With
congenial spirits, we roamed over the glorious
hills of New England, examined her quarries,
mines and stone fences, in search of specimens.
We had happy times. Our health was restored.
A great recommendation to the study of na-

ture, and one which should induce parents lo

have their children thus instructed, is that it is a
great preventive of vice and dissipation, because
the mind of the naturalist is never at loss for

employment, for suitable food. Let him be
where he may, the great book of nature is ever
open, inviting his study and attention, always
presenting something new or wonderful. The
great order and variety which nature displays, is

one great cause of the study of Natural History
being so fascinating, since the love of variety is

deeply implanted in the human heart. The
mind of the student of nature is never at loss

for company, for good society. He has no need
of resorting to the tavern, the grog-shop or gam-
bling-house, !o pass away ihe time. Let our
farmers' sons be well educated, especially in the
different branches of Natural History, then they
would not become dissatisfied with their voca-
tion, as it sometimes happens, but they would
prefer it to every other. Supposing that a farmer
knows the correct name of ev°ry plant.with ils

properties, that grows on his farm, the composi-
tion of its soil, its minerals and rocks : would
not such knowledge add greatly to his happi-
ness? Then he would work undersiandingly,
and his daily walks in the fields would be enliv-
ened by familiar acquaintances. Not a flower,
or plant, or pebble, would escape his notice ; in-

deed, there is nothing which tends more than
the study of nature lo increase the powers of
observation. The naturalist sees beauties un-
seen by others ; tastes pleasures unfelt and un-
known to others. " He sees wisdom in the trees,

books in Ihe running brooks, sermons in stones,
and good in every thing." He does not become
tired and disgusted with life, and find fault with
Ihe world and the order of Providence ; but the
more he studies, ihe more be discovers wisdom,
design, and goodness in the arrangement of"

things, and a unity of design in that arrange-
ment, proclaiming that its author is one and the
same, possessing all knowledge and power. It

has often been said that a country life is ihe hap-
piest, and poels have oflen sung its praises; lor

this the citizen pants while toiling to amass a
fbrUMW, and yet such a one, after having accom-
plished his w ishes, and purchased a situation in

ihe country, is often doomed to disappointment,
simply for the reason that such a life is different

from his former habits, which have become to

him a second nature ; besides, he. is ignorant of
Natural History, and a country life soon loses its

charms, and he longs to return to his former
busy avocation. Had such a one a know ledge
of arid tattle for nature, how happily could lie

|iass bis lime amid the varied scenes of a coun-
try life.

S. B. BUCKLEY.
West Dresden, Yates Co, N V.

A little gil

passed her eig

rain
'."

was given: "The drops of rain are the tears

shed by angels over the sins of the world."

inquired of her friend, who bad
hth year, " What causes the

to which the following beautiful reply
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From the Albany Cultivator.

M eans of advancing the Interest of the Farmer.

Eds. Cultivator—Whatever will destroy the

fondness for change, and create, a thirst for n

scientific knowledge of his business—whatever

will gratify such thirst in the highest degree, at

the least possible expense—whatever will give

him the most correct knowledge of the effect ot

his labor, when preparing the soil and putting in

his seed—whatever will create in him a true

taste for his business, a proper pride and self-

respect, which follows a suitable education in all

other business and professions—that which will

enable him to observe the sublime and beautiful

operations of nature, and fit him for converse

with her, that he may receive her promises in

advance oi his toils, with a certainty of a cor-

responding reward, instead of a sickly hope,

stimulated by the flattery of chance, will be

found among the best means to advance the in-

terest of the farmer. There is no other pursuit

that more requires preparatory knowledge, than

that of tilling the ground ; any other business

may depend upon experience alone, better than

that of farming; as the result of experiments

with the soil cannot be known oftener than once

a year, it requires more than a life-time, perhaps,

to establish any one fact, unless directed by a

well grounded theory; then they become the

most important auxiliaries to science, in extend-

ing the bounds of correct knowledge in the

most important of all arts.

For the older portion of the farming commu-

nity, such as could not bo expected to attend ag-

ricultural schools, fanners' associations might be

formed in every town, which should support an

extensive agricultural library, situated in a cen-

tral part of the community, where regular meet-

ings might be held, and such subjects discussed,

relating to the object of the association as would

be found most pleasant and profitable, avoiding

always political and religious controversies. If

no public speaker should be present, a free in-

terchange of opinions, in a familiar conversation,

would no doubt, be found pleasant and of great

utility in combining the experience and know-

ledge of the whole association—not for the ben-

efit of one—but each and every member present;

and if the proceedings should be published, as

has frequently been done in similar associations

which have already been established, much good

will be derived from them by other communities

and individuals. The place of meeting would

be a kind of Farmer's Exchange, where each

would be able to learn the state of the market

among themselves, and by each taking an agri-

cultural periodical, they would learn the state of

the market elsewhere; which, in addition to

other valuable information, would prepare them

to meet the most wily speculator; who might

wish to buy their produce for less than its fail-

value, on bis own grounds.

But for the rising generation, there should be

an agricultural department in all our common

schools and academies at least, and perhaps col-

leges, which, together with such other purely

agricultural institutions as may be found neces-

sary, would make our country, within a few

years, blossom like the rose, and through the

medium of our telegraphs, railroads and steam-

boats, diffuse a spirit of improvement over the

whole habitable globe.

It is plain that the most essential knowledge

should be first acquired; therefore, a piece of

ground should be a'.tached to every district

school, especially in the country, and tilled by

the students, under the superintendence of a

competent agriculturist. The common objection

to this seems to be the strongest argument that

can show the necessity of it; the fact that it is

almost impossible to prevent the destruction of

every thing about the premises of a common

school, by the mischief-loving and careless part

of the attendants, shows the necessity of an ear-

ly check to that now all pervading and most

pernicious propensity to destroy public property,

or any other that immediate self-interest does

not prompt us to protect. This propensity nev-

er can be more successfully corrected, with less

pain and expense, than in early youth, nor is it

more impracticable than to correct any other ha-

bit, which if not restrained early, amounts in the

older urchin to an uneasy propensity, resem-

bling that which causes a horse to bite a fence

or shade tree, or any thing within reach of the

bridle which restrains him from running at large.

It would be placing our species on a level with

the horse, to maintain that this disposition could

not be successfully treated, if taken early and

properly managed.

In striking out a course to "advance the inter-

est of the farmer," all narrow-minded policy

should be set aside. If it should be thought ne-

cessary to endow an extensive State agricultural

institution, it could not interfere in the least,

with a similar department in our common schools

and academies, neither could one do away with

the necessity of the olher. Instead of the object

of one being accomplished by the other, the util-

ity of each should and would be taught and

learned in the other; thus would they harmon-

ize, like the high and low notes in a most de-

lightful piece of music, touched by the fingers

of nature herself.

DEAN.

The Loafer.

I haint no home on earth,

JNor no where else 1 e'pose
;

Misfortune follows me
Where'er about 1 goes

;

I s'pose that when I dies,

From Satan I'll be driven,

And made to loaf about

Outside the walls of Heaven,

With none to lake me in

—

No friendly hand to greet me

—

JNo voice to cheer me up,

Nor a darned soul to treat me.

Cotton on Red River.— The Washington
(Ark.) Telegraph states that the whole amount of

cotton to be shipped from above the raft this year

will not reach (3000 bales. Last year over 25,000

bales were shipped. If the crop had not been

destroyed by the overflow, the amount of cotton

raised in the region above the raft would have

reached forty thousand bales.

California Coat of Arms. — California has

prepared a coal of ai ms and a seal. Upon the

foreground is a grizzly hear feeding upon a clus-

ter of grapes. Upon the right is a representa-

tion of Minerva, holding the Gorgon shield in

one hand, and a spear in the other. The reverse

is the representation of the miner with pick and

spade and implements of mining, toiling for the

precious treasure. In the middle, a river, in

which are seen steamboats. In the distance is

the snow-clad tops of the Sierra Nevada ; and

on the top the motto, " Eureka," (I have found it.)

The Way to Get Rich.

The only way by which capital can increase

is by saving. If you spend as much as you get

you will never be richer than you are. " 'Tis

not what a man gets, but what he saves," that

constitutes his wealth. Go, learn the first two

rules of arithmetic, learn addition and sub-

traction. Add to your present capital any

amount you please—subtract the sum which you

add, and tell me if the last amount will not be -

the same as the first. Every merchant should

in every year of his life, make some addition to

his capital. You may get but little, and then

next year you will get more, for you will have

the profit on the sum you save. There is no

royal road to wealth any more than to geometry.

The man who goes on spending all he gets, and

expects that by some lucky hit he shall be raised

to wealth will most likely sink into poverty,—or

in case of adverse fortune, he has no resource
;

whereas by economy, he may lay by a stock that

may serve as a provision in case of adversity.

A man says that the times are hard, the sea-

sons are bad—the laws are bad. Be it so;

but, were the case reversed, it would make no

difference to you. Look at home: you spend

more than you get ; how can you be otherwise

than poor ? How many a respectable family

have fallen from a high station, which they

worthily and honorably filled, because neither

the gentleman nor the lady had been familiar

with the first four rules of arithmetic. Had
they known how to compare their receipts with

their expenditures, and to see which preponder-

ated, all their difficulties might have been avoid-

ed. A very small acquaintance with the princi-

ples of commerce is sufficient to teach that if a

man spends more than he receives, he will ne-

cessarily fall into poverty.

—

Hunt's Merchants'1

Magazine.

Why is not the Farmer properly Estima-
ted ?—It is a lamentable fact, that the fanner
does not occupy that elevated position in society
that his occupation justly entitles him to. He
is looked upon as a being quite below the lawyer,
physician, divine, artist, merchant or even a
merchant's clerk. To be a farmer, is to be no-
body, a mere clodhopper, a digger of bogs, and
ditches, and dung heaps, and free to wallow in

the " free soil " he cultivates, provided he never
seeks to elevate himself above that position, to
what the world is pleased to term "good socie-
ty." Hence comes the desire of " the boys "to
escape, not so much the drudgery of their em-
ployment, as from the idea that they are looked
upon and estimated as mere drudge.*.

What blindness, folly, and false philosophy is

this ! The result of these false premises is, that
the " professions" are crowded to the starvation
point ; clerks not only go begging, but become
beggars, or worse ; merchants are multiplied,
and good, old-fashioned labor is going out of
fashion.

While we would give all due honor to the •

professions, the farmer, who is the producer of
all, both in food and raiment, and adds to the
comfort and sustenance of the human family,

need not feel that he is below occupations that

gain their support from the lolly, pride, misery,
or wickedness of their fellow creatures.

If the aspirations of farmers were half as
strong to elevate their sons as farmers, as it is

to make them merchants, or professional men,
and, perchance, loafers, we should soon be
taught to look to the agricultural class for the
best bred, as well as best fed men in Amer-
ica.

—

Barman's Address.

Philosophy.—Experimental philosophy is said

to be asking a young lady to marry you.

Looking indifferent and say you were only in

fun when she refuses you, is natural philosophy.

Committing suicide under like circumstances,

is moral philosophy.

Life.—Life is but a walk over a moor, and
the wild flowers that grow upon our path are
too few not to gather them when they come
within sight, even though it may cost us a step

or two aside. It's all in the day's journey, and
we shall get home at last.
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Affection for Offspring.

One of the strongest feelings of animals is

thru Of affection for their offspring ;
and, indeed,

so intense is this impulse among the greater

number, that it may he said to exceed the care

which they employ for their own preservation,

or the indulgence of their own appetites.

Among insects' and some other oT the interior

tribes, the care and solicitude of providing for

their young engrosses the better half of their

existence : for they labor during the prime of

life to provide a comfortable nest and proper

food for their offspring, which they are never

destined to see, death overtaking them before

they can enjoy tiie pleasure of beholding [heir fu-

ture family. .Many timid animals, that shrink from

danger while they are single and alone, become

bold and pugnacious when surrounded by their

young. Thus the domestic ben will face any

danger and encounter any foe in order to pro-

tect her brood of chickens ; and the lark and

linnet will allow themselves to he taken in their

nest rMher than desert the young which lie pro-

tected under their wings. Even those animals

whose general nature is characterized by savage

and unrelenting fierceness, are gentle, and ten-

der, anil affectionate to their young. The grim

lion fondles with paternal softness his playful

cubs ; and the savage bear has been known to

interpose her own body between the deadly

• musket and her helpless offspring. Cut this

feeling in animals lasts only for u season. After

they have nourished and brought up their young,

these go out from their parents, all further lies

between them are broken up, and they know
each other no more. How different is this from

human connections! The fond mother watches

over the long and helpless period of infancy, in-

stils into early childhood lessons of wisdom and

virtue, and feels her hopes and affections in-

crease with every year that brings an increase of

reason. Nor are such family ties severed by

death. The child, on its part, returns the care

and affection of its parents; and when old ags

and second childhood come upon them, the

children then feel it their greatest happiness to

repay in acts of kindness and attention the debt

of gratitude which is justly due. What a moral

beauty is thus thrown over the common instinc-

tive affections, and how greatly superior appears

man's nature to that of the mere brute!

—

British

Quarterly.

The Chemical Character of Steel.

Steel is found by surrounding bars of wrought
iron, with charcoal placed in fire-brick troughs

from which air is excluded, and keeping the

iron bars and charcoal in contact, and at lull red

hral lor several days; at the end of which time
the iron bars are found to be converted into

' steel. What is the nature of the change which
_lhe iron has undergone we have no certain

- knowledge; the ordinary explanation is, that the

iron has absorbed and combined with a portion

of the charcoal or carbon, and has, in conse-
quence, been converted into a carburet of iron.

But it has ever been a mystery that on analysis,

very minute and questionable a portion of

li appears that the grand
object

think that these blisters are the result of the de-

composition of the carbon; whose metallic base

enters into union with the iron and forms with

it an alloy, while the other component element
of the earhou is given forth, and so produces in

its escape the blisters in question. On th're as-

sumption we come to a very interesting ques-

tion— What is the nature of liiis gas? J I) order
lo examine this, all thai is requisite is to till a

wrought iron retort with a mixture of pure car-

bon anil iron filings, subject it to a long contin-

ued red heal, and receive the evolved gas over

mercury. Having obtained the gas in question

in this manner, then permit a piece of polished

steel to come in contact with this gas, and ill all

probability we shall then have reproduced on

the Surface of the steel a coat of carbon result-

ing from the re-un'mii of its two elements, name-
ly, that of the metallic base of the carbon then

existing in the steel with the, as yet, unknown
gas; thus synthetically, as well as by analytic

process, eliminating the true nature ot steel, and
that of the elements or components of car-

bon.

—

J. J\'apicr, Esq.

so very minute
carbon is exhibited.

error in the above view of the subject consists

in our not understanding the nature of the

change which carbon undergoes in 'us combina-
tion with iron in the formation of steel. Those
who are familiar with the conversion of iron in-

to steel, must have observed the remarkable
change in the outward aspect of the bars of iron,

after their conversion! namely, thai they are cov-

ered with blisters. These blisters indicate the

evolution of a very elastic gas, which it sets free

from the carbon in the act of its combination
with the iron. I have the strongest reasons to

Breadstuff's.

In the absence of demand from Europe for

our breadstuff's, the prices of every description

are drooping at a season of the year, when we

usually find them advancing in value. Freights

also continue very low notwithstanding several

hundred large vessels have been taken away for

California. There is nothing of consequence

going forward to Europe but Cotton, and the

shipping remaining is superabundant to perform

this work. The ship owners and the grain grow-

ers of the United States, have been greatly bene-

fitted for several years past by the demand upon

the grain harvests of the United States, to supply

the deficiency in food caused by the Potato rot,

in the populous countries of Europe, but this

seems now to be over.

The Potato rot, seems like the Cholera, to be

passing away from Europe and America. On
this continent, in Nova Scotia where it first ap-

peared, there is little or none of it the present

year, and the potatoes from that region come

now as they did formerly, excellent beyond those

of all other countries. In the United States very

little complaint is made, nearly all the destruc-

tion being confined to the fields before digging,

and nothing of it found after the Potatoes had

been harvested a week or two.

In Europe, there is no complaint on the con-

tinent, where, however, the Potato is not so much
used as in Great Britain. In England and Ire-

land the late crop of Potatoes has generally es-

caped injury, and afforded a large supply of food

for men and animals.

The Price Currents and the letters state that

the restoration to the markets of the Potato, has

entirely cut off the demand for Indian Corn, ex-

cept to a limited extent for the feeding of ani-

mals. At Liverpool, there was in store nearly

two millions of bushels of Indian Corn, and in

the Irish ports twe and a half million bushels,

almost unsaleable, and there were numerous fresh

arrivals of vessels with the article from the Black

Sea and the Mediterranean, beside some from the

United States.

—

Newburyport Herald.

Great Pail Factory. — At Niagara Falls,

where there is as much water power as might
drive all the machinery in the world, there is a
factory for the manufacture of wooden pails,

which is believed to be the largest tn the world.

The factory is owned by Messrs. Patterson and
Murray, and is a large four story stone building.

They have ill operation as much machinery as

can turn out one thousand pails per day and
about live hundred tubs. The factory consumes
a million feet of pine lugs a year, and baud and
wire iron in proportion. The machinery is all

of the latest and most improved description, and
tin- facility and rapidity with which the pails are
now made are in striking contrast with the slow
and laborious process of hand manufacture prac-

tised a few years since. And the beauty and
uniformity of the article are as striking as t tie

celerity with which it is manufactured.

—

Scien-

tific American.

Another Whitewash.—The editor of the

Horticulturist, in answer to the queries of a cor-

respondent, gives the following recipe for a
whitewash. We have published a good many
recipes for this purpose, lint believe we have

never published °'ie exactly like this. He re-

commends it as a most excellent, cheap and du-

rable wash for wooden fences and buildings.

He thinks it owes its durability to the while vi-

trol which it contains.

Take a barrel and slake a bushel of freshly

burned lime in it, by covering the lime with

boiling water. After it is slaked, add cold water

enough to bring it to the consistency of good
whitewash. Then dissolve in water, and add
one pound of white vitrol, (sulphate of zinc) and
one quart of fine salt. To give this wash a

cream color, add one half a pound of yellow

ochre, in powder. To give it a fawn color, add
one fourth of a pound of Indian red. To make
a handsome gray stone color, add one half a

pound of French blue, and one fourth pound of

Indian red ; a drab will be made by adding one
half pound of burnt sienna, and one fourth part

of Venitian red.

For brick or stone, instead of one bushel of

lime, use a half bushel of lime and a half bifshel

of hydraulic cement.

Velocity of Electricity.—Professor Mitch-
ell, of the Cincinnati Observatory, has succeeded
in measuring the velocity of electricity, by means
of two circuits, the one a few feet long, and the

other extending to Pittsburg, a distance of 607
miles. The result of his experiment fully prov-

ed that it did require an appreciable lime for the

electrical wave to travel G07 miles, and that the

velocity of the electric wave is 28,524 miles per

second, in case Pittsburg is distant 007 miles

from Cincinnati measured along the wires. It

yet remains to fi\ the velocity of the electrical

wave when transmitted through the ground in

different directions.

Indian Enterprise.—Two flats, laden with

hides, pecans, beeswax, and dried fruit, from the

country of the Creek Indians, landed at Van Bu-
ren, Arkansas, on the 10th ultimo. The Intelli-

gencer, of that place, says:—"The boats, cargo,

and all, are the fruits of Indian enterprise. It is

a new feature in our trade to be supplied by the

wholesale, with dried fruit by our red brethren.

The spirit of the age is not confined to the

States and white settlements."

Facts.—Never keep your cattle short ; few
farmers can afford it. If you starve them, they
will starve you.

It is an error to plant seeds from a State fur-

ther south. In a cold season, only the seed from
a colder climate will ripen well.

The heller animals can be fed, and the more
comfortable they can be kept, the more profita-

ble they are, and all farmers work for profit.

A change of fortune hurts a wise man no
more than a change of the moon.

Isiportant if true.—It is mentioned for the

benefit of planters and others annoyed with rats,

that they may be kept from doing injury to grain,

&c, by the use of common elder bush. Break
off boughs from a growing bush and scatter

them around outside of the grain heaps, and no
rat will trouble the premises. The discoverer

was much annoyed by the creatures before he

tried the plan.

Mrs. Partington expresses great apprehension

that the people in California will bleed to death,

as every paper she picks up announces "another

vein opened."

He who falls in love with himself will find no

rivals.
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Cause of Decay in Timber.—Season for Fell-

ing.

Considering the magnitude of the interests in-

volved in the preservation of timber, it is surely

a disgrace to us of the present day, that douhts

should be as strong as ever concerning the true

causes of its decay. In an absence of certainty

as to these, for many years, attention has been

turned away from the essential part of the in-

quiry, and directed merely to secondary points.

The problem to be solved is, What causes the

decay of limber ?

In the first place, it is presumed that no one

will dispute the fact that ancient limber lasted

longer than modern. That being granted, we

have only to ascertain what can have caused the

difference. Our Anglo-Saxon forefathers knew

nothing of hi-chloride of mercury, sulphate and

pyrolignite of iron, chloride of zinc, nor cresote.

There were no Ryans nor Burnetts, no Paynes

nor Boncheries, in their days; yet they perfectly

understood the art ol" rendering wood imperish-

able, as is sufficiently attested by what remains

of their works. The great, though forgotten ar-

chitects, who fixed the wooden roof of West-

minster Hall, in the time of Richard II., and

those who erected the old country churches and

corner castles of England, must have known

much better than the architects of the present

day how to prepare their timber, or their wood

work would not have remained as sound as

when it was put together by their artisans.

As ancient practice is not sufficiently recorded,

we can only look to the nature of the timber it-

self, in order to learn the causes which hasten

its decay. Foremost among these is its exposure

to any moist atmosphere exceeding a tempera-

ture of 38 deg. Farenheit; and the decay will

proportionably he hastened as the temperature

of that atmosphere is increased. Timber, abso-

lutely dry, would be unable to undergo decom-

position at any appreciable rate. A piece of

wood found at the back of one of the friezes, at

Athens, by Lord Elgin, is as sound at present as

it could have been in the days of Phidias, more

than two thousand years ago. Even animal

matters, rapidly as they putrefy, are preserved

for centuries in the absence of moisture. Trav-

ellers assure us that in the arid plains that

stretch northwards beyond the Himalayan range,

the corpses of men and the carcasses of animals

dry up, instead of rotting. The Gaucho hangs

his beef in the sun, and in the dry climate of the

pampas it hardens as so much hide, like which

it may be kept for use.

If, then, mere dryness is sufficient to arrest the

deeay of animal matter, how much more effect-

ual must be its action upon vegetable substances.

in which a natural tendency to rot is infinitely

less inherent. Sawdust is but timber broken to

pieces; damp sawdust rots rapidly ; dry sawdust

will all but last forever. Charcoal, one of the

most unchangeable forms of vegetable maiter,

is only timber from which the last trace of wa-

ter has been expelled by heat. Absence of

moisture is therefore the great cause of preser-

vation, as its presence is that of decay.

Complete dryness may be assumed to have

been the cause of the durability of ancient tim-

ber. At least, in the present state of our infor-

mation, we can refer it to nothing else; and dry-

ness is amply sufficient to account for it. In the

opinion of one of the most experienced and
philosophical of modern writers, the late Sir

Samuel Bentham, dryness was the great object

to be obtained in preparing limber for naval pur-

poses. Drying bouses were recommended by

him; and during all the period of his employ-

ment as civil architect of the British navy, this

distinguished officer never ceased to point out

the indispensable necessity of securing the dry-

ness of timber before all other things. To the

artificial methods available for this purpose we

need not here allude. What we hnve to deal

with is the natural means of bringing it about.

Those natural means are much more effectual

than any others, and it is a question whether

they can he superseded by any artificial method

whatsoever. The means which trees possess of

relieving themselves from moisture are then-

leaves, which serve as a very powerful pumping

apparatus, incessantly drawing moisture from

their interior, and giving it off to space. It is

true that the same action which produces a dis-

charge of fluid from the surface of leaves, has at

certain seasons, the counter effect of again

charging the apparatus with more fluid, to re-

place that which is thrown oft"; but this happens

only at certain seasons. In spring, a tree is in

full force ; the roots then draw fluid from the

soil, the trunk draws it from the roots, leaves

draw it from the trunk—and waste it ; and this

goes on so long as the soil is filled with the rains

of spring— so long as vitality is active. But as

summer advances, the earth becomes dry, refuses

the same abundant supply as before, and all

vegetation slackens. The leaves, however, still

go on—pump, pump, pump ; till at last, the roots

becoming torpid, the leaves draw off all the free

fluid that the trunk contains; and when the last

supply that it can yield is exhausted, they perish.

At that time, the trunk, by natural means, is

dried to a great degree ; the free water lying in

its cavities is gone ; and the whole fabric ac-

quires a hardness it did not know before. Until

the leaves are renewed iii the succeeding spring,

but small internal change occurs; the roots are

torpid, and will scarcely act; the pumps are

broken; and little more fluid is introduced into

the wood. Hence it is obvious that the period

when the timber of a tree is naturally free from

moisture, and therefore least prone to decay, is

between the fall of the leaf in autumn and the

renewal of vegetation in the spring; and the

nearer the fall of the leaf, the most free.

In this point of view, timber which is intend-

ed to be durable should be felled late in the au-

tumn, or in midwinter. No artificial processes

will relieve its moisture so economically and so

well as the means which nature has provided.

On the other hand, if it is felled when the tissue

is full of fluid, it is much to be doubted whether

any artificial methods of exhaustion are capable

of seasoning it properly.

—

American .Agriculturist.

Flax Culture.—Mr. J. Galbraith of Wiscon-
sin, has undertaken to introduce the culture of

flax into that State. He has been about two
years in Wisconsin, and is well versed in the

methods followed in Ireland, Holland and Bel-

gium. His first trial was made at Musquinago,
with fifty acres, and this year he has harvested

the products of one hundred acres. The fabric

is said to be quite equal to that of Irish and Bel-

gium flax.

He who takes the papers,

And pays his bill when due,
Can live in peace with God and man,
And with the printer too.

Own land.—An old Almanack of Charles IPs
time, quoted by Scott, recommends the reader to

walk a mile or two every morning before break-
fast in the month of July, and, if he can possibly

so manage it, to let his exercise br on his own land!

New England Agriculture.

Boston, Dec. 15, 1849.

To the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder: Dear Sir:—
Allow me to thank you for the excellent address
delivered before the Norfolk Agricultural Society,

which you kindly sent to me. I have read it

with great interest, both as the production of an
esteemed friend, and as being replete with high-

ly instructive and valuable hints on one of the '

subjects most important to mankind. I hope
that what you and other gentlemen are doing to

advance the cause of agriculture, will have its.

desired effect, in checking the ardent rush into

speculation ; in attaching our New England sons
to their native soil; in making them love to lin-

ger around the dear spot that gave them birth,

and drink the pure water from the old oaken
bucket; in turning our swamps and marshes,
our barren plains and rugged hills, into green
meadows, fruitful gardens, and smiling pastures;

in rebuking indolence, vice, and lust of ungodly
gain, and introducing over the length and breadth

of New England—so dear to us still—and, final-

ly, over the whole land, the millenial reign of '

industry, content, plenty, purity, peace, and pre-

paration for heaven. *

This subject is of vastly greater moment than
is by most imagined. When all the lights and
resources of science shall be brought to co-ope-

rate steadily and perseveringly with art and in-

dustry, when experience, guided by science, and
science taught by experience, shall do all that

can be done in this great work, we shall no long-

er hear about barren New England, nor the ne-
cessity of migrating to the Western prairies, to

*

obtain the means of subsistence. These hills

and valleys will bud and blossom as the rose.
"

The ruggedest mountains, the very rocks them-
selves, will put off their frowning features, and
laugh with abundance. We shall hear less of
the shining dust of California, and the exhaust-
less alluvia of the Great Valley, and more of the

sun-lit summits, the pure breezes, the crystal #
waters, the viue-clad hills, the teeming valleys,

and the noble spirits of New England. 3

have the honor to remain, with sentiments of
grateful esteem, your obedient and obliged friend,

H. W.

Improvement in Paper-making.—The readi-
ness and facility with which the manufacture of
paper is now carried on is really astonishing.
The Journal of Commerce remarks : " We were
informed a few days since, by a large paper
dealer in New York, that it was not uncommon
for him to have in his warehouse, and sell, at

nine o'clock in the morning, paper which was
in rogs a hundred and fifty miles from New York
at nine o'clock of the previous morning. A bet- "

ter illustration of the power of steam could not
be given, or of the progress ofthe age. The rags
are placed in the duster, thence conveyed to the
troughs or vats, where (in some kinds of paper;
the sizing is mixed with the pulp, and from these
vats the paper passes over heated rollers, and'
finally between two immensely heavy iron rol-

lers, which give it the glazed surface, and it is

then cut, folded, packed, and sent to ihe rail-

road, all in the course of a lew hours. The tel-

egraph enables New York merchants to order
paper in Massachusetts at any moment, and re-

ceive the returns, manufactured, and even ruled,

by almost the next steamer."

—

Protective Union.

Harvest in Canada.—The fall wheat harvea."

in this neighborhood is now almost entirely
j

gathered, and we are happy to say that the yield

is most abundant—greater than for many years

past. We hear of thirty, forty, and even fifty <

bushels to the acre on many farms.

—

Toronto
Globe.

_

Honor to Maine.—The legislature of Maine-

, f

which has just adjourned, has passed a Home- *

stead Bill that will gladden many a poor man's

heart, and keep many an improvident woman
from obtaining credit lor luxuries. It provides

not only for the exemption of real estate to Ut£

value of $500, but it also provides lor the ex-

emption of §500 worth of personal property, i',

case the man is not the owner of a homestead.

The exemption is in both cases only as against

debts contracted subsequent to the passage ol

the net.— J3ff.
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From the Ohio Cultivator.

Plain Advice to Country (.'iris.

You know I said that I could quilt almost ns

fust as two of you. The reason is, I take care of

my hands. One half of you are too proud to tlo

this. You would not be caught putting a glove

on to sweep, or hoe, or weed in the garden, be-

cause you think it would look as if you wanted

to be fine ladies. If you see any one taking care

of her hands or careful to wear a sun-bonnet to

preserve her complexion, you say she is " proud

and stuck up." Hut it is you who arc proud

—

too proud to think you require any care to look

nice. You have an idea you look well enough

at any rate. So you just make yourself as rough

and coarse as ever you can, by way of being in-

dependent. Your hands grow as stiff and hard

as if you held a plough and swung a scythe
;

and when you take a needle, you can scarcely

feel it in your fingers. This is wrong. There

are many things which women ought to do,

which require their hands to be soft and pliable,

and they should be careful to keep them so, in

order to make them useful. Every woman who
lives in the country should knit herself a pair of

woolen gloves, with long fingers closed at the

tops—no mils, to let the fingers get hard. There

should be a piece of ribbed work tit the wrist, to

make them stay on.

When you use your hoe, rake or broom, put

on your gloves—when you take hold of a skillet,

pot, or kettle handle, take a cloth to keep your

bauds from Icing seared and hardened. When
you wash clothes or dishes, do not have water so

hot as to feel unpleasant. Many girls scald their

hands until they can put them into wat r almost

boiling. Such hands are unfit to use a needle

or a pin. They are not so good to hold a baby

or dress a wound. Take care of your hands,

and do not forget your faces. I have seen

many country girls, who, at sixteen had com-

plexions like alabaster, anil at twenty-six their

faces would look like a run net bag that hung six

weeks in the chimney corner. One reason of

this is, they do not wear a bonnet to protect

them from the sun. Another reason is, the habit

they have of baking their faces before a wood

fire. I have seen women stand before a great

roasting fire, and cook, until I thought their

brains were as well stewed as the chickens ; and

they would get so used to it, they would make

no attempt to shield their heads from the heat.

Nay, they would sit down iu the evening, and

bake their faces by the hour; and this is one of

the reasons why American women grow old,

withered, and wrinkled, fifteen years before

their lime.

But another and the greatest reason is, your

diet. People in this country live too well, and

eat too much hot bread and meat. Country peo-

ple usually eat richer food than those who live

iu the cities, and that is a reason why, with all

their fresh air, their average age is little greater

than that of city folks. Thousands of beautiful,

blooming country girls make old, sallow-faced

women of themselves before they are thirty, by

drinking coffee, smoking tobacco, and eating hot

bread. They shorten their lives by these prac-

tices about as much as city ladies with their fash-

ionable follies. I do not know what you think

about il, girls, but 1 think it is about as much a

sin for women to get old, brown, withered faces,

by eating too much, as it is for men to get red

noses by drinking too much. Very few people

think it a disgrace to have a bilious fever; hut 1

would just as lief the doctor would tell me that

I was drunk as that I was bilious. The one

would come from drinking too much, the other

from eating too much ; and where is the differ-

ence? All this is a very serious matter, for it

affects health and life ; and the reason why I

talk about your complexion in speaking of it, is,

that every body loves to look well, Ahether they

will acknowledge it or not. Now, people can-

not look well unless they are well; and no one

can be well very long who does not try to take

care of herself. The woman who roasts her

head at the fire, disorders her blood, brings on

headache, injures her health, and makes her face

like a piece of leather; when she swallows hot

coffee, hot bread, greasy victuals and strong

pickles, she destroys her stomach, rots her teeth,

shortens her life, and makes herself too ugly for

any use, except scaring the crows off the corn.

J. G. S.

Oh, be Kindly.

BY J II N ANDERSON.

Oh . be kindly ! oh, be kindly I

When you labor 'roong the vile,

Ne'er forget that vice has blindly

D.irken'd all their minds with guile.

If your counsel should not light them

To the haven, as you seek

Oh, in mercy do not blight them

Farther with the words you speak !

Oh, be kindly to the erring !

Let your words be soft and true,

And. countenances cheering,

Try what kindness can do.

If their gloom you wish to brighten,

.Search for hope and nurse it strong
;

Hate has been for ages fighting

On the side of fraud and wrong

!

Oh, be kindly to the victim ;

Do not magnify his crime
;

Rather study to convince him—
He may yet redeem the time '

Anger is a bad consoler

—

Prison records teaching this ;

Kindness is a sweeter condoler—

-

All its seeds bud into bliss !

Oh, be kindly, when you reason

With the sinner on his sin !

If your precepts are in season.

Active love will lead him in.

Look at spring, how she envelops

Stunted woods in garments rare
;

So with gentleness develop

i\l<'ral flowers as bright and fair !

Oh, be kindly, eversmihng

When you show the slave his thrall

;

Few men like to bear reviling

When their hearts are full of gall I

Harshness is a despot's treasure

—

Let those copy who esteem
;

Christ has left a golden measure

—

Wise meu love to follow him !

Zephyr winds are soft and loving,

Oh, their balmy breath is kind
;

See the streamlets in their roving

Belter every flower they find !

True it is that nature rages

—

Speaks in accents fierce and 6trong—

But the wreck, like pictured pages,

Seem to say her rage is wrong '.

Against disease here, the strongest fence,

Is the defensive virtue, Abstinence.

Beware of little expenses; a small leak will

sink a great ship.

An ounce of wit that is bought,

Is worth a pound that is taught.

Poetry ok a Steam Engine.—There is, to

our thinking, something awfully grand in the

contemplation of a vast steam engine. Stand

amid ils ponderous beams and bars, wheels and
cylinders, and watch their unceasing play ; how
regular and how powerful ! The machinery of
a lady's Geneva watch is not more nicely adjust-

ed—the rush of the avalanche is not more awful
in its strength. Old Gothic cathedrals are sol-

emn places, preaching solemn things ; but to

him who thinks, an engine room may preach a

more solemn lesson still. It will tell him of

mind—mind wielding matter at its will—mind
triumphing over physical difficulties—man as-

serting his great supremacy

—

"intellect battling

with the elements." And how exquisitely com-
plete in every detail!—how every little bar and
screw fit and work together ! Vast as the ma-
chine is, let a bolt be but a tenth part of an inch

too long or too short, the whole fabric is disor-

ganized. It is one complete piece of harmony
—an iron essay upon unity, design and execu-

tion. There is deep poetry in the steam etigina

—more of the poetry of motion than in the

bound of an antelope—more of the poetry of

power than iu the dash of a cataract. And
ought it not to be a lesson to those who laugh at

novelties, and put no faith in inventions, to con-

sider that this complex fabric, this triumph of

art and science, was once the laughing stock of

thousands, and once only the waking phantasy
of a boy's mind, as he sat, and, in seeming idle-

ness, watched a little column of vapor rise from
the spout of a tea-kettle ?

Drive thy husinesss or it will drive thee.

George Washington—Extract from his Fare-
well Address.

"The unity of government which constitutes

you one people, is also now dear to you. It is

justly so; for it is a main pillar iu the edifice of
your real independence, the support of your tran-

quility at home, your peace abroad, of your safe-

ty, of your prosperity, of that very liberty which
you so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee

that from different causes, and from different

quarters, much pains will be taken, many arti-

fices employed to weaken in your minds the

conviction of this truth—as this is the point in

your political fortress against which the batteries

of internal and external enemies will be most
constantly and actively (though often covertly

and insidiously) directed— it is of infinite mo-
ment that you siiould properly estimate the im-
mense value of your national union to your col-

lective and individual happiness; that you should
cherish a cordial, habitual, and immoveable at-

tachment to it; accustoming yourselves to think
and to speak of it as the palladium of your politi-

cal safety and prosperity ; watching lor its pre-

servation w ith jealous anxiety ; discountenancing
whatever may suggest even a suspicion that it

can in any eveut be abandoned ; and indignantly

frowning upon the first dawning of every at-

tempt to alienate any portion of our country

from the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred ties

which now link together the various parts.
" In contemplating the causes which may dis-

turb our union, it occurs as matters of serious

concern that any ground should have been fur-

nished for characterizing parties by geographical
discriminations

—

northern and southern, Atlantic

and western; whence designing men may en-

deavor to excite a belief that there is a real dif-

ference of local interests and views. One of the

experiments of party to acquire influence within

particular districts is, to misrepresent the opin-

ions and aims of other districts. You cannot
shield yourselves too much against the jealous-

ies and heart-burnings which spring from these

misrepresentations. They tend to render alien to

each other those who ought to be bound together

by fraternal affection."

Vicissitudes of Mercantile Life.

From an article in Hunt's Magazine we copy

the following interesting statements. They af-

ford a melancholy illustration of mercantile life:

"It is asserted that but one eminent merchant
(and his death is still recent and lamented) has

ever continued in active business in the city of

New York, to the close of a long life, without

undergoing bankruptcy, or a suspension of pay-

ments, in some oue of the various crises through
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which the country has necessarily passed. 1 In the fall of 1838, on our way to the State of

have no means of determining the truth of this Michigan, we were furnished Iiy Mr. Tucker with

assertion, but it must have some foundation, and

I think it would he difficult for either ot us to

add to the Bomber.
" It is also asserted, liy reliable authority, from

records kept during periods of twenty to forty-

years, that, ot every hundred persons who com-

mence business in Boston, ninety-five at least,

die poor; that, of the same number in New
York, not two ultimately acquire wealth, after

passing through the intermediate process of

bankruptcy, while in Philadelphia the proportion

is still smaller.

"B/ the statistics of bankruptcy, as collected

under the uniform bankrupt law of 1841

—

The number of applicants for relief under that

law were 33.789

The number of creditors returned 1.049,603

The amount of debts stated 440,934,015

The valuation of property surren-

dered 43,697,307

" If this valuation were correct, nearly ten cents

would have been paid on every dollar due; but

what was the fact ?

" In the southern district of New York one cent

was paid, on an average, for each dollar due ;
in

the northern district, 125 cents, being by far the

largest dividend. In Connecticut the average

dividend was somewhat over half a cent on

each dollar.

lit Mississippi it was 6 cents to S1000

In Maine i " 100

In Michigan and Iowa i " 100

In Massachusetts 4 " 100

In New Jersey I " 100

In Tennessee 4i
"

In Maryland 1 dollar to 100

In Kentucky 8 " 1000

In Illinois 1 " 1,500

In Pennsylvania, East Virginia,

South Alabama, Washington, nothing.

"After making every possible allowance for the

enhancement of this enormous amount of debt

by inflation of values, speculative prices, &c,
the proportion of the $400,000,000 lost by these

of the 1,049,603 creditors who were engaged in

proper and legitimate business, must still have

been immense, and may justly be charged

against the profits of our regular commerce."

Sl)e Visitor.

CONCORD, N. H., DECEMBER 31, 1849.

The highest valued agricultural periodical of

the country—the Albany Cultivator.

In the promotion of the true spirit by catering

for a correct taste in agricultural improvement,

no man in the country deserves more than Lu-

ther Tucker, of Albany, N. Y, the editor and

proprietor of the Cultivator. With this gentle-

man we have had a long personal acquaintance:

it is now more than twenty-five years since, in

the humbler capacity of a journeyman printer,

he assisted in the composition and arrangement

of our first edition of Teller's History, which,

with a succinct history of the United States

hastily prepared by our own pen and other im-

provements, were secured to us by copy-right,

and which from that day to this has supplied, in

the multiplication of many thousand copies, the

demand for institutions in till the States of the

Union. Mr. Tucker left us then, and the next

we hear of him is as the successful editor of a

newspaper which he established and carried on

at great hazard as the first daily in the then

youthful city of Rochester in New York. Mr.

Tucker, at this place commenced the first stable

agricultural journal of the State of New York,

which has Ions been known as the "Genesee

Farmer :" to this paper, before he established the

Cultivator afterwards at his place of residence

the late Judge Buel was an early contributor

a series of his Monthly Cenesee Farmer, which

we perused with great delight all the way on

our journey, returning by Upper Canada, down

Ontario and the St. Lawrence via Montreal and

Quebec. It was the beauty and utility of Mr.

Tucker's Genesee Farmer that first suggested to

us the idea of our own Monthly Visitor, which

begun in the last year of our career as a public

man in the office of governor of the State, and

which, under so much disadvantage from ill

health and vexations of business enough to

break down a well man, has been continued for

the term of eleven years. It was not in our

power to do and perform as much as our friend

Tucker; but persevering according to the best

of our strength and ability we have, as we be-

lieve, not without some valuable effect contribu-

ted our mite in a cause which lies especially at

the foundation of our country's prosperity.

The career of the present proprietor of the

Albany Cultivator has been much more splendid

and beneficial. After the sudden death of the

lamented Buel, who had made his journal a

work of great attraction to every reading farmer

of taste in the country, Mr. Tucker, in connec-

tion with a son of the deceased, united the Gen-

esee Farmer to the Cultivator, and removed him-

self to Albany. So valuable did he consider

this establishment that at the end of the first

year he purchased and paid the younger Buel

the sum of ten thousand dollars for his owner-

ship of one half of the establishment, assuming

all its responsibilities : this sum of itself, was

what almost any young farmer of the country

would consider a fortune ; for we who can ex-

pect to gain by hard labor anil in small amounts,

count our hundreds as of more substantial

worth than those who merely handle property in

traffic and speculation do their thousands and

tens of thousands. Mr. Tucker has pursued his

favorite idea of the best agricultural and horti-

cultural illustrations with a personal industry

that has known no stint. Himself a practical

printer, with his own hands are the pages of his

Cultivator arranged for the press each and every

month: the work is made up (to use a technical

phrase) by himself before it passes into the

hands of the power press printers. It is punted

by Mr. Van Bethuysen, one of the most enter-

prising printers of the country, with great neat-

ness and accuracy. The additional expense of

taking and preserving stereotype plates of the

numbers has been incurred: among the

drawbacks which our friend litis encountered

was that of the burning down his establishment

with the great collection of stereotype plates

and hack numbers of the Cultivator about two

years since. Whole acres of the best business

part of Albany have in that time felt and expe-

rienced a similar calamity. Mr. Tucker must

have had fast friends as well as good courage,

enabling him still to pursue his business with

the wonted enterprise and spirit. In addition to

his own labors he pays a handsome salary to an

able assistant editor, whose well known valued

experience is discovered in the appearance of

each succeeding number of the Cultivator. Mr.

Tucker has even broken down his health in the

personal service which he has devoted by day

anil by night to his interesting monthly sheet,

which has contained more valuable information

to the mass of mankind in the Western world

thau any other work at the same price which the

press has ever furnished. The price of the Cul-

tivator is only a dollar a year: we have often ob-

tained from a single page of this paper what

was of more value to us than the price of a

year's subscription. Our latest personal visits at

Albany have left us the melancholy reflection

that our friend is passing sooner into the " sere

and yellow leaf" than would a man who more

consulted his ease in the way of good living :

the intense labors of the head, the exposure to

the severe day and night work of the delicate

physical organ which is the window of the in-

tellect, have produced a partial paralysis of the

face which three years ago imparted to us the

fear that his useful work on earth might ere this'

day have been finished.

We have been led into this notice by the

beautiful manner in which Mr. Tucker has open-

ed the new year in the publication of his Culti-

vator. As an advance to his volume for 1850 he

has given in a sheet containing thirty-two large

pages corresponding with those of the regular

numbers, " The Pictorial Cultivator," containing

in well illustrated and beautifully executed en-

gravings, pictorial representations of almost eve-

ry thing the gentleman or lady farmer, the sons

and daughters of farmers who are not too proud

to consider their fathers and mothers as unfash-

ionable workers if not of a race below that of

professions calling themselves genteel, would be

proud to place as an adornment of the centre

table. Rather more useful must we consider

Mr. Tucker's Pictorial Cultivator than the month-

ly engravings, the display of a fine foot, of a

tuckered neck, a waist located in the place

where there is a great waste of cloth to fix it

where the natural waist is not—the catch-penny'

fanciful works ministering more to a voluptuous,

if not a vitiated appetite than to any truly benefi-

cent or useful purpose, which are hut too much
the attraction if not the passion of the fashiona-

ble reading world of the present time. This

number of the Pictorial Cultivator, which has

been gratuitously added to the subscribers of the.

Cultivator for the new year, must have cost the

proprietor in the expense of engraving alone

several hundred dollars. We hope for ibis ser-*

vice he may receive ample remuneration : added

to this we present the wish, long as we live, to

read the Cultivator in a series of succeeding

numbers not less interesting than those which

have preceded it. It is the book of the farm
;

and there is no mistake.

Maine : Agriculture upon the Kennebeck.
Among the papers from which we are able to

furnish the best extracts is the Maine Farmer,

whose editor has proved himself true as steel in .,

the cause which we most lay at heart as the

ground-work of all the improvements contribu-

ting to the wealth and prosperity of the country."

The Farmer was first published in the fine town

of Winthrop—and there is no finer agricultural

section in the interior than Kennebeck county in

Maine— the place of residence of its editor,-,

Doct. Holmes. The paper is now removed to

Augusta, and as a weekly family paper of news,

outstrips in circulation in that State any other"

political paper of the capital. A most excellent

and interesting paper in its agricultural articles,

although of a sectarian character much liberal-

ized, is that of the Rev. William A. Drew, a man-

who has shown, mr.inly the work of his own

bands, in succeeding years upon a single

acre probably than any other man a greater*

production of all the varieties of vegetables,

grains and fruits usual upon the farm.

—
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From this acre Mr. Drew has almost sup-

plied with abundance whatever was necessa-

ry to the. support of a considerable family, he-

sides having a surplus tor sale. The town of

Hallowed, very near Augusta, has its weekly

newspaper, devoted mainly to agriculture, which

is scarcely behind that of its sister Augusta.

The three beautiful towns of Augusta, Hallowed

and Gardiner, each a compact village, doing a

prosperous business, lie along the west side of

the Kennebeck river, some forty miles from the

sea. To these in the way of near completion, is

a railroad up the river from Bath, and communi-

cating through Brunswick on the direct road

which is to extend to Portland. Bath, lately be-

come a city, is probably at the lead of all the

eastern ports in the building of fine ships. The

State of Maine is the greatest of all the States

of the Union in ship building. Gardiner has

lately become a city ; and the lust day of the old

year, by a vote of nearly three to one, Augusta,

the capital of the State, situated in nearly every

respect like the capital of the Granite State,

which lately denied itself the benefits of a city

charter, preferring an awkward and expensive

apology for the shape of an authority which is

felt little for the purpose of benefit, and much

in its cost of monies, making taxes greater and

more oppressive than those of many of the ci-

ties; Augusta, has chosen, under we trust the

safe advice of such men as Mr. Drew, Doctor

Holmes and others of its agricultural friends to

take upon itself the name of a city. The three

cities of the Kennebeck, lying contiguous and

in sight ol each other, with VValerville, the seat

of a Baptist college some twenty miles above,

are among the most flourishing and prosperous

towns in the country. They are surrounded by

an agricultural region which produces the largest

and best oxen in the United States: the patron-

age given here to three excellent agricultural

newspapers shows the true taste and intelligence

of the people of Kennebeck.

There is no more satisfactory demonstration

of the verily of Divine revelation as exhibited in

the Holy Scriptures than the evidence of the re-

searches of the present time, going to show the

identity of country of the residence of the pa-

triarchs of the Jewish tribes and the places

marked in the New Testament as the travels

and acts of the Mighty Saviour and his apostles.

Great was our anxiety in early childhood to

learn something of the country which had so

much engaged our earliest reading in the books

of the old and new testaments. When we read

of miracles, the satisfaction of knowing the ac-

curacy of the narrative as to the identity of lo-

cation was not the least of the pleasures result-

ing from the thirst for knowledge which moved

the enthusiasm of the young tyro to read every

thing new on the subject within his reach. To

persons who have felt us we have felt and as

we now feel under perhaps a blunted appetite

from a repetition of the evidence to satiety—to

the young who thirst for knowledge, we think

the following article from Silliman's Journal of

Science and Arts will be quite as entertaining as

any article we could present in the Monthly

Visitor

:

JYblice of the flUrralive of the U. S. Erpedition to

the River Jordan and the Dead Sea, by W. F.

Lynch, U. S. N., Commander of the expedi-

tion ; with maps arid numerous illustrations.

The Dead Sea, so remarkable in sacred histo-

ry anil full of mysteries both to the popular and

scientific mind, lias at last been successfully ex-

plored. Its headlands have been mapped out,

its bottom has felt the sounding had, and bouts

from a country unknown to the ancient world

have ploughed its sullen waters. Lieutenant

Lynch, to whom the Expedition was intrusted

by Government, in 1847, took command of the

store ship Supply ; and was provided for his

explorations with two metallic boats—one of

copper and the other of galvanized iron. Ten
vigorous young American seamen " pledged to

total abstinence" were enlisted us a crew for the

boats ; and to their temperance was attributed

their recovery from the extreme prostration con-

sequent on this hazardous service. Lieutenant

Dale, an officer of high attainments and abili-

ties, was associated with the commander: and

it was with deep grief that we heurd the an-

nouncement of his death soon after the explora-

tions were completed : he was like Molyneux
and Ouriigaii before him, a victim to the deadly

influences that still hover over the old "cities of

the plain."

They sailed from New York, Nov. 26, 1847,

and landed at Beirut on the 25th of March fol-

lowing. On the 28th they left for St. Jeun
d'Acre, and took their departure for the lake

of Gennesareth, from the river Belus. Their
boats, which were made in sections for trans-

portation, were placed on trucks brought for the

purpose, and drawn by camels. Tue party

numbered sixteen besides fifteen Bedawins, all

well mounted. On the 6th of April they obtain-

ed the first view of the Sea of Galilee and the

majestic mountains of Bashan beyond; "like a

mirror it lay embosomed amid its rounded and

beautiful, but treeless hills." It measures 17 miles

long by six broad, and is situated twenty-eight

miles east of Acre, and forty-five north of Jeru-

salem. The depth was found to he 105 feet

where greatest, and the hills around were 600 to

700 feet high. Its waters are sweet and trans-

parent, and as of old, fishermen here throw their

nets with success. The Jordan flowing from

Lake Merom far to the north, passes through

this sea and continues on south. The party

reached Tiberias, "a walled town of some mag-
nitude, but now in ruins from the earthquake of

1837, which destroyed many of its inhabitants."

Near by they visited two baths, in one of which
—about eighteen feet across and four feet deep

—

the water stood ut 143 deg. F. : it was saline and
bitter, and gave off an odor of sulphuretted hy-

drogen. They rowed along the shores of the

lake to the exit of the Jordan.

The divisions of service now introduced, were
as follows:— First, a party by land, keeping as

near to the liver as possible ; next, a party in

the boats—the former with the camels, Arabs,

&c, by Lieut. Dale—the latter by Lieut. Lynch.
Dr. Anderson was charged with the geology

;

Mr. Bedlow with the topography, scenery and
events ; Mr. Francis Lynch with the herbarium

;

Lieut. Lynch with the river and its productions
;

Mr. Aulick with its topography and a sketch of

the river and its shores. A signal of two guns
in quick succession from the boats was agreed

upon to summon assistance from the land party

in case of an attack on the boats, which was the

danger most to be feared.

On the 10th of April they entered the river.

The Bedawins,— thirty horsemen with their abas

flying in the wind—were armed with guns in

European style. Eleven camels led the way ;

then followed the cavalry and all in single file,

while Lieut. Dale and his officers in the Frank cos-

tume, brought up the rear, the whole making an

imposing cavalcade. The scenery on leaving

the lake was not particularly grand; there were
abundance of flowers but no trees. The average

breadth of tiie Jordan at this place was about

seventy-five feet ; the water was ten feet deep

and clear, and where the current was strung

they used the oars, only to keep them in the

channel. Many wild fowl were frightened from

their feeding grounds in the marshes as they de-

scended.
They passed the ruins of the bridge of Semakh

which were extremely picturesque, the abut-

ments standing in various stages of decay, and
tin: filling fragments obstructing the course of

the river, save where the water tuns in a sluice

among the masses of stone.

The Jordan is full of rapids, some of which
are extremely dangerous, and the boats shot

lown one after another with no small peril-

The river during the day was twenty-five to

thirty yards wide, current two and a half knots,
water clear and sweet. No rocks cropped out
on the banks, but large boulders of sandstone
and trap were scattered over the surface. The
laud on which the parly encamped is held upon
condition that the Sheikh shall entertain all trav-

ellers with a supper, and barley for their horses,
and they partook on this occasion of an entire

sheep and buckets of rice.

The second day (April 11,) the current at first

was about two and a half knots, but soon he-

came a foaming rapid, and below were five suc-
cessive falls of about eighteen feet in all, with
intervening rapids. With much labor and no
small difficulty the boats were passed safely down,
having been previously unloaded; the men
plunged into the water to guide them, and ropes
with grapnels were al60 used to let them down
stern first in some places. Fishes were often

seen in the transparent water, and white storks,

ducks, and a multitude of other birds rose from
the reeds and osiers or plunged into the thickets

of oleunder and tamarisks which line the banks.

On April 12, they were about three hours from
the ruins of Gadara. They visited the place and
found them to consist of columns, tombs, re-

mains of walls, theatres, &c, indicating ancient
magnificence; and tradition reports that from
one of these tombs the maniac of the time of
our Savior issued. A description of the ruins,

by Dr. Anderson, is appended to Lieut. Lynch's
narrative.

In their conflicts with the rapids of the Jor-

dan, a wooden boat which they had secured at

the sea of Galilee for the transportation of their

tents had perished, and the party were obliged

in consequence to abandon their tents ; this

much needed protection against the expected
heat of the Dead Sea, they appear to have been
provided with in some other way. No boats but

those of metal could have survived the severe
shocks to which they were so often exposed ; it

was with the utmost difficulty in one case, that

they were saved and two of the Arabs rescued
from drowning. Rapids continued to occur,
proving that the Jordan, except for short and
isolated distances, is entirely unfitted for useful

navigation.

The Jordan, like most other rivers, has suc-
cessive terraces upon its hanks, and two are very
distinct. From a hill three bundled feet high,

they had a view of the terraces; they were
shaped on both sides by the winter rains into

conical hills, pyramidal, cuneiform and tent-like

—resembling a giant encampment—extending
as far south as the eye could reach ; the river

sometimes glittering through the openings, or
"clasping some little island with its silvery

arms," or dashing in white foam by some pro-

jecting point.

They continued on with safety through the

13th, but not without difficulty. The rapid3

were most formidable obstacles, proving fully

that the representations of the Arab sheikhs
were not exaggerated.

In the course of the day, they passed patches
of wheat and barley. A beautiful alluvial coun-
try succeeded, but without cultivation, and over-

grown by thistles and wild gruss ; large flocks

of storks gazed unheedingly upon the caravan.

The heat became intense, without a tree or a
shelter in the vast plain—the sun's rays beating

on their heads and reflected from the gun bar-

rels which were painful to touch or behold, and
the whole atmosphere quivering us it ascended
in heated currents.

With a current of four to six knots an hour,

on April 14th, the boats shot along rapidly, and
so great were the windings of the river, that in

the course of a quarter of an hour they ran to-

wards almost every point of compass—as if the

holy Jordan were lingering in the culm and si-

lent valley, reluctant to plunge into the salt and
hitter sea.

The scenery of the river through the day had

little variety : sometimes the current washed the

bases of sandy hills or passed along low banks

fringed with trees and flowers, and occasional

views were highly. picturesque; then the river

became a raging torrent. Now and then a gur-

gling rivulet came flowing in, mingling its pure

waters with those of the muddy Jordan, The
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high limestone hills formed a hairier on the

western side against the overflowings of Jordan

and the floods of the sea of Galilee in the win-

ter and spring, while the low eastern bank frin-

ged with tamarisk and willow and occasional

thickets of cane and tangled masses of shrubs

anil creeping plants, was almost a jungle. A
fresh track of a tiger was seen in the mud where
he had come to drink, and at another time a

wild hoar dashed through the thicket and told

his course by the sound of broken branches.

Birds in many places sung in the trees, the real

nightingale ceased not her song, and the hulhul

—the Syrian nightingale—when disturbed, flit-

ted to another bower and renewed her melodies.

Rapids and cataracts continued to occur, and it

required all the address, courage and strength

of the crews, not unfrequently jumping over-

board and clinging to the sides of the boats, to

prevent their being swamped ; they always steer-

ed for the most rapid part of the torrent, as this

was the deepest. As twilight came on, the ra-

pids were numerous, and from the decay of the

light, more dangerous.
The river was now falling rapidly—at the rate

of about two feet in a day—and frequently the

sedge and drift-wood were seen lodged on the

branches of overhanging trees, higher than the

banks, " which conclusively proves that the Jor-

dan in its swellings, still overflows the lower
plain timl drives the lion from his lair as it did in

ancient times."

The eroded hills on the upper terrace had a

conical form ; limestone and conglomerate were
the prevailing rock, and it was evident that the

whole had been under water. Boulders of

quartz and conglomerate were numerous.

From the nature of the country the caravan
was compelled to keep at a distance from the
river, and the scouts were visible only occasion-
ally upon the bluffs and crests of the hills. Be-
ing now in a dangerous region near where Lieut.

Molyneux's party was attacked, the land and wa-
ter parlies re-united and formed an armed en-
campment. The camels were reposing in close

proximity, and arms and fires and the people
were all around. The caravan, repelled from
the western, now crossed over to the eastern

banks, while the scouts travelled on the west, to

keep a lookout from the heights of land for the

safety of the boats, which alone were in danger;
the signal of two guns in quick succession from
the boats was again agreed upon, that the land
forces might close in to their assistance. Some
of the party were exhausted by fatigue and by
frequent vomiting during the day.

The river varied between ihirty and seventy
yards in width, llie current from two to six

knots, and the depth from two to ten feet. On
April 15, the heat in the morning was 76 deg.,

and it soon became oppressive. The mountains
towards the east had a glftomy aspect, hem;.'

rough anil verdnreless crags of limestone reflect-

ing a blinding light. In this dreary waste there
was no sound, for every living thing had retired

from the withering heat and oppressive glare;
the wind sighed as it swept over the barren
plain; there was no drapery of clouds—the
gleam of dawn deepened at once into the inten-

sity of noon. Day after day followed without
change; there were no shifting clouds and sun-
shine, but a monotonous and wearisome azure.
The mountains towards the west rose like is

lands from the sea, the peaks illuminated by the
sun-light being strongly contrasted with the
dark shadows; and although they were hours
away, their deep scars and fissures were dis-
tinct, and the laminations of the strata resembled
the leaves of some gigantic volume. The plain
sloped from the base of the hills into conical
mounds, and still lower, into the valley of the
Jordan. The hanks of the river were fringed
with perpetual verdure— the stream winding in
a thousand graceful mazes, a bright line ill a
cheerless waste, bright by contrast with the
harsh dry calcined earth around. There were
no elms, ash. hazel, linden, beach or aspen; no
laurel, pine, or birch ; still the lily and tamarisk,
the oleander, the anemone and the asphodel
adorn the Jordan, and the hulhul and nightingale
haunt the copses.

On April 10', at the Pilgrims fon!, conglome-
rate was rarely seen, hut in its' place hanks oi
semi-endurated clay. The vegetation became

more luxuriant, the oleander more abundant, the

asphodel and acacia less so.

Higher up the river there was drift wood in

the stream, and hushes and blanches were lod-

ged high up in the trees which lined the banks.

The bounding hills were immense masses ol

siliceous conglomerate with occasional lime-

stone, this being the geological formation of the

Ghor from Lake Tiberias to the Dead Sea. Ra-
pids were still of frequent recurrence.

They arrived at El Meshra, the bathing place

of the Christian pilgrims. Tradition assigns

this as the place where the Israelites passed over
with the ark of the covenant, and where our Sa-
viour was baptized by John ; and near it is sup-
posed to have been Belhahara, the Saviour's

place of refuge. Here also is said to have been
the scene of the Saviour's temptation, and the

fountain healed by Elijah. Near by was Jericho,

and fourteen miles on the other side was Hesh-
bon where Sihon, the king of the Amorites,
dwelt. The water and land parties united in

pitching their tents just at the spot where the

pilgrims passed.

April 18.—The pilgrims arrived at 3 A. M.
Thousands of torch-lights with a dark mass ol

human beings were seen moving rapidly over
the hills, and they were on the ground almost
before the tents could be struck and the place

cleared. Men, women, and children, mounted
on camels, horses, mules and donkeys, rushed
impetuously down the bank as if they had been
fugitives from a routed army. The Kedawin
guard formed a cordon of defense, sticking their

spears in the ground and mounting their horses,

to prevent the American party from being run
down—Moslems shielding one Christian band
against another! The party which had arrived

was only the van guard ; at five o'clock A. M.,

the main body came over the crest of a high
ridge in one tumultuous eager throng: "Copts,
Russians, Poles, Armenians, Greeks, and Syrians
from all parts of Asia, Europe, Africa and Amer-
ica." Many of the women and children were
suspended in baskets or confined in cages: they
dismounted, hurried forward, disrobed in haste,

and threw themselves into the stream, regardless

of observers. They took that plunge in honor of

the Trinity and then filled a bottle from the river.

They cut branches of the willow, dipped them
in the consecrated stream and bore them away
as memorials of their visit. The pageant disap-

peared as rapidly as it had approached and left

the small party to their solitude. The number
was said to be 8000, hut probably this was an
over estimate. All bathed, except a few Franks,
—most of them reverentially, but a few with
levity.

The course of the Jordan had been so tortu-

ous, that in sixty miles of latitude, and four or
five of longitude, the parly had traversed at least

200 miles; and as they had descended twenty-
seven threatening rapids besides many smaller
ones, and at all times found a rapid current, it is

not surprising that the Dead Sea is 1300 feet be-

low the level of the Mediterranean. As they
approached the Dead Sea, the river was forty

yards wide and twelve feet deep, the bottom
blue mud. A liitle further on, it was fifty yards
wide and eleven feet deep, w.ith muddy bottom,
and low sedgy hanks. The high mountains of
the Dead Sea were in sight to the S. and W.
A heron, a hulhul, a snipe, and many wild ducks
were seen. The river now became seventy to

eighty yards wide ; and the water was still

sweet: it was seven feet deep with a current of
three kiots. The Dead Sea was in view to the

southward, with mountains beyond. A snipe, a

heron, arid a white gull were the only visible in-

habitants of the region.

The mouth of the river is 180 yards wide and
three feet deep; as they entered the sea a gale

of wind compelled tl em to stand for the north
shore, which they reached incrusted over with a

greasy salt, and their eyes, lips, and nostri s

smarting excessively. The sea subsided as
quickly as it rose— its heavy waves in twenty
minutes were stilled, and they went on. gliding
over a placid sheet of water hardly disturbed by
a ripple. A rain aloud which had enveloped
the sterile Arabian mauntains, now opened and
disclosed their rusged outlines gilded by the set-

ting sun ; hut above llie slid more sterile moun-
tains of Moah, all was gloomy and obscure.
The northern shore is nn extensive mud flat with

a sandy plain beyond, and is the very type of
desolation. The line of high water was desig-
nated by trees, having their branches blackened
or whitened by salt. The northwestern shore is

a bed of gravel sloping from the mountains to

the sea ; the eastern is a rugged line of moun-
tains hare of all vegetation.

The land party and the navigators were mutu-
ally embarrassed in their efforts to find each
other. They pitched their camp "in a canehrake
near a brackish spring, and wet, weary and hun-
gry, reposed upon a bed of dust beside a fetid

marsh—the dark mountains being behind and
the sea like a huge caldron before, ils surface
covered with a lead-colored mist." This soli-

tude was relieved by the sound of the convent
bell of Mar Saba, on the western side, informing
them that Christian sympathies were near.

The shore party after leaving the Jordan,
passed a sandy tract of damp ravines and slip-

pery to the feet of the camels, succeeded by a
plain incrusted with salt. The upper terrace of
the Jordan, on which the party travelled, was
generally about 500 feet above the plain, and the

latter was mostly covered with trees and grass.

One of their encampments sv.ns under a cliff" of
crumbling limestone and conglomerate 1000 feet

high, and near it was a spring of clear water at

84 deg. ; it was soft but blackish, and smelt of
sulphur. Pebbles of bituminous limestone were
very abundant'. The vegetatiqn being saline and
acrid, the camels could not be sustained, and
they and the Arabs who had attended the parly

were dismissed. Upon the beach there were no
round stones, but only those that were angular,

and they were of flint. Two partridges of a

stone color, like the rocks, were Started before

them, and the note of a solitary bird was heard
among the cane thicket: birds therefore can live

upon the shores of the Dead Sea.

"But the scene was one of unmixed desola-

tion ; and the air tainted with sulphuretted hy-

drogen, gave a yellow hue to the foliage of the

cane which is elsewhere of a light green."

There was no vegetation except of the cane-
brakes ;

•' barren mountains, fragments of black-

ened rocks," and a saline sea wilh dead trees on
its margin, bore a sad and sombre aspect.

Near their ramp, on the 20th of April, they
saw a large brown stone-colored hare and a par-

tridge. The temperature was 89 deg. F. At 8
P. M., "the surface of the sea was one wide
sheet of phosphorescent foam, and the waves, as

they broke upon the shore, threw a sepulchral

light upon the dead bushes and fragments of
rocks." This is an interesting observation, and
as far as we know it is original. We have never
learned that any such appearance has been ob-
served in the Caspian or any other internal sa-

line water. The luminous appearance probably
arises from animalcules, such as are phosphores-
cent in the ocean ; mere salt-water, however
strong the solution, has no such power. We
have then another proof that life is not entirely

excluded from this region.

Soundings were taken in a course directed to-

wards the eastern or Arabian shore, a distance

of nearly eight statute miles; the greatest depth
was 696 feel and 540 feet within a fourth of a
mile of the Arabian shore. Mr. All lick reported

a volcanic formation, and brought specimens of
lava. "Another line of soundings running diag-

onally across to the S. E., disclosed a level plain

at the bottom of the sea with an average depth
of over 1000 feet all across; the bottom blue

mud and sand with regular cubes of crystallized

sail." The greatest depth on this line was 1005
feet, and the greatest observed anywhere was
1278 feet.

These operations were performed under a
blazing sun, and the water, greasy to the touch,

made the men's hands smart and burn severely.
'• By dusk, the sea rolled dangerously, the crests

of the waves dashed into the boats, the men had

a severe pull, and their clothes were stiff" with

salt."

In a chasm in the mountains, on the eastern

side, they found a sweet and thermal spring

which flowed into the sea.

The brook Kidron which in rainy seasons

rims in the valley of Jehosaphat at llie foot of

the mount of Olives, empties into the Dead Sea
in the Wady en Nar (Ravine of Fire); the bed

is a deep gorge whose sloping hanks rise 1200

feet ; the channel was now dry and filled with
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confused fragments of rooks. The horizontal

Stratified limestone of tlie mountains, was almost
devoid of vegetation, presenting a scene of " ut-

ter and dreary desolation." At the foot of the

cliff of Hathural they observed narrow strips of

cane and tamarisks— a luxuriant line of green

—

find almost the only verdant spot that had been
seen lor a long distance ; a beach of coarse dark
gravel below and barren brown mountains above
bounding the prospect. Soda plants were found
upon the shore. Sulphur picked up on the Jor-

dan near the Dead Sea, was brought by an
Arab.
The mountain of Ain July (Engaddi) is 1500

feet high, and in its sides are many caverns ex-
cavated in former times, the months of some of
which are now entirely inaccessible. It is a cu-
rious fact regarding the birds, insects and other
animals of this region, that they are all of a stone

color; this was the case with a cat-bird brought
in by an Arab. Along the beach they saw a

hawk and some doves, "all of the same color as

the mountains and the shore." "Four young
boars were brought in by an Arab; they escaped
from him and ran to the sea and were caught,
and because the Americans would not buy them
they were killed." Sulphurous smells were not
unfreqtient, and sometimes the odor of sulphur-
etted hydrogen was perceived, probably from
the springs and marshes along the shore.

On the 21st they made an encampment as a

point of rendezvous for their surveys, and called

it "Camp Washington." There is a peninsula
on the southern side of the sea, for which they
now steered, leaving a party at the canp for the
purpose of triangulation. The peninsula is a
broad bold promontory forty to sixty leet high,
with a central ridge elevated some 20 feet more,
and a foot of sand, salt, and bitumen; the vertical

titce extending all around had a coarse and chalky
appearance. Dr. Anderson thought the peninsu-
la to be one-third higher, and to consist of a cal-

careous marl; a part of it he found chalky, with
flints. "There were a few bushes, their stems
partly buried in the water, and their leafless

blanches encrusted with sail," which with the
dead trees, standing and prostrate, were the only
vestiges of vegetation, The mind cannot con-
ceive a more dreary scene, or nn almopheres
more oppressive. The distance from the point

of the peninsula across to the western shore was
ascertained to be about nine statute miles, and
the greatest depth of the water 1138 feet. All

the party were affected by drowsiness while
crossing the water, and on the land the oppres-
sive heat and sulphurous odors produced sick-

ness.

They now made an expedition around the

southern shores. There was a " perpendicular
isolated cliff called Seliheh or Masada, 1200 to

1500 feet high, and on its summit a line of bro-

ken walls with an arch, constructed as it is said,

by Herod ; it had a commanding hut dreary
prospect, overlooking the deep chasm of this

mysterious sea." Near the south end of the sea
they observed other ruined walls and leuiaitis of
architectural structures. Bitumen was ^eei> up-
on the beach; it had a bright smooth surface like

n consolidated fluid.

The weather was intensely hot ; the awnings
of the boats erected for tents on laud afforded

no adequate protection, and at midnight the si-

rocco, although from the N. \V\, raised the ther-

mometer to 86 deg. and 88 deg. The people lay

in the open air upon the pebbly beach of this

desolate sea. In the morning a young quail was
found nested by the side of the commander, as

a refuge from the hot wind.
The salt mountain of I'sdnm or Sodom was

near at hand. It is perfectly isolated, hut has no
appearance, externally, of hcbig a mountain ol

salt. Seetzen saw this salt mountain in 180(1,

and says that he never before beheld one so lorn

and riven. On the eastern side of Usflum is a

lofty, round, detached pi'lar, which on exauiiua

tion, was found to In; composed of solid salt,

capped with carbonate of lime. The upper or

rounded part is about forty feet high, resting on
an oval pedestal from forty to sixty feet above
tin- level of the sea. It is slightly conical, crum-
bles at lop and is crystallized throughout in spi-

cule. A kind of buttress connects it with the

mountain behind, and it is covered with debris

of a light stone color. Josephus and his cotcm-

porary ('lenient state that ibey had seen a pillar

of salt which they believed to be identical with
Lot's wile, and this may be the one to which
they had reference.

Large specimens of the salt were brought
away in the boat. Tin.' water was so shallow
that they could not approach within two hun-
dred yards of the beach ; throughout the south-

ern part of the lake the depth was rarely over
two feet, and frequently less than one foot. The
foot prints made by the party on landing were
on their return encrusted with salt. Mr. Dale
landed, and his feet sank twelve inches in slimy
mud, then through a crust of salt, and then an-
other foot of mud before reaching a firm bottom.
The beach was so hot as to blister the feet, and
when one of the men attempted to carry Mr.
Dale, both sunk down, and they were obliged to

run as they could— it was like running over
burning ashes, and when they plunged their feet

into the slimy brine at 88 deg., the sensation of
comparative coolness was delightful.

The scene around them was one of unmitiga-
ted desolation. On the south stood the rugged
and water- worn salt mountain and pillar; on
the east the lofty and barren mountains of Moah,
in a cave in which Lot is supposed to have taken
refuge; on the south the high hills of Edom half

surrounding the salt plain, the scene of Israelil-

ish victories; and to the north the calm and mo-
tionless sea curtained with night. The atmos-
phere was difficult of respiration ; the air op-
pressively hot, the temperature being 97 (leg.,

and that of the water 90 deg. twelve inches be-

low the surface.

Lieut. Lynch named the northern extremity
of the peninsula Point C'ortigan, and the south-
ern, Point Molyueux, in honor of "the two gal-

lant Englishmen who lost their lives in attempt-
ing to explore this sea." Near the base of the

peninsula there is a range of hills 2000 feet high ;

the cliff called Litlle Tiger consists of horizon-

tal strata of brown and rose colored limestone.

At 350 P. M., a hot hurricane struck them,
temperature 102 deg., and with severe exertion
they gained the shore, exhausted by hard pulling
of the oars, and the commander's eyelids blister-

ed by the hot wind. The men bad great diffi-

culty to protect themselves, some in the ravine,

some under the awnings of the boat; the metal

of their spectacles burned the fiice, and their

buttons the bauds; and the folds of garments
next to the body were coolest.

They found an old mill-stone upon the bpach
and huge boulders of sandstone in the ravine,

strata of sandstone above in horizontal layers

and limestone upon it. Bathing in a pool of
fresh water afforded a momentary relief, but in

an instant the moisture was evaporated, and the

surface was dry and parched.
The wind rose to a tempest ; the heat increas-

ed after sunset, and at 8 P. M. was 106 deg. ; it

was more like the blast of a furnace than the

living air. Drinking did litlle ijood, for without

any sensible perspiration the fluid was evapora-

ted as fast as received. Musquitos tormented
them almost to madness, and they passed a mis-

erable night. When the water was exhausted
and all were too weary to go lor more, they
threw themselves upon the ground, eyes smart-

ing, skin binning, lips antl tongue and throat

parched and dry, and some garment wrapped
around the head to avert ihe stifling beat. At
midnight thermometer 98 degrees.

Flocks of birds were seen and storks in the

early dawn of April 27. A miserable tribe of
Arabs gathered on the shore to see them depart.

A glassy undulation indicated the coming of a

hot gust of wind, and with some difficulty they

reached the shore before the sea was all in a

foam. The night was passed where there was
no fresh water, but they had the luxury of a

beach of pebbles far preferable to the mud and
dust of their late sleeping places. They picked
up pieces of sulphur and saw the track of a

panther in a Cave. They found the Arabs ot

this region indispensable auxiliaries ;
— they

brought them food and drink; — they acted as

guides and messengers, and in the absence ol

the adventurers, carefully guarded their camp.
A decided but courteous manner wins their re-

spect and good will.

The tendency to drowsiness upon the sea was
now extreme; all slept except the men at the

oars who pulled with half closed lids, and the
steersman who was the commander, was little

more awake. On the 28th they received news
from home announcing the death of John Quin-
cy Adams, and it was hard in their dreary soli-

tude to divest themselves of the idea that there
was nothing but death in the world and they
alone alive. They picked up large pieces of bi-

tumen on the sea shore. A breeze from the
west passing over the marshes brought with it a
nauseous smell.

Till the 30th, with a single exception, all had
been well; but now dropsical appearances be-
gan—"the lean had become stout and the stout
almost corpulent; the pale faces had become
florid, and the florid ruddy; the slightest scratch
festered, and pustules followed—the sea water
irritated the sores excessively; yet all had a
good appetite." Except the smell from the
marshes, and from thermal springs, there were
no indications of malaria, the sea itself being
perfectly inodorous. Tho appearance of the
men was distressing. Some with their bodies
bent and arms dangling slept profoundly, but
with a flushed and feverish sleep ; others with
heads thrown hack and lips cracked and sore,
seemed, even in sleep, to be worn down by heat
and fatigue; others from reflected light looked
ghastly, their limbs twitched, and they would
start suddenly from sleep.

Prudence therefore demanded a return, al-

though they were reluctant to leave any part of
the work unfinished. Partly for recreation, they
accepted an invitation from the Christian sheikii

Ahd'Allah, to visit Kerak, on the mountains of
Moab, seventeen miles east of the Dead Sea.
While the party were waiting for horses, they

"dined sumptuously with the Arab Christians, on
wild boar's meat, onions, and the last of their

rice." Their horses arrived, and with them,
Muhammed, the son of the Muslim sheikh, and
also Ahil'Allah the Christian sheikh himself, the
latter risiding in Kerak, and the former chiefly

in black tents about half a mile from Kerak.
Muhammed being about to mount his horse, or-
dered one of the Fellahin (a common Arab) to

stoop, and ''placing his foot upon the abject
creature's back, he sprang upon his horse;" Ins
COtintcimtieo nn. I mantlet- were insolent and
overhearing, while Ahd'Allah, the Christian
sheikh, his senior by twenty years, was mild and
even meek.
The boats excited great surprise, and both the

Muhammed and Christian Arabs were indulged
in an excursion by rowing upon the sea. "They
stuck plugs of onions in their nostrils to coun-
teract the malaria they had imbibed from the

water." They call it "the sea accursed ol God,"
and thoitchl it madness for men to remain so
long upon it. The party consisted of fourteen

besides the interpreter and cook, and the escort
of twelve mounted Arabs and eight footmen, be-

sides a number who had gone ahead. They
crossed a plain of tertiary formation, ferruginous

and friable limestone, marl, &Ci
They passed up the Wady Kerak, the path ex-

tremely steep and difficult, and the scenery very
wild and grand'; on one side a deep chasm, on
the other high overhanging cliffs, and a fierce

thunder-storm which soon came on poured a
powerful torrent along the gorge, bearing rocks

before it thai mad" the region resound with their

collision. Excepting a single palm bending in

the tempest, they had not seen a tree or shrub
since they turned up the ravine, lint only moun-
tain ruins of naked rocks piled up in wild gran-
deur along a ZlgZllg path. They saw much of
the scarlet anemone, also a blue flower resem-
bling the convolvulus, and partridges, hawks
and doves, were their attendants. The caval-

cade wound up along a circuitous ascent, and
limestone, some of it fossiliferous, accompanied
them quite to Kerak.

A little after noon thev came upon the brow
of a hill 3000 feet above' the level of the Dead
Sen, at the N.E. angle of the town. They pass-

ed along a wall and by a tower, and entered the

town undel' an arch cut ill the solid rock thirty

feet high by twelve wide ; a partly effaced Arabic

inscription was over the gateway : Ibey proceed-

ed through a passage eighty feet long, and found

the town to he a collection of stone huts built

without mortar. They were from seven to eight

feet high (from the ground floor?); the ground
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floor is about six feet l>elo\v, and the flat terrace

roof about two feet above the slreels, and the

peo|)le were assembled on the dirt-heaps and
roofs to see the strangers pass. The council-

house is the Christian school-room, and there is

a work-room below. A Christian church was
building; it was seventy-four feet by forty, and
twelve feet high.

The room for the travellers bad a naked stone

floor and a mud roof supported by rafters, two
windows without glass or shutters, and a door
without fastenings. Their food was eggs and
milk, three eggs for each for a dinner. There
was only one shop, and that contained thin

cakes of dried and pressed apricots, and English

muslin. The huts had neither windows nor

chimneys, the inside was smoked, and the wo-
men and children were squalid and filthy. The
population of Kerak is about 300, three-fourths

Christian, and the entire Christian population

here 900 to 1000.

The castle was originally a vast and magnifi-

cent structure, partly excavated from and partly

built upon the mountain top ; the achitecture is

a mixture of Saracenic, Gothic and Roman, but

its history appears to be obscure.

On the 3d of May the party, not without dan-
ger from the Muslim Arabs, made their way
back to their boats. They now commenced
their return along the eastern or Arabian shore.

Mountains of red sandsloue variegated with
yellow were pissed, with white cliffs in the

background.. The next day the shores presented
boulders of trap, and the mountain appeared to

be composed of scoria and lava. The scenery
was grand and wild. A stream, called Zerka,
the outlet of some hot springs, had formed a

deep ravine ; the walls were eighty to one hun-
dred and filly feet high, of red and yellow sand-
stone in vertical cliffs. The party slept on the

gravelly beach ; the thermometer at 70 deg. to

68 (leg., and they suffered from the cold.

On May 5th, in crossing the sea to Ain Tura-
beb, at two furlongs from land, the water was
138 feet deep; five minutes after it was 1044
feet, gradually deepening to 1308 feet, the bot-

tom brown mud with crystals of salt. They
continued on their course, and on the 9lb made
ai i alignments to leave the Dead Sea. A large
float was moored in ei<»lity fathoms water, with
the American ensign flying. Sickness was al-

ready ap| earing among them, and two seamen
were sent to the convent of Mar Saba.
This sea, according to Dr. Robinson, is about

fifty miles long and ten broad. The specific

gravity of the water is 1-13, while that of the
Atlantic in Int. 25 deg. N., 52 deg. W. lung., was
102. The boats, when afloat on the sea, drew
one inch less of water than when on the Joid in.

No animalcules or animal natter were detected
in the water by a powerful microscope.
The parly had now passed twenty-two nights

upon the Dead Sea. They had carefully sound-
ed its depths, ascertained its geographical posi-

tion, the topography of its shores, and the depth,
width and velocity of its tributaries, as well as

the winds, currents, weather, &c. ; and numer-
ous specimens had been obtained.

Remarking upon the character of the region,
Lieut. Lynch observes, that the extraordinary
nature of the soundings appears to sustain the
inference from the Bible, that this entire chasm
was a plain sunk and overwhelmed ; for the bot-

tom of the sea consists of two submerged plains,

one averaging thirteen feet, and the other thir-

teen hundred feet below the surface. Through
the latter or northern one, runs a ravine corres-
ponding with the bed of the Jordan and with
another ravine, Wady el Jeib, at (he south end
of the sea. Many other considerations are men-
tioned, tending to shew that the basin of the
Dead Sea is a sunken plain. Those ol the party
who were skeptical when they entered on the
examination, appeared to be convinced that the
Mosaic account was true.

On the lOih of May, they took leave of ihe
Dead Sea, casting a farewell look at its waters
as they wound up the ravine and encamped at

an elevation of one thousand feet. Their boats
were sent in si clions to Jerusalem. They were
now in a most dreary country of barren hills

and valleys, without tree or shrub, and as still as
the Lethean sea which they had just left. This
was the wilderness of Judea, where God con-

versed with Abraham, where John the Baptist

preached, and at the head of the next ravine is

Bethlehem, which stands in full sight of the

Holy City.

Passing the brook Kidron on the 15th, they
found a large cistern hewn in the rock, twenty
feet long, twelve wide, and eighteen deep; the

water was only four feet deep and was covered
with a green scum, and two Arabs were bathing
in it; yet the whole party, men and animals
were, nevertheless, constrained to drink of it.

The whole region is one of entire desolation

from the Mediterranean to the Dead Sea, except
where water redeems here and there a patch in

a ravine or valley for crops or verdure; a small

patch of tobacco in a narrow ravine was guard
ed by an Arab with a long gun, and there was
wheat and also barley in a valley skirting the

base of the hill. Lieut. Lynch finally came in

sight of the Holy City, elevated, as was ascer-

tained by his levelings, 4000 feet above the Dead
Sea.

On the 29th they planted their spirit level on
the bank of the Mediterranean, one mile and a

half south of Jaffa, having carried a line from
the Dead Sea through the desert of Judea over
mountain ridges, ravines and precipices, and
most of the time under a scorching sun. It was
conducted by Lieut. Dale, and corresponded with
the triangulation of Lieut. Symonds, R.N. They
" found the depression of the surface of the

Dead Sea, below that of the Mediterranean,
about thirteen hundred feet : the height of Jeru-
salem above the Dead Sea is about three times
this amount; and that height is almost the same
multiple of the depth ol" the sea."

Their work being accomplished, they were
hospitably received at the country house of Mr.
Murad, the American Consul, which was placed
at their disposal; and here tiny remained till

June C, busily employed in posting tip and di-

gesting their observations.

On June 7, they left Jaffii for St. Jean d'Acre,
a land party under Lieut. Dale, and the remain-
der of the party with Lieut. Lynch, in a charter-

ed boat. At Acre they re-embarked their effects

brought over from Tiberias, and prepared for an
excursion to Nazareth and the source of the
Jordan.
June 10.—They left Acre and arrived at Naz-

areth by the way of the valley of the Winds, a

place secluded among mountains, and contain-
ing about five thousand inhabitants. They as-

cended Mount Tabor, the reputed scene of the

transfiguration. From the summit is a magnifi-
cent view of the plain of Esdraelon, bounded by
Carmel on the west, and Gilboa on the south.

N.VV. is Nazareth, N.E. the sea of Galilee and
the snowy peak of Mount Hernion. They again
visited the lower source of the Jordan, and
passed along the western bank of the Dead Sea
to Bethsaida on the north, and ascending the

high hills they enjoyed a good view of the rapid
and turbulent Jordan rushing down in one line

of foam, and thus they went on to L. Merom,
and beyond it to Csesarea Philippi, and still fur-

ther on they came to the real source of the Jor-
dan, a fountain or several streams bursting from
the side of a hill. The river gushes out copi-
ously from a rock about forty feet high, forming
the principal feature of a very picturesque land-
scape.

On the 17th, Lieut. Lynch and Lieut. Dale
visited the valley of the Leoutes or Litany, run-
ning near the Lebanon range. They saw in this

region pits of bitumen ; there are five in all, but
only two were in operation, one sixteen ami the
other twenty-five feet deep.

On their way to the plain of Damascus, Jan.

19, they passed over Anti-Libaniis. The lower
parts were terraced and covered with vineyards
and olive and mulberry orchards, above were
oaks, then heath and fern, lichens and moss.
and at the summit limestone and boulders ol

quartz. They crossed in a gorge between Mount
Hertnon and the next peak to the south. The
two crests and many clefts on both sides were
covered with snow. The summit of Mount
llcrmon is estimated to be about 9000 feet above
ihe sea level.

As they descended, the limestone disappeared
and gradually gave place to sandstone, and trap
and serpentine appeared lower down. The pre-
vailing rock, the next day, was granite with me-

tallic veins and quartz. They passed rapidly
from wintry cold to summer heat. Damascus is

situated at the foot of Auti-Libanus. We shall

not attempt to recount the description of Da-
mascus— its bazaars, its cafes, its lazy smoking
population— its bath— its narrow streets and in-

numerable dogs over which the stranger stum-
bles. The population is estimated at 115,000.

It was very gratifying to the travellers to meet
their countrymen, the. Rev. Dr. Paulding and
Rev. Mr. Barnet, of the American mission, to

whose hospitality and kindness they were much
indebted. As many of the party were threaten-

ed with illness, they hastened on to Beirut; they
seemed to have imbibed the disease which had
heretofore prostrated all who had ventured upon
the Dead Sea.

On the night of the 29tb, after they bad en-
camped, (it was in the cold mountain air 4000
feet above the sea,) Mr. Dale was attacked with
the same symptons as the other sick persons.

At eleven o'clock the next day, Beirut and the

sea were in sight, but the sick were ready to fall

from their saddles ; happily they met Dr. De-
Forest of the mission, who prescribed promptly.
July 1.—Lieut. Lynch, Mr. Dale and two sea-

men, required immediate medical attendance,

and all hands were nearly sick.

This interesting narrative closes with the death
of Mr. Dale, who, despite of all the care and
kindness of the American missionaries and phy-
sicians and their families, sunk beneath the

fever, and was buried at Beirut with military

honors.

In leaving this work which has afforded us
much instruction, we add a word to ex-

press our estimation of its value. It does honor
to the zeal, intelligence, and moral feeling of the

author; and his brave companions are entitled

ti) the thanks of their fellow men. We think,

however, that it is susceptible of improvement,
and that in another edition it will receive some
condensation and pruning, that will render it

still more graceful and impressive. Its moral
tendency is excellent, and no believer in the

truths of the Bible can peruse the volume with-

out feeling his mind much enlightened and his

faith invigorated.

The Ait of Wheat Raising.

Although the culture of wheat has been more

or less practiced ever since men have cultivated

the earth, it is doubtful if the true art of raising

it is fully understood. It is not a difficult thing

to raise wheat, when all the elements are favora-

ble to its growth. By this we mean when the

composition of the soil, and the weather and

other incidents of the climate are right,and insects

and certain external enemies do not interpose.

But to raise it when all these requisites are not

supplied by nature, is not so easy. The great

art, therefore, consists in knowing, in the first

place, what is needed, and in the second place,

bow to supply it. Many of the countries of

Southern Europe, as Sicily, for instance, which

in olden times were very prolific in this grain,

now afford but scanty crops of it. The reason

of it is probably this: The material in the soil

necessary to make a good crop of wheat, has be-

come exhausted, is taken out and carried off

years ago, in the abundant harvests of that time,

and the peasants do not know how to supply it

again. From what accounts we can gather, the

art is understood at the present time as well, per-

haps, in England, as any where else in the

world. There are many strong reasons why

this should be the case. The crowded state of

the population there, causes a great demand for

breadstuff's, and these stuffs accordingly bring

quickly a comparatively great price. Hence the

farmers pay greater attention to the subject, and

are remunerated for their extra care and attention,

by the advanced state of the markets. In this

country, especially in the western wheat-growing

States, as they are called, no such incentives act

upon the vt bent raisers. Thev have a virtrin soil
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to cultivate. All that is required is the plough,
harrow and cast the seed into the earth, and wait
patiently for the time of harvest. This course
will, in time, exhaust their soil, however fertile

it may he now. Alter generations will be under
the necessity of studying the art of wheat rais-

in? or he content with diminished crops. The
experience of some of the older States is read-
ing this lesson to them.

It has heen doubted if the culture of wheat is

any belter understood in England than in ourown
country, or that they do raise any larger crops
than are raised in Western New York. That
they do, can he abundantly proved

; ami even if

they raised no better crops, but those equally as
good, it must he evidence that they understand
the art pretty well, for it must be remembered
that their soil has been a long time in cultiva-
tion, ami if it had not heen well replenished
with what that crop requires, it would have been
exhausted long since.

In the transactions of the New York Slate
Agricultural Society for 1848, we find a letter
from J. Sloeum, addressed to the secretary of that
Society, on this very suhject. Previous to Mr.
Slocum's visiting England, he did not believe
that the English did raise better wheat crops than
were raised in New York ; hut actual inspection
convinr,.,! him of the contrary. In the letter re-
ferred to, he says:-" On the 20th of August, I

visile, I the firm of Mr. Peter Lane, at Nazehy,
Northamptonshire, seventy-live miles from Lon-
don, and was much gratified to find him in the
midst of his wheat harvest, and most seriously do
I wish I could present to the view of the farmers
of this country, his luxuriant fields of wheat, as
they appeared to me. Having heen bred a farm-
er, and having had fur many years opportunities
to ohserve the wheat crops of Western New
York ami of the Western Slates, I thought I bad
seen as good wheat as could be produced

; but I

had never seen any thing that could compare
with this whole crop.which consisted ofahout fiQy
acres of winter wheat and twenty-two of spring
wheat. On inquiring of Mr. Lane how much
the seventy-two acres would probably yield, he
answered four hundred quarters, or thirly-tutb

hundred bushels, and in this estimate he was not
disappointed, as I was again at Nazehy j n No-
vember, when he bad threshed and sold a large
ponion of his crop. Although this seemed to me
an extraordinary, yield, it was not so regarded by
Mr. Lane, and I was saiisfied, from subsequent
inquiry and observation, that it was not. much
above the average yield of the whcal-prnduciug
counties of England." The soil of this farm,
Mr. S. says, is " what is termed, in England,
'strong land,' being a stiff red clay, intermixed
with flint and iron stone, alternating occasional-
ly, in the same field, with loam and gravel."

Our farmers would think they were doing
pretty well to average over Ihnv-luur bushels to
the acre, in a field ofseveniy-two acres of u hea,t,
and it is fair to infer that this excellent crop
must he attributable as much to understanding
the art of cultivating as to the strength of the soil.

OT^The wheat production in New Hamp-
shire upon the new lands aforig [be Coi ct jcu ,

river valley— the production encouraging lo the
safely sowing of winter as we.ll as spring wheat
—has been unexpectedly successful the last two
years. With ihe aids of true agricultural science
given to the best practical knowledge* we nun
scarcely doubt that hereafter the three northern
States of New England will become as the best

v. heat producing counties of Old England. One
thing we know, and that is if the railroad com-
panies going north shall not shut out business
by the mean, miserly idea of raising their tolls

to the maximum— there will be such a quantity
of breadstuff's produced in the four hundred
townships of Canada West, lying in the fine

natural wheat region between the lakes Ontario,
Erie, Michigan and Huron, as may turn the
whole flour trade in this part of New England
from the interior to the seaboard. This purchase
of Canada flour will enable the New England
formers to bring money from the cities for their
beef, their butter and cheese and for all that

abundant surplus of apples, potatoes and vegeta-
bles which give a much better profit than wheat
and other small grains.—Ed. I'isitor.

Raisins and Keeping of Stock.

An Address by a Bedford Farmer at an agricultural
meeting,

Mr. President—As I was selected at our
meeting which was held on the 28lh day of May
last to address this society on the best method of
raising and keeping of stock, I will give my
views in a simple and unadorned farmer style.
But when I rise, Mr. President, and look around
this hall and see my friends ami neighbors, it

brings very forcibly to my mind that passage' of
scripture which says, "a prophet is not without
honor save in his own country." Mr. President,
as you all know who I am and what 1 am, you'
must have patience to indulge me in giving my
views on so important a subject.

First—If the calf is for the butcher and your
cow in good condition and a good milker, she
will give milk enough to fat the calf; and in this
case, you should let the calf suck the cow ni»ht
and morning, and take care that the calf have
but one teat the first week, two the second,
three the third week; and then all four teats till

the butcher takes it. Veal is better at five weeks
old than it is at four.

But if you have a heifer or a cow that wont
be likely to give milk enough lo fatten a
well, take the calf off the third day and learn
to drink

;
and then the last two weeks you can

increase its feed from other cows so as to make
good veal. Your heifer will break in sooner and
be more gentle than she would have been to let

the calf make sore teals, which is commonly
the case with young heifers if the calf suck four
weeks, and then it is difficult to milk them.
Heifers want gentle usage. Calves fur veal
should he kept in small pens well littered.

Calves ihat are lo be raised for cows and oxen
should always he taught to drink their milk and
not to suck the cow after the third day if the
swelling of the bag does not require a longer
time. It makes the calves fond of those that
feed them

; ii makes them docile, easy to he
handled, much easier to break into cows and ox-
en, and easier to he learnt to take meal, crusts of
bread or any other kind of food as a substitute
for new milk. When weaned fed cakes may he
put into the same pasture with the cows. We
generally milk off the first of t!„. mill, ,„ ,,; V( ,

the calves, ami we think in that way we gel
about as much cream as we should to set the
whole. The calves will do better on that lhat)
they will on skimmed milk, and are nut so liable
to scour! I recommend good keepirlg, wintei
and summer, and large pens for those calves yptl
raise

;
it will give exercise n, their limbs, strength

to their muscles, so necessary to "grow with

Good free exercise when young will make their
limbs straighter, ami they will make quicker
travellers.

In selecting a yoke of oxen, look well to their
limbs, a large foot, a large ankle, .-mall above ibo
dewclaws, and straight fore lege, toeing in a lit-

tle, are all desirable for a good traveller. Put
avoid crooked fore legs on an ox, knees stand
in, toes out and a small foot, when you pur-
chase.

Fatting cows and oxen will be governed by
circumstances. The man who has a pasture of
his own, may buy oxen and farrow cows in

spring, and turn them out. Put |those who hire
pasturing cannot make it very profitable to buy
and turn out. According to my experience, for

me and such of us as are short of pasture, is to
take and buy thin cattle in the spring and do out-

work through the season; feed well and turn for
beef in the fall. Buy again in the fall another
pair: these may be worked, and by careful man-
agement you may have them fit for the butcher
in March. As hay and grain is in this part of
the country, it cannot be made profitable to stall

feed on meal and make beef for our market.
You are well aware lhat there is notwiih us
that difference in the price of good beef and
poor that there ought to be, and that there is in

other markets. Good fit beef will not bring its

true value in proportion to poor. The came
weight of hone may he made to contain one
third more meat on good stall fed beef than it

does on our common working beef cattle, so the
good beef would be cheaper at nine cents than
the poor at six cents, because it would furnish
more juices to assist in cooking.

We have too much of a Yankee notion of liv-

ing cheap. A sells me a beef creature for four
dollars per hundred. I go to B, he asks me six

.

I cannot yive that, for I have just bought for
four. But B's is rather better than A's, and I

give, say seventy-five cents per hundred more,
and at the same lime the beef that I buy for §4 75,
is actually cheaper for the consumer at six than

calf that is I buy for four. Until the proper difference
is made in the price of the different qualities,

we cannot here make beef en meal and sell in

our markets to a profit.

To make any kind of stock profitable, ii is ne-
cessary to take proper care of it, whether sheep
or lamb, cow or calf horse or ox. In purchasing
a yoke of oxen, choose a good color and shape,
well matched, and they are half sold even if you
give a good price. Do not call a yoke of oxen
or a cow cheap because the price is small. One
good yoke of oxen will do more work and bring
more money than two poor yoke half Cvtt, and
will cost only half as much for keeping, besides
the yokes and chains. One good cow is worth
more than two poor ones: we save a great deal
in keeping.

I have wdiat I call two good cows: one I rais-

ed, and I have been offered $50 for her. The
other I bought last soring and paid $40, and the
hired man who lives with me now lived with my
neighbor last hay time: bis employer then kept
fifteen cows. The hired man had three to milk
night and morning, and at our house he milks
that for which I paid §40. He says he gets
more milk from the one than Ik; did from the
three : there is yuu see a great saving in keep-
ing, if nothing else. I would recommend to

keep no more stork than we can well keep and
that we try to gel the best breed.

A wcril on feeding of horses and store cattle.
,

.
- » *'* » " -" •'*'*. oiuiu Willie.

tneir growth and strengthen with their strength."
I

We »»<ft« n great mistake oftentimes when we
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feed by giving our cattle too much at one time.) On stable floor,. I have often seen a good

A horse should be fed regular three times a day, |
horse with his knees sprung forward

;
and I

whether he work or not. I believe it is general-

ly the case when our horses do the least work

thev eat most Let the stomach be properly

filled in the morning, and give no more till noon.

That gives the proper organs of the stomach

time to extract the most of the nutritive matter,

so it may pass oft' and he ready for the baiting

at noon. In that way he will get the whole ben-

efit of what he eats. But if allowed to keep

eating, the organs of the stomach will have more

to do than is natural, and of course it will pass

off before the nutritive matter is extracted and

is lost. Keep your cattle's appetites keen if not

hungry, and they will thrive better and be more

healthy. If the rain falls on the dry and thirsty

earth faster than it will soak in, a part passes oft'

into the streams and does the earth no good.

Just so it is with a horse that is kept eating from

morning till night.

1 must here speak more of the horse, the

most noble of all animals that God has given us

for our use, and not for us to abuse. First, kind

treatment, gentle words and gentle handling are

of great importance towards having gentle, kind

and steady horses. A good horse well treated

will become attached to his master, and stay by

him in trouble as well as a dog. But it is not

strange that our horses have so distant a feeling:

our harsh treatment produces cold feelings in

the horse, so that what he does is more through

fear than love far his master.

In breaking colts the whip should never be

used only when in the bitting bridle or halter,

and then sparingly. In the first place, teach

them what you want them to do, and if any

thing in reason for a dumb beast to do, I never

had any trouble in making them do it. And 1

venture to my that a colt properly and gemly

handled when breaking, will never be balky or

or sullen if the man who breaks him does not

get angry and use the whip imprudently. When

you first harness your colt, let your carriage

stand where it is a little descending— put a light

person in the carriage to take up the reins—then

go to his head and pat him and rub his upper

lip with the palm of your hand for two or three

minutes. Then step along a few paces and stop

till he moves up, which he will do. Walk on

again; and he will soon learn to walk along side

of you. Slacken your pace ; let him pass the

length of head and neck, and if he still walks-

well, fall hack still more till you fall behind the

carriage. Then step gently in ;
let him still

walk on—keep on ground where he will have

to draw nothing more than the carriage. Using

him in this way twice a day for a week, by

that time you may let him trot a little; but be

sure to learn him to walk first. Don't be in a

hurry to have him act like an old well broken

horse. Remember it takes time to learn a boy

to do his work like a man.

On harnessing a horse see that your harness is

well fitted— not too tight nor too loose—the head-

stall should be neither too short or too long. If

the bit lays in the right place in the mouth, the

horse will he at ease; but if too loose he will be

trying to gel it out of bis mouth; if too tight it

makes the side of his mouth sore. If the blinds

come too near his eyes, it will wear oft' the eye

winker and cause him to sheer. I have seen

many horses with the eye winker worn oft' by

rubbing against the blind ; all such things have

a tendency to make the horse uneasy and fret-

ful.

lieve it is called in jockey phrase spring-kneed.

I think the main cause is the ill-constructed

floor. Stall floors in these days are universally

made quito slanting, so as to let the urine run

back to keep the horse clean and dry ;
but it

should not be so. The horse is tuckered out,

drove hard, gets his cords and muscles lumbered

up and stretched : he is brought in and put on

to a hard plank floor so slanting that his toes

will be nearly an inch higher than the heel. He

stands in this way till the cords begin to stiffen

and shrink : to ease this feeling the horse bends

his knee, the cord becomes inflamed, contracts

and shoves the knee forward. To remedy this

evil, have your floor level where the horse's fore

feet will naturally stand, and you will see no

crooked kneed horses. The neck should always

stand upright so as to prevent the hay seed or

chaff from dropping into the horse's eyes.

Shoeing is a very important matter to be seen

to. Our blacksmiths make what I call a square

toed-shoe, that is all wrong; God made the hoof

of the horse very near a half circle; and it should

be kept so as near as possible— lo make the shoe

to the hoof not the hoof to the shoe. Convex

the shoe at the heel a little; it will have a ten-

dency to spread the hoof; if concaved it will

have a tendency to draw in the hoof and make

the horse narrow heeled.

Good points in a horse I cannot describe with-

out having him before me to he well understood.

But there is one thing that seems not to be gen-

erally known. That is, a colt at four or five

weeks old will be the same shape as when full

grown if he has a good chance of milk. You

'can then see every point he will have when he

becomes a horse.

One word more, and 1 am done: don't check

up your horse too high: it does not add lo the

looks, and it is a great damage to the horse. A
check rein should never go through ear-loops,

hut should go straight from the bit to the hams

or book : in that way the horse will keep

his head in its natural position and will look

more graceful. 1 have seen horses lied round a

meeting house and other public places with then-

heads checked up so high that in attempting to

fight the flies he would have to throw

bis head round with his nose protruded in near-

ly a horizontal line with the body, and I would

rather have my horse travel ten miles than stand

one half day at church in that condition.

MUSIC— BY A NEW HAMPSHIRE FARMER.

Music, in a moral point of view, is that which

we don'l all understand, or at least all others

don't understand it as 1 do. It is like the wind :

we can hear the sound thereof, and we can feel

it, but we cannot see it. We can feel it with a

thrill of joy acting on the soul, which gives us

courage and gladdens our hearts. Therefore,

every thing that will give courage or exbilirate

the spirits of the farmer, may properly be called

There is music in the farmer's life,

There is music in his song,

There is music in the friendly strife

To r.iise ihe biggest corn.

There is music when the farmers meet

And interchange Iheir views,

I.earn how lo raise Ihe tallest wheat,

Talk o'er Hie lalesl news.

Its music when we meet and hoar

VVho raised the largest crop

—

How he prepared his land this year,

What kind of seed he dropp'd.

There is music in the new mown grass

—

There is music in the scythe

—

There is music in the new made hay :

It makes our cattle thrive.

There is music in the waving grain,

As it rolls from side to side :

There is music in the wind and rain—
The crop is the farmer's pride.

There is music on the mountain top

—

There is music in the vale:

There is music in the threshing floor

When resounding wilh the flail.

There is music in the lusty team

—

There is music in the cow :

There is music in the furrow still

Turn'd over hy the plough.

There is music in the planting bird,

Singing perch'd upon a stake
;

There is music in the bobolink

As he lights down on the brake.

There is music in the lowing herd,

As it echoes through the vale
;

There is music in the evening bird

That sings -go-whip poor-Will.

There is music in the poultry yard,

In plumes and yellow legs :

There is music in the custard pie

Made from the new laid eggs.

There is music in the writing book,

The ink-stand and Ihe rule:

There is music in the children's glee

When playing home from school.

There is music in the noble horse,

As he proudly treads the sod

—

There is music when he speeds the plough

—

It was so ordained of God.

So you see .he farmer's life

Is music to the mind :

May good young men who want a wife,

A farmer's daughter find.

There is music in the garden rose,

In all the pinks and flowers -,

Music in conscience' sweet repose

—

May thai repose be ours.

There is music in the farmer's life,

The path of virtue trod

—

His conscience clear, and free from strife,

And his peace is made with God.

Another Wife in Trouble.

On my return home after a week's absence,

the first question my wife asked me was, " Have

you paid Gov. Hill for bis Monthly Visitor ?"

My answer was—" never a cent .'"

She clasped her hands and exclaimed, "O that

ever I was married !" What's the trouble now ?

said I. " Such examples of dishonesty set by a

parent before his children: O did you ever?"

"Why, wife, what has happened?" "Such

meanness! take a newspaper and cheat the

printer!" "Has Gov. Hill sued us?" "Sued

us! No: we are too mean for n suit;" and at

the same time banded me your last Visitor with

her finger upon " A wife in trouble." 1 read it,

and answered her I would set myself about find-

ing out how much I owed you, and have the bill

paid. My wife began to look cheerful, and lold

the children their father did not mean to be dis-

honest—that it was all carelessness.

December '26, 1849.

A ploughman on his legs is higher than a gen-

tleman on his knees.

What maintains one vice would bring up two

children.

The master's eyes will do more work than

both bis hands.
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From Ihe Maine Farmer.

Renovation of Apple Trees.

There are hundreds and thousands of apple

trees in the State, that have ceased hearing, not

because they are too old and their vital powers

exhausted by age, but because they have worked

up all the material within their reach, and deliv-

ered it over to their owners in the shape of ap-

ples, long ago. They have no more capital to do

business upon, and as they cannot travel in search

of any, and their owners do not supply them,

what else can they do but put out leaves every

spring, and a few blossoms which fall abortively

from the branches. They have not power to do

any thing else. The owners go for the fruits, but

not finding any, give them up as being too old,

and oftentimes cut them down or suffer them to

be still more neglected, until they go down by

sheer starvation.

A more rational mode would be to use them as

you would any other manufactory, and that is,

give them more raw material to work up when

the first supply is used up. A good supply of

animal manure would do this the soonest of any

thing, but if this cannot be obtained, ashes, plas-

ter, lime, muck, leaves, and the trimmings fioni

the branches, cut up fine and deposited around

the roots of the trees, will bring them up again.

Since writing the above, we have met with

some advice on this subject from an "old digger,"

communicated to the Horticulturist, a valuable

monthly work, published, as many know, and

some perhaps do not know, (until now,) in Alba-

ny, by Luther Tucker. We advise you to take

it, for it is full of just such practical advice as the

following. Speaking of some good old fruit trees

which have ceased bearing, but which are sound

and healthy, and the owner threatens to cut down,

he says: Don't do it. Let us have a little talk

over these trees. Did they ever bear good fruit

in this soil ? " Bless you, yes! Such fair gold-

en skins and luscious mellow flesh as I seldom

see now-a-days." How long ago is it since they

have stopped bearing such fruit ? "Say a dozen

or fifteen years." What have you done for them?

"Not much—scraped the bark, washed it with

soap suds, spread a little compost over such as

Eland in the grass. Those that stand in the gar-

den, you know, are in rich, good soil, so, of

course, they could not want for manure. This

is what my friend says, but 1 don't believe a word

of it— I mean of the last part, that they don't

want for manure." If 1 were a " Hoosier or a

Buckeye," 1 would say they " don't want any-

thing else." Have they not the same atmos-

phere to breathe, the same rain to drink, the

same climate to enjoy, as when they bore the

fine crops of fruit which you lament? What
has changed ? Nothing, absolutely nothing but

the soil.

Need I go any further to establish this? I

hope not. But the soil is probably pitiably run

out—run out, past the power of stable manure*

alone to bring it up again. It is run out, as the

chemists say, in the "lime and phosphates." But

it can be renovated, just as surely as there is ma-

nure and lime and the phosphates to be had ; and

you may set about it now, if you please. Now,

to do this thoroughly and well, will cost from

two to three dollars a tree, labor and all included.

An old officer of this sort, that has been off duty

and on half pay for ten or fifteen years, can't be

brought into active service again without squar-

ing up old accounts somewhat; and you must

make up your mind to this, or else have no fur-

ther fruits from the old veterans.

Supposing we commence with a middle aged

pear or apple tree, with a sound constitution,

which has been sulking for sometime past on

half pay. Now, it is all very well to say that

this tree don't want animal manure. Its roots

have been in the same place for twenty-five or

thirty years, with only a little sprinkling of some-

thing stimulating over the lop of the soil, which

the grass has indeed pretty much taken to itself,

or a slight yearly dressing of compost, (if it has

stood in the garden,) which the vegetables have

devoured.

Look at its little short jointed shoots and un-

thrifty growth, and you will see that, first of all,

it wants manure.

Very well. Now clear away every thing in

the shape of trees, shrubs, bushes, or vegetables

of any kind, that stand within fifteen feet of the

trunk of this tree. Next, bring a good two

horse wagon load of fresh stable manure, and

trench it under as deeply as the roots will let you,

and particulatly beyond where the roots extend.

It is as foolish to put manure within five or six

feet of the trunk of a tree, as it would be to pout-

drink over the back of a thirsty man. At the

very outside of the roots, trench the soil two feet

deep, and mix the manure with it, leaving it

rough and loose for winter; for it is there—at

this outside limit-that the roots will get a good

living again.

But this is not the whole which is to he done.

Remember that lime and the phosphates must

be supplied ; for it is above all in these that old

soils grow poor in.

It would not do to put them in with the fresh

manure, since they would not agree well togeth-

er, but would go to decomposing one another,

instead of making a succession of good dinners

for the "feeders"—that is to say, the little fibres

of the roots.

But the next spring, as soon ns the soil is dry.

yon must apply to each large tree manured in the

fall, two bushels of ashes and a peck of plaster

or gypsum, and if it be a pear tree, a half a bush-

el of bone dust. If it is an apple tree, you may

substitute a peck of air-slaked lime for the plas-

ter. Spread this evenly over the soil that was

dug and manured last autumn, and mix it through

the whole with a stout three-pronged hoe or fork.

This will bring the soil to a good condition again
;

and the old tree will speedily commence making

new roots, setting new fruit buds, and next sea-

son begin to bear fine fruit again. And this I do

not give you from theory, but from actual trial,

under the most unfavorable circumstances."

We have made a pretty long quotation, but it

is all of practical value, and if any of our read-

ers shall follow out the hints and directions here

given, and renovate some of their exhausted or-

chards, it will be of no small service to them

and tho community.

The Shakers near Pittsfield.—The com-
mittee of arrangements for providing accommo-
dations for the American Board, at Pittsfield, ap-

plied to the Shakers at their settlement near that

place, to know if they wotdd entertain some of
the strangers in attendance. The Shakers re-

plied that they would cheerfully entertain eigh-

teen ; but if men and women were sent to their

houses, they must lodge as the Israelites wen-
required to mourn at Hadad Rimmon ! The
scripture reader will remember that the hus-
bands were to mourn apart, and the wives apart

!

— Observer.

Printer's Boy.
Mr. Buckingham, in his 22d number of the

" Croaker," published in the Boston Courier,

briefly notices the hands in the printing otlice in

which he was first employed in Boston, and

speaks of the youngest apprentice as follows:—
The third and youngest apprentice has always

floated on the flood-tide of prosperity, a lido

which yet knows no retiring ebb. His duly was
then (like all youngest apprentices,) to make the

fires, sweep ihe office, pick up the types that

were dropped on the floor, distribute pi and
tread the pelts. Having passed through tlnsj

state of tribulation, and finished his time of ser-

vice, he began business as a printer in State

street, at the corner of Flag Alley— a locality

which is now dignified with the name of Ex-
change Avenue, where he and his partner pub-
lished a weekly literary journal entitled The
Emerald.
He removed to Charlestown, when he pub-

lished a well-known monthly religious magazine,
called the Panoplist. Returning alter some years
to Boston, he pursued the business of printing

and publishing on a more extended scale, and to

that business added tho very natural one of a

bookseller. His industry was untiring, his

friends wealthy and willing to aid— his publica-

tion popular with a large and zealous religious

party, and his profits sure and rapidly increasing.

He could not be otherwise than rich ; he retired

from active business many years ago, to enjoy

the fruits of his enterprise and perseverance.

But the public required his services. He repre-

sented Boston several limes in the General

Court, has been Mayor of the city, Lieut. Gov-
ernor, and for the greater part of one year, act-

ing Governor of the Commonwealth.
lie has twice visited Europe, and spent some

years in London, Paris and Rome. His mansion
is one of the most delightful situations in the

city, anrl here he lives in an enviable state of

ease, affluence and independence. What a con-

trast is exhibited in the early and the present

condition of this gentleman ! And what a con-
trast between his condition and that of most of
those who have been bis contemporaries from
boyhood to greyheaded old age ! Well, his

wealth and honors have been honestly and lion

orably aoquiiud. May he too live long, unmo-
lested by the " moth and rust" which corrupt
earthly treasures, and at the close, find all the

pages of his life approvingly registered."

It is hardly necessary to say thai the person

referred to is Lieut. Gov. Armstrong.— Tran-

script.

The Button Wood Trees.—We have fre-

quently spoken of and mourned over what

seemed to be the inevitable fate of those button

wood trees, in front of the residence of Hon.

Daniel Abbot. When the disease which has

been so fatal to that beautiful tree, first attacked

these, Mr. Abbot commenced ,doctoring them,

by digging about the roots, and supplying nutri-

tious substances, and has followed it up year af-

ter year, and now those trees are in full Ibliage,

and are growing rapidly. In the same row, are

three other trees, originally of the same size,

which have not been so treated. The foliage

upon them is quite as good as it has been for

years past, but the difference between them and

the others is very striking. They are now not

near as large, and present a great many leafless

I i in hs.—,\ ashua Telegraph.

The idle man is the devil's hireling, whose
livery is rags, whose diet and wages are famine
and disgrace.

shadow attend onlyA false friend and a
while ihe sun shines.

Plough deep while sluggards sleep,

And you shall have corn to sell and keep.

If a man could have half his wishes, he would
double his troubles.

Old boys have their playthings ns well as
young ones, Ihe difference is only in the price.

Mankind are very o Id creatures. One half
censure what they practice, the other half prac-
tice what thev censure.
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CoumiGH School Dqmrtiueut.

CONDUCTED BY PROF. RUST.

The Defects of our Schools, and their Reme-
dies,

It is essential that every movement which con-

templates the elevation of the common schools

should he carried forward, not only in accord-

ance with the enlightened spirit of the age, but

also with a distinct reference to their deficien-

cies. A judicious physician will not prescribe

for a patient until he has carefully analyzed the

symptoms, and ascertained the nature of the

disease, that he may be able to adapt the remedy

to the malady. Prior to any additional legisla-

tion on the subject of education, it is deemed

necessary to present a clear exposition of the

defects of our schools, that we may be prepared

to propose any amendments, and enact any laws,

which, in the wisdom of the General Court, may

be considered requisite For the perfection of the

system.

I shall invite your attention oidy to those evils

which have come under my own observation,

and to which so frequent reference is made in

the reports of the superintending committees.

All these evils do not exist in every distiict, or

may not in every town
;
yet they do extensively

prevail in different parts of the State; and I

should hail it as the harbinger of a glorious era,

could a single town be designated in which

none of these blemishes mar the humble tem-

ples of science, or dim the lustre of those who

minister at their altars.

In those places where the friends of education

have been struggling for years to improve then-

schools, fewer defects exist, and greater excellen-

cies appear, than in those which have just com-

menced the work of reform, or in those that

have lately been aroused from their deep apathy,

and are looking around with astonishment upon

the wonderful improvements that have taken

place in neighboring towns. This fact is full of

encouragement to those who have just entered

this department of labor, and are now freely

scattering the seeds of truth and intelligence in

this inviting soil; for soon waving fields of gold-

en fruit shall crown their exertions.

TEACHERS.

Many of our schools are encumbered with inexpe-

rienced and incompetent teachers. The most es-

sential requisite for a good school, is a good

teacher. When a person of this description as-

sumes its management, no interests are hazard-

ed. Prosperity-beams around the temple of sci-

ence, and the countenances of its inmates speak

of joy and happiness. The intimate connection

that exists between the character of the school

and its teacher, has been too much disregarded.

Its neylect has been productive of the most dis-

astrous consequences. The teacher is placed

before the pupil six hours a day, during several

years of that period of the child's existence

which is most susceptible of impression and in-

fluence. If the character of the teacher glows

with virtue and wisdom, you may read the fact

in the integrity am! intelligence of the scholars.

But if he be distinguished for negative traits and

positive defects, if he be destitute of literary at-

tainments ami moral excellence, these truths

will be fearfully exhibited in the defective char-

acter and improper conduct of the pupils. The

maxim, like teacher like scholar, is clothed with

all the authority of an axiom, ll symmetry ami

elevation of character arc eminently desirable in

any profession, it is in that of teaching. The

object for which the teacher is employed, is to

co-operate with the parent in the harmonious

development of the physical, intellectual, and

moral nature of the child. This is confessedly

a work of stupendous magnitude, and one which

demands qualifications of the highest order. A
glance at the wonderful nature of the being thus

to be educated will elevate our views of its im-

portance, and should impress our minds with

the necessity of great care and wisdom in the

selection of an artist for its accomplishment.

The body, with its numerous organs, complica-

ted nerves and muscles; the intellect, with its

vast capabilities, its noble aspirations ; and the

c onscience, with its peculiar susceptibilities, all

demand that eminent qualifications should char-

acterize the one who attempts to develop and

train beings in whom such amazing interests

centre. This harp of a thousand strings is too

delicate for the rude hand of an inexperienced

performer. The mind, which connects humani-

ty with Divinity, which will exist " when Time's

last whirlwind has swept the vaulted sky," and

may forever glow in the cloudless lustre of the

brighter world, should not be intrusted to the

exclusive care of a novice. The intellect de-

mands the most complete development, and the

most exquisite touches of the artist's skill. Let

this gem be polished, and its beauties developed

by appropriate culture, and it will surpass in lus-

tre earth's loveliest objects and become an ap-

propriate jewel to deck the teacher's crown.

The conscience, which is the source of such

momentous consequences, must be enlightened

and cultivated by a clear mind and a pure heart.

To cultivate the moral powers, demands eminent

attainments, as none but a pure spirit can reflect

beams of purity, and imbue the soul with that

elevated affection that glows so vividly in heav-

enly minds. Time may atone for the neglect of

some of life's duties, but it cannot relieve man-

hood and age of the injuries inflicted upon them

in the morning of life by incompetent teachers.

The reports of the superintending committees

most clearly show that a corps of thoroughly

qualified teachers is the present great desidera-

tum. The spirit of the age, and the interests of

our youth, imperatively demand superior attain-

ments. A careful perusal of these reports pre-

sents the encouraging fact that, that there has

been a decided improvement in this respect dur-

ing the past year.

It affords me pleasure to state that I have

found teachers in the district schools who are

an ornament to the profession ; and they are ac-

complishing an incalculable amount of good.

Posterity will mention their names among the

favored few who have been beacon lights to di-

rect the wayward youth amid the snares incident

to their early career. The cause of this defi-

ciency of competent teachers may be traced to

the following sources:

1st. The unwillingness of districts to pay those

of approved talents and requisite qualifications

a fair compensation for their services. The

teachers have been as good as the pay. II high-

er qualifications are demanded, a more liberal

compensation must be offered. It is gross in-

justice to demand a superior article at an inferior

price. A penurious spirit may be cherished in

almost any other transaction, with less disastrous

effects, than in the contract with the teacher. If

districts will pay a fair price fi»r good teachi rs}

and uniformly exclude all others, those who

propose to teach, will make a more liberal ex-

penditure in their preparation, and incompetent

persons will shrink from the ordeal of a rigid

examination.

2nd. The sessions of our schools are so short,

that individuals uf talent do not apply for them,

but seek those situations that promise a more

permanent employment. Usually the shortest

schools have the poorest teachers, while those

ill the more populous places, which continue in

session nearly the whole year, secure men of

extensive experience and eminent qualifications.

3rd. Thi practice of employing males for the

winter, and females for the summer schools, in

our small districts, discourages either sex from

making any extra exertions to qualify themselves

for a profession which Offers so few inducements

for a comfortable support. The employment of

competent females during the winter, in small

districts, is most earnestly recommended. Their

services can be obtained at a lower price, and

the school will be much longer. Several of the

best regulated schools that 1 have visited during

the winter, were taught by well qualified and

accomplished females.

4th. The business of teaching is not held in

that high estimation which its intrinsic merit so

richly deserves. By any correct standard that

may be adopted, the office of the teacher is

worthy of universal respect, for its duties are

among the most responsible within the province

of human action. Youth of talent and enter-

prise will pause before they enter a profession

destitute of reward and reputation. Parents and

citizens must cherish a higher regard for the

teacher and his work, or intrust the sacred inter-

ests of the rising generation to incompetent per-

sons. Why should not a halo of brightness lin-

ger around this profession as brilliant and as

winning as that which characterizes those of

law, medicine and theology ? Its duties are as

arduous and responsible, and its influence not

less enduring.

These causes have contributed to make our

schools what they are; and if their character is

disreputable to the State, the remedy is at hand.

Let those instructors be employed who have de-

voted sufficient time and attention to qualify

themselves for the successful performance of

their duty, who cherish a noble spirit of enthusi-

asm for the business, and are ambitions to be-

come eminent as teachers ; let them be adequate-

ly remunerated and highly esteemed for their

work's sake, and our common schools shall be-

come fountains of intelligence, and one of the

most efficient instrumentalities in securing the

public weal.

The Orphan Girl.

Wilt ope thy door— wilt lliou ope thy door ?

1 am an orphan child

—

I've lost mv way 'mid hill and moor,

And in the forest wild.

Oh ! save me, sir. and Cod will bless

Thy store a thousand fold ;

J know thou'lt guard the motherless

When my sad tale is told.

1 once was loved by parents dear

And sisters at my side
;

But oh 1 they went I know not where

—

I'm told that they have died.

They drove me from my f ither's home

—

They told mo f was poor

—

And since thai day I've roved alone,

And begged from door to door.

The snow is drifting down the dale—
The cold, cold night i> near

;

And wolf-like howls are on the gale

—

Oil ! save me, they are here !

The snow will be my winding sheet

When piece meal I am riven
;

And falling dews (|Ol me shill weep
When I have gone to heaven.

-Louisville Democrat. W, w. II.
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